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^ Q>«rterly Paper published by the Society of the Sacred
5:117; Mission, dated Easter, 1927, which we have just received, an
notiea b jdren, or paper'patteriu end direettone («d. announcement IS made wliicli will be recelvcd by readers of Central
i».,ir-)r™.5«,.u,.iorK.nx....,.n..om„. „,g U.M.C.A. with very deep regret. The

Society of the Sacred Mission liave come to the conclusion that 
they must concentrate the African work of the Society in South 
Mrica. That means the termination of the work of the Society 
in the Diocese of Zanzibar. The Bishop of Zanzibar has been tojd 
that the work of the S.S.M. in his diocese at Mkuzi must come to 
an end in 1929. For thirty-three years the Diocese of Zanzibar 
has received valuable help from S.S.M. We can never forget the 
work of Father Woodward at Msaiabani. Our readers will See in 
the Annual Report what Bishop Birley saysllbout this sad news. 
It is always hard to say good-bye to old and tried friends. It is 
left to us to pray that South Africa will gain by our loss, and 
that Bishop Birley will be able to fill the vacant places on his 
staff when the day of parting comes.
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«♦ 1' A very interesting paper, by J. H. Oldham, on recent tendencies 
in African Native Education, has been sent to us. It was read 
before the Dominions and Colonies Section of the Royal Society 
of Arts on Tuesday, March 29, Sir Michael Sadler presiding at ■ 
the rneeting. Though little is said in it which has not already 
appeared in some shape or form in our Mission publications, there 
arc certain important statements in it which will bear repetition, 
coming from such an authority. Only a few-can be selected, in
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> EDITOR’S NOTES
EDITOR’S NOTES

the hope that our readers, will realize how signiHcant it is that such 
statements should be made before such an audience.

The future of Africa depends on the African ; and therefore the 
duties of statesmen lie in the physical, moral and intellectual 
development of the African; in a few words, the education of the 

. African. In order to set about this tremendous task, the impor
tance of promoting co-operation between the Government and 
Missions is fully recognized.

In modem education the emphasis has been shifted from the 
subject-matter to the child. What is required is not so much to 
teach the child such-and-such subjects, as to ask this question:
The child being what he is and where he is, what are the best
subjects to teach him so as to fit him,for his environment?

For instance, the African must know something about health; 
the improvement of diet and the betterment of living conditions 
must be kept in view. There must be an organized campaign 
against disease in Africa, and it is recognize:^ that the schools 
afford an admirable Opportunity of instilling the elementary 
principles of hygiene into the minds of the young. It is admitted 
that such an idea is not a novel one. The hospitals and dis
pensaries of Missions have been pioneers in this respect, but the 
point is that a new emphasis is. laid upon it and that hygiene is 
to become a necessary part of the school curriculum.

Again, the good work often done by teachers who could not be 
called highly-trained and whose schools were of necessity poorly- 
cquipped is recognized, but great emphasis is laid on the need 
of highly-trained teachers. African teachers to be placed in charge 
of a group of schools which they will visit systematically, giving 
mluable hmts, suggestions, improvements in methods, etc., and 
then reluming later to see if the suggestions have been carried out.

Again, the aim of such education as is proposed will be to 
mrods of the Africans respect for their own heritage 

and their own institntions, so that they will feel at home in the 
culture of their own race and be inspired to develop along linbs ' I 

JA"'! '* 'S hoped that this will i 
P™ * t.* products of Western education becoming what the 
1 tench call ddracinis, mere imitators of alien customs and id^.

■ th rs^’ "“h regard to the principle that true edudation aims at 
' character. The African character id the past has

inrt 9^ roligion, tradition, the home, prevailing custom
of the national life. The.se have all played 

n’ u u”’"® ‘he situation in Africa
hccome imperative to create and foster a sense of 

^lal obligation and loyally to the coidSiunitv. As Sir Michael
ourselves to the

of?w?l and difficull task of endeavouring to replace, by means
nobler constrafnrorconS?’’’

lA. S S;g;.3r:“T.“£
Much hta been gained for Africa when such principles are 

. openly proclaimed and recognized. There are obvious dmfuldS 
m conn^ion with their practical application, and we mudp pray 
that those in authority may be guided to a wise and; just soiutioh!

' • '
A Reminiscence of the Post.-In East Africa, the number dated 

March 31^, 1927, the death of Seyyid Khalid bin Barghash is 
announced. It was he who in 1896 attempted to usurp the thro’ne 
of Zanzibar in defiance of the warnings of the British Consul, and 
the whole of the island was in a state of uproar. He was known 
to be anti-European, and had boasted what he would do if he 
came to^ the Throne. We were all out at . Mbweni, keeping our 
annual festivity in connexion with St. Bartholomew’s Day. ' A 
message came from the Consulate that , all the woraen-folk. were 
to go there at once, and the other members of the Mission to their 
stations. The Sultan's palace was surrounded with armed 
retainers, with a battery of guns facing the s 
foretell what might happen. H.M.S. Philomel

sea. No one could 
. was the only ship’

near at hand. Until Wednesday we all lived in a state of great 
suspense. But, as it happened, it was the date at which the Cape 
Squadron was due to pay Zanzibar its annual visit. A telegram 
had been dSSpatched to the fleet challenging them to a cricket 
match 1 Would they arrive in timel It was On Wednesday that 

H.M.S. Racoon steaming in past Chumbi, and the other 
ships shortly followed. But in spite Of such overwhelming force 
Seyyid Khalid remained obdurate. He had been assured by some
one'that the guns of ships'would only vomit hot water: 
so the bombardment took place; we saw it all from the Consulate. 
The Sultan’s palace was destroyed, and, alas, there were 500 
c^ualties. Many of the wounded were treated in the hos
pital at Mkunazini, and were tremendously relieved to find 
that instead of being executed, every kindness was'shown to 
them. Seyyid Khalid himself escaped to the German Consulate; 
from'there he stepped into a German boat, was conveyed to a 
German man-of-war and carried off to Dar-es-Salaam, where he 
remained until he fell into the hands of the British in 1917. He 
was sent to St. Helena, but five years later was allowed to live 
in Mombasa. For some time past he has lived in seclusion.

'll
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UTARATIBU " AND THE SULTANSitaicai Diocese.

‘‘UpMTtfilj ’’ AN© THE WMimmmmsrnmn>

'■>.1'

'.';i *■:.

Everyonbdibnnected-Aith the Mission must rejoice ov>r the'attehipt 
’to ■ abolish 'the; system' of government in Tahg'anyika' Territory 
through/flfc/iar and fiimbes, frequently Of fpteigh‘ race'to the' people 
whom they'supervise''arid;^if:of the 'same;race—still' more'fre- 
■quently meri' of little' standing- in' Africaneyesj apart from* their 
■^itibn ns Gpverriment;serrants. ■ ^ '
“ The attempt to restore some of theirvOriginnl powers arid 
influence to the Sultans , or chiefs deserves all our help and'oiir 
prayets, too. The substitution^of the natural “ father ” of the 
tribe ns ruler for an niido, who can only rule by force and fear, is 
'obviously an excellent thing—particularly' in our Masasi Diocese, 
some fair distance frOni the coast.' Injustice'over, the poor arid 
the uninfluential—about which a •European magistrate ‘ hears 
nothing unless he'is'tactful—is’ sdll very common'.' A very teal 
justice is usually-worked out on thebaraza of the chief.

It is many years, however, since the Germans deliberately set 
. out to de«rqy the power of the Sultans—in many places they have 

ceasi^ to exist. No one'likes the office very much, and long delays-
usually take place after the death of -ar chief before his successor ' 
cam be ; choseni __r i^ember once tfaVelling from Newnla to 

his parish into the more experienced 
hands of Padre Stokes, and as I was moving house-so to speak- 
while travelled via Mchauru, and,
me approached
mnsen Ao ‘“"’P'''"®"'®' ‘hey risked: me if I would
to toe hinJhf- f^r.T °^^ of my porters, as he was the heir 
to the kinship of their community. The “ king,’’ I knew had
hrone”^ we “"d broright as n prifoner to his new

ind thi Ml f hating behind me a scuflle
-courw I do Lf ® P™'’*'*®'* ^ eohstitute, of
job^e had that this man was very unwilling to g'et the
aiakes an excellent only a few daysj before, and,' I hear,
h^^n nT?n^,to M f" ™ ®'' *he‘ parish.' But'therethe ^vuma aiSrind amto ‘"®"

■in many districts- Eve™. ■ ?®™“® "P^^irt monarchs
stand out in ri 'claWt °^. “Vi?®’' hoows the Sultans' who
though "not mention' nariies-
literanire; are really siriall fn^quently mentioned in Mission are really small -men who have gained power thid'ugh

J■.'W

I"' * RuvxniA PoRTiRs,;

their influence with the Mission or tvith Government (our'history 
books need a litfle correction I). At a certain place the magistrate, 
wishing to consult with the Sultans, ordered all except kings , 
to depart frorn, a large public meetingw Nearly everybody stayed. 
They all clamed tp be kings.: - At another place two. chiefs were 
at daggers drawn for some time owing to the hesitation of the 
authorities as to which was the::superior. .'A true Sultan .should
have,, of course, many sub-kings under hiirit-cach rulihg his own 
township or district—these should not be just qf his own family j 
but in these peaceful days, with Tfaos and Maicuas living almost 
side,by,side, and. Wam'ivera and Wamatambwe close beside theni, 
ri ,',ri ,ri)mcult to restore, a given " area :" to one particular man and 
Mf it an area of his one tribe. - Tbe movement of ^population to 
the country,.west of Turiduru, due to. the famine: this last yea'r* 
will still further complicate matters. Since the ’eighties the Angpni 
could hardly have seen sbmariy of other tribes in that country. .

V ‘hink we, need afi appeal to all who are coming, outAarid 
also to .all who are, deeply interested: iri African life, to support 

to?:’;;‘worthiness;’’ of the;jttficari; Sultan. He! is often rather 
.“ymgi .usually polygamy (which he' riiay not really;want ■ himself) 

."‘"1 a diflicult converii: .he can hold back hearers and - take 
away the schoolboys at the. veiy -worst mOmpnf in their 'lives^but 
I,think all will .agree that;he fs; Africa-as wie ha*ve to deal'.witb ,her^

;in, m^h;of the; les^lvilized, area-T-he; can,.: and[ so, often 
i pees, do.toore.thari ■we recognize for: the, Church ,oiit^.of ,his deep- 

sense of.jresppqsibility for the, good'of, his tribe;,* .Tt .will.not be 
an e^ier ;day,. perhaps,- when, he passes.-awoy. from that .Africa, 
*"®'. land ..where. :“;utaratibu;,’’ (‘‘orderliness -’’) . is almost.,-the 
commonest and most popular ideal.,: ‘ "

J. C. N.
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A FAltHFUL SErVaNTZanaibar Diocese.
/

n Me in his agitStiori, asks: *• \^
nurse aM.y, to™ne

Never," says Matayo ■■ I will do;the work alone "ror, " I 
will go myself to Kitosia "-a^ine-mile Walk—“ but I will hbt

^Th'ere have begh ihaiiy^vicissituaes in his life, and his marriage
Has been most unhappy. He has one little girl; for whom Ke inakesjfery generous provision - but he: has :h6 real libmy hr His own: and 
n'' his devotion is poured but upon his’ wort. He seldom leaves 
till n^rly 7 p.m., and his working day is often, by.his olirh choice,' 
abobt'!‘^''3‘^ci6*"“ - ^ set a; good 'midday'rest froih

i: ^ short time ago a liny patient, whose case was not very satis- 
factory was being cruelly torturbd by the hbrfible “ medicines ” 
of witchcraft far away in its own village. The one hope seemed 
“. “ ‘9 f.‘nn wontfn (who were :the yi'iigleaders in seeking 
‘^‘?M.n«rd't7^):'? >>ririg tHe:hdby into the lmspital, ',indhb one 
but Matayo could hope to persudde tliem tb do this; so Off he ■went ■

A EAtlTHFUi SERVANT (
• Scene r The Dispense ph a busy morning. 
.Dramatis Person^: The Niirse.

,;Matay6:.{^spen^fb^£; y.,
■ - . .-'-...Vi-i: ■ i:'i‘’N®SVh“S;:Pntient;r;;yf;:,;y,;':-v;
iVuwel i am' .vB^- )wrry,'..father, 

illn^. of. yours j: you, ipiisf to the town'and see. the dbctprfSt; the
&veniment Hospiuil.

. Oh, [that I tin;neyer do| : itffe
go, tKere';:r.want:unethdne: lier£n; ,y 
, ‘ ' ffmse; Look'here, father, I will; give:ybti a letter, and the' dqybr 
i3:idn(ij.it tWhinbi badiffieuIt. yi:::: ;:; y'[y ; V; ' :;

; JtfiPiVNoj’Biblj itTs.nb.uM., T can'nbt gb.,.:T:am afraid-i—I 
■ JViirse; But yoii-cahnot get wel! unless-ypti.go; and if you.db' 

go, you will soon be cured ahd'be quite’strbrig again, 
let Matayo go with you? [^puld you go, then? .

N.P,; 'Will he go wiih me even'when:!'see the doctor? ■ Well; 
if that is so,‘ perhaps , T may be aBle'[to go.'! Biit he will really 
come? You are riot'Just saying'ivofdSilb persuade me? ■ 

iWurre; Matayo, I want you fb'^b with.'fhis patient to the dbetijf 
af the Government Hospital. I'will-’give you a note for the 
doctor:-' ■■■‘■■■’I ■ ^

1
What if I

Vi'r
. ^loyb'; Veiy good, Bibi. ' Don't; be aftai^' father; the doctor 

will soon, understand if 1 go with you; . ' ' '
N.l^;^ll; rame along,"thenyiet: us gb/^

.■>...........................................

tmd^oh the medicine?"

aid Jthln^to Wm^ f lbam ^
tnily loofe tinLih "«d of help, dnd he
his eert^^iTl^'gSiW of God,'^and dp6

PS

i

' Pi- ' .... 1
................................... ■•WirtS'DrSpBNsliit'i' ........................

?6
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A FAITHFUt SERVANT

bn liis tong:iwmeyv;i}rfl‘fe?Mn'f4‘;!'SiFfWmfi^the chiI4;an(rcitS:gM«Fdians,)aBd thojfgh (It. was aye
itevUttleipaiient^.yfhp.yasiin; 8] terrible,^(jgnflitfon,.,Ac .mere,M 
of theitcoming was a'tremendous testihiony..tO;i^8, lofluen'ce and ’ 
autH6ritTpffMmajp5;j,.t|, ' ■.•:'■■'">

When the dispeiisaiy patients' ,0(8) pumerous and, noisy, ,Matayo 
Ofteij: gets arbit fpssed .by tfiemr and: be . trots jn^ andiput of - thei* 
dispensary and-the. pbi;cb.’where they, ipre ^wa'lfin^^
saying: “ Qiiietl Quietl Too ihuch norse,hereI ,It is no:fetiyaV : 
to-day, .: , We can't have-ali,.this ,iBbise,” ,. In, pur hospitaii. economy is ' 
theiprder bf„the,(iay,,anA sfiifrbelp.iis,.greatly',encouraged.' Eyeiw: 
patierit,,bringSihis,.pwn (food, and ,eiier.,(jop!U5;for, b'mseb'dr. bringj 
Sora^ne,toidp it for him, sp. that the fflnn'ingji^erises are,redu(^ji: 
to a rain,imum.;_ ilatoyo, hdwpier,'beIieyes,in,jtou'nUng dneis bl'^ ' 
logs, and it (is,^really, comic, to bear, him' boasting ,to :new,'patients 
of the lavish generosity with* whicW they 016“ irrateS/I Stemniepog 
as,usual, he reminds them: ,‘'^')FduibaYei;a,bed,,.a,,mat, to piit-nn: 
your;bBdi a lamp and oi|, for.you'r.Jaina (Pbking-ppts to .cook .yijthjV 

a.climax—'i' when there js.ai^'rain,';yqulare; even nllbwed 
water ,fpr,,your, washing and cooking,;,!, As,g; rule-the-.patients; are
oyerwbelmed by, this magnificent Ji5tj,and;reply.::,." Truly;we ire 
welbtreated here.;’,; . Indeed, ,they, kp,ow, that, they ;arfc fortunate, 
they pay jushpne rupee for their tieatihdnti whereas'with their own 
medicine-men, ten rupees, at least .one fowh and several' pairs of 
.^Mn^’’';(w6men’s gami'ents) ira'afsidered

• prdlnary, fee.,;;..
■- ; It is to the'Hospital, and largely td 'MatayP’k ihfluerifcelthai wei
•owepurpnetMpemba bdy, who is being trained at. Mihilci. to b'e
:a teacher:and evangelist to;his own-people,;^He^Carad dsia'imaili 
bey to our Hospital, and' found another.Mpeihba hbyiwas' aiready!
®. P“’they decided'tp stay bh ,anddearhi-as; 
the elder boy; told,: '.‘ What nil :this religion: meant;',' ■ MateVd'Wis'

Kiungant .the: younfeef bhfe.; 
nf'''^";;™vered: i^his-puipdde tt^beoorab

br de^Util rF^’'P°“'bIe; afte^
'pfaybrs diefiisi 

betalf from all fnen^.of Pemba, ■aSj.vhum'anlyl'sp^ing^iSFOT^^

'-S JiiiaSu.-.u i\.

U___,

■TliB'’pifaBA 'PrIbW, Padbb F^nws Mziuda; aYd i'n8 ,FAMlui,;i“ .,'1

debtees, of the witchcraft and devil-worship for wEicb'^'Pembh 
is; notorious i but Kristofa' is full of hope,'and thiHks that* His 
younger brothers arid, cousins will soon be,drawn in,' ari'dFthat their 
.elders.will:folIow suitl His life.here wil! be.’yery'diffi'cult, however; 
with femptatioris bn evei7 sider"ldleness will be a reaTdnrige'r;- for 
hi; will have' to build up his wbrkjfor hiiriself as he goes alprig. 
Oi^aiai fraires. • y’ y i-.'/";-. -;:-.'

;: Our country dispensary at Kilosra is in the neighbourhood'of 
ihese ;real Pemba folk, and' there Jw^coirie 'in contact''with ‘riiany 
.tdiildren, arid are' also able to Ke^'the :wbmeri', rii4riy . bf ■whom 
are not allowed by their husbands tb come to the town; buf ari'free 
:tb;yisit the’ couiitfy. dispensary as 'ofte,ri"as. they like.' 'TK’rill' this 
.'Mataybis our greatest helps he'has riiuch influence .wifh'fCfistpfa’s 
,p;eopIej who think Very hlghiy, of him, arid he will B.e'a irearsuppdrt 
,lp Kristofa: when he settles as a teacher in pemha.' 'Lprig' may "he 
Jllvri arid,thrive arid help Os'in the'work. ■ '' .ni

/

■EyM."V;''''
'ii;:'
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MEDICAL ,..QFJFIGER-s REPORT INyasaland D iocese.

■ MEI3ICAL OFFICER’S REpORT' »#■
n»V *h her old,station,Malmi. Miss Ogilyy has ^een at Likpma most of the year, and

she has, been
filling gaps at Milo and Liuh. Miss Ogllvy has had'charge bf 

-the lepers at Main^nde,, charge of theWicbl. stbres ^wHlfh 'lb 
no light job when half-yearly orders have to be put up fbr thb 
other, hospitals), and h^ also dphe most' bf the miorosbopb work, 
which has meant the staining and eiaminihg of , hundreds of, slide^ 
for l^pra and tubercle biicilli. and the pbrasitbs 'of ,malabia, ;tick 
fever and sleeping sickneSsj by this and by a good dbal of typb-
Writing she has saved me a great debV of work^ ' ' '

At Msumba and Ngoo dispensaries a large number of patiehis 
have had the advantage of treatment: near their homes inlekb, of 
coming thirty or forty miles to' Likbma,, where wefshoultl have 
had the added expense of feeding them. Unfortunately we, Have/ 

. had to close the dispensary at Ngob again for want of a'suitable' 
boy to send there. For Msumba, I hope we shall soon have a 
Msumba boy ready j Elnathan worked there as a j'unior, has bpehi 
two years at St. Michael’s College, where he waS toji'boy'of hiS 
year, and now he is gaining experience at Likbma and growing a, 
litUe bider, being at present rather yoiing for the po|-of ;hL 
bby,'though I believe his character to be excellent. - 
: Cox has j'ust built a brick‘dispensary at Msumbaj which
^11;:^ be«er lifted and more adeq^e fo? the wbrlr tha ^ 
the old reed and daub hut. AW^e are most grateful to his brother’s 
parish, .who have not Only paid all the year’s innriing eotpenSes 
.butmlsb.'Sufiicient extra to pay almost entirely'for the new buildr 
IbS- 'Ngoo, too, has had a promise of complete financial support.
I hope we Shall soon have a boy tO Send there and be able to claim 
■this generous offer.

At: Kota Kota, Miss Jones has been carrying on since-Miss 
Hall'werit home in November ; now’she herself has gorte'bn fuiy 
Ibugh and Miss Egan, after Wr yearS’,Work-’.at LfkweHuV has 
wme as nurse in charge. Miss Hill hiving gone tb -Liulf to'take 
jfeWg? *ire. At Koti Kota we-have been very grateful-for i*e 

of ‘>’6 Government M.O.,;Dr. FitzmaUrice/jvhb hte 
Wndly paid a weekly visit td our hospital as^ well as other visits

}K spe^ily acquiring a worWn^' knowledge o^ 
jCbinyanja, and I hope that withlh a few months Of’h'fif affival at 
iMnllndj she will be able to con-verse-With the Vaosf with remnants 
of Hindustani, acquired in childhood; to let off'bf occasional Indian 
jimtients, she will then be well equippe^. ; ,, y \ ^ ; ;
; 'We are stillTonging for one dr two more nurses, ’but we are 
cncourag^ to hope that our needs are shortly to be satisfied.

L_. Milo Hospital has- been closed since July, the station, has had 
to be without ladies, owing to a shortage of both nurses and 
teasers, but it is to be reopened early in November. The numbers 
at Milo and Liuli show how keen the Tanganyika natives are to 

-f?®® are; our two youngest hospitals, 
and between them ihejr account, for one-third of our in-patients; the 
^t-patiimts are not in proportion as we hre not near any big 

°V- of Tangahylka Territory bein| 
Ayphilis, and' hook worm are rife, and 

for .these diseases'has been 
Ann 'opfosy, too, scems more common there
than In,most_parts of Nyasaland.
ndi4* of work r one

- TSinA ^f u " li! - feature- of the Tanganyika
Th^SiIm? 'f n- amount of “’ncherabe” the patients® bring.

portly in klnd (flour, eggs, fowls, 
for’t’h^o1.?S?v '? “‘ont voluntaiyrSpecially
TOV 'We expect eahh in-patient to

n, I ®.“1^: “loh ont^atienf to bring a small 
tomnv®whATV‘”’“ ” o and we refuse treatment
fai^Ahm there -' ’ ““P«»; boing. of course, made where we know that there is poverty. Unfortunately what we get, especially

, I

I

n was
i
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MEDICAL -OFEICER'S • REP&RT MEDICAL 'OFFIGER'S iRERORf ;
wlK^OTquested; ThejinbmbeiS-pfat-i^ptfl Ebfa htt 

'. li%.duSali*nta,d»il^'toWaitii«i'ta;her&iaas'hi>^^ '■

S^S5»Sg?s:p?ii'#|;
onetwas.dose^to.'obrvdihinjr/room'arid bitdiB^^^ 
miy .but .thB simplest bpBmti6hs,'dna’it «^^a^^^^^
B flight'pf steep stepsr also^tbe' wbmen’s-ho'spitki. Wds’at one^M 
pi the;station and the men’s ‘aLthe^other end'”136 yards away.“ ;'

ifUsSIffiSIKlia enssaiiiBits
think that Fr. Matthew: has ^mdde thi ;bbsL qf a difficult job inipsf
wh ch constas,pt,a gopd-sized su^

is.parUy/Consulting room, parUy store:room, and of a third , 
ii^n^“‘ ijpm: can now ,be used:for

iiSISsSiiai^?W:and that tliPy can bhoW aiiffit^nl S^^lLeSS '

^ hp may be ready for b|s final examination during tbe; coming

'’??S on much the same lines
ahdSer^' Th® ‘“ the number ^ patients at Liuli
and Likwenu. The results have been much^ ffi^ continued, 

sH ira^vementliri 'mbSt: of^the cases, and I hope thai 
"®^,'’?yc. M lMt tp,o complete, curesi : i ,e., they : a^^ to be ( well 
and^we have failed to find bacjlli for many ;mbnlh^- : ' ■;
^ haye, again had a jgfant ::of -i?J50 fnjhi the linratiyika:

s&te^&ftissa:£sts?s^^
haveyenabirf us to go forward with:the leper work without fehr 
that our other hospital work mighfsuffer. :We are just expecting 
our . first consignment. Of hydnocafpus oil' from Calcutta; it is 
probably a_ better oil for our,-purpose than: the chaulmbogra oilfSs
moirth,'but it is simple-and: dbfo hot,entdil much^^^w^^^^ 
therresult deenis.satisfaciory:-,,:::, ■ .

'finance; it fs a ,gteat' relief to find that thanks -tb 
a, grant of: £300 from the, Hospital Ttind. at liome, we 'have 
h_, satisfactory balance: in, hand, without any grantr from the 
diocefo|- ,it is the first . time : that fhb ' hospital work .:has "cost 
Ihe dipcese nothing, accept the :maintehahce, of doctor,:and :ntjr^; ' 
1; expect slightly heavier expenditure-in the current year, especially 
.ip renpwmg grass roofs, .including\ti:vbfarge bhes.'at Eikpma;;:but 
if we are alibwed the isame income I think we shalLbe, ableitb pay 
this out of our present balance.

as

has had
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jV. Rhodesii^ioceseMEDicALi’dFFrefeR's ^report

F.dm;LH*H.c.w,tes.^

■ i !:'.iMi5?Pdi"?^hrey.hotpi;q^:our,Rr4nt:ctareh.,,One:geneKil
lyitiW-lQpkiBgi'east, and one froirt each of the aisles, .showinff,the 
lfigh,i:es?.pf odr. Lord and of the Blessed ,Virgin,.both.of.lhi^ 
;figures Fr.. Pulley gave us some time,ago.,.: . :

;W^ichiTun dowii-. the centre.ilThe -wpoden .cross,,above .the ?ont, 
;W)i>chymp!».ae .catteliumen!^:barrier,,yy«
:at:::<he.-east- end ,pf, t,he-.Hoped-fpr^ church.,, It lyas'.one iPf.dhe few 
thingSiWhich w r^curf; ,;^he altar ,built by. Fr.; Moffatt 

■ thp;u9i6:,c.hurch,:pnd.it has been moved brtckby. brick twice until
^ ■________________ > • -j .. It wiU not bear

fjnoving, again..,We 
j;love.,,our,;;, present 
ij church, for coming 

■ to our rescue and

iSSSlgsig
■v dpn us; f .we. delay. 
«mucli lpng^);. Blii^ 
i‘;:.we; shall;;} welcome' 

;Our - new;}' .church,; 
i;fofeP!;f;Fan'b«s;are

IS?"'-'"

" is very' much in the 
; open at present, but 

the using of it has 
made us feel that

It may ihtetest subscfiBers wltof^.ifot^' M^^
■^lain t4f the ." Hd^ital'Fund ’' provide, all dioCeses of the

,gfgg£r' “
■>

Wm. C. Wiganiv’t

• HOSPITAL STATISTICS •
[•;: ■. •• ..^)i '.; i

■
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Zannibar Dwcese.V CHIPILI
V T '-S

'A tragedc vwe have begun to 
house ” at last.

billcd-for'^safety reasihs 'ah ' Ifl M Pl 
blilmate^e&nbmylbitVop'f the;' ' 
new church with -corblgated ' 
iron. nbt-Wsk'-
^j^.bn;':sp Jtc^sife j'tf /V
; A'We Hdiieif Ivivihver; tb 'hb

■probable. tlStrthe^ty.’sbason'"
. will se8 'mbtor't transport ^

al^gbur^road/andthat^willW' 
reduce the'cost; ;Up to. Inst . 
ytor. it^ co^ tis'Y js?.3(i. tot geti

i
A:Sister of:th^ C:S.P: «>riies from Kw^ MLno. 7i^,nim^^

J r^rsrsSf "fei5¥.saiS'l«S'fSt5liis^ ps'S’cf^sS'Sr^HssP^wS®.

n.boy.isome. way off-a relation of •Rafael’s-andr then.iwe'^Vrtck • 
acrflss the grass .nto a path for Kizumbat-RafaelWHIaglfTOe
boy.made a great-deal of noise, shouting '>.Kulaa;”-t^hifh meant
trouble, and as we emerged into a tlovely park-like place iwe saw 
many people coming. A native doctor gave him some medicine 
thev ^  ̂ °"®. arrived. . They: mj^gj,

'°h- ’ gave. him,, leaves to’-.'chew.-i They, put 
.n ? and rubbed it into his head abd'Weck,

b^use^that was where he felt , the pain. 'I sent off notes'to tell 
ptdre ' aa*t Sister Joyce for; stimulants, ' etc.
ftdre. arrived^ about a p.m., and The. messenger brought i coffee,^ 
shrovJ’R® ?' everybody moved well'awayj.and:Padre
thttn ®''®3’ ■«'“ e grdup'Of women and glrls,Huhder
another tree were his wife and. baby and; her mother hnd myself, 

T" «"'* boys behind. . .When! Padfei'had 
hnished, they gathered round again,, and .Bernard'tMejanga. 
up the position he had had from.the first, sitting behind. Rafael to 
support him. It was piteous'fo see him. He coiild.not open his 
eyes,.except like mere' slits, unless he used hisihands to do so,; and 
nia,speech was very Inarticulate, and. he coughed and icoiighed. I 
med-to; relieve the constriction of his throat by .hot ‘fomehfations, 
PMtjthey-were unavailing;.(le could:notlswallow.at all;.:, 'f.

bister Joyce came about 4.30 pirn.. She .could nof obme- before 
oecause she-was giving an anmstheUc to a liodbitten. man;-whose 
leg had to be scraped, and who was very ill.. .She did all she could, 

about 7 p.m. two men supported the patient’and'heipedrhim 
and. several men Went- to .the village, and 

. aiaer„Joyce and I and some men canieback here. Padre ibvertodk 
uS'Onjthe way, as Rafaelrwhs willing to Be left, .Padre first having 
prayed with him and promising to be back in the mofhing. '

•• V

Hi
i
.■iWM

■1'

; Cmnif Qjimai. ;■ Sinha; Sisa;..;. i

a 60,1b. load from thb rail- 
; wayV.': .‘.Ndwilwe'^ian: geti bur

loads :ByyailTbAElisallthvillb 
-andv-landed:;:by;,;motmi::to 

■ within.-three days;:of .,us ;ih- 
.vlSteadbffweIyeaays.'i..^rans- 
,A:P^ds developingRiStiraAfaci 

which ; must be-.pleasing th 
■ *e>,tors; .of ,treasurers; and 
; isupjmrlerSi pT the: Mission I 
4-'.A?;''

c

took

/

1?'“?™; Cuuicu: ;Noipi AlSLl >' 7 ^ '
: ' ...............

■■■ f.'f!*' l..';:

\
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AN ANSWER TO PRAYERA TRAGEDY I

, It . was about half-past ten when Miss^wndes, one of our 
- nursesi .went to have a look at him h*/e turning in Z 

he opened his eyes and just whispered to¥eh:l‘' I want to be 
baptized at once.’ To say even these fejT ,^ds was a great 
effort. Padre Limo was sent for, and^AtiM Lovftides came and 
called me ,00. With thankful hearts made our pm^a,ions 
A little table was placed near the bed. covered with a linen Xh 
and upon,It were placed a crucifix, two candles.and some heautifu 
flowers When everything was in readiness, he was baptized into 
the Body of Christ s Holy Catholic Church, and given the riame. 
Jojin Vincent. I cannot describe to you the sense of peace and 
quiet that permeated the ward during and after the baptism 
/ It was not so very many hours aftenvards that we stood by 
the side^of his grave, and having committed his body, to the 
earth and commended his soul to God, we raised our hearts in 
humble thankfulnes?.tto our Heavenly Father, who had once 
given unto us the victory.

So let us pledge ourselves anew to continue steadfast in prayer 
that by the power of prayer the Lord Jesus may come into His 
Own in Africa.

,0 sr r "“SSI
iaari, .nd^nd been M bright aid 

gay all through. He leaves, one httle.boy, George. I am sure you 
win fhinemher'thfin^ in your ‘praters. . Having.,been through this 
one can understand the.ijeople'Siterror. pf,snakes.. No one would

KfiS.
aWuttheslzebfmywrist. ;

\■■

\
; AN tAtfSWER jl-Gr PRAYER

WHAT'Va great and wonderful thing-1110' power of prayer is, and 
yet how.'littldfSome ofi us understahd about. it. But though we 
understand only a little, i.we i db /KNOWii for certain that what
soever ask the Father in the,Name’ of'-our Lord Jesus Christ, 
it will, be giyen to us—though very dfteri' in'a way that we least

It is not without reason, I ^ink, that friends of the Mission 
, ^ked to put prayer first'and: to pray unceasingly for the work

: l it: often-happens that the telling of a true story, showing a 
direct-answer to prayer.ihelps to stimulate us to fresh effort. This, 
then, Is my reason for sendingithis account of the baptism of a 
young! African-rman;
:_i One morning thMe : walked into the Mission Hospital in 
,Zanzibar, .a young African—tall land wellAuilt, but full of con- 
sutnpUonj^e HW,. asywe-say,: Vlebme in-to die.” He was a 
native,of Pemba, a^ralechumen:who had been -working, 
of.the Shnmbas in-Zanzibar-Island; After hm admi^ion ..

in-patient,, he was visited by the padre regularly and his 
instruction foribaplism continued.-l.He used often to Ay that he 

for fear of: what the ■' witches ” might 
do to him. - For-three months he lingered-^it was painful to watch

.-Theiend’drew-verymear;. iFoftwo-days the dying man was, 
more^ort-to, unconscious. It: looked-as thbugh th? powers of 
the- .EinL One would p^ail j and though' we felt sad' ahd dis
appointed,; wd- Continued to" hope and pray that our efforts and 
prayersrhnd not been: in -rain; ' :

more

E. A. G.
I'

arc

OUR SIXTY-EIGHTH 
ANNIVERSARY

THURSDAY, JUNE 2ND, 1927

There wHl be Holy Communion at St. Matthew.’s, Westminster, 
at 8.30, and High Mass at St. John’s, Red Lion Square, at ii, 
the Rev. G. A. Weekes, Vice-Chancellor of Cambridge University, 
will preach the

on one 
1 as an sermon.

, Our Chairman, the Rev. Dr. Archer-Houblon, presides at. the* 
: Annual Meeting in the Church House at 3 p.m., and Bishop Gore, 

our President, once again takes the chair at the Evening Meeting 
- at Kmgsway Hall at 8 p.m.

i- Among the speakers we hope to have Canon Broomfield 
w Father Cyril Whitworth, S.S.M. (Zanzibar), Padre
. Norrish (Masasi), Dr. Wigan (Nyasaland), and Padre Hewitt 

(N. Rhodesia).
- Motor-omnibuses will be arranged for parties attending the 

; Meeting; for terms apply to the Secretary.
Particulars regarding breakfast and the public tea, please 

advertisement on the cover.

/
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siXty-eighth
HOME JOTTINGS

Tbe Genenl Pnni Receipts compare as follows:— ]cm1927. II' ■^l.B33£5m THOBSDAY, 2u(l JUNE

SSWESliSI W’
BrmUaat will be pmvided at The Cliuith House Restaurant Great Smith sir,.i 
or those notitymi; their intention to be present. The charge, ^-?willhe coTwed

11.0 SUNG EUCHARIST at ST. JOHN’S, HED HON

PWer-The Rev. G. A. WEBKES, M.A. 
Vtct-Chancellor of Oxmbridge Univerri^.

3.0 ANNUAL MEETING at CHURCH HOUSE 
WESTMINSTER

Cio/rnion-Rev. Dr. T. H. ARCHBR-HOUBLON
Tichets"^

8.0 EVENING MEETING at KINGSWAY HALL 
KINGSWAY.

CAe/rfflOM—The Ri^ht Rev. BISHOP GORE

A decrease of ;£‘1U.
8.30

tLeaden of Study CIrclej.—Tliose who are thinking of holding Missionary 
Circles on Africa are advised to get “ Modem Africa a study scheme—published 
by S.P.G.,'C.M.S., and U.M.C.A. It can be obtained at the office, price 2d. It is’ 
meant to help oMpIe to understand the main facts and problems of Africa of thh 
frestnl time. Books are suggested and questions for discussion set. We venture 
to' think that this scheme, and also the one based on the Four World Call Reports 
would be very helpful and stimulating to many.

To

at ibe Restaurant.i
1

e « r
Thrf Librarian wishes to thank very much nil those who have so kindly sent R>oks 

. . answer to the, appeal made in April's Central Africa. She has now quite enough 
copies of the old ^itipns of Darkness or Light—but, naturally, would never refuw 
R copy of the new edition 1 If anyone has old copies they do not use of Where IVe 
Lhe and What We Do, Instead of the Briar, or Central African Parish they would 
be useful. But It Is hoped that no one will send books that are doing a good work 
where they ore now. '

I

There
r i?' CyrenU -A Retreat for Women members of
C.S.C. wII^ held from Juno .10—13, at StI Katharine’s Convent, Normand House,f li|||
S M father S^ddi/g,
S/'.bJMTl P'® '"'’“stve charge will be 12s. 6d.. and appltL
\\V V CjS-C. Secretary, c/o The Office, not later than August 20.
land ratlLd ri,^Se,r«r '

Iha St>eaker$ wiH include-
Rev. CANON BROOMFIELD (Zanzibar)
Dr. WIGAN (Nyas.iland)
Rev. G. H. HEWITT fN. Rhodesia)
Rev. J. C. NORRISH (Masasi)

UOTOB OHNIDBSES will be arranged for parties attending the Evening Meeting 
APPLY TO TUB SECRETARY

* *
note that Miss Rmsted’s address

THE MISSION STAFF;
RECEWT IMEW Books

■ Name'; Diocese Date NURSING IN NYASALAND
By ALICE SIMPKIN. Preface by the Bishop of Chester. 

Illustrations. 6di| by post 7dtN. Rhodesia 
Zanribar 
Masasi 
Nyasaland

April 29 
May 11 

.. 11 
19 

.. 25
THE HEALINGHOF THE AFRICAN

An Account of U.M.C.A. Medical Work. Four Illustrations.
• 6ci I by post' 7d,IS* /Mar. 24 

» 24 
April 8

H 8 
.. 11

AFRICA ON THE HILLTOPS!>
By the Rev. F. E*. PEARSE. 
description of the people and their manner of life.

A simple and Hfe-like v.r:
1/-, by post 1/2

frank, BISHOP OF ZANZIBAR
187>-192+.,ByJ. MAYNARD 

SMITH, D,D. Whh portraits.7/6| by post 8/"'i

ICO OtBLdAr, 9 DARTMOUTH STREET. WESTHfifSTEB, S.W^

N'i;.;..'! ».)
I'.',-i-s-
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UNIVERSITIES’ MISSION TO CENTRAL AFRICA.
HOME ORGANIZATION.

Oiiici-» DARTMOimf STREBT. WESTMINSTER. S.W.1
CANON GODFREY DALE 

Lsf iMbtMl S*trturj-Um. R. GUEST
ritl0TU t4ir

/
/.SK>iTU*-Rsy. CANON E. F. SPANTON. 

MftUHmt StmfafT—Rkt. W. D. SUTSR. ANNUAL REVIEW«M tm iMiUmd. •• Euruk. Pm. Lohooh." T*
ICmil* AMrM$ /*r Sa/teiM. Utziu. Lomww.”

CatU JddrfU i*f ** Uuma; Zmcdu “{ l»f Sj*f. ” Uum*. Fort JontnoK."
to ** Hm S«cretar7. U.U.CA..’’ ind OiUMMOHOkitort to tlH OBn AeoU to OF THE WORK OF THE UNIVERSITIES’ MISSION 

TO CENTRAL AFRICA HN 1926Pn»l*to« Sm. W. E. PIllLrOTTS. U Chap*! Park Road. St. Laaaarda aa Saa.
Sm. Im ImSm DkkkL —Rar. W. B. SUTER, • Oannouth Stmt, Wntmlnnar, S.W.L 

9rU$Utd Sm. Im toatk tl CasUad. —Rar. F. J. EVANS. Tudor Ladft, Tilfotd Rood. Farehaoi.
Ortaabkd Sm. Im ««* af Ea^ « SmU Walak -Rar. E. J. D. HEU.IER. t Eatoa Cmcant, ailton. DrUtol. 
OrtaaUat Sm. Im b»t al lada»L -Krr. HARRY SKEU.ERN. SuMp Uoa, Tbaatad. Dunaew, Em«. 
0«StaUa«SM. ImKUltola. —K«*< ><• SIMMONS. 10 Warwick Road, Slntferd-oi>A<raa.
OrfnUad Sm. tm Rarikn FrrrtaN aal R. VcIm. -Rar. L. C. WATSON, tt UirtbiMa Road. Southport, UiMt. 
Om. lar Sm. far N«rtkMa PtoTiaM tad N. WalM.'-IL WEOD, MA.. 4 Ottoraa Tcmea. Ltada. . 
rwtaruas.c tCL

• ^
Contents.

101 . iv—Diocese of Nyasainnd.............. 114
m V—Diocese of N. Rhodesia ... 134
107 vi—Home Orgonizolion

i- -rl'he General Situation ...
ii- f-Diocese of Zanzibar ... 

iiiT-Diocese of Masas!•-MtM tL C. DOUGLAS, tfl Turnap R<Md, Dulwich. S.EJ1. 185
ArtUlat, aawt and pbotofrapto fren Africa tor thla UactsliM win to tpccUlip wciccnad b]> Iba Editor, e/o Tht Oflet. 
Urdart and ramIttoncM lor ma(adnaa, hooka, tte^ ztoold 4* iiiittia to fJir SuttUty. U.M.aA^ f Dartmouth Siratt, 

Waatmlmtcr, S.WJ. Tba coat o4 CaatraJ dfrfra hp poat It ta. Cd. per annum.
I.—THE GENERAL SITUATION.LSAOUB OP ASSOCIATES. To oeiu all thoae 

worklos for tha Minion in Eii«Und. Ruua.»To pray 
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ftltnda wh? Wiu au^lj tht Xfrlcan tu^wlih
We are fortunate to possess this year for our Annual Report 
communications from the bishops of the four dioceses of the 
Universities’ Mission and are grateful to, them for finding the 

‘ time for these communications in spite of the pressure of other 
business. We are fortunate because we can all feel that we know, 
on the authority of those best competent to judge, what is the 
present state of affairs and what are the most urgent needs of each 
diocese.

There is much cause for thankfulness and hopefulness. The 
post year has seen a notable increase in the funds of the Mission, 
and there have been many offers of^service. Still much remains 
to be done. In the Episcopal reports we still hear of understaffed*^^ 
districts, of overworked priests and nurses and doctors, etc. We 
still hear of the closing down of one or two stations and dispen
saries, though we hope this is only temporary. We still hear of 
possibilities of extension, opportunities which cannot be seized 
because of the absence of men *and women who can be spared to 
make use of these opportunities  ̂Much has been dpne in 1926, for 
which we thank God, but much still remains to be done. For 
instance, take the 1,000 confirmation candidates in one district in 
Nyasaland. These candidates will need much careful and engross
ing pastoral work. The staff needs strengthening in order to do 
this work effectively. And one other significant fact is the growth 
of the mining industry in N. Rhodesia, to which Bishop May 
calls our attention. A great call may come to meet the situation 
and the Mission must be prepared to meet it. So we must'not 
rest on our oars. 'The forward movement must continue, If that 
part of the work of extending His Kingdom, which Our Lord has 
entrusted to ils, is to be carried on as He desires. He has entrusted 
us with it And we must not disappoint Him.
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II.—THE DIOCESE OF ZANZIBAR
The outstanding event of the past year has been the division of the 
diocese, which is a matter of real thankfulness not only for Zanzibar 
and Masasi, but for the whole Church, and in particular for the 
Universities’ Mission, its workers and supporters, because it means 
^owth and efficiency—Zanzibar is now a manageable diocese, in 

. which a bishop, if he keeps constantly on the move, as he ought 
to'do, can come into pastoral relation with his whole flock, and, more 
especially in view of the building up of the African Ministry, can 
keep in personal touch with his clergy. Even now small as the 
diocese may appear on the map l.find by careful planning I can 
only just get round the whole of it twice in the year, allowing for • 
four months at the coast and the six intervening months for, the 
mainland. Four months in each year may sound a long time''for 
the coast towns, but it must be remembered that here the work is 
peculiarly difficult and there are Europeans as well as Africans, the 
Europeans at Dar-es-Salaam'alone (numbering, I believe, as mahv 
as eight hundred at the present time. ^

Staff.—As regards the staff of the diocese, there have hein 
during the year some African ordinations duly recorded, and we 
have had the happiness of welcoming several European additions, 
mcluding pnests, nurses, teachers, and lady doctors and a printer, 
but we are still in ne^ of more European priests as the report will 
reveal. It has been an unfortunate year, as regards the health of 

increasingly depend, for the medical 
Tot wle^S develops, and our nurses are

^ "“t “f pe- Every year one is
the W ">!“!onary importance of this work

cLrms superstition*^ and Muhammadan
™“ng, the staff of European teachers

us to c^nfrJk f°'-’ “d «"e>>les
iStch m^e ea^lv ^ C^vernment in its educational scheme 
Ihehhdp' "““'d l>uve been the case had we not had
toufh 'JffWeQm'inSr'"“ “ they come under the
the striking insmnre At of®’if"*^ Africa is no exception, rather it is

s iii-p-s'S’.-/ siirsftfitewSwniyjairiy isr-aa

\
to the occasion. Our Training College for teachers at Minaki and 
the Central School for boys at Kiwanda are now coming under Govern
ment inspection, and at Kiwanda, this year will probably 
considerable development both in ^numbers and general efficiency. 
The Central School can no longer be merely treated as a nursery for 
Minaki, but it will also we hope produce youths trained and fitted 
for other vocations of usefulness, and at the same.time strengthened 
and sanctified by all that goes to form sound Christian character. 
It will have a European headmaster in the person of Padre Hellier, 
who will be assisted by Miss Abdy and an African staff, while 
Mr. Beal, who is returning to the diocese, will I hope be in charge 
of'an industrial department which will be citable of any develop- 
nient we may in the future think fit to make. Canon Sehoza will 
slill be responsible for the moral and spiritual welfare of the whole 
institution which will be run as far as possible on the lines of 
African life and customs sanctified by the Christian, religion. I 
wish specially to stress this last point for it is difficult to convince 
even those who really care for Africa and the African that the best 
and most up-to-date educational schemes are not everything, nor 
can they by themselves build up any country. We missionaries 
are out in this country primarily to build up Christian lives and 
Christian homes, and the present opportunity demands of us that 
we shall meet it with great care, skilful handling, and above all a 
strong personal esteem for those Christian principles which have 
always warred against mere worldly ambition and the ungodly 
craving for money 5 which seeirfs to be the dominant desire in the heart 
of the young African of to-day.

There are now four Archdeaconries Jn the diocese, and it may be 
well to deal with each one in turn.

The Archdeaconry of Zanzibar.—^Zanzibar has broken the heart-" 
*of many ardent workers in the past. It is one of the most difficult 
places in the world to work in, and Christianity has a hard task 
even to hold its own. The past year has, we think, brought a 
revival to our hopes. The place is now well staffed for the moment. 
We have lately added a worker to watch over and care for the 
women and girls, while Mlcunazini House has become a place of 
great activity with its schooIs,'Trttended chiefly by Muhammadans, 
and its Club for Christian youths. We are in touch with the 
Barracks and the Prison, and in the outlying stations many con
verts are being made from mainlanders who come to the island for 
work, and some of whom settle down and make their homes there.

Pemba is full of every kind of witchcraft and devilry, very 
secret and very difficult to combat; but here the medical work, which 
is our strong point, is telling all round in w^s difficult to write 
about, and if only 
could, I believe, make real progress. But he has not yet offered 
himself.

Funzi Island stands apart from Pemba itself, and can be reached 
from Wete in an hour by a good motor boat. Here there is a large
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Government settlement of some aoo lepers which has been com
mitted to our care, and as I write two of the Mission staff, one being 
a nurse, are going to live there and will, I hope, get over to Wete, 
which is our chief station in Pemba, each week-end for refresh
ment both of body and soul. This bit of work needs all the praytsrs 
we can give it.

Dar-es-Salaam is, as we know, in good hands, but it lacks an , 
African priest or deacon for the African side of the work, and such 
is not yet obtainable, but we have a few Church Elders represent
ing some of the many tribes who congregate there for work who • • 
help us in the task of shepherding and keeping together the flock.
The only church we possess is an ex-Lutheran building, ;^^most 
unsatisfactory in every way, but.we have already begun to face the 
possibility of building a suitable church of our own. ’ ^

Minaki, the training college for teachers, has not, alas, proved 
to be the corrective to Kiungani At Zanzibar, which we dared to 
hope it would have been—it is an expensive institution to run, and 
only one hour away by motor-car from the coast and its influence.
Whdt will be Its future l am not bold enough to predict, but we are 
endeavouring to make the best of it in somewhat difficult cir- 
cumsthnccs.

The Archdeaconry of Maglla.— Tanga has begun a new lease 
of life under Padre Dyson with the assistance of an African deacon 
and two sisters of the Community of the Sacred Passion. The 
present church is much too small, and we ore considering the 

, possibility of a new one to‘which the present one may conceivably 
form a useful adjunct. The work here is most important, the first 
coast town to which the young African on the mainland, with his 

• growing ambition, makes his way in the hope of a new venture in 
life. So the Christian community is always on the increase, and the 
difficulty of steady continuance in morality and the practice of 
religion make sound pastoral work;there of the utmost necessity. 
Hegohgo, the Theological College,; Is for the moment closed, and 
this for two very plain reasons, of which all must be informed in 
view of the Weston Memorial Fund, part of which is devoted to 
its maintenance. In the firet place we have no permanent Warden, 
the post having been filled remporarily by the Archdeacon, and in 
the second place I haye set myself, aifficult though it is with the 
constant need of priests, ever before iis, to work more slowly in the • 
training of the African Ministry than was perhaps possible in the 
past. I feel sure it is a mistake to hurry on a work of such 1m-, 
portance however great the need may be, and I am anxious that the 
present-set of deacons, now twelve in number, shall all have at 
IcMt two yeare weriencej if not]more, in their parishes, before 
returning to the College. Meanwhile they are all in touch with it; 
they send in monthly sermons on'given subjects, and they will be ‘ 

for examination and spiritual help, 
our panshM^ in this Archdeaconry, Msalabani, Bwembwera, 

Misozwe, and KIgongol, are entirely in African hands under the -
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DIOCESE OF ZANZIBAR
III.—THE DIOCESE OF MASASI

supervision of the Archdeaton and are doin^well. Tongtve, Mkuzi,: 
and Kizara'alone have European staffs, but they are assisted-by 

■ Africans. I very much regfet to say that changes must come to

and the Society has contributed men to the diocese for thirty; years 
in all, which isd long time. Now the Director tells me', much to iriy 

• sorrow and disibay, that he feels that he must concentrate all hi\' 
men on the work in South A.frica, which will mean tlie withdrawal 
of S.S.M. from Mkuzi in rgsg. This is indeed a .blow, and it ' 
means we must have two European priests out in good time to fill"

has been: '

Ik from Korogtve, His present archdeaconry will be known as

of providing real pastoral supervision for the'crowds who still havex' 
to tramp long distances to ICoro^e for their sacraments stilT 
remains and must continue till we have more firfesli, both African “ 
and European., There were eight hundred Communions made iii 
Korogwe Church on Christmas Day, and there would have been: 
many more if only we could have had more'altars served nearer 
some of the most distant parts of the district.

Nialawanda, a sub-parish of Kbrpgwe, has lately received a new; 
church built by the thank-olfering of a generous friend. It was‘

tercd Irishes, all in the hands of African clergy eicept that of • 
Kwa Mkono, IS now under the superasibn of Archdeacon Maddocks 
who, after his past eitperience in this .country, knows its possi
bilities and requirements. It is tbe ihost.Muhammadan part of the: 
diooiseon the mainland and is oyerrirn by Moslem teachers v^o; ' ^ 
make all our work very difficult, itnd in consequence converts-to 
Christianity come in but slowly. In educational matters we.are;
a bit behind other parts of the diocese, .but there is a .promising 
small central school at Kwa Maizi which is pfoducing good results,: 
and there has beeitaweiy noticeable progress recently in thb sisty ' 
village M|iools, which are now much more efficiently taught than 
they used to be. Zi^aland has more openings for ^tension than

which IS still under the darkness anrl ignorance of Islam, but exten
sion, as we all know, means more priests and more money.

* Thomas Zanziear.

This report must be general rather than particular, as it has to be 
written before I have actually reached the Diocese as Bishop.

Creation of the New Diocese.—^The outstanding fact in the year 
1926 is that, on completing our fiftieth year since Bishop Steere, 
Archdeacon Johnson and Mr. Beardall arrived at Masasi in 1876 
to open the first missionary work undertaken in the Ruvuma_ 
country, we have become constituted as a separate diocese cut out 
of the Diocese of Zanzibar.

The area assigned to the Diocese oX^asasi is roughly the size 
of England. Dar-es-Salaam ^Ind the wuntry south of it to the 
Rufiji River remains in the Diocese of Zanzibar, but all that part of 
the old Zanzibar Diocese which lies south of latitude 8° is now 
the responsibility of the Diocese of Mawsi. To the west we meet 
tlie Diocese of Nyasaland about two-thirds of the way between the 
sea and Lake Nayasa. So much .for our boundaries on paper. 
Actually we have no work north of Lindi or south of the Ruvuma 
River, and our most westerly station is about 220 miles inland on 
the road to the Lake.

The Africans in those parts where work has been established 
are happily very little spoilt by European civilization. Native dress 
is still the normal wear, and a simple agricultural life the normal 
occupation of the people. The Government is making a real effort 
throughout Tanganyika Territ'bry to support African life and 
custom and aid the natives to develop on true African lines. Power 
is being restored to the native chiefs, cases will be tried by them, 
they will collect the Government tax, and budget for their own 
needs. The tribes amongst whom our work has been established are 
organized matrillneally, a system very unlike the • patriarchal or 
patrilineal system to which we are accustomed, It would be inter
esting to know if there is any other part of the world where a 
European power has established a matrilineal people on their own 
matrilineal lines. In so many parts of Africa the people have 
b^ome detribalized, but there is great reason to hope that the 
Tanganyika Government is just In time to allow this noble experi
ment a real chance of success.

The number of Europeans living in the diocese is very small. 
They consist for the most part-of Government officials living lives 
of great isolation and loneliness, and there are a few planters near 
the coast.

The diocese opens with fifteen central stations. Eleven of them, 
where work is well established, are organized, in two archdeaconries, 
one of Masasi, and the other of Luatala. The other four stations 
lie to the west and constitute our new work in its most initial stages, 
there are about forty African churches in the diocese* built of 
wattle and daub, the work of Africans, and furnished as far as 
possible by African effort. These churches are built voluntarUy by 
the Africans without any payment.

To serve them there are twenty priests, eleven from home, nine 
Africans. i
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The one permanent stone church is the Cathedral Church of 
Our Lady and Saint Bartholomew at Masasi, consecrated in igag.
It was built as a memorial to Bishop Smythies, the money being 
almost wholly contributed from Cordiff, and both for the design 
and the excellence of the wortmanship we owe a great debt to 
Mr. Tomes. He superintended the work with equal skill and devo. 
tion, and it was with a very real sorrow that I heard in .December 
that he died a comparatively short time after his return 
England.

Zanzibar Cathedral Stirs the imagination, standing as it does 
on the site of the old Slave Market, and the Cathedral at Likome 
is not only, 1 believe, the largest cathedral in Africa at present, 
but it also has hallowed a spot devoted in the past to the burning 
of witches. The Cathedral at Masasi stands on the lower slopes 
of the hill Mtahdi, so called from time immemorial becauseN its 
beautiful conical shape earned it a name which literally means 
" the hill of the personified sacrificial flour cone.” But in plain 
lEnglish we may translate this " thej hill of the living bread.” 
it is at least a happy coincidence that those early missionaries, fifty 
years ago, should have been drawn to rest on the slopes of the hill 
of the living bread, and that later on Bishop Smythies, all uncon. 
scious of this appfbpriateriess, should have chosen this same hill 
for the site of ithe Masasi station and so for the building of the 
church which has now become the Cathedral.

One last word remains under this heading. Twenty priests 
cannot serve forty churches, when considerable distances separate 
(hurch from church. And to set European priests to live alone in 
the tropics involves a greater strain than one has any right to 
mpose. Two, therefore, of the fifteen districts, Lumesule and 
Mbaya, Have had to be closed, temporarily we hope. Offers have 
been Reived from several men Who hope iater on to come out to 
us. But Mme of them will not be ready to sail for four or five ' 
years. We are most thankful fo have had these offers, and we 
should all pray that; nothing will prevent those men from coming 
out to the work when they are ready. But there is a grave need
re.op"en°thfc?oSS?te.““’‘* “

necessity in the tropics part of the staff is' always away on 
furlough, and It oftm happens that owing to the pressure of work 

“’'npelled to do even more than would be wise at home, 
Ihl In.1." t '9“ntry where climatic conditions make it desirable 

man in “> do .‘'“‘her less than the full work of a
^''eework begets overstrain, andJhe consequent 

hlZ^ The tropic get
nStSe trouble, and up to Sie
SSowrTsTn heSth! "IP* *“

ni Two of
ng schools, one at Chidya for boys preparing to go

to the Training College for Teachers, and one at Masasi for girls, ^ 
devoted to the higher education of women for its own sake. All the I 
remaining eighty-eight schools are elementary. The Tanganyika V 
Government is preparing an education scheme under which, the \ *.
Government will make grants of money to all such^hools as attain 
a satisfactory standard of secular education. In the matter of 
'religious education we are assured that it is the desire of the 
Government that each Mission should be entirely free to teach in 
its fulncM the religion they have come to bring. The Government 
scheme is not yet published, or at any rate had not been published 
when I left England in mid-January.

But two Important pieces of work cry out to be done. The 
village schools need to be visited unhurriedly and not infrequently,

. and all the help possible given to the African teachers, the majority 
of whom desire whole-heartedly to perfect their work and. .accept 
thankfully all help In method that is tactfully offered. The second 
piece of work is a more detailed and permanent care of the boarding 
school education. The Government naturally will not give gfants 
to institutions aiming at giving higher education unless in each 
case there is a fully qualified European educationalist in charge.

But perhaps the most fascinating problem of all is to endeavour 
to find out in what ideally the education of an African should con
sist. It does not at all follow that the normal elementary education 
being given in schools at home with varying degrees of success or 
failure is the best education for an African. In fact the probability 
is that it is nbt. Here is then a piece of real creative work. Tha

izes also 
ought to

be able to be looked to for its solution. It is to aid in this work 
that we invite trained teachers, men and women, to join us.

Medical Voifc.—On the medical side the great fact of the year 
must be the coming of Doctor Taylor. I have not yet met her, so 
that I have to write without the advantage of hearing her own 
report of the work and plans for the future. The injection treat
ment for yaws, etc., is boundlessly popular and seems likely to be 
the deathblow to these diseases. But a real difficulty and dls- . 
appointment comes from the fact that in certain cases patients curea 
in the hospital go back anJ get reinfected in the village. Here 
again the root trouble lies in ins\ifficiency of staff. It is true that 
priests are overworked, it is distressingly true that nurses also are 
overworked. The prevention of disease is a greater victoiy than 
its cure. Real headway has now been made in certain districts, 
but even the most elementary instruction in hygiene, infant welfare, 
food values, etc., would demand a larger staff of nurses than we 
have hitherto had. Actually what has been the case during all the 
latter half of 1926? So far from it being possible to touch new 
fields of work, one dispensary had to be closed entirely because 
there was no riurse to run it. Infant mortality is very high,, and 
ignorance and superstition share the blame for much of it. Will

to
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the day corae when we shalhbe able to train some African midwives 
and so take a great step toivards preserving child life ?

One other point occurs me under this head. There is 
dbubtediy a considerable number of people suffering from leprosy 
of a more or less virulent type. So long as treatment can only be 
obtained in segregation camps the tendency is that these lepers are 
concealed in the villages, iwive no treatment at all, and become 
centres of Infection. I have aVgreat hope that, the Government will 
allpw us to open an ouUpatienKdepartment for lepers, promising 
that those who come to it shall liot be subject to compulsory segre
gation. Experience has, I believe, proved in other parts that where ■
this has been allowed lepers come in considerable numbers for 
treatment and they tend for their own convenience sake to form a 
segregation, camp of their own that they may be near the treatment 
which benefits them. \

/un-

iFamine,—The year 1926 will be remembered as a year of famihe. 
Whatever may be true about food shortage in somejyears being due 
to the^African's own negligence in farming, the food failure of 1926 
must be laid at the door of drought, f nstead of roughly forty inches, 
which is our rainfall in a good year, the rain reached only twentyl 
seven mcl^. (I am waiting from memory in the absence of 
hgurtt.) There were evident signs of approaching famine in May 
and June, and m July, the harvest month, there were three deaths 
m a week at Ndmagono from famine. It was then that the Govern- 
ment, consulting with the Mission, handed over the famine relief
P 3“*^ M•*>‘"’1“ *0 Archdeacon Lewin and 
Padre^Norrish, wasyhis: large stores of food were at once bought 

"'“ney over-subscribed for a Magila 
frfaS"renrf" T‘he bank, earmarked 
of was this money, added to the generosity

where

letted ^eJvedS h N^^^^ f'”’ The last

- 1 tapre^d b^L"ine“;he?overofm^ urdoubt^ bS
■grea..brotherhoodr and the Mosreh,f“;jrwrtrot"so.i.^
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Teacher Mikael Nalijakdta and itis Family at Nauru, where the 

Makuas have all cbcohb Hearers.no
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exalts the brotherhood of his religion in splendid contrast to the 
r^sad lack of brotherhood between white and black. But it was 

Christianity and not Islam which fed the hungry; and at Namagono 
alone there is a class now of fifty hearers who desire to know more 
of the spirit of this love; We may come to remember 1926 not 
merely as a year of famine but as the year when Moslem prejudice 
began to yield to Christian loving kindness.

Trandatloa Work.—The languages of the two tribes Yao and 
Makua amongst whom the greater part of our existing^,work is 
done, have proved strangely , unyielding. Bishop Maples and 
Canon Porter both published small introductory books,, and tradi
tion has it that Padre Gee was able to pronounce perfectly ^he 
difficult Yao sound which is neither *v’ nor ‘w,’ but somewheW — 
between the two. The Diocese of Nyasaland has long used certain 
translations into Yao, but the Yao used in them had, I believe, 
affinities with the Nyosa language which made them unsuitable W 
Mosasi use. 1 am not aware of any translations into Makua. 
Perhaps.the greatest stride fonvard was made by Archdeacon 
Wood^id, S.S.M., when he camel to Masasi at the end of 1913^ 
and was in our.country until his internment in February, 1915. It 
was not a long stay, and the period included the outbreak of war 

, "and the troubled days that followed, yet in that shpit time he drew 
up a Grammar and Exercises in both Yao and Makua and collected 
really large vocabularies of words, enough in fact in Yao to form 
a Dictionary of Yao into English, as well as of English into Yao.

The Bible Society was known to be willing to print the Gospels 
In Yao if a version could be found which would prove serviceable 
both in the Yao part of Nyasaland and with us, and during the 
internment Miss Andrews, with the Kelp of Padre Daudi Machine, 
set to work on the Yao translation of St. Matthew current in 
Nyasaland, adapting it to the Yao spoken in the Ruvuma district.
A small meeting of workers from Nyasaland and Mosasi went 
through two chapters of Miss Andrews’ work in London in 1920, 
and felt so encouraged that it was enthuisiostically adopted as the 
basis of a new attempt to find a joint .yemion. 101924 
from Nyasaland their revision of MiM'^Andrews’ work.

British and Foreign Bible Society for the tremendous aief^h^ 
give to missionary work.

The Ftrttifc.—^The year 1927, it is hoped, will be spent by the 
Bishop in a preliminary Visitation of the whole Diocese, spending \ 
about a week in each of the fifteen districts. A kind invitation from V 
the Bishop of Uganda to attend the Jubilee Celebrations in Uganda ^

/

i
will take him away in June, and following the visit to Uganda 
he will attend in early July a meeting of East African Bishops at 
Nairobi to consult as to the formation.of an East African Province. 
When the Visitation of the diocese is completed it is the Bishop’s 
hope that a Synod will follow, after which he will make arrange 
ments for his house which will probably be built at Said! Maumbo, 
pear Tunduru.

I Delightful plans for the enlargement and furnishing of the 
Church at Masasi have been prepared, and the money given by 
All Saints’, Clifton, will, cover at any rate a considerable part of 
the proposed alterations made necessary by the church having now 
become a cathedral. One thing only remains—to find a man who 
will come out and superintend the work as clerk of the works and 
master-builder. Without the superintendence and guiding help 
such as a capable trained man alone can give, our plans will remain 

paper only.
It is the Bishop’s hope that near to Saidi Maumbo a suitable 

site will be found for a Diocesan Theological College with perhaps 
in later days a Training College for Teachers near by. His hope 
is that this work may be undertaken by men living the religious 
life and living it in such ^wise as to make it possible to hope that 
African postulants may come and find their vocation, too, In the life 
of the evangelical counsels.

This is spiritual building, but without it the fairest cathedral 
will in the end fail of its purpose. But this building also waits on 
the coming of a master-builder. ^

In conclusion may I draw attention to the Diocesan Intercession 
Paper, which we hope to produce quarterly, and a copy of which 
will be gladly sent to anyone who will apply to Miss Lilian 
Swainson, c/o U.M.C.A. Office, 9 Dartmouth Street. It will be 
a courtesy much appreciated if they will provide her with stamped 
addressed envelopes in which_to post the paper to them. It is in 
the spirit of prayer that we desire to approach our problems, and 
in answer to such prayer we have faith that God’s Will will be 
done.

i

■ i
on

we received 
I ara/fTot

clear how much alteration had been made, but when we read With 
our local Yaos this new version from Nyasaland ^ knew that the 
joint version had been discbvered. Slight verbal amendments were 
quickly made in consultation, and, as I writeMhis, I hope and 
believe that St. Matthew’s Gospel in Yao is In the press in a form 
acceptable to lis all.

Jt w^ the same Miss Andrews who worked for a MakuaHrans* 
lation of St. Mark. Differwt chapters were assigned to different 
Makua teachers, and then a great deal of editing had to be done. 
Mter Mim Andrews’ death Miss Gibbons carried on this work. 
Ihe two Malma prints, Obed Karombe and Reuben Namalowe, 
have revi^ the work, and this Gospel also is. I hope, now in the 
press. It Will institute another ground for gratitude to the

!:
*. Vincent Masasi.
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IV.—THE DIOCESE OF NYASALAND
\The following report is mostly taken from the Advent Letter 

written in September, 1926, but it has been necessary to bring it 
up to date in various particulars. 1 am glad to say it has been 
also a pleasant task os 1 can write much more hopefully than 1 did 
six months ago.

The chief need of the diocese is priests. When I left Africa at 
Michaelmas the position was as follows:—

' Since 1924 we had opened one new station with a full staff and 
the work had increased at all the older stations. A normal increase 
is to be expected, but in certain cases, notably at Liuli, it had been 
far more than this. On the other hand we had lost four priests 
and were to lose another shortly; no new priests had joined us 
though in the period in question three laymen had been ordained 
here, first to the Diaconate, and within the last few months tOvthe 
Priesthood. We were therefore actually two priests short on the 
1923 staff with one new station and much additional work at others.

Since I have been in England I have been, I am glad to say, 
in communication with several priests who are considering the 
question of coming to us. One has sailed already and another will 
I hope do so shortly after this is-published. Two others at least, 
more I hope, will be available before long. This will make all the 
difference to our future, and we cannot be too thankful for the help 
that it promises. At the moment, however, the diocese is passing 
through a very difficult time as two stations will be actually vacant 
after Easter and it is unlikely that there will be any possibility of 
filiing them before Michaelmas, if then.

lion Body and will protect our interests as far as may be, but it 
is obvious, I think, that we can never be in touch with Dar-es- 
Salaam in the way that we are with Zomba. We were. _ very glad
to see Mr. Gaunt, the new Director of Education, at Likoma; 
owing to some special arrangements with the K.A.R. he could pot 
make use of the s.s. Gwendolen, so he came round the Lake on 
the Chauncy Maples and saw our work rather exceptionally well. 
I wish the Lake had treated him more kindly (it was a very rough 
fortnight), but I am very glad he has been able to see it all so soon 
and so thoroughly. The next year or two should see a great 
advance in educational matters.

The principal event of the year in more directly Mission affairs 
Has been our Synod and Conference. The Synod only met really 
to pass a resolution as to Divorce, which events in N. Rhodesia 
had made desirable. Opportunity was taken to deal with a few 
minor matters of a non-controversial character, but our main time 
was given to our General Conference which had not met for three 
years. ,A great deal was done and the time was not at all too long 
for the work. I need say little about it here as a fairly full report 
has been issued. We must, however, notice the resolution about 
education which was passed unanimously, reversing a decision 
of the 1923 Conference and approving the proposals to co-operate 
in the new Government Organization and to accept grants iiT 
nexion with it. Circumstances have changed considerably even 
since 1923 and the policy of earlier years must, I think, change 
with them. If we are to do the best for our people we cannot stand 
outside a Government scheme of Education which we are given 
a very cordial invitation to join and in which our help is asked. 
This position is a very different one from the question of accepting 
a small grant to pur work ^yhen no really general organization 
existed. I do not think that\I am interpreting him unfairly if ”l 
say that, having seen it far more thoroughly, Mr. Gaunt ihought 
more highly^ of our educational work than the Phelps-Stokes 
Commission did two years ago.

The proposals for a Conference as to a possible Province for 
East Africa are being continued despite all sorts of difficulties, and 
we owe much to the Bishop of-Mombasa for the trouble that he is 
taking. The present idea is to take advantage of the fact that the 

' Uganda Mission is holding its Jubilee celebrations at the end of 
June and to have the Provincial Conference in the week 
following. We have received a very kind invitation to the Uganda 
Celebrations and I hope to go there on my way back to the diocese; 
I hope also it will be possible for some other members of the 
dioc^e to come with me, meeting me there on their way home.

Finance.—The principal reference to finance must be a very 
real expression of thanks to the Home Committee who have 
generously increased our grant, in faith that the friends of the 
Mission will justify them in having done so. An increase was 
badly needed if we were to take any advantage at all of the oppor-

con-

lam afraid that the overlapping of work in some areas that I 
referred to last year continues; U may indeed be increased aS a 
new Roman Catholic Mission of an Italian Congregation vdth 
headquarters a^Turin Is coming next year to open work in the 
Portugese Territory east of the Lake where for many years we 
hdve been the only Mission. There is ample room for them if 
thqy will only go to places we do not and cannot touch: I have 
some hope that this may be arranged. It will be a matter for much 
regret if they feel bound to attack our work as^vtpll as or instead 

going to Heathen and Muhammadans wfio have no other chance 
Christian inching. Beyond this I need not repeat .what I said 

last year on the subject.
'Hie principal event of the year on the public side has been the 

appointment in the Protectorate of an Education Department at
The staff will no doubt be 

“}^^^/"'^.^he^new.arrangenient will mean a real organization 
?nU ‘he country. Somewhat similar action is being
aken_in the Tan^nyika Territory but so far it has hardly affected

and I doubt if the 
^ “’'a' part of this diocese is in

dMrii Sin ^ “ conference held there recently
“ at the time it was held. 

Canon Broomfield, of the Zanzibar diocese, is on the Central Educa-

of
of

i
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tunities offered, both in the work of general evangelization and in 
medical and educational work. As things were, stations imuld 
barely keep going and any increase was out of the question. In 
certain ways a decrease would have had to be faced. The first 
need certainly was staff, but directly the staff needed seemed likelji 
to be available the question of finance arose. I feel sure that the 
supporters of the Mission will justify the action of the Committee.

I have one business tnatter which it may be well to mention.;
For several years I have been trying to get the property of the ’ 
Mission in the Protectorate into legal order. It has been a matter 
of considerable difficulty even now, and the difficulties would un
doubtedly have increased and might have become serious as years 
went on. Various grants and purchases of land have been made 
ovef a long period of years and made in the names of various 
individuals. Some of them are dead and possibly their ex^tors 
ns well; few of them are now in this country. Likoma Island 
for instance was, as far as we could make out, “owned” 
jointly by Dr. Jolmsbn and the feecutors of the executors of the 
late Bishop Chaunfy Maples. Other places had been taken in the 
time of Bishops Htne and Trower, and one had been in the name 
of Mr. Craft, our former treasurer. Who “owned” the steamers 
was an extremely open question. Quite possibly' Dr. Howard 
“ owned ” some of the hospitals. Now at last all this property is 
legally transferred to the Universities’ Mission Trust, which was 
formed some few years ago to hold the Mission property, and all 
future propmy will sirailarlybe held by them. At the moment no 
doubt It will make no apparent difference, but the consciousness 
that It was all in confusion was worrying, and I have always felt 
Oiat a veiy serious and very just charge of neglect might have 
been made against me while I allowed it to continue. The re
arrangement has been a very troublesome and, complicated matter.
At last It has gone through easily, a fact we owe to the extreme 
kindn^ of the officials concerned, notably the Judge, who has 
helprf us to an Ktent to which we had no sort of claim, but for 
which we cannot be too grateful. , ,
_ For the rest in financiar matters I have little to say. Some

Conference, which I 
a •"'S® n “f'®''of teachers; details will 

a l?™e^ 5a Roport. I havebeen glad during the yrar to assign 
u, ^ Fond which will enafle
5eara m f“f ">0' Porpose for a few

SI ^ “F™ *0 ffoneral funds.
futurT^ ‘o finance are rather special and
is much invS 5 - ^®«’"5S® question of Education, which again 
SeZ for a >= » P™Posal to make arrange-
Th^whole S 'earn Portugu5e.
Africa is undS ri,S.fi >" Portuguese East
the^should^he bn™^ A demand that our teachers ;
there should be competent to teach the Portuguese language may ;

be made at any time and cannot be regarded as unreasonable. 
Various proposals, both temporary and permanent, are being con
sidered, and, though it is difficult to move very quickly, I hope we 
may be able to conform with what may be asked of us Some 
arrangements for study in Portugal will probably be needed, 
and we look fonvard to being able to join with the S.P.G. in 
making them. A joint committee is shortly to consider the whole 
matter.

/

Before I leave finance I may notice one matter which it is 
specially pleasant to record. I was very sorry recently to see the 
announcement of the death of Major Pearce, as I have many recol
lections of him when he was here, and owed much on various 
occasions to his kindness and hospitality. This last week I have 

, seen in the public Press that he has left the Mission ;£200. We 
are always glad of such, gifts in the material sense, but the fact 
that a man who worked here for many years as second in command 
to the^vernor, and was later for a shorter period the Administfa- 
tor of Zanzibar, saw fit to leave us such a gift is a recognition of our 
work that is more valuable than the money.

Staff.—We have been short of nurses during part of the year 
and the staff needs to be increased. In some ways this is the most 
difficult of all problems; nurses are always overworked, and as far 
M I can see always will be, since as one increases\stall the'work 
increases also, often more than in proportion, but it^pes make a 
real difference if there are two nurses on a station, since it then 
becomes possible for one of them to rest when she is uttWly unfit, 
to work, without leaving a case altogether unattended when im
mediate attention may make the difference between life and drath.

We have been very glad to welcome Dr. Kathleen Vost both fbr 
her own sake and for that of Dr. Wigan; he has had the wholb 
burden of the medical work of the diocese for fifteen

. t

years, and
though he has always taken his responsibilities courageously and 
chwrfully and carried on whatever the difficulties, I know "what a'' 
relief to him it will be to have the help of a sMond doctor. No 
--- can be in two places at once, and the claims on his time and 
help in an area bigger than England have been overwhelming.

We are fairly well supplied'with teachers for the present work 
but shall need to extend if we are to take full advantage of the 
educational possibilities. I am glad to say that we are well supplied 
with laymen. Finally the Chauncy Maples is at work again, and 
after all its various vicissitudes I am told that the boiler ’ 
thoroughly satisfactory. I only hope that it will remain so and 
that no other difficulties will arise to deprive us of the service of

i one

'J
new

15 now

our steamers for some years to come.
As usual I add a short account of the work in each archdeaconry. 
The LUcoma Archdeaconry.—^The Archdeaconry has been enlarged 

by the addition to it of the two stations of Msumba and Ngoo Bay. 
These were left in the Archdeaconry of Nyasa when the division 
was made in i'gi2 largely because they had been for so many years
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m the care of Dr. Johnson, and he knew them in a way that no 
one else could. While the old steamer system lasted it was possible 
for him to oversee them to a real extent. Since the war and the 
changes consequent upon it this has been less and less possible, 
and geographically these stations connect much more naturally 
with Likoma than with the North. It is also an advantage, which 
njay be of importance in the future, that the Tanganyika Arch
deaconry should be an entity as such.

Naturally I am more than grateful to Archdeacon Glossop for 
agreeing to add this to his work. Mentioning him reminds me, I 
am glad to say, that he has been made a Justice of the Peace, the 
first under the new Ordinance. This will be a great help to us all 
at Likoma as the office gives him some of the powers of a notary 
public and will enable legal documents tp be witnessed at Likomo 
without the tiresome wait, often of months at a time, till a qualified 
official happened to visit the island on a passing steamer. But in 
addition to this the appointment is a most suitable recognition of 

administrative work that the Archdeacon has been doing at 
Likoma for many years.

There is little that is new to say about the work on the islands • 
it is almost entirely pastoral and has its up and downs as such 
work has everywhere? the same is largely though less true of the 
work on the coast opposite, using the word “ coast *' strictly. On 
the other hand much opportunity for direct missionary work is 
offering a little way inland where much extension is possible 
Fr. Wmspear is doing what he can to take advantage of this but 

needs far more help than is available to do all that he wishes " 
There would be some advantage in this coast work being a separate 
station, but the people are so much intermarried and connected 
with the people of Likoma, and visits, often of considerable length, 
from one part to the other are so normal that there Is more gain 

the coast and in the islands being under 
one-head. It should, however be realized that this means that

addition
£ position as the Diocesan Headquarters, and needs to
kent no rconstam rh3 most of the year, but inevitably this suffers from 
trarkers Cafiodral station where new
heh 1 of their work and often

™ a whZ rr-f H ‘ 'o diocese
“wnS; Fr <msi« i" the .station
S^n^ W difficulties with wonderful
heldre '’“dly ovenvorked. I hopeuelore long It may he possible to give him more help.

essssIhs?*

by the new educational reorganization : we ate preparing for this (

muci“Fngrs\''ff^rlfelp, ^'heY“had
much English experience which should be useful. Miss Egan has 
returned from furlough and taken charge of the hospitals. 
Fr. Munby IS due for furlough but is staying till after Easter. I
hZ f '“u “'’ailable to takqhis place but I hope by then Mr. Wensley will have got into the 

, work sufficiently to be able'to take charge with Fr. Chisui as 
Chaplain and to keep things going during the interval.

Msumba, as I have said, now comes into this Archdeaconrv 
As in so many other cases the difficulty is staff. Fr. Gilbert h^

M “'if “ pricst-in-charge of Unangu for the present, 
and Msumba is very short-handed. Fr. Cox gets through an 

"'.'J* and covers a large area but he needs far 
^“,1" '^,“™dable to do the justice he wishes to the com

municants and children on the one hand and the great missionary 
\r" “'® ^anon Augustine' carries on charaZ

pia« ff "^e“ha?fh: slTfmit!’^^^ ““>d take

^'“'c^nry, now confined to the stations in 
langanyika Territory, is the greatest problem of the monient.

I have little to say as to Manda; the railway which was projected 
last year to come there from Dar-es-Salaam has been abandoned 
m favour of other schemes. It is said that a motor road is to he 
made from Masasi and regular transport started; if this develoos 
It may affect the position considerably, but it is no use in Africa 
to ralculate on proposals which may or may not materialize. It is 
oest to watt tilt they are there. Archdeacon Johnson carries on his 

!" his own characteristic way as he has been doing since he 
ame into the Mission fifty years ago at a time when most of the 
workers in the Mission and the country were still unborn, f am 
glad to hear he is particularly well.

Litili has gone ahead in ways' tliat almost suggest what are 
called mass movements. I was able to confirm over a 
thouMud candidates there in 1926 and further extension is 
possible in several directions. This should, of course, mean an 
mcre^e ofstaff, but instead of this there has had to be a decrease, 
as J have had to ask Fr. Hicks to take charge of Malindi for the 

Fr. Rush has gone to Liuli instead and I hope will be a 
t^l help to Fr. George, but obviously a priest, however keen and 
good, cannot immediately after his ordination be in the 
position as one. who has had many years’ experience.

I am afraid that all the hopes I expressed last year as to Miio 
shattered, and I cannot say what the future of the station will

the

he

i

I
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be. The priest-in-charge told me at the Conference that he had 
be<»me engaged to the teacher, which, of course, involves the 
resignation of both of them. She has left already, and he will do 
so shortly when his furlough is due. Whether in these circum
stances We can continue to occupy Milo must be left uncertain; in 
any case the work will have to begin all over again. I should be 
more sorry than I can say to have to abandon the station, but I 
chnnot see how it can be continued until the present staff of priests 
is increased. The latest news I have points, 1 fear, almost certainly 

^to at least a temporary abandonment..
. The Yoohmd Archdeaconry has olsp suffered, though as the 
stations are older and more settled it is not so disastrous. I 
more

am
grateful than I can say to Archdeacon Eyre for his general 
>f the. Archdeaconry.; TTie way he manages to visit it i^Il at 

his age is a marvel and a great asset to the diocese. The work does 
nor increase a great deal: Muhammadanism is strong, and except 
at Malindi we have never had fhlly-staffed stations in the area. 
The fact that the Yads move their villages in the way they do 
makes it difficult to do so. Both Mtonya and Unangu were once, 
1 am told, great centres of population where now there are feyf 
{}Cop]e, and there is no reason to suppose that if we‘tried to esta^ 
lish a big station anywhere else the population would stay there. 
Fr. Coen did his best for Malindi in the early, part of the year, and 
Canon yictor came to help at Easter, but the station has had to be 
left a good deal. Fr. Hicks is there now and will I krjow work it 
with every kind of activity, but he must go on furlough soon, and 
until we get more help I have no one to go there.

Things are a bit brighter in the Shire Archdeaconry. The 
difficulty here is only furlough as the stations actually have their 
priMls-in-charge. But furloughs have to be arranged, and there is 
no help to be got from outside. In most of the district some com- 
bination is possible thanks to the ubiquity of the motor-cycle, but 
It IS only at a terrible risk of overwork. In consequence of fur
loughs Canon Victor is taking charge of Metope as well as 
Likwwu. For the moment I think he is really enjoying it, but 
even Canon Victor can be tired out and it must not go on too long.

At Mponda*s things are easier for the moment as Fr. Harvey 
is now a pn^^and can help. But Archdeacon Wilson and 
hr. Coen are both due for furlough in 1927, and Fr. Harvey will 
have to carry on as best he can with only six months' experience 
M a priest. I do not think I can emphasize the need of, priests 
beyond what I have said. If the facts as stated above do nk make

glad to.be able to say that 
sone .well in this part; next to Liult the increase all 

1“^? ® striking in the diocese, and the more
® “ in the very heartjof the Muhammadan area. The 

•'’S of the steady work that Arch-
’''ho have worked with him put into it 

Since he went there in J913. For a long, period there wm little to

care o
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show, but the work went on and now the people are coming in all 
nd and the numbers steadily increasing. Much of it is due, as 

I-ltnow the Archdeacon would be the firet to say, to tbe splendid 
work of a sureession of nurses, in the hospitals, but much is also 
due to the Archdeacon’s own determination to go on and not be- 
discouraged.

My own work has been much ns usual. 1 wish I could do more 
to help priests who are sorely overworked, but there is little that 
Cttn be done except to try to get more help. After careful con- 
sideralion it was agreed I think all round that to come to England 
and try to do this was the most useful thing that I could do for the 
diocew at the moment, and I am here accordingly.The Con
firmations have been far larger than usual, being well over two 
thousand for the first time, including, I am glad to say, two or three 
Europeans. There has been a slight rise in several places, indeed 
more than slight nt Mponda’s, but the main increase has been at 
Liuli, where the number for the one station has been over a 
thouund. A decrease wilt inevitably follow hhre in a year or two, 
Fr. George tells me, unless further extension can take place, as the 
mam missionary work in the immediate neighbourhood is ending 

the ^work there will be more and .more the pastoral care of 
communicants. Much extension could, however, taHe place if the 
men and the money, allow nil (ke men, could be found.

The organization of the Synod and Conference has been 
■') principal responsibilities of the'year; it grows more and 

difficult as the area in which we work extends to arrange 
these meetings and they cannot now be ns of old an annual fixture.
When our organized work only extended from Likoma to Mponda’s
and the number of workers was little more than half the present 
staff It was possible to arrange a Retreat and Conference with-about 
a week s absence from the stations. Now that it involves collecting a 
staff at work from Matope to Milo it takes over a fortnight, tending 
to berame threejveete, and involves two voyages of the steamer 
instead of one. "The fact that our hospital work Has been so largely 
(Mended elso makes it more difficult to leave stations vacant for the 
rime needed. I hope, hotvever, it wilLbe possible to arrange n
Conference occasionally as I am sure it is worth much to the diocese 

‘hM nothing can take the place of such a 
^1,? P’*® “ I have said above, it whard worked, few if any of our Conferences have 1 

nnppier or more successful; f

to the hills. The " hills ”

Mays, Mtonya will be brought into regular communication with \
•’ ® a I was particularly sorry \ Jthat a month’s visit that I had planned to Kota Kola for January 

19Z6 had rc be given up owing to the delay in the “ CM." boiler 
j passing several times, and

Fr. Munby him managed to fit in his Confirmations accordingly.
I am afraid that the first six or nine months of this year (1927) '

rou

I am afraid that the first six ....................... . „
T r!!, .““1“':® diffiaah ‘in'® in the diocese.

I a burden to
jas le^t as cbmpetent to do sbasYam; "l neer'not'emphiizlwhal 

, the (liocese owes to him nor what an immense

!,
I feel rather guilty in being away and in leaving such 
pthers, though Archdeacon GIossop, who is bearing r

i me amcese owes to him nor what an immense gain it is to the 
Mission that a man of his experience and power should be able to 
take charge at a time like the present. I do think, however, on the 
whole, that the results have justified my being here and that we 
must be prepared to recognize that part of a bishop’s work is in 
England.

People in England (and Scotland) have been extraordinarily 
kind; every sort of opportunity has been given to me, and there 
has been a real response.

What is called missionary work consists in the main of three 
stages; the pioneer stage is when the main work is almost entirely 
preaching to the heathen ; the second stage is when the care of a 
large number of communicants is added to this preaching, and in 
parts of the area practically supersedes it. (It is for this stage, as 
will easily be realized, that the largest number of priests from the 
home base is needed). The third stage is when the new part of the 
Church brought in by the Mission really begins to function on ite 
own and local "native” clergy take the place of the missionari^ 

It is this third stage we all aim at, but it is only as the work of 
the second stage is done fully arid faithfully that we can hope to 
reach it. In the main, although the first stage of course 'continues, 

are in the second stage in Nyasaland to^ay, and we need and 
shall need for the present an increasing supply of clergy from home 
to carry on and extend the work. If we can get them, I believe in 
from fifteen to twenty years* time, more or less, their places may 
largely be taken by Africans, but this will and must depend in great 
measure on the care we can give to the shepherding of our 
municants and the building up of our newly-formed Christian 
homes. This depends on the workers and their work; I have no 
fear of the work if the Home Church will send us the workers. It 
is with real hope and much encouragement from my time in 
England that they will do this, that I close this report.

Cathrew Nyasaland.
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■diocese of northern RHODESIAV.—THE DIOCESE OF NORTHERN RHODESIA
.A Diocese? The Editor asks for “an episcopal review of the 

diocese.” Imagine a diocese containing four parishes (each not less 
in area than an average English county), one in the south-west of 
Ireland, a second in the Shetland Islands, a third in the Middle of 
the North Sm, and the fourth in Cumberlandj a different tribe in 
each, each trihe with its own language, traditions and customs: the 
only railway running up the middle of the Irish Sea. Or to put it 
otherwise, imagine a diocese consisting of France and Spain, with a 

■ parish in the middle of Spain, another in the middle of France, a 
third in the neighbourhood of Marseilles, and a fourth in the centre 
of the Pyrenees; the only railway running down the west coast of 
France and on to Gibraltar. That is Northern Rhodesia, so far 
as our native work goes. And I ask, what kind of unity or homo
geneity could you expect? The clergy and other members of the 
Mission are in many instances known to one another by name 
Mone—the first visitor to Chipili from another station was Padre 
Ranger, who passed.through at^e end of last May 
home for good-^he people of one district never meet those of 
another, (unless it be when they are thrown together in twos and 

“ T'"?, outside the country, in Southern
Rhodesia or the Belgian Congo) among thousands of others from 
far and wide; and even then, th'e tribal bond being stronger than 
the religious one, there is next to no contact between them. True, 
the ^pleare all_Bantu; the members of the Mission are all loyal 
subjecte of King George; and those of us, dark and light, who are 
Christians are members of the Catholic Church of Christ. Beyond

‘he year rbund
by the swift-footed. Stout-hearted and unwearying Rhodesian mail-

long^ffering and hitherto indispensable 
t"f'™ndered at if I find it a 

ndmlr nT." Diocese as a whole ? I thankfully (7)
^ C™ ''“inging. During the last two or three 

Stlo3 tr."n?k '"’P'Pysd to such an extent that I have
anllh^n I, ^ thd prospect of it;

dioSnu^h^^;^r,„^r'^^n"‘ =‘'P ■'i ‘he direction of

From Fort Jameson and Msoro to Fiwila is still a good fortnight’s 
journey, with carriers and all the accon^anying paraphernalia of 
tents and baths and food-boxes; and both these districts will be left 
unshepherded for five weeks at least. Chipili’s three priests are 
-rr: fortunate; it is just possible that they may do the whole 
dist£fnce of 450 miles by car and rail in five days, meeting the 
Livingstone-Mapanza-Broken Hill contingent (with Canon 
Spanton, as we hope) at a point on the line from which we shall 
travel the last hundred miles together in a motor lorry, if it can be 
got. Then the real difficulties begin. Grass huts are quickly put 
up and afford excellent sleeping accommodation. Beds can be 
improvised. But I tremble to think how Fiwila is going to find 

; food, cups, chairs, blankets, and the rest for fifteen men. We are 
^ not calling it a Synod; it Is to be just a Conference, preceded by a 

Quiet Day. But we hope to accomplish a lot of useful work that 
will make for efficiency and unity of effort; and if all goes well, it 
should lead to a Synod later on. Any way we shall all meet 
together in one place, as we have never done before. I need not 
ask our friends at home to help us with their pravers.

Training; of Teachers.—One of the most important subjects of 
discussion at the Conference will be the establishment at Fiwila of 
a Central Training College for Teachers, an institution we badly 
need. Hitherto each district has trained its own teachers, but the 
arrangement is open to obvious objections. It is wasteful of man
power, for it means that on each station a priest must be detailed 
for this work, which occupies most of his time. Nor does it make 
for the best results: in a number of small Institutions the plant 
cannot be of the best, the stimulus of competiticm>is“at-.a minimum^ 
strict discipline is hard to maintain, and (thougn in this'r^p 
have been astonishingly fortunate) four men with the i?Messary 
aptitude and qualifications for the work are harder to find thlin one. 
Then again uniformity has been unattainable: each “College” 
has had its own methods, standard and curriculum. In a word, the

I

.more

on his way

ect we

system is thoroughly bad in theory, though in practice, thanks to 
those who have worked it; the results have been wonderfully good. 
For various reasons—tribal, linguistic, climatic—we have not 
hitherto seen our way to centralization; indeed, until Fiwila was 
opened we had no station at all centrally situated. The. subject 
still bristles with difficulties, and we may find it necessary for a 
time to keep the local colleges going as well as the central institu
tion. One .of the many questions that arise is, What languagi 
to be the medium of communication, and instruction ? Another, 
and a very serious one, is, How are the students to be fed ? But 
apart from the fact that the Government scheme of education postu
lates a Central Training College with a ” Trained Educationalist ” 
in charge of it, 1 think we are all feeling that the time has 
when a start should be made; and I am not without hopes that a 
workable scheme may emerge from our Fiwila discussions.

Station Schools.—It is more than doubtful whether the existence
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of a Diocesan Training' College will at once increase the output of 
trained and efficient teachers. The African, like the rest of us, is 
attracted by the glamour of a big institution, and he Is quick to 
appreciate efficiency when he sees it. 'But on the other hand I should 
not be surprised to find that many who might have been willing 
to be trained at home will be piit off by the requirement of three 
years’ exile in a foreign land. As against this, the closing of the 
local colleges will moke room oh the stations for the development 
of another institution, the Boys* Boarding School, which will 
receive the most promising pupils from the village schools and 
pass on the pick of them to the Training College; and the result 
after a few years should be not only a higher standard of attain
ment amongst our teachers, but also a steady flow into the teachers' 
ranks of boys who are now being lost to them. Such schools we 
already have at Chipili and Mapanw, but with the Training College 
making a first claim on the time anli energies of the staff, they have 
hardly received the attention which their importance demands.

Testament and a valuable selection of passages from the Old Testa
ment; a Chinsenga Prayer Book, the latest edition of which has, 
alas, been unaccountably lost in MS.; a large collation of hy 
school books and much more besides. His monumental vocabi 
of the language ought to be published; his grammar, I hope, 
be. He made the Msoro Training College, and has been in charge 
of it almost uninterruptedly. In his leisure moments he made a 
large part of the furniture on the station with the skill of a profes
sional carpenter. He has kept us alive with his inexhaustible fund 
of good yarns, and stimulated us by criticism as well as strenuous 

[example. In fact he is irreplaceable. Padre O’Ferrall had only 
' been with us for a short two years, and as he came to us from 
S.P.G., it was fit and proper that S.P.G. should claim him again. 
We are proud to have had a part in his training for the office and 
work of a Bishop in the Church of God; but a man of administra
tive and linguistic gifts can ill be spared from such work as this, 
and his departure just as he was coming to his full usefulness was a 
sad blow to the diocese. At Chipili it w^ regarded as little less 
than a tragedy. However, our loss is Madagascar’s gain, and we 
all pray that he may be richly blessed in his responsible work. In 
his place, I am thankful to say, the Oratory of the Good Shepherd 
and St. Mark’s, Norwich, have given us the Reverend Alfred 
Godfrey. I rejoice to hear that another priest, the Reverend Harry 
Milner of Swinton, Manchester, hopes to join us after Easter^

In June Mr. John Jenkins returned from Mapanza to Chipili, 
and in November his place at Mapanza was taken by Mr. Bertram 
Stone, who came to us from Dorchester. We are fortunate in 
having now a layman on each one of our native stations. .

Furloughs have not been so numerous as last year. i Fathws 
Barnes, Courthope, Adams'hnd Hewitt went off during the year; 
Miss Sutton returned, and very shortly afterwards had a nasty 
motor-cycle Occident from the effects of which she has not yet quite 
recovered. Fathers Cooke and Higgins and Miss Field went home 
and returned. In August Fr. Wilfrid 
visit to relieve in turn Fr. Cooke at Livingstone and Fr. Clarke at 
Broken Hill. In the interval between the two-furloughs he did 
some much-needed work on the line as Railway'Mission Chaplain. 
He is still here, and long may he remain!

Not the least notable event of the year has been the starting of 
women’s work, so long overdue, at Msoro. The three pionccis are 
Miss Field (whose place at Chipili has been taken by Miss Rachel 
Brooke), Miss Mary Harcourt, who comes to us from South Africa 
where she has been working with the Sisters of the Community of 
the Resurrection after eight years’ teaching experience in England, 
and Miss Muriel Wilton, straight from the London Hospital. Our 
thanks are due to the Bishop of Nyasaland for allowing Miss 
Harcourt to spend some months in his diocese, thereby not onIy\ 
tiding over an awkward interval but also gaining valuable experi-(t 
ence of work in Central Africa. The ladies were expected at Msoro

■mns,
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African Staff.—I have dwelt at some length on this subjrct of 
the training of teachers because it is pivotal. The .teacher is the 
mainstay of our work, not only on its educational side, but on its 
spiritual and pastoral side as well. In the absence of a native priest
hood, he IS the unor^lned pastor and evangelist of his village; and 
m almost every district we need to-day at least twice as many as we 
have—and many more to follow. At Msoro, for instance, we have 42 
schools worked by 24 teachers. As each of these schools should have 

teacher of its own, we need in that district not less than t8 
additional teachers to staff the existing schools; and there are at least 
eight new schools that should be-opened this year. At Chipili the 
need IS even greater. There we have 14 teachers (or probationary 

schools; but there are 52 other villages 
j m which, for lack of teachers, our people (Hearers and Catechumens) 
j anv dependent on a “ Leader,” chosen from amongst the villagers, 

and seven travelling ” Evangelists.” The teachers we have are a 
splendid set of men of whom any Mission might well be proud; but
we want many more, and with the development of the country,
^lar employment with its high, wages and other delights offers 
attraction^ which will render it increasingly difficult to secure and

v™. 1^0 serious losses have befallen us during the
® departure was according to plan. Twice
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before Christmas, but they were turned back by a swollen river 
after leaving Fort Jameson, and did not actuaiiy arrive tiii Janu
ary I, 1937, an appropriate day for beginning a' new work from 
which God grant that great resuits may foilow;

Turning to the Native Stationsi
At Msoro we are stiii waiting for confirmation of our hopes that 
people round the station are not going to be moved. As 

as the matter is finaliy settled,' we must take steps to build a per
manent station, either here or elsewhere as the case may be. It will cost 
a lot of money—much more than we should have had to spend if we 
had been able to begin building six years ago, as we intended—and 
our savingsyfrom the fat years that are gone, albeit a grief of mind 
to the Treasurers, wiii stand us in good stead. What is more serious 
IS thaUabour is almost unobtainable in the district. One canNonly 
hope that some of our emigrants to Southern Rhodesia will refurn 
to.their own country when they hear that there is steady work at the 
Mi^on; m which ca» we shail be killing two birds with one stone, 

ihe outstanding fact in regard ko Ae Msoro Mission is that it
omnST"t. i, .-■TJ’® “'a «««>■!«. it«lf unwieldy in its

by the addition of the Ukunda 
country, where the population,is considerable and our
boun’’li wh ttetoTk win inc^e^yTeap^alS

a ® Inrge an area is a burden too heavy
fina ''''® f «" the district travZ

.a heavy, and the distance to be covered
IS » grat that the visiting pnest has to hasten precipitately f

Ukinda district, which ^11 
STtime We °P=™‘'ons for a few weeira

Chipili, like Msoro, is suffering from growing pains.
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teachers. At present we are working within boundaries carefully 
defined and strictly observed; bin Padre Leeke tells me that we are 
unlikely to be ab(e to keep within these limits for long "An
ellcctivc boundary must be either geographicaT or lingutoic and
we can walk for a week north, south, and east without such 
barriers." For the existing work we need two priests and two ladies 
always avaUable and one layman; that is to say, u permanent staff 
of seven to bndge oyer the gaps made by furloughs. As Fr. Barnes 
IS unable to take hts full part in the work of the district and Is 
raoraver returning to community life'in a year’s time, this means 
that Chipth Should have another priest as soon as may be. Diirinp-
his I^t year with the Mission Fr. Barnes hopes to devote himself 
mainly to translation work. ■ ’ \ ^ *

. The " Boyd Memorial Church ” is slowl) rising. F6r vm

Cofee Chibondo to feed the Training

among the Batonga, the Mapanaa people proper, there is no demand 
at all for schools. The teachers have worked well, and the Padres 
refuse to be disheartened; but for teachers and Padres alike it is an 
uphill job—probably one of the stiffest in the Mission—and they 
need the help and encouragement that prayer can give. We need 
perhaps, specially to pray for stability and seriousness of purpose 

['amongst the Christians, particularly the women, and that in God^s 
/good time there may arise men and women of sufficient force of 
character to take the lead amongst their feiiows. One day the 
bpirit of God wi 1 move upon the face of the waters, and then it will 
be seen that all these years of prayer and patient work have not been 
spent m vain.

Some useful building work has been done on the station during 
the year, including the erection of a guest-house. The College boys 
have done all the carpentry work as part of their manual training, 
and also made furniture for school and house, thereby more than 
earning their keep. The next building to be erected should, I 
think, be a ladies’ house. Women’s work is probaljly the special 
need of the moment. V

At Fiwila the year’s work has mainly consist^ in re-establish- 
ing and consolidating our position after the collaps^of the “ Watch 
Tower” movement in consequence of the punitive measures which 
the Government were forced to take. To quote Fr. McGee, who ‘is 
in charge in the absence of Fr. Hewitt: “Very many people have 

ed to the Mission for instruction, and of these a number haio 
become hearers. As far as it is possible for us to tell, these people 
really desire the Mission and wish us to work amongst them. Some 
others remain in their villages and appear to be suffering from dis
appointment at the failure of the ” Watch Tower.” This may prove 
to be a temporary phase only. The whole tone and bearing of the 
people of this district have. Jipwever, changed since last year, and 
outwardly at any rate they are once again very fhendly and well- 
disposed towards us. . . .

” Six new Christians of the local tribe were baptized by the 
Bishop, and eight were confirmed, at Christmas. A number of 
hearers have been admitted to the catechumenate, including nine
teen from an out-village. This marks a distinct stage in our develop
ment as a new station, and Is a matter for profound thankfulness.

The work of the teachers’ college progresses, antf three new 
Student Teachers have been made this year. One new district 
school has been started and one old school temporarily closed. The 
district work is hampered at present by the scarcity of food in most 
of the villages. People who have to seek their food amongst thp 
Wild products of the bush are not able to spend much time in school.

I
strides since Miss

' the proble^»^,f,h^yI do not feei

boarding school hSdonb a Mb The boys’
numbers. The training cofee o'* .““intnined its
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caii at present supply."
Furthcrj^gress has been made with the building of the station ,

■ ■ Jsstf
one of thetrunk roads of the countr}'.
, leaving the subject of native work
I^oughtjtoi^dd^t though up till now we have had only one 
trained nui&Tfi^ust not be imagined that Chipili is the only 
s^on at which the ac^ave been cared for. At Mapanza aloni 
Jjooo^ were treated dunng the year; at Msoro the number must 
have been Ii^r; at Fiwila, probably less. The " doctors-! are 
amateurs Md therefore confine themselves for the most part to- 
simple maladies, chiefly tropical sores. But they relieve a vast

A 'SMsKg; ^
medical practice at Fort Jameson, conducted on the back verandSi 
of the Padre*s,house. —n S

T^e come now to the Europefc Centres:
^biidnplone.—Padre Cooke Was on furlough during the latter 
part oftheyear, and Padre Ellis, who relieved him, Writes: "It 

y.'''"!'- Bn go^ for friends at home to realize that ‘ white

amd the Church alongside are all that anyone could wish.
snBool next door makes 

^ »•> ntmosphere of friendliness 
■^By is the work so difficult?

Rhodera"^rS®n^fT'"if '!l® ‘Be gatewajy of Northern

Will deny the importance of the Church in such a place and friends^ 
of the Mission will be glad to know that the work there goes^Sh^ 
faithfully rather than fast, and that on such lines the Church must ) 
succeed though the days of success are yet to come."

Fr. Ellis does not mention an important part of the Livingstone 
Padre's work—that of shepherding the native Christians who have 
been brought up on U.M.C.A. stations and are settled here in 
Government or other employ.

At Broken Hill which has grown recently beyond recognition, 
and still grows, the work has- gone on steadily and not without 
encouragement. Ever since his arrival Padre Clarke has lived, 
through the kindness of the mine authorities, in a diminutive round 
house consisting of one room. During the past year, however, a 
roomy parsonage has been built at a cost of just over yfi,ooo, of 
which only £12$ has still to be found. In return for a contribution 
pf ;620o from Mission funds one room is set apart for the benefit 
of myself or any member of the Mission who mav be oassin? 
through. F 5

For the use of our native Christians, of which there is an in
creasing number, a small church has been built in the mine com
pound. For this we are largely indebted to the mine authorities, 
who contributed half the cost and supplied the labour. The total 
cost was just over ;^300. The mine gave ;£i25i Padre Clarke 
collected £^^0, mainly I believe from friends in England; and the 
Mission made up the balance, amounting to barely ;^6o. The first 
service held in it, though it was then roofless, was the Midnight 
Mass at Christmas.

Fort Jameson has been without a resident priest during the 
latter part of the year, Padre Courthope having been on furlough.
One of the Msoro priests, generally I think Padre Munday, has 
gone in once a month to hold services for the Europeans and the 
natives. During the Padre’s absence the Native work has beem 
nobly carried on by Mrs. Foord. .The European population in the 
surrounding district is increasing rapidly, and I am glad to hear 
that Padre Courthope is returning with a car which will enable him 
to visit his widely scattered parishioners with a minimum of 
fatigue. The native work at Fort Jameson, formerly very small, 
is now becoming quite considerable.

The monthly Service at-Fort Rosebery has been kept up 
throughout the year by the Padres at Chipili, and one of the 
Mapanza priests has paid a monthly visit to Choma which is 
becoming a populous centre.

The Mining Developments of the last year or two point to 
future needs of quite alarming magnitude. Probably there Is no 
part of the world in which mining " development" work is being 
carried on with more feverish activity and on more extensive and 
systematic lines. A large part of the country has been parcelled 
out into great blocks, embracing thousands of square miles, in each 
of which some company or syndicate has acquired for a period of

■
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Finance.—It is difficult in soberly restrained language 
our many Irtends and supporters throughout the country for th

an in|ease on lihe fg^pSe of beLTenTevtild ei'ghJ ffiou “nd

to^uS diocesan allowances as may enable ffiem
ZyTopZTt^irtr"^ opportunities offering of extending and

yMrs the sole right to prospect for minerals and to develop them 
when found. /Each block is being thoroughly and methodically 
combed, and the finds—chiefly copper—that promise best are 
explored under the direction of mining experts from different parts 
of the world—Transvaal, Australia, America; those that fulfil their 
promise being eventually purchased by a mining company floated 
on the strength of the development company’s estimate of the value 
of the particular property. This process of development is still in 
Its infancy ; but already several mining companies have been 
floated, and the fact that both the brains and the capital of the 
mining world arc engaged on so vast a scale in exploring the 
mineral wealth of the countiy is sufficient indication that 
things are hoped for.

to thn

{

But, notwithstanding this great and gallant effort on the part 
of ou^upporters, we are not altogether free from anxiety for the 

sup^se. no Miaion ever is, and probably no^ Mission

-are not likely to recur in this and following yrars; so, if our 
income is to be maintained at its 1926 level, the loss of these 
contributions will have to be made good in other ways. Yet on the 
strength of our enlarged income for 1926 we are encouraging the 
bishops m Africa to undertake new work and to extend existine 
work, which will need to be maintained permanently, or at least 
until such time as the native church shall be able 
responsibility of supporting it.

What we need, therefore, is not an occasional spurt, but a 
permanently increased income, of we may find to our dismay that 
the lUCTeased income for the year just ended has involved the staff 
in Africa in even greater anxiety about money than they feit before 
—a result which we should every one of us deplore. We must, 
therefore, all resolve to give, and to win from others, such support 
to our cause as shail preclude the danger of such an untoward'’ 
result; and that support must be steady and sustained, even as 
our fa.th that our work for the Mission is of God, and that our 
African brothers are the children of His care.

Thi^re has been a large increase in inquiries regarding the 
support of parishes and schools in Africa through the African 
schools and Clergy Fund, and the record sum of ;^9,765 was 
received last year. It is pleasing to know that an increasing number 
ot parishes at home are taking this special Interest.

The Exhibition of Work has grown larger every year, so that 
the Hoare Memorial Hall is really too small to hold it. As a 

result of the Exhibition several large consignments of well-made 
necessities were despatched to Africa.

A Summer School held at Southport last August was such a 
AuS another Summer School is to be held at Whitby next

Exhibition Department has co-operated with 
other Missionary Societies in a number of Exhibitions during the

great
Here, there and everywhere mining camps spring up 

mushrooms, employing anything up to apo Europeans and 2,000 
natives. Some arc mere mushrooms—here to-day and \ gone 
tomorrow; others are not. If, as seems not unlikely, the country 
becomw one of the mining centres of the world, we must be pri 
par^-m^the near future to lacklda really big problem.

At the p^ent stage organizecTwork would be hardly practicable, 
even if we had the^raen to undertake it. Our most serious effort 
(apart from Broken Hill) has been at Bwana Mkubwa. This is now 
a considerable place, and with the consent of the people of Broken 
Hill, 120 milM off, Padre Clarke has spent one Sunday a month 
there during the Inst six months of the year, and has met with an 
encouragmg response. Before long there should be a resident 
pnest either here or n^r by, who with the aid of a car would be 
in touch with several mining camps, of which two at least are likely 
to be permanent. (I visited one of them myself in May). Two 
ramps facing one another on either side of the Lunsenfwa River 
have bwn vi^sited at regular intervals by the priests at Fiwila, 36 

f hnvl UM If” '^^O’^warmly and hospitably welcomed.
^ ® O'" three priests,

^pportin^ be '‘“'ffely self-

'bet belongs to 1927 rather than 
1926, I can^nol conclude this report without a word of warmest

SddeS""^*! ‘he Government as no. .0 be

TOinmend our, work and our people of both
races to the prayers of the Faithful. ^ ^ •
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organized a very successful exhibition at Gloucesf.^

^ E Peatse! Nursing in Nyma/and, by Miss Simpkihi a™ 
^U^n of.thelalter ts.now in to There will also he piS
lisl^ on June a AnM/ncan Dnuid and/onallian, an autobiogiBahv
of ^drc ManM Mabundo. and Father Woodward of H M® 
by Miss Gertni^ Ward. These should prove to be exremion^r' 
interring to all ouc supporters; both old Ld new. ™

SKIS, •s.M.ts 
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AN AFRICAN TEACHER 
ON HIS WORK

The following translation of an African teacher’s opinions of his 
own work and its difficulties may prove,, of interest. Regular 
readers will know that an African teacher-is both a school teacher 
and an evangelist, often living many hours’ walk from the central 
church, often lonely in his work and always surrounded by strong 
temptations. The work here spoken of is carried on in the 
Usambara Hills. Little editing has been done. The translation 
is almost literal.

(0 The regular work of a teacher.—A teacher is as the father 
of children. His work is to take them out of the state of ignorance 
and bring them to the lighf which will help them in their lives. 
That is, to teach them the things which will help them to get the 
necessities of life by using the way of enlightenment. It is a 
teacher’s duty to understand their characters, to visit them from 
time to time in their villages and to know their manner pf^life. 
However, in this work of bringing them out of ignofande, or^ 
matter of vital importance is to get them to know about 
one God—and to draw them to love Him. ^

(2) Heathenism and Islam.—^These

t

League of AssodStM GS^C^rn^l^r*'®'’’ m connexion withithe 
nnd^r various GiSnSiS’ , ,
valuS^ heirfr^j'a'nH"™'''* ““f grateful thanks for much i

Editor.

I
are almost the same, except 

in regard to eating. Often Moslems may not eat the food of a 
man of another religion which has not been , killed by a fellow 
Moslem, Both these kinds of people are enemies of Christianity. 
Although Moslems are different from heathens in regard to religion 
both live in fear of demons, genii, spirits of the dead and other 
things of this kind. Heathens for generations have held fast the 
traditions of their forefathers which are unlawful for Christians.
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Veiy often bad Christians practise these old customs and sp hinder 
their religion.

(3) Whotker children like to go to school I—Sometimes they 
like school because they have begun a little to uiiderstand the value 
of it, and so a teacher must always help them to understand it more. 
Again, the teacher should show them goihes and amuse them a 
little, for in-this way they will make grater efforts to come to 
school. He should take care as best he may that the desire of 
the children for school should not cool, and if it does, let him 
search for the reason. Perhaps the children have been deterred 
from coming to school by the manner of the teacher, and if he 
finds that is the case—^well, let him change his manner for one 
which will draw the children.

(4) The people, of the country and their customs.—Many 
customs of this country make difficulties in the practice and spread 
of our religion. Pasturage is the principal Industry of the country. 
Parents t^h their children its secrets with great care so that one 
would be quite content if his child knew no other work at all. But 
the flocks which thev^ lend are of no benefit to them, for these 
sheep and goats are killed and eaten by the people in the practice 
of those bad customs which I have mentioned. In any house if a

. parent has a boy who becomes a Christian he keeps him hard 
at the herdsman’s work, so that he may forget his religion. If 
he wants to practise his religion he is prevented by his father by 
this work and'so great difficulties occur. (It should be remembered 
that disobedience of the command of a father or an “elder” is 
very culpable in African ey^.) If we go into the situation in this 
country we find that it is the children who are trying to accept 
Christianity. Why don’t the ^wn up people accept it? Because 
they have plunged themselves deep in dark and heathen customs 
of all kinds. And so their hearts are hardened, thinking the good 
bad and the bad good. In this land young women do not think 
it bad to marry a man with two or more wives and this is a great 
hindrance to the spread of Christianity. If one considers the total 
of Christians of this Usambara district he will see at once how 
perwrse arc the people, for their numbers do not n 
although the Gospel has been preached here for twenty years or 
more. Why is this? B^use they are sunk in darkness. And 
how will this darkness be removed? By the help of God, when 
we, who are already Christians can live pure Christian lives among 
those who do not yet know Christ.

(5) Our perverse fellow countrymen.—Usually the perversity 
of the people of this land arises from two causes, ignorance and 
obstinacy. And because this perversity is so ingrained in them 
some of our Christians arc infected with it. In every affair of their 
lives you find it, but indeed this perversity can be overcome by the 
Christian life. The people of thislcountry live in a state of fear, 
specially fear of witchcraft and fear of forsaking the customs of 
their forefathers; they have sunk themselves in Satan’s affairs and

Christians join in them secretly. And so the olfiHlsISsag,; ^
■mportant thing is that our Christian lives 

'shoultl show the difference between those who know God and thr -
) _i55 Spread of Islam.—When we consider past history we 
aniTthat Moslems made good efforts to spread their, religion in 
maty places. I am talking of the times before our peopiS heard 
of the one true God and our Lord Jesus Christ. They had some 
idra of God hut they mixed it with the worship of evil spirits 
which the Moslems also preached. So when we examine the 
religion of Islam and its teachers we find that the great foundation 
IS fear of spirits which eTOn their apostle Muhammad had. There
fore, b^use our people had the same great fear they quickly 
accepts such a religion. So when the Christian religion wii 
brought here it was a long while before it was accepted by any- 
body. Later, when it spread, as it has now, into many districts, 
Moslems, began to be afraid that their religion would lose its force, 
even though they use falsehood in the spread of it. As I have 
Mid, this falsehood has profited them in the gaining'of adherents 
berause people who have lived since childhood in the fear of evil 
spirits when they hear the Mme preaching in connexion with 
Islam, at once they accep '

(7) Other customs wh

even

osenot.

! X

t

t It.
... ich prevent the spread of Christianitv.—

Customs that prevent many accepting Christianity are heathen 
rites, especially evil dances and the worship of departed ancestors. 
In the Bondei country there are few who practise these openly, but 
many secretly, and in the latter case some Christiaris allow their 
children to follow these customs. But up here in these mountain^ 
they are practised quite openly because there Is no fear of God 
m the land. And moreover some Chilstians Who do know the fear 
of God do not show it openly so that other people see it. If our 
Christians are few and do not exhibit a manner of life which their 
religion demands they will continue to be few. Some in this 
district have lapsed because pf-the lives of those who profess to be 
doing God’s work here, and others I know for certain have left 
their religion altogether for the same reason. Such bacicsiiders 
increase the difficulties of those who are thinking of becoming, 
Christians. To sum up, fear, ignorance and darkness are still 
very, very far from being banished from our land.
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•-'■ -i''-For some time I have been hoping to find time to visit 
Christians from P.E.A., who crossed the Lalce and settled up in 
the hills behind Kota Kota. Their village is far away from my 
usual monthly journey, and is really in the Kosunga district— 

■ which the Dutch Reformed Mission have'lately taken over from 
the Scotch Mission. I had commended them to the Mission 
House—os 1 cannot very well ; have a school in that district— 
and I found that where they live is still under the Scotch Mission, 
and Dr. Turner, who is at Loudon, had been to see them. They 
refused, however, to have a school from the Scotch Mission, 
and Dr. Turner was very willing that I should go and seh them 
when l ean and give them their communion. Last November 
I had been to have service for the English people at Dowa and 
Lilongwe. Lilongwe now is a igreat centre for tobacco. They 
^ect to get over 3,000 tons of tobacco there this year. Lilongwe 
is too miles from Kota Kota. I had also been round ,my hill 
stations from Nchisi to Chipata mountains. As the Ndonda

some

}'
iy.hl.'--' •

':7

i.

t
i

Pass which was, where I thought these people’ lived, is not veiy 
far from Chipata, I deterrnined to try and visit them. I startetl 
olf round the back of Chipata mountain, expecting to sleep 
night on the way, and reach the village the second day. But, when 
I made inquiries at the village where I slept, they said that I should 
have 10 sleep another night on the way, and cross the Dwangwa 
river. I had already crossed the Bua river; so on I went a good long 
walk. But we were high up in the hills, 2,000 feet above the lake, 
so even in November it was pleasant walking. We reached a small 
river, the Luwala, that night, and next day had three hoursi walk 
on to the Dwangwa and then two more hours to the Liwalczi river, 
on which these Christians live, at a village called Fuzu. He, the 
chief, is the father of Mpikapika, who is the head of the family who 
came from Msumba to settjj there. They were very glad to see 
me. I found eight Christian men, six Christian women, five infantly 
baptized Christians; seven men and nine women catechumens; 
eight men and 13 women hearqrs. One of the number had been 

' holding Mryices for them, and teaching the hearers and catechu- 
12 that I could reach them in two days, sleeping 

KiSa"'^*ta " way. from my station at Mlala, 30 miles north of |

- ^ walk back to Kota Kota,
one day Iming down the Ndonda.Pass (a very steep pass to climb 

f ,2'* ’ to go down from the
top of the pass to Kota Kota. As the Christians at Liwalezi had told 
fn ih two/days from Mlala, I determined
ih„. 11?*" in! farming, thd food failure of 1936
n ihi. “'“i ‘'‘= "vers would not be very full so early

in the year and that I could go round my stations along the lake

one >»«(«} Rt»d

Kavoyo, an Out*Station of Kota Kota.

shore, get on from Mlala to the Liwalezi, and back to Kola Kota by 
the eve of the Epiphany.

Well, we left Mlala and crossed the Dwangwa—not more than 
waist deep—and came, as we had been told, to a village Chifh^ 
kwende—but when I asked the way to Lukwawa, where I had been' 
told to sleep the night, the people did not seem to think that I 
could get there that night. They sent some boys to show me the 
way, though, and we presently came to the Lipache river. This 
was flowing strongly, and was breast high, so we had to undress. 
Soon we came to another village, and the chief said we could not go 
to Lukwawa, but must go to Chinyengwas, and then on to Chimulu, 
and sleep there the second night—could not get to Liwalezi in two 
days. We slept therefore at Chmyeng\vas, and after saying 
Mass in my tent with my boys (it was New Year’s Day), we 
started off next morning, and immediately had to cross the Lipache 
river again, this time up to our necks in a strong current; but we 
got the loads across safely. We walked on for ^vo hours or so, 
and then came again to'this stream, running along over rocks—a 
very pretty valley which might have been in Devonshire. We 
walked along the edge of the stream for a mile or so, as wp 
had to cross it again, and the place to cross was just, where;. 
was joined by an equally turbulent stream, the Llkwachi; 
as it was running over stones and boulders, it was more difficult

1
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WALKS ROUND KOTA KOTA A
ST. MICHAEL’S COLLEGE, LIKOMAV,

There was very heavy and continuous rain at Likoma on the 
night of March 8-9. We heard later that five inches of fain had 
been registered.

When we woke up in the morning (those at least who had been 
able to sleep during the storm), we found that half the tower at 
the west end of the College chapel had fallen away, and was 
represented by a heap of stones and brides on the ground. The 
octagonal roof has not fallen, and we have propped it up for the 
present. Probably what remains will have to be taken down and 
the whole tower rebuilt, but we are waiting for an opinion from 
the architect, Fr. G. F. George. The whole of the joints were 
pointed, with cement on the outside', and the cause of the collapse 
seems to be that rain had leaked from the roof down the inside 
walls, and loosened the mud which bound the stones together. 
We hope to use lime mortar instead of mud when we rebuild.

ito cross, as you could not be sure of a foothold. Here again 
it was a question of stripping and standing in the middle of the 
stream, holding on to Jong creepers from the trees, and passing the 
loads over our heads. Then we had breakfast, and after that 
climbed straight up a hill like the side of a house for an hour and 
a quarter. We got to the village Chimulu by three o’clock or so, 
and meant to get on further, but heavy rain came on, so we slept 
there. Next morning, Sunday, after Mass, we set off again. Veiy 
hilly dt first, up and down. Presently we came to a village where 
a number of men knew me, as they had come down here for work 
at some time. They escorted us to the next village and told the chief 
there to show us the way j but they evidently did not think that 
should get to the Liwalezi that night. We went on, and then'^camc 
to a'tremendous hill down—wonderful yiews—and once more to the 
stream Likwachi, whicJi during the night had been well over its 
banks, and must have been 15 fe^t deep or more; by the time we 
got there, though, it was scarcely up to our knees. We had a rest 
here, and then on up an immensely steep hill, but not more than 
half>an-hour's climb; two hours' walk brought us to>Chitete, which 

-was a village I knew the name of, as not so far from the Liwalezi. 
We got there by three o'clock, and could really have got in before 
dark, but some loads did not come in for an hour or more, and the 
men were tired. We had walked six hours, and so we slept the 
third night on our journey, which we had expected to be of 
night only. Next day It was only two hours' walk to the Liwalezi, 
and we got there by 8 a.m.

I tell this story to show how sometimes one's plans are upset. 
The men at Liwalezi insisted tJiat if we had gone to Lukwawa we 
could have got there in twp days. I came back by the Ndonda Pass, 
three days* walk from Liwalezi,, so I couldn’t get in for the 
Epiphany. But I was able to say Moss in ray camp on the Bua 
river, and give Communion to an old blind woman who has moved 
over there from Kasamba, as there was no one at Kasamba to take 
care of her. I wis very glad of the opportunity of ministering to 
her, as she is alone and far away from any other Christians.

It is difficult to know what to do for these Christians in this 
isolated village. I can, perhaps, go up there three or four times a 
year, but it is difficult to send a teacher there as I could not super
intend him properly. The boy who until lately has been holding 
services for them has goneoff to look for work in the 
townships or In Rhodesia. I am hoping to ‘ send one of 
my native readers to stay with them for a week or ten 
Jiys in between my visits. I might, perhaps, find some older 
Chnstian whom I could send to live with them and lake the «jrvices; 
but there is al^ys the question of the children—especially those 
baptized as mfants, arid the catediumens and hearers wrio are 
anxious for further teaching, I commend them to your prayers.

H. E. M.

%
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BISHOP WESTON MEMORIAL IN ZANZIBAR
■We have been asked to give notice that the European Community 
in Zanzibar propose to raise a small fund for a memorial to Bishop 
Weston, in the Cathedral, Zanzibar. It is thought^ by the Church 
Council in Zanzibar that there may be some former members of 
the European Community in Zanzibar who would like to send 
a contribution to this memorial. £25 is already in hand. Contri
butions can be sent either to Capt. Charlewood, The Lawn, Great

the Hon. Sec. of

i!one
i

Shelford, Cambridge, before July i, or to 
Church Council of the Cathedral Church of Christ, Zanzibar. 
Will our readers please note that this appeal Is made solely to 
former members of the European Commnuity in Zanzibar who 
are now at home.■!

OUR SIXTY-EIGHTH ANNIVERSARY
Full particulars of services and meetings will be found on the! cover.

U.M.C.A. Summer School. Whitby .-Aug. 5-Q3. Syllabu* t-Zanetbor: (1) History. 
Peoples. Past Methods, etc. (3) Present Area. Problcnis, Medical, African Ministry. 
Hyasalandt (ll History, Peoples, Uie Lake. Past Methods, etc. (2).McdIcal, EduMtion, 
Present Needs, llatatit (1) Early History, Peoples, Tribal Warfare. (2) Present 
Position, Development, Mass Movement. N. Rhodesia: Sue and Distance, History, 
Rnclnl Problems, Present Needs. Home Seniee: (1) Finance and Equipment. (21 
Work amongst the Children. (3) Study Circles and How to Run'Them. The^cliarge 

the week Is £2. Names of those wishing to attend should be sent Co the Rev 
1.. C Watson, C5 Marshslde Road. Southport, from whom full particulars can b« 
obtained.

i
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1927 1826^2,068
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Archdeacon Johiaoa’a *■ Remlnlictncea’• are being iranscribed into Bmiir,. t... 
Miss >{aud Sewell for (he National Library to the Blind. at ST. MATTHEW’S, GREAT 

PETEB STHEET, WESTMINSTER
8.30 u

((onn.rly of U.M.C.A.). Th. Inclmiv. ctarg. will be 12.. m! 
t^ns Should be made to the C.S.C. Secretary, c/o The Office, not later thin AuS m
£ “o'^ltend hi* t*^* ' North Eng: '

at the Restaurant.

11.0 SUNG EUCHARIST at ST. JOHN’S, RED LION 
RQUARE.

3.0 ANNUAL MEETING at CHURCH HOUSE, 
WESTMINSTEB

CAo/r«io«-Rev. Dr. T. H. ARCHBR-HOUBLON
*

if;™, PopUr' !?,r' f' '’“jM There will be a Public TeaTlcbe... pHc= .bould be-USnXlS “'r.L^otS'bbffi'SlLX'
8.0 EVENING MEETING at KINGSWAY HALL, 

KIN6SWAY.

CANO?r BROOMFIELD 
■ (Nyasalaad)
HEWITT fN, —

J. C. NORRISH (Masasi)
T, HANNAY (late of Nyasaland)

HOTOB OUNIOUSBS will be arraotfed for parties attendiod the Bvening MecUnd 
APPLY TO TUB SSCPETA/ir

Th* Speakers tviU
Rev. {Zanctbar)Dr. WIGAN 
Rev. G. H. 
Rev. . Rhodesia)

THE MISSION STAFF Rev.

' Name Diocese Dote

3m»(. England:

SS te.'’"”"""'''

tvtlir
Zanzibar April 8 

" 8
Mew Books Ready (lune 2r»ci

FATHER WOODWARD OF U.MI.C.A.
By GERTRUDE WARD

Masasi 
Nyasaland 
N. Rhodesia

June 8
.. 11 1

Four Portraits. Well bound
1/-f by post 1/2

AN AFRICAN DAVID AND 
JOHNATHANthe Nyasaland staff on her”

* An Autobiography of Padre Manfred Mabundo 
Two Illustrations. 4d., by post Sd,

O.H.C.A., 0 DABTHOUTlCSTfiEET, WESTHINSTEB. S.W.iJ44
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OUR SIXTY-EIGHTH 
ANNIVERSARY

LEAGUE OF ASSOCIATES. To tuilu all thoM 
•orkinc (or tha MUaUa la EnfUnd. Riasi.-To pray 
at laaat wtrUy. L Ta do aocda work. S. To contrL 
buM a aum. ol nonay. Saeatraitt. Mba M(ada<Kins. 
ar* Mlaa Laoca. Uhlliaa UMgt. Tavntoa. N 
SKwraai. Mlat Haywood, KarllWa 
Dathaat.

NEWSPAPER A MAGAZINE 
papcra.

REGISTER. Mba

Croaa Collrg*.

COMMUNITY OFTUS BACRSS PASSION. Cdm- 
pontana and Aaaodaica may ba atucbad to tha Com- 
aauaiiy ao tba MotinaiJen at tha Molbar Superior or

AFRICAN GARMENTS. Patttrna and dJracUocwU 
makiuc KUuaua. —Ulai L. I’biltipa, Iha Uarto^ 
Ebtm. Kaiin;i.—Malarial cut out aad nadr lor 
naUnx. furallad on racalpt ol ramllUnea, If aaa watk’t

CHURCH NBBDLBWORK.ForZanaibar and North- 
.araRbodaah. Alur Unan, Cataocka, Surpllcaa, CeOai, 
ate. Min E.^M. Tylet, 4 Vaea Suan. Bath. For Van-

C^^kc.  ̂Surpllcaa. ate.. MIm fi. M. TtUc. 4 Van*

We shall all agree that we had a happy anniversary. We had 
beautiful weather, and as we raced backwards and for\vards to the 
services and meetings were duly grateful. The services at St. 
Matthew’s, Westminster, and at St. Jolm’s Red Lion Square, 
placed us in still deeper debt to those who give us such a welcome 
to their churches. At St. John’s we had the great pleasure of 
listening to a sermon by the Vice-Chancellor of Cambridge. His 
sermon will be read in the Church Times before we go to press.
The gift of the Holy Spirit to the Church and to each member ^f 
the Church was bestowed that the Church might be a witnessmg 
church in all the world, and each member of the Church takes his 
part in that witness to the truth as it is in Jesus.

AT THE CHURCH HOUSE.
At the afternoon meeting we had some interesting and informing 
speeches. Canon Broomfield’s speech on Education in Africa we 
print in full, and Dr. Wigan, who confined his remarks, to the » 
subject of leprosy, has very kindly given us a r«Ssum6 of hi.s 
remarks. We are fortunate in having so competent an authority to 
place us in possession of the actual state of the case. The work 
among the lepers makes so .strong an appeal to us all. The 
Dioceses of Zanzibar and Nyasaland were represented by Canon 
Broomfield and Dr. Wigan respectively. Then we had the 
pleasure of listening to Padre Hewitt’s account of some of the 
work in N. Rhodesia. He began by reminding us there were 
already 4,500 Europeans in the diocese and gave us a striking 
instance of the rapidity of the growth of a white settlement in

PopUr. E.14.
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■ Yes, It was a distinctly good meeting and 
AT KINGSWAY HALL

^tdivllLJSllj'^im iSerin'ISerr f'’”
s^e^Si^ ^rssbn^d r'’r;‘'wir

us the inadequacy of the staff and g^r.^ an i4Z« fhe“C

fJScTtL^ “tor " 4 Sll^rtiaranS

“"AwSf ,=a ,i*5iT ■£
to thrchu^"h T'”''' Christianity may bringnUrS h7s ’w^°rtrr"®’ '’*5 ‘eschabri
H^’i, “ " wonderful patience. He protested against the view 

J’*’"’®" nature in the Afriian was something very different
with kuph^e" °' ’ '’® “n™Ld the meeting
S sSenI iliustrations of the truth of
were the u » he referred to education. The bush schoois
hhweve r®"? the-educational ladder. Each of them

He^r not liir'r “P “f conversion,
m^iiml we* ^ i P“rt that education and
MierL r P'“ys ‘hat respect. He wished to deal with it 
SnvLrh '“''^1°“" J." opinion..we do not make-
conversion rfTt'frLn' ‘he

ihc mining district, and a sketch of the highly scieniific''nature of 
the work of prospecting for minerals. He then proceeded to show 
how the growth of a white population was affecting the work of the 
Mission and the future of the African. It /lays an additional 
burden of responsibility on the staff of the Mission, and the rapid 
change of circumstances is producing a spirit of unrest in the 
min^ of the African. The increase in the number of Europeans 
especially affects the work at Livingstone, Fort Jameson, Broken 
Hill and Bwana Mkubwa. He gave his testimony to the excel
lence of (he influence created by some of the European settlers. 
We have heard about this from time to time in Central Africa. 
One effect of the mines was that many Africans became town 
dwellers in the mining settlements. Such a life as these Africans 
live in these settlements must produce a great change in their 
outlook. They are brought into vei^ close contact with Western 
civilization. They are away from their homes and families for 
considerable periods. This, of course, has its attendant dangers. 
He (hen told us something of jhe value of the work of the lay- 
women at Chipili and Msoro and said how they were looking 
fonvard to the extension of such work at Mapanza. At present, he 
said, the standard of education in the diocese was not all it should 
be. They were hoping that the coming conference at Fiwila 
would result in placing the work of education in N. Rhodesia on 
more ^lid foundations. On the subject of religion he expressed 
his opinion that Animism was dying. And that is important a.s 
the African in N. Rhodesia has not as yet to choose between 
Muhammadanism and Christianitr but only between Animism 
and Christianity and the victory of Christiariity is in sight.

Padre Norrish then gave a short account of the work in the 
Mosast Diocese. It was a great relief to hear from him that there 
w^ no longer any fear of famine. We know how the Masasi 
Diocese has suffer^, and we rejoiced to hear the good news from 
one who has done so much in connexion with the work of relieving 
the famine stricken. He spoke in high praise of the willing and 
generous co-operation of the African Christians in this respect.

He then pas^ on to the subject of the development of the 
w^ork. He took Lurnesule as an illustration. He reminded us of 

Porter was buried near Lurnesule and of the 
love of the Afn^n for one whose whole life was a life of unstinted

death, in a
'*1® of heroic pioneers,

■ wo stations, fourteen out-schools,
.twenty^ne teachers and thirteen stations. This 

development is ^ely due to the strenuous work of Padre Baker.
imnortnn^Vt Strongly urged the
find 3"^ of striving to
much of wMrh rV- containmuch of which Christianity cannot approve, such as the rites of
mU.a,ion and even witchcraft. And he reminded that noT all

r(
\I very well attended.

travel along the spiritual roadwe must
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of prayer and consecration. He gave a vivid description of the 
felt presence of evil in a village which he found engaged in a 
heathen sacrifice, and impressed upon his hearers that the happy 
result of his visit was not due to anything he had said or done but 
was a direct answer to the prayers of all who were in direct com
munion with our Lord and following Him along the spiritual road of 
prayer and a consecrated life. He then said it was important to 
remember that we must ultimately hand over the work to the 
African. Before that could be done we must address ourselves to 
the task of leadership by training the African himself to follow the 
road of prayer and a consecrated life. Time was required for this. 
There was urgent need for experts in the spiritual life. If you 
are to train the future leaders of the African Church, it is 
essential that you should be thoroughly conversant yourself with 
this spiritual road, and such knowledge can only be attained by 
living the kind of life which you are teaching the African tp live.

The applause which followed this speech showed how highly 
the audience appreciated It.

Padre Norrish of Masasi Dioefese then made a useful suggestion 
which we hope may be carriea out; that there should be an 
appendix to the Annual Report giving statistics as to t 
subscribed by Africans to Mi^ionary work. It jnight 
Q welcome surprise to many to find that the Africans were not 
unmindful of their duty in this respect. He then alluded to three 
striking features of the African character which we should make I
the most of: (i) Their spirit of self-sacrifice and co-operation in !
their own social life; {2) Their love of custom. There was real 
good in that although it may sometimes prove a hindrance to i 
progress; (3) Their spirit of independence. When this appeared 
we should not frown on it, we should lead it along the right lines. !

Canon Spantoti. closed the meeting. He warned us against a 
slump. We had done well financially in the past year, thanks to 
the loyalty and generosity of our many friends, but already there 
was a slight decrease In the contributions. He hoped it was only 
temporary.

As we nil know a few days ago Canon Spanton started on „ 
to Nyasaland and N. Rhodesia, and will be away for six months.
He will be sorely missed at home, but we shall look forward to 
hearing what he has to tell us at the n«tt Anniversary, with an 
extensive knowledge of alLthe work in alf the, four dioceses, the 
knowledge of one'who has lived and worked for many years in 
Africa and who will see. and hear what he sees and hears with an 
undetstanding heart. We all wish, him from our heahs, God 
jspeed,' May God be with him, till we meet again.

Before closing the review \ of the Anniversary we must 
. coidially thank all those on whose efforts the success of these 
Anniversary Meetings depends. /

CANON BROOMFJELD-S SPEECH ON EDUCAXfeN^ ' '

and when I say the Mission ” I mean the Diocese of Zanzibar 
the Diocese of Masasi, and part of the Diocese of Nyi^Iand 
because all of those extend in Tanganyika Territory

It may be well to say briefly what we mean by education in 
Africa. Africa is changing, and it is bound to change whether we 
want It or not, and it is the task of education to see that that 
change is for the better—it migftt not be for the better. It is the 

/task of Education to try to build up in Africa a stable and en- 
I lightened civilization. Therefore it concerns every department of 

African life; it concerns how the African is to live among 
companions and in his home, how he is to work, how he is to 
amuse himself, his agriculture, his health, everything with which 
he occupies his mind, and so on. Education rhust be taken In 
Its widest sense: the building up of a stable and enlightened 
civilization in Africa.

There are two sets of people who are concerned with that work ; 
first there is the Government, and secondly there are the Missions.
In recent years the Government has been doing this work and 
making plans for it very seriously, and the Government’s attitude 
to the Missions has changed during the last few years in a 
remarlcable way. It has changed in two respects. First of all the 
Government has recognized officially that it is quite impossible 
to build up a stable and progressive civilization without moral 
training, and that religion is an element of primary importance 
in character training; and for that reason the Government has 
turned to the Missions and asked them to help. Secondly th'e 
Government has recognized officially the value of the work which 
the Missions have done. Nearly the whole of education in 
Tanganyika Territory in the past has been done by the Missions.
Even now there are only about eighty Government schools, ahd 
there are nearly three thousand Mission schools—those three thou- ' j 
sand are not all U.M.C.A. 1 ^ut the Government has recognized 
that in the Missions you have got an experience and knowledge of j
Africans which very few members of the Government can hope to 
equal. And so the Government, quite frankly, asks the Missions ^ 
to give it the benefit of their advice and experience. Some of the 
Mission representatives in dealing with the Government are quite 
young—like myself—but we have had the opportunity of learning 
from our elders in the Mission, and our advice is valuable to the 
Government because it is based upon the experience of sixty years 
of Mission work.

So my first point is this: the Government has recognized 
recently in a remarkable way the value of the contribution which

his

the Funds 
: come as

a visit

;
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Diocese. Each one has a district whiJh contains imytS from 
twelve to thirty-six schools, and she goes round to thSe^hook 

teacher; it is not merely inspection, it is to help and

^But we cannot stand still: we are not standing still We are

z St

And

. Thirdithe Missions can make to the building up of civilization in Africa. 
The Mission can make a contribution; and now the Government 
is asking for it.

Secondly, it may be well to consider whether there is any 
possibility of Mission work being endangered through co
operation with the Government, and I may say that out in Africa 
we have been very much alive to this danger. In fact, some 
members of the Govemroent became distinctly annoys with us 
and said we were too suspicious 1 But We had to make it clear 
that, though we are quite satisfied that the present Government 
intends to treat us properly, we must consider the future—Govern
ments may change and Government policy may change, but the 
Mission and the Church will remain. So, in considering the 
legislation which was to be passed in Tanganyika Territory, - 
had to see that no regulations were capable of an interpretation 
which could injure the Mission supposing the policy of the 
Government changed in the future, and Tthink we may say that 
there is no reason now for such .anxiety.

The Government" has quite! definitely recognized that the 
Missions have a work to do which Is beyond the limits of 
Government secular education. We have made it clear that 
exist for the extension of the Kingdom of God, and we can agree 
to nothing which might hinder us in that work. It is recognired 
that Government is not concerned with the religious teaching 
which we give, and, though the Goyemment inspects our schools 
and will give us plans^and syllabuses and other things for the 
secular side of the work^ the Government , is not concerned even to 
enquire what religious teaching we are giving—it is not their 
business.

It is quite true that there is a Conscience Clause in the legis
lation, but the Government accepted our revision of the wording of 
that conscience clause, and It can now be no kind of hindrance to

we

In the past the Government did not concern itself very much
usLalIv^m d* ‘ 1 ® ■""e doing, wd the Government
iKually made Its plans without reference to the Missions. It is

consulted particular people 
such as the late Bishop of Zanzibar and Canon Spanton; but that 
WM because of their own personal knowledge and experience, and 
not espMially because they were missionaries. Now we have 
gone further, because the Government asks the Mtrriomr to express 
tneir point of view: the Government wants, the advice of the 
Missions as such. That Advisory Committee in Dar-es-Salaam 
pists not only m order that Missions may safeguard their own 
interests it was appointed to advise the Government on all matters

that means that the Missions have a voice in ' 
ofTangan^'IS'T'^ which concern education throughout the whole

In 1925 there was a Conference in Dar-cs-Salaam when ^ 
ep^entatives of all the Missions were invited by the Government 

to be present to consult with the Government with regard to 
ouration, and then the subjects discussed concerned the educational 

-work in its broadest sense—the building up of civilization through- 
ojjt langanyika. And, besides that, there are Sub-Commiftees of 
^nous kinds which meet in Dar-es-Salaam, and Missions are con-, 
wmed with those too. We have our representation. For instance 

a representative on the publication committee of

we

ius.
The Government also recognize that .in some of our schools we 

do not want anybody but Christian;children to be present, and they 
are prepared to give us grant^in-aid even for those schools.

Then, besides that, there is in Dar-es-Salaam, the capital of 
Tanganyika Territory, an Advisory Education Committee which 
has been appointed to advise the Government on all matters of 
education, and that AdylOTry Committee contains a majority of 
missionaries. That means that in the capital itself we have every 
opportunity of..^e^afding. the interests of the Missiqn. An^ 
alspithere is on Advisory Corhmittee-in London/appointed by the 
Coloniah Office, and we can always appeal to that Committee, which 
has gi^t innuence: with the, Colonial Office.

So that briefly, without going into details for which there is no 
• time, I can assure you that there is no re^^nablc ground for being 

afraid that co-operation with the Government will binder us in the 
real religious work of the Mission. we have
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Tanganyika Territory, and he has a voice in determining what 
school books shall be used in Government schools.

I will not continue to give examples of what co-operation may 
mean; but 1 want to impress upon you that in Africa it gives us 
an opportunity of making the voice of the Church heard in the 
very councils of the Government itself.

I may perhaps mention one matter as well with regard to 
Government Conferences. There is an Imperial Conference which 
is meeting in London this month; it will meet for three weeks at 
the Board of Education in Downing Street, and the people who 
will attend it are chiefly Directors of Education from all parts of 
the British Empire. In the past Missions have never been repre
sented on these Imperial Conferences, but this year a change has 
been made. It is true that apparently only one missionary will 
be present, but that Is a beginning. He was appointed by the 
Government of Tanganyika Territory as one of the three repre
sentatives of Tanganyika Territoiy; and he is a member of the 
Universities’ Mission. I really toJd you that because he was not 
appointed because of his own experience, but because he can 
express the point of view of the Universities* 
shows that the Government wants to know what we think.

Then, thirdly, there Is the question of the work we can do— 
new work which the Mission can do through co-operation with the 
Government. Co-operation will mean that we can build new 
schools, that wc can open up new districts, and that we can 
enlarge our present schools and increase the staff. It also means 
that we have the right of entry into every Government school in 
the country; we can go and teach the Christian children, and any 
children who want to be taught Christianity, in the Government 
schools.

In those three ways we are going to be helped by co-operation 
with the Government, and I want you to see that it does give us 
an immense opportunity for going on with our work and building 
up the Kingdom of God in Africa,, because our educational work 
is one of the means bv which Christianity is spread. Every school 
is a centre from which Christianity "spreads, and the teacher in 
charge of each school is an evangelist. So that the opportunity 
is not merely one of helping with the secular education of 
Tanganyika Territory; it is an opportunity of using that secular 
system of education as a means of spreading the Kingdom of 
God. 1

OF T... Diocmv T«,m»o Cou,®.. fo, Timcb.. at M.na«

Jfh*' because as Mission education
and we 'be Church ; we want schoolmasters
°h"n J of Tha, kfud" T"'" ®g"™'*ure and handicrafts and
n3tn,l "e want women-more of those school

““bers whose work I have mentioned, 
“ii Patticular girls’ schools,

we want all those, and we want money. I have mentioned
but you must understand that Government

id ‘ grants in order that we may extend
mav MTO ram'i'^ S<ving us grants in'order^that wc a-
TO^are ™ now. And notonl)t that; if‘
mare mo^^^trl opportunity to the full we shall want

raeM^'mkfn.Co-operation with the Govern^ 
ciynL«“ ® ‘r^tpnndous new opportunity for building up

dn ^ beoause the Government will not wait. If we
^11 ‘•'L® Government will do things by itself and
give us the m°" °"® We must take the opportunity now; so 
and “s the women, and give us the money,
taken^ ^ P''®>'ore. nud <he opportunity will be

Mission, and that

/' you.

And that means that we must have meh; we wants men— 
schoolmasters and priests. The Bishop of Z^zibar asked~ me to 
appeal especially for a schoolmaster-priest/or Mlnaki to b^second 
in command to Padre Gibbons.We^al^o a lay school
master for Kiwanda. We want a priest for P^j^a. And the 
Masosi Diocese is almost certain to require schoolmasters for their 
Central School; and I believe the Nyasaland Diocese also will 
want men if it is to take this" opportunity of developing Its

i DR. WIGAN ON LEPROSYI

or nothing was done. Then the Mission started work in
153
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connexion with its hospitals in Nyasaland and Tanganyika 
Territory, and the Government in the latter territory made a grant 
which covered the work among the lepers in the district under this 
administration the Nyasaland Government, too, had given

As to the prevalence of lepro^, his own personal opinion 
that roughly speaking four persons in every thousand were tainted 
by it. In dealing with leprosy they had to face the difficultj^ of 
concealment through fear of exposure. With regara to infectivity j 
he thought that it was not so great as had sometimes been 
supposed. Prolonged and close contact with a leper was the real 
danger and this was specially the case with the children of a 
leprous parent. With regard to the question as to the . curability 
of leprosy it was necessary to speak with caution. The number 
of real cures was very small and he gave the instance of one leper 
who for Hfteen months appeared to be cured and then ^prosy 
appeared again. It Had been latent all the time. Much alleviation 
was possible arid the most hopeful cases were those which were sub
jected to medical treatment in the early stages of the disease.

With regard to treatment he advocated leper colonies with 
native huts. This was the case on' Lundu Island, but there the 
advanci^ stages were in close contact with the earlier stages, and 
that was not advisable. At LiuH there were thirty to forty patients 
in the earlier stages near the hospital. . This made careful treatment 
possible. They received such treatment three times a week. It j 

this kind of arrangement,, supplemented by put-patieni treat- ! 
ment in suitable: cases, which he considered most abvisable and 
one which would lead to the best results.

, Pad^ Obed Kasembe wrifre:- \
I THINK you will like to hear how S, 
we welcomed our hew Bishop. I 
say new because the diocese is 
new. As soon as we heard: of his 
consecration in: the month of 
September, we begah to want to 
know^ the date of hik arrival at 
Masasi. No one knew the exact 
date: some thought he would be 
here for the Christmas festival.
Most of us, however, hoped that 
he would rest a little first in Eng
land, so that when he did arrive 
he might stay with ns. some time 
and not be under the necessity of 
mtnrning to England, ih the near 
future. This is e^ctly ^hat he 
did do. He rested in England.
In February we heard that he 

would certainly reach Masasi at the end of March, all over the 
«r^^® the. Bishop arrive?"
Whert they were told At the end of March,” many did not credit

people were asked to pray for his safe arrival. - 
. On March 31, all the padres of • the diocese except, Padre 

Kolumba met together at Masasi to await his arrival. We waited
to see. him.

was

i

■ Tub Bishop of Masasi.

was

. On March ^ _ ___ _ _ _ _____
Kolumba met together at Masasi to await his arrival 

,httfi* . April 2, on that day everyone was hoping'to see. Him. 
About It o’clock we began to hear cries of joy. We were uncertain 
at first whether the Bishop was really arriving, because we did not 
Hear the sound of the motor-car. Presently the cries of joy came 
Hearer and nearer and we began to fix our eyes on the bottom of 
Masasi hill. Then we saw the motor-car climbing up. Ah, we 
thought, now we shall see him I - He got out of the mototKiar and 
Archdeacon Lewih was the first to ask for his blessing, then all the 
padres received his blessing one by one. Then everyone was told 
to go to the church, so that they might, ail together receive his 
blessing.^ We entered the church with great rejoicing and sang , 
tenns of thanksgiving to God for. His great mercies. Then-the. 
Bishop.gave usall his blessing and went to his house. • • \

;.,I saw one-thing which astonished me. very much. Since :the 'y 
morning of Saturday I had not seen many people at Masasi station.

I
Vv.'

SouB Lkpxss AT MaiWandb. Likoua Island.
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—r.-3 FAMINE NOTES
The iast few months have been a very hard and difficult tinie for 
the people in the Luatala district, owing to the famine in this^art 
of the country. It has been a case of living from day to day, and 
collecting just enough to keep body and soul together, sometimes 
not much more than leaves of the cassava plant or the seeds of a 
particular wild grass. One member of a family may have been 
able to take a little money and'go to the Makonde to buy some 
dried muhogo, and some families went together for a time to that 
same district to hoe (“ lima ”) for the Makonde people, and be 
paid in food. The parents often suffered most so as to k^ep the 
children supplied, and the sick or aged have been in a bad 
indeed.

There was also the difficulty of obtaining any seeds for planting 
rposes, so it was decided, to fetch some of the “ mtama ” (millet) 

stored at Masasi for that purpose, to Luatala. A small store-was 
built, and the “ mtama ” arrived, and a number of people soon 
took advantage of It by buying small quantities to sow in their 
plantations. Other seed was brought from the coast (Lindi), such 
as some beans and nuts, which the people eat with their porridge. 
Cost price was charged, with porterage. It seemed very .dear to 
the people; but nothing mattered so much as hot having any seed 
lb plant for the next harvest. As the millet showed signs of coming 
to an end, and every sort of food became less and less, another

' plan was devised for 
helping the hungry. 
With the money 
taken by the sale of 
millet it was possible 
to buy other food; 
so a responsible man / 
was sent as overseer, 
with about twenty 
others under him, to 

■ buy dried cassava on 
the Makonde. The 
porters were pre
paid, and told to 
take a relatibn with 
them, so that they 
could return, bring
ing their own food 
supply with them, as 
well as that for the 
Mission
These parties have 
continued to go out 
about once a fort-

way

2'TAniBDUL Ciiu«:ii or St. Maky akp St. BARTlloiAUxnr, Masasl \

but as soon as the cries of joy became audible the station was 
packed. It was difficult to findjroom for them all in the church, 
they were so closely packed together. At 2.15 all the padres went 
to the Bishop’s house to escort him to church for his enthronization. 
The service went without a hitch. When it was over he gave us 
his blessing and the evening serli

On April 3, Passion Sunday, the Bishop sang Pontifical Mass. 
In very truth the service is rightly called the Episcopal Mass. 
Most of our people do not know about it, they have only heard it 
mentioned. But on this occasion, T fiave never seen so many 
prople as those who had come to Masasi to be present at this first 
Ma» of the new Bishop. The church simply overflowed. Had we 

to form a procession we should not have found a spot on 
which to place our feet, owing to the multitude of people who were 
there.

of Confirmation.
When that ^ finished he pttt on his Eucharistic vestments. 
Archdeacon Lewm was Assistant Priest, Padre Stokes and Padre 
Reuben were respectively Dehcon and Sub-deacon of the Throne. 
Padre Silwano and I were Deacon and Sub-deacon. All the other 
padrra Mt in the choir. The Bishop preached to us about the way 
m which we should perform our religious dutids, and exhorted us 
to lean on the help of the Holy Spirit, and he urged us to help one 
another in our work and to pray for one another.

After Mass the Bishop received his clergy. We were all full 
ot joy jit having a father to care for us, as a successor to'our late 
beloved bishop,_who for generations to come will be lovingly 
remembered by the people of Masasi.
n entreat all our friends everj-where to pray for our
S J''®* God may granf him good health and fill him ■
with the spint of counsel and that the Church of Masasi may 
prosper and continue to advance in the spiritual life under his rule!

ce commenced.

iilSiti-

Y-

" shop.”

PORTHRS WITH Loads of Food.
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^ nearly a week. The 
^ enclosed 
S show the return of 
^ one such party to 
a Luatala
^ carrying their loads, 
^ or putting them 

down in front of the 
gl store, and the over- 
M seer, Che Amini 
^ Machina, standing 

by. There was great 
rejoicing when the 
food arrived, and for 
n few days Bibi Roe 
had very little rest, 
as the store would 
he thronged with 
people buying smail 
or iarge quantities. 
Mpny laughingly 
reproved her for the 

aSMISSSiiiiiarf ' apparently hjgh
—■--------- -------- 1 prives (owing to

porterage), but they 
knew really they 
were lucky to get 

anything at all; but the African, being his own food supplier in 
ordinary times, finds it hard to put his hand in his pocket— 
literally, to untie the comer of his cloth, usually done with the 
teeth—and pay down hard cash for it. Also payments were 
received in all sorts of things; ducks, chickens, pigeons, basliets, 
mats, rope, knives, even treasured possessions. One felt all were 
being delivered up for the hope,of gaining the staff of life in the 
future, or the daily bread of t&dayi jWhen the first crop of bean's came 
in the numbers at the shop abated a little—but " Can one live on 
beans only ?” as an old lady remarked. The future is still looking 
rather pr^rious. One Mzee (Elder) has predicted a worse time 
in 1927 than 1926; but we hope to send you better news later on.

V. H. P.

KWA MKONO
Mv first impre^ion on returning to Kwa Mkono after six m/nt^s-'''
LriSeption hme°in^9®^L“^“^;KlepL7o?retu^^^^^
Then, though the people were kind of friendly to a Sf "Jh^v'

Immediately around Kwa wLam'^he people, though" felem/'to 
a man have become steadily more and more friendiwto us How 
ar this gora m the direction of a drawing towards our rtliuion h 

IS impossible to say, for the hearts of Afrirnn m 1 ® '

“"“■7 difference in the appearance of
"’°nths Before they were nearly all 

fhe months of famine. You could cLnt
were neatlv "’°N d'®''' <ders
S h7cLf 7‘i ® splendid harvest in 1926, p^ple
TOmanySlanH^ “’“eh ® really fat ma7or
h^est ® uncommon sight. The present year’sisa zx “'Tpi.
CT^hSj, W Catechumens in church than there have "

SnV Pfjdays in Lent are kept as strict fast days, everyone 
Shuraens"’l‘^"'®?V° ^ays the Christians and
Drapers ‘®ael>er’s village and have
EenS T ‘ 7 a.m. or 8 a.m. to 2.30 p.m.
hisouSlkt ■I"* ’’""ea good-Opportunities for a priest to visit
thlre ’rhl'and pray with the people who belong 
siinir'M^"* quickly, for there are not only the
ODDfi£:.n succepive hours of prayer, but in between come 

'"*whrHj'u'^ teaching and hearing confessions and listening to 
—the il,:„ *" aare® ways our African Christians are very mediaival 
mieUe faeaven and of earth are very close together in their
of one’nf A these Fridays I was sitting in the little church
out-hiJ'ue'n ^ut-districts saying Morning Prayer, when the teacher 
to see 11.7'^ ’^® daua’ and, after having a ,good look wound

mat no one was within earshot, came towards me on tiptoe,
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KWA MKONO. Diocese of Nyasaland

( A SEAPLANE INwith an air of great secrecy, and put his mouth close to my ear 
and said in a stage whisper, “ Padre, that saucepan that Frank 
used to cook your food last night, how much did you pay for it?”

During the past eight months we have made ten new 
Catechumens, which more than maintains our average. Against 
this there have been three or four lapses owing to Moslem influence. 
There have been also two lapses into Islam on the part of Christians, 
though neither of them is in any sense a “ conversion " to Islam. 
Indeed, I do not know any case in the whole of Zigualand where 
a Christian has become a Moslem, which could be described as a 
real conversion to Islam. It is always for some reason of expediency, 
and nearly always connected with matrimony. It is so in both 
these cases at Kwa Mkono. One is a particularly sad one. The 
wife of a certain Christian of long standing lost her reason through 
the death of her first and only child. Her husband waited for 
two years, hoping that she would recover, but finally gave yip hope, 
and because he could not marry again, he forsook his religion and 
became a nominal Moslem, in order that he might be in a position 
to take another woman.

. Two weeks ago we were surprised by 
Germans. Apparently they had heard 
kind of ore in the neighbourhood, but they did not tell us what 
If was. After staying a night in the Jumbes’ village they went 
off to a place about li hour’s walk away to prospect, but with 
what result we have not heard. May Kwa MkOno long be preserved 
from industrialization I

AFRICA

Archdeacon Wilson writes—

the station, descending^'lSLr an^Iower, tndthen ‘̂lighted‘‘

be a Swiss seaplane from Zurich on its wav to Cni / ^
had been four men to start with, but one ifid f 
had remained behind, so there were only the pllor m
and the mechanic, Mr. Hartmann TheiTlefr n i Mittelholzer 
day for Beira. It seemed alLos? inS 
Ifave flown from Lake Tanganyika to MpSnda^s^n

esan
I

the sudden arrival of two 
of the presence of some

Canon Victor writes from Matope—

cohsiderab"! Afanv tha? ' ■° ‘'’«.."«‘ive -ni„^
account by Deacon I^ilary in t'he'sSnXo" bodt! '

Je L. M.
April 24, 1927.

MOSLEMS AND THE SWAHILI KURAN
Padre Stokes, in a letter to Canon Spanton, gives us the
following information, which is of considerable interest:— He writes as follows:—

“ Akida Sefu, who was a sort of high priest of the Muham- h tj The Story of the Airship,
madans around Newala, and who was transferred not very vn November 19 we were sittine outside eed s. j .t.
long ago to Mikindani, returned in March to Newala to do some pengine, and we thought to ourselves ‘Mnd^d
business, and came to visit me on Friday evening, chatting to me from the district. Alas, ouf Father has' losJ
freely and in very friendly fashion. Just as he was about to depart, wandering about with his 4tor.^; M he wito

■■ This is the sixth Moslem in that district to buy the Kuran and and c man’s story was this :—I was with mv comnaninns
the Eliiim yadini in order to study them together. They were all i crossed It'^and'^E ®"S:ine, and we ran to^the rWer and
men of standing or they would not be able to read. One of them 1 J'’ “"‘f there we found a woman who was verv sumriskd
has alM bought an Old Testament, the four Gospels, and the if was in was she told us that
Swahili vemion of the Psalms'and Proverbs. maTwav cillnt''"' we agreed, and then suddenly she

A little later* after returning to Mikindani, Akida Sefu wrote r^ds Alas, alas, a great snake is there in the
to me and asked for six more copies of the Kuran In Swahili.” saw t’hp danger.” But when we looked up and
_It is^nice to recelve^such testimony of the wisdom of Bishop and wo„dSX^® had seen such a great
Weston’s policy in publishing the Kuran in Swahili. “ wonderful thing. ^

V'-
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REVIEWSA SEAPLANE IN AFRICA. i.

of Zanzibar, shouW app^^ simultaneously. Father Woodv^S^Jf
mtlcli of

Another man, on hearing the engine and seeing this great 
thing flying above him cried out, " We are lost. Truly the end 
of the world is come.” And saying this he ran away to the village, 
and, having taken his child, put it on his back'saying, If I am 
to die let me die together with my child.” . , .. , .

Two other men were out hunting game and looking for honey, 
and as they were doing so they heard something roaring, and they 
said to one another, ” Ah. what is this?” and one of them curled 
himself up and hid himself, and the other crawled away on his 
hands and knees, and then they separated, and went each to hts 
home.

. V

gr^ of the work m the face of great difficulties and sorrow Ld 
suffering. Padre Mabundo’s autobiography enables us to under- 
stand something of the same kind in the Zigua country Roih 
^ks^l us of the sufferings of the African gJiurch 
Great War, and both help us to realize how mountains of difficultv 
may be removed wherever there is Christ-like love for souls, unfal-

; lenng faith, t^acity of purpose, and the grace of perseverance. In
ope book we have a leader in the life of prayer and a consecrated 
tAereAvill'be a^esponse*’™'*^' wherever there is such leadership.

!
And yet another man, seeing this thing, climbed up into a 

tree, and, having plucked some leaves, tried to hide himself, and 
when he came down he asked, “ Where is this terrffile thing that 
I have seen?” But the people only laughed at him anil said, 
" Where have you beeii to ? It has gone away a long time ago. It 
went behind that hiil over there."

Again, a woman was carrying a basket of tomatoes, and as she 
was walking along the path she (leard a great noise above her, and 
when she saw it she tried to run away. First of ail she ran on ahead, 
and then, because it seemed to be following her, she turned and 
rah back. Still it followed her wherever it wenh so at last she 
threw herself on the ground, and in great fear and trembling tried 
to cover, herself with the basket, and lay as one dead.

Afterwards she got up and ran to the village and told the 
people there ail that she had seen.

And lastly, the young nien. at a village near the river, when 
they saw this strange and wonderful thing, were very surprised, 
and the same evening held a great meeting to give a general 
warning to all the people; And they said, " From henceforth let 
us not speak any evil against the Europeans. More especially let 
us not make any attempt to rebel against their word. Indeed, with 
such a people it is impossible to make war. VTiat can we do? 
Even if we try to run away there is no place to which we can go. 
Wherever we try to hide we shall be seen."

' TTiis is the story of the airsWp and how it was seen by people, 
andffiowdhey showed their fear and surprise in different ways.

So ends the repoh.

THE COMPANIONSHIP

“ 1""?; 111' C.S.C., from Sspl'mber 3to 6, at the Retreat House, the House of Mercy, Horbury, Yorks, The
S.S.J.E. (fonuerly of Zamibar Diocese), and die 

ioclaslro ch^e is 12s, Od. Applications should be sent to the Secretary C.S.C.
. OM la“-,h°lf“'ugust 2r° SAV.l, a. soon as possible, and

; 'see

Con-

i

' menilS™ if are being mode for a rc.unlon of

M'. rJm f This will lake place In Sts Augustine’s Parish Hall,rtun
t'

\t

Mission in future,
membcn!’Branches will continue, and be kept In touch with, have their 
them, but way as before; no change will be made for

At thVrn "“w Senior Branches started.
»ho^re welcome branches of the C.S.C. amongst young people

age™nd unSflrsl?’ League; i.e., about 16 years
pwhaps da K^rTtmlu^’ branches should combine adults and adolescents, and may
“Pt'twelve prevent the lapse of members of the Coral League, who .ire

give up their Interest when they leave school.

REVIEWS
Two little books have recently been published by the Mission- 

. a .short life of Father Woodirard, b/Miss Gertrltde Ward (is,),
' and Whan,” the autobiography of 

Padre Manfred Mnbundo, with iin introduction by Archdeacon 
Maddocks (4d.). Both these botiks we heartily commend to our 
^ders. It is a happy coincident that two short lives, one of a. 
European pnest and one of an African priest, both of the Diocese

iffa
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JNEXPENSTO: ]^HOME JOTTINGS
JUST OVTTbe denerAl Ftinil Reccinii compare as follows:—

1037
.......................... ^.131
y 31 ............. ;£^>.003

A decrease of ^'408.

U.M.C.A. Sommer School, WhiJby, August 5-13.—Sister Mary Anna will be 
rfs{K>ns]bIe for lectures on Mnsasl, and the Rev. Maurice Clarke for N. Rhodesfa. 
'Hiere nre still some vacancies, especially for men. Apply to Rev- L. C. Watson, 
03 .Mnrshside Road, Southport, Lancs.

1920
Received during M.ny 
Total receipts to Ma FATHER WOODWARD OF U.M.C.A.

; • By GERTRUDE WARD. Four Portraits.
1/-. i

An AFRICAN DAVID & JONATHAN ■'i

DUhop Weston's Ltil Blessloft'—All who were at Bishop Weston's Farewell 
Meeting will remember the beautiful words in which he blessed us at the close of the 
meeting. St. Thomas’s Convent, Oxford, have reproduced the words of the Blessing, 
exquisitely illuminated, on a card 8 x C, and have very kindly presented It to the 
Mission. It it now on sale at the Office, price Is. A few advance copies were on sale 
at the Anniversary, and all were told immediately. AFRICA ON THE HILLTOPS

, 1/-. by post. 1/2
The Llbrariin withes to thank very much all the kind people who have sent gifts 

of books to the lending'library during the months of May and June.

A.C.C. Coo 
Hall, and those 
of U.M.C.A. 
them any ad

C.S.P.—.The Retreat for Associates and Friends will be held at St. Frideswlde's, 
Pojdar, ^September 6d). Application to be made to the Sister Superior, C.S.R, St.

Christmas Preseal io Workers (Le.-igue of Associates).—Miss G. Le Hailly, 
Meadow Garth, Gloucester, will welcome contributions from 3d. upwards. Stampcil 
I’.C. to bo enclosed if acknowledgment desired. Books were sent to nine stations last 
Christmas. Parcels as a rule are made up of one up-to^ate theological work (recom
mended by Dr. Mnynard-Smlth), three novels, and an artistic or literary book. Letters 
of thanks will be forwarded on receipt of stamped envelope and promise of Immediate 
return.

■ w'"

NURSING IN NYASALANDgrtsi.—The Mission BookstaU will be In the Gallery at the Albert 
In charge of it will be very glad to meet and welcome any friends 

, particularly Associates and Companions, from the Provinces, 
vice or help that they may require.• * • •

any
and to give

(■ ^

THE HEALING OF THE AFRICAN
An Account of U.M.C.A. Medical Wbrk. Four Illusiralions. 

: ■ . ■. ______________ . 6(l., .by post 7d.

'-v/

thirty YEARS IN NYASALAND
By Canon ^gudtine Ambali. Four lilustrations.

' 6(1,-by:post 7d.'
THE MISSION STAFF DAVID LIVINGSTONE

; : By D. C. ABDY. Five IJIustrations. 1/-, by post 1/2^ .■

1.'

Name Diocese . Date
\

IL’S

Sr Fr^'roSnli: mSIV-SJT'"’

THE contrast BETWEEN^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ CHRISTIANITY AND MDhSwmADANISM
. * By CANON DALE.

1D27
2anxibar
Nyasaland

June 3 
.. 11

;lA, ;by posf l/a 'MasasI XB
8

the U.M.C.A ATLAS
Sixteen Maps

ible Zanzibar 8
„ 37

l/6,bypostl/8i'27»
July 6

„ L 
.. 20 

20
.. 20

6
U.jWC.A. HOME SERVICE MANUAL

Contains full information about the Home Organiza
tions of the Mission . 2d., by post 21d.

i

iiTtSL','
Sondl ISmI ' ® """ “Perieore « Wlllodtn

SIX SILHOUETTE SKETC^S
l-’icture Post Cards Series No. 8. 4d., by post 4)d. 

0-M.C.A.. 9 DAKTHODTH STHEET, WESTHINSTEH, SiW.l164
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CENTRAL AFRIC
UNIVERSITIES' MISSION TO CENTRAL AFRICA. A MONTHLY RECORD OF THE WORK OF_iPHE- 

UNIVERSITIES’ MISSION TO CENTRAL aSiCA V
HOME ORGANIZATION.

Om»-# DARTMOUTH STREET. WESTMINSTER. S.W.l
EUltt-Ktr. CANON GODFREY DALE 

E. GUEST
No. 536; XLV. AUGUST 1927. Price 2Daacanui*—Ksv. CANON E. F. SPANTON.

S«.rti»T-R«. W- 0- SUTBR. Uy AuttHt S«
i. ErngUnd. “ Zi>tiL». TtMU Lo-oo-."

•* UUIM, r«iT JO»f»»MX..”
-TW Swuirr, O.M.CA,” ind tnm»i Oiu-«o-p.

CONTENTS
... 165 News ,(rora ihe Dioceses .... ' ... 178

•A Psro'cMal MIssloeeei Gilt Show 180 
Motoring in Africa ...

C*W» AUfttt t*T EmgUmA. “ Uuni. lonvon."
C«N« Adirtu if “ UiAJiA. ZMiraia

lonnuccs ui* oe« *«iu u m*A» •
Editor’* Notes 
An African School ...

NOTE.—Neither the Bishops of the Mission nor the Committee are resppnsiiu for any 
opinion or Hatement in CENTRAL AFRICA unless it u clearly indicated. : \

166

::: S Home Jcllloes 
... 176 Mission Staff ,

I 183
PHILPOTTS. M qup«» fl.

-lUT. w, B. SUTEB, • DMl«««rtS Stmt,
_»Ut. F. J. EVANS. Ti.** L^f*. -nil^ R-^. F.mJuau

... 1&4Sm. -R«. W. B.
Ortaitbl Sm. If Imtm DbIrU.

W 5-» W8-. -8«. 8. J. O. H8LI.188. S E.».

I- Pr«W ui K Wtim. ~R. WEUO. MA.. 4 Osbor- Tw.ce.
Tbilir l« CIC A tU Tn--*- tWUGI^S. *■ T-rmr R-*. Diilwkb. S.BJX.

r. S.W.I 18i

EDITOR’S NOTES ^
«J b; the Edlurr, €/« !>• UfSc* 

U.M.CA.. S Dirimouth Stmi.U Dm ScerfUrj,
I AfrUe bf peM U 9*. 6d. per

Aftkbi. n... ecM phowreph. tffn AtrUe tf UiU M.f^e* wilt b. 
UrAira en* reahunm for oMOtinH. bnke. ttb, «U.U

WMtttiMtcr, S.W.I. Tb« *«t M Cd
The Province.—It is very important that the f^ds^f ..the 

Mission should keep in mind the meeting of bishof, 
with the question of the formation of a Province in East Africa. Wc 
shall look foi^vard eagerly to the time when we hear of the resulls 
of their deliberations. Meanwhile the matter should be a subjctt of 
constant intercession. The formation of sucli a Province, if it-Ls 
decided to form one, must tt^e some time, and the least we at home 
can do is lo keep on praying that those who arc responsible for the 
form the Province is to tal& may be rightly guided, so that the 
Church of Christ In East Africa may be edified and the Kingdom of 
Christ may be enlarged. {See twte on page 179.)

n connexion
NEWSPAPER a UAQAZINB RBOISTBA. MIn 

ptptn.

Elitm. K**n>».-M.t«fU1 cut out .nd, rwdy Iw 
cMklnE, fuppUW .a rwipt M r.milUn». If am week • .

jsis".5 s: 4S£f.i"Suj;'
SLSir.. iS XtLSrK^ui.. c~. cikp.
Durban.

IlwSnllwi .< 18. uakn 5.>ritl« w 
W ,i.r.»B.Ur.. .wocUB. U I’.I.B. L.]r~".

S7n..“iSi'^c7SS|4.yra T^Sr'eSi. MjK

CMBkw S.rpU»W .It., Ml.. 8. «■ Wb. 1 V.n. Islam.—We have received a letter from a member of the Islam 
community in South London. This community does hot merely cxisp 
for the purpose of providing Moslems in England with opportunhies 
of worship in accordance with Jheir beliefs, but Is also engaged in 
propaganda, as publications enclosed with the letter plainly declares. 
The letter was written in a friendly spirit. The writer deplored the 
rivalry between Christianity and Islam, and suggested the 
possibility of Christians joining^hands with Moslems for the conver- 
sion of heathen and pagan folk and leaving each other alone. It is 
highly significant that such a proposal should be made, but >s very 
difficult to see how it can be carried into effect, say, in Africa. Where 
there is a Christian Church and a Moslem Mosque in one village, 
both existing for the purposes of propaganda among the hMthcn, 
how can collision be avoided. And our ideas of God find liis 
purpose for mankind being what they are, so very, very different 
how can it be consistent with the Christian or the Moslem 
to be silent when the Christian asserts the Divinity of Christ 
Moslem denies it. Nevertheless, we can welcome the proposal as 
at the least a sign of a better feeling which conceivably in the long 
run may lead to good results.
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Diocese of North Rhodesia AN AFRICAN SCHOOL

AN AFRICAN SCHOOL V

A “ SHED ” I suppose you would r^ll it^Jn 
England. Just four or five poles doAvn the 
centre supporting the ridge: a row of shorter 
poles for each side; and a thatch roof. No 
doors, walls, nor windows: no school desks, 
benches nor cupboards: a blackboard, yes,.but 
no easel; nor maps nor pictures—but I shall 
save space if I say at once what school 
" furniture ” there

In .addition then to the grass roof there is a 
hard mud floor surrounded by a trench to carty 
off the rains. There are a few odd bitkof wood 
lying about, which the elders may use^ seats; 
the blackboard is propped against a pole—thus 
being: on the eye level ‘of the children: and 
finally, in the particular school I am describing, 
there is The Master’s Desk 1 This last item is 
so exceptional and ambitious a fitting, that it 
merits a paragraph to itself. : ' :

-Conceive four upright sticks (with the 
bark left on), their bases having been bedded in 

the mud floor before ji dried and hardened. These support a square I 
frame on to which reeds have been 
being firmly lashed with, bark string, 
sloping sides and high , back familiar in English schools. There 
is unfortunately no lid. But the native teacher (who has probably 
made it all with his own hands) is quite unconscious of any short
comings; and as he stand^ proudly before it to mark the regisfer, 
evidently: feels that here is a tangible sign of his position'and 
authority. ; ■

1■
pt»;

ilpw
U’adtt, UIggintA ViLLAOB School in North RiioDEStA

Onr of ths SaiousR

..............

■v...... :

.... ........... .
woven, the corners 
There are also'the VL-.|1.

\I'm
It is a hot afternoon in the rainy season, and a haze blUrs-the 

outline of the distant, hills. Up there the heat will be tempered 
py stray br^es, but here on the banks of the big river Luapula 
It IS moist and heavy. '
. ^ The afternoon’s work begins at two o’clock sharp by the time- 
taoie : and indeed about thatuime the teacher, who has been resting 
on the veranda, of his hut, ^glances, at the position of the sun-* 

. ine school clock—and sends his eldest son to beat the ngoma, or 
: .amm of updi^ed hide stretched over the-wide mouth of ,a 

WMd^n cylinder: and in response to its rhythmical thump the
^ ^ ^uptls one by one drop into school.

w ^ ^ ^ I
J*_____ *V_v__ _____

rAp/,.j
IPtd’i lliggini'

A School at Work qbfore tub Building is Completed
i66
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Oioccsc o^MasasiAN AFRICAN SCHOOL

VUMATIAn oddly-assorted little crowd they are. About twenty small 
boys and girls; two or three married women with babies slung 
on their backs, or taking maternal refreshment; a cheerful looking 
man whose clothing seems principally rags—most of the children, 
by the way^ are ridi indeed in the possession of a single rag, and 
a piec« of string; laughing and chattering they jostle for places 
on tin* few logs which serve as benches. At last all are settled, 
.and comparative quiet having been secured the teacher licks his 
pencil and takes up the register. He has just cleared his throat to 
call the names when there is a new distraction; for our newest 
pupil begins to arrive. I say " begins *’ advisedly, for a person 
of his importance does not arrive all at once, like the smaller fry 
who tumble in anyhow: this is the village headrnan and a local 
chief to boot: he moves with dignity to his place, and is hastily 
accommodated with a shabby deckchair from the teachers* ho 
on which he .condescend to be seated.

Now we i^lly arc ready to begin; and with many injunctions 
and warnings the teacher; distribut<» slate pencils and slates to the 
boys. " Now,** he »ys, you boys get on and write whatever is 
In your hearts, and above all do not break the pencils: nor let 
smudges be. found on your writing.** Whereat with hearty 
thoroughness the boys spit upon their slates preparatory to a careful 
polishing with the palms of their hands. The teacher then leaves 
them to practise writing what letters and words they can, and him
self gathers the women and girls around the blackboard to read 
the easy syllables he has previously copied in large print out of 
the Primer, Ta, ta, tn, ta, te, te, te, te, they chant guided by his 
pointer; while the stately chief draws his chair forward, and having 
gravely blown his nose laboriously copies the letters on to his 
slate.

I
In the rainy season Umali is a peninsula, almost entirely sur
rounded by the waters of the River Mwiti, which flow round it in 
the forip of an Omega (H). Even when the river has dried up and 
all the surrounding country is brqwn and parched, there remains 
an omega of green vegetation marking the outline of the peninsula. 
It. is one of the most beautiful spots in Luatala parish and has 
an abundance of fine trees and shrubs of most attractive and varied 
shades of green.

! Umati means a “ crowd,” but it is not easy to understand why 
the name was given to this particular place. Maybe in the past 
it was more thickly populated than at present.. The peninsula 

/ttself now contains only about fifteen houses and although there 
are others on the other side of the Mwiti, there is certainly no 
sign of a great '* crowd.”

Practically all the people are adherents of the Christian 
religion, that is, Christians or catechumens, and they are most 
keen about their religion, possibly, because so many of them are 
young. There are two churchwardens, ^Heniy Mtitimila and 
Robert Mwidadi, both of whom are most” efficient and helpful. 
Henry is the “acting chief” of Umati, his father (Mzee 
Mtitimila) being very old and living in his second village at 
Kachulu, nearer Luatala.

. After passing over the isthmus and down into a valley and up 
a little hill, the first thing to be seen straight in front of one is the 
church of St. Martin. Considering the small population it is 
quite a fair sized building and is substantially built of bamboo 
and beaten mud, with a grass thatched roof. The altar also is 
of . beaten mud but it contains a small altar-stone of which thp' 
people are very proud. It is a stone from the ruined wall of St. 
Augustine’s Abbey at Canterbury, smoothed and suitably 
fashioned for its sacred use. Further it was blessed by Bishop 
Wesson at the very moment of his departure from the Ruvuma 
country for the last time, so it is doubly precious. St. Martin 
was chosen as the patron of the church as the names of ‘ Martin ^ 
and “ Umati ” are so mucIT alike and because the Bishops 
parish church in England was St. Martin's, Brighton. For th^* 
rest the church is much like every other Ruvuma church,—a mud 
font/and confessional, a small vestry behind the eastern ap^, a 
low mud wall dividing the catechumens from the Christians, small 
mounted but unframed coloured stations of . the cross all round 
.the church and the altar cross and candlesticks made by local

the church is the school and playground,'the school 
(Hire, the church) being the work and freewill offering of thp 
people. The teacher (Mwalimu Taji Mtotela) lives near by, with 
his wife and little son, Norman Vincent. Each day begins with

I

use

\

Now that work has begun in eam^t, the interest for an onlooker 
is not so sustained. There is an occasional smile in the stumbling 
efforts of a tiny mile who regards school as the obvious place to 
leam to walk, and helps herself along with clutches alike at the 
unconcerned teacher and rather embarrassed chief. But chiefly there 
Is n growing willin^ess on my part, to indulge in forty winks.

A stray hen with her chickens enters with furtive sidelong 
glances, presumably hoping to snatch up some crumbs of learning.

The buzz /)f insects mingles 'in my ears with the monotonous 
la lo la of the reading class—a rising and falling drone.

: A lizard runs out and blinks at me bright-eyed in the sun. 
is really very hot .

A.R.G.-Mwaba Village, 
March, igay.
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UMATl

Sala Fupi (Shqrt Prayers) at 6.30. There is school from 
about 11.30. In the afternoon instruction is given to ari.,i,=

• hearers, catechumens, baptismal candidates, confirmation 3 fiC 
communion candidates all have their turn,-and then m 
there_^are evening prayers. For all this the teacher is resoonslhu 
together with the^visitation of the sick or the slack or the sinful 
On alternate Sundays everyone cqines into Luatala for the sf na ‘ 
Mass-a walk of about seven miles.

To the east of the church

Diocese of Masasi8 until
V

FAMINE RELIEF
The best sort of relief is that which 
is over.

'■““y bread; ®

'vfilage fif^^rverv i^re ^'■‘'"dmother of thl

She was not

comes when the need for relief
. , , Umati is the padre’s '* house ”

a one-roomed hut, twelve feet by six feet. Here for one
S .'be padre makes his headquarters. h" SrtPiTAisrtvz,'s s ■£

draughts, but morlofEen we slmnlvT"'" ’ "’e play

one comes, afte? hat '"’’'''b
‘•Kwa heri “goo3?by“" 'be school, and then

Masasi DibceM.°^'fhli?'Sla^*'"*''°"j'^*^"“" '''bogies in the new 
)our alms. They are n ‘° y°'"’ psnyers and to
of individual soSis, Sit threllbr T 'b«

• every plac^ Lb'ilfi^b'bbshment of a Christian community
Ideally each should havens vma"rraM"/- "’b"®'"'®® 'P“y proceed.
that does not seem to be nnli?w P"®®*’ b“' atVpresent
zeal of our teachers make 1.^°'''®''®®’ ‘be devotion and

- 'b .*''® P'''®®'bood may be fopJJ'Tn ‘*'®‘ '”®”y ''oeat'ons
and we ask for your praversln .r,-' ’'®'y f®'®"®'

awe.
^ her .0 be ^de^^d^lfb^S^e^ 
this obviously was not what she wanted. l|norTS;etingr she
ter busfn^s‘whe“';h-°T‘^'H'”"‘b'^ “‘bb'’ “ bne who would stam 
whee ,h 1, quos'ion was settled. It was only

rlfsH ~
SeS plain enough there was no food

‘' “® banger/
to the®c?“‘''if‘''''5®'®be needed. . . . Ttkday she came again, 
lnev!tahi°'^!t,^“'’ ‘° ‘’’b baraza, as one who pays a slate call,
evervoner • ®°"'’.®'®n“°n '“'"ed to the subject still uppermost in 
iust W ' ^bw about the famine? ” The 6rst food is
inrl b®g'nn'ng to come in frorn^he Shambas; beans here and there, 
nohoL pumpkins—but only the lucky ones have either, and-

y eats till he is satisfied. Still that was enough for Eve. As 
-no says the final word she answered r “ The hunger is now

tea, and talk a little—
not

one w 
finished.’'

fan,,.. bP'!?, 'varnings they refused to make preparations for the 
w^r ti,“ vj! b. ""b® *^®'''y ®P°n 'b®™- Then they flocked in to see 
What the Mtssion would do about itt and the latter, having laid in 

™ of food for wages, set' all the sound folk to work, first
so much

D.P.
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FAMINE RELIEF

Diocese oT'Nyasalandclearing and then sowing ground. It was too late to put in the 
main crop ol mtama (millet), but there was still time to sow quick
growing food crops such as pumpkins, beans, ground-nuts, and 
where the ground was suitable, Indian corn. Later, a large patch 
was sown with semsin, a plant of the foxglove family that produces 
a valuable oil-bearing seed, profitable for export.

As each piece of ground was prepared the seeds went in—sowers 
following hard on the heels of the hoeing party—and now, where 
two months ago was forest, crops gladden our eyes in all dirwtions. 
These days, when the blessed, long-delayed rains are coming fairly 
regularly, they spring up with wonderful rapidity; though we have

yet equalled the. record of Padre ----- , who, measuring his
pumpkin shoots, found that one had lengthened fourteen inches 
from one day to the next. And his truthfulness is quite above 
suspicion!

One of the chief features of the famine hereabouts has been its 
cheerfulness. As a priest once wished his flock “a merry'Lent," 
so this has been, in spite of all its suffering, an amazingly merry 
famine. The thin and hungry hordes who moved off to work in 
the mornings went singing, and (came back unrler the blazing 
at nemn, dripping, but happy,: fbr their rations. The widowed 
daughter of Eve, when her young crops were on the point of being 
ruined by drought, jerked up her chin towards a pitilessly cloudless 
.sky, and laughed as at the best of jokes—perhaps because thinm 
were so bad that life would be hardly bearable if one did not laugh 
nt them. ®

'“>5' "«>'■ enough to^ the light of open country beyond, and to be very thankful.
but skin and bone 

^pite of extra feeding,
enidemlc^dv^'deaths, and no 
Wdemic disease.: And now the thankofferings of the first food are
Sns La ere lifted uo flat baskets of

VILLAGE VISITING
In addition to the out-patient and in-patient work in Africa 
nurse also does village visiting, as far as her time will allow. ’ Let 
me tell you two stories of personal experience in village visiting 
One morning a Christian teacher came to the dispensary to say that 
his wife was very ill, and could not come to the Dawa; would I go 
to see her? This I agreed to do. We always go to the village it 
poffiible. It means getting to know the people in their own homes, 
which is a great thing. If the nurse cannot go the Dawa boy does 

[so. Many of them are very good at village visiting! they take with 
/ them the atmosphere of Christianity and the power to heal through 

the Faith of Christ. This does much towards destroying heathen 
superstition and bringing many to the Faith of Christ. To return to 
the story. This village was an hour’s walk from the station, and it 
w^ quite the worst day I remember in Africa. It was during the 
rains, cold and a strong wind; all th'd rivers were up and all the t 
bridges down. The boys said at once that I could not go; however, V" 
I was determined to do so, and picked my two tallest boys to come 
with me. How they did it ,I do not know, but they carried me over 
all the rivers and landed me safely at the house! I found the

not

sun

fiS,iilifiSIiaiSsWi
if fciWi ‘ ' jand the wine and 

C S. P.

as ^ ‘'’^“bies have been made
and p^ver as-f rf’lTi'"" “S®'" be running a house for study
Ascension Unfortunately, the Sisters of the
lenient ‘ ““ Tankerton at a
found it.is'Knr„«r*!r!''.®'-Uf'rerer, if a suitable house can be 
similar ODDOiiimitv'*i “ "’“I' be possible another year to arrange a 
intendingoffered in 1926 to our secretaries, 
emhusialic'"'^^^^^^^ o'bers. Perhaps some of the
information shmuru*'^ scheme can help in this? Useful
■nformation should be sent to Miss Hilda Spanton, c/o The Office. A NyASALAND VfLLAOK.
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VILLAGE VISITING.

teacher s wife indeed very ill, and told them the only hone wii 
bring her to hospital. Much to my surprise, at eight o'cloclTtt 
next morning this woman was in my hospital. The teacher 
the help of his relations and friends, had carried her ’ 
rivers, ill as\ihe was.

The se»nd visit was to a girl who had been bitten by a snake 
One mormng, quite early I was in a canoe on Lake Nyisa, gobe 
to the lepeis on Lundu. Island. Suddenly we saw a man S nf 
every power of body and mind to attract our attention. 1 was ve?v 
disinchned to go to shore again, as it would make us so latrin 
reacliing the lepers. However, the Dawa boys suggested that sL^

we went to the shore. ThereT^ 
found, a chief whose daughter had been bitten by a snake and 
begged us to go and see her. We tramped back over ind and

-a; s ; v.-? ,f ■■■

ir'siernf “"n'^ ^ Christian. I had

home. Sometimes will. rii “",®'e"'ple to some of us at 
distance to walk, we find 1, hard be1 r™

Helen J, Heald

Diocese of Z^sibar
Vwith 

over all the
. S:/

THE PRISON

Government, indeed, it would not become us"to''do”so" °^Th^ 
excellence of its administration is well known on the East Coast 
of^frica. But that which appeals to us is the fact that there 
ard generally about two hundred souls there who, at least while 
thiy are in prison, are more or less amenable to influences that 
mhy tend to better thinp Work amongst the prisoners is full 
of possibilities as it is full of disappointments—they promise so 
much, are so anxious to learn religion, and willing in their promises 
to abandon evil ways, and never find their way back to 
firison again; and then after the first or second day of release 
It IS all forgotten, and the promises remain unfulfilled, and even 
sorne of those who gave most hope of promise shortly find 
their way back again to prison.

. It WM, of course, amongst one of the first things that they 
should be offered the chance of becoraihg Christians, and a ready 
response was made by many, who had no Idea of what they were 
doing, but thought it was a good thing to have their names , 
written down. They came well every Sunday to learn what 
taught them about Godj in very halting Swahili, the eternal 
truths were declared to them—if their teacher had to apologize 
tor the raggedness of his speech, a kindly prisoner would cither 
prompt him with the word he wanted, or even correct him;

fs otice happened, encourage the halting tongue, by
Never mind. Father, God will help you r\ Then we thought 

we must tpr a little singing of hymns—such things they had 
ever heard of. Mr. ,Townend was good enough tq print us a 

Mtection of simple hyrrlns suitable for hearers of religion—of which 
ne prime favourite is ahvays “ Do no sinful action,” and without 
nich^they never like the Sunday afternoon to pass. If they 

spwially good they are allowed to sing the “ Salute,’' 
nich is their word for our national anthem. We have no 

^ wahih version of it, but we make a great noise as we sing it, 
pleasure. At first, so new to them was 

e Idea of singing in connexion with religion (and our singing 
F'J®. of resemblance tq the minor howls repeated by some

the*”^ that pass along the street here), that at first

not
was a

\\'as a

W

was

overcome by uncontrollable laughter. It was merely
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THE PRISON THE PRISON

/
j Then what he9onies of_^ 

-- "■ v-v / ) after they come out'of pTi&-
'■ ' D\ \ Tha majority, of them find

/i {'j (>'•' "'“y Mission,
' ' I? A ‘ where one hears of the usualy I 1,-^1 ffiSf'itssis? 

3 £3^ r"Uiid"..Tria
1 and an assurance of welcome 

,, , ... whenever theY'like to return
to their old-friends^oMhe

only once or twice. Once an 
ex-prisoner got as far ns the 

cathedral door—and at one of the Shamba churches on the island 
two; old prisoners are having instruction. -

Zanzibar, and even Pemba, seems to be largely peopled with 
old prisoners. Wherever one goes, by road, to Shambas; by mail 
steamer to Pemba, on the roads of Peniba—old friends come up.
It is not always easy to remember when the face that srpiles 
so kindly into yours was seen before, till without a particle of 
reserve, "Why, in gaol, of courseP’ The information ; is 
supplied, though they are usually recognized at. once. A corre
spondent of mine in England once wrote and said " it must be 
so depressing to go to the gaol! It is really much more depress
ing to come away from it. Perhaps some day we shall be shown ^ 
how oiir services may be of rpore lasting benefit to the prisoners, 
both in enabling them to resume work after their release, and to 
continue the pursuit of their religion with such effect that they 
should not return to prison again, and learn to lead exemplary 
Christian lives. Some of them are learning habits of prayer by 
themselves, and in their cells, where five or six of them live 
together, always on Sunday affernoons we all kneel together as 
one family, and say some simple prayer aloud, so that thus they 
learn to pray by themselves. If they have learnt nothing else, 
they know that the Mission is always their friend, and^that the 
object of the Mission is to help them to become good Christians 
first, and thus good members of the community.

nervous laughter, with no intention of being irreverent, or of 
making fun, and a little manipulation soon got it straight. They 
were asked, if they felt they could not restrain from laughing, to 
go out before the singing; which they did, while others who were 
able to control their, emotions remained, so that now hymn 
singing has become an established thing—especially as for the 
last few months we have had the use of a harmonium, which at 
first brought a great number of prisoners to listen to it.

The prison is one of the most cheerful places in Zanzibar to 
visit. From all sides, from warders as well as prisoners, a 
cheery greeting meets one—and the ipost amusing things take 
place, and are said. At one time there was a great desire to be 
married in gaol, and really some of therp believed this could be 
accomplished, that belief has died out, but still there are constant 
requests fliat marriages should be arranged for them when they 
go out. And books I the demand there is for books I ^lo learn 
to read, or to learn a little English I From time to tirhe they 
have been supplied with books, but they do not naturally last 
very long, and are soon worn put.

We have been accustomedhave on Saturday afternoons an 
instruction without hymns, for those who definitely wished to be 
taught the Christian religion, while our Sunday afternoon meeting 
was to be for all, with singing and a certain amount of informality 
about ili It seemed evident that there were some at least who 
would be capable of making such promises as would entitle them 
to receive the cross and become catechumens. And as a great 
venture of faith seven of these have been admitted as catechumens. 
The visit of the Bishop to bestow the crosses on the new 
catechumens was an event that will always stand out in their 
rnemories. It really was a day of thankfulness that seven of 
these men should publicly before the others accept the cross as a 
token bf their desire to be prepared for Baptism. And a 
venture of hope, for it is contrary to all one’s experience that an 
African prisoner should continue his religion when he has been 
relea^. In prison they are as good as gold, full of virtues,

. bursting with promises, exemplary in every way—but out again In 
the wprld--ahl why do they leave all good resolutions behind? 
sun, It IS a blessed thing to see amongst the prisoners our 
(^techumens who have, with generous forethought on the part of 
the authorities, been allowed to wear their crosses; and carefully 

Bishop to tend them with reverence.
What been attempted with the men, has been tried also 

on a smaller scale with the ^vomen. But there have n6ver been 
more than about eight at a time; at the present morpent there are 
but two-:^horal singing is therefore not possible—though we 
tried to sing many times. Besides the voice that led there could 
be heard a low bass rumbling that came frqm one of the women, 
and that was the best they could do. When we get more 
women we will try again. '

1

t(

‘ Hsatken Lads, Zanzibar

w

H.W.W.
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NEWS FROM THE DIOCESES

NEWS FROM THE DIOCESES \ 'mmmEiswhence half ihe congregation comes, the leopard has made two 
attempts. 1 wice over mothers have fortunately spotted the beast 
as it .tvas stalking their child. At once the mother made a 
tremendous outcry, others came rushing up, and the leopard slunk 
off. In one case it simply went round the other side of the hut and 
took two hens instead 1 It is impossible to hunt it at this time of 
the year, when the grass is not only long, but also green and 
tinburnable. A trap was set for it on Sunday, but so far it has hot

n t___t* * t n' t_ t ' ' «1 church-going is

ZANZIBAR
IKigongol.—The church at Kigongoi fell down on the night of 

Tuesday, April la. There was a strong gale blowing at the time 
and the poles down one side having become rotten from damp and 
white ants, the whole building collapsed without warning.

The priest-in-charge (Padre Petro Bwambwara) had a very 
narrow escape from being buried in the ruins, for he was prayinw in 
the church when it began to fall. Mercifully he was able to^t 
out by the vestry door, and was scarcely hurt, though much shaken 
by the shock.

Being Holy Week, the situation 
moreover, the rains had begun.

To meet the immediate need of a place in which to say Mass 
and hrar confessions, the Sisters’ largest house was cleared and 
n^dapted as far ns was possible, add a temporary altar was arranged. 
So, on Maundy Thursday and Good Friday the ordinary services 
took place, and those who could not find space within crowded 
round outside.

\

been hear it. So you can imagine that individual ............
atia discount, the people will only move about in groups/which 
tl/e leopard would be afraid of attacking. H. A/M C

LiuU.-Christmas pa^ed happily. I heard 3,000 confessions in 
preparation for the Festival. The crib looked well in St. Stephen’s 
Chapel, and the Bethlehem Tableaux in church were nice We 

, were greatly cheered by a visit from the Vicar-General, who'had a 
busy time helping everyone, taking a Quiet Day 
preaching on St. Andrew’s Day, etc. etc.
St.. Michael’s College held an Entrance Exar

was somewhat serioUs, and,

V .
for .Teachers, 

The Principal, of
. ^ Entrance Examination here: one of

our ftspirants succeeded in obtaining the first place.' Our second 
«nior;Dawa boy has won the College "Governor’s Prize" for 
tirst-year boys.

We had a vish from Major C. J. R. G. Cadiz, O.B.E., the 
Administrative Officer in charge of this part of Tanganyika 

• .who kindly arranged for our acquiring some more land
lor?.the leper settlement at Kuyu.
Mmmunicants.

Thc_ great Mum of ^E^ter Day was sung in the church at 
Alnramba, at the foot of the mountain range. And so it was that, 

very early m the morning as it began to dawn towards the first 
day_of the wc^, a goodly company of some sixty or seventy 
to greel'chrisf riMn" mountain side with great rejoicing
_ And doM itmot speak well for these Christians of the hill-tops 

tarn, in spile of all that seemed against them, the number of 
conmumcants this. Easter exceeded the previous record?

cnouVh 'u •’‘■'■‘='5 “ ‘Church that may be strong
Zrntain rJlrain that descend on our 
roofing and fh B'shop has promised to help with the iron
thS cm. S Ch"l'>“"/ 'Vill all do their part. We hear, loo, 
" “ ‘hev knew of our trouble

rvametembeza mpeko ” (caused the alms-bag to walk).
C. 3. P.

We have thirty leper 
G. F. G.

. Federation ot Districts in East and Central Africa.—Many of our 
readers will have noticed an announcement in the daily papers that 

.'® proceeding to East Africa to consider 1 the 
possibility of linking up the vArious districts now administered by 

reatvBritain. This is a matter-of great importance, and it is 
emarkable that such a Commission should coincide with the 

meeting of Bishops to consider the possibility of the formation of a 
rovinre. Here we have two great movements in the direction of 
nihcation. If these movements materialize into a practical scheme, 

yqrtant results are certain to follow. We should , keep both
movements in mind.

1 ,

nyasaland ii, in ^t Africa.—Just before going to press we rend
“ "°<'ce that the Conference at Nairobi 

uranimously decided in favour of a Province. It was stated that tlie 
Saetatta'* referred to the various Diocesan ’ Synods for

i where the people had
o church at all well, but when you hear the reason
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A PAROCHIAL MISSIONARY GIFT SHOW

The closing speech in the evening was madi.' hv (h. 
Rey. ;E. Courtenay West, of S.P.G. He®laid^tr^ o„ the4^^ 
Engiandds bound by mutual help to lands overseas, and inteS 
bis audience by his description of an argument with h? 
Englishman who “ had no use for foreigners.” ' '
"i Alf kinds of people helped in the show: one of the 
«n;, a van to collect the gifts.nd bring them to the hah, g?G H 
Gutdra gave up the use of the hall for the evening and brdugh 
gifts'for an Indian company of Guides; the lads of the IhsSe 
sent a collection of gifts for the Lakeside school to which tteh 
weekly contributions are sent; the G.F.S. had a Lenten work party 
to make African garments; while the Coral League children drLed 
up in African costume to enliven the proceedings.

. .^.visitor frora_ Zrmzibar, one of the Sisters, •:was: asked' to 
cn^cize. She said she would have liked to sde stores of old linen 
A/SmuI rame up at the moment with a big bundle which had come 
in late. When opened it proved to contain did linen, and the Sister 
joyfully appropriated it, and refused even to entAist it to the 
^*«s, but went off with it there and then, to the great joy of the

nf IT M rT " t“i!“‘’ ™ full of gifts as the shareot u,Itl.C.A. Ihese were conveyed to Dartmouth Street in a van

u.M.C.A. representative.
hie Hall was not nearlv
bMhw-rfwn niir ” ^ext year it must

"’“c'’ 1" '"‘arest, to judge 
Sh'" . conversation overheard at the different tabira.
Ihem'nmMr’ a missionary
lnter^«^i ‘1"= church porch-an envelope full of
interc^ion jMpers, and this was emptied after the Gift Show.

It was a delightful experience.

A PAROCHIAL MISSIONARY GIFT 
SHOW /

MissiOaVARX work at home is exhilarating, but this 
particularly delightful experience.

In the first place, the parish took part as a whole, and bore its 
tiny witness to the truth that the missionary task is one that 
only be successfully attacked by the whole Church. The Gift Show 
Committee had the Vicar as its chairman, and consisted of the 
seven parochial secretaries of as many societies.

Se<X)ndly, no one was asked for money, nothing was'on sale 
exrapt excellent tea, and there was no admission fee. This 
peculiarly acceptable, os the parish is at the moment engaged in 
the expensive' occupation of rebuilding its infant schools. A 
money-box on each table was, however, ready to receive contribu
tions from; those who were mirjded to give anything towards the 
expenses of freight and customs.

Over six hundred gifts were sent, and these were labelled, 
according to the giver’s wish, for some special place or person. 
Each Of the seven secretaries had chosen a different colour for the 
label which was firm! 
of the mission field.

was a

can

was

[y fixed to each object destined for their part 
The U.M.C.A. labels were scarlet, and were 

numerous enough to give a touch of brightness to the tables.
The givers had wisely consulted the secretaries before choosing 

their gifts, and the result was a wonderful and varied dbllection of 
useful gifts. Here was a design for a Cathedral Banner (the Bishop 
of Nyasaland, being offered a banner for St. Peter’s Cathedral, 
Likoma, suggested the subject of St. Peter, and also suggested six 
other banners, which he hoped might materialize in the future); 
further on was a hospital mat (jCz a year), with a realistic case of 
lion-bite lying on it (and with his head resting on a pink pillow 
case, covered with a quilt knitted from scraps of wool by the girls 

League). The churchwarden’s wife gave a year’s 
sub-scripllon to “ My Magazine " for a Central African teacher 
(postage paid). Here was a dinner>bell to summon one of the 
Mnto^ scl^Is to lessons (I hope you have read about the Matope 
^hools m (Jentral Africa). Here was a pencil hanging on a white 
tape, brought in by one of the C.L. boys at the last moment. The 
jmspital table was piled up whh bandages and such-lilie, while 
mnzus, sheeties and kisibaus covered the long table at the end of 
bedroom, and quilts of ihp most variegated designs tapestried the 

walls.. It rnust have Deen tl»: last two kinds of gifts to which the 
^ referred-when he/said In his opening speech that 

gifts were to be regarded as samples of things required bv the

Pawls as n rule are made uo of one

Associates and Friends will be . held at St. Frideswitfe's, 
AppHcitIo?Kf ‘Jonductor will be the Rev, Father . nighold, S.S.J.E.
w cation to be made to the Sister Superfor, C.S.P., SL Frideswlde’s

i8o i8j



MOTORING IN AFRICA
MOTORING IN AFRICA

1 HAVE recently returned from England, where the motor traffic is 
almost terrifying to us country cousins from the wilds. Here at 
least is a great country where a traveller may expect to get out of 
the train and walk two or three days to his destination. But no, 
even Africa has been invaded by motor traffic along its big main 
roads, and it seems that all too soon its great solitudes will be gone 
and no place will be remote. Still it must be owned that a motor- 
lorry ir a convenience if one has come from England with a good 
many heavy loads.

November is the time of the lesser rains, and is apt to complicate 
travelling. However, weigot out of the train at about a p.m. on 
the second Wednesday in November, and found motor conveyances 
of sorts waiting outside the station. We asked if there was any
thing going in our direction, and were told a car had gone at 
IJ o’clock to Sindeni, but it .was looking for loads. As this 
is Africa I thought it might still be looking for loads, so we decided 
to find out before going up to the Mission House on the hill.

We went down Korogwe market-place, and saw a collection of 
motor-lorries and some EuropetAis, one of whom was a German 
who has a joint contract for repairing the big main rood which runs 
IhrOTgh Korogwe and out through Zigualand to Morogoro.

Fortunately for us, the German road-mender was not only an 
e-xtremely kind person, but was also grateful for medical help his 
wife had received through the Sisters who are nurses. So he said 
he was going to Sindeni and would take us. I .said, " I have a lot 
u “n you wait while they are fetched? "
He Mid he would wait, and porters were collected in a surprisinglv
we we™ofr*"'^^

We reached tiie big cattle bridge over the Pangani rivet. " li
rerewL "®°™''"'r “‘‘'a’"" ^ '■“wever, werumbled over in safety and went on gaily until we

t\ Motor-car in Difficulties in Nyasalako.

/of thick black imid, where we stuck fast. Some of ,the loads were 
• removed, long grass was put under the wheels, and at last the car 
t was heaved out with the help of four Africans pushing with all 
- their might, encouraged by shouts from the driver. Then the loads 

_ had to be carried to the lorry and off we went. But not for long.
Another patch of mud came in sight, and the driver could not turn 

Joff into the grass on either side of the road because it was under 
water. So we plunged in\o the mud, and again we stuck. “ Take 

•out some loads,” said the driver. So the boys began taking out 
' loads, and the engines throbbed and the boys pushed and the 
i back wheels revolved frantically in the mud, but it was impossible 

lo get forward.
'reminded of the Court-Treatt drive from the Cape to 
piro,.and we longed for a camera. At last; when all the loads 
had ,been removed, and the boys had dug out: the mud which 
clogged the wheels and pushed and pushed, the car got free, 

i.all the loads had to be carried to the car, except , two barrels of 
cement, which had to be rolled-and required the strength of five 

“ft* Incidentally, the cement was for mending the road 
; which, It seemed, needed repairs I It was now one-and-three-quarter 

nours. since we left Korogwe, and we had gone about two miles, 
nowever, the worst of the road was over, and we did not stick 

^in. We bumped and jolted along, at times splashing, through 
, ^ud and water, till, as darkness was falling, we arrived at the road- 
r^eriders camp, a few miles from Sindeni, and here we got out, 

nd were regaled with tinned beef and tea. The driver made 
■enquiries about the road to Kwa Mkono, and said, » If it is posrible
; you all the way.” T knew that the road from Sln’deni

to a patchcame

Then

Koroowk Raiuwat Station.
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MOTORING IN. AFRICA ? INEXPENSIVE BOOKS Ibo

to Korogwe had been made in order that the late bishop should 
be able to visit us in his car, also that cars have been known 
to arrive at K.\ya Mkono, but I did not care to praise it too much 
in case its con<^ilion was worse than usual owing to the rain I Still 
we did not want to be landed at Sindeni, to walk two-and^-half 
hours in the dark, arriving unexpectedly in the middle of the night, 
and leaving a lot of heavy luggage to be carried to its destination 
thc’ncxt day.

However, enquiries were made, and it was decided to try the 
Kwa Mkonu road, and oiT we drove into the bush, striking terror no 
doubt into the h'carls of the little wild creatures who occasionally 
scampered across our ,path. ' All went well, and then came a dead 
stop. This lime it was.only that the petrol had given out, so the 
tank was refilled, and olT we went. The arrival of a motor-car is 
still, an event at Kwa Mkono, and the headlights showed an eager 
crowd, who had turned out to greet us with their hearty welcome— 
the'African padre, teachers, house boys, hospital patients, a'hd the 
little group of women and babies in the background, as is their 
way.
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MU* EDITOR’S NOTES <We have received a letter from

Miss Wallace has now definitely finished her work in Africa. This 
news will be received with general regret on the part of all her 
friends at home and abroad. As the Bishop says, she deserves

connected with
U.M.C.A., for she has fulfilled a long service. She joined the
Mission in 1904, and since then has worked in the Usambara 
portion of the Diocese of Zanzibar, principally at Kigongoi with 
Canonlearse, and when the new college at Minaki was started 
she went to help there. She has all 
come.

Cmn-
Com.

our best wishes for the years tomS?"'
tKAOUB,Nutfr*, 0 Dartmouth .Simt, \>

THE lUNniOATBS* >UkD. To orovU
A "■

s.s;,“5“&,e "rr,'’sar"-£w.,''- "■
ScaizTur,

The Bishop of Masasi, writing from Uganda, says : “ We Iiave 
come here at the.invitation of the Bishop of Uganda to take paft 
in their Jubilee rejoicings. This is a wonderful country—a veritable 
Oanaan of fertility, and extremely beautiful. The Cathedral Church 
of bt. Pan IS set on the summit of the hill of Namiremlie, and is an 
c.\coptionally fine and elTective building. But in some ways the 
most impressive thing of all is the open-hearted way in which the 
C.M.S. IS welcoming U.M.C^A. A daily celebration began the 
morning after we arrived at 7 a.m. in the cathedral. The genuine 
devotion to our common Lord is radiantly bright.”

After reading these words, the description of the jubilee rejoic
ings by Archdeacon Wilson will, we are sure, be appreciated by all 
our friends at home. ' ’

MU* Alfofi!,

n*Ur* ar~m. . twx.

-!- S' j''’”

BUSY WORKERS*

tA*». Miw Esdailc, 
S.W.l,

XFRicaiir TiDiwo-s
ADIT. OP SEPTEMBER HUMBERA Ficnic In Afijca j ' m i .r < ^
The ;VhlrlwInd, A Firefly. ' n 7®""^ OHicri

ana A N». of mm. I

JD SPECIMERS 01.ADLV SENT 
WESTMINSTER, B.w.l

n
The drath of Sir Harry Johnston has been announced in the 

iot“ece?i,^;^?™eat‘‘Bn?''’"^ AWca it ismontiilv. iixustratbd.
O.M.CA., can never forget that he was everwe
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EDITOR’S NOTES TtJE IMPERIAL EDUCATION 

CONFERENCE iready lo pay his tribute to Christian Missions in Centrai Africa. 
Some of the early pioneers of the U.M.C.A. in Nyasaland were 
among his friendsj also Canon Woodward. His advice wtrs often 
sought and appreciated. His valuable books on Africa arc in most 
of our Mission Libraries. His contributions to the study of Bantu 
dialects were of great assistance to all who were interested in 
African methods of expression. Africa is deeply indebted tb'him'.

Canon Broomfield's speech to the U.M.C.A. General Council 
July 12, 1927 : —

At the Imperial Education Conference we considered education 
in all Its branches in relation to the varying conditions of the whole ^ 
British Empire. All I can do now is to give you some account of 

or two matters which are of special importance to us.
At the Anniversary I spoke about co-operation between Govern- 

ments and Missions in education. The Imperial Conference pro
vided considerable additional support for the views which I 
expressed at the Anniversary, with regard to the Government’s 
attitude to Missions and the new opportunities offered to us bv 
co-operation.

The membership of the Conference was ninety. Of these 
twenty represented the Board of Education and the Colonial Office 
m England, and the other seventy were directors of education and 
other Government educational authorities from all parts of the 
Empire. There were many quite remarkable expressions of appre
ciation of the work which Missions have done, and several references 
to the special value of the work which Missions as such can do in 
the future. I made it clear at the outset that I was not myself in 
Government service, but was a missionary frankly representing the 
Mission point of view, and I found the members of the Conference 
very willing to be friendly. Several of them told me that they 
glad Missions were represented.

During a discussion on

/
V

I
one

i The Press also announces the death of Dr. J. E. Kweggir 
Aggrey, of whom we have heard much recently in connexion with 
the Phelps Stokes Education Commissions in West and East 
Africa. We heard from Canon Spanton of his visit to Kiungani;

' alM heard of his yisitito Nyasaland. He was a Fanti of princely 
lineage, could trace back his father’s line to 1076, and through his 
mother coiild have claimed five West African thrones, but he gave 

.up cvciything to serve his people through education, 
vinced, and convim^ others, of the possibilities of

we

y

He was con- 
the African.

He had twelve degrees I Here dre three striking sayings of his:
“ If a man scowls at'you, sfnile at him.”
” You say that Vthe heathen in his blindness bows down to wood 

and stone’rbut if is not in his blindness, it is in his hunger.”
When he went to Africa he was shown boys’ schools and askedi 

“ Where are my sisters? ” but he told us that when he came to 
Likoma'he found them.'. - \were

educational administration, I had an 
opportunity of saying something of the religious interests of 
Missions. I said that we very heartily appreciated the new attitude 
of Government towards us, and that we were very willing to 
co-operate in all possible ways. But I pointed out that our aims 
were not tdenheal with those of Government. However much 
might approve of what Government was doing, Missions aimed 
definitely at the spread of Christianity. To us our religious work 
was of primary importance. I pointed out that our secular educa
tional work need not on that account be any less efficient, and I 
urged that Government should remember our religious interests and 

.‘should make its educational system sufficiently elastic to allow us 
the freedom which we require:' Speaking for mv own society, I said 
that we would not accept one penny in grants-'in-aid if we thought 
the conditions were such as to hinder us in our religious work. 
I his speech was well received, and several people told me that they 

were glad I said what I did.
With regard to the ultimate aims of Government education iir 

backward countries, I was very much impressed by what was said. 
Government aims are high. What I said at the Anniversary about 
the aims of the Government of Tanganyika is true of other parts 
of the Empire. There is a real desire to build up civilization in the 
best sense. I had to read a paper on character training, and I

We have not received any information from our own Bishops for 
publication with regard to the important Conference at Nairobi in 
connexion with the formation of a Province. But in the Earl 
African Standard, of July
Bishop of Uganda, which gives us the basis of the agreement, 
as follows.

The Province would remain in full communion with the 
Metropolltical See of Canterbury. It would hold the faith of Christ 
M set forth in the three Creeds; receive the Canonical Scriptures of 
the Old and New Testament, given by inspiration of God, as the 
ultmuite standard of faith; administer the two Sacraments of Holy 
Baptism -and; Holy Communion as “generally necessary to 
salvation !; and retain, as-its standard of doctrine, the principles 
untamed m theof Common Prayer and the Thirty-Nine 
Article oftReligion. .Subject to loyally to the above standards, 
each Diocese would be free toTollow its

15, there is a communication from the
Itis I

( fown use.
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THE IMPERIAL EDUCATION CONFERENCE

pointed out that the thing of fundamental importance in educaf 
is the huilding up of moral character. I urged that without it no 
kind of education would succeed, nor could any desirable fom, t 
civiliaation he established. This view is, of course, a common^a^' 
to us, but it is noteworthy that it was emphatically endorsed bv the 
Imperial Conference as a whole. ^ ™

With regard to our own particular problems in Tanganvilh. 
Territory, nothing new happened at the Conference, but 1 
received one important piece of information since the Anniver ' 
The Tanganyika Government has issued instructions to all iis 
administrative officers that no Government schools are to be oOeneH 
in places where there are sufficient mission schools lor the nonuh 
tion, since It is now the Government policy to assist mission schools 

, and not to compete with them.
At the Conference I moved a resolution with regard to the use • 

or rather the misuse, of the cinema in tropical countries. A good 
many of the films shown give a wrong idea of European monU 
and habits of life, and: have a distinctly demoralizing effect. The 

Phon'd be shown, and not its more degraded 
aspects. The resolution Urging far stricter 
supported by the whole Conference.

I tried to get something dine about another matter of 
importance, but with less success. It seemed to me that Govern. 
S schoolmasters and mistresses
unhM. 't " ? Mission, find themselves
whwi ItTo'f! employment else-
hemns. th . ‘i'®cult for such people to find suitable work 
a ^ ""’'b things at home. ProbablyLfknmrh? r*"'n ‘be Mission because they'd^
hapDr to themTil, "'bnt 'Vill
me fhat ?r have to return to England. It seemed to
^(andardr whHe-n ft,® «/> to Government educational
to find freln ® 1 Mission, the Government might help them 

"’'5' ’’f'’ ‘he Mission^ ....
Kid thafaS.r,®*'’'®^®'* to help in this way,
in F^gla^ by ‘he local authority
be done ^ 'betefore very little could
Mr. RitTtrs Smith V Directors of Education, including
K veS re^m^ad “M ‘but they would certainly
fn such cireumrn"t eehoolmasters and niistresstS
po^ble to bnW "bould be useful. It may also be

A gMd m3a,£ ‘be matter again with the Colonial Office.
but I^nno.T/ea“ of rem It “"’® “P 
for hSg fetfewt-Mch “r
through tJoperntion with “ *'’® Anniversary, that
Itinityof ortendingourwo k aS^Incr"’®"^ "’® '’•''n “ °PPr 
development of the peoples of Afrira ^ “P™

THE UGANDA JUBILESiCX^ 1
I
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lii? liacensorship was

some

L’6a»dz CATiiEDnAi. raoM biE Dlsiior'i' Gaeotn. ' '
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side at 7“’ ‘n' “"“'■enity is indeed the winning
as is E^land itn'■® long Uganda will be a Christian eountryf 
ful svtiem f d ""“b evangelization is a wonderl
ctri 7^ id®‘*“““'°"; ^be local schools in different districts of 

n®®d^ ‘ however, the great boys’ High School
the^Tralntog^Collti^tM^lA^'"^' opened a new wing, and also 
ts a ^ College at Malranno, with its really beautiful build, 

mfm °"d ®‘®bop Tucker. Of recent years the Gotra-
Serere ic '’i/her education at
sometiffng tke ."’b'e''. h is hoped, may develop into
br, whfn ^ university. The students here are mostly
wS?u||v®I^reTf “‘’d r” '‘'b" education too is

onaerfuily cared for, and for both boys and eirls there arp
sS'bv'fh h hospitafs. I was particularly
thTO brtt«*’“f”®^ ‘^® ‘boroughness in which all

ee branches of missionary work were being carried on—direct

on
chiefs

. The
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THE UGANDA JUBILEE

THE UGANDA JUBILEE
evangelization, education and medical work—and still more by 
the extraordinaiy success with which this work has been blessed. 
The Baganda are a very exceptional race, it is true, but that would 
not explain such success. The C.M.S. may well look back with 
thankfuln^ and a just pride on what has been accomplished in 
Uganda in the last fifty years. Symbolic of all this, as it seems to 
me, is the great Cathedral Church. It is an enormous building.
It holds, I believe, between 3,000 and 4,000 worshippers. It is a 
really beautiful building, surmounted-by a dome. It stands on 

highest of the hills on which Kampala is built and seems: to 
preside over all in dignity , and strength. It is an ouUvard sign 
of the spiritual temple growing up in what was a very dark part of 
the Dark Continent only fifty years ago.

On the first .four .days of the celebrations there were a seriw 
of pageants, showing Scenes of old Uganda, Stanley’s arrival, the 
coming of Shergo1d>Smith and Wilson, scenes from theMife of 
Mackay and Ashe, and above all, the martyrdom story. The last 
seemed to me'ratraordinarilyjmpving. I had never realized* 
exactly how it happened, but l[ can never forget the story now. 
The Bishop told ijie that actual eye-witnesses had helped hira'to 
arrange the pageant; so it must have been really close to ihe facis.
A great crenvd of Christians were herded into the King’s enclosure, 
before the young King. hlwanga. Their hands were bound and 
they were made to sit in the foreground to Mwanga’s right hand. 
He had harangued them and promised to set them free, if they 
would forsake their Faith, Such as refused 16 recant were to rise 
and cross over to thejeft of the King, and they were doomed to 

. death by torture. It was not merely death, but death by torture, 
and they had not just to sit still, but to rise deliberately and cross 
o^’cr. It must have beep an appalling moment to those lads, 
Christians of but a few months’standing.
pause, and then one lad quietly rose and crossed over, while the 
mob yelled in derision. Then another rose and another—one 
encouraging a friend—iuntil the historic twenty had all passed 
across. It was acted to admiration and it brought a lump to one’s 
throat. Of the twenty, five were begged off by influential kins* 
folk and the, remaining fifteen were haled off to death. Immedi
ately ^after. this everyone moved off to the great cross which marks 
the site of their martyrdoip, and a most touching commemoration 
was made. To my great regret my host, who was new to ; 
Kampala, missed the turn and we did not find our way back 
until the, brief service was ovef.

At the close of the pagednts on Wednesday evening alf the 
actors marched past in procession and then there followed troops 
upon troops• of boys, and girls. Each group represented vast 
numbers. There were Boy Scouts and Girl Guides, school boys 
and girls, down to tiny, boys and those under medical training. 
After the martyrdom scene, nothing in the celebrations moved me

Uganda with a bewildering rush. Cotton has brought sudden 
wea th and that is apt to ipake men ot any race lose their heads 
Truly there are difficulties, but as I looked on those troops of boys 
and girls, with their bright and (as it seemed to me) good faces, 
I felt that a new generation is rising, which gives every promise 
of meetmg the difficulties and going forward as their fathers have
foTthe SlebSnt deliberately chosen

On the great day, Thursday, June 30, we assembled at 8 a.m., 
M the west end of the Cathedral Church and there Alexander 
■Mackay s bones were reverently laid to rest, translated from the 
south end of the lake, where he died. The Thanksgiving Service 
was at 9. It consisted of hymns and prayers and lections, with a 
final Te Deum, solemnly sung. Archdeacon Blackledge took the 
service. Between the prayers the Bishop of Nyasaland dedicated 
a memorial to the martyrs and Bishop Taylor-Smith made a 
short Commemoration. Buglers sounded the Last Post. The 
Bishop of Uganda preached. The great Church was packed to 
suffocation, but there seemed far larger numbers outside who 
could not squeeze in. I felt very sorry for them. In the after- 
nqon Bishop and Mrs. Willis gave us tea in their beautiful 
garden, with its glorious view. The day was ended by a torch
light procession.

On Friday the Eucharist at 9.30 was the great summing up of 
the celebrations. Fourteen hundred made their Communions, 
surely a fitting climax to the great commemoration.

I shall certainly look back to the Uganda Jubilee as a land
mark. I shall think of Uganda when tempted to be despondent 
and down-hearted. Nor shall I lightly, forget the extraordinary 
hospitality and kindness which was showed to us by the C.M.S.' 
staff. From first to last everything possible was done to make us 
U.M.C.A, folk feel at homer' The C.M.S. has a bishop and a 
staff who worthily represent its high tradition. No wonder that 
the work goes forward I Uganda is no longer just a name to me, 
but a place where there live and work many whom I shall delight 
to rerpember in my intercessions and whom it Is a privilege to 
number among my friends.

'1
the

1

There was a dreadful

I
I

G.H.W.
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A CHRISTIAN JANDO
famUies gathering for a dance. The ne.st morning we had^^ 
of the Holy Angels and then started oil for the camping-ground. ( 
he boys with covered heads walking in single file, each followd ' 
by his mjarla (mother’s eldest brothel the most important

selves The other male relations ran backwards and fonvards by 
he side, clapping and shouting, while the women remained 

behind in complete silence, sitting on the ground with their 
feet stretched out in front. They are not supposed to know 
m tlie least what goes on, but it seems almost impossible that 
they are really ignorant. Even tile boys are not supposed to 
know that the chief part of the rile is circumcision, but it seems 
hardly possible, and certainly some seemed not entirely taken by 
surprise when they reached tlie camp. The Germans trained 
men for the work, and of course we always use these trained men, 
and It IS _l.ygely due to them and our medical care that our 
Christian jando is so popular; the rough<tnd-ready methods 
of the old days, combined with the cruel hardening-tests, were 
often the cause of deaths, but such a thing is now impossible. 
As soon as the circumcision was over, the camp was cleared of all 
.save Mw. I-eonard and the boys, and as soon as we reached the 
Mission the women went quietly to their homes.

Ideally a priest should be resident all the time, but as the 
ramp tvas an hour's walk away and there was plenty of work for 
1 adre Thorne and myself apart from the jando, we had to do as 
best we could by visiting the boys as often os possible. One hopes 
to obtain some definite spiritual advance in at least some of the 
boys during the iponth, and it is obviouslv an excellent time for 
the priest to get to know the hoys, but I knew Mw. Leonard 
would not neglect this side of the teaching.

In the old days the boys spent much of the time in hunting, 
but houses are so close all round Luatala and wild animals art so

At the Missionary Conference at La Zowte the Bishop of Masasi 
spoke on the Christianization of heathen customs, a subject oii 
which he can speak with authority, having not only worked it out 
in theory hut seen it in practice for several years. The heathen 
customs in question are those which concern the chief natural 
events in human life, and their raison d’etre is the giving of 
appropriate instruction. To the main part of the instruction no 
objection could be taken, some was merely futile and due either 
to superstition or to ignorance, but a portion was definitely harm
ful and irreconcilable with the Christian profession. In some 
cases as, for instance, before the birth of the first child, the diffi
culty is got over by the rule that such instruction must be given 
by approved Christians.

Thn(, of course, is the way we deal with all these rites, btit the 
ceremonies connected with adolescence are not so simple a 
problem. These are the chief events in the life of an African, and 
are surrounded with much pomp and excitement. To have 
captured these, as we undoubtedly have, is a tremendous triumph. 
We are even willing to adipit a few heathen, knowing that the 
atmosphere will be so predominantly Christian that there is at 
least a chance that some of the heathen boys and girls will be 
attracted to Christianity.

Last Lent (1926), when Padre Parsons went off for his furlough, 
leaving me in charge of Luatala, he warned me that I might have 
to look after a •' jando ” (the boys' rite), but in view of the shorl- 
ap of rain and consequent scarcity of food, it did not seem likely 
that sufficient people would want it. However, on the advice of 
Bwana Yusuf Machinga and the teachers, I announced that we 
would run one if enough names were sent in, but that we could 
''°'u provide food on payment. That meant that
each boy must bring enough food to last ft month, and we all 
thought It would prove impossible, but two dozen names were 
sent in, and we Kttled to begin on August to. The chief problem 
'^■,u (Of leachers) willing to slay the whole month
with the boys, right away front any village, to be responsible for 
the discipline and the teaching. But this problem was solved by 
the immediate offer of my head teacher, Mwalimu Leonard. 
Msamati, who. knew most of thfc boys and their homes, 
in eveo- rrapect the ideal man for the job.
,1, ftfr'T. been present at these ceremonies I was very
tha^ful to be promiMd Archde-acon Lewin’s help in beginiiing it;

before so as to make the final arrangements, 
f “ oamping-place sufficiently far from houses

rhnJn' Luatala; on August 8 it was
shhW of und hunt

. ®‘ Sfuss for the boys. In the evening we went out to 
mess It, and as we came back drums were already beating and

1
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scarce, that sport was very poor. Cprds and a tennis-ball kept 
some of them occupied when there yas no instruction, and ns 
soon as school began at the end of August, Mw. Leonard very 
wisely began school for these boys also. Some of the instructions 
as to the duties of a young man he gave himself, for others he 
called in local elders. Religion, of course, was not forgotten; 
he conducted daily prayers and taught them, and all the 
Christians were instructed to make a careful and rather thorough 
confession before they came out.

And so the weeks went by, and eventually the elders settled 
that the boys were ready to come out. I went out on the eve 
to hear their confessions, and found they had rigged up a 
beautiful confessional for me inside one of the grass-shelters, 
sheltered but no means sun-proof, and it was quite warm work. 
That evening, under cover of darkness, the boys were ledsto the 
house of a chief, who had a large courtyard—this was dhielly 
for my sake, as I did not relish a two-hour walk before Mass ne.\t 
day. Early in the morning the boys were bathed by their relations 
and dressed in wonderful new clothes, and long before I expected 
a message I was told they were ready. There had been the all- 

., night dance usual on such occasions, so I had slept none too well 
and was glad not to have to wait too long for Mass. I collected 
my serveis, and went out in procession to fetch the boys; coming 
back we sang the Litany of the Saints, but most people were so 
excited that the singing was largely left to the few just round me. 
The church was packed, and we had a Sung Mass of the Blessed 
Trimly m thanksgiving for the safe ending to the jando. Only 
Mw. Leonard and the boys were allowed to make their com
munions, as an all-night dance is not a very good preparation. 
The catechumens, and as a special favour the "hearers,” were 
brought in at the end to receive their dismissal. They all pro
mised to put away childish things,” and that is the keynote of 
the whole rite; they are nqw prospective bridegrooms, and as 
such they are treated by their relations. In the old days, at least 
one anxious mother would not succeed in finding her son, and in 
silence she was given his broken cobking-pot, as a sign that the: 
boy had died. Now there is, no fear of that, and very soon: the 
mission station IS deserted, while happy and noisy parties go 
off in a|l directions, carrying the heroes of the hour on their 
shoulders to a family fenstr

vThe girls* initiator rite is much shorter, lasting onlv lo davs, 
Md _in' this c^ a European teacher lives with them all' the tiiib.
In details, , of course, the two) rites differ, but in principle they
.as great. The'^two Wetherl 

rnmnJw learn the facts of life in a Christian
atmosphere, and. the; result shou|d be the foundation of those 
^nshan homes so vital to the establishment of a really Christian.

MALINDI NEWS
Noticing the appeal for articles in the magazines I feel I ought 
to write a few notes on the happy events that took place during 
Eastertide and also a little about Good fcWay at Malindi. 
Good Friday I We commenced with Matins, ^fowed by Litany, 
Ante-Communion, with the Great Intercessions aTO Reproaches, all 
in Chi Yao, and lasting two hours. The church was full, in spite 
of this time of the year being the harvesting season. After the 
morning services, some of the people went to the villages to call in 
those people who were still undecided between Christianity and 
Muhammadanism to the Three Hours’ Service. Everyone was quiet, 

r and if one looked into our church they would find some of the people 
kneeling in prayer and meditation. For the "Three Hours’ ” 
service we had a large-size white sheet spread right across the 
chancel steps, with well-known texts and choruses pinned upon it.
The main text was put above the Crucifix, " We preach Christ 
Crucified," which was in a position to be seen by everyone.
The church was simply crowded out as a-result of padre’s invitation. i 
During the addresses the people were asked to repeat the texts upon 
the sheet and sing the chorus attached to each text. We also sang 
well-known general hymns instead of the usual Passiontide set, which 
I think are much too difficult for the native to sing to tunes as set.
The reverence of the people was most inspiring, even the babies 
seemed a little quieter than usual, and the preacher had a very 
attentive congregation throughout the service. It was a new depar
ture from the usual Good Friday service, .and seemed to be well 
worth while the time spent in preparation for it. After 3 p.m. the 
people returned to their homes, and once more one heard the babble 
of the native tongues. Easter Eve, after morning prayers, all ^e 
boys began lo clean out the church, polish the altar brasses, andlix 
up the decorations, giving the church a very festive appearance 
indeed. In the afternoon we had a Cross-giving service, at which 
thirty-six people received the Cross, which is the first step towards 
Christianity. Most of these people will have to persevere for two 
years trying to live down the old customs and learning more about 
the Christian faith, and thenr^if all is well, they will be baptized. 
Altogether during Eastertide thirty-nine received the Cross, and very 
shortly there will be others. Please remember them In your prayers. 
After this we commenced Evening, continuing until the end of the 
lesson, when we commenced the adult baptism service, at which we 
had sixteen candidates. The first part of the service took place at the 
west end of the church, then we all processed down to the lake shore 
of Nyasa, singing " Onward, Christian Soldiers." After the 
blessing of the waters, the candidates were brought forth by their 
sponsors and presented to the priest, who immersed them in the lake. 
During the recession back to church, the candidates (who had 
retired lo appointed places) changed their garments for a fine white

>
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MALINDI NEWS

cloth with a

s.r?ffes,?
and had to be fed, and this was no easy jolf with food alre^d" 
sea™ in this district. However, we ntaLged toLd oveSnS 
people at night, to the accompaniment of a great deal of
iTbm “■= of -^verfda; sIS , treT^,'

Some of them had no cloth to spare to out it in h.n

?s.niTdS:vr4;ffr;“^^^^
The Introit ” Alf dmdT fhn? bearing witness of their faith, 
the second linrmorflS^Srin,^, ‘ “I''' "'="•” Never was
people did indeed sing^with " " c^lielT; ‘^’’“"'ded church of
job to sit down on the floo? J T' °< »
shoulder to shoulder, knees to ^ backs tight, sitting
hundred native communicants and ' herJ^nl • T
reverence of these nenniss ri •’ again one noticed the
priest to administer the chaUre^ I’t'ias^ time it took the one
one wishes we had a larger chnmh‘. “ '™"'’'=riul service, but
these special occasioL ^OnW^^ °a“tir peop'e on 
Cross-glving the^l^ 'veek we had a
"•omen received the cross The '?'n"T of Mahndi. when four Yao 
As we have no church yet in the ® baptism of two women.

-be same veranda, with 'the »ng,^S"s:;;i^a“?a"rg“rat in"

the open air. The other lepers 
witnessed part of the ^rvic^ 
Who knows but tharthe-day 
will soon come when we shall 
bring more of these poor
people to the foot of the Cross.

There is a wonderful work 
going on amongst these 
people, some with no toes, 
and others with finger tips off, 
and others with disfigured 
faces, yet there is, through 
the injection treatment, a 
wonderful improvement in 
some of them. Perhaps some 
day a little church of their own 
will be built there. In the 
near future we are going to 
build two more huts to accom
modate more lepers who waAt 
treatment. At present We 
have twenty undergoin^'tf^t- 
ment three times a week.

The teachers were all called 
in from our out-stations: and 

central station, receiving instruc
tions from the jjadre and (European) teachers. They seemed 
very happy, in spite of the number of hours they hod to put in 
school, but I feel sure they would go back to their lonely outpos'ts 
refreshed both in body and soul. It is no easy job to work on the 
out-stations by oneself, with onlv the monthly visit of their padre 
to back them up in their work, for most of them work in strong 
Muhammadan centres. Yet the work is going on, new schools have 
been opened in the hill districts, and one or two on the lake shorS 
have been rebuilt on new sites. To carry on the work properly we 
ought to have two priests, one in the hills and one for the lake 
shore, but after this month (May) we shall not even have a regular 
priest to carry on this vast job. The work is going on very steadily, 
but It is an uphill fight between the Cross and Crescent. Which has 
It to be ? The people at home^n help by prayer and their interest, 
which It has to be. It will need faith and perseverance, but we can 
have these gifts If only we will ask Him who has already '' done 
great things for us, whereof we rejoice.”

1
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this ^hooi will bKome a central school recruited front the

h "'.h be placed; and some tarn neai^
by the Mission who have shown especial signs of keenness. /

fhe general attendance of Christians at Mass has shown con \ 
^dyrabie improvement during the past year, though there is stili v 
much siackness among the women from certain viilages; this is ^

properly understood their instruc- 
tions—ali iast year there were no native teachers, and the need for 
women workers is here especialiy pressing. ° ‘

Attendance at ci.asses has shown a verv big increase, there are

">
s. &

back after an absence of a year or more, but not ail do so, and
ZZ “bout the time they
become catechumens; this means of course that it is a longer time 

usual before their Baptism, and the girls who do not go away 
iL Catechumenate or Baptism sooner than
the boys, .and before long we may be faced with a much larger
^707^^0"^^".'™"’“ "'"'■"“ee

MAPANZA & SHAKASHINA NOTES

habits of life, temperament, and physique. The languages too a™ 
not the same, as though Chila and Chitonga are closely akin vei 
there are many and very considerable differences. The Batonn? 
at any rate around Mapanza are a peaceful people, rather lacking 
in enterprise and spirit. They have no fighting tradition ; in the 

'be slave raids,- the Batonga never put up 
a fight, they were the prey of every raiding-tribe. This h^ left' 
many marks on their characters. They are nervous and suspicious 
of stmngers-the tendency is to run away rather than to come'^out to' 
greet the newcomer. This is especially marked in the °
women. There is a general lack of spirit, there is no native 
industiy and no great demand for education. The difficulties to be 
faced in missionary work in this tribe is the general tack of 
enthusiasm, and Christians seem most prone fo the S o
frnnm™ ■ r '"‘'i'bat there is a steady though slow
raprovement, a mote general ai|preciation of Christian duties, and

llirT ^ t™lyTbT/<r,o My Xi
Bnton.r' 'bey are the exact opposites of their
esnSv^m^^sT?”'- The contrast in the case of the women is 
vSmr oa^‘‘v‘‘'ii'" 'baro is no shyness, and the

The smif “f '926 was as follows,
and a lavm, ® P®” P^ the year has been two priests

ma7hervTh.1nJ K in October. There are two native
' There?s asS -Lr- . Penbaionga-Mika and Filipo.

boarding school ThS li^'”^^ '“abers, and a small boys’
whom are mnrrieu”^ a ?• “bout twelve students, ten of
their wives ttnm and live m a compound of native huts with 
Ihe SrSrt orS .'’t begin teaching by '
There are’n frw a? n The ,school has twentyaane boys in it. 
nged as exnerienie bab.jaty few, and these are not encour- 
St^e^S '.f”" ‘b“' day bovs and boardeis

■ can^T bo worked well together.' It is hoped that in the future

most

case of the

than

Shahashma. Towards the end of the year. Teacher Isaiah has 
gone to thi^s station ; thus classes, etc., having been restarted after an 
interval of two years. During this time the station has been 
Visited by a priest from Mapanza monthly, but this is all. Under 
wfn the little group of Baila Christians have been
been negle t j unnaturally feeling they have

A big step forward was taken in August when Teacher William 
Mpasela went to open a new out-station at Kabulamw-anda. A station 
was started here with a Nyasa teacher 15 years ago under Padre. 
Maclennan but was closed on the padre’s death after a very brief 
existence. William has a very difficult task. Kabulamwanda is 
a group of little villages (about 20 or 30 in all), together forming* . 
a district under a fairly prominent Chief. It is 25 miles north of 
bhakashma, among the Bai,la. The people asked for the teacher 
and have built him a house and a small school. The difficulty 
nes partly in the^ independent character of the people, and their 
dislike of discipline, and partly in the fact that the cattle 
taken away to the R. Kafue during' several months of each year 
and most of the boys go with themj many of the gardens are far 
from the village, and during harvest-time the bulk or the 
population is again absent; so the work of the school must needs

(
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TH| NEW CENTRAL SCHOOLS 
' NYASALAND DIOCESE

be carried on under great difficulties, but a promising start 
been made, and tliere is much enthusiasm.

Eighteen miles to the East of Mapanza there is a big river 
the Mnkonka, and a whole string of villages along it; no Mission 
IS working here, and on our visits we have been warmly welcomed 
and there is good hope that some out-stations may be opened there’ 
and also that work may be begun in some of the villages to the 
South of Mapanza between the Mission and Kalomo.

On the whole the future is very bright, and the advent of 
ladies to the station in the near future should mean a tremendous 
strengthening and widening of the work. Amid some disappoint 
menls and anxieties in 1926 there has been much to

It was decided at the Conference at Likoma, July, 1926 that sub '

requp“° H-V tbrnf Wdffig?schooI^Tht^^^^ Sv^nu ^
for the SIX siations south of the Lakp 5n kt i

more ttagh they did not wish to become teachers 2) tlmt ttev 
the standard of general education in tL schmls

Wirhael’^’’ elementary subjects at St'Michael s, and thus more be available for professional work hi 
that they would to some extent relieve tlie*^pressure of advanced 
pupils in the village schools and at the same time provide a standard 
for such schools .0 aim at, by providing furtEer edu^atirnl^^

folk r ”Trifolk from which the native clercv mav hp rhn«:i>n ^
to*^crrt^ support. (5) that it is not morally right or\v^se
-.ia4i!ng“uch desb;'"“"'''''®‘= P™--" f-

laEEmv Ti 1, I °p™ the Likwenu School next

nieces available for any. When the preliminarv notices were sent 
p“‘’"“"’es were immediately received from'Lung’wena, Padre 
under P ® station, five from Malindi, ten from Matbpe, then 
EmIvE 0^°™" ° , "’’O'™ 'het where ■
eduction «L":n'ffie“ Europ^EMMiEn?"'"
who'hEvVnaEsE.H d'’°‘’'i “ "teet the needs of those
Eot ricEr,EM f ! ' elementary stage, and desire to go on. It is 
the nmd E-’’ S've too literary an education, as this‘s will lead to 
work whh I f d '"'^Ti beneath them to do any

g, and as far as possible further reading, writing and mathematics

' encourage. 
Laus Deo

THE BISHOP OF MASASI’S 
VISITjATION

those who wished and 
was.‘Vbchdeacon Lewin writes

"On the Thui^ay following the enthronement the Bishop left 
Masast for a preliminary tour of the diocese. He went first to 
wamagono ; thence to Kaondo, on the banks of the Ruvuma, and so
S.ldi“\f'“'’i""'“t ‘here he went on to

Kolumba Msigala lives, and then 
° ,?‘haya, and so to Nanyindwa. Passing 

through hlasasi from there he reached Chidya on May t, in time
End Lulindi Ld Luatah

E ‘o Mne«i on Saturday, May 21

to^e cEEffimn^ '^'®P-'""- i" Uganda, and
' ‘Et NnirEbI held at the beginning of July

"5 Se'sisres
f
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SOME LIGHTS ON MEDICAL WORK
will be correlated with and based on these En,rli=i; 
world-history and African history will be taoK: 
yholars to a wider world than they are farndfar wi h 
danong and games must form a part of the nroprim' * PS‘"ei 
training in wise recreation, drawing and painting f^d d^^iiA ^-U 
of course, be a part of the handicraft training. ®If afre?g” a'"’ 
year s course, a boy wishes to specialize and shn’«,c" ‘’’“.-‘‘'5*

yend\
ifflltctetlX

Months afterwards one midnight I was awakened to ai 
man who had been wounded in a fight. My orderly haiTI 
■.he wound. The next morning I talked with a very frightened ' 
I honms. It .s the custom here after employing men to hoe, flk to 

p^»^>' them with money, but to invite them all to a beer drink ' 
I homas had done so and becoming quarrelsome had wounded a 
man. He was veiy sorry and asked to be allowed to go to 
Confession and make his Communion before being tried. He was 
imprisoned for a few months.

While he was away I was given “ Raphael a very apt name 
-to tram and so on Thomas’s return I sent Raphael to work in 

the district. We have about one hundred villages in the district 
and they are divided to make three ulendos for the hospital 
messenger. The only hospital is here, but at centres where 
thwe «i> a teacher Raphael ” leaves a simple antiseptic, old linen 
and bandajjes. He himself attends to all the sick in between those 
centres and also tries to teach them the Gospel. He really wanted 
lo be an Evangelist, but I pointed out to him that two good works 
could and should go hand in hand. For an African he is very 
quiet and gentle. The amount of old linen which goes out from 
here for Raphael’s work and also with Padre Godfrey, who is 
the trekking Padre and who has great calls on his stock of dress- 
mgs, besides what we use here at Chipill, is enormous. I see that 
my box contains Just a very small amount, so the future is not 
cheerful. We have received quantities, and if there is anyone who 
sends old linen and does not feel thanked will they take this picture 
of the old woman this morning, who knelt down in my hospital 
veranda and clapping her hands with her forehead on the ground 
said, “ Wa sant you Mama, Wa Sant vou Mama” ‘‘1 thank 
you. Madam.”

Vauxhall Bridge Road! London, S W!, “‘“’^ions.

Diocese of Northern Rhodesm |

SOME lights on MEDICAL WORK

virtues thiy possess." So the I ndfi,' i° f xt" ‘he
if we neveVfelt we ShmiW*" , Norwich wrote that
of our Maker Wh» T ^ that marvellous love

■ ' given " Thom’as medical work at Chipili I was

“t his sprtitual amazed
been put into ^ heathen, hadthath" =hock was so: great
he became a CHristiiin k ^ ^^of .vears until lorig after
Knowing his weakness ® months ago.a promiS to aSnTni *>= daa'ded to make
after, I discovered inclined. Some weeks .
N^ing him one morning" mithm j? at sunrire.
said " I know hivir ‘ ^ discovered why. He
sunrise for so m^y mS.f‘’’“"f ?"f ^ am going to Church at

ared'and hSed. strength.” I stood

(Margabet Richards

REVIEW
By Copse, Moot and Jungle. By E. D. Sedding, S.S-J-E. 

S.P.C.K. and U.M.C.A. is. 6d. net; by post is. 8d.
Padre Sedding has evidently a great love for children, whether 

African or English, and is a g^t lover of nature. His descriptions 
of life in Devonshire are picturesque, and show a wealth of know
ledge about^ the ways of birds and animals. The book relates the 
story of a little boy called Tony and his sister Katharine, who fall 
in with a missionary priest from Africa at a Devonshire farmhouse. 
They soon become interested in things African, and begin to love 
the Africans, and especially an African teacher called Antoniyo. 
The book is a story and not a history, but it is none the worse for 
A with which the priest wins back the erring
Antoniyo is good reading. Many people will be glad that this 
little book has has been written.
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^ INEXPENSIVE BOOKS•>
HOME JOTTINGS » .

JUST OUT
The General Fttod Reccipti compare as follows:—

Ri-ccivcJ durin 
Total receipts i

FATHER WOODWARD OF U.M.C.A.
By GERTRUDE WARD.

1037 1020
•B July .. 
to July 31 ::: £4,527

£1B,0TD Four Portraits. Well bound.
!/■» by post 1/2/I dectease oj £725.

AAN AFRICAN DAVID & JONATHAN
An Autobiography of Padre Manfred Mabundo. Two Illustra- 
tiODS. 32 pages. 4d., by post.Sd. :

Corcaanled Subscriplloas.—PaniciilarM of the scheme of Covenanted Snbscriptions 
l>y which the Mission can recover Income Tax, will be published in 'next Issue.

I
The Children’s Diy.-The U.M.C.A. Children’s Day will be held on Saturday, 

October lo, when wc hope to liave o representative gathering of clilldren from all the 
parishes within reach of Westminster that are irterestrtl in the Mission. Full details 
will Ik- sent In September to all those who came to the'Day last year, but we shall 
be glad to hear from any new parish wishing to send children. The service will be held 
at M. Matthews. Westminster, by kind permission of the Vicar, and the mcetini! 
l« in the Drill Hall of the London Scottish Regiment, by |>crmission of the Col 
\\e h0|)e that all members of the Coral League who are unable to join us in London 

- ..._nge a ipedal service for their Branch on Saturday. October 16, or on the

™

AFRICA ON THE HILLTOPS
By the Rev. F. E. PEARSE., , A simple and lifedlko description
of the people and their manner of life. Four Illustrations.

!/'♦ by post 1/2
will

lonel.
will arran

NURSING IN NYASALAND
By ALICE SIMPKIN. Prefaco by Ihe Bisbop of Chester. 
Six Illustrations. 6d., by post 7d.THE MISSION STAFF

THE HEALING OF THE AFRICAN
An Account of U.M.C.A. Medical Work.Name Diocese Date Four Illustrations. 

6d., by post 7d./trriValj in
Rev. T. H. Hicks 
Ven. Arclidn. Wilson

Defiariurcf from England; 
Mr.* S. H. Willbond ,

1037
Nyataland July 17 

Aug. 11 THIRTY YEARS IN NYASALAND
By Canon Augustine Ambali. Four illustrations. /Matasi

Nyosaland
Mnsasi

Aug. 31 
Sept. 8 6d., by post 7d.Miu Stookea 

Miss Bosworth 
Mlu Holland 
Rev. G. ErIe>Drax 
Rev. A. B. HclKer 

Mr«. Helllcr

0 DAVID LIVINGSTONE
By D. c: ABDY. Five Illustrations.

o
Zanzibar 38

I/*i by post 1/228
28.

THE CONTRAST BETWEEN 
CHRISTIANITY AND MUHAMMADANISM

1/-, by post 1/2

* * •
»f ^™l'«r on July 31. in tlio Chnrch ot Si. Michael 

nnj All Anceli, Kon>sn.e 1 To tht Printhood i Samuel Henry hlorrls.

By CANON DALE.

THE U.M.C.A. ATLAS
Sixteen Maps 1/6, by post 1/85« *

in.^V Dioee.e:,The Rev. George W. S. Erie Drax, B.A.
K|.h;“:!r;e.«,

“PWlenee on Dletricl, etc., tile, Winifred Holla 
al'S Car* »»■> S..„le, H. WIIIU

U.M.C.A. HOME SERVICE MANUAL
Contains full information about the Home Organiza
tions of the Mission 2d„ by post 2id.

the
nd.

4SIX SILHOUETTE SKETCHES
Pictare Post Cards Series No. 8. 4d., by post 4ld.

204 aH.C.A., 9 DARTMOUTH STREET, WESTMINS^, S.W:i
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. UNIVERSITIES’ mission TO CENTRAL AFRICA.
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WORK OF 'THE 
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EDITOR’S NOTES
fSelfsupporl

question in the following terms.
if-! "’“b*'®''- ™s.'a time ofgreat distress and great-changes. Complete, self-support under 

present circumstances is impossible. -We shall need help from our 
friends at home for some time to come. Perhaps our grandchildren
may see a self-supporting-African Church. . ‘

• The land is not so fertile as in the.past. TTiere is Httle employ
ment in the plantations. -There is much poverty, and the market 
for home products is not-so good as it was formerly. The well at 
Mkuzi for general use is dried up, and there is a scarcity of water 
in the Bonde country. People go a long way to wash their ciothes! 
and water is brought from afar and sold.

Stilh we are doing something. The church mats, the leaning, pf 
the church, the cassocics, the-candles, the wafers,-church WMhipg-r 
all these expends are met by African contributions.. At Magila 
the-Lenten offerings amounted to 340 dollars. Also we are.building 
churches* on a smaller scale than the old ones, but they hold 
people. So we are m»iking some progress in the right direction

Conferences __ . .
. This October number of Central Africa might be termed the 
Conference Number. There is the conference at Nairobi, re the 
East ^frican Province, "another at Zomba rc Education in Ny 
land, and another at Broken Hill in N. Rhodesia, re a Synod, the 
Proyirice, and a Central School. These articles are of prime impor
tance and deserve whaf we are sure they Will receive, the careful 
consideration of our readers. The Conferences must profoundly 
affect the future of Mission work in East and Central Africa*. • .

^Iw . ., . the African
An African, has replied to this
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THE NAIROBI CONFERENCE
wTHE NAIROBI CONFERENCE some day it has got to come. Now we Europeans do not^findJt

-“r*
Ih. Provmjlii Syn^ shZ^n,^ burSm, rad ^^oli'ld d^ttale \y^

have a just ground of complaint if we ieft a duty, which is compara-
stanres“^r°'H '''’“'"P''f“bly more difficult circum- 'stances m the days that are to come.

a. Again, unity is strength, and there are any number of 
“5"™°" “"d "'1 are dealing with them each

r.io,y, “pare ® Such questions ns education, polygamy,
Islam, and tribal customs! offer an opportunity of pooling our fcnow- 

great advantage. That too is only 
he official side. It must be horribly puzzling to a native whb 

d?ffprenrnl°c'^ and finds the Churdh adopting a different policy'in 
different places. We want to get all our brains and prayers into a ' 
common stock, .and then, we may hope to get into line with a 
common policy throughout.

Most readers of Central Africa will be interested to read an 
account of the recent conference at Nairobi, which, it is hoped, has 
paved the way towards the formation of on ecclesiastical Province 
of Central Africa. If this really comes into being, it will 
undoubtedly affect the future of the Church in Central Africa to a 
very great extent, so that the conference will be regarded in the 
future as n real landmark in Church history. It was largely due to 
the energy of the Bishop of Mombasa that the conference 
assembled, and It was a happy thought to fix it to follow the Uganda 
Jubilee. We had been able to talk things over privately and make 
friends with one another at Kampala, and also It made It possible 
to get together a really representative conference. It was much to 
be regretted that the Bishop of Northern Rhodesia could not be 
there, but he was the only notable absentee.

I think that the great feature of the meeting was the extra
ordinary good feeling shown by all parties. Without an exception 
there was an entire absence of bitterness, and there was the most 
obvious wish to sec things each (from his brother’s standpoint. In 
fact we did try most earnestly to find the real basis on which we 
could work together for the glory of God and the. advancement of 
His kingdom in Africa. Lest there should be any feeling that we 
were being gradually involved in positions where we could not quite 
sec the necessary consequences, it was decided hot to proceed from 
resolution to resolution, but we followed the example of the Le 

> Zoute Conference, and we talk^ things out first and reserved all 
the resolutions until the lost session. This entailed a great deal of 
work for the drafting committee, whose duty it was to gather up 
the feeling of the conference on the various questions and then draw 
up a form to be moved as a resolution when the time came. We 
owe our sinccrest thanks to this committee, for their work was done 
with extraordinary ability and tact. The members were the Bishops 
of the Upper Nile and Masasi and Dr. Stanley-Smith. Mr. 
Chambers, Bishop-designate of the new C.M.S. diocese in 
Tanganyika, was afterwards added to the committee. The Bishop 
of Nyasaland was in the chair. He is admittedly a good chairman, 
and certainly I never saw him fill that difficult position more 
brilliantly.

I have heard it said that the formation of a Province Is rather a 
matter of academic interest, and that for practical purposes time and 
space and diversity of interests must rob provincial organization of 
all real usefulness. This was not at all the feeling of the conference. 
It may be worth while to poihl out a few of the reasons which con
vinced so many delegates of veiy different views and temperaments 
that we ought, if only it were possible, to get our Province 
constituted.

I. All history teach« us the need of such organization, and

/in our

3. Once more, unity is strength in whtit I may call political 
matters. There are many subjects on which we have not only a 
right to be heard, but the Government has a right to expect us to 
have opinions. Here again a provincial view is much more likely 
to be right than a merely diocesan view, and, when once we can 
reach such a decision, it must have more weight with the authorities 
—not merely the Governments of the Protectorates, but especially
with the home authorities at the Colonial Office. ’

4. The last, and to me the most important, reason for getting' 
together was our theological differences. There is only one possible =•' • 
solution of these, and that is an outpouring of the Holy Spirit to 
guide us into all truth. That can never come while we hold aloof
m suspicion, often, alas, jealous suspicion. When we get to know 
one another, /espect one another and, above all, pray for one 
another, surely the day of enlightenment is getting near. The 
Uganda Jubile^ has been one Jesson tome and the Nairobi Con
ference was another. If we can only learn to work together^ as we 
have done at theiconference, the Province should prove ah unspeak
able blessing to Africa. •

The proposed Province was heartily welcomed by all the Bishops 
on these and other grounds, and it was referfed'to the different 
dioctees. All accepted the scheme in principle except the diocese 
of Uganda, where the Synod definitely refused. It was felt that 
this was diie to a good deal of misunderstanding amongst the 
African clergy, and it was hoped that the conference at Nairobi 
would do much to clear these out of the way. There were native

/
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THE NAIROBI CONFERENCE
Diocese of Zansibar

dergy whg wer^eljgatM from the Uganda Synod, and one notable

a jDortyr in the days of persecution. There were four difficulties 
to be met.

1. There was an idea in Uganffii that if a Province were formed, 
some form of ritual with which they .would not be in sympathy 
would be forced upon the Uganda Churdi. As soon os they found 
that this was an entire misapprehension the difficulty disappeared.

a. The leading African laymen in Uganda fear very much the 
amalgamation of the Central African British provinces into a 

• political union, and they were anxious lest the ecclesiastical province 
should in some way encourage such an amalgamation, 
pointy out that, though political amalgamation might 
constitution of a Province would hardly affect the question. Also, 
should political amalgamation come and should there be any 
question of the Africans hiMling with less than justice, a united 
Province would be far more able to stand up for them either with 
the African Government or with the Colonial Office than Would a

TONGWE DISTRICT

Gale is barely an hour away fro^

jm t«J, I, ,ta “fc Ji. S

'55 „5''S5S~Xf£S,rd sseveral very heavy showers did not damp their ardouT

of Bulwa are determined to have a corrugated iron roof, and h^?
T •’“'f °f If- The churchbeing rather wide, the people never really gave the roof a hiph

oven®w-fh“',J “ 1?"“® 1°°^' it always lealld
even with the smallest shower of min. Bulwa used to have a

It was 
come, the

1

single Bishop acting in isolation. ,
3. There was also some sentimental regret in parting with the 

" quasi-metropolitical (Pm tolp that is the right term) connexion 
with Canterbury. It was pointed out.that it was unlikely that 
Canterbury would ever turn a deaf ear if asked for advice and help, 
and indeed an appeal from the new Archbishop representing the 
Province, who would be able to sift and summarize matters, would 
come with greater force than from a single Bishop, and would make 
It easier for Canterbury to take a wide view.

4. The last difficulty was Kikuyu. TTiis difficulty was brought 
up by Dr. StanleyrSmith, who made on incomparable speech. He 
spoke of his own feeling in the matter, but with the greatest 
sympathy and charity towards those who differed. Canon Leaky 
followed in the same vein, and the whole debate kept at the highest 
level. It was felt that each diocese must be left to choose its own 
path in this very difficult matter, but that all should loyally keep 
within the terms laid down in the “ Lambeth Quadrilateral.’'

At the close of the debate the motions, after a few verbal altera
tions, were moved en bloc by Canon Leaky and carried unani
mously. The Uganda delegates dwlared that their difficulties were 
reived, and they were unanimous in their belief that when thev 
should report to the Uganda Syndd the proposals for the constitu- 
non.of a Province would be accepted. There the matter rests. 
Each diocese has now to consider the Nairobi resolutions. If thev 
are accept^, as I hope they will be, one may hope that the Proving 
will come into being at the next Lambeth Conference in 1930.

l

r';--

G. H. W.
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TONGWE DISTRIC^r T

IMPRESSIONS OF 
i^E:,brqken hill GONFERE^^

Khool of its own as well, but so many people moved awav 
Rom there that when the teacher went to the Theological
Ss-mS s
there, so that with the increased population and importance of the 
place we m.ay find it possible and necessary to reopen the school 
there in the near future.

In the evening of the same day as the opening of Gale Church
Ur. Murray arrived at Tongwe, just returned from furlough. Since 
she has been away we have bmlt a new dispensary. The old 
was very small indeed and dark, and the white ants were a very
great nuisance. This old dispensary is now used for the lepers of
whom there are quite a number round here, when thev come in for 
their weekly^ treatment and injections. It is interesting to know 
WtlhG*". have growing here two plants of “ Hydnocarpus 
Wightiana, which produces the nut now used in the treatment of 
leprosy. They we raised by Mr. Rogers, of the Amani Research 
Institute, and m March he sent us down six seedlings, two of which' 
are planted here and the others at Kiwanda, so that we may know 
whether they will grow in these parts. Of course it will be three 
or four years before they start to bear fruit, but so far Mr. Rogers, 
who was here the other day, thinks their progress quite satisfactory.

Now that the Amani Institute is being reopened bv the Govern- 
ment, there will be still more work for us to do there.; More people 
will be employed, and. I expect will come from various parts. Also 
there will be at least eight Europeans on the staff. Our present 
teacher at Mlesa, which includes Amani, has been unfortunate in 
his health and that of his family, and I am afraid wc shall have to 
move him after the harvest and send a stronger and; more energetic 
man there in his place. °

Last year we were asked by the European in charge if we could 
in any way help with the dispensary at Amani as there is only an 
Afriran dresser there., The Government readily agreed, and 
the doctor or nurse here visit it each month.

At Albogole, about eight miles beyond Amani towards Korogwe, 
the people_have for A long time been asking us for a teacher, and 
have already built the nec^ry house. We are Only waiting now 
till after the harvest,, the most convenient time for anyone of these 

u " T “ ; there. We also hope to reopen
Juu bordering on the Msalabani parish, in , 

mSs ago 'eetperetily about eighteen
about schools; though, is that we have ^ 

n n ^“"ed a girls school here at Tongwe. At presenfit is housed 
Tu ” ‘"‘ended for people who came in for

Icachin^^. The building of a school; has been commenced, and I

one

ore

now

.MEMBERS OF THE BROKEN HILL CONFERENCE.

(Railway Mission), Godfrey, McGee, Munday, Ruck, Adaus 
and Mr. StEWABr.

I Iiii^Padrks Cooke, Hewitt, Cakok Spastos, the Bishop, Padres Lebkb, Swith. 
and CouRTiioPE.

Front Row—Padres Ellis, Hicciks, and Milner.

Slind,n^p„t,Rgg Ram

J. W. H. B.
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IMPRESSIONS OF THE BROKEN HILL CONFERENCE

THE EDUCATION CONFERE 
AT ZOMBA

srs:X"srs"rKVS.;?
Mission. He was careful, however, to point out in a iMtS^to the 
noTc^TiTm"/°f the.Bishop these delegates coiild 

'",57 '""y' ‘hat any expTesslonsdf 
tei o hy. ‘ham would be merely personal and must not be

^mken as neceprily representing the official attitude of the Mission 
r"‘n75"'5' <^<='«Sate3 altogether. They inciuded two 

^'=h°Pa representing the White Fathers and the . 
Marist Fathers respectively. Dr. Laws, of the United Free Church 
ot Scotland Mission, Livingstonia, and Dr. Murray, of the Dutch 
Reform^ Church of South Africa Mission, Mkhoma. Dr. Hethbr- 
wick» of the Church of Scotland Mission, Blantyre, was prevented 
by ilIneM from attending, and his place was taken by. the Rev.
E. D. BoNvman. The Seventh Day Adventist Mission had two 
representatives, and the smaller missions one representative each. 
There was also present a delegate representing the Chamber of 
Commerce and one representing the Planters’ Associations.

In view of the importance of the occasion as an event in the 
history of missionary work in this country, and the possible far. 
reaching nature of the decisions that might be arrived at, the, 
missionary members of the Conference felt that it was most desireble 
that they should meet andjpray together that the Conference migtit 
be rightly guided in all its work. We therefore hod a prayei^meet
ing every morning in a room adjoining tfie conference room for a- 
quarter of an hour immediately before the business of the day. 
Mass was alw said in St. George’s Church daily during the Con- 
ference. One heard that fears had been expressed in certain 

that the bringing together of missionaries representing 
different societies was a dangerous experiment, and that they would 
be found to spend the time wrangling among themselves. Needless 
to^^y the most complete harmony prevailed all the time be^ecn the 
missionaries present at the Conference.

A few days before the Conference met the Director of Education 
had introduced an Education Bill into the Legislative Council. His ’ 
^cellency the Governor had then said that he proposed that the. 
Council should postpone further consideration of the Bill urhtil after 
the Education Conference ha'd met, in order that the Council might 
take into account any views expressed at that Corfference. At the

CiiURCii or St. Geoboi. Broken Hill.

which was shunted on lo a siding one mile from the railway station, 
and cIoM behind the Church House, which became the general 
^lal rendezvous of the Conference. Hospitality was forthcoming 
from residents in Broken Hill for a dozen members; we all fed at 
the hotel, and the conferences ytefe all held in the Church of Sti 
George. The last arrivals came on Sunday morning, July -Ji 
t^en^thcre was a solemn High Mass for the white folks as 8 a.m. 
The Bishopand clergy were “ at home ” to all'the people of Broken 
Hill on Sunday afternoon at the Country Club, where about ninety 
people were piesem. ■'

_ The Bishop’s hew car, a'Dodge commercial van, was the subject
of many jMtSiJt has been referred to as a hearse,, and more than 
once mistaken for a.public conveyance. But it proved quite invalu
able as a means of transport, and its capacity to contain clergy is 
imment^it has carried three-quarters of the diocesan priests and 
(Janon Spanton on many occasions.'

All mattw^f dio^n organization and station routine were fully 
'*11 Jne two most important conclusions were, the final 

----- ^ the hew central training college for teachers,
discussed., -----
selection of Fiwila i

1E.
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pupilAeacSr system or thj K

BSKSy SS”-’
, judging by some remarks f„ a “PentlSie^fT^,- Nevertheless,

I Uon, there are not wanting those who Si th!/
I whether the advantages secured bv fhl n doubtful

called “ ''''P® changes would be
rondel "ccessitate the Bill's being referred back to
aron^^'T/ul'tpTyO ■

same i
t

It'

THE TRAINING OF TEACHERS 
I. IMPORTANCE OF THE SUBJECT

x4

£,a&".'s‘i,,2V-is£;'te^
chnd it17of aP"a regard to the teaching of the African

On our success or failure in properly equipping the African 
teacher for his work will depend the result of ah ?ur eflForts to 
provide a suitable education for the African child

V thetrainlhg of teachers is one of the most
ZeTdea/a"^nfemnr‘

(.) P,.cr nj!l'
/reTZe^bein^rtia" n^efbf^nliLtrr^T T '’=‘™ - --
?etf o? }^sr

schonu nnd-'.v * ° ? training and moral instruction. Both -ins“g'‘;th"secnbj^[ir? “--‘'ed -“eVal
to bbdlted^t'o r'Sl^i^n^Ld^ of time will have

reeard^iLm'/T”" teWrs are taught to
sefondarnras Teachers^'"?""!.^ oo'^'
subjects ^Tn tiifif of what are commonly called secular 
ttbli to pay^a v7sh '"a only
of the teacher IS frequently, and it falls to the lot
the place wK th^Zv® "T r '™*’ 1° 
eases the ^ace of ,h7 f u'' ‘®''®= at home, and in manySs Mre place of that of the Christian parent, to the children undeV

I

we

n. WHOM TO TRAIN?

(o w?’ t ®‘’® ’'® ®®‘®®' ‘f'ose whom we will train
mimfi' r ^ ®““"’® ‘'’“f ‘f’®''® will always be a lareer

of Mndidates than we can accept, and a certain siftbe 
^ W? shl, I ^®f"®®‘‘®‘‘ ‘0 P'®h out those m6st suitable: ^

abmtTtZ^oh P ®*‘f®,">as we find people of varying degrees of
effide^ttltSm^.™?"'' ®f‘®^ “'“^le train7ng1nay\ecome 

de1ia“d fro% th°ereZ'’we'’.XuW

on the lines

t

■fwo^rorndT:'’’’"'”'' P”"‘ ® ’'i®"’ ®®^ discussions on
total'’timeTv7n!.M“ on important bearing on the proportion of the 
religion andS morar7br^ should be devoted to the teaching of 

faV rZ ‘ ™ obligations in the training colleges, andi"fl£nc®^hw.' h7;rr" "^il‘ P" 'ho Poaitibn and
realized that he l7 "'®'.,®5®"'''® ''‘Page when it isea that he is not only regarded as a man with more knowledge '

om he has

ai4
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_With regard to mahual work of all kinds some of us will'i^^S-a^N

[odMpise working with their hands. In this they ire notLlnS
working with his hands^o any notSbr^enVit Ifnlf dfSHo 

catch It IS worth considering how far we Europeans who
are engaged in training teachers would not do well to go out of our

“i “f ‘he commonest andunskilled work side by side with our pupils.
Further, with regard to the right attitude to education it will 

require much patience and persistent effort to combat the idea that 
memory work IS to form the whole or even'the principal part of a 
child s education. Memory work and repetition has its place no 
doubt, and possibly the pendulum has been allowed to swing too 

■ ; . ^ far in some educational circles in
the direction of discounting the 
value of such work, but we must 
tram the African to think; he 
shrinks from it not only because 
he is unaccustomed to it, but be
cause thinking is hard work. We 
shalbhave to train our teachers to 
do and to set sums which are not 
merely repetitions of similar 
sums with the figures altered, to 
write answers to examination 
questions which shall not be 
mere reproduction of notes they 
have been given or of matter 
which they have read. But if we . 
can start their reasoning faculty 
into life we may hope that they 
in turn will want to do the same 
with the children they will have 
to teach. V 

Among the posifive things that 
we shall have to teach will be 
that they can never stop learning, 
that they are to be students to the 
end of their lives. This will mean 
teaching them Jiow to continue 
their education themselves 
when they have finished 
theii; formal course, and will 
involve their getting into 
the habit of reading for

than his neighbour, but one whom the people are accustomed to 
look up to os definitely teaching higher ideals of life and a higher 
moral sttmdard, and one whose example they will watch closely. I
(b) A Right Attllade to Edacalloo

Besides discussing the proportion of time which may be devoted 
to religious and secular subjects respectively, we shall have to 
consider what proportion shall be observed between the attention 
devoted to the education of the teacher himself os distinct from that 
given to training him in methods of teaching. But first of all in 
regard to both these aspects it will be necessary to ensure that his 
attitude to the whole subject of education is a right one. And this 
is perhaps not quite so easy os it sounds.

In most cases we have not to start with a blank; what I mean is 
the would-be teacher already has his ideas as to what constitutes 
education, as well as some more or less well-defined views as to the 
ultimate aim of study. Most of these ideas of his will require 
modifying to a considerable extent..

Not improbably he will think of education as simply the 
acquiring of a certain number ofj facts, together with an aoundant 
faith in the system of learning as many of them as possible by heart. 
He will have to have his outlook broadened very much until lie 
realizes that education is intended to develop every faculty he 
possesses’: the moral faculty, the reasoning faculty, the facultyfof 
self-expression (and not only with his mouth but with his hands), 
add not merely the faculty of memory. This may seem to b4 a 
mere platitude, but those who have to deal with the African as'he 
is at present will realize the truth of what I have j*ust said andjthe 
need to fake it into account.

Wc are grateful to the Director of Education for having! set 
down so unmistakably the duty of teaching hygiene, and of the 'use 

, of the hands both in what are usually called Handicrafts as well in 
the cultivation of the soil. For some of us these are subject^ in 
which—to our shame be it said—^we have failed in the past to give 
adequate instruction. But they are also foreign to the conception 
that the African has so far formed as to what constitutes education. 
We must contrive, therefore, that the teachers we are training,not 
only learn the^ subjects, but, what is more important, become con
vinced of their usefulness and necessity until they are not only 
interested in them but enthusiastic in propagating them. Once we 
have converted our teachers we may rely on their carrying on the 
good work, but we must be careful to ensure that they are really ^ 
converted, and are not merely taking enough interest in the subject* 

\ to satisfy oup exarnination requirements.
Thus the subject of hygiene will no doubt commend itself to 

them M a subject to be learat theoretically, but it will not do to jump 
to. the conclusion that having acquired such knowledge they w;ill as 
a matter of course begin to carry/hygienic principles into practice 
of their own accord automatically..

most

I

1
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will form an imegral part of the course, and he will be given .opnofcJK 
tunities of school practice under skilled supervision, v

themselves.
adequate library facilities while they are in college, as well as the 
use of a lending library when they have gone out to their work of 
teaching, and vfe shall have to teach them how to use the books in 
the library for ^l^^emsclves, and not merely content ourselves with 
providing the books to use or not as they feel inclined. In this 
connexion a point' well worth considering is the proportion to be 
observed in the time-table between the time devoted to actual 
instruction and that to be set aside for private study andjireparation.

To this end we shall try to secure that they have

{IV. LENGTH OF THE COURSE

We may ask, How long should this course of training be?*» 
and I think the answer must be, “ Not less than three years To 
my mind the position of the would-be-teacher must be definitely 
that of the student rather than that of the schoolboy. The time 
of spoon-feeding must be considered to be over, and the student 
must learn to teach himself from lectures and books. We have to 
remember that everything will perforce be slower than at home 
The African seems to need to be told a thing two or three times 
where to be told once would suffice in the case of an English student.

, f I find that the first term or even to a large extent the'first year 
/isMargely employed in learning how to learn. The transition from 
the school to the training college is so great that it takes the student 
quite a time to orientate himself and to be able to take full 
advantage of his new opportunities. I feel that a three years* 
course is worth at least twice as much as one of two years only.

(c) SabJecU ol Slodjr
I think we shall all agree that the would-be teacher must himself 

be taught to a standard some way in advance of that to which he 
will be expected to train his future pupils, firstly in order that he 
may be able to teach his subjects adequately and in the right per
spective, and secondly, for the sake of his own mental development. 
Thus, for instance, in teaching arithmetic, though he may pot be 
wanted to tench decimals, it is well that he should be familiar with 
them so that in teaching even elementary arithmetic He should do 
so in n way that will make It ca$y for any child to understand 
decimals if he has an opportun^y later of going to study them; 
and, generally, that the teacher should know enough about his 
subjects to ensure his not teaching anything which, while satis
factory at an elementary stage, would have to be unlearned later.

The education he receive should be sufficient to ensure his own 
mental development so that he may be able to make quick and well- 
balanced decisions when called upon to do so.

There is not time to consider the several subjects of study in 
detail, but it mdy suffice to emphasize that in the teaching of 
arithmetic, for instance, the teacher should learn to work and set 
sums which have a direct bearing on the daily life and are suited to 
the limited experience of his children, and not simply use examples 
taken fnam arithmetic books compiled for the use of children in more 
civilized countries.

V. REFRESHER COURSES

What is to become of the teacher after he passes out of college 
as qualified teacher? As I mentioned above we must try to ensure 
that he does not think that he has now " finished to learn.” For 
this reason, as well as for the reasort that with the progress of 
etmcation he may find himself left behind in the march of know
ledge, it would seem most desirable that he should return at 
intervals to the training centre not oi^ly to refurbish his knowledge 
but to extend it. We find that those who return to us after only a 
few years’ teaching are not only quicker at learning, but also more ^ 
eager to learn after having come up against difficulties which they ^ 
have been unable to solve.

(d) Tbe TeacblDg of Method
Next to moral and character training this is thq most important 

part of the training of the postulant tocher, and it is almost 
e^ntia) that it should be given by a European teacher who has 
himself been through a proper training in method.

In considering the attitude of the African to education we have 
seen some of the methods which he .will have to unlearn. Let us 
now consider what positive instruction in method he is to receive.

It will include not only instruction in mechanical things such as 
the proper keeping of registers^ the.drawing up of time-tables, the 
proper arrangement of his class .with regard to .light, and the use of 
the blackboard, but will also include some study of child 
psychology.

He must be further taught the necessity of preparing his lessons 
properly and how to make notes for his lessons. Criticism lessons

I will finish, as I began, by emphasizing as strongly as I can 
the importance of this work of teacher training. There are many 
points which I have not been able even to touch on, such as the 
question of whether married teachers should have their wives with 
them during their period of training, how to arrange terms of study 
so that in garden operations the students should not be away during 
the time when their presence is needed for necessary agricultural 

the extent to which guidance should be given them in 
the development of social activities, and how far authority should be 
delegated in the matter of discipline; but I' trust that I have said 
enough to show the magnitude of the task that confronts us in 
training in an adequate way the men who arc to be the teachers of 
the African of to-morrow.

I
I
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ANSWERS TO PRAYER ■-v
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If) the April number of Central Africa, 1926, I wrote describing 
the work at Misozwe, and asking our friends at home to help us by 
their prayers. I write now to thank them and to tell them that 
difficulties have been largely removed.

(1) I was alone until the end of 1925. Then the Bishop sent me 
a deacon, Klement Mnguu. He lives at Magula, the largest sub
district of Misozwe, with many Christians.. He is doing well there. 
Their church has fallen down owing to rain. This happened last 
November. In July we began to build another, a better one, of 
beaten earth. Will our friends at Home remember the new church 
in their prayers?

(2) The superintendence of the schools was in my hands. Now 
it has a special superintendent. The Bishop appointed Miss Bates 
to act os superintendent of all the Misozwe schools, seventeen in ail, 
two of which have been closed. The Bishop will no longer be 
worried by my request for “ an inspector.”

Miss Bates lives at Kiwanda, pnd comes

our
1

to this district twice a
month. She also has token in hand the work of helping the 
Christian women.

(3) Medical work. This has nothing to do with me, but I want 
to tell readers of Central Africa about it. Miss Nash began this 
work when living at Kizara in Canon Sehoza’s time. Miss Roberts 
followed her and then Miss Pryor. It is now in Miss Obom’s 
hands. She lives at Kiwanda and comes twice a month. Both 
Bibis who work in this district live at Kiwanda. That is the 
Bishop's arrangement. So you see help has really arrived in 
answer to your prayers.

It remains for me to tell you something about the manifest signs ' 
of C^d’s mercy and his blessing on the work here. The work is 
making progress. Last year the Bishop paid us three visits, and 
confirmed 73 candidates on January r, 1926. On August 12 he 
came again on his way to Kigongoi, and I accompanied him as far 
asMkinduIo, and he blessed the new church there. Mass is said 
there once a month. When I go there the Archdeacon or some 1 
Padre from Msalabani -goes to Misozwe in my place.

The Bishop came again on September 25 and baptized 41 i 
candidates, and next day confirmed 79 candidates.

In the present year, on February 16, he confirmed 17 and held 
interviews with those undergoing penance, 
progress.

Again nt Easter this year. Never before have wc had such an 
Easter. The church was packed to overflowing; 403 communi- 

The Ingest number of communicants we have ever had. 
Mtidirii in Misozwe District, is about a mile away. It is a 
camp built by the Government for the lepers. The Government

Dr. Murray AND Patibnts at Tonowb.

provides for them and the Mission takes care of them. Miss Oborn 
comes qvery week to give them “ injections." The priest at 

, Mimzwe attends to the spiritual needs of the Christian lepers, and 
j ‘o ‘nst™ct thoM who are not yet baptized. A Misozwe teacher 
j nclps him. There are two Christians from Msalabani. We have 
! now^three^techumens from the learners' class, and there are others 
I nearly ready to receive the Cross. The total number of lepers is 17.

. Iney have a local man to look after their wants at the Government’s 
.^pense. But at the wish of the Government the priest in charge of > 
Misozwe looks after the local man, andJ informs the Government"

, evety month concerning the expenses incurred. Will the readers 
Central Africa remember this little group of lepers and those 

who are trying to help them ?
The medical treatment is very effective. There is a noticeable 

patients are fully aware of the benefit they receive.
, 1 think that one of them Is quitejyell, but as I am not a doctor I am 

I npt competent to make a definite statement. Dr. Murray has not 
yet dismissed hin((_as cured, but we think he will'get permission; 
? ' patients appear to be making good progress. We hope 
the three catechumens will be baptized towards the close of this year.

** Lord if thou wilt thou canst make me clean.”
‘‘I will, be thou cleansed ” in body and soul.

!■:

of

So you see there isI,

H. M,
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A HOLIDAY COVENANTED SUBSCRIPTIONS
Given ten days or so at the beginning of August and the resolve to 
have a iirst-rnte holiday—new scenery, congenial society, plenty of 
fun, no food bothers, moderate expense, and a holiday and refresh
ment for on^soul and mind, as well as body. Con it be done ? and 
without havm^f-to make up one’s mind so early that it is impossible 
to know whether the event can come off? Yw 1 I did it, and would 
like to let you into it as well.

From August 5-13 the Universities* Mission to Central Africa 
held their Summer School at St. Hilda’s Priory, Whitby, by kind 
permission of the Mother Prioress of the Order of the Holy 
Paraclete. The men slept in the sanatorium, the women in the main 
building, and the married couples in the Chaplain’s house. Sixty 
people altogether ranging in years from 17 to 70, but mostly 
young side.

On each day there was Mass at 8 o’clock in the beautiful chapel; 
also A^cspers with a short address, and Compline; while Sunday up 
to ten-time was held as a quiet day. These things formed the 
inspiring background of the week, thanks to our very understanding 
and helpful Chaplain. V

After breakfast at 8.45 a.m. the next event was the morning 
lecture at 10 a.m.—such lecturesU Well I You must come and 
enjoy them yourself. Priests, doctors, nurses and teachers, straight 
home from Africa, with thrilling, tender, humorous descriptions of 
the life and problems and beliefs of the Africans.

After a break and gossip and “ elevens ” there were group dis
cussions and suchlike, with mutual criticisms of one another’s 
opinions, and much good-humoured chaff, mingled with the 
sharpening of intellects. Sext and Intercessions ended that part 
of the programme.

In the afternoons you could join the main party in glorious 
excursions, one for forty miles on the Yorkshire moors, or wander 
on your own, and be in to tea, or not, as you chose—join in the 
cricket match or go down to the sea, visit the school tuck shop, play 
awn tennis, and othenvise fulfil all that your particular ideal of 

holiday fun and laziness implies.
At six o’clock we gathered for Vespers (if at home), 7 p.m. for 

supper, and after supper—at a discreet interval—the second lecture. 
No doubt as to the popularity of these 1 I do not believe any single 
pw^n missed a single one I The programme was varied by an
olher''divert?ssement/°™'*°’ ” sundry

We wish to call the special attention of subscribers to a meihod

The income of chanties is exempt from income tax, and if a 
subscriber is prepared to sign a deed covenanting to pav a fixed sum 
annually for a period of seven years, the Mission can recover the ti« 
that has been paid on that subscription. Each paid to the 
Mission by a subscriber (who is also an income-tax payer) represents 
a gross of 25s. He has paid 5s. income tax (at the rate of 4s.
m the and fonvards £i to the Mission. If he is prepared to 
covenant to pay h.s subscription for seven years, he still pays £i as
SS’y^rMeivM^a'sT”" “

Of course there are many subscribers who feel that they are not 
prepared to bind themselves by a deed, but there must be many 
othere whose income is comparatively fixed, and who have no 
intention of decreasing the amount that they now give annually, and 
to such we would appeal to consider this scheme very carefully,^for if 
grra^"^*^ ‘“'“pled the financial benefit to the Mission will be very

It is to be noted that in case of the death of a subscriber the 
covenant bmomes void, and that there is no charge on the esmte. 
nt ® ‘"‘="‘'0" of the Committee to promulgate this scheme
at the anniversary, but in his Budget statement the Chancellor of the 

“ withdraw this concession, and it was only 
restored and definitely confirmed shortly before Parliament rose.

m 'Jf.h^ni’O'itl year does not end till April 5, there is still time 
tor the Mission to recover the current year's tax on covenanted sub
scriptions which are paid between now and the end of the financial

on the

U.M.C.A. AT THE CHURCH CONGRESS
I the Church Congress at Ipswich, October 4-7, there will

ee an Exhibition of Curios at St. I^wrence’s Hall, St. Stephen’s 
I open each day from 12I30 to 7.30 p.m.

Light Luncheons and Teas will be supplied at moderate charges, 
hooks and literature will be on sale.

I ^ celebration of Holy Communion daily, with
I intention for the Mission, at 7.15 and 8 a.m. at St. Mary-at-the-EIms.

The end of eight days found a cheery crowd, in high good 
fellowship, refreshed in soul, mind .and body, and, plc.rse God, 
with a mder vision, deeper insight into the needs of Africr; and a 
clear and joyful resolve each to pull his weight in these matters 
during the coming year.

The cost? £3 for eight days, plus excursions and travelling 
m yonf^i'f' You will never get a holiday
to touch It. and it will be held at an equally interesting place.

G. Le B.

“upriilni- Ihe U.M.C.A. luid the dlo«5« of Kobe, 
7 ”* •I’' '’"h" H"”' ®'- MIT'” BrooltMd, Dnrimoulh Pork,

- «r near North London should make a note of the dates and visit the Exhibition.
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Kins, c/o ^MIw Lance, ^Chilton Lodk 
Nmthim SaotnaaT, mW lUywood, Nr 
CoBts*. Durham. pncM was provided and gave great satisfaction not only to friends 

of the Mission, but to others who gladly availed themselves of the 
opportunity provided. There were stalls illustrating some of the 
work that IS going on in the Mission and speeches were made on 
each day in the luncheon hour. The Archdeacon of Sudbury made 
a special appeal to those present on the second day for Increased 

^ support to U.M.C.A. in the Diocese. All those‘who took Wrt in " 
arranging the Exhibition are * to - be heartily congratulated, 
especially Miss FC, B. Gray, the Secretary, and her splendid band 
of helpers. The local paper had a very appreciative paragraph on 
the subject of the Exhibition. Some of the speeches about the • 
lyingdom of God in a country Diocese reminded one forcibly of 

conditions in the country Dioceses of East and Central
.Africa.
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Afri^n from Mtonya. It is encouraging to find that missionary 
publications provide matters of interest to the public press. .
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discussions with MOSLEMSDISCUSSIONS WITH MOSLEMS
of the kind of discussions which take place between 

a Chnsitan teacher and a Muhammadan teacher on the mainland.]
A SHORT time ago wc expressed a wish to receive an account of such 
discussions. It seemed probable that such an account might help 
our readere to realize more clearly what lines such discussions 
follow. It is wise not to name the contributor or the district in 
which he is working. We must be sympathetic rather than critical 
as we read the account which is given to us.

In these districts there are no Moslems who know their “ Book *’ 
Christians and Moslems when they argue about religion are inclined 
to aim at a verbal victory inasmuch os the Moslem does not know 
his Book, and although the Christian knows his Book, he has still 
to Iwm how to put up with the taunts of the Moslem. So there 
results a battle of words, and it is hard to discern which of the two 
really is in possession of the truth on account of this habit 
of taunting one another.

So because the Moslems do not know the Koran in their 
districts, I argue with them about small matters with which thev 
are conversant. - • \

I often ask them why they worship God in a language which 
they do not understand. They reply, “Our teachers do not explain 
matters to us, and if we want to |)e taught to read the Koran, we 
must pay tliem for this instruction, and we do not possess enough 
money to do this. That is why we do not know Arabic, nor under
stand the meaning of the Arabic words which we use in our 
prayers.” Thea I reply, “ If God were to send an angel to you to 
give you some instruction, what language would he use?” They 
reply, “ He would use my language;” Then I ask them, “ What 
langua^ ?” They reply, “ Kishambala or Kiswahili.” Then I 

angel use Arabic, the language of your 
prayers? Theyj-eply, “ Because we are not Arabs and do not 
know Arabic. Then I ask, “ Why is not your Book translated 
into a language which you do understand?” They reply, “Because . 
our teachers say that the Koran must not be translated. It must 
be read in Arabic because it contains the words of God.” Then I 

** Koran, then, is different from the
God of the Gospel.” They reply, “ “ 
sent thftM two messages; let those w_____________ _ .
wiw and those who love the Koran follow their way.'
. Very well. Let us suppose that my Book is an old 

. yours also an old copy, and that a page

- - '

•<

A Christian Tbachkr AND AN ex-Moslem Teacher (now.a Catechumen);

I'T possessed by evil spirits?"

rT - we“ors\VGotTu. yj:

in a good or holy person make a bad Ihing?” 
Thev sav"" r God good or

di™they on? unlawful.”

They 
- or bad?” 
Then I ask

. -.e has created these *' 
They.do not reply to -' No. God is one God who has 

m^ges; let those who love the Gospel follow their 
who InvA thi* T^nmn ' rinii^tir j say

_ . _ copy and
at j >n . ----------page or two of both copies drops

”Sr* whlch^of these pages will a passer-by pay most 
attention ? They say, * The passer-by will prefer the page of the
Gospel because Arabic writing is regarded with fear. They

Sil'iiSFizSSS
wanili a_ language which we understand. You don’t understand 

I teachers don’t follow the same course.
yob'hiiaers(a*’j worship God is to use a language which
- Apin I remark, "If God is one and His way is one, and if He 
reveals this way in two parts, these two parts will be alike, they will 
not contradict one another. But it is plain that the Gospel and the

connect it wiih jinns and devils, but the page of the Gospel suggests 
no such fears. (They do not know the reason why this is so.I”

So we_ proi^ as follows. 'I say,“ Let us look a little more 
closely into this matter of evil spirits. Which of the followers of

aaS
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DISCUSSIONS WITH MOSLEMS Diocese of Zamibar

medicines like charms and rings and exorcism, and that by the use 
or thOM means Satan can depart from a man. Why is this medicine 
OTmetimes unavailing? They reply, “Satan does not leave the 
body of a mail until the man dies, but sometimes he remains 
quiescent.” I reply, " Satan has no medicine. No one can 
conquer him but God, and the true Christian cannot be ‘ possessed ' 
1 don t deny that some Christians think they are ‘ possessed,’ but 

“f®-P®.* followers of Christ. A true and
“ If w! “""“‘be possessed." I also tell them.

If we Christians refuse to eat the flesh of certain animals on the
oTmdbfyU' MoslemrS^^^^^^^

_ ^metimes when I am speaking to them like this, they sav 
What you say is true; there is truth in your religion. There is 

rh *" “. "f in ours, but it contains many taboos. ' If a
Christian has married a wife and she turns out to be dissolute
a^noTe^wTfe\;‘'’^,T?s

I reply, “ To follow God's way is a serious matter, and His
I' ‘‘““s contain manyprohibitions. It is in this respect unlike Islam, which permits a 

man to have two or more wives and to divorce his wives just as he 
pleases. Burthen (^d created man, how many did He create?” 

y reply, Two, Adam and Eve.” I then ask them, “ Why 
He not create two , ^dam ?” This makes them laugh.

I tell th™. It is by God’s command that a Christian has only 
rpndTn ; •“ ‘•'“bey God. Haye you eve^
wTvl • ‘•'.''“‘ccd Etc? But you Moslems divoree
wivM just as you pl^.” They only laugh at this.
IiveTmo„i« "I 'be ignorant Moslems who

MLIN&A THE SPIRIT MOUNTA^^
. The everlasting hills towered above us all round 

. our eyes to them as we set out that morning trrlimh MrPP 
■great spirit mountain. We were going to^ne nf^ha^ 
sacred to the African dwellers in the ^mmfry spots most
there,” they hold, “ among the Tonell^nSi rf^h''" 
dwell the spirits of the dead. There, aftheir wfll^X^ 
and fro on the heights, looking do%f on he ^ ^
they dwelt, fully conscious of all going o^ bebw

■ a snake of fearsome aspect with a hrad as big 2 an ox ? "h

ESS'S
l^Vaf F , ■nenacing, or 4ain fair and

ir
their priest among them, 
ascend the mountain side, 
winding up the narrow foot
paths to the stone of sacrifice. 
They go to- offer a sacrifice 
of propitiation to the spirits 
of the dead. Below, an evil 
spirit is devastating the land; 
maybe the dead have been / 
neglected or ignored of late.
If they, the omnipotent, 
appeased, surely they will 
intervene on behalf of their 
kinsmen before evil is trium- 

|l_.phant—and then once again 
3j peace will fall upon the land.
I So, silently and steadily the 
S procession mounts to the top,
II in their reverence they refrain 

even from spitting, and any
one who knows the Africans 
can realize the discipline this

OES on TOE OF Musoj. must flioan. Arrived at the

The jesssisaH
. . ri

I ”

did

•riia,-.
your

fsj- ‘ '■ ■'
are

TwolCimiimEH Gm
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mlinga the spirit mountain
Diocese of Nyasaland

ston?'*’r™ sacrifices the animal victim at the sacrificial
Thorn, *” "-e sacred Grove of
lavn sS "'^T have ever penetrated. Each man
hZh P'*® a tribute to the
and^famn- **'eir way down into the friendly
roti“eo'ront.'’““'''’

t. X-GIRLS

Si ed at fo-niltarlywer„a“ed"."'°'”“ ‘-aj
. "Phe'!- existence as a class is 
.mmedtately and entirely a 
result of Christianity, and as 

demands, and will increas-
s?dernf‘^'’'P“a’ 
sideration and prayers.

^Vvfcgsjaa s snfr'.“'s
■ VrCT’VAf ■] undoubSi;''"'"’""'-”"' “ "

Afrir deserted path we climbed that day, our two
African Christian porters leading the tvay. We passed through 
viilages of mud and stick huts, with their inhabitants busy pound
Sfkitr’ Hf’ °“‘='d« their housS

h P .“f baskets. We claipbered up precipitous paths 
whT®o °;'f„.a‘r™ms and rocks, always climbing Sp to
where the peaks of Mlinga rose above us. It was a cIoudLs dav 
everywhere seemed very still. The last part of the climb we^aSd 
through no villages, and except for two or three small children 
oeonir" away screaming when they saw the awful strange white 
people approaching, we met no one. Nearing the peak at last wt 

“ft' "t®" the paths wound round and 
wond tpoaned eerily in the trecs^

(no wonder men hold that spirits dwell here)? away in the distancp

ruld“mreii''"A„rri"‘""^ •■’"“j w
US stretched an amazing panorama of mountains and plains and
rf thT™rldand‘^'®‘!'dT'l,'‘ d“ “ alimbed re the topot the world and could look and see that It was all very eood Th^
iwei""up“ 1° teigmi: "'®" ’ P-^
gremreu'nd dawn, past the sacrificial stone, like a
ftX and nlan^,^ '•PP^cance, past the pile of
We trM ^ lying there,
who uTio d® 1.*^™™ of Thorns, but here our two guides,
prere^ded i^Lnea fT "a '^®“u ‘’®®“"’^ P'‘'‘"'y frightened and pretended iterance of its whereabouts, so we let it so We left
f^t r"ra'" ‘“P “■"® ™»«y b-rn^h At he
^L?nd mad “"‘f^topped for some time on some

i“SS
■• Lighten oM^d iflights of the Mission Station.

\

„ . .V a condition of
alfairs which must be encountered

comm^ty gro^ in any single ^rier" “ ‘"®

■tge'(freqLnlly ve’f^mnd" sor^Thet ar "’"’“r °n“''

■5KSX"3T,S^^^^^ ="

her Baptism her rhff f r '■®®®'''®‘‘ ‘'’® beforesstr “ 7.."£.s''i: szici'S s
budne A, ^ '™ee would be a great asse- - •■•- -egular wage would be a great asset to the family 

- unmarried on
^ -e almost irresistible temptation of receiv-

t'ht hands'^ Payment in settlement of marriage for her from 
make a i!..?r. i ^ "’i’y °‘f‘rr. even though he be not free to-AIM. mmmmm

^ his wife and children to provide for
230
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X-GIRLS X-GIRLS

(aithough when earning a good wage, perhaps away at the mines, 
ne IS as a rule most extraordinarily generous to his whole family); 
he h!^ his own hut to build and hut tax to pay, and a cloth he 
IS going to wear any time, for himself or his wife, will cost 6s. 
an average month’s wage in most cases. *
. generally has no use for them in their corporate

hie. It IS the mother of children only who has any standing there, 
the unmarried girl is a useful adjunct perhaps to fetch and carry 
water, to cut firewood, to help in the field work and pound the
Hour, but if she gets a scant feed as a return for her" day’s work_
the use of a verandah to sleep on at night, with a revWsionary 

cloth, they consider her sufficiently 
rewarded,- she is of no use; she has brought no fresh fields to the
forii 1 ‘’“jP ■'f®< "P .children

For the girl herself, living as she miist-in and of the village 
what a prospecti Everybody’s fag, pt^d; frotp.ihahd to, hand 
where work or food happens to be most plentiful; She sera her 
more fortunate Christian contemporaries-marry Happily, and take 
their place in the village life, respected as potential factors in the 
luture of their race; even one,! may be, who started on the 

.1, P='^'’'‘"ce iot as far as Baptism with her,
and then gave up the fight as too hard in favour of some.unlaw-

I'erself. off from the 
iw ^ ° Church, but she is accepted in the general 

? a eiven status as a married woman; she has some

n "'''■*'> f" her food which it is
^ntially the man s business to procure, and above all, she is

Sri«;„ “5 “"ied 'Vill be their very own;-and now-
Sem the Y u ‘h® “f® for all, and for
temnleJand Y.1 I V® Sive it up;’they are

“""p '■o- but not all: many go on fight-
thfnk^fLd of 'hose who do fall,
" "'“he fresh ^effort. Othere it is true
for th" U '''® “"‘f fo’’ ‘hco. wc can only prayKtb^^kT^iL'&rfo^.’^^

But what are we doing to help them? 
iittenrf.rt th instruction for them which is really well
Sv ®r social afternoon each week, when seeing is

the day, and some quite serviceable cloths 
evolved from patchwork pieces sent by many kind friends at home;

to earn enough to provide themselves with T 
I this again is somewhat dependent on gilttfromZ ith^ghj, 

is a prospect in the future of teaeWnI LmT “■'dTheV'
themselves, and maybe to earn a lt'"| J 
present in prospect only, and will nerhJ^r ■ r ‘ ’his is at 
working entail more time and exoense'^thon^^ Pcclirainary
much essential school tvStk to be attendS ®'"'^’’“hle with so 
arepyer two hundred of these girls to he r . hfcfnwhile there 
attention is a hard thing, adequare suoervRk, f^dividual
almost an impossibility, but there is alwara encoura 
^^embrance of the promise attached t^o STar-Yrryfa?

practical and w'th^point’jhari^Lremftte™‘ih^'TnTl’h* 
hesiiation in asking for some very real prayers ’fo" disc1'° 
Pijiyers for them in their homes, prayers %rthem i i, 
wdrk they take up, prayers for them'whL„ ‘hsiH m whatever 
them as they niftke recovery. Their Dosition prayers for

I Jkey need all the help th^t we cam ^'"h^em fffey"
for aThVe the Christian life isfor all hoi\ ever hard the circumstances maybe.

interest in some weJl-worn

to look to

are to'be 
possibilityCatechumen

F. M. K.

'ftO

r:h‘
r.r

s
"What can we do?

A Cuss OF Likoma Women and Giri.s.
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Diocese of Zansihnr kwa maizi school

to have a real desire forWHAT WE DO AT KWA MAIZI 
SCHOOL »““S's .tsi;

wriL.eipr.o’!^of fvtiafjj^ ^

i the children'are caned bJa'’bX(U ^l^’pfece at 5.30
pteqf iron) which is bea?en by t’he’^rlnT 
clock. Every boy says his prayers bv hf= m "’t
to his daily work. The work is of different^Wnlk® “t “*1,“ 
to church to sweep and prepare the altar j So
hiid they beat tbe drum for Mass Otho^ * Put down the mats
the school houses, and thTmasters- hoSS '0^^''”= “otmitorios,. 
and one boy takes care of^hf cfock wL 
John, the boy in charge of the clock blnwc^th"

I into line and one of fbe prSL's Sis t^ro^f rnd'lh. ss £r ;.t*s -ii;. "r." •“ «^«... ,p. j.,. .,i
When

Srhoo^ P,™'"'“‘* ‘'"a monlli to send an account of Kwa Maizi 
“P'^’’'^'* ’■“‘Ixn’ "tore than five years ago as a board- 

ng school to prepare boys for the Central School, hhgila? bm in 
eLti^h" “ Central School (though we are not yet advanced
„ “ f, ° tinder the Government scheme) and
sent our first Zigula boys direct to Minaki in 
are all doing well.

we
1925- I hear they

The school is built on a site on rising ground, about five

mstant hills. The dormitories, schdbl houses, masters’ houses etc 
have''t “"d .tiatib buildings in ordinary native style.’ We
im C 3° borders of whom z6
arc Christ ans and 4 are Catechumens. One of our teachers of
rcm"]n"ordeT,lfa?h ‘be seboo

nSmrcl wnrP ? 'v'’® ‘‘’■■ectly missionary andpMtoral work of an out school teacher in charge of a district
bl“U7nL Min k"rh? “ Sulera®ani Yatibu who
oe leaving Minakt this term. He has very ffood nhillfv nnH

'"wTh’fv*” '‘""‘('■"S: certifica^ Obtainable. ^
and wair^^jtrli '“a" ™PP''es the wages of cook

■ brnmaile'^^fr- “'“.bhys soap, oil and some of thd food,

dm °.‘*'i,“^ school to get in their harvest. This' year for the first

si-if ,3“ :ss':s

sfs is; "• “<«” i-ewS i"™"'.

fio bitter that it is almost undrinkable 
very unpalatable.

The boys are

will

SJSSsggil
^enTiig if fhe have drill or else we drill in the

‘“e -nc/tlsti^“an^“^t |

’ivT “ Tss'otnont, Church Doctrine and Sing-
again until ,r,n ttod 'ban we go into school
and' the fiJ«^ d- ^y the Angelus and come out of school, ^ 
thTsrcend 5,^ -"®'' rSS! when the food is read;
we have ifn-it, a prefect says grace, and when
and 'hrJv;?''*.““".® '’® "^“b ”1 and we are ail silent
are Insi "'I' notices. He tells us about any articles which 
not Sn „rlf™i^^®i" bo speaks of any work which has
thaniK ’’t^nne. After the.,notices he says “ Let us give 
“ Ame'h “ stand up and he says a prayer and we answer - 
until ^ j ^ clock we go into afternoon school and work

■ hoein2^*D *’ we come out and do manual work, ;such as
bov'l^V f Wednesday there is no afternoon schoolT Each 

' him bathe unless there is some reason to prevent
1s roll illness. At 5 p.m. we go to church, and then there

call and after that, when the porridge is'Yeajiy; we have our

s?t?

water is sometimes 
and food cooked in it is

extraordinarily keen on their lessons. They seem

234 ■
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kwa maizi school
Diocese of Masasi

Jo*'" blows the
sne-if "’b'Sl'e ‘ben no one may

8 o-rlT®^“ “b ‘“ve to dan«lie go to S “ aL^o I '■" 'be"
Ke^,e u .u “ j Saturdays we are given soap and each

oy bathes and Washes his clothes and we tidy up our school village 
„nH.h °K "= SO to church to swcc^ and clean the braS
At^^^'rloV",h n <'e“ra‘e ‘be church.
nnV- b.v b ‘be''e f«tal Evensong, and on Sundays we 
and in the evening we have Benediction. ^

whistle
■ ■ NEWS FROM LULINDI

Extracts from 'Miss F. SmitJFs letters \
Rev, T. Vickers.‘0 Mrs. Vickers ani_Je^ 

managed to get your people

', HiT'.Z" isjx,fisz'j" “s
: ,MS.? bit With so many women’s illnesses. What I am mos^az,S 'rz£ .ra,r.Tdfidr. .LStn ts

S'e' W^ee'^tT" ‘.“.“'"S "Hh a couple
hannlh^mhfr-lm • ’ ''owever now everything, is all right. (I 
rTrS In >• ® ‘ '“"b'ly- Now they are sjfunny.
|’',?-“^|S"d?.‘b"m some teaching ra babies,: and their o,™ aSsbSi" f "“"r s'’.«sss!.“ffi sBiS"'EE'-""=buiitdp ail s" ir 'b”|ld'ho|>hals%TfinkLl“^e

rest
\

district® a very stronglj. Muhammadan

r‘!' ““ ‘'f ' P““’ I ™'y ^“"b want m
me Fr»ri7"*^ b""" more about Christ who died for 

T f'?? “"d suffered very much in order that He
^M^H^rirThf’ were beyond measure in order
hi^snLd^S . my soul. Here in this part of Africa religion

^ T"'’’ ‘b"m are very many heathen and
Muhammadans who do not believe in Jesus Christ as their Saviour 
^ev H "“‘"“"'7 ‘ha‘ I should preach the Gospel to them dven if 
they do not want tt I am not satisfied that I alone shouirbe 
saved, no, I want all men to attdih to God. I have come here

!h “f*"''®'’'"’ ‘“"heridthat I may teach all who do not 
know Him that they may know Christ, for indeed they are blind " 

At the CTd of last term the boys were given some questions to
Sn'"‘^1,“"‘' ‘be ‘4"Soy m'h:

•” ^-''b'?” without any

wills 10 .Minaki. Because I wish to teach (if God
And "''eiyone cannot teach without being educated
fha? ,2rm?sr‘ {.“‘‘S'’' SO 10 Minaki so
to d'oU®a“G™oTmfrme?L^?;‘
and^m''„'?S®,^‘“*‘’‘'’'a'’?^®"'''". 'b®!-- Singleness of purpose
count^ iT.h? a° ®® ‘bey 'ea4 ‘he natural up-
S musf he 7 heva fed here and meet the temptations to which

first.

Z.

Lulindi DispbksAxt.
e.lfi
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NEWS FROM LUtlNDI

bigger place for men only, and another for women onl„ i, ,V. FROM OUR POST-BAG
The Nairobi Ga^njerence

The Conference v^as really wonderful nnH t , ( • 1
together with the admirabfy cordial atmLohem w^'r ^ccck—^

. First and foretpost, of”on?se !h “
many friends, and many prayers Slid in the Con J "’“"y Praycts of 
the perfectly admirable chairmanship of the Son 
lastly to the apparently fortuitous visit of n ir R- a ''"d
just before the Conference. TheyTl aI™H 
with the Uganda people before ^the coSenr ’t, ^"“"‘''y 'ouch 
agr^d that all points of difference between us a^ 
frankly discussed without any reserve and ih!= ^
. perfectly calm and courteous wlw Tn the end" done, but all in 
long sessions and various subcommittees L icu’"" 
dramatic. One of the delee-ate*; decision was quite
posed the formation of tfe nrovince Nairobi, pro-
ing (beyond words. HTexpmlsed hims “hch-
and'hoped with all his hear't that^th^e Khemf converted
The vote was taken. Absofutelv !?• ™“''' 
spontaneously the doxology was sun? It wnT°“®’

the^ whole thing goes

l! Another thing: the church is. toppling over We 
very nervous about it. However, we are starting in earne«^“"“S 
our matertals brought. During the week nearfy too Ss 
been brought m On Friday the women brougM mu^^r 
children stones (for altar). The men on Friday worker 
uproot a large tree. The church is going to be in^thaT^h nr “ 
bare bara opposite the men's houses. When we gef0?^^' 
we are going to use all the available material in tS old At c 
One has an affection for this, and it is nice to feel that thelS 
IS truly a continuation of first efforts and beginnings ^

We are going to have some new candlesticks; there is a fundi 
here making suA nice ones. We have some various dfinpiS 
brass ones, but the wooden ones are much nicer, especiallv.wLn ih. 
brass ones wobble. We still use the original ’wSo" *"
htgh altar,, but some of them suffer from broken legs.

to three causes.are

h
i.:

> ^ a

i

push. l am so, thankful and grateful to you all
^ very much. It nearly

fhe dme Mi^flher’ “• ^ =0 much, practically ail
ocLlionnfht^r England, ten months; except for
bnd^^il ..P f™'^,M=»sast, and we were so busy, and a ran of 
sraved^n somp odd
HoweveFth?^ ^ T allowance, made it difficult.
^ W “PI P“P'® have been so good to
oL^h^ cealiaes it's more than one petlin an
?MTOnsSv^u‘i,^^° presence of a doctor relieves one of much 
SM of .WF 11,’.'’“'* “'"P“late legs several times; you know the

to his Synod.

! # * # #
Piocese of Masasi

I SS wa1'Spron%ttt“ “
'ArcMLcon sLfnstfn^f -‘‘h the Ven.
and sub.no, • P''- Ambrosio Mitande as Deacon
Lewintnd Rev Sfani fh r'-^u Archdeacon
There were also S P fr 'he Throne.

8 a.m and th Ce'hedral from 5.30 a.tp. continuously till
pteachrf takinrr congregations. The Bishop
Kle thm 'h «• 9, end he told the
JeruMlem tn *>een sent from Canterbury and
‘he dutTof ded® T>‘°eese of Masasi. He also spoke of
die hoM of ell possessions to the service of God: of
peace wb’fh “'e'ff'cg “"d beautifying the Cathedral; and of tlie 

After fk P™" ‘he forgiveness of injuries,
football nroimd “ u’’®. Pe°Ple had a dance of rejoicing on the 

grotind, until the mid-day sun drove them to rest.

•J
o'" i-

i-
i
[

i' ■
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FROM OUR POST-BAG r.r*";.'"

education,
to the Editor of CmxBAh AmicA

on the iu^ec"! wh“h b w

sz&£Ti£,’tr£:‘i^s^J^.Axi xt-tnisstscr"

P^^3iSfpS

: :s£i^^JSTmd
#sr;.'S'SF"?F"'“^ShSlS?™”"^" - Si."'Sn't 

££''?F ““ “." s5?Sj,'‘s.'?fi' gas
K ri^ed'lh’’"" in .the school, hive got Afri(iS ,eschars S

duly licensed! when, I Sly, 
iiut'^SI?’ ® e ‘N' T *0 1’*™ done, we reniain, I fear,
than'lo^peyS®-i'" Government^ eyes, we Iget less 
is’lhe ‘6? “f “''®- Triie, I do not think that
mVt'with' rh'T.T. part of our Diocese. :There we are 

, V> great difficulty that the Goyernm^t pay::abbut

Diocese of Nyasaland-^Liuli

The Principal of St. Michael’s College very kindly took a Quiet 
Uay for our teachers and also gave us much help and good advice 
on educational matters.
^1 pleasure of a visit from Lieut.-Comm. A. M
Clark, Provincial Commissioner, and Mrs. Clark.

Eight of our teachers completed their fourth year at the college, 
and are now at work, thr^ obtained hrst-class certificates, and 
five swond-class. We have now eleven students at St. Michael’s.

The central block of our stone school is now ready for roofing. 
This building has been given by St. Stephen’s, Lewisham, who 
also have enabled us to put a stone floor to the Church and 
baldacchino to the High Altar.

We are hoping that the Bishop will be able to consecrate the 
Chwch on Holy Cross Day, September 14.

There are some eight hundred people preparing for Confirma-

. . goes' on^uch as usual, a slight increase
in the number of in-patients nQw)we are able to feed them, but 
for how long we shall be able to‘do this it is difficult to say for 
food IS by no means plentiful even nW.

We were disappointed that Dr. Vost was unable to pay us her 
promised visit last month, especially a^ Several people had been 
called in for operation, A few were^t to Likoipa, but most of 
them returned home disappointed:- A woman who had been badly 
injured by a leopard also arrlyed the same day as the steamer, 
so there would have been plenty of work. We are, however, look- 
mg forward to seeing the doctor this month instead.

The June steamer took us south as far as Kwambe, and we 
walked on to Chiwindl. and then back to Liuli. The school 
children were examined medically as well as intellectually and it 
WM found that at least 90 per cent, are suffering from 
ankylostomiasis..

This month we are hoping to do the Manda trip.
Kuyo is flourishing, but Lundu (the leper island) is still some

what neglected owing to south winds. Last visit, quite a record 
number of patients turned up for injections.

Doctor Wigan writes that he has been promised £ioo for the 
L we are most grateful for this and have

renewed hopes that in due course we shall 
buildings in place of mud huts.

tion.
The medical work

II see two handsome stone

G.F.G.
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EDUCATION
education

:Fi3€ ^wages independent of their moral chZacter. To give C “
A teacher of ours with a St. Michael’s College cfrtifiMte 
into polygamy. He was dismissed from his work a? a 
teacher but immediately obtained employment in the r'®""’ 
raent school of the capital of the Province at a sn nrv‘ I 
times as large as he fad been receivTnrfrom 
I never have heard m any single case, of enquiries 
into his moral character by the Government official r«i„,iu,

r=n'i.“ ■
You will admit. Sir, that those of us in the Diocese of Nvrv, 

land who cry be ye separate," “ have nothing to do with 
tnenccontrol .or grant ’’ have a strong case on om side^ tS; 
should have lo bear both the burden of “ officialdom " and mnl! 
rsT/f “ “ emphasize earlier) it will mean, at any
rate for some years to come, extra expenditure by the Mission 2 
education on account of the new subjects to be^taught and the 

-variety of apparatus required. Finally, in time to fome it 
mem-^^h"'^!! c^^rol of education by the Govern-
must.face "he facts”" completely for it also. We

co-operate with the Govern- 
would ni^nTh'*-'*’ ourselves? Ii

onS ffi’o t- "'‘'“"y book-learning. For, remember,
to 7’“^® to co-operation is that we should have
hand,v™f.? v ‘«“bing such new subjects as agriculture,
handicrefls hygiene, etc. I, myself, for one, am strongly opposed
In mv fnln”®'"? " book-learning " theory of fdufln.
Afri7ns ?hr"’i'" °f the welfare of the
handfarnff' ” 7“' "’“=‘ P"' ®“0h things as agriculture and
ircffii^rtnn Thus, if lie are to conlmire I.
mort> mnn'A mission work, we have got to spend
nre compelled Iromlly?' “ do so by Government, we

vvdidddin°ihS'**'''i, °^J’‘"^ failure to co-operate with Government 
fS All ™ should be unable to open any new eehoeU in th, 
hOuS ’’■"t do would be to obtain permission far “ prayer
an imnaase ‘b'tiking that for us to acquiesce in such
resji?ninS^™,2^°i'’^-® ’Ootamount, at any rate in some areas, to 
gbt^A^rr^^? tperely to holding on to what we have already 
° ThirHfa7 P'cture indeed Jor a Catholic Mission I 

■ more 'hat the Government would tend rapie
’ especially in Moslem areas, to put up secular schools

Mostems could contempfa7tWs wfth''eq!lfni"rfity‘^^

certainly be the only Mission standing out ft’ the“'"’“iT 1
even the Roman Catholics agreed to -whaf ‘ ^
Conference at Zomba. I am fonvinefd J ‘^e
Isolated like this would be a tactical error of the grafiftfarf 

As regards the future, to my mind we do S . v '

Christian side, and if we caflome Sn m ™ 'he
Mcrifice of principle-as I believe that we can-lFthOT wToiTfh’tl'
wwone Liix 2nx:: of"'c:rgi"f fo't
efroTpotem"" P"ce4ht not to"t

T. H. Hicks

pay to
among

ii
\f.' made

argu-k

I'i
i--

f:

b- HOME JOTTINGS!1 The General FnnU receipt

Received durinf- September ... «, .
Total receipts lo September 30 ... I'. ilJ’Ja'j

A decrease of ^81,303. ’

compare as followsif 1027 1020
dBl.OlS

£22,297ii
"««M Sreall, help to relieve

dl U a, Ihelr e.„e.,l.;r,.“lhe‘'o!Se‘.S„" “SleSi?
Ii
j;
ii * *

P^Med. " and names may be

l! . not be held this yc.ir owing- to theii
! Inter* 

100. As it contains 
added in the space

7'i.' I - . •
dM&hSFrDartmmih '"«r“«don will be held In tbe Chapel
“dl 6.80 p.’m. Se ^11 L i; Weatmmaler, on Thtiraday, December 1, from 8 a.m. 
ff'^hsl/ an hour in f we shall be glad It those able to
Etensong .at 6 p.m. will c?ose*'3?e'^dIy"*^ Nugee.

20, " The Diocese of

•PPly information and for (he form of deed please
° Assistant Secretary at the Mission Office.

and
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HOME JOTTINGS INEXPENSIVE BOfttcs

■;. '• ■■ ------------------------------------------------■ \

AFRICAN DAVID & JONAtI^

Vestnienli.—There is, , S' conslant tlemand lor simply-madc Vestments for Enirihh
aiul African priests. Will parishes undertake to make some in readiness for**ouf 
annual Exhibition next March? Application should be made to Miss Barnard 
?? ••-alinp'. for Nvasniand, and to Miss Douglas, 233 Turney Road’
Dulwich, S.L.31, for Zanzibar, Mas.isi. and N'orthern Rhodesia, who would supply 
ready cm-oui Copes or sets of Vestments, with full directions, which should be carefully 
I..lIo«-«l i" tvDTy .fclail. A Hire Co,!, irniy lie mnile lor ^4, a eel ol VeMmem. to?

w e Church linen arc also much needed. Miss E, M. Tvlee
4 \ nne Street, Bath, w'ould supply pi] information concerning these.

Ji«*S«w Puiilei
Notices ” p. vi).

Stert's

Four Portraits.'/-.bTM'
/* ^

I are mWe -o;: Two Illustra. 
4a., by post Sd.suitable for Christmas presents are 

A considerable
by Mr. Claude Siert (see 

been given to the Mission as the resultof Mr. labours.

AFRICA ON THE HILLTOPS

v t/-. by . post'1/2

* 1,-
?eie:i re.-'-u- it'si JiTt: S',r Me.'" -

* *
NURSING IN NYASALAND

THE MISSION STAFF ifHE HEALING OF THE AFRICAN
An Account of U.M.C.A. Medical Wofk.Name Diocese

Four IlJustrations. 
6d., by post 7d[.Arrivals in £nelan4:

Miss Bliss 
Miss Heany 
Miss H. Owm
liepartures from Fngfawd? 
ReVc E. G. Easton 
Rev. A. C. Rogers 
Rev. C. H. Rush 
Miss R. Heald 
Miss D. Mills 
Miss J. Blackburn 
Miss M. Wisdom 
Dr. Wigan 
Miss How 
Rev. O. Dyson 
Miss Hazeil

1D27
Zanzibar
Nyasaland

Sept. 29

thirty years in nyasaland
By Canon Augnatine Ambali. Four illnstrations.

M 29
29

,Ma8asi 
/N. Rhodesia 

Nyasaland

N. Rhodesia

Oci. 20 
Nov. 3 

.. 3 
M 3 
.. 3 
M 3 
M 3

6d.. by post 7d.

U.H.C.A,

CBHISTMAS cards

Price 6d. each - 5/-per dozen

>•
iNyasaland

Zanzibar

4
.. 4
.. 23

23

Ny<S.t»ff“"T?„°..SS'g i; EiSlfad.^”
Postage extra on alt Cards

m r ^*-EASE order early
M rated C^alogue sent on application or Specimen Boot sent on receipt of 6d. postage 

Note.—Envelopes to fit the Cards supplied at 4d. per dozen

* •» *
The Rev. Alberl George Roger.,

in
U.H.C.A.

POCKET KALENDAH1928
HEVISED LECTIONABY

An Encydopmdia of Mission Information
Price 2d., by post 2id.

/
Stok2’"““of SL“cl.°hed//“"'‘ ''''

1 • *

_. 0 H.C.A.. 9 DARTHODTH STREET, WESTMINSTER, S.W.t
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UNIVERSITIES’ MISSION TO CENTRAL AFRICA.
HOME ORGANIZATION. CENTRAL AERIGA

Omt»-9 DARTMOUTH STREET, WESTMINSTER. S W.l 
SuMTut—Rtv, CANON E. F. SPANTON.
AtHtUnt Sttrrtarr-^- W. B. SUTBR.

r0UgTMfU4 AAdttu in ** Zuuuk. Pakl. Lomdoh." PifiorM litr.
C»U4 Ad4,4U /«r SmtUmd. •• Uuma. London.''

CnWa Addttu f»t ZaNiOcr, •• UuDU. ZiNiim Nftta. •• Uuiu. Fort Joiikrton."
io “ Tba S«crelat7, U.M.CA^'' ami erotud Oruhhoho*

A MONTHLY RECORD OF THE WORK OF THF 
UNIVERSITIES- MISSION TO CENTRAL;

S4it0T—RMy. CANON GODFREY DALE
Ltf AstUtanI SttfttaTy—Hm. E. GUEST

No! 540 XC^ DECEMBER 1927; , Price ^tEMITTAKCXa wat lo th* Office tluuM be

XCONTENTSOrfoidM SM.-KIY. VV. E. PHILPOTTS. SI Chapel Park Road. St. Leonard»oi>.Sea.
Orfialakf Sm. far UaAw' DUMd.—Rer. W. D. SUTER, » Darti^b Stmt. Weatminater. S.WJ.
Onaaltlv See. far SaaA al EadUeL-Rar. P. J. EVANS, Tudor Lodja, TUtord Road, Farnhath.
OniaUix W Im W«t af Eaftaal k Saalh WaJaa. -Rer. E. J. D. HELLIER. S Eaton Creacent, CHrion, Uriitol. 
OriaMalai S«. far Eatt al Calbai.-Re». HARRY 5KELLERN, Slonej Una, Tbuted, Ounmoar, Etaei. 
OrtaaU^Saa. larXMUada.—Rar. H. SIMMONS, 10 Warwick Reed. Slrttlard-oi>.Avuo.
Oriaaldad Saa. far KartWa rnrlaaa aaJ N. Walaa.—K«a. L. C. WATSON. 69 Uirahalda Road.

a>l K WJaa.-R. WEBB. MA.. 4 Oiborna Trxtaa. Laeda.
VUUr U CIC. k CL BrucU-Ulai E. C. DOUGLAS. 833 Turna/ Road. Dulwich, S.E.8L 
WtMt CtaWaW Saantarr-Mita Ewaiu. 9 Dartmouth Straat, Waatmlniter, S.VV.l.

/ SSr ■■■

245«... bishop May's Thanks 
347 Trying' to Buy Food 
^ ‘he Mines !!!
Ml William and his Brother-In-Law... ’
^oo Homo Jottings 
266 The Mission Staff ...

‘he CommiHee ore retponsible for any 
optmonjr ,Moment in CENTRAL AFRICA unleu it is clearly iniieateJ.

25G
267
259

-2G2Lion
How a Veteran Works 2G3

Southport, Lanca. '264
Baa. Ur Sac. lar R /irOTff.—iVeilher the Bishops of the Mission

Articlea. mwa and photographa from Atrlea for thU MagAtlne will be apedallr welcomed bj the Editor, c/o The 
Offieo. Order* and raallUocta lor magaalnca, booka, etc., eWW be eddretted to the Stiietary. U.M.CA.. 

8 Dartmouth Street. Waatmlniter. S.WJ. The coat of Cea/raJ A/fl<a by pul la 2a. Od. per annum.
!;

EDITOR’S NOTES
WE^have received with great pleasure a copy of the first number 
of pwlCT/y jvoias from N. Rhodesia. It is intended primarily 
for, N. Rhodesta Diocese and aims at spreading information 
about the diocese and increasing sympathy with the work of the 
Jocese amongst the five thousand white inhabitants. The 

; Editor IS the Rev. W. F. P. Ellis.
I r''Readers of Central Africa, >ve feel sure, will wish dvery 

tsucce^ to the new venture. They have often said'ihat they hear 
so httle of N. Rhodesia and would like to hear more. Therefore 
H the Editor will be so kind as to send to. tHe Editor of Central 

• Africa a copy of Quarterly Notes,, we shall be "delighted to 
pass on some of its contents to our readers at home. We alw 
nope that the members of the staff in the N. Rhodesia Diocese 
Will not, permit themselves to think that as the Editor of Central 
Atoica now has the Quarterly Notes to draw upon, he will no 
longer expect articles from them. jPerish the thought I We • 
want to print sofjiething about N. Rhodesia every tfionfA;. not only 
every quarter.

are a few excerpts from the first numbers—
/ Broken Hill. At the Church Council the constitution-of the 
^ynod was debated and a resolution in favour of it was passpd 
With certain provisos.

' ^ installation of electric light in the church wm discussed
ahd. the probable cost of it was c^sidered, and, as a result, we 
have our hopes!” Many country clergy at home will think with 
en'Y of the church at Broken Hill!' '

-Jhe first Mothers’ Service was held in church on September 6 
' ‘X: proposed to form a branch of the Mothers' Union. ’WjU

JM members of the Mothers' Union at home remember th*e African 
branch in their

LEAGUE OP ASSOCIATES. To unit* *11 thcM 
working tor ih* Mlulon In Bogtani. Rduu.>-~ 
prty at Uait wukir. S. To 6o »om* work. k. To 
CDotrlbut* a «um ot atoMr. StcaxiAaT. MU* Uratir- 

c/o MUi Lane*. OiUton Lodge. Taunton. 
SacasTAar. Ul» Haywood, Ncrlll** Croat

with paper*.
AFRICAN GARMENTS. Patleriu and dlrtctloni lor 

making KutBAUt.—MIm L. PtilUips, The Barton, 
EUtre*. Kakiu*—Material cut out and read 
making, tuppHed on receipt of rccaltunce.

MUt
t“

Wng.
NoaniaaM :
College, Durham.

COMMUNITY OP THE SACRED PASSION. Com. 
panlona and AuocUUa may be attaebed lo the Gun- 
mualij on tha nooilnatlon of the Mother Superior or 
her reprcaenutlre. Aaaoclatc* may ba Prleata, Laymen

SsJrs";
COMPANIONSHIP OF SIMON TH8CYRBNIAN 

Mcmberahlp aunda far an ioUmate coonealoo with

ai’
TABi. MUa E. Nugte, SOartmouth Street. S.WA.

na and dlrrc. 
- Kantua, c/o

CHURCH NEEDLEWORK. For Zanaibar and North
ern KhodtaU. Alur Unen. Caaaocka, - Surpikee, 
CotU*. etc. Mlaa E. M. Tylee, 4 Vane Street, Eath.

Isr 5^'.:
FronUb, Veetments, etc., UIh A. C. Barnard. M 
Grange Road, Ealing. Caaaock*. Surplice*, etc., mIh 
B. U. Tlrlee, 4 Vane Street. Bath.SCHOOLS AND CLERGY PUND^- 

C. Huge*. 9 Dartmouth Street,
AFRICAN 

SniTABT. Mil* E. 
Weatmloiwr, 5.WJ.

THE 
Nugee,

STAMP CLUB. To 
by teUlng PoeUge Stan 

for Tnapectlon. ''
WeelmlniUr,

DEPUTATIONS DEPARTMENT. StcaatABi. Rtr, 
W. B. Suter. 9 Dartnwuth Street, Weetmlntter, S.W.t.

EZHIQITiONS. OaOAiruiNa S»CB*TAat. Rer. W. U 
Suter. 9 Dartmouth Street, Weiimlnaier. S.W.l.

AFRICAN PLAYS AND TABLEAUX,
S Dartmouth Street, Westmlnater, S.W.l.

MISSION IN MINIATURE. MUa Atkinaoo, Bur- 
wood Cotuge, llenham, WsUoiMiv-Therae*.

HERALDS. To Inereaae the dreulatloo of the 
MUaioo’a magaalttea. Ulii Hilda Spanton, Inrtrkip. 
Sallabury Road, Herne Day.

f^aaaUnd, and Northern 
Tbe Office.

THE 
MUt Ion 
to collector* 
mouth Street,

momy for the 
>tamp*. Selectlona rent 
Hr. E. Guett, 9 Dart- 

S.W.I.

ralaa
9 OartoHUth

CORAL LEAGUE. StcanABT. MU* E. 
9 Dartmouth Street, WeatolnaUr, S.W.l.

THE CANDIDATES' FUNa To provide mean* 
(or training candidate* far Holy Orden and laymen 
(or work In Africa. SKanaar, Ur*. W. E. Phllpotta, 
31 Chipal Park Rodd. St. LeonardaonSea.

THE HOSPITAL FUND. Ob]eel-V> prurlde dru«

arjtirSmfaftTM^^laSotu*^la!' W. E*
3t CaupcI Paik Rimd, Si. Lcoaard*«n-Sea.

BUSY WORKERS' GUILD. 1. Member* make two 
natlre garmenu annually. I. Ola* 6d. a year and pay 
co*t ol material. Carmehu cut out It desired. Ulu 
Freda Young, 23 Jcael Houae, Judd Street, W.CJ.

9 Dartmouth Street, WettmWr, S.WA..

Ulu Atfard.

illuitrallns the arork ol 
: in set*: General, Zantibar, 
Rhodeaia Dloceta. Apply w

A F R TCAN OD I 3D 1 O S
CO//TSNTS OF DECEMBER- NUMBER

God fo loved ihe World 
Minakl goes down 
Wsntd

Rot-and-Pig 
Then and Now 
Christmas in Africa

MONTHLY, ILLUSTRATED. SPECIMENS GLADLY SENT

. V.U.aA., 9 DARTMOOR STREET, WESTMINSTER. S.W.l

prayers.
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Diocese of ZansibarEDITOR’S NOTES

ST. MICHAEL’S, KOROGWENdola. Services at Ndola have been conducted each month 
all this year. The Court House makes an excellent churdi, ,anii 
the congregations, though not large, have been encouraging. The 
place is growing rapidly. There is every hope that_ in a short 
time it will be possible to build a small church and a Sunday- 
school building.

Bwana Mkubwa. “Church Services have been held every 
month by the padre from Broken Hill. The results have been 
very encouraging. It is hoped that the time is not far distant 
when it will be possible to have a resident padre who could attend 
to the spiritual welfare of the various mines.’’ Readers of the 
fifth report of the World Call please take note.

Fiwila. The Fiwila staff minister to the white communities at 
the Mtuga Mine and Mkushi Boma. Their mitristrations are 
always welcomed and many visitors have been welcomed at Ftwiln.

“ The new Diocesan Training College is to be established at 
Fiwila owing to the central position and healthy climate. Also 
we are to start building a stone church in the near future.” In 
the .opinion of the Editor, Fiwila ipay become the centre of the ,, 
diocese.,

;Kafue, This place is full of people wljo sleep all da;^ and 
rfc.'all-night and therefore are not easily accessible. In spile of 

this we get a fair number at our services held in the hotel. , 
Fort Jameson. The Church at Fort Jameson is very like an 

English'church. It has a square tower arid a chiming clock. 
There are very few seats in the church, so they often have to 
bring in more. This leads visiting preachers to think how popular 
they are, hut it is not so I

“We believe in big churches” Bishop Hine: used to. say, 
during his episcopate in 1904 the big church o'f'St. Michael arid 
All, Angels at Kofogwe was consecrated, a Ibrig narrow lofty 
church whij^ can hold, about 1,000 people. ; '■ /

Mr. F. tieorge, as he was then, adaptedi it from a churcF-in^
. Greek builder called Zuganatto undertook to'sI)i(iidjL 

■ it of stone for £1,000. It has long narrow jahcet’windows’witfiy^ 
a clerestory of small windows above so that there is plenty of air 

'but.no hot sunshine. The chancel has a■faeautifuf'wbbderiirood- 
screen; of African vyorkmanship, and There ,is: a? big font for 
immersion at the west-end with a gallery ahove it,'so it is altogether 
ah ideal: African church. : ■

In 1904 it did seeqi an utter venture of faith.T Once a month 
only, when the teachers broright in their converts front:the,dut- 
schoqls dotted over the whole Zigua country, there was it fairly 
big congregation of men and boys; but the Total number of 
Christian women for the whole district was only: IpoiityrScvm,'for 
the girls refused to.be baptized tilFthey .had been through, their

and

Lisbon, and a

!

ii
s wof!
I
1^' 1

’Eact’ African Commission. A Co^mmission has ‘Been 
constituted by Mr. Arnery the Secretary for the Colonies'to con- 
siderHhe question of more effective co-operation between the govern-' 
m6nts of the Eastern and Central African dependencies.' This 

■ GommiMion' is to visit Uganda, Kenya, Tanganyika, Zanzil^nf' 
Nyasaland'and Northern Rhodesia. - i, • '

• We shall eagerly await the report of the Commission which Js 
, likely to touch'on matters which affect the interests of the )^rious 

Minions at' work in the dependencies. The Commission mils 
. for Africa oh December 27. We rejoice to see Mr. Oldhams

The selection of Mr. Oldham

*

\

\
panie on the list of Commissioners. '__________  - >.
is aiproof that the interests of tHe Missionary bodies will not.w 
disregarded, and we feel that these interests will be in safe hands.

« * #
^ Masasi Synod. The first Synod at Masasi will have beeh.h^ 
during November. It is important not only because it is.the^i«. 
Synpd of the new diocese but also because the question pf an Eas. 
African Province will be fully considered. We shall read a reppn 
of the Synod with great Interest.

St, MicuABt's, Koroowb
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ST. MICHAEL’S, KOROGWE
diocese of Zansibar

_ last tribal dance wliicii could

ii =m^m
chumen. If was heahbfeaKint • 
work for the women teach'ens, 

SSSm ‘’’® converts only ca'nie’'m
one by one, and a girl wbd'H'fi 
jtist been through a tribai’dariS 
is not in a receptive’state 
for religious leaching.

To-day, twehty-th

HOLY CROSS'. ■\ -i
li,;

Coming up the avenue of Cassioriria trera on thd'far side of the 
hill on which Magila quadrangle is built', just; near ; tlie gateway, 
Uiere is a"large wooden crucifix'standing against'theVdp^ ’iiL 
Holy Cross Church. It was put tip in membiy of the teacher^mho 
laid ,down their lives for Christy’s sake during,the"war.', Wpaftr 
tush of memories it brings back. Afcfideacbh Woodward .dealing

mm

1
Wit

. ree years 
later, the venture bf faith- has 
had the most wonderful results;
The number of Christians 
in Zigualand is hbvi( m 

. , , . , large that, there
’;Tiiifdb»o^«Tiei;:^viKi.inECiaiaai",-^

this church, that once served the Cole of "he 1iu|e “istrktr^wS 
“rigregatidn andilfif ummen’s iiddeilii’ar 

>R “,^*AmcnV^ There;Was an Wrican -priest saying Mitss:
Africim;deacons;'.were ;thereaoo; Somd thirty yearsiago that 

^.can;p,estyas,a little.heathen'boy,n,d,o’cameWPadm

m-third tune. PadretKisbey had'not the heart to refuse-sucH a reil 
;desn^.andbetookhirn intothe;scho6l; ■

Wfijment of yooitiqn in ithe ptiesf in the edngregatidn 
is the Mme..It-ryas im ideal Eucharist, a real offering of hearts
■i^V congregation'who all

^ those) who liaye ;
;H“‘?“ .'")Afnca taqw the years ofi patient, effort that this itieans 
chCu°I”^° believe in big

‘ever hkri ^ '’®’ “"d' koW-
■rn^nbb ^ r - the missionary, in the'end the

African hearts to the love of God^is generous and
;ungmdging, and the churched are filled to the doors. ■ ' .

D.C;A; I /;
F' PaiPhoro]

Ai Macila
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HOLY CROSS
Diocese oj Masasi

unw^rymgly with the hundreds of new catechumens brought in 
by the blood of the martyrs, and Bishop Weston on Helongo 
Hill pouring out his soul tq the ordination candidates) who wae 
to shepherd the newly baptized. v ; ^

Near the cructfe, a stving gate leads into the churchyard wHeie 
Bishop w^eston s body rests. The grave needs no headstone - bn ' 
it r«ts the wooden p^toral staff which he used on his last journey 
—the fittest emblem for the tired shepherd, who has been "granted 
his rest after_a life time^spent in tending ,His Master’s sheepiX 

People wi I ask-" What about the results of all thatfinnish 
of converts in 1917?" " Did- they persevere?” Coraihg ^badk 
ten years later one can but kneel at the foot of the crucifix full 
of thanksgiving. . V ^
- Two,parishes, St. Joseph’s Tongtve and St. Paul’s Bivembwera 
^ye b^;cut_off,.and the boys’ central school has been moved to 
Kmttnda, ._and yil the mother church is as full as- evert :crwo 

work with the help of the Gommuniiy 
of the Sacred_ Passion, so^re has been a wondetfiil cohUnuity. 
Everywhere there ; is prfg^i. the disused carpenter’s shop’ hi 
been turned into “ boauti&l wotntm’s^^hbspital, and the men’s hO^ital 
him, been enlarged, Ode of : th^ Sisters does the work with^lie c 
microscope ;which id^ necessaiXjor correct diagnosist 'andthe 
dispen^ry Sisterrb^ides dealingWith the crowd of: sick: folk 
who come: every dw, has alsoa.cinic of some sixty lepe'rs, who 
arentt^ted by.th^ccess tffthe ^grol oil treatment, ; :

S*ster IS ir/’charge of the-girls’ school, which is still the 
largest mdheliMcese, : and next dodr to it another Sister funs tbe 
new St. >Iarti* school, a day bWs’ central school, which'is 
following the Government syllabus, j Besides all this there is the 
vis, mg and i Jpection of oiit-schooli

IfyoU_ want to_realize still more /he growth and progress look 
into the ehureh It is Holy Cross Day, 1927, the carillon is peal- 
ing_]oyously_}-tho bells seem to be crying " Death died when Life 
died upon tlfe tree.” ’’ God fakes away the workers but qitries 
bO *he work./ Up the orange grqye come groups of women and 

their gayest : shitiS, and men in spotless while 
kanzus, and) the church gels fuller' and fuller. So tightly pack^ 
“2 ‘•'“t the processioh^has to go outside the church, :in
Older to rame up the; nave for' ™ngfegntion to get Bishop 
r'ou ? “el's almost incredible that the number

of Christians should have'incrbiised so rapidly and yet have been 
so carefully taught.. Yet aftefvall it must be so, for where the 
cross .is: there is victory. ; : \

MANY WATERS
It was hot and very, hot, and-'I-^ 
was still hotter, though neithfetjk

pne of the older members of the J 
• ^‘ssion in that engaging way in 

, which they delight to. hearten the 
newcomer,; \vere anything like.sp 

. hot'as we. might and woiiid be 
, < later oh, in the year. ' , (He' was 

quite right). Also the road was 
: long and dusty, and the town 

which we were pursuing kept 
languidly receding‘s from one 
sandy ridge to another 
like the tired flamingo its 
,name, Mingoyo, suggested.
From time to time I broke 
in upon the mysterious twitter
ings, which to the initiated 
is Ki - Makua of my por
ters, to ask how much 
further it was, and was 

invariably and cheerfully told “ A little further on.” The first 
time this sounded encouraging, but I was very new and had not 
yet learnt the scale of distances current in the country. Knowing 
neither miles nor hours, the African has evolved a system of 
inexact terminology to describe distance, which is roughly as 
follows:—“ We have arrived,” means about twenty minutes’ walk.
“ Very near,” anything up to an hour. “ Near,” about an hour 
and a half. “ A little further on,” three hours, with luck.
'* Far,” an indefinable distance hardly to be reckoned in anything 
less than days.

So after the fourth or fifth enquiry, when the town was stilly 
” a little further ” and still not in sight, I demanded that we 
should rest and eat, and more particularly drink, and the inexor
able ans\ver came a little further on there is a place of many 
waters where we can cook tea.” My heart sank at the now too 
familiar " a little further ” but revived at the sound of the many 
waters and the tea, and I agreed to struggle on. By this time my 
mind had been lulled by heat and weariness into a dusty torpor, 
and' only my imagination was flapping rather drearily about, ana, 
to wile away ‘ the little further ’ it seized upon the words many 
waters’ and pictured for ipe places of many waters that I knew.
First I found myself walking through Mesopotamia in an afternoon- , of course, the true and only Mesopotamia that

’ deservedly degraded
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MANY WATERS ; Diocese of Nyasaland

CATCHING A LION
By The Ven. W. P. Johnson

/ Saturday^^ The teacher at Lukanamila on the north bank of the 
Lihuhu river reports that the lion went round my house, :and,their''\ 

/down the path to the lake by the south end of. the. church,
• along.the edge of the lake a little ^vay to the north; this.wasrsoon J ] 

^ter sunset, just as the people had dispersed after evensong in. the 
church.

V About 8 p.m, he seized an ox in Matamanda's cattle pen, 
•Matamanda is the headman of the village. The lion got off into 
the reeds, but left half the carcass on the path. So, others reported 
to the O.S.B. Mission, south of the Lihuhu, and two brothers 
came out and set a steel trap. This they hid .in a shallow, hole 
and covered with grass close to the reeds where the lion; had eaten 
his half ox in the night. The lion was not “ having any’’ but 
leapt over the path and the natives and •'weht further inland,

■ perhaps two miles.
' f My boy from Lukanamila tells me that on March 31 the^lion

took a goat, the people followed it up about 2 p.m., thinking |t an 
hyffina (Libondela) they frightened it off and got the goat.
April I, it came back and took another goat hard by at 3 
The people again followed and got the goat, but dead. The 
lion roared near old Sarai’s house. The next day he made a 
detour by the delta of the big river Lihuhu, but he took a. second 
bull of the same headman.

. Most of the oxen are out on the sand there for safety, but this 
one was wandering off alone in the reeds. The Briider followed

• I

Photo]
PORTKRS IN TIIS RovUMA CoONTRV •

to ‘ Irak ’—and almost heard the lapping of water and the light 
rustle, of willow leaves. Next I traced for a while the M&et 
windings of Rother through tree-fringed meadows; and watched 
him loiter under the bridge at Fittleworth, and then from embattl^ 
Burpham looked down on Arun flooding his green banks. Then 
I was away by the Roman Wall watching a winter sun setting 
across the quiet waters of a Northumberland lake, and from there 
by easy ways I reached Maggiore and was strolling along its 
moonlit shores, when I suddenly found that we had stopped 
walking, and the porters were undoing their loads. I looked 
eagerly about for the many waters, I saw sand, a tree, a tangle 
of dusty grass and the dusty road and not one drop of water, f 

Burwhere are the many waters?” I asked my boy. “Here,” he 
said, proudly,.and led the way through the grass for two or three/ 
yards and pointed to—a small ditch about a foot wide with two or 
thrro inch^ of brown and all but stagnant water at the bottom. 
tu ■ niind woke from its stupor and reminded me
that the Swahili word for .water is by nature plural and (hat much, 
pnrjicoiarly. in. Africa, is an extremely relative term. It was then,
JJ®’. having been tbld by another old member
or. tne Mission that at Luatala, for which I was bound, one often 
had to choose between a bath and afternoon

• ) ' •>"L' ’iviir

■■ ‘V'-y/

i.'y

ill

'yk':'y '.v

tea.
F.O.T. .

I should add that I stayed there 
without once being

' : :t«W B. A. UollPhoto]'
A Vjixaoe near Ljuu
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CATCHING A LION Diocese of 'Nyasaland

'.™P again-with the same half ox one

-his a-.^ rra%-
found spoor two miles m, and set the trap a third tirpe, the hah 
ox was beginning to hum. ' ° '

On Monday night, 8 p.m., the lion was caught, word was 
sent to the O.S.B., two BrUder came early with two guns and

m“"e'’<=g“t'on arrived at the’ trap 
about 9 a.m. Tuesday. Three shots put an end to the twelve houre 
in a, steel trap, which had caught one leg of the lion, well up. 
It had two spear wounds, one close to fore leg, one close to hind

Some say that my _watchman who was hoeing near, threw one 
when Ehya was seized, but most think both were made by Eliya 
him^lf, one when Frank was seized, the second as the Hon lit 
Frank and rushed on Hiiya.

This was yesterday 8 a.m., and now kind Major Cadis has 
sent three pohce and six guns. (It makes one think of the old
’’"Tmi ,1. “5?^ “P ‘5'^''', “rtillery.”) I trust they will drive off or kill the lions in the foothills.

The teacher here said “ Our heart has come back to us." (He
has four dear little children and the mother.)
Major^C^ "

My intelligent boy continues: April 4. A party followed the 
lion after taking the second ox. Four led, Frank, Micah, Yakobo 
and Ehya. The lion seized Frank, Eliya closed up and wounded 
he lion; which left Frank, and ipade for him, getting a second 

spear wound. To return to myself, I found a crowd, and my 
rapitao. Where is the stretcher, where is Eliya? Eliya was all 

ere and answered himself. Samuel bound hlpi up and washed 
“P <^°vers my house boys

for bandages. It was like old times rolling up bandages. Frank 
w^r.“‘ii Tu 'vent to bandage him too, his wounds
wr i"* U came here for his Easter Communion).
Lhya s brother turned up at once, a good teacher south of the

f "'■sh to take off Eliya’s bandages and to blow hard

vveek in wfiolesome fear; no late beer drink- 
night “bove the cattle pens shouting all

nnirti,-, shoulder at all dangerous,
■ “®"rion EH^^
that Mv^"®'’ IPPy*'”"''* pP®''® h®'* ® boy child the same day

HOW A VETERAN WORKS
We have pleasure in reprinting a portion of a letter written by 
Archdeacon Eyr^o the Vicar of Cadoxton, under whom he worked 
before going to Africa over thirty years ago.

Our readers will be glad to learn that the Bishop is sending 
Mr. Shannon to work with Archdeacon Eyre, who is now 78 years 
of age.

, "I am constantly on the tramp, visiting out-schools and Christians 
scattered all round—many miles—about 50 miles south, and .30 
north, and east and west, and as there are ho roads or bridges, 
except one road, unmacadamized, hoed every year and quickly 
grown over with grass (long), bushes, utterly impossible for 
motor-cars and bikes, and no bridges, except where this so-called 
road crosses streams and rivers, and rickety pole bridges are 
thrown across which get washed away every rainy season, and so 
l\have to tramp it, and all the villages are off the roads. We go 
alo)ig native paths, and wade and swim the rivers, and in the rainy 
seasonf-^ometimes we cannot get the loads over, and then have to 
camp on the bank till the flood goes down a bit. We have to 
carry ("everything with us. No hotels or stores, and villages are 

' far apart, and only native maize flour and fowls and eggs to be pt, 
and sometimes in hunger times not that. It is really a glorious 
life, and 1 am much to be envied, but it takes time, and I want a 
strong young priest, who can work well, to come and help in the 
work. We aim at giving the Africans a Celebration once a month, 
but I find it utterly impossible now 1 to visit all the Christians 
monthly. I am seldom on my own station, and when I am, being 
alone (no other white person), everybody and everything come 
to me, and it is Hodi I Hod! 1 Hodi! all day long. Natives here 
don't knock at the 'door as they do with you. They stand outside 
and cry Hodi! an^Tceep on saying it until they, get'^an answer 
and sometimes “ get a flea in the ear,” if I am very busy.^ I 
used to write a good deal at night, but now I feel more like going 

! to bed. Priests coipe an^ go 5 the Bishop never sends one to me, 
blit l am thankful I can still walk all day, if not ill. When I am 

: ill, I, have to be carried in a machila (a hammock slung on a pole) 
and only y^^alk up the hills which are many in this country. Hills and 
dales—a beautiful country—no motor-cars, no trains, no^horses, no 
motor-bikes, no hotels, no shops, no crowds, no idiotic night revell- 

; ings—just God’s beautifuf earth, and a mighty solitude. Animals 
we meet—antelopes, elephants at times, wild .pigs, baboons, 
monkeys, a kind of wolf. Lions and leopards kill a good 
people every year. One of my teachers at* an out-station 
badly-mauled by a lion last March. He had shot at it and.wounded 
Jt, and before he could load his gun (a muzzle-loader) again, it 
charged him and give him some wounds in the anps, luckily not 
in his body, and crushed the bones in his right wrist. His younger

V.

I

Ii le. Lukanamila 
ken to Liuli toi

many 
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HOW A VETERAN WORKS Diocese of Nyasaland .

J
TRYING TO BUY FOODbrother tyas there, and he ran in, and pulled the lion off with hi, 

bare han^a plucky thing to do * The lion then went into ihr 
bush and died eventually. The teacher was carried into thr 
Mission Station here next day; and I fixed up his wounds aiiH 
they were healing nicely; but I could not fix the crushed bones 
So when his other wounds were healed I sent him down-to 
Mahndi, on the south end of Lake Nyasa, where there is a niirse 
and prjjper hospital, and a native boy who has had a certain amount 
of medical training, good enough for ulcers and the like, and we 
crc able to help a good many. Bad ulcers are very common and 
pneumonia. We do what we can, but greatly want a trained 
nurse. She would be invaluable and a great blessing.

[* An account of this incident in the Nyasaland Diocesan 
Chronicle states that the brother, Raphael, pulled the lion off by 
Its ears Ij

r-
PossiDLY readers of Central Africa may be interested to hear of 
the .iollowing incident which is a frequent occurrence here at 
KotfcKota, ^ .. . ; „
ri-iThe news has com.e that a Choipbo “ native boat ” has arrived 
ladcn-with “ condioli,” a root from which native flour-is made. 
■Native, food here at present is scarce, partly because of'the’ 
destrucHop of crops by wild bea-.ts, partly , perhhps: because the 
European tobacco planters have been’offering such high prices for 
tobacco,, that lots of natives in the hill districts have been 
induced to grow tobacco and so neglect their own crops;,but that 
isbniy by the way. The news has come that condioli is to be 
bought; we are in need of some for; hospital patients, so I go down 
to the.shore. This is what f saw; a crowd of between 150 to '200 ■- 
people, scrambling, or rather fighting to get near to the Chombo.
Do not imagine that the boat is moored to a landing stage or. 
drawn up on a sandy beach, it is just riding at the side of the lake 
amongst the reeds, at the end of a narrow creek, .which is fairly 
dMp,,^d the people who were trying to buy food, had to,wade 
out ;tq/:the boat with the water coming up to their, arm-pits. I 
actually saw people fighting so madly to get food that they were 
being.pushed and falling into the water. Seeing this turmoil I 
asked some of the natives why they did not await their turn. 
This is the reply I received “haven’t we been without food for 
three ,days, and we have been here since six o'clock this morning 
and now we cannot get near the Chombo.” Having got this reply,
I tvas.rather anxious to see what was going on near the boat itself, 
so I waded down towards the Chombo. The sight there was worse

K
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i'i
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BISHOP MAY'S THANKS
Bishop May has asked us to express in Central Africa his 
warmMt thanks to those who so kindly, promptly and generously 
romributed to the cost of his car: " It is not really a car, but a 
commercial van, with two particularly comfortable seats in front 
and a wire cage behind in which I can carry all my camping kit 
and sleep on occasion. Some of my friends at Livingstone smile 
at the episcopal turn-out and ask if I aip going round with the meal 
or the brrad; but everyone agrees that it is precisely what I want, 
ana already It has proved its usefulness beyond the possibility of 
question. During the Livingstone and Broken Hill Conferences 
It was in constant demand 
“hffgage; and since then
miles _along our rough roads through the bush with- 
il,« ® hitch. Its last job was to convey Canon Spanton from '
tne raiivray to Serenje, via our mission station at Fiwila, where We 
pent a few. days, and the Scotch mission at Chitambo, where we ; ;

f®’’ a "'ght by my old friends, Mr.
At Serenje the motor road comes to an eiid; 

MTliere we had to take to push-bikes and carriers, leaving the
Ailiir . w host, Mr. Bourdillon, the ,
^istant Native Commissioner; but I hope to find it there in .a !
h^e'^™ "’® hack to Livingstone on my way

'hat the car, with necessary 
additions, cost £321. As the sum contributed by 

-- of ^283 3s:

as a bus, both for passengers and 
it has travelled hundreds of

out a

. [Uhr'E. As jua
Kota Kota Poor Rbcbiving tiikik Wbbklv Rations.
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TRYING TO BUY FOOD Didcese of N. Rhodesia

and the struggle more fierce than
knocked off the side of the boat into the water, to be replaced bv 
others, people were being knocked off the side of the boat, some 
being pushed into the water. The buyers are chiefly women manv 
with their babies on their backs; lucky indeed is the woman who 
has her husband to fight for her, but the majority of 
unfortunately at a time like this are away or at work.

The seller of the food was so besieged that he was getting quite 
bewildered, and did not really know whose monev or ba‘:kets he 
was taking. I learned afterwards that many of the peopie who 
had been there from early in the morning until it was quite dark 
had returned again with empty baskets; it was really a case of the 
survival of the fittest. This scene is typical of the struggle for 
food at this time of the year; can you imagine anything like this 
at home, even in our poorest slums? No famine at home is ever 
quite so bad. I have never before witnessed such a scene as this, 
and although other members of the Mission had told me such 
things did happen, I could not quite picture it, but now having 
been an ^e witness to this scene and realizing my own doubts 
before, I can quite imagine this scene will be very hard for people 
at home to picture. These struggles for food will go on until the 
new crops are ready, and that will not be until June; we have 
people coining here to beg, yes, literally to beg to be allowed to 
buy food from us, but unfortunately our little store has all been 
used, and wo have to say no. It is very hard to say no, when 
you know that the people have been without food for days, but for 
all this I must say these people can teach us patience as they a:: 
wonderfully uncomplaining and philosophical in circumstances 
such as these.

ever. AFRICANS AND THE MINES:

'if.'isilikely.that ohly a few readers of GENTRAi,,AFatCA know any- 
Ihing about the mines of Northern Rhodesia and :stm fewer have 

■ ihe^n to realize the great changes in native iife and customs which 
are being brought about by the very iarge,numbers of natives now 
employed on mines in this territory. UntiLa few yearsiago it was 
part of A. young native’s education to go away: for; one year or 
perhap/ two do the mines in the Congo or Southern Rhodesia, he 
ATOuld,: then return with his savings and settle down with: a wife 
in his own village or house. That is now changing. . Labour is 
scarce,and new mines are always being opened in this, ootinfry. 
Recruiting labour for the mines has become; a profitable occupation 
for,white men. Tne mines have grasped the importance of treating- 

itheir: natives well 1 a mine which, gets a :bad name, amongst the 
tribes will soon be at a standstill. The resulfis that the compound 
nianagpr has become a very important person. He varied ip type 
betwem a head gaoler and a welfare worker. He has to ipaintain 
order^and provide meal and meat and beer, he has to see that the 
roinpound is clean and that the hut^are tliatched-properly. : He 
has to settle disputes and millet punishment. He may knock his 
bdys about himself but he will not allow any other man to do so. 
Any;violence towards a native is contrary to the law. But,the native 

. never:resents punish|nent''when he knows it is desereed, and it is 
.pn^ in/quite rare case^ of injustice that the Bo.ma (Government) is 
cafied in to adjudicate. I,4our being so scarce, the, mines are 
anxious to keep their bo}4 as Icmg as possible; they ,are now 
encouraged to bring their wivhs and settle in the compound, and as 
won as they are old enough tileir piccaninnies are also employed.

, This is leading already to a growing number of detribalized 
natives, who have quite often nb intention of returning to their own 

.people.. This presents a new/problem for the Mission, as hitherto 
; ;,\ye1iave not done more thah cater for the spiritual needs _of our 
, own CHfistians in the obiSminds, where now there are excellent 
; opportunities for evangSisne work with the fullest sympathy and 
; artive support of the^mJne authorities. , •
: , .A"°iher influence which is making for a permanent mining-class 
:■ ;-0f natiTO is that, generally speaking, on the mine he is better off 
; than in his village. He has regular hours arid excellent pay, a 
i decent hut and good food. His wife has veiy much less to do:
I no gardens to hoe, no corn to grind, no anxiety about the crops,
• and ino fear of famine. It is therefore not surprising that fhey
; are often reluctant to return to village life. .

* have in my time at Broken Hill obtained a fairly intimate 
, knowledge of the conditions at seven or eight mines and m every
; case but one I have found the natives well cared for and well
( iTOntent. We may regret the passing of much that was valuable

men

arc

H. C. Wensiev.

EXHIBITION OF WORK FOR AFRICA 
ALLrthOM, whether adults or children, who are making gifts lor 
the Misaon stations in Africa this winter, will like to be reminded 
of, the Exhibition of such work whicli is held each year before 
EMter._^ We; hope to hold it on March 17, -928, o/d all work 

)he Exhibition should reach the Ofiice not later than

. •iijko'P when work parties and children’s classes 
will cindly.send their work to the‘Exhibition. Large nurpbers of 

"'ey learn , not only how much the 
‘kls way, but also the large variety of

things needed, and,the‘standard,of work required.
^ Certificates are.given for the best work done in each class, and 
^hibitore are divided for this purpose into three groups :-r-Group I, 
oyer j8 years of age: Group H, 13-18 years of age: Group IH, 
under 13 years of age.

Details of the different ciasses of work needed are contained in 
Leaflet fe, which can be obtained from the Office. Further derails 
about the Exhibition can also be obtained from the Oflnee. 259



V ; V AFRICANS AND THE-MINE^AFRICANS AND THE MINES

SO doing, oddly enough, we shall for the first time have the cordial 
support of those hard-headed business men who control* niminp ^ 
operations ^and big finance. The native Christian is invariabh 
more mtelligent^than .his heathen brother. A native who can read ' 
and wnte is worth los. a month more than one who can do neither I 
The success of a mine may depend on the happiness of its natives
and the managers are determined to secure both. * . * > *.

m
The Compound.. :

brick and thatched with grass. These are in long rows, the hiits ’• 
being about 30 feet apart. They are all numbered with large white ^ 
figures pamted 'on the wall beside the door, otherwise it would 
be impoMible to distinguish one /rora a hundred others. The 
huts nre 12 feet in diameter and three boys or one married couple 
.live in each. Every native gets 2J lbs. of mealie meal a day, and
J or of salt.. Twice a week there is a meat ration, and beans, : .. ^ ^
ground nuts and green vegetables are issued, also native beer pokce. Football is the game .on, which the native Js
three times a week and an occasional ration of tobarco.\There ®ost,kpn and he follows our local league matchesr-Town, Railway 
are full facilities for washing persons and clothes, showeV and immense interest. - There is an; open-air;cineipa .
plunge baths for boys when they come off work and there are long m-the .coiripound where specially selected films are , shown* every 
grooved tables with running water for washing clothes. The is a Wesleyan school, as welt as the ;U.M.C.A.
African , win always wash when he can and he is probably only PhMrch of St.: Margaret, which was first used by Fr. Clarke before 
dirty in those plac^ where water is scarce. Generally spiking : .*4® WAS on, for the midnight Mass last Christmas. 1 It is still 
he is personally a great deal cleaner than the clothes he wears, * hard but; it is well attended and cared for by Geldart of
for washing Is hard on' clothes and much of the Manchester calico ^yas^land fpr w^ the mine authorities have just built a special
he buys looks sadly different after being washed, from its original I J^utadWining the Church enclosure, 
beauty when he bought it in a native store. j i V'TIj^need of the moment here in jBroken Hill is not more natiye

the native.on a mine works one 8 hour shift each day; when 5 .ChrisUans-all .at once, but a whole time priest withrthe^ gift of 
once accustomed to if the work is not arduous, but there is a ' |P.»?gAesi.and a love of souls, who would begin tp;.dissipate the 
rooted unwillingness on the part of certain tribes to work under- 5 envelops the place andv,to, distur.b the
ground. A native who shirksmay be given “ a loafer's ticket ” by I cnee;fuHy, degenerate serenity of 4,000 Africans in one square* mile
his boss, Which means be gets no pay for that day, though he still j . nave for the most part never heard the Gospel preached.: .
f«eives his food. This is a system which Is obviously capable ; - Wilfrid F, P.VElus
of being abused, but I noted that the maximum nuipber of such ^ ' *^Sfotefnber 102? Broken Hill N R 
ticketsgiven in any month this year at Broken Hill was fifty-six in [,

0^ "®tiyes work on a six months contract « ?:i k ;
which may-be renewed. This imine has spent no money on 
recruiting labour for three years. No native has been flogged here 
for two years and no complaints have been made to the Boma, * ^ 

native unjustly treated may always count on getting j 
redress. The compound manager hears cases daily, and white - ' 
men who are unable to control themselves or their “boys” 
scldom stay longer than a month.

Law and order is maintained in the compound by a body of forty

.^ ,

Margaret's Church‘Viiw' pp‘TUB’Mine Compound, Broken Hill, taken from

ru;!
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WILLIAM AND HIS BROTHERJN-LAWDiocese of Uasasi
. J

1,^ in a little hut ' legs, then-up crawled N-gu-e-je, looking rather ashamed
h h? ■ .'7himJf .and I reminded him pf our compact that he'should ■

nnd mm-shap,en foot Covied ifeai^ off crawling to school, and he made up his mind td^ba 
Skin!^ WheW^ 'v‘ patient and stay at home. About Easter time Lwas paying them
to and weht idVh3h7 about on all ;Ksi,, and first of all I had to listen to their.singinVof all the
davs of " thfe nMdlp " ^'h- '•'J® i^efore the ' Easter; hymns-and then inspected the legs which were less like
idL I aicks and more like legs than when I had. first seen them nine

'^M®*“(“': “nd the padre told me that Viliam lived months before. Then William showed me a hole in the ^und
r^II So d^on‘iweni"off ^ : inla which N-gu-e-je stepped every day, and then William Med
hrs faraiV His lirl^ nLfStr^ h - ^ ' : it up with earth, and with legs thus supported the hoy did

IlM ahTtwrnfu.Ss nnd hbw Dr. ' hiJaback to church to receive the Cross. He is clever with his
how Act ^d mrSrSPhf i”? I” r"'’ often plaits large mats which I buy to help him get
ordSnm^f ‘ ' Sit' In July I went To Masasi and on returning here in
hrto Luafala an houT^d a^h^l'f% n^k “h "r°v ™ ' Febr3ry ma4 Lquiries about my friends, and heard that there
r.«i.. vi u I fu " • “ s walk. He comes in foV, great ; ; „ ,£ L haotism at Patakula, and that N-gu-fi-je was to be
wh "h he^goe^^mlt^emd ft “ '? ' ' baptirrf by the name of Gabrieli, a few days ago I went to see
weit on to hS chS aM f ® ' i i him and we had a long talk after eight months’ absence. He cannot
o7 the rh^n Patakula and saw many , ; s^nd alone, and so he gets about in a sitting position using his

^p”si!sSr.S;£Si
happened and he told me that a year or so'back he had had bad P^y‘hat it may be so ? 
ulcers on his legs—and there was no one with sense or energy 
enough to take him to Lulindi Hospital where William then was.
As Africans do not look after one another for any length of time 
when help!^, N-gu-e-je was obliged to crawl about as best he 
could, and in this way got himself tied up in a knot and he could 
neither sit straight nor lie flat on a bed. He had a very intelligent 
face and he turned out to bp William’s brother-in-law and living 

ftnn®®- So William and I talked things over, and 1 
told him^that N-gu-e-je must leave off crawling to school in this 
way, and they both agreed, and William slid that he would 
begin to stretch and massage these sticks of legs and I gave him 
someuil to ™b with. As the boy was very keen on becoming a 

**'? teacher was told to go and teach him in the village, 
and William helped him with reading, writing and his religious 
teaiAing too.

Soon after I got a piteous note from William saying that 
N-gu-^je had bitten him because the exercising of his legs was 
painful and that he was crawling off to school again, as he wanted

Wim^M & HIS BROTHER-IN-LAW r -to

i

catechumen and had been carried on a

HOME JOTTINGSi'
; ThB General Pnnd receipts compare as follows: 10261027 42,170

424.468Received during- October 
Total receipts to October 31

A decrease of 41,764.

0 ColIecHons Jo* the 10« 
can. if necessary, be made before Jnnnary 16. 
lor 1927.

' 157'’a'5*“"'“'*“ J-
. j ISe lut a."”lor”™Siig"w«acy

\ .- either direct to the Office or fhrough the usual receiver?»
: Mng«Ines.—It would be r great kindness to the Office

^ pwftl subscriptinns expire this month, WOitW piea«"
if those of our friends 

renew as early as
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IWEmWSiyJE 'BOOKSHOME JOTTINGS

FATHER WOODWARD OF D.M.C.A.
. . . By GERTRUDE WARD. Four Rortraits.'> ■ Well bound;

1/-. by post 1/2

Jig Saw Ppules.—Sec the last page of cover. Mr. Stwt gives to the hfisston all

* » I

Zanzibar and 8 to N. Rhodesia. Only those earmarked 
N. Rhodesia at we have not heard that they are needed there.

•Please note that Kiilb.iu3 are an ever increasing neeti.« '• -»
A «u»ll Sale on behalf on U..M.C.A. will be held at 34 Brooke Street, Holborn

AN AFRICAN DAVID & JONATHANi

were sent to

AFRICA ON THE HILLTOPS
By the Rev. F. E PEARSE.' A simple aud life-like descriptibn ; 
of the people and their manner of life. Four Illustrations. ;

*/•> byTpstTya ';
«

To Stamp Collectors.—The Mission Stamp Club has recently received a larec 
accession to its stock In ilie sh.ipe of the bequest of a valuable collection of stamps 
Ncicetinn* have Ihn^h pretwr«l for s.alr ami are now .Tvallable. Enquirle.s would he NURSING IN NYASALAND

By ALICE SIMPKIN. Preface by the Bishop of Chester. 
Six Illustrations. 6d., by post 7d,* » «

Leagne of Associates.—The Secretary will be glad to hear from any Associates who
Sarsu.j2;;‘’?„/Tn,re:s£'**

The price of the A.ssnclntes mod!
Tlffi HEALING OF THE AFRICAN

y An Account of U.M.C.A,. Medical ’Work. : Four Illustrations.
' ■■/•'Cd., by'pp'st'Td.- '■

i
Is now Is. instead of 8d.

the mission staff THIRTY YEARS IN NYASALAND-
i By Canon Augustine Amball. Four Illustrations.Name Diocese Dme

fid., by post 7d.Jffittifx in England:

i’lts;-
"■'■StslE'

1D37
Nyasaland 
N. Rhodesia

Oct. 28 
Nov. 7 
Nov. 7

d

O.H.C.A.

CHBISTMAS CAHDSNynsaland
Zanzibar

Oct. 28 
Nov. 10

COIOBHED - 4(1. each_ ___ 3/6 per dozeii .
-BNCpiOUHED 2d. each - - 1/9 per dozea

TWO; NEW COLOURED CARDS (Nos. 34 & 3S) Now Ready 
Price 64 each - 5/- per dozen

’ ' Pojtaga extra on oH Car<fi
PLEASE ORDER EARLY

lilustnited CBtaloguc aeot on appHoation orSpecimen Book sent on receipt of ^.poiiaie 
-. ' - Nole.—Envelbpet to fit the Cards stigpWed at 4d. per.ibten

nvr.?*r of Nyamland.—The Rev. Albert Ernest Dudley,. M.A.
priest of St. German’* Roath, and of Orahamstown, Is taking 

the charge of Likwenu from Canon, Victor.

i!"'lo." lb' strvicirti ol Mis, Edith Amolt 
1^15 Kh ' '■ltd to resign owing

IN MEMORIAM—R.I.P.
IS,-James Housemayne Du Boulay. Priest.

, A former secretary for St. Alban’* R. D.

Nov. 6.—Muriel'Kate Webb.
^ A keen parochial secretary.

Nov. 9.—Frank Travbrs.
Cnplnir, Trover, h,, bvt„ „,„bscrib,r (nr somn thirty yrnr..

U.M*C*A.Oct.

POGKET KAtENDAH 1928
REVISED LECTIONAHY

An Encyclopwdia of Mission Information
Price 2d., by post 2id.

».aC.A. 9 DAHtHODTH STREET, WESTMINSTER, S.W.lsBi-
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/ NEW YEAR’S MESSAGE
Now the God of Hope’fill you with all joy and peace in believing 
that ye may abound in Hope^through the power of t|ie Holy Ghost.

■ These words which the-^Church brings to our notice at the 
beginning of each Christian Year are like Christmas chimes. A 
veritable peal of joy. Hope, joy, peace. As we listen, our hearts 
seem lifted up to tjje heavenly places. We seem more cjearly 
to understand in what spirit to face whatever the New Year may 
have in store for us, for the Mission which has. so large a place in 
our hearts, for all the Missionary Work of the Church, tor the 
e.vtension of the Kingdom of God and of His Christ:

Ring happy bells across the sea •
Ring in the Christ tljat is to be. ;

Hope, what a beautiful grace it is. Without it there can bs.fo 
^ true peace and joy. It is one of the conditions of^l success^l 

I effort. It inspires us and stimulates usfand keep^k. free from 
lethargy and inertia and that sorrow of heaft which stifles 
enthusiasm and paralyses the will. So let us face the New Ypir 
abounding in Hope from the God of Hope through the power of 
the Holy Spirit. • , . , /

Surely we have solid grounds. for Hope as ,we think of .our 
Mission and call to mind.the'years of the right Hand :pMhs._Most 
Highest. There is the trulv astonishing development , of, the 
work of the Mission. How has the little grain of mustard. SMd 
sown over sixty years ago, revealed to us its God-given vitality! 
We think of our four dioctjses, of, the grotyth .of the, African 
ministry, of the steady increase, in places the^.wonderful increase, 
of the number of converts. We think of the amaxing remvery_;of 
the Mission from the tribulation of the Great_War. We ca 1 to.mind 
the development, of the glorious work in the Hospitals , and

Eyva ArtMeacon

New Offieet of U.M.C.A., The .. 177
B8
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NEW YEAR’S MESSAGE YEAR’S MESSAGE

Dispensaries. We note with thanksgiving to God the change

i-rE-s,j££“TE
the backward races of the world in the matter of education All 
th^ are solid grounds for hope, our Hope is no shallow or super
ficial optimism. We are justified in facing the future hopefully 
Again, though the World Call has not yet succeeded in attaining 

>0 ignore the great benefits which have

Tu We ourselves have shared in these henefits
I here has been an merely in the staffs of our four dioceses, and 
bro '1*® Mission. The cause of missions has been
brought to the notice of the general public as never before. In 
®!!‘^ 1°®“®!. “‘■olideaoonry, rural deanery and parish, Christian 
fhaf .1, 'ra the important fact impressed upon their minds 

'“oif IS lire Great Missionary Society, and that 
each church' member has a definite share in the obligation that
jHls’’rhr!«® "r ®H^''u®®\®^ oirtcnding the Kingdom of God and of His Christ. GradMlIy, if slowly, the old ignorance of this fact
ne^^ra ‘'’® ‘>‘>"''0™ of bias and prejudice and selfish-
thT«. broken down. And then, most important of all,
n tht ^nne ®®‘ ''’® y°'“'Ser generation'“’P® 'hot ibc sense of vocation may be felt by many of them,

minlsm 'hoir spending at least some portion of their
Snv nravfh^V.a^® Mission field recognized. We must hope-
[ntoVn'hI^^Li^® 'J® oo'o'l forth labourers
into Mis Harves . It cannot be said so truthfully now as it might
nriX^'hlrSi^s!”'’”'' '’®®® ^'"® ^®-®

stronalv m via'"'®®®®"'"® ®®P“®‘ "''’’®'’ hoo oppealed ve>vstrongly to many hitherto not much-interested in mKsions hasallThf irid a’' Ta® '"'r'’® 'h^fopotoion of the British’ rLe ,
all the world over, and has o!so ma^ it quite clear that this entails
dSne a'nd'the wn h “ f Mt"*® “‘®®’®" " *® "“oo^ory work is to be ' ■ 
oartMv nec^ “f“'®os among the native populations
mIM muhd '"'®®®®‘ ®®®“®^ f''® •^®P‘»-' f®wrvlfTditv “PP®®' ‘o '"“"V to offer lo

wav^Brlfish comm ' v“‘ ^®' 1?® ® P®®’®®* y®®®®’ ®"‘f f"
Afric^ Church^r r . '®® P°“‘'>'>' members of the
minS™t£S^,S„v^^^ • ‘“a®’ "®‘ °"'y b® for 'he
tninistrnllons they receive, but acquire a real knowledge of the '

ing“?f the“d?fficultTe°s'‘'if‘‘M Jbn work'‘Td°‘'^ understand-

r.T3"«S'i.'SMissiont^Le somXing to i^"'®r “ '""easingly i„ the future: 
non-missionaiy. And tfhat i^me^T ” ‘^® P°‘"‘ ''‘®" °f 'h®— - wideIy^ogn"zed thin ir K"’’P°r*®"® ®f ®” h be 
a Church meXr gol^I l i ?i.‘’®?v'" ‘''® .P“®‘’ 'ho' "’hen

in our mind and because^we areTonrfuf a'd h’“'' ®“®!l ‘’’"“g'”® 
be. let us put our ^oll hLrtlI’ “"®' ''“'’® P^®®®* ''“'on to for the spr^d of the Kln^forGod^llpriaS:'®

more

I

G.D.

Diocesg of Zansihar

FROM ARCHDEACON DaUGLAS

tl»*
tS)Dle*'tr’cIIIi'I'io° "il'oges; and it is not easy for the
K ofrT Ts ® regularly ; nor is it easy for us to get out

EFf ^ ^ thlTiHS?the school village. Otherwise it is rather a dreaiy walk.

i-
1.

Fiftir'Report j’
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Diocese of Zansibar
kiwanda

all his hopes Klwanikand^e'd Canon Sehoza about
wnte to you all the things I want tone IT J "7'"®'” '
rorgret.
been calM to his rest. ' Bishop Weston^, had
work with Mtteanvbutthey'trd'^"^ ■'.“•Wing-carried on their 
who.has^ou„dn,ercy).^t.;t^“P—^

. -v
■t

Steadily.
had^tvenTn'"pistdttOTe‘'buildint ^ “s'>‘ ‘ask. Me. Beal
•hree schools and thrli d“^h"PA-” -'‘’re® 
tile teachers, besides kitchens sfSl. Canon Sehdza and

teck^.^‘’Frot tartt

fini^_ the whole of this 
work, ih spite of all these 
difficulties, w.as carried 
through by Mr. Beal and' ! 
the African workers in 
seven

ToJi--:
;iry±

ih

.,iv

Pi 
.... -

& mm \
- ■;

i lUr. A. F, N$U‘»i
KtWAXUA

5 months only.
In the early part of 

January, Canon Selioza 
and two teachers settled 
down in their new houses ' 
and then all the school 
iMys from Magila ar
rived, and at once set to 
work tidying up their 
new home. Bv Februarv 
10 everything was ready 
for the opening day, 
Padres and Mission 
workers, jiimbes and el
ders from the neighbour
ing churches all came to 
rejoice. Archdeacon Bir- 
ley, the vicar-general, 
ble.ssed the church and 
offered the first Eucharist, 
and then all the other 
buildings were blessed 
and everyone sat down 
for the feast.

If you were^to ask any of the Magila Christians “ Where is this 
new station Ki^vanda? ” they would all say the same thing, ** It is 
the child of the Mhgila station, it is quite young, scarcely three 
years old and it is far away beyond Magila,' in the midst of a 
forest.,
_ Kiwanda owes its existence to the foresight of Bishop Weston i 
Before he went to England to be Chairman of the Anglo-Catholic ? 
Congress, he had realized that it would be necessary to develop f 
the educational work of the Mission, and to teach industrial work * 
M well as preparing boys for the Teachers' Training College. i‘ 
fhis would mean heavy expense, so he determined to move the 
school to a_place where the boys could grow their own food, and : 
hedjought from the Government a plantation with very fertile soil I 
nnd Started Helds of cassava and maize.

Almost the first thing Bishop Weston did when he came back j 
from England was to ask Canon Sehoza to meet him at Kiwanda | 
to help him to choose a site for the new school. Two hills were | 
chosen^but when the trees and dense undergrowth were cut down • 

there was not soace enough, so finally, July, 1024, 
a third hill was found, and Bishop Westontasked Mr. Beal to 
build the new station in pis^ de terre as quickly as possible, 
u asked Canon Sehoza to leave Misozwe, where *
he had worked for so many years, and to take charge of Kiwanda.

i

iiliiil
|W«. IhUlttCakon SsirezA
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KIWANDA
Diocese of Zanaibar

Three days after this the ; 
teachers and boys set to work 
in schooh Troubles soon be
gan, there was famine, and 
food could not be got at first. 
One day, when hunger stared 
them in the face. Canon 
Sehoza took the boys out of 
school to a field -which had 
been planted by Bishop Wes
ton and they dug up cassava 
root and so got a very Httle > 
food to go on with. Later on ■ 
there was an epidemic of influ- /

. enza, boys were put into 
machilas and were sent off to 
the hospital and one boy died. 
The heathen villagers said : 
there must be reason for all 
this misfortune, it must be that , 
the spirits of the dead at 
Mlinga were angry bcause a 
Christian school hod been 
built just opposite their great 
mountain peak. Canon Sehoza 
and his teachers with 
daunted faith won through all

Pk^,j these dlificullies so that when :
: B r, ' Rivers Smith, the Direc-

Education, came in 
January, 1927, to inspects 

• the school he gave it a
very good report. As the Universities’ Mission had decided 

c^perate with the Government in educational matters, it was 
decided by Bishop Birley that Padre Hellier should take over the, 
.bchool, and that Mr. Beal should be technical instructor, so now . 
the school follows the government syllabuses in so-called secular^ 
subjects, while the dally services and the religious teaching go on i 
ns usual under Canon Sehoza who is responsible for the moral 
welfare of the place.

Now, with a motor road to Muheza which was made by Mr. i 
Beal 03 soon as he arrived, we almost forget the difficulties and 
^lation of the early days, but Canon Sehoza reminds us of * 
Bishop Weston s dreams for Kiwanda and we ail go on working ■ 
to bring about their fulfilment with God’s help.

- -■

A LETTER FROM MKUZI

I
mI:% ’5? 'iX

■fe. - I.

1.J England and a.Tr^ow“TXif 'Vk™''? ‘h®
lii ‘xr nl£F^”~

OS ys quite impossible to write“somTfif“y p“So"nal le«“rf

mwmmrn
iH'MrF'T ■

te ■'i.-TTS.; Svx-S-Uffs
well attended, and once more I was able, I am thankful to ray 2 

amount of the work to the deacon who evidratly 
understood exactly what was needed, and I was able to give my

3 h
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____________ A letter from mkuzi

a I the communicants of this district, as a few were away at work. • 
It IS in these little out-siations far more than in our chief centres' 
Kingdom '"’Podant work is done towards building the

... and perhaps the greatest surprise on my return, was
to hear th« our village schools, instead of struggling on with a 
daily attendance of six or eight boys, were filling up as the result 
of mission co-operation with government. The headmaster of the 
lanp Government School has been round and made it quite clear 
to the people that they wish the children to go to school, and 
that they will not start Government schools if these Mission 
Schools are waiting to be used. This of course adds greatly to 
our respnsibility: to see how far we can influence a large number 
ot hrathen children attending our schools, and bring them into 
the Christian family. Once ipore we are adding to the very 
heavy burden which the village teachers have to carry and to 
whom we always look for so much. Time alone will show 
whether our village schools will still remain the chief spiritual 
centres of our districts. -

Diocese of Nyasaland

liki\enu leper .settlement

SLti-rp ".“is
iwo people—father and son, the latter is about I2 years old—r'.sra-X“r..''.=X's i: r? s; r./,, s li"” '.ss ™
But there IS no dancing because father and son and all the 

oT^hfl V '"n-ir? '"P'"- hear the “ piano ”
walk dow1^"’Th '"P'"' ^"‘lement is only lo minutes’
In nnnrZ;- "P"® “ “ 'Phire Ore no restrictions,
hm^wH “‘henvise the lepers would not come
but would hide themselves among their own people. But by
Inil'n"*’' /w rdations to come
and go, It IS found that they come for treatment willingly and will 
remain in the settlement. Also a certain amount of food is 
brought by the relatives, which helps considerably.

The work aniong the lepers began as an experiment in 1926, 
mL'd ‘he necessity for it was abundanti;
proved. The Government gave us joo acres of land clo.se to the 
h ission station with water nearby where the lepers could build 
rhlL f ,1 ‘'‘'“.^haw came out in 1927 and link now taken 
cliarge of the work. .She was for letting them all come, btit the

are laid

Then, It svas a great joy to find hardly any “bad news” 
vmittng for me. Tam afraid after an absence of six months one 
almost expects to be greeted with the news that some Christian, 
from whom one expected much, had failed and others had lapsed. 
But SIX months away also gives one a fresh-outlook, and I am 
convinced that there are real signs of a growing strength in the 
Church of these, parts. I believe if we could stren|then and 
increaM our centres of prayer out here, we might see an over- 
whelming victory, and for this work Ihe African Church must 
Still look for help to England for a long time.

I have just had a letter frOm a friend who tells me that, meeting 
a traveller home from East Africa, she reports that it is so sad -i 
that Mission boys are spoken so badly of and are found so 
untrastworthr that the settlers will never use them if they can 
avoid It. . What is our answer? It is a very old and often - 
repeated^ story and yet our experience here is to the. contrary. ? 
Our settlers in the neighbourhood seem to look to us to supply ^ 
them with all their boys. We have lately sent off two Mission ' 
■coote from hero I at the urgent request of settlers. Some time ago 
a plantcrFwith many years’eexperience in India, came and lived i 
within aifew miles of us, and one of his first wisits was to the j 

■Mission; asking’us to supply, him vVith house boys. I find the 
priests in other’districts with I European neighbours have exactly ^ 
■Ihe^me <«pnnen:cc.__ The settler who takes On a boy who calls, at ’ 
■his house !with'no.characteiT-but.-says he is from the Mission, of 
course de«rvcs:allithat he? gets and a little more l

^Once mire,- many thanksNfbr ail your help and' kindness. '
Cyril, S.S.M.

>>

m

\rV'lal ..
' ■ tUr.H’. UHaifLri'EKs at Likwkmj
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LIKWENU
Diocese of Nyasalahd

ssr-"'.5ia
who bring any 
food, and it does 
not nearly suffice— 
became so acute 
that Canon Victor 
had to put his foot 
down and limit the 
number to Bfty-

There has been 
a marked improve-

„ tu. H. CHa, "’“"7 of*»D Boi AT Lot, smtiuiNT ‘.oo patients. Miss-

Mta j.JkS ttta SC aSU “"ai™™.

“-Wliljsi

NOTES FROM NYASALAND
fciken from the " Nyasaland Diocesan Chronicle " 

Octo6cf 1927

ggaiys s,£.'is asa's'agsa.s: 

.MSfersasi Sts
ii "’® Lambeth,Conference is summoned in 

isfohl^‘‘u England after Christmas 1929. A Synod
stdered ^ Nomobi Resolutions Will be^

ful anV^I^H^fii’’® f^onference at Nairobi as a very wonder, 
the eL Cl ^51 ““““"“.of the Conference published in
nf '5. and written by the Bishop
Dioce!::"“c;."S.“Ve\%®es JS^hl’s'''"’’"
read. ^

;

Nuns* SlMW

con-

not
account will be widely

‘•’“f the dioceses of' the 
Xva ""Sboan Communion are regularly remembered on fixed

nlTr« . mmembercd at two suchplaces, to both of which in diifcrent ways we owe allegiance.
The Bishop announces that he has received a letter referring to 

hJ'.r ’’ Overseas to be publishedby the Misrfonary Council of the Church Assembly, incorporating 
.;. bbd the Church Missionary Review, hitherto

published by the S.P.G. and C.M.S. respectively. In the lettS, 
no doubt ^ivri by the other, bishops of U,M.C.A.; the Editors 
express a hope that they may receive Information about any notable 
events and new undertakings or urgent needs. Naturally we I 
cannot help hoping that this important publication will not deter 
rpembers of the staff abroad from remembering that there is a little 
monthly magazine called Ceotiial Africa which is also anxious 
to receive monthly similar communications.

The Director of Education, in order to encourage the study of 
the English language amongst native teachers and to induce 
trachers to investigate the possible methods by means of which 
they ran utilize the schools for the benefit of the village community, 
has offered an annual prize of one guinea with consolation prizes

-r
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notes from nyasaland
Diocese of Nyasaland

English essay written by

rMs-tlssHS
a native 

my school 
progress of THE “CHAUNCY MAPLES”

V

I.. .. J
'BII ii

mstal“chor^“ T abandoned for Severn! reasons: sice! iSbmtT ' 
th« feh a[®hMr?i'; (“'"•^■•“dcrs have expressed thf regre! • 
the'^v^nt ?or “s o"fn Dtei

#H||£SS3'"S.S

- 5S^‘l3f ^
z^zsss&’^-i^J^'—r£i"" “"

i-yf

_■ “'., .T"
■:iU
L‘:

Bp^ORE I joined the U.M.C.A. and canfe 
what work have the Mission steamers to do 
been out some months 
account of the 
size of the

out here,
on Lake NyasaV I have 

now and will try my best to give a short 
resent work. Firstly, one has to remember the 

Mni;«^: .u .. comparison with England. Our stations,
^ MaMenhead Tnd Ed1nburgh^'‘ELch‘^lnthIv tHp covers some 
SnL"” Stations; that of course
aoM not include all the numerous out-stations on the lake shore 
which we pass on^our^ monthly trip. Secondly, one has to bear 
in mind that the Headquarters, Treasurer’s office, etc., is at the 
extreme sou^, Mponda’s, some three miles from the Lake and six 
milM frpm Fort John.stqn. Malindi is our steamer port where all 
engmeermg is done and various repairs between trips.

To begin with, we proceed to the bar, othenvise the esturtrv 
of the: River Shir6; there the: barge comes alongside filled with 
numerous stores^ hospital and housekeeping stores and the ma»ls.
It IS am^ing to see what is carried up the F^ke in the holds. On 
board there may be Europeans^ nurses. pa(lre.s, etc,, the native ^ 
teachers, their wives,-to say nothing of their babies. Onr- first 
stop IS Mkope Hill, then we proceed to Nktidri where we stav the 

push off early tirfhe other side Msinje. It is here wc 
wood un’great style, some twelve or more boat-loads of wooH. encli 
boat holding some four cubic yards. I may sav here that the 
fuel question plays a very tmoortanr part when the steamer, with 
a 100 lbs. pressure, and steaming eight knots an hour, has to be 
kept going all on wood fuel; you can guess it does not go far. 
especially if one has a strong Mwera on the bow and heavy

was asked

le p
Lak(:e in

see to

seas
;t-t
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THE •' CHAUNCY MAPLES ” Diocese of Zamrifcnr

»4j;"f'!',iryE JTJnK’ffi'KS'
S^lomf to the Portu'^’''" Mtengule, wher^we’ pay =

uV.;S '
Steh bfni“ T”""* j"‘* S‘''' '" 'he evening when it is
Captoin Shannin™“”‘*- "»v"gator
W?nd ale? thr^ O ns we glide slowly to our anchorage off MadiS?
S,TS“'““? r‘iS'5'"^': '•

from^hTlJikA °"® “ nh-ght climb up
fl^weiw P'nnnpple fields, add an avenue of
T^ris where Amhd'A';'"“'^T t““‘’'’ “'' nn-nely Manda.

yPn™ .Archdeacon Johnson works. It is a rather
?o^ in before'te’’is° r ‘5 ^e-are not

^ SOLVING A PROBLEM

S!=i SrHSfrsSSEr
to deM with young widows, unmarried girls, and

S^““" These young widows cannot marry heathen

husbands will return to them. Meanwhile all need

This is a novel situation. For though Christian parents are 
willing to take their share of the burden, yet they cannot be 
rapected to maintain their daughters for an indefinite period
SnWhsr ® “P'" ='"=h ™‘"sn in
r^wni^f 7 to remember that African life in these coast
towns IS not normah and such occupations as, say, drawing water 
or fetching firewood for neighbours is out of the quostiom sinZ 
the drawing of. water is in the hands of a recognized sect of

Arabs, and there is no 
land unappropriated where 

; firewood can be gathered.
There appears to be 

only tone remedy, and that 
IS the. encouragement of 
some, home industry. Such 
an industry ; eitists. Every 
little girl learns to plait 

. and is able eventually 'to 1 
make for herself and her 
relations really beautiful 
mats- and baskets. These 
are made in strips from 
grass palms and sewn 
together. The leaf is first 
bleached In the sun. Some 
of It Is dyed various 
colours, some remains 
white. The girls get charm
ing effects, and their coloured 
designs are original and 
pleasing. The work is

number

We have 
deserted wives.we

our

not

their 
to earn their

;

H.H.F.

so

4



SOLVING A PROBLEM

resignation of MR. R. WEBB
iiig years'^hrvrcompE^me m sraJS “ “dvanc-
of Hon.;.Lay Secretary for the NortherT 'P“'
regret I g.ve up the work which for mor^Zn^r'?"™- ^ith gZt 
my privilege to enjoy, and this S.Z i, >>“0
valued because it hai broUt me
many hind friends and hSl^f ,h eonnexion with
them all for .heir kindnZ^Tnd * ™“'‘' 'hank

rs-iSasttS't “t
on all the work formerly done bTme r ^"hough unable to carry 
tog to my capacity. ^ ' "°P= to help accord-

Robert Webb

Mr. Robert wS, who foMfony JZs haTb“'’‘ I,“'&'’'‘"ot> of
Organizing Secretary in the N^^hern ““t honorary Lay
with, and loyally ilipported. Z mang el'" 1 
have come and gone during that iZ^ • ^"etaries that 
some of us owe him a deeo^Phf nf penod m the North, and

Mr. Webb is well Lo7„ ^veJ 1^0^111^1?'' 
travelled about a great deal - he hecelf j d'slnct and at one time
his work at his desk hS most vafoabt"' w h"'“i?" "■«

wtiSr.
touch with Bishop Map^ Mr Mada^“ R '"to
Archdeacon jinLSman Mr We^r^’ “u “"d
mathematical master at Leeds rrnm''^^^c time • was
resigned, work on behalf of^e V MCA feer^ed 
natural change. But he felt i.nl,iTi “ "tfte or less -
without some personal knowledge of^whardiVM’"’”* 
m Africa, hence followed his trip to Afri^in*!!^'’" .““‘■"S

WtaryfolS. In'CEK^iSf UrZXrH risZ
Webb gave a statement of the expenses orhi^’^";;rne?1;ut'';i

good that it 
in England.

sui|p:“wnS'^ -
h„„l kindness of some friends in North London
market^orZch gooS! .

The girls provide the material. Our part is to buv the 
finished article and find a sale for it, at a p?ice that just covers 

vw’h"*“ remuneration to the producer

g.b.l.

compares favourably with articles of the same kind

not

we

more
so

DIOCESE OF ZANZIBAR
LENT OFFjERINGS 1927 ■

' ■ -

____

- "ts :
jSSflW-Ke

c;\' ■

Archdeaconry of Zantihar.

The Cathedrol 
Mbwenl 
Mnhonda 
Rububu 
Dunga 
Klungani
Pemba . .
D-’r*c*-Salaam 
Mlnakl

S.. . C. , S. C.; 
; ea:”

! f I ' . :111^60 : 707 - 70

j)

'piE—
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RESIGNATION OF MR. R. WEBB

v’ •“ “'*® of o similar
niSJi- >■ ?^°' ^'^’'OP Steere wrote, ” We want the ‘
periodical accounts from someone living ordinarily at home and 
who seM with English eyes.” Mr. Webb's visit was just that, 
and we know what a force he has been ever since.

I “{ways a point made by chairmen introducing him as a 
speaker. Here is a layman, who has been out there, not as a 
worker, but as a private, unoifical visitor, he has seen the work, 
tven to this day he particularly remembers a fortnight spent with 
Archdeacon Johnson on the steamer Charles Janson visiting the 
various Mission stations.

THE campaign
U.M.C.AjCampaign last'j^arv 'it^in't*'^*’”'’' Merseyside
On Sund^, January 22 it jj hOTed th,!,* this January,
[n nearly sixty chumhes. On tlfe lh^ 'r P^t'hed
be Public Meetings i-On Mondm- L^”^"""®
Bishop of Warrington in ‘''®

ThJ‘Bistro^I^'!;i.SX"fdSb ^ •'“= =-
Archer-Houblon, Canon Vfaor r.? Dr.
Parsons, Miss Nugee and others ^ aL ^'"‘®*°"’'>'P, Miss 
Missionary Councilf the Rev Canon °f th“ .
visited Central Africa, h.as verv ?rindlv who has/
meeting at Birkenhead. promised to speak at the

/

J
II

And now we have, to say “Good-bye,” but our home staff . 
Will ever remember Mr. Webb as an inspiration and an example, 
and we t^st that we shall still see him at the meetings of the 
General Council and the Anniversaries.

one or two 
-I possibly

F.J.E. ;

. THE covenanted SUBSCRIP
TION SCHEME

HOME JOTTINGSIn the face of an official explanation of the above scheme we find

rhte-f’al* ""

amount will come to rte Mission instead of being retained by the 
Government, _but in the ca« of.a sub^’ber taxable wholly at as; 
m the pound, Ae operation of the scheme would necessarily 
involve a deduction from the Rebate of Tax to which he woul^ ■ 

■ otheiwlse be entitled, and a covenanted subscription of £t would : 
therefore cost the subscrib®r ;Ci ad. 6d.

by no mrans what was intended, and we wish to make 
scheme devised fon and only meant to. bC 

applied to tax pay^, who; afterreceipf of the allowLces to whiCli 
they are entitled, bear a sum of tax at the full rate of 4s. in the' :

The General FunJ re«lp» compare a, roII<.w«:

Received during^ NovemEwr ...
Total Receipt* to November 30

A decrease of .C1.9M.

1827 1820^3,817
.820,031 £B,i8a

jC97,980

wV.'. 'ar"',TT.u".rs"“'‘well

\
helpcd by coming (o buy, and to those 
any parcel was not acknowledged wemistake,

now.
•; iS

'9
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HOME JOTTINGS

CENTRAL AERIGA
!S joined In the present this year.

ChrlstiBtt Preseat to

record OF THE WORK OF THE 
UNIVERSITIES* MISSION TO CENTRAL AFRICA

No. 542. XLVI. FEBRUARY, 1928.

' 'V.' .

be sent at any time 
SUty.three AssocUt

Price 291t

C.S.P.-The nrxt m«IInB il A«icUlt. .nd trioid. wHI b« on Salurdoy .(Icrno,^
CONTENTS 
....;

ElSSi ; H
NOTE.—Neilhtr the Biihofi o/ Iht 1/Mon nor the Ccmmlllii nr> rriJoniiUr /or dny 

o>/n(on or ilolrmrnl In CENTRAL AFRICA nnirrr II U dtorl, ’

■■■

S^^tL'SnMtchoo,

SO
22 34

80THE MISSION staff 80
■33,In r! 40Date,DIoceMName.

1027ArriToIr in England:
Rev. N.MflcGec. 
Rev. Canon ^
Bikhop of N. 

Departures from England: 
Rev. C. G. Ruck

Dec. fndfMled.N. Rhodesia 
Nyaialand 
N. Rhodesia

JDec.Vidor 
. Rhodesia Dec. 17

N. Rhodesia

Zanzibar
Zanzibar
Nyasaland
Nyasaland

Dec. 80 
1928 

Jan 4 
Jan. 4 
Tan 12 
fan 18

EDITOR’S NOTES
Synods.—^There have been two Synods held recently, one in the \ 

Diocese of Masosi, and another in the Diocese of Zanzibar.!
In these Synods the important subject of the East African 
Province will have been discussed. We hope soon to Iicnr about 
both these Synods. No information has reached us from'Ma^si.
The Zansibar Diocesan Gaacf/c tells us that tlic Synod was to 
meet at the Church of Holy Cross, Magila, on January 17, But the 
Gazette is confidential, yet there is no reason/why we should 
not tell our readers what arc the subjects which will be discussecL 
at the Synod. On the first day there was to be the Bishop's charge, 
followed by a discussion about the recommendations made at the 
Nairobi Conference for the Constitution of the Province of East 
Africa. This was.to be followed in the afternoon by the question 
Finance. On the second day the subjects proposed were Education, 
Vocation, and the Conversion of Muhammadans. The third day 
wa.s to be given to pastoral work, and to include the administrdtroh • 
of the Sacraments, Church Discipline, and Fast Days. That is all 
we feel at liberty to announce.

t
Miss Lowndes 
Miss Spaull 
Miss Lucas 
Ven. Archdn. Wilson

... "KM
has also done District work. • * *»

Ordlbatlotu.—By the Bishop of Nyasaland in St. Peter’s Calhedral, Llkome, oa 
November fi, 1027. To the Dlaconate: Benalah Sheldon Mblza, John Mwasl.

By the Bishop of Zanzibar In Christ Church Cathedral, Zanzibar, on December II, 
1027. To the

______ er fi, 1027. To the Dlaconate:
By the Bishop of Zanzibar In Christ 

1027. To the Dlaconate: Ernest Albert
•*

' The Bishop o 
ihe'l^iplirBlafr. 
months. ’ ; '' ‘

Ernest Albert Edward Gill.

se-BUhop ^ ^ ™
*■ •

My. J, W. ^eathcote,(Nyasaland) has left the Mission.

*

«
;.;IN,MEMORIAM-R-LP.

October 'Si 'igVy.'-^Mary Louise RM
An Indefatigable worker for the Mission ,lrr Broadstairs.

r October so, tge?.—Violet Lloyd.
■Fcir;m'ahy/5tart-.a;I(>en-R.iD::Secret8ry..in Jersey.-. " ■ :1.

Editor's Address.—Will our readers both at home and abroad 
take note that after January the Editor’s address will be: The , 
Rectory, Sternfield, Saxmundham, Suirolk.' Letters so nddrcsMd • 
will reach him more speedily.

. ■ - • , *

_ Robert I^ee.—The announcement of the': recent ,d^ih :.of 
Robert Keable 'repy^ many old memories. He ' joined the 
Universities’ Missibf^in 1912, but did not remain very-long

.• ‘.r. r.r..

r.-.. ,

i .*
V
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EDITOR’S NOTES
Diocese of Zanzibar

amongst us. I used to see much of him, as his front door faced 
our back door. Uishop Weston had asked him to write the book 
wbfch tnost of us know so well, •' Darkness or Light," in order to“rs'.5sftiSpfis ■“rr.sn':; :
MiSon stimulated much interest in the work 6f the J

No one could be In touch with him without recognizing that '
Wldch'no H“^'b ‘h 'he intellectual and Critical

^ ^ him his First Class in the
• Histoncal Tripos, and then the emotional side, which 

was very highly developed. It almost seems that through his career i 
these two sides of his nature were in constant conflict, now one side

.MS; SKtt “i r,.T,s:'-s “;v*""'
«n the presence of one whose heart was 
his behalf.

ST. MARTIN’S CENTRAL SCHOOL
There se^ to be two comipon misconceptions as to the mean- 
nl^ity a boarding schoof^nd L''’nursery ^of fhe'" Tochers’

briafn^Sirr kTiSors‘,!fra?th;^r
The boarding school has obvious advantages over a day 

Mhool. In It a boy can live in a Christian atmosphere and his 
health, food, manners and morals can be supervised. Moreover 

' n *1'”® ^0*“ his lessons,/gaipes and shamba work.
But the chief trouble m the way of a^free boarding school Is its 
expense. Once upon a time the Central School now at KiWanda 
was adequate for the needs of clever and promising boys 
out^chools. Now the desire for further education is widespread 
and many boy/frankly do not want to be teachers, they look 
fomard to beii/g clerics, telegraphists, business men and so on. 
The Mission cannot afford to educate all these boys In boarding 
schools,’ and yet if the Mission cannot educate them they will 
wander down to the coast and big towns. Some few succeed in 
entering the Government Schools, but even Government Schools 
have their limits and the boys either fall into sin in the

in the

presence, 
once filled with anxiety on

towns
____ or corpe back to their 

villages to -loiter about 
...................... *■ . workless and discouraged.. HT™ IS

[ ^ taught only tho three
, ' % R’s and Religion. The

; ‘?P ' consisted of
. “bout, twenty boys who 
- were ready and desirous,to 

'b® Centrai Sehool.
I In 1924 we were able to 

send two from this class 
and in 1925 only one.

' The rest stayed on and 
hoped on and meanlimjr 
they got older. At last 
about six bold spirits

. -.t did well, but subsequent

waiting for them. It seemed 
necessary to make some

pared with zfst.flSq in the previous yefr, a decroasfof'^,!’.^ ^ ^________ ___________ 3 A

VACANT POSTS •; .t

H
tre‘l:y“4':rs“H^e'<>' "'em lor 
to the following needs ^ ^ specially asked to call attention

the steam^!'Tnd a'^Ser"o take chfi"' "f“h engineer for 
He would also like 10 hear of a ^h^i ^ ‘b® P'®®* at Likoma.
to Portugal to obta n thrPol^,^ "l?u‘"’ .''baia he might send 
view ,0 bhi, taking charge whrreadv T'r OiP'a'aa, with a 
School at Msumbab ^ b®" 'eady, of the proposed Central
forltroll^L'.oLlma^’'*-’^ a, once a priest
proposed Diocesan Teasers’ .Saalifications for the
Chipili—a good practical came£» 1' .,*'’^"v"a: a layman for 
and a knowledge of accoum^^ilVSe u^u"

i«
M' fi:'
I

^i. F.-t'
rV-'T'-r-^

St. Martin's Sctiool at Work.
23

27



ST. M.'VRTIN’S CENTRAL SCHOOL
ST. MARTIN’S CENTRAL SCHOOL

further provision for such boys.

^ in October, igah, the Miiion
sXol kind of school-the Day Central i
Schoo . May we explain here that there are not two khools at
St Man-’'°™ ®" nlnmentary school, and anotlier :

a sections, the Elementary in ‘
whtVh ““ ‘““ekt, and the Primary in '
subtamf “? “‘ker difficult isubjects. All the boys from the neighbourhood come to the 
Elementary section but few come from out-stations. In the

c"” “cnP'od from other districts, e.g., ^
Tongwe, Mkuzi, Bwembwera on condition that they live faiHy = 
near the Khool with friends or relatives, and many bivs from ' 
out-schools come daily an hour’s w>alk or more.

We started then in October, 1926, with a First Year Primary of 
twenty-six boys, and the remaining part of the school was re-graded 
according to the Government scheme and the work brought up to 
standard. In November we kept our first school festival! of .St. 
Martin and in January we had our first Government inspection 
by the Director of Education himself. By that time the weather 
was getting hotter and we were finding our small Primary ciass- 

. room very cramped. Moreover the Elementary bovs were coming 
in great numbers and overflowing their quarters. Just beyond 
the girls school were the old dormitories used by the Central • 
School before it was moved to Kiwanda. The larger of them 
WM divided into three good classrooms with brick walls. More
windows were added, then a good coat of whitewash, and the 
floor was re-made with lime and sand, Wt; were able to move in 
June. The younger boys slay on in the old Sokoni school while ! 
the Primary rejoice in their large airy classrooms a minute or two i 
away, riie distance between the two schools does not seem to |
be mterfenng wilh the common spirit which we are trying to |

fof “rtain subjects such as games, singing j
» nd drill. It is a great boon to have the adranced classes .away ] 
from the noise of the main road, near which when wedding pro- !
c^rtT** *^^'^** and singing drown the teacher’s best j

In October, 1927, after a further inspection and serious 
examinanons we were able to promote nine boys to form a ' 
Siecond Year Prirpary and wilh fifteen new boys from out-schools 
or other parishes we were able to form a new First Year. We 
hope to go on-thus increasing yearly until we have four Primary 
Classes, brom the third and fourth year classes boys will be able to 
proceed to a Training College or they can trv for the Government

School ' Leaving Certificate 
which is now the 
qualification for 
Service posts.

There is much that one 
might say about the school and its 
difficulties j the chief of these is 
attendance, but the boys 
making great efforts and 
report we received said that the 
attendance
This means that boys 
hour’s walk

necessary 
all Civil

are
one

was exemplary. 
I come an

or more, wet or 
fine, and this marks a step 
forward in i^\jse parts. Some 
of the parents are not very 
helpful, they do not see the 
value of education unless it Is 
accompanied by free food and 
clothing, j Moreover it is often 
the parenP who keeps tho 
boy away to fetch

. , carry for him. St. Martin’s can
do a great work. There is practicallv no limit to the number of 
boys we can accept provided they are of the right age and have 
completed a satisfactory village school course. We hope to give 
an education quite equal in book learning and sports to the 
Governipent schools but with a good Christian background. So 
far the progress in work and the tone of the school seem to 
j^ustify our existence. No one who had seen the school at Mass 

St. Martin’.s Day, the quiet reverent faces and the 60 
rimimunicants, would doubt that the Day Central School can play 
a great part in our mission work. We are still in otir beginning.^, 

only-fifteen months? we need many prayers that God may 
guide and direct all thnf we do for His Glorv and the salvation 
of souls. ' c.S.P.

5'

our

1^^
I St. Martin’s School at Pi-»v. and

on or more

our

IN MEMORIAM-R.I.P.
December 23.—Louisa .Adams.

For forty j’e.irs an active worker anil supporter of tlie .Mission 
Deanery.,—-

December 26.—Richard Lawson Gales, Priest.
For many years st-creiary for East Elloe Deanery, Lincoln.

in Clifton
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Diocese of NyasalandA VOICE FROM THE PAST
YAKOBIA KIND friend of the Mission has sent us some very interestine 

letters written by the Rev. C. J. Sparks, with a short account of 
his life before he joined U.M.C.A. in i88?. He died at Mbweni . 
Chu’r^-of“he'Hoi;tr^ pn^t_^ by Bishop Sipythies in the 
a " Priest to the Altar ” which Bishi

. _ I have in my possession

gave it to me instead, writ?ng'1nrit°''‘‘° A''i^moi^''of th?^Rev! 
Uement J. Sparks and those others of our staff whom it has pleased s 
(^d to call to their rest this year." I cannot help feeling that ; 
th^ letters will be read with much interest on account of the ? 
light that they throw on the work of the U.M.C.A. forty years ’ 
ago. They recall many things which might pass out of our - 
memories in these days and may stimulate someone whose circum- 

"0‘ unbke those of Clement Sparks to follow in his ! 
steps. We hope to print selections from these letters from time ‘ 
to time as space permits,

Clement John Sparks, the son of Clement Sparks, a painter 
and house^ecorator, was bom in Frome, Somerset, July 3, 1862. 
He was baptized at St. John's Church, Frome, Miss Rose Lowder 
—youngest sister of the late Father Lowder—was his goHmother; 
he commenced his education at St. John’s Infant School when two 
years old. Owing to the very hard times in the ’sixties, his 
father ^vas unable to procure regular work in Froipe. A move 
was made to the beautiful village of Homingsham, Wilts, where 
he worked on the Marquis of Bath’s estate. Clement was taught 
m the village school by Mr. George Bigwood.. He was bright, 
intelligent and full of fun. He sang in the then unsurpliced choir,
« the church. At the age of ten he passed the sixth standard. 
His mother was deeply religious, a sound church woman. She 
trained her children, taking the Church Catechism for her guide. 
Her aim was to instil the principles of duty to God and to our 
neighbour, and she required prompt and cheerful obedience, ] 
truthfulness and unselfishness, also reverence for holy things, ] 
“ Do your duty faithfully and honestly, then you have nothing | 
to fear ” she would say. |

She realized the great responsibility to God laid upon parents 
and prayerfully sought Divine guidance in the privilege of train
ing children for Him, She dedicated each child to God as thev 
were given her............  ' :

From the age of ten Clement earned his living. Illness and 
the very low rate of wages at that time made it impossible to keep 
hirnat home. An opening, offered by distant relations In business 
at Hackney, took him to London for training. His parents were ' 
grieved to part with their precious elder son, but his mother her- 
self took him there and placed him under the care of a priest 
and qiade arrangements how his Sundays were to be kept. Clement

stances are

:...
The CouNTRr Round Milo,

Yakobi IS an out-station and is four days’ good march away from 
Milo. I just want to give a brief description of the people, the 
work and station of Yakobi. 1 h »

The journey consists of ups and downs over very mountainous 
and isolated country, and in a certain part of the year is very cold.

ibree days from Milo bring us to a village called after the 
pwple Wa-Bena, a very jolly

Owing to our being without a priest a short while ago 
we were not able to pay our Christians there very many visits: 
however, I am glad to say they have had the opportunity of making 
their communion once again on the arrival of our priest-in-charee 
pro tern., Father Luxford.

We have a great work among the Bona, but owing to being 
short of priests we are not able to do all we might. We have at 
Yakobi something like seventy Christians, together with a fair 
number of Catechumens and Hearera. /'

The school is a very large one, strange to say the largest one 
in the whole parish, and we are thankful that we have a good 
teacher in charge, with a few monitors under him.

The Christians come into Yakobi for the services on Festivals 
and Sundays, and the teacher is able to preach to them. But 
how sad it is that we are so sho^of priests; a priest at Yakobi would 
have such a splendid opportunity of gathering In many to the 
fold of Christ.

I have been able to visit them when the priest has not had the 
opportunity of doing so. I am only a layman, but, believe ipe> 
it was such a delight and joy to these people to see one of their
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niissionaries, be he layman or not, for thev at once knew 
they were not being forgotten.

Being a Reader I was able to take a ser\^ice, and have the 
privilege of preaching to them in their jolly little church. The 
service, of course, was Matins in Ki-Bena, with plenty of hymns, 
and very heartily were they sung.

After the reading of the lesson, I decided we should go outside 
for the sermon, so that the heathen might come and listen and 
have the opportunity of getting to know about the wondrous love 
of God.

After church the people came asking “ When will a priest come 
and live with us at Yakobi, when are you going to repair the 
houses here ’»? I could only say, “ Some day a priest will come 1 
and live with you, and care for you," The teacher at Yakobi 1
happened to be. at St. Michael’s College wlien I was there, and I !

help thinking that there are a good number of our teachers ‘ 
who havo carried into their work the atmosphere of devotion and : 
self-sacrifice. i

The station is, of . course, just the same as Milo regarding 1 
buildings, except they are laid out in a different way. The 
approach to the station is bounded on either side bv tall > 
eucalyptus trees, and about half a mile up this road brings us to 
the Mission Houses and Church, all brick buildings, thoygh the 
Church seems to be the only building which has escaped the 
ravages of war.

From the station several roads lead out to various villages. I 
Yakobi is also situated six hours’ walk from Njombe where the j
District Officer resides, therefore they are much nearer the D.O. j
t^n we at Milo, as Milo and Yakobi come under the same officer. i
Regarding Milo let me say we are still going strong. We 1
have at last heard the glad news that we are to have a new - 

permanently. We do not get much excitement 
at Milo, but the cats and my dog, together with our pigeons, 
manage to make enough noise. The most exciting day is when^ the 
mail arrives, we then have news of the Nyasa folk and from i 
England. ;

The workpeople no longer turn up at ten or eleven !
o clock and say " Jambo Bwana," they are gradually getting |
into our wys, also they have quite caught the art of removing J
mud and dirt from their bodies, and turn up at'Church on Sundays 
with clean and shining skins.

Tliere is a small store at Milo where the Pangwa can 
purcha^ such things as salt, soap to wash themselves with (some
times they become extravagant and purchase a twopenny cake of
Ses3’'coaol

Please remember the Wa-Bena of Yakobi

A “SAFARI” FJR6m MKUZI
MUST lell you something of a specially delightful safari

M vld 7° Thoufh it realty came in
the middle of exceptionally heavy vuli • rains, 1 got scarcely any of
nhnnl days-aclually walking in not vfry heavy rain^for
fn alrthrerhoms "

But wliat made it so especially enjoyable was the great kind
ness of the Europeans-hoth planters and Government oiricials- wiiom i came-------

of noon, finding Alfonzo Hiza, one of otir Christian lads, as well ns 
one or two more of our Christians. Alfonzo, who is the motor- 
hoy of my friend Major Faulkner, the manager, took me along to 
ind the latter, and wc soon hopped into his car to run along to 
h.s house, about a mile on. 1 sent my porters on to Pangani, 
while I s aved to lunch with Major and Mrs. Faulkner and the two 
jolly hitle boys. Then we all (except the baby boy) fitted into 
the car to run down to Pangani; little fan, on Alfonso’s Ian, 
Cjhalting hard to himself all the way in Swahili. He is only four 
I)nd uses nothing else, though he understands his parents speaking' 

English. Arrived at the Boraa, the District Officer 
(Mr. AIlsop) insisted on taking me on his car to the visitors’ 
house (a comfortable bungalow) though it is only about a quarter 
of a ipile on. After a bath and change I returned to the Boma 
for tea. In the evening, the D.O. again called for me with his car 
to take me to dinner.

Next (Saturday) morning, I said Mass in English, and gave 
Communion to the D.O., the Administrative Officer and the Chief 
of Police, after which I again had to go to the Boma to breakfast, 
making great friends with little Peter AIlsop, who is I think, 
yet three. Swahili again proved much the better medium of 
communication. After a chat with the A.O. (Waring, a 
Caipbridge Blue for the weight and hammer) and the Police 
Officer, I got packed up and set olT for Mwora, sailing over the 
mouth of the Pangani River. This was rather a wet walk, but 
it cleared up before we got there. There were ten communicants 
at the Sunday iporning Mass, and after shauris, and a calf tcT 
enquire of the Swiss in charge of the Sisal estate, who had smashed 
himself up rather badly on his motor-cycle, I started back at 
about i p.m., accompanied by Teacher James Mgaya. Arriving 
at Pangani at three; after a very hot walk, but with everything 
looking very pretty, a bath was quite enjoyable, after which I had 
tea with Mr. Keir, the PoliceJDfficer. He then took me along to 
the Askari lines, and I saw all the Christian Askari and their 
wives and children, after which Keir took me to the jail, where T

I had

across.

cannot

I
i

not

, , , ------ who are without ' ;
a constant shepherd, and our Pangwa here at Milo in your 
intercessions and at your altars. E.F. Ilw- 1i>««er rains during which the planting is done.
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saw five more Christians. I dined with the A.O., Keir being 
the other guest, and “ so to bed.”

In the morning we had Swahili Mass, with a large congre
gation, though only five Communions, os several of the Askari 

Romans (though not refusing these Communion, I warned 
them that they would get into trouble with their own padres if 
they coipmunicated with us). I then packed up and sent off my 
loa^, ^ter which I had to go to the Boipa again for breakfast. 
Major Faulkner had a case on at the Court House at to, so my 
boy and I were able to tumble into his car and ride up to Bushiri. 
Here I called on Mrs. Shepherd, the wife of the engineer, and her 
two charming children, after which I lunched with the Faulkners. 
Major F. then took us on in his car for anothec eight miles, to 
within a mile of Kakindu, so that instead of having the weary pull 
all the way from Pangani, we only had about seven miles to walk.
An easy way of doing the safari indeed 1

Major Faulkner brought us further than he might other\vise 
have done for the following reason. You will know that Mtindilo 
is in the Pangani district, and at present when the D.O. wants 
to come up there, he has to come all the way round by Pong^ve.
He is therefore anxious to get a motor road through to Mtindilo.
If he makes this via Mindu, I thought it would be easy jo join 
it up with our road here, but it would mean making a neW road 
from here for some 2} miles, after which it would follow the 
present road down to ICakindu. But when I explained how easy 
this will be, he at once said this would satisfy him, as the Mindu 
road would take a great deal of making through to Lewa. On the 
other hand, to get a motor road through our way froiTi Mheza to 
Pangani will be a real benefit to the country, as there is a great 
deal of traffic along this route already, and once there is a road a 
motor ^rvice is sure to spring up very soon. Motor traffic is 
developing amazingly out here wherever t^ere are roads.
Waring has just been surveying the Mindu route and called here 
yesterday on his way back, and to-morrow I hope to go over the 
ground for the road which I propose, and will report on it. The ^ 
first two or three miles of the road below Mkuzi is impossible 
for a motor, as It is too steep, and would therefore also be too water- 
jrorn. But I am told there used to be a path coming up by 
Mgarabo (i.e., to the west) which has no steep hill, and it is this 
that I propose to follow.

of this particular fish, and Arabic scholars will be able to form 
an opinion about the marks in quc.stion.

The Crested Snake Which Crows Like a Cock.—A 
dent to East Africa, Ellendi, November 17, igzy, dis-

---------- rffid bills wbicli are haunted, and therefore tabu. He says
he has heard of such a hill near the Mission Station at Masasi.' He 
was discussing unknown animals at Palora witli two padres, two lay 
brothers, and two experienced liunters. TItis drew from one of tile 
missionaries tlial there was a hill near Masasi whicli no native would 
climb for any consideration. Of course tlie lay brolliers had 
wished to climb it. They were full of enterprise, but no native 
guide was willing to accompany them, even the Christian boys 
refusing. At last they secured a teacher, and the expedition sinned. 
Half-way up the hill the teacher’s courage failed him, and tile lay 
brothers, finding the going impossible, abandoned the attempt, it 
appears lliat the hill was supposed to he liaunted by a “ crowing 
cobra,” which attacked all comers with fatal results, 
hunters admitted Ihnt tliey had heard Africans' talking about this 
particular snake. So have I, and an officer of the K.A.R. 
informed me thai he believed that this tradition was a common 
one all over East Africa. I was also told that the Africans, when 
passing a spot supposed to be so haunted, carried a pot of steaming 
porridge on their heads, in order that the crested cobra, mistaking 
the pot for a man’s head, might strike at it, with very unpleasant 
results to itself.

The hunters referred to above also admitted that tliey had heard 
mysterious Growings in the bush where no cock could possibly be. 
Besides, what cock could inflict fatal injuries?

The writer states that in Australia the snakes have their calls, 
which are known to the aborigines, and that this call attracts reptiles 
to the snakes, and thus provides them with food. He also states 
that there is a famous hill in St. Lucia, and that a party of sailors 
climbed it in order to plant the Union Jack. None ever returned; 
all were killed by the deadly ” fer dc lance.” We hope that our 
friends at Masasi will send us further details, and carry pots of 
porridge on their heads if their spirit of adventure prompts them 
to make further investigations. I have forgotten the African name' 
for the snake. Perhaps they will be able to refresh my memory.
I am certain that it has a name, and that most East Africans know 
It. I last heard of it from a teacher at Korogwe. He knew all about 
It. As I had no pot of porridge with me, it is as well we did not 
come across one on that occasion. It was a likely spot I

are correspon
cusses sac

Now. the

Mr.

. iAlan Millard, S.S.M.

G. D.
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EDUCATION
i" “''°9)s with no registeredreSSleltandaS""

j's .S":.*" 'if'rir&tr s#5"
missionaries) and die approval of the Governor ” himself. These 
are the only regulations that apply to all our schools. Other 
regulations apply only to the schools, if any, for which we desire
oXaiTcer ’>• "■ ■"’ '5 °f

Our taking part in the general scheme of Co-operation does not 
bring all our schools within the scope of anv other regulations. 
I lie other regulations only apply to schools which are actually 
panl^rning. There is nothing to compel us to apply for grants 
for all our schools. Only those for which we want grants are 
subject to the regulations. We are perfectly free to keep complete 
liberty of action m any schools we like (subject only to the three 
regulations noted above). That would simply mean that we could 
not obtain grants for those particular schools.

If, in our grant-earning schools, the keeping of the regu1ation.s 
proves to be a hindrance to us, we can withdraw the schools from 
grant earning status, and so regain our liberty. We can actually 
do this at any moment. Grants are paid at the end of the year 
for work already done, and the acceptance of the grants does* 
bind us to any particular course of action in the future. If 
break the regulations, it simply means that we shall not qualify ftir 
the grant at the end of the current year.

To turn to another point raLsed by Padre Hicks; he says that 
“ By advertisements in the local native paper, they (i.e. the 
Government) encourage our teachers to leave us by offering therp 
these higher wages independent of their moral character/* and he 
proceeds to give an instance of a teacher who was dismissed by 
the Mission and immediately employed by the Government. It is 
not necessary to point out that this is not a result of Co-operation. 
In fact Co-operation is designed to make such things impossible. 
It does so in two ways.

(i) Grants-in-aid are intended to enable us to pay higheV 
wages to our teachers in order that they may not be so 
tempted to seek employment elsewhere.

(a) The Law actually forbids that of which Padre .Hicke 
complains. Regulation 41 lays it down that, “ No tenclier 
who has resigned or beep dismissed from a Government or 
assisted school shall be engaged in any other Government 
or assisted school without the approval previously obtained 
in writing of the Director of Education which shall only be 
given after reference to the Educational Secretary of the

To the Editor of Central Africa 
Sir,—1 have just read Padre Hicks’s letter on the above subject 

in the November Central Africa. It requires nothing in the nature 
of a reply from me, because his main conclusion is the same 
as mine. It may be well, however, if I make a few comments on 
those parts of his letter which refer to Tanganyika Territory.

In the negotiations between the Tanganyika Government and 
■Miltons the word “control " has been avoided. We speak of 

Co-operation." The Government itself introduced and 1 
emphasized this word, and it certainly gives a more accurate I
impression of what is planned. It is true that “control ’’ might i
be the final outcome, but if it were so, I think the fault would be 

‘ts official pronouncements, the Government is committed 
to the principle of Co-operation, as distinct from Control. We 
are asked to take a real share In the formation of government 
educational policy, as a whole and in detail, and also in the 
rarrying of it into effect, (Cf. Regulation 6; “It shall be the 
duty of ihe Committee to advise the Director of Education at all 
dqies on all matters pertaining to African education.“ The 
Committee referred to has a majority of missionaries.) Wfe have 
effective means of expressing our point of view (the D. of E - 
Twelves yards of typescript from me t), and, if Co-operation with 
me Government ever degenerates into simple control bv the 
Government, it will be because the Missions have failed to take 
the part assigned to them in the common task for the benefit of 
the country as a whole. I dealt with this matter in greater detail 
in a paper which I wrote for the Nairobi Conference. That paper 
will be published in either the first or second number of the new 

Missionary Council of the National

The new scherpes do not mean all that Padre Hicks suggests.
Only three regulations are of universal obligation.

(i) All schools must be registered. This means that certain [ 
information must be sent to the D. of E. On receipt of 
this information he must register the school, whether he 
approves of the information itself, or not. It is not the 
case that no new school can be opened without official 
permission. A ^hool cannot become grant~earning unless 
U fulfils various other conditions; but that is quite a ■ 
different matter.

ours.
t

not
we'■ i

(2) English may only be taught by registered Grade I teachers 
or others specially authorized by the D. of E. This i.s 
merely a question of qualification bv examination, and 
insures that when English is taught, it shall be taught 
properly.
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school from which such teacher resigned or was dismissed.” 
Reflation 42 says, ** Teachers ipay be suspended from the 
register or from the provisional list of teachers by the 
Director of Education for misconduct, and during such 
suspension shall not be eligible to teach in any Government 
or assisted school or to teach English in any school.”

As soon as I have received details of the case to which Padre Hicks 
refers, I will bring it to the notice of the Government in 
Dar-es-Salaam, and I have no doubt as to tlie result.

May I say in conclusion that I very heartily endorse all that 
Padre Hicks says in favour of co-operation with the Government? 
I will only add that I think he will find our Tanganyika Ordinance 
and Regulations more helpful, and less burdensome than would 
appear from his letter.

Zansibar.

got on well and was soon 
assisting in the shop or 
driving out on rounds in the 

Regular
weekly letters to and from • 
home never failed, 
week's holiday a year was 
given when he tasted the 
joy and delight of his much
loved home and family. At 
i3i^ Ite decided that he had 
no wish to spend his life in 
business and returned home, 
apparently unsullied by his 
early experience of London 
business life, doubtless 
shielded by his parents’ 
prayers. He then worked 
with his father, painting etc., 
on the Longleat estate, 
rejoicing to be at home 
again.

busy streets.

One

5

S
G. W. Broomfield,

P.S.—The point about the admission of Moslems to our schools 
is dealt with in the following memorandum which I drew up for the 
benefit of the Pricsts-in-charge and School Inspectors of this 
Diocese.

'■ I

MEMORANDUM ON THE " CONSCIENCE CLAUSE ”
CtBMENT Jons SpABKS.The conditions necessary for qualification for grant^in-aid 

include the following:—
” That the school is open to children without distinction of 

religion or race.
” That no child shall be compelled to be present when any 

religious instruction is being given if the parent or guardian I 
of such child objects.” !

At 14 he was carefully 
prepared for Confirmation 

by the Rev. J. H. Compton, of St. Catherine’s Woodland 
(Frome) and received his First Communion there. . . .

In 1877 the family were back in Froipe,- in hope of getting___
advantages of work and education, father and son got employment 
at Messrs. Grant’s building firm. Clement was admitted as a 
server at St. John’s Church and became devoted to all connected 
with church life. He was a good sportsman, delighting in foot
ball, finding it a good outlet for his unfailing ener, 
spirits. He Avas 18 when a friend lent him a book 
While Ivory.” (the writer believes it was on Africa and Slavery), 
this impressed him deeply.

Close upon this came a suggestion, made by the Rev. Richard 
Raikes Bromage (then Assistant Priest at St. John’s, later 
the Vicar of Christ Church, Frome), who was greatly interested 
in the U.M.C.A., that Clement would make a good missionary^ 
his reply was, “ You see, sir, I am only a working man,” Mt. 
Bromage said, ” Working men soqietimes make the best of 
missionaries; come to my house, let me see what you have got 
in your head.” Lessons were given in the evenings, and he 
proved himself capable of hard brain work.

His parents gave their consent that he should work up for ah 
examination. To carry out this, he had to do his ordinary daily 
work and give the evenings to study, and later a few weelcs entirely 
to preparation. He passed the preliminary examination at St. 
Boniface Training College, Warminster, and was admitted in the

' /
more

(Regulation 52, (i) and (j).)
It should be noted first that this Regulation does not apply :

(i) to oiir boarding schools. They may receive grants-in-aid 
even though Christian children only are admitted, (cf. para.
.14 of the Ordinance).

(ii) to any of our schools which are not receiving grants-in-aid, \ 
or are not expecting to qualify for grants at the end of the \ 
currentyear.

In the case of those schools that are subject to this Regulation, 
very little, If any, change need be made in our present practice.

(i) All our schools, including those for which grants are or 
may be paid, remain Mission schools in which religion is 
taught.

(ii) All the children may be expected to attend religious 
instruction; indeed they may all be required to do so, unless 
their parents or guardians have actually objected. That 
this is the only possible interpretation of the clause is clear. 
According to its wording, that to which the ” parent or 
guardian objects ”* is the attendance of the child at religious

gy and high 
” Black and
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September .er,,, ,8S,, as a s.uden. ender the Principal, Dr. Samuel

DrSeni On ■ " “'’d soul; the love of home and family ever
Lies tn F?nn,L ho would Walk the^eight
miles to Frome. Arrtvtng in time for tea he would say, “ Mother
h?s''’Lw'r"'d "h '™°n ‘"'’“PPed ? ’’ and would cliop a^faggot, mil
-ivLTbelotLTgLL^ero'L'd
ther?L'’nn"‘r" 'T Tn'' «"y contributions (and
th«e IS no record of how college fees werd provided) bevond 
providing the outfit, so in the vacau'on time, he endeavoured to
Wm ro"'!™ riini '■‘f T *" 'he ParisH. to enable
HiT fLZ .nH 1 '"'T" "“essasy boahs and expenses,
love S music “'"P''"'°"et both shared the .same

his1nre''fT''“T“ hcolber. Clement once walked miles to save 
h " P'"™' °"P of bis sisters. This

his letters wh "'T? ''^0 “"<* comes out inhas letters when later on he was far awav .... also his fine sense
die conZ wTTT, “"‘If’'”’ °‘ho'- ^'odents climbed
msined sfH h T' ®0"'”=- where with a tin and
Th rLs 1 T-'T ‘T “f ‘ho neighbourhood crowing.
This was remarked on tn the local paper, but his mother fearing 
his high spirits were having too much play, wrote reminding him
bid LaLnTe'^ T w P'oparing, and of a pLlle

rs't hreaktn)} rules. He look the reproof humbly. \
•rhn Vnlf “tT'T r® od""‘“"^ '0 Augustine’s, Canterbun^
I he money allowed for his expenttes was very inadequate to ilie
“mLt unhen'mhle‘'"L'“ he once confided that it wasalmost unbearable at times, he even felt tempted not to complot?
Irlad of"debt ^ h-d a great

But for this the life

lia-rdesl Sn'':f“a“rtrielrn'' ‘’’“‘hf" “ '"‘ho
Broniage 'If ChrTs? “rf O'^POdence with the Rev. R. RaikesBromage at Christ Church, Frome, where he heloed with flif» 
servic^, taught in the school and visited in the pS He w'ls

ful woman described his coming as " the shadow L Peter pissing 
by, so healing and comforting was his presence to her.

To his gr^t grief his father died in January that year, but it
rbrat'’home’:tLf"time’IT‘i?sLlX: “"‘"''f'''
if;ao“ire7rirbru.“'''‘‘ "■=

He preached during this time at Christ Church, St. John's
mwn Wh°„ T ; ■' “y‘'’e <° P'-C»ch in thetown where he had worked as a mechanic, he quoted the words 
of the Prophet, I have set my face like a flint.”

He had a particularly clear and pleasing voice, which rang 
Ihrough the church and still rings in the hearts of those that love 
,him.

On February i6 tile parting came, and on March 20 
he re.iched his goal, Zanzibar, where he eagerly entered 
into his duties, first at Kiungani and later tit Magila,' where he 
received priest’s orders at the hands of Bishop Smylhies in the 
Church of the. Holy Cross.

For 2j years he wqrked through troubled times; stilfei^g from 
fever and privations, And passing through the blockade/in i88y. 
In that year, on Sepitober 22, at the age of 27, htf died in 
Zanzibar of jaundice . .1. . “ To help a sick friend he Ii.t^ pushed 
down to the coast befora/the road vvas quite clear, procured\ dhow 
and was twice fired at/ but succeeded in reacliing Zanzibar. ) Then 
he returned, was himself taken ill with fever and died afle/being 
carried to ^nzibar.” /(See History of U.M.C.A. p. ziif. Thus 
faithfully was this btave young life offered up in the highest of all 
services.

The life preparation .and the brief serving are in very close, 
imitation of his Master, in whose steps he most surely tried to

rcs/«"nnd’'’"‘’"’!'' ,’'''’"1®" "'’t for'*wh(.in"he llndunboti'rld/l

To his ovm great surprise his name came out first in the big 
IheL'"''’nTb‘ ^ ‘h‘* he said ‘‘Gentlemen
lor dlLTL ,if“T he thought he had neither earned
exrit^L . T home " It is nothing to be
excittrf about; if you only knew the e.xtent of my ignorancL”
nnd W ' ‘hm ho was necepted by Bishop .Smythies for U.M.C.A., 
and w^as ordained d^con by Bishop King of Lincoln by his
L?i™f’in Af* 'rll “< once ol his
diTlBishonL^^H ■he following is an extract from a letter from the Bishops Hostel, Lincoln, December i8,

" All (he excitement is

was

*

follow.
Ii is the story of a very faithful life full of real joy.

1886.
passed, examination and declarations.now
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Ex Africa semper aliquid novi,
which being interpreted means that Africa alwavs has some surprise 
in store for us.

G. W. Broomfield,
Chancellor.

The “ Miraculous ” Fish.—Many years ago, when I was in 
Zanzibar, the whole town was in a state of tremendous excitement 
on account of a fish caught in neighbouring waters. The owner of 
the fish had not noticed anything very remarkable about the fish, 
but a Muhammadan teacher thought that he detected the 
Allah in Arabic characters inscribed name

---------its tail. Here, indeed, was
a sign from Heaven and a miraculous proof of the truth of Islam 1 
Ihe fish market was agog with excitement, and the fisherman 
gained much financial profit from the sale of his catch. A closer 
and more critical inspection of the fish revealed the fact that the 
mscnption defective and faulty, and it was difficult to suppose 
that the mscnber had not a more perfect acquaintance with Arabic 

“ very excellent volume on tropical ■ 
fish, and there I disravered representations of this particular fish.
^ •''« resemblance to the

r “ discernible as in that of the fish in
quMtion. All of them, however, were defective so far as the word 
Allah tvas concerned. The resemblance was fictitious, not real and 
by no means bear out the conclusions which a hasty observer might 
annewr rf™' •1"^“ informed that a similar fish has recently 
appeared, and similar excitement produced. We print an illustration

on

STATION NOTES
LitiLi (Nyasaland).—The Bishop confirmed at Kwambi Mbamba 
Bay, Lundu Island, .Mkili, and Liuli; in all a little o ™r a thousand 
were confirmed, including thirteen lepers. We have now 1600 
catechumens under instruction and 1,000 hearers. ’
ii„„i '® “ ''•■‘V'-' nnoiiier priest here at last; Fr. Mueli

•ITe ‘“l ‘''"VO iroon waiting for. ®
by -St ,Smph:^.frewisham""' "•‘'®
a good Wend m ffie Mitsffin'"'

the disnet Two had been killed outright and two taken to 
fiean'ng ra'ffid!'r"“ '•‘dmission; the other is

US

was

HOME ^JOTTINGS
The General Fund receipts

Receive durinjr December 
Total Receipts to December 31 ;r.-

A decrease of .£4.283* * *.
i.<.nh^?“lB .f”;!--''' Ik' or llie Encullv.

compare as follows:
1027 

.£11,670 

.£37,800
1D2S

-C13,927
.£41,883

father
Committee on Np\
Cr. Wigan, to the

Tiia *' Miraculous *’ Fish
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CENTRAL AFRICADUq^ Sllw Wanted—Some friends nt Oxford ore proposing to send out to the 
Cathedral at Motasi a rifteenlh-cenlury chalice and a paten which has been 

match it.made to
riiey would hke to be able to provide also a ciborium and are collecting t 

disused silver with this obiect In view. They hope to obtain enough to defray the • 
expense of making and gilding the ciborium' as well as the actual silver needed to 
provide the necessary material.

Friends of the Mission who have any old silver jewellery, etc., lying by will no 
doubt be glad of the opportunity of putting it to so good a use.

All gifts of silver should be sent direct to Rev. A. C. Hobson, 4 Lonsdale Road. 
Summertown, Oxford.

A MONTHLY RECORD OF THE WORK OF THP 
UNIVERSITIES* MISSION TO CENTRAL AFRICA
No. 543, XLVI. MARCH. 1928. Prico 2D-

CONTENTS
”■ ■■■ Amateur Vet......................... kr

■■■

Exhibition of Work for Africa.—All those, whether adults or children, who are 
making gifts for the Mission stations in Africa this winter will like to be reminded 

he Exhibiion of such work which is held each year before Easter. We hope to hold 
it on March 17, 1928, and all work intended for the Exhibition should reach the Ofltce 
not Ittttr than March 3.

It is a very real help when work parties and children’s classes will kindly send their 
work to the Exhibition. Large numbers of people comet to see It, and they leant 
not only how much the Mission needs their help in this way. but also the large variety 
of things needed, and the standard of work required.

Certincates are given for the best work done In each class,*, and exhibitors are 
this purpose into three groupsGroup I, over 18 years of age: Group II, 

3 years of age: Group MI, under 13 years of age.
Details of the different chnsses of work needed are contained in Leaflet 60, which 
he obtainetl from the Oflice. Further details about the ExWbUiort can also be 

obtained from the Ofiice.

Must We Retrench? ...
Editor’s Notes ..............
The Crested Cobra
My African Tour .............
St. Andrew’s Day at Minaki 
Chipili .......................

NOTE.—Seilher the Bishops of tht Mission
opinion or statement in CENTRAL AFRICA
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« » MUST WE RETRENCH?Lent Saxinffs Boxes In cardboard will 
also be had,

gladly be supplied on application to (he 
. but as they cost 2d. each, it would be a 

many are required, o contribution is made towards the co?t.
Oflice. Collapsible 
kindness if when

A Voice from ihe Packiog Room.—May we beg alt those who so kindly send 
parcels for Africa to write their names and addresses very plainly on fAe list of 
confenfs and to fasten It conspicuously inside the parcel; not to fold it In a garment 
or hide it away in the centre of the parcel! A great deal of time is often wasted In 
trying to decipher names, or in hunting up addresses, also in counting up and writing •
down the various things sent. * |

* * ♦

India, for ApRir. and J/ritan Tiding, may be had from the office on
payment of postage.

Sr thr'^GenS'l p'"'®.froip statements already published 
titat the General Fund receipts shofeed a fallinK off in icja,
M fo^ra,,rr'fh '®T®- ''"expected.'"cannm
mint's" to rhi

/“• "" '“I ^''shops made urgent
wr,^r v”!' "’‘=™fed 'o tl'eir Dioceses to en.able them to do
work which was clamouring to be done; and, in viewiof tlie World 
Call and the very considerable increase of income in 1926, we fell 
that their appeals could not be disregarded. Largely increased 
grants were made accordingly, and work thus made p^ 
undertaken ; e.g., the scheme for Central Schools and the e.vlcnsion 
of leper colonies m Nyasaland; the plan for a Diocesan Teachers' 

j. 1" Northern Rhodesia; and the acceptance of 
much needed additional workers for Masasl.

In accordance with an undertaking given to the liisiiops some 
yrars ago that grants once ipade shall not be reduced except after 
Pvelve months notice, the increased apportionments made in 1927 ^ 
have been renewed for 1928; but Ihe Treasurers have felt compelled 
to warn the Bishops that unless Ihe total of General Fund receipts 
during the year is at least ;^5,ooo larger than for last year, reduction 
all round will have to be the order of the day-in 1929, They were 
compelled to this course by the fact that Ihe delicit last year of 
expenditure over receipts amounted to over ;^5,ooo, and unless om 
mcome is increased this year, there will be a similar deficit again. 
Keserves m the Treasurers’ hands met last year’s deficit and will 
do the rame this year if the worst comes to the worst; but the 
poorest financier amongst us cannot fail to recognize that living 
beyond one’s income {s’a dangerous practice, and though once or

MlnakI alon. roiuiraa «0 (IDO ol Ihmn wMit). It every vvhrk parly 
uadertake to make al lean twelve, and every ladlvldual whd love, the. 
miehl have enouzh for im.

ossible was
this Lent would 
Mission one, we

THE MISSION STAFF
. Name Diocese Date

Ameals in Ettglandi 
Rev. E. T. Luxford 
Mrs. Foord 
Miu Pugh
Departures from England 
Miss Bridges Lee 
Miu Bliss

1927
Nyasaland 
N. Rhodesia 
Masasl

Dec. 23
23

.. 31
1028

Zanzibar
Zanzibar A

transferred Fr. Harold Smith 
Sikh^SS " I?'//’’ Diocese: Miss H. Obom and Miss E. L.
h« A® ""on* and Miss E. D. Ogllvy
h-, I^itodesta Diocese: We regret that the Rev. Norman McGee
pSrS ro Au^ ^JaS ^ ^
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MUST WE RETRENCH?
EDITOR’S NOTES

twice the difference may be made up out of capital, such an 
expedient cannot often be repeated without disaster. To prevent 
such a disaster, the Treasurers are bound to contemplate the 
necessity of reducing expenditure unless the present rate of 
spending is justified by a larger income.

It would, of course, be regrettable if lack of funds compelled 
the Bishops to give up next year the plans adopted only last year 
from which so much has been hoped, and we trust no such 
retrenchtpent will prove necessary. It certainly sliould not be 
impossible, If all our friends in the country work together, to raise 
the receipts again to the 1926 level, and if that is done, the present 
grants can be continued and the work go on without undue anxiety 
here or in Africa.

At the moment the signs are not altogether favourable. General 
Fund receipts in January showed a further falling off in place of 
the increase for which we hoped; but, even so, we are not without 
hope of better things in the months which are coming: interest in 
the Mission and its work is increasing; our friends are yearly 
becoming more numerous; the financial support accorded us shows 
an increase—exceptional, years apart—and the only point still in 
doubt seems to be whether the rate of increase in missionary alms
giving at home will keep pace with the growth of worlc and opening 
opportunity in Africa itself.

E. F'. S.

• • • •
Snakes is interesting to find that there is a subject which 

“w n'" curiosity among the readers of Centkal
Africa. We have received three communications about the Crested 
Snake from friends at home. Ali these communications confirm the 
existence of this quaint reptile.

How

Crested Snake was welcomed because it filled a gap. Whv was there 
a g.-ip ? We were short of copy in Fcbriiarv and again in March

he “"d informative as we all wisli it to
‘''n common task of workers in Africa is

Presents.—The Bishop of Nyasaland tells us of a cassock sent to 
=;"e^p,o°=

o.vplaming their wislies in case of a difficully. ^

EDITOR’S NOTES
The Province.—We liave no information at present about the 

•Synod at Masasi. However, in the Masash Intercession Paper there 
IS a thanksgiving offered for the unanimous approval bv the Synod 
for the proposal to form an E. African Province.

In the Nyasaland Diocesan Chronicle. January, 1928, the Bishop 
writes : The Mombasa Synod meets on January 21 and the Uganda 
■Synod alTO in that month, but I am not sure if the Diocese of the 
Upper Nile can yet arrange a Synod. The new Bishop of Central

"'.stS;, ""
2a Council of the Universities' Mission on October
Nniilw welcomed the scheme outlined in the Report of the
^e Sddance^“H'?‘^c“''"“‘'’' continuance of
^ SP‘"‘“ *0 project may in due course

His Oiureh “'"P'"’°" glory and the good of

,1 '''‘■'•'ug these notes we hate heard with deep regret that

I's Whm ^ i ® P''°oeh the wind is contrary, Christs w th us and we mu.st wait till the wind subsides and th 
greac calm. ere is a

gramude, also our greetings.”
42
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THE CRESTED COBRA MY AFRICAN TOUR
Dear Sir,—The exist

ence of the snake to 
which you refer on p. 35 
of Central Africa for 
February, 1928, would 
appear to be too well 
cstablislied to consider 
the creature a mere 
mythical monster. In a 
letter dated March 17,
1881, Bishop Maples 
wrote from Masasi “The 
snake that bit him was 
the terrible ‘ mamba * of 
the Natal country, called 
here mwikoma, you 
may have read stories about it. There is one remarkable one, for 
instance, in the last volume of “ Livingstone’s Last Journals.” The 
chief facts about the “ mamba ” are these; it deliberately pursues 
and attacks men, lying in wait for them; its bite is most d^dly, and 
in a very few hours the victim is dead. It is about twelve feet long, 
and has a kind of crest like a cock’s comb on its head; it also makes 
a noise resembling the crowing of a cock; it haunts rocks, and is 
also found in the forest."

The letter is given on page 144 oi “ The Life of Bishop Maples," 
Sir H. H. Johnston in his “ British Central Africa,” writes of the 
dread shown by natives of “ the mamba or tree cobra (Dendraspis) 
which m the breeding season is very savage, and will dart out from 
the grass or bush and attack passers-by.” He classifies it doubtfully 
as Uendraspis angusticeps; the Tree Cobra, the dreaded Mamba."

Yours faithfully,

t. NORTHERN RHODESIA
Ever since I returned from Africa in December I have been asked 
by many of our friends in England when an account of the imures- 
sions that IJiad gathered and the lessons 1 had learnt was likely 
to appear in the pages of Central Africa. It had originally been 
my intention to write such an account during the journey buf I 
found myself so fully occupied in travelling about and in^actually

fn Hn t "iddc up my mind to postpone any attempt
to do so until the comparative quiet of the voyage home^ only to

not at all a suitable place for writing anything; since she was 
torpedoed in the war the vibration is so disconcerting that I found
Str,!i.7l f DartmouthSiriret I found, as might have been expected, considerable arrears of

diocese that
I was able to visit, to write first generally and then particularly
fbeglnThirNSr: Rh.;rs?a“"'' “I

■ . ’■"1

1

r/utf} fra*» RuHjfr
The Bu^ck Mauda.

1 suppose that the first thing that strikes'a visitor in the month 
of July IS a vivid sense of wonder that it should be so cold, h the

Sr7is n 3.1 7 1 “ Bi-cut part of the

deem suiiable. I found myself, even at Livingstone, glad to don

seems to-feel the 
cold rather more 
than most people,

• appearing in a 
heavy winter 
overcoat with a

A, Tii. roor o, Mciinoa iuca».».,1?:‘"' ">“^61 round

R. Webb

Extract jrom " The Nyasa News," February, 1895
I.N 1877, when travelling between Masasi and the Ruvuma our 
caravan was pddenly startled by what sounded like the crow of a

Pu-T? “““ pointed to a tree some thirty feet distant on which I saw a targe snake with a serrated comb,
Sired'"ifth"'t,“™® ttvo in^es above the skull. The natives ' 
“umrv It ooohe in the
country. It seemed to be from twelve to fourteen feet long

was 
y astonished 
find Padre 

who

PhclaJ
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MY AFRICAN TOUR MV AFRICAN TOUR

his neck at any hour of the morning almost til) noon. Incidentally, I 
think there can be no doubt that, although the great and somewhat sud
den changes of temperature during the twenty-four hours call for care 
in changing one’s apparel, yet cool nights and mornings during 
several months of the year are a considerable help in maintaining 
the j’ealih of our miwionaries and freeing them from that washed-' 
out African ” condition which troubles so many who have to live 

near the Coast and wlio scarcely ever know what it means to 
be cool or even to be dry.

If one’s first impression is of a.stonishment at the climate, one’s > 
second IS certainly of the great size of the country and of its con- 
.^‘quenily vast distances. I do not think that anybodv here in - 
U.ytmouih Street had ever really grasped—I certainly 'had quite 
tailed to do so—how far apart our Mission stations really are from 
one another. iMapanza has generally been spoken of, for example, 
as quite near " to Livingstone, and relatively near these two 
sintions certainly are when judged by , the Northern Rhodesian 
standard; but, when judged by the standards of distance of any 
ot the other U.M.C.A. dioceses, they would be regarded as fairlv 
lar apart. A journey of nine hours by train, followed by one of 
over forty miles by road, is not whai one would call “ quite near " 
in Zanzibar Diocese, or in Nyasaland, or even in Masasi. whose

one think., of the journey between any two of the other three central

M.soro—one realizes that Mapanza and Livingtsione are. after all 
. greatness of the distance between ?ie

Idtherto Tr® h“ difficulties of the diocese

tnan once, the Bishop himself wa.s the only link betwppn the 
rrcSe'h™d's™?ce“?e;urr;Pbr''= ^ concerned, j

poses; it was the lanEua^e of most practical puf-
couid preach in it knowing that 1 ^ho'uTd’^he “’5^ 
of the congregation in all p^rts of .ire^count^^tTi^tfrmLh^S

on or

r4iol
iPadn /langrrThe First Motor-Cars at Msoro.

most of the children in the scliools spoke it fairly well; most men 
and many women knew it well enough ni least for the purpose of a 
traveller’s conversations; but in Northern Rhodesia the difficulty is 
not only that there are many tongues, but that there is 
longue generally known. It is, I, believe, the hope of the Govern
ment that in the course of lime four main tongues may serve tlie 
purposes of education; but I believe that very few people are so 
■sanguine as to imagine that in the immediate future, at least, a less 
nunibor of languages than four will be found possible. Certainly, 
as things are, every one of our central Mission stations has its own 
language—the people to whom it ministers have several, but there 
IS generally one that most of them can understand; and it is 
J;','’. B°°d to use the Mapanza language at Chipili, or the
Uiipili language at Msoro, or the M.soro language at Fiwila—if you 
did so, practically no one would understand you.

What with the diversity of language and the difficulty of distance, 
one can readily understand how immobile the stoifs of the various 
stations in the diocese tend to become. To move a worker from one 
station to anotiier not only involves a long and expensive—and it 
may be a difficult—journey, but also renders practically useless the 
language he has been at pain&lto acquire and renders' /urn very 
nearly useless till such time as he shall have obtained a working 
knowledge of another. The difficulty caused by the fact that the 
Rations are so far apart is by way of being rendered less serious.

nere was a time when a journey of several weeks on foot had to 
oe undertaken by anyone travelling from one station to the, next,

no one

not
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MY AFRICAN TOUR MY AFRICAN TOUR

but th^ days have seen much road development; some of the old 
roads have been widened and generally improved and new ones 
have been and are still being built,' so that, with a motor-car or a

^ journey which involved weeks can now be accom
plished m as many days; but the language difficulty remains.

j compared with other dioceses of the Mission, Northern 
Khodesm has a considerable European population and most of them 
are of our own race. The number of English people I met with 
as 1 travelled about the country seemed astonishingly large after' 
my experience in Tanganyika Territory. The rapid mining develoo-; 
meni at Broken Hill and Bwana Mkubwa and many other plac^: 
and the impetus given to tobacco planting by the preference granted! 
m this country to Empire-grown tobacco, have between them^ 
attracted thousands of settlers, and many more seem to be still' 
coming in. The presence in the country of so considerable a num-' • 
ber of our own folk, so many of whom are communicants of our 
own Church, adds to the heavy responsibilities of the Bishop and 

^ *J»ese brothers of ours must be
ministered to, both for their own sake and for the sake of the' 
natives of the land; they are—though probably in most cases un
consciously—missionaries to the people in whose midst they dwell.' 
and our work amongst the Africans could scarcely meet with a

being responsible for four native out- 
Mations as we I the work he does with the natives of the town
sSrsol'o? t,ti“ centrli^S

^ ™ -u? ’^■'™P“n ministrations, the padres at
Mapanza. being responsible for regular inonthly services at the 
railway settlement at Choma, forty mile? away (thouS, this i?
Ur can“Rail‘ <=b«Pl'>in of fhe South ■
/Urican Railway Mission who has been appointed as a whole time 
worker tn Northern Rhodesia), and llmpadS m ciiinUi 
iineiisi^oToX""’'® f'”'services at Fort RosebLy. The

of nS™ Rhorfi! "ho"’ I had previously known, thtie

in so far as they are still untouched by Western civilization they are 
less “ advanced ” than our people in the old Diocese of Zanzibar, 
but that contact with the Europeans for whom they work in their 
own country and in the South has caused changes in the lives of 
those whom it has aiTected almost as sudden and as startling as the 
change whish comes to their own Zambezi River when, after flowing 
along so' gctidy and sleepily, it finds itself suddenly hurled over the 
chir that makes the Victoria Falls. The suddenness with which 
things have been changing during the last dozen years is well 
illustrated by a remark made to me by Bishop May as we were 

new motor-van. “ When I first came 
if I saw in the distance a man on a 

push-bike I knew lie must be a European; a few years later the 
chances were that a man on a push-bike would be an African, but 
one on a motor-bike was sure to be a while man. A year or two 
ago one realized that a motor-bike rider might be either an African 
or a European, but a motor-lorry driver was almost sure to be 
wliite. Now one never knows the colour of the driver of an 
approaching motor, if it be a lorry, though still, if it is 
European is probably in charge.”

Ernest F. Spanton.

travelling together in his n. 
to the Diocese,” ho said, **

a car, a

f

are

Tub Victoria Falls,
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Ihoccsc of y.ansibar
ST. .ANDREWS DAY AT MINAKI

ST. ANDREW’S DAY AT MINAKI The next morn
ing the chapel was 
again filled for ihe 
Sung Mass. Then 
after their breakfast 
the boys began their 
games, which took 
the form of ^gorous 
dancing in time to 
beating of drums
and a triangle which j ■
a small boy played , •*.*'' ** .*
with much enjoy- 
ment for about two 
hours on end. The 
Wa-Yao and the 
Wa-.Maltua danced in a circle; Ihe Wa-Bondei, Wa-Zigua, and Wa- 
Shambala danced in a troop, four abreast, each bov carrying a slick 
uplifted; a few held branches of trees. They were mostly wearing red 
fez caps, visibau and shorts, and their bare legs and graceful bodies 
moving in rhythm made a fascinating picture. We sat for an hour 
watcliing the boys, and asking questionsabout their tribes and charac
ters^;^ some of the boys whom I had known ten years ago as small 
urchins at Korog^ve and Magila are now quite young men. The 
Wa-Makonde had two star dancers, who dressed themselves un In 
ludeous ochre-coloured wooden masks. They swathed their hands 
and feet in some old Qotton cloth, and covered their heads with the 
same, and to the cloth 
Their loin

MiNiVKI is not an easy place for mLsslonaries travelling between 
Ivindi and Zanzibar to visit, as the means of covering the sixteen 
miles from Dar-es-Salaam to the college is uncertain, and difiTicuit 
to fit in with a boat that may be staying in Dar-es-Salaam harbour 
a matter of 24-^8 hours to pick up cargo. There is a train that takes 
one the best part of the way, but the mysteries of its time-table are 
beyond even the powers of the Minaki Mis.sion Staff to remember, 
as a train goes up one day, and there is not a return one till the 
next day. Again, the Mission lorry may or may not be expected 
in Dar-es-Salaam the dav a traveller arrives.- Then there is the 
question of the return journey. Will one of the Mission Staff 
be at liberty to bring the visitor down to the boat on a working dav?

There are many cars In Dar-cs-Salaam, but nearly all belong'to 
private owners, and It is a most difficult and expensive matter to 
hire a car, arid now in the rainy season, when one has safely arrived 
at Minaki, it is by no means certain whether one can return 
so safely, as a few hours of heavy rain can make the road exceed- 
ingly difficult and

i’.'i I r
O.SR OF THE H0VS‘ “ StUDJKS."

even dangerous.
I knew that all these difficulties were ahead of me, but f lived 

m hopes of reaching Minaki and staving a night there, so I made • 
my prep.irations, and turned up at the chaplain's house on the after
noon of November 29. There we found that Father Elliott was 
expecting to go up to Minaki that afternoon to keep St. .Andrew's 
Day at the College, and to return in the late afternoon of the mill, 
and I realized that I was to be exceedingly lucky.

and driven with great
skill by Miss Hart, drew up at the chaplain’s house. The road was 
hKT' once-but the car went at a good rate-a
pleasant contort to the bumpy old Ford which had^brought us 
h^r" .f™"’ to Lindi at the rate of ten mfl^ an
dhches In elfhers H ™‘’>’ "“‘Z '■“'''pin bends and
D aces hm eve • a"'' ”55'^ ‘he .middle of the road In

teachers’ wives and children. ^

■ ■?

I
over iheir heads they attached the masks.

they bound round their legs, so that they looked
hke loose trousers. As regards their heads they resembled mcdlajval 
representations of the Devil, and their bodies reminded me of wicket
keepers in pads and gloves, 
of this couple.

I had a glance at the boys’ dormitories which were full of rows 
of tidily placed beds, then I was taken to see their “ studies,” 
little mud huts, built by the boys themselves, some were so low 
tnat we had to crawl in, one boasted of an upper storey reached 
by a ladder. The first one we entered reminded me of a laundry, 
there were so many clothes hanging from ropes across tlie small 
room, arid there were small rough tables and seats made by the 
boys themselves on which were placed their private possessions and / 
rubbish, and I think that the great tidiness of their dormitories 
IS attained by the removal of their private property to these 

studies.” I believe that the actual school preparation work is 
done m the spacious class-rooms, and that these studies ” are 
just private dens and a personal hobby. AroUnd the huts were 
small patches of garden kept by the boys in which were tomatoes, 
pumpkins and other vegetablesund flowers.

During the afternoon we had heavy rain and I began to be

It was great fun to watch the antics

a'

f
t
itwo
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ST. ANDREWS DAY AT MINAKI
Diocese of N. Rhodesia

ditcfies when .t happened to stick and as I looked at the road it 
seemed more than likeiy that their help would be needed, 
indeed in a few minutes we were stuck in the mud, and we all irot 
out, and the boys and the padres heaved the lorry on to the road 
.again. I adre Gibbons went very carefully, and though I was 
inclined to be frightened, I soon saw that he would get us to 
Uar-es-Salaam in safety. After the first three miles 
beyond the ram

CH I PI LI
from Idlers jrom Miss Cooie, ieho is staying at Chipiii, 

and helping with the ^ork.
Extrac s

. . . Phis place is so loveix, and ilie new church is growing fast. 
We shall nal> be in it for Christmas, and I, for one, am glad, I like 
the dear, dirty, native-looking old church ... it is so full, of 
prayers, and I want to see one Christmas in it. Padre Leeko and 
Miss Sutton have been very busy the last few weeks with classes 
preparing for the baptisms after Christmas. There are about twenty- 
one women and thirty men. ...

I love the Bantu. . . . The children

and

or so we got
area, and had a beautiful drive the rest of the 

cheery songs in Swahili and English.
At Almaki there is a sick room for the boys, and a dispensary 

to which people from villages round are beginning to come, so 
that the nurse there has rather a rush on bandagesT and it wiuld S

for MSlillkl"' I
The boys all look so well and happy and natural, and there are 

“'■e already turned towards the
^lesthood, the majority hope to become teachers, and there are '> 

“P "’"'■k- These latter will be !
Idrtne assistants to the mission doctors,\and by !
virtue of the Minaki educatton, which includes a thorough
ore“seS° !'"=}’ ""■■■ he able to go farther than the i

dispensa^ boy, whose out-school or central school , 
T ‘ext-book know-

I'Si
""'■'’.‘■'hle to be translated viry clumsily into 

brahtli. Minakt now has a practising school to which the
Sren‘fo°"'f "I Of “urse the
were “ few.mooths back two boys
A^drew^rDa'^ catechumens and during the Mass gn St.

■ foef?vert P ^ .-idmitted. After the Mass
waTch'Jdfordandng.'’^^'''^* ,
on St. Andrew’s College i
foe I P ““ remember it throughout its work- !
thf AMrJ P'''".''P‘''’ “? chaplain, the lady teacher .and the nurse, 
the African teachers and their families, and lastly the boys that 
they may fulfil the vocations to which they are being called

, , , . .. -- nre so responsive, and
though I can t talk I get into touch with them. . . . Some are 
distmctly pretty, and nearly all are attractive.

class would amuse you. It is supposed
li/irArv V.,.. *1... —__ f . t. t . .

My Sunday mornii _ 
to be for Christian children, but the mothers'bring the'babies ™ 
their backs, and insist on their being marked in the register, and 
sometimes a father comes, not to mention many naked little 
heathens who are friends of mine.

They all sit on mats on my veranda at ten o'clock on Sundays, 
and we learn together, sentence by sentence, the Lord’s Prayer 
ahd the Creed. When I pronounce wrongly they correct me. 
After that we sing hymns—first learning the words, and look at 
pictures, about whicli I say something, .as ivell as I can. . . . 1 
have got stuck with the language. . . . The M.a.ss I can follow all 
right, but I can’t talk.

A i isitOT to Minaki jrom Masasi Diocese

tl'eir* Ulgglnt
TrrES OF Cjltl-DHEN.
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After hymns we close, and they simply fall on a basket full of 
dolls—boys ns well as girls insisting on having them tied on their 
backs. Thu next joy is a china tea-set. I fill cups, teapot, and milk- 
jug^wiih water, and everyone crowds round holding out cup or 
saucer, saying: "Mama, mama, water, water." After we have 
played for about a quarter of an hour 1 say " Go away,” and they 
go, wishing me ” peace.” I don’t think they learn much, but they 
seem to like to come. ...

It is all most

THE AMATEUR VET.
N>lN,.rrE,;N-TWENTV-SEVEN has been an important year for Msoro, 
full of interesting: events. Not only does it inelude the'first 
Diocesan Conference, and the visit of the Secretary of the Mission, 
and the seidement of the Native Reser^'es question, but it is the 
first year winch there have been ladies on the staff. They 
arrived appropriately on January i, and their labours in school 
and dispensary are bearing much fruit. Some apology, therefore. 
IS needed for writing about a matter which is not the direct work 
of the Mission in so memorable a year. Please do not imagine 
that the three other ferpales—those of the bovine species—treated 
of below bulk very large In our attention!

Still, there is the fact that three cows (complete with calve.s) 
catpe into residence at Msoro in September. And that fact is 
interesting, because Msoro Is rather badly infested with tsetse fiy, 
and, as everybody knows, cattle cannot ordinarily live in ” fly '' 
country. But the Government Veterinary Officer at Fort Jameson 
wants to experiment and try to find some way of immunizing 
cattle against fly-borne diseases. So he presented us with three 
cows on condition that we feed them and keep them properly and 
iqbculate them once a week with antimony, which he provides. 
Uiter, he wants to try injecting them with baboon’s blood, and 
there is certainly a superfluity of those apparently useless animals

delightfully simple in church, and there is a 
wonderful atmosphere of reality about it all. The women all come 
with a baby securely tied on to their hacks, which goes with them 
up to the altar; my children are provided with dolls to tie on to ] 
their backs, and the young communicants go up to the altar with
them. too. At the daily celebration one little girl conies quite often i 
and .strokes my dre.ss during the service, and the otlier day her ‘ 
little brother, aged five, tore in just before the Consecration prayer. : 
lie was stark naked, but very clean, with diops of water still on 
him; he wailed a bit, and knelt very reverently, then got restless, 
and ru.shed out again. Whatever happens, no one takes any notice.
- . . We just get on with our own devotions. I am doing sacristan’s ^ 
work while Miss Sutton is away. I also look after the hens and 
mend clothes. ’

By the way, odd balls of wool and needles

1

I

. I
, - - great joy. The ■

women knit weird and wonderful vests for their babies, under mv I 
tutorship; bright colours arc the most popular, and our stock fs l

are a

very low.
It is beginning to get very hnt in the middle of the d.nv. 

ten we all piny tennis. ... .
The dog .nnd cat here are called “ notticelli " .... 

.Angelico. I Imve nine bnby chicks, and some ducks. . .
'.“’■"‘."’uT''® * '’“P®native Christians to help me; they are sure to do it well. Do nrav

nnrn tirr fhA tnicctrtnrs^.Ac.. ___ _____,, ' - —^ are so isolated, and they
liable to get over-anxious and over-tired. ‘

I am very happy here. . . . Isn’t it wonderful that I am allowed 
to do a bn of real mission work before I die. ... It seemed so 
impossible at one time.

My brother tells 
is left In his charge.

African Languages^nnd'cultUre^taCrav the. Intcrnniionnl Institute of

^ Univenitv ................
Ihe alms of the^ “plaining
Executive Council. A pjpe? on t«r t-SS"'r®*’’Lugord, Chairman of iht 
" " the Exeaitlvc

Driberg. And a verr

After

and ” Fra

to teach some
hard for the mis.stonarles; these stations
are so

that the ” pushmi-pulu ’’ (the Bishop’s carl)’me

. entitled Africa 
)rd University Press, price 6s.

Directors of the Institute,
of Birlin.

Su/c PrShy school, by

Tub Cow coubs unwiluncly.
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THK AMATEUR VET.

MEMORIES OF SIR JOHN KEYin this country! The calves are immune for the present, and do 
not have to be inoculated.

The inoculation is rather a business, and some account of it 
may be of interest. First the cow has to be thrown. She comes 
from the kraal very unwillingly, knowing all about what is going 
to happen. She either has to be pushed and pulled every step to 
the place of e.xecution or else has that Kruschen feeling very : 
badly! Then you get a man with a rope round the horns, and 
another with a rope round the Iilnd legs, and a third hanging on 
to the tail. When these all pull simultaneously in opposite j
directions, down goes your cow. She is then secured by ropes I 
attached to fore and hind legs, and by a boy holding her horns. 
The injection is intravenous, and is done preferably in the jugular 
vein, othenvisc in the ear. If it is in the jugular vein, you get a 
nice sharp scalpel and cut through the skin at the throat, insert j 
the needle (a fonpidable instrument indeed!), and jab it in where , 
you think the jugular vein is till you find it—if you ever do! You 
know when you have got there by the blood spurting through the 
other end of the needle—it is rather a gory business. Then the 
nurse, who is standing by, applies the syringe previously filled 
with the concoction, and pumps the stuff in. A dab of iodine by 
the Dispensary boy, and the cow Is released and stalks off^proudly 
with an air of '* Who says I can’t endure it? ” turning l^ter to 
watch the next victim with that “ Alas-my-poor-brotherl ” 
expression I If the injection is In the ear, the ear has first to be 
shaved, until a vein appears plainly; and then it is quite a 
delicate job to get the needle properly in and along it; and the 
nurse’s part is much more difficult, as the medicine goes;in much 
more slowly in a small vein, and the exact direction has to be kept, 
even if the cow heaves a sigh in the middle as she often does. 
However we generally,do it in the ear.

We have had the cows three months now^ and they are thriving.
The immediate benefit to us, of course, is that we have as much 
fresh milk as we want, while the calves are still young. So the 
ill wind which brought us the tsetse fly, contrary to the proverb; 
brought us a blessing too. But the consequences of the experiment 
may be very far-rMching. If we can keep these cows successfully 
and the Vet. can continue his experiments until he does find a way 
of immunizing cattle, it will be a-trerpendbus benefit to all 
dwellers in '* fly ” country, European and native. The Ansenga, [ 
for instance, could find plenty of uses for cattle. How much more 
valuable would be the agricultural education we can give them if 
we have oxen and ploughs and other implements! We may look 
upon this experiment as an instance of friendly co-operation 
between the Government and the Mission for the education of the 
native and the development of the country.

(Translated)
To Lady Key,—

, X S ;f4 p, ,K ai" Tk “ t “■

.1:: ‘heTS
The boundaries of his distWerwe Th?'d'islric"^ of mTuz!’ 

Ihe width only one to two feet, and on both sidL of tL path the
SsTmaKrtoIrLertouh
fn„S!n®‘r“ ' he played ball with us. - Not exactly

Inst ’ him““H '"■= ™ played

W,- ° ™ "-eat to church, and at seven
will hhn Hk ?'hl ‘J"" '"here, we livedwall him. Ihs table and ours were c ose to each other Hla* n
father and his children. His food was not good food s^ch
was^nn difficult to get food. Tlierewas no tram. From what I know now of the food whirl,
SrT‘£v mu^^®^““‘'|•'’''“('“'l■/'‘ "Oherstand that
kent wM?^ n h'’=‘‘ a ''fe of great privation. But' he alwats 
HenrrsLu ^“"hay® he always invited the chief of Umba,

a Sopean!' “
Children^rf^^r‘’\‘’“^!f ^"’*’‘1 ‘‘"'■"hied; many people with their 
s Jitn h- V ^ So he built a new Mission
AWn?n' •'T ^“''‘ha- At the present time there Atrtcan priests who came originaliv from Msalaka.
SenVember "“i‘ ’“’y'hiog “f what he did, as I left hhn
S then JC- ' 'r'° School at Msalabani,
to sel hL , C"®''"'.'" ™ vc-y amci;O see liim at Mbweni m 1892. And from time to time I

I

ate

are

Z.

met you
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MEMORIES OF SIR JOHN KEY
STATION NOTES

I.IVJNGSTONE.—The followinp; letter from the Chaplain refers to 
the European congregatton ; We had a splendid Christmas here; 
at St. Andrew s over eighty contmunion.s, and at the to oVIock 
Malms and Carols there must have been too folk—cliildren and 
grown-ups. We were reduced to dragging in the dining-room' 
chairs. It tniU really encouraging, and it was quite obvious that 
those who were there were really entering into the true spirit of 
Christmas and not imagining it to be merely a season of wordlv 
gaiety and stomachic indulgence. Tncideiitallv our choir h.4 
reappeared instinct with (to quote an aricieni praver) " new lift- 
new vigour and new resolution.” It’s odd, isn’t 'it that we love 
Matins so very much here. I think reallv because it is connected 
with rmtntry villages of some years ago, along with robins and 
holly and snow and texts on cotton wool. All the same I am 
quite sure that it was .something far more than sentiment or merely 
old atisociatinns which brought them there. Anvwav it was a iovotis 
morninp.

at your house in the Industrial Girls’ School. In 1893 or 1894 
Padre Key went for a rest from Zanzibar. He came to Msalaka, 
and at that time I was teacher there. He stayed a whole week. 
Every evening I went round the villages with him, and he preached, 
and I translated into Kibondei for the people.

One year, when.l was teacher in the German Government school 
in Tanga, suddenly at three o'clock in the afternoon he walked 
into my class. I was delighted to see him, and I gave him a chair, 
and got permission to talk with him. He asked me all about Urnba. 
He was sorry to hear that the Chief Henry Semkali was dead. He 

on his way from Pemba, going 10 Europe on furlough. The 
last time I saw him was one year when a German mail came in. I 
went on board; and there I saw him on his last journey from Africa. 
And I told my friends of the departure of our father who loved us. 
I very humbly beg to finislt mv letter,

was

He who respects you greatly,
.’\LFUKD Jr.MA

(tovcrutfienl School, Tanga, December 4, 1927 * *
PiwiLA fN. Rhodesia).—Mr. Stewart writes: “ Our heathen 

f two or threese^ices are now being very well attended: the last 
Sifndavs there have been quite 200 present."

^Writing of his garden, he says: "I have cucumbers, leeks, 
parsnips, carrots, marrows.' potatoes, and turnips all coming c;; 
nicely. Sweet peas are in bloom, and there are heaps of straw
berries, mulberries, etc. Padre Hewitt shot a hartbeeste last night. 
It relieves my housekeeping worrie.s wondering what to eat."

MINING AND RELIGION 
•A Parallel, By P.\dur Hewitt

1 HAVE never been more than a spectator in mining aciiviiies. but 
whenever I have been with mining men and prospectors I have 
tried to learn what I could, though they are rather'secretive folk.

Now it does seem to me that if anyone has faith, it is not the 
parson but the prospector. What does he do ? He sees indications 
and follows them up. He only knows that the precious metal is 
there from small indications: reason and experience give him faith 
to dig.^ And dig lie will till he has moved mountains.

Is it not the same with our belief in Gt^d and in our quest for 
truth. There are indications which, if followed up by reason and 
experience, lead us to the spiritual treasure which alone can really 
satisfy man’s deepest longings.

Take for instance our belief in God. We cannot see Him, but 
there are indications which lead us to believe in His exisierice. We 
find such indications in the world of Nature, in the world of spiritual 
experience, in Goodness, and in Beauty when we meet them. Reason 
too must play its part in asking questions. What is the purpose 
of Life, the end and meaning of things ? And Experience is a whole 
ma^ of facts already accumulated by ourselves and others, which 
lead us to go on in faith.

just ns the miner needs faith that will move mountains in his 
searcli for treasure, so too tlie hidden things of God demand of man 
a mountain-moving faith to pierce the hilis of doubt and uncertainty 
before he can reach the treasure of eternal truth.

{hrom iV. Rhodesia ” Quarterly Notes/’)
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HOME JOTTINGS
The General Fnnd Receipts compare as follows:— 

Received during January .........................
im 1027

.£2.071 J2.600
A decrease of .£429

C.S.P.—There will be a Quiet Day for Associates and friends at St. Frideswide's, 
Poplar, on Saturday. March 24. Pfeasc npply to the Sifter Superior.

Eihlbllion or Work for Africa.—The Exhibition will be held 
*'• "O™ 2—5 p.m. in the Large Hat), the Church House. Westminster.
1 u Northern Rhodesia will speak af>2.46 p.m. with the Rev. T. H.
Archer Houblon. D.D., in the Chair. Tlinse who wish to have Ten must send to the 
Secretary. U.M.C.A. Omcc, for tickets (Is. each) before March J2.

As the Bishop has kindly consented to speak that afternoon, we have taken the 
Large Hall and hope that all our friends will cpme-imd fill It.

Vlilbin.—St. Stephen's, Gloucester Road. S-W^Thas^ent us nb less than 102 most 
Mauuful visibau, the result of a three-day work party/^Kthe four dioceses will 

il! magnificent gift. We are most thankful to hearMhat Miss L. Phillips, 
wr Kisibau referee. Is being kept very busy with the dcmanif for patterns, so we 
hope for great supplies at Easter.

Saturday, March
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HOMI' JOTTINGS

CENTRAL AFRICAStudy and prayer lor U.M.C.A.—Thif* v«jr ihc Sisters of the Ascension are again 
kindly renting their rest house to us at Tankerton-on-Sen. We shall be very glad 

friend# there from April U- jnite 23. Accommodation at St. Mtchael’s 
house IS limited so it will be well to booh your visit as early as possible.

The weekly programme is arranged to start on the Saturday 
•and guests are asked to arrive on that day if they can.

Our idea is to give our secretaries and other workers, .as well as intending 
miKsion.aries, the opportunity of spending a week or so in company with others doing 
similar work and some who have worked in Africa, that they may compare role# 
and learn from one another and from the books provided ‘all that they most want to 
know about Africa and their particular work for the Mission.

^lere will Iw (optional) lectures and discussions.
Ttie possibility of doing this in quiet and peaceful surroundings with considerable 

intervals lor walks by the sea (which is only two or three minutes away) and for 
excursions to Canterbury and other interesting places should make the prospect more 
attractive, and last but not least there is the Sisters’ beautiful chapel on th 
where .ti Mas# one can begin each dav and where perhaps at the services 
whiles one finds one’s greatest needs met. If you would like to come, 

to Miss H. Sp.mton. Inverkip. .S.vHsbury Road. Herne Bay, Kent, 
anv furihrr infonnation. P.-.-s 3as. n wi-eft or (Is. 6d. a dav. Sin 
\i.toiu. i„ Whitsi.-iWe 7#. fid.

to receive A MONTHLY RECORD OF THE WORK 
UNIVERSITIES’ MISSION TO CENTRAL
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THE MISSION STAFF EDITOR'S NOTES
Name Zanzibar Diocese.—Padre Hellier writes re the Synod; “ There 

werd more Africans than Europeans present. Tlie Synod was useful 
ancj' did good work. Besides passing the Province Scheme the 
sanction of n girls’ boarding school with the unanimous approval 

• of the African Padres is an epoch-making event and should be 
accorded full significance. Canon Sehoza made a great speech in 
dealing with the education of women and girls.

Misoswe.—Padre Henry Mang’enya writes rather sadly. There 
has been much sickness, influenza and beri beri and several deaths. 
Many people are in a weak state of health and the Christmas services 
suffered. The death of the Deacon, Klement Mnguu, was a sad 
blow to him. There seems no immediate prospect of the vacant 
place at Misozwe being supplied, and Padre Henry is much troubled 
at heart. • • • •

Masasi Diocese.—We hear that the Bishop of Masasi is in 
urgent need of two priests.

Diocese D.iiv

Arrivals in England:
.Mi#« B. Heating 
Rev. F. O. Thnrne 

Dcparlitrtt from England 
Sir. C. F. P.irliM

Nyasalaml
M.Tsasi

N. Khoffesin March 23 i

Itcsijlnalliin.—UV ,.gril ihai Mi«> D. I^nl^.rrt1ln lias IukI to 
.ing In tanilly re.Tinns.

Obituary. We regret in unimunre the receipt of ;i c.-ible (n-m the Bishop of 
rrporiing the death nf De.Tcon Klement Mnguu of Misn^we on J.iniiarv 16. {X.in/il>ar

-R.l.I’.

IN MEMORIAM—R.I.P.
December 29.—Percy Bassett Smith.

Sir Percy IbsMii .Smith 
«f Northern Rhodesia.

January 20.—Dyce Duckworth.
The eminent physician. Sir Dyce Duckworth, w.is a Vice-Chairman 
ty the Ntission for sistcen years .and honorary consultant to the 
Medical Board j

January 23.—Margaret Crokat. j
For more than twenty years a worker for the .Mission in Parkstone, 
Dorset.

«
the mcdir.ll examiner for the nidrese N. Rhodesia Diocese.—We heard with much concern that 

Bishop May. now at home on furlough, has been ill and has 
been compelled to cancel many engagements. His passage to 
Africa has been booked for April 25. Later news is reassuring. 
The Bishop is better and is definitely sailing on the date fixed. 
The cancelling of his engagements will enable him to recuperate.

We hear with great regret that Father Barnes has left the Mission 
after seven years of valuable work at Chipili. He was lent ” to 
the Mission by the kindness and genero.sity of the Community of 
the Resurrection and will now return to community life,

i
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EDITOR’S NOTES

MY AFRICAN TOUR
n. LIVINGSTONE

Canon Woodward.—We hear (hat Canon Woodward Is due 
in England on May 23^ so we have some hopes of seeing him at 
the Anniversary on May 24. He will bring us news of his old home 
in Usambara, and of all the developments since he took up work 
in South Africa. fprrps

I SpSslHSillSIip
then there is a very good chance of seeing
with enougli water to make them imnr'* ^

below the Fall itself I wonder great ravine just

-____________________ !*'“ rate of two miles anI £:E™.:S.rs
^ Uvingstone has been 
^ called somewhat

the centre of the ..............
Rh o d e s i a n Diocese— 

Ml ‘l^mtly, because, as will 
have been seen above, it is 
situated, almost at the 
extreme south

The Anniversary.—We should have an interesting Anniversary 
on May 24. Archdeacon Hallett Is to preach the sermon. Then 
there will be Archdeacon Mackay, Canon Victor, Padre George 
MIm Ji^kins and others. The Secretary will be home after his 
visit to Palestine and full of information. The prospect is a good one. 

• • • •
Helps to TEAraras.-This is a valuable little publication in 

iwahili. It is published monthly and must be of great assistance 
to the teachers in the matter of secular and religious education The 
February number has an interesting article by Chancellor 
Broomfield on Fcralism. He had received a booklet in Arabic and 
Swahili called The Catholic Epistle,” compiled in order to teach 
pupils in Moslem schools how to worship God. It anoears
" mom/'ll^! ” ° wi'' " ‘’'""'■•''y fltM God crLted

moral evil, obedience and disobedience. With this point of
‘ Zanzibar, the Chancellor deals

“"’""‘e'"*. but we mention this matter as a sign 
sLiw t, ee’enest Moslems, and it is interesting to
see that the book is written in Swahili as well as Arabic. ^

• • • •
nffeSifilTf ? I'^R*T'ON*l-'SM--An article on this subject as

bos been kindly sent to us. International
r ^1,"’® A^e'^-Catholic Congress. We have 

“l!'® ® ®bal> we have space until July or

b^lS^i'foS Congre^ fiar.^bi:

-'-*t

quaintly
Northern

of the 
country; yet not altogether 
iiniruiy, for the Diocese 
certainly centres more than 
most Dioceses do round tlier 
Bishop, wliO has been, as 

all know.. until very 
recently almost its only 
bond of unity, and Living
stone Is the Bishop’s head- 
,fluar(ers. Yet even lhat 
statement needs some qiiali- 
Fcation if it is not to convey 
a false impression to those 
who do not know the

we

Tiie B«ido,'Ov.» j„« Z.aB.zi'mvS“""'i
6a
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MY AFRICAN TOURMY AFRICAN TOUR

not mnstder .t Ins business to do anything for “ natives,” and the 
'^ssionap' Padre, who would scarcely be welcomed if he tried to 
fe*”® work among the Europeans. Every priest ih the
dii^se of Northern Rhodesia is a kissionary Padre and a Chaplain 

-Padre too, and it is good for him that it should be so, while it is 
perhaps even better for the African Christians, and possibly best 
“I Ju" ‘ t European Christians, that this method of wLing 
should have been adopted, even though, ns I shrewdly suppose, it 
has ^me about rather as the result of the necessities of (he Zc than 
as that of a calculated policy. However that may be, it offefs a 
not unimportant contribution towards the solution of the “ race 
question so far as Northern Rhodesia is concerned. I hope it 
may be adopted as a definite policy within the Mission, and I 
Christ? h“?P( if extended elsewhere,' it would make towards Ctoistian brotherhood and so for the welfare of the whole Church

who have seen the Mission Film dealing with 
Northern Rhodesia may remember that the only scene recorded of 
Livingstone repre.sents Padre Cooke outside the Church House 
greeting a girl who rides up upon a bicycle. Many remarks have 
been made on the inefiectiveness of this scene as the only illustration 
of the Mission s work in the capital of the Diocese, and I 
but feel that they arc not without some justification; and

St. Andrsw'i CKintai and Ciiuaai IIousb. I.ivinostonb.

Diocese and its circumstances well. “The Bishop’i 
headquarters ” sounds quite a good phrase and suggests the idea, 
at least, that the Bishop may generally be found there; but in the 
case of Northern Rhodesia Livingstone is only the Bishop’s head* 
quarters in the sense that two rooms in the Church House 
reserved for his use, and form the nearest approach that he possesses 
to a " home ” in Africa; though he can rarely occupy them for 
more than about eight or ten weeks in the year.

The church, which Baedeker would call “ a pleasing building in 
the Dutch style,” was built by the European residents of Livingstone 
for their own use in the early days of Bishop Hine; and Padre 
Cooke, who in the absence of the Bishop represents the Mission at 
the seat of Government, is, properly speaking, the Chaplain to the 
European community, but this does not mean that he does nothing 
of what U.M.C.A. generally means when it talks about “ missionary 
work.’’ (In passing I cannot refrain from seizing the opportunity 
of saying again, as h have often said before, that the work which 
we do in Africa for the while people iq just as real and important a 
bit of" missionary work ” ns that which we do for the natives of the 
land.) . Every Sunday morning the padre says Mass in Chinyanja 
for the African Christians working in the town, who have most of 
, ^ ^ distances in search of employment, and many of

them from Nyasaland, where they were communicants of our Mission 
—hence the use of Chinyanja as the most convenient language in 
which to minister to them the HbIy''Mysteries.

This seems a convenient place at which to record the impression 
I gathered as a result of my joumeyings through Northern Rhodesia 
of the enormous benefit derived by all parties concerned from the 
fact that, practically speaking, all the clergy of the Diocese are

doing both African and European work: some, like f 
the Padres at Livingstone, Broken Hill and Fort Jameson, are con
cerned primarily with work among the white people; the rest, who 
are attached to what we generally call our “ Mission “ stations,

are

cannot
yet, if

them come

S'.,
VaDRS CoOKK and filB CIIIUIRKK.
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MY AFRICAN TOUR Diocese of Zansibar

only one scene was to be filmed at Livingstone, one is bound to 
confess that the choice made was not altogether so inappropriate as 
it might appear at first sight to those who are not acquainted with 
the place and with Padre Cooke's work there. Those with a more 
intimate knowledge of it and of him recognize that he is par 
excellence the children’s Padre. The work he does for them, though 
in some ways not the least difficult part of his job, is, I should 
imagine, the part which he loves best and which is likely to be 
most productive of good result in the years to come; and, partly 
because Livingstone is the seat of Government and partly because 
it boasts a Government School, the children of the place form no 
inconsiderable part of its European population.

While I was In Livingstone I was invited to attend the meetings 
of two bodies whose work is of the first importance for the future 
of the African. The Director of Education asked me to be present 
at the sessions of the Advisory Council on Education; they lasted 
three days, during which the proposed Education Ordinance and 
Regulations were discussed in great detail. One is thankful to feel 
assured that whatever may be the case in some other Colonies, there 
>s a very real co-operation between the Government and the various 
Missions in Northern Rhodesia; and the Colony is most happy in 
having as its first Education Director such a man as Mr. Latham, 
with his very keen interest in all things missionary and the 
knowledge he possesses of the conditions of African native life.
M Executive Committee, I addressed the
Worth Rhodesian Missionary Conference on the training of an 
African Ministry and rhe development of the native Church. This i 
inference, which meets for a week once every three years, includes, I 
inrlt X'"’- representatives of all the Missions
working in the country—Catholic and Protestant alike; the Jesuit 
Missions have sent representatives to previous Coriferences, but the
oTrl •' ‘""'•''c'’ "«= White Fathers also tookpart, and the result is a veiy wonderful and, so far as I know, a 

^terdenominational co-operation. Perhaps it is 
Conference is so thoroughly representative ...„.

Cnve^m. f n"" the Heads ofGovernmem Depaidments, hke the Director of Education, the
wSSe /"t* "to Minister for Native Aifairs,
moS^M whih'’v° attending it and of the exchange of
thought which Its sessions present. The Governor himself who 
smec^ ^“ Conference, contributed a very weighty and eloquent I 
S to nl^v • '■'fr'"'® P®"® “"d Government !
Afriran ediS, ™ « J''’™'"' •>>«'vdl-known South

Ernest F. Spanton

KIZARA NEW CHURCH

■'Kir ■'^'(’■5

II
a-

t

Kjzara,

fwENTv years ago in the days of German rule Cllristian work a, 
''T is situated high up in the Usambara

Hills with Kigongoi its neighbouring parish to tlie N.E., and 
adjoining the borders of Tongwe parisli on the S.W. Two liours’ 
walk brings you to a motor road giving access to Korogwe on the 

hand and Tanga on the other; both routes needing a wide 
detour through uninhabited jungle round the bills. There is little 
tralhc and that only to connect Tanga or Korogwe with Arab 
markets or European plantations in the plains. So when a new 
^urch at Kizara began to be thought of one of the greatest fore
seen dilhculties was transport. Such an outlying place would 
mean heavy expenses over and above the cost of materials. It 
must be remembered that

one

that . . , previously Kizara had known only
natiNe-built churches—mud and stick with a thatch of banana 
eaves. A roof of this kind lasted but a short while becau.se of

church and muddy floors, or the continual labour r' 
.T-LIS" ^■’ccefore 'the new churcli must be one whicli
would require the least quantity of materials for transport, en.siire
con re a™”^’ “ '‘"■gc

designing the church was entrusted to Mr. Beal, 
in ^cn built a semi-cruciform cliurch ■
n pije de icrre on a Slone foundation, with a roof of corrugated 

'®®‘. '°"g “"C* twcnty.four feet wide, with a chapel 
vestry on either side. The foundations were built in June
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and after various hindrances were combated, including three 
weeks’ unprecedented rain in October, the church was opened on 
December 11 by Archdeacon Douglas of Korog>ve. ptnon Sehoza 
came to preach. He took Psalm xxxiv, 6 as his text, and in his 
sermon told of the early days of Mission work at^izara, men
tioning how three days after work was started by tlie U.M.C.A. 
a parly of Lutherans came prospecting for a site for a school but 
left when they found one had just been begun. At the risk of 
being unduly long it is thought that some details of the beginning 
of work at Kizara, given by him aftenvards, might be interest
ing.

KWA MAGOME
When the Zi 
ated from !Jigua District was separ- 

Korogwe and given a 
pnest of Its own, Canon Petro Limo,
It was to Kwa Magome that he went 

«P the parish church. 
And this was only right, for Kwa 
Magome has been the fount of the 
Church in Zigualand. Two out of 
three Zigua priests were Kwa 
Magome boys, and teachers and 
teachers’ wives almost innumerable 
have come from there. Kwa Magome 
lies on what is now the main road 

, connecting Korogwe with the 
Central Railway at Kilosa, and 
It IS some seventeen hours’ 
walk from Korogwe and four ’ 
from Handeni in

Canon Sehoza about twenty years ago was working at 
Misozwe at the fool of the Usambara Hills. He thought of starl
ing a school at Mashelwe, some ten miles to the north of Kizara. 
On the journey he lost his way and after some wandering he 
entered a village where he was given food and shelter. 
There he heard that the ** chief man ” of a place called Kizara 
might be friendly. Kizara was a little out of his way so he could 
;:.ake no plans, and after a fruitless journey- to Mashelwe he 
returned to Misozwe. Then ensued a famine period. He was very 
busy and could take on no fresh work. Some time later a deputa- 
tion from Kizara came to him and asked that a school might be 
started there, the reason being that the Germans insisted 
the children should go to the nearest school, which was then about 
twelve miles away. Exemption from attendance could oe pur- 
chased by the payment of sixty rupees. Next day he set out and 
at Kizara he chose the site of a school and teacher’s house. He 
did the same at two or three places between Kizara and Kigongoi, 
whicli two parishes have always been closely connected, and then 
returned to Misozwe. At these places the people built schools 
and teachers’ houses and shortly afterwards- Canon Sehoza 
brought teachers and school materials and the work began. The 
Lutherans on their failure at Kizara established themselves on 
another range of the Usambara Hills at^ Mashelwe where they 
have been doing good work ever since.

It was in a spirit of glad thankfulness that the work was 
finished. Externally the church is not beautiful. . . . what could 
be, covered with corrugated iron? But when the wind blows 
thatch off other houses, as now while these words are being 
written, and ram falls so that our paths become rushing streams, 
It IS then one is glad that in church we can kneel in a place 

where no water is."

ma

. a southerly
___________ direction. Here was a comparatively

(Cmo« P.TRO Lino AND His Son. thickly populated country, with
/where Canon Limo made his™Srand'’'had“h‘is‘’churchf Tnd 
from the time he went there until the outbreak of the war in iqia, 
the work of the Church went forward at a great rate and in all 
directions. There is no district in the diocese where schools 
have multiplied so rapidly. It was from there that we reached 

Mandera and the Sangeni district and to other districts 
many hours walk away to the south. Then came the war and 
the rounding up and imprisonment of our priests and teachers, 
and the holding up of all work for more than two years. Those 
two years have left their mark, for they gave the Moslem teachers 
the opportunity of entrenching themselves in nearly all the places 
where we had our schools, and they were able to prophesy with 
some show of reason that " these Europeans and their religion 
Will not be allowed to return.” Great numbers of young 
catechumens lapsed into Islam, and it Is since those days that 
they have become difficult to get throughout Zigualand.

When Canon Limo and Padre John Saidi .and their teacheri' 
returned in 1917 it was considered wise for several

that

out to-

- . - -- -------- reasons to
move headquarters from Kwa Magome to Kwa Maizi, a place 
three hours’ walk further north and one hour distant from the 
Government station of Handeni. The two chief reasons were 
that there had been a decided move of population in that 
direction, and that the worl^f the Church had from the first 
developed very rapidly in the districts near Kwa Maizi. 
Further, the old church and houses at'Kwa Magome would have
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KWA MAGOME

HOW WE TRAVEL IN MASASIhad to be rebuilt in any case. So the move was made, and the 
old village with its many associations was abandoned.

I vislt^ the district of Kwa Magome a few weeks ago. There 
IS a flourishing school and a nice little church built just outside 
a village where many of our Christians live. It is some little 
distance from the site of the old village and church and so, on 
the firet afternoon, I made a pilgrimage to see what could be 
seen of the remains. Hardly a trace I Time does his work 
quickly and very thoroughly in Central Africa and lliere is now 
only a grass^overed mound or two to show where church and 
village stood. And just one thing a little more permanent: 
there were three iron trees wliich would tell anyone who knew 
mcse parts that this had been the site of human habitation. 
However, Kwa Magome has done its work, and there Is no 
room for melancholy reflections when one thinks of the four 
flourishing parishes with their resident priests and far spreading 
network of schools which have sprung from it. One could only 
be grateful to the iron trees for keeping alive the memory of a 
spot where God has done great things for us. .

But if Kwa Magome has almost forgotten the site of its old 
church and clergy house, it has not forgotten the glory of the 
former days, and, amongst the older Christians especially, there 
IS a feeling of something like wounded pride that the) have 
ceased to be the hub of their universe, and have now^to go 
several hours’ walk for their Sunday Mass. Often they hate 
press^ their claim to a priest of their own, and if it had not 
Been ror Padre Manfreds lamented death, they would probably 
have had one by now But hope will have her reward some
day and udicn the Bishop is able to ordain more priests we 

Kwa Magome reinstated to its former 
position as the centre of a wide-spreading parish with a resident 
priest ot Its own.

It might prove interesting to our friends at home to give an 
account of a journey in the rains from Lindi to Masasi. An ex
perience which falls to the lot of many of us. in various ways. 
On this o^asion, owing to the bad conditions of the road, the first 
part of tli5 journey was accomplished by motor-boat from Lindi 
to Our party consisted of two Europeans | two Affican
Askari (soldiers-one of wliom was taking liis newly-married, wife 
with; him), and two house-boys. Tlie Africans sat in the “ trailer ” 
of the motor-boal, together with our luggage. When all was 
ready we left Lindi at lo p.m., tlie tide being higli. Tliere was 
no moon and even the slars were hidden by clouds, so on account 
of tlie darkness, we travelled up the creek very slowly indeed, 
crowing from one side to the other to avoid the treacher^s .sand! 
drifts. Ihe dark banks on either side were silhouetted against a 
sky a little less dark while Ihe water itself was an inky biHckness, 
relieved only by a faint refiection from our hurricane lamp, ami 
spangled by liundreds of minute 'phosphorescent beings fioatimr

r^o’ “"• a®'"".®,,'* o‘l'<=r'vise sombreblackness of the night. All was silent save for the gentle ilirob 
bf the engine, and an occasional word of direction from an African 

,Who was sitting on the prow. It was after midnight when 
arrived at Mingoyo and so we rested.

The morning after our arrival when die sun sliould have arisen, 
the sky remained cloudy and overcast. We were to Iravel bv 
motor-lorry, so our numbers rose from seven to eleven and ih'e 
lorry was filled with luggage and loads. We siarled off at 8..jo a.m.

very

we

fiiseii ’I]. L. M.

mS "“.'niTL™ IZ",

where at Ma»g one can beoln Parh -Ji u beauiiful dinpel on the spot
whiles one finds one^T crea,«rnPPrrf perhaps at the services and between

I

\
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and had only Iravclled aboui five miles when rain descended 
in its true tropical manner, absolutely blotting out the landscape 
and converting the sandy roads into running rivers. Our progress 
was now impeded by the rain and we were forced to crawl along 
for the next few miles, until we came to a broken bridge which 
needed repairs to its approach. We were delayed for another 
hour, while the boys chopped trees with which to fill in the iioles 
in order that we might cross in safety. The rain ceased .and we 
were then able to go a little faster until we reached the next bridge, 
which spanned a river six feet wide. It sounds very simple, 
but if one could see the frailty of the bridge, which is only built 
of rough logs, tied together with dried bark of trees, and with its 
slippery earth surface oozing with mud, with no kind of barricade 
or wall whatever; but just wide enough to lake the lorry; and 
also if one took into consideration the size and weight of our 
tran.sport lorry, one would easily imagine the fear and trembling 
in which we crossed 1

At mid.day we came to a low-lying plain, the surface of which 
rushing sheet of water for about forty feet, owing to the recent 

heavy ram. We now came to a standstill in order to hold a con- 
sultation as to whether we could pass it or return. Our driver and 
the boys waded through to test the road underneath. The water 
was weli above their ankles, and apparently the ground'under
neath was quite firm, and so we proceeded to motor through I 
Alas I when but half-way through the back wheels sank in the 
mud, and the lorry turned over on to its left side, to an angle of 
nearly 45 degrees, while the water rushed over the running board 
No amount of pushing or pulling would move it, since fhe mud 
was ankle-deep. Nothing remained but to wait until the water 
should subside a little, and for several hours I sat in the driver's 

‘“'’T' ^ould fall over completely. 
AfriMns appeared from nowhere and came to our rescue by carry- 
mg the loads tom the lorry to the top ofMhe hill which lay fn 
wSoL “•-.I,™'? ‘Ilfy had thus lightened the lorrv, the boys
sinkini^7 "b ^ f ? “a“ ‘™"'' ‘’J' side of the
sinking back^wheel, and using another thin trw as a “crow-bar "
they were able todever yhe wheel out. They then placed branches 

beneath the wheel, and so eventually with 
much shouting and pushing and heaving, we slipped through the 

^ ‘.'1 ™'hed " terra firma.” When we had
iX wa^ tbgmoldJ'"'’,.'™ 'ea wh7e the

7en"we dSd folroS®

I;i
rf.

I Bishop Weston Walking Along the Railway Track to Masasi.

was a
travelling ended for that day, for night descended with its usual 
suddenness, and so did the rain 1 We forsook the lorry and left 

(n in Its watery bed for the night. Wading through water about 
i four inches deep we reached higher ground. Then we rigged up 

< a tent of a long veranda awning and sat on our boxes in wet 
mackintoshes 1 When the rain ceased again at 8 p.m. we sat 
around a huge log fire, drinking hot cocoa and eating fried 
sausages and tinned spaghetti in tomatoes. After this I retired 
to the tent,” while the men sat in deck chairs by the fire and 
the Africans lay round about on mats. The night remained fine 
and early next morning before it was light one of the Askari went 
into the nearest village to collect men.
^ While we were awaiting his return some porters, who were pass
ing, stopped and made us a stout rope by stripping the inner bark 
off the trees. By that time the drum had been beaten in the 
village and the men gathered together, and like one man about fifty 
men and boys, old and young, came to help us. The rope was 
tied to the car, and amid great shouts and singing the lorry was 
hauled to safety, none the worse for its night in the river I We 
had breakfast while the boys reloaded the lorry again, and all the 
men went on to repair a big bridge about two miles away, which 
we heard was down. We travelled a mile only before we stuck in 
a ^bog I Our boys scraped away the oozing mud, but both back 
whwls had to be levered out, the road made firm, by covering its 
surface with grasses, branches and logs placed like a railway 
track, before we were free. We went another loo yards and did 
the same thing again. The-mud looked very innocent until -.v;; 
were in it. By this time it was mid-day, and the men were return
ing from repairing the bridge. We were all very hot and Weary 
and could not face any more ” levering,” so the rope was re-tied

seat

we
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lo ihe car and the fifty men pulled on it with such might that the 
rope broke t It was re-tied amidst much laughter, and then half 
the men pulled and the other half pushed, so that by sheer force 
the lorry groaned through. What rejoicings there were each time 
we overcame an obstacle.

dunng the course of the day we had to chop away three trees 
which had fallen across the lines; rebuild six bridgL bef^I we 
could cross; and frequently to dig away the sand to /ind d°e raT- 
way track. The only time we “ got a move on " was cLiinir 
down a hill, when we just let Ihe trolley run on as it liked and
h'Inni’l Vr ‘^■'“ken bridge m thebottom I At mid-day we changed die trolley boys at a viUage for
another fig new ones. At 6 p.m. we were still twenly.five miles ?rbm 
Masasi. ?1ie boys were very tired and we halted at another vilince 
where the boys were fed and where we borrowed a lamp! When 
night had fallen, one man walked about ten yards in front of us 
carrying a lantern and we followed ils dancing light undi mid 
night, when the end was in sight, and then, at is^tisual! all tIm 
boys broke into cliantmg about nearing Masasi and finisiiintr 
their work to sleep. As two of them liad started out widi us at 

and had not rested all day, they earned'this 
u-'’ all the wav'(over sixteen

thMi was me.™ ■'
At I a.m. our

My thoughts were turned to the 
pioneers of the British Empire and how they must have fought 
yard by yard to open up new countries, and I realized in a small 
measure both the difficulties they faced and the joy by which 
they overcame them.

Now the ill-fated bridge awaited usl When we reached it it 
was a bridge no longer. Even the iron supports had been washed 
away I As the " bed " of the river was now dry, it had been 
converted into a drift, and the banks on cither side were cut away 
to make a road. We tried to get the lorry over, but the wheels 
would not grip on the loose sandy incline, and we laboured in 
vain until 5 p.m. There was little shelter.from the broiling 
and the heat was intense; our throats became dry and swollen for 
want of water. We collccied some red muddy water from a pool 
in the river bed, which we boiled and with it we made a cup of 
lea—the most delicious 1 have ever drunk I Our driver genilv 
broke the news that he could go no further, and we were on IJ
iwo mitet JaT"

While we were struggling in the drift a repair “ trolley ” 
along the railway lines only five yards away. This iaVe mv
ronerSriTd r"l «« bedded to borfoW this

irollet, which had to be pushed, so that we might reach Masasi the
next day, a distance of forty-three miles. Having so decided the

hat nigitt, whilst my companion and I, with the two Askari and 
two boys remained the night. At it p.m. a heavy thunderstorm

sun

. , , journey ended and two boys escorted me lo the
Mission, whore I felt justified in waking them up. How glad I

that mv troubles were at an end, after having spent three days and 
four nights doing ninety-three miles only. ^ ^came

M. Alexandeiif

widr^neTn"’"®^’ “ “«= "P'ley was loaded

Masasi Cathepbal.
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church whicli unfortunalely met with the same fate during 
a heavy storm. But they were quite undaunted by tliis
misfortune, and the last time I saw Klement he came with one 
of the elclsrs of his church to tell me what plans they had for 

■ raising nrehey and starting afresh with the building. Klement 
sent to me monthly, with the other deacons, a written serrtion; 
and he wrote good sermons and took great pains with' them. 
He had a great sense of tlie difficulty of preacliing, which is ; 
always felt so clearly eitlier by African or English clergy. He 
often told me how difficult it was. I looked forward to seeing his 
return to Hegongo this year to read for the priesthood. H 
again he had a very real sense of the great responsibility and 
spoke of his fear of the great work. We shall miss him much 
at Magula and Padre Henry feels the loss of his efficient help 
in his parish. Klement has served well with a gracious, humble, 
happy spirit, doing kind things in a kindly courteous way; 
and we, his friends, hope to meet him again if God wills. R.I.P.

Malcolm Mackav

DEACON KLEMENT MNGUU
On the second morning of our Synod at Msalabani letters came 
to us from Mngula in the Misozwc district that Klement Mnguu 
had died on the night of January 17. I had received a letter from 
him written on Sunday, January 15, saying how sorry he was 
not to be able to attend the Synod and that he had been confined 
to his bed for the last week. On the previous Sunday he had 
been at Msalabani and found it difRcult to climb the steep hills 
to his home at Magula on his return.

1 do not know if the doctors had decided what was the nature 
of his illness, but it was the same sort of sickness which had 
been prevalent in the district. Padre Herbert Mdimu has for 
some time been ill with this disease, and one of the Msalabani 
teachers, Stefano Mgaya, and in the KIgongoi district there 
has been several deaths from the same cause. The symptoms 
are akin to beri beri with paralysis of the limbs and weakness of 
the heart.

I have known Klement well since he was a small boy at 
Kiungani. He was at Kiungani when we had to close thc^ school 
in 1908 owing to a serious outbreak of beri beri, and he returned 
with others from the Maglla district when we reopened the 
school in Mr. Deerr's days here, with the smallest number I 
have known at the college. He was always a bright, gentle, 
and happy boy.

On leaving Kiungani he worked for some time in the Magila 
district and later, with his wife and family, came back to be on 
Canon Spanton’s staff of teachers at the college. I was very 
glad to welcome him as a student of the Theological College at 
Hegongo. He ^vas often our Cantor there, and looked after 
things in the chapel. He was a steady reader and did well in 
his examinations. Finally he was ordained deacon and went to 
work under Padre Henry Mang’enya at Magula, a beautiful 
place on the hills above Misozwe, just under the mountain 
Mlinga, with lovely views in all directions.

1 think that Mngula has some of the best practising 
Christians in the district of Msalabapt. They are Shambala 
people, and there are some good elderly men converted recently 
to Christianity. Klement was, I thought, at Hegongo likely to 
be too engrossed in his booI« and T told Padre Henrv to see 
that he got about his district. ^^But I do not think Klement 
netkled to be told this. He had, I found, a very pastoral heart 
and got to know well all his people, and they loved him. I spent 
a Sunday with him there once and the little church was full 
and there were some sixty communicants in this small mud and 
stick church. Later on, Klement and the elders of the church, 
were much occupied in building a new church, as their church 
collapsed in the heavy rains. .They began building a ptsi^dc terre

not

ere

f
I

STATION NOTES
Msoro.—Nurse Dorothy Mills arrived at U.M.C.A Msoro, Fort 

Jameson, N. Rhodesia, just before Christmas and writes: “ I am 
very happy and already love the patients. It is quite easy to sec if 
they are ill or not and one can distinguish whether they 
Christians or not too. . . . The first Evensong was wonderful 
enough but the Midnight Mass was a crowd, and on Christmas morn 
the 7.30 Chinsenga Mass was a squash, “ sardines ” were not in it.
I had about 9 ins. square. Most of the women had babies slung on 
their backs. The odour of coconut oil really was not unpleasant. 
Thirty Christian women could not get inside till the catechumens 
had been dismissed. Four hundred and five made their communions 
and the singing was far, far better than I ever dared to imagine. 
Oiir carol tunes but in Chinsenga. The College boys and School 
boys sang to us in procession after dinner on Christmas cvcning<^ 
carrying our hurricane lamps. It was a glorious starlight night and 
made one more easily imagine an eastern Christmas. The only 
thing I miss is a crib. We have no figures, but we have, .since the 
Midnight Mass, commenced Reservation. . . We have had no rain 
since we arrived but many thunderstorms. The insects I cannot get 
used to, they are legion ! Sa^Lmy first snake this morning, only 
a baby one. Saw lion spoor last Thursday, There is a man-eater 
at the Lutembwe River—must have had sixty people in all. The 
|»drcs were discussing a shoot last night. Padre Smith killed two 
Hons a while ago and Mr. Parker (our layman, now on furlough) 
caught a leopard in a trap.

are ,,

I
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THE FIRST AFRICAN NOVICE
f''f"" f™"''“of 0'°“^onion with God. MT ‘ African novice persevere in this life of closer union 

and will other African girls have the courage to follow her? That 
airely is our responsihihty. Have we the cmirage to go on praving
^oviccri^L^veJ: toTheTnd.'’" •”'= ^'^“0

D. C. A.

When the African teachers came back from their captivity at Tabora 
they were full of news about the African Sisters they had seen, who 
belonged to the Community of the White Sisters. What impressed 
them most was their quiet and recollection when they came out of 
church, for generally in Africa there is a Babel of greetings and 
gossip after the long Sunday worship. Others had heard of the 
many African novices in Uganda, but Uganda is a land where 
spinsters are many whereas in our part of Africa every woman 
expects to be married; even the grey-haired widows find a partner 
who needs someone to cook his meals for him, and even the tiny 
children arc obsessed with the sex question. So the idea of African 
Sisters in U.M.C.A. was put aside as an impossibility.

But God’s ways are not ns our ways. After the war the Sisters 
of the Sacred Passion were asked by Bishop Weston to make their 
Mother House at Msalnbani and as their numbers increased they 
started branch houses at Mkuzl, Kwa Mkono, Kigongol, Tanga, 
Ncwala, Snidi Maumbo and Njawara.

Little by little the Africans learnt to understand something of 
their life of prayer, hard work and joyful sharing In the sufferings 
of our Lord. Then an African girl Estn Mkiwa had the call to the 
religious life. This cameos a shock. African fathers and mothers 
were ready to admire the religious life for Europeans, but to give up 
their own daughters was a different matter. The new postttlant had 
to go through the same violence and opposition that St. Clare 
endured when she wanted to enter the Franciscan order, but like 
her Esta Mkiwa succeeded in leaving home. Then unkind tongues 
said she had never been asked in marriage, and that was why she 
wanted this strange life, but those who knew said'she had refused 
all sweetheans. Others made songs of ridicule and said tauntingly 
that the Europeans would all go away and she would be left alone. 
The new postulant disregarded all the strife of longues, and with 
a single heart set herself to learn how to live the “ religious life.”

St. Hilary’s Day, January 14, was the day of her clothing as a 
novice. Alone she knelt before the Bishop and made her promises 
of poverty, chastity and obedience and became the first of the 
“ Little Sisters of the Community of the Sacred Passion.” As she 
went out of chapel to put on her habit, she had to face a crowd of 
African girls and women, some of whom had done long penance for 
breaking the Christian law of marriage. She was unconscious of 
the act of reparation she was making, it was to her simply a call 
from our Lord and she was answering it; but the bravery and 
generosity of her act is one of God’s miracles of grace which will 
weigh in the scales of eternity against the early self-indulgence of 
the African.

St. Hilary told his daughter of a dream in which he had 
her olTcred a pearl and a robe of great price which neither time nor 
wear could injure or destroy, and she accepted the pearl of great

i

NATIVITY PLAY AT BOURNEMOUTH

and ,-.s in d^r^ncrn^e'ior'
Testament and New Testament were mo.st impressive 

. The production was entrusted to Mr. Ralph Osment to whom 
treat credit is due for the manner in which he has combine'd sheer 
Simplicity with aesthetic beauty. A wise choice was made hv 
allotting the rflie of Gahrie! to a server. To hear a ma.sciiline voice 
announce the Glad Tidings is more beautiful and arresting The 
venture was undertaken in a missionary spirit: firstly, to deepen 
the love and knowledge of the Incarnation in those at home, and, 
^ndly, to a.sast the Universities’ Mission to Central Africa
of Afriran nativl^

The whole cast was admirable and devout, and it was felt lliat 
00th players and audience were takiner part In 
adoration. ^ '
1 • expenses in respea of materials, printing, etc'.,
kindlv borne hv several members and friends of the Church, 
hoped that approximately .^.lo will be handed to the U.M.C.A.

A. S.

The libretto was

one great act of

were 
It is

HOME JOTTINGS
The General Fund Recelpfi compare aa follows:—

Received diirinfi- Febninry ......................
Total receipts to February 28 ....................

A decfejise of ^358

1928 1927
.£1,842
.£.1.913

JJ1.771
.£4.271

seen
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ANNUAL REVIEW
UNIVERSITIES'

MISSION TO CENTRAL AFRICA IN 1927Helena

I-THE GENERAL SITUATIONNew Mcmbm.—Zansfbai 
of Education Certificale at St.

Diocese, Miss Ada Perkins (teacher) took her Board 
, „ _ Gabriel's College, Camberwell, with four years’experience
in Newport, S. Wales, Elementary Schools.
fn Ditricf1i?rk™" I-«wf!b»m, wflh aptrienK

MfB unrearw Morri, (jaathtr) aira hoUfac tha Hfehar Froaba] Cartlfiaafa 
fbraa yaan' eiparlanca, bar fast po,l at St, Wfnftmfa, Llaafairfeahan.

JV. Rhadena Dtociu, Mfa, Dora Wood (nuraa) fralnad at St. Gaorea’a Hoipllal.

Once again we are indebted to the Bishops of the four dioceses of 
the Universities’ Mission for their reports, telling us what have 
een the salient features of the work during the past year and what/" 

are the most urgent needs in each diocese. They tell us of the 
acceptance by three dioceses of the proposals of flie Nairobi Con- 
erence. From N. Rhodesia we hear of the very rapid growth of 

* c luropean population and it is clearly pointed out to us the new 
rMponsibilities and the increase of staff that involves. We 
E so hear the good news of the increase of women workers and the 
gratifying results of such increase. The Bishop of Nyasaland

with

Him MIm Grm, Heany hu had to ralgn tor naK.iu ol hoalth.

has

, So Si



THE GENERAL SITUATION

II-THE DIOCESE OF ZANZIBAR
BY THE BISHOP OF ZANZIBAR

much to tell us about the Education problem in his diocese and 
readers should take careful notice of what he says. The Bishop 

of Masasi makes a very urgent appeal for two more priests, the 
Bishop of Zanzibar needs five, while the Bishop of Nyasaland 
points out that with the present staff all that can be done is to carry 
on existing work under very difficult conditions. The medical work 
in all the dioceses is making splendid progress. After reading all . 
four reports one cannot help feeling what great opportunities of 
advance there are. There are hopeful signs that the African Church 
is realizing more and more the obligation of self-support, but in 
spite of this the question presses on us, in face of the decrease in last 
year’s income. Will the friends of the Mission at home be able to 
provide the ;^5,ooo increase on last year's income which is needed if 
reduction in the apportionments to the four dioceses is to be avoided.

In last year's report Canon Spanton said: “ It is difficult in 
soberly restrained language to thank our many friends throughout 
the country for the truly wonderful way In which they responded 
to the appeal made to them at the beginning of 1926. As a result 
the Treasurers have been able to listen with comparative readiness 
to the urgent appeals from the Bishops for increased diocesan 
allowances." The appeals are still urgent, but in March, 1928, Canon 
Spanton felt himself bound by financial facts to use the ominous 
word Retrenchment. He will probably use it again at the Anniver
sary Meeting. He will repeat once more his appeal that what is 
wanted is not an occasional spurt but a steady and sustained efiort. 
Will he plead In vain ? or will he be compelled to tell the Bishops: 
"Although I have seen with my own eyes the opportunities for exten
sion which face you, I dare not encourage you to grasp them. The 
financial condition of the Mission makes such encouragement 
impossible.” We must spare him such a heart-breaking duty tf wc 
can.

our
As I am expecting to come to England during the present year 
when I shall have many opportunities of meeting the supporters 
of the Mfesion and telhngi them the latest news and developments of 
the diocese, I propose in the present report to confine myself chiefly 
to what took dace at the recent Sacred Synod which met in the 
Church of the Holy. Cross, at Magila, on January 17 and two follow
ing days of the Resent year. I very much regretted that we could 
not meet in the Cathedral at Zanzibar, but as most of the work of 
the di^ese is on the mainland, and transport to and from the Island 
IS both uncertain and expensive, it could not be managed.

As it was the attendance was large and representative, 
priest from the mainland was both able to attend all the sessi

.4. wic uiicuuttiiLc was iurge ana representative, every 
priest from the mainland was both able to attend all the sessions of 
the Synod and get back to his parish for the following Sunday, while 
only three priests at the coast had to be excused attendance on 
acrount of Sunday services, which even the Synod could not rightly

The numbers of European and African priests were jusb about 
^ual, faunas the deacons of the diocese were allowed to be present 

.i._ t.. _f , ... made the African
1 proceedings therefore

UU4 U.J latu \ll l(IC UlUUCi

I without the right of speaking, their presei 
/element distinctly predominant and all the 

from beginning to end were conducted in Swahili.
The solemn opening of the Sacred Synod took place on each of 

the three days and was followed on the. first day by the Bishop’s 
Charge, after which we settled down to each subject in turn accord
ing to the arranged programme.

Province.—The first matter for discussion was the question of the 
proposed Province of the Church In East Africa. Copies of the basis of 
agreement for the formation of the Province as recommended and 
approved by the Nairobi Conference in July of last year had been 
in the hands of all the members of Synod for several months pre
viously, so that everyone had had plenty of time to think the matter 
and all its details well over, and in order that the African'priests 
should thoroughly understand the matter a Swahili translation was 
made on their behalf. With all this previous consideration of the 
subject when the question came before the Synod, it was soon 
evident that we \yere of one mind, and there was a urianlmoq^ 
agreement that we should accept the proposals of the Nairobi Con
ference and that the diocese should enter the Province as soon as it 
should be formed.

I should like to say two things in passing for the sake of those 
who read this report. Some of our supporters may have fears and 
misgivings in consideration of the different ecclesiastical types of 
dioceses which will form the'^rovince if and when it is set up, 
but I assure them there is no cause for such. The basis of agree
ment for the formation, allows for each diocese to continue to follow 
Its own use and practices. Therefore the Catholic principle for 
which U.M.C.A. has always stood, cannot be touched or interfered
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with. Secondly, quite apart from the Catholic precedent for 
Provincial Government of the Church, which is not only right, but 
adds to the efficiency of the Church, there stands out the immense 
gain which such a Province will bring to the witness of Christian 
Brotherhood in this part of Africa. As it is we are face to face with the 
strong Brotherhood of Islam which has an enormous power and attrac
tion to the African, while Christianity with its manifold divisions, and 
the Church with its disconnected, and self-centred dioceses^ knowing 
little of each other, and each working on its own lines, is in con
sequence lamentably weak In its witness of brotherhood. This, I 
maintain, is a very strong reason, sometimes perhaps overlooked, 
for bringing the Province into existence as soon as we can. The 
possibilities of increased friendship, mutual help and understanding 
of one another came home to all of us who were privileged to be 
present at the Uganda Jubilee last year.

Financc.—The second matter before the Synod was that of 
finance, a subject which of necessity has to be introduced into almost 
every Synod without exception.

We were clearly informed by one of our Treasurers as to our 
present actual position, and that as the result of a recent reduction 
on the working expenses of all our European stations we are now 
at the moment living within our income. This means, however, that 
no more new work can be undertaken unless our supporters at home 
can give us an increased income, or the diocese makes h more 
persistent and united effort in the matter of self-support. I wish 
here to make it quite clear that this matter of self-support stands 
in the forefront of all my present plans for the working of the 
diocese. Since the beginning of last year every parish of the 
diocese, besides being responsible for all its own church expenses, 
is now expected to contribute to four diocesan funds, viz.: New Work, 
for which a great effort is made in Lent; Medical Work, Education, 
and the Support of the African Ministry. The result of last year’s 
effort has brought in a sum of over 5iOoa shillings to the above 
objects. Such a sum may seem to be somewhat insignificant to rich 
congregations in England, but it means much in the eyes of the 
African Christian community, and to have accomplished this much 
after one year’s effort shows what can be done in the future when 
priests, church elders, teachers and people really understand their 
responsibility in the matter.

The Synod declared unanimously that our first responsibility is 
to support the African Ministry, and that we cannot be satisfied 
until all our African priests and deacons are provided for by their 
own people. In this way a large sum of the diocesan income would 
be released for other needs, such as extension of work whenever 
opportunity presents itself.

I may say in passing that during the past year I have made a 
point of visiting the church elders in every parish after the Sunday 
Mass and pointing out to them their responsibility in the matter of 
self-support, and discovered almost everywhere that the support of

[>lri. lltUlitThe Zanzipar Synod 1928.

their own clergy seemed to them quite a new idea, but one which 
really made an impression on them when once the matter of obli
gation was fully explained. So I hope for the future, but I am at 
the same time quite convinced that we are not going to rise to our 
responsibility without long-continued instruction and greater 
unanimity of purpose tlian we have had in the past. The African 
Christians, somewhat naturally I think, imagine the Mission Funds 
to be like an inexhaustible gold mine, and that everything necessary 
will come to hand if only it be asked for, and it will take a long 
lime and much plain speaking to convince tliem othenvise. Also J 
feel^ that we their teachers and leaders have never expected them 
to rise to the fulfilment of the Christian duty of almsgiving; we have 
been satisfied with-something which does not involve sacrifice; but^ 
they, on the other hand, are really responsive people, and when 
once they know what is expected from them and the meaning of 
sacrifice, I am sure they will more and more come to do their duty 
and help to build up a really strong and healthy African Church.

At the end of the session on finance the Chancellor introduced a 
pension scheme for African ejergy and teachers, a matter which is 
really of pressing importance at the moment; but the Synod after 
hiring it, felt that the details required more time for thought and 
discussion than was possible, and while it could not pledge itself to 
pass the scheme as presented at the moment, it evidently felt that
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the matter could not be delayed indefinitely, and I quite hope we may 
have some definite and feasible proposals to lay before the diocese 
in the near future.

Education.—^The second morning of the Synod was devoted to the 
question of education, a subject which looms large in the eyes of the 
world at the moment, and especially so of those who are interested 
in the present development of Africa.

The matter was dealt with under three heads:
Co-operation with Government,
The Advantage of a Common Syllabus,
Girls’ Education.

The Synod approved of co-operation with the Government In the 
education of the children of the country, and I should like here to 
assure our readers that the Education Department of the Govern
ment have shown themselves quite alive to the true and right 
meaning of co-operation. The leading members of the Department 
have without exception been most* appreciative of the past and 
present work of U.M.C.A. in the countiy, and have made every effort 
to help us financially to come up to Government requirements out 
of the limited funds at their disposal.

The reports they have given of our Training College and 
Central Schools have all been appreciative and encouraging.

But while such co-operation is necessary and all for the good of 
the country it is not without its difficulties and problems.

The amount of English required in the new Government syllabus 
for those training to be teachers in colleges like Minaki is not, to 
my mind, going to turn out a stamp of teacher who will be contented 
with village school life and its attainments, and yet most of the 
education of the country is being carried on In. village schools. 
It means, I think, that we shall have to devise without delay a wav 
of training teachers who can be satisfied with the Government 
second-grade Certificate who are only required to take a two years’ 
course, and who will be really more scrvicilable in' the end for most, 
at any rate, of our village schools. Then, again, our school 
inspectors, who have given themselves to Africa because of their 
missionary vocation, havo now less time to devote to the evangeliza
tion of the African women, owing to the increased demands made 
upon them to bring up all our teachers and schools to the standard 
required by the Government. In a word, Education is claiming a 
much larger share of our time than it used to do, and unless we are 
careful other work will be found to suffer in consequence. The 
Synod also agreed that the time has now come for starting a board
ing school for girls, that they may be educated in such a way as is 
suitable for women of this country.

It was interesting to notice how strongly the African Clergy 
insisted that such education must be on African lines with the 
development of character as the chief end in view, otherwise it 
would he disastrous. Such a school we hope to start in the near 
future. .At the moment of writing the questions of the most suitable
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Ilocality in the diocese and possible staff are occupying my mind, 
and I am also waiting to know how much help we may expect from 
the Government in starting the new venture.

Vocation.—The next subject introduced was that of Vocation, and 
which is of special interest to us at the moment, I say at the moment, 

because during the past year the hrst African girl in the diocese 
has offered herself for the religious life in the Community of the 
Sisters of the Sacred Passion, and early in the year was admitted 
a Novice of the new order in the Community to be known as tlie 
Little Sisters of the Sacred Passion. It is impossible to say how 
much we already owe to the community for its help to the diocese. 
This new development is a matter of interest and thankfulness, and 
calls for many prayers that other vocations of the same kind may 
be granted and fostered amongst Africans, both men as well 
women, and that the new order may be steadily and truly built up. 
The subject of vocation was dealt with under three heads.

Vocation to the Priesthood, Teachership, and the Religious Life. 
And the Synod agreed that every Christian should in future be 
instructed in the subject of vocation and the different kinds of 
vocation which there are in the Christian Life.

1 confess that I think we have been lacking in making provision 
for vocational training. We have expected all our promising boys to 
be teachers as a matter of course, and never opened to them other 
doors. And we now see the result of our mistake in thcveasy way 
in which our teachers, after a few years' work, throw up their> vocation 
in the desire for more lucrative employment. They do not seem to
linve grasped the meaning and seriousness of vocation, and ___
over we ourselves do not seem to have expected any vocations 
amongst our youths to the Religious Life. It was suggested during 
the discussion that while all our teachers, and occasionally womenT 
have the opportunity of a yearly retreat, retreats should also be 
arranged for ordinary young men, and that in such retreats training 
in memal prayer should have a more prominent place than preach* 

This, I am sure, is a suggestion we should try and act upon 
wherever it is possible. The Africans are very responsive to retreats 
and come to them much more readily than English people do. 
With regard to the future of the African Ministry—the present 
deacons are having a longer diaconate than they used to do and arc 
tram lime to time being required to present themselves for examin- 
rX 'We hope to reopen the Theological
College at Hegongo towards the end of tfie present year and arc 
Mpecting two or three new aspirants, while some of the deacons 
will, t hope, return to prepare for the priesthood.

on
„ The Moslem world, as most people know, is changing very 
rapidly and Christianity has a unique opportunity.

The Moslem youth is no longer attracted to Islam as a religion, and 
tlie Elders who are faithful to the teaching of the Prophet

I
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1 am happy to record that
towards the formation of the CatSal Chapter bT the^appohtt 
meat of Padre Stokes to a Canonry. ' appoitit-

“re urgently needed. Tliis I cabled home 
to the Office at the close of the Synod So for he, * a u 
that two priests on whose arrival in \g^ I was counting""! 
unttble to come, at any rate for tlie present, no lurliJ S has

„“ffne“Tn Fleming is emirdyalone in “parish about a hundred miles long and Ihtdre Norrish
1® ‘'fy? f™"" ‘he nearest priest. ^ It will not be rigS
to allow this isolation to continue, and therefore, unless at any
ffim he found, Ithat the wo districts of Lumesule and Mbnya, which he is 
running single-handed, will have to be closed Lwn once more! 
It Will be very sad to do this as there is much new and promising 
r mre''eTCm™' considerably if the visit of a padre^ become

H.iving said this I turn to record with thankfulness that 1027 
brought us two priests, one deacon, one layman, and five ladies 
dt^d ho remembered that when the late Bishop
d^d, there were in this Masasi country thirteen European priests 
working in the districts, but now in spite of our welco^me recruits 
ffiere are available for district work only eleven priests and one 
dMcon. This IS a very important and grave fact. Also we only 
have one layman now instead of two then. ^
m • Sheppard is representing us at the Training College 
.1 Minaki, repliicing P.ndre Thorne, and is therefore, temporarily 
at anv rate, working out of the diocese. ^
of Luatala preparing to help us in the care
of the Mchauru district when Archdeacon Lewin {^oes on furloueh 
alter fcasfer. I was tempted to see whether he could be the 
second priest with Padre Le Fleming, but there 
reasons why this could not be.

On October 13 occurred the first ordination of a deacon to 
. me diocese of Masasi. In 1907 Bishop Hine ordained the first 

acacons «n the church which is now the Masasi Cathedral, and 
wonderful and happy coincidence in 1927 Bishop Hine 

cleacon to the diocese of Masasi, 
m the Chapel of the Theological College at Burgh. Mr. Easton 

much-needed help to Padre Denniss at Lulindi. 
n VVillbond tries as far as is possible for a newcomer to 

cornpensate us for the loss of- Mr. Steele.
ffA * u ® Gibbons’ resigna-
uon, but a new lady teacher has offered, and a new nurse will, I 
nope, shortly be ready to come.

meantime our further needs are a house of men 
eJigious, a priest-educationalist preparing for the time when we 

nave to run our own Theological College and Training College, 
qualified schoolmaster or schoolmistress for the latter (most

By The Bishop op Masasi

Province*—The first year of our existence as a separate diocese 
has been completed, and looking back over the twelve months 
the most important event for the future of the Church of God 
here took place at the Conference, held in Nairobi, July 8-12, 
1927, where the formation of a Province of the Church of East 
Africa was recommended, and a draft scheme for its constitution 
carried unanimously.

By the kindness of the Bishop of Uganda the delegates from 
the dioceses of Zanzibar, Nyasaland and Masasi had been the 
guests of the church in Uganda for a fortnight, June 20 to July 
4, and were thereby privileged to be present at the whole of the 
Jubilee Celebrations of that church, and without question this 
fortnight did more than anything to prepare for the unanimity 
of the Conference at Nairobi.

The original proposal to form a Province came from Bishop 
Weston and the outline scheme for its constitution was his. His 
proposal and his scheme were the basis of all that was drawn up 
by the Conference. These proposals were token by the Bishops 
to be laid before their diocesan Synods. Rejection by any 
Synod will delay the formation of the Province.

The Synod of this diocese considered the proposals at its 
meeting in November and after full and prolonged discussion 
accepted them unanimously. We wait now to hear the decisions 
of the other Synods concerned. For my own part I know that 
whatever be the Immediate outcome of these proposals my 
attitude towards our sister dioceses of Mombasa and Uganda 
never be the same again since my visit to them in June and July, 
1927. The fellowship which began then remains and 1 thank 
God most truly for it.

Synod and Conference.—^The event of next importance to be 
recorded is the first meeting of the Synod of the new diocese, 
November 21-23. To prepare for it we had a full conference of 
all the African priests and deacons together with the full European 
staff, November 8-15. Every member of the diocese was present 
except Miss Alexander, who was away convalescing, and six 
other ladies who returned to their stations after the ladies’ retreat 
because of the Impossibility of finding accommodation for every
one. Three Sisters represented the Community of the Sacred 
Passion. The Conference sat in four committees dealing with 
matters Missionary and Pastoral, Educational, Medical and 
Financial.
presented and discussed in full conference the ladies dispersed 
and the priests and deacons went into retreat at the end of which 
the Synod followed. Every priest and deacon was present, and 
in a diocese where necessarily some members are almost alwavs 
absent on furlough, it was very remarkable that the end of 
November found every member of the diocese here.

!

one

own
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were good
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When the reports of the committees had been
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unhappily, a lady who was admirably equipped for this work and 
volunteered to come was unable to satisfy the doctors), and a 
cleric of the works to superintend the cathedral enlargement. 
Moreover, the Training College will need its own nurse: and 
a trained agriculturist could, I am sure, do a great work.

But above all, please. Padre Le Fleming must have a com
panion priest, or we shall have to close again those two larire 
districts. ^

Relations with Government.—Our heartfelt thankfulness is due 
to His Excellency the Governor that the ta.xation of unmarried 
African girls in this district is now a thing of the past. 1 should 
like to record also that the compulsory segregation for life of 
lepers in Government concentration camps has now been 
abandoned. The policy led to concealment of lepers in the 
village.*?, treatment was refused as liable to bring the case to the 
knowledge of the Government, and so the disease was spread 
by the very regulation designed to prevent this.

An outstanding event of 1927 dates from the beginning of 
October when the Government restored the powers of local 
government to the hereditary African chiefs instead of leaving 
them, ns they had been left since the beginning of European 
wcupation, in th^ hands of European-appointed African officials, 
this IS a noble ideal, but there are considerable difficulties 
Ihe arrangements inaugurated in October will, it is freely 
recognized, need further adjustment, and the matrilineaf tribal 
organiMtion is in some ways especially difficult to re-establish 

recognizes to be his traditional 
furkM- from ‘ho terriiorialjurisdiction of European governments. Certain adjustments have 
already been made, and others will follow 
beepmes clear,

'’"'“I® "“mber a hundred and
fZ J m u T "•‘rt-v and a hundred and
inyt'h»'r° '“ohors for grave moral failures.
any ldnd'^~ries’f™STs ‘

we nave ever received in one year before.

An interesting point arose with the Government

!

First Masasi Synod ID27. * ^

t. . ■ . i

°a ‘'’® oor schools and their n|av-
Sv for rdeeH”'^""® P'of surveyed'^and
jpply for a deed of ownership: but the reply it seemed ripht to
Sr having been built by the viliage for
hS no d°iire to'afm '’“'‘■go, and the MissL
Ih? coumfv p ots of ground dotted overme country. After interviewing officials in Dar.es.Salaam

pJesItJ'u^ons.'’’’’™™''
or .4 "'gh'-school, held in Ihe afternoon, has been begun
raamr^ani“a“ ^“PP'^mg “ real neel Men of
mature age are coming regularly and in numbers.
v..; , boarding school at Kwitonji has been enlarged this

“"u pupils, the majority of whom are
receii^ without payment on exactly the same terms as the boys
lXT;dvf„ce“''‘’“'

.St. Matthew’s Gospel in Yao and St. Mark in Makua are 
oeing rrad in some of the schools, but these translations into the 
vernacular are subjected to specially intense fires of criticism, and^ 
K would be untrue to say that at present they have attained any 
general popularity. ^

At the boys’ boarding school at Chidya, Miss Taylor is doing 
wonders, though she would herself say that she has only been 

part of what she sees the school to need. Time will 
remedy this. A new system has been begun in the hope of 
po^larizing manual work of alfkinds and developing a rather more 
srardy independence of character, self-support arising from self-
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respwt. As before, education, board and lodfjing (and, of course, 
medical treatment) ore given to those boys who are able to profit 
by it without payment (however desirable in the abstract payment 
for education may be, in the present condition of this country 
it would be hopeless to look for payment, except from a possible 

per cent, of the fathers): every new boy also receives a blanket, 
two loin cloths and one kisibau as an initial outfit; after this 
he must pay for all subsequent needs. And in order that no one 
may be unable to find the wherewithal to do this, piece-work, paid 
at current African rates, can be obtained by any boy who asks 
for it on the school farm: mat making and rope making, and 
sewing and fancy work (in this country men's work) are being 
taught in the school and form ways by which a diligent boy may 
earn money. Hens, and later perhaps bees, may also be made 
sources of revenue. The scheme began in mid-October, and 
while the new boys took to it the older boys were critical and 
apprehensive : however, by Christmas it had won its way, and I 
hope it may prove a help in the training of character.

rill* school has also been organized on the house system, 
and there are three houses of twenty-five boys each, named 
respectively St. Augustine, St. Cyprian, and St. Athanasius. We 
had a welcome visit from a Government inspector who was by no 
me^s blind to our faults; his criticism and advice are a real help.

The Government has asked us to appoint an educational 
correspondent who will supply them with all the particulars they 
are asking for about our schools and our teachers. It is a big 
work, but Padre Hose is battling with it, and after the first 
returns have been sent in, it will, I hope, prove less laborious. 
Whether we shall be found to deserve Government grants remains 
to be seen.

Medical Vork.—I shall not attempt any survey of medical 
work through the year. This can very safely be left in the hands 
of Doctor Taylor. But I must include In this report an 
expression of my gratitude to the Empire Leprosy Association 
for their grant of money towards the providing of hospital 
accommodation for lepers and for the consignment of drugs 
rec^ved for their treatment. We are very grateful indeed.

One of the newly-qualified teachers from Mlnaki had spoken 
to me some time ago of his drawing to medical work, and as this 
seems n way m which an educated African could be of real help,
I asked Dr. Taylor if she would accept him and train him, so 
that he IS now a medical student. How far he will be able to go 
m the direction of real doctoring only the future can reveal.

One remark remains: the number of cases of vaws coming to 
us for treatment shows a very marked decline. In part this is,
1 hope,^ due to the success with which hundreds of cases were 
treated in the three or four preceding years, and in part to the fact 
that the .Swiss Benedictine Mission have now a doctor and 
hospital where patients living at a distance in the coastal area

and Mwera country 
quite so far. receive treatment withoutcan

having to come

first visitation of the^dta^'e spending'"'>hc 
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The Bi.siior arrives at Masasi in his motor-car.
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was impossible for Archdeacon Swainson and Padre Ambrosio, 
despite ail their energy and goodwill, to cope with the whole of 
the MnsasI district with Liloya added, it seemed best to make 
Liloya and Mpindimbi a separate district under the charge of 
Padre Wroe.

The old chief, Barnaba Nakaam, who was one of the first 
Christians in this country, died in the month of May. He had 
lapsed for many years into polygamy, and the Germans had 
removed him from his kingdom at Chiwata and placed him at the 
coast under the Government eye, as he was supposed to have 
attempted to raise a local war some years ago. In his old age 
the British Government allowed him to return to his people, but 
after a few months he became seriously ill and was brought by 
his own request to the Mission hospital at Masasi. He did his 
best to show his true repentance for failure in the past and it 
was possible to restore him to the Sacraments a few hours before

attractive old gentleman, 
allowed him to return to

His inliueW was ESdcrablc,''and Vifnin* m'"' “s^aslsm

gone back whence he came, and'^in a vea' ^■■“s 
situation will be quite different The™ •I>a
Ae Sultan Mtarika himself, and Padre

We'fev'’"'h"®^ "’i^hes to i, r*'’’
in t^: -™.hs!“Ardfaron1L-jra^S1‘'“*’“‘ 
way back from Uganda visiting coast^hr'^?-^"* “ “*"■
ment have very kindly allotted us a ^ Dovern-
the building of a church, and manv'^7„“^ 'o'-
hiiik^nr"" “

The number of

life.

he died. He was in many ways a very 
and 1 cannot be too thankful that God 
communion before his death. R.I.P.

In the Luatala Archdeaconry Padre Parsons’ large numbers 
grow even larger and the deacon Yusuf is opening a new sub
station to Luatnia called Mtojo.

Newala, originally dividing the honours of supremacy with 
Masasi when the present Luatala population lived on the Makonde, 
has now become again an important station with numbers of 
converts from the Makonde people themselves who, even in the 
palmiest days of old, were hardly touched. Canon Stokes’ district 
is all now on the Makonde plateau and we went together to a 
place called Namhianga where Canon Porter bored for water 
in the distant past and found it; but the leather washer of the 
pump needed renewing; before this was done, the people had
shown that they had no desire for religion and the teacher ___
withdrawn. Jumbe Naliana, the headman there, has invited us 
to reopen work again and promised a real response.

The country between Luatala and Ndwala is in the care of 
Archdeacon Lewin and centres now at Mchauru. It is a rapidly 
growing work and promises before long to need a second priest. 
At Lulindi an immense new church has been built, and as the 
former feast of title, August 7, The Holy Name, fell awkwardly 
in the holiday month, another feast of our Lord has been chosen 
for the new churchy The Precious Blood.

In the new stations out west it has been possible now to 
baptize a few people at Namagono, and the Namagono district as 
a whole will soon contain more than a hundred Christians. The 
Mbaya district has stretched out yet further north-west to a place 
called Lupilu, but the largest number of new schools has been 
opened in the Saidi Maumbo district under Padre Kolumba.

A Moslem teacher of importance came, It is said from 
Zanzibar, and did his best to preach a mission of Moslem revival.

prospects are good. But had it tke food
.works .he shuiion wild be

real need for this country- r f is a

und^btedly «remel£ hns" H•ogmher, /o.hing7rL"c.lcarharyer'Lerdo;:

Conference"'^™ Synod^ d"*^ to bring forward into 1928. The 
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would be considerably in excess of any local income previously 
obtained.

The expenditure on all European stations has been cut down 
to the minimum consistent with health and elHciency, but 
budgeting for 1928 it seem^probable that we shall need to expend 
all our tiny accumulated capital in addition to our annual grant 
if we are to reach the end of the year solvent. It may be that our 
measures of economy will show this to have been a pessimistic 
forecast, but with the total European staff increased by six from 
twenty-eight to thirty-four, and the African teachers growing in 
number year by year, expenditure cannot but increase. We may, 
I think, hope to receive some assistance later on from the Govern
ment towards our heavy outlay on educational work. Tills would 
relieve in some measure the strain on our finances.

All African clergy and teachers began last April to contribute 
five per cent. their salaries month by month to a contributory 
pensions scheme. The details of it have not yet been arranged 
with the Finance Committee at home, but I have promised the 
Africans that when we are able to lay before them the exact terms 
of the scheme, ft shall be open to them to fall in with It or to 
reject it as they desire. Should they reject it, the contributions 
made will all be returned to them. In the meantime a month ago 
I was told that the Government are preparing a contributory 
pensions scheme for their African teachers.

Prospects.—The number of our African teachers is growing. 
The older fields of work contain scope for further development, 
but I believe that it would alter our whole status in the country 
if we were able to become firmly established at any rate in the 
more important places of the Tundurii district. The names of 
the big Yao chiefs, Mataka, Mtarika, and Kanduru, are known 
throughout Yao land: there are no chiefs in the older established 
work whose importance can compare with the three Yao Sultans 
in the Tunduru district. We have a firmly established work, but 
it may, I think, truthfully be said that it has remained up to the 
present confined to the provinces with the metropolis untouched. 
M soon as it becomes possible to open work in the capitals of 
these Sultans with, of course, their full consent and approval, the 
effect cannot but be felt throughout the whole of the older work. 
It ^ n great disappointment to me that after pressing the claims 
of Tunduru for several years, the chance of opening there was not 
able to be taken, and a Government school, giving secular 
wucation only, has now closed the way to any hope of occupying 
the governmental headquarters of the district. But the kingdoms 
of the big Sultans remain “ open doors.*’ It is most improbable, 
with the restored power which the Government policy has brought 
to them, that they will be content to remain long without schools. 
If we cannot go to them, the Government will. And it is impossible 
for us to be content to see secular education established so long

-.V.
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M there is a hope of giving them what alone

|But the pre^nt staff certainly cannot undertake added work and 
/so we come back to the primal need for more priests if we are to 
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ij. Vincent Masasi.
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whole organi^tion of the Mission is based on the idea th^t th

be for each person in cbar^ of dtee s at,^ „ 
himself to raise by public or private appeal what he neS 
work. Few, I think, would really wish for this^'we needed for his
™d'' hunting’abouT'lor s°upVm'^
and we otft everything to the Committee who do it for uS AH ^ 
Bishops of the Mission have agree4 to the scheme and

I was unable to be back in Nyasaland for the FHnee.ie i 
Conference. Canon Victor and Fr. BaSn reoresented fo. " 
without final authority to commit it X havrie il ^ 
them for the work the^ did in a rather
profe^ to consider the decisions of the Conference as satisfaTo^n 
and I wish that far more time could have been given after the 
Ordinance was published before it was discussed. l4nmv wefl how 
irritating it is to wait and wait before one does anything but I do 
think here It would have been a real gain, even at the cost of some 
Sfo •he proposals could have been discussed at local Mi-ssio^
rS"y reSDMsfo r R^P^^otatives, even if
knmv dfnnn ■ ’ r^ roally act till theyfeelings of the rank and file of workers who are in touch

propo^sr:'ryih:n‘n:nn?erc'^^
who!;rs'pcrmtfr,n:t^^^^^^^^^
dictati^^^^^^^^

fir ™ll continue to pay
h^ ''f “'!s '■‘■s been done fo

^ However, the Ordinance is passed, and the future will depend 
on us administration. I cannot help wishing it had been drawn up 
on far less rigid lines, but I believe it is the wish of the Department 
ro administer it sympathetically and I hope they will be able to do- 
?o- I think, however, to do this they will have diplomatically to 
lor^t a good many of its provisions. But this is always possible I 
_ The principal event of the year in purely Mission ways has been 
^non bpanton’s visit to us. It is the first time that the General 

ecretary of the Mission has visited either Nyasaland or 
dnn a great gain to him and to us that he has

«e so. I am afraid we worked him rather hard, but both he and

By The Bishoh of Nyasaland

Ike year that is now ending has been one of much importance in 
the history of the diocese, of the Mission, and indeed of Central 
Africa as a whole. It has seen the beginning of a great reorgani
zation of work and life; to what extent this beginning will be carried 
fonvard, to what extent it will be postponed we do not yet know, but 
I believe that some lines at any rate have been laid down which 
sooner or later will be followed.

First the year has seen a great deal of Mission reorganization. 
A fourth diocese has been formed and its bishop consecrated. The 
Governing Body of the Mission has been reconstituted, a General 
Council and an Executive Committee having been substituted for 
the General Committee of old days. It has been decided to build 
new offices for what we 
and a new

can

may call perhaps our Headquarters Staff 
system of Finance has been considered and arranged.

In the diocese the new Government scheme for Education has 
been started on very elaborate lines in the Protectorate, and somewhat 
similar ones, but with far more money, In the Tanganyika Territory. 
New arrangements as to the exact form of government are also 
under consideration in the Portuguese area. With all these changes 
we are trying to fit in though it may, and indeed must, involve a 
good deal of reorganization of our own work.

• The new arrangement as to Finance is rather complicated, and ii 
may be well to explain it here somewhat fully. Hitherto the bulk 
of the money given to the Mission has been paid to a General Fund 
From this fund block grants have been made by the committee to 
each diocese. Some money, however, has always com^ in which, 
fooiigh consisting of annual and regular subscriptions for upkeep, 
has been earmarked for particular dioceses, stations or purposel 
Ibis money has been sent out independently of the block grant. 
Consequently the actual income of the diocese has varied according 
to he amount of th^ special gifts. In future this money will b?
frnil in r "'ll’''’ 'he “moent added

.'•ecording as the special 
iTons^ai “ P® “'■'^'’Ren'ent does not apply lo dona-
fo“Ees"emour™“l^ey.“

A simple illustration may make it clear. We may regard ctich
sibs^rin^nn f ' earmarkedsubscriptions are pul into each: then each is filled full 
General Fund, Each diocese 
what it will get. The 
which it is earmarked but 
addition to it.

. from the 
gets the cup full and knows in advance 
rked money all goes to the objects for 

goes os part of the whole and not in
earmar

in ime 'n t “in “ d'sappoinlmcnt
1. uH “> "■‘"h of their gift as extra

money, but there can be little question it is really better finance. The
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we were anxious that he should see as much as possible. I am 
particularly sorry that he was not able to see Milo but he saw pretty 
well everything else. I need not say how thoroughly we all enjoyed 
having him.

There are two further points that 1 must mention before I leave 
general matters. We have been anxious for some time to deal with 
the question of teaching Portuguese. A section of the diocese is in 
that territory, and though I am afraid* we are hardly likely to get 
any financial help in our educational work, a real knowledge of 
Portuguese may not unreasonably be demanded of us in the near 
future. We are preparing for this with some care. The details of 
this are not yet fully settled, but we hope to be able to arrange for 
one of our European teachers, and later on others, including 
of the priests, to get a thorough training, probably at Oporto. On 
the other side we arc planning to get some African teachers, who will 
be chosen from those who are Portuguese subjects, trained.

The other matter is on the medical side. In the last few years 
there has been a great development in the treatment of leprosy. 
For many years, twenty at least, we. have done something in the 
Tanganyika area near Liull but now work has begun on a very 
considerable scale in the Protectorate. The village of Maingande 
at Likoma has grown considerably and some excellent buildings 
have been put up, another village is rapidly growing at Malindi 
and the largest of all, which may become still larger, has been 
established at Likwenu. I do not quite know how the finance will 
work out. The Government are helping considerably with the initial 
expenses, but the feeding of the patients, which is an essential pa 
the work at most of the villages, is a very costly business and r 
limit our possibilities if it has to be met'from Mission funds. The 
work, however. Is most valuable and encouraging and we shall 
certainly continue it and increase it to the fullest extent that we can.

Staff.—^The position is more encouraging than it has been for 
some years, but at the same time it is a little disappointing compared 
wjlh our hopes earlier in (he year. Four new priests have joined 
(he staff and arc here. One other will, I fiope. be coming soon, 
but he IS additional to the staff for St. Michael’s College where, 
in view of the new educational requirements, it is necessary to have 
a second priest and he will not be available for ordinary station work, 
ihe others only fill the vacancies caused by resignations. It is a 
great thing to have filled these vacancies, buo it is not the reinforce
ment that we had hoped for and we are really no better off that we 
were in 1924. The present staff is adequate for the present work when 
they are all here: this, however, is never the case as a proportion are 
always on furlough. Two more priests at least 
avoid stations being left as Malindi is at the 
are away.

In addition to this, as will be seen later, there would be great 
opportunities for a new station in the foot-hills above Malindi and 
Lungwena. and much elsewhere.

i

one

lUfK lltUINJECTINO THE LETBRS, KuYU, LIUI.J.

^ Our medical staff has much increased. This increase is really 
the big change m the diocese during the last sixteen years. In iqio 
Me had no doctor and only six nurses. We have now eighteen 
nurses and two doctors, a staff equal in numbers to Ihnt of the 
European clergy and considerably larger in nurses (though not of 
course in doctors) than the staff of any other Mission or of the 
Government itself, ft is an immense asset to Ihe diocese and its 
TOlue ran hardly be over-estimated. There is no question, I think, 
that European nurses get in touch with the people more quickly 
and more directly than anyone else. AfteOome years priests, no 
doubt, get deeper (it would be grievous to think they did not) but 
hrapitals “ ■dtgcly through the work of the

ITt of
must

^ As I have said already I am not altogether happy about our 
educational work, and this is partly a matter of staff. The new 
^tem w^ going to be based (at least we thought so) on co-operation 
wiwMn Missions and Government. As things are (I admit it Is 
jOrgeW on paper and I' hope it may remain there) it is not co-opera- 

on but dictation, and that based not on condition of receiving/ 
^jnls but of being allowed to teach at all. This reacts upon the 
raw. leachers who were at work in England in English schools 
ave given Up that work in order to be missionaries and to do 

f Muiational work as such. Now they find that they are to be tied 
^ bound with a system more rigid, if possible, than the Whitehall 
Pn<S With the somewhat startling difference that whereas In 

gland they were paid adequate salaries and were qualified for 
fusions, here they are offered about a tenth of the sum with less 
dvantages for more work under far more difficult conditions. I

are necessary to 
moment while priests
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have already heard of teachers who wish to give up school work 
altogether and do evangelistic work in the villages instead. They 
argue ^at if their work is to be almost purely secular, tied up by 
time-tables, codes, and restrictions at every turn with the religious 
side crowded into a corner they might just as well have stayed in 
England and not come out here simply to be exploited as virtually 
Government servants on salaries that no Government for very shame 
would dare for an instant to offer to its own people.

I have put this point of view becau^ it exists, but while I think 
It is largely justified by the way the Ordinance has been drawn 
with Its elaborate rules, endless red tape restrictions, threats of 
imprisonment and the like, 1 am not prepared altogether to identify 
myself with it. A good deal may depend on how the Ordinance is 
administered and I am anxious that we should hold on and see 
how things go.

If the Educational authorities will realize that we are here first 
and last to do religious work, that we regard qtiucational work as 
part of that! and in many ways a means to that end, but in no sense 
whatever a substitute for it: if this is recognized and we are allowed 
to co-operate and help in education as we are anxious to do on these 
linw with a good deal of freedom os to method, then I think a really 
useful system can be worked out.

But if the Government attitude (I am quoting a sentence that 
I am told was used at the Zoraba Conference) is “ Why do they 
want to mix up religion and education?” and a perfectly rigid 
system with all sorts of cast-iron rules is forced upon us,\then 1 
think the Government will find itself obliged to take over what it 
regards as education, whole and entire (including its cost), 
leave Missions to do evangelistic work only. I think this would be 
a real disaster both to Education and to Missionary work, and the 
last thing that I wish is that It should happen, but it does seem to 
rne a possibility. It will depend on the way the Ordinance is 
administered m the next few years.

We are well staffed in the matter of laymen, and it is impossible 
to exaggerate their hein and the real gift that they make in coming 
archdearonry^^^ ’ * ^ report of work in each

x*”" Ar^c«onry.-This now consists of the two 
slantb Likoma and Chisumulu with the Portuguese coast opposite

and Ngoo Bay, Ltkoma is predominantly Christian and the work
“ •'ome with the additional 

customs particularly, though not only, in 
U nico r ’’ "’""?£«> “ ''CO' complicated character. There

^ This affects Likoma a little,
^ “ ."’“'"T "“"'“"’crs begin work there, though I doubt 

if any priest, except perhaps Archdeacon Glossop, really feels 
^ “ vernacular as he does in English. It
IS difficult to exaggerate the value of the quiet steady patience

with which the work is donp Tt - ,
Canon Spanton that the Likoma Girls’ i
remarkable success even in educational^ , School is known 
it should be so is a well deserved tribute'To^rh " England: thatE r-: ji's. sss'F'"'

and has been able to take charge and

as I am sure he will agree, that we are ran
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Lake Nyasa district of a Tanganyika diocese. There are three 
stations very different in character at present. Milo has had to 
rnark time a bit since Fr. Lawrence left it but I am most grateful to 
hr. Iwuxford for staying out an extra few months to carry on, and to 
Fr. Bacon for going up there for Christmas. I had hoped that 
Fr. De Ridder would have taken responsible charge there by now, 
and 1 know how much he looked forward to doin^ so, but, as I 
said above, medical authority has intervened and it is not to be. 
I cannot say definitely what we shall arrange, but Fr. Dickson 
will go up Portly and be there at any rale for the present, 
owe much to the other members of the staff who have carried on 
cheerfully and patiently not kna^ving what the future will be, and 
cut off to a great extent from the rest of us. 1 am sure I may 

age them, as their faithfulness has encouraged me: Milo 
child of many prayers and It is not going

Dr. Johnson carries on at Manda, living in his __
characteristic way, and keeping open the link between Milo and 
the South. It is difficult to know how things will develop here: 
the Idea of Manda as a future port for the railway has been 
abandoned and the site is quite unsuitable for a big station. 
Eventually there must be such a station somewhere in the neigh
bourhood, sufficiently near the Lake to be accessible to the 
steamers and sufficiently away from the swamps and mosquitoes 
of the shore to be reasonably healthy. But the time for . this is 
not yet, and we have to be grateful to Dr. Johnson for liolding 
the ground in ways that he alone can do till the time comes: 
when a new station is built and fully organized work is in progress 
it will have been built on the foundations of his sacrifice and 
self-denial.

Liuli is wonderful and seems to become almost more so each 
year. I expect to find from the statistics, when they are complete, 
that it is now our largest station. The Confirmations numbered 
about a thousand, and I understand that the number of those who 
are coming on (Catechumens and Hearers) 4s as large as ever. A 
very beautiful church has been built and finished this year but 
some legal difficulties have stood in the way of its consecration at 
present, and this will now wait till Fr, George returns from his 
furlough which is due in a few months. A good deal .of other 
building is needed on the station which has been postponed till 
the church was finished. Two more houses are certainly needed, 
and there is money In hand for two hospitals. The houses I hope 
will be built in the coming year: it is too early yet to say what Dr. 
Wigan will be able to do as to the hospitals. Fr. Grorge himself 
will be away during the wming building season but even when he 
is here he cannot now, with all his thousands of communicants, do 
more than design and give a very general superintendence to 
building.

The Archdeaconry of YaoIand.-^I am afraid this archdeaconry 
is the weak spot of the diocese. Let me say at once, however,

that this is no

Since the war. I do not know that it is anvnn#»*e fn,.u __ /-r_ I dp no. know .ha. it is anyonj^sfouk in parula?(in.‘ 
isanyone s.. .s mme) bu while the whole district seems to me to need=55"“:;.' s-Arsi.JrMS.rT.s •
rmnt t'ontrna • sirhon T ....... .l.__ f , ®19*1 the population was

u weregreat centres: when I first saw them in

children m them in the Yao villoges whicli he attributes to the inter- 
fercnce of Muhammadan teachers and elders. What children there 
are are mostly those of Christian parents. He mentions a further 
difficulty as to teachers, one which I think we shall have to face 
clseivhere than in this area.

Hitherto our teachers have all been considered teacher- 
evangelists and have on the whole done their work well. They 

frequently criticized, but I think that they deserve much credit 
or what is often enough difficult and lonely work. But everyone 

has, not the &ame gifts and it is only some who can be successful 
^preachers. Similarly it is only some who can work up for what 
m future will be Government examinations. I think we shall 
have to face the separation to some extent of teachers and 
evangelists, and have a body, of men free from schools and 
examinations who will make evangelization their whole work.

It is difficult to know how this hill work could best be 
organized. I think it is fairly clear that our normal arrange-’ 
ment of Mission Stations at big centres of population, working 
an area round them, will not do. I am inclined to think that a 
headquarters for a staff of clergy, and perhaps a College of 
Evangelists, might be the best solution with a frank recognition 
that for the present, at any rate, the whole work must be ulendo 
and the " station,” if it is called one, merely a ploce for rest and 
recuperation between journeys. There would be a chapel, of 
course, but no attempt at a parish church or a parochial 
organization. I am afraid it is a dream at present as it would, 
b& useless to attempt it without far more priests than are avail-'^ 
able. The ideal arrangement would be for a Community to 
undertake it.

. The work nearer the Lake is a different matter. It needs 
organization but the only difficulty here is staff. Malindi has 
been very unfortunate since Fr. Russell left as it has had no 
continuity. I hoped when Fr^-MattheW took over it was settled *' 
Uffain but he has felt bound to go to other work. I was rather 
pleasantly surprised in early November nt the excellent congre- 
^tions that came both on St. Martin’s Day and the following

We
I

encoura 
is the I to be a failure.
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also that the same was true at the All 
Saints Festival although no priest was available and only the daily"JsS S7”T™”:;.nx-s ,=j-trs
are ready to be faithfuJ, value and need our ministration, but are 
n much temptation from Islam. If we do not look after them

mVS™ • ^ ^*aps impossible to combine such care with aggressive work among the Yaos.
nrrinJi""''. ‘'“P Ma'indi whatever

“‘‘"“ys “"d steamers, but it might 
be best to organize it frankly as a small Nyasa station and begin

“H-m almost at any time now’ll/
At J “'““f available
Khere a '"“y '“^h a
»mn™lon schemes.

condhlT'ne".h‘® '"/*"? “/'•’''““"D’ ond is in much the same 
Xlher II * ^”y e°ne well in my time;
who h^H li^^ I do not know. I hoped that Fr. Petro
who hod done well at Kola Kota, would be able to do aggreiive
and V* *''4^®- I 'h'"'' f "“ds a voungTr^an

Archdeacon I know thinks the same 
Unfortunately no such priest is available or likely to be so. In
aLTcS I”-, “ "=“"y of whole a'rea.

‘ feorgonization, possibly on the lin™
Knne '™ "o™ "-o Pnests it '

thS^we ha™ "’O '"°=* satisfactory work
His,r;« ■ a place entireiy Yoo. Mkope Hiil is a small
Sdans forir" ^ “ '"^de number of
how should hears' US' “mS''" difficult to know
abL if which ’J"® "O =P=o!“' circumstances
tantlh^rge! Lftt'mt'h“er 
active man. '

fiiS Si.'Ss tz" 

wr;Si.r.S“r;?sX™“^^consideratjgn. ®

, where we cannot have schools; they will really be “ prayer-housei” 
i.e., places for worship and religious instruction, and I do not thinlo 
he proposes to turn them into Bush Schools for teaching reading.

. The Zomba services have been feeing weil, and after many y?ark 
a little church has been built for our African Christians there There 
are not very many of them but liiey are a faithfui littie grouo, 
centring round the Government Printing Office where for many 
vMrs there have been men employed who iearnt their trade at 
Likoma. I was very glad to be able to bless the little church, to 
mnfirm .and to celebrate in it early in December: whilewe have been 
.Waiting for ihe church and while it has been building we have owed 

/much to the help of the Scots Mission generally and to Mr. Alexan- 
tier pprsonally. Canon Victor, who has been responsible, has 
written most warmly of this kindness.

The arranjjement at Blantyre by which Fr. Wratten was to take 
refl^ular weekly services there has broken down: he has found that 
bis responsibilities at his school prevent his being ccrtain to be able 
to do so, and uncertain services, In the circumstances, are worse 
than useless. Since Fr.‘ Hand returned, therefore, we have reverted 
to the regular monthly service, and this has been warmly welcomed 
and well attended. I hope it may be possible for Fr. Wratten to 
arrange a regular Sunday Eucharist at his school, for his school 
in the hrst place, but at which anyone will be welcome on the Sun
days when there is none at St. Paul’s.

In rei^rd to other European centres services have been held 
regularly for some time now at Fort Jolinston, and this year a little 
oiur^ h^ been built of sun-dried brick. In more out-lying centres 
It. Hand and Fr. AIunby both do a good deal, and I have been/ 
able myself to celebrate both at Cholo and Mlanje. We do what we 
can m these ways, but a priest who could devote himself to work 
anmng Europeans is a great need: he would have to be the right 
sort of man, but he would find plenty to do.

cannot

. i - ---- — a small work for a fully
present moment it is vacant as Fr Coen 

nbourit. ^ know what will be done

ment'of’lhTllenp?feature of the year has been the develop- 
S fn fhe “ale in the diocese, and I
who rtv« necessitated a second nurse
“vnieie^ronTrf ^y u?®!."'’’.®'® “"’® ‘ha work. The village could be doubled in size, I am told, almost at once and ’

in Confirmation tours since August I have been able to confirm 
over 2,000 candidates. Tfiis has been a great joy everywhere: 

J^nfirmations nearly always are, but I must pay a special tribute 
to the particularly reverent and beautiful services In the Liuli
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V—THE DIOCESE OF N. RHODESIA 
Br The Bishop OF N. Rhodesia

Broken Hill Conlerence.—The
in Ihe history of the diorase for the^ConfMence^of ClergTonTthe 
meeting of, the Sacred Synod, which took place at Broken Hm

we were trLye" met buTataoS aTthe^elevent’h
hour alterations in the rai way time-tables necessitated a change of 
oenuc, and hough we missed the quiet and seclusion of an u^

. thanks to Padre Ellhs foresight and care in making the prc- 
hminaiy arrangements, and to the kind hospitality of tlie Broken 

■ H>" fol''i we certain y spent the week in conditions of comfort and
Iwury such as Fiwila could not have afforded. All the nriests of 
thc.iMiMion were present, except Father Barnes,, who was

: S"r; sans
uiidoubtedly it wm a success^was largely due to the happy accident 
ly which It coincided with his visit to the diocese.

/.v Our numbers were not, complete till Sunday, July 31, when the 
tram arrived from the North with the Ghipili contingent. The day 
began with a Surig Moss at St. Margaret’s Chiirch in the mine 
mmpound, and High Mass at St. George’s, and ended with Solemn 
tvensong at St. George’s, nt which the preacher was Canon 
bpanton. In the afternoon we were at home to our Broken Hill 
mends nt the Country Club, a mile or two out of the town. .Monday 
was observed as a Quiet Day, conducted by Padre Cooke* and on 
Tuesday the business of the Conference began. We met each 
day, after a Corporate Communion, and seated round a long table 
m St. George’s Church we discussed, amongst other matters, 
LMurgical Questions, Education, Church Discipline, the instruction 
and preparation of Hearers and Catechumens, the ordering of the 
hfo -of .Europeans and Africans at Mission Stations,, and the 
^mtual needs of the European popuiation and how to meet them. 
91 set speeches there were few, the discussions being for. the most 

informal lines—an arrangement which, while it lent itself/' 
to fr^om of speech, seldom, if ever, degenerated into desultory 
or,unprofitable talk. In fact the Conference was marked throughout 
oy a frank expression of diverse opinions, an obvious desire to 
amve at a common mind where opinions differed,' and a business
like dispatch which together enabled us in three days and a half to 
ca^ out a lengthy programme^hich might well have occupied 
|wce the time,-and to achieve a measure of unanimity which in a 
mffwnt atmosphere would have been unattainable;
. 'Owing to the great distances that separate the stations one from 
another and the difHculties of communication; to the'varying

Ph4U} ..»V tUiw II. J. HtM
Maundj Lkpkr Colokt 

(Lepert making poU and pounding maize).

district, despite the veiy large numbers. Fr. George invariably 
arranges such things well, but this year he excelled hfmSelf. I 
\vas glad to be able to spend about six weeks in the ShW Highlands 
in November and December, working from Likwenu as headquarters 
and covering a good deal of ground in the “ car.” I was singularly 
lortunatc in weather as, despite the fact that rains had well set in 
during the latter part of the.time, no single journey was disturbed

I have little to say in general conclusion. As I said at the 
beginning everything just now is rather tentative and the future 
depends, to use an educational expression, on “ method ” almost 
more than on “matter.” I have written rather freely as to oua 
relations with the new educational schemes since if the Government, 
M I believe, wish to be sympathetic they can only be so successfully 
if they know what is really felt by the rank and file of people who are 
doing the work. On the other hand we have the corresponding 
duty to give the best that we cap: in one sense there is no doubt 
of this; each individual does so I am sure enough, but in the wider 
sense of the whole work our power to do so depends on our having 
the staff to cover the ground and in material matters on having not 
only necessaries for life ” but also ” necessaries for efficiency.” 
rt IS for our supporters nt home to say whether we shall have these 
I he most immediate of such necessities is two more priests.

* Cathrew Ntasaland
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conditions in each district and the diversity of the problems they 
present, and the differences of tribal customs and idiosyncrasies, 
it was only to be expected that the first meeting of the clergy of 
the diocese should reveal considerable divergences of practice in 
matters of detail, and not always in matters of detail only; and one 
of our chief aims was to secure a greater measure of uniformity 
where uniformity is possible and desirable. This often entoiled the 
sacrifice of cherished theories and the abandonment of usages and 
traditions that had become firmly established in one place or another, 
nnd our task would have been difficult indectd, but for a generous 
spirit of give rtnd take, nnd for the work of the Committees which 
sat far into the night thrashing out thorny problems nnd discussing 
controversial points.

In' such happy circumstances the duties of the Chairman were 
remarkably light nnd pleasant, and it was not till the Conference 
was over, and I found myself confronted with the re-sponsibility 
of accepting or rejecting the recommendations submitted to me 
that I fully realized the amount and range of the work that had 
been accomplished.

Before midday on the Friday the Conference had completed its 
programme, and we then constituted ourselves the first Sacred 
Synod of the diocese, passing as the first Act of Synod a re.-iolution 
expressing approval of the Constitution of the proposed Province 
of East Africa drafted at the Nairobi Conference, and our, desire 
to enter the Province when it is formed. Our second Act of Synod 
was n rssolution on the subject of Remarriage after Divorce, 
identical in terms with that of the Synod of the Diocese of 
Nyasalnnd.

Then.we dispersed, thankful for a week of real achievement and 
very happy memories, and conscious of a new sense of unity which 
cannot fail to cheer the hearts and strengthen the hands of 
priests in facing the problems of their several stations, and to give 
to the diocese a cohesion and solidarity hitherto unattainable.

Conoa Spantoa'* Visit.—To Canon Spant6n*s most welcome visit 
I have tilready alluded. It goes without saying that for him it 
no tourist’s holiday,'and for us it was of enormous value. In
addition to attending the Broken Hill Conference, he vis_____
stations in turn—Livirigstone, Mapanza, Broken Hill, Chipili, 
Fiwita, Msoro and Fort Jameson, incidentally traversing long 
^retchtt of the country^ by road and rail, and gaining first-hand 
knowledge of the conditions in which our people live; and he was 
p^nt by invitation at the Gfcneral Missionary Conference at 
Livingstone and the Governor's Advisory Board on Native Educa
tion, at both of which his clear vision and wide experience, his grasp 
of principle and his gift of lucid exposition were invaluable.

Staff.—We have lost the services of Padre McGee who went 
home towards the end of the year and is remaining in England for 
family r^ons. I am glad to think that, as he has taken up the duties of 
Organizing Secretary, the Mission as a whole will gain by our

rWr.
Daptisus at Msobo.

sas ?,■ as Sir "

ferrpH iw ^ former was subsequentlv trans-Blackb^r o"
at Mauanza j , December. Thus (he women’s work
Nuisci)orot’hriin"s afriwH ’’“t re-started,
over Miss Rfchard’fwnrWu Christmas and has taken

■“"■I Mapanz^we'Trav hf ° '““ons-Chipili, Msoro
we hope toTeeT nnrf ^ a workers, ond by the Autumn

the extent and value of the nurses’ work is conveyed
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by the following figures:—Msoro: Out-patients, 8,io8; in-patients, 
283; visits, 283. Chipili: Out-patient (attendances), 18,259; 
in-patients, 53. On the other hand the fact that at Mapanza nearly 
7,000 attendances were registered before the nurse arrived early in 
December is some testimony to the untutored skill of the amateur 
practitioner.

Mission Stations.—On all our Native Stations steady progress has 
been made during the year, despite the absence during part of the 
year of three Heads of Stations, Padres Smith from Msoro, Ruck 
from Mapanza, and Hewitt from Fiwila.

At Msoro, I am thankful to say, we have at last received official 
assurance that the district in the immediate neighbourhood of the 
Mission is to form part of a Native Reserve and our people are to 
remain undisturbed. The long period of uncertainty is thus at an 
end, and we can and must get to work at once on the erection of 

buildings—church, schools and European houses—in 
place of the wattle-and-daub structures that have served us hitherto. 
With labour scarce and wages rapidly rising, this will be a difficult 
and costly undertaking. A more serious matter is the need, to which 
I called attention last year, of a drastic sub-divislon of the district. 
Asa first step in this direction we acquired during the year the lease 
of a plot of land at Pali Katemo in the Ukunda country, where Padre 
Higgins hopes to build the nucleus of a station in the dry season, 
conneaing it by thirty miles of road with Msoro. Under the Native 
Reserves Scheme our villages in the old Msoro district will be dis
tributed in three separate Reserves, in each of which we must have 
a station if the work is to be efficiently done. One of these would be 
the present Msoro.Station; the other two being sub-stations. As a 
second sub-station will be required in the Ukunda, our Msoro build
ing programme during the next few years should include the build
ing of four sub-stations in addition to the rebuilding of the central 
station. Making no allowance for furloughs, the minimum staff for 
the ^hration of this scheme will be seven priests, eleven ladles 
and two laymen. This may seem an exorbitant demand, as against 
our present staff of three priests, three ladies and one lavman. But 
the existing arrangement has proved itself to be unworkable as the 
work has grown, and I see no other rearrangement that is likely 
to meet the requirements of the case. At the moment we badly need 
a priest and a nurse.

At Chi|^ the chief event of the year has been the compleiion of 
the outer shell of the Boyd Memorial Church which, judged by the 
photographs, IS a fipe and imposing building. Owing chiefly to 
the cost of the iron roof, which Padre George regarded as essential, 
^e original estimate has already been considerably exceeded, and 
much remains to be done internally. I confidently hope that 
of our friends at home will help us with special gifts.

programme is before us, including a 
Miec and housing accommodation for the
adies of the staff. In addition a new station is urgently needed to the

start with). Our immediate needs are a competent layman, a fourth 
pnesi to enable us to cope with the increasing demands of the 
and EuropiSn work (15, Europeans visited the Station in the courae 

, of the year 1) and a second nurse for district work
At Hapmra the padres have moved out of their house to make 

for the ladi« and are housed for the present in watlle-anS 
(taub buildings. The house is riddled with white ants, and dming 
Ae coming year new quarters must be built for men and women^ 

■ During ten months of the year there has been only one priest o^Tfhe 
station owing to furloughs; but in spite of this the ^ogress Iim 
b«n :encomng.ng. V.llage schools have increased from Z to six' 
^1 manned by teachers of local origin who are doing good work 

J"- outbreak of small-
h H 1 r'^ oonsequence of which the people in the villages
^llr " ‘0 ‘“•o"? sorvtces or classes at the station. I tm
thankful to say that, acmrding to my latest information, only six of 
on.r Christians died of the disease, though very few escapiM alinck 
and many came near to death. The epidemic was prevalent also

permanent

liiaiiiiiliiW
. S'iii® saiilifisS™

'J .J

some

The New Ciiuecii at CmntC given by St. Andrew's, 
Worthing, as a Memorial to Fr. Dotd.
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in the Fiwila district, and Padre Hewitt vaccinated about fifty 
people on the Station.

At Fiwila the people have settled down after the troubles of 1925. 
Their new chief appears to be popular, and villagers that had left 
the district are returning. Some new buildings have been erected 
during the year in preparation for the Diocesan Training 
College for Teachers which we hope to open in September, with 
Padre Hewitt temporarily in charge; and when the rains are over 
a start will be made with the houses for the ladies who are e.xpected 
in the autumn.

European Work.—^The European population continues to increase 
at a rapid rate, and must be now little short of 7,000, Livingstone 
accounts for nearly 1,500; but many of these belong to 
the flocks of the resident Presbyterian Minister and (especially at 
the Railway Camp) the Minister of the Dutch Reformed Church; 
and taking this fact into consideration our Livingstone congregations 
are probably at least as ^ood as would be found in any place of the 
same size at home. 1 here were over eighty communicants at 
Christmas, and the year’s financial record is proof that the Church 
is generously supported. Though over ;^5o was spent in reseating 
the church and about ;^ioo in necessary structural alterations, the 
people contributed ;^a6o toward the Padre’s stipend (;^6o above their 
quota) and gave him a new motorcycle as well: surely an achieve- 
men of which they may well be proud. Amongst our distinguished 
visitors was the Metropolitan of India, who spent a weekend at 
Government House and preached in the church on the Sunday, 
i he General Missionary Conference, held at Livingstone in July, 
was attended by representatives of almost all the Missions at work 
m the territory, including the Jesuits and the White Fathers.

By the appointment of Sir Herbert Stanley, our first Governor, 
Governorship of Ceylon the missionary cause in Northern 

Rhodesia, and more especially the U.M.C.A., loses a tried and 
constant friend, and the church Tn Livingstone, where he always 
n^ad the lessons when in residence, one of its most regular 
worshippers. It fell to him to devise andjaunch the scheme of 
Governmfent ct«peration with the Missions in the work of the native 
education, and w-e Mnnot be too thankful for the sympathetic 

i^^Kn^ent with which he carried out 
i! m deJ'Cate task. Our prayers and best wishes go with
hirn and La^ Stanley to their new home. We are happy irt having 

Maxwell, one whose life, has been 
odnimistration, and who has already 

whn "I'l populatioh and of IhoKwho have the interests of the Africans specially at heart.
r^n^L-c —7 Goodes appointment to the Rhodesian Railwaysirrsteat.—a

he.has bwn a veritable pillar of the Church,, both in and out of 
office, ^and^ It was a notable event if he or Mrs. Goode wm absent 
on a Sunday. It is interesting to recall that they were maS' 
at Fort Jameson by Bishop Trower. In all sorts of tvays we S 
miss them both-not least as very kind and hospitable friends 

: ; Brok^^ h^ increased beyond all re^gnitiL dtmin^year.
kS|wTe.anewR^nwa;^^

five communicants on Christmas Day, and about ns . many 
■ subscribers to the Free-Wll Offering, and as many children in the
. Sunday School. The native Christians are mostly employed in the 

mine compound or m house-boys. At 7 a'lii. each Sunday there 
' ** their church in the compound, which is well
b«n presenV ^ ^ ^ to h«,r that some Europeans hnve recently 
vPadre Ellis spends a Sunday each month at Bwana Mkutwa and
Ndola, and generally, attempts to reach one or oilier of the mines 

.g the Congo border at the same time, and “ the welcome 
gets IS ovenvhelming.” These are still In the making, and in :
^ have not yet reached the stage of production. , But the way 
/they develop is phenomenal. There were twenty whites at the Roan 
Anteloim Mine in April; in December there were 250; and there will 
benearly 1,000 before the end of 1928. A whole-dme man for this 
work must soon be forthcoming.

In the Fort Jameson district, owing to the boom in tobacco growing, 
ffie European population has more than doubled' during the last 
hvo years, and is now about 600. As most of the newcomers live 
miles away from Fort Jameson, this increase does not greatly affect 

‘hough ‘hese show a marked improvc- 
mem of late. It entails, however, on Padre Courthope an amount 
of district travelling which would be quite beyond his powers if he 
had not brought out a car when he returned from his last furlough.
In addition to its constant activities in the Fort Jameson district, so 

trips this rar has made, eastward, to Msoro and west
ward to Nyasaland, in the service of the Mission and its members, 
that we might well be tempted fo regard it as Mission property.
,,?? ."'““'tl he a great mistake to imagine that at Fort Jameson the”^ 

, Mission ministers solely to Europeans. As long as I can remember, 
the natives have claimed a large and increasing share of the padre's 
tliiie and energies, and lo.day there are as many ns 300 Christians

a^y m the four villages at vyhich we have schools, and come in 
SSm to Fort Jameson with surprising regularity for their

alon : one 
most
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; In^26,;^Jie 3«ar of the World Call, there was an increase of 
oya £7.000, and in consequence the Treasurers felt bound °o

notira to the Bishops that unless the General Fund receipts incrfaso 
b/ at least £s,ooo their grants will have to be reduced, 
course, would mean the abandonment of much 
already begun.

8 5 ear

This, of 
promising work

ifwe would remind those subscribers who are in a position to 
definitely promise their subscriptions for seven years, that under the 
provision of covenanted subscriptions the Mission is able to recover 
income tax and therefore gain an increase of 25 per cent, without 
any increased cost to the subscriber. Particulars will be supplied 
pa application to the Secretary.

not
{r«dr* Higgle

CXOSSIKO A Daidos.

To our great regret Mrs. Foord was invalided home by the 
doctor towards the end of the year. One of the oldest inhabitants 
of Fort Jameson, she joined the Mission in 1920 and, though always 
in delitate health, worked untiringly in its service, especially among 
the natives. She ^vas neither a trained nurse nor a trained teacher; but 
the people came to her in large numbers to be healed of their sores 
and minor ailments, and haying set herself, late in life, with remark^ 
able.energy and suraess to acquire the Nsenga language 
able not only to speak it freely but also to hold classes of instruction 
for the UTimcn and children, who looked to her as a real friend. She 
will be greatly missed by both sections, European and African, of 
the padre*s flock, and not least by the pidre himself and his 
numerous guests.

Within (he limits of a brief report it ig dilflcult to present any 
real picture of things and people as they are, though enough has 
perhaps been said to Indicate the growing demands, in men and 
money, of the work amongst Africans and Europeans alike in 
Northern Rhodesia. With the dearth of priests at home, with three 
other hungry dioceses “waiting to be fed,** and our generous suppor- 
ters at home already straining their resources to the breaking point, one 
wonders at times how our heeds are ever to be met. But the Mission 
has achiey^ the impossible before now; and if I wonder, I do not 
doubt. We shall not pray in vain, “ Thy Kingdom Come.”

^ Alston NRhodesia

® “ “""ounce that there has been a con
siderable increase in the number of those who take an interest in 
African schools, clergy and scholars.

, she was

K Exhibition of Work was on a larger scale than even and has 
Helped to make our supporters understand the need for really well 
made and useful gifts for Africa.

The Summer School at Whitby was a great success.- Over 
sixty people, men and women, attended it.

In oo-operation with other Missions the U.M.C.A. has taken 
part in a number of Missionary ExhibitI

We regret to announce the resignation of Mr. Webb and Miss 
^noveaux. Mr. Webb has done yeoman's service for the Mission 
m tfie North. He has always taken the keenest interest in U.M.C.A. 
wa rendered invaluable help. Many friends of the Mission will 
miss Miss Choveaux in “the shop “ where she served U.M.C.A. 
or so long after her service in Africa. Our good wishes will follow 

*nese two old friends in their retirement.

ons.
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FUNZI ISLAND LEPER 
SETTLEMENT

■he lepera A houa^, Cothes^lSn'ceSb^i^rcr^r"^ 
lamp oil and a small amount of pockei money; and for

^ :'&5X%3 siS™''-“ « s
But though the settlement is a Government one the actual 

MiltoT t!1‘ m"’® 'T"" P“‘ into dm hanS of ....
iepeis, who were much"negteed7nth1is r«p”t'in^he past.'™°‘

mtmber “o.'" •*’'= wh^How

Biv.?g1r«?anrdr«Lfn^?ceri‘erc."“"^ "
The pre^nt specific treatment for leprosy in

‘Xi.'™i,-‘’!ii®P“'“‘uP%P.“™‘'°"® ''"°wn as '‘ Hydnocreol"'nnd’ylher kindly sent by Sir Leonard Rogers. Thie injections are

The Mission has lost through death an o!d and valued friend 
in Sir Dyce Duckworth, a Vice-Chairman.

Thanks.—The Mission is especially fortunate in possessing a host 
of exceptionally keen voluntary workers to all of whom we tender 
our thanks t Rural Deanery Secretaries, Local Secretaries, Diocesan 
Secretaries, Parochial Secretaries, Secretaries of Special Funds and 
all those who render such valuable help in connexion with the 
League of Associates, C.S.C., Coral League, “ Miniatures," Exhi
bitions, Plays and our various Committees.

We have again to record our most grateful thanlcs for much 
and generously given by the Society for Pro- 

Knowledge and the British and Foreign Bible
valued help freely 
moting Christian 
Society. care

The New Office*. The builders are now at work on the new 
offices of the Mission in Wood Street, opposite S.P.G. It is hoped 
that the removal from Dartmouth Street will be possible early in 
1929. As everyone knows'the home staff have been much cramped 
of late. Those best able to judge have decided that this removal 

Inevitable. We shall say good-bye to Dartmouth S.treet with 
sad hearts because of the many pleasant memories associated with 
it, but we must look forward with confidence to the future and con
gratulate the staff on the prospect pf_ going about " their lawful 
6a:asions " without feeling cabined, cribbed and confined os they 
have been of late years.

It is a familiar saying that faithful service is rewarded by 
opportunities of greater services* in the time to come. These new 
opportunities always bring with them the strength which is needed 
to fulfif them. In the past the Lord hath done great things for 
us wherein we rejoice. He will do still greater things if we respond 
to His summons. All things are possible to him that believeth.

. Mountains become molehills and the seeming " Impossibility " is 
accomplished.

the

was

Funzi Is theuse on
an

Godfrey Dale,
Editor

fitniOwM/Hd
Nvrsb and Lepers, Funzi Isuno.

laitao



FUNZI ISLAND LEPER SEITLEMENT FUNZI ISLAND LEPER SETTLEMENT

given twice weekly together with special nuts (Hydnocarpus Anthei- 
mintica) which are eaten daily, and prove very popular with the 
patients. All treatment is, of course, voluntary and about too are 
receiving regularly the injections and daily distribution of nuts. 
Some of the lepers are past such treatment and all one can do for 
them is to dress their sores and look after them generally. These 
are often too ill to come to the dispensary and have to be treated 
in their houses. Lepers, of course, suffer from other tropical 
diseases, and in fact very often the predisposing cause of the leprosy 
is hookworm or malaria. These diseases are treated too, as no 
specific treatment is of use where the patient suffers from some other 
bad disease.

As is well understood these days, the mental treatment of a 
patient is often as important as the physical treatment and never 
more so than in leprosy. Here the teacher carr help a great deal. 
She has started reading, writing and arithmetic classes for the men 
and a sewing class for the women. The classes are, of course, only 
small at present, but those who oome are very keen indeed. Several 
of the. women have made garments for themselves and the men 
are making great progress in reading and writing. It is hoped In 
time more will come to the classes, but some, alas, have no fingers 
to sew or write with and also, the majority of the lepers being 
Muhammadans, there is no great desire on their part for progress 
in any form, as they are often perfectly content with a very scanty 
knowledge of the Koran. ’

Another and very popular " treatment " with the lepers is the 
gramophone. All who arc able turn up on the dispensary veranda 
when that is played, and it is very pleasant to hear the roars of 
laughter over Harry Lauder's songs. He, with Caruso and Galli- 
Curd are the great favourites.

A kind friend has also presented a football to the lepers—another 
and very healthy form of amusement for the more able-bodied.

The lepers are being encouraged to cultivate the land and a great 
many now have flourishing patches of ^eet potatoes, cassava, 
banana trees, ground nuts, sugar cane and marrows.

Several of the lepers have canoes, and fishing supplies a "relish” 
very often to their food. The nurse, finding that a good deal of 
illicit trading was going on with some of the near islands, has started 
a shop, so that they can buy thirigs they need there. It is open twice 
a week and supplies such things as flour, sugar, tobacco, curry 
powder, lamps, fishhooks, sewing cotton, onions, clothes (rather 
mbre " dressy " than those suppll^ by the Government 1) and other 
odds and ends beloved by Africans.

And now, perhaps, people will think—yes, all this done for 
their bodies—what about their souls I And here we come to a very 
difficult part of the work and a part which needs a very persevering 
faith. As has been said, the majority of lepers here are Muham
madans—perfectly content with their own religion which makc.s 
\'ery little demand on their moral lives. Added to this are the diffi-

Pli;:-
■'*r'

..jv-

IJ

nett] lUt.r. durttf*Tub Lbpbrs' New Huts. Funh Isund.

raltira arising from the fact of their being of different tribes forced 
by leprosy to live together—separated from their families and

therefore upable to bear any real witness to Christ, and though the 
Aluhamniadans are quite willing to accept material benefits and 
treatment from a Christian mission, they turn a deaf ear at present 
to th^B call of Him who sanctioned and blessed the giving of that aid.

^ihere js now on Funzi a little church made of mud and stick 
dedicated to St. Francis of Assisi and there every morning and 
evening short prayers, together with a lesson from the New Testa- 

"r u’ Sundays a short service, con
sisting Of IiUny, hymns, lesson and occasionally a short address, 
IS taken by the teacher or nurse anc| once a month the African priest 
jroni wete comes over to say mass for the lepers. Of our ten 
uimtians, one has excommunicated himself and lives with a 
Muhammadan wife, and two women have "married" Muhammadan 
men and have given up the practice of their religion completely. It 
f a Christian to live a good life on Funzi and be

imtui to his religion, and we are thankful for the one or two who 
rnanage to do so,
r-J" ^he^niMntlme we try hard to teach the lepers to see their 

I^nsibiiihes to each other—to be kinder to the helpless and old 
present they have no idea of being,, and so by 

anH awakening them to real communal spirit of mutual aid 
lir« eventually be paved for the true communal
in/fChrist. It-iS'for this we who live here work 

pray—Will ,i|l who read this pray for it too?
E. B.. ;
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HOME JOTTINGS
The Oeocral Food Receipts compare as follows:—

1928 1927Received during March 
Total receipts to March 31

^1,550
je6,4G3

we 1,633 
wee,804 No. 546. XLVI. JUN£. 1928A decrease of <6341 Price 2“

CONTENTSOjr Slltj.nlnlh ADDlrciury will be kepi on ThundayJ Mny 31, Pnrllculnr. art 
printed on page V of cover.

: i Sifi,.;;' ;;; ... D8
surer for BlasasJ.—The collectors wi»h to express their keen appreciation of the 

generous raponse to their request for old silver for the ciborlum for MasasI' Cathedral 
though silver has now been received and the work Is in haad. A photograph of the 
ciboriutn with chaiice and paten when complete will be sent for publiMlion In 
CKirrast, AnilCA.

;;;.S
a

wm .L- n,™ tow.. „.l,hbnn,bo,b

EDITOR’S NOTES •
; Finance.—The serious state of the “ finances ” of the Mission is 

a matter about which we cannot be silent. Last year there was n 
very disturbing fall in the General Fund, and now up to date there 
is a further decrease of ;£'i,ooo. May we repeat once more that in 
the year which followed the World Call the General Fund was 
increased to such an extent that the Treasurers felt justified in 
allotting to the Bishops a larger allowance, and that this larger 
ijllowance has given the Bishops an opportunity of further extending 
pe work in their dioceses. This year the extra allowance have been 
granted,- but what is going to happen next year? It is a very serious 
^ate of affairs. The Mission has weathered .many such storms in 
the past. We can hope and must pray that it will weather this one 
as well.

l.™“I‘''*iVa!; PP*" «'.«'wiy «"<1 F.yer from M.y 6
A"S-f oSiWr “

\

thin mS- 2?. ^ ^ " PM'lble. and In nny enu not lairr

Death OF Canon Ambali's WiFE.—The sad news has reached 
us that the wife of Canon Augustine Ambali has been killed by a 
crocodile,. Canon Victor some time ago at an Anniversary Meeting 
suggested that some words should be Inserted in the.African Liturgy 
for preservation from wild beasts. Every year we read of mutilated 

Mission Hospitals. The death of Canon 
Ambali s wife brings home to us how real the danger is. Canon 
Au^tine may rest assured that he has the deepest sympathy of all 

fnends of the Mission in his bereavement.• • • •
..“ Nyasaland Chronicle,” April, 1928,—A proof of a position / 

of this is tb hand. With regard to the rejection by the Diocese of 
Momba^.of the scheme for the proposed Province the; Bishop 
writes:: We have owed so much to Mombasa and its Synod in all 
tne p^t work'for the Province that I feel it difBcult to regard this
rejection os final.”

’ /^ero is an interesting note^aMo the name of the diocese of the 
southern part of the old Mombasa Diocese. It is to be called the

At J)?* allpartlcuUn next month In CiktRal Apsica.

THE MISSION STAFF
Nime theDiocese Date

Arrir^ m

■MtoW-Obo^iT*^ 
D.y.rt.m7,.m Enjiiml..

Zanzibar

}^af aland 
Nyataland

April 9 
April 9 
April 9

April 19 
May 81

New Meobtf.—DIoesH cf Syataland. Miss Emma Cheeaman is a trained nurse 
with good caperieoce In district nursing.
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EDITOR’S NOTES ' Diocese of N. Rhodesia

all Masiui Diocese and one Nyosaland Archdeaconry are in 
Tanganyika Territory, the word Central is necessary and may 
prevent confusion in the minds of some readers of Central Africa, 
The diocese of Central Tanganyika will not be thought to be a 
diocese of U.M.C.A. b a

• • • •
It is hoped that In June there will appear in Nyosaland the first 

number of a Bulletin containing information on native religious 
ideas such as witchcraft, initiation ceremonies, rain-making, ancestor 
worship, etc. Also notes on African customs in connexion with 
marriage and divorce, the position of women, family relationships 
and responsibilities. It is thought that such a publication will be 
of great interest and service to Administrators, Missionaries, police 
and all who are brought by their work into close touch with 
Africans. An appeal is made to those in possession of Mission and 
District Records portraying an earlier state of affairs. It is thought 
that the old records may prove to be a guide as to the lines of 
African development.

• • • •
The Father Edward Russell Mejiorial Fund.—was in

vited in the U.AI.C. A. Trust Fund. The Council of the St. Barnabas 
Ouild, by the decision of the Finance Committee, is to be askra to send 
in recommendations each October for the part use of the income in 
a^way most helpful to the work in Central Africa. It is hoped 
that the four Bishops, as occasion arises, may suggest wavs of 
assisting any medical work in their dioiises. Dr. Wigan inade on 
application iast ye^ and received ;^8i to be devoted to the rebuilding 
and enlarging of Kota Kola Dispensary. It is proposed to place a 

f "’Cmorial in bold letters in
Chi Nyanja in the Dispensary for the patients to read and learn

MY AFRICAN TOUR
III.—MAPANZA

llAPANZA is one of the oldest of the Mission Stations in the Diocese 
and has a somewhat chequered history. Its church, which wasX 
fot permanent building for purposes of worship in the who e 
dioceK, wSb for some time spoken of in the Mission as the or^ 
rathedral, and there was indeed some thought at one lime of Lking 
Mapana the diocewn centre. Its geographical position, however

.makes itvery unlikeiy indeed that such a dream shoSid ever com"true
It 1^ like Livingstone, in the south-west corner of the territory,* but 
unlike Livingstone it is oven forty miles from the railway linZ 

• The people among whom the. Mission is at ivork here 
afford altogether promising material for missionary effort 
are not unwilling to have things done for them, but they show very 
htlle inclination towards doing things for themselves. Linlike mos^ 
Africans nowadays they seem to have very little desire for edural 
lion, and indeed but little initiative of any kind. The ila people 
fmm°^ Mapanza district, are more unsatisfactory

''•'^w.'han those of most other tribes among 
Skts ni <•>=“ oil filings considered th?
SiIL <i'®™lties to face, and one would

® o'luol'on seems to have changed a good deal
and tlie outlook is very much more promising; the past ™ ars of

do not 
They

. : ■f'-i .. ■

•'f® suggestion was of dpinion

Me^^-an^o.h1.°,T*-®l"“^“l'^ “Correct of curtail as you 
sallow ‘5’® Ail that need be
met anTHlS.*!- "'.f '"ougli to rely on the Editor’stact and discretion, their communications will be gratefully received. MurANiA CiiuRai.
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EDITOR’S NOTES Diocese of N. Rhodesia

Diocese of Central Tanganyika, 
funds to build a cathedral at Dodoma, 
all Masasi Diocese and one Nyasaland Archdeaconry are in 
Tanganyika Territory, the word’Central is necessary and may 
prevent confusion in the minds of some readers of Central Africa. 
The diocese of Central Tanganyika will not be thought to be a 
diocese of U.M.C.A.

I appeal is being made for 
As most of Zanzibar Diocese,

An MY AFRICAN TOUR
III.—MAPANZA

Mapanza is one of the oldest of the Mission Stations in the Diocese 
and has a sfijnewhat chequered history. Its church, which was the 
first permanent building for purposes of worship in the whole 
diocese, was for some time spoken of in the Mission as the pro- 
cathedral, and there was indeed some thought at one time of making 
Mapanza the diocesan centre. Its geographical position, however!

; imakes it very unlikely Indeed that such a dream should ever come true 
It is, like Livingstone, in the south-tvest cofnV of the territory, but 
unlike Livingstone it is oven forty miles from the railway line 

;The people among whom the . Mission is at work here do not 
I aflord altogether promising material for missionary effort They 

.are not unwilling to have things done for them, but they show very 
htlle rnchnation towards doing things for themselves. Unlike most 
Africans liowadays they seem to have very little desire for educa- 

■ lion, and indeed but little initiative of any kind. The lla people 
one of the two tribes in the Mapanza district, are more unsatisfactory 
from a moral point of view than those of most other tribes among 
which the Mission is working; so that all things considered the 

i Workers at Mapanza have many difficulties to face, and one would 
I .have been disposed to add, only a few years ago but few encourage- 

ments. But to-day the situation seems to have changed a good deal, 
and Ihe outlook is very much more promising; the past years of

It is hoped that in June there will appear in Nyasaland the first 
number of a Bulletin containing information on native religious 
ideas such as witchcraft, initiation ceremonies, rain-making, ancestor 
worship, etc. Also notes on African customs in connexion with 
marriage and divorce, the position of women, family relationships 
and responsibilities. It is thought that such a publication will be 
of great interest and service to Administrators, Missionaries, police 
and all who are brought by their work into close touch with 
Africans. An appeal is made to those in possession of Mission and 
District Records portraying an earlier state of affairs. It is thought 
that the old records may prove to be a guide as to the lines of 
African development.

The Father Edward Russell Memorial Fund.—;^2, i6i was in
vested in the U.M.C.A. Trust Fund. The Council of the St. Barnabas 
Guild, by the decision of the Finance Committee, is to be asked to send 
in recommendations each October for the part use of the income in 
a way most helpful to the work in Central Africa. It is hoped 
that the four B^hops, as occasion arises, may suggest ways of 
assisting any medical work in their dioceses. Dr. Wigan made an 
application last year and received ;^8i to be devoted to the rebuilding 
and enlarging of Kota Kota Dispensary. It is proposed to place a 
brap or copper plate explaining the memorial in bold letters in 
Chi Nyanja in the Dispensary for the patients to read and learn
AfricaT^^’eiS.rk."’

t ’"tn’ber of the staff abroad has
^'^^or's Pn« nEditor of Central Africa should start 
h?m When "’'“'onhries abroad could write to

nr r ‘ to write an article of
.The author of the suggestion was of opinion 

fiinn*m™^tli ** interesting details which wuld
invMvf^?L he^TT'' where such existed. Such a scheme
fcrthftai nf ^ toct and discretion
M tW “ntributions published

Mapanza Church.
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work and devotion are bearing fruit at last, and though doubtless 
there will be downs as well as ups in the days that are coming, yet 
one would be a pessimist indeed who was not persuaded that the 
future would be better than the past. When Bishop May saw me 
off at Livingstone Station as i started for my week-end visit to 
Mapanza he prepared me somewhat for the improved state of things, 
telling me that he thought I should find Mapanza “ going really 
strong." But I certainly did not expect to find it going nearly so 
strong as in fact it was. In almost every direction the outlook is 
now full of the brightest hope.

1 spent an afternoon in the Station school which is in truth a 
much more clementar>' affair than^ the Station schools to which I 
had been accustomed in the Diocese of 2Canzibar, but it seemed to 
be full of possibilities and of hope for the future, not the least 
encouraging feature about it being the evident keenness of the 
children. Considering the past of the Mapanza district one had not 
dared to look for very much zeal in educational matters on the part 
cither of children or of parents, but as a matter of fact I found not 
only that the boys had come to school, which in Itself is a good 
sign, but that they seemed determined to make the best of their 
opportunities there.

It would, I think, not be easy to exaggerate the importance of this 
school to the future of the district, small and low in standard as it 
may fairly be regarded to be; for If suitable teachers are to be pro
duced for the evangelizing of these tribes, they must come from the 
people themselves; and the first step on thd road is that bein^ 
in this little school; the second is hoped for soon when ih 
Mapanza boys go to the new Diocesan Training College at Fiwila.

Although no nurse had yet come to Mapanjui there was a small 
dlspcnsaiy* with’ quite a number of patients, in which 
one of the padres did his best to diagnose their various ailments and 
to prescribe for them from the stock of drugs at his'disposal. There 
seemed to be a good deal of local confidend: In the amateur 
physician—a confidence which would certainly help to gel things 
going rapidly wlicn medical work should Ije able to be begun In 
earnest, a.s it was with the advent of women workers not long 
after my visit.

Leaving the dispcnsar>* on our tour round the Station on the 
Saturday morning we w^ent on to the brick kiln where sixty thousand 
bricks for the new ladles' house had just been burnt, and where 
wc found the brick workers just completing another sixty thousand 
for a new kiln. They were working without any European super
vision and seemed remarkably expert. The bricks they had made 
were certainly I should say the best I had seen in Africa, sounder 
and more accurately made than those we were familiar with in the 
Bondci country.

One of the great attractions at Mapanza is the river which flows, 
a instant and considerable stream, at the bottom of tlic. rise on 
which the Station is biiilt. The presence of this river and the 
fertility of the soil In the neighbourhood combined to sugge.*>i

Huts at Mapanza.

Mhpanza as a possible site for the Diocesan Training ColIeg(
teachers; but as readers of Central Africa know already F.......
was considered by the Diocesan Conference to be a more suitable 
place; it is certainly very much more central and is very much 
more accessible from the Msoro country. The Mapanza staff make 
good use of their fertile soil and their kindly river and have a most 
delightful grove of orange, banana and other fruit trees and a most 
wceilent vegetable garden within a few minutes’ walk of the Station. 
We actually had for our dinner tomatoes, cabbages and the most 
delicious green peas produced in the Mission garden, and 
potatoes grown on a farm a few miles a^yay. One thought what a 
difference it must make to the health of the staff toibe able to ensure 
an abundant and fairly regular supply of fresh vegetables; and was 
moved^with envy as one remembered the weekly consignment of 
somewhat stale garden stuff which used to coma down to us in past 
years for use at Korogwe and Magila sent at very considerable 

German Stations in the Usambara Hills.
, ■ All these experiences on Friday and Saturday—the school, the 
° t works, the garden and the dispensary—made one view the 
>\wic of the Station through somewhat rosy-coloured spectacles; but 
inc .^wnlng experience came on Sunday when Christians,

I CTechumens and hearers gathered for their worship and teaching.
^ ni congregation of Christians and catechumens
. r ni tfte parish Mass; there were well-attended catechumen classes 

afterwards; but the

e for 
iwilataken

e fir.st

new

most striking, and certainly the most hopeful
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fcnturc of ihc day was the attendance at the hearers’ classes; for one 
realized that the Christians are the result of work in the compara
tively long past; the catechumens of what has been done in the 
recent past; but the hearers are the hope of the present and the 
future, for they are the stuff of which the new Christians arc to be 
made, and there were literally hundreds of them of almost all ages, 
men, women and children. 1 counted over seventy who had walked 
that morning from one village five and a half miles” away in order 
to attend their class; and over sixty more who had walked from 
another village a good se\x;n miles off for the same purpose. The 
keenness which I had rioticed among the school boys was character
istic of the hearers too, and though, of course, it is not probable 
that they will all go steadily on through the catechumenate to 
Baptism, that not a few may fall away and many may become slack, 
yet 1 am sure that any Station which could produce such a set of 
hearers gives good grounds for optimism both to Its staff and to all 
who arc interested in its welfare.

One little incident on that Sunday morning is of the nature of 
a parable of life in Northern Rhodesia in these latter dap. We 
were looking at the crowds of people assembling for service, most 
of them but scantily clad with clothing of a more or less primitive 
kind, when suddenly among the lads who wore little or nothing but 
a loin cloth there appeared a vision which made us stare and rub 

eyes. A young man, in a grey suit of the very latest and 
fashionable fiuluwayo cut, with tan boots, purple sock^, 
collar and a smart tie, the whole surmounted by a grey felt hat 
of the latest shape with a black band, came out of one of the huts and 
swinging a light cane made his way towards' the church surrounded 
by an admiring crowd of neig 
to be one of the boys of the village who some time before hod gone 
South in search of work and money, filled with a.desire to see the 
great world; and now he hod come back after more than two years 
with his entire fortune upon his person in the shape of clothes which, 
though they must have made him appear enormously important 
in the eyes of the Sunday morning congregation, could be of but 
little real use in the life of every day. It was a picture to make one 
think, forcing the thought of the jostling of old and new, primitive 
life and western civilization, that is going on not only nil through 
Northern Rhodesia,, but throughout most of Central Africa, and 
which forms one of the most serious problems for Church and for 
Slate. • •
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BaTOSGA GiRLK at MxrANZA.

hfaours and friends. He turned out
Conference, reaching the railway in time for the padre to lake the 
Sunday service for the.English folk there. They turned up in such 
numbere as to show that they value the ministrations of the Church, 
which, in carrying the Gospel to the heathen, cannot- forget the care 
of her own children.

. So; my short visit came to an end leaving me with a profound 
sense of thankfulness for the so-evident success of persistent labour 
in the past, and the abundant promise which the present 

j .show of a richer harvest in the not-very-dlstant future.
Ernest F. Spanton

seems to
o

One.of the minor activities of'Mapansui which should not be 
forgotten is to be found in the little printing office where really 
creditable worlTls being done by a Likoma-trained printer. The 
work turned out by this little office is not only good and useful 
in itself; it is also a healthy reminder of the way in which one diocese 
f “^h which all share of teaching Africa the

. On Sunday afternoon I left with Padre Ruck for Oioma at route 
for Livingstone and the meeting of the N. Rhodesian Missionary

can i
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Diocese of Nyasaland
ZANZIBAR DIOCESE REVISITED

A VISIT TO MLANJE [ . Many oj the readers of Central Africa will be interested by
the following extracts from a letter by Canon Woodward to Canon 
Spanton. New readers should know that Fr. Woodward first weni 

, to Africa as a member of the Mission in 1875 and worked continn- 
: 'ously in Zanaibar Diocese until the Society of the Sacred Mission 

transferred him to South Africa in tgae.
"I arrived at Dar-es-Salaam on Thursday, January 26. I had 

just time Ip see Padre Elliott. The same afternoon we reached 
Zanzibar and I was kindly met on board by Padre Petro Limo, 
Hiss Gunn and Mr. Edermaniger and was motored to Mkunazini I 
\Vc went round by tbe outer roads but I was surprised to find that 
many motor-cars go through the narrow streets to the danger of 
'P'tl'^strinns. Bicycles also are tearing round sharp corners and one 
just escapes by a hair's breadth. I enjoyed a ride through the new 
roads in the country with the Resident. He took me through 
beautiful country 1 have never seen before.

. . The clergy and others returned from the Synod held at Magila 
on the following day. On Sunday I was motored to Mbweni to 
celebrate Mass there, and aftenvar’ds saw a number of old friends 
including John Swedi and Cecil Majaliwa and some whom I knew 

'as girls in 1875. Altogether I met a considerable number whom I 
Md known in the early days. On the following Thursday there
I ■■ .______ V_________________ was a picnic at Manga-

ni to which I went.

Mlanje Mountain is in the south end of Nyasaland about loo miles 
S.E. of Blanlyrc. Its highest peaks are roughly 10,000 ft. above 
sea level. At between three and four thousand feet there is an 
extensive area of excellent tea-growing land, divided up into many 
estates, with very fair roads in various directions. One road runs 
right round the mountain—about ninety miles in circumference at 
that level.

One side of the mountain Is in Nyasaland, the other in Portu
guese territory. The Nyasaland side is really in the Scotch Church 
Mission area, but it is an understood thing that one Mission may 
follow up its own’ people if they move into the area of another.

On tho Mlanje estates there are «i fair number of planters who 
i>elong to the English Church and many of our native Christians 
leave their homes for a time to work on the different plantations.

Towards the end of Mardi, thd Bishop came to Lik 
the Milton-Young Commission In Zomba, which gave me the 
opportunity of paying a visit to Mlanje. Mr. and Mrs. Shinn, of 
the Ruo tea estate, had asked me to come when I could, so I was 
glad to be able to accept their invitation, and to spend some days, 
including Passion Sunday, with them. Mrs. Shinn was a member 
of the Mission before her marriage some twenty-five years ago. 
They did everything they could to help me to get into toufeh with 
our native Christians. They have a school on their estate which 
they put at nw disposal for services, and made everything as nice 
as possible. On Saturday afternoon, when work was done, twenty- 
eight native Christians came, many of them walking ten miles 
from Lujeri (Lyons’ tea estate), to prepare for their communion, 
and on Passion Sunday there were thirty-eight communicants, 
Nyasas and Yaos.

Two families, one belonging to Likoma and the other to Ngoo, 
brought babies to be baptized.

I had intended to hold services also iq the Mlanje Church, 
fourteen miles from Ruo, for the English church folk, but the 
Hilton-Young Commission paid a visit to Mlanje on the Sunday 
morning and upset the church arrangements, so on Monday (Lady 
Diiy transferred) I said* floss'in my host’s house, where Mrs. Shinn 
arranged everything beautifully. Two neighbours came, and a 
family of six had intended' to do so but their Ford broke down.

It is very difficult for our people, in the parts of the countr>' a 
long way from Mission stations, to make their communion, and by 
their very kind welcome they show that they do appreciate the visit 
of a priest. And the natives, who are away from their liomes per
haps for a year at a time, are delighted to have the opportunity of 
using the sacraments.

wenu to meet

pwan
I had a very enjoyable 
visit. On Friday I left 

- for Tanga in the 
Usaivbara with the 
party leaving for Eng
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-Archdeacon Mackay 

. who was leaving, but 
I htid nearly a day 
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day morning 
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,-ery beautiful with the Shambala mountains ahead, but theremre 
one or two nasty bridges to cross—just long sticks laid across poles. 
VVe reached Maramba at 12.45, and in ten minutes heavy rain came 
so I had to sleep there. In the afternoon Novice Freda arrived, 
drenched, to be ready for her patients next morning. In the morn
ing I climbed the hill by Canon Pearse’s path. It wants the pen 
of a poet (or of Miss Gertrude Ward) to describe. A stream _ - 
down beside it with water-falls at intervals—the trees shade it ah 
the way and the giant ferns and plants are most beautiful. I know 
no other wafe to equal it. It took me just two hours to get to the 
top and I was not at all fatigued, then another hour on the level 
brought me to Kigongoi. Here I met Novice Esta (the first African 
Novice) whom I have known from her babyhood and whom I.wds very 
anxious to see. She has gone through much pain before attaining 
her wish. It is not surprising that the family was not willing 
because it is a pecuniary loss to those who would have shored in 
the money paid on her marriage—though I understand the father 
himself was willing. In S. Africa when one of my school girls 
desired to join the Sisters I interviewed her father who at once 
gave his consent though it meant a loss of anything from fifteen 
to, twenty head of cattle.

It was also gratifying to find one of the boys who was taught 
tailoring at Msalabani doing well. He is one of the only two converts 
horn the Wataita who occupy a part of the hills. He worked hard 
wth the sewing machine with which I had provided him and made 
enough money on which to marry, and' has. now put by nearly 
enough to buy another machine for his pupil. He has built his 
house near the Mission in orden to be close to the church. They 
have just now a very poor church as the former one collapsed Inst 
year and they were waiting for Mr. Beal to come up and measure

MlI
(:
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■ . '
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Marauiu.

School which Miss Abdy is looking after just now, and I was 
surprised at the knowledge of English shown by the boys so that 1 
was able to tnik to them about S. Africa in that tongue. It struck 
me that os a whole their faces were more refined than those of 
past days.

On Tliursday I walked to Mkuzi which I enjoyed very much— 
one does not get sucli lovely walks in South Africa. The beauty 
of the whole country has always impressed me, but never so much 
before—the contrast to the Veld and bare kopjes of S. Africa is so 
peat. I stayed at Mkuzi eighteen days, spending one Sunday at 
Kwe Midala where they now have a nice church. 1 have now seen 
so many buildings of pis^ de terre that I wonder it is 
used. I do not know of any in S. Africa but they are certainly 
very satisfartory. Few people know, I thinij, that our first church 
at M^Iabani was of piaS de terre. My visit here was full of pleasure 
—seeing many of those who were boys and girls when I left, 
grown Up and with houses of their own. A number had passed 
away and I ^\•as present at the funeral of Nathaniel Bungulu, formerly 
a teacher and who has since had a \*ery chequered life, but he died 
r^ncilcd. Especially delightful it has been to meet so many 
deacons and priests whom I have known from their childhood.

On the 27th I cycled to Muheza ond entrained for Korog^vc 
where I had three most pleasant days with Archdeacon Douglas, 
cliurch IS perfectly delightful. I did not go out into the 2

not more
ti

:
now

r

The
Ziguta ■h'i-l

country.
From Korogwe I went to Tanga to Padre Dyson, and’after 

ftlass on bunday I found a car going to Maramba. The drive is
Kicokooi.
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out the new one. The people meanwhile liave collected stones for 
the foundations. ....

Besides the lovely hills there ts a wonderful view over a plain 
to the distant Taila hills from which the Tailas came who now 
reside here.

On Friday with great regret I left, and on reaching Maramh.t 
was fortunate to get a car an hour afterwards, so I was back in 
Tanga that evening, and returned next day to Hegongo. This was 

Bishop was at home, and on Sunday Padre 
see him. and as he had the car I returned with

MAGILA ARCHDEACONRY
1 HAVE been asked to write an article 
for Central Africa on my Arch
deaconry and I must try to do so, 
though I am glad that a letter from 
Fr. Woodward to the Secretary giving 
an account of his recent visit 
old Archdeaconry appears in this 
number of Central Awica.

I proceed to give you some facts 
about tlie Archdeaconry. The first 
noticeable fact is the number of 
African clergy. There are at present 
seven African priests and seven 
African deacons in the district. We 
have ratlier more'' than our share of 
African deacons and the Bishop had 
sent two of them to work in the 
Korogwe district, but unfortunately 
both have been invalided home.

Of the eight parishes in this 
Archdeaconry five have Africans 
for parish priests, viz., _ Msalabani, 
Bwembwera, Misoz^ve, Kigongoi and 

At Kiwanda Padre Hellier is Headmaster of the
parish priest. 
Padre Samwll

on Saturday. The i
Hellier came owr to see him, and ------------- ---------- ---
him to Kiwanda. The possibilities of this place arc very great and 
already much is being done. In the long run I should think it 
ought to pay all expenses. I talked a little about S. Africa to 
the boys who all seem very keen. It was a pleasure to watch the 
carpenters. It is wonderful what Mr. Beal gets through, but he 
loves it all and puts his whole soul into it. Padre Hellier is at a 
disadvantage while he is so far away but that will soon be remedied. 
The view of Mlinga and the hills is very fine. I think it was in 
'84 I made llie first ascent with Bishop Smyihics,

From Kiwanda I went to Tongwe. -Again an ideal spot with 
a very nice church. I was there for Sunday and so was able to 
see many whom I could not otherwise have met. The hills and 
valleys make visiting very tiring. While there Miss Monro paid 
a visit to Mngila Juu—a long tiring walk up. You need the 
strength of a mountaineer. All too soon I returned to Hegongo 
from which I paid a brief visit to Bombo on the side of the hill 
below Kitulwc. Here I saw very few people because the boy who 
was given the message neglected to deliver it so I was not expected, 
but to be there once more was a treat in itself witli the fine view 
to the coast and the sea. On Tuesday I walked to Bwembwera 10 
sec Padre Yakobo whom I found characteristically full of life and 
energy with a nice church built on an eminence commanding a fine 
view. The work here seems to have developed very much, 
back by train to Muheza.

The following day I came back to Mkuzi. Next Sunday I am 
to be at my old station at Misozwe to help Padre Henry. I first 
visited the place in 1881 where I cho.se a sije, though no building 
was put up till 1883.

Here I think the greatest development has been round Kwe 
Midala. Everywhere I notice advance and it is wonderful how the 
whole country has been covered with stations manned with native 
padres and deacons.

Such a contrast to S. Africa. I tell the people that on one of 
my Sunday visits I go as far as from here to Korogsve to say Mass I

to his

Paurbs Sauwjl MwiNVirSMBB 
AND ErHBST VuO.

/
Kiwanda.
Central School, but Canon Samuel Sehoza is 
Of the two olher African priests one is assistant to 
Mwinyipembe at Msalabani and the other helps Padre Bullock at 
Tongwe. We have been privileged for some years now to have 
the Convent of the Community of the Sacred Passion at M^labnni. 
The Sisters have also houses in Tanga, at Mkuzi, and at Kigongoi.

The greater part of the nurses* work in the Archdeaconry is taken 
by the Sisters. The hospitals for men and women at Msalabani, 
the dispensary work and attendance on the sick in their own homes 
in the Msalabani district is the work of C.S.P. Mkuzi and 
Kigongoi parishes look to the Sisters for medical attention with an 
occasional visit from the doctor.

In the educational work C.S.P. again plays a large part—the 
girls’ school at Msalabani is under their care—llic Central School 
for boys at Msalabani was started by Sister Isabelle, though no\y 
under the temporary charge of Miss Abdy. The girls’ school «it 
Mkuzi which, together with Msalabani girls’ school, has been well 
reported on by the Government Inspector, is the charge of C.S.P. 
We owe, too, to the Community our school inspectors in five out of 
the eight parishes.

Dr. Murray makes her headquarters at Tongwe where there is 
a resident nurse and a smnll^hospital. She is responsible for the

went

I
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medical work in our Archdeaconry and makes visits to the different 
centres.

The three largest parishes in extent in this district are Tongwe, 
Mkuzi, and Misozwe. Padre Bullock’s parish of Tong^ve has 
stations on the Shnmbala hills on the Amani level. Mkuzi parish 
reaches to the coast at Pangani and its neighbourhood. Misozwe 
should rightly part with its furthest out-station, which may with 
•advantage be included in the Kigongoi Centre.

Misozwe, though one of the oldest established stations, has never 
had resident women workers, and though Miss Bates visits the 
villages and inspects the schools this parish suffers from the lack of 
systematic work among the African women. Mtsoz^ve,; too, has 
lost a valuable worker on our staff by the death of Deacon Klement

NEWS FROM NJAWARA -
On St. Paul’s Day all the girls began to “read” in their new 
school, and very proud they are of it. As padre was awayt we could 
not have the building blessed until Sexagesima Sunday. Then we 
had a beautiful and' abundant blessing of building, outside and in, 
of playground and wide veranda, and finally of the Christian 
children. We have about forty children on the roll.

About .^ve Sundays ago the first-fruits of beans were brought 
into church, and the Sunday after that still more beans. The 
Sunday after that came the first of a kind of vegetable marrow, 
and the first heads of mihindi, i.e., Indian maize; and often during 
the week someone has been in and put an offering at the foot of 
one of the central supporting poles.

“ You see. Mama,” said one of our best Christian men to me, 
“ in the old days we used to put our first-fruits at the foot of the 
spirit tree. Now that we know the true religion we bring them to 
God.” “ No,” he sgid, “ no one has eaten of it fir.st, the first must 
go to God.”

And first-fruits of another kind we have had, joyful and yet sad. 
Whooping-cough has raged, both in the central district and in the 
out-districts, and hardly a week has passed by without a tiny baby, 
only about a week or two old, going to swell the number of the 
Innocents. Some had Christian parents and would have been bap- 
jiized in any case, others were in very deed first-fruits in a catechumen 

^or heathen family.
All night long cries of human voices can be heard from the fields,

' for the people must be on the alert lest the wild pigs corhe and 
destroy all the long waited for food. As we have had abundant 
rains this year we hope for a plentiful harvest.

A few catechumen men and women, mostly from Kaluma, were 
anointed, here last Sunday, and next Sunday there should be a 
baptism at the church of the Holy Name, Nandete, where- Hagai 
Raha is the teacher. , ' i

One of the candidates is a man who first received the Cross 
from. Canon Porter. Then he left Christianity and became a 
follower of Islam, and now he has returned and has a Christian 
wife, and several children of his arc already Christians.

.They talk of all leaving Makanyama, a wild, unprofitable, 
solitary district. Already some of the people have removed, and 
after, the reaping others say they shall do so. It is an elephant- 
ridden place in the wet season, unless, as thisi year, hunters have 
c»me and driven off the huge beasts. The people spend half thefr 
time travelling and working for other Africans in more productive 
.spots, so, if only the heads of families can make up their aged 
minds, a general exodus should take place.

Mniguu.
As readers of Central Africa know, the Director of S.S.M. is 

removing the members of that Community from the work of 
.Mission, and this means a great loss for Mkuzi in the near future.

Many of our Christian young men go to Tanga to get work and 
there are now a large number of Christians in the town.

The church is being enlarged this year to make room for the 
congregation which for some time has outgrown the church’s 
accommodation. The Tanga Christians have given generously 
towar^ this building. We hope in a short time to see a girls’ 
boarding school run on African lines in the Archdeaconry, but the 
sue for the school had not been settled when I left for England.

The Theological College at Hegongo will be reopened this 
year and we look forward to some students coming to read for the 
priesthood and some for the dlaconatc.

I do not write in any detail about the parishes or the Central 
bchool at Kiwnnda as articles have appeared recently in Central 
Africa from Kiwanda and some of the parishes and I 
have no doubt others will appear shortly. I read not long ago that 
the Bishop of Zanzibar, said Magila was the most fully staffed 
archdeaconiy in his diocesd and that is true now, but we have on 
our Inler^ion list prayers that a priest may offer for the work of 
the Theological College and that we may have priests who shall 
continue the valuable work of the two priests of S.S.M. at Mkuzi 
when they leave us.

I do not think it is out of place here when speaking of ” staff ” 
to say that in no part of the Mission Is there greater temptation 
to our Afri^n teachers to give up their work in the Mission for 
higher paid work under Government, either as Government 
eachers or clerks in Government service. Our teachers need the 

tielp of our prayers that they may continue steadfast in their

our

Malcolm Mackay
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Council. In short it seems that no Government official In this province 
knows what the correct procedure is, but one thingi is quite clear, 
and that is it is very difficult indeed to open new schools.

Again af teacher from this part of the world was taken on 
immediately following his dismissal from the Mission and nq 
questions asked, whilst at least half a dozen boys who have been 
dLsmissed from Chidya old Central School have been accepted as 
boarders in the Government Central School, and again no questions 
asked.

“ Grants in aid are intended to enable us to pay higher wages 
to our teachers in- order that they may not be so tempted to seek 
employment elsewhere.”

We mufit surely bear in mind that education is a means and 
not an end. Our schools are one of the means by which we hope 
to lead souls to Christ. But the actual work of teaching the three 
R’s is only a very small part of our teachers’ work and not by 
any means the most important. A most excellent description of the 
work of a teacher appeared in February African Tidings, there is 
no need for me to add anything to that. We want teachers wliose 
whole heart is in their work and who are filled with a love of souls. 
A teacher who has not the vocation to be a Mission teacher had 
much belter seek employment elsewhere. Our diocese has a mag
nificent record in this respect, and the number of teachers who have 
left in order to get better pay is very small indeed.

But there is also another very important point to be considered. 
We are trying to make the Church in Africa self-supporting.. We 
have not advanced very far as yet, but still efforts are being made. 
I^bw if you plant dowm in a village any well-paid teacher, it is 
going to be very difficult to persuade people to give much towards 
his pay. Money in this part of the country is not easily obtdined. 
A porter is paid sixpence for a journey of three hours. Casual 
labour is paid at the rate of 2s. a week. Crops frequently fail and 
the average individual has a very hard task to get enough money 
to pay his tax (tos.), to clothe himself and his family and to give 
alms on Sunday. It will be exceedingly difficult to make him see 
the necessity of contributing to the support of his teacher who will 
appear to him a very wealthy individual. Further there is a very 
real danger if our teachers get better wages of their putting to 
.shame the Sultans pnd Elders of the village by their own and their 
wives’ beautiful clothes.

Some of ust arc very nervous indeed about this co-operation 
Mhcme. Up to the present our teachers have done a splendid work 
for God and His Church, they have been the real missionaries. 
Now we are threatened with all kinds of red-tape rules and regula
tions. There have to be so many sessions a year and each session 
of such and such length. One will have to be careful about taking.- 
children to church and giving extra lessons on religion for fear 
of interfering with the numbers of sessions. It is laid down in 
the regulations that religious instruction shall be given only at the 
beginning or the end, or at the beginning and end of a session,

The following letter has been received from Archdeacon Swain- 
son in reply to Chancellor Broomfield’s letter to the Editor, pub
lished under the heading of ” Education ” in Central Africa last 
February.

It is now 
the pages of 
and demerits of

printed because, although we do not propose to open 
Central Africa to a general discussion on the merits

the Tanganyika Territory .........
Ordinance, it seems only fair since Canon Broomfield has been 
afforded space in which to point out some of its merits, that 
should not refuse Archdeacon Swainson space also in which to speak 
of some of its demerits.

It Is highly probable that both our correspondents are right in 
what they say frorn their particular points of view. The Chancellor 
is in close and intimate touch with the Education Headquarters at 
Dnr-cs-Salaam, and has ample opportunities of making his voice 
heard effectively. The Archdeacon is far awav from the centre of 
things, in a somewhat remote part of the country, where possibly 
even those who have to work the new arrangements are not entirely 
conversant with them, and may not have yet caught the spirit which 
animates Headquarters.

Wc arc sure that if Archdeacon Swainson would write to Canon 
Broomfield about his difficulties as they arise, giving all the facts 
in careful detail, the Chancellor would be in a position .to smooth 
many of them atvay, and to remove those troublesome misunder- 
stnndm^which are so apt to hinder the satisfactory working of any

Government Education

we

Sir,—I have just read Canon Broomfield's letter on the above 
subject in the February CErmtSL Africa. I note that he says “ It 
IS not the that no new school can be opened without official 
permission. Now in this Lindi Province of Tanganyika Territory 

ronstantly prevented from opening new schools, or delayed 
in opening them because we cannot get official permission. In my 
own Arehdeawinry I wished to open a school at Guiuiu in August 
ffist year. No permission could be obtained. The teacher was 
re..!.- •'■s houK was built, and he occupied himself in
^ P°“'ble. It was not till nearly
JhtJh ‘hat permission to start the school was

* P”’** “ Canon Stokes at

vfli.o be obtained. Teachers had been in the
August waiting for permission to opco schools, 

ere^r' T P^f ^'llings rent
rhTePi of Ih ^ ' Sometimes we are told that^if the

“ r/hm P"' T® J" sometimes we are
have he^n^M R Eiven by the Governor himself,

hi il..,! ^ a district officer that f must not apply myself,
but that the application must always be made by Thi Native

we are

1
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appearance within is very pieasing with its slightiy varying shades 
of grey. The totai length from west door to Lady Chapel is 159 ft. 
and the total width is about 40 ft. There is an enormous amount 
to’be done within, but we hope to use tlie church from Easter this 
year.

sses a scltooi on safari and 
not be allowed

so that if, as constantly happens, one p 
perhaps can only spare a very little time, one will 
to do anyiliinp in the way of religious instruction. Again no 
teacher is permitted to undertake any duties unconnected with his 
school work which can in any way interfere with the internal or 
external activities of the school. Unfortunately people cannot 
choose their time for dying and frequently our teachers are called 
out in the mornings to visit the sick and dying, sometimes perhaps 
in baptize a baby, sometimes a catechumen, sometimes to take a 
funeral. The padre arrives in the morning and has to be in somi; 
other place in the evening, perhaps his only chance of hearing 
about the people in the village, settling quarrels and dealing with 
cases is llio morning, so far we have thought nothing of taking 
a teacher out of school and getting on with our work, now it seems 
litis will be impossible.

Finally what with educational secretaries, school inspectors, 
Government inspectors, provincial commissioners, etc., the padre 
will not get a look in edgeways, and there seems to me a real danger 
of the schools just becoming a department.

It’s all very, fine to say that if in our gran|.earning schools the 
keeping of regulations proves to be a hindrance to us, we can 
withdraw the schools from grant earning status and so regain our 
liberty. But if on. the strength of. the grants we have started to 
pay our teachers higher wages .where'is the extra money to come 
from when the grants have been withdrawn?

A. D. SWAINSON

The second event, and a sad one for us, has been the departure 
of Father Barnes. The Community of the Resurrection has called 
him back again; and he left us at the beginning of February for 
the Community house at Penhalonga in S. Rhodesia. It is ir' 
esting to note that he has spent his longest African period at 
Chipili—seven years exactly. We owe a tremendous lot to him, 
especially incite matter of translation work to which he has devoted 
practically the whole of the last nine months. What I personally 
owe to him cannot be estimated. To have had one of his age and 
experience and ability (and cheerful disposition) always at hand 
has always filled me with thankfulness.”

mer-

HOME JOTTINGS
Th6 Oeaeral Fund neceipli compare as follows:— 

30::: ::

1028 1037
XI,336 
X0,789

X3,028
X7,863

A decfCDse of XI,078

f U.M.C.A. Sommer School.—In spite of diligent search we have not yet 
tolfind a suitable place In which to hold our Summer School. Wtf are still in hopes 
of Wng able to arrange it and all those who have applied for membership will be 
notified Immedlotely a place Is fixed.

memberihip should be made at once to Rev: L. C. Watson. 
66 Kfarshside Road, Southport, Lanes.

been able

Diocese of N, Rhodesia

L«*gue of AMOcIalM.—Please note change of address of the Secretary, Miss Meade 
King, to D Vicar’s Close, Wells, Somerset,CHIPILI

Padre Leeke writing^ from Chlpili says: “Two cvenis of 
importance have‘happened here. The first is that the Boyd 
Memorial Church has got its roof on. Only a resident in Africa 
know's what a nighimarc-each dry season *15. Unless funds 
almost unlimited and allow of putting on temporary rtiofs 
for the wet season, the few dry months involve a mad 
rush to build from start to finish. The foundations of the church 
were begun in 1923. These were covered up during the successive 
wet seasons. Though we were forced to do this by circumslancc.s 
I am sure that to have had four years’ rain about the foundations 
has been an advantage for they have become thoroughly settled. 
Practically' the .whole building above the; foundation was built 
between April 1 and November 12, 1927. All the inner part is 
in^sundncd brick, and the foundations and outer walls arc in burnt 
brick and stone. The roof is of corrugated iron. The whole

II will be a meeting of Atiociales and fricndi at St. Frideswide’i
o" Thursday evening, June 28, at 8 p.m. Archdeacon Mackay will 

St* F'd wid"’° Sisters. If able to come please reply to the Sister Superior,
arc

Book* Wanted.—The Secretary of (he Missionary Students’ Branch of the Com* 
{janionship of Simon the Cyrenian would be grateful for any copies of Nnlrnc’s 
^Ever^ati’t Story of (he Old Testament ” amf '* The Book of Amos," by Gwynn. 
c/o*%e Offi copipi would they kindly send them addressed to Mias Esdalle,

Want^ In or near London a parish able and willing to undertake a rummage/ 
it.i'/’lft* ” ° 2: U.M.C.A. Goods In small or large ouantitles can be supplied from 
the Oflice. .Please apply to the Librarian* for Information.

f^®**l* Compau.—If one of our friends should have a prismatic compass 
Uke to send It to the Office, it would be'much 

appreciated by a member of the Masasi staff.
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A^New Scries of books endtled " U.M.C^ Uttle Books ” sre In course of 

preparation. The aim U to provide cheap and popularly written little books on various 
fjiasea of the Mission’s activillcs. We have been fortunate In getting Miss D. Y. Mills . 
CO write the first two dealing with the History of the Mission and African teachers 
and priests. These have Just been published under the titles of " The Widening of the 
Path" and "The Backbone of the Mission"; each contains ihlrty-two pages of 

ipecially designed cover; they are illustrated with pen and Ink sketches 
y small sum of 3d. each, by post 3|d.

A MONTHLY RECORD OF THE WORK OF THE 
UNIVERSITIES' MISSION TO CENTRAL AFRICA

NO.S47. XLVl. JULY, 1928 Price 2“readi with a s:- -Ing 
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Magatlncs for the Alricta SlaO^The following la a list of periodicals asked for 
by members In Africa:—" Journal of Theoiogkal Studies,” " International Review of 
.Missions," "Church Quarterly Review," "Moslem World," "Theology,"’ 
" Expositor," " Science Progresf," " Truth," " British Medical Journal,” " Studio," 
" Colour," " Child Education," " Hlbberls Journal." " Wide World Magaxine," 
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to Africa, please write to Mlu E. Warde, Lakenhealh, Brandon, Suffolk.

Kindly note that additional copies of the " Church Times " are not wanted.

■OUR SIXTY-NINTH ANNIVERSARY
Evervone will agree that this year’s Anniversary came up. to our 
expectations. The weather which had filled us with mi.s- 
givings owing to the downpour on Wednesday improved and, 
though we should have liked to see a little more of the sun, the 
rain gave us a miss and so we went backwards and forwards, 
as Is our custom on the Anniversary, without any attempt on the 
part of the clouds to damp our ardour, or on the part of the wind 

chill our enthusiasm. The attendance at “the services and 
meetings was what our friends have led us to e;cpcct. There was 
an increase in the number of Communions at St. Matthew’s, 
Westminster, where Bishop Gore was, as usual, the Celebrant. 
St, John’s, Red Lion Square, was filled. The service was, ns 
usual, inspiring and uplifting, and we heard with appreciation 
what Archdeacon Hallett said ‘to us about Chrisllah Joy and the 
causes whiefi the Mission has for indulging in it. Kingsway 
Hall was packed. An inspiring and stimulating audience.

One of the pleasures of the Anniversary is the meeting of old 
friends and the making of new ones. This year we were 
specially fortunate, for who should turn up j’ust in time for tea 
but Father Woodward, 
at the evening meeting 
on the part of the Chairman enabled us all to show how high a 
place Father Woodward holds in our affection and esteem.

SUtcr SIwgml GUti aziu those who kindly tend her megazlnes for Invalids 
and other* to note her permanent eddmi: Osmington, Weymouth.

THE MISSION STAFF
Name Date'DIoccm

Arrival! in England: 
Mist M. Harcaurt 
MUa P. Smith 
Mist P. Egan 
Mr. A. Sargent 
Min A. Judkins

N. Rhodesia
Masasi
Nyauland
Nyasaland
Kyataland

A|jil 37
May 7 
hlay 7 
May 9

V

Departures from England: 
Min B. Pugh 
Min D. J. Hltchman

Masasi
N. Rhodesia

June 0 
June 8 He sat at Bishop Gore’s right liand 

, and a very kindly reference to Iiim
Stw Uuaber^Di.£.n ./ N. ShoJtHa. MU. D. J.ii« Hllchmui. BJV. (Loud.), 

and holding Te^chm’ DIpIom.. wu ntuuted at Bedfoid Collega and Cimbridga 
Training CoUtg«. Sho ^ had thrM jrona’ practical experienen In Secondnrr SdiooU. 

County School for
aiy : 
Mluthe last 

burne at
two year* at Tniro 
Mapaaza.

Girls. She goes to loin Black.
AT THE CHURCH HOUSE 

The Chairman (Dr. Archer-Houdlon) in his opening 
remarks alluded to the new offices, and thanked the Treasurers for 
th^ir care and foresight in providing the necessary funds. He 
pointed out that the move from g Dartmouth Street, endeared to us 
by. the association of thirty-one years, was the inevitable result of

^lOI

ResI^oaUe^—Zanzibar diocese loses a valuable nurse In Min Grace Nash who 
hat Just resigned after twelve year* of the most zealoua service.
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development more possible. He thought Islam was showinthe growth and expansion of the work. He referred to the serious 
dition of the finances of the Mission, and reminded the 

audience that the only way of avoiding the necessity of reducing 
the Bishops’ nllow’ances is to secure hew money and new 
subscribers. That is our task for 1928.

iiivic po&siujB. ne tnoug

I? ;fTS;dTir.%r.f
There hay/'

very ignorant. It is this ignoranc ...................
to the methods of appeal brought _______ „muu
Barriers to the adyaace of Christianity are breaWngdown.'“The 
tnbal system had been a barrier. This is breaking down. Islam 
I* disintegration. Animism
had been B barrier. Tbis, too, is losing its power over the African 
mind. There are great opportunities, and this is certainly not 
the time for the reduction of the staff owing to financial difficulties

ing some 
Islam incon

been

FINANCE 1 more superticic
ranee which lays the African open 

to bear on the African mind.Canon Spanton, as we expected, had something to say about 
finance: ^ clear statement as to the condition
of affairs. He told us that though the Treasurers are giving 
the Bishops their increased allowances this year, notices have 
been served on them warning them that unless the General 
Fund in 1928 is ;^5,ooo greater tlian in 1927, the allowances to 
the Bishops must be reduced in 1929, and this will involve 
ntondoning enterprises already in hand. He then referred to 
Masasi and explained why it is that of late we hav/j received so 
httle information about the new diocese. He had gathered 
from letters that illness was the cause of the silence. There 
had been heavy rains and illness had probably been caused by 
these heavy rains. The previous drought and famine had put 
a great strain on the staff. Archdeacon Lewin, after a very 
^nous illness, is now on his way home, and Bishop Lucas’s time 
has largely been taken up with,the task of filling gaps at various 
stations. He then passed on to N. Rhodesia, and after 
Mme amusing remarks deprecating the use of the name 
Cinderella which has sometimes been applied to that diocese, he 
alluded to the first Priests’ Conference and the first Sacred Synod,

of N. Rhodesia.
IJcen a thing of “ rags and 

tatters. Prints did not know one another by sight and perhaps 
met one another for the first time when they came home. TlJis 

^parating station from station, but 
""'J gradually disappear .-is means of 

of '"'P™'"'.- striking illustrations
t “"d station. Now a real diocesan

d possible. A diocesan policy can be framed and
a diocesan liturgy supplied. Another important step is the 
T?e“'‘’"l. ° T'"’ Teachers’ Training'^College.
Sntdodf >>«" none hdherto. This is a first step in rhe direction of an, African ministry for fl, RiAdesia.

I

LIULI
Father Gtorge began by pointing out that at present there 

is only one European to 1,700 Africans in Nyasaland. The 
portion of Tanganyika Territory to the N.E. of Lake Nyasa 
where the Diocese of Nyasaland is at work contains roughly 
200,^ Africans. We are at work among five tribes in that part 
of the country. For the work, two priests, one nurse and one 
^oolmistr^ are available. Yet the growth of the work has 
bren remarkable. After four years the eighteen parishes under 
Liuli have i^reased to forty. For all the medical work. Only 
onn nuisel How easy it is, he said, to get skilled treatment by 

(Victors and nurses at home I And there are 60,000 lepers in 
IWyasaland. There are two leper settlements at Liuli, one for the 
fcurable and one for the incurable, in addition to nil the other 
mescal work. The wonder is so much work gets done.

■ He concluded by stressing three points
1. There is one nurse with t8,ooo
2. There are two
3. There is

patients a year.
Africans under instruction.priests with 7,000

European schoolmistress and 3,000 children 
at school. (We must remember how Bishop Fisher has 
emphatically reminded us that it is essential to increase 
the diocesan income if 
staff. Ed.)

one

you propose to increase his

WILD BEASTS
Canon Victor had not much time left, much to our regret. 

He ts such a forcible and amusing speaker. He said that in the 
IMt Nyasaland Diocesan Gaaetle there were no less than seven 
allusions to the depredations caused by wild beasts. Wild 
animals were a constant menace to all in Nyasaland. He begged 
.Oie audiera to keep the subject constantly in their thoughts and 
prayers. The mutilations caused by wild animals added considerably

ISLAM
idvSnS"t&"’f" A«cnDE,rcoN Hallett. After
'"^Tim C„W. "'ra hod not read them to buv
ZalwM? Ti Stoo ” ond " Islam on Trek,” he passed on li 

N ; .iJ been difficult and progress
InT’ 'he schools and the liospitals w.ts cncoLg-
Ing. The diviston of the old Diocese of 7amribar had made
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Cases were constantly arriving. Ministry he pointed out that of the forty-seven clergy 
Zanzibar staff, thirty were Africans, the Africans thus bei 
majority. At the reopening of the Theological College^ there 
would probably be four candidates for the Priesthood, and, two 
for the Diaconate. He also stated that real progress was' being 
made in the matter of self-support and that Bishop Birley kept 
this subject constantly in mind. So we need not worry 1‘

.With regard to the Community of the Sacred Passion, after 
alluding to the great importance to the progress of the Mission of 
the presence of a Community which devoted much time'to the 
work of intercession, he pointed out- how varied and wide-spread 
are the activities of the Community: the work of education in (he 
Girls’ Sch'obls at Magila and Mkuzi; the work of inspecting the 
scattered rural schools; the medical work in the hospitals, in 
the villages, and in the various dispensaries. Sixty lepers are 
coming for treatment In the Magila district. The Community are 
also at work at Mkuzi, Tanga, Misozwe, Kigongoi, Kwa Mkohb,

, and other members are at work in the Diocese of Masasi. . He 
gave us some interesting details of the first African novice and of 
the persecutions to which she had been subjected, but which 
entirely failed to shake her resolution.

to the work in the hospitals.
For this reason the very best nurses were required. The doctor 
was often far away and the case urgent. Even operations had to be 
performed in these circumstances if the patient's life was to 
be saved.

on the 
ing in a

The words of the .Litany must have come home to us 
as we listened to Canon Victor, " That It may please thee to 
succour, help and comfort all that are in danger, necessity and 
tribulation,” and we might add, especially those In danger from 
wild beasts in Africa. Wc came away with much to think about, 
and with the sense that we had been present at a very satisfactory 
meeting.

THE MEETING IN KINGSWAV HALL
To be present at the iheeting in Kingsway Hall helps us to 

realize what Archdeacon Hallett meant when he said that these 
Anniversary Meetings act like a tonic on members of the staff 
home on furlough. The. hall was packed with a cheerful, 
enthusiastic and appreciative audience.

The Chairman's (Bisitop Gore) speech is always so fully 
reported in the Church Times that it is unnecessary to say more 
than that, as usual, it left us with plenty of food for thought. In 
his opening remarks he pointed out that the move to new ofliccs 
was necessary to save the mission from the charge of cruelty to the 
home -staff through overcrowding. He also referred to the two 
absences of the Secretary. His visit to Africa was simply the 
payment of a debt to N. Rhodesia and Nyasaland so that he 
might possess that close and personal touch with these twe 
dioceses which he already possessed in the case of Mnsnsi and 
Zanzibar. The other absence caused by his journey to Jerusalem 
for the Inter-denominational Conference there was more than 
justiHed by the fact that he went with'the complete approval of 
the authorities and by the desirability of the complete representa
tion of oil sections of the Anglican Communion at such gatherings.

One remark we might repeat here. He said there had been a 
pttit change in the attitude of men’s minds towards Mission 
Work. In former days it was very lightly regarded by those not 
intimately associated with it. Now it was recognized that 
Missions might be of considerable value tq, the Empire. But the 
qu^tion still remained, how far does the Empire prove of 
assistance, to Missions in promoting the end for which Missions 
exist, the extension of the Kingdom of God and His Christ ?

AFRICAN CUSTOMS
The Archdeacon was followed by Miss Judkins from Likwenu 

in Nyasaland, who was very warmly welcomed by the meeting, 
^he gave some Interesting details about African etiquette and 
/customs, and told us of an amusing answer to her enquiries why 
African women, even Cfirlstian African women, do not cat with* 
their husbands. The reply was, if they did it would not taste 
the same. She told us that the claims of the Education Depart* 
ment now monopolize much of the time of the workers who used 
to work amongst the Women as well as teach in-the Mhools; 
This was a serious matter. She explained how-great is the 
influence of the grandmother in African life, and suggested that 
as old folk are generally conservative the only way of meMiling 
this diflicuity Is to get hold of the women before they bwome 
g^ndmolhers. As to work among women the first step Is to 
get bn terms of friendship with them? then there is the work of 
teaching hygiene, in face of the fact that infant mortality reaches 
the terrible average of 75 per cent.; then the nursing of women 
patients In the hospitals. Instruction has to be of a very simple 
nature. Manv have to be taught to learn things by heart, ahd this 
kind of teaching .takes up much time. Miss Judkins concluded 
by encouraging anyone who was thinking of foreign service by 
quoting the following words, ” Cod docs not so much choose those 
who ore fit, but fits those whom He chooses and calls for His 
service.”

THE AFRICAN MINISTRY 
The Chairman was fallowed by Archdeacon Mackay.
S®. referring to two objects very dear to the heart

of Bishop Weston, the extension of the African Ministry and the 
Community of the Sacred Passion, With regard to the African
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MY AFRICAN TOURCO-OPERATION
Canon Victor was the next speaker.
His subject was Co-operation as a great aim to be kept in 

view. There was co-operation between the European and the 
African. It was the work of the White Church to build up the 
African Church. There was the co-operation of the various 
members of the staff, the whole body fitly framed together and 
compacted by that which every joint supplieth according to the 
effectual worUng in the measure of every part maketh increase of 
the body, to the edifying of itself in love. This is very different, 
he implM, from the old notion of a missionary under a tree doing 
everything himself. He paid his tribute to the other workers. 
Then there was the co-operation of the African workers with the 
European workers. He then passed on to co-operation between 
the Government and the Mission in the matter of Education. 
This, he said, wash now development. It was most important that 
there should be such co-operation. He also alluded to co-operation 
of the Government and the Miuion in connexion with work 
among the lepers, and he ended up in his own characteristic way 
by suggesting to the audience that they too had their part to play 
in the work of cooperation, a part which they could continue to 
piny after leaving the hall I Co-operation of those at home with 
those abroad was a great necessity. It was the individual person's 
contribution rather than meetings which was of permanent value.

IV.—Broken Hill
Only about twenty years ago Broken Hill had scarcely begun to 

: come into being; to-day it is in many ways the most important
place in the whole country. It consists, properly speaking, of 
three towns: the town proper, which contains the shops, the 
hotels, stores and business offices; the Mine; and the Native 
Compound. It spreads over a considerable area, and in the dry 
season its dust is one of its principal if not one of its most popular 
features. Its prosperity depends almost entirely upon the great 
mine, witjjj which most of the population are concerned either 
directly or indirectly. The mine itself, which started as a copper 
mine, is now expected to produce great quantities of zinc, and a 
by-product of considerable value is yenadium, a metal used in the 
hardening of steel.

It is necessary to realize the nature of the place in order to 
, understand the character of the work which the Mission is trying to 
do there and the difficulties in the doing of it which arise naturally 
from the circumstances in which the work has to be done. The 
mine has attracted a considerable population, white and black, 
comparatively few of whom, up to the present at any rate, have 
had any serious intention of making Broken Hill their real 
permanent home; they go there to make their fortunes, or perhaps 

I it would be more true to say to earn a rather more than respectable 
' living for a time, in the hope that they may be able to return 

V'home " when a certain number of years* service have been done, 
I The padre there is, properly speaking, chaplain to the. European 
/community, though he does what he can by way of ministering to 
the African Christians as well. There are two churches—a tiny

NORTHERN RHODESIA
Canon Spanton wound up the meeting. No one could have 

left the meeting without a clear idea of the present financial 
situation. Speaking 'of N. .Rhodesia, he pointed out how 
important the work for our own people overseas is becoming in 
that diocese. Copper and gold mines and the tobacco industry 
are attracting white men in their thousands. Communities 
rapidly spring up and there are the scattered'settlers. It is 
most important for the sake of the African as well as for their 
own sake that these white men should be ministered to, and such 
'Work is now being done tO a considerable, extent, and is heartily 
welcomed in .many places. But it puts a great strain on the staff 
when African communities also make their claims. Every priest in 
N. Rhodesia, he said, recognizes his double duty. They are 
missionaries and chaplains, no one more so than Bishop May. 
He told us a very amusing story about the Bishop from which 
it was not difficult to discern how close is the bond of human 
sympathy and friendship between the Bishop and the Europeans.

And so we all went home, encouraged and cheered and hopeful, 
and inclined to say to the financial mountain " Be thou removed 
and cast into the depth of the sea.”

s

' Bnilop Map biiho cahaiad'acaosa a Rivia.
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but singularly beautiful one dedicated to St. George in the 
town proper, and a larger one, not so beautiful but very attractive 
to those who love things African, just outside the native com. 
pound and conveniently placed for the African worshippers; both 
are served regularly, and both are well filled by keen congrega
tions. I think there can be no doubt that both European 
Christians and African Christians at Broken Hill are proud of 
their churches.

During my visit the whole town seemed to be interested at 
many of its Inhabitants quite keenly, in 
Bishop May had called all the priests of

least mildly, and a , 
the Conference to w
his diocese, and which was held during a whole we<^ in St. 
George’s Church. That Conference, which before it dispersed 
resolved it^lf Into a Sacred Synod in order to consider and 
approve the scheme adopted by the bishops* meeting at Nairobi 
for an East African Province and for other necessary diocesan 
business, marked a very important point in the history of the 
Diocese of Northern Rhodesia. As all our readers must have 
realized before this, the diocese, ever since its foundation right 
up to last year, hod been what I was rude enough to call at the 
Anniversary Meeting “ a thing of rags and tatters.” The central 
Mission Stations were so few in number and so far apart, and 
communications were so poor, that it was practically impossible 
for even the prleststin-charge ever to meet together; as a con- 
Mquence there could be hardly any diocesan life and scarcely a 
diocesan policy. The Bishop did his. best—and his best was 
better than most men's would have been—to draw the diocese 
together in his own person; leaving his headquarters at Living
stone for long periods, he was almost always on the road, going 
round from station to station and touring the various districts of 
which the stations were centres; but, work as hard as he might 
to make the diocese a reality, he knew that he was undertaking a 
task that must be almost impossible until such time as he could 
bring his priests together for consultation with him and with one 
another. It is scarcely, therefore, too much to say that the real 
diocesan life of Northern Rhodesia began at Broken Hill. Com
munications have improved so greatly during the last few years 
that what had hitherto been Impossible is impo^ible no longer, 
and though it can never be ea^ to gather. Into conference so large 
a diocese, and on the ground of expense alone Diocesan Con- • 
ferenccs cannot be held often, yet from time to time when need 
arises the clerey will no doubt assemble again os they assembled 
last_^ear, whether in Conference or in Sacred Synod.

■ the white people nt Broken Hill is not sub-
stnntinlly different from chaplains’ work in other places; it has 
tnany dillicullles and not a few encouragements, the rapidly 
shifting population being not the least of the difficulties, and the 
keenness of the few who form the inner circle of Church folk 
perhaps the greatest of the encouragements; but the work

good
hich

Bishop Mat TmNO A LmkK

the Africans is in pther case. They are of many tribes and come 
from many different parts of the country; many of them only come 
for comparatively short periods, and then return to homes so far 
awa^ from any of our Mission Stations that it would not be 
possible for any padre to keep in touch with them or to continue 
Instruction begun while they were away at work. Any very 
definite attempts at Mission work properly so called are therefore 
almost doomed to failure. It is of little use to make catechumens 
unless there is some reasonable prospect that in course of time 
they may go oh to Baptism. It would be a serious matter to 

/baptize people and then send them out into a world in which it 
I will be almost impossible for them to fulfil their baptismal obliga- 
/ tions. One would hesitate to admit people to Communion know

ing that there will be no likelihood of their being able to receive 
sacramental grace in the future. We cannot very well make 
Church people in order to turn them over to the ministry of the 
various Protestant sects, or to tell them that we shall be able to do 
nothing for them, and that in the future they will have more or 
IcM to make a new start at the hands of the Roman Catholics. It 
Is not an easy situation, nor is It one which seems to admit of a 
prompt solution.

•In the meantime all that can be done is done; those Africans 
.who are Christians of our Communion already can be ministered 
to, and though the proportion of the whole of whom this is true 
is small, the actual numbers are by no means insignificant. 
Perhaps fortunately they take up most of the time which the padre 
Is able to spare from his white flock, though we must fain hope 
that ns time goes on and the work of the Mission spreads, the way 
may be found to do more in the evangelizing of the heathen who 
are collected In such large numbers, and who ought, not ta, be 
allowed to go away again without a better chance of the Christian 
life. Ernest F. Spanton.

1
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CHURCH BUILDING AT CHIPILI
Diocese of N, Rhodesia

began at the end of last year. ** An iron roof on a native 
V church?”—Yesj but it had to be so, even though the iron cost 

£$00 by the time it arrived at Chiplli. It was found that a 
thatched roof on a building of such a size would be an exceed
ingly risky undertaking, and the experience with regard to the 

! former church led us to sacrifice sentiment in favour of safety.
The church has several architectural features, most of which, 

;it must be admitted, are mxidental or inevitable. The style 
■ approaches nearer to that of the Norman period than any other, 

i) There ore thirteen bays extending the whole length, and the Lady 
Chapel is In an apse behind the High Altar. The north and 
south aisles will be furnished with side chapels dedicated to saints 
of local interest as time goes on. Probably the most conspicuous

feature of the build
ing is the have, the 
walls of Which are 
no less than six feet 
thick,: of . solid 
brickwork, .and they 
give the appearance 
of some^ primitive 
monastic bulwark,

• designed to repel 
. the attacks of , in-

vaders. On . tlie 
recommendation of 

' the ' architect a 
further six feet will 

: be added to the
• height of the twin 
towers during this 
dry season, and the 
thatched roof on the 
apse will he re
placed by iron, as 
soon as this can be 
procured from the 
Congo.

The Krst ser
vices were held, in 
the church on Palm 

con-

CHURCH BUILDING AT CHIPILI
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Ciiinu Cauitai. Wkst F»okt.

Ths long work of church building at Chiplli is almost completed. 
The history of the work is by no means one of uninterrapted 
progress. The need of a permanent church was felt as long ago 
as 1919 when the Mission had been only four years in the district. 
During the following year a church was ther^ore built, of a size 
capable of meeting all needs for many years to come. But this 
building was ill-fated. The first scrvi(^ was held in it on 
Christmas Day 1930, and at twelve o’clock noon, only a short 
time after the congregation had left the building, .a 
was heard all over the station, and all that could be 
church was the thatched roof lying on the ground, covering a 
moss of broken brickworlc.

However, in June 1921, the foundations of another church 
were laid. It was seen from the outset that the church would be 
costly, If it was to be large enough to meet the needs of the 
rapidly increasing native congregation. Fortunately the parish 
of St. Andrew’s, Worthing, came to our help with a splendid gift 
of ;^75o as a memorial , to a former vicar, but the cost of the 
building has now reached ;^i,5oo. Padre George drew the plans 
of the church, and came over from Nyasaland to supervise the 
early stages of the work. Since then, the work has progress^ as 
qulwly as the supplies of material and labour would allow, and 
the last sheet of Iron was fixed ori the roof just before the rains

loud rumble 
seen of the

Sunday. The 
gregation assembled 
for the last time ^ 
the old church for 
the blessing and 
distribution of the 
palms, and then theTl« Nay*.
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CHURCH BUILDING AT CHIPILI

Diocese of Zansibar
proc^ion was formed and made its .way to the new church to the 
anging of the Palm Sunday processional. Tlie sensation on leav
ing the old for the new was almost bewildering. We were leaving 
on old mud church, dark, ant-eaten, the home of bats (and their 
accompanying smell 1), of a size quite Incapable of holding even 
a normal Sunday congregation, for a building full of light and 
brightness, the size of which made the large congregation-appear 
insignificant. The Celebration which followed must also have had 
a new meaning to many of the natives, for it was the first time that 
many of them had found in their worship of God that order and 
beauty which they can see In all His creation around them.

The work of decorating and furnishing is still to be done, and 
we hope to have it as complete as possible when the Bish 
for the Consecration next Michaelmas, which is 
Festival,

Since the church was opened for worship, it has been a delight 
to see the natives, at nil hours of the day, walking round it, with 
open-eyed wonder at so imposing a building. For some of them, 
it is the first building they have entered which is not made of mud 
and sticks t for all of them, the church (which is the largest in 
Northern Rhodesia) Is the most magnificent structure on which 
they have ever yet set eyes. Even the builders themselves are 
not unaffected. From Michael, the foreman builder, to the 
smallest mud-boy, they all seem sui^rised at the work of their 
hands, and of them it may be said that they have built better 
than they ever knew.

THE PREACHING OF THE' CROSS
LENT, 1928I (

The Call of Lent and Its due observance has an tmj>ortant part 
io play in the building up of the African Church. No one can 
doubtthat whether this African Church, founded by so much sacrifice, 
is to grow to full strength and to stand for ever against all her 
enemies, must depend largely on our faithfulness and ability to 
manifest the Spirit of the Cross in the Church. Further there 
are special, reasons at this time why the Church should be on 
her guarS* to present to her children clearly the Call of the 
Cross.

We are 
Africa is
civilization, and to accept western clothes, customs, education,

, and prestige and it is not difficult to understand that this makes 
the preaching of the Cross a hundred times more difficult. 
There is a real danger lest young Africans may claim to be 
followers of Jesus Christ and reject the Cross. Then alw in 
the Mission we are passing through a transitional period which 
has its own dangers. There is no doubt that our new educational 
policy, bringing with it financial aid from Government, is going 
to. increase the power and prestige of the Mission in the eyes 
of the Government and people.
/ It would be very easy, if we once allowed the preaching of the 
[Gross to take second place, for both Government and people to 
/use the Mission for the educational advantages that it can give, 

and to pass by its real purpose unnoticed. We are already 
faced with this danger in pur out-schools where, there has been 
a great increase in the attendance of boys who come to read and 
get the material advantages, but who at present refuse to accept 
religious teaching. The only way to meet these dangers is not 
to refuse to accept the opportunities given to us for fresh enter
prise, but to deepen and increase our evangelistic work alongside 
pur increased educational activities.

It is for these reasons that it may be profitable to look back 
over Lent now that it has passed, and to ask ourselves whether we 
were able to bring home to our people the real Call of the-Cross, 
or whether it was only a tiresome period of self-denial for those 
who kept It. „ j

First there comes to all in Lent the call to Fast, to Pray, and
There is little doubt that

op comes 
Patronalour

passing through a period of intense activity, 
filled with a passionate desire to imitate

Young
western

Lancastrian.

to Watch in the spirit of the Cross, 
this call, so simple and straightforward, does make an appeal 
to the African Christian. Doubtless the call to fast is made 
familiar, and to some extent acceptable, by the knowledge of 
the Fast of Ramadhan going on around, and the call to•ClIlPIU CltURtH ACSOSS Tin N*V«.
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pray and watch certainly comes easier to many Africans than 
to Europeans.

It may not be generally known that in the Diocese of Zanzibar, 
in order that the fast may be simple and definite, the Bishop 
gives a general dispensation from all fasting in Lent except for the 
seven Fridays and these have to be kept as a strict fast until 
3 p.m. and wherever possible os days of prayer as well.

There is little doubt that where the circumstances are favour
able in the country districts, these days are a real inspiration and 
have probably done more than anything else to bring home to 
the people the spirit of the Cross. It is such a day that I would 
try to describe.

As Lent approaches the parish priest chooses different 
Prayer Centres through his district for the days of fasting; 
everyone is left free to go to the nearest centre for his prayers. 
Thursday afternoon finds the priest starting off to one of these 
centres to be with his prople and to give them the help of 
The day begins, on Friday morning about 8 a.m. with 
prayers while the people are gradually collecting, and by 9 a.m. 
in the cx:ntrc of which l am thinking there were some eighty people 
present as I went to the Altar. The service is sung in full as on 
a Sunday and at the end there is an address and a conducted 
meditation.

On the day of which I am thinking, and it was one of the 
hott(^ days I can remember, no sooner was Mass and 
Meditation over than the deacon proceeded to call all the 
people to woric on the repairing of the roof of the church. In a 
moment there was a crowd of people pulling the old makuti off 
the roof and for some time there was a steady building up\of the 
new roof with the new makut! got ready for this day. At^mid- 
day the^bell rang again and we all assembled for the Stations 
of the Cross and another instruction. Then It was the turn of 
the priest to work and the others to rest, for he must be ready 
to hear Confessions, for many make their Communions on the 
Sun^ys following these days. The boys quickly turned to 
football, the men quietly talked in the shade, and* the padre was 
Mpt bu^ until the last bell went about a.30 for the final prayers. 
At 3 p.m. all quickly disappeared to break their fast. I noticed 
??•» y t the wife of the d^con had been cooking
Uji fthin gruel) and when 3 o’clock went her husband ___
tained many of the boys to this simple repast while, the padre’;, 
bov quickly brougfit tea. Finally after a short rest there was a 
refreshing walk home in the cool of the evening.

There is little doubt that a day such as this, where the people 
are available, is a rear inspiration and strength to the whole 
di^nct. But on the other hand priests who work in towns or 
where people have to be at work all day have a different story 
to tell. Where the people are at work it is very difficult to 
keep the day of prayer properly.

VSo much for fast
ing and prayer, but 
there are two other 
things which' have 
their part in the 
preaching of the 
Cross. There is the 
call to watch. Every 
year we are amazed 
at the devotion dur
ing the watch on 
Maurtdy Thursday; 
here Is a simple 
devotion that appeals 
to the African, and 

' the European is 
surprised to find 
how long many of 

; them will kneel at the 
, Altar of Repose in 

; gTMt stillness. There 
is no difficulty any
where 'in keeping 
the watch day and 
night. And then 

.•.there is the Call of
___  ; Lenten Offerings

antj here we have 
reason for great 

^encouragement. The Bishop by his constant teaching and 
exhortation has undoubtedly begun to . awaken the African 
Church to a realization of its responsibility for self-support, and 
our freewill Lenten offerings are another way of witnessing to 
the

!■:

;
I

a Mass, 
the first

/.rw#]
Mkuzi CiiURai.

Everywhere there is a steady increase in these offerings and 
at Mkuzi this year we have more tlum doubled the offerings 
of last year; at the moment of writing 305 shillings have: been ^ 
offered and other districts do a good deal better.,
. I trust what I have written is enough to show our real cause 
for thankfulness for the opportunities of Lent. The district 
missionary Is always face to face with sin, indifference, and 
failure, but he is blind indeed if he. does not sro at this time that 
the Cross is being lifted up and people are being saved.

some
enter-

s ;
...

Cyril, S.S.M
f ^fkusi, Easter'Week, 1928.
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OLD LOG BOOKSDiocese of Zansibar

M the years pass on the Christian conscience, becomes more 
sensitive about not sharing in the siightest degree in heathen 
mstoms. If It had^not been for the feariess uphoiding’of a 

, Christian standard then, we shouid not be giving thanks now.
I IT nil parts of;theI; U.M.C.A. to^ay we thankfuiiy owe to the patient and unremitting 

teaching: of the past. But patience was needed as is shown som^ 
times by a chance entry.
, No^mber 17, 1891. The bride was so shy that the men and 

boys had to leave the church before she would deign to ans^ver. 
The priest had himself been compelled to leave the church first 
but was able to return and finish the service with less difficulty 
after the ejection of half the congregation.

I The Magila Log Book’s last entry is
' Here endeth the XIXth Century.
"Confitemini Domino quoniam bonus: quoniam in saeculum 
misencordia ejus,” and we who are alive In 1928, have even greater 
cause for thankfulness for we now are seeing the wonderful results 
of the sowing in tears of Padre Woodward and the early workers.

OLD LOG BOOKS V

If “ history is the best cordial for drooping spirits ” old U.M.C.A. 
log books are the best stimulant to thanksgiving. I have just 
been turning over the Misdztve log book . and one of
the Magila log books 1895-1900, and thankfully comparing them 

the health record of to-day. .
In the Misozwe book for insiarice there seem so many deaths.
May II, 1889. On the'way to Magila Archdeacon Goodyear 

met tt man, bringing the sad news that Gcldart had died that 
morning in Mkuzi. Requieseal in face,

June 24, 1889. Sparkes wrote saying “ Come over.’^ Arrived 
at Magila at 6.30 p.m., only to find Archdeacon Goodyear in 
extremis. At 9 p.m. we said the Litany for the’Dying and at 
10.45 Sparkes said the commendatory prayer, and he died at 10.55.

At the end of the book^is the brief record ’' Bishop Smyihies 
died at sea on his wav honie, May 7, 1894.' R.I.P."

The later Magila fog book has not so many deaths, blit there 
are constant records of sick missionaries being carried In hammoclu 
to be nursed at Magila, or people falling ill with hamaturic fever.

August 22, 1895. Mr, M—- hajmaturic fever,
August 28, 1895. Mr. G--^ carried over from Mkuzi with a 

serious attack of hmmaturic fever, .
October 29, 1895. Dr. , carried over from Mkuzi with

black water fever. Mr. T. also fever: L ^
November II, 1895. Dr. ——, Padre T— and Miss B. 

all carried in hammocks to the station for Tanga. There are still 
three down with fever.

November as, 1895. Nurse B. curried over from Mkuzi.
Another cause for thankfulness is the pencefutne.ss no^vadays. 

f” wriy Misozwe book there are constant native raids and 
lihfortunnte Africans carried off as slaves, who come to the 
Mission and plead for freedom. Then come the disturbances 
when the Germans first took possession of the countrv, and the 
L accounts of how U.M.C.A. in many cases was able to help 

* the . German Government to get at the truth .when African 
.Christians were falsely accused.

Now that the battle is won and there is a healthy Christian 
public_opinion about moral questions, it is thankworthy to read 
how, from the first, evil was never condonW. Indeed, in those 
days the pen^an^ were much longer nnd harder than they are 
nomdnys. Penitents even had to wear black kanztis or black 
shitis when they sat at the back of the church and went out with 
tne catechumens. But sternness was not nliogeihcr out of place 
when twins who were starved to death were said to have died 
because they had no hair, no head and no eves.” Moreover, 
tne penitents of tho» davs are now the pillars of the Church, and 
ore consulted on the complicated marriage cases of to-day; and

with

PATRIKI
When I first came to Masasi a year ago, there were two well- 
trained dispensary boys, and a third whose name was SaidI, 
and he was commonly known as the ** water boy " for the 
dawani. He had, however, helped In spare time with dispensary 
vork and had acquired a good deal of useful practical knowledge, 
formerly, there was an enormous amount of injection work here, 

(“ needle dawa") but that has 
greatly diminished, and the work 
is much more of a general character 
and gradually Said! has accumulated 
a lot more practical experience.

To look at, he is fairly tall, broad 
and muscular, his manner Is always 
cheerful and he is the essence of 
good nature; but he used to be so 
noisy, plenty of singing, shouting 
and whistling, and why not? What 
did it matter if a pail of water was 
slammed on the floor, with its con
tents spilling all over the place? 
Or if an odd bottle was knocked 
over and smashed ? Good nntured 
and happy-go-lucky Saidi, it was a\)' 
beyond him.

Well, time has gone on, and

j

Fatiuki.
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PATRIKI
THE FINAL WORLD CALL REPORT

Saidi was one day baptized, and received the name of Patriki.
him admirably, he was confirmed by Bishop Lucas, 

and then came a very .happy day for him, he made his first 
Communion.

To^ay, if you came into the dispensary you would sec 
Patriki working away, washing wounds and dressing them with 
the greatest care, helping me to understand Chi-Yao or Ki- 
Makua, he is splendid with children and the patients all like 
him very much. He is now learning more advanced work, and 
is keenly interested in the welfare of the dispensary and 
hospitals altogether. Quite on his own, Patriki will give a small 
lecture outside to the people, explaining that they can bring 
a little food for an offering if they have no money 1 On one 
oc^Ion for nearly three weeks he carried on without the other 
^o boys? and every morning I found Injection huts, hospitals and 
dispens^ all In order, and patients ready assembled on the 
baraza for prayers.

In the afternoon it was the same, and I never once returned 
of dispenMiy hours and found things left untidy or dirty, 

nor did Patriki think anything about it, he was smiling just 
the same, and assured me that he was quite happy. He is much 
quieter now, and the bottles no longer quake as to whether they 
will be smashed in the near future.

About Au^st or September Patriki’s face will become 
Mnous, ho wiirwani bandages, bandages and bandages; will 
Bibi be able to keep him going? He is so keen on his work, 
will some kind fnends who read this please send us some 
bandages or o d ^ects dr tablecloths which we can tear up? 
Patnki Is full of fun, and his eyes arc always ready to 
sparkle with humour, but he is one of the most conscientious 
workers I have ever met end his various conversations have 
revealed, as well asjis general conduct, how hard he tries to 
thow'who ^ sS ^ remember him and his work amongst

u« Bn urgent rail for fresh and fearless thinWi/i showing how they constllute for 
P.0,.once ,o .erv,„ in „i,h ,ho will ooi pofpoTol bodVS^L^^r^

Di.(
•sions Which have 
Central and South

rseas in

HOME JOTTINGS
The Geoeral Fund neccipts compare as follows:—

1828 1027Received during M.iy 
Total^eceipts to May 31

A decrease of ^8160
* Increase of at hast j^siooo this
to the Bishops Will have to be reduced. This woM 
of much promising work.

£3,m
£0.827

X2,I81
Xd,893(

year, the sums aUotted 
a corresponding reductionmeanout

The Snmmei School will be held this 
Wndwr, by the kind invitation of the Rev. 
* to Saturday August 11.

SdlOQl, Clewcr, 
Mother, C.S.J.B., from Saturday, August

‘ s Ziij’jf. kIm S “ ;; ssT Marjorie L; E. Avant.
IifPORTANT Nones.—The above is Inserted as typical of manv

S.“S' ara
linen you can spare to 9 Dartmouth Street and let us allocate it 
^nL'shr* ^ceive a

; lis ‘ in C<»d working order which

■lind ofVrdInIJJ, palTer?^ objecvc. prelerably 1 in. and 1.0 in., and a good lira,

•“A lypewrll.', 7„d „.°T; lli.ro may b. som. ot our tri.nd. who hiivt
, *.r^ w.ful a, Ktranda " '''THE FINAL WORLD CALL REPORT

year, and Le scheme comes ol age
posiible in order to welcome all _
sialJons. ' ^ sending books to a record number of the Mission

this

During the Congress, a U,M.C.A. Rendesvou^T' 
iW.C.A. Hal?, Pram."adi, cLuinham Airactalon will b. hold al

!
IIS
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HOME JOTTINGS

CENTRAL. AFRICATJiere wlH b« « lounge, wriiing room, and cloakroom free lo all members of 
the Congress, and logelher wkh ifiese a small U.M.C.A. exhibition, bookstall, etc., 
under the super\’iiion of the Krv. IC J. U. Hettier. i A MONTHLY RECORD OF THE WORK OF thp 

UNIVERSITIES- MISSION TO CENTRAL AFRICA

No. 548. XLVI. AUGUST. 1928

The Rendeivous U being undertaken In the hope that many people may 
inirmted In the .MUikin, and new support may be obtained for it. A speeial func

become 
d outsidr

es mutt be raised to meet expenses, and the Committee appeal to friends 
in the diocese foi^ help In this venture.

will be gratefully receh-ed hy the secretary of the committee, .Miss 
De.tnr, The Crossways, I’restbury, GIos. Price 2“

>1Change In Organlxalleo.—The Organmng .Secretaries’ werk in the Northern 
I'riivince and N. Wales has been re>arranged .ns follows:—^The Rev. Norman .McGee. 
3.) tflackman Lane, I^eeds, has become Organizing Secretary for the North FnKt 
District comprising the dioceses of Newastle, Durham, Ripon, ShefTield, Wakefield. 

Bradford (Archdeaconry of Bradford).
The Rev. L. C- Watson, CS Marshside Road, Southport, has become Organizing 

Sfcrclary for the North West District comprising the dioceses of Blackburn, Carlisle, 
(riii-ater, Liverpool, Manchester, Sodor and Man, Bradford (Archdeaconry of Craven). 
Bangor and .St. Asaph,

s s s
Sindjr Circles, etc.—Please order books required from Lending Library lor 

during .September before August 14, otherwise owing In change of offices they cannot 
In* supplied. i gv. ,

Stalls, Sales of Work, etc.—It will be n great heln to the Mission if during 102fi 
the very kind friends who make and collect sale goods for us will not send parccK 
of these -tef the Office, but will arrange local tales, oil stalls at local sales on our 
iN-half. Owing to the change of Offices, we shall be working under difficulties during 
Hr Iasi month* of the year and money would be much more useful and nccepiabli- 
than gwHls. We could supply some things for Sales If desired.

CONTENTS
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138Yi>rk, and
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EDITOR’S NOTES
Many of the readers of Ce.ntral Africa have been wondering

We know
now that there has been much illness and those who were able to
why we hear so little news of the Masasi Diocese.

THE MISSION STAFF
Name carry on had as much work to do as their time and strength 

permitted and had little or no lime for writing articles to the 
magazine. This month, however, we have quite a budget and 
^ave decided to have a Masasi number, we feel certain that the 
other Dioceses Avill understand and forgive us if we hold up several 

We arc not often in such a

Dtocne Date
/Irriralz in England;

Mill Vouin 
.Mis* Dates 
Miss Klami 
Mist Dlggadlke 
Rev, 0. Higgins 
Rev, G. G. Elliott 
Rev. F. Winspear 

Departures from England: 
Rev. F. O. Thome 
Miti A. Mozley

Zanzibar
Zanzibar
Nyasaiand
Masasi
N. Rhodesia
Zanzibar
.Nyas.*iland

May 17 
May 17 
May 21 
May 26 
June 4 
June 7 

June 11

borowiki

Other articles recently received, 
prosperous condition and are very grateful to all who have found 
time to let us know something of what is going on in their 
respective Dioceses.

Masasi
Nyasaiand

[une 6 
luty 20

New Menbcr.—Diamr of Nyasaiand 
Thomas’s Hospital.

Miss Anne Mozley, nurse, trc-iined .n St. *
On Si. Bartholomew’s Day (August 24), at 3 o’clock, a com
memoration Slone will he laid at the new office building in Wood 
Street, Westminster (close lo the Church House), by Mr, F. B. 
Palmer, our senior treasurer. Any friends of the Mission will be 
wlcome on that occasion.

; Obitury*—News hat reached us by cable of Uic dtaih of Sister Eva, C.S.F.. on 
June 7, at NjsK'ara, from pneumonia. Only the bare facts of Sister Eva’s death have 
been received; »‘e hope to give fuller particulars and some account of her long service 
In Africa in a subsequent number.

IN MEMORIAM—R.l.P.
June 5.—Mary Anderson Morshead.

Amhof .( “ The HUloty Dl U.M.C.A."
June 6.—Beatrice Empson.

^ Acted as-nursing referee for the Diocese of Ziuuibar for five years.
June y.-^ister Eva,’C.S.P.

AfiPr Ihlrtydour yearj’ work In'Africa.

The date has been chosen as the 
anniversary of the day, si.xty-tliree years ago, when Bishop Tdzer/ 
baptized in Zanzibar the five converts who have always been 
r^ar'ded as the first-fruits of the Mission’s work.
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THE MASASI CONFERENCE: AND SYNOD
THE MASASI CONFERENCE AND 

SYNOD
i:

of. their questions had therefore 
• to be Jeft without discussion, 
and the full Conference met

: was that of the. financial 
. arrangements , of ..European 
. Stations .and .the ne^. for'^the 

, strictest economy if the diocese 
. ;Was to be able to, carry on its 
' .present work and yet remain 
iSolTCnt. , '

^ The report of the, Medical 
. Committee was then read by the 
, ^.airman of the Committee and 

discussed. The Committee 
strongly,,, the need for 

.“"‘1 fuller teaching , as
regards.,hygiene, and .the Lin- 
tenimee of health , in . preference 
to the cure of disease, suggested 
methods. by which, it was 

I, j - j j'j , hoped, infant mortality might
■ be decreaKd, and dealt with various matters concerned, with 

i initiator rites and native customs, approving some, and disapprov-
few alteradonl^'* Conference with , a

.The, consideration of the report of the Education^ Committee 
. was.begun the same afternoon and continued on Monday, Novem- 
,^r 13. The Committee recommended the teaching of handicrafts 

; in schools in addition to the three R’s, special, stress being laid 
. on , agriculture, urged the need for increased opportunities of 
.^ondary education, and the importance of the education of girls: ' 
the new system recently adopted at Chidya was approved. , Many 

. ?f ft® recommendations of the Committee were frankly submitted 
M ideals impossible of attainment at present or dependent on the 

future receipt of Government grants, and on this-understanding 
' feehce'"^ wus generally accepted and approved by the full Con-

The report of the Finance Committee was then read by Canon 
i btokes and was the subject of a good deal of discussion, but was 
. hnaUy accepted with one or two minor alterations. The Com- 
mittre proposed a new, scheme to provide increased self-support 

t in the diocese. Every Christian was to be urged to pay at least 
. year, and every Catechumen at least sixpence a

f'™"*'*'® sum thus raised each parish priesV" 
should send to diocesan funds a sum reckoned at the rate oY i/- 

1 ? ,fp'' ®®®h communicant, and the.balance to.be used io defray
...local,church expenses. Suggestions were also put .forward for

fYfvJ '‘ti

The month of November, 1927, was a memorable one in ihi? 
history of the dIocese of Masasi. Before saying anything of the 
events In detail, it will be well to give a summary of the whole 

Nov. 2—6 Retreat for European Ladies.
8—15 Conference.

16—20 Retreat for Clergy.
2!—23 Sacred Synod.

The I^idlcs’ retreat was conducted by the Bishop, and began 
with an address before Compline on the evening of November 2 and 
closed with the 6.15 Mass on Sunday, November 6. All the Indies In 
the diocese were present during the retreat, and to save them the 
necessity of the trying walk across the ravine to Kwitonje several 
times a day, the Bishop’s Ford was turned out of the garage each 
morning, mats were put down and chairs brought in to provide 
a place for rest and quiet during the day.

Owing to the difficulty of finding accommodation for everybody, 
it was necessary fOr a few of the Indies to return to their stations 
after the retreat in order to make room for the parish priests who 
were coming in on that day to take part in the Conference and 
Synod. By the evening of November 7 all the clerical staff of 
the diocese, African and European, was gathered at Masasi.

The Conference met In full session in the Girls' School at 
Kwitonje at 9 a.m. on November 8. After prayers, the Bishop 
announced the method of work to be followed by the Conference. 
At the conclusion of the full session the Conference would 
break up into four committees—Pastoral and Missionary, under 
the chairmanship of Archdeacon Swainson; Financial, under the 
Bishop; Educational, under Padre Sheppard; and Medical,'under 
Archdeacon Lewin. On each committee there were clergy, both 
African and European, ladies, and on three of the committees, 
Sisters. Each committee was empowered to call in outside help 
on any points where special information was required. Questions 
for discussion by the several committees had already been 
circulated, and as these were numerous and many of them not easy 
of solution, the Bishop urged the members of the committees to 
make the best possible use of their time so that the full Conference 
should mMt again to discuss the reports of the committees with 
as little delay ^ possible. The Committees were advisory only 
and not legislative.

Mas.1 W.1S Mid many times each day in the Cathedral, and on 
Wednesday, November 9, Masses of Requiem were said for the 
rep^ of th® soul of the late Bishop Weston.
_ riic work of committees went on steadily and all were finished 

cJtcept the Pastoral Committee, whose 
agenda proved to be-more than they could accomplish

i-:-. ; Masasi Patiiboral. --

at once

j,

: some
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■ to the relationship between that Council and the Episcopal Synod 
No vote on the proposals was taken, so that the Synod mifilu have 
further, opportunity for reflection and, if desired, discussion. The 
remainder of the day was given to the discussion of initiatory rites 
including many technical details, of which description would be 
out of place here. The Synod sat from 9.30 till 12.15,.and Mter 
Evensong at 3.30 until 5.30 each day, except the last.
. . On Tuesday, November 22, High Mass of Requiem in the 

presence of the Bishop was celebrated by the African clergy with 
intention for the soul of our late . Bishop i Padre Kolumba was 
Celebrant,-Padre Eriko and Padre Reuben deacon and sub-deacon 

, respectively. After the opening prayers at ,9.30 the Bishop rear! 
out the names of departed Bishops and clergy who had been 
workers inahe diocese, and prayers were said for them. In his 
address the-Bishop dealt with several points in the administration 
:of the Sacraments of Baptism and Penance. The reports: of the 
Medical, Finance and Educational Committees of the Confere 
which had already been discussed by members of the Synod during 
the Conference, were then accepted by the Synod without further 
discussion, it being understood, of course, that none of their recom- 

. .hiendations had the force of law until such, time ns they should 
be, promulgated by the Bjshop as acts of Synod. , Tfie Synod then . 

• returned to the consideration of the various, initiate^ rites and 
the recommendations of the Pastoral Committee of-the Conference 
m telation to them. In the afternoon after some further discussion 
of., the f proposals for the formation of a,-Province, the vote was 
token ond given unanimously in favour of acceptance.

■On Wednesday, November 23, High Mass of Thanksgiving 
iiythe presence of the Bishop was sung by Canon Stokes, Padre 
Norrish and Padre Le Fleming being deacon and sub-deacon.

the removal of inconsistencies and for certain economies in a 
number of special allowances made to teachers and others. The 
report emphasized the necessity of teaching bur people the duty 
of living free from debt and of putting by for a rainy day.

No less than forty-two: questions had been submitt^ to the 
Pastoral Committee, some of them of great difiiculty, so that they 
had found the time at their disposal insufficient. They;had, how
ever, covered a large proportion of the ground and the whole of 
November 15 was spent in consideration of their report. Even 
so it was impossible to get through the whole of it as many of 
their suggestions were keenly debated in the full conference. The 
Committee laid great emphasis on the. necessity of teaching our 
people in preparation for the Sacraments, suggested various 
methods of missionary work among Muhammadans and heathen, 
proposed certain changes in some of the daily and occasional 
Offices, nnd dealt with the moral'and . pastoral aspects of various 
native rites and customs.'

After a solid week of work in Committee and full Conference 
every one was beginning to tiro;,so, Wednesday, November 16, 
was left as a free day until the evening, when the retreat for 
clergy began with an introductory address at 8, and'it ended with 
Mass on Sunday morning, November 20. 'On the first day of 
the: retreat there was'a corporate communion of the retreatants.

On Monday, November ar, the first day of the Synod, the 
Bishop sang Pontifiiail High Mass at the Throne at 6.30. The 
Bishop opened the Synod with prayers at 9.30. He then formally 
announced the appointment of the Reverend Frederic William 
Stokes to be a Canon of the Cathedral, and of the two Archdeacons 
ns examiners in Swahili. In his opening address the Bishop called 
the members of the Synod to give: thanks to Almighty God for 
the blessings vouchsafed to us in the formation of the diocese and 
in the number of new workers who had come out to replace those 
whom we had lost through ill-health or other causes. Looking 
ihen to the future he was able to express the hope, from tentative 
offers that had been made, that a rather more adequate staff might 
be provided, though the immediate need for at least two priests 
remained lio less urgent and unfulfilled. He hoped that before 
very long steps might be taken for the formatiorr of the Cathedral 
Chapter.

In introducing the first business of the Synod, the discussion 
. of the ‘Basis of Agreement for the Formation of the Province of 

the Church of East Africa,the Bishop outlined the course of 
events which led up to the meeting of Bishops at Nairobi earlier 
in the yrar, ond pointed out that the proposals now put foi^vard 
by the Bishops were substantially the same as those originally 
suggested by the late Bishop Weston some years ago. The text 
of the proposes was then read in English and in Swahili. There 
WM. considerable discussion of the proposals, more especially with 
reference to the powers of the laity in the Provincial Council and
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THE MASASI CONFERENCE AND SYNOD
Diocese of Masasi

After prayers at 9.30 the Bishop dealt with various points in the 
administration of the Sacrament of «Holy Communion, and 
explained the procedure to be adopted in any application for a 
decree of nullity of marriage, indicating that such decrees would 
not be obtained either easily or hurriedly. It was then agreed by a 
unanimous vote that cables of greeting be sent to the Archbishop 
of Canterbury and to the Bishop of Zanzibar. As it was necessary 
that the Synod should close at noon in order that priests should 
be able to reach their parishes in time for the first Sunday in 
Advent, the Bishop selected' for discussion a few of the more 
important recommendations of the Pastoral Committee of the Con. 
ference which had not already been discussed, -relating in part to 
native customs and in part to the services of the Church. The 
Synod was closed by the Bishop giving his solemn blessing, and 
a procession was then farmed to escort the Bishop from the 
Cathcdrnl to his'house; first the Bishop’s Chaplain, then the Bishop 
in cope and mitre, attended by his two Archdeacons, and then 
the rest of the clergy in order of seniority.

The Conference and Synod were both marked throughout by 
a remarkable degree of good feeling, and even where contrary 
opinions were .strongly held-and expressed there was no unhappi. 
ness or want of Christian charity, and there can be no doubt that 
the Synod was ^catly blessed by Almighty God for the furthering 
of the work of His Church in this country. Nor must we omit 
to mention the remarkable fact that by the timely arrival of Padre 
Rawnsley and Mr. Easton on the evening of November 19, every 
priest and deacon was able to be present at this first Synod of the 
new diocese^

LUMESULE—CUM-MBAYA
Supporters ot the Mission who use tha Masasi diocesan inter
cession wer will have noticed repeated requests for prayer for the . 
parish of Lt^esule-with-Mbaya, and as one place is well known to 
readers of Central Africa and the other nothing but a name in 
all probability, perhaps a short article from , the priest-in-charge 
of both might be interesting, and help people to understand the 
situation and so “ pray with the understanding.”

First as to geography; seventy miles west of Masasi the motor- 
road to Tuq;^uru crosses the Lumesule, and then thirty miles farther 
the Muhuwesi, which two rivers seem the obvious eastern and western 
boundaries of the parish respectively, as the former, while narrow, 
is very swift and sometimes impassable for two or three days on end, 
while the Muhuwesi is a real river, about as wide as the Thames 
at Reading, uncrossable during at least three months of the year 
,for the last hundred miles before It enters the Ruvuma, except by 
canoe, and that is quite an adventure with the. river in spate.

. These two rivers flow into the Ruvuma about fifteen miles apart, 
and that stretch is the southern border of the parish, while the 
direct track from Lindi and Masasi to Songea forms the northern 
boundary. Beyond it live the Wa-mwera, Wa-ndonde and Wa- 
^nigo, the evangelization of whom has been left, by an agreement 
mode by the late Bishop, to the-Swiss Benedictines. The result 
is a wedge-shaped parish, fifty miles from north to south, fifteen 
miles wide along the Ruvuma and thirty at the top.

Secondly as to inhabitants—the most important are undoubtedly 
the elephants, but we keep on terms of as distant respect as is 
possible. One does not often see them, only the damage done 
to trees and crops as they pass, but one day we saw elephants 
coming towards us and almost on the path so we hastily turned 
off into the bush and left them the path in undisputed possession. 
There must have been nearly forty of them, some babies, others 
magnificent beasts, and I thought of all the damage they would 
do to crops before they died. Another day, or rather night, when 
two of us were returning from the Synod, we almost fell over* 
two, apparently asleep on the path. The whole safari fled in 
panic, but the elephants were apparently equally frightened and 

! cleared off. The path from Masasi to Mbaya seems their pet 
haunt at present, and everyone who passes along it does so 
hurriedly and anxiously. The Germans, unfortunately, selected 
this area as a Game Reserve; Mbaya is right in it, but is no worse 
Pff than places outside, as the animals seem quite unaware that 
they, ora not supposed to go outside the Reserve, and licencea''^ 
to. shoot them are so expensive that there is very little, danger 
m,expeditions to prosperous crops outside, even on the outskirts of

A.G.B.

: :: CHILDREN’S DAY

We are nil looking forward to the arrival of the Bishop of Zanzibar 
in the autumn, and are hoping that he will be able to be with us for 
the Children’s Dayton Saturday, October .3. Please keep ihat 
date free. If the Bishop is nof back by then the day may be 

■ transferred to October 20, but unless nny .charige is announced in 
the Magazine it will be on October 13.

■ zb
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As far as human beings go, the most numerous In the parish 
are the Wa-Makua, all closely interconnected, but at present 
under two rival chiefs, each claiming to be the head of this 
branch of the tribe. However, both are old and inhrm, and 
separated by twenty-five miles of the Game Reserve, which is 
traversed by one of the worse paths in Africa, so the quarrel Is 
more nominal that real, as also, alas, is their influence. But we 
hope that in the next generation we shall have a single and 
effective chief. Except at Lumesule these Wa-Makua have been 
affected by coast influence to on amazingly small extent, and are 
very fond of “ keeping themselves to themselves.** This is most 
noticeable at Namakambale, where T found the other day that 
out of six porters not one had ever been to the nearest village 
south, or knew the way I That side of their simplicity Is liable 
to be annoying, but the other side makes up for it a thousand 
times. Nowhere’have I seen such keenness on their religion, and 
the teacher says that provided the parents are catechumens there 
is no need whatever for him to hunt up the children for school, 
as the parents see that they come. I hope to baptize the first 
Christians there on my next safari, including the he.idman of the 
village and his wife. Some of the old men at first tried to drive 
the teacher away by witchcraft, but he stuck It out. and we are 
now reaping the reward of his; perseverance. The church is 
blessed in honour of Our Lady, and it would be a great joy if 
some pinrish In England, possibly with the same dedication, 
would help us with their prayers. (If any parish priest has time 
to rend this and also to drop ri card to Miss Nugee at the office,
I am sure she 'will piit us in touch.)

My love of Namakambale has rather run away with my pen, 
and upset the logical arrangement of matter I had planned for 
myself. I was enumerating the tribes living in the parish, and 
began with the Wa-Makua. All five schools that really count for 
anything arc in their village. Schools were opened in two villages 
of (he Wa^Mntamliwe along the Ruvuma, but they are a strange 
people, living mostly bn islands in the river, some in houses like 
those of the lake-dwellers of bid, and having apparently no desire 
for religion or education, so the schools have had to be closed. 
There are also thTO ^ery small Yao villages, whose inhabitants 
arc Muhammadans, and a large village rejoicing in the name of 
Puctin-Pucho, where dwell some Wa-Angoni, entirely separated 
from the main trlbej there seems a chance thev may ask for a 
school eventually, as one or two of thenl come to talk to the 
teacher at Namaknmb.'ile from time to time. But bt present the 
work is entirely with Wa-Makua, which simplifies the language 
problem, but Ki-Makua is not easy, nor has a single-handed 
priest, who has to walk i6o miles to gel round his parish, much 
time to labour at languages, and when you live alone there is no 
one to jog your fconscienw or set you' a good example! (The 
evil habits of dodging work at school dog me still, T am afraid.)

?

1

CiUEF Naufunou of LuhesulbClnBF OF TIIK
Wauataudwk

: * At Lumesule, at least, most people can understand Swahili, as 
they have been used to Europeans for many years now. In the 

• caViy years of the century Canon Porter lived there for some time, 
and it was there that he died, though his body was aftenvards 
translated to Masasi. After his death, Lumesule was visited from 
rime'to time by priests from Masasi. Then came the war,' and 
bir%^6rk in these parts was impossible until 1921,'when Fr, Baker 
left Masasi on January 12. The present log-book begins with 
llwt date: “ Left Masasi at 6 a.m. to find out the best district 
within reach of Lumesule. The choice seemed to lie between the 
Ltikuika, \yhere is the largest population tliough largely 
MuJiammadan, Lumesule, or Sen^a, or Tunduru.” It was the 
raltiy ^season,' but he went right through the district; and then 
^eturrtdci' to Masasi to get a second opinion. After Easter he 
return^ with Padre Lucas, and they settled on Lumesule as the 
bttt site. ' A month later Fr. Baker and Mr. de Winton arrived 
Ihere, and began to build, an hour away from the old site down 
by the river, as the people had given up their sh'ambas down 
Iherei’In'consequence of the tremendous growth of grass, and 
had moved three miles to the west. The first house they built is still 
Standing, 'and this article is being written lii it. Seven years 
w a-very good lifeUm'e for an African house; but it looks os if it/ 
wnr'lastjtnahy years' yet; It gives a magnificent view over the 

and the'sunsets are wonderful. Fr. Baker'indeed laid
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. founctauqns, both in the material and in the spiritual
bmldmg, as _there is a wonderfully faithful body of men here—(1 
My mcn_ quite deliberately, remembering, for instance, the 
Uecember Fast-Day, when fifteen to twenty men stayed through, 
out the^day while two women came to Mass and then disappeared.) 
Fr. Baker WM ranstantiv on safari, seeing where teachers could 
most profitably be placed; his nearest neighbours to the east were 
at Ma^si, and to the west near Lake Nyasa, so he had plenty of
SCOpfi1

In September, igaa, the C.S.P. cime-as Padre Baker writes, " a 
grea day forLumesuIe.” Early in 1923 Mr. De Winton left for 
England, and except for occasional visitors Fr. Baker was alone 
D .uf , . *e year, when Fr. Willimott came to join him.
Lukuto “wh’^ F®'n '*'® of opening a station on theLukuika, where Fr, Nomsh now carries bn the work, and Padre 
Baker was Jcit alone again,

he went home on furlough himself, and 
alnsi was forbidden by the doctors to return. His original parish 
was now divided into four, Fr. Kolumba Msigala having fiegun 
work to the west, and Padre Francis Sapuli in the north a" 
Mbaya, as well as the Lukuika station to the east Fr Bullock 
Mme ,0 Lurnesule in Fr Baker's place, bu° unfoS^fnk.e^ gottme 
nrastenous fever, and had to go home in a hurry after Easter 
There was no priest available for Lurnesule, so the C.S.P. were 

>0 Lukuika, and Padre Francis visited Lurnesule’ from 
Mlwya, Nor long afterwards he had to gp to take charge of 
Mchauru parish, and the priests of Lukuika had to look^fter 
Lurnesule parish, the nearest school in which 
away, the farthest eighty I
.1, I'"* only possible arrangement until June,
the Bishop was able to send me to take charge

‘•’o hope of opening a European station in time somewhere in the parish. , ^
Ihe Problem;
LumSik a“nd amrtT'"" m®

5S,i- SH Ff? •'is friends.) The
preMnt site is certainly no longer central, *

of his safaris Fr. Baker discovered

Sr'-.;
church, owing to the generosity of St. Stephen's, Clewer, a

raapificent altar (locally made) with its fitting .......
and money in hand; as things are at nreseni ff’■ ''afnienu,
Speak, for if you think of th#» nir.*ck ** central, so to

nothing to the south, and MbayV will be lefrin^tk

^*’be1ng ^iAin^an^Ly'day'rwiuc of ’ Mbit ''l t°

iSr-
]. N. Le Flejiing

and

• Lurnesule, Easier, 1928

was twenty-five miles

1927, when 
of Lurnesule and rWi-

now that 1a
m

m
.
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THE burning CHIWAtA CHURCHDiocese of Masasi

to Chidya, The 
church was burnt 
from the place of 
Catechumens up to 
the communicants*

I rail; it is untouched 
from the altar to 
the vestry. The 
Christians were; 
very sad and cried 
aloud. I returned 

I to Chidya at night, If^
heavy at iieart, but ||S 

i with “Faith and
Hope in God.”

The nKt morning was February 22, Ash Wednesday. Before 
Mass I got people who were not Christians to take my leltdi to 
Mesas, on the way .0 the Lord Bishop who was at Namagono It
that ume. I wrote one to the Lord Bishop, one each to the
Archdeacons of Masasi and Luatala, and one to Padre Norrish
HeYs“the Son““H° "y “d »id: (t) Christ, although
He IS the Son, in His sufferings was obedient, loving His Father
men °wi' ? untroubled: and in this way He saved all 
men. What 1 mean is, it is not right to love God and'serve 
Him only when we are untroubled, but we must “in all things 

i SThe HM r Wednesday, and in all clmrcims

to burn them in the evening, and be signed tiMiay. But we were
Kethe/ burnt

°i ’’“''t® "’® ^ ®'Sn of confessing our King,
Whom we love, our Jesus. Our ashes from the'palms are ®a 
Surn 'y®,''ve, are weak and are', fitted to
Shes we Sho love Jesus, and by being marked Avith

a f*''® '■®®‘*^ *“ anything at God’s Hands, ^use It IS our desert. And we fall before God^ prostrate on thb 
™ ™ A ■''® '”“®‘ bow we love Him and how
2I W ®®®®P‘ “"y'bing at all which comes from Him.

w 5 r ® ^®®" ’^bli all our strength. This
"our^^rl ‘'”"0 built our church will,
with vi I a ’1 ■ We built our church very quickly,
do k^IT'* ®''a’ sfength, that is,

ra the cloud. And so, I, your Padre, think that God wishes'

■THE
BURNING OF CHIWATA CHURCH m.
We have suffered great loss and sorrow here at Chiwata by the 
burning of our large parish church. It happened in this way. 
On February 21 I left Chidya in the morning to go and minister 
10 sick folk who had need of me. After this work I was on my 
way back to Chidyaj on the road I met tvith very heavy rain; I 
went on as far as a house which was not very far from the church 
and sheltered. There I found six young men sitting talking on 
the baraza. A few minutes later the rain lessened a little and 
there was a very loud peal of thunder, so that we who were silling 
there were rather startled. Then there was a second peal and 
silence. When the thunder slopped the rain poured again as at 
first. We just went on with our conversation. At 1.45 I saw a 
lot of smoko very near the church, and we began to wonder and 
ask each other what the fire might be. So I at once took my 
umbrella and gave it to a Christian youth to run and see, for we 
thought the house of one of the Christians who live near the 
church was on fire. The youth ran a short distance and imme
diately we heard him shouting 10 us, “The church is on fire.” 
Ah, I thought it was just a dream. However I thought 1 had 
belter believe it, and I tried to run, but my heart was like water, 
and my knees would not do their work, there was no strength in 
them, but I tried and got there. And so that the people might 
know that there was a serious trouble I ordered the bell to be 
as for a funeral.

_ There were very few people, for it was a wet dav, and nobodv 
thought of these things occurring. Then we went into the burning 
church and I consumed the Blessed Sacrament and I gave instruc
tions for all the ornaments to be taken out. Then a certain number 

“"d climbed up and cut awav the roof of the 
chureh inwjinc with the communicants’ rail, for the fire had begun 
in the middle of the nave. And by great good fortune it was 
possible to prevent the fire burning the whole chancel and vestry.

Chidya to Miss Powell and the other ladies, 
'*■ M rTbe Chidya boys and their teachers 

came, but they could do nothing but stand in astonishment. One 
of the churchwardens walked all round the church and came upon 
the place where the chureh had been struck bv the lightning; it 

the very place where the fire had started ih the centre of the 
' bgbtning struck the wall of the church in the middle, 

“"t-roof ond “t fire to the grass and the fire 
tmn^menced there. Everybody who came was shown how the 
lightning did this evil work. We stood not knowing what to do.
1 lien I gave the boys and teachers from Chidya leave to go back

I
li

Chiwata CnURCII

rung

i

was
nave.
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THE BURNING OF CHIWATA CHURCH

Diocese of Masasi
us lo show our love perfect towards Him, in so far as we shall 
go resolutely to the forest and cut new poles and build for God 
a church with new poles cut by us with af/our strength, and thus 
God will say to us, ‘*AII your zeal has come to Me, the Lord of 
Hosts.*’ Let this our work be to show God our love; it is lost 
labour for a man to work every day, unless he do it with a heart 
that loves God. Finally let us close oiir cars to people’s chatter: 
whatever (hey may say, let our motto be, “The Lord gave, 
the Lord hath taken away; blessed be the Name of the Lord,”

On Sunday I received a letter from the Lord Bishop, bringing 
very great help. In his letter, after comforting us, the Bishop said 
that the burning of a church Is not comparable with the loss of a 
single Christian soul. And he brought us to accept this lesson 
with meekness. The letter itself 1 read on Sunday instead of a 
sermon. When we went out I heard many saying, “ If there was 
any gmss (for thatching), this very week the church would be 
finished.”

Many parishes have sent their sympathies, and we of Chiwata 
thank them, and we ask that they pray for us that we may have 
® "ffht judgment. Because things have happened in this way, 
the people of Chidya have done a Christian act: they have Invited 
us to their small church. Saint Joseph’s Chapel, that we may 
carry on the work of this parish there. Because the church is 
small I have arranged two Masses every Lord’s Day: (i) at seven 
oclock for the people of Chidya, without singing or preaching: 
(a) at eight-thirty the Parish Mass.

We wished to complete the whole work in the month of May: 
but mckness has come to the parish: the sicknesses are many, and 
nearly every day we bury someone, and the work of dying does 
not give people opportunity for work, not only because of the 
great degree of sorrow, but also because it is necessary to sustain 
in our women a courageous heart. But although we are In a 
weak condition like this the Christians are wanting to do the work, 
so ^that they have finished building the greater part of the inner 
wall; and these days we are beginning to cut bamboos, that when 
we begin to roof everything may be ready.

LEAD THOU THEM ON
O'er moor

year in the U.M.C.A?°Ka^ndm ^ ‘
beautiful and wonderful, and then I rSd ?n i ‘I'"

opportunity conS^ of'hiring" inV*'‘rf f""*

to the Chapel of the Blesfed &Sen1™after"’f 
he pointdSto the cen^ 1 ,h. a ^ "'“'"'"'s’

William Carmichael Porter,
Priest, Masasi, 1880-1909 

A. . . 73 years
in Jesus, November

over

*5» 1909*

Till

f, ' :

Vv>:' ' ' --- S.'
M aThese are the things which have happened to us in this parish. 

What remains IS to pray . . . . _ .
Church may flourish as He

for each other that the work of God’s 
e nills. Thy will be done.

Farewell,
Obbd Y. Kasembe

AniS of bound volumes of Cbntral
tntluslw, and a similar set of African Tidings for 

sSSd to avail himself of this geoerous offerShould apply to the Seereury, 0 Dartmouth Street. Westminster, S Wl

ag
... ■

Cawon Porter
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LEAD THOU THEM ON

Diocese of Masasialmost felt as though he were with us, and received a kind of 
glimpse of him amongst the Africans.

I have not been in Africa long enough to write concerning 
‘ multitudes,” but this is the manner in which some of them 

arnve. Th^ have come not only ” over the hills ” of the earth, 
but have climbed bver the steep dark hills of doubt, only to find 
the \mlley of despair on the other side, and still more hills, fears, 
hopelessness, a struggling back following the dim light ahead, 
they have arrived in hospital worn out in body and soul, and later 
have found ” ready, the Bread and the Wne.”

One man was an old chief, who had lived in a state of sin for 
years, he came into hospital obviously very ill, he lived long 
enough to make his Confession, and to receive the Blessed 
Sacrament, and then passed quietly away one morning j and 
before he died, he told me how happy he was.

Another day a woman was brought in also very ill indeed, a 
granddaughter of the old chief, she too had lapsed for years, but 
she received strength enough for a few days to think it 
all over; and she, too, made her Confession and received the 
Blessed Sacrament on this Good Friday morning early, she was 
so grateful and, conscious to the last, died quietly about an 
hour after her Communion.

Old Dora was another patient; she was in a house not far 
from the hospital, she also had been a great sinner. I could not 
do much for her, except visit her and try and make her comfort- 
able, while Padre was working hard to help her to return “over 
the hills.” She became weak very rapidly, but all was well with 
her in the end, and she just ” fell asleep in Jesus.”

. This is a glimpse of the way some of the multitudes 
come over the hills. I visited a village the other day, and came 
across an interesting old lady, she had come a great distance 
‘‘over the hills.” again I All her relations are dead, and she 
lias come to live near one of our mission boys, who is some 
connexion apparently; she said she would like to listen' to a 
teaclier one day.
^ Sojt goes on, the life out here amongst the Africans is interesiing 
beyond words, and you never know when you are going to meet 
or help one of those ” multitudes coming over the hills,” whom 
Canon Porter saw as he lay dying. .When you have finished to 
make air the intercessions you can think of; please add one more 
owMhe *"*° *°^'* and help those who are “ coming

" ^ E. Avant

CHIDYA SCHOOL MAGAZINE
vmWRB has been made at Chidya

made may bear fruit in the near future" 
I he paper opens with a list of the 

stair and pupils. There follow several
S'?!! news,, written .by theRi jslight .impressions of the 
Sy feesntly introduced, and

hv h about the Chinese, ail written
by boys in .the school. So far all is in 
Swahili. The next article is in Yao by

. 'SI-K
The copy we have is the work of, at any rale two Afri'rin

;^lMir°'^"’ reproduce two of the articles in

P" Bishop and his Chaplain 
Lin^fori. Priest-in^iharge went to
W ChLI Th‘‘^n-"L ‘he Parish and

“ 'I"" ’''hiefa informed us that 
we ™ere ^nvember 26, when
Arto Je W H ™ heard a sound from far away,

•and neLrr ^^.1 r '“’“"’..'".hn' “ was, but the sound came nearm 
■ bIsKL’s mofo"'^ “a- recognized that it was the

him’S^.h Thii-iier. Immediately we all got up and 
-5 m ‘r •1“^ I®®'™ Ills blessing.
iisand him he said that he had come to help
Bloorril • ? he as a Principal there at.Chidya, and Father
reallv iv Pi'fst-'n^harge. All the people were very glad. 1 

1 W to “’f P“P'® “""I Sundays had two ideas,
' ■ the LTS'’ ^ “““Slfmed and (ii) moreover to see

' Hiid m^ rh which they had never seen before. As the Bisliop 
rauen work to do he sometimes went to MaMsi to finish the/'

Taylor and

I___.._____ ______ . . J

went to meet
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SISTER EVACHIDYA SCHOOL MAGAZINE

: Eva was a splendid helper, absolutely loyal, entirely devoted,

vocation. Sim was made for a bigger and wider sphere, with 
scope enough to call out all her power and zeal and gifts for 
evangelization. After her first furlough we talked this 
together and with real sorrow on both sides

things which were not yet finished. After his third journey he 
hone which Interested all of us and those 

came from 
were much

came with the gramoph. 
who came to listen to it. 
distant places in order to 
surprised to see a strange thing like that and to hear it speak. 
Some said, At any rate a man has been placed Inside by the 
Bishop.*' I do not think it was surprising because it was strange 
thing to them. But they often desired to listen to it and when 
the Bishop sold "Now good-night, for time Is over" they were 
sorry.

Day by day groups of people 
see it. And some of them

over
helper went to work in the town of Zanzibar "’and'*“mong°Ihe 
people at Ng ambo. There she did a great work and was hiehlv 
respected by the Arabs with whom she came in contact.

, :In 1903 she was one of the first three women workers to bd 
sent to Masfci. She was there at the time of the native rebellion 
against the Germans and shared that terrible walk of eighty miles 
to the coast with savage warfare all round them, not knowinc 
from hour to hour what their fate might be.
^ When Frank Weston, Bishop of Zanzibar, founded the 
Community of the Sacred Passion for work in his diocese, Eva 
at once offered herself as a postulant. She had long wished for 
the life of a Religious and It was only her missionary vocation 

. (hat had held her back. The first sisters were trained at the 
Convent of the Holy Name at Malvern Link and were professed at 
Mbweni by the Bishop of Zanzibar in igii. Eva was admitted to 
the Novitiate in iqii and was professed in 1913.

Sister Eva’s later work has been at Masasi. Her patience and 
gentleness with the Africans was most marked, whether she was 

‘ Inching dulMyitted poor women or holding their babies to give 
th^m a few^ minutes’ relief, or whether she was binding up tbeir 
sor^j or li.stening to their long stories, it was all done with 
untiring patience and gentleness of approach (hat won from the 
women a deep affection and a complete trust. Her Influence with 
(he women was grea(, and the people of Masasi diocese could tell 
much of her great love and untiring work among them, for 
she loved them with an intense and most tender affection j 
but the Father Founder did not wish his Sisters to be 
wnUen about, they are Sisters of the Passion, their lives 
are hid with Christ In God, and Sister Eva was’llke n little child 
in her humilitv and would never have understood that there was 
anything to tell about her,

‘ For thirty-four years Eva served her Lord and Africa with all 
her heart, and soul, and strength, and died, ns she earnestly 
hoped she might, at her post.
■ To no other woman worker In the U.M.C.A.. has such a 
record been granted, may it insoirc others to follow in her train,

• and rhay her great love still plead powerfully for the people to 
: whom she was so devoted. R.I.P.

MWAUMU; BaRNABA NDBitBO

The MosQUito
A mosquito Is an insect. There are two kinds of mosquito 

and every one has six legs. One kind is the mosquito which 
gives us malaria and the mosquito cannot giyc us the malaria if 
first he did not go to bile somebody who is ill. with fever and 
afterwards come to bite us. A second kind is the mosquito which 
gives us elephantiasis on our bodies.

And the mosquito cannot lay its eggs on passing water but 
on standing water os in a pond or holes, in the water of a kopo, 
in the water of Q piece of sufuria, etc.

If you want to kill them you must drain away the water or 
you must put paraffin oil on the water. .

Beda Kaiche.

SISTER EVA
Of the Community of the Sacred Passion

On the feest of .Cotpus Christ!, June 7, at Njawani, in Masasi 
Diocese, one of our oldest, most courageous ond devoted workers 
passed to her rest and leaves behind her a shining path of perfect 
love and entire self-sacrifice.

In the year 1893 I was in England on furlough and Bishop 
Smythies bid me choose a fellow worker fdr Kilimani where llic 
boys’ new home was being built. A friend told me of Eva 
Clutterbuck ns a likely worker and I wrote and asked her to come 
and see me. She come to the Office and, although at that first 
interview we did not like each other at ail, I felt absolutely sure 
she was just the sort of worker the Mission most wanted. 1 
can:see her now, tall, big, and strong, with a rosy child-like face 

. and splendid deep blue eyes which flashed angrily at me when D.Y.M.
ifiS
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HOME JOTTINGS
The General Fnnd RecetpU compare ai (oHowe

Received during June ............. . .............. ;£8 236
Total receipu to June 30..................................... ;^13,003

A decrease of ^370

No. 549. XLVI.

1028 1037

I “I* affS.OOO this year, the sums ailotted
of muc^promlji^'^^trorV Th/x wouJd mean o corresponding reduction

or Atieclaies Retreat will be held at St. Frldeswlde’s. Poolar Auxturi
c!s!r‘ .**• Agllonby. Please apply to the Sister SupeS|

♦

SEPTEMBER, 1928 Price 2“

|H3^ : "■
■ : ;:: }|? ^L&rr ::; ;;;

168

i§,-..r Vnd I"*'"' “''™' O'
rSIiblt ln orrfer^i'n ™«,S Gloucester, would welcome all giftsgMs ble In order to marie this by sending books to a record number of the Mission

thisT

____ the mission staff

no dresses i.
only
tten

ARCHDEACON EYRE 

Ey>1.'“Al?hou^h”™‘’''' Archdeacon'VrStoph™ Sn
: nearly thirty years ' -----------

nave passed since it 
was my privilege and 

. J0y,t0 meet him first,
In* memory is fresh 
at)d clear as it were 
but yesterday.
: It was at the time 

1 was preparing to 
. Ife. up work in 

Nyasaiand, and for 
bat reason he came 

to, see me. It was
Hkeai great sweeping 
wind from across the 
^ Which strength
ened purpose and 
save an added inspi-
S”ife;°

V_®‘™”S> raasterful, 
to^eP'ng one aiong

Name Diocese Date

Arrivals in England:
Rev. Canon Stokes 
Mis* Stokes 
Miss IVilkei

Departurts from England : 
Ven. Aixhdn, Maekay 
Rev. E. A. GlU 
Miss Roe 
Mlts Sharp 
Rev. P. If.

.^rasotl
MasasI
Nyasaland

June 21 
June 21 
July 3

Zanzibar
Zanzibar
MasasI
Masas!
Nyasaland

Aug. 1 
Aug. 1 
Aug. 1
Aug.
Aug.

1Hill
0

[

»• Hi". M.A.. 0,ou.
at the London Day Training CoIIeffefL"ih«‘^ ^.t’®^*Il.‘?* Po»i-fraduale course 
Mis. Sharp (nurse) trained 5t NewfrkHrvlJu Djploma. &a,«.- Diocese.
...n 0, sKid,..., it "pw "<»■«"

Archdeacon^Eyre at Mtnilya* announcing the death of
, : ChrlslophJf Denson Jolffl the MiSS *«».

of ^yi and rich In gw^VSk" • wi hSC: ?rv*®? f
»vnrk in our next Issue. R.I.P. * account of his life and

**™‘T-'wo yearn* valuable and falihfuI^jS,!^ ^ i D ocese of Nyasaland 
^^aples during the war year*. Mr Shannon i of ‘he Chaunecy
friends outridV ‘he MlsslM"^nd tt'ls^no t? '® °f * "‘•‘f* <>«

likri and respected b, the MI«lon ,Sff ‘f h« onivcf«ilIy
and.custom,-no less than hU ml iSw of ^e AWr knowlrtge of native language
hit welfare, was as well known as^ “"^r whole4iearted devotion to
land. And he will carry with him to his ncw^« hy the people of the
Territory the beany good wlrite, of hi. m^n? Sd^lS'o^rgSwn Fheiol I//. E. Udiery

Arciiobacon Ethb, 1020.
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wall his own enthusinsm and joy, which obviously meant to him 
something real and solid, something over and above the common* 
plaw things of life.

" He was, indeed, a good influence In life when he was still 
among us; he had a fresh laugh; It did you good to see him, and 
however sad ht* may have been at heart, he always bore a bold 
and cheerful countenance and took fortune’s worst as it were 
the showers of spring.” From then until to-day that influence 
and inspiration has never ceased.

How can one describe in print the moving power of the man? 
He carried into his daily life and work one strenuous, earnest 
purpose. To reveal Christ Jesus to his fellow man. To give to 
those with whom he came in contact day by day the same joy in his 
Master that he realized in his own life.

iKiiSn: I
ihoseunderhimtoa 
realization of the 
higher and sterner 

, cnlls oflife.
: : Wherein lay the
-secret of his 

strength and the 
Oneness of his pur- 

! pose? It was, I am 
sure, his real and m
tn what most would 
Jiave thought isola. 
tion, he was never 
alone.

His life before joining the Minion had been spent mostly 
at sea and he had passed through varied experiences of more 
colour and lire than could be gathered from six ordinary lives. 
.Mining, farm life, South Sen trading in addition to his sea life; 
those so fortunate as to have met him and listened to Ids remin- 
iscenccs told wilh a graphic zeal peculiarly his own will not easily 
forget cither the man or his stories.

They were typical of the man. He lived and gave of his 
vitality to those with whom he came in contact. It was this same 
real earne-st living, combined with n wonderful faith in the power 
of our Lord that was the mainspring of his life.
______ : That faith

/ began in the early __ _________
. 'morning (often Archdeacon Eyw HRLPiNo iJojs up Mtonta aIoun

‘o hold
work. Day by day he renewM direction for his day’s
held it a /ondrous^gift thus to meet^Sf

montA'by mont? hrtL'°n by week,
<hile, across rountairsTrcfrl "I™"''"'" ‘5"'* P’ain, up hiil, down
The Muhammadan u ** torrent; always a welcome visitor,
willing and pleSed to^mi'? yet was always
«nd r^pect. ‘ ‘ ^ °"e he could trust

I hiiiS^fh was wonderful he could make 
/ no than four short address use

now anAagMn ‘ f?nrfully and strangely mixed, putting in
buTst'm he”f“e"

P pe heard him. It was at once the power and simplicity

TAlNi-

was the- living 
; expression of his being and carried 

him through times of difficulty j- 
dismayed, where another would 
have lost heart. He believed in the 
power of' Christ to overcome 
evil. A faith simple as that of a 
little child yet wide asXpcean’s 
breadth, combined with a wonder- 
fub fund of love and sympathy 
which ever found expression in his i 
work.

: He came to Africa now thlrtv- 
two years since and the whole of 
that time was spent in service for 
the Africans. In health, in sickness, 
in sorrow or in joy, his thought 
for them and their uplifting.

I have spoken of him 
and masterful
type now seldom met of the old-

__________ time sea skipper, lord and master
Aeciiuiacoh Kim AtwviNo AT of his own domain, but he spent 

MpoxDA'a. his strength to help the weak

un-

was

as strong 
and so he was. A
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Diocese of Nyasaland

of his faith that served. It was ever his wont when travelling to 
hold a short service at the end of the day in whatever village or 
hamlet he found himself; not long or burdensome, just a word of 
testimony for his Master. He did not rely on himself but used 
just such material os lay to his hand.

There was a message to deliver, and he would impress on those 
with him a sense of reality and personal responsibility to share 
with others the truth they themselves received. He would turn 
round and call upon any of his party to bear testimony, it might 
be a teacher, his house-boy, the cook or a carrier. One and all 
had the same duty, a share in the privilege. And the Archdeacon’s 
personality wrought its purpose. They seldom failed him, but gave 
acknowledgement of service to the King. This trust in others was 
great, vivid and so real a thing that if left its impression on many 
a simple follower, who was thereby enabled to face opposition 
and ridicule and to stand fast in witn^ of his faith.

His indignation and wrath against injustice to the African was 
frequently made manifest, and he was never .<;atisHed to hold his peace 
or practise diplomacy in the hope that things would be rectified: 
if he held it necessary to speak he spoke and with conviction, 
Earless for the truth, and his evident sincerity often carried him 
through successfully where another would have failed to right the 
wrong and establish justice; the result was that alike from members 
of the administration, planters, traders, as from the Africans, he 
won both respect and 1

For several years past his health has been indifferent, and for 
some time now he has been quite unfit to continue his work, but 
he carried on with an extraordinary courage, and through all has 
shown the same dj^otion and constant attention to those around 
him. Quite recently he expressed to me the fear that the doctors 
would invalid him home, and his great desire was to work on to the 
end amongst the people he loved and trusted.

He was given his desire and it fies with others to carry on the 
work he shouldered cheerfully, nobly in good or evil days, and 
his life cannot fail to be an inspiration to those who follow.

A.G.H.S.

- OUR VISIT TO THE HILLS* -
yVz had always hoped to visit Archdeacon Eyre at Mtonva and at 
last the opportunily came. We made great preparations and started 
oil m high spirits by our steamer the Chauncy Maples to go as far 
as Msinje, this we d4 in order to save some thirty odd miles by 
road. We were met by Reader Barnaba (Archdeacon’s riglit hand,

. now gone to read for the diaconate at St. Andrew's College, Likoma) 
two machila teams, porters for our loads, and a cook: all sent by the 
Archdeacon to bring us our two days’ journey up to Mtonya. 
Captain Haywood saw us safely off the steamer, he also kindly 
supph^ us with a very tasty potato pie to help out our stores. Wi 
slept the nigBt, or part of the night, at Msinje for we were wakened 
yeiy, very early to pack and start off on our first twenty-four miles, 
Mtonya machila men are expert carriers, so we enjoyed this term 
of travelling and the men seemed to prefer it to our walking, for 
when we had walked a while they came and begged us to get in 
Ihe raachilas as they wanted to get along. We rested about mid.<iay 
at p village called Matipa, and had our pie, or pan of it, and finally 
airtved at Rrader Barnaba’s home, Lulimili, about tea-time. Here 

: we were met by friendly people, most of whom had seldom, if ever, 
sren white women before. We had a preaching and a little gramo
phone entertainment in the evening, nursery rhymes with animal 

. noiSM proving a great attraction.
; VVe vrere off again in good time next morning and went up and 

up, reaching Mtonya in time to meet the Archdeacon coming 
out of church from Sext. We were greatly pleased to see liim and 
had him in such good form, for we had heard that he had been 
PMrIy, and found this to be the case—not that he allows one to 
know what he really suffers, We soon realized that he had made 
gTMt preparations for our arrival, for women workers had not been 
to. the district for over twenty years. We spent the week-end at 
Mtonya, enjoying the freshness of it all and making friends with 

children living near by. One of us was soon busy 
itri?® VwL® dispensary, the other look a class for the women and 

- .1. - " “ s“ffS“led that they should be taught hnolher
answered “ Of course we want to be taught, is it not 

a biding that you are here?"
.‘''® I™ S“"days that we were there wc loved the simple little 

reverent ceremonial, the homeliness of the cbngrcga-
lli?sl|idra\egan''

slav'd.-“ “'“do ’’ with the Archdeacon, he to 
nnJ."® celebrate the next morning, we to greet the people
us Mtonya later in the day. One thing which struck
Inn.i?."' jorcibly was the Archdeacon’s love and care for the 

, yiy and really old people. He took us to sec two very old women.

ove.

IN MEMORIAM—R.I.P.
August 8.—William James Garden Bartlet, Priest.

Fr. Birtlel wm one of BUhop Fuher’i Commlijariei and therefore 
hi* ^lef Interest hy In the Diocese of Nyasaland. He was loved 
by alt who knew him end hi* death will be keenly felt.
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one a leper, Marianiu, the other Lois, who could scarcely walk; she 
was going to be carried by machiia the next morning to receive her 
communion. Though we were with these two a very short time it 
was obvious that they had been taught to iove our Lord by their 
much-loved priest.

On Wednesday we started oil again in another direction to go 
and stay two nights in the viilage of Mkandu and visit in the 
rounding villages. Again we were taken to see ionely Christians, 
one Manuel, an old, old man, who listened like a small schoolboy to 
the Archdeacon’s little homily and preparation for his communion 
next day. We had the joy of being present at the baptism of another 
oid leper at her home—she also was Mariamu.

On our way to Manuel's home we saw a home-made weaving 
loom. We were specially surprised and pleasedtto see this, for this 
industiy has all but died out, owing to the cheapness of imported 
cloth at the various stores. As a matter of fact the owner of this 
loom was weaving a coloured border to a cloth belonging to Reader 
Barnaba—this made it all the more interesting to us. Here it is fair 
to state that at least three stations in this diocese an effort is being 
made to reintroduce this useful home industry. Again we were 
struck with the friendliness of the people, most of whom had never 
seen white women, though one here and there remembered Mrs. 
Howard (Miss Minter) and Miss Medd. They gathered round to 
look at us and enjoy the gramophone.

On the Friday we went to the large village of Machemba, where 
the Archdeacon has quite a large station, a church, a school and two 
teachers’ houses, all beautifully kept. In the village there is a large 
brick mosque and the Muhammadans from the surrounding villages 
were in, in^ large numbers. We went with the Archdeacon and 
waited for them to come out of the mosque and the Archdeacon gave 
a short address. It was a truly eastern? sight, these crowds of 
Muhammadans in their multi-coloured flowing robes. They greeted 
tlie Ar^dearon as a real old friend and gathered round to listen to 

to them of the life hereafter, they listened 
quiedy and politely and agreed that his words were wise. One

scanarv'irnrf '"joying the gorgeous
the tehness of the air. On -Monday we sadly took

off for V ^ •''"t w' had made and set

prad^fnir a?d ref H r- ®'"P‘ had a

' ! 'ui it,, .-'J '.I

■fei' WM
.-l*.

sur-

h

1 j -'JDj'I

I ..

AbcIIDIUCON Evhe JED MuilJUUJDJB F«|b.NDS. •

.Mikael, an old friend of the late Miss Thackeray, to a preaching

house and all his treasures.

Sjire out-stations. We had an inspiring little

iSrdh^di^'^ """th to him, for although our
come father, the Holy Spirit was coming and-.hos

■ £ band uMhis was the keynote of his message to this
Churches Y«r If ''■ ™ of the"
then m araiS • "'turned for one more night to Namwera’s 
lastnluHtaf'"’.""" '’■■I'g's "ud sleeping our 
In the diWrf *^a'’ distress of the teacher, for lions were
distance ' ® heard them far away in the
'tofinii!h*«. nothing untoward happened and we were able

awav safely at Malindi, after having
having slept in elevef

ain^“r.™i!L’’D ‘he outcome of our small effort? Some have 
foliowed'SPh?'^'? their diseases and have
'’'■hrought to Sr,“Le,7nd1-ervyour‘ror5:

M. L. S."46
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Diocese of NyasaUind ’ Diocese of Zanzibar

THE JOURNEY TO MTONYA ■q - KIWANDA
1 HAD work on the Station, but '* madona said, Come with us to 
Mtonya. 1 agreed to go with them.

We left here on April 23 by the Chauncy Maples and 
arrived at Msinje on Tuesday. Very early on Wednesday we 
left Msinje to go on our journey and came to Matipa., The mean
ing of Matipa is burylng-ground. The chief Sclemani is buried 
there among many trees on the right. Leaving Matipa we came 
to the River Msinje and later the River Lisichilo, crossing which 
we came to the village of Luliraili where we slept. It is a very 
good village, but it is a village that has fear of elephants.

Early next day we left Lulimili and crossed two large rivers, 
the Luwesa and the Malimbwindi. After leaving here we went 
into the mountains. On the left hand there were three mountains, 
the biggest named Muuma-mbili, after going a little further we 
saw Mtonya mountain. We reached Mtonya at 12 p.m. Near 
the Mission are two rivers, the Ngalinje and the Luchilingn. The 
Mission is in the middle of the mountains and rivers. It is a 
beautiful country and so is the station and the church. In the church 
they have fires in large pots on Sundays and other cold days.

On Monday wc went to a village called Utukulu, there were 
two old Christian women, Lois and Mariamu, they are people who 
love their rdigion very much. Archdeacon C. B. Eyre has great 
strength to persuade people to do God’s work. Again it „ 
land without thieves, because he helps people. He gives them 
work, men and women. This land of Mtonya, it is indeed cr.c 
of plenty. The Archdeacon says to the people " learn all kinds 
of work, hoeing, basket, pot and bed-making.” All have their 
fie!^, tfeachers as well, for he says ” If great hunger comes what 
will you do? It is good to learn everything.” Again he says

If I die who will help you”? Now the Archdeacon helps. 
Now he has finished to offer his offering to Mtonya,

On W^nesday we went to Mkandu. In the evening we had 
a praiching. We sang “ We love the place O God.” The 
Archdeacon taught the people:_

1. To turn tfieir.hearts and beg for God’s mercy.
2. -That those who wanted to enter the Kingdom of Heaven 

.must be like a little child.
3« Thar their hearts were hard to persuade, for the Mission 

had been there years and yet they did r
4. To look at the Donas, who had left|hei 

: to come and work out of mercy.
Machemba, and had a 

pijqching with .Rwder^Bamaba, afterwards we returned to Mtohya.
persuade people ,

to do .Gpd s wk. p^pje ^t Mtonya love and help othcis , 
have, wisdom because the Archdeacon hafe 

wisdpm.andtteaches them. Gbrrard Chiwaw ’

good fortune 1 was able a short time back to spend some hours

:: the Diocese which i^ beiL taken here.‘^orTwanda 1 somethini 
much more than the o d Central School removed from Mauila!' ^

bought the estate, ten miies square someone tells me, and saw 
. fulSnt;^ “ ™
fnw"'Pn‘ln ■" ‘he middle of a great clearing in the

, f^t ail the different departments on different hills, although all
thTn'J th T, “> -ne already lie-
thing rather wonderful about this new life springing up away in

‘I's Staff f hr while P^dre 
' we m^Hn Sehoza is something more than what

■^1?,^ i" Chaplain, he is rather the Baba of Kiwanda and
?s the hf^n *^'='■^1 ‘'“f "“t leke long to realize that Mr. BealI? the life and soul of the place and solely responsible for theis a new

one

not turn their hearts, 
ir homes in England

I

Carpbntsr Apprentices and their Instructor.
1146
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''~^ioeese oj ZansibarKIWANDA

THE HOUSE OF PRAYER AT 
ZIWANI

Industrial School and the great plantations producing food in every 
direction.

My first desire was to see the new Industrial School where the 
Minion is training apprentices to take theit* place in the world in 
their own crafts. To find twenty Christian boys learning to be 
carpenters under the instruction of an African was a good sight. 
The instructor Pctro Bwedo is an Mkuzi boy who was taught his 
trade in the government school at Tanga and has now returned to 
serve the Mission. A good example of co-operation between Gov
ernment and Mission.

Close by there is also the beginning of a tailoring department 
starting work with two or three apprentices. With the great 
demand for clothes now in East Africa, and in particular for coats
milora tn'thcro™ t'™''* “"I'n'itcd scope for young

Then across to the neighbouring liiil to see the great Central 
ischool at work in the dilTerent class-rooms. Bigger, heaithier and 
more elficient m eveiy way than in the oid days I should say To 
me the most thrilling sight was to see the whole school put away
Ind I*'"'" '’‘5® “"c'* "'“hin a few minute
Th™ shambas under the supervision of Mr. Beal.

I"]! ‘•'ere seems a real keenness to cultivate the
hovl ““'d be no better augury for the future. As our
cS^^f ^fmsh e ™rld through their books or

was tWs“ wha?Sor^ ■"
be the cost of mainlining a schwl wi!h“'^^ ^re think what must
African paid staff. X L
function in East Afrira in thL davV^r”
must cither shoulder L burden rapid development she
CTtional cstabiishmenteXch ns ‘’“P'’,"?!*’'® for large edu-
in buiiding upn new^friS. her part

( Foii a veiy long time the erection of a house of prayer at Ziwani 
• has been under consideration. Ziwani, or as we are more used to 
^calling it " Bomani," is in reality the barracks which house the 

four hundred Askaris and their wives, and is situated on? the 
Outskirts of the city of Zanzibar, about a mile from the Cathedral 
.—very beautifully situated, too, with a frontage slightly suggestive 
‘of a Border Castle, completely sheltering from view the rather 
■monotonous looking rows of houses where at all times you may 

'seei the Askaris either coming from work, or going to it, or 
' preparing for it—for they are a very busy set of men. There are 
not very many Christians among them, but although they 
and go a good deal, there are always some, and many hearers, and 
a lew cateohumens. It has always been a difficulty to find a 
place in which to teach them, and to conduct a short service of 

■ prayer on Sunday afternoons. Up to the present time one of the 
sergeants has very generously given up his room for the purpose, 
and to him we are more than grateful. Still we badly 

"want^ our own place, for the men have not always time to come 
into town to be taught, the women are not very active and have 
their housework to do and their husbands’ meals to cook and to 

•'carry to them at their various beats. Hence the desire for a 
House of Prayer. The police authorities gave us permission to 
build on the ground, the police themselves did contribute some
thing to the cost, and as soon as the exact spot hod been pointed 
out to us we set to work, leaving it as much as possible in the 

; hands of the men themselves to carry out, which, they did, urged 
on by many threats, some coaxings, and horrified exclamatlohs each

come

'lA't ::;■■■
mi’ a

^:V-

Tl'.'I

I

si*® ii.v! -
|)j

Cran. S.S.M.

Thi Houas OP Pbayer.
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THE HOUSE OF PRAYER
iiioccsc ol Masasi

time more money was demanded for,wood, stone, water or cement 
but always ending in toms of laughter and the utmost goodwill’ 
SUll the money was going alarmingly fast. A brilliant ideal 
We would throw ourselves upon the mercy of our European 
rangregation and ask them to help us, which they generously have 
done, so that we have been able to complete the House of Fr
ond d^irate it under the patronage of St. Michael and All Angels 

It 13 in every respect a native built house, but neatly finished 
roofed with coco-nut leaves, white-washed within and without 
Md with a cemented fioor, furnished. How? Dare we say that 
in the absence of the Ar^deacon we have been rummaging in 
the recesses of the cathedral and have taken up there a few things 
which were not in use and now really adorn this simple little 
house of St. Michael and All Angels. Four o'clock in the 
afternoon was the time appointed for opening the house the 
sun would not be too hot for us to proceed outside. Many of 
our Christtans from the town had assembled, all the clergy in the 
city were present, and the servers from the Cathedral came up to 
head the procession in the usual way. The congregation
D^n'le'1. *'"1 (you can get so ma^ny^more
prople in the church when all sit on the floor 11—the service for 
bli^irig a house WM used, and we sang all that could be sung 
rW “mmending ourselves to the

guardianship of the Holy Angels. Then we listened to
wifh " ^“'"’='■1 “ding all
Z t .1,^ ",r‘''“"^ Y® and I think all of us who
h,nl,}^f ”"d ‘'leir wives at heart were very

i ^,'.1.^^® position is perfect and can be seen from the
fidd ®"1 ‘5® ''"®®’ by u risingAdd of green, richly planted with flowers, and fringed by Z
fcrtfe istod" r “^“^"here in vast abundSice in this
brSi "1® ®®®?"‘* ”“'0 oratory that his lately

■.‘'’® already in existence ii
m^th^SiMn eni'l* '"® ''“''® ’’®®" ^ivcn a fairly large cell

a book is placed unon’ soon as theJiarmoniuni is opened

“s siksIt- f ^

“ C ARMEN ITA"
Some account of the work done by the Bishop’s Ford motor-car,

; “Carmenita,” during the first year of her life in Africa may be of 
interest.

; ' Having driving lessons on English roads with an instructor who 
: ain put right anything that one’s ignorance makes go wrong, and 
•being set down to a new car on roads which -approx!mate rather 
.to farm tracks, are two different matters; so I was thankful that for 
ilhe first journey from the coast to Masasi we were able to have the 
assistance ^ a skilled South African driver who was in Lindi at the 
lirae and wanted to get back to Masasi; so it was mutually agreed 
•that we should give him a lift and he would give us the benefit of 
his experience and would drive.
;; In Lindi we were told that it was impossible to get the car by 

;road'up to Ming’oyo and some advised that we should send it up 
! the creek by dhow to that point and try the rqad on from there: 

two difficulties stood in the way of this plan, first nobody could tell 
us how the car was to be got on to a dhow at Lindi (where there 

;are some slight facilities for this kind of work) and still less could 
they tell us how it was ever to be got off again. So we rejected 
that idea-and decided to attempt the impossible and go by road, 
and we started off on the morning of April i, hoping to get 
through to Masasi the same day. The first trouble occurred about 

iseven'miles out from Lindi, when we suddenly lurched over on the 
.left side and saw the front wheel running off into the ditch. For- 
. unately we Avere running slowly at the time and on soft ground so 
•that no serious damage was done (except to the road, as we had to 
dig a hole in it before we could jack up the car), and we were able 
;to get going again in a short time. As a precautionary measure 
■we looked round the other wheels and found that none or the nuts 
had: been screwed up more than finger-tight—and, our agent had 

■•assured us the car was absolutely ready for the road when He handed
■it over to us I Further on we came to a river where the bridge was
completely broken down and we had to go round by a drift/ There 
was little water in the river but plenty of mud, and having got in 
we found it impossible to get out on the other side until we got the 
help of some fifteen or twenty men, some pushing behind and some 
hauling on a stout rope with which we had provided ourselves bmre 

; :starting.; A few cents each for their help and they Went off quite 
happy. The rest of the journey to Ming’oyo WM/Un^entful and 

;:we,reachedithere-^fifteen miles from Lindi—three and a half hours 
. from theistart, having achieved .the impossible: and It wotildrhay^ 

ibeen impossible for me; it was'hisrskill and estperiencO'of Afnrap 
conations - which’^enabled our driver to' dd it.^;Apart>Troth ;bemg 
stuck in the’mud every now and ihen and 'having^ to get out ana

rayer
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“ CARMENITA ”•• CARMENITA ”

siwve and sometimes to wait for assistance from passers-by or 
people living on the road, we went on without incident until -

somebody s front garden—there was nothing in rt--^nd down 
again on the other side of the hole. uu uown
befm? “P ■'“P® “ Masasisninri ‘*.1, ““a ‘«°>"’e.e''ldent that we should have to
spend a night on the road—a contingency we had not prepared for 

supper of hard-boiled eggs bananas and papal, we 
turn^ the baggage out of the car anrsettled ourselves'^% 
fortably as we could for the night. The driver, more used to sudi 
conditions, slept soundly, but neither the Bishop nor 1 had much

on morning we were up at first light, “breakfasted”
Z ®®‘ before six for the rest of
of the St .o'^t r'“ the road and go into the edge

ii' u® ‘ ™“"‘* ^“P®" ••®®®> “"P ‘be second time the

ft's nffT
Roman Catholic Mission at Ndanda where we-SSSSi—-'

S'SSis Sis
wonder I could not • an AMran ‘rouble wM, so it was little 
right in ten minutes' On f®®?! .‘b® cause and put it
and walk and a g»d rnanvXSm^ '’“P *“ 5®' ®"'
then we had to Jmve. I drnL'*f^.?°c"°“!?l ®''®" ‘“be and 
‘hen Archdeacon Lewin took her in !h° miles or so and

ohso^uKbKf “ ^eClLn so far and

joumeys°to''|aiV^,^Z™ drivh^ ^ng C^rmenita for local

-nd It gat stuck in ‘beTj’.S.fee^,^/

we

TliB Btslior anu Car. The “ Road " to Chidya. .

, an hour while we first of all tried to get out and then waited while 
a boy went to call assistance to push

On July i8 I went down to the coast to meet the Bishop on his 
relura from Uganda, and got through in just under seven hours, 
including occasional stops (not involuntary), which I thought was 
veiy satisfactory and was certainly the best run we had yet made.

■ The week after his return to Lindi the Bishop spent in visiting 
Christians working in the neighbourhood of Lindi and on the road 

,up from the coast. The car was of the greatest possible help in 
this and enabled him to do far more in the lime than could have 
been done in twice as long without the car. After the return from 

: this trip I cleaned out the first lot of oil and put in fresh. The 
mileage registered was 758, and the petrol consumption worked out 
at about 15 m.p.g.
^/During August the car was little used and the next journey of 

note was on September 8 and 9, when I was called on to take a 
member of the staff who was seriously ill down to the coast in 
the hopes-of catching a boat to Zanzibar. We left Lulindi—doctor, 
nuise, patient and a boy—at 3.30 and reached Masasi at 6. Here 
we ihoped possibly to find someone who had had experience of 
nigh‘-dr|ving, who would be able to take them on to the coast) 
but ho one was available, so we set off again at 8.45, trusting to 
do ‘he best I could, never having driven at night before. Happily 
the moon was good, so good that for long stretches I drove com- 
fortnbly without lights. I was relieved to find it nothing like so 
‘tying as I had expected, though 1 got very tired towards the 
end of the night and had to stop and rest for a time. We reached 
Mmg’oyo about dawn, and I was glad to have daylight for the 
rest of the way—the most difficult part—into Lindi where we arrived 
at 7 in the morning of the gth.

_ The return journey to Masasi on the loth was only notable for 
, the and and bad road surface met with for the first forty miles 
ora. About a in the afternoon we met another motorist who asked / 
for loan of a pump, explaining that having mended a puncture^ 
at 3 o’clock the previous afternoon, his pump had broken as he was 
beginning to inffate the tyre, and ours was the first car .to come by

us out.

hours on
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“ CARMENITA ”
Diocese of Zanzibar

following 1 took the car up to Newala and rejoined the 
Bishop, ihe roa^ on the Makonde are good—when you eet 
there, but the gradients on the road climbing up to it are terrific_r.'zrd‘i,.ri's,f
after the Sjmod, and lie was able to get in to Masasf for necessSy
1^7"CwhTchraM
on foot. The return 
had been a

ST. LUKE'S MISOZWE
St. Luke’s, Misozwe, always has a large olaca in mv he-irt i 
invited by the people to visit them wiufthe h^pe that I w"u‘ld open 
a.mission there in i88i. They gave me a hearty welcome and mid 
me to Miect any site I liked. I was in the villa^ of Misozwe' S 
reduced to one or two houses, and seeing in front^f me a hill knCwn 
as Mamindu (the humps) I said I would like to build on tha THct 
consented at once. But it was not tiil ,883 that I was able o S 
a Jittlowattle and daub house on it and send a Reader on weekSids 
to begin instructing them. Then in 1885 I was nbld to takfun 
work myself. I built the little brick house with an upper s?orev 
Md commenced a stone church which was only finished after I hid

"i'^ “Ptk" "’r"' f ‘ho of Amhdeacln
f % ohofoh was dedicated to St. Luke after the

A Town, from which I received much
needs repair and so does the 

roof of the house. The framework of the latter espedallv is in a
d might be Hown right off. I was given to understand that S 

, IS no mon^ available for the needed repairs though the expense

was

to be met at tins lime of the vear. Thp r’urj
h’’“rf™ ■' Lindi-Masasi road was in Smi

h distinguished by the fact that it was covered whb

sis-Kias-
the'mrTm" then "

iiPSiHSss
I,... b.sc-id'ri?.."is,5

get badly cut about and tom with stnnJe coversrls£r;M;T.riLr“

move
were

■’non in charge of
ft Mang’enya is priest-in.charge.
over?Z^ i’®'? in Holy Week. I cycM

• tr Mnnndy Thursday. Just before
Mlingoti there is a small stream to cross and two

S1ved°ro rml””!. ' "’®‘,"’®"®B®‘‘ ‘o ff« niy bicycle over wliile I ^yed to cross by a palm tree stem used as a bridge, but in the

mthll T'’1 “"d ®o it was ple^int
ratoer than otherwise, but I was afraid it had damaged my^di

ro I leftTh'v f ■ “T “-r" ■P'’®" it ‘>®ff®" “■X’ rl ^ i't® “"ti "'®"t®‘i the rest of the
' S', n ft'''®®® ,''®t® well attended on Good Friday, and on

nafite ^ H®^ and 1
chureh\™1 1 “Sistmg. There were over 400 communicants-the
amonwih f I ®®w a great many of my old friends andamong them two women who, when they were girls, were sent by 
r4v"1„H ^ 'f ®®‘ ‘i’® "’®tket three mi,%
Ihld^ S f were returning and carried off to Tanga to be
ItoLmhi ra ®’’'® “ ^®' ‘'’®'” 't®®'' "’®t® ‘hey are
respectable Christians: matrons, mothers of children. Misozwe is

‘“"®- H. W. Woodward, S.S.M

Stream 
no water in

worth

A. G. B.
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SISTER EVASISTER EVA
Extract from a letter from Sitter Mary, CS.P. (Njaaara).
There has been a great deal of illness all over this part of ther 5 i vsrsr' s' s-a
dispensary and she has worked very hard indeed for the last six 
months with nil these sick children and grown-ups. Then at the 
beginning of May 1 was called away to Sr. Margarita, who we 
bought was dying, and dear Sister had this place to see to as well 
Sunday 27th, she got back from MiesI very tired and with fever’ 
f nday the 1st, she was no better. Saturday, Sister Pauline saw 
she was seriously ill and sent hastily for me to come back. 1 got 
back Monday morning and thought Sister very ill, but not withSut 
hope of recovery. She was anointed Monday afternoon and had 
her Communion Tuesday morning. She was taking nourishment 
well and the pulse was strong and regular. Temp.: between 102 
and 103 : the pam in her side which had been acute was better.

Tuesday evening the temperature ran up and the pulse became 
quick and wrak. We had been in touch with the doctor and had 
remedies at hand in case of need. These helped for a time, but 
towards Wednesday evening it was clear that she was beyond 
any help we could give. ^

It was the deathbed of a saint, all, so utterly quiet and simple, 
fi,^ I- S Lord and waiting to be free from
the burdm of the flesh. Wien I told her she was not likely to 

5 smile, made the sign of the Cross
and folded her hands in prayer. She had no words beyond “ thank 

''"/'•‘■''e wss^done or given her. She looked so
gfrdS^he h“d m he^rofLtam ““

know 'T'f “f dear people; theyknow how she lovri them and their love and admiration of her 
s great indeed One dear woman, with tears streaming down 
^ iTi' “le mother of us all." I, has been a
great life, an inspiration to all she has come in contact with.

Extract from a letter from Padre Ambrosio Mitande.
............... o’doe'' ‘here came a

ikht '’“d died during the
ro^^’ow^Jhnf’.!.^ Sister had nothing left of her except her skin 
hetlelf no to f“Eueopean-but in all her life she gave

AmbrosloX ®''® heard that "Padre
M^il « .R . -’!f'She hereelf was at Higher 
Miei, so she started off through the heavy dew, by a bad road 
which was overgrown, and hardly was visible-from^ime to toe

she lost herself, and by good fortune and sheer pluck she reached 

And when she came out of church she had nothing into which she
*y lin hePbodV

Another day I was. . , a certain district and she was in another.

the ram came on heavily, and her porter hastened on in front 
if‘"' “ ffrowing towards sunset; and she herself 

late because she railed at people’s houses to talk to them of 
*e words of God; till the darkness fell and she had no lamp 
because the porter was carrying it. So she was much hinder^ 

"'.®'^i-.knaas- .» she had Imd a lamp she would Imve 
pne quickly by its light, without it she had to feel her wav with 
her feet, ite light would have given her joy till she reached the 
puses of the villages. She passed by the nearest road and the 
houses and at last reached the place where we were. Ah I to look 
at her, poor thine, filled 
was f ■ •. , w. with pity—she was drenched, she
her iouraV^^with 

., _This is just a short little account of this Sister who has left us. 
vve trust that Almighty God has been pleased to grant her rest 
and we shall not forget her deeds. God grant her rest. R.I.P.

one

HOME JOTTINGS
The Qenerat Fund Receipts compare ns follows:—

Received during July .........................
Total receipts to July 31 ..........................

A decrease of .£397

1038 1027

::: we3.i)ia
X17,a54

of muchprom]si^^vo”b mean a eorretponding reduttlon

Theoki.—We arc very grateful for three microscopes tent in answer 
• One has been sent to Miss Mills, at Msoro, and the

etations In N. Rhodesia where there are dispensaries established.

to the appeal 
others to two

II. *1 Secretary of the Missionary Students’ Branch
inose who have so kindly responded to her request for copies of Nnlme’s ** Every 
Man 8 Story of the Old Testament.” Encouraged by this response she makes so bold 
"d_ c '"."pies of Hamilton’s ” Discovery and Revelation.” T. H. Robinson’s 

iTonhccy and the Prophets” and particularly G. Adam Smith’s ” Book of the Twelve 
irophets. Books on the subject of " Prayer ” are needed. Lives of Salnu such as 
fi,* *’ 'Theresa, etc., would be welcome. Later on we shall need books on
the N.T., and books on Christian Faith and Doctrine. Space Is limited and It Is necessary 
y ‘o ‘hose books recommended by the Chaplain of the StudenU* Branch. Would 

P^ie who have books of this nature to spare be so good as to submit a list or ask 
®' ‘hose needed. Please do not send without communicating with Miss 

tsdajJe, c/o The Office, except in the case of those specially asked for.

wishes to thank all

IS8
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HOME JOTTINGS

CENTRAL AFRIGA“•“< ‘■r U.M.C.A. lhl> ye«r from M..
"'ll”" <l» ll'Q’ <1»?" Such u thc«e have bnci lo much In the mindi, apparenlly, o( people who have

^ealtai. >1’'
A miialonacy on rorlouph wcilea;-" When one is on (urlough In England (here

ill chumh al hand for one's dally prayeri and Ollices and Ihe companionship of lho,e 
with one* own to the working out of our common purpoie.

•° bqjust what one want* at time* like the*c. 
h" I'ankertcn i* * grand place for a .ea-.i*

aSr o^hcr^• atmoaphere which make* It so much more delightful than

NO.S50. XLVI. OCTOBER, 1928 Price 2?-
■CONTENTS 

::: - li A“S's“«?'ir2ig;ai«.7
"ffs alTlkwenu "I ll?? Our New Head,uaCeA ... 
r;»sa.L-;“r-iag::: ly^ ?hrMS'?..E : :7”'** ?"* • ihought*, to uoravel the tangle* and time to mrtitnte

=:,.X':sx Si. KS. r dSoiSTii, ""h2 a:
in iw1?Se' .ffimTnfm'o?;^M'.1.e?-„S”f

• • BEARERS OF THE BURDEN

E H "? ■" C.Me-s'Si'5?
in &.ha'',;Sril”lrurr^^^

this year, ^ m 1923, we are faced by something of the 
nature of a financial crisis. The facts are these. In 1926. very 
largely M the result of the appeal of the World Call, our General 
l-und showed an increased income of just over /■10,00b as com- 
parM TOth the previous year. Then in making our allotments 
to the, Dioceses in Africa at the beginning of 1927 we were met 
with appeals from nearly all the Bishops for increased diocesan 
Irf" m'" *” finable them to seize important opportunities for
ntending and developing their work. These urgent appeals 
tram/ Afnca, coinciding as they did with increased financial 
trawrera at home, induced the Treasurers to promise much larger 
^nts by_the help of which the Bishops were able to use the 
opportunities which had presented themselves and which they 
at must not be missed. New work was undertaken; more new 

Alters were accepted for service; existing work was strengthened 
ana placed upon a sounder basis than before.

. ,t»ut the promise of the year of the World Call was not fulfilled 
‘fir ns home income was concerned, for the receipts in 

yflciS V showed a serious falling off, and the result was a 
P'^fif iSS-ooo last year. In making the allotments for the 

wmf ~2*1j **’“® responsible for the Mission’s finances
"v V . ® ''®H' serious problem. In order to relieve the 

snops in Africa from undue financial anxiety, the Treasurers 
o^omised them some years ago that grants should not be 

without twelve months’ previous notice. If that promise 
“® . R* would mean that unless home receipts went up 

ibi"!!?.would be anothi;r /■5,ooo deficit at the end of 
' Sbrious prospect indeed. The deficit in 1927 was paid

In lhV’HmP^T,™r H■' «l'ro«'i.-Tlie nbovc will be held

i

THE MISSION STAFF
N«me DIocete Date

Arrivals in England:
Ma*Ml
Mast*!
Zamibar
2:aiulbar
MasasI

Jut/ 16 
July 25 
Aug. 16 
Aug. 16 
Aug. 16

Zaiulbar

. Zaruibar 
Zanzibar 
N. Rhodesia

Sept. 13 
Sept. 13 
Sept. la 
Sept. 18 
Sept. 14
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BEARERS OF THE BURDEN

NEWS FROM MASASI DIOCESEout of our rapidly diminishing reserves; could we dare to risk a 
stmtiar call as the result of a further deficit this year?

In view of the pledge given to the Bishops it seemed that the 
risk must be run and that we must do all we could to increase the 
income during 1928 hoping for the best from the generosity of 
our supporters and the hard work of our secretaries.

But at the same time it was of course necessary to warn the 
Bishops of the seriousness of the position/ and to give them notice 
that, unless the income for 1928 %vas ;^5,ooo larger than that for 
1927, cuts would have to be made in their grants for 1929.

The prospect of this much-to-be<dcsired ;^5,ooo increase is 
not too bright at present. Up to the end of August the figures 
showed an increase of only ^^193 over the amount received 
the end of August in 1927.

If the work is not to be cut down in Africa a considerably 
mcreas^ income in England is imperative, and the advance must 
pe made during the current year.

In; the evening, June 14, the Bishop went with a number of the

Lindi Christians should gather together all the necessafv materials 
for building, and that Padre Obed and Hve or siv

t'e 5;oThCr‘tL‘m.^“‘"'
SubsequeRily Padre 

suggestion that he ; 
properly.
to hT.iM®,’f the Government for permission
Lf oi^r ^ “1^°'' “'i » dormitory for Ihe

norhaw a schoni^' our people thcre-lie will
iJig ofWs house “ 'ho build-

up to

Then mhat is to be done about it? 

successful, what next? What should we do next year?

SFSw fr -nnll hL ^ ^ ‘''T “rtainly cannot afford to do that. The

-fhave passed that it may be home successfully. ’
TOII you do what you can to find 

burden, that the work for which 
have to suffer for lack of supplies.
yeaJ'l^i^fn January this
Ke^^stfan« the responsibility 
and f’”’ ‘he Afriran priest
4'llfS MJSSSAS'S’i'il! “• *■" "
that^e°hou!d'jeTK!sh" ‘h® Anniversary “ God forbid
<hil our Lord>r ^iS"

were
use

P'oble'n- It is very 
fSh^har. - 1® nothing at all but pori* i on the
hothinp- fn™ Njmiramba, a little over two hours away, and then 
unB to obviously
to be solved bv the station. We hoped that the problem was
makHn 111 the moving of the people to Nandumbile which would 
in Ssy r^clh Pnrish, being
distri^t^ The r? I*”® ‘he country) of every school in till

s.|h.cd“po1^rof‘tp^;i:g“lrer,ht
wild uncultivated

new “ bearers of the 
we all care so much may not

are.
country.

iSa
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NEWS FROM MASASI DIOCESE Diocese of N. Rhodesia

So it seems that for the present at any rate the prevailing unsatis. 
fnctqiy state of-affairs roust go on, and Padre Le Fleming be bur- 
den^ with a diOictilt and tiring safari for at least anothen yi 
unless the persuasive powers of the Bishop may prove sufHcie 
make them chan^-their minds again.

MAPANZA HOSPITALear— 
int to Mi ideal for a hospital was the usual long wards, but now mud huts 

are all one could desire. We have just had three new ones built 
and have n^ed them "Barnabas," “Luke" and “Raphael." 
We have still three old huts which are used for infectious cases 
The new ones are very grand witli tow beds of brick covered with 
mud and with reed mats, which the sick sleep onj arid brightly 
coloured pillows, stuffed with grass, and patchwork quilts of various 
hues. The ioors are made of reeds and both they and the mats' 
were made bj^in-patients. The in-patients feed themselves arid also 
bring a small present, as do all the out-patients. The peopl 
veiy scantily clad and thankfully take thri patchwork quilt - 
,bno and only bed covering. We have not enough to gt.w ...« 
to eveiy bed except to the very sick, and a patchwork quilt has a 
certain amount of moral warmth though not much else: still we 
ate very grateful to the donors.

The in-patients are chiefly Ba-IIa and come from twelve to forty 
miles. The men are very stalwart but wear scarcely anything but 
a.wee monkey skin. The women wear much larger sicins very finely! 
b^ded, and as they are handed down from mother to daughter 
the state of dirt can be imagined, as they cannot be washed. It Is 
a growing, custom nowadays to arrive at the hospital in a splendid 
equipage. It is a kind of sleigh made of logs and drawn by a team

Government.—A Secretariat circular has been received directing 
that marriage certificates shall be sent in within seven days of the 
Mlemnization of a raarridge. A reply has been sent pointing out 
the difficulties involved in attempting to fulfil such instructions in a 
country where communications are as completely sketchy as they 
are here, and suggesting a monthly dispatch as a compromise if 
they are not prepared to continue the half yearly dispatch which thev
themselves directed us to make some time ago.

The gaining of permission to open new schools still continues 
to p^nt diffit^tics in spile of the rigid following of Government 
requiTOTcnts; The Bishop is trying to get Canon Brooirifield to 
wme down and visit us here and learn at first hand some of the 
difficulties of co-operation " in practice.

Gu^ OF The Holy NAUE -Padre Eriko has been asked to be 
the local Warden of the Guild.

Free Will OpFraiNGS.-The figures for 1926 and 1927 have 
onll . The 1926 figures Include
?h ^ if *011 contributed to
Lndal as was their right

1926 
s. c.* 

416. 26 
483.09

1927 
s. c.*

588. 77
590.46
293- 96 
267. 30Donations ... ' ....................... '

899.35 1,740.49

• Shllllngi and cenu.

lUUtRkktrjU
iUss Richards, Hospital Orderlies akd Patients
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MAPANZA HOSPITAL
Diocese of I^yasaland

of oxen. The poor patient does not look very happy, for his head 
rests upon a stone pot, and the driver is not at all particular what 
he drives over, from stones to large logs of wood. Seeing such 
a thing arrive one imagines all kinds of serious complaints and, 
instead, out walks usually a very stately gentleman, very dignified 
and very naked, and with perhaps a small wound requiring stitching, 
or maybe he has come for injections which are very popular. Such 
an equipage arrived a few weeks ago bringing a chief in, but he 
was wily and took possession of the cook’s hut—being more the 
thing he wanted—and Padre had to turn him out. He has promised 
to give us an ox if 1 heal him. He is a polygamist and very old 
and it is extremely unlikely he will ever give his wives up, and one 
wonders much about vain repetition when he kneels with all the 
in-patients at prayers every day and says “ M^yttmi Utuusile ! Kristo 
Utuusile "I (Lord have mercy! Christ have mercy!)

Yet there is much to learn of courtesy even from heathen people. 
An old gentleman brought his wife thirty miles to>see me for injec
tions and told and re-told her complaints to me, so, perhaps some
what impatiently I remarked “ I could hear.” With such gentle- 
ness he replied, '* Yes, but she is my wife and I do not want her to 
die ” I Each day he supervised the treatment and was so pleased 
when she could go home. They have promised to attend the classes 
in their village, but, both are so old one wonders if ihev will under-

BAPTISMS AT LIKWENU
Yesterday was the day of a 

. large Baptism which has been 
prepared for for years by most of 
the candidates—at least three 
years by all, for everyone has to 
be a hearer for at least one, and 
a catechumen for two 
before being baptized. The
furthest distance . any of the 
candidates walked for it was 

, thirty-seven miles, the rest from 
varying lesser distances. And 
we had them all on this station 

; for three or four days or more 
previously. for their final

: preparation.
We began the day with 

; Mass of the Holy Ghost, at 
. Avhlch all the teachers from the 

. put-stations were present (the 
furthest of those having walked 
about forty-nine miles in .two 

‘ days), besides all the Christians 
within reach.

At 2.15 the service began In 
church, the candidate* in their 
bid cloths. After the Questions 

iMr.«. crJw* (two languages, Chi-Yad and 
Chi-Nyanja) we Mng In pre
cession to the river, about 

five minutes' walk. There 1 stood in the water and 
the candidates came, each with a witness bearing a \vhile cloth, 
rind, one by one knelt in the river to be baptized. Then 
they ^verit. to the booths which had been erected nMrby, to 
dry: and change into their white cloths: There were twenty 
arid eighteen wbmen, also three babies, children of ^fne of the 
newly baptized. We had another procession .back to the church 
sinking hymn 328 (A. & M.) iri.Chi?Yao. when we reached the 
cniirch door, the newlv baptized being In front of the other 
Christians. ■ Then at the catechumen.’s barrier they were received 
into fhe church and each given ,a lighted taper, and went .right/ 
up to the;frbnt of the church. They all Jooked .so. happy in tlieiy 
clean - white karizus and cloths, and holding their tapers which 
they did till the end of the service. After the Baptism service 
Was ended, we went on with Solemn Evensong of St. James.

years

'r V® orderlies both very keen and very interested,
lo-^y I have been teaching them the use of the thermometer and 
made rtem each draw one and divide it up. Godfrey, when he 
reached 1050, tritely remarked, ‘‘Here he’s dead” I We treatSvery- 
thing that comes along and even do minor operations for which the 
padres give the anrcsthetic and enjoy so doing 1 • Our great need 
IS an old operating table, for. at the moment we use an* old bed 
which IS not very firm and which Is very low, and the anesthetist 
aftenvwds complains of backache! The patients so far have 
survived our efforts.

The Baptisuai, Phocbssjon'{ .w
•'A

Margaret Richards

men
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BAPTISMS AT LIKWENU Diocese of N, Rhodesia

firsl-fruits from
feel it n « • f'vo men and one woman, and I
l^leH privilege to have been able to baptize these They

fee. .“f °y ‘•“""E Solemn Evensong. GeneraliS ciu«ronr,h‘’ “’'a’’”*' ‘^humh-and then
10^^10 ^ u “''f “‘«*“mens. We were rather at a
he e‘°, ^ where these Christian lepers could sit so as not to

;s,? r. ::.i‘r£a.g r.r;rzT
W?ib ./h-ii'^®'"’ “S is only a quarter of an hour’s
fec ^ And ’it'wm 'h''h^ “"r*^ 'odious journey, with their crippled

c^iH^crJSl' th^i^f'^ P'i’on people not to be iS'^oo

MY AFRICAN TOUR
V—Chipiu .

The; journey from Broken Hill to. Chipili is an outstanding 
. mmple of the rapidly changing conditions; of N. Rhodesia! 

Not .so very long ago there was no railway north of Broken Hill.-
Md until quite lately, though the railroad vvas extended northwards
into _ the Congo yet travellers bound for; Chipili had to' facd 
nwrly a fortnight’s trek from the Kne after they left: theVtraln. 
Now under favourable conditions the whole distance can be coVered. 
m about thirty.sis hours, arid no foot.sldgging is necessary, for the 
entire journey can be done by train and motor

s‘is."d.rpSrss:'sss“S
h^'!t °c “'5™ “ '”5'“'^’ P'»""ed ‘0 set off for homeby the^Saturday morning train for Elizabethville, and hoped to 
make Chipili by the Sunday night. But derailments further 
south had delayed the mail train by which we were to travel, and 
and as a consequence it was nearly three o’clock in the afternoon 
.instead of eight o’clock in the morning by the time we got oil. 
Even so our troubles were not over,: for some defect in the engine 

. Mused us to move more and more slowly as the afternoon advanced, 
and It took us over four hours to cover the forty miles to Kapiri 

. Mposhi (the station for Fiwila) where a halt was made for a meal— 
the dining-car having been left behind at Broken Hill to lighten 

» I,"® *™'" 'o give our poor engine more chance; of pulling
It aipng. The tiny hotel at Kapiri is well known all.over.,the 

rinfry for clMnliness and comfort, and It added to its reputaUon 
that evening by providing an ample meal for a crowd of hungry 
tpyellers almost at a moment’s notice; the conductor of the. train 
Had tapped the telephone wire an hour or two before and had 
warned Kapiri that we were comingf and should need some food, 
but that part of the conversation which we had overheard had not 
encouragred us to expect much in the wav of dinner 1 
- In due course the train got under wav again and we rolled on 
slowly through the night; it was difficult to sleep for the cold as 
Sr feiriv high up and were for the most part unprovided with 
olankets; but we dozed as we could, until at 3.40 a.m., a more 
violent jolt than usual, followed bv a complete cessation of motion, 
proclaimed the fact that for the time being our journey had, come 
to.an end; the engine and several coaches had run off the line,

' o’clock fhc Belgian .rain arrived
and to our great delight was fully equipped with a restaurant rar.

use

A. E. DuniEv.Festival of St. fames

co;

IS

, ' : A b'lVMU*!. PHonsWDV AT LiKTOU

I6S
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MY AFRICAN TOUR MY AFRICAN TOUR
m which we soon found ourselves seated and enjoying an excellent 

"'“de up for the various discomforts of the night 
Ihe late afternoon saw us at Elizabethville, the capital of the 

Katanga province of the Belgian Congo, and here we had to spend 
the night and were fortunate enough to find accommodation at 
one of the numerous hotels. I say. we were fortunate in this 
respect, beMuse Elirabcthville is so busy a place that passing 
travellers often find it dilHcult to secure beds, and we hod heard 
strange stories of the straits to which we might find 
reduc^ in the course of a search for a place in which to repose 
ourselves El^bethville is a very fine city for Central Afrira 
large, well laid out, clean and generally attractive. It has some 
imposing bandings, and at least a few shops whS. a™e 
reminiscent of Paris or Brussels; it seems to be a remarkably 

.k prosperity and importance depend
ereat mines in the neighbourhood he 

greatness “ Prophesy i5 to its future

health ' resorts 
for their missloh 
stations, and 
that We or-thb 

VU.M.e;Ai had 
. ch os en the 

. malarial pldgpCii 
: spots for , ours j 

: ■ like most sweepi 
:; ahg ‘ state/nehts 
;; it; was .hot altpi 

gether true, but 
there -was a very 
decided element 
of truth in it,, 
and for some' 
time the health

of our workers suffered in consequence. Northern Rhodesia has 
been wiser, or more fortunate, and Chipili is a case in point.

It is true that there are not very many people in the immediate 
neighbourhood of the station—there were more there at one time, 
but many have moved away—but there arc plenty of people in the 
district, and after all most of the work must in any case be done 
in the district rather tlian actually upon the station itsclfj this is 
another lesson which the Mission has learned by long experience, 
and:an instance of how the younger dioceses can be helped by the 
past mistakes of the older ones.

Unfortunately all the Chipili schools were closed during 
my visit and so I was unable to see what is perhaps 
the principal activity of the place (certainly the one which 

cV'past experience had best fitted me to judge) at its 
ordinary work; but I could see the hospital, and the carpenter’s 
shop, and the church. The new church is the great feature of the 
place, and that of which the staff is most legitimately proud. As 
many of our readers know, the congregation of St. Andrew’s, 
Worthing, resolved to make the church at Chipili the principal 
permanent memorial to their former vicar, Father Boyd, and a 
very worthy memorial to a beloved priest this church bade fair to 

I be. It is a large and most imposing building of local brick; the 
bricks on the exterior have been burned so as to withstand the} 
assaults of the weather, those on the interior have been merely 
sun-dried, and the effect is wonderful, the local clay when
sun-dried, having the appearance of grey ____ — ------  -
that the church viewed within looks like some grand old parish 
or abbey church of pre-Reformation times; It is difficult to make 
on^elf believe that the units of construction arc not great blocks 
of stone quarried and shaped like those used at Romsey or 
Glastonbury. And though the design is Fr. George’s, the actual 
carrying out of the work has been in tlie hands of comparative

ourselves

•.JHE New Church, Ciiinu.

The . following day we started off for Chipili—half the 
KrTorr Dodgc tourinE.oar, the others on a

materials for the new church and 
ir'onrt Ihe Chipili Station. We were to have started in

for >6o miles is a tolerably long day’s 
" Central Africa, where the so-called motor roads are very

h ‘•'■.'yrS: were not ready till after lunch, and it was 
Yet those of os before we found ourselves able to set out.
Iliffiiiih? ' 5 places in the tourin
alSi. j*®5""®'‘0" JOSI before eleven o’clock that evenine

excellently chosen - good aiK°and n"°V^“c ‘h®* ‘be site was
are not always easy fo find ®0PP'y of'good water
districts, and b^conduW to^^Sr African mission

,,d i,i tt, .i,

was

The result isstone.
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MY AFRICAN TOUR THE TREASURER'S SATURDAY 
MORNING

; aA.M. Arrive at office. Clerk, office boy and porters on barara. 
Hoase-boys wanting stores in middle distance. Cook in forel 
ground—more porters in background

^ Clerk is given money to buy ^ggs, beds, rope and other 
oddments.

A few letters are opened and porters’ loads made un 
toe told to wait a bit. ■

■i _Sniall Mian boy with two iarge African attendants may arrive 
and say Thalam (having lost his front teeth) and ask if money 
IS wanted. Clerk recalled to count the silver while a cheque ii

or porters

CniPiu VicxACK
Having disposed of minor details, sit down to write an

cook arrives “ We have killed the^gotorwill you"p£"come 
and divide it. Goat is divided.

amateurs—members of the Chipili staff. I found myself wondering 
which to admire the more,* the really wonderful beauty of Fr, 
George’s design, or the skill of those in whose hands the actual 

Idlng had been, and without which no design—however 
excellent—could have produced n church.

■^ Interview cook. The moment the store door is opened house- 
boys pour m from all directions (oh this morning there being nine 
Padres on the station). Discuss puddings with cook, meanwhile 
trying to keep an eye on mezani boy seizing tins of milk, butter, 
jam and marmalade, house-boys filling rows of lamps or asking

hiatch^ (" Very many indeed. Padre i----- smokes much.”)
1 hen all boys hover for soap allowance.

' Having ordered eggs for breakfast, for puddings, for cakes, 
etc: go with cook to store of eggs-(nine Padresl)-seven eggs!

—eggs at fifty for a shilling may arrive in 
twos and threes or twenties during the morning. Tell cook to 
.iisfe pr^erved eggs for. the cakes. A piece of paper is spread 

them and cook departs. A teacher comes in—change 
tor a shilling required—safe key entirely disappeared 11 . All 

suspended for half an hour while house-boys 
^ist in frenzied search. At the end of this time the cook returns 
rr in folds .of. paper in which he carried away the eggs.
1.1 think It is this regretable incident which makes the Treasurer 

. so unwilling to have this article published 11] Sit down to letters 
about^fen minutes before post time and remember that whoever 

^95® .®9^n with the letters must go and negotiate at the shops for 
opioM,^potatoes, flour and oil. Post gone, porters again attended 
rii doing this washerman arrives to say he cannot do the
j-nurch ironing because he has bad eyes and cannot see, and may he 
nave a chetl to go to the dispensary and to go home.

to say, ” Please will you come to the kitchen and show 
nie how to make jam buns.” A Padre, who Is very fond of his 
^ksj arrives with boy complete with pall of water, socks and lux, ^ 
ntjd can.you give Ktm a lesson on how to wash socks with lux?” 
jihe goat-herd arrives—a goat has had kids—this is an important 
piece of news duly to be noted as he will draw as. per kid if It 
nrrivM at the age of one month.

bui

The services during my visit were,.of course, held in the old 
mud and stick church, which did not seem as if it could last 
longer if by any unfortunate chance the completion of the new 
church should be much delayed; and there was one feature about 
them which particularly impressed me and which ought to be 
mentioned here. Chipili has a name in the diocese for a fondness 
for expenment in various directions—one being the adoption of 
""‘'Y. African music to liturgical use—at Mass on my Sundav and 
fil 'hf'nymns were sung to African melodics' and
the heartiness and evident delight of the congregation woul^ have 
cheered immensely the advocates of " congregational singing ” at 
home. What cheered me even more than the heartiness of the 
congregational singing was the evident determination of

" foreign mission ” but

PhThf™ ^J^ verv interesting and promising work going on at 
Chipili andt the future possibilities are immense, for the large 
[Mpulation along the great bend of the Luapula River ®
to welcome our teachers if only we can send fhem

rmuch

our

are eager ,

Ernest F. Spanton Cook
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THE TREASURER’S SATURDAY MORNING Diocese of Zanzibar

By this time it is to a.m. and cocoa and bananas arrive. 
These consumed, the Treasurer is ready to start her morning’s

An Onlookeh. AdRLS’ SCHOOL IN ZIGUALAND
TllE school o( which we write is now in the second year of its 
existence, but has no great doings of which to tell, and from the 
first we knew it .would be a difficult task to draw girls within its 
walls, But a good building of mud and stick was put up, with 
plenty of windows and a space all round the top of the walls to 
give light and air. Our first desks were just the packing cases 
in which pur school materials had arrived, but later on very 
convenient little seats were made in the same way as the native 
bedsteads, but with boards in the place of the plaited grass 

. strips.

MARRIAGE DIFFICULTIES
It is continually being brought home to us how difficult it is to 
realize the obstacles a native Christian has to surmount if he would 
maintain the Faith inviolate. Recently a case in point has cropped 
up here. Many years ago, before European rule had really wjorked 
its way into the local ideas of justice, a certain wayfaring native 
was tied up by a chief for an offence. This boy was eventually 
redeemed by his relatives, the price of redemption being a small 
girl whom they had stolen from an unknown village in a remote 
part of the country. The child thus becoming the slave of the chief 
was eventually given by him to one of his young men to wife. 
The union was an extremely happy one and both parties were after
wards baptized when the Mission came along in the early days. 
Recently, through a chain of odd circumstances, the women’s rela
tions have traced her down. Years ago at the time of her disappear
ance she was mourned for as having been taken by a wild beast or 
spirited away bv some evil force; but now it is clearly established 
without doubt that she is the person who was given up for lost as 
a small girl, and relatives had exerted the right to buy her back, 
which they have done, after some haggling, for the sum of nineteen 
shillings. In order to remove all taint of her period of slavery her 
people have absolutely refused to allow her husband to follow her 
and in order to clinch the matter, immediately married her off, old 
as she i.s. to a man of her own clan. The children too have been 
taken over by her relatives in accordance with native customs and 
her rc.il husband is therefore bereft of all he held dear in this world.
1 he noraal conditions of native life compel him to look for another 
wife and he thus puts himself under censure. He cannot for the 
life of him see why he is doing wrong by re-marryinir.
TO relatives and now no children he must have someone to do the 

u '"‘ght be arbi-
inlmr '"'i^.“'<»is cars, as deep-rooted custom, and

nrlsTf slavery, would doubtless bring the
^ ^oth he and his wife

TO belnw^?nnlJ. "P"" themselves
TO if" Z'^ "tcumstances over which they have

of die mati^ .u "tc" i" 'h'ir outlook
find theTv ^h ™^te-marriage we wish we could 
the n^X "> ‘>>e "Mive mind
of nrincinle^ rf, '""ocent for the sake
d arth^nL.^ is wanted to open up minds otherthan the Bantu. (Nyasaiand Diocesan Chronicle. July, 1928).

Oiir first scholars were absolute beginners and took some time 
to master the elements of reading. Being few, they were given, 
a good de4t> of individual attention, and by dint df much 
encouragement struggled on. Then several women, Christians 

• who had been to school as girls, came in that they might revive 
what they had forgotten, and go a little further. They were 

^ most faithful in attendance until the time for the .field work 
returned.. Now that claims aH their time and energy, but we 
hope to welcome them back when the harvest is in.

Perhaps some will ask, And what do you teach them? First 
. elementary truths about God and His works, stories from 

the Old and the New Testament, Reading has an important 
place, because it opens the door to so much, then writing and 
talks about hygiene, and picture talks to give them some further 
ideas of this wonderful world in which we live. Singing and 
games also, and last, but by no means least in their estimation, 
hanjdwbrk. This takes the form of sewing and knitting and— 
le^ frequently—basketry. The sewing and knitting are in

; great favour, as bv their means garments for the little ones at 
home are made. The “vests” rival Joseph’s coat, as they are 
made from odds and ends of wool sent by friends in England, but 
the wooden knitting needles are the work of the schoolboys.

Success? Who can say? We are sowing, and It may be 
we shall not see fruit for some time to come. Only the girls are 
different in manner and bearing, although no one has come 

■forward to ask for instruction. But they know that would mean 
strenuous opposition at home, such as they are not prepared to 
fo«. But mavbe their daughters will be able to come forward 
knowing that they will not be opposed by their mothers who were 
schoolgirls before them. Will our friends In England remember 
these girls In their prayers, that by Holy Baptism they become 
“ the King’s daughters, all glorious within.”

/•

As he has

C. S. P.
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OUR NEW HEADQUARTERS V

OUR NEW HEADQUARTERS
Mar we not eay that It hna been the aame with ua here at home? Almost fiftv Years

committee with two or three dloceean bishops, a Reglut Profusor, an M.P., and 
other big guns, man; of whom could only Gnd seats on pacldng cases.

. But In faith we went forward and built our new office in Dartmouth Street; which 
,Ti we regarded as palatial. But It did not suffice, and so another house 
In, and at a subsequent dale yet another, and yet we were cramped, and

LAYING THE COMMEMORATION STONE

quarfere in Wood Street, Westminster. And m, on St
Bartholomews Day (August 34) a small gathering of the 
Committee, friends of rte Mission, and some of the Missionaries 

■"dud'ng Archdeacon Hallett, of Zanzibar 
Cath^rai, assembled on the site of the new building, to take 
part m this simple but significant ceremony. This is a photograph

b those da; 
wu taken I

( STBARTI^LGfvlEW^sW®; 
THIS StoislE PiaCEiTI^: ^

, PPSITI ON IN; M EMC) fp
: Si;BARTHQLOMEW;s;iMl8S : 
>WHEN;THE FlRSTFMilT^-iEi 
THE MISSION \^RE:BAI^|SEC)'- 

TN: Z^NZIBARDEO

. f

/1
i

who also blessed
Mitfon " in -fh ®-senior treasurer, placed it in

folioTO^f company as
the Wt?'o/j™.°'c& ag; ™ 'urn'e of eomme„or.tten. to
•ml I.Id the founSaS. of^i, iSi S* to Aftiejothen ctepped Into the breach -nS the ume faith
the CrstwfruS of their bbo^ upon our stone the gathering of *
Bmtholome. .. .K.. g?'/’'*™ lr«™_JSo on thU f;.« of St.build In fnltb. I»«rwbr ihMl rend nf tie rewwd -" •
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OUR NEW headquarters
" sacred vessels for ;MasasI} Cathedral

ihe room* devoted to «hcltcring the m
‘lemand* for more office -vw.H...M««uon.

olan« fo? ‘® '"’“'■8^ ■"‘1 qu!‘e a number of years we considered
briSd nL Sh! S iliT”'* ^ nothing but a

tt^ ‘’““'‘’"8 satisfactory, and would probably cost very little r
property to bits, and^aln^ u-ould ?votd a tj'

.h= «■"! taconvtnimce. And .tier .enrehine CenIrnI Lindon foe a sdllablc
^ “™l“>lon Ihat w« could not do betier lhan buy tho freehold of 

ipot wheto now we meel.-ond opposite our old friendl of the S.P.G. You can 
f. oil’L';’"'?!•>''•’““'""S “ItK Mr. Abrame bai planned for ue so ekiifull! 

“no®Z ^ “"fi “TfvdKdnt eapense. 'Wl^l “S'foV ffd.."^v1lir?rr;'e"iX“'Vear.‘^^^^^^ ^ ^l.f^ J
ib:.»Tb™-^

a9e-S>; ;^T.ur.t. Stt -srsM ■
!i, . *.u" P“T»«. but when fresh office accommodation was called for It 

In 1 bUlMf ri* nfcjcctlon why that money should be inveiledIn D.s^hS".‘‘.'d’rSoj^ ■”ms^mmS’.!.Stf.i.'.'ll V*

atmos^en. of the head,uarti. oV^ Mtota’’ u“ an??.'

our act and deed, and in d“^/„ «“«■ «><>« 'bis
work of those who are at the frSt *‘««n«n«l to do all we can to fosW the

from Africa had to be surrendered to the

more
rem

5 ‘Si*!!, 

11
■/■'i.

•Mp
■V.

m

j a
MJ

Some months ago an appeal was made in Centoal Africa for old 
sHyer .in order to make a ciborium to match a fifteenth-century 
chalice and paten given by friends at Oxford to Ma^i Cathedral.

. Readers will be interested to see the above photograph of the 
.chalice and paten and the new ciborium.

who

GERARD TROWER/BISHOP, R.I.P.
regret to chronicle the death of Bishop Trower, which took 

p1a« bn August 25 last. Dr. Gerard Trower was Bishop.pf 
•Likoma from 1902 to 1910, In the latter year he was translated to 
N.W. Australia, retiring in 1926. In the following year he was 
appointed Rector of Chale, Isle of Wight.

We have received from one well qualified to write, an. account 
of the Bishop's life which we hope to print in our next issue.

the third summer school
Bi the, courtesy of the Mother and Sisters of the Cpihinuriity of 
St. John Baptist, the U.M.C.A. Summer School was held this year 
at St. Stephen’s School, Clewer, from August 4 to n.

If possible, the School was a greater success than either of its 
pii^ecessors. A full account will be published in our next issue.

The
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HOME JOTTINGS
central APRIOATilt atunl Fuvl Rtitirit comptrt tt lollowt^-

Received durla^; August 
Total reccipta to August 81

Not*.—Unlew tJura U 
to tht BUhoba xbBI hat* 
of mueh pnmlting werk.

I 5®*^ *’®^® *"** abroad.—The above wlU be held
in the Horticultural HaD, Vincent Square, Westminster, on Wednesday and Thursday 

®» ^r®^ P-">- U.M.C.A.’has again ha/a .tail SlSSi
w ‘ the dates and come and bt^ and t2c other* to do the same.

sM tz r .£

1928 1827
£i,m

£10,Z20
An increase of /,T03.

taireilt o/^^I.ail ;g5,000 Ihlt jtar, oBtllrf

Noi SSi. XLVi. NOVEMBER. 1928 ; : Priced”

CONTENTS

; Ku to^ sch^i ::;
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.. m Gerard Trower ... 105
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;: iP Horat JoltloB. ;..
.. m Tht Mission Sloff ...

V ... :ioo
200

. Til. CliMreh'. Dij, Sjltraj. *Od.b.r KT^W. much rtgttl ihil owing to 
ll.» t.m. Sung Euch.ri.l tt Si. M.llhcwT, Wtstmlnsttr.

an«ro.
be a* follows:- EDITOR’S NOTES

ONffi more we are nearing St. Andrew’s Tide when we sh^l ail 
be ihinlting and praying about the work in the Mission ht^ldj 
We have a very urgent reason for Prayer this year, as we.are stilt 

: in, danger of a deficit, and the Bishops may have to face the 
prospectJof a reduction of their allowances. The Mission.in the 
piit has seen some wonderful anstvers to prayers when funds were 
insufficient and the need great. The old promise will not toh 
‘t.'When .two or three agree touching anything they MK in^^i 
NAME, it shall be given them.” To ask for 
forithe extension of Christ’s Kingdom is to ask tn HIS NAME. 
& we. can ask with confidence.

2.16 p.m. Tsbietux:—

^u?ih^f f'-I'.ii'r* B^rursri^

THE MISSION staff
Name DIocne Date

1028

Aug. 27 
Aug. 27 
Aug. 27 
Sep. 3

R';;.'Jv.'5^*p;“gn..

Elr-
■ Rer. 0. G. Bllott

Nyasatand 
Nyasaland 
Nyaaaland 
N. Rhodesia itPiisa

German at 4uxi paying the boys a Pi“ hTs
brought him. AfteJw^ds, if memory « "O'tr^t 
collections for thousands of marks. Padre HarriMn WM. g 
collector. This suggestion comes from Canada and «« /
; : But we all hopfthat before the butterfly "‘A%fby
the deficit will have been wiped oil, and the money g Y
the sale of butterflies can be employed in other ways.

s 'Si^i. e 
Sep. 20 
Sep. 30 
Oct. 6 
Oct. 11 . 
Oct. 11 
Oct. 11 
Oct. 11 
Oct, 17 
Oct. 2*

C5.-r. S^tma'-iXti.r Howacd, B.A. Oxen., Assistant 
of the Bishop of Masasl. Mr.

i8o i8i
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LIKWENU CENTRAL SCHOOL
The first of the Nyasaland Central Schools, the one at Likwenu 

completed its first term. It opened in January with eleven 
scholars, the twelfth joining later in the term. Two were girls, two 
were married men with families, another boy was just married, while 
the remainder were more what people usually, regard as whooU 
boys. They were drawn from four different stations, their 
homes (as many were teachers’ children) being 
various. Some were Yaos, -- -

m
own

moreeven
Some were

very dilTerent dialect from the' Lake one............... ......
enouBli to Yao^speaking people to be quite familiar witb Yao 

the language commonly used round Liiavend. while for individual 
written work,tithef dialect of Chinyanja. or Chiyao was allowed, 
therefore although it seemed as if the language question might be 

a serious difficulty at first, yet in practice we have not found it so 
nt an. The difficulty of having two grown-up men among the 
adoli^ent boys was a much more serious difficulty in the wlv of

one of them was very 
ame and therefore doubly handicapped. To some extent these

'‘'P' Ihemselves aloof 
hro ighout,_but the fact that they were in different standards 

nn.. J'oi'fc. helped to force them into contact with the youiiger 
fPi. 'i i-r^" "letle to organize the social side of the
chooi life tn two - houses *’ or bands, as we call them, each with 

us chief responsible for the discipline, etc., of his " hotese.” 
has proved useful, m arranging for the cleaning and other 

‘‘“"es, but does not seem to have affected questions of

Ideas of this kind are not so easy to develop, 
quickly. There was a considerable amount of grumbling and 

PO^'Wy homesickness at fir^t, but durtng 
and ^ improved enormously®
3o‘'on"';hrrotur" ‘he work they were going fo

Fir‘is--nanqworlc. The boys have had a piece of land whfrh -fhpv

prayers till R n m* caj'ly niorning from the end of morning

near

'■m ’

Ltkwenu Cektral School—GsooRAniY and Ekousii Classes

Wo find that they are very interested in the developments of 
•civilization and the contributions of the- ancient peoples. 
Incidentally it is possible to make the Old Testament, the Prophets 

. and the Acts of the Apostles much more intelligible if the historical 
.background is realized. But the real reason for including world 
history In the syllabus is to show how modern. European 
civilization has slowly developed from a state of culture»very 
similar to that of the present-day Bantu, and so to form a mental 
bridge between the two types of civilization familiar to the modern 
African, and also to help , the scholars to realize that different 
ra^ must develop their own peculiar culture sooner or later, if 
thpy are .to take their place in the human family. A blind whole- 
^le imitation of English dress, manners and general way of living 
is not necessarily the best for Africans. By learning geography 
and history they come to see how various nations and races have 
developed in response to their environment, learning from one 
another, but always adapting what they learned in accordance with . 
their Own racial instinct. They also see the use of laws and 
government and even of conquests of one race over another, and 
in all these ways their outlook is widened, and their intelligence 
and reason stimulated to face practical questions in village and 
public life, .

; The afternoons have been devoted to various kinds of handwork. 
Very small groups were formed to ensiire individual ottentipn, 
and everyone has had to make simple village articles, a-bhlsh, a 
plaited-palm article and a split bamboo basket-plate. Some have 
done elementary carpentry to get used to the tools, nvo have! been 
weaving—one with a very primitive bamboo loom. Everyone has ^ 
done a certain amount of needlework, Including embroidery. All
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needlework is a man’s occupation here and so no one is averse 
to learning it. One boy, the son of one of our native priests, 
has made a vety nice stole for his father, lined and embroidered 
and with a fringe made of coloured embroidery cotton.

We have had three social events. The school being dedicated 
to Our Lady and St. Joseph, we had a festival on St. Joseph’s Day 
(Lady Day being impracticable) and a tea-party to which everyone 
invited one outside friend. Then on A^nsion Day, the great 
festival at Likwenu, they held an exhibition of their work. And 
on the U.M.G.A. anniversary they gave an entertainment: sineine. 
dancing and drill, at the Leper Settlement. .

On looking back, it seems that there can be nothing but good 
m the experience gained in a school of this type. The great 
need of these people seems to be the realization that they are a 
community with social dudes, responsibilities and loyalties. The 
old tribal and village discipline is breaking down fast, the districts 
under European governments arc in no sense nadons. The 
pMplcs in them are divided by tribe, language, custom, religion. 
The social life of these Central African peoples will sooner or later 
develop into new communities, small or great, with ties and 
duties and a corporate self-consciousness; and in this twentieth 
wntury, when spiritual events and movements seem to rush into 
being with all the increased velocity of its material means of 
locomotion, this is likely to be brought about sooner rather than 
later. In schools where the more promising of the rising 
generation are gathered, every'energy should be directed, it seems 
to me, towar<te developing u corporate life and consciousness, and 
also, among individuals, both initiative and the spirit of willing

houses of the City pf God in this African wilderness of souls.
E- A. H.

MKOPE
By The Ven. G. H. Wilson

. It has been my pleasant 
lot to be looking after the 
Mkope^district again after 
an interval of ten years. 
When Mr. Hicks 
carried off by the dcigencies. 
of the war, I had to do 
what I could to; take his 
place. Again, unfortunately,
-i had my own district on 
my hands, so I could only 
make two tours through 

the Mkope district in the three months, just ministering the 
&craments, paying teachers, and dealing with such matters which 

. need, the padre’s decision.
Mkope district lies to the north of my own station. U is a 

Jong string of villages, lying along the lake side. From Nzandze 
, in the south to Monkey Bay in the north, the district is about 

25 miles long at a guess. It is extraordinarily beautiful and fdls 
imp two very definite areas, divided by the Mwamwa hills. All • 
this^side to the south is mainly level, covered by beautiful forests 
of jlarge trees, except of course where clearings have been made < 
fo^ gardens. North of the Mwamwa are lovely hills, with 
beautiful little bays on the lake. The hills are alive with 
baboons arid monkeys, and also there is much game.. I heard a 
Iwpard roaring hoarsely in the Mwamwa range, as one generally 
does, for it seems a very favourite haunt. Monkey Bay is 
perhaps the loveliest spot on the lake, almost land-locked, and 
the. hills are wooded down to the water’s edge. At my first visit 
in May the trees were still brave in autumn colours.

. It was sad to find how many changes there were amongst ,the 
- cliiefs. I heard of the old ones passing from time to time, but 
iLcame as a shock to find a new chief in village after village. 

The old ones were not a specially good lot, but the new ones did 
^not impr^ me with the idea that there was any improvement, 
^ere is one important change for the better. In old days 
Anamkumba, the natural tribal head of the district, lived just 

,over the border in the civil district of Dedza, so could not be 
.0^^® headman officially. Now he lives just inside our Fort 
Johnston civil district, so the natural tribal head is officially 
headman over the Mkope villages. He did me quite a good turn 
tn May. I got to one village and the teacher told me that a 
young Christian married couple had fallen out and thot the girl

was

Mkope

rm mSW
ii

rw.1
Liwuni CMTMi. . lilf. u. Ctigi*
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had gone to Anamkumba to get a divorce, to which, in ordinary 
village custom, she had a perfect right. I felt sure it was just 
a silly quarrel, so I wrote to Anamkumba, explaining the Christian 
position, and asking him to see if. he could patch up the quarrel 
and not hastily to give the divorce. Next day the couple came 
back reconciled. Apparently Anamkumba, a heathen, Of course, 
had talked to them like a- father and had made both litigants 
thoroughly ashamed of themselves.

Of course I found the Christian flock very much enlarged. 
They are in grievous need of shepherding. Mr; Harvey could 
not do much for them during my leave, for he had to do his best 
in all three districts, Mkope, Mpondajs and Malindi. They were 
eagerly looking forward to Mr. Luxford's arrival to take charge. 
He has his work cut out. There is much nominal Christianity 
and much ignorance. Witchcraft of all sorts is rifS in the district 
and vile dances are common, so it is no easy task for an ordinary 
Christian to go straight, for it is to be remembered that many of 
his kinsmen and close friends and neighbours are the people 
who run these abominations. They want help badly and would 
welcomiT it. Also there is much which shows that there is plentv 
of good stuff there. The Christians have paid their self-support 
almost to a man, to a woman. When I was buying grass to 
*halch the big church at Mkope, crowds of volunteers came to 

self-support money , for the current year, men, boys and old 
old Indies alike. Nearly all the villages have built their own 
church and vie with one another in building fine ones. Two are 
being rebuilt at the moment.

The grievous cloud on the horizon is famine. At Monkey Bay 
they got nothing at all from their fields. Already in May they 
were carrying loa^ of fish up to the hills to truck for food. 
Malabwc also has nothing, but there still remains some of last 
yrars sp endid store. That, of course, will not last through. The 
other villages arc not quite so badly off, but none has enough 
maize to last through. I dread the la.st three months, before 
^e harvest of igzg is due in April. As the lake goes down, they

nl' i*.. ! “ Bnevous year. “ Give us this day our daily
bread .a prayer which comes with poignant meaning to

-THE ■
archdeaconry of korogwe

By The Ven. G. W. Douglas

As'il’is some time since any report of this Archdeaconry appeared 
in Central Africa, perhaps some account of the work here .may 

- . beUcceptable. .
^ ^Tp speak first of what is not immediately connected with the 
Mission, Korog>ve is likely to become in the near future an 

I important centre of Government administration. • This was fore- 
: shadowed by the establishment of a “. Boma!! here two years 

ago; with an Assistant District Officer resident at Korog^ve,' 
subordinate to the District Officer at Lushoto (the “Wilhelmstal” of 
German days) forty miles away up in the mountains. This new 
Korogwe administrative area comprises parts of Korogwe and 
Ntklawanda parishes, and extends up into the Usambara, mountains, 
Kizaria and Kigongoi and even a part of Tongwe parish are now 
In the Korogwe administrative district. Now we are faced with 
new developments. I hear that in the course of the next hvelve 

. .months Korogwe will be made independent of Lushoto altogether.
I-am told that we are to have two political officers and a police 
officer resident here, and, what is more important to us, a Govern
ment Hospital with a resident M.O. The Government is awaking 
to; the fact that Korog\ve is a far more convenient centre than 
Lushoto, being on the railway, and at the junction of the three main 
roads in this part of the country. I mention these developments m 
Gov^ment administration here, because it is right that friwds 
ot home should know that conditions are rapidly altering. How 
we shall be affected by these changes remains to.be seen; that 
•must, of course, depend largely on the type of official we get, but 
at least the establishment of a Government Hospital should bring 
some relief to our medical staff. There are thousands of Africans 
from; all parts of East Africa employed on the sisal and coffee 
plantations which now cover a considerable area of Korogwe and 
Ntalawanda parishes, and the European planters send all their 
accidents and other cases to the Mission. When a Government 
Hospital is established the majority of such cas^, I imaging 
would; be sent there for treatment, and our doctor and’ nurees would 

. be left free to deal with the people who belong properly to this 
part of the Territory.

I To turn to the work of the Mission, I should like to say some
thing about each of the three parishes which now make up tne 
Archdeaconry of Korogwe. . .

.‘ Kixara, The outstanding event of the past y^r has been 
the building and completion of the new church. Some account ^

earn

anxieti*, to five flonl ^Jus" 
nnri Mr r J sympathetic companion means much,and Mr. Luxford has only been a prirat for two years.
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miraencally few, are in proportion regular at Mass, and the 
teachers are very faithful in their own religion. Padre Leonard 
Mhuto, who has been pri^t.in<harge since jgas, sticks well to his 
job under difficult conditions. But ‘f, English prints were forffi- 
coming I should be inclined to say that Ntalawanda ought to be 

' a European station. It needs more help and supervision than 
can be easily supplied from Kbrpgwe._^ y ; .

Korogwe. Our paramount needs here are first an increase 
in the clerical staff, and secpndly a division of the parish.' We 
arc hoping to make a start in supplying the second of these needs 
by forming a new parish in the near future with its centre at Hale. 
This new parish when fornted will take in the south corner^ of 
Korogwe, bordering on Bwembwera and Mkuzi, and comprising 
at the present time six schools, all of them too far from Korogwe 
to'make it possible for the people to come in regularly to church, 
and also'too far off for adequate supervision. So we are hoping, 
much from fhis development in decentralization.

■ But for the present we are faced, like other places, with .a 
serious shortage of staff. Now that Padre Morris, after a year’s 
very valuable work here, has gone on furlough, and one deacon, 
Patriki Njama, will be returning to Hegongo to read for the priest
hood, we shall be reduced to Padre Benjamin Mwelondo and one 
deacon, Adriano Mbaruku, and myself. Patriki hns been living 
at Hale where he has done excellent work,, and whither I hope he 
will return; During his absence at Hegongo Adriano will live 
there, to give a general supervision to the district, and to be, on 
the spot while the new station is being built. Padre Benjamin 

; and myself must carry on as best we can. But it will not be easy.

and opened before he went home.
The pr^nt staff of Kizara consists of an African priest, Ernest 

Vuo, and three ladies. Padre Ernest is doing well, and everythintr 
IS going happily. Twenty confirmation candidates—a larijer 
number than usual for Klzara—were presented to the Bishop in 
August: a girls’ school has recently been opened on the station* 
he medit^ work is increasingly appreciated by the people: and 

though the work at Kizara is both literally and figuratively 
up-hdl, there is much to be thankful for, and to hold out promise 
for the future. The obstacle here is not Muhammadanism but raw 

Mme more schools and some good 
teawers, and plenty of faith and patience and love.

The most cheering bit of news I have left to the last. One 
Kizara teacher, Athanasio Kivumbi, has expressed the desire to 
go to Hegongo Theological College, and the Bishop has accepted 
him. Those who have worked at Kizara have been praying for 
a long time that thi? boy might be given a ‘ vocation to the 

"".'l.hu has responded. I feel sure 
Afh.n i^ ^ Will rejoice to hear this, and will giveAthanasio a large place in their prayers.

Ntalawanda. . This parish presents more than usual diffi. 
pities. Except in abnormally wet seasons such ns we have had 

yuu'', Ntalawanda dtself is not an easy place for Africans to 
M ® usually great scarcity of water, the crops often
m l, and pnera are high. Moreover in the country beyond

fnr ?h„^mn J i '‘"‘I ‘hu people are
iPl Muhammadanism is

S. T sufficient to piece them in their own eves
above the mere heathen, and to give them the excuse for not

?w™tv ^f Psrish, I gathered togethef
OirisLnP ■ and lalkcd to them about

‘■"d said it was “very 
^n nreiLJ Muhammadans."
tMr "°‘hing about
baptism 'he Muhammadan
hafd tn’mmV h "’'“1°"?'^ Progress is slow, and catechumens 
parish WeareL P'^"‘ only six schools in the
rite oeonirii^m.^. P «"°dier village where
rtllhffnnr^^^J ‘he teacher there

whole of the Archdeaconry.

that he was

Out of the six schools, 
^ are among the best in the 

Moreover the Christians, though

•li'
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MY AFRICAN TOUR^. -
VI—Fiwila

ABTEk a week at Chipili I returned by motor lorry to EUzabciliyilii'. 
A.iorrj’i travelling at twenty miles an hour or So over Central 
Afcictm roads, 5s not the most comfortable kind 6f vAicle that 
could be imagined, especially if you, are not fortunate, enough 

’ , In secure a box seat and so have to travel in the lorry Itself among 
/ thn loads) but, with a sufficient supply of rugs and,cushions, the 

hardness is to some extent mitigated, while an occasional stop 
prevents one becoming altogether, cramped. Still, a hundred and 
sixty miles is quite far enough to have to drive under such ' 
conditions in^ single day, and we were by, no, means sorry to 
arrive !nt our destination about 9 o’clock; in the evening. N 
morning we took the mail train south and it deposited me at the 
wayside-station pf Kapiri -Mposhi (some forty miles north of 

'Broken Hill) at .about 4 o’clock the following morning, . ;There ,I 
• found-a [Comfortable bed wfaiting for nte, at (he little, hotel,-which 

had served us so well on our northward,j.oumeyj,and there, when

iii«i
IIUNDO MoUKTAIN, KCAR KliARA

by Miss Bh^:' i^PS2'on?;'’iust'‘bS' stn^l' h

our own people, it i? ^ done among

the idea that everylhinp is^r£ '^ i'®"'® to run away with
arc all really ver^happ^ I'" from it We
thankful for and^to uri^^umg^^ent.’ ~ »«

ext

•-.r

The Bishop's House, Fiwila ■
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after a few hours’ sleep I got up to breakfast, I found Bishop May 
an^l his motor van ready for the journey to Ftwila and beyond.

Readers of Central Africa have been told in some detail 
of the adventures of Carmcnita, the Bishop of Mosasi’s new car; 
but they have not heard very much of the Bishop of Northern 
Rhodesia’s^ Dodge commercial van, which has proved so great a 
boon to him and to his diocese. In these days, when carriers 
are not merely expensive but veiy difficult and, indeed, sometimes 
impossible, to secure, the car makes the Bishop to a large extent 
inde^ndent on his long journeys. He has a very comfortable 
seat in front for himself and one passenger, and in the body of the 
van can be packed all his luggage and the necessary stores for a 
long diocesan round, as well as the Bishop’s two boys and very 
often several other African passengers to whom his kindness of 
heart prompts him to give a lift. The saving in time is also, of 
course, enormous. Fiwila used to be two longish days’ walk from 
the railway; but, though we did not leave Kapiri Mposhr till 
nearly the middle of the morning, we were able to lunch with the 
Mine Manager and his wife at the Mtuga Mine close to the * 
Lunsenfwa River, and, after two or three hours with them, to 
reach Fhvila in time for tea.'

Fiwila is in many ways the most charming and delightful 
Mission station that I have yet seen. It is built on the lower 
slope^of a mountain, looking across a wide valley towards a 
beautiful range of hills. There is a fine waterfall close by in the 
mountain behind the station, and a stream which flows through 
the ga^en provides an-unceasing supply of water and makes 
cultivation easy even in the dry season of the year. The conse- 
t|uencc Js that, given an enthusiastic gardener-nind Mr. Stewart 
IS wrtainly that—almost every kind of fruit and vegetable can be 
made to flounsh,^ and there is a positive riot of flowers in every 
direction most of the year. The Mission house, known locallv 
by European «ttlers as “ the pretty house," is built round \hrei 
b in "’6 of “the Ideal Home,” and every
kind of detail for convenience and for beauty has Riven delieht 
to the amateur builders. The chilliness of the air when the fun 
IS down mato the provision of fireplaces rather a necessity than 
thnS‘'!Ih’ ei™" further scope for the ingenuity of

the rooms. No one who has experienced the 
delights of a Stay at Fiwila can wonder at its popularity as a 

Europeans within motoring distance who
from thf ‘S'™,"™'®’ “",'* 7''“ '>"0 u P“ceful retreatlrom_thc cares and pleasures of their everyday livS.
nnd fow .Christians in the Fiwila district as yet,
and Ca echumens and candidates for the Catechumenate are slow to 
rome atog: fo^almost as soon as the station was founded, the 
watch I^ower Movement descended upon the land, and indeed 
some of the villagra dose to Fiwila itself were accounted among 
its principal strongholds. The result was not only a disinclination

: to have anything to do with Christian teaching, but an almost 
entire cessation of intercourse with the European missionaries; 
people who had hitherto been entirely friendly declined to speak 

V or smile; no one from the villages concerned would undertake 
anyjkind of work upon the Mission station. There was an almost 
entire breach of relations, and even when the movement fell,on 
evil days, those who had numbered themselves among its adherents 
were suspicious and ashamed, so that a good deal, of tact and no 
little steady perseverance were necesMiy in order to gel on any
thing like a friendly footing once more. The Fiwila staff went 
through a very difiicult and trying time; but that state of affairs 
is now at an end and I have a very virid recollection of a visit 
which I paid with Fr. Hewitt to a large village of some three 
hundred people only a few miles away, which a year or two ago. 
had been a^ost entirely given up to “Watch Tower.” We 
were, received with the most entire friendliness, and indeed with 

’ something of enthusiasm; and, when we left, a large crowd accom
panied us upon our way, laughing and singing in the highest 
spirits. This token of friendliness, which had been quite a 
familiar thing to me in Bondei, is, 1 believe, a little unusual among 
the- people of the Lala tribe, who live round Fiwila, and was, 
therefore, the- more significant of their changed' attitude. On the 

. Sunday following only a small crowd of heathen came for the 
teaching which follows the Parish Mass, though I believe several 

\ hundred frequently attend it nowadays. The reason why there

^ ’ ' /

.(>

arc /
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were so many absentees on my particular Sunday was said to be 
that there had been a great beer-drinking festival on the Saturday 
evening and so tmmparatively few of the villagers were in a suit- 
able state for religious teaching on Sunday. Our missionaries at 
Fiwila are not yet through all their difficulties, and they still have 
a long way to go before they can expect more than a comparatively 
tint Christian flock. However, Padre Hewitt is not a person who 
IS easily diwouraged, and his ready fun and complete sympathy 
with all things human make him a most suitable missionary

GERARD TROWER
.'VGipARD TrOWER, Bishop (1902-1910)." That is the reenrAM£i:^f m^f*
;bishop of two tropical diocSesf ninerf'dSySfi’n SralAfriS 
-whi^h was the dearest interest of his life for many more yearf than 
that-such s the merely mathematical summary of a wonderfu" 
career, paralleled by but few bishops of our day "'onderlul

Born a Yorkshireman but bred in a City rectory and always 
.proud of his connex-ion with the City of London; educated at Keble 
,and equally devoted to the memories and friendk of those day? he
Alban’f'B!rm"nnf “"1“ of’St.
Albans, Birmingham; he served also an assistant-curacy at St

his colleagues as the rock-man,’* from that reliability and decision 
of character ^at marked him throughout his life

"'•ssionary call,-as it has to so many others with 
the same college and parish training. He accepted in 1895 the 
ceSrT fChurch, Sydney, even then an important 
thfeL?e«n.«^?if‘"“ “ Anglo-Catholicism, and

‘ his simple faith and fervent depth of conviction
impressed upon many there as afterivards elsewhere. Then 

rame m 1901, the call to succeed Bishop Hine as head of the diocese

hirst and foremost, then, and afterwards, there was the appeal of 
straightforwardne^, naturalness, 

simplicity and unquestioning faith of the native that so readily found 
iS«y chmacter in which those were outstanding character-
tho^i • “"‘fb^htedly, and also his devotion to his Master,, to 
the plain call of that Master which, it seemed to him, it was always 
hJit “"J' Christian priest could hear and not
nepa; that indeed, and a passion for the souls of men which was 
bom of a really humble. Christian faith.

N«t only to the building up of the Church of Christ in its living 
members came, as a duty close at hand which strongly appealed 

forth of the King in all the dignity and majesty 
nat was possible. Upon the site where, by the burning of those 

suspected of witchcraft, the darkest superstition of Africa had most 
puily raised its head, he reared, to the honour and glory of God, 

!l^,Cothodral of the Universities’ Mission on the mainland, and 
so tulHlled the dream of Bishop Steere. Only the gifted architect 
ot that Cathedral, who is still with us, can adequately tell with what 
lovmg.rare Bishop Trower superintended every smallest detail and 
vitb what loving pride he watched it grow. The present writer 
cted as his “ domestic chaplain ” at its consecration,.and that is 

one of the several occasions in his memories of the Bishop which

Two important steps now being taken should help greatly to 
make things move in this district. At last it has been found 
possible to start women’s work, and early next year—if not before 
-a nurse and a woman teacher will be installed upon the station
^nt^aTMlTr TflirUSetrcU^
can be made even m_^ the direction of breaking down heathen 

f •J’" district obstinately remain
outside the fold of the Church. Also, in accordance with the 
doraton of the Conference at Broken Hill last year, a central

makinw^ffie®r®^l°“ ‘^ ‘*“1“”“'''”® ■'’"S: in the direction
foLTjr r^ ^ “ ‘’“P’l fwognine that our religion Ss not a
S rS? '''htte.raen,_ but something in which Africans have

infonw has be^a?r!^"n®“‘ f the North Rhodesian stations; its '

Ernest F. Spanton

to grow, 
compara- 

slow, U TVHI
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remains as a revelation of the depth of his feeling and the intensity 
of his zeal.

To the priests of the diocese, at any rate to one who has otherwise 
only known English diocesans, it was also a revelation to learn what 
it was to work with a real “ Fathcr-in-God ” who was always in 
touch and always “ behind one ” in whatever was done, and who 
while frankly expressing his own opinions would tell you to “ do 
your best in God’s name in your own way ” and then never let you 
down j one, too, whose practical sympathy with all the difficulties of 
a lonely priest’s life was so deep and understanding, and so unspar
ing in personal help, encouragement and support. It was largely 
due to his thoughtful care and insistence upon any necessary rest 
that in the first four years of his episcopate not a single death 
occurred amongst the workers in Likoma diocese, a record which 
in those pioneer days had never before been approached.

In 1910 came an invitation from Australia to return there for 
another piece of pioneer work, the charge of the newly-formed and 
most unwieldy missionary diocese of the North-West. Frankly he 
did not wish to go. The attractions of his first love were as strong 
as ever, there were so many plans still to be carried to completion; 
he well knetv, as proved to be the case, that he could never be so 
wholeheartedly, almost boyishly, happy elsewhere; the priests in his 
diocese unanimously begged him to remain with them, and their 
spokesman. Archdeacon Johnson, wrote home to that effect, but a 
strong sense of submission to duty, backed by advice sought for 
from two or three older and trusted friends in England, led to its 
acceptance.

In Broome again the need of a Cathedral, as be himself con
stantly put It, as " a great witness " for Christ to dweller and 

/’ ''‘™ obvious, and before his episcopate there
ended, he had raised by untiring personal effort a sufficient sum to 
cany out the more modest of his two plans for that Cathedral. His 
alWoo-widely.«parated furloughs were unceasingly spent to that 
end, though he was not spared to see his second Cathedral built. 

But in N.W. Australia again, as in Africa, his heart was most of 
WI h his ^blacks," and the Fonest River Mission, under Mr. 

Gnbblc, was the gr«t success of his episcopate. He loved visiting 
It more than any other part of his work, acceptable as the visits of 

so human a bishop always were to his settler-friends in the wide 
areas of his diocese j and his brave risking of his own life In an 
endmvour to save.that of a young fellow-worker when founding that 
^on will never be forgotten in the Nor’-West, nor will the still
STTbrn"!?™ defending the moral rightsof the narives against wrongs done, or threatened, by unscrupulous 
whites. No wonder that an Australian (Melbourne) priest on holi- 
mnkf ,1 ‘be Isle of Wight, on hearing of the Bishop’s

at onre asked to be allowed to do something for one whose
AustroW* the whole continent of

In 1926 Bishop Trower felt that his work abroad was done, that 
his physical powers were weakened by his long tropical service in 
two arduous pioneer dioceses, the second of which Bishop Mont- 

: -gomcry has described as " the hardest job the Church of England 
has to offer.” The Keble Trustees offered, him the living of Chale 
nrar Ventnor, and scarcely one short year was granted him to enjoy! 
amidst its beautiful surroundings, the comparative leisure so well- 
earned; but that was long enough for him to have taken it to his 

■ great heart and learnt its charm and joy and quiet opportunities. It 
ivas after very great suffering, too long bravely concealed from his 
friends, and as a direct result of his tropical experiences, that the end 
came on Saturday, August 25, 1928, after an operation in Ryde 
"—^ital.

t is significant as showing how his strong character impressed . 
even new frigqds that the Rural Dean in preaching the funeral 
sermon said that “ the two grand things which marked out their 

; Jale Rector in his Christian ministry were his extraordinary spirit of 
gaiety and his tremendous missionary enthusiasm." The preacher' 
continued: " His gaiety was like that of one of God’s true saints, 
Francis of Assisi, to whom, as to Bishop Trower, it was possible 
because they knew of something so much bigger than all the 
and suffering and pain in the world, the love of God."

The funeral was conducted by an old friend, Dr. Ferguson- 
-pavie, till recently Bishop of Singapore, and S.P.G, requested one 
of the Bishop’s commissaries for the North-'W^est to let it be known 
that he represented them officially, while the mourning relatives were 
supported by a large number of deeply-grieving parishioners and the 
I(^ clergy were present in considerable force. We left our dear 
bishop, as he wished, to rest his weary body in the beautiful church- 
yarf'of his latest English home, looking across ihjs seas where the 
ve^els sail to the Africa that he loved so dearly and the Australia 
that he served so long and well. R.f.P.

sorrow

W.C.P.

A NEW BOOK
' Beyoi\d the Waters that Thunder is the title of a new book on the 
work of the Mission in the Diocese of Northern Rhodesia. This 
book has been in process of production some three or four years; it 

. has‘been written and re-written several times; and edited and re- 
edit^. The result is a very interesting and attractive volume; there 

.are many pictures, and it is bound in cloth with a coloured jacket, 
and the price is only IS. I (is. ad. by post from the Office). Buy a 
copy to-day.
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U.M.C.A. SUMMER-SCHOOL 1928
U.M.C.A. SUMMER SCHOOL, 1928

/Add to all this, the daily, opportunity of friendly and heloful

iSSL!°/atr,l ■&■ £

'mEi^n may tTulh^r"' "

it

What I going to a Summer School, I thought you were 
longing for a rest and a real holiday I” “Yes, true, ‘they' 
f r ^school Organized by the
U.h^C.A. Besides, I must collect some first-hand knowledge 
Of the Mission foi-tny brancli if it is to continue with any 
and enthusiasm. They are continually asking me for news of 
particular people and particular happenings in the Mission, 
always to be found in books, so I am going to experiment and 
attend my first U.M.C.A. Summer School.*'

And how glad I am I did go. Why, I leave you to gather. 
This year, by the kind permission of the Mother Superior the 

school was housed in St. Stephen’s House, Clewer, which, with 
the annex opposite, forms the boarding house of their Girls’ 
High School. Sixty^jight students assembled, these varying in 
age from 17 to over 70; and there from August 4 to ii the 
Sisters of the Community entertained iis right royally They 
gave us generous food-even to the extent of sumptuous teas to 
accompany, our expeditions, and ices for our final sing-song- 
unce^mg kindness and thoughtfulne^ for our comfort, and above 
all the use Of their own house oratory, thus creating just the

sJ.;;? ‘r St
nt at 7.45; Sext and intercessions were
,h. address at 6.15, the address giving us in

application of the day’s

S'Afriml'Uhildren'”'’'^'^' “"“"“fledge with which they spoker "" sfrAb'S
W ^ hiv^nT, ahow the life of the African from birth

zest

not

. -u
A Student

HOME JOTTINGS
I; .The aineral Funil Becelpis compart aj follows:—

1023 1027
Received during September ..............
Total receipts to September 30 ..............

A decrease of .£167

«/ '«“< ;£5,000 Ihi, year, Ihr ,iim, allalM
f/prompfaj’w™ ’’’ '•“"rrrfaadine Kduclhn

::: i?®of our
and

*'
Ue “"** I««Ml Secrclerics would grenlly.lielp to relieve
the y"*’ *' ®* <® forwardUto balk of Ibelr collections fo (be Office daring November.

•. « «
Inlerceislon for Foreign MIsiIons.-Copies 

I?!? f**^*'' on application to the OlTice. Price 25.
pr^Idrf • ™“>'

of this month’s enlarg 
As it
in the space

cd Inter- 
containsper 100. 

be .idded
.•■■a

of ^ Day of Missionary-Intercession will be held in the Chopel
iinrtf ® Dartmouth Street, Westminster, on Monday, December 3, from 0 a.m.
•Wmd I*® at 8 a.m., and we shall be glad If those able to
^nso"n'g ol 6 p*rh *" .'"'Y®®®*'®" lo Misi Nugec.
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HOME JOTTINGS

eENTBiVL AERICAV ?'!?•’* Annual Sale of Work It on October 31 from 13 to 6 p.m. at
No. 8 Dartmouth Street. She hai many noveltiea; please come and buy.

qHlSfTjLP 7WI5S?ON°afbica* •
New Addrttt.—Tlte address of the Rev, W. E. Philpotls and of Mrs. Philnotls 

(Secretary of the Hospital and Candidates Punds) Is now 0 Dedford Avenue BexhlU*on» Sea. ' N5:;55i;;XLyi. DECEMBER, 1928 .. ■; Price 2“ ’

ary. Roth books are out of print. Please tend to Mist Lightly at the OITice.

CONTENTS 
201

;’!'i

tissix- ■' -■ ^lirs-sr :::; ::i
Si

Pre.Tse do not forget to make this a success In one or alt of the following wavs: 
ilLw ‘Children's clothes, household linen or hand-
andK^ ’I?'* Work" on the parcels). (3) Come to the Stalland liu>. (3) Tell all your friends to come and buy also.

• » •
V.- ®‘- Hobs*. TaakertcnK)n.Sea. We have already arranged to rent St
I '\!“r A ”“•* hke to visitU.M.C.A. between April 0 (Saturday before Low Sunday) and June 33 may write and 
i«>ok a rwm now. or as soon as convenient. It will be remembered that the weeks are 
arranged to run from Saturday to Saturday, and visitors are asked to arrive that day if 
jwible. Bv giving this early notice we shall expect a full house nil the time. TerJti 
liV^n^’BrrKeUl. Salisbury RoaJ

THE FINANCIAL- OUTLoOK
. ;.NA"9r<l of ‘hanks's due to those of ojir supporfers up and Sowli' 
llie (iouptry who have answered bur appeal for mote subsenb-ere' 
by.sblHng.^6 work to find sorne anton/their friebdi-. Largely as' 
a result of their efforts-the receipts during October.-were-over 
three thousand pounds, as compared with /i.yyo in iga? and 
£2tTjo in 1926, the famous year of the World Call.
- This means that of the £5,000 additional income needed rather 
less than .,^4,000 is still to seek, and there are about six weeks 
during which efforts to meet the situation may still avail; tor 
finMcibl year closes not on, December 31 but on Jahuary Ts.

: The result of October’s: efforts encourages us to hope that the, 
^ter part of the deficiency may be made up in time to. enable 
the Treasurers to send encouraging messages to the Bishops in the 
Ncw.Year, but .this happy result cannot be achieved without very 
real and concerted determination on the part: of all-our enthusiastic 
helpers, tKroughout the country. v • ' 't

,:And it must be steadily kept in mind that.what we need for 
Ihe reiving mf our difficulties is not merely the obtaining of « 
oonsiderable sum of money between nowand the end of -the ycar— 

AoOi tkat might be difficult in these hard times—but also, the 
assurance of such additional regular income as a larger bodyr of 
siibscnbers alone can give.
. , QMT-fnends never tall us, and we do not believe they will fail 
us .^pw, even though we all find It so much harder to. get help 
W others than to give it ourselves.

THE MISSION STAFF
Name Diocse Date

1028AftivaU in England/ 
OUhop of Zanribar

Dtpatlurir from England: 
SUier Marjorie 
Sitter Mary Faith 
Novice Stella 
Mlti F. Smith 
Mits Wllkei 
MIts Dates 
Rev, F. Wlmpear • 
Ml« Klamborowskl 
Miss Hardman 

. Rev. n. Higgins

Zanzibar Oct. 6 our

2LanzIhar 
ZanziNir 
Zanzibar 
Masnti 
Nyasaiand 
Zanzibar 
Nyasaiand 
Nyasaiand 

. Nyasaiand 
N. Rhodesia

Nov. 1 
Nov. 1 
Nov. 1 
Nov. 1 
Nov. 5 
Nov. 7 - 
Nov. 16 
Nov. 16 
Nov. 16 
Nov. 16

The Bishop of Masail has appointed the Rev. Kolumbn Yohana Msigala and the 
Kev. Francis Reuben Namalowe to be Canons of the Cathedral Church of Our Udy 
and St. Bartholomew, Masasl.

These are the first African Canons to be appointed in the dioceie.

• • •
New Member.—n;«e/e 0/ N,oiobi«J. MIm Juliel Hnrdmen, e lully qualiSed 

who »»! tralneJ nl ihe RadclllTe leGnuery, Ojlird. •
nurse

• E. F. S. : ,
300
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)EDITOR'S NOTES ARCHDEACON JOHNSON
Nyasaland,—Close on the news of the death of Archdeacon 

12yre, comes the tidings‘that Archdeacon Johnson has passed to 
his rest. For over fifty years his'name has been a household word 
in the Mission and it will be difiicult for us to realize what a loss 
the Mission has sustained. He could tell us, as few now can, the 
history of those early days in Nyasaland when work for the 
Kingdom of God’s dear Son was a great venture of faith and made 
great demands on the courage and self-sacrifice and indomitable 
perseverance of those engaged in it. Of that little band of heroic 
workers in those far off days there was one whom we can never 
forget and who has left behind imperishable memories. Having 
put his hand to the plough he never looked back. If he sowed in 
tears he lived to reap in joy, and now in the Presence of the 
Master he served so loyally and so faithfully, he, like His Master, 
sees of the travail of his soul and is satisfied.

> iWe regret to announce news r^ched us by cable on October 23 

Dr; Wigan m close attendance.

W.P.J.

The stuff out of which Archdeacon Johnson was made was the 
real thing. If you look back you find that at school and college 
he was Johnson, and Johnson he remained throughout—not always . 
•easy, not altffiys intelligible, not always practical, bilt Johnson. 
And Johnson he remained for fifty years and more—and as Johnson 

• will he abide in memory and in record. ^
There are only a few in England now who really knew him. If 

;;he had come home once more, it is doubtful whether his presence 
would have drawn crowds to hear him and if they had heard him 
whether they would have understood him. He spoke in a language 
which would have sounded strange to them very likely. They 
would have been disappointed. There is one man not in England 
but in Scotland who knew him and understood him, and if Dr. 
Laws were asked what he thought of Johnson we should have 
the opinion of a

He climbed the steep ascent of Heaven 
Through peril, toil and pain.
Oh God to us may grace be given 
To follow in his train.

The Diocese of Nyasaland has all our sympathy in its great loss 
and our earnrat prayers that some at home will respond to the 
appeal of Archdeacon Johnson’s noble example and fill the 
caused by the death of two of its most experienced workers.

of the same Stuff.' Dr. Laws and Dr. Johnsonmangaps

IIJSmiMii
Masasi.—Ou^r news^ not only sad news. A brief note in the 

of “""ounced that the Bishop
me^Mral rT*’ K African.clergy to Canonries in

sl” X*™ "S S' “= -kSTi
?n an “ ““"d -"'"d be their
;he^."i„"'?£e'y^r.".fctr ^
“ The“c^ln'l°'’nJ ‘̂“ Canon Spanton says: 
toX^me TMi..^ pnests. cannot be exaggerated. It
hd &idi^Mn^h^“^Hi Kolumba’l teachers in

each wim •• Possible visit to
maLTsimiiar ‘“ Canon Travers
Sf^nxVnr U L “f Zeneibar. The Bishop
of tWs ann Jf ™ '" England and anyone who feels the ot this appeal can apply to him personally.

a
ti

urgency Du. L*W5 ahd Db. JonxsOK, 1027.
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W.P.J.

arc two names which will go down together in ih. i.- 
Mission work in Nyasaland. ^ of

We shall never have the true life or the true mind nf 
His mind worked on lines of his own. His mind's eye iw

In thm he was hke the apostle of India who to ave seS, f 
use of strange means to justify the end I 

. Connected with Johnson was another name—Manles tv, 
tiMlay only a name. They joined the MissViT^Ser- 
were brothers in arms. Maples was quite another tvM of mn 
gfted m another way, but made of the same stuff ^^i 
^nscious w^e Johnson was unconscious-Soquenl^vJlvT™'

A HERO IN THE FIGHT
W.PJ‘—That was the 
name we knew him by, 
but there are only two now 
living
IbriU the letters signed 
with those initials gave us 
in the early eighties of 
the last century. They 
came at long intervals 
and were many months 

i old, they were written on •
half sheets of crumpled 

i notepaper, stained with
I rain and sometimes mud,
j "Avith faded ink^at times#
\ but pftener in pencil, ^

not easy to decipher and 
not always intelligible.
But they came from one 
we all loved, and honoured 
and brought us news of 
the far country where 
our hopM centred.

Xooking back I can ARciiDKACoN Joukwm.TDII.
see Bishop Steere coming . .
into the general sitting>room at Mkunazini with the letters in his 
hand and hear him calling us all together to hear the news with 
the words A letter at last from W.P.J.” For in those days 
we w^e so few, so very few, we were just one family united in 
a grept enterprise and W.P.J. was our Pioneer and Hero. ” He 
will do great things ” said Bishop Steere. He has done them 
and is resting from his last journey. What do we remember of 
his earliest days among us?

William Percival Johnson arrived in Zanzibar March i8, 1876. 
He was very young and those who have seen the photograph of 
him at that time will bear me out in saying that his face was as pure 
and beautiful as an Angel’s. He did not look very strong, nor 
up to much rough work, but people soon found that if-Bishop 
Steere was a “ man of iron ” Johnson was one of tempered steel.

For sbe months he worked at Mbweni, the freed slave settlement 
aj miles from the town of Zanzibar, learning the language,'making 
friends with the Africans, especially with the boys, and reading 
for the diaconate. September 29, the Feast of St. Michael and 
All Angels, Bishop Steere ordained him deacon and his life-long 
friend Chauncy Maples priest. In October of that year he 
accompanied Bishop Steere and a party of fre^ slaves from 
Mbweni on the proposed journey to Nyasa which, as is well

who can recall the

Johnson joined .he Mission.

In a way he outlived hie ^ Johnson was.

<Iierearc 5dU^soulf tne£v^^^®°''®^"'”u"‘
'o-be ieamt, S^ptur^ S S
evil cuslonns to be Iryslated, schoiars to be taught,
sit down, Johnson Not much time to
speafceth.” ""d he being “ dead yet

DT.
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A HERO IN THE FIGHT A HERO IN THE FIGHT

was ^ again in charge’ (m“^ M’apies'^having' go!l"7

Chauncy Maples and Miss Bartlett were the only ones who rS

of him Johnson travels so far above us all that when he 1 
back into the world he has entirely forgotten where he J
and we can t arrive at the point he has reached." He was full of ’ 
an?mrW “ih "“‘'y araompany youngas'a'ssrsj'SaS"' -"Sz.’, .5 : 

Sarass;."? .“■.siss' ifast ’
Mm out half a doz™ flannel shirts made by her owS hands. ' 
tlte?iovs^Kere U S”'" 'iisn-ibuted them among ;

for hLdf.^ " ““'d. keep anything

liffh?«t^^sh^£‘f'f kad intense admiration and affection, his 
Knd the ^ Padre George wni in
Johnson and the'^tl*^''J-1?® telling me about Archdeacon 

■hab"t of way in which he dressed owi^g^to hb

,Sl Jre^M^r^m kis visits to Mbweni Bishop
memhere^f^ annoyed with the undress of some of the 
what might be I^'o(/'“‘“ '“""a of them consulted, him on
•hdughTfnri^ hLf a climate, the .Bishop said he

Another ^rather years Archdeacon Johnson stuck to his collar. 
Bish^n ®“’'y ^kows his implicit obedience to his
aevw'^iermo^^n .h ‘ka Bishop‘preached a deddedly
being nuSnt MW‘*“‘?°f^aal fasting. Mr. Johnson who was 
apt! hiSTMm ““ 'k® dme%nd had his meals sent
wi sent u^fo; kaart and when mat

Wishing Si/^^

he threw it out of his window which directly overlooked the 
small boys’ playground. These little chaps, so recently starvelings 
from slave dhows, were always on the prowl for anything, extra to 
eat and seeing good meat falling from the clouds caught it in a 
banana leaf and brought it to their Bibi, saying it had descended 
from heaven and might they eat it I ,

In 1880 Mr. Maples was back at Masosi and the Bishop .got 
an imploring letter from Mr. Johnson begging for leave to make 
a journey to Nyasa. The Bishop felt he had a man after his own 
heart and gladly gave consent. I remember the evensong when the 
Bishop with a shake in his voice asked our prayers for •' our 
brother who is starting on a long and perilous journey and will be 
surrounded by many dangers.*’

So alone he went with only his African porters. He dared, he 
suffered, he won through. We have all heard something of his 
daring, we can none of us have any idea of half of rft'hat hd 
suffered, for letters breathed no word.

In November, i88i, he arrived in Zanzibar, Till that time I had 
not seen him, and Miss Bartlett and I watched in great excite
ment from the little verandah for his coming, expecting to see the 
beautiful boy of the photograph I have before mentioned. ^ And 
behold, with Bishop Steere there came up the pathway a middle- 
aged man in threadbare garments, limping badly, his face lined 
with the marks of pain and suffering, “ That can t be Mr. 
Johnson ” I said. But Miss Bartlett’s eyes were full of tears. “ I

rdly know him ” she said.

Arciiobacon J011N8OH Ar Manoa, 1924
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A HERO IN THE FIGHT

But we soon found the old indomitable snirit md . •
raergy wm still there and made themselves feU H^l 
Nya^land not of anything he hud done, but of all that^M " “i 
should, and must be done, and as Bishop Steere 111 
keenjnterest, I marked the longing in hkev^ln hi 
doere. At Masasi Mr. Johnson had met Charies^ T°"°
inspired him with the same loneing- thpv tvafo u ^ J^^son and This year several events combined to make the Feast of Pentecost
off and early in December they Parted, Mr loLso^ fZ ''' veiy joyful and memorable.
having a companion to share communion with hi™ j “• In the first place we have been through a period of much illness,
his soul., ®no refresh the beginning of Lent an epidemic of measles which had started

We know what followed, the traeic death .u ■ ! i"'*6 Ndanda district spread to Masasi., In a very short time
comjmnion directly they reached their poal md th ; ■'"'ed there was scarcely a home without at least one or two ill. The
loneliness, the suffering, the danger and the strlll" Ike children suffered dreadfully, and the death rate amongst the babies
courage that bore him triumphantlv on We ,„h„ i ’ must have reached a very high figure. From Ash Wednesday up
cm partly imagine what he went through—disaDooimmentT to Pentecost I do not think a week went by without at least hvo
loneliness, semi-starvation, perpetual t&nger inle=e - d"'’ funerals, often more. The nurse and her staff had a very busy
alleviation. ’ ® ’ ‘""®ss and no sort of gut bv Pentecost we felt the worst was over and that at

^ r- igaife^
simple addition sums ” writes Bishop’ Hine f r i At Masasi itself from January i to the end of May 44.5 inches of

neighbourhood of Lake NyLi and the RitS th' i'"F Z Eiis‘«''> unfortunately owing to the illness of the staff at Lulindi
October that year he started for Africa with the c c i he had to be there, while once more when we hoped to have him
*hn^ry delight of his heart. ^^nriej Jansen, ; Ascension Day he was again obliged to be at Lulindi. But Whit-
■ There followed the bitter trial of hie Wind v , i Sunday he spent in his cathedral. There were Low Masses at 6
hardest trial of his life. It was almLt Lri thl°“’ and 6.30, and at 8 the Bishop sang the Parish Mum and poached,
to see him with those keen penetrarg e^ L‘ “d" Before the sermon he dedicated two new stained gtewindows

about in darkness. But no wofd of hf i which have been placed in the chancel, one on each side of the
'PS. he held himself erect anTlklrt ‘>“"’P'‘"'’‘ P”®"* j altar. It was no small work fixing these windows in position, but

abMiutely necessaiy, and his hoSe assistanw not Mr,.-Willbond and Fundi Richard Kaombe very sucessfully over-

sacrifice, his zeal, his devnrtJl,'^ marvellous adventures, his self- 
cill him " Father " it is f'vr numerous converts who I
™ do k, he wL so I doubt !f anyone !
totter to me he wrotef “ Whh’airth'*" “ '
ments of our work to-dav'r . tl® changes and develop- [
'■"to I am alloT^ ,0^0?! "'O'-o ^ still d !

haying by siiegc dhith^TOUrag^* is the man who has the glory of 
post-of our first venture'"*'™®® opd devotion, won back the lostto is today. so causing Nyasaland to become what

D.YiM.

Diocese 0/ Masasi

:MWS OF MASASI CATHEDRAL

i
i

f

A Masasi Baby.
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NEWS OF MASASI CATHEDrXl"^^^^

indeed, and in addition to their beauty serve a verv i,.: r i 
tn protecting the altar from rain and the candled 
■H “f ‘I'e windows is the “Tantum ereo

side in the centre light is an angel holding the Cha!“ce 
ade is an angel with lighted candle. On the somh 
centre light is an angel with a Monstrance cnnMit,- ^**1® 
and in the light on either side is an angel stvi^ri
resuVtdC^t;

niocese of Nyasahnd

AFTER NEARLY TWO YEARS
Dear Mr. Editor,

I hope you will find a space in Central Africa to publish this 
letter, for indeed it is more a letter of thanks than an article. I sup- '

..a.eoeen niieo in with wood hut Ih- u - magaps pose before it is published it will be n^rly two, yrars since I was in
Bishop told us that it waThooed h wnf.lS^h ° ‘he Eaglmd. Many of you may be thinking that perhaps Idm a fraud,
to fill these gaps on wh^h”^n= • possible to get glass or at least not a woman of my word,-for you will remember that you
one that it wS^o would be painted^f S asked me to write an article in Central Africa about the distri-
Canon Porter who it ivin memory of ' ••'“‘‘‘’a “f ‘E® '7° sheeties you gave me for the lepers on Lundu
of the bS Sac— ^«"’^'"be‘ed, is buried in the Ch^pe I kk‘"'» ‘“'d Colony. Nearly two years have gone and you
memory ‘’1 mscriptim h I have heard nothing of the sheeties for the lepers 1 How slack those
in charoe of Mmnri many yeara priesi U.M.C.A. people are 11 At least you will say that we do not move

ThePishonh^fnL?^ ‘Ee Cathedraf was built' quickly in Africfe When I was in England I appealed for sheeties
east window and ‘uke out the present Kuyu- One day I was asked why I did not appeal
a window which wS' ‘Ee church, and repine “by for sheeties for the lepers on Lundu Island. Knowing the Lundu .
is Toprf tlmt1ir"il“"?P°"‘‘ "'■* ‘Ee two on each side I, ’'<«■*- '“’mving there must be about 130 on the island, I fully .
SmvthiBQ In . u'* centre window Avill be in memorv nf nili. * realize that it was a case of all or none receiving a sheetie and I felt

The Bishnn'th^^ Cathedral was builf that to appeal for 130 more sheeties waS too large a task. However
windows and ^h?™ P™ceeded to explain the subject matter of the “ ""y ^teat surprise a friend of mine, assisted by a guild of ladies,
neath-" Tanrnm ‘E® words pabtd „ndt volunteered to send out .30 sheeties for Lundu Island. This was
caUetf our atteTlon f .^‘‘"‘•mentum veneremur cernui ” He ’’“y®"'* ""y expectation and I could hardly believe that they would
Ihe woM "S -• “"gel und^wLse fS really arrive, yet one happy day they did.arrive, the most beautiful
in bluMold m g°'^en vWngs and was clothed “ ^ Eave ever seen. Before going any further I want to .
Lady’s colnhr' .L^ ^ ■*® g‘f‘Holy Fear and blue explain two points. Firstly. The delay in writing is due to no fault
Ble^ed Sacramem° we Lould’apprrach the of my own. On my way out I heard at Blantyre only that I was not

AffAnrm.^ HiMt. FP 06 retumiiig to Liuli but staying south at Malindu As you wished

great desire of Mr WiCTam „ r ‘ ^gr“"‘- I‘ had been\the
<0 see the new diocese . ^rfsorer of the Mission, 
rrat some lime before the dW.slnn"t°”b!"“i'® y’ called to his 
since his death has fa«n onri st f'’i"“-
Msm is said for the reoose of Me i departed, and every year 
piece of workmanship^and ’ ^^e staff is a magnificent
^■omew (rhe dedication

a and finally

J«u.i i„m nil me iignts are too short Fo'r "iht" 'P''''®"’’ with the 
have been .filled in irith wood, but thi^ c-n h' ,Z®^®"‘.'Eo gaps

A.D.S.

/■
tVouEs Lepers Wearino New Sheetieb.

aio
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AFTER NEARLY TWO YEARS AFTER NEARLY TWO YEARS

Th,s ho. .nvolved leaving own

oflidal frora \hL'’part of Afrim‘’h£’to!?y“u JSt to

sxrj'zzxtziS-IrlS^^-
tod .he more refined have more refined^^stl' On? "e’

God has been asked to bleL your eUts n"f !h"
lepers, some blind and others goinl hnnHm^ of these suffering 
and many deformed, if not sufferine?ct 1 ™ adyanced in age

‘*'^ase. Many of these Y'sav'*hn?.?i!1'* i At Kuyu after the distribution of the sheeties the women, wearing
ncain^ such a gift before and wiil probably ’never^receive s?h * cloths, fairly danced and sang for joy; they continued

Nm •i f ’ ™ i doing this aii along the road until I nearly reached Liuli and then
^'"’"'“'■ds about the distribntinn i,, r l with many, many thanks and much clapping of hands, they bade me

rough weather on Lake Nvasa the capSn of rii ^ The next day manv of them brought me gifts of chickens
ven-kindly put me ashore on Lu?du Istod anfL^^^^^ and eggs to. show their gratiiude.
irivfnfiif had all gathered together 1 snoke n cetum. fjo^ ,,.y ,.£,„y5y gratitude and thanks to the
E.m"in messages and explainine^ abmn people of England, who in their love and care and' mercy for the
Tf. I’’'"'- down if^^ne yonf ^ lepers have sInt us these very splendid gifm. We hope ihat each
ftm ‘he Other. As I unpacked the?nv Ar oh "“"one side and every donor of these 170 sheeties, will receive our gratitude and

printed with this-lenef fii^vn, ■are good I hope they t^ill be ' '------------------------------------
in thccarlymorningsunsliin!.^” "uagine the sight that I saw 
Then followed thanks and the most beautiful colours.
& yet more .hanto ThTO^ heTM^thm^h"’ wicr. «... Th„nd„. (U.m.c.a. 1..)
cSi " 1?'™T 'heir huts, some wh7?e ^ J a”' «■' "“"Gallon ot ih. eioc„e ot Nor.h.r„ Rhod»l. m.n, hay. b.» Uic can.-
cannot walk. Then awav we w^i LTa are b ind and othersrwho fUlalt that nat to aolhiag wa. known of it, and it i. very tme Ihat you cannot
all and giveh them vnnr m. .1 'hem until we had.found them i le.™ arconjecutive whole from occasional anlcles in a magaiine.
full as I n„l Ik l,TOUr greetings and gifts. Mv heart was inrihed 1 : complaint can be made no longer. Under the above dramatic Idle some
n^l jTU'^'he sheeties into the hands of ^ .s f the.member, of the .tan of 11,0 Diocme have given u. a dclighlful and compre-
grovelled and felt for the doth oL “ 'hey ' b“.lve. account of the work they are doing and have done. A good deal of wha
hmbs. Then farewotl 1 .w * • wound it round their deformra : ".ri. *c»te had to be left out in order to bring the book within the reach of all
and on In r , "ell to the island with all its invs nnH sorrows «>' “tecllon ha. been .0 cleverly and iudiclously made that we now have
rn~° A rs^'"h '“ 'he Other colonv of Rjoys and sorrmra, . clear and mo.t interesting account of the country, the people the .elller. the
related the progfamme h..t ii« ^ «' Kuyu. Here we practically ; ntaaner. and custom., the limdlng and working of the diocese, the yarlou. .latlon. 
end. rejoicings WTs m.—k response of thanks and gratitude , i fHUSl*"'”'!? charming sketches of Bidiop HIne and “JUi'P ““f.
that thnsn Ift^ much- greater, chieflv I thinlr owtnrr Co iko fme taterueewd with kin^y anecdotes moat sympathetically told. & short arc these
w!,k.k“ ''P''S«'e much earlier Uses 'hink owing to the fatt jeeonn„ u,at you can easily pocket them in your memory, and yet so eleu^ are
"Ith the many old chrorilo^c CaSM and possible cures, compared ^ that you feet you know all there is to be known, and the interest hrou
''■ell as bodies have h,^ 1 cases on Lundu Island, whose minds as i " " that you win not readily lay the l^k down nil y»“ s'' 1°

nave been largely destroyed by this tothsome disease. ) There .re M page, and 11 illustrations. The pnee I. one Shilling n^nl.

Men 'Leters Wearing New Shebties.

REVIEW
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ONE MORE RIVER TO CROSSDiocese -of Masasi
.'.v

■ \.. \ ■...

ONE MORE RIVER TO CROSS \‘S:

There are generally several more until you get near the enH r 
safari, but if yqu clioose your day, whldi vrS, i!i “ 
will most lihely get over V shod SsriTofll^e 
of the time have no water in them. But in the wet 
^nerally so easy as that. You may, oerhans Z . 
diy shod as some of the rivers are fill the ‘“a?

=.4?5Sra-9““'"-"«sj
rush of watei folloling Ih^falliigiif .heisti..TtTsssK;«£'Sr ...
far you have managed to arr^e wiT a r ‘f «>
oimfon for the rest ff the safori oT vi,^^ 1 I “ ‘f'S*
ings and wade across ar^w , ““Z <>" boots and stock-
unpleasantly rauddy“U aid ‘‘‘‘oly withs'sp.’aT.n.a

over in that, if it candii dini* T'b'ho easiest way to be carried 
jnen will carry you easily ■ but if v >s not too deep two
two men may carry at each eilrf nf deeper and flowing strongly 
Mp in caseV acSrl°i each%ther aVd
help too in the middle. ’ ^ there are more men they may

"MO o"thisrTOys\re°DoS'h/°' snd
S h“p"— ^ sometimes whea the stream is
on a)

But Sere'

mUt- m -ilmm
River Muiiuwrsi.

the canoe, probably in an inch or two of dirty water, and then 
squat on your heels and hope for the best. But the men who punt 
you, across the river are exceedingly skilful and, standing in 
the stern, use their bamboo puntpole as though it was the 
simplest job in the world. Each time when I have had to cross a 
river in a canoe the stream has been flowing very fast, and after we 
got in the man punted up stream close in to the bank, for, say, 
fifteen yards, then nosed the canoe out into the stream, and— 
whoosh—there you are fifteen or twenty yards below the place you 

■ started from but close in to the opposite bank, and he gently pants 
you up to the landing place, perhaps a sort of little creek with a 
gcnt^ sloping bank to step out on to. Then he bales out most of 
the water that has trickled in, which is usually quite a lot as a bunch 
of grass does not make a particularly good bung for a hole of any 

. size, goes back to the other side and does it all over again until 
.the whole party has been brought across.

If your luck is. out you may find a river quite uncrossable: then 
you have to settle down to wait until such time as the waters have 
sufficiently abated, which may, be in an hour or two hours, a day or 

: two days, or even more sometimes.
: ■ On the whole African rivers are rather ridiculous: either they

have too much water in them or not enough. I have not, of course, 
written here of real rivers, like the Ruvuma, which have a regular 

•flow of water all the year round, but of those so-called rivers which 
flow only during the wet season and form a natural temporary drain
age ^stem for the heavy rainfall from December to May.

more

a child

then

you across if you are nof bridge, and the portersa'An AfHcan 9"'/ be crossed in a

?f cniirse, no tel » ,h”^ shaped on I

“noe. An Affican
raceful lines of the

no Reel, «> shaped on-fhe^°S.“ft t"! '
still while yiu are iii^r " '''"h respect and

'o steady yout^f.^rn;". fotrf l‘n’■2 te'.ofl'of
WOTANWy
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EDUCATION IN MASASr
neMAop of Masasi .Hte.:-

?f7* sscs, Sr ?“»“ ■ ?“S:“£(» A prepaATory scho lar >-
reaJly serve their country best few who
taowledp of English ah7the h ghl S',""® "‘’■““te
by the ^owledge of that lahSf 
number IS limited inasmuch ss,hi ’ “* Mmaki. The
openings^for highly qualMed defks“Tn7 i*"® '’"''‘“y “f 
considerable part of the Donulnfc h ** AtnUfy any
clerks is to pfepare attilSef ?S“'Sr, "S }° Wghlf ,^2d 
f •’^erd as^s to^y. “'P°“ >“ve their liuSy

niay he(3) !"eiieh subjSS •
in'"which tL'’futire'‘I*iefe''a“d Agricultuml

P^Vof *e%wIe“nl'a"k7roX:^ ‘b1
of thetr crops, und generaUvS^^ for the transport
"nit^f^^’risraa^Sfanr''''* 4
^-teS d:5^f- " - - Sr»“-

or Tan ’'''"■‘‘£7* :but thif par[*of tCworlH" •‘'’® effort
Sjonga or Tabdra, and shoulcL y* h.r '* f "°‘ Dar.«s^laara 
How far they will be prepS toTeln “ !=•
w^rt ’ “ “ Mission, c^^r^whh fP“ “borne and how 
X JSl" b-nes rind^fto b* ""bertake
toke educauon under these thr^ ‘ under-

?f I believe, be

Certificate atX “orse and the Centrala~« 57"».t Sr “ f.. tsr~”
a;£Sc£asSS£ 3.2ai'
«-bo dtstnet, payin, m the^^^idi

diocese BISHOP WESTON MEMORIAL
Ir will be remembered that when the ■ ’
Bishop Weston Memorial Fund it appealed for— 
to be held in trust for the training of aTStiSTM^n^ 
at tot ,^,0 000 to secure the divUn "f 
(3) A sun. for erecting a visible memorial in England 
two objects have already been attained. The visible Xi? 
altar and memorial tablet in St. Matthew’s 
unveiled and dedicated by the Bishop oflondra or'an'e^®®

i.S Sl”l? r.A;r SS”ri“5S."a,.i

should“brthis®m "? h*"" ®^."®“®b '"""’“rial to Bishop Weston
St°S„,h Tr beautiful altar, and that it should be placed in

-iany close to. ®'’"''‘=b be was attached by

can

In tile
are

gittf
sible for the

„ AUTUMN CONFERENCE
Tr^rn‘'“Sair’‘s!’'' b'^'r'.o" Wednesday, December ,a. at the 
Vfetainster^hi^- ^""® ^reat Peter Street),
ffl:a^attow’| wSn^^ ^'^;.;"^.m 
iy.)rFamoT.?,‘,®v^®?i considered at the Conference will be : 
bad real XirLn^'’“ f' ""u ‘be.epeakers will be those who. have 
the anas j ®£.'^b work amongst young people betweenJbey^
apeakers.—The Rev. W. Spanton. Secretary U.M.C.A.

, * Elliott, Hon. Sec. Schools and
W-opaganda Committee of the Oxford Diocesan 
M«ssionary Council.
The Rev. L. E. H. Pike, St. Peter’s, Coventry. 

Wft 'Coventry Youth Schools Movement.
' date anrf J" importance of the subject the
nuSbe^ nf of^e Conference will make it possible foi* a large 
SoT to a°tend^“"^"^ secretaries and others in reach of

2I6
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Diocese of Zarvnbar

HOME JOTTINGS
Tbe General Fond Receipts compare as follows:—

Received during October .......................... ^3 070
Total receipts to October 31 .......................... ^23.840

An Increase of
KoTj.-i;nre« fftere « an increase of ^ least £5,000 Ihlr year, ffce riim* al/offed 

!/ muc ff&Sg wo7k. ‘ re3«dfo„

FUNZI ISLAND
Extract from letter from Miss Dunford to Canon Sianton 

from Funsn Island (the leper settlement) July 31, ,gj3

1928 1927
ill,770 

^22,704,.
doled

The photos will give you a 
little idea of what I 
doing. The men come to me at 
the room. I have at the 
Dispensary. I take them for 
reading, writing, arithmetic, 
etc. It’s very helpful to 
them as it takes their minds 
off their sickness for the time 
being. I began them as soon 
es I got here, and there were 
only two who could even 
read the first Reader. I feel 
very pleased as now every
one who comes can now read 
and^ only one man has a -

aio “
learn Swahili j he is dohfe wdl Ifnfl. 
too bad to attemot wrhfnJ^ M ''' 
advanced with lepSsy to'do^anMhh,^
come for sewinF™male!nD'° The women are those whopieces of S-worr i ^am rl''®.f™"" «■= I'”''')' 
friends in England Pieas^ef'th
know how grateful ! am. ' kindness

• * * * -y

WIU Secrtfarlcs klndJy send In CoIIecUons lor the 1928 AcccunI bcfora Decemher 
* 15? A Snpplemcnla^ payment can, it necessary, be made before JaauaS lsTfiM 

tbe lait day for receiving money on accotmt ol 1928. •'M«»ry IS, 1920,

yTToSnbicribpra and Box.HoIdcn..-WlIl th^ who have not paid In their con- 
tributlon* for the current year very kindly send their money not l^er than Dec. IC 

; either direct to Ihc Office or through Ihd usual receiver?
* ♦ ■

. ^ Magazines.—It would be a great kindness to the Office if those of our friends ' 
.whoso-magazine subscriptions expire this month, would please renew as early as ' 
possible. • ■* * *

am
1,

ytiispi
Mj ■ . « *

, s. 8*™\rsS,
’ .?;?• '“'■■“lly "Sk.'l I" com. and buy. Conlribullon. In money nnd

k nd will b. grnlotully received and .hould bo sent to Miss W. BucMey, c/o Miss K. 
Alotander, SS Brooke Street, Holjmm, E.C.t.

from

«
ni PwHea and those who Make African Garinents.—In Zanzibar
uJoceso Kisibaus of large sires are needed for Su Andrew’s College, Minakl. It has 
been decided that In future the boys In the Central Schools shall wear Jumpers made 
of coltw material and shorts. The shorts can be provided In Africa, but friends in 
Eng^d are asked to make the jumpers. Hand or machlne-work Is equally good. ' 

feS® Nyasaland they would be glad to have jumpers or klilbaus.
Of Idnb^ Northern Rhodesia and Masasi they will be grateful for Jumpers

prica^do not include postage of’ parcel. 
.When ordering1 cut-out garment# please mention number required and sire and 

money to cover the cost.
T. wanted In ever-increasing numbers in all four dioceses and it

oifnciUt to supply the present demand, so we ask our helpers to be very 
j energetic. Made-up models can be lent when required, but must be 

returned within a month of receipt.

® meeting of Associates and friend# at St. Fridcswide> on 
wurday, December 22, at 3 p.m. Speaker—The Bishop of Zanzibar. If able to 
come, please reply to the Sister Superior, C.S.P., St. Frideswide’s, Poplar, E.14.

'thanS* Swrefary at the Office wishes to acknowledge with most grateful 
, ® ^“'■ge and valuable parcel of old linen given by many friends and
. various parishes In Roath and sent by Miss E. Davies.

enclose

generous and

( • »

IS t

very successful this year. We 
those who sentso, especially 

thanks.318
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* * »

on October 31 realiredMitt D. Y. Sfm,. sue
Kund. 7». Jld. („r Ih. tort.« '.:• ••■i.♦ *

ExWblU win be y various coun ri«

s'ScTal :

tSI#Ssas»"Wbu,lo„. op^S oMrSt'g?' “'™"“’ '■"'

I-

the MISSION STAFF
Name

''^"."-•'“-.Snsland:-

_ H»l'«. I: ■ •: fins'*'" '

Diocese Date

- Sl„, rf

S?6

Si* general irainln^ at St. Thomas’s :-,
220
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V, formation of the
bcclMi^tiMi Province of Gentral Africa as soon as possible, 
on the basis agreed upon at Nairobi in July, 1927.” *

The resolution was carried unanimously. 1 .

; J
I

■ s ■; s f;„»; ; •: •: 1 i:34 9

give us very grrat satisfaction. Of all the candidates who entered 
in lan^ganyika Territory; only it first-grade certificates were given

‘•yin five were gained.by candidates from St. ■ 
Andrew s College. In Grade 2 the results were still more striking. 
There were over 350 candidates, of whom less than 60 passed. Of ' 
LnT ^ " pukka ■’ certificafe Graded of wh^
no less than 15 were students of St. Andrew’s College. We offer 
our warmest congratulations to those whose labours contributed

ICO lip:3rSr.."S'.iS i&p.„..^ : ■ ,1
■ ^ ; : ■>?
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EDITOR’S NOTES

Diocese of Zanzibarcrowds of Christians and Muhammadans who attended the funeral 
are an eloquent tribute to the love which they felt for one whose 
life had ben spent in their service. In the same number there is ■ 
a touchingaccount from the pen of Archdeacon John^n, who was so 
sopii to follow his friend. He speaks of his personal loveablencss 
and closes with these words : “ To him every place—^a hill, 
a camp—was full of the chariots and horses of fire. He lived in the 
one Presence.”

i ST. ANDREWS COLLEGE, MINAKI5;a canoe

t

Another devoted servant of the Mission 
December 13 in the person of Josephine 
Choveaux joined the Mission iii 1899 work in Zanzibar Diocese i 
and finally retired from Africa in 1916. While in charge of the . ^ 
Darimpiith Street shop slie become well known to a large and o
devoted circle of friends, and in her work for the Mission in ?
England she shewed the same almost passionate keenness which 
had characterized her work in Zanzibar. Much to her grief and J-
to cure she was forced by failing health to retire last May, and :i
has since lived the life of a semi-invalid, though to the last her H
interest and help in the mission and its work were as keen as i
ever.—R.I.Pv ,

passed away on 
Choveaux. Miss

■■

Students Marciiino in tnr Quadmnols.

praphetic designation in ,

^nzibar to Minaki in Tanganyika Territory on the mainland, yet
Its identity remains unchanged, its spirit is unbroken ' ^goes on.

€
A cable has been received from the Bishop of Nyasaland 

begging the Secretary to find him, somehow, a priest to go out to 
the Diocese for at least nine-months next year, so as to tako 
Padre Cox’s furlough between Easter and Christmas. The Bishop 
says ” the need is desperate.”

and its work

nf had its origin in the very earliest days
established at Kiungani in 1871. There 

Minal!? air n “ 5“ transferred to its new home af

etc., etc., and ah, in so far ns they have lived Christian liviS, have 
^ ’'"owledge of God far and wide,
of .» “"“"“■e'e more particularly on the training
hL ! '■“mnined its chief work^till the present '
HilV Vo^ll™! “ "P merely os a profession, bu*? '

So much for the " School of the Prophets.” Now Just a feW
Prophits,” i.e.

I;'
j;

W. P. J.
Mr. Valiant .was taken wiA a summons—that his Pitcher was * , 
brokcn 'at the fountain. IThen said he, “I am going to my 
father’s, and though with great difficulty I am got hither, yet 
do not repent me of all the trouble I have been at to arrive where I 
am. , My Sword T give to him that shall succeed me in my 
Pfteim.'lBe. ond my Courage and Skill to him that can get it. My 
marks and scars I cafiy with me, to be a witness for me, that I 
have fought His battles, who
the day that he must go hence was come, many accompanied him 
to. the riyeraitfc into, which ns he w^nt, he said “ Death, where is • ;
thy sting? And as he went down deeper he said, “ Grave, ;

I?So he.passed over, and all the trumpets 
on ,the other sidT^

I,
I

as a.

will be my Rewarder.” When inow
1
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ST. ANDREW’S COLLEGE, MINAKI Diocese of N. Rhodesia

The Sons of the College number in all during that period 914, 
and of these:—
‘Studenli of whote cmploment on; leaving, no record is given ... 116 = 12.69%
, „ discharged to Industrial employ .............................     1E6 a 20.35%

„ who died in College T............................................................... 13 » 1.42%
„ who did not complete the College course ... ‘   158* «* 17.28%

•This number Is due In large degree to the Wur, since 
of the Sludenu on the KcgUte 
few returned to continue their 

'Students who became teachers

t:; MY AFRICAN TOUR. VII—MSORO
Bv Canon E. F. Spanton

The journey from Fiwila to Msoro was not quite such an easy 
matter as my previous travels in Northern Rhodesia had been,

^' and, though it certainly might have been done more rapidly, it 
actually occupied the greater part of a fortnight,

A ride of 150 miles in the Bishop’s motor van took us to 
Chitambo, the North RJiodesian headquarters of tliq Livingstonia 
Mission, where we stayed for the night and until after lunch on 
the following day. The missionary in charge, Mr. Moffat, whoM 
name is a household word all over the'country, not only for the. 
salte of his illustrious ancestor, but also for his own, showed us 
what ihis Mission had succeeded in doing in the way of agricultural 
development; the wheat-fields and the gardens, were a wonderful 
sight and afforded a proof of what can be done in such a climate 
on irrigated land. We then went on to the Government head
quarters at Serenje, where we spent two nights. We'hnd hoped 
tcf*Ieave on the morning following our arrival; but so. much had 
to be done by way of preparation for the journey on foot between 
Serenje and Msoro that we found ourselves unable to make a start '' 
until the second morning. The motor van could do no more for 
us, and we had to trust to our own legs for our transport and to 
a bevy of porters, secured with considerable difficulty, for the 

I transport of our goods. During the whole of our first day’s 
journey we were still on the high plateau and the heat was not too., 
great to make travelling unpleasant; but on the second morning 
we came to the escarpment which we had to descend in order to 
reach the Luangwa valley in which the Msoro district lies. Even 
before we arrived at the bottom we found ourselves in a very different 
climate, and the journey across the lower levels was a trying one; 
the heat was great, shade was scarce, and tsetse flies were plentiful 

j in places. After five days in the Luangtva country we were by 
no means sorry to reach our destination, and the Mission Station— 
though by no means beautiful, judged by Fiwila standards^seemed 

entered it quite a delectable pi
To me, with my e.xperience of the old Zanzibar Diocese, it had 

a much more familiar look than any of the other stations in Northern 
Rhodesia; the buildings were more " African ’’ than those in the 
other places I had visited, being of mud and stick or sun-dried 
brick, and the climate more truly tropical than the stations on the 
plateau, which, in their way, almost deserve to be styled health 
resorts. The climate is as God made it and will probably remain 
very much as I found it, but the buildings are now being replaced 
by others of a more permanent character. Hitherto it has not been 
considered worth while, to put up more than temporary houses, 
because, so long as the burning question of the Msoro Native* 
Reserve remained unsettled, one could not be sure how long the'

f
J

War broke out very f■tudiei
... 441 » 48.25%

.’r: oiA =

0{ the 441 teacbera^~

::•! ESI
'.i!

09.95

Teachen whose present stilus is uncertain
(chiefly Kyisiland teachers whose record 1 have not yet 
had time to obtain)

Teachers who have sought non*Mlssion ernjfloymenl ..........................106 a 24.04%

411 »

... 26 = 6.89%

^ So tlicn practically 70 per cent, of Uhe Teachers sent forth by 
St. Andrew’s College have continued In their Vocation,

Many conclusions might be drawn from these scanty figures 
but I will motion only one:—Think of 441 men who have gone 
out to spread the Gospel and let us not forget that the non-teachers 
also have pulled their weight. Think too of the 5a who took Holy 
Orders. Does not this mean that the Africans have taken and 

•are taking a very large share in building their African Church? 
Therefore is it not pur bounden duty and service to thank God for 
the College, its Sons and its work.

J;

to US as we ace..T-
.'il

i"* ‘I

Si. Axd«w's CoLLtci SitiDum D«Ka«o
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MY AFRICAN TOUR

Minion headquarters would continue on or near its old site; now
he question seems to have determinedhe permanency of the station, it has been thought 

tile buildings permanent too. wise to make if

Ibed ho>veKr°d'ry'7i'',« '‘‘VyEbiring sand. in^^T'rivec

ARir’itt: ‘'Litf/T' •»! u."to^h ESrSptrL^

energy and nra'itfcStcoYlege o"f "‘"it ?

prs® “ X'; /r
:p;;bE-ri-"Xrj; “j; > 11
[liat Padre Munday should have had lo ffiil ^ ^ /natter for regret 
he was doing here; but we mav worj^ % ^
confidence that wihen the new htft ^ hope with a fair amount of 
on its legs the n^s of M»7o fairly
than they could be in the bid days^ C^rtaTnT®
~unhy good 'eachers and many ^«che^"a e ^teLdei'T^r "l"

The shepherded as1h"y d^ 'l" "■" P™P'®
attendance, and here again the future■f only a sufficient starcan be'rreterrrk^Si:?^^^^^^^^^^^

f
?:

I.PMe)
IPtdrt lllafn*WoMBN WITH Church OrrERtNos from an Out.Viluob

When I
rent

V
Msoro: An Infants' Readiko Class6
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The raedicil work is in full swing, though it is still more or 
in an early stage. One drawback so far as this side of the 

Mission's operations is concerned is that the Diocese has no 
qualified medical practitioner on its staff. The distances between 
the stations are so considerable that, even with the ,opening up of 
motor roads, it would be dilficult for a single medicar man to 
look after all the diocesan stations even if he could be found. For 
myself, I (tope that doctors will be forthcoming in due course, 
who will be able to develop the medical side of die mission work 
at the various stations, and I believe that a medical man at Msorb 
would find after a short time plenty of useful work to do without 
moving far afield.

One interesting experiment which,was to be made shortly after 
my visit may have considerable results on native life. “ 
rMli Officers were prepaHng to put-a.small herd of
rettje at the disposal of the Mission on condition that they should 
be inoculated regularly, and so it was hoped that they might be 
kept free from disease, fear of which had hitherto prevented cattle 
keeping m the^country. I do not know much of what happened 
later and hovv far the experiment has succeeded; but it was good 
to hear that the^MiMion was to take its part with the Government 
in expenments for the improvement of native agricultural life

We had.reached Msoro on the Thursday and by the Saturday 
morning people from the more distant districts were beginning tb 
arriye for tlie Sunday worship. From the little rise on which the 

-"-e ““W sec them coming while they were still a 
ImH we watched the processions of men and women,
headed b;- their teachers and carrying the food that they would 
need during their stay at the Mission, wind along like gigantic 
snakes. As they got nearer, they started singing fiymnf and 
tnarching songs, and they reminded us irresistibly of the Companies 
of Jewish^lgrtms going up to keep the Passover and singing the

WEISS'S”-“ra

were made into a canopy over it to "hieW thl^r^ T" I
the sun that would be highTn the skv

Christians, with a fair proportion of Catechumens at the back, The 
Bishop celebrated the itoly Mysteries, and I preached to the crowd 
sitting on the sand in the sunshine; I had to wear my topee, but 
the Africans did not seem to mind the sun, which of course got 
hotter and hotter as it rose higher in the sky. It was a great 
service, not only because of the numbers who were present, but. 
because of the evident devotion of the people; though it was held 
in the open and there were consequently many things 
the attention of the worshippers, they did not seem'to turn to right 
or left, but fixed their eyes—and one may hope their thoughts—on' 
what was being done before them. The singing was perhaps the 
most remarkable feature, considering that we were in the open air; 
there was a real volume of sound and yet it was always melodious,' 
a result that open air singing does not often achieve. Of course,’ 
the occasion was exceptional; the Bishop’s visit, after a considerable 
interval, coincided with that of the foreign padre from over the 
sea, and people from all over tlie district had made a special effort 
to come to greet their guests. It was the first time that the church 
hpd proved altogether too small for its worshippers; but it has not’ 
fen the only time, for I hear that on the Feast of St. Bartholomew 
this year there were again so many intending communicants that ' , 
the example we had set was again followed with simllinr result; ^ 

There can be no shadow of doubt that there is a very great 
work (great in more senses than one) waiting to be done in the" 
Msoro district; it cannot be properly tackled until the resources are 
much larger than at present, both as regards staff and as regards 
funds. The district will some day have to be divided into three, 
and even then each parish will be large in area and in population ; but ■ 
the time for this development is not yet. A beginning may be 
made Shortly by sending Padre Higgins to open up a sub-district 
in the Ukunda country; but the full development for which Msoro 
is crying needs much more money than we can give at present 
and many more workers than we .seem likely to secure either rtoW 
or in the near future.

'■
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Diocese of Masasi
ONE SOWS: ANOTHER REAPS

, ONE SOWS : ANOTHER REAPS
‘'Th“l“T ‘".Africa is taken up with the hearing of 

ti^T^nt, •“ °f ‘•'CSC deai with marriage difficui-

Sir cisrcirs's; ssfe" “Ss

man. Aimost the last thine Bishon T? with another
he went home to be consecrated l' ^“aasi before
both Henry and Marj^V^e^en^^nd era“i " “•
towards re^onciiine them, Cut Ihev s^m 
months aftenvardsf aS on the Mreti Tt'."P"”- 
Masasi. an African prSt a ?e a.bn o?^ne f‘?b P^^.'-iP^harge at 
was abie to finish off the wo* that hL he. ^ pa«ies concerned,
now living happilv toeether nm‘ * a ^‘"cled, and they —
are once more commuliirants ^ P“'’''" Pcnance and
.o&silfZh^;^LCch^^Tmt 'vent

s,:sr'^'S’srSiS'siE™ ~
S"ria. the queen, wearin^’urbaS on U C?ad"® ™ivied, and

war^r h^^Sand d "^ B"!. During the
ived r lifC ‘‘"fled djwn to Lindf and

frCm iClieCn i drifted hopelessly away
mTs »®CftCn thi f’®"’“u"''=‘‘‘'““''“"""“'ian, bubas IS so 01 ten the case, he left her when she became ill She
MZsZTnZ7„t''.‘:‘ “If 'Vi'" h"'i known her in *e
her Sml’ssi^n ro , J ""•* arrangements were made forher admission to the Government hospital at Lindi. She was there

fhm ^ih ^ longing 10 get back was so great
hM a^fve Bm'the“dl""if- ’’ ''°®P“‘*' -nore dead

somefinr' -.h k‘ “if ri'Biculties were not over yet, for she needed 
Mme one with her day and night. Her mother was in Nynsaland, 
fnl f, relations, who were many, would come to
m' arrangements to pay kome woman
To rehdon of Edfth 7 f 7'P‘'"' “ Christian widow,no relation of Edith, not even of the same tribe, but simply becaiis^ 
she had bMn at Mbweni with her mother, and she neve? left hM 
iCn?h ■h“^’ T'^P'V’ keing no relation and of
to Suntrv ".‘^."’P'f'? stranger," and only those who know 
" stra^^r^^s^ Id i ° wonderful thing it was that a
arfw fff „ ^“ki kave consented to do all the nursing. Edith
foZ rime ® Sh ‘'°®P"a' "nd it was thought she might live fot 
some time. She wm taught her prayers again and prepared for
^7„h,°"r^°“j'°"’ o ®ka made on Palm Sunday. Then^slm ^ 
taught for her Communion, but on Maundy Thursday she irrew 
much worse, and on Good Friday Gust as the PrtesT v^^^fo wm 
Mone, was vesting for the Mass of the Pre-sanctified) an urgm 
S forT/ “■= kospkal. So he went into the cathedrCund

when a

I

was

are

r
/

vJ^rCf'sood’woT “? •*'' 'V'k “ vecord of many
was placed In charge of Miesi. He cam^ 

at a difficult time. It had been necessary a few months preCioCriC 
Si^dre^n‘‘>SC^" “"n ®™wn very slack, with^very few
ChCrt fhnl ,?» d'n B°‘ 'P work, and in a very."'.s'is sss *s;'ss KS"=r£‘S,; ri"E=
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ONE SOWS: ANOTHER REAPS Diocese of Masasii
musicians, managed to teach the whole congregation to join 
singing. It is true that the tunes were like nothing on 
but still all knew them and sang with all their might’. He 
tvns most devout and did his best, to teach his people to pray and 
led them in prayers during the Moss.

About a year ago he came to me and said he thought he 
leper. I sent him to the doctor, who found that the disease
just beginning. Mwnlimu went twice a week for treatment and ___
most optimistic. As no one knew that he was a leper, and as he 
only had it slightly, he was allowed to live on at Midsi, but was no 
longer permitted to teach in the school. One Saturday in May 
he came to see me at Masasi. We sat on my baraza and chatted 
and smoked together. Presently I took him into the cathedral and 
showed him the new windows. He left me for a few minutes and 
went into the Chapel of the Blessed Sacrament, and we said good
bye a few minutes later. He had a walk of a little over three hours 
to his home. Just after leaving Masasi he was suddenly seized 
with illness (some brain trouble we think), but he managed to 
struggle home and get to bed. He seems to have realized at once 
that it was a fatal illness, for he called his assistant teacher and 
asked him to write down the names of the people to whom he owed 
nioney and gave him a few directions as to the disposal of a few 
of his things. He then asked that Padre Edward, who is the 
neatest Padre to him, should be called. Padre Edward had been 
very III and was still very weakj but the Miesi people were deter- 
mined that their Teacher should get what he wanted, and so went 
to Machombe and carried Padre Edward back with them. Poor 
Mwahmu could not receive the Blessed Sacrament, but he was 
shriven and anointed. His last words were: “ Father, into Thy 
hands I commend my spirit." “Father, I am tired, please take 
mm He died on Sunday afternoon at three o’clock, and I arrived 
just too late. But I was able to say a Requiem and take the funeral 
on Monday morning.

Mwalimu Yohana had

in the 
earth. ALMSGIVING

IFsIfiSBtSIto clothe his fomily. There are no European plantations except at 
n‘‘u'*"?obtained except at the Mission. The bulk of the population trust to their plantations to 

provide them with enough money to pay their tax and to buy cloth. ’ 
But in this country It is a risky business, crops have a way of fail
ing. 'S nearly, always famine in a greater or fa degree in 
mme part of the diocese, and prices unfortunately vary very much. 
Then It IS such a business. To gel the best prices and to buy 
cloth and anything else he may want at the cheapest rate the 
African must go to the coast over ninety miles away: there is no 
railway so he must walk, carrying his load on his head. He will 
probably have to make two or three Journeys before he has sufheient 

:taoney for his tax and to buy clothes. The usual time to go to
he al’"® ‘'■u "'T'' Apart from that month .the average African handles very little money all the year round. ' 

t>o that It IS not surprising that in a good many of our churches 
rLt«° •noney in the collection. Our: African
Christians have been taught, of course, that there are various ways 
of giving alms; money, olferings in kind, their labour (building 
ot churchM and schools). But offerings in kind cause difficultkS 
except m big stations where there are boarding schools or hospitals: .
It IS difficult to sell the stuff for ready money, nobody has any 
money, nobody wants the stuff and it will not keep. However, 
somehow or other these difficulties are overcome and every station 
SS?es™°"^^ money to pay for church expenses and a little over

The disappointing thing is that in big stations, such as Masasi, 
where every month a large sum of money Is distributed as wages

W*"? '''“fbPf’P!® and porters, the collections should be so 
poor. A^, while it is generally fairly easy to get people to 
build a church or school, it is often most difficult to geMhem to 
repair, them, to b«ng sufficient grass for; the roof, or, if they fali 
down, to build them again. But there is no doubt that we are
making progress and little by little learning to give. >

I should like to give Mme incidents. At last year's Dedication 
Festival of the Cathedral (August 3) one of the dispensary boVs, 
Sf"® ® r“"i ® 'll brought seventy-five pishi of
miilet as his Mdakn “—seventy-five pishi would weigh about
four hundred and fifty pounds, and five men had to make two 
journeys to his house to bring the grain to the cathedral, 
t ortunately that year millet sold at a good price and our collection 
benefited to the extent of twenty-five shillings; but in a normal 
year that gram would have sold for about half the price only.

was a 
was 
was

i

I
if'

i',.

“bMiutely loyal; one, too, who was fearless in rebuking sin 
and tirciess in searching for the lapsed.. R.I.P.

pretiy desperate and one is 
Sive up hope, so it is weii to bear such incidents as these 

Lrie?; more clearly in Africa than elsewhere we see
*ben,-after a lapse of years, 

^ P“' “"d present work,the Mission has taught people to die such hoiy deaths as these and
fhem to d"e^a“r?‘‘™‘'‘" “ Mjvalimu Yohana, what, need Is

never

A.D.S. I
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ALMSGIVING Diocese of Nyasaland

A short time ago a woman who takes her turn every third month 
as cook to the children at Kwitonji and is paid eight shillings for 
a month's work, arrived on my baroza one.Saturday afternoon. 
She told me she wanted to make her Confession then and 
Communion next morning, and produced four shillings which she 
said was her thank^iffering for the recovery of her father from a 
serious illness.

Before Easter the women were told to try and bring at least 
twenty-five cents (three pence) as their Easter " sadaka.” One old 
lady, one of the oldest in the parish, somewhere about mid-Lent 
brought me twenty-five cents carefully wrapped in paper with 
instructions to keep them for her till Easter. On enquiry 1 found 
she had made two bottles of castor oil and had sold them for that 
amount.

The people of Chiwatn (Padre Obed) had built themselves a 
beautiful new church. Last February, after standing for only 
about three years, the church was struck by lightning and almost 
entirely destroyed. But not in the least dismayed they set about 
It again and by the time of their patronal festival (Saint Peter) the 
^urch W!« completely rebuilt. So also at Machombe (Padre 
tdward) the people have in a comparatively short time built a 
SaTnt”jude’’'^^''^ which is dedicated to Saint Simon and

At Mnsasi where there are always a number of Europeans the 
custom has been to keep the aims given by the European and 
African members of the congregation separate. The First Sunday 
in the Month the alms of both Europeans and Africans are set 
aside for the relief of the sick and poor. The rest of the African 
alms are used to pay all normal church expenses which are often 
very heavy as frequently there are three or four Masses a day 
^ churchwardens were able to pay all church expenses,'

shillings were paid into the sick and poor fund 
iv famine relief fund, and a
ofTh/'r„c“n.1 “''"""/I => f“"‘l fof 'h^ spread
Shi ‘^i! I’’/."'" ® halfince of twelve
v^r a "'s cathedral for last
?h« twenty-two shillings. So, considering
that food WM more expensive than usual owing to famine, perhaps 
we have not done so badly after all, and we thank God and take 
courage, and hope to do better this year.
mv^lr^htir™^ "®w scheme that every communicant should
S their usiiaT<5? Catechumen sixpence, in addition
Inm^he iis^ offe"ng, may meet with success and a large
•sum be raised in this way for the work of spreading the Gospel.

A. D. S.

THREE CHEERS FOR THE “CM."
Having just completed a trip on the ss. Chauncy Maples 
Lake Nyasa, I feel that the people at lliome would like to hear 
just a little more about this noble Mission Steamer and her 
crew. I feel somewhat bold in presuming to write about such 
a subject as I am only a junior member of the Mission. In 
the course of the history of the Mission many, many articles 
must have been written on the Chauncy Maples, describing . 
the details of every port of call. My object is merely to chat 
about a few points which struck me during the voyage. To a 
casual observer I appeared to be wasting much time; I did very little 
writing, and less reading and sewing, and yet the time was not spent 
in prayer and meditation I Time wasted in apparently idle gossip I 
A chat with this member of the crew, then a chat with a group of 
boys over there. Yet is not this really how we get to know the 
African, to know his heart and his life, to know his troubles and 

Jidifliculties, to give him our sympathy and to hear his point of 
view. Mutual understanding and sympathy, these are the only 
conditions under which the white man and the African can really | 
work happily together. They do away with the atmosphere of , ' 
suspicion and distrust under which so many white people labour. 
Among the crew we find many faithful workers of the Mission, men 
who have served for twenty or thirty years, and it is quit, 
common thing to meet those who have done ten or twelve years. 
Loyal servants indeed 1 Then I was struck by the happiness of the 
crew—happy in their work and in their play, yet they are obedient' 
and disciplined, and the captain is the ruler, but he rules through 
his men. From the beginning to the end’of the voyage one did

on

?

e a

I; '.'.r

1

Tub Chauncy Maplbs "
/ ''4 «Si!
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THREE CHEERS FOR THE C.M.” THREE CHEERS FOR THE “ C.M.”i".

and 1 heard an order given in a still small voice, and the same order 
was roared forth by the African Kapitao. We want more of the 
still small voice of the white man in Africa, we want him to " run 
his show y by keeping in the background, by correcting, encourag
ing, helping and leading the African. We want more of the 
African voice in teaching and leademhip.

Padre Leonard ICangali was on board with us and said Mass 
in the ship’s chapel. I do not think a Mass has ever been more 
real to me. I somehow felt it a privilege to be kneeling in the 

that chapel, just packed-with men and boys, chiefly the 
C.M. c^w. One was struck by their reverence and devo

tion as with faith and hope they knelt at that simple altar 
to receive indeed the Body of the Lord. And the singing, well 
It was open to criticism, but one felt that they were singing to God 
and not merely to please the ear of man. As we went from port to 
^rt we got TOme excellent walks,with the engineer, Mr. Fisher.

Ao^ in Itself. We had walked for miles through the most lovely 
scenery when I suddenly heard a leopard quite near; Again and 

1 ^ was trying to make up my mind
whm ro O'- in f«>nt of him.When to my surprise I found he was not in the least concerned, His

nnd there he was peering over into 
me valley to get a glimpse I It was here that we met Padre 

bontd to dinner. The next day 
we called at Chllowilo, Padre Leonard's first station in 1898. Here 
here IS an tmerKting ro^^with a very pathetic tradition attached to 

It. the,rock IS :the highest point of a rocky cliff, it is called 
there 'S' ^ ^he tradition is that
ivSSSfhSfc I t f!"' “"n'’’"' oitiof- He gave

^ ' nSf-‘‘poyn'o,"'but still it was not sufficient. So one 
^e rork^ women and children, climbed up
h ‘ highest peak, and there after tying their hands
S«k"nnH ’'‘”' they all threw themselves frorthis
rwk and were dashed to pieces below. The tribe was wiped 
h"r payment could be demanded, and so theW was at
li«t finished At^his place we found a ^oman who tSs 1^“ ed 
aiimwhole faith in us she came on board, 
^mpanied merely by a small schoolboy; She is now here in 
Hospital at Malindi. The Operation has been a success, so next 

'’T^e“n^ Sttito a different person.

like to paddle myself back to .thq steamer in it. So to the great

joy of the Africans on the shore I tried, and failed horribly, for 
however 1 started off after a short time 1 always found myself back 
at the shore again ! I finally arrived back to tlie steamer in a canoe. 
. P“‘ White Rock and back
to Malindi. This White Rock between Lukulomn and Lungwena 
also has a tradition. Its real name is Mwaja Chitegi.- Tradition 
rays that when Chitcgi crossed from Monkey Bay to Lungwena, on 
his way north to be chief of Kobwe, he touched this rock in his 

. .oot voyage on the Chamey Maples by
grumbling, so that by the time we have found fault with the crew, 
the ship, the officers (perhaps indirectly!) the teaj the milk, the 
table boys and the deck hands; well, we have no time left to

”rl

canoe.

COVENANTED SUBSCRIPTIONS
In Central Africa for October, 1927, the following notice 
appeared:— .

fcach .ei paid lo tbe Miuion by a fubscriber (who payt income tax at ilia full
rate) represenu a gro,. Income of 26f. Ho ha.'paid ,^: Income tmr(al the rSe
of 4*. in the dJ) and forward. £l to the MUiior If ho i. prepared to covenant 
U y««. h« «1II paye a. before^ but the MImIoiI •
u able to recover the f>.. income tax, and m actually receive* 26f.

n,. V° ^ «w'cd that in case of the death of a fubscriber the covenant 
becomes void, and that there is no charge on the e.tnlp "

I:

We are able to report that one hundred and sixty-seven ol 
our subscribers have responded to our appeal by Covenanting tlieir 
subscriptions, and we have just received tlic sum oI ;^2o8 14s. 4d. 
in respect of the first hundred Covenants sent in. With the 
addition of the new Covenants received since, we may therefore safely 
estimate that our claim for next year will be well over ;^3o6, nii 
of which represents gain to the Mission without any increased cost 
to the subscribers themselves.

out

Of course there are many subscribers who are not in a 
posilion to bind themselves by a deed; but we arc anxious lhat 
Ihe Mission should gam as much as possible from this concession 
which the Government has made for the benefit of charities, and 
we hope that any subscribers who pay income tax at the full rote, 
and who have no intention of decreasing tlie amount whicli they 
now give annually, will consider Ihe scheme very carefully and 
adopt It if they possibly can, for the sake of the financial benefit 
which the Mission will gain thereby.

For further information, and for the form of deed, please aonlv 
to the Lay Assistant .Secretary at the Mission office.

tfi 17
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OXFORD HONOURS Fr. WOODWARD HOME JOTTINGS
The General Fund HecelpU compare as foWnxvs

Received during November ...............
Total receipts to November 30 ...............

An increase of ^1,824.

; £?SaffS;"“==““‘=

Dr. Lock has very kindly sent us tlie following translation of the 
Public Orator’s Latin speech delivered when Canon Woodward 
received the honorary degree of M.A. We are all delighted to 
hear of the honour conferred on one to Whom the Mission is so 
deeply indebted, and we offer our hearty congratulations to 
old friend.

"At a time when we are mourning the loss of a venerable member 
of our University, a devoted follower of the Catholic Paith, William 
Percival Johnson, there comes to us one who,“no less ready for 
self-sacrifice, has in the same continent with singular zeal and 
tenacity devoted all hi? efforts to propagating the Gospel among 
the heathen : indeed he has spent seven and forty years in that 
task which we m Oxford in combination with Cambridge undertake 
in Central Africa, and has faced many a difficulty in that task.
1 hrough all those years he spent all Ihis leisure time 
of the native languages: eight.of tlljese he reduced to shape and 
by compiling vocabularies, grammars, and embodying folklore 

L" ‘I'em within the limits of literature. How
uMful his work has been not only to missionaries but also to
Sv'inf H 5’“" witnessed to, not only

Tu witnesses, but also by Germans, into whosi
Sorv“af tlTe*’.""""!. Archdeacon of Magila within their 

hi'^n J "'’ten war was declared. Soon after peace

Ml. h to South Africa, but not having even yet learnt to 
a ?'’* f™*" ““ 'h® '“Its in tvihich he was sotrained.^ At that time we had intended, had he been oresent in

ho"fourth^H“"^" “"‘i ntost lea^edTan the
honour which we now confer. But the delav has added Tsnecial
ordaSed- he y®"- '>« w^®

s&mBm-m-si

1026 1027

::: ilS X3,3I7
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fr.end. who l,..o oot .ei.1 in Iheir remitl.nco, will do „ tV/oro
• • •

/
our

Impotlnnl Nollt«.-A! ihe ODicc will ho movlnz lo ocw prcmbeo In tnnunrv

?ur.ho?''nX. “ I"™'' Si
in the study V

i

* o'' o'"'?’"'' of.AFiuMK Tipinns
ordri Ireo to nil Ihoie who ■ordor for nl Itnni 21 copic for iho year. Plonio send your ordm to

■• • •

Oncej—Wo hopo to move lo our New Mlulon House nboul the llilr.1 
VW.mr„.lJ“"s“.W.l Wood Street.

Relrem*‘’&;i'’''K""1.!J?''u' '?!''• C”™" Co'P'r will conduct the Atioclate'i”
?Hadfg‘'M,Sig’n Sister Superior,at St.

ggS ““ ='ct;'.'S.d“to''t
wltif'mTsslSa m»'urL"rio ^fdcgiS

,}* cxpedhioni. Canterbury U only
0^ Jnterest, and there are alwaya Uie doWn*

IletrS A„n ill® breere,. Sd The Svicwg. In April, May and June one can do this in peace, tu the holiday crowrU

tf. S’-

o„d p.'eu;S“gSslh“.? £ir .‘c!°ul.rSf eaSTAh.'™" '
eatt.|i[X;’;?ho";;.e?r’jjttASt'f; '?”:gho'tg;." rrhU” ft; 
.AXi ioSMfJl-ghaTsgSIs.’^'^ -"'.-’"Slad

r and as 
Kive a 
the -I X-Office.

t9a8am^,fn7?r^,'^ri„\”“^«;*^,F™°.--The income for

MARY WALtACK
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Zansibar
Zanzibar
Zanzibar
Masasl
N. Rhodesia
Nyasaland
Nyasaland
Nyasaland
Nyasaland

Nov. 17 
Nov. 17 
Nov. 17 
Nov. 26 
Dee. 8 
Dec. 8 
Dec. 8 
Dec. 6 
Dee. 14

35

30

::: IS
..n..n..„. ,, C8«T«3Li;t

1029 
an. 2 
an. 4 
an. 4 
an. 4 
an. 10 
an. 10 
an. 10 
an. 10 
an. 10 

, an. 10 
an. 10 
an. 18 
an. 18 

Jan. 31

Zanzibar
Nyasaland
Nyasaland
Nyasaland
Zanzibar
Zanzibar
Zanzibar
Masasl
MosasI
Masasl
Masasl
N. Rhodesia
N. Rhodesia
Nyasaland

EDITOR’S. NOTES .
nf f”"'' ortides vvritlen by members

rf MaiS?' Chnstian Festival in the Cathedral Churcir ,
fhn A help us- all to sympathize more fully with
he joys and sorrows, the trials and difficulties, of those on Avhose 

labours the future of the African Church must increasingly depend.

■L

O. n.^ Malachi. L.Th. 
years in the Province of

'"tacTS? Stf gIS, CdlrgifhoM';" VM'lTa"ffl

Ii to gr™ much nMCot hdp in «r<;rnS»|Lo"J. "* apn-lrrco. M|„ Murid Quick
At the beginning of the New Year we find ourselves with a largo

the same time, a balance means that several articles must stand 
over fM a hme, so we hope the contributors will not think we have

m"'' whh undisguised relief, How nice,we need not trouble to write again for a long time.

• • •

_M1m Elyard wat not only a 
asslstanca for tbrS“. F«vo r.lu.bl. clcricul»ome year# In i__

December 13.—Josephine Choveaux. '
"'Edhor”'N“J°].‘'™”'"" F"™ «nS ou lb. Horn. Stuff

Our friends hhould note that the address of the Mission is 
Central. Africa House, Wood, Street, Westminster, S.W no\y

.1.for 13
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1:Diocese of Zanaibar

Vi Diocese o! MasasiTHE GENEROSITY OF THE POOR
The church at Kigongoi is dedicated to St. Maiy Magdalene, and 
from the first the Christians therd seem to have had something of 
the generous devotion of their patron saint. They have always built 
iheir church themselves, without any help from outside, and have 
spent both time and money without stint.

During the war their second.wattle and daub church fell to pieces 
because there was no one to look affw it, so in 1918 they built a 
third beautiful new church, but Kigongoi is on a wind-swept ridge 
and in Holy Week, 1927, there was a great storm of wind and the 
whole church suddenly heeled over and collapsed.

Instead of being crushed by the disaster, the Christians started 
off singing in the small hours of Easter morning, to make their 
Communion in Maramba Church, in’the volley below, and gave 
God thanks that no lives had been lost. “Without delay they began 
to build at. Kigongoi a huge “ banda," a cattle-shed, for their 
Sunday worship, and iri time they mudded the walls to keep 
the bitter cold winds, but all the time they said, ** We will build 
fourth church of stone, so that it will not fall down.”

Every single stone Has to be carried up-from a stony water- 
courM down below. For weeks the Christians and Catechumens 
toiled up and down and got huge piles of stones, till at last Mr. 
umI came and measured out the foundations of a Tau cross church. 
Meanwhile, every Christian man gave seven shillings and every-, 
woman one shilling, which is to them a small fortune, and by 

■degrees they collected ^£50 to. pay the Lutheran masons, and their,' 
day lalxmrers. After a week’s work, the day labourers, who were 
.Shambala folk, refused to take their week’s wage, saying, ‘‘We 
want to give it to the church.”

Presently more stones were needed, and Padre Petro- 
^^vambwnra said to his Sunday congregation, *‘ To-day 
must each make four journeys down to the valley, bringing 
up up two ston^ each time,” and though many of them had 
come from distant mountain villages, no one shirked and every 
man, woman and child’tolled up four times with one S^dne on their 
heads and another in their hands. I tried myself only one stone, 

•and not a big one, and only one journey and it was as much as I 
could do; ■

The most touching thing was even Magovl insisted on helping. 
Magovi Is a little waif child, only five years old, who a few months 
ago was dying of starvation and neglect. The Sisters have nursed 
her and tended her till she looks like a normal African child, and 
Magovi, with her new-found strength, insisted on coming up the 
hill with a stone on her head.

All this love and devotion has bwh poured out so lavishly, and 
yet the church cannot be buIlK for there.is not enough .money ta 
pay the masons. They haVb done what they could.' D. C. A. ”

. ! i INITIATION RITES
Extract frotti d letter to Canon Spanton from Archdeacon Swainsbn, 

dated October iB, 192^0i:

I AM writing this from Mkomaindo. TcMiay is St. Luke's Day; and 
we have been keeping the sand anniversary of the arrival of Bishop . 
Steere at Lindi. There was a big congregation and thirtyrone 
Communicants, one at least of whom had accompanied Bishop Steere 
on that day. He is one of my churchwardens andds named Yohnnn 
Kamna, and is the great-grandfather of Bnrnaba, the printer in 
Zanzibar. ; ; . . : d

teaching on' manners and tribal customs, which they rMclve from

and everything^

-J'

out
our

1:

we
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INITIATION RITES

INITIATION RITES
“ught the ChrisUan

ss»n:^aj^ss2gp&s"&s
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ihelr mothera to dome and Identify 
them—4till completely hidden In 
their new clothe*.
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imtlATIOrf RITES
V ;

religTon ^ "’“^'"®^ ‘®"‘^ “"'* ''°‘P‘"e j" ‘h®!’'

Thi'lMfr "“f ■■ ""'* =« 'AW“n WO'"'!".
I He g:rls are only in for eleven days, so there is not quite the same

Ignorant of their religion, or-who do not know their prayers, 
t^ be noted and word sent to their padre or-teachers. The tLch-' ilisipsssHsss

•^Ls vti,^°“®h^’i '*{‘'.'=h *h?y could, never do in any other wav. 
nts y^ we built the hut in which the children wwe to live'and

and trvo children vrerc knocked.down and trampled upon, but I amass;LSS£i;“i^s^^
R’S'jSinsi/sgss.'sewe ate protected by our Guardian Angels;

ihe way these things have been done m thfe part of the world for 
OTuntl^ yeare and it fa ImpoMible to stop them.

CONTRIBUTIONS FROM AFRICAN 
CLERGY : ■ :

I—THE DEDICATION FESTIVAL AT MASASI 
Bv The Rev. Ambrosio Mitandk,i:

i:

i August 3 is a day Which will never be for
gotten in this country, becau^ it is the date 

, of tlie Consecration of our glorious Cathedral, 
it is, therefore, an obligation >yhich rests 
upon us at, its yearly ; recurrence for all 
Christian folk to meet together and offer their 

. praises and thanksgiving to .Almighty, God 
for all the worship offered to him therein, to 
pray for his blessing on all the, churcAes in 

; the Diocese and on all our friends in England
• who have offered and still offer their prayers
• and their gifts on our behalf.

This year the joy.bells began to ring at i
8 a.m. People flpeked to Mast^i from all . 
directions.' The church was filled to :Over7 
flowing and many had to slay outside because 

of the crowdSi There was not sufiicient space for them all.. The 
Mass commenced and I cannot find words to convey to you the 
beauty and sweetness of the worship, offered on. this our festtvoL 
Words fail me, and I can only say .that he whp;Was not.prcsent pn 
this occasion, has yet to learn wHat. the. worship offered in . the 
Cath^rai of Masasi is like.

The service proceeded and after the Gospel, Archdeacon 
Swainson stood up to read to us a letter from the Bishop, which 
was as follows:—

Paor'i AiiBRoaio

one

“ Greeting to you, my children. It is a veiy great grief to 
me that I am unable to be with you in your service to>day. Sick
ness prevents, me from being present, but I most earnestly pray 
that the blessing of Almghty God may rest upon youi and that 
He will grant you His grace to offer acceptable worship toi His 
glory.** - - I-. -

Vincent Masasi i
After the reading of this letter our hearts rcjpic^ and.we were 

had been full of misgiyings on acopunt pf.the 
absence and many had asked me: “ Is the Bishop coming tcnlay^’’ 
and I had to reply, “ I do not think he will come. I see.no.slgn.of 
his arrival.**

■ Archdeacon Swainson sang,the Mass and preached,;and.475 
people made their Communion. When.we leftrthbschurch after the

ese

comforted, for we
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arvlce, all the people assembled on the football ground. They J 
Mnced many dances. This; Is what .always happens on our 
festival i and I ask all our absent friends to pray for us on this our 
Annive^iy, that we may always offer acceptable worship to the 
glory of God.

Diocese of Zansibar

high ground. ; They have chosen, Bwembwera.because ;it is-near 
*lhe railwy stadon, and there is aj good road, for mptpr?carai arid 
so there is no difhcuUy about jthe transport of what is he^ed.for the 
Boarding School; . ;We must pray God to bless' and prosper-this 

place.. Archdeacon Mackay arrived at Bwembwera oh October 
20, 1928, his'fir^'.visit since his return from furlough.' We’went 
with him to;inspect the spot where they hope to buildithe Boarding 
School. He was delighted with it. The next morninghe preached 
to us on the subject^of '‘ Forgiveness,” and his woi^ left a deep 
impression on our hearts. ; ^

■>

new

II—THE DISTRICT OF BWEMBWERA 
By The Ray. Zakaru Kanju

1 THINK iliat at least a whole year must have passed by since I 
wrote an account of Bwembwera, so I am describing what has'hap- 
pened in the nieantime. We may say that this district is more or 
less a new district, nevertheless, many people are begmning to wake 
up in the matter of their religion and to follow the Lord Christ. 1 
will go so far as to say that there are manyiMuHarahiadans who 
want to enter the Christian religion, but are afraid of being laughed 
at by their, companions. There aid some who send their, children 
to be taught the Christian Faith. Yet although the hdiills , 
afraid of being laughed at, we must not leave off praying for them 
and conversing with them, in the hope that the Holy’Spirit will 
bring them into the Church of Christ. . i ’ “

Bwembwera is the Child of the Mother Church Msalabani, and 
now Bwembwera has also put forth its branch towards the south. 
There are rivo schooU, Kwa Fungo and Panga Mlima, and the 
^nd IS about a two hours’ walk away. The Christians of Kwn 
hungo have built a,moderately large brick church. It is a nice 
building and can hold from three to four hundred people. Bwemb- 
wem nto has put forth its branch, as I said above. The Church ai 
Kwa Fungo is dedicated to St. Bartholomew and was opened on 
August ^4, igaS, and it was filled on this occasion.

In this district of Bwembwera; each school has its little church.
Only lost October 4, wc went to open the little church of the school 
of Maskati, to the west of Bwembwera. A rather extraordinary 
thing happened; then, A Muhammadan made an offering. This we 
could scarocly refuse^ God has many ways of calling people to Him- i 
self. And there .is another Muhammadan at Muskafi who has sent 
his son to receive religious teaching, This )hoy is.now a Catechu- 
behaviod the otiier boys is remarkable for his orderly ’ J

„. Now ,J, inust inentlon the number of Christians in this district. : i 
Ihere^are g88, of whom'726 are communicants; There' are 450 

.fmtcchumens, .counting both nien and women; and some of these 
ba^Ured”fri Advent candidates for Hoiy Baptism, ind may; be
... The nuthpritics have decided.To build a Boarding'Schhol, and ! 
^!^Tji«^!pcted;Bwembwera'iis the^site; 'Tt-is On the :westere s 
side and 'about a tenminutK’ walk away. 'It id a beautiful spot on

Diocese of Zanzibar
III—MISOZWE’

By The Rev. Henry Mang’enya

Before giving an account of present happep- 
! ings in the Misozwe district l should give you ■ 

a little information about some events in the '.\' 
i lost months of 1927-1 The district suffered ; 

i from an attack of Beri Beri and a fontaliseasc 
f ■ \ ’ of the Beri Beri type; The attack of the latter

' disease was very'sevcre,at!Mngula and 1 many 
' people died. This mortality continued iiinlil 

' January, 1928. The Deaepn Clement Mnguu .
fell sick of it. When 1 was going to the 

; Synod, January 16, he had already told me 
, that he was unable to go and we agreed that 
: on my return ho should be taken to hospital.

Ho said this, because neither he nor I thought 
: that his illness was a dangerous one. But 

he died on the first day of the Synod,: The 
news reached us at Msalabani in the morning 
and the Bishop gave me permission to go and 
bury him. Padre Samwil' Mwinyipembe 

• went with me; as he was one of his kindred.
We returned to Msalabani that night. H's 
death was a great personal • sorrow. Tho 
whole district of Misozwe feel their loss 
deeply.’

On account of this illness many people'have 1 left Magula and 
removed to another part of the country. Padre BuIIock of Tpngwe, 
nnd Padre Samwil Mwinyipembe, of Msalabani, are rny witnesses, 
because I gave them: the names of many Christians who left Magula 
nnd removed to their districts.

Now this illncss has departed and; in spite of this attack'of sickr 
ness; all the teachers of these parts: Magula,' Kwa; Simba,
Kvin Nyando, N^ero and Bamba, are doing excellenti ■work. The 
present .plan is tO'built a new chuch ati Magiila.; I'Tlie rains in

are
’.r-.

, \

niliii/

Padrb Hskbt. ■ 
Mako'cnvaa
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November destroyed the old one. I have assembled the ^Christians 
to discuss the question of building a brick church with roof-joints; as 
far os our present means permit;; But they-rvere unwilling to build 
beforesecuring some corrugated iron for the roof. So the matter is at 
a sWndslill until we get it. I told them we had not sufficient money 
and they replied, " We will try arid raise some more.” • Canon 
Sehoza told us that the corrugated iron was bn sale at-Mngila, so 
1 sent the elders of the church to inspect it and discover the cost, 
but more money is required than'we pos^, and to the work is at a 
standstill until we get some more money. . - ^

That is my first desire for Magula, a new church and the second 
IS a deacon in place of Clement Mnguu. The Bishop has told me 
to wait patient^ He has .no one to send. People iriay thirilc-that 
the Diocese of Zanzibar has many African clergy, but take note, 
there are not enough for the work; so I do not know when I shall get 
my deacon. ”

October tS fvas bur Patrbnal Festival. .iSt. Luke:i3 0iir patron 

. So you see,; although .Misoztye has passed through a period of

first thing IS to get buildings for them. Miss Bates is the teacher, 
but I do not know who the nurse will be. This Is a new departure 
and I am very thankful. ’

f
Phis steady;, The

. pisJs.K&'riTa'
weakn^ in his feet, and cannot get about easily. : Kv,a Fungo is 
Ins native place. He was sent there when his illness firrit appMred.
When he was ordained he was sent to Vugiri,::in thb Jimo^e 
district, but was sent back here when he fell sick; . The BisLp 
asked me to find him work and so he is at Kwa Fungo. ^ He do« 
his very b^, but is very weak. He can manage: the work there 
b^use It IS not a hilly district like Magula. Even so, he has to . 
lake things gently. He is my helper here, but more help is 
ne^ed^on a^unt of his weakness, which has continued for a year / 
and a half. He has little strengthen his hands and feet and cannot ( 
st^p much. Plea^ pmy for his recovery. However, :ip:spite of his / 
weataess, his work is progressing,
rr I?*® “t Mhindulo has been reopened; The teacher,
Herbert Ngaja, is at work there. They have riot had a teacher 
mnH IS obtaining very many Hearers, who will be
made Catechumens in Advent. The people of Mhlndulo and Bamba
rSv'w"‘. “ “"a •“''®

’CSSS i
o. twenty were baptiied. Onthe Feastof
St.^Michael and All Angels; twenty-eight, in all, twenty-three: men 
and twenty-five women. There is an increase in the number, of 
atechumeris, and there are many Hearers. So.before the end of :: f 
the year we hope to have many more Catechumens.

Diocese of Masasi

IV—NANYINDWA

[Tfce following is the translation of a letter to me from the 
Canon Reuben Natnalowc, whom l hdvc known from his boyhood^ 
and who looks upon me as his mother. I feel sure it will greatly 
interest the readers 0/ Central ApniCA, showing as it does 
the arduous work of an African pTiest,—-D. Y, Mills.]
Many greetings, my Mother.

The Bishop asked me to wnte about my district and send It 
to the office, that we may be remembered by the people of England. 
Perhaps these words will do for Central Africa on the needs of 
tny district, or that you will write yourself. '

September 14, Holy Cross Festival, was not so happy as usual. 
For many of the men had gone to.Lukuledi to hwr a Gbveriiment 
order. Archdeacon Swaihson came to help, and he sang the Festival 
Mass; there were ninety-seven Communlcants^many people were 
ill, and others were away working, to get money for their tax.

In this district I have these churches: — ••
I. Nanyiiidwa—Holy Cross.
a. Namajani—St, itathariiiai
3. Namatutwe—St. Agnes.
4. Mkang’anda—St. Alban.
3. Sululu—Guardian Angels.
When I go round my district, it takes me a fortnight; none of 

the places are near each other, and the roads are bad.
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Diocese of Nyasaland

6. Knmund! is only a school. No church is.built yet. From 
here to Knmundi is a distance of nine hours, a whole day's march.

7. Chikowete is only a school; it is only two hours from here.
At Namnjani there ore nine schooIJrdys, whom I hope to baptize

in November,'on the'Festivals
At Mkang’anda there are fourteen adults hoping to be baptized 

ill December. One of them is Mkang’anda hiipself; he is the chief 
of the village. He is a baptismal caiididatti and bis vrife alsOl 

September Archdeacon Swainsoh went to start a " Jahdo " 
there of fourteen boys. He said Mass and there were thirty-three 
Communicants; »me came froln Kamuiidi. He went in my place, 
as I was not well. Pray fpr me, and for this district.

Sulutu has a new chunch “ Guardian Angels.” It is a beau
tiful place. But the church has nothing: no -vestments, no chalice, 
no Sanclus bell. In other places we genemlly have one set of vest
ments only, as we ate poor, but Sulutu has none yet; we have to 
lake there what we need. In September, Archdeacon Swainson passed 
on his way to Mkang’anda, and slept there one night. He said 
Mass, September 24; there were nine Communicants. Altogether 
there are twelve'Communicants there and about sixty Catechumens.
1 built the Altar there myself in 1927 of mud, and put a stone on 
the top. The work in this district is increasing, and we pray God to 
bless the work. . In this, district we have a scarcity of water; the 
people have to go a distance of two to three hours to get water.

In May the Bishop came here with Padre Blood, for Confirma
tions. We went all round the district. He confirmed at Namajani 
and Mkang’nnda. There we took leave of the Bishop and Padre 
Blood. and they returned to Masasi, passing Sululu on the way. , 
He was the, first to say Mass in their Church of the Guardian 
Angcls,.and all twelve Communicants made their communion. He 
was very pleased at seeing this poor district.

I think you will be glad to hear that on August 3, I and Padre ^ 
Kolumba.were made Canons of the Cathedral by the Bishop. r.

And I am the first fruit which has begun to ripen in the humble j ] 
little tribe of the Makuas—a tribe not much thought of. The first M 
foundations of its Church were laid when I and my two com- ; i 
panions were ordained Deacons, August 21, 1907, by Bishop Hine. 1 
Then in May, 192a, Twas pricsted by Bishop Weston, the first I 
Makua priest. And so, though I am unworthy, God was pleased to 
do His work through me, who am not worthy of this honour. 
And with all my heart I accepted His Will for me.

I beg of you, my mother, that these words may be written and i 
the needs of my district too.

FROM THE JAWS '0F#EATH
r iN the i)icturb yoti win;«e3Sui^ a fatf
.little African K^6bl*b6y nairiedllebri^,;

and I feel sureAthe people 'of; Englnnd- 
; would like to: hear his: stpiy. - : Orie 
‘; : morning, about four yeirs.'ago,. d veiy 
. ill, unconscious, little, schbol-boy;^^W^

; carried into the Dawa by a relation of 
.his, accompaiiled by his rather frighw

. cned mother and,other, relations. They 
all seemed very puzzled.bccause the boy! 
was in church the-day before ahd^ had 
suddenly got very ill like this during,tlid 

. night. As I knelt to ipoIc’.dt-theHttle 
chap, he was talking very prettily .of the 
angels in his delirium and saying a 
little prayer which he had been taught. I . 

• Hope seemed very small and It was hard to 
know quite what to do for the best. The 

■ doctor wQs.called and we got.the serious 
diagnosis of ccrebro-spinal ■meningitis.
Then followed weeks of patient nursing 
and hope, and at last, to our joy, the boy 
began to recover. , I had even bouglu a 
little piece of prclty cloth at.tlie store for 
him to wear on his return home, when 

alas 1 down he went again, this time with the very serious complica
tion of heart trouble. Weary weeks of suffering followed and our 
hope began to fade. The boy could neither take nourishment “ — 
medicine and day by day we saw our little Leonard becoming more 
arid more like a veritable skeleton. Then followed three days of semi
consciousness, when we managed twice 0 day to p6ur a little brandy in 
between his teeth. I fully realizednow, that my cloth of joy must'be
come a grave cloth. Then one night we felt that the end had come as 
we,gazed on the lifeless skeleton on the bed, all the relations had 
gather^ and death was standing with tlie child in his clutches. 1 
waited until nearly midnight for the end,'biit He who is. stronger 
than death arid who has. overcome d^th, ;had decreed, pthei^vise.
Dciith was driven out and from that day , life began; to'return to the 
little body. And' now after more than fouir months, he is fat arid 
well and running about the hospital arid in the photograph 
will see hfm wearing; the little blue cloth, which; was, after^ allj. to 
be a cloth of joy^ This wonderful recovery is looked upon by the 
Africans as nothing less-tban a iriiracle, -1 strongly feel that the 
recovery is largely due, not to the skill of a doctor or the fender care

. In

i

nor

i

you
Yo'Ur loving son,

F. R. Namalowe
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of a nurse, but to the faith, obedience 
and- ; MY;; AFRICAN,;;rpu:R-:untiring patience of an African 
Dawa* boy, Alan rSmythies by :name.

• For about UVelve \ve'e^’he prayed 
• daily by the bedside^pf theboy. When

I. had given up all hope and'
• washeavy and^d, his faith stoOd firhi,
A and his'hcarf^was-full [of i^
; many days he’wpuld cpmejojmyh^

perhaps .quiteV!afe,Vand’iMy^.Ay^^
A on and pray fbr iebnafd^^we.haye not 

prayed- with him^yet, • ’' and with his 
very soul he wouid almost drag me to 
the bedside, ; andv;thcre he Jprayedj 

•words more wonderful than one would 
find in a book, and too sacred td; quote 
here. Side by side with his faith'^vem 
his work, perfect dbediehceih carrying 
out orders in the smallest detail, untir^ 
ing patience and gentleness and (»rp, 

even In limes of weariness and even hunger, day by vday,\ fpr 
twelve long weeks. And how we hope Leonard will return^to his 
village as a faithful witness of God’s love;arid goodness, arid.as a 
lasting memorial of gratitude and thankfulness for.God’s ^blessing 
on the medical work of the Holy Church. If the 'Edilor caii sw his 
way to print both these photographs, In the second brie yoii will 
see Lronard, his mother, little sister, and baby brotheri I am sad 
not to have Alan Smythies in the picture/ but he.'had returned 
North to prepare for his wedding before the snap was taken. 'At 
any rote, you have the faithful witness of his work from one whose 
faith and hope was put to shame by the simple and trusting faith 
and steady shining hope of one of God’s African children. I f 
.should like to mention that the wee babe was born at the time when 
Lcoriard was at his worst, also that his mother sat 6n the floor and / 
watched him, and did any little thing she could for him / she did 
riot leave him for the. twelve long weeks. Worthy indeed of the 
name of mother! Mothers are mothers all the world over. A 
mother’s de\’otion ! We almost speak the words with bated breath 1 . ^

Bv^anon E. T'^Spant^ ■ :

yill—Fort jAAiESON Likwenu

From Msoro in Northern RhodMia to Likwenu in iNyasainnd is a . 
journey of about 330 miles, which is only practicable by motor 
during the day season;: but which, at the right tinie of the year 
and with a good car available, makes an easy and highly cnjpyabie 
trip. On the first day. Padre Gourthope; who kindly undertook to. 
transport me in his smhlt^car,|Oniy took me as far as Fort Jameson,, 
the y town " to which Msoro looks as its metropolis and the scene 
of his own labours. Mt is d pleasant little place, and. thou^i it does 
not boast a very large population, yet it is the centre for. the tobacco 
gjowers of North Eastern Rhodesia, whose farms stretch in almost 
every direction around;the township. It has two Churches, one in 
the European part of the town which might almost be mistaken for : | 
an English country church, and oiie in the native quarter which: is Z' 

altogether charming African building and whichds used also as 
a school on weekdays. Fort Jameson is,, properly speaking, a 
chaplaincy and not n Mission station; but Padre Courthope has 
contrived to do a good deal of mission work and has five out-stations 
besides his sdhooi-church at Fort Jameson itself. 1 met a gooff 
many of his European flock at a sundown party which he had 
arranged for the evening of my arrival and which crowded the

AND

an

Helen J. Ha^LD

, .To tent and AU*4«y Work Partlei. May we beg all our Work Panics lo renew 
their efTons thU year ’In the making bf KUibaue, Kanziia aiid Sheetlesl Latt year we 
were able to wpply'MIriakl and Zanzibar Hlgh*School with the full riumber of coloured 
Klilbaut; required, .but.about 100 more ■ whiter are: needed.- The Central •Schools at 
Klwonda,.St.:Martln’a,.Chldya, and Llull.had about half the-desired oumber, while 
oihef stations came off : very short. This year jumpen-will be sent to Klwanda, Kwa 
Malzl-and SL Martina.In.Zanzibar Dloces^ -The other.Dioceses.are glad.of either '• 
garment;., Mlnakl, Zanzibar,; High-School and tluU in: Nyasaland want KIsibaus, i

do the Hospitals.; About'200..Kanzu,’and '400 sheetlesr are ne^ed. Rolled (
bandagesj white rag, and bid linen are :wanlcd In enormous quantities. I
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verandah ol his house. They all seemed been and jolly folk and 
r^ly representative of ,the European pdpuUuion. ' To the casual 
visitor at any rate, U appeared that the diaplain at Fort Jameson 
ought to be a happy man j certainly he has plenty of opportunities 
of service both to white and to black, and, so far as one could see, 
both Europeans and Africans are prepared: to use his help.

Next morning early we started off. for Likwenu, and tor t.._ 
days passed through the most magnificent hill scenery, the beauty 
of the landscape being greatly increased by the spring tints, which 
correspond to the autumn tints of Europe. Over and over again 
as we looked back at the forest as it was caught by the rays of the 
afternoon sun, it seemed ablare with a mass of blossoms,' and it 
was sometimes hard to believe that they were not flowers at all but 
the new foliage, which is pink before it becomes! green and which 
heralds the near advent of the rains. We spent the night high 
among the mountains at the R.Cr Station at Bembeke, where we 

magnificent fields of wheat and acres of potatoes, for one of 
the lay Brothers is a famous agriculturist and has done much to 
trach the Africans around how to till their soil to the best advantage.
Not long after noon the next day we came to the Shird River, 
though it was hard to believe as we crossed it that it was a great 
river at all, so choked was it by an abundant growth of reeds: and 
by 3 o clock tve found ourselves climbing the road which leads up 
the hill on which Likwenu stands. This road is itself no mean 
engineering enterprise, considering that it was buiit by Mission 
amateur engineers, with its sweeping curves and hairpin bends 
maldng the ascent of the steep hill practicable for motors.

The Station itMlf is picturesque and delightfully situated; on 
Is « looks for many mile3;across the plain below, and to
the right there IS a beautiful valley watered by a veiy useful stream 
flowing put of the mountains behind. Originally it was intended 
from '!'>*'* ‘•'""'“lonmy in the' flats might retire (.

he needed quiet and a change:of air- but /: 
^ Churchvrard It b^e an indepehdertt station and

me“i?Wort “rr” wS^he^^^ on

ihi. s'fjWoff feature; oTthb ™rk at LiknoHti at

McommodaBon i

r ;; f-rsss 

L-s kWssiis
. that there is no sort of

■ compulsion for patients to 
stay longer than they like,' 
and that there is a real 

: prospect of their being 
benefited, and' indeed in 

• many cases even cured, by 
the treatmem, are no 
lonpr hesitating to bring, ' 

' their friends in whom the . 
disease is still at

two

saw

a com
paratively early stage and 

. , . "’ho; a year or t\vo ago,
they would have been disposed to hide in the forest lest they should^ 
have been forced to a segregation ramp. ^

The ordinary hospital and dispensary work goes on here as oa 
most Mission stations, where there are nurses or doctors to do it; but 
the patients are probably fewer tihan in manv other places where 
there is a considerable resident population near the Mission. The 
de ighiful situation of Lilavenu on its steep hill high above the 
valley, though it makes for the health and general comfort of the 
Europ^ns resident there, has its inconveniences from the point of 
view of Mission work. There are few people living quite close at 
hand, and those who do are for the most part people of the plains 
lo whom the climbing of the hill necessary to reach the Station is 
rather a difficulty than a delight; so the staff has to be content with 
small numbers on whom.to exercise their activities on thc Station it- 
f®“: * found a delightful school; but itwas Verysmall and practical- 
ly limited tojhe children who for. some reason or other live bn the 
Mission. The Sunday congregations arc small <oo, relatively, 
though one found oneself wondering where all the people came from' 
who were present at Ma^. All this must not be uhderetbod to 
m^n that members of the Likwenu staff have not veiy much to do. 
The district is large and there are many villages; but most of 
them ore at a distance from the central station; which, by the wav. can 
only be called “central” by a figure bf speech; as a matter of fact.
It IS very nearly at one end of its parish, which extends some fortv 
miles northwards towards Lake Nyasa. The consequence Is that

Lookino Down on Likwenu

onmy
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A MISSION : STATION’IN ENGLANDmost of the pastoral work has to be done, not at Liktvenu itself, 
but at lU various out^tatipns,!in visiting which.the priest in charge 
spends much the grrater part of his time, and in some of whidt 
he finds^ congregations as laige and sometimes even larger than' 
that in his principal church;!-: :

On my way,from Likivenu.to Mponda’s Tspent a night With 
Canon Victor at one such out^lation, :where;one was abk to! see' 
what the real work of the parish was-like.;
Mass, next morning,.;with many Communions/and: much rejoicihgV 
here one was able to estimate something of the wdrth of thewoTk 
of the reader in charge, who had.b'eaten up his people well 
wdre's visit and who was quite evidently a real father tb: them hll; 
Fortunately most of the out-stations in :Likwenu.parihh .are suffici
ently near a good road to makB’them.acceMible.tommbtoricyclei

matter from that which hewould experience on the smooth, prepared 
tracks of Europe. .However, there is iio doubt about it that C^bh 

• Victorgets about his district as no man could hope to do if hehad 
only his own feet to ^st to as a means of locomotion j and I am sure 
he must be glad at the end of one of his journeys over the plain to 
find such a desirable haven of rest as Likwenu affords.

Since , my visit a Central School on a small scale has been 
opened under the charge of Miss How. As the scholars live on the 
place, there is, of course, little difficulty about the matter of daily 
attendance. Fora time its numbers must be quite small; but it is 
an interring experiment which will, I hope, prove as useful a step 
in the dio^n edurational ladder os die CentniJ Schools in 
Zanzibar and Mosmi have long since proved themselves to be.

of Likwenu, which Ss at once a source of usefulness , 
.ind a ddight, is the wonderful garden which the river helps to make j 
Md furnishes a constant supply ofv^all sorts of fruit j

- Has it ever struck you what a help it would be
\ lo your work for the Mission if you could spend
J even a short visit on one of our Mission stations 
a in Africa? You would get to know the 

missionaries intimalely and be able to'hear all 
the ins and outs of the work and life in a way 

could not do othenvise. You would

fei
also have a church on the spot where you 

5* P™-'’ nndislurbed.
Wv ;/jr If you cannot spend die lime and money

urday to Saturday between April 6 and 
June 22, at St. Michael’s, Tankerton-on* 

^^ Sea.. It is the nearest approach you
wJUl find to tlie real thing. It will only cost you 35s. for a week or 
t.s. 6d. for a day. Miss H. Spanton, Invertcip. Salisbury Road, 
Herne Bay. Kent, will reserve your room and send all further 
particulars.

I’adri Parsons to hb
ONB or TUB ClIAPUUNS 

THIS TEAR

HOME JOTTINGS
CHANGE OF ADDRESS—In future the of the Mission^

wlU be—Central Ah-lca House, Wood Street, Westminster, S.W.I 
The QeoenU Fnod Receipt!-compare ai followa;— '

1028 1027
Received during December 
Total receipt* to December 81 ;;; ^11,670

.£37,000
An Increase of £2,144.

BxWbitioo-Mhreh lOtb. The EihlblUon of work for Africa wili be held in ilie ' 
Large Hall at the Church House, Weatmlniter, on the afternoon of Saturday.
10th. (Please note change of dale.)

All exhibits should reacti the oiUce not later than .March 2nd.
. Parcel* must be addressed to:—Central Africa House, Wood Street, S.W.1 and 

should be marked *' Exhibition ” on the outside. Irvlde please send a list of the 
Exhibit staling clearly the age of the competitors, 
the. sender, and the parish from which they are sent.

All exhibits wIH be divided into 3 classest—Ct.us 1, over 18 year* of age; 
class 2, from 13 lo 18 yean: class 8, under 13 years.

Any articles, mentioned In Leaflet CO may be entered for the Ixhlblllon, also 
lU; but except In the case of Vcstmcnti, quilt*, kanrus, and some of the

-......... Linen, itx of eacJi article should be entcr^, if for competition.
Cerlincaies will be given for the best work done In each class, but these ore given 

to tl^ parish and not lo Individuals.

send the result* of their winter’* work lo the 
to help the Mission in the same way.

Fuller details may be had on application lo Miss Nugee at ihe Office.

At the Exhibition of Gift* for AfrI

March

One useful purpose which Likwenu serves reminds us of the 
originnl.purpose for which it was founded. It is a pleasant house 
Lik^ Stations on the

“d beyond; :
begin to get the real holiday feeling 

tbby mount Likwenu Hill, and- those who are retumini : 
from Europe to^another term of service here begin to feel the real 
mi™ ‘''‘™ come back home once
^vemment serviap liV.to“run ouMo"S?nu'f« 
.ink^rtv“n”etn:r^on"MSfon‘Vm'^^^^

nnd also the of

Vestmen
Church

of the Coral League end Companionship will like to 
Exhibition nnd thereby Inspire others

ica to be held nl the Church House on March lOlli, 
a brown baby, naked and destitute, will beg for. piece* of gay working material, reel* 
of cotton, needles and scissor* for African mother* to moke clothes for their babies.

P. Y; MHI*-wni forward them to the-varlou* stations nnd hopes for a generous 
supply. A large African basket will be ready lo receive the gfts.
Miss.
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ti OUR INCOMEIN MEMORIAM—R.I.P. • :'/•1November 4.—Sara Clarke There is no need to remind readers of Central Africa that at the 
beginning of last year we asked for an addition to our. income of 
;^5,ooo in order that it might not bo necessary for the Treasurers 
to reduce the grants given to the Bishops in Africa, as; from the** 
beginning of 1929. Thanks to many e^orts from many! people, 
the three Funds upon which we depend—the General Fund, , the 
Auxiliary Fund, and the African Schools and Clergy Fund- 
showed together a net increase of ;^2,300.

This is really a remarkably satisfactory result in such d year of 
bad trade and consequent money shortage os 1928 proved Itself to 
be, and wc are more grateful than we can say to the many friends 
of the Mission who contributed to so desirable a result ; but, alas, 
even so our income was InsufHcient for our. needs, and the Treasurers 
have therefore been compelled, though most reluctantly, to reduce 
the grants to Africa for the present year by the ,difference between 
the increased income received and the increased Income which; was 
necessary. These reductions happily are not so large as we.feared 
might be. the case, and there is some hope that by the exercise 
of a most rigid economy the Bishops niay be able.to carry oh the 
existing work without reduction. It is our earnMt hope that during 
1929 it may be found possible to increase ,oiir Income still i further 
so that the additional sum may reach the ;^5,poo, total, which 
would enable the Treasurers next year to treat.the Africanrdiocesw 
rather more generously.

It willi of course, be a matter of considerable cohgratuladon if, 
not^thstariding our fears to the contrary a year ago,, it.is found 
jMSsible to maintain existing work; but wc cannot: r^lly remain 
cbhtenf with ‘not going‘back in vi(w bf the; opporturiitiM.’fpr 
advance that ore-presenting themselves^ In the Mo^l^ioce^,

many year* by

December 8.T-Sophia Charlotte McLaughlin
A former mOTber of Uie Minton. 1888—1883- 

December 24.—John Lee

January 4.—Harry Newman

.1 "lull ,ai bi 6. hr.

January „._H. Augustine Shannon 
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OUR INCOME
.i| : Diocese of Nyasaland

for example, (he Moslem Sultan Mtarika has invited the Bishr 
to send teachers to his people and to build “ a Christian mosque " 
in his country. It seems likely, too, that the welcome of the 
Mission by Mtanka will lead before long to its welcome by a grater 
and much more important chief, Mataka, and.so the way may be 
opened into the whole of that country now separating Mosas! 
from Nyasa. God is offering us many opportunities these days 
and we must do what in us lies not to let them slip.

°F. FIRST IMPRESSIONS OF AFRICA
'A:

'; fe'-'iv?>' ir-”—

•kv=!>;
■'..k

EDITOR'S NOTES
In his presidential address to the Swtion of Tropical Diseases and 
Parasitology of the Royal Society of Medicine meeting recently at 
Cairo, Dr. J. B. Christopherson made the following appeal for 
women doctors—
■ *1°"'® country of ours has reached a stage where it finds
a difficulty in absorbing all its well-qualified women. I can assure 
them that they would find that, Africa is a fascinating field where 
there are many medictil problems still awaiting solution.

• There are a nuniber of women already engaged in medical 
work m Afnca doing amongst the native population not only 
routine work--glving stock mixtures and dressing wounds-but 
to the bist of their ability undertaking any medical duty which 
presents. Itself, and doing it wonderfully wpll; they have to treat 
.dysentery, malaria, yaws,,bilhantia, hookworm, above all they have 
frarlessiy, adopted leprosy as their particular charge. I speak of . 
the well-trained hospital nurses working with the missionary 
£^eties, who, m remote distnets, supplement the work of the 
trovemment doctor in areas where, at present, the latter seldom -j
" et^^^tbS^-“.give M

I
BBAtmrm. Huxs. wmi Villaobs nhar ViiB Watm.

FraSr impressions of Africa are a series of surprises, because it 
IS so different from what you would expect. Here, we are on the 
shores of a most glorious lake, large enough to be a sea, and rougher ' I
at times. I happened to be on it when it was at its worst and the
c/uuncy Maples cork-screwed in a way wonderful to behold. Those 

- on deck, we won’t say how many, were rocked
about in their chairs until the chairs swayed over and their occu- 
pants had to be carefully extricated!

All round this lake are beautiful hills with villages near the ~ 
water. Much of the Mission work is done in these and that done 
in the hills is worked from them. The main station has church, 
dispensary and schools with a priest, and one or more European 

. nur^ and teachers, but an out-station is in charge of an African 
: teacher and is visited as often as possible by the people on the

mam station. •Hiese teachers need all our prayers and encourage- 
(5 ment, b^use it is very difficult for them to do their work well

Ir among the heathen and Muhammadan surroundings They so 
often lose heart because they go on teaching and teaching and so

I few seem to respond. Then they themselves lose their power to
1 attrach Most,of our evangelistic work depends on these teachers
I and the living witness they give in their villages to Our Lord.

It IS a great pleasure to go and stay at these out-stations and
“"“"gh to do much

! good. The bulk of the work rests with the teachers. They know 
and understand, whereas Europeans are so often strangers who 
do not undptand. However long they stay it is the African who 
must appeal to this conservative and child-lilte race.

To the pristians we are fathers and mothers, and by helping 
them and the teachers, who understand more of our ways, we are 
really helping forward the work. They in their turn influence the

them ev

We have just finished readin 
called Kirk oii 
John Kirk

St finished reading a book, by Prof. R. Coupland, 
the Zambesi, published by the Clarendon Press. Sir 

Tt»r/-A J •?’ .'"""’“'ely connected with the start of the

by It, and when the new histoiy of the Mh

was

I can fail to^he absorbed 
v** hi  ̂“ “u™ ^'^rato ffi^oiraitira

S 1, wonttly attached to Bishop Mackenzie, as the
channing Illustrations, and

the splnt with which it is written and Its scrupulous fairness ' 
must commend it to everyone who reads it. We look forward
Qtf T will describe
„r Kirks career lit Zanzibar. *Our readers know that the 
M^ion now pwns.Sir John. Kirk’s estate in Zanzibar, occupied 
ana owned by the late Miss Thackeray for many years.
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FIRST IMPRESSIONS OF AFRICA

Diocese of NyasalandCatechumens, hearers and heathen. So the, education of children 
and teachers is essential. As soon os we start work in a village 
we send a teacher, who preaches and teaches, and that village in its 
turn is visited by Europeans from the main station. Any hopeful . j 
boys are sent to college to train as teachers, and a capable teacher I 
may go to college and become a Reader or even a Priest. So the 
work is carried on.

MY AFRICAN TOUR
By Canon E. F. Spanion 

IX-MPONDA'SThe dispensary and hospital of course gets into touch with people 
whom we might not otherwise inBiience. It is very uphill work 
though} becauM the Africans think that one dose.of medicine works 
mitgic and it is difficult to get them to come regularly for m 
It IS often difficult, too, to persuade them to stay in hospital. A^Give 
me some medicine. Dona. I shall be ail right then." ' Stiil with 
the teadiing of hygiene: in the schools and with the boys them
selves learning and helping in the dispensary, these prejudices 
seem to be decreeing. It is very pitiful to see'people ill, who 
might be quite well if only they would come for regular treatment. 
^ we want to remember the work in the schools and the hospitals 
because it is that which will build up a healthy race of Christians 
in Africa.

From this outline of the work, ns 1 see it, you will gather that 
the priest is kept very busy, because not only has he to minister 
to the people on and around his main station, but he has to travel 
to. and Stay at, all his sub-stations are often ns possible. He has to 
try and arrive fresh and sympathetic to deal with the difficulties 
which have arisen during the last month, to minister the Sacra
ments and to encourage the Christians. Then he returns to the 
mam station to straighten things out there again. At present there 

M S'™ onything like the attention that
should be given to the people. The Africans move much more 
slowly than we do and everything you try to do out here takes 
^ite three times as long to get done as it would in England. 
You rannot huriy them. Time means nothing to them. So we 
oUv fe? here instead

But in spite of it all we enjoy life and the work goes forward, 
there is no time or opportunity to get " bored." Things are hap- 
pemng all the time and the things you least expect qome to pass. 
Sometimes your ranoe is chased by a hippo, sometimes the boys 
make your tea with the soapy water you have just washed in, some
times a leopard comes and sniffs round the verandah, sometimes a 
thunder^orra washes the washable vestments with the unwash- 
atile in the vestiy, and sometimes, even, you get swept away seventy- 
four miles to a mountain 5,000 ft. above seq level for a week-end's 
holiday. There you g^e on range upon range of mountains stretch, 
mg amy until they become blue in the distance and you remain 
spell-bound with the beauty of it all. It is a life of greal adventure

day adventure and the advtnture of winning souls for :
M.

ore.

MrONDA’s,
}

.j There could scarcely be a greater contrast, so far as outward 
; appearance go, than that between Likwenu and Mponda’s. 

i-ikwenu, high up on its hill, commands a wide view over vallev 
and plain; Mponda’s, on the other hand, is built right down on 
flat country at the level of the Lake. Likwenu is. e has been - 
explained, somewhat remote from the population it serve, while 
Mponda s is placed right in the middle of a gret Afrien village 
or town the name of which it bers, and from which it is only 

“I stockade; and yet. despite thee
disadvantage of situation, it is not an unattractive place. Some of 
the house are prettily planned, and the flowering shrubs which 
flourish at every turn lend considerable brightness to the whole 
smtion; and, although there is to some extent a feeling of being 
shut m-the reult probably of the high fence belwen the Mission

ew™...... if

K

/

and sleep IS then a.difficulty for almost everyone; but there are 
compensations. The immediate proximity of the town gives con
stant opportunities for work of every kind; the dispense^ and the
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hospital are never short of patients, and even the most bigoted 1 ■ and the north-going mails made up for the stations beyond It is
Moslems arc sometimes ready to “ hear.” I diiiicuit to tcalise in England how mucii the staff of tile Diocese

There are two schoois on the station, one for boys and one for • have to depend on the monthly consignments of the necessaries 
girls; neither is very large, but the pupils of both seem thoroughly ' of life and work—and of such luxuries as they may be able to allow
interested in the work they are doing. The boys run a most j themselves, too—as the Treasurer at Mponda’s has to send them
wonderful band, under the patronage of Mr. Sargent, which gave a tnoMh by month when the steamer sails from the Bar.
special performance in my honour, and which seems to be in .-i- , . ■’*
its way a valuable means of discipline. I scarcely know whether Ji ‘ S, prominent of the buildings at Mponda’s
in the Girls’ School the work or the play impress^ me the more; ™ >>ave expected, the church; a fine, solid, spacious
certainly the work was realiy efficient, but the play was unusually — “uilding, with some claims to beauty. The chapel which Mr.
attractive, both for the originality it showed and the tremendous ' f, recently built at the East end was not quite
zest which it inspired in the players. The dancing was quite ‘enough fonvnrd to give promise of not
fascinating: and dancing of a harmless kind is of very real Meful, but also a particularly beautiful, addition to
importance in a country where so many of the dances are incon- Dikwenu, soapstone has been most effectively
sistent, by action or by suggestion, with GhrisUan living; and Sch to const™crnn^W° ^ nnd decorative material of
where, the desire to dance whenever the moon shines is as f - wnicn to construct an altar,
universal as it is irresistible among both sexes; What delighted 
me even more than the dancing was the action play of the children, ! 
who, having had one of jEsdp’s Fables read *0 them, then proceeded ’ 
to act the story as their minds had conceived it—a really valuable 
piece of education, exercising mind and body at oiice.

On the other side of the River Shird is the Mission garden, ’
a very productive affair, being blessed as it is with so abundant 
imd constant a supply of water; but a walk in the gardens towards ^ 
the hour of sunset is not an altogether attractive promenade, as the 
clouds of particularly active mosquitoes make life a burden aU ” 
along the river ns soon as it begins to get dusk. Mponda’s 
never hope to be a health resort; the nearness of the river on the 

hand nnd the nearness of the African village on the other 
would meet the approval of no medical officer of health, while the 
heat m that low-lying part of the country is in itself a trial of nerves 
nnd of temper. Yet, notwithstanding these disadvantages, when I i f 
was ffiere the staff seemed for the most part fairly well and more f
than fairly chrerful. Of course it is true of Mponda’s as it was true
of Llkwenu, though not m so marked a degree, that much of the i 
Mission work has to be done, not on the station, but away out in 
the district, and the clergy at any rate have a good deal of travel
ling to do and many out-stations to serve. ;

Perhaps the chief importance of the place for the Diocese as 
a whole is to be found in the Store and the Treasurer’s Office 
attached, for here not only the diocesan accounts are kept,' but the

stationery and cloth and half a hundred other things which
so easily or so cheaply-most of them, indeed,

HeJe id at aU--in _ffie neighbourhood of the stations. t
Here, too, m the Treasurer’s Office the Mission mail is sorted '

The work at Mponda’s is from the nature of the case hard 
and, so far ns immediate resuits go, somewhat unproductive when 
compared with other stations in more responsive neighbourhoods:f

i'>. ,

can

1one

life-*.- ■■
S'

w^-m
'9

and
could

Tub Road rnoii Mponda'b -to Mxopi
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TWELVE MONTHS IN .LUATALADiocese of

s»i*gi@8S?5; rnsm^km^:
mTWELVE MONTHS IN LUATALA

The hottest place in the Diocese.1 What an inducement for an 
mgem (stranger) totally unused to tropical climate j but twelve 
^Uc* of irall”"'' ”"** happiness in

Yesl Happy days these have been. Weil I remember the 
wor^ of the bishpp and the blessing he gave me, os I set out on 
my first ja/an (journey). The " way was long ” to me then, being 
a stranger, but the African porters thrilled me with their "happy, 
go-lucky " attitude and snatches of song.

We travelled by Luhndi, resting there one night, and off again 
next morning, and what amazed me then (even as it does now some- 
times) WM the fact that our mission station is, as it were, in the ^ 
middle of nowhere, Did I expect an Oxford Street, or Trafalgar 
square?^ I do not know, but I am sure I had no realization what- !
wer of the very; primitive conditions of this, our Ruvuma country. ■ 
ho piaure us in the heart of the forest; the station consisting of 
churA, schtwls, and houses of the Mission staff. Each one of us, ?
has his, or her, own house, liol “ a brick villa with upstairs and H
nnHrf ifl fondly imagined, but a one-roomed wattle P

• J?‘I'® “"‘re by a
earth IS rrf._ Vyell we know it when we look at our office books ii
cSerirth^mLori« ” “I i!

id -J,

Luatala’ CiiURd}.'. 'r.'!

river; but what amused me so, were the children, who came run- 
i^g along, perfectly naked, to have their, annual bath,-and as.they 
rmi the htt e white soles of their feet looked most fascinating against 
their little black bodies. You see, normally there is such a shortage 
bf water ^t Luatala, that mother certainly cannot spare it for bath
ing the children, and so the first rains are always hailed with much 
joy and delight. In between the rains we have periods of intense 
heat, during which one is tempted to think ". I cannot stand thisi" 
but here we are none the worse tonJay-

Now I want to tell you a little about our schools, and the work- 
cf the Bibi Mwalimu. We have at Luatala a boys* and a girls’ 
school. The boys are taught by two native teachers, one of whom 
has been trained at St. Andrew’s College, Minaki, and besides 
these two schools, there are seven out-schools, and the prospect of 
6ne new one, which we hope to open later on in the year, all of 
which are under the control of African men teachers. So, it is the 
duty of the Bibi Mwalimu to go round the parish, at any rate once 

* in three months, to help and encourage the teachers in the^ out- 
schools. Since Christmas I have spent quite a large proportion 
of my time on this work, not only in Father Parsons’ parish of 
Luatala, but also in. Archdeacon Lewin’s parish of Mchauru, and 
I think it is absolutely remarkable the way in which the African 
teachers, as a whole, show their respect and patience with the Bibi 
Mwalimu. Think of it, a stranger .visiting these; schools for the 
first time with little or no real knowledge of the language and 
customs of the people, and yet T have in every case been made 
welcome, ^d the tcai^ers have borne with: me, and listened to 
my advice os though I had lived with\ them, and worked, with 
them, many years. Safari-life, visiting, out-schools, has become 
one of my ^eatest pleasures, arid the readine^' and receptiveriess 
of the African teachers more than compeni^tes for the' little extra 
strain one is called upon to bear. Another joy of safari life l ^?^en

- even now.
So 1 settled in, thrilled and happy, to preoare mvself to tnkp 

overThe Girls’ School while the other Bibi MwaHmu (Eiropean lady

1 works wonders, and after three months I no longdr
SStures™" thoughts of lions and leojjqrds and other - fo4t

^ Christmas comes, and by the help of God’s Holv Sbirit I am'

nnd‘^?he"h'«tr“\?'’"'‘'!HT’ ? ‘ “ h’ttle about the rains
and the heat I ..My: word l <t can rain in the trooics tiir n.ir
houses and Chun*-leak for all. they are worth" IrwiIfonb nfS-"
Dherp “ 'he first rains came. The atmos
phere had been so heavy we were all longing for rain when 
down tt came. In less than no time the whole place was a’perfect y
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TWELVE MONTHS IN LUATALA
MASASI -NEWSthe day’s work of inspecting is done, one has .a real .opportunity 

of getting to know the people and African ways and customs. Per
haps, in the late afternoon (for we must rest during the hottest I 
part of the day) the ** wakuu ” (important ones of the ylUage) will 
come to talk, or perhaps the women, and then oiie has a chance 
of learning what, had one stayed on the European station, 
would never have revealed, itself. At Chiliraba, a village about ; 
two hours’ walk from Liiamla, it bos b^mp quite an unwritten ; 
law that the children come, and play g^mes outside thy house after • }
dark. What they would say if I refused them I know not, but i V
I have no such desire; on the conthuy I simply love to see 
them and look forward to it as much as they. Strangely enough, ' 
when I have been in that village we have generally had a full 
moon, and I leave you to picture for yourself the beauty of 
those little black children, boys and girls together, dancing and 
playing in the mponlight.

There is much that could be written, too, of the difficulties of 
s^ori life; perhaps the wet weather, or the rats that disturb one’s 
jue^, or the all-night African dance and drumming which is, in 
their eyw, better than tossing slwpless in bed, being bitten unmer
cifully by mosquitoes, and many other unpleasant incidents.

But 1 want to say just a little about our Luatala Girls*
School. We have something like seventy, or even eighty, 
Christian girls on our school register, and many Catechumens and 
hearers as well. The attendance of all these is not good. Per
haps the fact that they have to learn to be mothers very young 
excuses some of the slackness; for girls must hoe, and fetch water, 
and cook food, and lake care of the younger children, and be gener
ally helpful at home. And again, it is more than likely that 
mother herself cannot read or write, and so does not see how school 
can benefit her little ones. Thus the child may come to school if 
she wishes, or if she has time, but if she feels disinclined there is 
no power to urge her against her wish. So, it is all up-hill 
work. Many big girls know scarcely anything and have little to 
encourage them to progress with their learning. But if th--- 
cruldren do not come to school where will they learn their religi 
and they are Christian children, as I have said; and if they do not 
leam their reiigion, what sort of Christian wives wiil they make, 
and what sort of mothers in the future? ’ ^

_ I commend these girls to your prayers. They are beginning
auly) for the summer hoi 

^y wi* an average attendance of fifty. Pmy that by God’s Holy
S’Se >f“

ol'he""l have diminished enormously. Biit m tfe

’ii S“ cssspis. s, ssi:
■ '’°P“ '•“■re is to leMwo

permanent nur^ for the station. One, in normai times'would 
probably be sufficient to look after the'patients in hosptof anTffie I
dispensary work, while the other would be free to S in he 
wherrarrfhTnu'’mi1“ Nanyindwa. But, alas,

fh»7'’ML5 •■';£ •>“?•“>• at Lulindi, but, apart from
P where there is a hospital in this 

Parf™ a h ° the surrounding parishes. ~
Padre Ambrraio and myself visit the hospitals regularly; as also 
do^ our senior teacher, Mw. Danieli. It is imp^Sfe “ rive •
r™I.mh^°fi '!! "■'"•'''’g o™' ‘•■e lost two yearsfive adults who have been baptized as a result of teaching
oremrel? r P™?'*'!''f" Fi'®' Communion, one womanprepared for Confirmation, and five Christians who had lapsed for

Mi
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MASASI NEWS
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a considerable number of years were brought back to the Sacraments 
again.

Kwitonji Girls* School.—^This school is, of course, under the f 
(are of Miss Dutton, assisted by three women teachers, old prls of 
the school. We like t<) think Aat it is one of the best, if not the 
bestgirls' school in Tanganyika Territory. There are over axty 
day-girls on the register and twenty-one boarders. I am afraid 
it is true to say that at present the Africans do not realize the 
importance of women*s education. A girl is so useful at home, 
she can help her mother with the smaller children. She is also very 
useful in helping to pound the grain and prepare it for cooking 
purposes, and so they are apt to put obstacles in their way or j
else take them away, from school when they are still quite young, !

average attendance at Kwitonji is, however, quite 
high, and the work in the school reaches a very high 
stan^rd. Miss Dutton is amazingly successful with her 
boarders. It is obvious, that she adores them, but she never 
spoils them, and they leave her to go out into the world unspoilt 
and free from pnde., They are taught the beauty of purity and 1 
sh^ that It. Is p^ible to be thoroughly happy and at the same . f 
time to be go^. .They arc trained in obedience and their powers t 
of hearing and: observation are developed, whilst last, but by no • 
meaiw least, they are taught their religion both in theory and 
practice most thoroughly, ^

In this part of the country the women congregate at the well in 
oraer to draw water, or often they meet under some tree to pound 
their gram. These are the really dangerous places. It is here that 
most;of the quarrelling, calling one another names, and bad talk 
^cs place. A few months ago the Bishop was visiting out in the

west. One i^y he came to a village where a teacher and his
wfe (an old Kwitonji girl) had been for about a year. He found 
^cre wre as yet very few Hearers or Catechumens. But when 
the elders of the village came to see him, they told him how 
when the teachers wife went to the well to draw water, the other 
women who were there would say, Hush, here com^ Che Mwali 

® ‘ honour), ue„ the teacher^s wife, we
S”io“s^r:nT£.rime “ =■■■'
; The Infers come from different parishes throughout the 

especiaily glad to welcome them from the
Makonde,^where work IS so.diiBcult and where.so few women have

hopean^pfay that these boarders when 
■ £7 ® go back to their villages will make their influence

iSlV fh ladies working
Ihnt thoy will be; of great, assistance to the padre and his work 
amongst the women and ^children.- .Many of the old girls are 

have married teachers. thls year. ,.%ome of 
Aem are Otechuinens, and on the Eve of Sf. Lute’s Day four of 
them were baptized. - -

FEAST OF THE HOLY NAME 
AT NANDETE

firmly wedged into the mud. A light bamboo 
ihT'.n” 'he priMt with his vestryj a substantial mud wall on 
wSikeH ’ ‘“"'“‘‘a “>P '"“has a confessional. We hadw^ked over from Njawara, starting at 5.30 a.m. in all the heauty 
and freshness of the dawn, the country now having all the lovelincM 
Mths InTh "f" way lying through' little sandy

J u5!l° glorious views of the large rock-
tomed hills m the blue distance. Very little green is to be seen 
except along the river bed| the river itself is quite dried 
up now, but the freSh green remains all along its course 
and the women find a plentiful supply of water in the holes ' 
they dig each dy in its sandy bottom. For the test, the 
grass IS brown and m many parts burnt away nitogcllher, but the 
hwir%“‘^ yellows were turned to glory ns they were touched 
by the first rap of the rising sun. We reached the lilile church 
just ^fore 8 o clock, the congregation, about a hundred, Christians 
and Catechumens, were all there; a few inside, but most of them 
sming quietly outside until the beating of the drum fold them 
that^he ^service was about to begin; then we alf flocked in and 
the,.teaper said a little preparation oflice for Communion. The 

I service began with a procession; the processional cross was made 
of ^two bamboo poles, die censer whs borrowed for tlte’occasiont 
only a very few of the men had hymn books but they had evidentiv 
been taught “ At the Name of Jesus”, for ali were sihging, ns 
p went put into the. sunshine and slowly proceed^, around.the 
iltle building. We ail song the Mass too, the mefi and i.womcn 

™ing their parts from side to side. Just a handful oL Christians 
offering the Holy Sacrifice—with theilfeathen all around—glbiying 
invthe Name and longing for the day: when at it” Every knee 
shall bow; every tongue confess Him,: King of Glory, now." '

. The offerings were mostly made in kind and had been brought 
in beforehand and in the centre of the. church were the baskets 
of maize flour, ci^va, eggs and ground huts; the latter 'were n 
source of temptation, unresisted, alas—to the teacher’s small

The

screen on one side
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FEAST OF THE HOLY NAME AT NANDETE
Diocese of MasasiFrancis, who toddled across at frequent intervals to lielp himself; 

—growing bold, he filled both tiny hands with nuts, and tlien 
w^ sent back to replace them, much to his displeasure; he then 
seized an egg which the cliurch>warden promptly demanded and 
which he gave up quite sweetly.

It was nearly ten when Mass was over and then at once the 
dancipg began. A native drum, an old oil tin, and two men with 
their legs cpvered with bells; these made the music, if music it 
can be called; but the whole is somewhat fascinating to watoh, 
the dancing seems so unstudied and natural; the expression of 
something within that had to come out and there seemed nothing 
incongruous between the worship in the church and the 
dancing just outside. A little later in the morning there was a 
Baptism, when “ Bartolomayo " was made a member of Christ’s 
mystical Body—he did not cry but. shook his head in vigorous 
protest each time the water was poured over him; he was quite 
pl^d when the white-chrism was put round his little brown 
body.and thoroughly enjoyed his lighted candle, and gazed 
TOlemnly into Padre’s face as he was admonished by name as to 
his future course ofl life.

once

THE DAILY ROUND
i:

Bother that alarum Istretched crisMross betweeif po”lS‘''^Te^ c^^tortible‘“‘howctm 

After all, to be

iv

L

CTSvth^p‘he lime of;tlic year wh^n 
oir of T^i? ““d it reminds
bSt bit of Z rfL “I home. .It is the

‘ “iways 0 few in ciiurch for Mass
^des ourselves and the Walimu (Teachers), and so begins eaX

‘'f”’ “ ''“y good one (we don’t starve), porridge,

such, but they are a very, small minority.
M-JJ'r “"f we disperse to our different jobs.
Minel es in the Dispensa^. I start away on the early arrivals! 
probably on^ small things at this hour, e.g.) babies with teething 

• troubles, and tummy aches and sore eyes. This Is another nice bft""

: !
' i

{
?■

One realized a little that morning what a great -work the 
rracher, Haggai, is doing there almost single-handed; there is no 
resident pnest at Nandete. Padre Francis Sapuli goes over from 
time to time to say Mass and to help; but the main work of 
caching Md shepherding the flock faUs on the teacher-the 

teaching of the school chddren and of the catechumens and hearers, 
tath men and women, the slack and careless to be sought for the 
daily Prayers to be said and the Sunday Service and Sermon, 
cxrept when they come in to Njatvara. He hnsa great responsibility

immense power foV
good if he is faithful; such a source of weakness to the Body if 

Satan will do ail he can to weaken his influence Ld 
power. Pray mu^ for our teachers, that they may be faithful

i.

■

'[■T'i
I

and ove

C.

7,

A- DisnwsAar.'
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THE DAILY ROUND the daily-round ,
of the day, though sometimes it is a sad bit, for often the mothers 
neglect to bring them till so very late.

•• No I cannot see any newcomers until I have been to the store; 
you get on with the dressings now." This to the Dawa boys. Oh 
d^I so and so ran away during the night, he got tired of waiting 
UU he WM quite cured; or that other party went earlv this morning, 
b^uM his relations .thought he might die, and they wanted to get 

set used to these early morning 
we wish very much that things would improve, 

well, one arrives in the Mezoni, considering which wav 
chicken best be camouflaged for the • next meal. What 
are the oddments left from the day before, which one can safely 
dear up. The wok looks very heavy eyed, “ you’ve been 
pricing all night ” ndio^Blbi " with a bl4 and a wink, it is 

f-y't'S otherwise it is so obvious. Now to the 
store to give out feh supplies. An easy job. Yes, but the hour 
and sugM are beginning to run low. What can we eat that'does

^tom the
coa^ or the order from England, for which we are hoping;
^ Probably at this point, a little light conversation. ThI boys 
often have someUimg funny to tell one. or to tease one about 
S n^« be waiting for me to

“ • ? * • CeNthal Africa know by
disease of

“”6 '"'"utK, and am writing down the • 
^ •beir treatment, when the Dobi (or
f “"'i dcposits three Or four bags in tL

" P&mi vmf’ri^°”f I*'"'
on n^n.r -11 ^ u enough soap." " Rubbish

^only ft« nice to have a litUe soap left over 2, wash^S 
o,.iii. ‘"'j. “ yew people this' momine with

""‘’"^"‘J lbtle Swahili is besttit
b-e^^robablyonlyaf^

I

I ,•
A Mud AND Stick CjiuRoj .^BWAu);^^

‘i’® ready of the evening meal, and Sie
from the river, and firewood, etc. There is a 

httle work in the hospital to be done perhaps, aftei' which d walk' 
neighbouis in the nearer' villages, which^some- 

hmra prove entertaining, such as visiting a new babr^here Th^
^ her IS too shy to talk to you, and does not know quit ™,Ay 
mv;no'’if nevertheiiss likes the: attention you arepaying her baby. ' We get home as the daylight has aii but gone! 
^d f^f'^rwards, one can: always
nmiencr^ “ sewing or reading, or even playing
Fat^ f ® °'S[ ‘hs effaf's of the diocese, or thf •
la ea news from home. The bell for Compline puts an end to 
T few hying on or near the station often turn tip, and
thus^e day ends in the quiet of our mtid and thatch church

Cen^l Africa requested, the daily round, and here It is 
briefly d^ribed, but please do not imagine it is a dull daily 
round, the unexpected often happens, mixed with :fnany a 
numorous happening. There are dull days arid ,ve take it in turn 
to be off colour, but thank you very much we ■will not; chance ' 
plaras with you in England, though we do look forward to 
furloughs. X; Y. Z

I

I

i

own
Dear

that

•It is ;c'en the only word gl our
''' lo the quatlon Whin t, your ttlno..'

S6 /.S7



CENTRAL AjFRICA; HOUSE
CENTRAL. AFRICA HOUSE

Amongst ^those who hnye worked ■ for Sfe ^MlsioA '

^pliSSSSF-^sfi ■
wiUr“raMr?'tnTh’’^^,“’ ®“ii.“ ^ fo™“''d with' hopefulhess
Si lLi° Ae_ future. There is • no reason to think‘^thnt we 
shaU find 1^ of that courage and faith which we have found in

j ‘‘"‘i ““rage which we areaoeustomed to look for and to find in .our missionaries needs to-day 
to be supplemented by qualities which were perhaps: not quite 
so much weeded before. These are very complicated days And 
the complications, afiect all kinds of Work in the Church.: The 
betSn" i p“",. W® ^"Slishman and. the foreigner—in Africa 

'^® Englishman and: the African, in 'rndin between the 
.Englishman and the Indian, so also in China and all countries— 
h^ reached quite a new stage, and demands quitp a new elTort. We - 
have always maintained that what we were about was not the 

A 11 r'o Africa, but the building up of an
Afncan Catholic Church. And the Africans caught the fire of 
that ,d^ as have the Indians and Chinese, and the situation is 
rfhmhtlMAAfarddt^^^^^^^^^^ but alsoa great deal

In all departments of the Churdi’s work we seem’ to need such

on the work of education in our own ways in the past. Now it 
has ban seriously taken up by the Goverament, with the result 
that the work Js more complicated while at the same time It Is 
facilitated; and we have found all the necessity, which we have 
duration for adjusting the work of reli^ous

New times bring new needs; but new times or old times, the 
fundamental_ needs for self-sacrifice, patience, courage and love 
are always the same, and we do from our hearts pray that what ... 
have sren so thankfully, in the past, we may see enlarged with all 
the spiritual powers that the new situation, demands. We pray 
that the blessing of this material building may be a symbol of a ' 
ncher and deeper spiritual blessing.

we would have hked to have with us .on that day ;i but we hope 
wbo did not then find a place’ in the proceedings will 
^5“* ‘’’'"■."'‘'y .‘o fbe new house until it becomes as 

familiar to them as the old premises in Dartmouth Street
The members of the Mission staff had, of course, a prior claim 

to bo, present, toge*cr with the; members of the Committees which 
n™ homVA ""'h hard work in connection with the MisSon“ 
nra Aome, and so had the represenmtives of the other Societies 
Simim "thfr?^™ w us-the Orford Mission to
S^imion ^ w‘“"v®"'* ‘he Gibraltar Dioce^

A In the unavoidable absence of Canon Garfield
fe te the Mi^ionaiy Council;
te r ‘'’® Courtenay West, and the
KCTd. Gabriel Gillctt represented the S.P.G.r and the RevdS
Ch^lain-General of the Guild of St. Barnabas. ’ ’

■»

“S’”"'
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not least

'-I
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I THE CENTRAL SCHOOL, CHIOYA.0 zJl'fb.^'St'ISr'" '? '5” «' • Will"' “I* ""J •">■

to «od Me srilrfol IhJito. '* "'■*'"*1 I" "'‘I’'* '» lx. •“e
sent

'' a"?‘he school and
, ^™i‘'cd boys to bring our numbers up to seventy-five. At the

^e time he discus^ the House System ” with Padre Obed 
and the teachere, and as thiq- all agreed that it appeared a good - 
thing to.try, the school was divided up into three houses^St! 
AthauMius, St. Cyprian and St. Augustine. Each house has a 
marned housemaster or '■ baba mkubwa," and an unmarried sub
housemaster, the baba mdogo,” the. atter sleeping'with the boys, 
there are three dormitories, long mud and thatch buildings, each 
holding the twenty-five boys and the unmarried teacher of the 

house. The toys are supplied with a bed and blanltet and if any 
boy wants an mlieka—the mat which we use instead of a mattress— 
he must provide his own. For meals the houses use a larto hut 
ikibanda): each house has a long mat which serves both ai table 
and chairs and, as it is not custoraaiy-for Africans to eat alone, 
two toys shore a plate of food and a basin of kitoWeo (relish 
generally beans). , .

Games are played in houses and house competitions seem'to 
be enjoyed. The ' house’’is introduced as'often os possible'in 
P „ ^ .'R.g'™ chances of winning something to every, housc-ii.fdot- 
hall, drill—on St. Joseph’s Day certain mdes. ^r^ house‘nicest 
examination avera ‘

THE MISSION STAFF
Nome Diocese Date

MI«.Sh.w
D.pc„ut., t,om ErgUnd,

:iiK=

Zanzibar
Nyosaland
Zanzlbor
Zanzibar
Nyasatand

jan. 14 
on. 31 
an. 34 
eb. 11 

Feb. II
J!

Kyasaland
Zanzibar
Zanzibar
Zanzibar

Feb. 23 
Feb. 37 
Feb. 37 
March 7

/
/'

<■" Joivsry 13, 1020 i

owTne to home tle^ raianiTfmS B“"'r who,
jenrlce haa,'00‘the death of her mothS* aiiln ye«™ "h«. been afccepted bv the Tf 7!'‘..S?!*" •^Jeea to the Mission and ;
^Ploma from Cloucister CoKS of^Si; ■ Ut ^ums

;

of a match between Newcastle United and Tottenham Hotl^
among'
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THE central school, CHIDYA
THE CENTRAL SCHOOL, CHIDYA

Matches are now accompanied by the cheers and roars, hoots and 
whistl^ Icomt from the record I. .

The school buildings are bn three sidra of a smooth and well 
sw^t quadrangle. On the west bide the kibanda, used for mrals, 
with kitchen behind, and the three dormitories. Ori the north the 
schwl chapel, and on the east the class-rooms and food^stbre;

At one time clothes were provided, also a small amount of 
pocket money and every boy had to go to hoe on the school shamba: 
that IS, everything was given and nothing much done in return, 
lor coinpulsory labour is seldom enthusiastic labour. Now, when 
a MW boy comes he is provided with a certain amount of uniform 
and after that he must earn money to buy more. Work is pro
vided, chiefly on the school shamba, and paid at the usual African 
rote, and If a boy works hard he can earn quite a large sum of 
money. One boy last term earned over ten shillings, i.e., five weeks’ 
pay for an ordim^ labourer. On the other hand, if a boy does 
not want to work he need not do so. But laziness iheans no money 
for clothes and so only rags to wear in school and in church, for 
in those places only school uniform (or its remains) may be worn, 
“"bank V ^ bought with money earned and put into

At prcMnt we aim at reaching the standiird set by the Go 
raent and in another year there seems every hope that boys sent to 
.Minaki will bo up to this standard. The work includes, biides Old

h“nd.work is taught: the boys choose their own 
year—sewing, basket-making or plait-

r *■'8 whole school goes to the Parish
Church of ctavata M^Padre Obed is Priest-in-Charge of Chiwata 

as School Chaplain. For other services and for the 
daily Mass, ex«pt on Thursdays, the School Chapel is used. The

P'8"‘y Of^room, but an Afnain church with no pews or seats can be made to hold manv 
piple by the simple process of moving up closer to one’s neigh-

P""=h Church during Lem 
hundred, judging by the amount of 

rm^into which our seventy.five boys managed to squeeze them-

three sick-rooms-a rauch-needed addition 
than they were 

*®te the question arose 
who IS to steep with him .—and» on the spur of the moment thecou''i^°hTwMt%'

M ^ that sick-rooms designed
friend " s'* would,hold very, few.sick if.each boy had his

■i,;

I

.M /'
St. Josipit'a CiiAntL," Chidtavern- rUiii

,V-rr

;; •i.”
t

'mm
r.\ ..

j'

’ *■

i:

PM»] CiriOTA CSNTItAL SoiaOL StATT 
M^mbe, Bamaba Ndembo, Gabriel Mkwemba, 

Mlii V. Taylor, Pad/e Obed Kaiembe, Cecil Mata

tUU$ V. T;l0t
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.THE CENTRAL SCHOOL, CHIDYA
Diocese of Nvasahn^. ilt .ia the custom here that tho;boy.s themselves keep the school 

premises clean, and. at the . Beginning of; each term the .work 
: is divided iip aradng them; So a hew piece of work was invented 

called ‘' helping the sick," and volunteers were invited. From 
these the housemasters chose four! boysT^four, so that if ail thrw 
rooms were in use, one boy was off duty and in this way the boys 
would be on for three weeks and off for one. Although this work 
IS done instead ,of the daily sweeping, .etc.i and is not continuous, 
it is hard; or rather may be hard, while the boy is at it. It includes 
sweeping, the carrying of food, firewood and water, and the keep
ing up of the fire and, if a boy is really ill, it meaps more atten
tion still. The “ helpM ". sleeps iri the roOm and must be pre
pared to fetch the nurse at night if necessary and also to run errands 
and to fetch and carry as she may require.

There are certain privileges conn^ed with the work (and the 
sick rooms are cosier on cold nights than the long dormitories) but 
this is quite as it should be, for the " helpers ” really seem to do 
their work well and to live up to their rule: "to look after all 
boys equally well, be they friend or not, of their own tribe or 

. another"—;a rule not.yet natural to the people in this part of the 
country—arid even. Chriaians find it difficult to depart from custom 
and even to eat with some one of another tribe.

Early this year measles came to Lindi and spread inland. We 
shut the school a little earlier, than usual and gave a long Easter 
holiday, hoping to escape an epidemic here. However, in J 
started and in all thirteen boys fell in batches of two or th 
time in the irritating way infectious illnesses have all over the world. 
Luckily one of the " helpers " had had measles so he was provided 
with a change of clothing which he kept in a box on the baraza, so 
that he could go into school more or less germless. Fortunately, no 
one was at all seriously ill,

1 wish I could have got a gramophone record of a 
football " game to send home, just to show what we can 
in the way of nolse-^from h photograph ho one could suspect, the 
din the players tnade—or rather, the supporters who were not tty-: i 
ing to blow. One day I went anxiously to look at the '■ prieu- i.’ 
monla " in the next sick rorim, but he seemed quite unmoved .by I 

.:the dini! . : V; . . \ v'ij/
:The houses were biessed and dedicated to the glo^y of God and 

in honour of St. Nicholas, St. Barnabas and St.-Vincent de Paul. A jj 
fence has been built all round to show the boundaries and I hope ’ 
next year we shall be able to replace it by a living' hedge, which : . 
will give shade arid shelter to the convalescerits inside.

my AFRICAN TOUR^ .5
By Canon E. F. Spanton 

X-MALINDI

I lias on

.Malindi and are i s^x^M 10^1^11;? 1™'?

iinuitywhichissodesirable"a’co^n“c/i,;‘nrstr<Si,rdrve^S^pi‘'rwr
une, we 
ree at a

" puff- ; 
do here ;

V. F. T. i :■

rhtu} Uaukdj'Cuubch UtrrtMa
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MY AFRICAN TOUR

-i'Like most of the other central stations, Malindi has two schools

l^ven to the handwork, of which the new Government plans for 
education make so much,- it was for the most part quite simple in
In’a^staple way ''’°™“eh'y well done

The new village for leper patients a few hundred yards awav 
from the station along the shore of the lake seemed to be the special 
pride of Malindi during my visit there-a pride which certainly 
had its TOts in reason, for the lepers, both men and women, seemed 
mraordinarily happy and cheerful and to be taking a real delight 
m their surrounding and belongings. The fact that Dr. Vost has 
n ade Malmdi her headquarters allows all the leper work to receive 
h^fuLstote ^ constant expert attention, and it is in a particularly

'■^0 those at Mponda’s, are Yaos, 
Md, like mo^ of the Yaos in Nyasaiand, are strongly Moslem; 
but recently^there has begun a considerable settlement of Ny 
m the neighbourhood, and these nerv immigrants are many of them

Imurs they present a problem which may be stated thus:—Ought 
■ a Nynnja station when many Nyasas go

whIrh" “.."nd ought the services to be conducted ih a langua|c
winch IS, foreign to the place as soon as the people speaking h

■ wMa“Hrr.T^ .f This is, of ?ours^, notihe
followinf- are quMtions less simple behind, such as the
nmnJ^th'xT ‘"“'f largely to workamong the Mmlem Yaos who show comparatively little appreciation

of NamweralTh"'’’'.^'’’"'* '''® ■i"'P0rtant district i
number of Europran plantations. ■; 

drJir rhnl^h depend on the Malindi staff for 'll

Diocese of Zansibar
super* 

! care DAR-ES-SALAAMi
1

'f
1-

asas

P\oto) DaR>£R^.ILAAM

This town is not a very exciting one about which to write, as it 
has not got the romance either of such an old Arab.iown ms Zan
zibar or of the less civilited African towns and villages up couhtry. "

It has, however, a great importance as the capital of Tanganyika 
rcrritory, and it has a i»pulation of many thousands of 
Africans, some hundreds of Iridians, a sprinkling of Germans, 
Greeks, Syrians, and other races, and at the stime time h con- 
s'derably larger number of British residents, nearly all Govern- 

# ment officials and their families, thiinare to be found in any other 
! place in the Zanzibar diocese.

loclTd h**”^ ^b"^* ° remarkably pretty and almost land-
The African Christians are largely those who have come from 

fther parts, many from the Mnsasi district and from Nyasaiand, to 
get work, and most of them mean .sooner dr later to return to their 
native parts. There are also always a number of soldiers amongst 
the King's African Rifles, who have been brought up under {he 
Mission in some other part and either come to spend a few months 
or a few years here.

They are splendidly smart soldiers, and, for tiie most partj they 
splendidly good Christians. They show the results of Army 

discipline and, having their own quarters, are hot subject to the
are
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dar-es^alaam

CANON SEHOZA'S CHRISTltlAS
aS'at® “ ‘ho other

iippsss«‘’“5'eoohiigs. '

SS^-^^SlHrSFiii'
::f.-fa&5“5Sb

■ th“3'with t>^ll!r'“‘'“"’ ‘‘“"hg the last two years. And he can My
Mher one "’°‘® ‘'h°‘“ h than anyottier one person, and at the same time beinp one who has himself 
done almost nothing towards the bringing Vit a^t

dence here. i^SSiSaK's;
S= ESS f

The journey th«e days is not a troublesome one i as it was 
formerly. Civilization is making progress: in the land and has 
brought motorTiars in Its train, and this makes the journey an easy, 
one. Distance is shortened and travelling has no longer its perils 
^ before, I leu Kiwanda at 6.30 a.m. on Friday and arrived at 
Kwa Maizi^the same day at night. On the occasion of my first
journey to Kwa Magome,, I slept two nights on the road. The • 
mwnvemences of the journey were many: , hunger, thirst and a 
baking sun. These Inconveniences exist no longer, save for the 
person who prefers to go on foot.

ilThe church here is a large one, larger I think than any othei 
in the Zigua country. It is made of. brick and has a roof of cor 
rugated irorij but .you see at a glance, that it was built at a time 
when there was a scarcity of comi 
iron has holes ih it.

gated iron; for all the corrugated 
you are inside the church at the time of 

full moon, and look up.to the roofj you will think that you see 
the stars, but it is not stars that you see, It is light that enters 
in through the holes in the corrugated'iron, and T imagine in the 
rainy season they must be a cause of. considerable inconvenience ** 
to those inside the church. The walls of the church are not very 
high and in the hot season it is very warm Indeed inside.

Many .Christians came to prepare themselves for the Festival, 
Not many came to the first Evensong," for they live a long way 
off and TO are unable; to come and go home again. There were 
not many at the midnight Mom' for the .same reason. 40 com
municated at 6.3b a.m.' At 8 a.m. the church was quite full. The 
church; holds about 300 and there were 341 communicants. What 
pleas^ me raost^was tp see a g-r^t many adults/'bome of them 
old men and women;; Sometimes I think we have made a.mistake 
when starting hew work. . .We; give; preference to the, ybuhg with 
the result that older folk, think that-Christianity is a childreii’s 

‘religion, and if a grown-up pe^n wants to.come, he finds ho one 
bf.his own hge, and so is/shy of putting in.ah'appearance.^ If we^ 
have riiany adults they help to/ehcb'uragcfbthers, ^I did hot see 
all I should have liked of the Ccritfnl Schpob v'l brriyed'in the 
b1ght :and-the boys were all; packing:for thelr: Christmas holidays. ;

.ButTI- am gladi l came here- becauTOr these !24i: Christians had; 
ifie opportunity, of making their .Christmas Communion, ‘

7

j

G. G. E.
ii

Diocese of ZdnMar 1

1-■ CANON SEHOZA-S CHRISTMAS AT 
K\VA MAIZI .

tb^^ Kwft'Xf•• his district. I have ; :

¥<

" .i
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the CHINGWENYE.NGWENYEDiocese of Masasi «•
took out a present to, give him, 
clothing, elephants’ tusks, and so 
on, even slaves too, both men and 
women, until he obtained a reputa* 
tion.and became a great man, And 

•others began to learn to play and 
sing ” Ching^venye*ng^venye.”
Then it was that this entertainment 
began to spread among the Yao 
nation: the Makuas have merely 
copied it, in origin it is not an 
entertainment of theirs.

The instrument is n piece of the 
tree hollowed out inside, and over 
this hollow iHierc is stretched the 
skin of an animal which is fastened 
with little wooden pegs: and over 
this skin is' passed a string of hemp; 
this string is fastened on a long ^ 
stick fixed in the drum. When it

_________ is played the instrument is placed
• on the left side of the'body and in

his right hand the player holds a 
little bow of bamboo and plays on . 

the middle of the string, and so the instrument produces the tune 
of the song which the player desires, and he himself plays, 
following the music of the instrument.

During the dance the artiste dances by himself playing his instru
ment, turning round and round either to the right or left, and the 
onlookers accompany by beating ngwosala,” each person has two 
little sticks in his bonds and beats these sticics dh a tree or pole 
of hard wood laid on the ground. . ! ^ .

The artiste sometimes sings songa b^ himself with his instru
ment, and if he is tired there Is a second man to help him sing; ,

The dress which the Chlngwcnye-ngwenye *V dancer wears is 
called in Yao “ matambwi,” and consists of the leaves of the 
“ mkunda ” tree fastened bn to a siring.

By custom the “ Chingwenye-ngwenye ” dancer is not sent for 
V: . by people, but he presents himself when he hears that at a certain 
Iplace there is a feast In connexion with initiatory rites or other

matters, ond he goes there with his assistants, ahd. if he plays the • 
lifl whole night through until the morning the villagers give him a • 
ij j'f chicken, beads, articles of food, and so on.

■ But if he is sent for and daiices until the morning he will 
5 .: tainly demand a fee of the per^n who called him, that he g 

him four shillings or three or two, together with any other'things 
which he got during the night from onlookers: this is his fee.

THE CHINGWENYE - NGWENYE
In olden days in Yaoland in a little village there lived a man whose 
name was Amacholilo. He had a very bad sore on his leg, and his 
relatives left him and moved to go to another country, for they saw 
his bad condition and he brought an unpleasant odour wherever 
he went and they could not eat their food. But they did not try 
to give him any medicine Or to help him to cleanse his sore, so 
rhat he was just left alone without any helper. And by chance he 
dreamed a dream while he slept on the very same night that he 
was deserted by his family and he was shown the right m^idne 
to put on his sore. When he awakened in the morning he tried 
his luck looking for the medicine until he found it; and he used 
the medicine for a few days and succeeded in being healed of his 
sore. When he found he was well, he had no desire to follow 
his relatives and he lived by himself In the deserted village, gather
ing up the remains of the foods that were left and eating it.

One day he thought to make a little musical Instrument which 
would take away from him the loneliness of living by himself, and 
so ho took an axe and went to cut down a tree, called mkangaula,” 
and with this he made his little instrument as well as he could.

\Wien the whole work was done he began to use it to play, sing
ing songs to make people sorry for his being left alone. Travellers 
who were p.nssing by stopped to listen to him. and in svmpatliv

i:i Pkata)
Tub Dancer?

■:

r

i
cer-
ivd:

Till Danci \Ndti niMd
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THE CHINGWENYE-NGWENYI-:

To his t^ibtants he distributes according to the fee he got; 
Sane? 1 ° f ‘ " not give to^is
bee^nd - he gives then.

as ordering them according
^em h® fi the wherewithal to buy them, and when he has gof

™ dLdng ” "'hllu

Diocese of Nyasaland -

WEDDINGS IN NYASALAND
I WAS very interested to see'my first African wedding. , ft took 
place before Mass on a Wednesday morning. It is the custom 
for the men to enter the church on the south side and the women 

the north, and they kneel on mats in those places during the 
service. “ How uncomfortable to go back to pews,” we say somo* 
times. Well, this particular morning there was a large congrega
tion and just as the bell finished ringing the bride and bridegroom 
entered the church together and walked to the chancel step. To 
continue in the approved style—the bride-was enveloped in a sheet 
and^had what looked like a towel for a train. This swept the floor 
as She walked and you could see nothing of her facei 

• The bridegroom had borrowed European clothes for the occa- 
They consisted of white shorts, shirt and coat, felt hat, very 

thick woollen stockings, and very heavy boots, which did not seem 
to belong to him—ds they certainly did hot! He disposed of his 
hat and walking stick and we proceeded with the ceremony.

The form of service corresponds with the English form and the 
priest bound their hands together with his stole in token that they 

one. Then they went and'knelt together at the aliaf- 
rail for the Nuptial Moss and made their Communion first.

At the end of the service they attempted to walk down the middle 
side by side and hand in hand, but it ended in the husband drag
ging the wife gently from the church. Outside they were predated

on

" Chingivenye-ngwenye ” were very

tim«i„JheTu^oAL“L‘rmr^^
which the onlookers may wish to contribute.

at times they sing as it were verse and chorus. The singe; will
.«n^ tK sin^.^
menTtaned' V" '"‘“'“‘i"? P”'* ‘h* dress which has not been
mentioned. Itu made of the feathers of the iititi bird sewn on to 
a tend which fits on to the head: it is a headdress of considerable 
width and ciraimference-rather like what I think was known as
t ”“‘7. “"'y o crown. The performer will
n the course of the dance work this hat right down Iiis back and 

up again on to his head without in any way interrupting th 
ment of the dance or the course of his song!

told, to give beads as a 
rewarf to the tkncer-this applitd to the olden days before money 
was in circulation and when iarge beads were regariied as being 
of ^ch ^ter value than they are considefed to have now. 

me photographs were taken on the occasion of 
. which took place recently at Masasi.

Sion.

and
were now

e move-

■:

a wedding i.

A. G. B.

I j

i f
(lUii Uafrti 'Bride and Brideoroom '

(Note niiendanlf with Hour on lhe!r heads)si
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WEDDINGS IN NYASALAND
Diocese of N. Rhodesia

with the inevitable umbrella, and together under the umbrella 
they ^ked along the path, while their attendants threw flour on 
their heads, and danced and clapped their hands and made iovful 
noises. I took a snapshot of them coming out, and then they saw 
me with the camera and they stood at attention more or less ready 
to be taken, so I felt constrained to take another, unnatural as it 
would be.

‘hat day we went armed with a present, to 
visit them In their h^e. According to custom they should remain 
silent and miserable for the rest of the day, and tnkb nothing to eat, 
^ile outside people cat, drink and dance to their heart’s content! 

ware a little more civilized. As we approached the hut, rve 
space outside, a crowd of people. We heard drums and 

^ "ot See njuch. As we got nearer dust entered
rs’o?T "huf
1 /i! ""t> at first we could see nothing. Then
r doorway. We went towards

ir, saying. Modi. Then we heard them answer and we went 
m. Inside the iwm was a bed, a chair and a chest of drawers 
i2I! S 7'" hasband and the wife were silling on
the bed with a tray of tea things on the floor at their feet, and a
fh^ii°Zt®!^?-r°".t"'linvited us to sit down and we chatty a bit and admired the pictures all round the room. There 
^ “ square ^ch without a picture-and they were nearly
ni advertisements. The largest and best were on the wall oppo. 
site and they were very proud of them. We produced our nreMnts 
and put them in the bowl at the door. eu our presents

I^t twk there WM a ^ding on an out-station which did

ji'r'2.E

word would she utter. So the priest declared that, there 
no marriage and everyone left the church;

‘“‘‘is nnd,questioned
i-ho u “ long time to try nn^ find out^ what was the hiatler, and 

t "O' “i’nvre'-. But the woman would say nothing.
she said, "But I do 

'^^5' won’t you say you do in church ?’’ 
Pn?™ ‘o say that the woman did 

ne married. He sent for the man and asked if he still wanted 
S'”,"" insuhed him. -They both declared

Ix^iii^ marry each other; so the congregation was
recoiled and Ihc semce cominued from where they had left off I

‘ M. M.

CHIPILI CHURCH CONSECRATION
On Michaelmas Day—igaS—the Bishop of the Diocese of 
N. Rhodesia consecrated the church at Chipili to the glory of God 
and in the name of St. Michael and All Angels.

The first storm of the year has been known to break on one or 
Ollier of the two Saints’ days in September; but this year the feast 
of St. Michael was d typical September day such as one gets in 
the tropics just before the first rains—the isun alrhpst overhead, and 
no relief from it except indoors or under the eaves of a roof, for

the trees at this time 
, of the year are 

changing 
foliage.

The great day bo- 
; gan with a low 

Mass and general 
Communion 
7 a.m. The high 
altar Hmd been 
secrated on Palm 

..Sunday - and Iios 
been in use ever 

_ since : circumstances 
making it necessary 
to use the church 
as soon os it was"^ 
finished. At loa.m. 
the Christians as
sembled in the body 
of the church 
(babies were omitted 
as far as possible I) r 
four of the Fort 
Rosebery residents 
came

their

at

con-

not

could be

(Including 
the district commis
sioner) and occupied 

, the gallery. The 
bishop's procession 
was formed in the ' 
school near by' and 
proceeded to the 
west doorway, 
\yhich for the pur
pose of the ritualTiik'Navb, Cinriu Ciiimcii

f’
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CHIPJLI CHURCH CONSECRATION

entrance was cios^ by a temporary door made of reeds with- a 
broad wood cross in the middle of it, on which the bishop made his 
thrw knocks. The service used was based on the Nyasaland use." 
(“nriched slightly from oUier sources.

The peremptory challenge, “ Who is the King of Glory,” made 
by the native caretaker of the church, in answer to the bishop's 
requ^t, Lift up your heads O ye gates," was given in a tone 
which made one feel that the church really belongs to the natives.

Owing to the conditions of land tenure in the country, there 
could be no legal consecration in the technical sense, and so on 
entering the church the bishop proceeded at once with the 
ecclesiastical ceremonies. A psalm was sung during the proces
sion to the sanctuary, followed by the Litany with special suffrages.

After declaring the fact that the high altar had been already 
«nMrated by use, the bishop " set it apart for ever ” as a 

j of. the Holy Trinity and of St. Michael
and All Angels. The bishop then proceeded to the Lady Chapel 
and consecrated the altar in the name of Our Lady and St. Andrew, 
this latter dedication was made because the congregation of St. 
Andrews, Worthing, gave^^750 towards a church to be built at 
Chipili^^ m memory of Fr. George Kynaston Bovd—for some lime 
a much'loved vicar of St. Andrew*s.

Proceeding to the north and south aisles the bishop consecrated 
to altars to St. John the Evangelist and to St. Luke, respectively. 
Then the declnration of the consecration of the whole church was 
made and the High Mass was sung—a memorial of Fr. Boyd being 
made. The total collection from Europeans and natives amounted 
to ^7, with the promise of a further £so. 
nlt.j " impressive and, considering that it was com
piled written out and practised between September 21 and ao it 
was Mmewhat of a triumph that -thcre were no hitches. The very 
Sf reahty^ ‘0 ‘he feeling

C. Hv Leeke

AUGUSTINE SHANNON
Probably some will be grateful to read this little account of the 
last fcAV weeks that Mr. Shannon spent with us here at Mnlindi.

He wandered on* to the station on November 29', 1928, about 
mid-day, having come down from Tanganyika Territory on the 
S.S. " Gwendolen." We were very pleased to see him, for he was 
a great favourite, and much loved and appreciated by all who 
really knew him. He was looking ill and unfit, obvidusly needing 
to get out of the tropics, at least for a time. He kept us interested 
in accounts of his wide and varied experiences in Tanganyika Ter
ritory. We, here, were agreed that he could not have gone on liv
ing under the conditions in which he had been living during the last 
nine or ten months.

He seemed glad to be back among us, for he counted Malindi 
his home, as do all those who live and work on our Mission steamers. 
He came and went as he liked.

1
f.
i-

His African friends flocked to 
grdbt him, bringing him innumerable gifts 
We were specially struck by his gentleness, courtesy and willing
ness to do kindly little acts for us in many little ways. He was 
always the same, but his friendliness seemed even greater since 
his return from the north. The steamer men specially welcomed 
his return and enjoyed his company.

Three or four times he went off

os tokbns of their love.

• I

hunting simply because his 
African friends came and begged him to try and rid them of lions 
in their village, in another direction hippopotami, and in yet another 
elephants. For this lost expedition he had to obtain permission 
from tile Government; the permit arrived on the zoth inst.

We kad spent a particularly happy Christmas, New Year and 
Feast of the Epiphany with him. He had told others how much 
he had enjoyed it all.

He sent his camp out on the 8th to make ready for him. He 
left by motor-cycle about ii o’clock on the morning of the zoth 
for Che Chlponda, a village about eighteen miles north of Malindi. 
In the afternoon he went for a shoot but returned without having 
seen any game, so his two hunters, Che Chikwenga and Che 
Fuweni tell us, for they ore responsible for the account that follows. 
The next morning he started off with his two hunters about 7 a.m. 
and went eastward into the "tengo"; he complained of rheumatism 
in his left foot and said he would not go to the hills that day, and 
started back for the camp, looking for " nyama " for food for'his 
men. They saw the spoor of koodoo but no game, when about 
11 o’clock he was bitten by a snake on the inside of the right calf. 
Fuweni rushed forward but Mr. Shannon called him back to assist 
him. They tied two tourniquets above the wound and incised it, as 
quickly as possible, but Mr. Shannon fell. Fuweni carried him on 
his shoulder a few yards to a clear spot and left him resting on 
Chikwenga’s lap, while he (Fuweni) rushed back to the camp for

I:U.M.C.A. SUMMER SCHOOL, WHITBY 
August .ibd—iotii.
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AUGUSTINE SHANNON

WHAT ABOUT IT?a stimulant and a bed to carry him in on. Chiltwenga, who had 
been his faithful friend for ten years, wanted to motor-cycle into 
Malindi, but Mr. Shannon would not allow him to leave him. 
He does not seem to have talked but seemed to realize his danger. 
At one time he said, "Perhaps God. will help me, we 
ask for His strength that we may reach the village.” They 
returned to the camp, cariying him on a native bed, about 
a.30 p.m. He asked for tea and more brandy. They quickly made 
preparations to carry him into Malindi, Fuweni leading on a' bicycle. 
As soon as Capt. Haywood and Mr. Snodin got the news, they 
sent a machila and team of men from the “ C.M.” crew to bring 
him in. Alasl it was all too late, for according to the boys, Mr. 
Shannon died about nine p.m. near the village of Mtumbula and 
the River Namakumba, about twelve miles away from Malindi.

About twenty to four he asked them to stop; he tried to vomit 
but was unable to do so; this was at the village of Kadango. Just 
after leaving here he was unable to speak but wrote in Arabic 
cliaracters “ mbesile ” (I am tired), then in Chi-Yao, “ Cramp has 
seized the neck; not able to swallow well,” in a small English Primer 
for Swahili scholats, which ho happened to have with him. This 
was all about four o’clock; he does not seem to have made any sign 
until about ten to nine, when he caught hold of Chikwenga's arm, 
for he was at his side all the journey.

The sad procession reached Malindi a little before two a.m. His 
body was prepared for burial by MiSs H. Heaid, his personal boy 
Manfred, Aidan who had been on the " ulendo ” with him, and his 
two huntere, Chiltwenga and Fuweni, both of whom 
Muhammadans.

grave was dug by members of the " C.M.” crew. Mr. 
Snodin hurried off to Mponda's for Father Harvey to take the 
funeral, our own priest-incharge being on “ ulendo ” in the hills. 
The service was in Nyanja and the hymns in Yao. Crowds 
followed him to his last resting-place: Africans, Indians and 
Europeans; Christians, Muhammadans and heathen. All loved 
him, mourn his loss, recognize him a Briton and a gentleman, but 
realize he has gone to a fuller, nobler work.

A Requiem was said for the repose of his soul on Monday the

.
A RETROSPECT AND AN ANTICIPATION

This article has been sent la us by an enthusiastic supporter in the 
North of England.

From time to time a number of enthusiastic workers for the Mission 
arrange for the holding of “ campaigns.” These usually consist
of sermons preached in a certain number of dhurches, __

public meetings, and, perhaps, a few drawing-room meet
ings. An increasing number of interested people listen to these 
sermons, and attend these meetings. They go home commenting 
on the excellence of the sermon, and the magnificence of the speeches 
made at the meetings. In brief, we indulge in a thoroughly enjoy
able week-end. If the beginning and the end of such campaigns 
were to be something of the nature,of a local outburst of ecclesias- 
ticaf gluttony, the purpose of such campaigns would not have been 
.acRieved. The objects of such campaigns is to create and to develop 
a real and lasting interest in the work of the Mission. Again, S 
those who take part in such campaigns just go home and forget 
about the Mission until the time for the next annual campaign, 
then the failure of such a campaign would be complete.

All who know anything about the work of Universities’ Mission 
to Central Africa must know that an immediate increase in the 
receipts of the Minion is essential, if the work in Africa is not- 
10 be still further reduced beyond the reduction which has already 
had to be put into effect from the beginning ol this year.

It is probable that a considerable number of the attenders of 
these campaigns do pray more frequently and more earnestly for 
the work of the Mission, but the object of these remarks is to deal 
more particularly with the financial side. It is felt more strongly - 
that the comparatively small additional sum required by the Mission 
could be raised if all- who look any part in the annual campaign 
would put their shoulders to the wheel. A considerable amount 
of money is received in substantial amounts, and perhaps a, larger 
sum (in total) in sums of one guinea and upwards, but what is 
really essential is that the amount received (in total) in small items y 
should be very largely increased, and it is from such sources thaf- 
it is felt that it should be readily possible to produce a very con
siderable sum of money. The proper basis, surely, for such a 
development would be for the largest possible number of friends 
of the Mission in the country to invite their fellow-churchmen to 
contribute to the Mission in sums of 3d. or 6d. per week or is. per 
month—or more if they can afford it. If a really large number of 
people would set about asking their friends to make such contri
butions, and would undertake to collect such sums, then the desired 
result would be achieved and the burden would be spread over a 
large number of people in the country.

one
or more

I

are

His

IN MEMORIAM—R.I.P.
February aa—Joseph Wells ,

Dr. WdU wu onr of mat oldtn nibiwiben, ind ilnco he rucceeded Dr. Lock 
u Chalnnon of the Oiford Unlvmltjr Coaimlllee he hoe worked very herd 
10 promote the Inlereeu of the Mleeloo In the Uolrerelty. '
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THE MISSION STAFF
Name ANNUAL REVIEWrDiocese Date

"'MtaAreaS^;'^-' ^
Af^da. GIossop 
MLn Brucs '
Mba Youag 
Rev. R. A. Courthope 
Rev, C. Harvey 
Mr. J. Oeflow \

t>
Masasi
Nytualand OF THE AVORK OF THE UNIVERSITIES’ 

MISSION TO CENTRAL AFRICA IN 1928
Feb. a 
March 4 
March U 
March U 
March 11 
March 18 
March 13

f!^
■ I1Nyaaaland 

N. Rhodesia 
Nyasaland 
Nyasaland

I

I-^HE GENEPIAL SITUATlU^ :;}-• .
Or^rtutes from Saehnd: 

Mitt V. Taylor 
Mr. W. Hugbea 
Mitt Me Powell 
Mlw Middleton 
Novica Joyce 
Novice Lucia
Sr- S- '=•Mil. Butlerrolh 
Mitt Ramuy 
Mitt Nobbe

Again we have the greaCadvantage of receiving statements froiri the _ 
Bishops of the four. Dioceses of U.M.C.A. ns to the geherai 
condition of the work in 1928. We owe a debt of gratitude to 
them nptoniy for finding the time in spite of the many caiis on 
them; but because these four reports enable the friends of the 
Mission at home to feel, that they hwe an up-t^ate account of 
khe prog^rcss of the work In East and Central Africa. .

means an increase of stnif and an increase of staff necessitates an , 
increase of the Diocesan allowance; and yetj at ' the veiy time y 
when these new opportunities are staring: them in the face, comes 
the dishearteningwews that they must spend less money: than 

J”"? report of -the
Bishop of N. Rhodesia: We have not nearly enough money lo 
maintain the existing work with our present .staff, which 1/ w 
Inadequate that, though continuously overworked^ it is quite 
tihiible to meet the demands that are made.upon it." And agafn.

Mauai
Zansibar
Zanzibar
Zanzibar
Zanzibar
Zanzibar '
Nyaaaland
Nyaaaland
Nyaaaland
Nyaaaland

yMarch 8 
March 37 
April 6 
April 6 
April 6 
April 6 
April 13 
April 25 
April 26 
April 25 f

Tb$ BUho 
March 27 

'better. .-'7.5
'V. Heebe. u .mU. CbeeClor 

•UkedM^ [’ BoJnff.' for nine monthi, to

27 to 
' much

trained at
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V
THE GENERAL SITUATION

we have all been rejoicing at the success of the women’s work in 
N. Rhodesia. The Bishop says: "I have most reluctantly 
dedded once again to close down the women’s work at Mapanza 
This curtailment of our activities is nothing short of a calamity ’* *
The Bishop of Nyasaland says: “ There is abundant opportunity 
for extension at all our centres. Whether or not we can take • 
advantage of these opportunities depends upon the supply of priests 
It is practically a question of staff arid finance. Workers must be ■ 
supported and this means an increased diocesan grant.” f

Well wc know what is in the hearts of ail the Bishops and their 
stnlTs. Tlie World Calk filled them with hope at the outset, but is 
not what ashop Birley says ; quite true that "it only touched 
adnnge. Only a fringe of Churdt people understand what the 
Church rmlly is, who care for its upbuilding and growth ” Yet 

God's dear So?. We often pr^to God S 
hasten that Ktngdom. It must then grieve us ail t? retard the 

reducing diocesan grants. Cannot : 
ftheiTic tZ" ? "luch and care much for the Mission f
(there arc tens of thousands of them) eacli try and secure one new
frS? heart tt fire™S^f^"‘‘ ■" “"a
of God\ d“lson ' GooUt'DAL?'’

Editor.

II-THE DIOCESE OF ZANZIBAR
By a somewhat unfortunate coincidence I have to'write this present

been away from the diocese itself for at least six^month^it 00^001^
1 know, be otherwise, but it means that owing to the way in which 
of necessity we have to spend our furlouglis one's mind becomes, 
for the moment, more immersed in matters which concern the 
diocese at home rather than in those whicli 
affecting it in Africa.

As regards the task which I set myself to shoulder while in 
England, I have been more fortunate than I dared to expect, fof 
the three priests needed immediately to fill up gaps will, I hope, 
all reach the diocese during the present year, and more than this, 
recruits for various other posts have been forthcoming. This is d 
matter for great thankfulness. But, on the other hand, when we 
face the prospects of reduced incomes to all our services during the 
present year, and see with our eyes the enormous difficulties which 
the home staff are now having to raise a sufficient and increasing 
General Fund, the outlook is not so bright. The results of the 
World Call have surely been a disappointment to many of us. The 
Message was adequately prepared, the seed was good, but it must 
have fallen on unprepared ground. It is only a fringe of Church 
people who understand what the Church really is. Only a fringe,^ 
therefore, who care for its upbuilding and growth, only a fringe ' 
who have any right idea of the stewardship of money. The 
majority give because they arc asked, not because they love or 
find any joy in it. It is a great thing that this fringe, this nuclcms 
of the few exists, and it is a joy to be conscious of it nt so many 
of our U.M.C.A. gatherings up and down the country, but It is 
not enough, it must grow; the Chrlst-hcnrt must be developed in^ 
very many more or the Church will fail hot only its duty to 
Missions but in many other respects also.

In looking to the diocese itself, we can best review it in its two 
parts of coast and mainland, as the circumstances of the two parts 
are of necessity so different.

The Coast.—Here the work during the last twelve months has been 
decidedly encouraging, and has once for all shattered the old opinion 
which so many of us nursed in our minds that the coast is so hope
lessly bad and nothing in consequence can be expected in the way of 
progress and development. At Tanga we have had to enlarge the ) 
small church which sufficed for the old days but is now thoroughly y 
inadequate. Archdeacon George of Nyasaland, when passing 
through Tanga on his way to Europe, viewed the situation'and 
very kindly gave us a most satisfactory plan whereby a really 
adequate enlargement could be secured without altering the present 
structure. A large nrchWay has been opened in the west wall of 
the old church which now opens out Into an entirely new building 
capable of seiating about three hundred.

more immediatelyare
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The Sisters who have been working in Tanga for some time have ' 
brought a new impelus.to the work amongst women and girls who ' 
harm spMial need of lielp in view of the coast influence 4hirh : 
makes life very difficult for them.

At Zanzibar our hands are as full as they can be; 1 don’t know 
any place in the diocese where both Sundays and week, 
days are more crowded witli such a variety of work, with 1
the result that we are in touch with many more peonle ■’ 
than we used to be; our relations with Moslems are much 
more friendly and the number of Christians using the Cathedral ^ 
on week^lays M well as on Sundays and frequenting the Sacraments 
point to a decided advance. I

Praba and Funzi Islands still present some of the bieeesr 
prob ems of the dioc^; things are certainly looking up in pfmba 
and the medjcal work still proves to be one of its greatest assets, 
but I have come to the conclusion that the whole work needs the 

f priest, jvho will in future, I liope, be
r^ponsible for it. It is too much to expect, as we have done in I 
the rrant past, that an African can tackle such 
himself. :

one of ‘he most important I
centres of the diocese. Just before my furlough I soent tKiw

dm ° " P"“‘-‘"-£''nr^ nnd never remember having had ^ i 
brfnriny whh' h^n ^°™'’nn'ent of Tanganyika is there, i

Europrans, who are all 1

civillzafiom'^^ worldly advantages of Western

far as the river Kuiiji, all within the diocese, and catling us to 
make new ventures in the extensioa of our work when we have the 
wherewithal to do it.

The Mainland.—^The Theological College at Hegongo, which has 
had a long rest, reopened once again at Christmas, with an entirely 
new set of African houses, somewhat nearer tlie lecture room and 
chapel, the original ones having reached the stage when it became 
cheaper to rebuild than to repair. At the moment there are resident 
seven students, three of whom are preparing for the priesthood and 
the remaining four for the diaconatc. The Archdeacon of Magila Is 
in charge, with Dr. Palmer to help him.

The parish of Mkuzl has now reached another turning point in 
its history, for by the end of the present year, ns already announced, 
we have to lose the help of the Society of the Sacred Mission, which 
has been connected with the diocese for so many years. We shall 
pan with Fr. Cyril and Fr. Alan not only with great regret but also 
with very great appreciation of all they have done for Mkuzi, while 
to the Director and the Society itself the diocese is deeply grateful 
for a very long past of faithful service and help.

Msalabnni, perhaps more than most parishes in the diocese, 
witnesses to the value and possibilities of the African ministry.
It has, too, the special inter^t of being the African home of the 
listers of the Community of the Sacred Passion, to whom 
year by year becoming increasingly indebted for all the woflc 
they are shouldering In various parts of the djocescs in addition to' 1 i 
being responsible for all the medical and cducalional work at 
Msalabani and its district.

i1j

burden by

we are
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Kiwanda, the large Central School for boys, is at the moment 
one of the most interesting institutions on the mainland ^
and js receiving both good and encouraging reports from 
the Government Inspectors. In the first place its position 
and surroundings are so satisfactoiy, the soil is rich and 
the plantations, cultivated by the boys themselves, are capable under ' 
European^supervision of producing a very fconsiderable part of the v • 
food for the school. The boys themselves represent some of the best
material wc can produce from all our village schools.

At the end of their course, some go to the Training College 
lioping to_he teachers, while others who have not the vomtion, are 
prepared for clerkships and otlier posts, which the present advance 
of the rauntr}’ is tending more and more to provide. There is 
also an industrial department which turns out boys equipped with 
trades, that of carpentry being at present the most popu'lL. The 
Intrat development at Kiwanda has been the startin'^^of a small 
collcp for the, training of second grade teachers, who reqnir?" 
shorter period than IS usual at Minaki, and who are, we believe.

the work of an average village school at the present 
S a, M country. St. Martin’s Day SchL for 1
boys at Msalabani, which is regarded by the Education Depart-

‘“Ijtinct of Kiwanda and is in charge of a Sister, with 1

Before disniissing the subject of education I must not forget to <

Ky^d and which we hope to start during the present year. In
«^ed ifn pf.&Ws can no longer L shelvefo even
rarricd on as we have tried to,do in the pMt. They must have
AfriMif°”“!lq^ full Christian womanhood 'under ’ >

iriterest To the prayers : it will add an additional | t
alTOTO l^n in Snrl“r'^'"“."j'^'™™' start, has lf\
atTif£^n abi?,„®l.°M-"u^^”“*" P"«<- At Misor^ve we have |j 
the aid of the^AfrLn^Leruen's’?! With ( j

iold European hou^ther?/n\?-'*^®j^ ’

while Kigongoi some six hours away, has had a long struggle to 
finish its new stone church. Its people will always value it for they 
have shown a most exemplary spirit of self-sacrificing effort, inspired 
to it by their own parish priest.

The parish of Ko^og^ve still baffles us by its unwieldly size and 
the increasing number of Christians and Catechumens who have to be 
shepherded and ministered to at such long distances. At one end 
of the parish we have just managed to cut off a slice which will 
be known as the district of St. Laurence, Hale. This venture, too, 
has had very substantial support from the Africans. We have 
built a native church with iron roof, a school and separate African 
houses for priest, teacher and visitors. There can, however, only 
be a resident deacon at the present, but by the end of the year we 
may, I hope, look forward to having an African priest in charge. 
There are still other bits of the parish calling for division 
as we have the staff and means. as soon

Zigualand has been passing through a time of great sorrow and 
anxiety owing to the prolonged illness and consequent absence of 
Fadre John Saidi. He has been in charge of Kwa Maizi for a long 
time, and it is there that we minister to the largest number of 
converts in the Archdeaconry. ,

S'he^work in this part of the diocese is more difficult than in any ’ 
other bit of the mainland, because the country- Is often so wateriest 
for long periods of the year and its people who are not already ^ , 
Christians or under instruction for Christianity, are all Moslems. 
many of them only nominally so it is true, but the brotherhood of 
Islam IS strong. Yet, on the other hand, there is no part which 
presents more openings for new work and which ought to be claimed 
with as little delay as possible.

In conclusion, there is much to thunk God for, but there is still" 
much for hopeful and persevering prayer, in which 
take your part.

made

I beg you willI
*Thomas Zanzibah

;

PHcst in chaq,. anrf^S^^^rfJip- ^ ^

staff, and its work in ;

H?
W.
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()n» iever or no (ever, After Easter I anointed the Archdeacon, 
and It was decided that there was'no other course but to invalid 
him home. Moreover, Miss Biggadike*s health \vas proving unequal 
to the very heavy wprk, and so, just before the second Sunday after 
Itaster, the Archdeacon was put into a " machila ” and carried down 
to the coast in Miss Uiggadike’s care-~a hundred mile.s'. journey 
through the rams—en route forZanzibar and England. :

With the Archdeacon invalided away and Padre Dennis^ begin
ning to convalesce at Chidya, I returned to Masosi and a little later 
left for a week’s journey in the Nanyindwa' district confirming. 
News came to me there that Sister Margarita,- liad lieen 'takon 
seriously, ill,at Newala and brought down tp'Sisier Mafy's care: to 
Lulipdi. Aftcr.a ifew ;day5 letters camq telling, of,the danger of 
Iter condition, and 1 returned again to Luljndii ^ Most wonderfully, 
after several very critical days, her.condidon began.' to improve 
siig.my and \ was able to .be in the Cathedral for,Pentecost. M'hfrn 
Dov'lor I'liylor finally left for her furlpugh, then well overdue, 
Msier was able to be; moved back to Newala, being slightly beacr, 
though Mi?! very weak and frail. j , •

Sister Mary had hardly reached Newala, taking Sister Margarita 
back, when an urgent messenger arrived td.lell.her that.Sister Eva 
was seriously ill. at Njawara and she left.at once to tiavpl the two 
diys’ journey io.Nja\yarn. . She•found.Slster.Eva:^Y*th pleurisy and 
pneumonia; but she had always been strong, in spite of-hard 
work carried on untiringly, that it was almost impqssiWe to believe 
that she would be unable, to rally when liie crisis came and that 
we should not hear shortly after that she had taken up her indefa
tigable labours again. But God in His mercy had .prepared for her 
that rest whicJi she never allowed to hcr^lf, and as a great shock to 
us all came the news of her death very early in the morning on the 
Feast of Corpus Christi, June 7. Her whole; life in the Mission anef^ 
Community had been a life of scif-oblation, her whole untiring \ 
energy had l)een ;direcfed for years to making the offering of herself / 
more worthy; there were no limits in the devotion of Sister Eva to

• Bx:The Bishop OF Masasi
■ i

were probably more closely connected together

“* '^hat I have ]

tfii^.only ojhphasize liore dearly the major V character of the

Ihe.^casei proved almost .all of a virulent type and grave complica- = 
«or&,supervened, Willi.the rciultithat mortality whfligh had the ^ 

“v '°"Ser. At Chiwata ’

hundred; and-

;?

Dui tnese ngtires refer to
lyi.with a communicant population of about five 

any but Christian funerals. The
SZtX district to district
there-hardly remained: a-sinirle Dlace which, hnri ewe.

: I

The :
, , ----------until >

S.SE7S]£:r**"”K’ i
PenSr^* ' * ’''P' •’'"' dd “il work until

Archdeacon Lewin, after seeming very 
for a week—better, in fa

wi Wn a rfpv ^ to Newala, and f
of malarif’LH f aT with a very serious infmion !

Jesus Christ, and-so, when the crisis came, God let Jt be for-her 
the hour of consccratiun, when He made her sacrifice His own for 
evermore. As I write these lines my prevailing thought is one of 
true and deep reverence for her memory. Sister-Eya, was one'of 
tliose really great souls to whom God has become everything. •!

for she would have scorned the idea of any eulogy.: R.I.P.
Archdeacon Swainson about this time had-to retire to bed with a 

Iiad throat and. temperature, a thing which has happened to him 
before when he has been overtired, and when affairs made It neces
sary for me to go to Lindl I left him without any real anxiety and 
hoped, that I should find him convalescent on my return. But when 
I got back I found the very, kind and capable doctor, a Sister from 
the Swiss Benedictine Mission, had had to be summoned and -had 
diagnosed the case as diphtheria. She spent the whole.day-and a * 
large part of the night helping Miss Avant to nurse him and returned

■ well when we wertf 
act, at the end of if than

add
no more,
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in the morning to her work at Ndanda, twentv-one mile., I
for »me operations which were waiting for her. For seversi '
anxiety last^ and Miss Avant nursed him 8100750^^^ ’
and It was hard to know whether to wonder more at her skiil iSri ’

In^August and September I had some minor ailments mvself

ATexaZerafter hS'^
following so ciMelv on her nursing^work at Lulindi

Masasi, as soon as Miss Smith , medical work at

1 dare not think. SheJs now^uite^ri^hf? “ 
a reiigious, though it exist her ''““>*0" as
here, I know. With o“fm5irT u “P hee work
leper work wo are lost withmh i * ^ Stowing
will not be long be “e ™mL Th'’ ■’’“P" “■« “
for ttyo doctors, one fo? the okk' 'f “"P'® *" teality
™?hbn‘niu“s"t‘sZk ■>"’® Tunduru°dltrirt.°"'= 
with hospitaisand dispenari^^e”^ 'in^r ®“‘'ons

Community of the sfered pSSon ml hree nursing Sisters of the

#sS£--srHs£l£HrE V

> i
Chidya, the Lumesule'district urgently needs u dispensary and 
ho^ital again as they had in the past. Allowing a mere skeleton 
staff, and assuming that only two will normally be away on furlough 
at a time, the diocese needs nine lay nurses besides the three nursing 
Sisters of the Community, uniess the Community were able to . 
undertake the Lumesule work again on the new site to which it is 
being moved nearer Tunduru and Saidi Maumbo, in which case Uie 
minimum would be eight. We have five in the countiy and two 
on furlough, so we need one more at once urgently, and, unless 
^.S.P. can staff the Lumesule work, another lay nurse for that as soon as possioie.

Leper 'Work.—AsJ , *‘'® Government spread the good news
tliat lepers would no onger be compulsorily segregated for life in 
a leper settlement and might come forward without fear for treat-

regular courM of injections, extending over a long period, they soon 
nnd impracticable because of the distances to be covered going to and 
from the dispensary, and they themselves begin to desire to be 
allowed to come and live nearby. We have now leper settlements 
of this kind at Lulindi, Namagono and Saidi Maumbo, and the 
r‘, ii"“xi‘’°‘' ‘®P°''® ''' ‘■“'■'cd one hundred.
Phi^'tions’a^mme^?^det^ Soot ‘’’'=

“One case which has been under treatment privately for 
wo years has been declared cured,- many are different beings now 

they have come under medical care, and in time there wUl only 
remain a very small percentage of the total leper population who 
have not come under treatment. But, best of all, the early 
when the disease is first diagnosed or suspected, will no Ion 
hMitate to come quickly for skilled help, and of them a num 
Will, we hope, be completely cured.

The Government are giving us grants to cover necessary expenses* V
in feeding those who cannot help themselves and arc not helped by / 
their relations, and the British Empire Leprosy Association gives 
generous help In drugs and money for the erection of buildings. 
There seems to be only one thing to be feared, that owing to 

shortage of staff (two nurses have resigned this year) we may have 
to refuse lepers for lacic of nurses to treat them. But I do not 
believe that the Guild of St. Barnabas will allow things to ' '
this pass. , -

soon

and

over

1
cases,

Z

come to
Stalf.—At the -beginning of 1928, when I wrote my report for 

1927. the number of European priests available for work ih the 
districts was eleven and one deacon, as compared with thirteen 
Europimn priests working in this countiy when the late Bishop 
diM. I thank God with all my heart that we have not lost a single 
priest, and by the most welcome arrival of Father Howard and the' 
ordination to the priesthood of Mr. Easton, we are now back to the 
same number of priests as were here tvhen Bishop Weston diedreopening of the dispensary at ;

due ayhe'end of June'
Besides the cryin need for the
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o°n " fo- =‘■-‘-1 normally be away. , ,

spends the greater part Of his time now^ ® *°;3.82i shillings compared with 1,740 in rga?, which
strain of =being aione in'thfs wunt^T k ‘ -i hZlu. Christians have not b^en
and 1 ainnbt overatress the ui^ncy^f our ° ^ 'IW 1“ “"d Uganda Christians do)
so that-a second priest may b?available to b^M Nn°"“ "'°™ P"®®* ^ of^them n!? 1°"®.J,'™® ‘o adjust this defect in our dwri training.sssss^\,„,,
come and try to live it on linw^h? a ‘''® "''e'ous life who will ■ ‘o the defraying by each'church of all its " church

vrsSjf^rLor3"S;!::^?^!?r 11
Censes Retoms.—An effort has been made to send in art accufitc 

census return for 1928. But should anyone reach the point of 
comparing tile 1928 figures with those published in the previous 
year it must be admitted that we failed to supply any figures vvhich 
could be railed diocesan in last year’s report, and the few isolated 
returns which came to hand in London and avete published ns oiir 
dtoc^n census produced a result frankly " pour rire,” though the 
laugh IS against us for our failure to send in the returns., "1

fission Stations.—The new station of the year is LiloyaV Lying 
equi-distant between the ccnlrai statidhs of Masasi.and Chiavat.-!, in 
the past It formed, part ^sometimes of ohi; and' sometimes of the

>

(

The diocese n

1
seems Just what avould ' [j

» S dOM (dffi such

rawft dnnlsr.and°of'[oneifToure'’'lhfln ”1“ Hcdland wd.ks' ;
but Miss Quick is oil ihe'Wav“bi?t '■®®"y ”’‘“"’1
‘’'2".'-"’®® ?h^dund offic^SrasWSfy kent ”^'’
in avhiclTthe Europei'n'stoff't'rTO a^**?5 ■ %''®®'®‘‘°" “f ‘he way 
and worked whoXartX Vor “^P'®'^ redsced station grants 
alarming when I wro?e yj"i,““^ The prospects^ were 
and a caution suggested bv the v#.financial inexperience - ■ 
one yeur bfdiocSn life afforded by
vency whieli seemed loowKrad .Tf *'1. ‘*®"e®® °f '"sot
shows the gratifying feSirt^tlintw. a ‘ '’"'""®® sheet for 1928
mcome and, rafter/ayi“g a our """
®?uivalent:of nine days’fhcome left is’h ‘''®
the course of the year. We t saved in
am able to allow us fdr^ig If ?t T'ih® Treasurers 
our alfowance as beforal we liioi IH h “ '’®®" P°“ible to continue 
for granted isimilar united efforts l* difficulty, taking i
work and enlafgingltaffp ^ tshh gmwini :
J?.P®"^ cannot grow less-iinri w ''’®. *‘"P®' European also.

i

-.’I - •» •1..

;

IMftr/l. /a<kf9ff
A Missjomabt Stabtiko ok a JOORKIt
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other; but latterly, it had been for some time part of Chiwata. The 
Liloyn district consists of two villages, Liloya and Mpindimbi 
lying not more than one and a quarter hours from one another - but ‘ 
the population is considerable and there are frequently two hundred ' 
communions made on Sunday and over four hundred and fifty on ■' 
a big festival. It is a big work, and it bad perhaps rather 
grown Its strength, with resultant weaknesses. Father Wroe 
though it WM very hard to have to pluck himself up from the = 
Namagono disnct, where he had given his whole heart to pioneer 
missionary work, consented to undertake the vety different rJ^toral 
wo* of ediliration that Liloya needed. It has meant a hea^time f 
and A-crjr hard work, but twelve months have passed and the fruits '
SSttes^i„'°thT§“
nnmSn°-™?i!'- become an immense work, and the
Emte On r'h than in the older ^strict of
denomitam? .a*®'' '’“‘‘i Mnynmbe has suffered so much from i

s; xjs

is understood, and I am^hn^tnr^^ writing is the only script that i
the care of Conon'Kolu°inba°and*T^*”!!j”^“i'’“ started under II
below can be cSiri eitplained I

thirteen I,

present. I. was "rrffrearill^^t:?^J&,-

in the year of Archdeacon Johnson's death we had been wel
comed bach to the Sultan Mataka's to pick up again the work he 
actually initialed himself so long ago, and which through a mis
understanding was terminal^ so abruptly. He had it in his heart, 
and wrote to me, “ Why do you not go back again to Mataka's? ” 
And we must. We owe it to Archdeacon Johnson; but he would 
put it quite differently, and it is true. We owe it so much the itidst 
of all to Almighty God.

In fact, we already need a second station in the Tunduru country, 
and vitally so, just because we must return to Mataka’s, but this 
means the same thing that we are compelled to harp on again rind 
again—a larger staff. Malitka has sixteen thousand people noted in 
the Government books. Is this not a work crying out to be done? 
Nothing would do more to break the opposition to Christianity ,in 
the Tunduru district than a Mission station settled with Mhtmm’s 
consent amongst his people.

And we must riot be too late with Kandutu also, the third big 
Sultan. If the Church fails to rise to this opportunity, the Govern
ment will not leave theni with no education,'and on'the day'that 
secular Government schools are begun the'difficulty of our task 
will be doubled or even trebled. These tliree Sultans deserve the 
very best we can give them in education and medical work, and; 
granted this, the day may come, perhaps even in our lifetime, when 
tllTee new kings will bring their gifts and kneel at the Christmas 
crib.

Lumesule and Mba 
ness was ended by
went to him and Father Howard took his place at Lullhtli with 
Father Thome. I am 'not sure that I ought not to have: included 
Father Le Fleming in that long list oLthe sickj he had ^eral 
attacks of fever, and it became quite deaf that he must not go back^ 
to Lumesule and Mbaya for another wet season alone; Then Father 
Howard came and these particular difficulties were oyer. But the 
Lumesule news is even better, in the same degree In which preven
tion is better than cure. For the strain of loneliness was only h part 
of the.trouble, and a part he stood very well. What wore strength 
down was the fact that every time he Went from Lumesule to Mbaya 
and vice versa meant an eleven hours* walk, nine of which : had 
almost inevitably to be done in one day as there was noi suitable 
place in which to break the journey through the game preserve pn 
the way. The bulk of the parish lies round and .beyond Mbaya ': 
Lumesule had become an isolated village, but aS it was the older 
station the larger Christian population was there. It was riot well 
situated, crops were frequently poor'and miding by elephants was 
not uncommon. Then came welcome talk of a move Mbaya-wards. 
There were hitches, opposition was engineered, rind, we feared that 
our hopes had been raised only to be dashed to the ground. ■ But 
sound sense prevailed, and within a few days of my being , told 
semi-officially that there would be no move, the chief, Mpu'ndu,

that

out-

aya-Father Le Fletning's long term of loneli- ‘I 
Father Howard’s arrival, for Mr. Easton then

;

i/
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Ibid me that he had decided to move at once. He is coint? to (i,« 
Mntre of our Mbaya district. His.new village will prlbab^ 
become the central station. The district he has chosen is^oumMe

b^me more eieven hours' journeys, and Lumesule should
become again a thriving mission station, with a nurse and HU.,
L? defmf l'^®* <here, and villages all round. Mor^ven wilfbrin J I

rS;rp^'« ^£i :

fliowed .itself, and aftw four mSc^, sepsis

T'vp months, bur n^VoKf “"ee in

to call a Centml Scho) wac not accSstomed :
■W Of the EduSition Ordftan^ ®A

J: iiigncr uage than even (he First Class ,;

IU«<i O./ickiMrMifbj
Mabaai ; A CitniBTiAN Pamilv

Governincni trained teacher is paid. Now in this diocc^ there arc 
at present next to no openings for highly-paid English-speaking | 
clerks—the Provincial Commissioner told me that he thought there 
might be a vacancy for one but he was inclined to think it had 
been filled. This means that if we were to make Chidya a.Ccnt.ral 
School within the meaning of the Act we should In point of fact 
be educatinng our boys for export to Dar es Salaam and the more 
developed parts of the Territory, which would before lon^ arous^ \ 
considerable and righteous Tesentment in the hearts of their elders / 
here and, as it seems to me, would result in retarding our own 
development, as boy after boy of promise left us to do the best we 
could with the inferior material left. ' Moreover, as pur school is a 
Mission scliool, entirely financed by Mission funds, existing to train 
up an African staff of teachers (and future ordinands) for the work of 
spreading the Gospel, we could not rightly do anything that would 
imperil our whole aim by introducing os an alterhativc to spr^ding 
the Gospel more highly-paid clerkly work elsewhere. But it Is thic 
that this Masasi country is ripe now for some secondary education, 
provided that it bears a direct relation to our own district’s needs 
and serves to develop and advance the country under, the direction 
and guidance of the chiefs constituted and empowered as the Native 
Authority. Accordingly, with the invaluable aid of Canon Broom- 
held, who came to visit us, we drew.up a .constructive scheme for 
presentation to the Education Office seeking their approval and 
assistance in secondary education of the three following, types t 
(a) a preparatory school with a two years* English course for boys

I

if:and
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fully their skilled help to our African teachers wlio are, in the great 
majority of cases, trying to do their best and mbst ready to welcome 
the help in method which only the trained teacher can give.’ Wq 
are hoping to welcome shortly Miss Cornwall to work with Miss 
Dutton at Kwitonji, and Miss Callard to help Miss Hardcastle with 
the schools In the neighbourhood of Luatala and Lulindi. But 
we need also a teacher for the new Lumesule station. And our 
new educational scheme cannot begin until’ we have a priest- 
educationalist to be nt its head, who will need a staff under him. 
We need also the help of a trained agriculturist ’ and also a 
carpenter or cabinet-maker with sulHcient initiative ^to be able to 
arrange their own work for the most part and willing and able to 
train African apprentices in both rough and finer work. It is 
diflicult to be always asking, but if we do not set out’our needs, 
how can they be known? And the World Call makes us hope that 
we shall sec our needs met when it is understood that we are asking, 
not for heroes, but for ordinary humble men and women Into whose 
hearts God*s call has come and who desire to try with nil their 
might to do His will.
jhc Cathedral.—Archdeacon Frank George visited us bn his way 

back to Liull and gave every hour of two full days to helping us 
with his expert advice about the Cathedral enlargement'plans. And 
we hope that Mr. Makins, who has just been building the Tanga 
church, will come to us at the end of the rains, in April or May,

going toMinnki to read for a First Grade Teacher’s Certificate involv
ing a high standard of English; (b) a school in which a bov may 
complete the full syllabus rcc]uired of a Second Grade teacher and 
involving no knowledge of English; (c) a school which we call, for 
want of n better title, an Agricultural school, the full aim of which 
would be to turn out better citizens, more qualified to lead and 
follow, to rule or to serve In the development of their own country. 
The Education Office, Dar es Salaam, have replied approving the 
Kheme in principle : they say, “ It seems to be a step nearer the 
ideal we are seeking than we have ,hitherto attained.'* The details 
will, as they tell us, need to be considered later and they hope it 
will be possible to. give a maintenance grant. Meanwhile, the 
scheme has been submitted to' His Excellency the Governor.
There is good hope, I believe, that one or more trained African 

ngriruhurists may be obtained from St.: Cuthbert*s, Kaffraria i .. 
would be a very special joy to be able to welcome African help 
from .St. Guthbert’s, and I was told at the Education Office in Dar 
es Salaam that two African agriculturists from there are already 
working in Government schools In this Territory. Meanwhile, the 
Piivernment are asking us defiriltelv to take ten bovs from Govern-
memcjcmeniary schools for secondary education at Chid) a, for

/wh^pm^they will pay fifty shillings a head per year— the sum we 
' nomeu ns covering expenses.

I Handicrafls at Chidyn have become quite a popular feature, and 
/ consist of the plaiting of the locai rope, the making of reed n.ats, 

and tl.e sewing (men's work in this country) of fancy white African 
caps. I ordered a beehive from home, which has now come, and 
we liope to report later on the results of more scientific beekeeping, 
which will, at any rate, eschew the present practice of burning to 
death the bees when the honey and wax are taken. At Luatala 
Hiss Roc has been developing the African talent for pottery, and 
there is hope of a profitable local Industry growing up.

The girls’ boarding school at KwItonjI has been thrown open to 
the whole diocese, girls being accepted on the same terms as the 
boys at Ghidya, with an entrance examination to be passed. We 
ho|^ that this will tend to give stimulus and encouragement to 
girls education In all the village schools. In the difficult new 
work in the Tunduru country. I reached one place wh^re the out
ward result of the teachers’ work was small inde

: it

1

• t

- _ . -------- -—eed; but it included
the recovciy of a long-lapsed Christian man, now fearless and firm 
In a very edifying way, and I was told on the best authority that the 
women at the well, when the teacher's wife was with them, entirely 
checked all bad language out of respect for her, as she never used 
iU She IS an old Kwitonji girl and her example is now commending 
the Christian religion to the Tunduru women.

Therc'remain all the hundred odd village schools where, after all, 
the spade work Is done and education can be made or marred. And 

of more European trained teachers who will 
go round and visit the schools regularly and give humbly and tact-

IJlMi D.ltkion

At Njawab*
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Mr. Eden s new clerestory windows are most beautiful.

By The Bishop of Nyasaland \
The year 1928 has been one that will be long remembered in the 
history of the Mission and diocese, for it has been a year marked 
very specially by controversies and deaths. * The controversies, 
locally about education, and more widely about Prayer Book 
revision, will no doubt, pass and be forgotten, but the deaths'of 
Bishop Trower and Archdeacons Eyre and Johnson will mark the 
year 1928 in all our history."

Much has been said elsewhere but there are a few things I should 
like to add. I think the Mission will realize more fully in years 
to come, than it perhaps can at present, what this part of its area 
owes to Bishop Trower. The more obvious things are, of course, 
known. The Cathedral is his great visible memorial and its size 
and plan are an instance of courage and far-sightedness that have 
been amply justified. There is much else that we take for granted : 
the organization of the Teaching Staff, as a diocesan matter, the 
beginning of our hospital work and of women*s work in general 
as an integral part of all fully developed station life, and no doubt 
other things, but besides this, the debt we owe him will, I feel 
sure, be seen more and more clearly as its historical perspective 
lengthens. It is no criticism of it to say that Bishop Trower left to 
some extent a skeleton diocese: what he did, in a comparatively 

^hort episcopate here, was to draw firmly and truly the lines of\ 
•future development. Practically all work since has followed these 
lines. The division of the two archdeaconries he left into four 
and the establishment of stations and resident priests in the parts j . 
originally missionized by the steamer, have been a direct continua
tion of his scheme and in the latter cose of the arrangements he 
li.ad actually begun to make. The rest has simply been a filling 
out of his plan, and in years to come I feel sure it is the plan that 
will be valued, the filling out of which has merely been a natural 
consequence. ^

I can say little more than I have said elsewhere of Archdeacon 
Eyre. Of the three I am inclined to think that, consciously, we 
shall miss him most, for he was an exceptionally lovable personality 
and everyone who came in contact with him felt It.

Of Dr. Johnson it may be desirable to say something further.
It was never very easy latterly to make suitable arrangemehts for 
him and though people who really knew the circumstances under
stand this, there may be others who do not. The Archdeacon was 
a man of an altogether exceptional type. This was true physiwlly; 
most men, if they had tried to live his life, would certainly have 
died (some did) and it was also true in other ways. As anyone 
who visited him at Manda must have realized, he lived a life of 
extreme asceticism and in the ordinary sense of discomfort. This 
was not, I think, due to any ideal of asceticism in itself (he was 
not the least like an Indian fakir or a St. Simon Stylites) but to .

toll" ivrS;';;,;.'-"”

prayer J^^t,
.0 all who a^pjy lo r”e“e1t by sending

(

has been t%d"oMvhnt sorM* “5® “".'J every man’s work
refrrel, .he one iharso rSuch . me Ind nP T ‘ ""T ‘'^'er
work that proved lo be utterViXordw w,li h ®
Ihe other that so little time and .(Tor. ’ e'^bble; and
Riven to what has turned out to hi. th “imperatively have been 
faithful, .«imple. persevering prayer ^ ■Ibmitable power for good,

been done.
press made, are a direct /in«iror received, dangers averted, pro- 
face the future confidently relying imed‘’u;: we

^'Vincent Masasi I

(
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1°“' "“'ive in every

rnlf”" a''li/e™veryoLTuM"nv?but ifwm°"" 'vho®d!d“Jot. 

carried out for more than a ireneration accepted andrs,? '"S -s?
The p""^ W ntust know, they

°'™b Tf “t"!^ j'>‘!''^aly. Our

dec.de about our Liturgy. We ha™ ?L.h ■•°" "’’’at we 
for some yeare; but it ^ been « as we revised it now
measure tentative and that w^ shouW «
some settlement (we honed nn " “ "ot deal with it finally till
England. While no s^ seme^Z^IH ^ 
naturally have been a help and inTnv e *' ‘'®- “ might

that no agreement has been^n h considera-
rached m the immediate future the ootii"^^"^’ 
not think It will be desirable to’maL'^^nl u'® '^^‘>"gad. I do 
our present use unless it can bf reSed ? ?“'’®'“"al change in 
and that may or may not be possmie^^wy,'!®”™® measure final,sa;: :„r£S7 “s.-is; “
since it need not have happened and''hfrh*’“ ‘’i'"'’ ^^SrauVlo 

'"'sanderstandingL There ‘'“a to
has 1^°"".“' “"faiences during thrye^r and Ti? f"™"'
has^n that a public announcement ^asult
soL?.'‘^'il?"“reP"“ad in .gay „ be re^nClT’ "'"“a that 
^b^lituted. This has not yet bwn oubfi^S^ r** ? "'"’P'as onesyri-i-,nr-jT

" ■■ “'" ~p-.»

r.
!,

W
y-i;

l;M

1 '/f'Ja^imj
Sr. M.ciiA«f, COLLWE, LIKOU,: Pbactiji™ Sciooi.

ri'j

were

most fortunately, was visiting this country as a member of the 
Ire eh^ 'Xv“"® Comrojssion when the difficulties were at their 
Ireight. We owe a great deal also to Sir Charles Bowrino- fra 

'? ’■“"“'■‘far a matter which must have given^him 
:il"fL^s‘'aboun;.™“"'=’ ■" giving a Lring to ' i

Other difficulties in connection with education arise in the pan
ra he ff« T I T- ‘r" ’^""gnnj*" Territory. This is parllv due to the fact that It is of course quite impossible to be in touch with
in Zomha d""^ “ Salaiim in a way that we can be with those 
in Zomba. and correspondence is difficult and delayed, Thr 

‘ d “"’P'i’f'ad by Ihe furiher fact that no teaclrera are 
dm^? i “d 'Vi'o. cannot teach in Swahili. This is a real 
o the Lonie aince Swahili is not the language
of the people in the part where we are working, nor can it be

ir^.hnt "a " n'ass subject
h.W f'" ° ■ T concerned, but this is a very different

.o‘:?chXr'ouShe cirrooms!""®“‘‘'''= ■
This rai.ses, or will raise, a much larger question, i,e„ whether 

on® a'’ '? d P"" ”f ‘‘'"“a® 'a Tanganyika Territory (the Archdeaconry of Nyasa) had not better be transferred to the 
diocese of Masasi, I do not think the change could easilv or 
wisely be made as long as the area can only be approached from 
the lake. Financial arrangements, for one thing, would be far

(,
our

i

’
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cocnplicated. As Ion? os passengers and stores have to come 
to the district through Nyosaland it is probably best it should 
remain in the diocese; bdt I gather in a comparatively short time 
overland transport is likely to be available and the difficulty will 
cease. It is not a very immediate matter and I do not yet know, 
though I hope to find out this year, what the Bishop of Masasi, 
or thc' members of the present diocese, think about it. Legally, 
I suppose n bishop could agree to such a change on his own 
authority, but I certainly should not care to do so myself if it 
were definitely oOTinst the wish and judgment of the other workers 
in the diocese. Nor am I sure would the Bishop of Masasi.

^Flnanc^—I cannot say very much about actual 
till I hear more from London. Our outlook here depends upon 
the outlook at home aiid the last news was not very hopeful. All 
I caiVMy for certain is that there is no probability whatever of 

being able to increase station allowances and that I much 
hope it will not be necessary to decrease them, at any rate durin? 
the coming year-

I mav take this opportunity to say a few words about finance 
^nerally. I was asked once this year whether, in view of general 
diocesan nt^, we had not spent rather extravagantly in a 
^rticular direction. Superficially, the criticism was entirely just.
/ ^ ' T “P ® point that may be worth emphasizing, as it is

often I think entirely unrealized. Anyone who administers money 
m work like ours draws from two sources. He has the main 
General Fund for the whole diocese over which, with'what advice 
he may get, he has complete control. This he has to distribute 
as fairly as he can for the needs of the whole work. But he also 
has nearly always some specific gifts offered for special purposes 
or places by persons who, for various reasons, have an interest 
^ an instance of this which caused the criticism
referred to above. If money has been given specifically to build 
this or that, or to be spent in a place where such and such a 
person worited, it cannot be diverted to something else, even if 
that something else IS at the moment a greater need, still less
X./‘tf so to speak, be lost inWhat might be a hardly recognizable Increase all round.
nnm distinction between capital and

.“rt''*": 2.““= *>e possible ‘o find thetunas to build a hospital or even a station but it is utterly
« k whin ‘1 P™''l‘le fo'' *orkere

' t ""oy of'eo be best spent in
S "r"® “^I'oble, even thou^ one

h' ^ ®P®!’‘' “ '“"lOE something netv. One
m “ that the best help anyone can give
tL?S“eve’^.'i:^g",r3e“pldT‘’°" 
b4^o-

too
be,,^eoe to say that the offers made to us in 1026-7 have been 
nullified, smee four of the new priests are here and an immcVise 
asset, rhey are working excellently and what we could have 
done if they had not come I cannot imagine. At the same time, 
we must emphasize that we have lost four othera: two by deatfi ) 
and two by resignation, and numerically are no better off tlian we^ 
were in 1926. It has been suggested that we might make more use 
than we do of African clergy, but a good many considerations come 
in. Only men in full Orders and fully licensed would be mucli help 
and 1 cannot feel that anyone who thinks the matter out would 
advocate such licences being given without careful training, t 
am, however, rearranging our course a little so that a five years’ 
training for priesthood should include the diaconnte as part of it, 
ordination ns deacon taking place at whatever point it seems 
best in the individual case, and the five years being spent partly 
at college and partly on sintions and in station work, ft must be 
clear, however, tliat this period is all training and that ordination 
M deacon carries no promise for further ordination as priest.
I am afraid, however, that despite this arrangement, it will be a 
few years before any substantial African reinforcement’can fill 
vacancies.

Failing anything better, it would be a real help to us if priests, 
preferably priests of some experience, would come to us for the 
time of a furlough. There are two or three stations at least where 
such men could be of very great assistance in accepting responsi
bility and directing work and tiiey would take back to England ti 
useful knowledge of missionary life as it is lived to-day. If they 
found a fuller vocation and decided to stay, of course, so much 
the better. The period that would generally be most’useful would"* 
be from about Easter to Christmas, and fortunately that is the 
best part of the year as far as climate is concerned, so no one need 
hesitate on that score. I hope I may hear of some offers of the 
kind.

diocesan finance

our

our

-I

[Note.—Two priests have offered to give the desired help during 
furloughs this year and have sailed for Africa.—Ed.]

Medical Work.—I need say little as to our hospitals since the 
doctor reports on it separately. With many others I have to thank 
-Dr. Wigan and several nurses for much personal help and kind
ness. There are many occasions when, though one would not 
feel justified in asking for it in normal life, the possibility, since 
it happens to be on the spot, of a little expert help in some minor 
matter, is an immense addition to comfort and, I think, to 
efficiency. Several new nurses have joined us during the year, 
and I need hardly say that they are more than welcome. Our 
leper settlements have now become an integral part, and at some 
stations almost the largest part of the work and are only limited 
from increasing further by questions of staff and finance. Anyone 
can realize what a happy instance they are of Christianity in 
action.
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1To deal as usual with the Archdeaconries a little more in detail.
The Archdeaconry of Likoma.—The chief point to notice as to 

the work at Likoma itself, with the annexed work at Chisumulu 
and Kobwe, has been the absence during parts of the year of 
Fr. Winspear, Miss Simpkin and Miss Klamborowski. Fortu
nately, Fr. Harvey, who has worked here as a layman, was avail
able and with Archdeacon Glossop in the background, has carried, 
on admirably. We have also been fortunate in having Miss Rosa 
Heald and Miss Read, who again are no strangers to Likoma, 
to take over the Hospitals and Girls* Schools.

As usual, building has gone on during the year, a chapel having 
been added to the cathedral and a large addition to the Girls' 
School. Both were badly needed and are a real help to our work. 
Both have been private gifts.

Likoma, of course, needs—what part of the diocese does not?— 
a larger staff of priests; but steadily and carefully, if far less 
frequently than we should wish, the work gets done; now the 
centre, now the more outlying sections, having the help of the 
priests in turn. The same is true of the educational and medical 
work. All work increases while, alas, staff does not; but by 
careful organization and, I fear, often enoughj at considerable 
strain to the w'orkers, the ground is covered.

Kota Kota goes on happily. It will be a great break in its 
h^fc when Miss Mann retires, which will be before this is published. 
There have been several changes in other workers, but Fr. Munby 
and Miss Mann have carried on now for more than fifteen years 
and seem an integral part of the place. Fr. Munby this year has 
provided himself with a motor lorry which will be a great help 
in much of the out-station work and enable him to do still more 
than he does in visiting Europeans in the Ngoni hills. This is 
a very valuable bit of work, as they are out of the way of any 
other help in the matter of sacraments or services. It is difficult 
to say very much^ as the work has the happiness of no special 
event. Congregations are large, regular and reverent, and the 
Confirmations are generally about the same In number.

Much the same is^ true of Ngoo Bay. Canon Augustine’s very 
characteristic notes in the Chfonicle have caught the attention of 
rcadere in Americans well as in England who feel a real affection , 
lor him. It IS easy to imagine, when that is so among people /
who have never seen him, what he is to his flock. Fr. Cox, even 
with Fr. Y<mnna Tnwe to help him, is badly ovei^vorked at 
Msumba. Four priests would not be the least bit more than 
adequai^ for the work of the station which has to manage with

“"d is always extending, 
the usual_ups and downs which have been well 

dcKribcd m the Ckronic/e. It is, of course, one of our oldest 
rSn "> bring Africans into its adminis-
tration o a ^ater extent than I think has been achieved any
where else. This b very valuable wo;k, as even if a fully African-

Staffed church is far away at present, a largely increased African 
ministry would be possible well within the bext decade. The 
more that Africans take a real part in all our administration the 
stronger the Church life will be. We can all learn much from > 
Msumba, I think, in these ways. '

The Archdeaconry of Nyasa.—The most noticeable event is, of 
course, the death of the Archdeacon. I have been very glad to 
appoint Fr. George as his successor. He is second only to Arch
deacon Glossop in Mission seniority and in every way qualified for 
the office. I look for great things from his appointment. He will 
also become, as the Archdeacon should. Educational Secretary for 
the area. Fr. Hicks will succeed as prlest-in-charge of Manda, 
where, as soon as possible, a fully staffed station should be built 
up on a rather healthier site than the actual spot where the Into 
Archdeacon lived. Fortunately, such a place exists, quite close 
but away from the actual mosquito-infested swamps surrounding 
the present station. How soon this can be done depends on finance 
and staff, but I hope Fr. Hicks will be able to make a beginning 
as far as he himself is concerned in the course of the present year. 
There is a big population round Manda and the new site which 
Fr. George recommends will be a slightly belter centre than the 
old one.

I must not say much about the rest. At LIuli tlie work goes 
on by leaps and bounds and the Confirmations keep up to about 
a thousand a year. What this means to the pastoral work can
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be imagined. Fr. George will have Fr. Benson to help him, 
when he is here, but he is due for furiough this year. Deacon 
Denaiah has been doing exceilent work at Manda and I hope it 
may not be long before he will be able to be ordained priestf 

llilo is a delightful station to visit. The work is growing fast. 
I confirmed, nearly two hundred candidates there during my visit 
and Fr. Diclmon has caught on to things with exceptional 
rapidity. At the same time, 1 know that the life is lonely, cut oft 
in vety real ways from the rest of us, and a strain on the workers 
who are there month in and motitli out, that no visitor who stavs 
a few weeks can appreciate. I do not think it is more isolated 
than some of the stations in N. Rhodesia, but such isolation 
Wherever It occurs is a trial and needs to be recognized. It will 
make a difference when Manda can be fully staffed but even that 

ulendo. In the meantime, visits and visitors are, 
[thT’ " l>e'p and I think the station may expect thei?

T °n his appointment. Dr. Wigan and myself, as much, at any rate in most years.
inremkins"'m^ ^“ -‘’^'“® “ ‘"'^"£6 other visits as, with the best

Evre wa‘'’“ ^“^- ^“‘tn’b'nnce en<&. °lrchd^»n'
Eyre was personaliy all over it and his personal work was the
the MnM“f“wnff^''^f’th'^° “uid succeed him in

a succesOTr and see no immediate prospect of doing so
into

mSadd th^S- ^ “ all the population has
Sna ther? ;f'“ f.f‘'>n "light have been closed some time ago, 
emnloiment Tt I"® ^as not in Mission

EuronearhmsVfX?, “""I ‘he bhurch and

Sra T^Th^mb''t’-“'‘* least four.
give'h?m .1 '■= an 'ahd 1 cannot
give him even the help of a second priest. .

to be a fully stalled station in these hills i,-would, I think

i be the better centre of the two. Thai, however, is far beyond 
our horizons for the prwent.

Malindi has a very difficult position to face. It is, and always 
has ^een, officially a Yao station, but some few years ago a large 
numher of Nyasa families, mostly Christians, came down from 
the north and settled there. They have kept "^up their duties very \ 
fairly well and consequently congregations are good and many/ 
things look well. But the Yao work in most respects is less than 
it was. It is a very big problem, for clearly it would not be right 
to neglect tlicse people or discourage them, though in a sense they 
an* visitors, whiie it is very difficult to minister to them and to 
the Yaos for whom the sation was started and officially exists. 
Hopeful work Is, I think, in progress in the hills above but as 
usual again it needs a second priest If it is to be tackled effectively, 
Fr, Rush has taken charge of the station after comparatively iittle 
Mission experience and is working at it hard, but It is a task that 
might well tax the powers of the most experienced priest. Tlie 
station has suffered much from lack of continuity ever since 
Fr. Russell left. For various reasons no prlest-in-charge has 
been there for more than a year or two, which is bad for tlie 
people and disheartening for the other workers. Taking it all 
round and realizing the difficulties, there is much for which to be 
thankful, the schools and the leprosy work in particular, but I 
wish I could see the possibility of giving the station the help it 
ripcds.
•'“The Archdeaconry of Shire.—^There is less to say here but tills 
is all to the good since it means that work has gone on quietly 
and without distractions during the year. The only difficulty is 
the shortness of staff as regards priests and the changes conse
quent upon it.

Archdeacon Wilson kindly looked after Mkope Hill for a period 
when no priest was available. Since lie returned Fr. Luxford 
has been there but in view of other vacancies it is impossible ta 
say for how long this can be arranged.

Canon Victor has returned to Likwenu and been warmly 
welcomed botli^ there and at Zomba, though we are sorry to say 
good-bye to It. Dudley, who has been a very effective helper 
tluring Canon Victor’s furlough. As I have said above, I. hope 
more such arrangements will be possible while we are so short 
of priests.

Matope is building the necessary houses for becoming a fully 
staffed station, which we hope will begin after the rains. This, is, 
or will he when it i.s complete, the main extension of work this 
year. Great efforts are in progress, thanks mainly to I^dy 
Bowring, to make arrangements for a European chaplaincy. This 
is likely to be offered to Fr. Hand, and much as I shall regret to 
lose him from regular Mission work I could not feel it right to 
.stand in (he way of his accepting it. He has the gifts for it and 
in nddilinn he has the knowledge of the country and the people,
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leginning of such work, 
proposals are carried through he will, I hope, be able to 

stay at ^^atope till the new arrangements there have got into saving 
and then we must set him free. I hope that Fr, Harvey will be 
back* from furlough in time to w’ork with him for a month or two 
and then remain as his successor. Fr. Hand, as the Chaplain, 
would of course remain a priest of the diocese and a full member 
of the Synod, so we should not be saying good-bye to him 
altogether.

My own work has been ordinary. I have mentioned a visit to 
Milo, afer which ! was glad to get to Unangu and Mtonya, 
though the ulendo was saddened by the news of the death of 
Archdeacon Eyre, which reached me as I was actually on my way 
to him. I have been able to confirm at every station and at several 
outlying places. I have also managed to get to Mlanje and Dedza. 
We were very glad to welcome the Clergy at our Synod at 
Michaelmas and, besides the resolution as to the Province which 
It was specially summoned to consider, some useful work of a 
minor character was done. The retreats have been at four places 
—Milo, Likoma, Liuh and Mponda’s. It is not quite the same 
Ihing as when we can be all together but I am sure the annual 
retreat is jmportant even if it has'to be sectional. The Confirma
tion numbers show the increase of the work as a whole. They 

11°"' in the region of some two thousand
lending to increase on that, while it seems only a 

short tune 0(50 that we first reached the four figures. The gLit 
numbers are in the Tanganyika part, but there is a steady incfease

which will make all the difierence at the b 
If these V-THE DIOCESE OF N.,RHODESIA

;By The Bishop of N. Rhodbsu ) J
Finance has been a source of serious anxiety during the year. 
The work increases and could expand almost indefinitely if only 
we had the staff to keep pace with it. But we have , not, and we 
cannot ask for more workers because the funds are lacking. That 
is unfortunate, but it is only a small part of our trouble. The 
fact is, we have not nearly enough money to maintain the existing 
work with our present staff, which yet is so inadequate that though 
continuously ovenvorked, It is quite unable to me^t the demands 
that are made upon it.

Never, indeed, since 1919, has the situation been so grave; and 
it is graver to-day than it was then. In 1919 we were short of 
workers, but we had the money to pay for more; and when our 
need was known it was supplied. To^ay we are again short of 
workers, and we cannot even pay for those we have, let alone ask 
for more.

Briefly stated, the situation is this. For some years past our 
expenditure on capital and current account has 'considerably 
exceeded our income, and we have only been able to keep going 
by drawing upon a reserve which accumulated during the war, . 
when our staff was so small that our income was underspent. In I 
1928 our current expenditure alone exceeded our income, and in 
addition we spent over £2,000 on new buildings that were urgently 
needed. Now our reserve is exhausted and in the future we must 
keep within our income, which we have been warned is likely to 
be reduced. As the estimates for 1929 clearly indicated that o^r 
current expenses would again be considerably in excess of our 
income, something had to be done at once. I asked the priests- 
in-charge to revise their estimates. But’extravagance has not been 
one of our faults and I have but little hope of'any great reduction 
being eflccted in this way. In fact, I have already received the 
revi^ estimates from Mapanza and Fiwila, and find that on both 
of these stations the possible
amount and can only be made at the cost of real loss and consider
able risk of the estimates being overspent. I am driven, therefore, 
to resort to other measures, and I grieve to say that it is the 
women’s work that must suffer.

On the importance of our women workers It is needless to 
dwell.

i
!■

H

almost evefytvhere.
It is not dilficult to sum up the present situation ^ 

issues arc very clear. There is abundant opportunity for
s ahundnnr^'‘”'°"®- “l?""“"'°“"‘® and thereIS abundant opportunity for extension at all our centres WhetherStVslplyT °' “PPOrtunitTer^penrSpon

? o' '"ore help we cannot touch itj it
ar^ se“ref o;oci'’wL"r"‘'°'’°''° i!. “’""''fSlIy. Besides this the, 
work to Prem ° “““ “J™ «*ucational and mcdica,™uld teSd bur.he®'® °T- ^°'' ‘ ‘f-" "'Od'ore
a"q?e^fon“:ita‘y " f'I '-e it. ■"lt‘1: pTctiS;
wh|j^S‘':i;ei;^oVr hl'’sSp“piieS:’"’'“ 
for th^Affe1or'' l'’M“sure thaM ‘‘°
gifts they are doinir^ patsonal work and material
ending bVremMag them me for
■nay depend very largely on thek pre*;,^"” ‘°

ii
since the 

' more T

:1

i
reductions are almost negligible in

' ■

Not only do our hosjtitals and schools depend on them 
but it is only by them that satisfactory work can be done amongst 
our women and girls whom no Mission can afford to neglect. 
Not without misgiving on the score of finance, we have, during the 
past few years, been laying the foundations of women’s work in 
all our districts, trusting that somehow or other: the necessary 
funds would be forthcoming. At the moment there are two ladies 
on each of our four .stations. In. view of furloughs and possible 
sickness there must not be less than three on a station if there

' * Cathrew Ntasaland
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are any at all, and one of these must be a nurse; and I was hoping 
in 1929 to raise our staff on each station to its minimum comple
ment by the addition of iwb nurses and two teachers. As anv 
increase ,of staff is ou.t of the question, my only course is to 
concentrate the e.\isting women’s staff on three stations; and 'I 
have, therefore, most rqltictantiy decided once again to close down 
the woraen.’s wort, at Mapanza, sending'Miss Hitchman Vo Msoro
““Ilf f ™''>« in Pl“<^ of Miss Harcourt, who ’■
Will go. to Chipili. Even so. there will be no nurse at Chinili—a 
most undtsirable state of things^and as there will be only two 
la^es at Fiwtla, the women's, work must be closed down there 
al» tyhen Miss Blackburne goes on furlough at the end of the 
year, unless something happens in the meantime.
ttei?“y 'his curtailment of our activi. 
atMarTs^^ln ^ of a calamity. Great strides have been made 
at Mapanza;since:the ladies arrived twelve months ago and at 
Fiwila in a.shortcr period,land it.jsiJamentnhle to have to face 
the prospect of the inevitable setback in both these districts For
as7m'?he'’'"‘^'V°'^T"'® is heartbreaking; and

who arcjquidc to appreciate the vtIha nf »»,« 
ladies* work and find it hard to believe that there k "
shortage of fiinds; thd fiist. question they will asb is • What have
thelBishVlefforcaringSmsT''

7uf ^-Ton ISn^in-"'

of building. At Mananrf fh church is the same kind
Government when we seiileH ™ ^com the
mils and rapidly fallini. im,, riddled with white
the lavman ate Lnu ‘he padres and
statioVis nor it Chini i houses. At neither of these
•school with ladiS^houJi-'dot occomniodation for a girls' 
education is to be undeSke^a/'’’ “ must- be if female 
cost of equipping our sintlnnv ^1.” moderate'estimate the 
^>5.000. ■■ Part • of thL suit L"v T boiWinffs will he
a private source tO’ which \ .*'5 forthcoming from
Renerosity has its necessary hratfv indebted; but private
funds being available {?J™!'®'. a"d I see no prospect of Mission
this lack orad^uaVgkccLmo^?"”'''' ‘'™P"®‘> by

Il'is most diStnt^^i, ■' i® "Ccdless to say^tressmg to have to pour out this tale of woe. But

112 .
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if-is my duly (o stale the facts, and remembering what happened 
in 1919, I have some faint hope that when they are icriowii the ■ 
Mission will somehow contrive to put us on our feet. ' ' '

St^.~Two nurses. Miss Wood and Miss Lock, and one 
teacher, Miss Hitchman, joined the staff during the year. ‘ Miss 
Wood, I regret to say, was ill when she reached Chipili and after 
only two months’ stay was sent south and .eventually home bv 
doctor’s orders, much to her disappointmerit and ours. Miss Lock 
is settled for the present at Fiwila and Miss Hitchman at Mapanza, 
w'here she has been in charge of the boys’ school. Padres Lecke 
and Ellis and Messrs. Stone and Slewarc went on furlough, while 
Padre Ruck, Padre and Mrs. Munday, Mr. Parker, Miss H 
and myself returned. Padre Higgins was ordered home from 
Msoro by the doctor in the i^rly part of the .year, but returned— 
rMtored, we hope, to health—at Ghrislmas. Padre Adams was 
seriously ill at Fiwila for some time and had to spend a month 

• in the doctor’s hands at Broken Hill. We were afraid he would 
have to go home, but he returned at length to Fiwila and though 
reduced to a shadow of his former self, seems now to have 
recovered. Father Barnes, C.R., who was invalided liome years 
ago from Nyasaland and was permitted by the Community, to 
come up to Chipili from Penlmlonga in 1921 wheii we were sorely 
in need of priests, was recalled to Penhalonga to our great regret 
early in the year and so severs' his long -connexion- with*- the 
Mission. We cannot be too grateful to the Community for’lend-
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for h!® valuable servire, ‘srs5.'"A“s:'.fS;,S". ■?ss-&rsv.‘¥oa';- “afi'sisT;?" 5nu^e in au^ion it Chipili, Macro aS^ Mapknt jeft Te ^

IS at preaent taking a apecial Principal,
himaell lor the work; and in thp^»' Lond^ Univeraity to fit « 
command, and his uidTrstandin- i"
hM been of great value at thialnh/al'^^t ^*^"nan and his ways i 
College, not to mention the fa« Z l "1 °< Z
Maom bcfom going to FMa anS La «"'*
most of the boys. As wi rntnerreH therefore no stranger to
encountered. l{ was no sL“'^a,t«for"f^^^ i® ffficulties were
nwaj- from their homes to walk i™L! L been
foreign country and five for nine'mLn.t, ® hundred miles into a i 
of another tribe and tonme “niongst strangers j
been carried on at the sStiins^and in ^Ih had 1
those whom we shottid have lik^ f!r« ‘hough some of
considerabie keenness on iL nf ? g®’ ‘here was
culty has not provrf to be sTS-° °‘hers. The language difii- 
onguage of Fiwila, has beeZadoZZfl '^hilala, the

the College, and when I visited .'he official language of
SMmed ‘o follow the padre’s instrurtf^L"* ^“vember the boys ;fehn^aa/ranca in ord7narL ™„^° ,9“‘'® ‘■“‘iily. What is f 
I did not discover. The mam ““"i ‘hcmselves- '
boys, being evidently under the imnl^L* ?® ‘'"’® ‘h"' ‘he
a signal favour on the Alfil* „ i^P/f®-'®" 'ha‘ ‘hey had conferred , 
little enthusiasm for their work Lnd ® ‘he College, showed 
Si'd discipline thi Lai enforc^^^ ‘o jib at the

" *" »-,;rh,“.is

i:
imsC m .1, -I®'® “ hundred miles through the
Lhnm t‘^® '■“'‘""‘y i'"®’ .“"ri were seen no more. One of these, 
in, ®o!! 'Z° ®°'”.® ‘""® f^Che Wankie coal mine it! 
fweidL Phodesia, volunteered the ihformation that he and his 
friends now realized their mistake. However, the padre was 
showing himself firm and sympathetic, and withal was preserving .

patience and sense of humour; and I felt'sure that all wouIdP 
soon be well And so it has fome to pass: when I last hemd, 
a new spirit had corne over the place and the boys were all keen 
and happy. No doubt there will be further troubles later on; but
he eld^lPth ^® i!^®‘ we have tveathered the first storms. Atthe end of the year the trachmg staff at the College was doubled

cLlnin LLrp ri'""’®® n ‘’°y wfio came up toQiipili with Fr. Barnes, and chiefly through his generosity has
®'o j ^““'’® 'Prainifg Institution-at Tiger

SS.;: S"..?" 4'^ H„i. s.

La®a'®T® huu °f some of the work and responsibility of the station 
and dis rict. In October Miss Harcourt arrived and took charge of 
CMkP ivho kffid? ’ ‘he housekeeping being undertaken by Miss
DPomber mPP LI® he®p her company for a time. IniJc^emDer Miss Lock arrived and at once established a large
UptrP P®®®"®® ®‘ "’® hospital, her patients including several

i''® ‘he year was the consecration on
blndreP^f a°L“'®°'?^‘* h’e'uuriel Church, a most stately . 
Pne S 7?'®^ descriptions and photographs have already I 
Stn^^r'h" I‘ rehes the dedication of the-
AnneP %7'’"i7^“®f^i,^r aMichael and All 

a^a® ‘he Lady Chapel is dedicated to Our Lady
,7i"‘L®®'®~‘ '® P,®°P'® Andrew’s, Worthing, havingcontributed ;C75o towards the building of the chureh as a memorial 

to their Vicar, Father Boyd. The altars of the north and MutiT 
msles ar® d®di(ated to St. John the Evangelist and St, Luire 
respectively. The old church is now used as a rest house for 
people coming in for the festivals from the district. Some 
^T^P®®.!.®- ‘i’® ®"’® . i^urepeu" community at Fort Roiebery showed their interest in the Mission by coming over, a distant
Mr" Slmrn77h "’nw conrecration, amLgst them being
Mr. Sharpe, the District Commissioner. The collection at thl 
rervice amounted to jC” 7. including a cheque for ;Cioo from a 
local resident, not a member of our Communion, who was unable 
to be present.

Our work in this district now extends over a wide 
ffirge number of widely scattered villages there are Christians, 
Catechumens and Hearers, and the evangelistic and pastoral wirk 
increases rapidly year by year. During the twelve

and
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Ajrgrpgate of uventy^np weeks were spent by the padres, chiefly

howcyer, we have, neither the men nor the money. Since April 
there has been no nurse on .this station, and tve have to fall back ' 
on amateur doctonng, in,which-Padre Milner has developed no 
inc^siderable skill, At best, however, it is a sad comeKiown after

that some of the most serious cases * 
Ss^r M-The school, has been mainly in t1^ 
hands of .Mim-Wisdom,, who is steadily raising .the standard of

by MiS .BIackburne. t£ If Sm^Hp" “ ^en conducted

it £*SS as 5f'‘"Ff" swst&rsi^ .ts “-.'■‘s
travelling amonff the vibnlT “he was employed excluslvvly in
gone: and .-f S.or.hr 'fn?; ^^‘'='’ards is
<00. The pad^ neithf of Whf ''™ '“‘^'’ers will go
to do the tef^iev ran ff ft!.^ is a trained leacher. will have 
lime, and I am afraifililf nff=POfO

nnd the stall has brefovertyiS^ • work here has sulfe^
Higgins dunng the ereater^if* r fil"® absence of Padre

™ --Mr ptta' KS

district touring cannot be regularly maintained and has often .to 
be unduly hurried. Still, steady progress is being made, as 
witness the large number of candidates presented for Confirmation 
when I was there in August. With Padre Higgins back again,-v 
the strain on Padre Smith and Padre Rogers ^ill be less,; anJthe/ 
transfer of Miss Hilchman from Mapanza, will bring the hurnber 
of ladies up to three, and enable Miss Field to take a much needed 
furlough.^ The need of subdivision in this district is even greater 
than at Chipili, as I pointed out in last’year’s. report.,/.But here, 
as there, nothing can .be done in'the ^matter without .• men ano 
money. When I was at Msoro the BoysV Boarding School- was 
going strong under Miss Field's supervision, and Miss Mills, was 
kept fully occupied at the hospital. A-beginning was made during 
the year with the building of a permanent station. But building 
operations are now suspended for lack of funds, n ' irr-- 

At Fort Jameson Padre Courthope will be greatly ‘ missed. 
Padre Munday, who has been at Broken Hill during Padre Ellis’ 
furlough, goes over there as soon as travelling is possible vwith 
Mrs. Muhday who, as a trained nursej will be. able to give 
valuable help in.the native work. T am sorry to say, the Govern
ment is withdrawing its contribution of ;^r50 a year towards the 
Chaplain’s stipend. It is to be hoped that eventually tlie Fort 
Jameson people will make good the loss;, but', as, the tobacco
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industry in the neighbourhood is at present under a total eclipse 
we cannot expect anything from them for some time to come. ’ 

At Livingstone and Broken Hill there have been no 'striking 
developments during the year and no great increase in population 
though the builders have been very active. Padre Cooke is * 
Vicar Genera] o^ the diocese.

On the Mines to the North ‘development is proceeding at a great 
pace. A continuous stream of Europeans (and Americans) is 
flowing from the south to Bwana Mkubwa, Luanshya, Nkana 
Nchanga and Mufulera. Ndola, the centre of the industry, until 
recently little more than a Government station, is becoming a large 
Un™ . .E- ^ already been constructed from the main
me at this point to the Luanshya Mine twenty miles off, and lines 

to the other mines will follow. Vast sums of money are being 
^ent, and according to all accounts many millions of tons of 
»pper have been proved. In fact, we are told that this copper 
field IS ncher than the Katanga in the Belgian Congo and will

Europeans in the distnet and not less than 50,000 natives. Up 
to the present our/esponse to this great demand is limited to the 
vlili® '"'"’•fi’y ffore Broken Hill, 120 miles down the line 

1° 'f^Bi‘^il® inadequate. If the Church is evento begin to fulfi her obligation, we must have a priest without
S 'sf 'S fi« *fi<>'e tim^ to k.
the Mo ofT™ ^ h'ndq>«'«er3, I imagine, at Ndola and wil 
tisidn^ea.h *<juId traver^ the district at regular intervals,

^ least once a month. It is a hard job and
nnd ,'™'’yone could tackle; but it cries aloud to be done,
ve^ hMov^^Zpir wnlnomes and be
in^eilK w n'l'nirably: bm if he is toimdertakedt, we must have a^priest to take his place at Broken 
nil . 1 have already indicated our sore need of oriesis for the

I am S, u Y ’’ ‘'“n Is different. Unless
I am veiy much mistaken,- we have only to find the man • the
suTormt'Jv’^ employees will do the rL. Aheady Tra'is a 
mining unasked by the
ranSTS I ® Mkubwa have

'IS*"

VI—HOME ORGANIZATION .
Finance.—The need of an immediate increase in the General 

Fund to the extent of ,;65»ooo n -year was stressed in last year^s\ 
report, and it was then pointed out that in th6 absence of such .at/ 
increase the grants to the Bishops in Africa would have to 'be 
diminished accordingly.

TJiere was a generous .response to tliat appeal, more generous 
than wc could well have expected in view of the prevailing badness 
of trade, which caused the incomes of most Missionary Societies 
to fall to a serious extent; but, alas, it did not produce more limn 
about half the extra amount we needed, and as a consequence some 
reduction in the grants to Africa proved necessary. The anxiety 
which this reduction has caused is well voiced by the Bishop of 
Northern Rhodesia in his report; when a diocese finds it diflicult 
to make ends meet, as most dioceses do, even n small reduction in 
income is a serious matter. We believe that there is good reason 
to hope that there will be such a further increase in contributions 
to our General Funds this year as shall justify larger grants for 
Africa in 1930; but to achieve this end we shall have to do all 
that lies in our power to find more helpers who will give regularly 
such sums as they may be able to afford for the work of the Mission.

Our present subscribers are, for the most part, doing alt they 
Q^n already so far as their own contributions are concerned; but 
ittany of iliem might be able to induce some of their friends to 
follow their example.

^ We would again remind our friends of the Covenanted Subscrip- ' 
tions ^heme, under which the Mission can recover income tax on 
subscriptions and which increases the value of the subscription to 
the Mi.ssion 25 per cent, without additional cost to the subscriber. 
The scheme does not apply to subscriptions of less than a guinea, 
and it is necessary that those who join it sliould covenant ta 
subscribe for a period of seven years. Particulars will be gladly ' 
supplied on application to the Secretary.

The African Schools and Clergy Fund, which provides for the 
support of so many of the African members of our staff, steadily 
forges ahead and shewed a further increase during tlie year.

The Exhibition of Work was belter than ever and the Great Hall 
of the Church House was almost as full as the Trevelyan Hall 
used to be a few years ago. The improved quality of the work 
sent in is almost as striking as Its increased quantity, 
welcome testimony to the loving care of many hundred 
friends and workers all over the country.

The Summer School at Clewer was even more largely attended 
than the one at Whitby in 1927, and was unanimously voted to 
be a huge success by all concerned in it.

As usual, U.M.C.A. has taken part in a number of Missionary 
Exhibitions held in various parts of the country, in co-operation 
with S.P.G., C.M.S. and other Missionary Societies of the Church.
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HOME ORGANIZATION

SDuring the course of the year death has been more than usuallv
active among our workers at home. Four names must be menUoned ’
here: Mr. John Lee, our keen and zealous Treasurer died nn k- 
™y home from the United States on Christm”; Dr Weils'

LEPER WORK IN MASASI DIOCESE
I RE.MEMBER when I first came to this part of the world askins if 
there were many lepers, the reply, was, “ I don’t think a g7eat 
number. If a newcomer to<lay asked me the same question, I 
should answer, ’• A great number." This sounds m if I am%
Bejfar ffom“i,l'’r t
since ^th^J^days* strides in the Masasi Diocese

Second.—Nurses were then

friin * I At ^^iose days, if a leper chanced to come to hospital, he

sr JSr srs-;•
my curiosity mme to a sudden end by the total disappearance'of
onl wni'drt h ? r?!*" diMppearance,

nn, r ^ ^• “I"!’. “'^'■'d you will ' kamata ’ him." One
Afdrnn “"p "’tuning of that word to nn
African. Poor dears I What does it not cbnvey to them I Five 
years ago jovful news was spread far and wide. “ Tiiere is a 
wonderful medicine (needle dawa) now being given, iind you

"iree and four years 
bf^’p. car walking hnd somedmes ;being carried in the most uncomfortable manner, some of them 
even to a month s journey to get the wonderful cure, it is small 
wonder that the everlasting processions brought in their train many 
impo.ssibie cases, or apparently so, one wonders how much really 
IS impossible if only our faiih were sufficient. Amongst them came 
many lepers who then began to show themselves. Often if omi 
dared to mention leprosy, they would implore you to believe that 
tney had yaws—often true, as many have a mixed infection.

Life IS not always easy; in fact, sometimes infinitely 
Africa, when you so often have to turn people away—yet you see
oL'ir" r'*”""- !" 'h» uu isv™. very good and helpful when you are tired and depressed.

you think of what may come true, what will be accomplished, if__-
One of my castles has alwavs been what, might be done for lepers.
It sometimes appeared so far in the distance, although always 
there also appeared the possibility of something, somehow of 
sometime the castle would really be there. We have tried for some 
time in various dispensaries to treat individual patients, never 
daring to do too much for fear of what it might bring, ns there 
was no permission for voluntaiy segregation. It was by no means 
a satisfactory arrangement. At Lulindi for oyer three years we had

.

our new home a few days later xh^ Dartmouth Street to 
get used to its nerquartei^ and beginning to
and convenient than^the somewh^ 
had hod to work in rerant years^ Th^h^'^

SSixiSSSlPpHS
Looking back over thrvea Association,

been surmounted and the work^?ni^h*^''k <l‘fficulties that have 
with perhaps more heanin^ ‘ d ‘ “ e f“y-
m some past years, laus Deo. Sweater sense of reality than

themselves fm AfVfe'for "“w offering
bmldingupofHrCh;„',f;,^^“‘'°f Christ’s C°=P'd -"d thf 
fonvard to our task in the com? ‘ j missed; but we can look 
renewed hope. days with real confidence and
reXrt-therapp^r'for'’spec‘Ll‘'’L“"'’°^ make to us here in their

prayer. Let us not fail to ?akl hi?. Povseverance in
«og that the old promise still hnW^ to our hbarts, remember* '
shall agree touching anything thaf y°“granted you of My'path'e? wfife teij^len^^

and

can

Mn
?>

•1 hard in

v
I

, it shall be 
Ernest F. Stanton.
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LEPER WORK IN MASASl DIOCESE

two lepers in little huts supported by some Iriends at home. Treat
ing out-patients was very unsatisfactory, the great distances being 
one of the chief troubles, also lack of accommodation, and the 
necessary permission to provide the same. Another reason—if you 
live a pod way off—and you really are a little better, it is so rasy 
to think It does not matter if you do not turn up regularly for treat- i 
ment. Don t judp too harshly, think a little what it meanMerhaps i 
a SIX hours walk each waj’-to get an injection. It’s a long wav 
to tramp when your poor feet are crippled, and the sun is blazing ‘ 
rKulm?'" coulti one expect really satisfacto^

Hotraver, once more joyful tidings are being spread. There is ?
now the permtMion to treat patients by voluntary segregation. fj
There is a vast difference between the words “voluntary” and‘‘com. 3' 
fn" Mh ™ ’'a S’’*’”''' When I came on furlough
Lre ,™!"'' V twelve patients, manymore were waiting to come in as soon as there was more accommoda-
rnm ^ ® difference when I return.

tt^vanced and hopeless 
S ^ ^ “I'* '■= sotnething to be able
LreSdnn‘'’'r“'“‘'‘‘T"‘’ with voluntary
thfm^mm«Te’;oyir4e“'""“'™^“‘’’'=^

'•elp, enabling us to
go ng to ''“Pt the GovernLnt is
Mrt of die tiS^rn'l ® maintenance, which is a necessary

we orl « Somg to mean,
realize ''""K forth more than we can full;

OUR SEVENTIETH ANNIVERSARY •
THURSDAY, MAY 16, 1020

riiERE will be Holy Communion at St. Matthew’s, Westminster, 
at 8.30, and High Mass at St. John’s, Red Lion Square, at 11, the) 
Rev. Canon M. P. Gillson, Vicar of All Saints’, Clifton, will preadf 
the sermon.

Our Chairman, the Rev. Dr. Archer-Houblon, presides at the 
Annual Meeting in the Church House at 3 p.m., and Bishop Gore, 
our President, once again takes the chair at the Evening Meeting 
at Kingsway Hall at 8 p.m.

^ The speakers will include Major-General Sir Leonard Rogers, 
C.I.E., M.D., F.R.S., President of the Medical Board of the India 
Office! Father Ley, S.S.J.E., who has recently been visiting the 
diocese of Zanzibar; Arclidracon Glossop and the Rev. G. N. Bacon, 
from Nyasaland; and the Rev. R. A. Courthopc, from N. Rhodesia.

For particulars regarding breakfast, please see Cover p. V*
The public tea will be at Central Africa Hou.se, those attending 

will have the opportunity of inspecting our new building; early 
application should be made for Tea tickets (is.), as the numbers are 
limited. Only holders of Tea tickets will be admitted to Central 
.4frica House.

Motor-omnibuses will be arranged for parties attending the 
Evening Meeting, for terms please apply to the Secretary.

M

I
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U.M.C.A. SUMMER SCHOOL, WHITBY
AUGUST 8—10, 1020

The U.M.C.A. Annual Summer School will be held at S. Hilda’s 
School, Sneaton CasUc, WKitby, August 3.10, by the kind invita
tion of the Sister of the O.H.P.

Canon E. F. Spanton and Miss Nugee have already promised 
to be amongst the lecturers, and other lecturers will be announced 
later. Those who liave attended our Summer School before will 
be glad to know that the Rev. G. Healey will once again act as 
our Chaplain and he will conduct the Quiet Day. The lectures will 
include a series on ‘'Muhammadanism,” and also a scries'on 
” Animism.” Canon Spanton will lecture on ” Land and Labour 
Problems Miss Nugee will speak on ” Work for the Mission at 
Home.” There will also be a lecture on ” Bishop Weston,” as 
well as the usual Group and General Discussions. Excursions will 
be arranged as usual. The charge for the week will be 37s. 6d. 
The full programme will be out early in May but names of Intending 
students should be sent to Rev. L. C. Watson, 65 Marshside Road, 
Southport, as soon as possible.

N.B.—We understand that it will be possible to get eight-day 
excursion tickets from King’s Cross to Whitby for 41s. return. 
.Mr. H. W. Christmas, of 14 Cumberland Road, Wallasey, has 
kindly promised to organize a bus from Liverpool to Whitby for 
students from N. West and N. Wales.

4

rflS." u'f ■■ Is leprosy on the increase.’’ It is
difficult to answerone would say, “Most certainly, ” yet there is the 
Ei^'il’^ we did not, and couM nm, know how

s "'<= hidden cases. There
unS in ‘i’’ ns our hands were tied, and
stood aim ^ ihe disease could hardly have f;
SaTdi Maumbfwhh lb ‘‘ "'“."bove, I have had a IcIieV from 1;
little huts nrar here w thaTthev m'’"b h“dding themselves j; 
treatment ” AH thdispensary for /

F. Smith.

'i
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IHOME JOTTINGS CENTRAL AFRICArThe Oentrel Food Uccefjite compere ai follow* :~
Received during March 
Total receiptt to Mftrch 81

UNIVERSmEs‘^^MlSS?ON‘'To“cEry-^^^ °AFRICA1020 1928
;^.283 in.650

£s.va
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ReireaU.—Two retreati for v, 
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THE MISSION STAFF I ?
J;Name Diocese EDITOR'S NOTESDale

(Arripals in England: 
Sitter Margaret Mary 
Siiier Elirabeth 
Sister Frances 
Or. Adkins 
Sister An 
Mils V.

I,Masosl
Masati
Zanzibar
Zanrlbar
Zanzibar
Masati
Masati
Zanzibar
Zanzibar

VVe much regret to announce the deaths of two of our African 
clergy—a priest in the Diocese of Zanzibar and a deacon in the 
Diocese o^Nyasaland.

A cable has been received reporting the death of Padre Jolin 
Saidi on May lo. In his annual report the Bishop of Zanzibar 
wrote—“ Zigualand has been passing through a time of great 
sorrow and anxiety owin 
absence of Padre John 
Maizi for a long time, and it is there that we minister to-the largest . 
number of ronveris in the Archdeaconry.” R.I.P.

Feb. 31 
Feb. 23 
Feb. 33 
March 16 
March 16 
March 23 
March 23 
April 1 
April 10

•i
netta 

. Powell 
Mils M. Dailey 
Mill C. Monro 
Miss C. Pryor

i 'I
■1

g to the prolonged illness and consequent 
Saidi. He has been in charge of KwaOe^arruf,! /,am ;

Archdeacon !.cwln 
Mr. H. S. Stewart 
Rev. C. May 
Rev. S. A. Hose

Masaii
N. Rhodesia 
N. Rhodesia
MasasI

April 14 
May 3 
Maya 
May 32

'iaI tt

■I Likoma is grieving because of the death of the Rev. John 
Mwasi. He had suffered much from asthma and wihen another 
Illness came he had insuflicient strength to overcome it and died 
early in the morning of March 23. Although everything had to 

arranged hurriedly there was a big crowd at the Requiem service, 
fin fact, the Cathedral was nearly full.

John Mwasi was mudi beloved on Likoma island. He was the 
son of tihe first headman there and in the early days was head school
master for some years. He was ordained deacon at the last ordina
tion of deacons in 1927 and was one of the two deacons whom the 
Diocese was hoping to number among its priests in 19.31. 
Kindness and humility were hfs mo.st valuable characteristics. 
R.I.P.

lb. pCTiod ol'pr*. '* beJp

IN MEMORIAM—R.I.P 
•April ■O.-Willinm Bouverie Trevelyan, Priest

A mrmb.r „l ,1,. Geu.r.l Council of .h. Mi„lon

at Livingeinnt for

J
for forjy -yrnr^
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EDITOR’S NOTES

ii Diocese'of Zansibar
The readers of Centiul Africa will have noticed the name of 

Alban Ali among the Deacons in the Zanzibar Diocese. He was 
ordained deacon by Bisliop Weston in 1924. After his baptism 
he passed through a very difficult time and suffered much in 
Zanzibar at the hands of those who resented his conversion to 
Christianity. We is now, after working for two years in Tanga 
back again in Zanzibar and it is nice to hear that he has many 
Muhammadan Trends. But even so, he has his trials. His father, 
who lived in the Comoro islands and was a man of position and 
wealth, has died, but AH is not allowed by the Moslems to inherit. 
Alban wrote to the home French authorities and received the 
reply that he could inherit and should^ 
and make his claim. However, he says,
Zanzibar that I have ’ ' ' '

POTS OF CLAY
Watch the African potter, as he—or she—shapes the clay into 
cooking-pots. Great care is needed, for the materials must be 
exactly mixed and the moulding must be skilful, since a little 
undue pressure may spoil the vessel’s shape; yet at this early stage 
the remedy is easy, for the still soft and plastic clay can be re
moulded to suit the potter’s mind.

Then comes the baking, and often weeks must pass before the 
sun is hot enough to complete the work, begun as a rule during 
the rainy season when water was plentiful. And in this firing 
process there are many dangers—too great exposure to the scorching 
heat of the sun, a passing dog or donkey, or any flaw in the materials 
or failure in their muting may cause a crack and make the vessel 
useless. '

After this baking the shape is fixed, but still how frail the vessel 1 
One sharp blow, one fall, may ruin all, and the work of months 
is wasted. Vet if the pot survives and stands the fire of daily use, 
it will grow stronger through its work, and may endure and be 
of service for many years.

I

go to the Comoro Islands 
, j ” 1 am so busy now in

Ihis shows how severe a test a convert from Islam must endure 
.•■nd throws light on two of our Lord’s sayings in the Gospel.

no

t

I. It is ten years since the early fruit of the Wa-Pemba tribe 
(half-African, half-Persian) began to appear in our Mission, hnd 
seven yea& since that fruit, ripened before its time, was stored in 
(jod’s garner, so that an account of this small beginning may be 
new to some of the present-day readers of Central Africa. Here 
is the story.

The boy with the smiling face, as the African Christians called 
him, a soul all ready to receive the Gospel message, soil somehow 
—and only God knows how—so well prepared for the good seed 
that its fruit began almost immediately to appear. Sheha, who 
refused to leave our hospital until he had learnt about the Christian 
faith and especially about what Holy Week, Good Friday and 
Easter really meant, came os a single ray of brightness at a time 
when Pemba seemed particularly dull and dark, and with no desire 
for the Light. His hunger for the things of God was astonishing, 
he most evidently tried to practise what he was taught, and during 
six months of the closest watching and testing only once did he 
require any serious rebuke. He was then still only a Catechumen, 
/and his repentance was so deep, sincere and really Christian that 
the failure caused hope rather than anxiety to his teachers. Sent 
to school on the mainland he soon after sickened with smallpox, 
and was privately baptized. He had entered the school of picked 
boys at the bottom, but his keenness and quick intelligence soon 
brought him promotion, and he was near the top of the school 
and ready for his examination for the Training College, when he 
went to bathe with some schoolfellows one Sunday during the 
rainy season. The river, a mere streamlet in dry weather, swells 
to a rushing and very deep torrent during the rains, and he

PADRE JOHN SAIDI

fr'‘ 1°"’' 0" the Arch-
dwronry of korogwe for one special reason. His father was a

M‘‘Y* “t* “"ied out the dut7“o“
.s Svin7 m ™h“‘ ‘h'tt District did so, though thiss not wing much. He was an exorcist ” and used to go about 
the villages, when 1 knew him nearly forty years ago ^treatina- 
cases of possession ” His son, Saidi, used i go tri* Wm 1 ir

was
ia6
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POTS OF CLAY POTS OF CLAY

carried away and drowned, his body being found far down the 
stream on the following day. The Great Potter wastes no material, 
and this which to us seemed to be cast away just at it was ready 
for the firing is fitter now than ever for the work on which our bo, 
had set his heart—the winning of his Wa.Pemba brethren to Christ.

2. It is more diiBcult to write of one whom we will call Noel, 
for he IS with us still. He came to us in the same year, and 
encouraged by the kisibau worn by the other boy, expressed a wish 
to stay on. After a few weeks lie decided, at the age of eleven I 
that ours was the true religion, and after becoming a Catechumen 
he also went off to school. He was baptized in extremis during the 
smallpox epidemic, and recovered. He has now been through school 
and college and is about twenty-one. Never brilliant, but always 
steady and reliable, he has never wavered in his desire to do 
Lvangehstic work among his own people in Pemba, and the time 
IS now approaching when we hope this work may actually be begun. 
He IS at pr^nt teaching in a school, and for various reasons it 
IS not thought wisp for him to settle in Pemba until he has married 
which rannot be until 1930. Meanwhile he needs all the patience 
and faithfulness he can muster to continue steadfast in his present 
work while awaiting the'time when he may enter on what he feels

"r ‘T Long ago as a little boy. when left in
charge Of a European s house, he was found playing ball with the 
arge house-key dangling round his neck; may the same fidelity

: :ro:s'»o°2e'^^s ri^ar^"''''
and ready for use. yet

ht friend died"^H"h ^ "han
ei^n, has been permitted to conquer, may Godgrant me to conquer also. 'i ♦ / u

3. Tills is a boy partly of free Pemba stock, but not. like the
bin',^?’ baptized in infan^’ and h^
PhnoMoher's SmSe ” “d" "bo has found the

health is vety poor ^ teacher, but unfortunately his

ago by his fither who idled Sf‘“a l^n^or^Unhow^g

CiiuRcn or St. Ioiin BAmsT. Wetr

that he is a real Mpemba, and claims to be of Persian blood. He 
made no conditions whatever, and the boy will be brought up as 
a Christian. At present he is quite wholesomely naughty, very 
much at home with Europeans and terribly jealous if .the nur^e, 
who is hi^pecial friend, takes any notice of other children. A 
very tender little vessel still, but perhaps an Apostle is hidden under 
the clay.

6. Lastly, a poor little war product of about 12 years old, son 
of a German father and African mother. He was brought once to 
the Mission but disappeared again before anything could be 
arranged. Now he has come a second time and been definitely 
and quite unconditionally handed over to our care. So he has been 
sent to the good Alchemist for transmutation, and we trust that a 
lovely golden vessel may one day return to Pemba.

One baby, three schoolboys, one young 
on the other side. Are these to be God's instruments for converting 
Pemba—still lost in Ignorance, superstition and every sort of vice? 
Earthen vessels truly, and most of them so sadly frail I

People will ask, “What work are you doing? What results * 
9an you show? ’*

' We are not doing much except wailing and praying; we cannot 
6how any results at presept; but the vessels still exist, so far they 
have survived, the long, long processes of shaping and strengthen
ing are still going on, and in any case results are not our affair. 
The potter's boy has his share in the shaping but has no power 
over the finished pot.

So we will wait and pray still, for if a thousand years is one 
day, ten years is but a few moments, and at last after long patience, 
if God wills, results will surely come.

fi
1?
j

B

teacher, and one helper

E. M. V.
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Diocese oj Zanzibar

RETREATS FOR THE PEOPLE 'i. Diocese of NyasatandIAs the Church in the Mission field grows her needs become 
more and more like those of the Church at home. It is true that 
there is still on all sides a large heathen and Muhammadan popu- 
lation to be evangelized, but,, as the Church grows into the second H 
and third generation, the missionary often finds that his chief work H 
must be of a jiastoral nature amongst these Christian people, if the ! 
Church IS to become herself the chief evangelizing force.

fof these reasons that we need to give much
and"«nrn!o “ Tiaching Missions to the Christians,
and still more the introduction of the idea of Retreats. The Synod in

for the last two years 
5“'= '"od here at Mkuzi to start simple retreats for the people.
At the vepr outMt we were faced with a special difficulty For 

™d "“f Rotreatants will be unable to read,
and for thoM who can read, the Swahili literature is extremelv 
bKoma T"' ‘"25 '0 of such value in England mav

at k^nT'' u™' extrSordinarily

CHRISTMAS EVE AT MPONDA’S/ .
It may be of interest to some of our readers to know how some 
African girls helped to bring the meaning of Christmas to their 
own people here at Mponda’s. Every evening for about a week 
they rehearsed their parts on the verandah of Miss Bruce's house. 
Every rehearsal was begun with prayer uhder the gaze of our 
heathen patients on the hospital opposite.

On the Eve of Christmas at 8 p.m. the first performance was 
given. Crowds of people had come in from our ouNstations for 
the Christmas Mass, and these were all seated on the ground 
under a bright full moon. Some Muhammadans and heathen 
were in the audience, but what struck me most was the silence , 
and reverence of all, and being in the open air made ot all the more 
impressive. There was no staging to erect, the verandah of the 
house being a suitable height from the ground, and the only 
properties were a few palm leaves on the ground, and a curtain 
across the front of the stage with a bright light shining overhead.

On my way to sec these Christmas Tableaux I heard some 
voices and thought I was late, but it was not so; the girls were t^ll 
kneeling ii^rayer in the dressing-room asking for God's blessing 
on their efforts. The African woman teacher explained to the vast 
audience the meaning of tlie scenes as each was presented, and 
this slie did in a clear ringing voice. Between the tableaux hymns 
and carols were sung by the hidden choir, the fir.st being “ Hark

again on Sunday mornini? for Holv r-o™ • 2.°"’“
is the final end of Retrra? andRct^t in their horaeL7;^"g^rday'irbe^we^''^ *
, - 7"A^1iru^irt™firpe‘olS^ men and
SSrredt" ^ nTan^-ror^rr a
Retreats,“for UiHo^CTo^'iivS 'a®
to underatand the African „,v b“ " =^“-"1.
with very great seriousness and al7’cx“iiL? i^" ‘
There is no doubt about iheir krennesTfo^ *0"^ enjoyment of ii.

...... "•
CvRa, ssM.

are

women

Tub DiRTti
MO
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CHRISTMAS AT MPONDA’S CHRISTMAS AT MPONDA’S

the Shepherds held their crooks, and sat upright listening 
intently to the Angels’ song ‘‘^Glory to God in the Highest.”

’ Scene number five showed tlie Shepherds greeting the new-born 
Babe, no time to change their clothing, no time to waste, ” Let 
us make haste ” and so they came, these simple men of the field 
and ” Found Jesus.” The next scene portrayed the Wise Men 
being led by the Star to the place where Jesus was born, and so 
we pass on to scene number seven, where we saw the arrival of 
the Wise Men bringing their gifts.

: The Ia« scene of all was the most crowded, all the girls took up 
their places around the new-born Babe, there were Our Lady, 
St. Joseph, the Shepherds, the Wise men and the Angels all 
gathered together worshipping and adoring Christ the King, and 
singing *' Oh, come let us adore Him.” So the teacher completed- 
ihe old, old story of how Jesus came to earth from Heaven, and 
how the Shepherds and Wise Men found Him.

The audience remained silent throughout and Christmas morn
ing found some of them around the Holy Altar worshipping and 
adoring in the Presence of the Divine Saviour. What of those 
left outside? Is at too. much to hope that these also will come 
and worship Him? It is left to you and me to *' come and see ” 
then to ” go and tell ” of the wonderful works of God.

i
f

- Th» Ascna Visrr the Shepiibiids

^ f ’ by 'he hymn for Our Lady,
The God Whom earth and sea and sky." Two of the carols 

were sung to the setting of an African chant.
"'“ drawn apart and amidst a great silence we

S ta o'u'r'S®® 'he Angel Gabriel's
nnnel *5?'h hgi'es were absolutely motionless, the
Snrinhfwbl eed Onr Lady kneeling
up^ht wti towed hrad listening to the Angel’s message " The 
Lord .3 with thee, blessed art lltou among wLen P’

’ dream “ tto "‘e Angel’s appearance to St. Joseph in a
vere^stii? wM I? .i*’'".® °u" graend, and the Angel standing 

“P'^^d the meaning.® The third 
*'"E‘ng of a hymn, and we saw the Holy 

Angl whilst H l'y*,?'’ h-ttle Guarding
Thf inle seidnl r n" J“®Ph '■’“hed on wondering,
of thnumblfSLhL • •'’= "eht atmqsphere
•• Dabe”Ti the born\ The

Shephei£'hI*'thS”fieM^ Angels’ appearance to thei
little Angels stnndWgs?stin^wid‘“.t,'“il-^ ‘‘°’'^'’‘^“* '
oxplainel the sto^f They had, thei^®"

I
1 I

! ;
sang

i ■

Tii. Wisi Mis sni Til. Si«wings outstretched, whilst
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A SPECIAL TRIP
Diocese of Nyasaland

! did not make such 
progress that night, 
after sunset the Captain told 
a boy to say it was time for 
prayers; “ Edouardi ring,” 
called the boy, down the 
companion. The chapel bell 
sounded, and because it 
was a special trip we had 
prayers on deck and nearly 
all the crew assembled 
silently. It is an inspira* 
tion to join with these men 
in their prayers, they are 
so hearty and reverent, iand 
seem so happy. Many of 
them have worked on the 
steamer as long as their 
Captain, i.e., twenty years 
or more.

Picture the ” C. M.,” the 
only steamer that wedc on 
the vast Lake, so beautiful 

fine night, calmly 
going through the w^tcr 
^he can roll at an angle of 
over thirty degrees), the 
voices of prayer and praise 
going on from those dark 
kneeling figures I The 

! . Southern Cross was above the horizon when we rose from our knees;
; It seemed to typify God’s blessing on the lives and work of those 
; humble Africans. We arrived at Liuli early on the Tuesday morn

ing; I was hastily put ashore and the ” C. M.” sailed away, being 
: unable to afford the time or wood to wait even to hear news of the

patient, as she had to get back to Likoma and not delay her journey 
south any longer than could be helped. • ^

The trip was not in vain; tlie relapse soon came and the patient 
had her treatment and quickly recovered. Meanwhile,^ her work, 
which was largely among lepers, was carried on, while she was 

^ convalescing. This work includes periodical visits to the island of
* Lundu where there were some too lepers. Most of them* are soon
i to be moved nearer to Liuli station, but, when this happened, they
[ were sixteen miles south of it. These patients were overdue for
j a visit from the nurse, Harrison had been going to them while she
’ was ill. The teacher wanted to visit some schools, so one day we

set off—the morning’s work consisted in the hbusfekeeping and a 
visit to Kuyu, only haIf-an-hour*s walk from the station, there some 
fifty lepers had their injections of hydnocarpus oil, and after lunch,

good
Soon

A SPECIAL TRIP ON THE 
“CHAUNCY MAPLES"

The Dispensary at Likoma was cleared of patients at eleven o’clock 
one Sunday morning, and there only remained some slides to be 
examined under the microscope, when yet another slide was brought 
in. It had travelled some 100 miles by special messenger. The^nder 
was Harrison, the Dawa boy at Liuli. The nurse in charge was ill 
there and he was anxious about her, so sent down the slide. The 
result of the examination showed that she was ill with a relapsing 
fev'cr, and treatment was necessary to prevent further attacks, perhaps 
six, or even more; Dr. Wigan asked me to go up at once and 
arrange with the Archdeacon (the Bishop was at home) and Captain 
Shannon, for the Mission steamer “ Chauncy Maples ” to retrace 
her ” rolling”—shall we say—and return to Liuli. This meant a 
trip for the “ across to Kango on the mainland for wood
on the Sund^^^::The work at Likoma was handed 
collaigues an^r went on board after Compline.

■ The ” C. M.” started about 2.0 a.m. How different to the usual 
bustle which is the ordinary state of the steamer. She always carries 
tochers to their work with their wives and families; the families 
have a ^vonde^ful way of growing when a move has to be made, 
the Afncan being, just as fond of moving about, when opportunity 
offers, as are the people of England in these days of cars and buses.

, The usual rargo and luggage, consisting of baskets of flour, 
cooking pots, bananas, pumpkins, live chickens and bags of fish.
(the ast arc not really allowed, as'the smell of sun-dried fish is too 

• awiui for words, but they sometimes escape the vigilant nose of the 
Laptam, when well packed up) were not in evidence; there were no 

to their homes and no other European passengers.; 
nn n ouc wos able to get on with some work
on a m^icalbwk for the dawa boys, with help now and then from j 

table boy, as to language, and also to enjoy • f 
crew and stokers were all cherry and happy, < 

on home or withdriends
at nW,t load wood, or because they had travelled
m d,! .’a “ "'a™ “‘"’6 ‘“ have a chat and enquire how
0 Xrs n™ “i ■ ■T*'" " <=• M." has not a double shift

into a little harbour and took 
eighteenpence

over to my

on- a

Paul, onb or tub Dispbssary Bovs

In the afternoon we sailed. 
. on a few more yards of wood, at'

yard, some of which proved to be damp, so wea
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A SPECIAL TRIP

Diocese of Masasia large canoe was loaded up with bedding, a bath, cooking pots, and 
some food, and last of all the two passengers who, having once 
wedged themselves in, could not possibly move an inch. Four 
.stalwart men took their paddles and we were quickly on the move. 
The scenery was beautiful, but we were well out in the lake—to get 
up speed, I imagine—and even a canoe can be a bit unpleasant to 
some of us on Lake Nyasa, I, for one, was very glad> about 4 p.m., 
to pay a short visit to a teacher and his school, and incidentally to 
have a cup of tea. What wind there was dropped and the sun was 
not so hot after this so we proceeded pleasantly. Presently a canoe 
appeared apparently from nowhere—it was far out in the lake—it 
made at once for us and signalled to us; it drew up alongside our 
canoe. This effected, with no warning or preliminary words, a 
large babe was deposited on my lap, with the words—“ My baby 
is very ill, dona."

The babe certainly was veiy ill, but imagine trj'ing to get at 
anything in a long narrow wobbling canoe, let alone giving any 
treatment, so I said; Hasten to Liuli hospital, and there your 
babe will be attended to." The mother loked anxiously on, the 
father did follow my advice and the child recovered from that illness. 
There was a beautiful sunset, words quite fail me to describe *‘ the 
glory" of that ev'cning scene. We arrived opposite to Lundu 
island after dark; the boys promptly, prepared 
meal. We had a cimi with the teacher, and " S 
Pepys would say.

The work was done the next morning and we returned in the 
Mrly aftentoon, seeing sundry hippopotami blowing and snorting 
in the water. The men paddled so fast, and were so far out in the 
lake that I begged to be put ashore and was glad to walk back to 
LiuIi the latter half of the

NAMAGONO
Namagono, the newest European centre in the Mt^si..Diocese’ 
was opened in' Mav, 1924, previous to which it had been an out- 
station of Lumesul'e. The station itself is less than three iiours. 
from.the Ruvuma River, and one outstation, Lugo, is on the river 
bank;’

Before the Mission came here the whole population was 
Muhammadan and it is from these Muhammadans that we have, 
got our Christian converts.

We have four outstations, Cliungu, Napacho, Nauru and Lugo,' 
at distances of two hours to two days journey away. Napacho was 
started as an outstation of Lumesule and work there began before 
the work at Namagono. The Christians from all tlie places now 
number 170. Each of these outstations has a resident African 

1 teacher, and a school, and Nauru and Napacho each have a church.
Each place is visited by Padre Norrish once a month.

I The first Baptism of Namagono people w^ in January, 1928.
■; This had been delay^ owing to the famine of 1926-1927, when.
\ many of the people left the place to go to relations in more
I productive parts, chiefly Tunduru. The food question was one of
[ the greatest difficulties here. Even when there was no famine there
i have been e^ry year what the people call " the days of hunger 
i when they spent a good deal of time in the forest existing on wild

us a bath and a 
So to bed " as Mr.

----
The illustration is of Paul, one of our best dawa boys.

, .'1

•!
A. S.

ST
PS rS

V'

m

Tub Cardbnkk (son ok the Sultan)
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NAMAGONO . Diocese oi Masasi

.STARTING AN OUT-SCHOOLfruits, nuts, etc., and during which time they had no energy for 
work. ; AN African, usually with a small following, appears on the 

verandah of your house. After the usual salutations, you
discover him to be the chief of a.village—he says he wants a 
sdiool in his district. The priest replies that the first thing to be 
done is to go to the Government offical—the Assistant District 

■ Officer—and get permission to build. When the chief has got the
Government’s sanction, usually after a considerable delay, the 
chief: as promised a visit from the priest in whose charge the 
district will be. Quite recently, I had such an interview with a 
chief, and after he had obtain^ the Government’s leave to build,

; : i promised to visit him in his village. This I worked in while 
‘ ion a visit to another station in the direction of the new station>to-be.

■; r left after Mass that morning with a teacher who had been chosen 
We cycled for about forty minutes on the so- 

called main road, which had long stretches of sand not conducive 
to pleasant cycling. When we arrived at the house of the chief, 
there was a party of local magnates to receive us—all, very 
polite—all dressed very nicely in their different coloured “ kanzu ” 
—a long flowing garment reaching from the neck to the ankles.

- I made a short speech, emphasizing the fact that the teacher 
of the Mission is sent to a new place primarily to evangelize and 

•to get ‘'hearers” for the Christian religion. The teachw
wnfirraed words in a language better understood of the people; 
and then we all set to w’alk to'the place for the proposed site of the , 
school. This from the chief’s house was a forty minutes’ walk 
along a very narrow path, and when we arrived, I saw nothing 
but trees, much grass and other kinds of vegetation.

I was told that it would not take long to make a clearance,
: -during which the teacher will live with the chief, , super

intending the work and also getting hearers for religion and children 
for the school. When the site has been cleared, a small hut is built 
for the teacher—this he lives in, until the school is built. Later 
the hut becomes his kitchen, and the teacher has his house proper 
for his wife and family.

The building of the school is the responsibility of the people 
of the district—built free of expense, while the teacher’s abode is a 
clmrge on the Mission. On another visit to this site, I set off on 
f^t to walk tp the well where the teacher will have to draw his 
water—one hour’s walk for the teacher’s wife and a hour back 
with a large water-jar on her head. It is necessary to estimate 
these distances as teachers who have a considerable way to go for 
their water are given an allowance—at the expense of the Minion 
funds. This is especially the case in the Makonde country high

However, we hope tliat these ” days of hunger ” are over. In 
1926, a huge food plantation was made at Namagono itself, and 
another at Napacho. These plantations provide work for many people 
for a long period of the year. Work is arranged week by week, 
some working one time and some another, each day’s work being 
from 7 a.m. until midday, leaving the rest of the day for their 
plantations which may be for food for their 
produce, cotton, oil, etc., which can be sold at the coast.

Our little church at Namagono, a building of bamboo, with 
thatched roof and gravel floor, is not now large enough on occasions. 
On the big Festivals all the Christians and catechumens from the 
outstntions come and we cannot all get in, even if we sit tightly 
packed, in which case the catechumens who cannot get in sit outside, 
but as the door is only a doorway and the windows are large holes 
In the walls, they can sec and hear almost as well ns if they were 
inside. Of course, we can: pack tightly in a church where there 
arc no pews or bookrests, and everyone sits on the floor.

\Vc liope to build a larger church during the coming year. The 
altar, a beautiful piece of work rhade by an African carpenter, is 
intended for the new church. This altar has been erected in memory 
of Dishop Weston by whom the altar stone in the centre was 
consecrated. A spear also kept In his memory is in the church. 
It wjs with this spear that Bishop' We^on himself measured out 
the first European house at Namagono,- the building of which he 
left to an African overseer, and to which he intended 
stay for some time.

The Sultan of Namagono, one of the most important of the Yao 
chiefs a Muhammadan, is quite friendly to the Mission, in fact 
tt was he who asked the Mission to come, but at that time he looked 
upon the Mission as a source from which he could get food and 
work for his pwple, and did not realise the other side of things.

‘""'6 religious side of the Mission, nor 
lie encourage his people to come. But several converts are 

relations of his, and some of his grandchildren come to school.
all 5’““':“'°.’" having good fresh water, quite near,

Tha nveit Lukwiira with its coarse gravel bed 
Lnl/lni ™"“‘as away, and even in the dry season, by horing 
onh/r vlr sravcl, good water is always procurable. Because 
of he “hie to have English vegetables for a good part

: .......
disMnrarf and",h''"!“"*‘® ‘h® hospital and
SaZ’lover. ° .'^hich has just been opened.clcphr'whTarriri - ‘ha baby

Namagono. “ the Zoo m 1924, was captured near

own
use, or may beown

for the new station.

to return to

I-; up on the plateau, where water is very scarce.
The teacher of this embryo station is one who has recently 

I - been at a very lively and flourishing station—he moves away 
j carrying his worldly goods by porters,- paid by us — to
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STARTING AN OUT-SCHOOL

.!■ niacese of Nyasalandstart work entirely on his own without any Christians very near 
him. From time to time he wili be visited by the priest responsible 
for that area, but he and his wife will have to walk to the next 
nearest station—nearly two hours distance to get the Sacraments 
when the priest visits that station. It is loneiy work for a teacher 
starting at a new piace, but it is upon such teachers that the 
expansive work depends. Littie by littie the work progresses—the 
school in a new district is a new broom and at first sweeps -in 
many children. The teacher by his individual efforts gets the 
first “ hearers.” From the time of " hearing ” through the 
catechumenale until Baptism the period iasts about two-and-a half to 
three years. When a certain number of catechumens have been 
made, the priest usuaiiy goes from time to time to say Mass in 
the school, fixing up a temporary altar for the occasion, taking 
the necessaries with him.

From these few words two duties appear for our readers (i) the 
need of prayer for our scattered teachers in loneiy pieces, (2) the 
never ceasing demand for. money to carry on our work.

LIULI NEWS
)Christmas went off well. It was a great'pleasure haying the 

with us for the festival. We had 730 Communicants at 
: , fihe High Massj including the outstations there were about 3000 
r communicants. The Bethlehem Tableaux in church after Mass 

■ were.greatly appreciated; the Crib, too, looked very well.
; ; It was good of tlie Bishop to visit us in January and hold a 

! .‘C^hfirmatipn. Father Hill came up by the “ C.M.” to.spend Christ- 
! .;nias.with us and hold the Entrance Examination for the College,
; ' ;twenty-eight of our boys tried, eight succeeded in passing. Father 

valuable help at the Christmas services made things easy. 
.The Milo and Manda College aspirants spent Christmas here, too.

; f^Mr. A. S. Stenhouse, the Inspector of Agriculture for this 
' district, visited Liuli and gave a valuable demonstration in planting.
: Father. Hicks was able to spend ten days at Liuli in January, hard 

i air work, all the time.
'/ From a medical point of view the leper work predominates here. 

.Lundu Island, the old colony, is still as difficult a place as ever; 
:’raost of the poor people are minus-either fingers or toes and in 
ijiiiany cases..both, the ground gets poorer^ each year and though 

I .the people ioe well they get little reward for their labours.' 
’•Seyeral effotrc have been made to get them transferred to a more 

convenient and fertile spot, but ^ch site cliosen has been turned 
; down by the powers that be. Kuyu is more than full, several 

patients whose homes are near are now coming up as out-patients 
• in order to make room for other patients from a distance. There 
; are now ninety-five lepers there, but the land is insufficient, so 

many have no fields.
At Liuli out-patients seem .to be increasing each week, 

’there are now between fifty and sixty attending regularly; 
some of these come a distance of ten miles or more twice a week,

. while others from a greater distance still have built houses for 
themselves near to Liuli; this plan seems to be acting very well, 

,• ; but.now several villages are complaining that lepers 
J live near them. What are we to do? To refuse to ^ .

i ; th^gs is impossible, to carry on under present conditions is very

' . / ■ G. F. G.

Anos.

ROGATION IN AN AFRICAN PARISH 
In our district we cannot have our newly-planted crops blessed at 
Rogationiidc, as is done in many places, for by that time most of 
the harvest has already been gathered in. Nevertheless we have 

Rogationtidc procession. After Mass on Ascension Eve the 
proce^ion forms—chere is the processional cross, the incense and 
holy water, and the padre in his purple cope, followed by 
the Christians and catechumens. Where do we go? To bless the 
houses of the Christians living on the station—to pray for those 
households which are indeed the seeds of that Christian life which 
will one day spread over this heathen and Muhammadan land. The 
houses of the padre,* the teachers, the Sisters, the dispensary boy, 
the sdiool—Qt all these we make a halt, while the padre says the 
prayer, then we resume our way, singing the Litany of the Church.

Nearly at the end of our round we reach the dispensary; here 
there is a new house to be ble^d, and the heathen assembled 
outside waiting for their ills to be attended to. gaze wonderinelv. 
as the house is censed inside and out, sprinkled with holy 
and dedicated in honour of St. Mary and St. Luke.

Then further on we go till we come to a hut among the bushes; 
this IS the house where lepers are to receive their treatment, and this 
also IS bl^. Round about here a number of lepers from a disU 
PTKe^hn “ “"'P- of 'horn come to seethe

they may mdeed be the seeds of the Christian nations thJt are to be.
C. S. P.

our

are coming to 
treat the poorwater

nee

J
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REVIEWS

REVIEWS
! must have been engrossed in such a scheme. It must have seemed 
;; ilie realisation of his dreams, a scheme rich in possibilities for the 

liiture of W. Africa. But it was not to be. God takes away the i 
arorkers but He carries on their work, and Dr. Aggrey has kindled 
a fire in African hearts which God in' His love and wisdomi knows 
how to direct and control so as to fulfil the purpose for which it 
kindled.

Aggrey of Africa: a study in Black and White; by E. W. Smith. 
Tilts book is published by the Student Christian Movement, 32 
Russell Square, London, W.C.i, and the price is 7s. 6d. net. It 
would be sufficient recommendation to say that it is the work of 
the author of The Golden Stool, but there are other reasons for 
commending the study of it to all who are inerested in the African 
and the future of the African.

We have never read a book which throws such a vivid light on 
the soul of the African. It is often said that we can never really 

. understand what passes in the mind of an African. Well in this 
book an African himself draws aside the veil and tells us part of 
that secret. Those of us who have some knowledge of the African 
will recognise how very African the book is and this makes us 
feel quite certain that we are in touch with the real thing. It is 
not a description of an African by a European, but a self-revelation 
by an African himself.

Again, the book completely disposes of the old idea which still 
lingers in some odd corners here and there that the African is 
someone whom *e European can look down upon with a feeline 
of supcnority. Here is one who both t.ntellectually and morally 
won becati® he deserved, theresteem and regard of men in high 
£ There can be no doubt in any candid

mL^can SI PliJ^indmebacka ‘tt“

human ignorance wo*rannni*n “"’’"‘ssion was so valuable. In our
fora lonlerS of t^k ‘ a 
oimed at\ sy^n Ls s o ^/rit^ToT-rPOhcy.AchlmLwast/be1fSe??n“=^^^

was

But the book should be read if the diaracier and the work of 
the man is to be adequately appreciated.

: ,.,9o‘' good floods, the S.P.C.K., have just produced a new
I edition of Bishop Steere s well-known collection of Swahili Tales. 
I I his edition, which has the advantage of Dr. Alice Werner’s 

revision, IS in two parts, the original Swahili version and the 
English translation being bound separately. The former will no 

. doubt continue to have a considerable circulation in Ea^t Africa :ttho 
latter will not only be useful as an English reading book In African 
schTOls, but will also be found interesting to many friends of Africa 
in England and others interested in these characteristic old stories.

Each volume is bound in cloth boards and published at 2S. net.

HOME JOTTINGS
The Ueaeral Ftftid

Received during April 
Total receipts to April 80

Receipts compare os follows:—
1020 1028

^1,776
.£7,204

£1,820
£0,780

An increase of £475

^ple wish still 10 com. to molt. It worth whilf. Up to th. tint, of writing.

June 16 to Miss H. Spanton, St. Michael's, Church St. Road, Tnni<erton.on.Sea. 
Kent. *and for further particulars, see the mogarines for Jan. and Feb.

and

/Organizing Secretaries. We announce with 
Nonnan McGee, Organizing Secretary for the 
m^t to the chaplaincv of the House of Mercy, Horbur 
this distrirt should be sent to the Rev. L. C. Watson, 06

I regret tlie resignation of the Rev. 
North East District, on his appoint 

iry. Communications' frotn 
Marshslde Road, Soutiiport,on 5uch

The tisaal Sale on behalf of U.M.C.A. will be held in St. Alban's Hal!, 
Haldwin s Gardens, Gray’# inn Road, on Saturday, June 22. from 12—7 p.m. Please 

help the Mission funds. Gifts both in money and kind will be gratefully 
-J acknowledged lyid should be sent to Miss W. Bucitley, c/o Miss K. 

Alexander. 35 Brooke Street, Holbom, E.C.I.

come and I 
received and
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HOME JOTTINGS CENTRAL AFRICA
A Rcirttt for women memben of the ComMnloni] 

fta June 14-17 at the Bishop’i Hostel, tester.
Rev. F. M. Downton, of St. Peter'a, BalsAll Common, and the inclusive fee ISs. 6d. 
Those who hope to be present should write as soon as possible to the Secretary, 
C.S.C.. Central Africa House, Wood Street, S.W.l.

and others has been arranged 
The conductor will be the A MONTHLY RECORD OF THE WORK OF THE 

UNIVERSITIES' MISSION TO CEN-TRAL AFRICA

No. 5S9. XLVII. JULY. 1929 . Price 2''
THE MISSION STAFF

CONTENTS
... 14C Mnyambe

An Ulendo to Namlzimu 
Home Jottings 

153 The .Mission Stall ...

NOTE.—N*Uher the Dithopt of lh« Afiiiion nor the Committee are leepomible for any 
opinion or tiatement in CENTRAL AFRICA unless it is dearly indicated

Editor’s Notes 
” All Shall be His at Length " 14C
Our Seventieth Anniversary 
Medical Work In Masasi Diocese 150 
My African Tour. XI—Mnlindi to 

Kota Kota ..........................

Nime Dioene Date 167

169ArrfMi:i fn Xngfsnd: 
Rev. H. W. WelgoU 

J. W. BuUodc 
Mlu Gowers 
Rev. A. R. Godfrey 
Miss Suttofl 
Miss Abdy 
Miss Mono 
Miss Danlell 
Mr. J. W. Sweet

iZanzibar 
Zanzibar 
Zanzibar . 
N. Rhodesia 
N. Rhodesia 
Zanzibar 
Nyaialand 
Nyasaland 
Nyasaland

May 8 
May 8 
May a 
May G 
May 6 
May 11 
May 11 
May 11 
May 11

104
Rev.
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EDITOR’S NOTESDeparturee from England: 
Sister Marjorie 
Sister Vera

Zanzibar
Masasi

May 23 
May 22

Likoma. In' the Nyasaland Diocesan Chronicle for April, igag, 
we read—"It was a very great happiness to all at Likoma to assist 
at the admission of Archdeacon George on December 20. It must 
be almost unique for a man to be admitted os Archdeacon in a 
CathedraCwhtch he himself had built when a layman. Our very good 
wishes go with him in his new work." To these good widlies may 
we add our own.

Ulsa Shaw
Mr. H. Fisher

Nyasaland
Nyasaland

une 27 
June 27

IN MEMORIAM—R.I.P.

.March 23.—^John Mwasi. Deacon 
April 7.—Elizabeth Walton

Mlu Wzltoo wujruj Icemlj lntOTTOd in ihc Miaion. Sh. mad. uid 
.old Mlppui In ouhr u *!.« dm Mlulon 
than ihe could otherwise afford.

April 17.—Robert Prior. Priest
t'"» th. Miulnn,

April at—Stanley Burford Welch. Priest 
Mr. Welch was for 
Su John's. Red

May 10.—John Saidt. Priest
PHut tn Our*, nt Kn M.U. DIoco. cl Zuuibu-.

Under the heading of Msumba in the same issue of 
the Nyasaland Diocesan Chronicle is the followng—“ We don’t 
attempt to chronicle all our visitors but we must make an exception 
in honour of Miss Healing and Miss Seddon. They arc the first 
two of the staff who have been to Portugal and passed tlie necessary 
Second Grade Examination. We noted with surprise that Central 
Africa, while noticing the qualifications of Miss Seddon as a newly- 
joined member, failed to note the gaining of this qualification 
which is so vital to our work." Central Africa offers Its apolbg 
for the omission and congratulations to Miss Healing and M 
Seddon in their success in obtaining a qualification so necessary to 

[ the work in Portuguese territory.

some more substantial help

until his health

ies
iss

Runy yean the celebrant at the Holy Eucharist at 
Uon Square, nt the Miulnn'e Annivenariu.

*
The Diocese of Masasi has broken the silence with the shout 

of a “giant refreshed with wine,” but we hope that the other 
dioceses will not be infected with “ sleepy sickness.” We should 
like to hear something soon from them, say for the September 
number of Central Africa. Meanwhile they must not accuse tis 
of partiality to Masasi.

>45‘44
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V
i OUR SEVENTIETH ANNIVERSARY

“ALL SHALL BE HIS AT LENGTH
Again a beautiful day, and judging by the attendances the beauty 
of the wither was a help rather than a hindrance. The service at 
St. John s was all that we expect it to be, but though it has been 
suggested that U.M.C.A. has grown too large for St. John’s we hear 
there were a few empty seats. And it is difficult to say where else 
we could go and feel so at home in every way. Canon M. 
P. Gillson. Vicar of All Saints, Clifton, was the preacher.

At the Anniversarj; Mass at St. John's, Red Lion Square, this 
line of the Processional Hymn rang out clear and full of quiet 
confidence, shining, as it were, like a bit of brass on the Altar in 
a gloomy church when a ray of the setting sun strikes it. And for 
long aftenvards the recollection of that moment has remained, a 
joy in England, so full of materialism and forgetfulness of God, 
and here again a joy in Africa after furlough.

As I recall it I am reminded of one Ascensiontide at Lulindi 
when, as one went about one’s work trying to keep in mind the 
fact of the King all glorious. Who waits till all the world be His, 
there came from the distance, and then nearer and nearer, a sound 
of many voices chanting, but strangely and roughly, in tuneless 
shouts almost like growls. -And then there came along the high 
road, which is really only a pathway through the forest in our wild 
Kuvunia country, a crowd of men marching in fours, bending 
fonvard a I together and stamping at every step, a strange proces- 

' ““"I';* to express defiance, aggression and something 
indefinably repulsive. They were Muhammadans, chanting, though
Grid,"a^d Jdu®SS ?s°h!s;:;^l?’' " <>-

.h rame too near I could hear
Fratira!!™" •>y"'ns for ‘ho coming

AT THE CHURCH HOUSE
At the afternoon meeting the Chairman, Dr. Archer-Houblon, 

dwelt mainly on the losses sustained by tlie Mission in the past year. 
We had lost many whose places it would be very difficult to fill. 
He then referred to the Report and called attention to the ahxicty 
shared by all four Bishops as to the future owing to shortage of 
staff and lack of sufficient funds, and he hoped the present year 
would see the last ;^2,5oo of the ;^5>ood required for the General 
Fund forthcoming. He concluded by alluding to Wood Street, 
and said it was symbolical of <i) Progress, {2) Consolidation—we 
have good tenants: The Oxford Mission to Calcutta, the Cowley 
Wantage and All Saints Missionary Association, and the Gibraltar 
Diocesan Association; and the new Chapel is a witness to our 
conviclioni^at prayer must be behind all successful activity.

Sir L. Rogers gave the meeting a most interesting account of 
the history of leprosy and the great change that had taken place 
in methods of dealing with it. Isolation and drastic measures were 
the old methods, and it was recognized that they had failed, princi- 
pally because they frightened people away instead of inducing them 
to come for treatment. The early cases which most readily yield 
to treatment were kept away, and yet sixty-four per cent, of early 
cases were now cured. He also said that when the old fear of 
Isolation has been removed by more humane methods it was much 
easier to examine cases of contact; and as there was a long period 
before leprosy became visible to the people in the neighbourhood 
of a-particular case, now that cases of contact with advanced leprosy 
can be examined, the earlier stages of leprosy can be discovered 
and dealt with and a large proportion completely cured. He then 
turned to Africa and said that the number of cases of leprosy in 
Africa was ten times larger than the number of cases in any other 
country, compared with the population. The work of dealing 
with these cases in Africa was very largely in the hands 
of the Missions, and he paid generous tribute to the excellence of 
the work done. Native huts and colonies of lepers with plantations, 
so as to be self-supporting, had taken the place of the old isolation 
methods. There were twelve centres of such work in U.M.C.A., 
and grants had been given to seven of them. The drug generally

JfpJy Ghost come down upon Thy children,
Give us grace and make us Thine.*‘

drowned their voices and I ivatched the

" «“•! lip" "" excelling,
Hm the Sign all ills dispellin|,
Cro f ri®?’ quelling.Cross of Christ, all hail I”

were heard
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employed was extracted from a tree indigenous to India, but the i( 
tree was now being planted in Africa and elsewhere, and so the 
expense of treatment'would be reduced.

The Rev. G. N. Bacon dealt mainly with the question of educa- • 
tion. It was sometimes asked why missionaries should bother them
selves with education at all. The answer was—education was • 
necessary if Christians were to read their Bibles. It was the s 
function of the Church to teach, and of the Bible to prove; v.c 
wanted intelligent Christians able to read their Bibles and make use 
of hymn books and books of Common Prayer. Then again, there 
was mind-training. This is espedally needed in the case of the I 
Native Ministry. An uneducated Native Ministiy was unthink
able. He admitted that in the past the syllabus had been drawn up 
on too narrow a scale; but now, stimulated perhaps by outside 
pressure, it was being widened with a view to fitting the African ? 
for work in any sphere open to him in his country. He then 
pointed out some of the difficulties. The Mission was working 
under three Governments; in Portuguese Territoiy no provision had 
been made about education in the past; in Nyasaland education had 
been in the hands of the Missions; and in Tanganyika Territory 
very little provision had been made. Now Governments were taking 
a hand and difHcuIti^ ensued.

In Portuguese Territory Msumba had been the nursery of the 
African teacher^ even more so than Ltkoma.. Fortunately, in the 
^ools of Portuguese Territory the metric system had been intro
duced os this system is now compulsory.

The scholars are forbidden to Icam English, and yet certainly 
with teachers and African clergy the aim in the past has been to 
enable them to read English books by teaching English.

In Nyasaland the Government has no schools, and yet it was 
proposed to issue no permit unless the school conformed to Govem- 

conditions. The situation has been very dlfhcult, but owing 
to the strenuous efforts of the Bishop the outlook for the future 
was a happier one. .

In Tanganyika Territoiy the education authorities issued instruc
tions that Swahiii must be used as the vehicle of instruction. Now, 
as the people don't speak Swahili this meant that they were to be 
instructed in a language they did not know, by teachers who did 
not know the language they were ordered to make use of for instruc
tion. The result had been that in the Examinations only two out 
of eighty candidates had passed, but it was admitted that of'^those 
who had failed several had failed, not from want of knowledge^ but 
from the fact that they were unable to do themselves justice in a 
foreign tongue. i

Padre Courthope, of Northern Rhodesia, dealt almost entirely 
with work amongst^ the white population. He pointed out the 
important of it. With large town communities springing up it 
of prime importance to give the right tone at the beginning. It

quite a mistake to suppose that there was little to encourage. Given 
the right kind of man, and the right kind of man was essential, 
some sort of response was certain to reward any attempt to get into 
touch. There were some of the younger generation among the 
colonists who were quite ready to help in whatever way they could. 
And as these colonists are in constant communication with large 
numbers of Africans it stands to reason that it is most important 
that the relationship between the missionaries and the colonists 
should be of the friendliest possible nature. The native was certain 
to benefit wherever such cordial relationship existed.

we

AT KINGSWAY HALL
'I'he Evening Meeting.—^I'here was as usual a splendid attendance. 
Bishop Gore’s address can be read in the Church Times, It dealt 
with the permanent element in human nature. A permanent Christ, 
and this is the lesson of the Ascension, necessitates the belief in 
a permanent religion and a permanent Church, and at the present 
time there was need of vigilance lest from sentimental reasons we 
should be induced to part with something which was permanent 
in the Church and in the Creed. Vigilance was required in Africa, 
as steps it was proposed to take in India 
position in Africa.

Archdeacon Glossop gave us some very interesting details about 
Archdeacon Johnson, drawn from his own persona! experience. As 
he hopes to send us some account of these for Central'Africa we 
will not enlarge upon them here.

Father Ley described to us the impression produced on him by 
what he saw of the work of U.M.C.A. in parts of the Zanzibar 
Diocese.

Padre Bacon once again gave us a most interesting talk, espwi- 
ally dwelling on the point of the permanent elements in human 
nature and his own belief based on personal experience that under
neath all outward signs of differences between Europeans and 
.Africans there was this permanent element shared in common by 
European and African, it was this permanent element that 
makes the intercourse of European and African natural and 
beneficial wherever tl^e right spirit prevails.

were certain to affect the
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born, now one has requests to have injections that the child may live. 
When I returned from furlough, three women walked in from 
Majembe—nearly three hours walk away—simply to show their 
babies, born whilst I was in England. They, had Jiad injections, 
with their husbands. One woman at present is an extremely proud 
mother, previously having lost nearly all hope—four of her babies 
died. The fifth is now a bonny healthy babe.

This means there is a tremendous scope for welfare work, v4ten 
we have their confidence and enough nurses to do the work. Surely 
it is better to try and prevent disease, than to cure it.

I have had much valuable help given to me by a native priest 
and his wife, by persuading their women to come for advice, and 
bring their babies.

4. Increased confidence in medical work. Many people are 
now brought with illnesses that formerly were put down to witdh- 
craft, very high fevers or pneumonia and such-like. Now 
they realize a little that if brought In time, they can get better. 
Milk, etc,, is given at these times, and they are helped through. 

.The old idea was, the patient refused food, so that he couldn’t be 
helped. They went without. The patient often died of exhaustion, 
through lack of nourishment. If the patient had high fever, it 
was reduced by throwing quantities of cold water all over the body 
to cool it down. The cooling down may be good, the shock to the 
system is nqi. Now they begin to realise that this can be done 
without suclf*drastic treatment. -

5. Bad Eyes leading to ulceration and blindness were prevalent. 
People come to the dispensaries much more quickly now, tsilien the 
trouble begins, so that much unnecessary pain can be prevented.

A MORE adequate report on the Medical Work of the Diocese could 
have been written by a doctor, who would have been able to travel 
round the Diocese and see the work as a whole, but I must do the 
best 1 can to give some idea of the progress that, is being made. 
What is written here applies to the older established work, and it 
must be made clear that large parts of the Diocese are not nearly so 
far on as we are round about Masasi or Lulindi.

I. Yaws a few years ago >vas very prevalent and still is, but 
^ a result of “ Needle dawa ” not nearly so much as formerly. 
Whereas a few years ago our few hospitals were full of people 
with chronic ulcers, one does not now see them to the same extent. 
Our people then came covered with the most awful sores, and there 
was little we could do but alleviate and give Pot. lod., a 
expensive drug w^hich we were more often without. The cost 
too great for the demand, and the

a most 
. was

- - treatment was long. Lack
of trwtment and the great distances the people had to travel led to 
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6. Lepers now have hope and are coming in from long distances 
for treatment in great numbers. A few years ago we knew very 
little about lepro^, and perhaps only recognised the advanced cases. 
We could do nothing for them, and it was very hard indeed to 

• have to say, “ We can do nothing for you.” We heed not say,that, ‘ 
now that we have permission and help for Leper Camps. One would ^ 
need to say nothing more about treatment for leprosy if only people ' 
could see some of the lepers when they first come to the camps, and 
just look at their poor miserable faces and bodies, and then see 
them after a few weeks of more hygienic surroundngs. Even if in 
that short time no improvement could be seen in the disease itself 5 
one could not say there is no improvement at all. One would only ‘i 
need to look at, their fac^ and see how much happier they 'are. i 
Many of them come looking dirty and underfed, and covered with 
ulcers. They soon look happier, cleaner and fatter; they begin to ■ 
pull themselves together and take an interest in themselves and = 
others. When I returned from furlough I saw a great improvement 
In all those whom I had left behind when I went home.

Looking back in this way, we can see how much progress has : 
surely, if slowly, beett made, where our work has been \long' 
established. Yet even in our most forward districts, there is still 
a long way to go,, and progress can only come by patience and 
steady work. But even to maintain our present work is a continual 
strain on the small staff of nurses which we liave. If we are to go 
forward and reach a higher standard ,even where our work is 
already known and trusted, we need a larger stall . To enable 
work to develop equally with the missionarv work in the districts 
recCTtly opened to us, as it should develop if we are to follow Oiir 
Lord, who not only preached to the people but also healed the sick, 
us n open before

Diocese of Nyasaland

MY AFRICAN TOUR
By Canon E. F. Spanton

XL—MALINDI TO KOTA KOTA

The journey from Malindi up the Lake was an experience to which 
I had been looking forward with considerable eagerness, not alto* 
gether unmixed with apprehension.

The ** Chauncy Maples,” the model of which stands in our 
Board Room in London, has long been a household word in all 
our Mission circles, and, indeed, wherever the Mission’s work on 
Ja,akc Nyasa is known | so that one could not but be thrilled at the 
prospect of spending several days aboard her. Moreover, the voya^ 
up the Lake is full of interest for many reasons; it involves visits 
to station after station, which, to a visitor from home, have been 
hitherto mere names—familiar names, most of them, but only 
names, after all. The Lake itself is extremely beautiful—not so 
beautiful in September, when I passed up it, as it is later on when 
the fresh, bright green vegetation clothes its shores, as it was 
beginningito do when I came back in November; but beautiful 
always, both in colour and form, with a tropical beauty such as 
uur northern latitudes cannot show. But, all the same, the delight 
with which one regarded the prospect was not entirely free from 
misgiving, for so much has been said and written about the dis*

I
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comfort of a voyage on Nyasa's turbulent waters whenever the 
Mwera'blows strongly from the south that he would be a bold 
sailor indeed who should feel no qualms on setting out to navirate 
the Lake for the first time. ®

It was a delightful morning, with the bright biue sky which 
never fails at that time of the year, and with just sufficient gentle 
brcese to promise a welcome tempering of the midday heat when 
we left Malindi and sailed for the Bar. Here we had to wait until 
a Mission barge which had come up the River Shird from Mponda’s 
ful laden with mails and stores for all the various stationrup the 
l^ke, snould arrive and transport its cargo to the C.M,’’ For 
Lake Nyasa, the Bar might almost be described as a '
It Is probably the only place on the Lake where so i..s

‘he same time.Ihey are of no great.size-in fact, our own “ Chauncy Maples " 
is one of the Jargestj but they arc very important, in that the 
dwellers on and near the Lake shore depend so largely upon them 
for communication with the great world, and the arrival of the 
aramer at any place, especially those where Europeans live, is a 
matmr of even more excitement than the arrivai of the train used 
to be yearn ago in the more remote parts of the British Isles, 
us ‘he cargo which the barge had brought
whll u no/tme m proceeding to Mkope, the first station at 
which we had to make a call. Mkope Hill is supposed to be an 
ndependent centml station, with its own priest-in'^harge ° but a"

s^ch rare as%adre out.station, dependent on

mpoS ,hTsiSn"'d »

" - ^;'-f “

[
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busy portj 
many ns three [Mill mo

Dovs’ School and PniKST’a House. Kota Kota

is in most ways very much pleasanter business for passengers 
Ihan coaling because it is a comparatively cleanly process, during 
which one need have no fear of spoiling a clean white suit, with 
dust; but it involves many delays, as wood fuel takes a great deal 
of room in storage and therefore only enough can be taken on at 
a time for a comparatively short journey, 
particular need of hurry, these delays are 

reaks in the journey; one sees new

When there is no 
somewhat attractive 

people and new places one 
would otherwise have no chance of doing, and the delights of 
variety are added to the other pleasures of a steamer trip.

Normally the Chauncy Maples ” does not travel at night, 
but lies atronchor in some convenient haven. We spent our first 
night out irom Malindi here at Nkudzi, sailing about six o*clock 
next morning for Msinje on the other side of the Lake, where 
again we had to take in wood. At Msinje I met Fr. Petro 
Kilekwa, whom I had got to know in old days at Zanzibar and 
who came over from his station at Lung\vena to see me.

Soon after midnight we started off across tlie Lake again with 
the object of reaching Kota Kola by breakfast time, and just about 
dawn we began to realize what the Mwera can do in the direction 
of churning up the waters of the Lake. The wind was blowing 
strongly from the south and we were heading very nearly due 
west, so, in consequence, being broadside-on to the waves, our 
little ship began to roll an an almost alarming manner. Finding 
that most of my possessions an the cabin were falling about in 
all directions, I struggled out of my bunk in the endeavour to 
Tjescue them; but, when the large tin jug of water placed ready for 
my morning wash followed my boxes and my clothes, niiaking the 
Whole cabin floor something of a marsh, I thought it wiser to get 
back to bed and leave things to take their diance. The rough 
weather, unpleasant while it lasted, did not last long, for by about 
8 o’clock we were under the lee of the land outside Kota Kota and 
breakfast could be served without too much danger to the plates, 
dishes and cups in the saloon.

where most of

even upon so 
always shown himself to be.

enough

^rt ofcan, before dark. our next

on the Lake,: 
—eplenish her store

siraplv because'K. wood « readily available and coal is not. WoodingWooding
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Altec breakfast wc lost little time in getting ashore, as I was. 
aiudous to see as much as I could of the station before the ship 
sailed again at noon. It was not really a very good day for the 
purpose, as the European staff was busily engaged packing up and 
getting ready to embark with us, in order to attend the retreat 
which the Bishop had arranged to begin the week after my arrival- 
hut, inconvenient as it must have been to entertain guests under 
such condiUons, nothing was allowed to interfere with the warmness 
of my welcome or to prevent me from being shown all that I 
contrive to find time to see. I vras pa^d from one member of the 
staff to tmother, and steered round the station by each in turn with 
such rapidity as the circumstances of the case demanded.

Kota Kota was once a great centre of the slave trade and has 
been ever since a raUying ground for Islam; there is a large native 
town, with the cosmopolitan population which usually obtains in 
sui* centres. It is one of the older centres of our Mission work 
in Nyasaland, and there are now a good number of Christians; but. 
M always in such places, the work is very hard and in many ways 
di^uraging; people can only be got hold of by twos and threra, 
and no in the large numbers which come along, eager for teaching 
in Ae sophisticated heathen districts. But it is work that prel 
eminently wants doing and doing well, and here, as generally when
^Saal“’h»l“lrlo"t"ht'ch“ch"'’™
nI.P° a'al'O” « built round a rough quadrangle, and there 
plenty of room in the centre for the football ground, which seems 

every Central African school equipment. 
Having heard that the Mission quarters were close to the native 
iTht’ilM- unattractive station, with

“"d h generally unpleasant 
leehng of being shut in. I was therefore most pleasantly surprised 
to^ so large an open space in the middle of the Mission prdperty, 
whl^ much colour from the many trees and flowering shrubs,
which gave the whole place the air of a gay garden.
to ^i!“ inadequate was the time I could give

“'"’““g'' I went through hospital, 
iSta^Ifma^W likeamemberofan American party.
soSe nf t?.^ “ suub in my diary,
rSt I^h^dH^'“ btsn seen and wouldvbe remembered; but

“U'uas « return visit could be made 
m w ‘I'U Mission going on in

for IntPf the Bishop most kindly provided
W Kota K^^n our

MNYAMBE
Mnyambe Mission Station lies S.E. of Masas! on the Makonde 
Plateau and the inhabitants are Makonde people, without any admix
ture of Yaos or Makuas. The Station was opened in;'1902 os an 
outschool of Chiwata.

The first to live there was Padre Ambrosio, who was then a 
teacher, and after him came Mw. James Akiba. At that time there 
were many people there and they showed a real desire for the 
Christian religion. As the number of Catechumens increased con
siderably, two teachers were sent there when Mw. James left, and 
in 1913 I was sent there, being then a deacon, and found the two 
teachers there and we all three lived at Mnyambe. At that time 
the total number of Christians was fourteen, of whom ten were 
adult men, two adult women and two infants. There were, also a 
great many Hearers. There was then no church at Mnyambe, 
we had daily morning and evening prayers in the school. At the 
great festivals we all, myself, the two teachers and the Christians, 
went to pray at Chiwata. Apart from, the festivals of obligation, 
we went to Chiwata once a month and were thus able to hear Moss 
monthly; it was a walk of three-and-a-half to four hours from here 
to Chiwata. In 1915, during the Great War, the two teachers who 
were here with me left Mnyambe altogether owing to the shortage 
of water j^or it is the custom of the Mission to moke the teachers 
an allow^ce to help them pay for water on the Makonde, but at 
this time during the War there was no means of getting hioney 
from England to give them this assistance. For the journey from 
Mnyambe to the river to get water takes four-and-a-half or even 
five hours in all, going and returning—and one of the difficulties 
in preaching the Word of God on the Makonde is this difficulty 
of water? there are some parts of the Makonde where it takes ten 
hours to go to the river and return. I then lived alone at Mnyambe 
with my wife and children, we had no teacher. We did the best 
we could for ourselves in this shortage of water, although it was a 
great difficulty, and there was no school for nearly four years. But 
those who were under instruction, Catechumens and Hearers, carried 
on, and in 1915 there were added fifteen Christians, ten men and 

And about the beginning of 1916 there were again 
. added fifteen Christians, eleven men and four womeri.

In 1915 there was a severe famine which extended over a wide 
area, and in many places many people died, and half the Christians 
who had been baptized at Mnvambe died, and of the Catechumens 
and Hearers manv died. On account of the famine and the Great 
War the work at Mnvambe came to a standstill at that time, for m 
the month of September, 1916, I was taken ^>7 tj® Germans to 
Lukuledi, together with all the teachers of the U.M.C.A., and we 
were held prisoners there for a whole year. -At

After that I did not return again to Mnyambe for a period of 
eighteen months, i.c., until February, 1918. Also, from December,

could
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1918, until May, 1919, Mnyambp and the whole Makonde district 
was overrun with smallpox and a disease called influenza. (It is 
a disease which causes coughinjr for a period of two days, followed 
by death). As a result of the smallpox and this chest disease very 
large numbers of people died. The scourge lasted for a period of 
six months, and after this period and' the death of many people, 
it began to abate. But the Christians and Catechumens who sur
vived the famine of 1915, perished of the smallpox and the cough
ing. So, you see, Mnyambe could not progress or even continue 
on account of the War, the famine and the smallpox.

After the Great War the work at Mnyambe was just like making 
a new start. An effort was made to go ahead with the Christians 
who were left, but progress was but slow, for while the Makonde 
men gladly accept the Christian religion, the women are somewhat 
difficult. During August, 1919, Mw. Isaak Sindo came and we 
re-opened the school. In November, 1920, I left Mnyambe for 
a whole year to go to the Diocesan Theological College, and I 
returned to Mnyambe again after a whole year. In the course of 
that year, while I was away, Dishop Weston went to Mnyambe, 
and the numbers being so low he gathered together the chiefs 
and consulted with them as to whether they really desired to have 
teachers and to have their children taught: and they answered 
affirmatively. In May, 1922, I was ordained priest and came back 
to live once more at Mnyambe, and as I was now priest Mnyambe 
became automatically a Central Station with its own outschools, 
to wit, Chitangali, Mmanje, Utende and MIolele. We began to 
prosper a little, and the Christians numbered one hundred and one 
adult men and si.xty-onc adult women, without reckoning infants 
or Christians from the outschools. We went ahead so far as to 
send two boys to Kiungani who are now teachers, and at prqscnt 
we have three boys at Minaki of whom one will possibly become a 
teacher this year.

However, the people of Mnyambe began to move away and to 
cultivate their crops at Luchemo and at other places a long way 
from a school: Luchemo became an outschool of Mnyambe, but 
some of the children could not get to school regularly, and Mnvarabe 
""f again been reduced in the number of its people and of the 
children in school. In the month of July, 1926, there was added 
to the parish of Mnyambe Malatu, which is on the far side of 
Chitangali, and used to be in Majembe parish, so that the parish 
of ^Mnyambe now has two churches and eight outschools. The S 
deditauon of Mnyambe church is St. Agnes, and of Malatu, St. 
Matthew. At Malatu the great joy at the feast of St. Matthew 
lastjear was the baptism of the chief of Malatu and his wife and 
children. ^ He IS the chief ICangomba and was given the name of 
Immanuel. Mnyambe is, as it were, the door of the Makonde 
Vhuren, and if it continued to make good progress it would be in 
vety truth the church of the Makonde people without any mixture 
of yaos and Makuiis. §ilvano Ngaweje

AN ULENDO TO NAMIZIMU
. Namizimu is one of the outlying parts of the late ArOhdeicon Eyre's 

dtstnet, and a very beautiful spnt high up in the hills on the east 
Side of Lake Nyasa.

We met at Namwera’s, a Government , official kindly bringing 
US as far as this by motor car, thus cutting out a rather long and 
tiring up-hill walk (of about twenty-seven miles), from our stations 
of Mahndi and Mponda’s.

We spent the week-end here and starred off in our bush-cars 
on Monday morning, the men with the loads having gone on ahead. 
The weather did not look very promising the first thing in the 
morning, and the previous night rain had come down in such t_. 
rents that we began to fear that there was a wet “ ulendo " in store 
for us; however, as it turned out that was the last of the rain, and 
for the rest of the time we had perfect weather. We made cu." 
way first to a little village, where a Mission school had just been 
started. We stayed here a little while and talked to the chief, 
while the people gathered round to have a look at us. As we got 
into our bush>cars and went off again the people escorted us out 
of the village, according to native custom, to see us on our way. 
This tookius through very pretty woods, where after the recent rain 
everything was looking very fresh and green. There were clumps 
of lovely white lilies, like arum lilies but with shorter stalks, and 
very, pretty red flowers like big red balls growing on single stems, 
standing up here and there, showing very bright in the green of 
the woods. The men ran along very quickly with the bush-cars, 
as it was still early in the morning and quite cool.

We came later on where the woods had been cleared, through 
large tobacco plantations stretching away to the foot of the hills. 
After about three hours we arrived at the village where we intended 
staying the night, some of the village men ran out to meet us and 
pulled in our bush-cars, bringing us up in style to our new house, 
lately built for the use of Europeans. It is built In the native way 
with wattle and daub, with two rooms and a idek-up door. We 
were very glad to sit down and rest, while the cook and house-boy 
[^struggled to reduce things to order and prepare a meal for us. 
/Later on we had a talk with the chief, who is a Hearer, and we 
hope he will soon receive the cross. The people soon began coming 
round to see us, those who remembered the gramophone from 
previous visits asked for it, for they never tire of sitting and listen
ing to it. It is often a very good way of getting the people 
together. Others wanted medicine and sores attended to, so we 
set to work with the gramophone and the “ dawa ” basket. After 
a time when a big crowd had collected we had a ” preaching,” con
ducted by Reader Michael, who was accompanying us on the 
“ ulendo ” and meeting us at the various villages. He began by

! tor-
/
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speaking of Archdeacon Eyre's death and reminding the people 
of his wonderful work and life of service. There were veiy few 
present who had not known him or at least heard of him, in all the 
villages that we were visiting. It was not until after dark that we 
all dispersed; we felt quite glad ourselves to get- to bed.

The next morning, after a school inspection and more dealing 
out of medicine, we started off for the next village. The children 
ran a long way with us, shouting and laughing merrily as they 
along.

, we were going gradually up-hill, though there would sometimes 
: he a sudden descent into a pretty dell, and the crossing of a dried- 

up rocky river bed, and it sometimes needed a good deal of skill 
:to walk across the narrow poles strung loosely together and still 
more manoeuvring to get the bush-cars across, then we would be 
faced with a steeper ascent on the other side.'

As soon as we came to the tops of the hills where there were fewer ‘ 
trees, we began to get glimpses of the mountains towering up in 
front of us, and at last we caught sight of Namizimu, our destina- 

; tion—very far away and rising up above the peaks around.
We had very often to get out of the bush-cars and walk, 

continually coming to steep rocky places where it was impossible 
for the men to take us up in the bush-cars. We passed several 
leopard traps made by the natives. As we went on we appeared 
to be circling round and round Namizimu, and seeing it in 
turn on all sides, yet never getting any nearer. It really , was begin
ning to get a little disheartening; however, at last we espied a 
village in the distance. Here we heard from an old man, who 
offered to guide us, that we were near to Namizimu. We had to 
wait a little while as there were large fires burning the long grass 
down, the reason for this, we were told, was that lions had been 
coming every night and taking the goats. When it was safe for 
us to go on, we found to our dismay that although we might be 
near we had yet quite the stillest hit of climbing in front of us 

We had now to climb a very

i

ran

We came through two very picturesque villages, in clearings in 
the wood, where the people all ran out and stared at us in nmaze- 

. raent, for we were liie first while women to visit these villages 
beyond Mkwepu. At one of these villages the chief came to greet 
us, and told us how the people of his village wanted a school, so 
we hope that before long a scliool will be started. We had yet 
some distance to go to the next village, our stopping place, but 
this chief followed us all the way to receive medicine, when it 
should arrive, and have a game of football with the boys there. 
By the time we arrived at Che Litemwe the cook and house>bov 
had already prepared a meal for us and undone our loads. It was 
very cheering to find everything thus prepared for us. After we 
had eaten and rested awhile, we went round and talked to the 
people. This was a very small village, somewhat lonely, sur- 

• rounded as it was by thick forest on all sides, but nevertheless very 
p^ceful and friendly. The chief, although not a Christian, came 
with the rest of the people in the evening to hear the gramophone 
and the preadhing. He, too, knew and had a great admiration for 
Archdeacon Eyre. : Here was a flourishing school and the Yao 
teacher carrying on bravely and perseveringly, although long inter
vals had to elapse between the visits of his priest-in-charge. I 
gave but medicine on the “ konde ” of the house to those needing 
it, fortunately there is comparaUvely little sickness in these villages 
up in the hills, perhaps on account of the healthiness of the climate 
as compared with that of the Lake level.

The next morning we made a very early start, getting up at 
altout four o»clock, and only Stopping to drink a cup of tea while 
the jnen packed up our beds, for they were as anxious as we were 
to be off early, as we had a very long and steep climb before us 
now, quite the hardest part of the journey. It was lovely as we 
started off in the semi-darkness to feel the cool breeze of the early 
rnoming^^and to smell the fresh scent of the woods as we went 
along.^ Nearly all the way we went through woods, in somevparts 
very thi(^. It was a blessing to be sheltered from the heat of the 
wn, which was exceedingly hot when we did happen to come out 
into,an open space. Lovely flowers grew everywhere, lilies and 
or^t^ of all colours, gladioli, and all kinds of sweet smelling 
and brightly coloured tropical flowers. The trees were wonderful, 
too, with their luxuriant growth and great variety. All the time

as weI

before our journey was flnished.
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steep slope covered with big rocks, and everywhere the same lovely 
flowers, only here in greater abundance, tall blue vetch grew every- 
tyhere and yellow flowers like enormous primroses. It was really 
like a huge rock garden, and every now and then as we stopped 
for rest we looked back at the wonderful view of mountains all 
around us. At last we got to the top and to Namizimu. Here we 

met by the teacher who brought us to the wattle and daub 
house built for Archdeacon Eyre's use.

The village of Namizimu stands up on a high plateau, 
surrounded nearly all ways by high peaks and mountain ranges. 
In one direction we looked over into Portuguese territory. The 
Mission .Station is veiy pretty, surrounded by Mlanie cedars 
planted by the Archdeacon. It was a beautiful and peaceful spot 
and from our house we got a beautiful glimpse of the lake far oil! 
showing through a dip between two of the peaks. We went on our 
arrival to look at the little church which the Christians themselves 
are building in honour of Archdeacon Eyre. The thatching of the 
roof was quite finished and it only remains for the second mudding

One afternoon we went with Reader Michael and the te.acher to
Is szi r

ouU^XTlSked ttm l^rf^

a long distance and f ’ “""a f™™

rhe'^p!’e“^Td'l?t2 wltSiBfr^^^^ ^fh^r^^n^o'l
could not well spend lontrer as I.''® feeling that we
we had not beerabirto^yf. which

We returned home the

: spent the week-end, visiting Kapinjili on Sunday. Again we had 
? very large gatherings for the evening preachings and still many 
? requiring " dawa," in fact, they seemed to come'in increasing 
V numbers. We had our services out in the open, as there was no 
, convenient place indoors, and we always had quite a crowd of 

reverent spectators.
: At the last preaching on Sunday evening there were two hundred 

: dr more, among them many Muhammadans, all listening to Reader 
Michael’s words, in which he gave them n very simple summary 
of the Christian’s life and duty. After the preaching was over 

, tnahy rapre required “ dawa " and many wished to stay and talk 
however, we were obliged after a little while to send them away, as 
it was getting late and we wanted to get to bed early ready for an 

> , early Start in the morning.
r ■ From Mkwepu we took a different route, from the one by which 

we had come, bringing us down by a very sudden steep descent to 
MaJindi on the Lake shore. After a stretch of fairly level country, 
we began the descent through a lovely valley, with rocky hill slopes 
rising sheer and shutting us in on either side. At first we descended 

^dually, coming now and again to river beds crossing the path 
that: needed carefully negotiating, then we began to follow a’ 

.winding path down the side of the hill and as we descended wc 
pared over the edge of the path into deep gorges and looked on
to bwutiful tt^e-covered slopes below us; suddenly through a gap 
in the tfees we got a glimpse of the Lake spreading out far away 
ahMd of us and through a gap in the hilis to the right of us. The 
men gave a shout of delight when they saw it, as it meant that 
home was at all events not too far off now. It was soon lost to 
sight again as we got into thicker woods. It was a great relief 

• when at last we got on more level ground and came to more open 
wuntry and could mc the Lake in front of us not very far away.

. We got once more into the bush-cars and were rushed along with 
ffreat sp^d and much shouting and singing and did not get out 
|galn until at last, amid cheers,

After a long ulendo like this one hopes for a large increase in
e number of patients in hospital, for one has been able to see 

an.a persuade to come into hospital many who otherwise would hide 
3nd make no attempt to come in and be 

; ’ partly through fear and partly through ignorance of
hA ^ Mnous state. It may be some weeks before they 

egin to come in, as there are often arrangements to be made for 
liJl » u”®'other members of the family and permission 

obtained from relatives, but this at least is one of the 
visible results of such 
further results

were

never

safely landed on Malindtwc were

an ulendo, and encourages one to hope for 
as one gets to know the people better.

A. K.same way as far as Mkwepu, where we
i6j
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Wi Icara with great regret that Mr. C. E. Anderson was killed last April by an 
elephant In the Tabora district. Mr. Anderson served In the Zanslbar Diocese from 
lOll to 1017, when he resigned to take up a position In the Tanganyika AdminUtmtivi*
Service.—R.

EDITOR’S NOTESAssadatrt* ChfUlnw Preiea! to Workers. Miss G. Le Bailly, Meadow Garth, 
*>« Blad to receive gifu from 3d. upwards fot« the Christmas Present 

M .V" Kigongol, Lumesule. Kwa Mkono, Kwa
Malil, kfatope, M^pe Hill, Meoro, Newala and returning Nyasa workers for the 
voyage. 60 to 00 Assodaiea send each

ARCHDiiACON Hallett.—We iiiust all regret to find that ill- 
health has compelled Archdeacon -Hallett to return to England. 
It was fo0nd that asthma made it difficult for him to do much. 
As he says, “ I found myself to all sntents and for all purposes 
practically useless.” The voyage home did him much good, tut 
immediately on arrival in England the illness returned and at the' 

of writing this he was in St. Luke's Hostel, Fitzroy Square. 
He is again much better, but is uncertain what the future has in 
store for him. • He has many friends here at home and' no 
doubt they will join with us in praying for his complete recovery, 
and, should it be God’s will, the strength to return to hi.s work in 
.Africa.

year.
• • •

KFl.mborouBh, E. York., on Jul, 17. All 
proceeds for U.M.C.A. Any articles for the Malls would be welcomed by the Vicar.

time

THE MISSION STAFF
Name Diocese Dale

Arrivali in England:
Miss Paddiion 
MUi Sommerfetd 
MIm Ferguson 
Miss Kam

Depatluret from England: 
Dlsbep of Zanzibar 
Miss SlmpUn 
Mbs Reeves 
Ar^detcon Clossop

Masatl
Nyasolond
Nyasaland
Nyosaland

May 31 
June 10 
June 10 
June 10

A. Unified Version of the Swahili Bible.—Our very good 
friends, the British and Foreign Bible Society, to whose generosity 
we owe so much, have a vision of a Unified Version of the Swahili 
Bible and this is not at all surprising. For many years they have 
printed two versions, one for the U.M.C.A. and one for C.M.S. 
And it must be admitted that the difference between these two 
versions is not very great. There is some difference in spelling, 
and words are common in one version which are not in use among 
the readers, of the other, and it is unfortunate that these difference 
are con.stantIy recurring and affect words which arc found on most 
of the pages of the Swahili Bible. The expense incurred by 
printing two versions which are .so much alike naturally turns the 
thought of the British and Foreign Bible .Society to a unified

Zanzibar
Nyasaland
Zanzibar
Nyoaaland

June 6 
June 31 
July 8 
July 6 r

N7...l.nd DIoc... owlne t. toll.
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version and the desire that there should be one Swahili Bible for ; 
the whole of East Africa is a desire with which we must all feel 
sympathy. The objections at present are these:

(1) There is no doubt that the Swahili language is undergoing 
considerable changes from force of circumstances and the tendency ' 
IS towards uniformity, but it is only a tendency and it* seems \yiser ^ 
to wait until we can see whether the language is likely to take-a 
more or less uniform shape.

(2) If such a version is possible, it seems obvious that it must 
bo made on the spot by representatives from the principal Missions 
and .some competent native assessors. It will take a considerable i 
time and meanwhile the old versions will be wanted.

(3) It would be unwise to undertake such a version until there 
IS an East African Province. The matter could then come before 
a Provincial Synod,, with some chance of constituting
representative Translation. Committee..

But we must not pigeon-hole the idea but keep it constantly in 
mind; and ive must again thank the British and Foreign Bible 
Society for consenting to publish all the O. T. prophetical books 
in a new version much needed by our own Mission, which, while 
.approximating to the Mombasa version, could not be called a 
Unified Version but only a step in that direction.

SOME BELIEFS AND CUSTOMS OF 
THE WABONDEI

By Canon Sehoza
Introductory Note*
It is a great advantage to have explanations of African beliefs and 
customs from an African like Canon Sehoza, who from the experi
ence of life in his own country and from his work among his 
fellow countrymen, can tell us exactly what these belies and 
customs mean to riiem. Most Europeans in the Bonde country 
have been puzzled at first by two words, wazimu ” and 
" mizimu,” plural forms of a singular word “ mzimu.” We under
stood by these plural words “spirits,” and found it dilfi^ult to 
distinguish between them. We wanted to know what was the . 
difierence between the wazimu and the mizimu. The difference 
in the plural shows that there is a distinction between the . two 
kini of spirits in the mind of the African. Canon Sehoza explains 
what that difference is and no one is more competent that he to give 
us such an explanation. What follows is a translation of the 
Swahili. Canon Sehoza will, I know, pardon me if I do not do 
justice to his explanation.

i-

a competent

G. D.
Mizimu.

Mzimu is a noun, the plural of which is Mizimu. These 
Mizimu are not all of one kind. But more often than not the 
word refers to trees like baobabs or other trees of large size. Some
times the word refers to large rocky caves which inspire fear because 
of their shape or form. The people worship them devoutly, and 
nearly every village or district possesses its mzimu of this character; 
and if a newcomer migrates to a certain district, the rule is to 
escort him to the mzimu of the district in order to let the 
mzimu know that “ this guc.st of ours has come to liye in 
your district,” so that the mzimu may. regard him as one of his 
children. If they have not so introduced the newcomer and any 
misfortune happens to him, the people will'immediately say that it 
is because he has not visited the mzimu, and so, the mzimu does 
not'know that the newcomer is one of his children. So they 
procure a fowl and cook mealy porridge and take him to the 
mzimu with his offering in order to make propitiation for him; 
that the mzimu may not Inflict any further injury on him.

Worship is not offered to the mzimu every day nor is any fixed 
day set apart for such worship. That means that they only visit 
the mzimu when, they have a special request'to make; for instance, 
if there is sickness in the village among the peojjle or tfic domesti
cated animals, such as goats or fowls. If such sickness occurs, the 
elders hold a consultation and conclude that the reason for the

Om*iNo* 10 AN '• Mnwo " in a T*xt OrriRiKoi TO AN Mziiiu " in a Cavi

{St4 page 167|
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j. ..as
10 let the mz,mu know that his children hive comrto h m

bo gntntei thJir r^qu^t' VvS rM

the tree in his eyes corresponds to a mV* ®”®^'PP^'’e Iho mzimu:

..d iJdl:"!.? 's.sr 7“ A"' aKSkr 
«”S”- S, ft.f °f No body. Mzi

^ fear the tree but an invisible 
Wazimu arc the i '

with him and share with him in his thanksgiving, although 
everything is done at his own personal expense.

How to kill an Mtimu.
This is a rare occurrence. I remember it happening 

when I was a child. Sometimes the village, or district r 
annoys people; it may be they are afflicted with siclcness or there 
is a disease among their goats and cattle.

If they go to consult a diviner, they are told that this sickness, 
or disease is caused by an mzimu who is in your neighbourhood, 
Sometimes there is mortality among the children, and if they go to 
to the diviner, they are given the same answer. They first go and 
make trial of the customary offerings, but if nothing happens 
they d^ide to kill the mzimu, by cutting down the tree to make 
the mzimu go somewhere else and find some other habitation far 
away from their village.

So they choose a day, and general invitations are sent.to the 
people of the village or district. In the early morning, they go 
out to the tree and begin to cut it down, taking turns and 
resting until the tree falls. When it falls, they all run away 
and return to their villages. Whilst they are cutting the tree 
down, all the children are shut up in the houses to prevent their 
going out. Perhaps (his is for fear that the mzimu on his 
departure, ongry because he has been driven away from his habi
tation, should do them some hurt if they arc out of doors. '

This belief of the people about mizimu is pot an ancient 
belief only, it exists even at the present time. Not a long time 
ago, I met an old man by himself, clearing the ground near 
(he mzimu, and burning incense to it, and I asked him, “ Father, 
what’s the matter?" And he replied, " I am cleariiig the ground 
near this mzimu, because yesterday the children who passed by 
chasing one another made a great noise and the mzimu was 
displeased. All day and all night he keeps making sounds of 
disgust. So I am burning incense to appease him." And I 
asked him, whether he was burning incense to the tree, and he 
replied, ** No, there is an mzimu who lives in this tree." And 
I asked him whether he had seen him and he replied, " No, an 
mzimu is invisible." So it is evident that they do not wi^rship 
the tree itself, but believe that the mzimu is there, living in the 
tree, but Invisible. Moreover, they believe that if you do see 
him, you %vill die or be ill.

I do not pretend that I am able to explain the origin of 
this belief, but it exists, and not only among the Wabondcl; 

her African tribes hold it, even in the coast towns.

once
mzimuI

I
i
i

never

they reconcile

, wazimu 
you will find 

mystery not 
mu IS a tree but they do

visit us and harm tosftiis ss£ sfe' HriHFrt'v—?
worship of Ihe^counliy «> despise the traditional

obtained the thiSg theV ike^ fm 
occasion they went to pray a sick IfVi. “"f
recovers, they go again in orff<»r r person
made one. it ? maV Ha^ v°shed Z mzIL. '* 
vow, when he goes to pay his vlw. he inv,-.e^ “

tree.

many ot
And in Zanzibar, ns well, it exists; there are mizimu to whom 
worship is offered, even at the present day.

to go
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Dioeesc of Nyasaland
THI- CONFERENCl- TRII’'iithe conference trip It have been a delightful holiday, if the weather had not been so 

unkind.
Besides our contingent, the Charles Janson was making a 

trip up ilie West Coast, collecting Canon Cox and six native clergy.
We slept the first night at Nkudzi, after wooding. In the 

small hours we started off and got to Chilowelo, well up on the 
opposite (the western) side of the Lake. There was quite enough 
sea to make some of us distinctly thoughtful. Next day, Thurs
day, was a tragedy. The Mwera (south wind) blew strongly and 

had to go right across it to get to Kota Kota. We started early 
again and got in about midday, but, until we got under the shelter 
of Kota Kota point, it was a sad business. We took on the staff 
there in the evening and then Capt. Haywood drew out into the 
lagoon to avoid the mosquitoes. 1 do not know how the ladies 
mana

When 1 worked at home, in the days before motorcars and motor 
Sed'Xch.^®"’ terribly because our

spoi the anciem : ^
ty of Wells. Why, it takes a whole day to pet thprp 1

mintaum. WiTa, h wouU bH ™r"Risho‘'

Further downXy Seked LT.nn”"*'’ J.""* fr"- Likoma. 
Liuli. After del)«UinE them "t

arriv”"oa°S.iTc^cIes''‘rd‘’;hr
car. It was a g^t reS Then nt. ^ ‘>'6 Mission
danger of a bad^case in hosnital nreve^'T''®^’ “■"’ays a
one lady cannot ^Irft S LKm “"’‘"S- Then
to stay with her. This timB'li w i” ‘■“■de who is
Miss Lu^ knnv that she could get There 'wa!
case at Fort Johnston, at which®sh.T™. ‘"fre "as an important 
evidence. Luckily we heard from "'cdicai
could not come oil for three weeks No^ndf '"h*'!?® ‘''® “““
so we ail got safely on bSrJand'saMtom ,h h"“
M a.m. Some three hours later sawtm NO, d 
up Father Luxford from MkooT wWch "''"c "e picked
complete. "’“‘■o our southern party
alentthe^aTes“h?d“Sbi'ns?elTwt^■r™

uecK. There was no plactireot a'ti^t L7h ““'Ped on the 
but othenvlse the de<* made deliohifnf •oilels,
nights the deck wasTverrowded n ‘"I'”"'”-and all the house-boyrXtme sLmrh"T ™‘"'
ing on the open pa.^ of the “eSc. afTof the tnnt“ 'l“P-
m upon us, poor things, for shellcr ri” . t ‘’"ven
crew did evening o^ible foTf ^F‘' Haywood and his
Kuki Ma-tthew, is the'^SStTooI „ old
of chairs. Wo could read, chat or play^^^.' ston'l’d

V-.

we

ged tliat night,
ff at midnight and the Lake was again very choppy and there 

were many casualties. In something over seven hours we got 
round Mala point, the promontory which shelters all the channel 
between Likoma and the mainland. We lay at Mala village for 
the rest of the morning to take wood. It is just an hour's run to 
the landing-place at Likoma, all sheltered by Mala point, so after 
a peaceful morning, we all arrived in high spirits, just at the proper 
hour, according to the Bishop’s time-table. . >

On oui^vay back we did a quick trip.
Wedne^ay, May i, after Compline. The 
midnight on Sunday and taken all the northern folk back. We

with four more added-to their numbers.’ We
got 0

C.M.” came

We all got 
" C.M.”

on board on 
had left at

Tiip. Crew of tub ’* Chaunct Maples ”ryo
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JOHN DAVID SAIDI, PRIEST
AN APPRECIATION

Padre John Saidi passed to his rest on Ascension Day, May o, 
after a long illness.

John Saidi was an Mbondei of the Mkuzi district, but he had 
Zigua blood in his veins through a grandmother, and it was in 
the Zigua that his life’s work was done. He went out there as a 
Deacon in 1909, just before Canon Petro Limo was sent to be the 
first resident priest in that country. The centre of the work 
then at Kwa Magome, and in those pre-war days Catechumens were 
coming in in a steady stream from most of the districts where the 
Mission had schools, and the Church grew and prospered 
mightily. Then came the war, with its years of captivity for 
priests and teachers alike, years which brought to tlie Christians of 
the Zigua a set-back, but to the Moslems an opportunity. Soon 
after the release and return of our priests and teachers in 1917, 
the chief station was moved from Kwa Magome to Kwa Maizi 
and the district divided by the setting up of a new church at 
Mandera, with John Saidi, now a priest, as priest in charge. There 
he laboured most faithfully and built up a body of Christian^ of 
whom any> priest might well be proud.

In 1923, when Canon Limo went to Zanzibar, Padre John 
ceeded him at Kwa Maizi and there remained until August, 1928, 
when he was seized by the sickness that was to prove fatal.

His zeal showed no slackening, but Kwa Maizi, with its 
responsibility for the oversight and feeding of a Central School, 
added to the work of a very wide-spreading district containing a 
dozen out-schools and some five hundred Christians, is bound to 
dissipate the energies of a priest working single-handed, and I 
think it is probable that his most effective spiritual work was done 
at Mandera. Nevertheless, this is not to say that he did not do 
well at Kwa Maizi: he did very well indeed, and probably-better 
than anyone else could have done.

Intellectually he was very clever and very quick and I think 
he was one of the most persuasive talkers 1 have ever met. People 
(might set out to go to him, thinking they had a cause of disagree
ment with him, but once face to face under the spell of his geniality 
and that wonderful tongue, they would feel that there was not only 
no cause of disagreement, but that it would be impossible to quarrel 
with anyone so nice. This persuasive power, a particularly valu
able one in Central Africa, he was able to use most effectively in 
settling the disputes and difficulties of others. Only the day before 
the news of his death reached Kiva Mkono, I was coming back 
from a safari and someone who was with me was’ talking about 
it. He put it like this:—“ You thought you had a quarrel with 
your wife, and a serious one. Then Padre John came to your

!
I was

Tin Chaukcy Mapus ” at Likoha

"’'■'’.'’[eht on the Thursday niorning, even more
wTunkind“"„nTlh "’m "•'“•her

M I ^ ^ the Mwera blew strongly. As soon as we were 
^nnSd “ depressing dav, for we only
tof P”' passengers and then had
ever^e wiid A® evening. How-
» bad WelftTl'’® • “ " ® crossing was not
Wlitfo- on Friday, staved a while at
were at the°*Bar®hv ‘‘“r?'" “"dwere at the Bar by midday. Our friends farther south deuarted
aatbS.'" “ motorcar, to be in time for Sunday ^

P™bus, who was left in 
nt Mpondas, reported all well. Our goods had been in 

r-ot?;, ^ ‘''® P° everything was as it should be. Evervone
gave us an uproarious welcome. Our two small house-boys ^who
much ^®®" “P.‘''® comported themselvL’ with

Stolte-hold. But'thr,rikirof 'the ^“"wfsTaB "IT fm^e'^. "’®
, G. H. W.

suc-

on their

r;''
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JOHN DAVID SAIDI Diocese of Masasi

village and greeted you and your wife: then he talked to you and 
then to her; and the next morning you woke up and found not so 
much that he had settled your quarrel as that there had been no 
quarrel there to be settled.” As a preacher, too, he was exception- 
ally gifted. They say that to hear him preach about the Passion 
was an experience not to be forgotten. He was also a wonderful 
mimic and could reproduce to the life the voice and manner and 
gesture of anyone whom he knew well. Many times he has 
entertained me with stories of Bishop Smythies, for whom he had 
a great respect not unmixed with 
Smythies, but I 
^vas too good not to be true.

Bishop Weston both loved him and relied on his judgment, 
specially in matters concerning the Zigua, and I think there 
have been few people in the diocese with whom he talked

''n '-f* When the Bishop’s Life came
an afterwards, when having
"ikeTh V "" Kwa Maizi, I asked him how hf

t there is a lot more
Buiinn“h^ told about him.” He then went on to tell how the 
tnnji to African customs. It was a
tho^zSo°nd“h^l“"’ “t Hegongo and going out into
!ind ^ ^ ^ conversation word for wordand all the comments made by all and sundry.
whpn h n “’““t 8.30 p.m., and it was well after to o’clock 
when he fimshed, and we turned into church for Compline If

Tnhn ‘ perhaps the first place Padre
hm devmlo His Sevotion to his wifrand
re w-In 5 ‘‘ “'ways a pleasureind Josefine has nurkd hliWav

"’“"•hs of sickness and excessive 
foTbnv ' h”'' ‘■e had a

rjnili cT 1 attraction for them T^e
Antral School at Kwa Maizi was as the apple of h™ eve 
Nowhere will his passing be more sorely fell than there ^ 
frnri'^* ” “ f?‘thf“> Pncst and a man of power has gone

MAKING A CHIEF
First of all the people themselves talk things over by themselves. 
When they have made up their minds tliey. present their plan to 
the overlord of the whole district, overlord by inheritance from 
time Immemorial.

He gives his advice, asking them '* Whom do you who live 
there want?” They reply, ” So and so; he is a good man, he is 
also kindly, and well-mannered and dignified.”

After this they wait a little longer and make arrangements to 
inform their distant relations, and elders, and invite them to come 

I and give him good advice and exhortations. But to the man who
i IS going to be taken to receive the title they do not say ” We intend

to give you the title,” for the holding of a title is not a pleasant 
thing, it is a very great burden and a great deal of trouble, and 
there is also danger attached to it. Kingship is a dangerous office.

At last, on the day itself, they tell him, and he is startled when 
they say, ” We give you tliis title; now you are our chief.” .

This is the advice and exhortation (” Malango ”) which is given 
to him :—

“You are now to be 
r a person very quiet
> and composed. You
t: are not to be easily

made angry, neither 
you, nor your children, 
nor your people. If 
you see anyone at all, 
welcome him to eat at 
your house, so that 

] when he goes home he
will give a good 

j account of you. For,
1 if a man is good, his
.V good fame spreads
•j abroad. If you hear

that anyone has said 
evil of you, do not get

I never saw Bishop 
sure the reproduction of voice and

awe.
am manner

can
more

.f ■

ililii*pi.!
angry about it, merely 
answer, * Very well, I 
have heard.’ After-

J. L. M.Kwa ^fkono.

wards, until you see 
personally the man 
who has spoken ill of 

!; you, behave nicely 
with regard to him. 
If you do this it is 

- well, and you will be

f.

A ClIlRF IN N. Riiodbaia
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MAKING A CHIEF

well spoken of. Look very carefully after those dependent 
on you. Do not be lazy at work, whether it be tilline 
the ground or whatever you do. Be a person diligent 
at all kinds of work. If you do this you will have a good repu
tation among all men. If your children (i.e., those dependent 
on you) fight, call them all together and make them all agree 
together satisfactorily. If you are unable to get them to do this 
send them to your overlord that he may judge between them 

Do not in any way despise your eldersj honour them, for it 
IS ihey who will give you good advice continually.”

And the ezhortation given to his wife is this
husband. If you honour him, people will do 

T^lf th?° be a person honoured by all men.
till the ground: look after your children. Do not show
tour“chMH"’’ ‘b™ Thus you will be honoured by all 
your children, and your husband will be greatly respected I"

“'bortation given to those dependent on him, not to the 
L th^sl- ^ ‘ “"d middle-aged people, also

THE SULTAN OF ZANZIBAR AT 
OXFORD

Dr, Lock has kindly sent us this speech of His Highness the 
Sultan of Zansibar, delivered at Oxford:
Mr. Vice-Chancellor and Gentlemen,

I thank you for the honour whicli you have done me in 
welcoming me to this ancient University of Oxford and inviting 
me to be your guest at one of ats most famous Colleges.

In the recent history of the vast territories of Eastern Equatorial 
Africa, over which the sword of my ancestors first established 
control, your sons have played a notable part. The Universities' 
Mission to Central Africa first began its labours in our island of 
Zanzibar, and with the active assistance of my predecessors was 
enabled to extend its activities to this great hinterland. Among 
the Oxford men who have spent their lives ns members of that 
Mission, and in the service of the native peopl^ with whom they 
dwelt, my house has found many loyal friends. This initial 
co-operation paved the way for the intervention of the Great 
Powers and the coming of European administration; and in this 

phase also, your University has not failed to send us men 
whose wisdom, leadership, and self-sacrifice have shown these 
primitive peoples of the British Empire how to tread the p£\ths 
of progr^, if they will.

Let me recall for you a few of these great men whose names 
are specially remembered by us in East Africa. Sir Arthur 
Hardinge, my friend of many years’ standing. Fellow of this 
College, and’ one of Zanzibar’s most famous Consuls-General; 
Sir Rennell Rodd, and Sir Charles Eliot, both of them dis
tinguished Ambassadors and Administrators, and the last named 
a great Oriental Scholar; A. C. Madan, of the Universities’ 
Mission to Central Africa, scholar and author of much valuable 
work on the Swahili language; and lastly, Frank Weston, late 
Bishop of Zanzibar, another old and good friend of mine; while 
of Oxford’s sons by adoption, we reverence in particular David . 
Livingstone and Edward Steere.

To-day, men of this University continue to come 
Africa as settlers, merchants, missionaries, civil servants, and in 
.other capacities. The long tradition of my line leads me to 
irecognize a certain subtle quality, or shall I say habit, of rule, 
which specially fits many of these sons of yours for the work they 
undertake in African Native Territories.^ I understand that these 
young men are drawn from all conditions of your people. In 
view of this fact, I can only marvel at the essential qualities 
of vour race, and the cumulative authority of your University 
traditions. Since David Livingstone first directed the attention 
of the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge to Africa, remark-

the interior of that

i

“i' honour your chief, and his
“ ™sh him lo bo given

lou do " h™’ “| ™ here may all know. If
Hein hfr-’ bad, take all that

P his work. If you quarrel with one
?oS^ If^hc?s?n''a„v"lnri?“L''® may make peace between“X S-icias; is
su^^ are very good.- and they wil/respect you tor U
be a^ve^trongrngm^do.'"

Do not forget to give honour 
to your Father; you 
This is I 
pleased.

last

f

to your Mother just as you do
great nraise and .T ‘‘"'"S h for her sake but for his. great praise, and when your father sees it he will be

are
very

the ezhortations (Malango) given .at the bestowal of the
out toThese are

title.

Sfmon Kasembe

able superficial changes have swept over
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THE SULTAN OF ZANZIBAR AT OXFORD THE NARROW PATH

Continent. These changes are producing many grave racial, 
^lal religious, and economic problems. The future of the 
Bniish Empire, of Africa, perhaps even of Western civilization 
itselt, may depend on how these problems are faced. You gentle
men in Oxford and Cambridge can help us to face them with 
wjsdom and courage.

May I then, as one who is proud of his partnership in our 
great Empire, sound a note of warning? Africa now more than 
ever needs the attention of the British people, lest the guidance 
of these great countries, which Almighty God has hitherto 
entrusted to my race and yours, and which are so fundamentally 
dilferent from your own, be allowed to fall into hands unpractised 
In, and perhaps unqualified for, the higher trusts.

vast Now the roads are beginning to open wide, for the Government 
i is opening up the country. It is being done quietly: but slowly 
I and surely the roads are stretching long wide tentacles over all 

Africa. ,
All this is typical of our medical work. Our paths are very 

narrow, for our workers are very few. No grand hospitals mark 
our depots, only a few mud and grass huts complete our medical 
" Camps.” The paths are narrow and difficult, and you can't 
" form fours.” Your work is isolated, so you walk in “ single 
file ” through forests of needle-injections, open spaces of wounds 
and ulcers; the bush and scrub of .inHamed eyes, septic ears,

! abscesses and the common or garden ailments of indigestion, con-
{ stipation and sundry “ tummy ” troubles. We carefully watch

our feet for the snake-like wiles of witchcraft, and in so doing we 
get caught in the web of leprosy, which is coming more and 
more to the front of African diseases. On loolting up we meet the 
flowers of African courtesy and kindness, hiding behind its beauty 
the throbbing life of Africa, almost impenetrable to European 
eyes. The medical path is trying to lead upwards, but there are 
many rivers to cross. Many have been crossed by our noble 
pioneers, but there are still more, and the hill is ever in front. 
Our doctors and nurses are conquering them all one by one with a 
wonderful spirit, and Masasi at the moment is fighting desperately 
without a doctor at alii Even now, for want of bridges of help, 
many Africans are crossing that last river in doubt and. loneliness.

they are leading over the 
them to seek help in their

THE NARROW PATH
the sl^m “f. Africa are really narrow footpaths, made bv 

Africans travelling from village t'o
n V ^ “f by-wavs, ihrough

forwt, bush and open spaces. An uninitiated traveller'would soon

wonderment at nature’s beauty on the ground, you walk into a 
'P”" “"’“•he path from bush to bush. You

i' the night-Good r.ofd, ielim ut'” ’’“'"P

towards us I The more 
we do, the more there is 
to do, and still the nurses 

•come at rare intervals in 
; ; stjjgle file I The, road is 
, ready for us ta walk three 

and four abreast, but the 
> line remains very thin.

Will those who read 
this pray for more nurses 
for the iMission Field, 
especially for Masasi. By 
prayer united, God will 
open ’the eyes of some 
wondering souls who are 
listening for the call and 
our Loving Father is ever 
mindful of His black 
sons and daughters. The 
black babies are holding 
out their hands for help 
from their white sisters.

M. Alexander

■If
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Diocese of Nyasaland KOTA KOTA TO LIKOMA

rather than of envy for the discomforts Lake travel entails in the 
interest of their work.

I We stopped off Msumba to drop Canon Cox and to discharge 
5 such ^rgo we had brought for his station; here also we picked up 

Miffi Siinpkm and Miss Medd, who had been paying one of their 
f periodical visits, by which some attempt is made to moke up for 

the absence of resident ladies in the Portuguese part of the diocese. ' 
comparatively safe and comfortable 'position 

; on the steamer s deck the difficulty of landing and embarking when 
: the weather is rough, and congratulated ourselves on the knowledge 

that when our time came to disembark at Likoma later in the day 
we should find ourselves in a bay thoroughly well sheltered from 
the south I

The stay at Msumba was cut as short as possible so as to ensure 
our arriving at Likoma in good time that afternoon, and just before 
lunch was announced we found ourselves at Ngoo, the scene of 
Canon Augustine Ambali’s labours since he began to find the work
ing of the great Msumba district too much for his advancing years. 
The old Canon came off as soon as the steamer dropped anchor and 
lunched with us; I had never previously had the joy of meeting 
him, but we were soon chattering hard like old friends, of people 
and places we both knew and 3oved—Petro Limo and SamwiI 
Sehoza and Kiungani and the rest—which had meant so much to 
us both in past years, and of which we each delighted to speak to 
another who_ viewed them, too, through the rosy mists of memory. It 
w^ also a joy to me to find someone who spoke so fluently and 
idiomaticallyi^e Swahili of Zanzibar, while it seemed to be almost 
equally a relief to Canon Ambali to use the tongue of his youth |n 
place of the Chinyanja which must always remain to him even after

MY AFRICAN TOUR
By Canon E. F. Spanton

XII—KOTA KOTA TO LIKOMA

was still
blowing hard from the south, though perhaps not quite so strongly 
r^t port o^ran.‘° which was olt

We noticed from our

Mlengula, at which we were very glad 
o clock m the afternoon, is a place of some importance in that it 
k s not"veJS“f ‘ " O" ‘ho lake shore; fortunately
L I. M Msumba, Canon Cox’s head stalion and so

° difficulty to maintain those personal
contacts which are of such immeasurable importancrfn Sng
or® foreign Th^‘M“" "’'■“'‘>"“"7 “nd officfals, whether British 

• h„* ^ Mission has a flourishing school at MtenmilA'

.ime for a state calf on hTma; L htjd’thT?if:lffi°

to arrive about five

fheller of Mten^la Bay we fCd fhm

r.'s.'s r jf
•• C.M.” might be exDe«ed to®7ii® ‘berefore thet-he had donlthen. S hores wera7sdSeV7. 
the last day of our trip was a®veiy plLiSnt7i“7 
a good deal more motion on the khio ’ 7°“gb ‘bare was
found to their liking; the Lake is a l7,7ra x?"' 
tag an ease of communication belw«7st7^^ “ ^J^jaad, ^iv- 
makes the members of some of our mher 7 which
mmpare it with their own diffiLltie, ?r » *“7®? '"'"ous as they 
be paid for this, as for ,hS7T„ “ Pl“ bas m
land stnff who are bad sailors & a ^airfo7me2„‘ra o^TfT;

r.
I
■1

f.
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KOTA KOTA TO LIKOMA
OUR MISSION STATION IN 

ENGLANDthe lapse of many years a foreign, even if now a familiar, tongue. I 
was sorry, and 1 think Canon Ambali was soriy too, when all too 
soon the lime came to leave Ngoo; but we looked forward to other 
opportunities of friendly discourse on subjects familiar to us both,
smrwith'’Snon"‘co™ It MsurT’ “

Soon after getting away from Ngoo we found the Lake had 
hZX more kindly, and a short delightful afternoon's steam 
brought us within sight of Likoma itself j we saw the hilly rocky
but k wn"'“ T '"“"Sh to see any detail,but It was still wrly m the afternoon when we caught our first
from'’u^ i°h ‘h“ ‘*■0 ‘op of a point which still hidfrom us the bay in which we were shortly to land.
come “5*'“''®' •*'= ®'='“’P *'in’So>f having

u® T'aon'o nnd he was.accompanied by a ^ 
nrcS t7i?"'‘^ on the island to whom the monthly
anc^ n !h Mponda’s is an event of some imporf-
“he statVon and ^ P""''™"' .“l' 'hore we made our way towards

rf the w'lf^ d?" “f "fo no" : Ukoma\u,
raih^ 1^ f Nyasaland. I have spoken of it as rtreat
^wmW “mpared with some*^European cathedrals

more really like a Llhedr^rihsTany k “^a oLris^’h “ h

t^thedStl chZtr<Sam?teri 
InteCe?! “ “ ‘'”=" W 
and'Vrch“d"ea"cot"GS>Tgrw"ho'"''’'"^^
much concerned in its building.

(ST. MICHAEL'S, TANKERTON-O.N-SHA)
open from April 6 until June 24,

• and proved to be a great success. During this period the number 
i ‘of visitors who stayed in the house was sixty, whilst forty other

visitors came in just for an odd lecture or to take pan in tile Chapel 
, services. Fortunately we were able to have with us a resident. 
, chaplain throughout, so that the altar was, as it should be, the 

centre of all our activities; two of our chaplains were priests from, 
Africa, Fr. Bacon of Nyasaland, and Fr. Denniss of Masasi, whilst, 
the third, Fr. Simpson, who stepped in to fill up a breach, was a. 
very great friend of the late Bishop of Zanzibar.

All our visitors departed, being thrilled with the glowing 
accounts of work in Africa, and, we trust, determined to work the 
harder that the Church may extend its borders in that dark Con
tinent. Time proved too little to quench the insatiable thirst witK 
which visitors came to St. Michael’s for knowledge of the Mission., 

One day during the last fortnight we had a sort of f6te, throw
ing open the grounds to the general public from 3 to g. There 
three or four stalls of articles for sale and various side attractions.. 
During the afternoon there were three short talks on Mission work 
given by the deputations in residence at that time; but the greatest 
thrill of all was the African tableaux performed by the children of 
St. Peter’s, Whitstable, with all the local colour possible. The 
children wefis browned and clothed in African garments with such 
remarkable success that even their parents and friends failed, ta 
recognize them instantly. They presented two tableau.x, . one 
depicting a hospital scene, whilst the second depicted a school In. 
progress, during which the children sang portions of a Swahili 
hymn and song with such accurate pronunciation that i seemed to, 
be transported back to Africa again. At the end of these tableaux 
they gave an exhibition of African dancing. In these scenes they 
acquitted themselves very creditably, the more so since they, had 

A had only one week in which to prepare and practice.
* It is hoped that the “ Mission Station ” at Tankerlon w'ill be- 

reopened on October 5 and continue to remain open until June 27, 
1930, so as to give further opportunities for increasing our know
ledge of Africa. Will those who would like to avail themselves 
of this further opportunity please communicate as early as pos
sible with Miss Hilda Spanton, in order to ensure getting a room? 
F^r the benefit of those who do not know Tankerton, I might add‘ 
that it is a delightfully quiet seaside place, with beautiful grass, 
slopes down to the sea, and air so bracing that it is calculated to. 
increase your weight at three pounds per week. The Chapel, house, 
and grounds of the Mission Station defy description. Is it too. 
much to hope that the house will be filled throughout the coming> 
session?

The " Mission Station ” was

con-

were-

were in their several capMkiM''ro

A; H. D.
>83182
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CENTRAL AFRICAHOME JOTTINGS !
RECORD OF THE WORK 

UNIVERSITIES' MISSION TO CENTRAL

No. 561. XLVII. SEPTEMBER

Tbe General Fond Receipts compare at follows

Received during June ..............
Total receipts to May 31

OF THE 
AFRICA1929 1028

X18,0G3

Price 2d.An increase of X605 > 1929i« i On Lr CONTENTS

'™ Nunu,Kon., .

100

T. nill.1 pc.nt^ SKI.I.flM.-Wc .r. pleurf Ihnt «. mnn> Stcrimries 
tmvc sent in lUelr buli-yewrly remuinncea; It is 0 ^at help t» the .Mission. Will 
IW who have net m rrmltled thU year kindly do .so os eariy as possible.

«
"Tbe Danila."—We regret that owing to lack of copy 

to publish an issue of Tht UulUtm tills year. Perhaps some of 
furnish us with some Interesting matter for the September number.

we have not been able 
secretaries will

ON LIGHTS*
F*cWpg Room.—We shall be glad not to have parcels for Africa 

Jring the months of Au^i and September when the staff 
holidays and it will be dilficult to acknowledge parcels.

And won t you have no ’lectric lights u> click? How will you 
see to go to bed?" This (|uestion, put to nu' hv a lady aged four 
a few weeks before 1 left England, made me'wonder also; how 
was I going to see to go to bed or to do anything else in this odd 
country that was to be my home? I proceeded to make a f(;w

are inking much nmJed

:
THE MISSION STAFF enquiries,

There were, it appeared, three forms of illumination to choose 
from; the Hurricane Lamp-a most disquieting name this; the 
Nurses Lamp—the Army and Navy Stores called this one 

bqunt, which w.as soothing after the "hurricane"; and a 
thing called Hitchcock. Of this last I was told bv two authorities 

It <is quite indispen.sable " and " have nothing to do with (hem 
they are always choked with dead insects." I decided to leave 
Hitchcock alone, and I ultimately arrived at Likoma po.ssessed of 
a Hurricane and a Squat. The latter lives up to its name, it just 
squats and gives light; the former I discovered to be what 1 knew 
dunng my \var-time sojourn in a workhouse as a " Zepp light "; 
it IS not beautiful; but it can, and does at Likoma, produce 
beautiful efTecls.

F-Icre darkness falls early .Tnd suddenly, and by six o'clock the 
lamps are called into use. From my house, at five minutes to 
spven, one can see little lights appearing and disappearing all 
the station as people approach their dinner. And here It is onlv 
fair to say that on tlie konde of the mezani where we sit after 
dinner, there is a Lamp! The ribald—onlv of course there are 
none such here—might consider it reminiscent of a suburban rail
way station, but most of us have respect for it, and never more 
so than when it is suddenly and violently extinguished while 
one IS in the, middle of some really thrilling cross-word puzzJe.

i
Name Diocese Date

ArrivaU in England x 
ArchJencOfi llallett 
Miss Uartlett 
Rev. C. C. Cooke 
Milt .Maihewt 
Canon Coa 
Mr. K. r.uihric

' Pr^rtures (tom England 
Mr. n. H. FUhrr 
Rev. A. M. Jones 
Rev. II. Dennifi 
.Mill Egan 
Mill Young 
Mr. R. Smlih 
Sbter .Margaret Mary 
Sister Frances 
Siller Ellrabeth

Zanzibar
Zanzibar'
N. Khodesin 
Zanzibar 
N'yataland 
Nyasaland

June 21 
June 21 
June 24 
July 12 
July 15 
July 18

:
Nynsaland 
N. Rhodesia 
Masasi 
Nyasaland 
Nyataland 
Nyasaland 
Klosasi

July 12 
Aug. 2 
Aug. 8 
Aug. 8 
Aug. 8 
Aug. 8 
Aug. 8 
Aug.10 
Aug. 10

some

Zanzibar
Masasi over

Roluld Smlih I. .n enBinm. Th. 
Ann.]., .M»U,ionr, I. to bo Principol of Iho Diocemm fr.InloK CoIIobo, Fioilo.

Rev.
All
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ON LIGHTS

And then the lamps go in twinkling procession down the hill j
to the Cathedral, for Compline; and there, turned low, and for the j
most part hidden behind pillars, they give just enough light to ■' 
show the height and span of the arches, to give a dim mysterious 
loveliness to the dark Sanctuary and Baptistry, and to touch the 
beauty of the bats, which soar and dip and flicker across 
the shadows. And if the glory of God is in the flight of a bat, as 
surely it must be, then is He glorified all through the hotirs of 
darkness by these little creatures of His.

•And what of His lights? There are thousands upon thousands 
of little (winkling sparks moving .silently, unceasingly, armies 
upon armies of fireflies, making a gleaming fairy citv of every 
tree and bush. The.se too, find their wtiy into the Cathedral, and 

up and up into the darkness like tiny gleams of prayer.
The moonlight here has a radiance of its own, especially when 

it .shines on the mirror of the lake, and when there is no moon her 
absence only heightens the brilliance of the stars. The centre 
of their glory is the Southern Cross—that five-starred wonder of 
the .skies. Four stars mark the four points of the cross, the fifth 
the Wound in the Sacred Side, and all the other stars, large and 
small, Mcm to gather round them as a central point; perhaps a 
sign of promise for this land where the people shall one day 
gather in their thousands round the Cross itself. And then the 
dawn! Tlie stars fade away, only one or two linger as If (hey 
would fain .see the glory to come. Far away on the mainland s 
[he hills are a deep soft black, their outline etched against a clear 
luminous grt^n sky. At their feet the lake lies .still, and grev 
like steel. The green slowly turns to primrose, to orange, to 
gold, the grey to our Udy’s own blue, and as the Angelus rings, 
the sun appears in all his .splendour, and the whole world is flooded 
with golden light.

CUTTING DOWN 
IN N. RHODESIA

IVe publish the following article by Padre Hack briesui,, 
charge af Mapauaa Northern Rhodesia, as a coZeJZtnTe 
0} what ts involved by a reduction of trranls such a/ A/ic 
IU~ this year U jnusl be boJefu Zraat llapZo^s 
only one of several stations in the diocese and that we have no
Zh7rs than theothers. Similarly, we most not forget that N. Rhodesia is only
dolTh ““ “w ^ groaning under the cidting
R^ch made necessary by a reduced income. Padfe
Ruck makes us sea vividly what it all means to his particular
tn^iT' "‘“f ’'."‘“‘P'y t’-onbles of which he tells L by the 
number of central stations in the Uksion if we would rLliVe 
rightly what this enforced economy involves to our missionaries 

'J /our tiioceiM. And what is the remedy fur which every 
reader of this sad story must wish to seekt ^

Such m/llod 3'®'"''^ deficiencies.
Such methods, indeed, might result in an aggravation of the

‘ /“(uro; we arc only too sadly
aware that the many special donations received in lysCi are indirectly

""3' misled the Committee 
which teh^hc pursestrings and.indnced them to lend loo ready
ZT f i T *'™"3' increased grants in 1927^
7bot , '‘‘^‘'’’P“‘ mark undertaken on the strength of
those larger grants, and to-day it is the need of reducing the 
increases then made which has caused the trouble which ~
Ruck helps us so well to understand. What we need in order to 
relieve our missionaries from their pressing anxiety about finance 
Fuld Z whVh ^"PP‘>^‘ Reived by our General
orttir ZaZ!‘ “ necessaries

re Jo, ‘'Z 3'“" « hopeful, it appears as if
PlZt rZZS fronts again for xgyo.
horn Zn ‘Z ‘^hall not be freefrom an.xiety till we see whether iqjo itself will fiistily these larger 
grants, and so on tn the vears ahead. ' *

.steadily increasing contributions to the General Fund alone can
to VrZ fllZhy themto turn all their energies to the work that 
must sec to it that we do not fail them in this.

ZorTiL »/ Creneral Fund that matters
rZrJi Z, ‘'"3'"»nff else; a sudden spurt which cannot be kept up 
IS probably worse then useless, for it is even harder to have to cut

I
one

soar

1

SPiiiiM '’Kh'olh every men that conteth
ITJZ ‘‘•r O'-' ™ may help to make Itshine in some of the hearts that are still in darkness.

Padre
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matters; we at home
I
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CUTTING DOWN IN N. RHODESIA
CUTTING DOWN IN N. RHODESIA

down work once begun than not to undertake a development 
ever promising, which cannot be maintained.
Readeks of Centbal Africa must have been thrilled by an editorial
:prTuS‘ZtU'siS.^ oTtr^LTct^nTas^AT^^tl
the possibility of linking up the Dioceses of Masaii and Nyasaland ' 
There must be many who are thanking God ttvday that their manv ' 
prayers for the conversion of Islam are being so evidently answered^ ‘ 
S ° the future constrain me to try and help readefi ’
of C^RAL Africa to bear m mind that there is another sWe of 
the P'Ettire, here and now, which is quite the reverse of thrilling 
I I*'®™™ constrained to do so, because in the same nofe
to which I refer we read: " It will, of course, be a matter of 
biderable congratulation if, notwithstanding our fears to the con 
^ry a year ago, it is found possible to maintain ^ist ng work":
Drint”r »“i? ‘''® RW™rs in
fn rk,. •’f" "'“de abundantly dear to us by wrfteremmsmi
HiifgfiiP.
and it was VviSnt^th-it m “‘aaotd'nary change came about

one was comin^Lr™'take°fhe'dnc apparent that no
the end of last year I am Jr
help you to realfze what it ""•'1]®'^ hopeless to try and
one or two facts chosen m without a nurse here. But
were broughfto us Z IbR ’’"'P'
the other with a gunshot wound fracture of the leg and
miles to the neares^Zirr ? "’® ' aent them off fifty
another 150 miles tofhe nZSt at’-dl°M '’"‘I'” 
trust his native orderiira withZ X'"',®’’'® "“rse, because he cannot 
able nurse 200 mites nwiv h Nearest avail- ,
casein to the doclor AHiib. ^ Previouslv I sent another 1aoctor. A little girl had been found lying Insensible '

hOWn
on the fire in a hut which had been struck by lightning. The

time the Childs arm w« in a truly terrible state. She is now 
getting better, but will be terribly deformed, poor child. I could 
tell you, if there were space, of numerous death-beds 1 have been 
pre^nt at recently, all apparently cases for simple nursing.

But there is another aspect of our derelict hospital which affects 
us considerably. All last year we had a travelling hospital orderly, 
who spent his whole time going round the district, keeping 
teachers supplied with simple remedies, treating numerous cases 
in districts where there was no teacher and persuading others to 
come in to hospital for treatment. He was doing invaluable work 
in making the work of the Mission known in new districts and 
pttmg in touch with a large new population. This boy had to 
be cut ” when the nurse left. For a few months I have been 
able to keep the teachers supplied as before, when I pay my monthly 
visits to the outschools, but even that has to cease now, as’ the 
simple remedies have come to an end, as there is no nurse here 
to order and supervise the distribution of the drugs.

weeks’ time our lady teachers are going; they have 
n cut. They have to go elsewhere to fill up gaps, as there 

IS no money to bring out the necessary reinforcements from home. 
And there is no one coming to take their place. Their chief work 
has been to run the Central Station Boarding School for boys. 
^ I am left with the choice of either running the Central Station 
Schtml myself or visiting the outschools. I cannot do both, as 
visiting the outschools takes me away from the station for two 
weeks in each month and I have no reliable native teacher to leave 
m charge of the Boarding School during my absence. But, as a 
matter of fact, there is no choice. I cannot give up visiting the 
outschools. Admittedly our outdistrict is a small affair compared 
with other statioris in this and other dioceses. There are a mere 
handful of Christians and 500 or so catechumens scattered over an 
area of 1,200 square miles. But, as I said above, we have been 
wailing fifteen years for this development of the district work and 
It cannot now be left to the almost certain disaster which would be 
the result of leaving the " teachers ” to their own devices. Please 
notice the inverted commas. Poor things I The majority of our 

^ ^achers ” had only attained to Standard I when they left 
; College ” to be swallowed up in the entirely heathen surround
ings of the villages where they went to start work. But they had 
gwd hearts and are doing surprisingly well, far beyond our most 
&ahguine e.xpectations. I cannot possibly let them down% Bcside.s,
I promised them, when they first went out in fear and trepidation 
to their work, that I would vi.sit them every month. It is ontv 
with very great difficulty that they have learned to trust me; it 
would be an unthinkable betrayal of that trust if I go back on mv 
word. No, the monthly visits to outschools must continue. There

the

con-

been

one
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CUTTING DOWN IN N. RHODESIA

is nothing for it but to close down the Boarding School. It has 

^mrngen. oFs "boys wem t^^e T'^ninTcoUege m .
joutjaf?s
lor ^veloping the outschool work. And after that ... I With ' 
the ^nlral School closed down we are by way of coming
vTr'd' hl“"‘‘ '*« ’'S'y, ear double, or even treble, our outdistrict. Demands for school

finrf- *’• • ''“'’8 “‘d enough to show you that we are
wmk^ I Sdt “being possible to m';tintain aSsting 
Scie and^nll great deal about cutting down the motor-
in7 I ™f.lH ®’ “ "'‘’c “ “ "'esred by walk-
ind g rlf n'" ““k™ '™* “reoeget the women«1t."‘tmt'hte “Jtw'n'g'^"

THE CHILDREN OF AFRICA
One has heard much of the 
increasing independence of young 
people. It may be asked : “How 
far does this apply to the youth 

. of our pari; of Africa?” True it 
is that in regard to tribal customs 
and rites the power of the family 
—particularly the head of the 
family—is still very strong. But 
the majority of African Christian 
parents have yet to realize their 
responsibility for giving their 
children a Christian upbringing, 
or at least for using their power 
to see that their children 
taught the faith.

Let us think of the young 
baby—carried on its mother’s 
back, or the back of an elder 
sister. Nearly every African 
baby is what we should call “ a 

spoilt child,” If it cries, it must 
be fed, or carried, or dandled. The elder girls of the family are 
the devoted slaves of the baby.

The young child of three, four or five years of age is treated 
much in the same way. He will not receive so much attention if 
there is another baby, but he is very rarelv checked. There seems 
no thought, for instance, of making him sit'quiet and still in church, 
until he desires to imitate his older companions.

A great many parents have no conception that it is their duty 
to send their children to school—it is left to the child to do as he 
likes. In the case of boys, who have no work at home, they 
probably will attend school. With the African girl it is different. 
She has to help her mother with the housework and mind younger 
brothers and sisters. When she comes to school she very often 
brings the baby on her back, which does not make it easy to attend 
to lessons.

Our Christian people are mostly 
children should be baptized, but both

areK,.f IK years has not yet even begun to
Mni. m beyond commendingpeople to your prayers. They are rather bewildered. They rannot

--y. When thIy^Tee“:K::
It’s very difficult to 

written, the improvemem S'Padre

our
They cannot

nice hats and boots and clothes 
explain. we wear.

HewitPs health has ntadrit ;;s^ib:r f;,r‘‘padrrXd^s"';" rerat
.»...f “
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OUR MISSIOM STATION IN ENGLAND
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tnw victoria H, iTr'.TpSd, f hour.
•nd Novaaber. ’ ' w«lhtr ihere in Ocinhg

very anxious that their 
parents and children dis- 

r^ard the need of Christian instruction : “ She has finished to 
Ij'ecome a Christian, therefore she has no need of teaching,” is the 
fdea which is at the root of much irregular school attendance.

These girls, however, untaught and undisciplined though they 
may be in some cases, yet have an inherent goodness which may 
show itself in unexpected ways. One of these is a wholly unselfish 
devotion to the younger brother or sister. The child, who a few 
years ago was the spoilt baby, on the -arrival of a new member

there in October

• .ol Mta S. Spam™ c"o’is,”.™'; AM ’"U' »'ste, sr.;
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THE CHILDREN OF AFRICA Diocese oj Zanaibar *

of the family, becomes the devoted nurse, and small gifts, such as 
a banana, etc., are immediately transferr^ to the baby.

Girls who may shirk attendance at Mass and be listless or 
troublesome in school, will yet display a real interest in manual 
work. A little girl of eight came willingly to " mud ” the school 
floor, telling her companions it was “ sadaka ya shule." (Sadaka 
IS the same word as “ zedek '■ in " Melchizedek,” and means 

righteousness " or " alms.” It is principaliy used with us of 
the alms given in church.)

The same child has brought firewood to sell, that she might 
have »me cents to give in church at Easter, and her little sister, 
aged four, who finds it very hard to sit or kneel for more than a 
few minutes, also wishes to give her ” sadaka” at Pentecost.

ft IS a cause for real thankfulness that in various parishes there 
are large schools with many Christian giris and boys, but it needs 
much prayer, much patience, and much teaching, till all our 

children to have a Christian education.
African Christians,

leaving found the pearl of great price," may desire for their

MTO Jesus, and lastly, that all who teach the children of Africa 
may show Him forth in their lives, and that they may not be a 
cause of stumbling to the little ones who believe in^ Him^

SOME BELIEFS & CUSTOMS OF THE^'ABONDEI 
Bv Canon Sehoza 

II—^Xhe Spircts of the Dead

1 liESE are called Wazimu. A foreigner might think that this 
word has the same meaning as Mizimu—tree spirits, but^’this is not 
the case. There is a real difference in the hicaning of the two words. 
The " wazimu ” are the spirits of those who have died. The 
people in this country do not know the true meaning of the word 
roho, '* soul.” It is a strange word to them as we use it. Some
times in course of conversation you will hear a man mixing up the 
meaning of the word. He says that the man who kills a goat or 
an ox (the butcher) at a feast, takes the ” soul,” the roho, and in 
this case it means his perquisite. He takes the heart and the 
lungs of the animal he kills. This makes it quite clear that the 
word ” soul ” does not mean to him what it means to a Christian; 
and most people do not understand the meaning of the word soul 
as we use it.

So when they use the word ” Mzimu,” to what part of the 
d^d^.man are they referring? Everyone knows that when a man 
dies his body begins to suffer corruption. What part of the dead 
man is it to which honour is paid and sacrifice offered and which 
it is thought has the power to benefit or injure the living, and 
which ne^s to be propitiated by them? Here in the Boqde 
country when a man dies, people bestir themselves to complete 
the mourning ceremonies. The Muhammadans have a funeral 
service, called Hitima, at the graveside, but this follows after; the 
first thing they do is to complete the mourning for the dead.

The people of ancient times handed down the following tradition. 
Everybody at death goes to a mountain called 'Mlinga. On this 
mountain there is a large brass gate by which the dead enter. But 
they do not receive permission to pass through the gate unless their 
kindred whom they have left behind on earth buy a goat and 
complete the mourning ceremonies. If they do not do so, then the 
dead must remain outside. Here again we do not know what 
part of the man it is which in their belief goes to Mlinga. They 
all know that a corpse decays. Who is it then who waits at the 
gate, because he has not received permission to enter? Those 
who still retain the old belief cannot explain this satisfactorily, 
but it is evident that, in their minds, there is a part of human 
^ature which does not share the death or the decay of the body, 
that portion of the man which leaves the body and seeks another 
abode. Surely it is the soul.

There is more than one way of finding out what it is which 
the dead require from the living. One way is by dreams. A 
man dreams that one of his ancestors or kindred has come to talk 
to him. Sometimes he comes to upbraid him because he has for
gotten him for a long time, or because he has not taken proper 

of the children he has left behind him; and he will warn the

ose
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the spirits of the dead

dreamer that if he does not look after them properly he, the dead 
man, will carry them off and look after them himself. When the 
dreamer awakes in the morning he will ihform people " Stwind-so 
him visited me in the night and upbraided me for such and such

riHi" s
EUROPEANS 238 - AFRICANS 724
Europeans 238—Africans 724. Each month we 
these on the cover of C. A. figures like
work of the Europeans because they come home'lfndTen urabomlh
are ariiti’nT ‘r *" U.M.C.A. that they
Z 1 ll voluntary poverty. We sometimes, however,
forget that very many of the African teachers are also choosing 
a life of poverty, eren in these days when the Government scale 

“'“‘“"“'•y Societies. The reason is 
hat clerks are now paid an abnormally high wage, because at 

the present time educated people are rare; so any teacher who gives 
rich*'man''**'°'''*'^^ vocation, can at once become a comparatively

“'‘'‘I “"«• ""iy should suggest that a teacher should do, if tempted to give up his 
missionary vocation for the sake of riches, and the 
give you some insight into the minds of the 724.

“ If a teacher should think that it is hard to renounce wealth 
and become poor, he had better think of our Lord on the cross, 
for He was crucified naked, he had no clothes because of wanting 
to save mankind, even so a teacher must give up all display so 
that he may follow Jesus.”

“ Christ came down from heaven for my sake, and the Apostles 
did not get wages, therefore let me be content.” ” Let the teacher 
of the faith remember that he will be paid by God, and that his 
reward will be to enter into eternal life.”

” If a teacher covets more money let him remember that God 
deny him his daily bread, and his joy will be to have 

many converts. He will be given the recompense of his work 
on the last day, according to how he has helped God to tend His 
sheep.”

see

somclhing. You must offer him a sacrifice or assenible 
relaoons, and beat the drums of the dead at your door."

Again If rome misfortune or illchance has befallen 
will be told. Your deceased relative is annoyed with you 
her behaviour had displeased
S to her T being recon-

f®‘ber the girl had no peace

WM told. All these misfortunes have happened to you because von

ttr' P^-.-^n'^ur^fthrLgri^-'of hi^
custom^ betausT they^ut thrirTT F'’"=''anty abandon this 

they obtain from him,'^olh^isrwhaHs"Sf “l.® blessings

y T.ri. IS

f

your

you, you

answers will

Hi

will never

” The Lord Christ chose to be born of the Blessed Virgin who 
was very poor and He shared her poverty. Much more must I 
share it, who am only His creature.”

” The teacher has finished to give himself to God as an offer
ing to Christ to bring people to God, he cannot look back.”

Such are the ideals of the young students, but the 724 need our 
help, that they may keep their ideals burnished and not lose their 
vocation, for the glamour of Western civilization is a Venusgebirg 
to these African teachers, and they are very ambitious for their 
children. Europeans 238, Africans 724, each and all have a 
claim upon our prayers and our self-sacrifice, for ” Christ in a poor 
man's apparel followeth us aye.”

D. C. A.
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DISPENSARY BOYS Diocese of Masasi

There are two sides to the work which can be done by 
Uispensary Boy^the medical and the missionary.

On the medical side this is a small instance—I have several 
titn« been obliged to leave the boys to carry on whilst I have gone 

I 7“ e™‘>y cheered. I was coming 
oacK trom the Camp, and met four women with small babies who 
UK™.,™ i™*" ‘•'Sh'nec. I stopped them to ask after

the babies, and see what they had been given as the babies were 
on regular treatment. The women were cheerful, and said “ Oh

''"O'™ what to give

thfxln? ‘>ny‘hing, but makes us wait in
frightened

SS. SIMON AND JUDE. MACHOMBE .our

1 THINK there may be some who 
wish to hear a little news of this 
parish of Machombe,^ so I try to 
write and give some information 
about it, as it is and as it was.

For many -years before the 
great war there were in this 
district on the south side of 
Masasi—three Mission stations, 
namely, Mumbaka, Miesi and 
Mpeta; the station at Mpeta died 
away for a period of some years, 
and there remained onlyvMiesi 
and Mumbaka until after the 
great war, when the station at 
Mpeta was re-opened; and all 
these three were under the priest- 
in-charge of Masasi, who went 
to minister to the Christians 
monthly.

From the year 1923, when 
the late Bishop Frank Weston 
ordained five Africans to the 

priesthood, he decided that one priest should be given charge of 
these three places in order to release the priest-in-charge of Masasi, 
whose work was very heavy indeed. In the mercies of God this 
work was handed over to me, unworthy and not expecting that I 
should do this great work. So when all preparations had been made, 
this place, Machombe, was chosen for the priest to reside in and 
go out from here to his work in the three churches of Miesi, Mum
baka and Mpeta; and since that year, 1923, I have continued to 
carry on this work.

In 1924 some little change was made and Mies! was placed 
under the priest-in-charge of Masasi, who had the assistance of 
the Archdeacon of Masasi. 1 was thus left with three stations:
(1) Machombe, where the padre lives, is only a village, but the 
number of Christians is now a little over one hundred and thirty;
(2) Mumbaka, where together with the school at Msakala there are 

'now over one hundred Christians; and (3) Mpeta, bordering
Archdeaconry of Luatala, where there are now one hundr 
twenty Christians.' In the old days before I came here I think 
the number of Christians in these places was about forty-eight, 
and sixty, and twenty.

During this period of five years the number of the faithful has 
been increased, but there is still a great work to do in contending

are

’’“P"/'.'- 'S 0 dispensary boy.^ One day 

I'fi^Mme hire' I™"' "He^theTMld "When

Him, and then tty to womhipT?!^..' “ '
burely this must sometimes bear fruit I
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SS. SIMON AND JUDE MACHOMBE
Diocese of Nyasaland

with Moslems that they may accept the Lord Christ. These 
Moslems ate not really inhabitants of this district, but are strangers 
who come in from across the Ruvuma river from Portuguese 
territory, nor are they real Moslems, for the majority of them do 
not understand their religion, but they do recite a few words in 
Arabic as their prayer, kill their hens for food in the Moslem 
fashion and cook rice os an offering to the dead. 1 do not think 
they are far from the kingdom of Christ, the trouble with them 
is just that they know no better. When I ask *em to come and 
listen to the truth about the God whom they call in the Arabic way 
Allah, they reply, " We cannot enter this new religion because 

' we are strangers and expect to return again across the river, so 
when we go back to our own country, if we take this religion and 
have no teacher of our own, surely it will get all wrong?" To 
which I reply, " Certainly it can go wrong by human frailty, 
but when you come over here and all you have is your Koran, for 
most of you have no teacher, why then do you not all go wrong 
here? Also you do not return to your own country, for you go 
on living here and years are passing by.” In the end they reply,
“ If we enter religion our names will be written down and this 
will be the beginning of trouble with the Government.” Is not 
this indeed foolishness? And this is why I may say that they are ; 
not for from the kingdom of our Christ.

In conclusion, my brethren of the English Church, our Lord 
says, " The harvest is plenteous, but the labourers are few,” and 
we continue to' pray to God that he will send many labourers so 
that they may come even to the country across the Ruvuma, white 
and black, and work there for our Lord. Are there Moslems in 
England who do not understand their religion like those we have 
in the diocese of Masasi? Why do you not come to help the 
Bishop of Masasi ? We African priests are only eight in number, 
and the deacons are only two; what can we do being so few? And 
we ate not angels but men only, who may die perhaps three in a 
day; and who will carry on our work?

TTiis year, igaS, I have built a new church of a fair size, large 
enough for the people of Mnchombe, but as I see it it is poorly 
adorned, for the adornment of the church stands not in materiri 
treasures but the souls of men, and for these is needed the help of 
preachers of the Gospel. Edward Abdallah.

MY AFRICAN TOUR
By Canon E. Spanton 

XIII—LIKOMA
I AM somewhat loath to attempt a description of Likoma, either the 
Island or the head Mission Station upon it. Before I went there 
myself, I had heard and read many such descriptions; but my 
conception of the place formed as a result of them was almost 
altogether wrong. That, of course, may have been my own fault 
I do not, as a rule, Rnd it easy to picture a place which I have 
never visited and have only heard described; but I cannot help 
feeling that there must have been something wrong with the 
descriptions themselves. For example, I am quite sure that I 
had often heard it stated that trees would not grow on the Island, 
and I have a vivid recollection of a lantern slide which pi^rported 
to illustrate “ The only tree on Likoma.” As a matter of fact, 
the soil is scanty, and what there is of it does not appear to be 
particularly fertile; but, although it certainly cannot be described 
as well-wooded, I should be sorry to be set the task of counting 
all the trees. It is true that many of them—probably most of 
them—are baobabs, and there are folk who claim that a baobab 
is rather a mammoth cabbage than a tree, in that it provides no 
umber useful either for building or even for firewood. Baobabs 
are also^probably the ugliest and most ungainly trees that' can 
be founff, at any rate when they have shed their leaves; but 
the green bursts forth just before the rains, they certainly afford 
a most pleasing relief to the eye in those rocky places where they 
seem to like best to grow.

when

At Likoma.—Standing t Father* Tawe, MpaUla, ChUul, KItekwa, 
Canons Ambnii and Spanton
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But baobabs are not the only trees on Likoma. 
up from the shore to the station On the way

the most highly pri^ of all the trees of tropical Atrica, and thatKiri'S;,r.s™s “vr £
All Saints trM—so called locally because it never fails to aflord

a plentiful crop of ns beautiful, sweet^melling flowers for the All
^ere arl ore “"“n" u November, and
there are other trees than those 1 have named to be found by
those who seek them, but this article must not become a botanical 
catalogue! and so 1 will refrain from particularising further.

1 believe that practiMlly all the trees in whoM beauty and
viiv P'®"'”* *’>' ‘I*® Mission, and so
very probably the legend of the only tree on Likoma Island ” 
had some foundation in fact-as most legends have, even though 
n does not s«m to have allowed for the despised’ baobab ue^es 

' 1,^® P“A of ‘ho Island. Unfortunately
f “ is still true that firewood has to be

imported from the mainland opposite, and this fact has, i 
jWM, given colour to the oft-repeated statement, misleading ns it 
is in these present times, that no trees grow on the Mission island.
Dial fo^f'’ “'® is radiar a charming
place, forming, as it does, a sort of tropical '■ garden city.” “ 
homes of the various members of the staff are detached villas 
consisting pnemlly of two good-sized rooms with a verandah, 
and, though quite unpretentious, are distinctly pleasing to look 

=l>™‘>s and trees in front and all
TnTr There are manylarger buildings which house the various activities centred here—
TlaTne ''“P""'® f'”’ ■"=" “"d women,a large printing office, carpenter’s shop, and various stores, etc
etc.-so that altogether the Mission Station forms quite a con- 

'““.y '“i<* 00' <l>ot one alLst expects 
to find It equipped with electric light and telephones.

After having ’• lived in my boxes " for so long (ever since 1 
anded at Cape Town I had never been able to unpack properly) 
t was with considerable relief that I settled down in No. 6, s6 well 

“f.J'i'i Nyasaland staff visiting Likoma because 
he ’Jure e“"“'ly used as a guest-house. Likoma was to be 

„ u? . [ "T ®P'™“ons for several weeks, and so it seemed
wll to transfer ray possessions from the boxes in which they had 

‘''® ™p5“''‘*s provided for the purpose, and in so 
hTh ' °f ‘f’® •’'■"SS wi'h which I had started

re“‘i.°'!. V- •’“‘f •’’■"'Orto unusedbecause they had lam forgotten at the bottom of the box. 
discomfort and inconvenience of “ living in one’s boxes ” 
of the minor trials which

I sup-

l! Likoua

The those who have never had to do it for months on end can have’ but 
little coriwption of what it really means. It marked my state for 
two months in* each year when I was the Zanzibar diocesan 
inspector of schools, and I found it bad enough. It Is a constant 
source of amazement and admiration to me that Bishop. May,
I suppose, has to endure this condition for something.* like ten 
months out of every twelve, should be able to carry on the adminis
tration of his diocese and his correspondence with England in 
the orderly way he does; I wonder how many people in this 
country who have correspondence with the Bishop realize the diffi
culties with which he must contend in order to carry on any 
consecutive correspondence at all.

Having unpacked and settled down, the first thing I had to 
do at Likoma was to discuss with the Bishop the programme he 
had drawn up for me for the next four weeks; very little discus^ 

..sion in the strict sense of the word was necessary, or, indeed, pbsv 
' sible, seeing that my suggested itinerary had been framed by one 
' who knew every smallest detail of the places I was to visit and 

the things I was to see, and it made provision for every day of 
the weel^ at my disposal. Let it only be said that it worked with 
a smoothness which would have made Messrs. Thomas Cook and 
Sons green with envy, and that it was only made possible by the 
fact that the Bishop most kindly arranged to place the ** Charles 
Janson ” at my disposal during the whole of the time that Likoma 
was my headquarters.

who,

The 
is one

many of our missionaries suffer, and
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ST. AUGUSTINE'S. TANGA
FROM NAMAGONOOn Salur^y evening, March 9, an event took place whidi will stand 

the ■" ‘he history of Tanga, and in the history of
Laodn«r-H “'’“Tone ve^ muA
Af&dljS^tTn “"E^eatioZs at the

'll®® blessing- of the new portion of our 
by Archdeacon Mackay. We have, in a ve^ short time 

lenghen^ our church by 58 ft., and widened it by 8 ft! ’
,'h, all are due to Archdeacon George for designing
the butldtng and to Mr. Makins, an old friend of tL Missi“n®whf 
has so admirably carried out the work. ’
havTwn h'‘''T? *'fr approbation by all who
h- V. Jhe Africans were astounded and have often repeated 

the words - Nzun sana." The building is delightfully cod a^
™iTed.’ ° being
,1, ''?® “®‘ ^''”5. and all this sum has been raised bv
the kindness of many friends, whom I wish to thank very mudl

indeed. The 
African congrega
tion by donations 
and collections 
iiave contributed

Canon Spanton’s story of the boy who rang the bell and made all 
Kiungani “ line up ” on All Fool’s Day, to wait in dread for some 
lengthy period, always reminds me of the fact that some good 
old-fashioned English pagan customs have crept into Africa with 
the missionary and this one Is still clung to by some of our older 
teachers. A man carrying a load—as he said—from Lumesule, 
broke the deadly silence of Easter Monday tcwJay. His letter and 
load—(some news from somewhere at any rate after the long wait 
for letters from England since February 3)—turned out to be 
rubbish—a luxurious joke of the teachers, which went on for some 
time. A perfect stream of " Nimeitwa’s,” You sent for me," 
from boys followed, either here or at the ladies’ quarters.’ The 
amusement helped to wake us up, for the albnight dance after the 
festival had made people sleepy.

In the gravel-covered quad during Holy Week and Ea.ster, you 
might have heard at least four languages, for the local Yaos have 
been flooded out with Christians and catechumens from the other 
distant stations—Makuas, Wa-Matambwe and Wa-Mwera. The 
latter are the very first of their tribe to come into church yesterday— 
nine of them received the catechumen's cross during the Easter 
Processioifc)before Mass—the product of the very newest station, 
Chiingu, where Padre Isaya’s son, Barnaba Mpelumbe, teaches.

Put .a .square on the V you find in the course of Ruvuma River 
on the map in Central Africa, and you have got this parish, 
which everyone near calls Lukwika, but which out of re.spect to 
the .Sultan, we call by his name, Namagono.

Our troubles—bad ones—the famine first and then a di.saster 
with a poor teacher last year, seem to have faded away and four 
new districts are asking for teachers. The old church is far too 
.small now and we went and prayed on the site of the new one 
yesterday, for it will have to be a gateway—obviously to the south 
—to the huge tract of Portuguese East Africa, where people seem 
to be fifty years behind the times, whence comes the Kl-Islam, the 
child-marriage, and other bad customs. Mo.st of us have walked 
ai least a day’s journey, many two days, to keep the Festival Mass. 
One hundred made their Communions and gave on the average a 
shilling each as thankoffering. And for a .single priest and two 
ladies—remember it’s very lonely.

There remain 
certain things to 
be made, a bal- 
dachino over the 
new altar, and a 
porch, for which 
I hope to raise 
funds.

We trust our 
new church will 
be the means of 
quickening 
church life in 
Tanga, and be to 
us in a very real 
way the " house 
of God."

J. C. Norrish.

O. D. ^ ■
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THE AWAKENING OF AFRICATHE MISSION STAFF
" Methinks 1 see in my mind a noble and puissant nation, rgu^ 
ing herself like a strong man after sleep and shaking her invincible 
locks. I see her as an eagle renewing her mighty youth
and kindlirTg her undazzlcd eyes at the full midday beam, purging 
and unsealing her long-abused sight at the fountain itself of 
heavenly radiance.” Milton's words of three centuries ago are an 
exact description of East Africa to^ay. After their. long twi> 
thousand years’ sleep, Western civilization has awakened the 
Africans. The catchword now in the Swahili newspapers and in 
the market-places is '* our eyes are opened,” and one little 
Christian school-boy will even write to another, ” Wake up Henry, 
fcmember you have to civilize Africa.”

The same causes that brought about the Renai.s.sanrc in Europe 
arc at work in East Africa to-day. English is to them what Greek 
was to the European nations In the sixteenth century; it opens 
to them the treasure of the ages. Now that English is taught by 
the direct method, African boys learn so 
Ipse heart in the early stages, and they are 
Even the illiterate fathers urge on their boys to learn English, for 
they know now that a chief cannot be chosen to rule a tribe unless 
he is educated, so English is not only the language of culture, it 
is the language of profit too, and the African is above all things 
practical.

The discovery of the New World, which had such a great 
influence in the Renaissance, has its parallel in Ea.st Africa, In 
ihe discovery of their own continent during the Great War. Up 
to that time geography was looked upon as ” the teaching of

Name Diocese Date

Mfivuls in England:
Rev. M. G. Benson 
Mr. H. GripKs 
Rev. H. Milner 
Mil* I). Mills 
Rev. D, Parsons 
Rev. A. H. Smith 
Miss A. Field

nrpatiurei from England: 
Mus V. Powell 
Dr. K. C. Vosi 
Mr. II. Stnnelcy 
Miss Pryor 
Rev. n. Harvey 
MHs Bruce 
Mi*i D. Abdy 
Miss C. Flower 
Dr. C. F. TnvW 
Miss Alexander 
Miss Bailey 
Miss Paynter

Nyasaland 
Nyasaland 
N. Rhodesia 
N. Rhodesi.-) 
Mas.isi 
N. Rhodesia 
N. Rhodesia

uly 21 
uly 21 
uly 22 

July 20 
July 29 
Aug. 12 
Aur. 12

Masati
Nyasaland
Nyaialaiul
Zanzibar
NynsaUnd
Nyasataml
Zanzibar
Zanzib.ar
Mas.15!
Matasi
Masasi
MasasI

Aug. 28 
Sept. 12 
Sept. 12 
Sept. 12 
Sept. 19 
Sept. 19 
Srpe. 20 
Sept. 20 
Sept. 20 
Sept. 20 
Sept, 20 
Sept. 20

quickly that they do not 
incredibly keen to learn.

the Bishop*, staff „ a layworker ^ ‘‘ “
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THE AWAKENING OF AFRICA
HOW THE HERALD CAME TO THE 

LAKE PEOPLElies,” and a very profitless task; now it is an enthralling subject, 
for every African village has a soldier or a porter, who has brought f 
back stories of his long travels, and of the African troops he met, 
drawn from every part of the continent and even from the West 
Indies. Before the war men thought only of their tribe, now 
they are learning to think coniinentally; they are, moreover, con
scious of the solidarity of the Bantu race and they talk enthusiastic
ally of " our Africa.”

As Bacon's inductive theory revolutionized the scientific thought 
of Europe and saved scholars from the sterile and false deductions of 
the Middle Ages, so the present-day inductive teaching of simple 
hygiene and sanitation is reversing the false deductions of African 
thought. When a man is ill he need no longer start with the 
premise *' a wizard or an evil spirit has done this, therefore my 
only chance of life is counter-magic or propitiation of the angry 
spirits of my ancestors,” he begins to think about polluted streams, 
fly-blown food, or carelessness about infection, and the best pre
ventive measures to take. Even little village school-boys now talk 
about ” germs,” which they like to pronounce with a hard ”g,” but 
though we laugh, there is even in a rudimentary knowledge of 
germs a way of escape from the tyranny of fears, which for cen
turies have hindered progress and caused the inertia of a noble 
and puissant nation.

Mercifully for East Africa the teaching of Christianity 
preceded the impact of Western civilization, so that the Africans 
ran see the triumphs of modern science in their right relation to 
God and the coming of His kingdom here on earth. They can 
cry, ” Oh brave new world,” but it Is God’s world and everything 
in it is for His honour and glory. There is a danger though that 
the worship of Materialism may invade Africa, as it has invaded 
Europe, and if the Church at home wishes to save newly-awakened 
Africa from this worst of tyrannies there must be no relaxation 
in our efforts to give them Christian education. It is not a waste 
of Mission money. It is v-ital. Africa needs Chri.stian teachers r
like Erasmus, Colet and Moore. Our very best should volunteer >
(or a work with such lasting influence.

” The long-abused sight ” of suffering Africa must be unsealed 
by Jesus, the Light of the World. Dr. Aggrey was never tired 
of teaching Africans of every tribe, ” You are eagles, you must 
fly,” and thWr flight must be to God, ” the fountain of heavenly 
radiance.” D. C. A.

Archdeacon Glossop has kindly sent us these renitnisccnces of 
of the African clergy who was a boy when Archdeacon Johnson 

first arrived in Nyasaland. We print them in his own words.r one

I I WANT to tell the story of 
how the Wo-ombanjio 
Herald came to us Lake 
people. You must remem
ber that in 1854 Bishop 
Selwyn spread abroad in 
Cambridge the good news 
about the Mission. The 
Spirit of God was working 
to make them think about 
the darkness that was in 
our land, and to remember 
that the sufferings of Christ 
were for the salvation of us 
all. Again, he who loved 
us of this land and first of 
nil insisted 
thoughts,;^ was 
Livingstone. So the news 
spread through the island 
of England and the Spirit 
of God was working in 
their hearts to think about 
us, that they might pro- 
fclaim abroad the good 
news. So in 1861 Bishop 
Mackenzie started to come 
to the land of us Lake 
people to publish the news 
of salvation which arrived 

in our land.
But in 1862 he died, but even so they did not forget. The 

$pirit of God still worked in those who remained.
Bishop Tozer was chosen, who made counsel to make a way of 
entry from Zanzibar, a gate to a way of approaching the land of 
the Lake people, who remained in darkness, not seeing the truth. 
From thenceforward the Word of Salvation took its stand in

on their 
Davidhas

Tilt Whiter of tub Article, tub Rev. 
Lawrence Ciitsui.

Afterwards

Zanzibar, proclaiming its news. Afterwards Bishop Steere began 
to send heralds to different districts to publish the good news and 
to introduce light into lands that were in darkness, 
remember well which was the year when the heralds of good news 
entered our land, but as a boy 1 looked on the names of one of

do not
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HOW THE HERALD CAME
HOW THE HERALD CAME

them (Charles Janson), who died at Chia near my home in 1882 : ■ 
we can see on the cross there the year written.

Then his comrade, who survived ( Archdeacon W. P. Johnson) i 
did not give up, he went here and there spreading the news; he 
would not fail. ;

Our land was in very great darkness, and knew not the way t 
of life. So in cve^ village when he came the people were astonished 
at him, calling him Chiuta (a g^), hut they said his talking 
like that of men. . He spoke Chi-Nyanja as we do; he wore boots 
so that they saw no toes to his feet, and his feet were like leather.
But they noticed that, while he had no toes to his feet, he had 
fingers to his hands, the hair was long, with eyes, teeth and ears 
like men. One day when he came he brought pictures to show the 
school-boys, and the old people were astonished and said, “Oh; 
to.day he has brought back the chiefs who died long ago. Alas! 
truly these are the spirits not men.” Everything he did astonished 
them. If the steamer “ Charles Janson,” went at night the fisher- i 
men,.seeing the sparks flying, came back quickly to shore and cried 
out, "We cannot get fish to-day, out on the lake the spirits are 
moving, we have seen lighU all along the waters. Ah I What
is all.this toJay?”

And so when the steamer went in the day-time, all down the 
Lake they were equally surprised and some cried, “ It is driving 
nwayjhe fish in our lake. As to this. When you say it is of iron, 
why do^ it not sink? and how does it go, when no one rows?
Look, there must be bags of something in it which they are 
emptymg. ' (This was the propeller disturbing the water and also
the Md°Late"’p^°l'‘mlk'd''

Afterwards the people began to understand that it was some- 
thing revealed from Clod which guided these heralds to bring to 
the Lake people the good netvs. But what made them understand 
that they were real men was that he engaged teachers from Zanzibar 
and put them in the villages to teach, to help in the work. From 
thm point they perceived that they were men, not spirits, and " 
brauM they talked with them. Also he began schools and talked 
^h the school children and ate with the teacher, and on another 
o^ion railed *e head class to eat together with him. Then the

M ihl; ' strengthening them and guiding them
^ 'l>c good news of the Go^el.

hemwri, ‘0 ""‘‘ocstand one another. We saw that the
nra«r orav” ”>• ‘>>0 heralds was
old’dlu'^a^r ‘hoo* 'o spread the news. In
tiks M ram heat the herald with the
foiwnrd and" cast rand at him continually. Always he went

his work. Truly the Spirit of
day and thnt^v* "'""•ii •'''cd i he came back again another
day and that very village where last month they beat him; he did

i
Was

A ' Lakeside Village.'
:'’r.

not desist and they continued to throw sand. Now, when we 
remember the doings of the Lake people of old, we feel much pity 
for our hoi^Id. And we thank God because He strengthened him 
mightily through the prayers of his people at home, in order that 
we might hear the news of salvation.

I remember how Reader Ruffo, long ago when I was a boy, when 
he taught us in our school, told us that one day the herald went 
ashore from the “ Charles Janson ” at Mkalawiti, and how they 
maltreated l»im there; it was the day they killed Stefano Reliani 
(his cook from Zanzibar). Teacher Ru^o escaped himself, but 
they took away all his clothes. Then the herald called RufTo and 
charged him to tell no man that they had been badly treated. At 
Chisango again he was ilhtreated and badly beaten by the Angonl 
and Canon Augustine was that day cut by a spear on the hand. 
Another day at Chia, Chief Maendacnda took away the dinghy 
of the steamer. But in all these matters he endured with patience.

God works on with His purpose, without fail, going onwards. 
In many places when our missionary went ashore they pelted him 
with sand, but he never tired and never ran away. Sometimes he 
(slept on. a load of grass. Once when a boy refused to brush the 
school, he himself took up the brush and did the work, giving 
an example to them of his humility, until the boy himself followed 
his example. This teaching of our teacher and this policy is able 
10 draw many to follow the example of his ways.

You tovday must know that it was ignorance which made our
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fathers do this. Yes, you would have done the same, do not doubt, 
because you would have been in the same state of ignorance as 
our fathers were then.

Afterwards some in the various villages began to understand 
the truth which he taught. Some were baptized. Churches began 
to be built and some of the customs of darkness began to die. Strife, 
initiation dances, buying and selling one another, wearing charms, 
making sacrifices to the spirits of the dead, all these old things 
began to die. They began to run to the Flag of Christ, which 
is going on before.

So it is that the Lake people before were in darkness while the 
people of the Lake toKlay are 
where.

MY AFRICAN TOUR
By Canon E. F. Spanton 

XIV—LIKOMA

The diocesan life of Nyasaland centres in Likoma very much as 
years ago, before Bishop Weston embarked on a policy of decen
tralization, the life of the 2^nzibar diocese centred in the Island 
of 2^nzibar. Here are not only the Cathedral and the Bishop’s 
headquarters, but also the Diocesan Theological College, the 
Teachers’ Training College, the printing office, the principal 
medical officer, and the chief hospital, dispensaries and schools of 
the diocese.

Just as it is true that the diocese centres in Likoma as none of 
our other dioceses can be said to centre in the Bishop’s seat, so 
it is also true perhaps that the life of the island centres in the 
Cathedral. Having arrived at Likoma on Friday evening, almost 
my first acquaintance with its activities was made on Sunday morn
ing when I spent several hours in the Cathedral at one service 
after another. Rising before break of day, I celebrated and gave 
Communion to some of the staff at six o'clock; then after a huri;icd 
cup of tea^we were all back in the Cathedral again for the High

seen to have the flag flying every-

Formerly all the villages were fenced round, to^ay there 
no fences. The Lake people to-day can travel too in the steamer 
and understand that which surprised them formerly. They know 
now that the heralds or missionaries have toes to their feet; they 
even wear bools themselves. Yet these people are of the same race 
as those of times gone by, but they differ now in customs and in 
religion.

Verily God was working in that herald (W. P. Johnson, R.I.P.). 
Everywhere to-day the Nyasa people have missionaries and the good 
news. And now that they have this knowledge, what are they to do? 
Cton't say I don’t know. It is their business to pray for those 
who bring them the good news, and to thank God because He 
stirred their hearts to do this work for us.

Thar is our duty. Farewell.

are

i

Lawrence Chisui.

OUR MISSION STATION IN ENGLAND
England which was first opened for a few weeks in 

mi^just a few months before the first Summer Scliool was held—that DMoIe

^ vtriou. Inlorantloii they ntrf (or thdr work In A(ricn or for U.M.C.A. nt home' 
re^ns on October 6th and Is to remain open till June 37th neat year

!!"■ R«re,t .here i, orrongedi«’tTn‘;rhe?teVo'r’S“S,“"?
the Conductor this lime belt 
Canterbury. Tlie I

iLi « heWdarn, January Oth-lOth,

^ JSi I " '"b »» posnble (or JnnudoHW"£''(;,rgi;'rn ""■
,»T.'''n".3ni ^toble^r'
Anything In the way of supplies of t 
coming months. One or two elder-do

tary.
tt headquarters

our friends have been very kind in the 
•fls of useful things «uch at eggs

C.»,ng n,on,b. One or ,„n e.der.d3i;n‘.re''^n‘'p;S3't,S‘'S,

S'" “

/and. fruit, 
during the 

ore the cold weather

rh’Hal \p*iTt niuiKi
Likoma Catjiidkau
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MY AFRICAN TOUR MY AFRICAN TOUR
Mass at Mven. I heard Dr. Livingstone's daughter, Mrs. Living
stone Wilson, once describe this seryice os she found it on her 
visit to Likoma. I do not remember anything that she said about 
it, but only that she completely carried away her audience by her 
d^riptioov and that she said in conclusion, she felt as if the spirit 
of her father was near her all the time^ rejoicing in what had been 
done for Nyasaland by the Mission for which he had appealed in 
*hc Cambridge Senate House so many years before. This Sunday 
I thought of Mrs. Livingstone Wilson and her father, as well as 
of the company of angels and saints who rejoiced with us in our 
sacrifice of thanksgiving for all God's mercies, and hot least that 
He had caused His light to shine in a land that was dark so lately

It is generally said in speaking of the High Mass at Likomh 
that the Cathedral was packed." The statement has been made 
more than once in Mission publications, and Fr. Winspear has 
been at some pains to contradict it, because as priest-in<harge 
he feels he ought not to allow it to be repeated again and again.
I will not therefore venture to use the offending phrase. It would 
take a very large number of people indeed to “ pack ” 
Cathedral, and African congregations generally find it easy to 
make room for a considerable crowd, even when a church appears 
to be quite full already. But certainly there was a very large con
gregation, one that would have gladdened the heart of any English 
parish priest, and which indeed could not have found accommoda
tion in m^t English parish churches seated as they are.

After High Mass there was a scrambled breakfast, scrambled 
so lor as 1 was concerned at any rate, because the Bishop suggested 
that as It was my first Sunday at Likoma, I might like to be present 
also at what is known as the " Children’s Mass” at 9; and though 
he was kind enough to suggest that my being late would not 
mtter, I felt that good manners towards the 9 o’clock congrega- 
tion dOTandrf that at any rate I should not be later than anyone 
? Children s Mass ’’ is by no means exclusively intended
for children, but it is meant also for those adults who are scarcelv 
able to follow e«ily a long service with an elaborate ceremonial. It 
IS a simple pansh service, sung by the people themselves without 
the ^'Stance orthe Cathedral choir, and is almost as largely 
attended M the High Mass two hours before. I wonder in how 
many parishes in more favoured lands two separate congregations
SunZ m^inr

Likoma

TAate] Wuint
CsNBRAL View or St. Micii.\el*s Cou.bcb.

and to sense, as well as a stranger could, its atmosphere^ 
liad liad fourteen years in charge of llie similar institution' in 
Zanzibar,^nd we claim with a certain amount of pride that St. 
Michael's Likoma, is in some sense the child of St. Andrew's, 1 
was probably more by way of being interested than any casual 
visitor could have been. But it is also true that my lengthy experi
ence in doing similar work showed me more or less the things to 
look for, and helped me to know to a certain extent what to expect. 
1 did not visit the College as an inspector, Government or other
wise, but as a friendly visitor, and therefore it is not business 
to try to make a report on its work and prospects; but it is open 
even to a visitor to say how hopeful the whole institution 
seemed, and what progress Padre Bacon had evidently made in 
training his students along the up-hill road that leads towards per
fection. St. Michael’s has had many and great difficulties to face, 
.«iome have begun to be overcome, some must from the nature of 
things persist, at least till circumstances change. Three of these 
fdifficulties have been, and indeed still <ire "quite obvious:—<i) 
/ The shortness of the College course in view of the terrible amount 

of work that has to be done during the time it lasts; for until com
paratively lately a boy only went to College for two years, which 
owing to the length of holidays did not of course even mean two 
full years. That had been to .some extent remedied by what is 
locally known as the “ fourth year.” That is to say, after com
pleting his two years’ course a student goes out of College to do

As I

Cathedral perhaps the most important place in 
I'b^T r Training College at Makulawe, in that

aeveral d^rin’'c:rdl; Tseo™ arJol ™4T„T’c™dmoJ“:
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o College for n ihird year s reading. I know how difficult it 
to leach all one wanted to teach in the four years of 
iviungant, and am driven to wonder how 
at St. Michael's

DAWA ON CHIZUMULU ISLANDwas
our course at 

. ^ even the present standard
j »"a»n*a>ned wlth so little Ume available.

P^haps some day m the future, four years College work may
"o reason why the Sl 

Andr^-s^Mn^. ^t.

infrrtil^'rT a “ ‘>“n already pointed out, is a singularly
o^t^it of Podre Bacon and his staff

to teach ngncullure moved one to wonder at their ingenuity and
?r^edT? “'’f“™o™ble conditions. Perhaps it may be 

1 anyone who could make things grow in the gardens 
at Makulawe, would be likely to make them grow anywhere else 
in the country; but it is not a little discouraging to agriculturists

ffireiu succ^ because of the poverty of the soil. One reason which
\I?n^l wafth"’"®'”'"' T f™™ Kiongani to

• wi h ffint^ MakT'"^! ° Kioogoni “il; though compared 
as IL ' "“PP“® rather to be described•as rich. We found it not easy to make our students take any veir 
tivLIv's Pursi'ls when the yield was compana-
flTnrf unrertain. Not the least of the^benefits they have
found m their new home is the comparative with ‘ ‘ ' 
enn be grown there.

,P®''''”PS ‘he most serious practical difficulty against which 
Ihe unfortunate Principal of St. Michael's has to contend i^ that 
o^wS of “n Administrations,
bl Scher^ in N l"".? P®«“E“ese. Those who are to

.Nyasalaod proper, have to learn English, and to pass
^ “ “‘isfactory Government

Pon?^'ie ''„“„H V”.*’' ”'““11’" f’°«“e“e« territory must know 
eaenT.u ’ Pertogeese Nyasalanders must not use English 
pen if they know u, at any rate in their schools. While tE 
from Tanganyika Territory have not only to know Swahili a 
of 'e ‘i“''e foreign to most if not’all
thVv “ae It as a medium of teaching; and when
use it M ffie m^'ii^^h"""'!;' “‘“"’m“‘mn, will have to
ffifficul^ of which ffieir examination is done. The

fahel >5 a very real difficulty to the Principal of St 
hnv? ®P'‘® °f 'hese obstacles of which I
wa?v the re;/" Pr“PO“

" Dawa " is the Swahili word jor medicine; also a comprehensive 
term applied to anything remedial or beneficial. And so the 
dispensary is called " the dawa," but shoe-polish is " dawa " jor 
shoes and metal-polish " dawa ” for the church brasses.

!
can

One gets there of course by boat, leaving Likoma about 7 a.m. 
The journey needs no description; sometimes it is delightful, some
times the reverse; sometimes one sails, sometimes one is rowed; 
sometimes it takes two hours, sometimes eight, but in any case _ - 
gets there. On the occasion I propose to describe I arrived in 
good order, about 9.30 a.m., accompanied by dawa boy, dawa 
box, and food. Padre had been there for two days, so I was able 
to take over his “ household effects,” plus cook in exchange for 
my boat. On arrival I climbed a mountain to the Mission house, 
a spacious and elegant abode, usually known as “ The Same Palace 
Hotel.” Here 1 drank tea and heard all the Chizumulu gossip, 
which included the names and “ addresses ” of one or two invalids 
who would like a visit from “ dona wa dawa.” I then proceeded 
to a village called Chilanji, in search of a small friend of mine 
called Ntelckwao. This poor little urchin, aged about twelve, has 
yaws very badly; he came to dawa alone the first time I went to. 
Chizumulu, and I afterwards visited his father and extracted from

one
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him a promise to bring the chiid to Likoma to see the doctor 
promise was never kept, nor a subsequent one made'to padre 'bm 

"“6ssaiy injection with me and was determine 
- ‘■:PP‘-P?‘=h«i Chiianji I heard drum™1 

singing, and soon saw in the distance a smali Union Jack flvttp 
on a very high pole, and a crowd gathered underneath it; a wedS 
party ^ in progr^, most unpropitious for my errand 1 T Had 
wme difficulty m finding my child, but finally he was product
IraWhS h.Tv.T--''' i*^° was very much more ill than wh^ 

mother was quite determined that he should

s? I'r. “'isrs-i
ented, and dep^ed to.m>^ Junch, observinff that if the child didn’t

rSS'lE
ESSkSEESS
Chilanji. The\v^din?'^« «MI°h “"1 
vigour, the chM hnd vL"? a’ T celebrated, but with

I was rather nonpTuied-^'h^ one there at ail and
leered to show me whirh a after a while someone volun-
by a crofd offivTo *"■ “"d ^ '"ont there, followed
was apparemlv leantnV nt mother had shut the door and
ensued^ ' ^ A scene with chorus then

This Myself (despairingly. This is my.last card): “ Will you 
out and see the new white bandages that 1 have brought to.tie on 
Him?” .At last.41 murmur from within.

The crowd, (a more cheerful note, they all want to see the dress
ing doneAvomelal” (She consents.)

And sure enough, she emerged bringing the small, boy with 
her and having displayed the beauty of the bandages (how lucky 
that I happened to have them) and told ,Raphael to find the child’s 
father, I proceeded to do .the dressings, under the.most.unhyglenic 
conditions, and in a space rather smaller than, an average bath, 
the rest of the enclosure being occupied by the wedding, guests. 
The dressing finished and the father produced, I asked him, ” How 
about the injection?” ” Here and now?” says he. *' Here and 
now immediately,” says 1, and the deed was done forthwith., .The 
child was very gc^, though a little tearful, but both he and his 
mother were propitiated by the offering of a couple of: fish-hooks, 
and I retired trying not to feel too triumphant. Next times I see 
that youngster I expect to find him quite healed, so wonderful is 
the effect of even one injection in these cases. The next morning, 
as 1 was eating my breakfast, a lady arrived with a very bad 
abscess, demanding to be “cut.” The cutting would have been 
easy, but the after-treatment nil, so I invited her to come to Likoma 
with me in the afternoon and she not only consented, but actually 
came.

come

This incident over, we proceeded to Chiteko,,the dawa-box pre
ceding u^pn the head of a stalwart damsel. The only suitable 
” building ” for dawa at Chiteko was the school and os know
ledge was then being Imparted, I couldn’t have that,, so had to 
be contented with a table outside, more or less in the shade. The 
drawback to this arrangement is that it mak^ it so difficult to sort 
the patients, or to count them or even to know who has been treated 
and who hasn’t. I am quite sure that some of the children managed 
to get two, if not three doses of medicine apiece. The children at 
Chiteko are quite the dirtiest I have seen yet; I sent a whole 
batch of them to the lake to wash, but it wasn’t a very successful 
affair, ns they merely rushed into the water and out again, return
ing as dirty as before and dripping wet as well, and looking most 
attractive with the water shining on their brown skins and tufty 
black heads. In the middle of the proceedings a cloud of ^‘Nkungu” 
fly arrived, and ointments, lotions, and water were soon full of the 
horrid little creatures. Mercifully it was only a small cloud and 
,no one but myself seemed to mind them at all. I received an urgent 
•request to visit a girl at Msasa, whose legs were too bad for her 
to come to dawa, and I also had an old lady to see at Ntowa, so 
at eleven o’clock I closed the dawa and leaving Raphael to pack 
up and transport the ” properties ” to the boat, I collected a few 
dressings and set out for Msasa. It is a curious.thing out here 
that if you are wanted anywhere, it is always ” quite close,” whereas 
if vou ask your way anywhere it Is always ” much further on

less

not let me cive^h^m’v^ have brought the dawa with me, will you 
the hut. ® ° “> his sores?" Silence from

»Ioiher.”^’silc^ra.'°^** 'hey have d
The crovd; " Akanal"

him
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DAWA ON CHIZUMULU ISLAND

“OUR OWN PEOPLE" IN 
N. RHODESIA

the latter is usually true, the former is only a form of kindly 
encouragement: however, this time it wasn’t too bad, only about 
three times as far as 1 had expected. On the way we passed a 
patch of ground about a hundred yards square, and on it were 
thousands of blue and black butterflies; they rose in a sudden 
cloud as we went by, their blue wings flashing in the sun, a most 
lovely sight.

I found my patient sitting on a rock by the water’s edge; it 
quite true that she could not walk, both her legs were ulcerated to 
the bone, from the ankles to the knees. She was .terrified when 
she saw me, so I sat down on an upside-down canoe and talked 
to her mother and presently she let me dress her poor legs, which 

, was all I could do this time, and I promised to bring the injections 
which I hope will cure her. She is only about sbtteen.

I then went to Ntowa. On the way I heard someone callin 
and beheld a large lady advancing upon me across a field __ 
cassava; in one hand she had a hoe, in the other an enormous 
pumpkin, and on her back a very sick baby. These poor dears 
seem to think that the dawa dona goes about with the entire 
pharmacopoeia hung round her neck, and this one was sadly dis
appointed that I had nothing for the baby in spite of the magnifi
cence of the pumpkin which was offered as nchembe. So I told 
her that if she would go over to Same and wait by the boat I would 
produce some physic, and she went off contentedly enough. They 
have a marvellous faith in us sometimes. The old lady at Ntowa 
proved to be something of a humbug, albeit a very pleasant one, and 
-she was immensely pleased with a little ointment, a rag, and a pill, 
1 then went back to Same. I think someone should plant a few 
more trees ton Chizumulu, it seems ivery shadeless for midday 
walkin^l After lunch I set sail for home. My friend of the 
pumpkin was waiting for me and the baby was duly dosed, and I 
hope to see both him and his mother next time I go over there.

I
1'here are still a good many people who are under the impression 
that the U.M.C.A. exists only to minister to the natives, and 
although in the early days of the Mission .little was dgne for the 
European population, this was not from lack of desire on the part 
of the priests and workers in the Mission, but simply because the 
Europeans were few in number, and so widely scattered. When 
the opportunity came, we know that gladly every priest of the 
Mission did his best to shepherd those who desired the ministry 
of Holy Church. Conditions nowadays are vastly different, more 
particularly in N. Rhodesia, where there must be by now seven 
«>r eight thousand Europeans, with the prospect of a vast increase 
in the near future, as the mines near the Congo border develop.

This will mean a fresh call, and fresh responsibility to the 
Mission. It might be well, however, if leaving this aside for the 
present, we try to see what work is being done for the European 
rommunity. And first we may notice what other Anglican 
priests, apart from those belonging to the Mission, are 
doing in N. Rhodesia. At Mongu, in Barotscland—roughly 
weel^’ journey up the Zambezi from Livingstone—Padre Ho 
formerly a member of the C.M.S. in India and now headmaster 
of the Barotse Native Training School, shepherds the small 
European community in his immediate neighbourhood. This 
chiefly comprises Government officials and traders. These have 
built their own church and keep it in repair, and gladly*,- and 
gratefully, make use of the ministrations of their priest.

was
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Tiir Catrciiism at the Church House. Livingstone.
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OUR OWN PEOPLE IN N. RHODESIA
Diocese of Zansibar

The South African Church Railway Mission provides a priest 
for work on the railway in N. Rhodesia and the Congo. His 
" parish ” must be over i,ooo miles long, and up and down this 
huge section does Padre FauH travel, usually in a small four- 
wheeled coach, spending himself unceasingly in the service of 
the Europeans along the line.

And then for the work the U.M.C.A. tries to do. First there 
IS the Bishop. In all conscience he has enough already with all 
the work of administration, and correspondence and visitation and 
overseeing of all the native work, and the work going on in the 
more settled areas, yet he makes time somehow or other to visit 
all sorts of lonely Government outposts; traders, farmers, and the 
like, and bring to them the sacraments which many of them lone 
for so ardently and have no chance of obtaining, save at very 

t. ^"i ?P“® sliortage of money, the resignations, 
invaliding, or breaking down of priests, teachers, nursesf lack of 
sympathy, and endless discouragements, he still manages to turn 
up chrerful, and full of that gaiety which is, as Father Figgis 
says, the very ca^et of a true Christian. No wonder he is loved 

he may go amongst our white brothers 
and sisters, tnany of whom live such lonely isolated lives. Besides 
Stationl^s'Ji^f'^ the Bishop IS always doing, all our Native Mission 

“‘.^PO“'hle, minister to the Europeans in their

Si a sssl™ J3S
At three places in the diocese. Broken Hill, Fort T

EurSnrk’’T‘ "'’“'■e'' Ptirnarily doing
tho™‘^XceTwhn h”® ministering to* the nadves in
fS. ^ tind brought up in .the

Padre Ellis, at Broken Hill, once a month visits the mineslva^le""fo?-wrk^!!.‘'’“ thrstoTprie^? ma;"b1
Sran^n nLnie ■ "te three centres,^the

amouni subscribe a creditable
S eive ® '•’“P’f!"- I" Livingstone
Hm hiln/ w Podte Ellis holds out hopes of Broken

look /p^nTksTkind
first irnDarthnno but as vitally necessary and of the
Christ iS^!wrira.' ** of thTlCingdom of

0« Oe C«

SOME BELIEFS & CUSTOMS OF THE WABONDEI
Bv Canon Sehoza 

III—The Last Rites of Mourning

: t

I WANT to give a short account of the last rites of mourning in the 
Bonde country. Many people are unacquainted with the customs 
of our country, and so when they state that these last rites are 
lawful for a Christian, they do so because of lack of understand
ing and ignorance of the real evil that is connected with these rites. 
What they suppose is that the people who attend these last rites, 
before they separate, kill a goat or an ox, make a feast, and then 
go home. This is true as far as it goes, but it omits the salient 

of these rites. If their view of these rites were a complete 
one, there could not be any reason why a Christian should 
take part in them. I want to make it quite clear what it i^ that 
they do, and why a Christian cannot take part in them.

When a man dies, if he leaves behind him property or goats, 
his funeral ceremonies will not be delayed; and if he had many 
kinsfolk, or if there are many who are able to collect sufficient 
money, the rites will be completed before many days have elapsed. 
When they have got a goat, they have what is the essential thing; 
for even if they can buy an ox, the goat must be procured; the ox 
is only an addition to the ceremonial feast. When everything is 
ready, notice is sent round to kinsfolk and friends fixing a dhy. 
The womW will set to work pounding the corn and collecting fire
wood for the feast. The day before the date fixed is called “ the . 
day for lying in water ” “ siku yu kulalia maji." The meaning 
of this phrase is not known, because they do not lie in water, nor 
do they show any sign of gladness if it rains that night. So It is 
evident that “ water " here has some other meaning.

When everybody has arrived, the man who is responsible for 
the last rites, asks the chief of the village for his permission. The 
chief asks him if everything is ready, and all steps taken; if so, 
permission Is given.

If the deceased was a married man, the man who is responsible 
for the rites, asks the father-in-law of the deceased to give permis
sion for his daughter to be protected. The exact meaning of this 
expression is not easily discernible, but the Wabondei know that 
it refers to the permission which is given by the widow’s father for 

[his daughter to be inherited. Before such permission is given, 
much talking takes place and many questions asked, especially 
with regard to the money that changed hands at the wedding 
of the deceased. Those present should know the amount. When 
the discussion is over, they begin to sing and beat the funeral 
drums, unless the deceased died of some evil disease, such as 
leprosy or hemorrhage.

f.eature
not
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THE LAST RITES OF MOURNING
U.M.C.A. EXHIBITION AT BRIGHTON

From October 24-30, there will be a big U.M.C.A. Exhibition in 
the Dome at Brighton. About eighteen parishes are taking part. 
There will be a number of Courts with exhibits illustrating diflercnt 
aspects of the Mission’s work. At these Courts talks by missionaries 
and others and demonstrations In costume will be given, In the 
Corn Exchange adjoining, there will be tableaux and cinematograph 
exhibitions at intervals.

A great attraction at the Exhibition will be the presence of 
Mrs. Livingstone-Wilson, only sur\’iving child of Dr. Livingstone, 
who will be present each day and show some of the most precious 
relics connected with her father.

The Exhibition will be open each day (e.xcepiing Sunday) from 
2.30 until 10 p.m. The opening ceremony will be at 3 p.m. each 
day.

The Lord Bishop of Chichester is the President of the 
Exhibition, and he h.as kindly consented to act as opener on 
October 26.

We hope that all our supporters withip reasonable reach of 
Brighton will not only pay a visit themselves to the Exhibition, 
but will also tell their friends about it.

Circulars for distribution and posters for display, also illustrated 
handbooks (price 6d) may be obtained from Dr. A, E. Wilson, 
50 Matlock Road, Brighton. Prices of admission will bcj 
2s. 6d. season ticket, is. day ticket, 6d. evening ticket (after 
6 p.m.)

H morning they bring out the goat from the house and
Vika. In the Bonde dialect, kuvika means to do something 

which corresponds with prayer. They take hold of the ear of the 
goat and say, “ Go in peace. This ox is yours.” By this act they 
behwe that the deceased has secured permission to be welcomed 
to the abode of the departed, and they pray that he may enjoy 
rest and peace there and so have no reason for returning to trouble 
the living; they have done everything that could be expected of 
them. ^

The reason why it is wrong for a Christian to take part in these 
rites IS this. When a Christian dies there is a Requiem Mass and 
prayer is offered that his soul may rest in peace in the protection 
01 Almighty God. If we have commended his soul to Almighty 
G<^, It IS not right to commend his soul to the keeping of

i

someone
We do not know how the Moslems reconcile the part they take 

m these rites with their closing funeral service called Hitima: 
perhaps they have never thought the matter out. I am far from 
denying the fact that there are Christians who are guilty in the 
same depre. Many yield to the solicitations of their kinsfolk. The 
strain of the tie of brotherhood is too much for them. But our 
ho,M IS that this custom will disappear eventually, as many other 
heathen cusroms have disappeared, which once had a strong hold 
on the Bonde people. ^

\ ,
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HOME JOTTINGSPARCELS FOR MAPANZA—AND ELSEWHERE

pr'p«r«d .0

The General Fund Receipts ctwnpare a* follows:—
1020 1028

jB 2.356 
iiio.sia

X 1,768 
.£10.065

Reci'ivctl durinn Aufjusi 
Total receipts to August 31

An merense of .£142
i

C. S. P._A meelinK «if Associaieit .md friends on Octolwr It) next nt St Prides*
wide's! Poplar. Sale nt 3; short tnllts on the work of the Community nnd ten 4.0. 
Evening meeting at 8.

! •11 *
A New Play.—Some nf our friends will be very glad ro hear that the M ssion 

has just published a plat entitled " Lord of the Ages.’ by Mis* Irene Cnudwell. 
/The subject is the Blessed Sacr.iment ns the bond of union between pristlans of 
^every acre nnd race. The opening scene it Uid in Jerusalem in the jfirat century; 
j ^he^ast tak« place on a lonely farm in Northern Rhodesia to-day. There « thus 

• great variety in costume and character-parts, as well as n strong inisslonnry Interest 
the scenes wll be found to be picturesque and dramatic Tlie play cost* Od. By 

post 9|d. from the Office.

1;

««« #
The Sale of Work in aid of Church work at home and nbremd will field In 

the Horticukitral Hall. Vincent Sqimre. Westminster, on VV^nwdny and Tl'Ursjlny. 
November 6th nnd 7th, from 12.0 to 6.0 p.m. Stall No. 23 has been allotted tof;223
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WOMEN'S WORK IN N. RHODESIAI

In hi.s .Annual Repurl, ihe IJishop of Northern Rhodesia indiot 
tcry clearly soiiie ol the difficulties with rdhicli we are faced in 
Ihis diocese, and .says that he grieves lo say that it is the women's 
wont tli,a^ must suffer. In view of a reference to Ihis in the Interl 
cession I aper for June, it is about women’s work that I wish to 
^y something now. I refer to Ihe words "that workers new Td old 
may find opportunities of service and may be able to use tliem." I
dm ODnortun-t"’ ‘■’'l' '"'’''i "'
door Td M “ ““S''' "’“y “ire “t O'mdoor, and die prayer we need is that they may not be lost.
ivonde “f 'he nurses' work is self-apparent: but I
wonder ,f readers of t k-nthal Ai-iiica realise tliat there is at the
dio«se ?"’°r"V'' 'I'Tu i" '«'!l
nn Ilfei ' , "Pon the desirability of having a nurse

n these .soiated stations for ihe .sake of die l.uropean flail, but
i n "’T'V? of purely nalive work. Il means
ns a d t”'* stations, medical tvork on any large scale
een m d“ ‘'Af’‘■""'“[""i "f"" most promising begdnnmgs bad 

l.een made. 1 l,o.s: wlio remain do their be.sl, but inevitablv lives

b a rcTd wbicr"’"™' 7''’^"' nearly fifty mile,fawnv
riin's nd a J nnpossible for a car al rerhain times during di'e 
u'rin'd^ ^“, ’■'"'1’° '’‘’ff’"."' ndequiile provision for the natives. 
llV Ind T d^' «n with a bad compound fracture of the
irt^’to tibe rnf‘^°'" ‘''rsl-aid sent himip to die donor. He was carried die fifiy milc.s in a litter and

THE MISSION STAFF tes

Name Diocese Date
Anhalt hi England

Mr. O. Sno^ 
Mii* Hardcaat" 
Rev. G. A.

;
Masaal
Nyaaaland

MasaiS
Zansibar

August 18 
August 18 
August 18 
August 28 
September 7 
September 8

rtle
^ ......... WroeRev. G. G. Eniott

Ptparturti from ffn^rtd;p:
Rev. H. Thomas 
Mr. H A. J.bbMt 
^f!s■ N. Gowers 
Rrv. C. C. Cooke

Zanxibar 
Zanzibar 
Zanzibar 
Zanzibar 
Zanzibar 
N. Rhodesia

October 8 
October 8 
October 8 
October 0 
October 0 
October 18

■''"■"'■'•I" 'I»r h.-'v, tJ™ .i-t.,°I”p;5„',7.'" A

i" Njl'Xd!-

grc.n

reasons, he has given valuable assistance
•v
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;■doctor in turn iiad to send iiini down to Livingstone—altogether 
it journey of about 200 miles. Things are no easier at the other 
stations m question—probably even more difilcult—but I will c_..- 
line myself to the one station of which I lhave personal knowledge.

With regard to the schools, " the flourishing day-school—a thing 
never before .achieved at Mapanza," which the Biiihop mentions 
in his Report, is already a thing of the past. The Boys’ Boarding 
School is being run by the two padres, but should one of them 
for any reason be called away there is every fear that it, too, will 
have to be closed down—and a glance at the cover of Central 
AFRtCA will soon reveal the shortage of priests, leaving little margin 
for sickness or furloughs. Even with two priests on a station, the 
school is bound to get less supervision than could be given by .a' 
trained teaoher who.se particular job it was to run it. For ten days 
or more each month one padre will be on ulendo visiting the out- 
Mhools, and the one who remains will have his hands more than 
full. At any time there are innumerable odd jobs to be attended 
to, and a padre Is bound to have many claims to his lime, which 
will call him away from his school work.

But quite apart from any special work of trained teachers and 
nurses, there is work at any station which can only be done bv 

T"’' “"’“"S ‘he men and boys has gone 
on ahead of work among the women and girls, and we are arriving
advance 5'“'“ “"“q-^ce. The nest big

f “"’“"K Ihe women, if we are to escape
is "'’"fill-balanced community. One problem
un «me?h “ "'ItT’a""'* better trained,b^^rX ann ^ IS Speedily done for the women that problem will
rather «■'« '> hindrance

^em^ an^d„nn-f hv education^
^ncTh,n h m fhat the women will be
rrkmds'hins ^n d" confidence and their
™men ’’ Thivn '•■'■d “f "’■= Ba-Tonga
Mendh- ”• In7,h-' unresponsive. Thev don’t want to be
been " Wlirwill'^hr fr'™H'' •'"'d 'heir cry has
desire for heln and rrt.na a- c* "'U seeing this new

con-

SoUB or TUB TsAaiBRs* Wives, Mapanza.

for regular att'^ndance at classes. The teacher lells me that when 
he is at home he sometimes manages to teach tlie children something 
of the Faith in the evenings, but when I say, “ Why doesn’t your 
wife do it in her village? ” he replies, " She cannot read, Dona." 
I suggest that she need not be able to read to teach, but Ihc replies, 
quite truly, " Ah, Dona, you can, but she cannot; for the Ba-Tonga 
women’s heads arc very hard. They do not remember what you 
say to them." And he is quite right: they are most of them quite 
unfitted tiTleach their children, and will need a lot of patient help 
before they wiU be.

No, there is no question of lack of opportunities for women's 
work in N. Rhodesia: itisa question of choosing the most pressing 
needs and leaving the rest. At Mapanza, of which I have written, 
the need has been judged as less pressing than elsewhere, and 1 
do not write to question this in the least, but to try to Show from 
the one station that I know how pressing is this question of women’s 
work all over the diocese. We are hopeful for the future, because 
these opportunities of service are already at our door. W'e need your 
prayers that these opportunties may not be lost: only please don’t 
speak to us of finding opportunities, just when he have to face the 
heart-break job of leaving work so dear to us in order to carry 
other work that has now an even greater claim on our time.

on

J. H.
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great joy of the place is the absence of European dress amongst 
the Africans, the majority of whom are unspoiled by coastal 

After the Mass the women danced and sang whilst 
the men beat drums and tins. The sun by midday proved too 
hot for this recreation and so they rested until the evening meal, 
after which they again burst foith into song, and dance. You 
would love to see the tiny babies soundly ^asleep on the mama's 
back while mama whirls round and round clapping her hands and 
chanting the weird rhythmical sounds which accompany the danc
ing. Here they dance the whole night long as they are afraid to 
return home in the dark owing to the numbers of lions and leopards 
which abound.

A word about the size of the parish generally and then off we 
must go to the other end of it. From Lumesule through the parish

LUMESULE AND MBAYA influence.
Ip you take a car at the Coast—^Lindi, and ask to be put down at 
" Kwa Musa," a distance of about 160 miles, you will see by the 
road-side a signpost \vith this written on in bright red letters,

U.M.C.A. Lumesule*.” I know at is there, as I painted it myself 
and helped to put it in placed You will now have to continue 
your journey on foot for three hours through the forest path until 
you reach a magnificent rock on which is built the Church of S.S. 
Peter and Paul, which church is without a doubt the best in the 
diocc^ and an example of what real beauty caii be when only local 
materials are procurable. Should you chance to arrive Sn November 
or Dumber, you will have no doubts whatever as to whether you 
are in Tropietd Africa or not, but it would be quite out of place 
to try adequately to describe what the heat is really like at that 
time, as you must arrange your visit to coindde with the Patronal 
Festival in June when the mornings and evenings are really cool 
and sometimes quite cold. The bare rock and in fact a generally 
bare appearance lends itself very well to cold spells. You would 
agree that the antiphon for the Magnificat in the first evensong 
LS singularly appropriate, ” Thou art Peter . . and as you look 
round and behold the beautiful straight poles still standing per. 
fwtly erect after seven years, you would be inclined to believe 
that even the ” Gates of Hell ” could never prevail against such 
African church”^^^ that seven years as a long life for an

This year, owing to the great dilHcuity of our Christians and 
entechumens living out of the viliage in their fields in order to 
prolgit their crop, we were allowed by episcopal sanction to keep 
the Sunday in the Octave as the chief day of rejoicing. It migS 
Wriuen h° ""“Be- I" a recent ardcle
tin ?he*ien^' « '"'I >>e remembered that he statedthat the people of Lumesule would shortly be moving and
d ouS;Thn3nir'«“l P=°P'= 'hamselves, but
urn^nnf Tf?' . ^i intention, it
hrni.hr, ’ ^ ^ “ 'Jrean' <oo good to be true. When
ha, ^ '•'Bh with glee and it seemed
™ a™inTu's "'Ti‘* ^ ''arvest
di^f and in <■" whole
m^4,^ Whv? been here for

orderlv hiif ^ African processions are not always

lo Namakambale is a walk of three days, a distance of about 
seventy miles roughly, the greater part of the walk being through, 
the Big Game Reserve. When we are at Mbaya our nearest white 
neighbours are about forty miles one way to Tunduru and ninety 
to Masasi.

We now retrace our three hours back to the signpost and con
tinue straight ahead undl we reach a halfway spot, entirely deserted, 
and here, if the porters agree, we sleep the night in a terit and 
continue next day to Mbaya (meaning something like Bruce Bairns- 
father’s expression “ The Better 'Ole ’*). It is truly the better -Ole 
and well worth the two days’ tramp. The air is equal to that of any 
Swiss resort and the scenery comes a very good second. Here the

5

so make

IPdilrt Eailan
St. Stetiien’s Mbata.
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teacher, who can converse with you either in English, Swahili, Yao, 
Makiin, Mnkondc, Chinyanja or Arabic, will tell you with great 
pride all about ilic cliurch of St. Stephen, and how the good friends 
ol St. Stephen's Clewer not only provided the church but a very 
worthy altar and also some beautiful vestments, etc. Here life is 
really .African in tnery possible way, except perhaps that we are 
hles.^ with a magnifioent water supply the whole year round. Very 
fittingly one evening during compline, after the words “ . . . the 
devil as a roaring lion ” we were rewarded with a true rendering by 
a lion and his pal who had approached at a not too pleasant distance 
from the church; night after night you would hear people shouting 
and beating drums in order to scare away the elephants from the 
crops. One day we had great rejoicing when a lion w^as hunted 
and killed, and' later carried «nto the village to the house of the 
chief, the ^ple dancing around it and the children made to throw 
dirt on to it to show their disgust for its cruelty.

Out of real necessity we are forced to leave these places entirely 
in char^ of the teachers for periods as we move about and so you 
see their responsibility is veiy great and they need our utmost 
sympathy and earnest prayers. You who love your daily Mass 
and have that privilege please remember sometimes our teachers 
who a^ love tfciUy Mass but are often three weeks and a 
month without it and sometimes on big festi>’als.

We haN-e no hospital in the parish and in fact no ladv workers 
whatex-cr,* so we tty to do what we can for the sick, which work is 
not without its humours. T remember one day a little old 
coming along looking ytry sad who said, ** Baba I want dawa ya 
tumbo ** meaning medicine for the inside, so I prepared some 
Epsom salts for him and told him to drihkj meanwhile I went on • 
preparing some other medidnes and oh reluming found the old 
maw^gjving his medidne to three or four children. That’s no 

r said, to whidi he replied, ** Oh, it’s all right. Baba, for 
thev are mr relaiires.”
, Spa« ^tds ray saying more about this interrsting parish so 
I must fiiush off by asking for your prayers. :
v\l as® o'f writing an article signed
-V-i.Z. But nuy I say Ihai I am not X.Y.Z. but

A NEW CENTRAL SCHOOL
Readers of Central Africa have heard much of the vast stretch 
of country in the Tunduru district—a land of hope and a land of 
promise—on the very outskirts of the Diocese of Masasi.

Up to the present this district has been managed and' organized 
by one African priest, Canon Kolumba Msigala, with the help 
of several African teachers. These teachers have been sent to 
neighbouring villages far and near, where they have started out- 
schools for the children and have tried to draw their parents to 
hear and accept the Catholic Faith.

Over a year ago a vision was granted to those with eyes to 
see: a vision of these very self-same village boys, in years to 
come, becoming the teachers of the next generation; a vision of. 
future Christian homes; a vision of war xvith Islam; of even fiercer 
war with Satan and his hosts; a vision of the answered prayer— 
“Thy Kingdom come—in Africa.” ^

A vision—yes, but already its fulfilment is begun. In each 
school in the district there were certain boys, one here, two 
there and elsewhere three or four, who were especially keen, not 
only on their books and sums, but on their religion too. As one 
boy said, “ Of all the things that can be desired in this world

1.'

i.

man

E.G.E.
«-ortcen it illustrated by the 

Rhodesia." Of coum our riders win lirfn. 
t>*«Sstrictof Lumcsule and Mbaja is as '

'ex!? “ *' *'*1“'": •"J ™ s™*' »' <'»■ ■

\\ .
\pBdtt Blooi

Saidi Maumdo Cbstnal School.
(Seated)—John Mltande, Canon Kolumba and Jones Mpunga.
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1 desire ray Bapdsra most of all.”* These boys were gathered 
together, only thirteen in all, and only four of those Christians, 
and they have formed the nucleus of a Central Boarding School 
at Saidi Maumbo.

A piece of ground was cleared on the main road to Tunduru, 
close to the Mission Station, and two large and lofty houses built, 
one for school by day and the other to use as common room and 
dormitory. The headmaster, Mw. John Mitande, is son of an 
African priest. He is clever, keen and above all deeply religious 
and prayerful; a splendid example of African manhood for the 
boys to have always before them.

The boys on entering the school were each given a shuka and 
a kisibau. This was a real necessity, as some of them arrived with 
less than i8 sq. ins. of dirty calico to clothe them. These clothes 
have to be wa^ed and ironed every Saturday. Many of the boys 
had never used soap before and only one had ever seen an iron 1 
The first Saturday it was lo p.m. before the last kisibau 
ironed, and washing had begun at 7 a.m. However, those early 
experiments were part of their education, and now many are 
becoming quite expert, and can wash and iron church linen, etc.

The boys get up each day at 5.30 a.m. and sweep for half an 
hour, and truly the whole station is a real credit to them by 6 a.m. 
Then roll>call, and to church at .6.30. After church, breakfast of 
porridge, and by 7.55 all are iii school ready for lessons. Religion 
of course Is given the foremost place in their daily round. It 
is the wMpon they will need most in all their future lives, when 
they go into all the world—the world of their own and neighbour
ing villages—they will go first and foremost to preach the Gospel. 
And so the Gospel story in these early schooldays is made the 
centre of their lives that they may learn to make their Lord their 
constant companion all the way.

The rarious other studies of the boys have greatly increased in 
interest when compared with the old out-school days. There each 
boy s '‘ kit ” consisted of one slate, one slate pencil, one reading- 
book. Now there are fasOinating geography reading-books with 
pictures of children, animals, houses and plants of all parts of the 
world. There are maps and note-books, pens and pencils, not 
to speak of the never-ending wonder of blotting-paper I There 
are sewing^dnsses and rope-making, and Ipst but not least the 
f^ool cIock.^which not only keeps the daily round punctual, both 
in and out of school, ^but by some secret and very mysterious law 
bdl^nS^ it7^ whole school every morning with a loud
, _ Most days cn£^with football, the game above all others which 
Africans love. There are thirteen boys and two masters, \ How 
they divide tipjinto • elevens ■> must remain untold, as the Writer 
nas no idra. The only quite certain fact is that they do plav foot- 
Balh for by the end of the first term the ball was split to pieces

• ThI. bo, «« bapUiot on Whilnin Dny, 1929, wUh Bve othors.

was
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and had to be sewn up ready for the next terra's use. The head
master keeps a log book in which he writes all the news of the 
school. The following extracts are rough translations from,kir—

1. Feast of the Epiphany. The boys for the new school all
arrived yesterday. To-day their new life begins. As I knelt at 
Mass on this Feast of the Manifestation, I prayed that Gods Will 
may be revealed to me in all things and that I may have light to 
see it and follow the Star. . .

2. On Sundays, the boys whose homes are near go to see their 
relations, when tliey come out of church after Mass. (N.B.)—One 
boy has a catechumen mother, the rest have heathen or Muham
madan parents.

3. I looked at the boys’ work. The sweeping was very badly 
done. I sent them all back to sweep again.

4. Canon Kolumba came to bless the school.. It was a bcautifu 
service and we had many visitors. The dormitory was dedicated 
to the memory of Raymond Lull, who gave his life for the defeat 
of Islam in Africa, and the school was dedicated to St. Augustine of 
Hippo, that his prayers may help the boys in their studies.

This Central School is a new venture, and so far a very promis- 
-ing one, but the boys need constant prayer to help them. The 
discipline and routine of their new life are the means by which 

' their characters are being formed and strengthened, and prayer 
is the means by which those charatcers may be founded in 
humility and love for service to God and their fellow-men.

it
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to Cliiromo. There was war going on along the river at the time. 
The Portuguese were fighting against the Makololo and other tribes. 
So, when we got to Chiromo, our boatman refused to carry us any 
further for fear of the war. We had therefore to go back again , to 
Gombe. After a time we got a steamer, and the Bishop and the rest 
of us were towed in the barge. We had not got far from Gombe, 
when a chief called Maganizo, with another.chief, Mlaule, seized 
both the steamer and the barge. ** We shall kill you fiHt” said 
Maganizo, “ because you are English, like Mandala (Mr. Moir). 
That Mandala promised to help us against the Portuguese and gave 
us his flags. Now that the Portuguese have come, he won’t do 
anything.” The Bishop had brought a Blantyre man with him’ 
as interpreter, by name, Evangel. I met him again in Blantyre 
in August 1927. This man tried hard to explain tliat the Bishop 
was not responsible for Mandala, but for two days they held us up. 
After that Maganizo and Mlaule agreed, with great reluctance, to 
let us go, but they stole everything, both on the steamer and in the 
barge, and did not even leave us a cup. They said that we ought to 
thank them for not killing us. When we got back to Gombe', we 
got a few things from a European there and then returned once 
more to Blantyre.

After about a fortnight at Blantyre, we began our journey again, 
but this time by another way. Another European came with us, 
whom the Africans called Mtambalika, but I do not know his real 
name. We had forty carriers for the loads. We passed Mlanje 
and Matipwile, but all the villages in the district were deserted, 
because the people had run away for fear of the Portuguese. This 
time we ha^’ a very distressing journey. We could not get food

GOING TO COLLEGE IN THE 
OLD DAYS

1 DO not remember exactly the date, 
but it was about August or September i 
in 1889. Leonard Matiya Kangati,
Tito Kungyrukutu and myself were 
the first Nyasaland boys to go to the 
College at Zanzibar. There were other 
boys who refused to go, for at that 
time Africans had not learnt to trust 
Europeans very much. We three were 
persuaded to go by our teachers,

’’w Augustine Ambali and So Songolo.
^ Also we knew and trusted Bishop 

Maples. We made the journey with 
Bishop Smythies. We set out from 
Likoma on the s.s, Charies Jatison 
and came to Mponda’s. There we got 
into a barge, which brought us as far 
as Matope. From Matope we started 
^0 walk to Blantyre. Padre Leonard 
was a small boy then and could 
not walk so far, and he cried 
as he went along. At L^Iong^ve . 
we found a mule waiting 
for the Bishop, sent by Mr. 

Moir. All the Africans called Mr. Moir, Mandala, because of his 
spectacles. The Bishop therefore left us with his cook, Peter 
Sclcnge, to follow on slowly to Blantyre. We walked for many 
hours, and got in just at sunset. At that time there were very few 
Europeans at Blantyre. I remember Mr. Moir and his wife and 
baby, and also a European at the Scotch Mission, but I 
remember who he was, perhaps Dr. Scott or a layman. We heard 
that Mr. Buchanan Avas at Zomba, but we did not sec him. On 
the Sunday, while vet were at Blantyre, Mr. Moir called us to his 
house and took us upstairs and taught us the parable of the Talents.
He taught us how God gives talents to all men, and each must 
work with them and gain profit to His glory. He told us that we 
vren going to prepare for a very great work, saying, ” You are 
ping to help your own countrymen to know God.” He said that 
he himself was a trader, but that he tried to help by preaching 
imd^tcaching^^ple and then, when they knew a little, bv sending 
rtem 10 the Mission 10 be baptised. .Wilh many suclLwords he 
warned us of the greatness of the work which lay before us.

from Blamj-re we started again and came to the River Shird 
once mote at Gombe. There we got into a barge and travelled down
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and were very hungry and also ii was very hot. One day we 
by chance a man carrying fowls. He was on his way to Quiliroane 
to pay his hut-tax. We begged him to let us buy Siis fowls for' 
money. He agreed, and very thankful we were. At length we 
arrived at a small Portuguese fort called Luwani. The officer in 
charge welcomed the Bishop very warmly. He also gave us a bag 
of rice and the leg of a buck. We rested there for two days and 
then went on until we reached Quilimane safely. The first thing 
that we did was to go to the shore to taste the water, to see if it 
were really salt, as we had been told. We found that it was quite 
true, for it was very salty and bitter, and we soon had enough of it.
We stayed about six days at Quilimane and then got on board a 
big steamer, which took us to Mozambique. There we waited for 
another steamer and travelled on to Ibo, and so on at last to 
Zanzibar,

We were astonished to see so many dhows, boats and steamers, 
and also to see such great buildings. We saw the Cathedral, and 
got a guide to lead us to Kiungani. Archdeacon Jones-Bateraan 
was then Principal of the College. Mr. Matthews and Mr. 
Dalcbrook were his assistants. We met a great many other boys, 
some from Masasi, some from Magila and from other places, but 
we were the only boys from Nyasaland. There 
European^ Mr. Madan, and a lady. Miss Bartlett.

After two years at College we came back home. We travelled , 
with Bishop Maples, who was returning from furlough, and with 
him were two Europeans, Padre Atlay and a layman, Mr. Wilde.
We went by steamer first to Lindi, and walked from there to 
Chitangali. Chitangali we met the first African priest of our ■ 
Mission, Padre Cecil Majaliwa. From Chitangali we went on to 
Newala, staying there a few days,.and Ihen.on to Masasi. We had 
to leave Padre Atlay behind at Masasi, for he was very ill. It took 
us forty days to get from Masasi to the Lake, which we reached 
at Kobwe. Next day the “ C. j ” came to take us to Likoma. Our 
parents and friends were very glad to see us again. They said that 
you can trust Europeans not to lose people.

^ you know, my readers, some people can* be brave and strong 
at first, but cannot lost, while others endure to the end. Padre 
^nard went a-second time to Zanzibar, but I refused to go with 
him, for I could not face the difficulties of the journey. It is a 
long l^e now since we returned home in 1891. Two of us are still 
fo his r«t : has passed

Yohana Tawe

met MAPANZA NOTES
The boys of the boarding-school went home last week for their 
two months’ holiday at the completion of another year’s work. 
Five of the boys are going to Fiwila Training College next term. 
We hope they will live up to the high Standard set by those 
Mapanza boys who went to Fiwila last year. Of these,'’one came 
out top of the College at the end of the year’s work, another 
gained the Scripture prize, and all six of them passed their exam
inations.. There are a number of boys in the out-schools already 
waiting to fill up the vacancies in the boarding-school next term.

The schoolboy's dormitory is now occupied by the teachers, 
who have all come in for their annual “ refresher ” course, 
which lasts one month. Their wives have unfortunately had to 
stay away as there are no houses available for them, thus a 
great opportunity is lost of helping the women in their difficult 
work (d.e., of being teachers’ wives). Last Friday I took all the 
teachers and College boys over to interview the Paramount Chief 
at his village, twelve miles away. He had given out that he 
objected to girls going to school and classes in the villages, on 
three grounds, viz., (i) that it taught them to be lazy; (2) that 
the girls were required as wives for polygamists; (3) that the 
bigger girls and boys got into mischief on their way to and 
from school. As a result of our palaver he admitted that he had 
no longer any grounds for anxiety and is building a school,in 
his villag^orthwith. This makes, the eleventh out-school to be 
established during the Inst two years. The rapid increase In the 
out-district work is perhaps the most encouraging and hopeful 
feature of the Church’s growth in this district.

i

were two other

\

Mapanza School.
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of being not only permanent but also easy to manipulate by 
amateur builders. The building of this native compound, desir
able'in any case, had become in fact essential, ns all the native 
huts on the station, have during the year became uninhabitable 
through old age and decay until to-day only the printer's house 
remains in use. One feels bound to point out that this essential 
building was only made possible by the generosity of the nnony- 
mous benefactor referred to by the Bishop in- his annual report.

Mapanza is now well within a native reserve and is the centre 
of a rapidly increasing native farming community. We are con. 
stantly being asked by the natives to deal with their broken-down 
wagons, carts, ploughs, cultivators, etc. Fortunately our layman is 
eminently qualified to effect these repairs. Two ex-schoolboys 

apprenticed to learn smithy work and farm carpentry 
under his tuition. These boys will also have the opportunity of 
learning the art of agriculture and the breeding, training and 
general management of cattle on the mission farm which the lay
man has inaugurated this year (at no expense, be it said, to mis
sion funds). We are looking forward to the establishment of an 
agricultural college at Mapanza, of which these boys will be the 
nucleus.

The Baptismal candidates have been in for their week’s special 
classes', prior to baptism. The baptism was on St. James's day 
and the church was comfortably filled with the candidaira 
and their witnesses. It is a tragedy that there are no women 
workers here to look after the girl candidates on these occasions of 
special opportunity.

The church elders met this morning to consider ways and 
means. A church tax has recently been instituted, in addition 
to the normal church collections. So far 600 people have paid 
their tax and, in spite of a very poor harvest, the elders find th 
selves in the satisfactoiy position of being able to pay all the 
church expenses for the current year and of being self-supporting 
in the matter of all accessories of worship, such as wine, wafers, 
candles, incense, soap, etc., with a little money over for feeding 
catechumens who come in from a distance for special baptism 
clas^. Such a state of affairs is only made possible, however, ' 
by insisting on the strictest economy. We shall have to forego 
some of the luxuries to which we have become accustomed, such 
as the use of incense at times other than on Sundays and the 
Great Festivals, and in the matter of candles. The tax was, of 
course, paid largely in kind and included 500 pumpkins, 32 
chickens, 500 lbs. of kaffir com, 200 lbs. of mealies, a sack of 
monkey nuts and a varied collection of useful odds and ends.

The: printing office is always working full time, but has been 
I than usually busy lately on Diocesan work. This year, 
in addition to soine work for the Bishop in English and a few 
local jobs in ChMta and Chi-tonga, the printers have completed 
a prayer-book in Chi-lata for Fiwila and have now nearly finished 
a larger took for Msoro in Chi-nsenga. The MS. for a prayer, 
book in Chi-bcmba for ChipiU, has j’ust been received and we 
hope to get it done by the end of the year. I have received several 
lettcre of appreciation of the work which Matthew, the printer, 
has been turning out. He is a Nyasa boy, trained at Ukoma.
Me now has three ex-schoolboys apprenticed to him, all of whom 
are making excellent progress. The four of them work in a room 
22 tt. ijy 8 ft., which IS just one-third the area of a cricket pitch.

A rompound for boys employed on the station is now nearing 
rampletion.^^ Accommodation will be available for house staff 

kit^en-boy and servants), printers, teacher, hospital 
orderly and rattle her^, with their wives and children. The 

nre built of burnt brick with corrugated iron roofs, and 
mTthe work is bang done by local boys who are members of the 
TO^regatton. We^are able to make bricks comparatively cheaply

ujffs Site
The expensive item is the 

corrugated iron for the roofs, which has the advantage, however.

i
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Priest-in-Chargb,
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OUR MISSION STATION IN . 
ENGLAND

,i and nearlyTankerton, has opened happily 
every room has been occupied during these early days of October.

The first Retreat (November 4-8) seems likely to be a full one, 
and we shall be glad to hear soon from those who hope to come 
to the second Retreat in January (6th to lotli).

Friends from Africa and secretaries and other helpers at home 
will be gladly
mentioned dates, if they want to find a quiet place to stay 
opportunities for prayer and study in connection with th 
for the Mission; or if they simply want a rest in a U.M.C.A. 
a^fnosphere. Should the calendar tell one it is winter, that need 
nbt matter—those who live on this Kent coast find it warmer than 
iLondoh. Please apply to: Miss H. Spanton, St. Michael’s, 
Church Street Road. Tankerton, Whitstable, Kent.

St. Michael's House,

welcomed at any other time between the above-
' in, with 

their work

'f
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EXORCISMDiocese of Zanzibar

the patient’s head. The exorcist sings louder than before and the 
drum-beaters beat the drums with increasing vigour, so that no 
one can hear his neighbour speaking. If the patient is an 
expert dancer, she suddenly rises and begins to dance. Every
body is delighted. Little children are very fond of going to these 
dances because the things placed on the tray do not excite the 
desires of the spirit only but those of the children as well. As the 

and then she takes something off the tray, 
a banana or a piece of sugar cane and gives it to anyone she likes 
and so every child tries to go one better than his companions in 
responding to the songs of the exorcist in order to please the 
spirit and to be given something from the tray. At midnight every* 
one is tired, then a fowl is cooked and porridge prepa 
everyone present partakes thereor. By this time the spirit has said 
goodbye and gone away and after the meal all the people go home.

All of the spirit dances the following kind is considered to be the 
principal one. Not many people are able to indulge in it, as it Is 
very expensive. This needs a goat to be supplied, the exorcist’s fee, 
and a great feast because of the many folk present. Perhaps is 
like this. Someone has made a vow to give his spirit a goat and 
some time has elapsed since the vow was made. If he goes to the 
diviner, he is told, “ You have a spirit to whom you have made a 
vow and you have not fulfilled it as yet." So he goes home and 
busies himself in procuring all the necessary things for his spirit, 
a goat, white clothes, rice, coconuts and many other things. When 

he informs the exorcist, invites his kinsmen 
day. When the spirit is ready to eat 

the goat hejyill leap at it as if he wants to tear St with his^ teeth 
and so the exorcist knows that the time has come for the spirit to 
eat the goat. The people then kill the goat and catch the blood in 
a basin. The spirit is given the basin and drinks all the blood and 
the exorcist and those present are very pleased. After eating the 
feast prepared the people go home.

Sometimes this is the cause of illness; it as not good to drmk 
the blood of any animal because there are germs and the seeds 
of disease in it. ...

Many people nowadays like to wear rings of rupees, especially 
women. If anyone does so it means he has a spirit and the spirit 
has demanded these rings. Even many men have the^ spirit nn^s.

Many folk claim to have spirits living in their bodies, spirits 
who pledge themselves to secure for them many advantages such 
as acquisition of wealth and a good harvest. Thus if a man 
believes that all his prosperity Is due to the spirits he will be very 
slow to believe that it is God who provides us with everything 
n4ccssary for our souls and bodies. He will seek help from tlie 
spirits. Now we know that in our country belief in an Almighty 
God who needs no assistance is a strange thing.

fl am not certain whether exorcist is the right word to 
contains the idea of expelling, and I have thought that the exorcist

SOME BELIEFS & CUSTOMS OF THE WABONDEI 
By Canon Sehoza

IV.—Exorcism.
In these days, even among people who are not Christians, you 
very rarely hear the exorcist’s drums. Formerly you could hear 
them almost every day: there were many exorcists; of these many 
are dead and meir sons see no advantage in following, their 
lathers* profession. In former times many people, of whom the 
majority were women, claimed to be possessed, and in the case of 
the women, their husbands had no peace unless they summoned 
,the exorcists and incurred expenses which exorcism entailed. The 
women who were expert dancers were the people who liked the 
spirit dance. Sometimes it was obvious that the woman who was 
being exorcised was not possessed. They merely wanted to advertise 
their skill in dimeing, to enhance their reputation.

In these days many people follow the custom called " Ku- 
fyomea.” " Kufyomea ’’ means to summon the spirit. When the 
comes the exorcist converses with him and asks him the cause 
of the illness of the possessed person and says ; "If you are respon- 
sible for the illness let the patient alone." This conversation is 
carried on in Swahili. I do not know whether that means that all 
spirits hall from the Swahili country or whether Swahili is the 
recognised language of the Spirits I Many people follow this 
custom of Kufyomea because it is inexpensive. The ceremony 
lasts only half an hour or at the longest an hour.

possessed dances, now

red and

everything is ready, 
and friends and fixes a

Hoxv to Exorcise a Spirit.
When the day appointed arrives, the exorcist appears with 

his drums. If he does not possess any it is the business of the 
person responsible for the patient to hire drums. Then 
he invites people to come and assist in the singing 
and beating of drums, so as to secure a successful performance. 
Many spirits are exorcised at night and the performance begins at 
8 p.m. People from neighbouring villages like to come and take 
part in these dances. When everyone has arrived, two women are 
selected to bathe the patient, and dress her in clean garments. They 
also make ready the " chano " (tray), that is they arrange on the 
tray piec^ of sugar cane, bananas, cakes and unripe coconuts. 
I he tray is placed before the patient, the idea being to excite the 
craving of the spirit, because the people suppose that these are 
the things of which the spirit is especially fond.

1 hen they place the patient on a chair and the exorcist begins 
to bum incense and to hold the patient’s head sayine words of 

begins to sing and the people 
^pond and the drums arc beaten. As soon as the patient begins 
to show signs of trembling it is thought that the spirit has entered

i

use. It
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is a man who does not expel spirits but propitiates them, and they 
still inh<abit the bodies of the possessed, friendly tenants instead of 
hostile ones. Renders will notice the double personality in the case 
of the patient which makes it difficult to distinguish between 
the possessed and the possessor. Perhaps some day Canon Sehoza 
will enlighten us on these points.—Ed.]

AUTUMN CONFERENCEi'

IMPORTANT NOTICE
.A VEKV importcini meeting has been arranged for the evening of 
Thursday, November 21, when Mr. J. H. Oldhnm, a member of 
the Milton Young Commission to Itast Africa and Secretary of 
the International Missionary Council, will speak in the Hoare 
Memorial Mall at 8 p.m.

The whole future of the .African is bound up with the question 
of the right kind of Government for E;»si Africa, and we would 
strongly urge all our Ruridecanal and Parochial Secretaries, as 
well as all friends of I’.M.C.A. to attend this meeting. Canon 
Spanton will be in the chair.

REVIEW
EAST AFRICA IN TRANSITION

published by the Student Christian Movement, 
London, W.C.i. The price is one shilling. 

There is a pr^ace by Lord Lugard. It is a careful summary of 
the issues raised in tlie Report of the Hilton Young Commission, 
and contains a review of the principles and proposals of the 
Commission on closer union of the Dependencies in Eastern and 
Central Africa. In his preface, Lord Lugard says, “ Without com
mitting myself to any of the views expressed, 1 am glad to record 
my opinion that it is a fair and an able summary of the Report. 
The authors have performed a public service by their efforts to 

that the Report should thus be made accessiblc*to a wider 
public and in particular to those groups lin the college 
universities who are interested in the problems of the Empire in 
.Africa.”

The book discusses clearly and fully the principles and proposals 
and deals with the political situation, a situation which raises 
important questions on account of the various interests concerned, 
European, African, Indian and Arab. The future of Africa 
must depend largely on the decision made as to what is the best 
form of government in territories in which the Africans form 
almost ovcnvhelming majority; the best form of government at a 
time when it is generally recognized that the African is not yet 
qualified to take an important part in responsible government. At 
present the African cannot dispense with European initiative, guid
ance and leadership. The great desideratum appears to be an 
Imperial Policy to be applied in all the Dependencies concerned, 
a policy which keeps steadily in view both the interests of the 
African population and the training and development of the African 
so that in the future he may take his part in responsible govern
ment. We can heartily recommend this book to all who are 
interMted in Africa, the African, and in the very important 
question, ” What is the kind of government which the pre^nt 
situation demands? ” ^

Tins is a little book 
32 Russell Square,

HOME JOTTINGSsecure
and The General Fund Recclpli compare ns follows

1SI2D llWfl
Received durinc Si'iHeinlx-r 
Total jceceipis to SrpiemlxT liO

/,T.25i
.£20,707.. .£21,501

All IncrciiM.' of

IMPORTANT.—Rural Deanery and Local Secrelariei would ftreatly help (0 relieve 
the prestnre ol work at the end ol Ihc year U they wotUd be (o kind as (o forward 
Ihe bulk of their collections io the Office during November.

an

Day of Intercession tor Foreign Missions.—Uopics of this monlirs enlarged Inter- 
pnjiCT can be had on applicniion to the OfTicc. Prlce,2s. per 100. As it contnins 

of the staff this copy should be kept, and nnmes may be added in the space
cession 
.1 list I 
provided.

f;
St. Andrew’s Tide.—A Day of MissUuiiiry Intercession will he held in oUr Chnpel 

of All Soul's, flt Central Africn House, on Tuesday. December 3 from 8 n.m, 
until 5.30 p.m. There will be M.iss at 8 ti.m., and wc shall be glad if those ahle to 
spend half an hour in Intercession thiring the d.ny will send their names to Miss Nugee, 
Evensong at 6 p.m. will close the flay.
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CENTRAL AFRICAHOME JOTTINGS.

A MONTHLY RECORD OF THE WORK OF THE 
UNIVERSITIES' MISSION TO CENTRAL AFRICAMils D. Y. Mills will hnvc the nnnuni i>ale of her own work on TliuriKlay, 

OiTiiber 31, al the OlTice. Ceniral Africa House. 35 Wood Slreei. S.W.l, from 11 a.m.
feature will be many useful articles in theto 3.30 p.m. A novel and fascinating

tinfoil embroidery. Inspection U Invited. No. 564. XLVII. DECEMBER, 1929 Price 2d

CONTENTS
Editor’s Notes .......................... 245 On the Choice of a Profession ... 200
Cathrew FUher, Bishop of Nyasaland 2-47 U..M.C.A. Exhibition, Bright
The Parish of an African Canon ... 251 Reviews.................................. .
Christmas in Africa ......................... 253 Central Afkic.» a Missionary I
A New Church on the IlilUops ... 255 Home Joltings.........................
The Guild of the Holy Name.............. 257 The Mission SlnlT ... ...
SOTK.—Neither the Bishops oj the Aftsrion nor the Committee are fcsponsible for any 

opinion or statement in CESTIIAL AFRICA unless if u clearly indicated

The Sale ol Work in aid of Church work in hume and abroad will be held in 
(he Horticultural Hall, Vincent Square, Westminster, on Wednesday and Thursday, 
N..veiiil)rr «th an<i 7th. from 12.0 to fl.O p.m. Stall No. 23 has been allotteil to 
I Please come and buy and (icrsuade many friends to do the same.

THE MISSION STAFF
EDITOR'S NOTES

DateName Diocese The Office has received a telegram informing us ihui the Bishop of 
Nyasaland was killed in a motor accident on Friday, November 8lh.

Apparently the bursting of a lyre caused the car in which he 
was travelling from iMponda’s to Likwenu to overturn and the 
Uisliop was pinned down under the machine with a fractured skull 
and died before Likwenu could be reached. He was buried in 
Likwenu Church. R.I.P. The driver escaped injury. This is all 
we know al present but we hope to be in a position to give further 
details in tiie January number of Central Africa.

His demli reminds us of a similar sudden death when Bishop 
Maples was drowned in the lake. We olTer our heartfelt sympathy 
to the bereaved diocese and assure the staff and Christian community 
that they will be constantly in our minds at this lime of sorrow; 
and especially we shall pray for those on whom will rest the burden 
of responsibility until a new Father in God is appointed.

Arrivals in England ;
Mifi Mnl«l 
MI» K. A. H»U 
Ml»s BUhop 
SUtcr E. Wiliioms 
.\rclKlcacnn Sw.TinMin 
Min* Pcrrolt 
.MRf l.nnid.-itc 
.Mr. OWrWgc

1 Srpi. 15 
Sept. 2b 
Scj>t. 20 
Srpt. 20

Ny.isaland
Nyiisatnnil
Nyasalniiil
Zanzibar
Masasi
Zanzibar
Nyasatanil
NynsaI<Tn<t

I Oct.
Oct. i 
Oct. 10 
Oct. 10

I

Ifeparluret from England: 
Rev. J. W. II. Bullock 
Rrv. A. R. ni>dfrey 
Rev. T. R. Taggart 
Mitt raddi»on 
Miu Willis 
Dr. Adkins 
Rev. W. J. CUssold 
Miss Ferguson 
Miss Apthorp 
Mr. H. Griggs

Zanzibar
N. Rhodesia
Nyasaland
Mosasi
Masasi
Zanzibar
Zanzibar
Nyasaland
NyasaLmd
Nyasaland

Oct. 24 
Nov. 1 
Nov. 1 
Nov. 19 
Nov. 10 
Nov. 21 
Nov. 21 
Nov. 21 
Nov. 21 
Nov, 29

\

An interesting item of news has jnst come to hand. The Bishop 
of Masasi consecrated tite Cliurcli of the Holy Cross, Liuli, Lake 
Nyasa, on September 14th and subsctiucntly paid a visit to Likoma, 
This, says Uisliop Fisher, is the first visit of a Bisliop from die 
north of the Mission since Bishop Smylhics was at Likoma in 1891. 
The journey from Masasi was made by motor lorry in four days; 
probably die first vehicle of its kind to make such a trip. When 
Mr. Sutcr made tlic trip in 1910 from Lake Nyasa to a place near 
/Lumcsulc to meet Bishop Weston, he took lliree weeks. We hope 
that either Bishop Lucas or Padre Tliorne, wlio accompanied him, 
will send us an account of the visit; we respectfully suggest that a 
few words from (he Bishop of Masasi himself felling us his impres
sions of the Diocese of Nyasaland would bo of great interest to all 
friends of die Mission at home.

Ne» Mentbm.—0/ Zonjibor. The Rev. William J..lin rlis.olil, ll.A.. 
Camb.. formerly director of St. Paul's Mission, Molepole, in the diocese ol Kimberley. 
Ohcese of Masasi. Miss Hilda Willis (nurse) trained at the Royal Sussex County 
Hospital, with useful experience in the Batk.nns both during and after the war; also 
with children In Cnnada. Diocese of Nyasaland. Tlic Rev. Thomas Regin.ild T.'iggnri, 
Lincoln Theo. Coll., has been assistant pft«-« of St. John’s, New Cire. Miss Grace 

r,cd<l Med.MIist, has had teaching experience inApthorp (teacher), L.R.A.M. and Go 
genera) subjects In preparatorv schools.

f
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EDITOR'S NOTES

CATHREW FISHER
BISHOP OF NYASALAND. 1910-1929

An offer of help: One of our subscribers who has been greatly 
grieved by the need of curtailing women’s work in Northern 
Rhodesia as a result of the reduction of grants which all our 
dioceses had to suffer this year, has offered to increase the amount 
of her subscription ten per cent, if a hundred other subscribers 
will undertake to do the same.

Some of our friends are already giving us quite as much as 
they can afford; but there must be many oilmrs who could manage 
to increase llieir contribution by the relatively small sum suggested, 
and if hundreds of them would do so, the aggregate increase would 
be a ver)' appreciable boon.

Next year we hope to have all our Bishops home for the Lambeth 
Conference, and we wish very much to be able to greet them with 
the news that, owing to the generosity of our friends in England, 
the reductions necessary during 1929 need no longer hold in 1930. If 
all our supporters will make a real effort during this month, our 
wishes will not fall to be realised; but there is not much time to 
spare if we arc to secure the needful funds.

When Bishop Fisher was offered the bishopric of Nyasaland in 
succession to Bishop Trower in 1910, he was already in his fortieth 
year. He had never been to Africa and felt that his ignorance 
of the native language would be a liindrance to him in^ carrying 
out the duties of bishop. It was only when he was assured that 
this would not be the case that he consented to accept the bishopric. 
Nevertheless, he intended to do his best to remedy the deficiency, 
and after he had to some extent cleared off the arrears of episcopal 
work which he found awaiting him on his arrival in Africa, he set 
himself to have daily lessons in Chinyanja. But though he 
tinued his efforts for some time, he never made very much head
way, and he never acquired a sufficient knowledge of the language 
to be able to converse at all easily in it, or to preach in the 
vernacular. He generally preached through an Interpreter, but 
sometimes wrote his sermons in English and had them translated 
for him; he had, however, a very correct pronunciation of African 
words, and when he read what had been translated in the vernacu
lar, he was easily understood. He always felt very keenly how his 
inability to speak the vernaculars cut him off from any very close 
personal intercourse with the great 
mass of native Christians, but in 
those cases in which he was able to 
make himself understood by them 
he was unlailingly courteous and 
kindly.

V'ery soon after his appointment 
there occurred the tragic death of 
Fr. Arthur Douglas. The Bishop 
look this very much to heart and 
those who knew him at the time 
say that the worry which it occa
sioned him aged him quite appreci
ably. As the result of this Incident 
he decided that he could not take 
the responsibility of placing women 
workers in the Portuguese part of 
the diocese, he felt himself bound 
to adhere to this decision when 
once he had promulgated it, even 
though some members of the 
diocese thought that circumstances 
had so changed in recent times that 
the decision might now safely be 
reversed.

Bishop Fisher will be always

con-

I

Circumstances compei us this month to issue a number wliich 
largely consists of African contributions. This may be a good thing 
in itMif. We get tlie African point of view, but if a justification S 
required, it is this: tliat we received during tlie past month only 
wliat we print. Wc have an account by Canon Reuben 
Namalowe, of the work in his district. We have an account of 
the origin and progress of the Guild of the Holy Name. We have 
two replies by African schoolboys to the question : Which is the 
better profession, that of a teacher or that of a clerk ? We have two 
reviews of books based on years of actual experience in one case 
and years^of study by a French professor in the other; the one 
dealing with the African’s response to educational opportunities, 
and the other with tiie arrest of the African mentality caused by 
their belief m magic. Both these books will repay the reader who 
cares to^sludy them. Tliey are in a way supplementary, for only 
sound education based on morality and religion can oust the belief 
in magic which has this arresting influence on African mentality.

Cecil Majaliwa and his wife cele- 
bralcd their golden wedding. A golden wedding in Africa must
r^nr«TS‘’T P-^'- "’uchSarer, for many
tSTma’nf ^ “i^t. They may rest assured

' the rTe^hre ^Th'" England fortheir welfare and happiness m the years to come. i Disiior FtsiiBR
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CATHREW fisher ”CATHREW FISHER

a formal constitution. One of the first acts of the Bishop in Synod 
was to draw up a Diocesan Liturgy whose wording would be more 
intelligible and suited to African Christians than that produced 
by a literal
and which should also include such elements of the traditional 
Catholic rite as would do away with the desire that some priests 
felt to supplement the Prayer Book service with extracts from olhcri 
rites. It was the Bishop’s aim that a single form should be used 
throughout the diocese, of which every part should be said audibly. 
By a stroke of genius he arranged that the new Liturgy 
out for tentative use, and as a result of this it has been found easy 
to modify the original draft at various times as a result of experi
ence in using it.

Another indication of the organising work carried out by the 
Bishop is seen In the number of new stations that have been opened 
during his episcopate; this has for the most part not been in the 
direction of launching out into new areas, but in subdividing the 
existing districts as the work developed and a larger staff became 
available. In his time, Ngoo, Mkope Hill, Matope, Liuli, Manda 
and Milo have all become head stations.

A matter to which he gave the closest personal attention was the 
Quarterly Diocesan Chronicle. Although many times 
priest-in*chargc has groaned at the request for the quarterly 
bution of news from his station for inclusion in the “ Quarterly ” 
(which
Bishop’s " Punch ”), yet its regular appearance was of the greatest 
value to th^diocese; it enabled members of the staff living many 
miles apart TO keep in touch with one another and with Likoma, 
and it also helped to sustain the interest of friends in England and 
elsewhere in the work of the diocese. When he was at Likoma 
the Bishop himself invariably corrected the proofs; he promised 
the printing staff a goat on condition that the issue was ready on 
the first day of the quarter; they always had the goat.

In a diocese in which the only possibility of communication 
is by water, and correspondence with England is slow and subject 
to much delay, it must have been a cause of endless irritation to 
the Bishop to find his carefully prepared plans continually upset 
by unforeseen happenings: a mishap to the steamer, the sudden 
illness or death of a member of the staff, or a mistake in a cable 
from England; vet as soon as one plan was upset the Bishop sat 
down and quickly worked out an entirely new one to fit the changed 
circumstances. . . , ,

[ He had a great affection for the Cathedral of Likoma which he 
had inherited from Bishop Trower. He was continually seeking 
to add to its beauty and adornment; only last year he added a new 
Chapel of the Blessed Sacrament. He took great pains to ensure 
that everything connected with the sanctuary and the services should 
be done with the utmost dignity and reverence.

He always felt very strongly his responsibility for the European

remembered for his organizing ability. He was a missionary 
statesman and administrator of the first order. It is hardly 
too much to say that he found the diocese a congeries of 
separate mission stations, and he welded it into an admini
strative whole, with a common policy. To take one instance, 
that of native marriage problems. He found that in dif
ferent parts of the diocese individual priests each had his own 
method of dealing with marriage cases, and his own system of 
discipline, so that what was allowed in one place, was forbidden in 
another. The Bishop went into the whole question of the moral 
theology of marriage, and issued two pastoral letters on the subject 
to his priests to ensure that a uniform policy should be adopted 
throughout the diocese. He further set up a permanent committee 
of senior priests, and to this committee he referred all marriage 
cases submitted to him from priests-in-charge, and received the 
opinions of the members of the committee before pronouncing his 
decision.

He had only been Bishop four years when the war broke out, 
and Eastern Africa became one of the theatres of war. The Govern
ment required the services of the Mission steamer, the Chauncy 

* Maples, which up to that time had been a floating mission station, 
carrying three priests, and ministering to an extended district round 
the shores of the Lake. To meet the difficulty caused by the inter
ruption of the steamer work, it was found necessary to establish 
mission stations each with a resident priest at certain places on 
the mainland. More and more the members of the mission staff 
were asked for and allowed to go away to serve with the forces, 
and work had to be carried on as best it could with a depleted staff. 
Communications became so difficult that the Bishop appointed the 
Archdeacon of Shirfi to be his Vicar-General for the southern part 
of the diocese. When the war was over he began once more to 
tackle the work of organisation. It became possible to hold again 

; the Annual Conference at Likoma of all the members of the staff 
of the diocese. The thoroughness with which the Bishop prepared 
for these Conferences, with carefully prepared papers of agenda 
and time-tables printed and circulated beforehand, made it possible 
for the Conference to discuss adequately the many problems that 
had to be dealt with in a limited time. All the arrangements were 
thorough and businesslike to a degree, even to the labels printed and 
issued to all the members coming to Likoma to ensure that theii* 
lufffftigc should be carried with the least possible delay and confusion 
to the houses allotted to them during the Conference. A two days’ 
retreat always preceded the work of the Conference, and so keen 
was the B^ishop that every member of the staff should have an arirjual 
retreat, that when, through the breakdown of the steamer, a Con
ference had to be abandoned, he conducted retreats at different 
centres of the diocese in turn.

. The reign of Bishop Fisher will be memorable for the inaucura- 
lion of the Diocesan Synod which first met in igee and drew up

translation of the English Book of Common Prayer,

was put

I

a wea 
cont;ri-

of the members of the staff irreverently called theone
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population In the townships of Blantyre and Zomba and those 
scattered about the Protectorate. He was never so happy as when 
ministering to his own kith and kin; on occasion he himself pre
pared them for Confirmation. He was always a welcome guest 
in any European home in Nyasaland from Government House 
downwards, and he had a special love for the children of Europeans 
out in .Africa.

The inauguration of an Education Department by the Govern
ment threw an additional burden of work on the stall of the diocese, 
much of which fell on the shoulders of the Bishop. The adjustment 
of the educational system of the Mission to the demands formulated 
by the Government was a matter beset with difficulties and prob
lems. When the representatives of the other missionary bodies in 
the country were giving a rather grudging assent to the Govern
ment proposals, the Bishop stood out on behalf of a more rcxisonable 
arrangement which should take account of the actual conditions, 
and indicated the terms on which whole-hearted co-operation of the 
Mission with Government would be possible. Largely through Ills 
representations the original Education Ordinance was repealed and 
a new one brought into force.

One of the Bishop's triumphs was at the Conference at Nairobi 
in 1927, held to discuss thd formation of an ecclesiastical Province 
of Host Africa. Bishop Fisher, as the senior bishop present, pre
sided at the meetings, and it has been generally acknowledged 
that it was largely due to his generous courtesy, as well as his 
masterly grip of the questions involved, that the Conference was 
able to reach a unanimous decision. He had been President of the 
Union at Cambridge, and the gifts which had caused him to be 
chosen for that position are those which made him an expert chair
man of any merting where a discussion had to be ruled and 
decisions arrived at.

At times he had strong di^ercnccs of opinion with individual 
members of his staff, but the Bishop never allowed any such differ
ence to mar his private relations with the person concerned nor did 
he abate in the slightest his kindliness and friendliness to him. 
It was amazing how he thought of little things that would please 

i or appeal to or comfort people, each was thought of, and we know 
: prayed for, separately; nurse or teacher, priest or layman. This 

was seen in the little presents he gave at Christmas and at other 
times, for he loved giving presents, and there was always an 
appropriateness of some sort in his choice of a gift.

The episcopate of Bishop Fisher marks a very distinct epoch 
in the life of the Di^esc of Nyasaland. It may be described . _ 
period of consolidation. He had just the gifts that were needed 
for the diocese at this period of its development. He himself felt 
that the time was approaching when his particular contribution 
nearly finished, and one feels that he himself would have wished to 
be cut off as he has been with the knowledge that he had been 
allowed to have a share in the building up of the Kingdom of God 

. in Africa. May he rest in peace. G. N. B.

THE PARISH OF AN AFRICAN 
CANON

When Reuben .Namalowe was made 
a Canon of Masasi Cathedral, I wrote 
to congratulate him and confessed that 
lliough I knew him well enough since 
tile days at Iviungani and Mazizini, I 
was very ignorant about tlie work he 
was doing now and tliat Nanyindwa 
was a name to me and nothing more. 
In reply he sent me, many months 
ago, an account of the churches and 
schools in his district, which should 
interest llie readers of Central Africa 
and give them some idea of whdt an 
African Canon has to do.

He is a Makua, and his original 
home was at Newala. Hq is the first 
priest of the Wamakua. He was 

ordained deacon by Bishop Hine in the Cathedral at ‘Masasi and 
priest by Bishop Weston. He is living now at Nanyindwa, which 
he tells me is a very dry country in the hot season, and they have to 
go to Masasi for water, many miles away, a three hours' walk. ’It 
is a very fertile country in the rainy season. One does not like to 
think what happens if the rainy season is a poor one.

The district is a large one and the various stations connected 
with it far apart, so that he is ever on the move. There is no 
decent road and elephants and Hons abound. He did not at the 
time of writing seem well off in the matter of vestments, etc,, but 
I dare not say more lest the authorities should intervene and call 
this article an appeal.

He has five churches to serve and seven schools I!
The five churches are as follows ;—

1. Holy Cross, Nanyindwa.
2. St. Katherine’s, Namajani.
3. St. Alban’s, Mkang'anda.
4. St. Agnes, Namatutwe.

/ 5. The Guardian Angels, Sululu.

Canos Rkuhrs Namalowk.

These have schools and there are schools also at Kamundi and 
Chikoweli, but no churches when he wrote. Now try to realize 
the distances lie has to cover on his pastoral work.

Starting from Nanyindwa, if he wants to go to Namajani, he 
has a tliree hours’ journey to the south. Nanyindwa itself is to 
the N.W. of Masasi. If he wants to go to Mkang’anda, he has a 
five hours’ journey to the south. If he wants to go to Namatutwe, 
he has a five hours’ journey to the south. If he wants to go to

as a
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THE PARISH OF AN AFRICAN CANON
i Diocese of Masasi

Sululu, he has a six hours’ journey to the S.E. And of the other 
two schools, Kamundi and Chikoweti, Kamundi is nine hours 

Here is food for reflection when we call to mind what is 
considered a far«strctching parish at home, and pity the poor vicars 
and rectors who have to minister to two churches, only a mile or 
two apart. And at the time of writing Reuben was not in good 
health.

CHRISTMAS IN AFRICAaway.
Unlike England, we experience our hottest season at Christmas* 
tide, and the heat is almost unbearable at the time, but this fact docs 
not lessen the joy of such a feast.

For a whole week before the feast the singlehandcd priest 
sat in the tribunal preparing his flock to spend a truly joyous 
Christmas. Owing to the enormous size of the parish it proved 
necessary to set apart one day for each di^crent portion of the parish 
and so to regulate the stream of penitents. Christmas Eve came 
at last, and stiff a large number of confessions to be heard, and 
so the priest was kept busy until 9.30 p.m.

Had you peeped into Lulindi very early on the Eve, say about 
6.30 a.m., you would have seen the Bibis together with a number 
of school children setting out for flowers. The carliness of the 
hour is accounted for by the fact that flowers droop immediately 
when plucked after they have bathed in a powerful sun. The 
party had returned by 8 a.m. with armfuls of the beautiful lily 
which only blooms about this time in low-lying places. The 
Bibis soon set to work arranging the flowers whilst the children 
kept up a good supply of water. The men were busy on the 
south side of the church, building a roof for the Crib,'whilst the 
servers usefully occupied themselves washing and ironing the 
white kanzus so as to be clean for the feast.

After Vipers at 4 p.m. as the priest came 
Sanctuary with his acolytes, a chicken which had been placed among 
the offerings at the bottom of the church, began to cackle furiously

At Nanyindwa last Christmas there were 461 Christians and 
63 catechumens. At Namajani, 255 Christians and 22 catechumens. 
At Mkang’anda, 60 Christians and 75 catechumens. At Nama- 
lutwe, 122 Christians and 39 catechumens. At Sululu, 31 Christians 
and 94 catechumens. At Kamundi, 52 Christians and 46 cate
chumens. He does not say if there are any at Chikoweti.

This is to say that he has to minister to g8i Christians and 340 
catechumens, 1,321 tn all. The majority are Wamakua, his-fellow 
tribesmen. This means an immense amount of pastoral work; 
340 catechumens mean more and longer labour than 340 confirma
tion candidates.

When he wrote he had just completed the tour of his district 
• to give his flock their Christmas Communion. At Nanyindwa, 187 

communicated; at Namajani, 102; at Namatutwe, 55; and 
Mkang’anda and Kamundi, 36; and at Sululu, 5; 385 in all, and 
over a widely scattered district. He has three native teachers to 
help him, but as far as I could make out no assistant priest at that 
dale. Apparently the lack of water seems to make the district an 
impossible one for Europeans.

Such statistics once in a way are valuable. They do help us to 
realize what a burden these African clergy are carrying. Reuben 
can get into Masasi for his retreat and was just about to do so when 
he wrote to me. Surely he must need to “ rest awhile ” if ever 
a priest did. And we must remember that the African clergy have 
n far more intimate knowledge of what is going on all round them 
than a Europe.in can have. For them '* the road lies uphill all the 
way,” and in proportion as their heart is in their work, they must 
often suffer travail os St. Paul did until Christ be found in 
the hearts of their converts. So let us follow Canon Reuben 
Namalowe on his weary rounds, .is he goes from church to church 
and from school to school, and pray that as he is called to share 
the cross of His Master, he may find In his converts, as St. Paul 
did, his joy and his crown.

down from tlic
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CHRISTMAS IN AFRICA

f- Diocese of Zan^dbaras she was very nearly trodden underfoot. What a wonderful 
array of offerings there was. Indian corn, millet corn, rice, pump
kins, tobacco. Hour, bananas, mango fruit, eggs and sundry other 
things! At 11.30 p.ra., tlie bell rang out for Solemn Matins to be 
followed by the Midnight Mass which was very beautifully ren
dered. There was a soil glow of light throughout the church from 
the six tall almr tapers and the paraffin lamps. No more light was 
needed for all the Christmas hymns are known by heart and 
paratively few can read.

As the Sacred Host was lifted, tlie Sacring Bell rang out in 
clarion tones to announce the birthday of “ The King." Just 
a small number received Holy Communion during this Mass. 
After the Mass a procession was formed and wended its way 
down to the Crib which was blessed and then, still kneeling at 
the Crib, the priest led us in devotion. Then we ali departed 
to our beds having ushered in the King’s birthday in His own 
appointed way. Mass of the Dawn was said about 6 a.m., when 
many rixeived Holy Communion, and at 8 a.m. there was 
bolemn Mass and Procession, when many more received Holy 

, Communion. As the procession wended its way round the out
side of the church one noted quite a number of Muhammadan 
men and women watching and one prayed that they, too, 
might be able to participate in our joy another year. Practically 
the whole congregation followed in the procession, and the sing
ing, which was unaccompanied, proved more jovial than sweet. 
In all 450 received Holy Communion. The beautiful Crib, which 
was given to us by the children of Loughton, Essex, proved a 
^cat attraction to all, and many visits were paid to it. I am told 
that several Muhammadans, too, peered in at the doors of the
the" doom

During Christmnstide we held many carol services at the Crib 
and devotions were conducted there from time tp time which, one 
trusts, tended to increase considerably the African’s power of 
understanding the mystery of the Incarnation.
Wis a” J'’’’ “Tin all to ;£2. which
w « beginning
you vish the ■" Next ChristmiS when
?h„ M ^ *<y end remember

gating, and i.
t "’“"i nothing, and pray that they, too,

come to know, love and sen^e oiir Blessed Lord?

A NEW CHURCH ON THE 
HILLTOPS

i
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KtOONOOI

JuLV 17, 1929, was a great day for Kigongoi. From early dawn 
people began wending their way up the little path leading to their 
new church, for this was the day of Us blessing. By eight o’clock 
all were assembled and a goodly crowd it was. Padre Petro 
Bwambwara is the padre here, and Padre Ernest Vuo came from 
Kizara with a little parly of his Christians; Padre Timotheo 
Mbwana from Msalabani and Archdeacon ‘Mackay from Hegongo. 
The new church is built of stone, brought from the river-bed at 
the bottom of the hill, and much loving labour has gone to its 
building. The high altar of carved wood with a gilt picture of 
the “ Last Supper,” stands out against the grey stone, and there 
is a beautiful little chapel of the Blessed Sacrament on the south 
side. The floor is cemented and the walls are very thick to with- 
s^nd the heavy gales which are prevalent round here. There are 
new wooden candlesticks on the altar made by the Central School 
boys at Kiwanda, and at the side of the chancel*6teps were offer
ings of beans, cass.ava, etc., brought by the women. On the 
credence table is another love-offering, its cloth edged with hand
made pillow-lace. The women here are learning lace-making, and 

when she had finished a piece of lace, edged a cloth

to whom 
, may

H. D.

I one woman
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A KEW CHURCH ON THE HILLTOPS

with it and brought it to church, saying she had made it 
for our Lord.

Archdeacon Mackay blessed the church, and as the long nro- 
c^ion went out and round the church and in again, the strains 
of Jerusalem my happy home ” echoed around the hills. In 
his sermon the Archdeacon told us how it was about twentynine 
years since he first came to Kigongoi, and how he had been asked 

u"’! S'hoM. to bless the first mud and stick church
which had just been built. He refused, telling Padre Sehoza that 
he himself being the parish priest, it was best for him to bless the 
church, but the Archdeacon had celebrated Mass and well remem
bered the handful of Christians gathered there. Now, todarthey 
were rejoicing in this large stone church full of people and there 
was much for which to give thanks.

i!^“ c “I “ Zaccheus and how salvation had
come to his house, because he was looking for Jesus, and of how
wmk-rf°'f“ -M-" ‘hey had

building their church; and salvation had come 
i^L’^ ‘ here in this church as He had been
acramfL" h’ ‘‘‘■“"'•‘"f 2" ‘h™ugh the

‘h™ ‘hu‘ all Christians are
’ for ^r^hattt tfve^

he^enliving^.?em t'oTheSuf" ““hammadans and

cooWnn ‘he,™>uen dispersed quickly to their
'"“eh Hce w4 waiting 

AtXu5or.t.T s“‘°\''“^r'’“'' '“‘‘y ‘he feast. ®

" Master, it was good for us to be here."

Diocg^e of Zanzibaras a gift

THE GUILD OF THE HOLY NAME
(An interesting account of this Guild was sent me some time 

ago by Padre Henry Mang’enya, priest in charge of Misozwe. It 
is interesting because it was initiated by the Africans themselves, 
and has been approved and supported by’ both the Bishop of 
Zanzibar and the Bishop of Masasi. Like most Guilds it has 
had its ups and downs and its dangers. Readers will see whaf 
these dangers were and what steps were taken to counter them. 
The article also gives us a glimpse of some of the spiritual activi
ties of the African ministry.—Ed.)
What is the aim of this Guild and the work which it sets out to 
do. It was started in 1908 among the boys of the Central School 
at Msalabani by two teachers, Yakobo Timpwa and Henry 
Mang’enya. The aim was to help the boys in their Christian life 
and their practice of devotion. The plan met with favour in the 
eyes of the boys and many joined. The Guild consisted of’ two 
sections, with its separate needs and conditions, under the two 
teachers. Canon Spanton, then at Msalabani gave his consent 
to the formation of the Guild. One section, under Yakobo Timpwa 
was called the Guild of All Saints, and the other under Henry 

ig’enya, the Guild of St. Andrew. They set about enlarging 
the Guild and other Christians joined in. The Priest in charge of 
Msalabani was Warden of the whole Guild. There were con
ferences onjhe Feast of All Saints and St. Andrew for the separate 
sections. Bishop Weston gave his sanction to the Guild.

But a danger appeared. The original purpose of the Guild 
was partly lost sight of and rivalry between the two sections began 
to spring up. So the leaders set to work to meet this danger. They 
approached Canon Spanton and suggested as a remedy that the 
two sections should be merged in one Guild. This commended 
itself to the Warden and it was decided to wait for Bishop Weston. 
When he arrived they explained matters to him. He adopted their 
remedy and decided that henceforth the Guild should be called 
the Guild of the Holy Name. This decision was made on 
January 16, 1909, and Canon Spanton, with the consent of the 
Bishop, issued an Office for reception into the Guild. He also 
obtained from friends at home a banner for the Guild, and a 
medal. Since then every year on the Festival of the Holy Name, 
the members assembled at Msalabani for a Retreat and a Con- 

trence, and after the Mass of the Festival, the members went 
ack to their homes.

Then came the war.

been

Man

j'"

some

C. S. P.

nnnivcrM^'of"his‘''„H ihe fiftidh
X v rfore of 1^^ „ r'T" Diiconarei few Africans

gisSilll When the members returned from cap
tivity, they did not immediately reassemble. Many thought that 
the Guild had come to an end. Since the merging of the two 
sections into one Guild, the aim had been changed. It was to
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THE GUILD OF THE HOLY NAME THE GUILD OF THE HOLY NAME
p^ray for the extension of Clirist's kingdom and for Unity of die 
Church. But as it seemed unprofitable only to pray for the extension 
of the kingdom of Christ, it was decided to make offerings for this 
purpose. Every member is expected to pray and give offerings 
lor diis purpose, and sucli offerings are sent to the Bishop’s Fund.

However, on account of the hard times which followed the war, 
this appeared to be rather difficult. So it was decided that the 
boys of tile Central School should no longer be members until 
they went to Kiungani, and only teachers be members for the time 
being, lliere was need of patience. There was a good reason for 
preventing the boys from entering. Young lads are apt to adopt 
a plan without mucli reflection. When they went to Kiungani 
they would have an opportunity of testing their vocation. And as 
tor other Christians, it seemed sufficient that they should concern 
themselvra with general Christian precepts and not turn their atten- 
tion to other things. So only teachers were admitted to the Guild, 
h ‘hn time of Retreat were at that time borne

Msalabani. (I presume out of Mission 
lunds.—Ed.) His wik an accessible station to all and thus the Guild 
rame into being. The two leaders had now been ordained priest 

Itad two priests, but in 1925, after the death of
' mem“bL!^S“;he'^SMid.'^“'“”’“

In August, 1925, after the Conference, a rule was issued that 
henceforward the exposes of the Retreat and Conference must 
be borne by the members of the Guild. This raised a new difficulty. 
There would be no Retreat and no Conference unless the Guild 
lh!I informed the members of

JAh^e rl.lM I 1 ?P®S P®°P'® “y 'he members
of the Guild only came to the Retreat and Conference beca 
received free meals, and that some folk might 
ra this account, and so in 1927 and 1928, the 
have paid their own expenses.

"'«• The dates of the 
SeSr. f ?i? The teachers who were
members of the Guild had to leave tlieir work and they were 

joining the Guild in order to secure these days as 
holidays. So we agreed to alter the dales to December 28-30. These
susDicio7?n'* ft 'ho dates thesuspicion in the minds of some folk as to the purity of their
!his dTcisif f H T M°Tif- ^1,“' ®^'’°P ““P'
dates ” “'0 old

on die'®‘®’'0P I'oing present, the following

1. The work of the Guild in the Past and in the Future.
2. How to receive members into the Guild.
3. The question as to Finance and Offerings.
4. How to increase these Offerings.
5. The Christian life of members.
6. Election of Sub-Warden.
7. The Banner.
8. The Members of the Guild in the Masasi Diocese.
The members were delighted to find that the Bishop gave his 

contribution to the collection for meeting the expenses of the Retreat 
and Conference.

Members from Masasi used to enter the Guild at Kiungani in 
times past, now they enter at Minaki. As there are many members 
in the Masasi Diocese, Padre Henry asked permission of his 
Bishop to write to the Bishop of Masasi and ask him to allow 
the Guild to continue its work in his Diocese. Tlie following reply 
was received“ I am much attached to this Guild and I pray that 
its work may be blessed. I have met some of the members of the - 
Guild and they want Padre Eriko to be their Warden, 
written to him telling him to undertake the oversight of the members 
of the Guild, in this Diocese.” Padre Eriko is an old friend of 
Padre Henry. There is communication between the branches of 
the Guild in the two Dioceses.

The Priest in charge of Minaki looks after the Guild there and 
admits members.

Padre I^ry, in conclusion, says that he hopes that the friends 
who gave the Banner, will not think that the Guild has come to 
an end. At the time of writing he did not know who they 
or where they lived. He would like to knoy/, so that he may write 
and thank them in the name of the Guild.

(This is a summary of his letter, not a complete translation. 
We here, at home, have our Guilds. We regard them a.s evidence 
of spiritual activity and enthusiasm, with special aims and for 
special objects. And to find that the African Clergy themselves are 
occupied in a similar fashion, should help us to feel that in their 
love for the Church they are of one soul and one mind and one 
heart with us.)

were

i
I have

use they 
even enter the Guild 

members of the Guild
were

G. D.

In August, in our Diocese, all schools 
and girls have their holidays.

tng some from Minaki, the new Kiungani.

are closed. The boys
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ON THE CHOICE OF A PROFESSION 
The boys of Standard II were told by their teacher to write a 
reply to the question : Which is better, to be a clerk or to be a 
teacher? Here are two of the replies;—

1. It is much better to be a clerk. The work of a clerk is not 
diflicult and is not fatiguing, but his work consists in writing and 
going about to collect taxes and write down the names of people 
who have no money. Again, the pay of a clerk is not on the same 
scale as the pay of a teacher. The clerk gets higher wages and 
the teacher much less. . . Again, the work of a teacher is very 
onerous; for instance, this is the case here at Chidya. He has to 
go into the school three times a day, if examinations are taking 
place. No mistake about it, they have a hard lime. Teachers of 
out-schools are a little better off, but there is not much in it, for 
they too have to teach, and, after resting, to teach again; and on 
Sundays to conduct prayers.

3. It is much better to be a teacher, for although he has little 
pay, he benefits people by teaching them the things of God and 
is in His service who gave him understanding, and so enabled him 
to obtain his teachership. But let us consider a clerk’s work. He 
does his job with an eye to his wages. But it is a different case 
with the teacher. He hopes for his reward from God and has no 
desire to acquire wealth here on earth. In the morning the clerk 
has only to sit down, but the teacher goes to the school to teach 
the children how to serve God. That is his daily task. And so we 
conclude that it is better to be a teacher. Besides, there would be 
no clerkship but for the work of the teacher. The clerk has to be 
taught by a teacher before he can obtain a clerkship, and so it is 
evident that teachership is better than clerkship.

' r.'
REVIEWS

The Future of the Negro. Student Christian Movement. 4s. 6d.
net.; in paper cover, 3s. net.

This is a small book of 153 pages, by Sir Gordon Guggisberg, 
K.C.M.G., late Governor of the Gold Coast, and Rev. A. G. Frazer, 
.M.A., Principal of the Prince of Wales College, Achimota, Gold 
Coast. It deals with the subject of the development of the 
African race and the best method " of fostering that development.” 
Sir Gordon Guggisberg has had twenty-seven years’ experience 
of West African people. He was invited by the trustees of the 
Phelps Stokes Fund to see the 12,000,000 negroes in America. 
Believing that the African races were capable of absorbing to their 
own benefit the teachings of the West, his belief in the capacity 
of the African to benefit by education he found confirmed, 
and more than- confirmed, by what he saw in America of 
the amazing progress of the American negro during the last sixty 
years. They have increased from 5,000,000 to 11,000,000, operate 
1,000,000 farms, conduct 70,000 businesses, and have accumulated 
wealth to the extent of ;^400,ooo,ooo, have 47,000 churches, 
5,000,000 communicants, 3,000,000 Sunday School pupils, and the 
value of their church property is ;^20,ooo,ooo. There are 1,000 
lawyers and 3,500 physicians and surgeons, many of whom have 
a deservedly high reputation. In literature, poetry, singing, music, 
painting and the drama, they have made definite contributions 
to civilization. Thus if anyone still hears the opinion expressed 
that the African lacks the necessary qualifications for life in a 
civilized community, here is a conclusive reply. How about the 
American negro? As soon as the opportunities were given they 
availed themselves of them. They soon used their latent capacity 
for them; and this is a trumpet call to us to give 50,000,000 Africans 
under British administration the same opportunities in the con
fident hope of similar results in Africa.

Mr. Fraser sketches a policy for the education of the African 
and warns us of certain pitfalls against which to be on our guard :—

. Failure to regard the stage of development of each
2. Insularity and parochialism.
3. The idea that the African is incapable of benefiting by any

thing but the most elementary education.
4. Failure to recognize that the African has a civilization of his

[ own, which needs careful study.
'5. The idea that we must give tlic African education in on alien

idea fhat education is the exclusive property of the 
Government.

He deals also with the aim of education, the education of the com
munity and the training of teachers.

(

i.:
U.M.C.A. EXHIBITION, BRIGHTON, OCTOBER 24-30
This Exhibition, long prepared for by months of prayer and hard 
work, was a striking success. Many people helped to bring about 
this result—the Local Committee by their energy, initiative and 
resourcefulness; the five hundred stewards, by their patient 
study beforehand, and their faithful and courteous service during 
the Exhibition; and the performers in the tableaux and court 
sketches, by their attractive presentation of missionary scenes.

The talks ” by the deputations at the various courts 
most inspiring and informing, and the large audiences which 
increased as the days went by testified to the way in which these 
were appreciated. In particular, honourable mention must be made 
of Mrs. Livingstone-Wilson, who, once more kindly exhibited and 
explained the interesting relics connected with her father.

It is calculated that upwards of twelve thousand people visited the 
Exhibition, and great things are hoped for from the “ follow-up 
scheme ” which the Local Comrniltee took steps to initiate.

race.I
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REVIEWS
REVIEWS

This is a most valuable boob for all who are concerned with the 
education and development of the African and for those whose 
duty It IS to address audiences on the subject of the education given 
m Christian Missions. They are so often called upon to meet 
objections raised against such education on the ground that it is 
irod sown on a barren soil. We heartily commend this book to 
their notice.

TitE Mind of a Savage. By Raoul Allier. (London : G. Bell and 
Sons. 15s. net.)

fiiE aim of this book is to show how the mentality of the savage 
has bMn arrested in its development and distorted by the all-prevail- 
mg belief in magic. The author is Vice-President of the 
Missions Evangdhques of Paris. He has devoted himself to the 
psychological and sociological study of uncivilized races, and in 
this book he presents us with some of his conclusions. He deals 
with the disastrous consequences of the belief in magic, and 
promisis in a subsequent book to show how magic, instead of 
being the origin of religion as some have maintained, is on the 
contrary a parasite that tends to stifle religious feeling.

The present book cannot fail to interest and also to enlighten 
, those whose duty it is to live among primitive people.

with the two views of their mentality, the view which found expres
sion in the phriue, the noble savage, and the view which professes 
prafound disbelief in such nobility. Both views are exaggerations. 
The author speaks of the missionary’s belief in the underlying unitv 
which exists between all the members of the human race. There are 
.'ome very interesting observations as to the existence of the belief 
in magic among members of civilized races to-day. The difference 
between the primitive map and the civilized man is not so great 
^ some people imagine, pages 162, etc. The revelations he makes 
ns to the use of charms in the Great War will 
to many readers, 
terrible practices which

facts from magic and supply somelhing better in its place. “ me 
tundamenta identity of ail men is a very real one. tL missionary

I'rSwar^^i^r r li-r
that keep human beings imprisoned and prevent them from develop
ing their powers; gives them hack the capacity for initiative- 
leslorcs the African responsibility in his destiny, and 
him tlie birth of a new self,”

We have said enough to show wliat the book contains. It is 
a large book and not light reading, but it might very well find a 
place in the library of every Diocese in our Mission, and will prove 
ot great y.aluc to those who wish to understand what is lurking in 
the primitive mind and so to deal with it.

creates within

n-
“ CENTRAL AFRICA ’’ A MISSIONARY !

A KEGULAK reader writes: " Has it ever occurred to the readers of 
CENTRAL ArniCA that tins m.-igazine is not only a splendid means 
ol keeping those in England in touch with Africa, but also that it is 
uself a mi.ssionary ’ ? 1 find tliat I never read Central Africa or 
ai rican 1IDINGS m a train or any public place without people 
starting lo talk to me about nvssions. Such remarks ,-is these begin 
the conversation : ” Is that a missionary magazine you are reading? 
1 used to take an interest in Missions in my old parish but now tliat 
I have moved I never hear of them Where can 1 get a paper 
like yours? V, Again, ” I see you have a paper about Africa. I 
used to make garments or s<;nd bandages to Africa; do they still 
need them there, do you know?” And again: ” Would you lend 
me that paper when you liave done with H? It is long since 
I read a missionary magazine.” Most surprising of all was the 
remark made by an elderly clergyman. ‘‘ Is that mv old friend 
CENTRAL Africa that you are reading? I thought they had given 
up as 1 never see it now.” I ! All these openings give one such a 
good opportunity of aw-akening or rekindling interest in U.M.C.A.
I find that the pictures in both publications are most attractive 
CTcn lo people who do nol generally take .m inlcrest in Mission.s. 
Not only are the papers eagerly read but llle interest aroused often 
leads to their being taken in regularly. Lastly, I find that both 
magazines are always welcome on the mis.sionarv table in cllurch

I '
It deals

N
. . come as a surprise

And anyone who has had experience of the

by facts contained in this book. Some of these practices in . 
nexton with witchcraft, of which we have heard and which
S "7 ‘‘TV''?’'" <»oggcrated, are mentioned in this
book and no doubt is expressed as to the rcaityl of them.

Sed I'^hoih “"a rdevelopment wis
ari^ted in both science and religion. It is in this condition thS 
the missionary meets with him, and his task is

I

con-
we

jror Slody Circle..-Th. liook «n Nor.hcrn Rho<i«in, •* Hnyoiid the Waicrs tl.nt 
.VcDn r' arc neither of litcnt loo difllcult for ihose who have not lime to study
S Sics of ?he“Ji"^ r" “ «rfafn

and
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HOME JOTTINGS
The ticDtrAl Fniul Rccdpti compare as followit

1923 1026
... £:i.9a2 ;i;3,o7o
... A’23.643 £23,040

Ri-teivcd during September 
Toini receipts to September 30

A decrease of ^303

Will Sccrctirles kindly tend la Collections (or the 1929 Account before December 
IS? A Supplementary payment can, II necessary, be made before January 15, 1930, 
the last day for recelrlng money on account of 1029.

To Subscribers and Ilox«IIoIders.—Will those whu have not 
tribuilons (or the current year very kindly send their money not 
either direct to the Office or through the usual receiver?

paid in their con. 
later than Dec. 15,

Magazines.—It would be a great kindness to the Office if those of our friends 
whose magazine cubicriptlons expire this month, would please renew as early as 
|>utsible.

A Small Sale of Christmas Presents, cards, toys, sweets, etc., will be held in 
the U.M.C.A. Work Room, 3i Brooke Street. Holborn, E.C.l, on Friday and 
Saturday, December 0 ond 7, from 2 to 0 p.m. You are earnestly asked to come 
and buy. Contributions in money or kind will be gratefully received and should be 

to .Miss W. Buckley, c/o Miss K. Alexander, 35 Brooke Street, Holborn, E.C.l.sent
♦

To Working Parties.—Cilfts for Africa: the things most needed are rolled ban
dages (by the thousand) of thin unbleached or white calico from IJ to 4 inches 
wide and all lengths, Kisibnus, shcclls for the girls' schools, middle sized Kanzus 
for church servers <a certain number of red Kanzus 
Diocese), Palis and Corporals, Fair linen cloths.

We have enough pillow cases, quills, knitted banda 
for a year. Old linen and pieces of material, reels and 

always needed.

wanted for Nyasaland

ges, slings and purificalors 
balls of cotton (white and

coloured)

The Assaclafet' Christmas Present of books has gone this year to Korogwe. 
Pemba, .Mkuzl, Luliridl, Namagono, Njawara, Manda, .Milo, I.ikwenu, Mapanza and 
Fiwila—eleven stations in all. The standard packet is one theological, one literary 

of novel. None of these stations haveor artistic book and three good varied types 
received the present since 1925.

THE MISSION STAFF
Name Diocese Date

,lfrtVa/i in England: 
-Mr. Wlllbond 
Rev. C. H. Leeke

Masasi 
N. Rhodesia

Nov. 3 
Nov. 4

l)*parlvret from England: 
Mr. Janson Smith 
Mr. Beattie 
Mr. H. Thomas 
Rev. A. R. Godfrey 
Miss A. S. Field 
Miss -M. A. Hawkes

Zanzibar 
Zanzibar 
Nyasaland 
N. Rhodesia 
N. Rhodesia 
N. Rhodesia

Nov. 20 
Nov. 20 
Dec. 5 
Dec. 6 
Dec. 6 
Dec. G
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THE NEW YEAR
11ST OF illustrations Iav it bring to all the staff abroad and all our friends and workers 

t home the joy that comes from the knowledge that they are hasien- 
ig the Kingdom of God’s dear Son. There is no greater happiness 
lan that of those who love Our Lord in sincerity and truth. St. 
Andrew’s Tide and the Day of Intercession for Missions at home 
ad abroad, and the Advent Season all bring the thought 
f the coming of the Kingdom of God to our remembrance. If 
^e are to offer intercessions pleasing to God we must first have a 
adiant vision of that Kingdom. We cannot pray " Thy King, 
om come’"^as our Saviour, has taught us to pray, unless >ve 
ave clear ideas as to the benefits and blessings which the coming 
f that Kingdom now and hereafter will confer on mankind. The 

gilt of the coming of that Kingdom of God had a very large 
.. place in the heart of our Saviour and therefore should have a 

1^ pgi' place in our own hearts and in our outlook on the future.
. ‘ ought which gives to our intercessions depth and reality.

' ‘AS it has been said, '* Missions are not a side-show in__
eljgion which we can take or leave; they are crucial. The sup- 
)ort given to them will always be a test of a standing or falling 
.church. There is no escape from the nemesis which inevitably 
lefalls a parish from failure to support Missions; a vision which 
^ nothing beyond the boundaries of a parish soon becomes a 
usion which sees nothing within them. When there is no vision 
.^people perish. The opportunities throughout the world 
5ipply unbounded. Our duty does not end with the working 
larty, the missionary box or a subscription, important as these 
ire. What is wanted is the Christian Church praying for the 
:oming of Christ’s Kingdom in all the world because all the 
^[‘embers of the Christian Church realise what the Coming of 
-hrist’s Kingdom has meant for them.” Let us pray then in the
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THE NEW YEAR THE NEW YEARi
New Year, as never before, for the coming of Christ’s Kingdom 
to others, that they may share with all the Saints and with us the 
power and glory and migfitfncss of that Kingdom.

We say, ‘ as never before,’ because nil over the world, as never 
before, doors of opportunity are being opened by Him who openeth 
and no man shutieth. The bishops of all the Dioceses of U.M.C.A. 
have told us that it is so, and they look to us to help them to make 
the best possible use of these opportunities. Yet not only have 
their allowances been curtailed, but at the time of writing there is 
a deficit of over ^600 as compared with last year. We had hoped 
to raise an extra ;^2,50o which would have justified the Treasurers 
in restoring to the Bishops the allowances made to them when the 
World Call at St. Paul’s Tide had kindled the fire of a new 
enthusiasm in Christian hearts. Surely it cannot be that the 
vision is becoming dim and blurred and the love which the vision 
kindled growing cold. Arc we prepared to let people say, “ That 
World Call of theirs was after all only a stunt. It was based on 

deep principle and has produced no permanent conviction. 
It was only a flash in the pan.” We must not acquiesce in such 
a position. After all, St. Andre\v was a man of few words who 
did things, and we know what results followed the things 

• He brought his brother to Jesus, and if each of our generous 
friends and supporters tries to bring some one in their circle to 
come and see the vision of Christ’s Kingdom, the difficulty would 
be solved. It would not be a bad resoluUon for the New Year 
to try and follow St. Andrew’s lead.

You nuiy say, and it is quite true. There are people who l:now 
something of life abroad and yet are always running down Missions 
and others hear what they say and become prejudiced and 
antagonistic. We cannot help thinking that we have done all 
that IS possible in our own drcle and can do no more. That would 
not be the answer to be expected from a St. Andrew or a St. Paul 
There are critics and critics; some kindly and helpful, and others 
Ignorant and prejudiced. We can welcome the former, and should 
be ready to answer the latter by calling attention to the utterances 
of men whose words carry weight both on account of their wide 
experience and the services they have rendered to the Empire, 

r “■'? e"" ‘'‘Sitnr in men’s esteem to.day
“ °"® ‘‘‘"‘•ly critics whose

Km ,^n"’r 1.".°' he criticises, as
a ,^^hodes’ lectures, it is the criticism of
“ I have me'7- f ''’® quotation will show ;
’sixtir The faT'* U.M.C.A. at Nyasa in the
AlSnn u T ■ • ^ apparent and shortlived. The

^ Livingstone was so deeply interested was almost 
imm^intely restarted from Zanzibar as its base, and it has within 
Im ™mn1e^“"h U' outstanding record of success.
D^jAfrira °"’®‘' bodies in all
parts of Africa. It «s difficult to conceive what Africa would have

been without the civilising eflect of Christian Missions. Mistakes 
have been made, but the magnitude of the real service is out of 
all comparison to those incidental mistakes. Missionary enterprise 
with its universal Christian message and its vast educative and 
civilising efi’ort is and remains the greatest and most powerful 
influence for good In Africa.”

Let us face the New Year with stout hearts and a good courage. 
Let us give our bishops a warm welcome when they come for the 
Lambeth Conference, and let us send them back to their Dioceses 
rejoicing. Specially let us keep in mind the Diocese of Nynsaland, 

without a chief pastor and suffering from the grievous loss of 
the ‘‘ Charles Janson,” and pray that in the New Year God in His 
goodness and love will supply all their need.

f-

■j, I

nown:r
G.D.

MISSION NEWSno

The Diocese of Nyasaland has sustained a material loss in the 
sinking of the steamer " Charles Janson.” Our only information is 
the following cable received on December 2nd—“ ‘ Charles Janson ' 
sunk at moorings, no lives lost.”

* * *
A High Mass of Requiem for the soul of Cathrew Fisher, Bishop 

of Nyasaland, was celebrated at St. John’s, Kenninglon, on Novemw 
her 23rd. The celebrant was the Rev. C. E. Read (the Bishop’s com-, 
missary). Canon Howe Browne (the vicar of the parish), was deacon, 
and Nyasaland Diocese was represented by Canon Cox, who acted 
as sub^eacon.

There was a large congregation which included members of the 
Universities representatives of all the four dioceses of the Mission, 
the Executive Committee, the office staff and many friends.

In his address Canon Spanton paid high tribute to the Bishop’s 
life and work.

i
he Did.

i
i ■

1

It will interest Bishop Fisher’s many friends to hear that 
of his last acts was to send a request to the Secretary of the League 
of Associates for private intercession by members of the Prayer 
Union on behalf of the lapsed and excommunicate Christians of 
his diocese.

one
‘1

1
We have been asked by the Bishop of Masasi to call attention to a 

misprint in the Diocesan Intercession Paper issued in September. 
In the note at the foot of the first page ” Mtarika ” should read 
” Mataka as a matter of fact work has been going on Sn the 
Sultan Mtarika’s country for a whole year

I

now.■7
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Diocese of N. Rhodesia NEWS FROM MASASI
August 3rd, the festival of the consecratiort of the Cathedral, was 
an exceptionally happy day this year. To begin with, it was the 
twentieth anniversary of the consecration, and we could look back 
and thank God for all his great mercies to usi, in the past years. 
Then we formed part of the diocese of Zanzibar; now we have our 
own Bishop. Then there were but two African .priests in the whole 
of that district; now there are ten priests and two African deacons.

Twenty years ago the late Bishop of Zanzibar sang pontifical 
High Mass in the new church. Padre Daudi Machina was deacon 
and Padre Daniel! Usufu sub-deacon. Padre Daniel! passed to 
his rest five years ago, and sixteen years ago Bishop Weston, to 
his very great grief, found it necessary to suspend Padre Daudi. 
But to-day was a day of great rejoicing, for the Bishop was able 
to restore Padre Daudi once more to his work as a priest; to-day 
he said Mass again, and once more was deacon at the High Mass, 
Padre Ambrosio was sub-deacon, and Padre Edward preached the 

Canon Reuben was one of the deacons of the throne, 
the cantors were African readers, the servers men and boys of 
the parish, Deacon Sipriani helped in administering to over five 
hundred African communicants, Padre Blood was assistant priest, 
and Archdeacon Lewin the otlier deacon of the throne. So visions 
of an African Church with Europeans keeping themselves in the 
background just to help and to guide were very nearly fulfilled. 
But the fulfilment will be delayed unless we can get priests who 
will come out to us prepared to train others for the sacred ministry. 
We have the candidates, but no theological college, and no staff, ’ 
Who will cor& over and help us?

THE GREAT MINE COMPOUND
In Northern Rhodesia many mines are being developed. At each 
from four to eight thousand '* boys are employed on shift work. 
Tho work is hard, but the pay and food are good, and the housing is 
excellent. To the comparatively few women who live in the 
enormous “ compounds,” life is one long eating of the lotus. Full 
rations of prepared food are issued, so there is no hoeing of gardens, 
no pounding of mcaL There is no tedious carrying of great pots 
of Water from a distant stream, for the water tap is close at hand. 
Good wages mean, for the women, clothes hardly dreamed of in 
the home village. In each compound arc gathered people of 
every tribe, no longer under the control of tribal custom or public 
ooinion. From the moment of arrival our people—especially the 
women—are called on to face temptations unknown in their 
homes.

sermon.
own

brom the Great Mine Compound, with its countless rows of 
round huts stretching into the far distance, where the women sit 
idle in the sun all the day long, the senior elder of the church 
h^ou ^ young girl up the wide paved road to the chaplain's

•' Padre,” began the elder solemnly, ” this woman has walked 
Irom her home (300 miles) that she might gel the train 
to S. Rhodesia (450 miles more). She was to marry a Christian 
man from her own village who works in a coal mine there.”

Here the woman could not keep silent any longer. ” Here is 
my ticket. Get me back the money for it. The padre at home 
told me to come to you if misfortune came. My man's brother met 
me here. He bought my ticket. We got on the train. He told me 
my man had married a heathen woman of the south. The train 
.^tarted. The man looked aside. I jumped from the moving train. 
I have come to you. Get me back the money for the ticket and 
1 will go home. How can I. a Christian, go south to become a 
second wife?”

The railway refunded the money to the woman, 
go home. She went to live with the heathen 
fancy, and to the

She did not 
^ man of her fickle

idle life of the Great Mine Compound.new

J. T. M.
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NEWS FROM MASASI i NEWS FROM MASASI
Early in May Mr. Makins arrived at Masasi. For 

months people had been employed in bringing stone; but on his 
arrival a real start was made with the work for the enlargement 
of the Cathedral, the money for which has been provided by the 
Church of All Saints, Clifton, as part of their War Memorial. 
The first work to be done is the addition of another forty-six feet 
to the west end. Mr. Makins soon got busy, and a whole army 
of people are employed digging the foundations and bringing 
sand and stone. The work has gone on slowly but surely, and 
by the end of August the walls were a foot or two above the 
floor level. The present west wall was to be knocked down after 
the festival on August 3rd. Ten or eleven masons have been 
employed, all of them from the parish or living quite near, but 
in our part of the world opportunities for building in stone are 
few and far between, and the masons are rather slow and not 
very elHcicnt, so three masons have been secured from Nyasaland, 
and some more are expected from Tanga. The work has been a 
Godsend to the people of the parish and surrounding districts, 
tor the rains failed again this year and there has been a very poor 
harvest and few were able to harvest enough food for themselves. 
The position might have been rather serious as, owing 

« • transport, which is, of course, much cheaper and quicker, we 
employ very few porters these days and shall normally have very 
little work to offer our people. It may be worth while pointing 
out that a motor lorry will bring up 40 loads for 80s.; to have 
the same number of loads brought up by porters costs

A really great event in the history of the Mission was the visit 
pmd to the Bishop at Masasi by Sultan Mataka about the middle 
of. August. Sultan Mataka is far and away the most important 
chief in the Lindi Province, and held in great honour and respect 
by all Yaos. He himself rules over some sixteen thousand people, 
and his influence and prestige are great. As well as being the 
Sultan he is also a Muhammadan teacher, but he is obviously very 
frwndly and anxious that we should start work among his people. 
His visit caused great interest and excitement. Here is a wonder
ful opportunity; we are longing to go, but where are the men and 
tlie money?

The Diocese is really making great efforts to teach Christians 
Ae duty of giving Mms and there are signs of improvement. 
But no priest in the Diocese can feel altogether assured that his 
people Jiave l^med to give, and much still remains to be done 
Padre Wroe in his parish at Libya, has had a greater measure 
of success than most of us. His plan has been to assess each 
man at 15 cents a month, each woman at 10 cents, and scho>)l 
children at 5 cents. The work of collecting this money has been 
left in the hands of the teachers and the Church Council. I went 
over to help him with confessions before Easier and

some mmmmM
amount they brought, whilst another stream of people were coming 
to inspect the offerings in kind and to do their marketing. Every- ' 
body seemed c.xtremely happy and cheerful. The eldersrof the 
Church were happy at having something to do, and obviously felt 
they were very important people, whilst the Christians were happy 
that everybody was carrying out the same plan and making the 
most of the opportunity for meeting and talking.

One of the Christians in this parish has recently returned from 
Dar-es-Salaam, has put his house in order and finished his penance, 
and as ms thankoffering he made a beautiful wooden altar with 
SIX candlesticks for his parish Church.

At the Cathedral we have thought it necessary to try and
that every copi- 
municant ‘ ’ 
realized the duty to 
give alms. So be
fore Easter it was 
given out 
every
when he came , to 
give in his name 
for Communion, 
should bring alms 
with him, that 
body would be 
refused Communion 
who brought no
thing, and that no 
notice would be 
taken of how much 
was offered, but a 
record would he 
kept of the number 
of people who 
gave anything.
This plan resulted 
in the largest rol- 
lection on record.
But we are sorry 
to confess that it 
seems that unless 
some such steps 
ore taken, there 
will be some who
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NEWS FROM MASASI r- Diocese of Masasi

will refuse lo fulfil their obligation, thinking that in the crowds 
of people they will be unnoticed.

It was a very great pleasure lo welcome Padre Gibbons for a 
short visit in August, to have the chance of discussing with 
him the problems and difficulties that our teachers have to 
meet, and to receive his advice as to how to help our teachers 
through the difficult time they all go through after leaving college. 
He also cheered us by telling us that the standard of Chidya was 
improving so very rapidly that in the not very far distant future he 
foresaw that most of our boys going to Minaki would be capable of 
working for the Governmcni’s first-class certificate.

There has been held a big Exhibition at Dar-es-Salaam, and 
we had thought it impossible to send exhibits from this Diocese, 
but just at the last moment a few were sent in from Chidya and 
Kwitonji, and it was very gratifying to discover that a third prize 
had been won by the latter for writing.

There have not been so many initiation ceremonies this year; 
but Padre Isaya was busy with one for the boys of his parish, and 
Miss Roe, Miss Taylor and Miss Cornwall went over to supervise 

« one for the girls. The ladies made a great impression at Majembe, as 
they took no servant with them, and during the eleven days they were 
there, they did all their household work and cooking themselves. 
As a general rule, there would not be time for this, as it is rarely 
possible for three ladies to go together. The ladies found that 
their doing their own work made a great impression on the women, 
and helped the latter to realize that a knowledge of how to read 
and to write and to do arithmetic doesn’t necessarily make you 
incapable of doing your own household work and cooking your 
own meals. So now we hope the mothers will send their girls 
to school better. Of course, our ladies as a general rule do a 
great deal of their own work, but it is at times and in places where 
people do not see them; there are few opportunities of doing it 
so public!y\

The new rules for the initiation ceremonies drawn up by the 
Synod have proved very satisfactory. The problem still remains 
of how to follow up the work when the boys and girls have passed 
through the ceremonies. We are nearly always so short of staff, 
and everyone has so much work to do, it is difficult to work the 
various schemes that have been suggested.

ST. FRANCIS IN THE FOREST
•! The dawn was breaking in the East as we started out from Njawara 

on St. Francis’ day, down to the river and across Sts dry sandy 
bed over a level stretch of land and then up through the forest, 
burnt and black; but an unexpected downpour, a gift of the 
Holy Guardian Angels, two days ago, has already brought forth 
some tiny blades of grass, and in a week’s lime there will be a 
green sheen over the land—an earnest, we hope, of a plenteous 
out-pouring in the early December days. Up hill and down dale 
we go^, gazing back from time to time on the misty hills behind 
and then turning again to the pink cloudlets an front, spreading 
out like .Angels’ wings, until the sun appears in the sudden trlory 
over the hill top. ^ ^

\Ve climb the last hill, the big rocks lying on one 
side, then we come to our village . St. Francis' Church is 
always well kept and clean, but to-day it is a bower of green inside, 
great branches of fresh leaves being fastened to each tree-trunk 
pillar, and reaching up to the grass roof. It is still early, but 
two or three are already kneeling in prayer, and around the central 
pole are laid the offerings—maize, ground nuts, dried cassava- 
root, bananas, eggs; it is a fertile spot and the folk give generously. 
Later, when the Mass Is over and tlie women arc dancing outside, 
a mother hen brings her brood of tiny chicks in to feast on the 
remains; St. Francis, a small white figure 
smiling down on them as part of his flock.

A very special child of our Saint—so one feels—is waiting for lii.s 
Communion; Yusuf, with his crippled body and poor disfigured 
face, the nose and mouth eaten away with disease, and yet, withal, 
he IS one of the cheeriest persons in the village, always happy and 
smiling. His friends have made him a little wooden trolly cart, they
wheel him down ____________________________  •
to Church every 
day, leaving him 
to crawl inside 
and sit and pray, 
and read in his 
funny loud 
voice—he is very 
fond of reading, 
espraally 
Gospels — St.
John is 
favourite.

large mud throne,on a

t h c
hisC. S. P.

There >yill be a meeting of Associates and friends at St. Frides- 
wide’s, Poplar, on Thursday, January 30 at 8 p.m. The Ven. Arch
deacon Swalnson from Masasi will speak. Will those who can 
come kindly reply to the Sister Superior.

The
Swahili Pilgrim’s 
Progress, with 
its delightful 
pictures of a Njawara Church 

fNotf the offerlngi bj the centre pole)
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ST. FRANCIS IN THE FOREST

THE DEATH OF BISHOP FISHERreal African “Christian,'’ was an immense delight to him, one would 
see him reading it under the big mango here with a crowd of 
small boys hanging on his words. Gardening is another of his 
joys, and he %wll crawl about in his little plot of ground, hoe in 
hand, planting flower seeds and watching their, growth with the 
utmost care. Pictures, too, he loves, arid eagerly asks for them 
on one’s weekly \is\t—pictures of Angels delight him most of all— 
he gazes at them with such love and devotion; one longs to read 
his thoughts as he sits silently holding St. Gabriel of the Annun
ciation or the Angels of the Nativity, and turning his eyes from 
one to the other, unable to decide which he loves best. At Mass 
he has his own little place, just behind the mud wall which 
separates the Sanctuary from the circular Sacristy behind, and 
then the priest will bring him the Bread of Angels. A child of 
St. Francis, one learns much from him, his patience and content
ment, the simple cheerful acceptance of a life of helplessness and 
suffering, his childlike faith and his love for our Lord.

This is a land of sunshine and beauty, wth its vivid contrasts on 
all sides, sirnple faith and love, heathen superstition and fear, death 
and disease in the midst of glowing life. Five women were baptized 

* in the little Church last March; two months'later, one of them, 
a young married woman—Veronika—running across to her mother’s 
house after dark trod upon a snake. The teacher came quickly 
and applied remedies which probably saved her life, but she still 
has an open wound on the poor swollen foot, and even if she be 
able to walk again, it will be always with a limp. A few weeks 
later came a swift and sudden call to her companion, Blandina. 
She lived about half-an-hour away from the village, and hearing 
on a certain day that the padre was there she came in to make 
her confession; she was then apparently perfectly well, but the next 
day was seized by sudden pain in her head. She was led into her 
hut, unable to speak, even putting her babe from her, so great 
was her suffering, as she lay there until shortly after midnight her 

• soul passed away. Only four months since she had been given her 
white baptismal robe and her lighted candle. One had given 
thanks for the Baptism and prayed much that each might be faith
ful unto death. One gave than^ again as one stood by the freshly 
made grave, for we believe that she had striven to keep her robe 
pure andjiow on the other side of death she will learn more and 
more of me love that redeemed her, learning there to sing the new 

^ washed us from our sins 
in His Own Blood, and hath made us kings and priests unto God 

glory and dominion for ever and ever.

The Bishop left Mponda’s by the Mission car, driven by Mr. 
Smith,rsbon after 7 a.m. on November 8. At 8.45, when they 
were about half way to Likwenu, the accident took place, owing 
to tyre trouble. The car was completely overturned and the Bishop 
was pinned beneath it, the door lying on his head and the running- 
board across his feet; With the assistance of natives near at hand, 
Mr. Smith managed to right the car and carried the Bishop to the 
side of the road and made him as comfortable as possible. He 
was then barely conscious and breathing heavily.

Almost immediately Mr. Selous, the District Commissioner of 
Liwonde, arrived. He at once had the Bishop placed In his car to 
bring him to Likwenu as quickly as possible; but before reaching 
Liwonde he died. Mr. Selous then drove straight to Likwenu, ’ 
ing mid-day. We were expecting the Bishop for lunch, so, seeing 
the car approaching, I went down to the garage to meet it. There 
Mr. Selous broke the news to me and I saw the Bishop lying full 
length in the car, with his head supported by two boys. ’

Dr. Vost, who was on the station, certified that death was due 
to a fracture of the base of the skull and was quite inevitable. 
Although death was not immediate, it is improbable that he 
experienced any suffering.

Telegrams were sent off to England, to the Treasurer and to

arnv-

I
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THE DEATH OF BISHOP FISHER V Diocese of Zanzibar

the Chief Secretary at Zomba, as follows:—" Bishop killed, motor 
accident, funeral Likwenu/’ Preparations were then made for the 
burial. The body, vested in a red chasuble, was placed in the 
old church (now used as the school), where a watch was kept. 
Vespers of the Dead were said at once in English, followed later 
by simple devotions in Yao. I shall not readily forget the sight of j
the Bishop lying in the midst, surrounded by his people singing the \
Litany for the Departed.

A deputation of elders and others having waited on me with a 
request, in fact almost a demand, that the Bishop should be buried 
inside the church, I chose a spot just below the sanctuary steps.
A great number of people, both heathen and Christian, : ........
from the villages round as soon as the news reached them, and all 
took their share In the preparation of the grave, which 
pleted just before sunset. The edges were outlined with masses of 
flamboyant acacia and purple bougainvillea. Many Europeans 
came out from Zomba, Including the Chief Secretary, the two 
churchwardens of St. George's, and the Rev. J. F. Alexander of 
the Church of Scotland Mission. The Chief Secretary also brought 
with him an extraordinarily kind letter from the new Governor, who 

• had only just arrived in the country.
After the congregation had assembled in the present church, the 

body was carried from the school by six of the senior Christians, 
the bier being covered with a white pall, on which were laid a 
cross of purple flowers, the mitre and pastoral staff. The service, 
which was in Yao, followed the ordinary diocesan use and the 
grave was blessed and censed immediately before the actual 
miltal. Three hymns were sung—“ Rock of Ages,” ” Jesu, ( 
Lover of my soul,” and ” As now the sun’s declining rayi.” 
When the service was ended, the congregation threw flowers into 
the grave, following a native custom that no earth should fall 
directly on the body.

The following day a Requiem was said in English and two 
days later a solemn Requiem was sung in Yao. The grave has 
been made up temporarily with a low brick kerb and a raised 
brick cross in the centre. For the Requiem, the Bishop’s staff 
was laid on the grave, which was covered with acacia flowers, the 
mitre, pectoral cross and ring being placed at the head.

Full realization of all that it means to us all will come later,
It IS impossible to grasp it all at present, so much has been crowded 
into the last three days, and it is not my purpose to give more u 
than a bare outline of what has actually happened, or to make any 
attempt to estimate the loss that we have sustained.

For the Bishop, one can but be happy that he was spared ' 
suffering, and^thot he died in the midst of his work-some com: 
pleted, the ordination of the deacons and many confirmations—and 
bliTV” expecting to go home at Christmas, i

SOME BELIEFS & CUSTOMS OF THE WABONDEI 
By Canon Sehoza 

V—MLinga, the Spirit Mountain

had come

was com-

com-
I’ltvUl \uti. Utilitt

Mlinca Mouvtain 
(Kiu'anda in the foreground)

(We have often heard about Mlinga from members of the European 
Staff in Usambara. Here we have an account from Canon 
Sehoza, who worked for many years at Misozwe, at the very foot 
of the Spirit Mountain.—Ed)
Mlinga is the name of a mountain in the Bonde country, which 
is visible from a great distance. This mountain was held in great 
honour in olden times. If anyone who did not know about it had 
it pointed out to him by someone else, the man who pointed 
it out to him did not dare to point it out with his finger; it was 
essential that he should point it out with his clenched first. Even 
to this day old folk, especially amongst the Washambara, follow 
thip custom. No one knows the origin of this belief in Mlinga, 
whether it was honoured on account of its hugeness, or whether 
people in ancient times saw something upon this 
filled them with wonder. It could not have been the hugeness of 
the mountain ,because there are other mountains in the Usambara 
country near to the land of the Wabondbi, which are of much larger 
size, and yet they are not regarded with the same respect os Mlinga.

i

mountain which

D. V.
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MLINGA, THE SPIRIT MOUNTAIN MLINGA, THE SPIRIT MOUNTAIN

All we know for certain is that ever since we began to obtain 
information about the mountain, we found that the custom of paying 
respect to it was held with great tenacity.

Mlinga is worshipped (Canon Sehoza uses the personal prefix 
to the verb) by the people of the land even at the present time, but 
tliey do not visit the mountain for worship unless there is some 
request they desire to make which affects the whole land. Perhaps 
there has been delay in the arrival of the rainy season or the land 
has been smitten by pestilence. If so, the principal men of the 
district, namely, the chiefs and the elders, will make arrangements 
for a general collection in order to buy an ox to offer as a sacri- 
nee on Mlinga.

There was an hereditary priesthood in connexion with the Spirit 
Mountain, and this priesthood resided in one family. When a 
prirat died his son succeeded to the office. When the people

» M to be ready to fulfil his duties on the day appointed, when the 
Mighbourhn,^’ o«^ion for ali who lived in the

was ready the priest offered 
the sacrifice to the spirits of the dead, whose home was 

“u'* P''“®"!®‘' ‘•>0 petition of all the people, both those 
present and those absent. The place at which the sacrifice
no colT ®“™™if.of the mountain. - There is a stone of
no considerable size and with nothing very unusual about it

mountain-side. All sacrifices are offered on his 
®P?" “te people who

fice hf fo ile^- r" "’“y be which is offered in sacri-lice. Its foreleg is the perquisite of the priest.
Near the sacrificial stone, there is another large stone. No 

one passes this other stone without making an offering This

Thtn ^ P^^P'' “t ‘he spot before you.There is no fixed amount for such offerings; you can please vLr 
•self; It may be merely a handful of grass of a pebble, ?nyfhingSoTSa‘^nran'’rff^;in^g: ^ ^

Now and then an order issues from Mlinga and is published in 
the whole countgi For instance, when thfre was smafipox the 
H you Tk ‘ bundeor choroko (two kinds of beans).
Ihl H “b who was the first to receive this order, you will be told

SlcTot?? 1", loSSyiSL-";?
porridge, and so they ceased to obey the command. ®

P^?'® '®" how in times of war they
heard the war drums being beat.-n on the Spirit Mountain, and

this meant that the spirits 
of the dead were coming to 
the people’s 

f there
kind of dance in a village 
close to Mlinga, at night 
time the dance went merrily, 
because the spirits 
and danced with the living, 
but at the break of day the 
spirits departed, because 
they did not want people to 
see their faces.

No one dared to climb 
iMlinga, because they 
believed that no one climbs 
it and returns safe apd 
sound. But since the days 
when Europeans climbed 
the mountain and returned 
unharmed, this fear has 
disappeared.

In olden times when 
there was heavy rain and 
they saw the spray of the 
water falling over the rocks,' 
they said that the white- 

caused by the spray 
where the spirits 

had been washing their 
clothes and were putting iliem out to dry. All these supersti
tious fears are fast disappearing. Mlinga is with us still to-day and 
to-morrow he will still be there, but the honour paid to him by 
the people of olden times decreases year by year. And it is evident 
that in future generations, even if he craves for ‘such honour he 
won’t get it.

assistance; 
wasor 1 any

came

was

near

ness
wasThe Sacrificial Stone

•j

I
OUR “MISSION STATION”

You must remember to arrange a visit to our " Mission 
Station ” at Tankerton-on-Sea this year. Write and book your 
roorp as early as convenient.

'The week-end Retreat announced for December has been post
poned till February 21-24. This Retreat is intended chiefly for 
workers! Conductor, Canon Spanton, charge 15s.

We hope to arrange another mid-week Retreat in March (sec 
February magazine).

If you want to rest, to study, or to make a retreat, apply to 
Miss H. Spanton. St. MIchacr.s Hou.se, Tnnkcrion-on-Sea, Kent.

!
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Diocese of Nyasaland
\ MY AFRICAN TOUR

MY AFRICAN TOUR
also butalso in the supervision of Europeans to a greater extent than mo«?t
Mission elementary schools that 1 know The GWs- School
fs^S:::'■n';he“irt“o ^ P-t. the resull

P, ‘'““’'ty of Its work which won the very warm 
Likoma lf ™ . Phelps^tokes Commission when i^visited

By Canon E. F. Spanton L
i

XV-LIKOMA

1924.
tha^.rJ'L",? Nyasaland. the girls’, schools are better

hither^n ; '■“"‘T f™™ ,">u European women teachers;hitherto It has not seemed possible to provide so much or such
of ‘1"^ “bools taken as a whole, and

those of us who have had much to do with African education in 
a supervisory capacity know so well how much our imperfectlyjrAi'iTsV'sts.”' ^ Jii,.p;s s;;ps.?."2.;L“s“
to this statement; but, even if they do, I am still prepared to 
maintain its truth); there are many more printers in the Likoma 
office than we ever had in Zanzibar and their out-put of work is 
very considerable. I suppose that here, as in the Girls' School, 
the advaiitage of fairly constant supervision is again manifest; 
Bishop Fisher, who was more often in Likoma than away from 
It, took a very close and personal interest in the Printing Office • 
and all its wor)t, and it probably owed not less to him than to 
the zeal of successive European printers in charge.

Sr. ANDRiw'a CoixEoi. Nkivazi, Likoua

Another very important feature of the work of the Mission on 
Likoma Island—much more important than its size would suggest 
—IS the little college of Sf. Andrew at Nkwazi, where Archdeacon 
j ‘^".euged in preparing candidates for ordination. It is
delightfully situated on a hill in the extreme south of the Island 
which looks out upon the lake, and, while it is within a very easy , 
walk of the Cathedral and main station, it has that feeling of .’ 
remoteness which a theological college seems to need. At present 
It only makes provision for about half-a-dozen students, and, as li
It IS the only means which the Diocese possesses of training readers 1
as well as prospective deacons and priests, one can only hope for 
Its very considerable extension ere long; Nyasaland certainly needs 
a larger number of African clergy, and, from what some of the 
priests told me. I make no doubt that there are plenty of vocations 
If only they can be found and fostered.

It would take a long time and use up a great deal of space to 
describe all the activities which are centred in Likoma. There 
the schools for boys, girls, and infants, though the " Infants’ " 
School IS rather like the children’s Mass in this, that the name 
seems somewhat of a misnomer, for those who attend it are by no 
means all infants in age; some of them, indeed, would be described 
in Yorkshire as " lusty lads." These schools between them pro

elementary education for well over a thousand children

m
1
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Likoma Girls
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MY AFRICAN TOUR

The medical work at Likoma is not its least satisfactory feature.
Fhe presence of a resident doctor has made possible the training 
pf a number of skilled African dispensary boys, who are as help.- 
ful and reliable as most sub>assistant surgeons. The senior nurse 
of the Diocese also has her headquarters at Likoma, and this fact I 
probably helps to secure an efficient and sufficient nursing 
staff—sufficient in one sense, though it is much to be doubted 
whether the staff of a Mission hospital ever is, or ever will be, 
sufficient for its work, which seems to grow almost indefinitely i 
with the staff and with the means at its disposal. Across the bay 
there is a leper settlement, the new buildings of which ^re blessed 
by the Bishop one afternoon during my stay. We had a delightful i 
expedition across the bay in the " Frances " and a pleasant little 
function for the lepers when we arrived; like most other Africans 
these days, they 
cameras *

REVIEW
ri«mb»r<ll. By Erntil EdmLnson, publlihcd by Hcalh Cranton Lid., 0 Flea Lane, 

London, 1:,.C.4. Price 7t. Od.. Postage 6d. extra.
•,1. a* ■' " •"'y “I"”' "'1 <>'«Bwith lha bamorons and .triou. sidas of school life. The wriler makes no ntlempt 

10 disguise Ins eon.lellon lhal sound religious leaching is no esaenlini In Ihe toemalion 
fie it. The egeel of such on aloiosphere on
lour tos IS dcOTibed. They are i|uile oalural boys, and are In no sense ■' prigs."

Ihe book IS specially inieresling lo us lor Iwo reasons. .Firsl of oil because il 
r.totir ^ '' .tL'”"'?"k" ""“iooary vocalion nmong Ihe oilier vpenllons
usually presen ed nod Iherc Is noihing uorcnl In ihe wny in which Ihe suticel Is 
lOlroduced, and in ihe second place Ihe Universilles' Mission Is specially referred lo 

'/“k S' »"y.‘”y '“111 faels lhal he lms a voeoUon lo work
ilZi i kl “kieolloo lo lollh nod worship

i u\l r k "" “ympMIly "'ilh Ihe alms and melhods
miodri I a I'o- "" ,'iBmr a. a preseoi lo a boy who Is seriously
mtSieod ‘l. •'‘‘''"b" "> a library in a school or club or guild. To sueli we

lo like being photographed, and several 
were brouglit inlo operation, though I am afraid most of 

the results were as unsatisfactory as my own.
While at Likoma I made several interesting and useful expedi

tions to stations in the neighbouriiood. One day was given up to 
Chizumulu, Likoma's sister island, and, under the guidance of 
Archdeacon Glossop, I spent a very delightful day there. The 

* “ Charles Janson ” took us to Same, where we were received as 
very honoured guests by the teacher and his children; and then 
we voyaged in a dug-out canoe to Chiteko, the station in 
the north of the island, where again the people turned out to greet 
us in fine style. Chizumulu is fairly regularly visited from Likoma 
by nurses and teachers as well as by clergy; but storms on the 
lake make these visits often difficult, as the only means of trans
port, as a rule, is one of the Likoma sailing boats. We 
more fortunate, in that we had the help of steam; but, even so. 
Lake Nyasa’s famous south wind, the Mwera, got up in the afteiv 

■noon and made it necesiaiy for us to return home round the north of 
Likoma Island instead of by the much shorter route by way of 
the south. ^

Two other days were devoted to excursions to the Portuguese 
mainland under the tutelage of Miss Medd, who looks after the 
schools in that part of the Likoma district and who is, fortunately 
for her and for her work, so good a sailor as to be almost indifferent 
to the varying moods of the lake. She is said to spend her time 
i^mly correcting exercises under the shelter of a tarpaulin when 
the water is breaking across the boat, her only anxiety being lest 
the books should not keep sufficiently dry for the writing to remain 
legiWe. My visits illustrated the value of constant supervision 
tn the <^e of schools under the charge of our African teachers- 
one TOuld not but realize how much more effective was the work 
in the schools which could be visited fairly regularly than in' 
others not so happily placed, and how much both the teachers 
and those they taught owe to Miss Mddd’s energy and constant >'
care. f?

seem

HOME JOTTINGS
The aeoerai Fuad Recelpli compare at followa:—

Received during November ..........................
Total receipts to November 30 ............... .;£^o|662

A decrease of ;^011• • • .
Collector*.—Please note that remittances to be Included Ja the 

to post ewiy! ^ be well

1026
,000 i;3,3l7

;i;27,103

friends who have not sent In their remittances will do so btfor$ January 14.were

*1”" 'B' Hprliciillural H.ll Sale In November did not do quite

If anyone sent articles 
will let us kne

Sr the stall which were not acknowledged we hope they 
about It In order that we may thank them.

_Want^.-Miss Nhcn Smith (c/o The Office) would be very grateful for several 
Snyo”c°LppIy? ‘ Grammar and Lammond's Lessons^ in Bcmba. Could

• • • •
fJn'erestlng oddil^^on to the series of U.M.C.A. Linie Bookt 

(iwlce 2d.) is No. 5 Islam and Its Founder ’• by the Rev. A. F, Matthew. It is a 
reliable and wcll-wntten booklet on the subject of Muhammadanism and should 
a long-feli want.

Two new packets of Coloured I’iciure Postcards are ready—No. 'o. Four 
ducliony of ikMchct of Ukoma Calhtdrol by Mm. Shinn, nod No. 10, Four rtpm- 
ducllon, of .k.icbm ol Kaom lo Ihe diocere ot Zoniibar. We ore Indebled to MIm 
.M. Powell for three of the .kcichei and lo the C.S.P. for the other one.

repro-

IN MEMORIAM
Nov. 13.—Winifred E. Cox,

A devoted worker for the Mimton In Norwich.
18
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AN APPEAL FROM N. RHODESIA .
, able ,0 BO on. She ha, remrned In her people. Please eontlnne to pray

Alrie„,M «' ■""'h oppoalllon h^ .et many

not been 
for her. 'Fhe Diocese ok Northern Rhodesia is in very sore need of 

priests; for several months past the Bishop has himself had to 
lake charge of Chipili, as there was no other priest available 1 
And, as we know, Chipili is the centre of a vast district, the 
minimum staff of which is regarded as three priests.

Padre Godfrey is shortly returning and will relieve Bishop May 
on his arrival, ^hen, as the Bishop’s letter puts it, “ I suppose 
I must go, leaving Godfrey the impossible task of keeping things . 
going by himself, with the help, of course, of the ladles and 
Heritage (the station layman). He will manage, no doubt, for a 
time, but not for long, and there is no one whom I can bring up 
here without causing worse trouble elsewhere.”

Msoro, where the work is even heavier than at Chipili, is in 
like evil case. Padre Smith had to come home as the result of 
an attack of sleeping-sickness, and the doctors arc not likely to 
let him return as yet; Padre Rogers is already due for furlough 
and, as this is.hiS first term of service, his return home ought not 
to be delayed; if he comes, Padre Higgins mil be left to hold the 
fort at Msoro alone.

No/wondcr the Bishop describes the situation as supremely 
urgent,” and begs me to do my best to lay my hands on some 
prieslfwho will come to the rescue. He certainly cannot be accused 
of exaggerating the need when he adds ” we need more than 
one.”

«
.0 -

# *
.0/ ZamtH,. Mr. V. W. Bra.il. i, . librarian and 

ShS Mr G ""““Bar of Ihr n,w Miaion book,hop

and ‘T' ■■ ‘he Coventry

?L.'=-'S'„'”hr‘s‘r - M..r^,;^;rard"'-::fo%„V“S
J"”™ “ "" “nf'rtiScaled. She trained ipondi and iccur^ the Board of Education certificate. She hoa good experi- 

handwofk and has done a good deal of work among guides and rangers.
at Fish 
ence In

*
ReMjnilloni.—Dloer« 0/ Znnrilar. The Kev. G. G. Elliott whose work at

Wriihul h for family and personal reasons; perhaps the future may find him able to return to Africa once again. r r j
i «»“> has had one term of service
tn N. Rhodesia Is al» unable to return; his resignation weakens the already insuf* 

Bishop greatly hopes that another priest will soon ofier to lake E. P. S.fident staff and the 
his place.
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Dioccsc of NyasalandSi
EDITOR'S NOTES

BAPTISMSWhen wp printed Canon Sehora's article on Exorcism in Africa, ' 
asked in a footnote whether the " spirit " was regarded as a 
person. I have received the following reply from him ; —

“ Ip you examine carefully the belief of the Wabondei in regard i 
to spirits you will find that what

■' I'or by one Spiril arc we all bapthed inlo one body.”

The scene is Likoma Cathedral : it is a lovely morning in May,
the eve of Whitsun Day. The high altar and the low ____
dividing the baptistery from the nave are gorgeous with great 
clumps of scarlet poinsettias, which seem to grow themselves 
expressly for use on the feast of the Holy Spiril. On either side 
of the nave at the west end stand the candidates in two long lines, 
men on one side, women on tho other i to the east of them are the 
barriers which, so far, they have not been able to p.Tss : behind them 
stand their sponsors. I have said " men ” and " women," but 
while some of them are quite elderly, others are quite small boys 
and girls. Everyone is very serious, as befits a solemn occasion, 
but everyone looks very happy and rather excited as well. From 
far away come the strains of the Veni Creator, and a procession 
approaches. Incense, cross, tapers, the priest-inatharge in a rec| 
cope, the choristers in scarlet cassocks and white surplices, and 
finally the Bishop in red cope and mitre. The quiet grey of the 
baptistery makes a fitting background for all this triumphant colour. 
The acolytes and choir stand in a semicircle on either side of the 
Bishop in his chair, and the sendee begins. Prayers are said and. 
then the gospel is sung. It is taken from the twenty-eighth chapter

of St. Matthew’s Gospel 
and ends with’ the words 
which 
even
hearted i “ Lo, I am with 
you alway, even unto the 
end of the world.” Then 
come the vows. Turning 
to the west they renounce 
the world, the flesh and 
the devil, all the evil and 
witchcraft and superstition 
and darkness in which 
they were born and bred, 

and then, turning .to the 
east, they recite the creed 
which is heqeeforth to rule 
their lives. When they 
have professed their desire 
to be baptized in this 
faith, the Sursum Cordn 
is sung, the Bishop 
blesses the water and the 
baptisms begin.

. . - you suggested is true. There
•are spirits lyho are conceived of as dwelling permanently in the 
bodies of the possessed. These spirits help those who are 
posseted by them in such concerns as barter, rearing of children, 
divining and other profitable matters. These spirits are not 
expelled, they are only appeased or propitiated when anything is 
done which annoys them. But a strange spirit (as opposed to a ' 

familiar ’ spirit ?—Ed.) is expelled because he comes to injure 
the person possessed, and when the person possessed by such a 
spirit has recovered from his illness the people believe that the 
spirit has departed because it came with an evil intent. But in 
expelling the spirit they only use the force of persuasion and 
hesereh Iiim to leave the patient alone. This kind of possession 
IS called ‘ kukumbwa ’ and peaceful possession is out of the que.s- 
tion. He must be expelled."

screen

Tuts is interesting, but the old doubt as to personality still 
remains. Why does the Canon sometimes call the spirit " if ” 
and sometimes " he ”? Can he explain this to us?

Date of Anniversart.—As the Thursday in the Octave of the 
Ascension is a very inconvenient day for many London priests, 
our Anniversary is to be held on Tuesday, 3rd June next. Owing 
to the change we have not been able to secure the Church House ! 
tor the afternoon meeting. This will be held at Kingsway Hall, i 
and the evening meeting at the Queen’s Hall. Further particulars 
will be published later.

give courage to 
the most faint.

Proposed Life of Archdeacon Johnson.—The Rev. Herbert 
Harnes, C.R., has kindly undertaken the tusk of compiling a Life 
of Archdeacon Johnson, and will be grateful for material that will 
help him in this work. Any reminiscences of the late Archdeacon, 
and any correspondence of general interest, should be sent to 
[•r. Barnes, c/o the Secretary, U.M.C.A., 35 Wood Street, S.W.i. 
Any original letters which may be entrusted to him will be treated 
with every care and returned to the senders in due course; but it 
might be well if copies were sent, rather than originals, when
ever that course is convenient.

Tub Uai'Tistery, Likoma- Catiieokal
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BAPTISMS Diocese of Masasi,1
Men first, one by one, led by their sponsors, they come into 

the baptistery, down the steps and into the water which, when they 
kneel, IS up to their necks. Three times the priest dips their 
heads in the Threefold Name, and then out they come on the other 
^de, dripping, to be removed by the sponsor waiting for them. 
I hen the women; and when these are all baptized the procession 
forms again and goes to the barriers. Here the newly baptized 
come one by one, dad now in white robes. They are 
signed with the sign of the Cross on their foreheads and 
each receives a lighted candle, and so they go to their places just 
below the chancel steps. We all say the Lord’s Prayer with very 
thankful hearts. And then again a procession up the chancel to the 
Mnetuary steps, down the south aisle, and up the nave; behind the 
Bishop come the new Christians, two and two, in their while 
robes, carrying their candles, the light shining on their happy 
faces and on the drops of water still glistening on their tufty, black 
heads. We all sing “ Onward Christian Soldiers.” Then the 
Bishop gives us his blessing and all is over.

This is the crown of many years of trial, of manv failures and 
backshdings and many fresh starts; of much patient preparation 
and many prayers on the part of the priests and teachers, surely 
a fitting offering to God the Holy Ghost on His own special day.

PILGRIMAGES IN AFRICA
I HE first church in the Masasi Diocese was that of Mkomaindo, 
but after some years the work for various reasons was transferred 
Lunton^T^ O >891. Fr. Theophilus
rafer^n'pn^^if u£"ttS S
was transferred to its present site on Mtande Mountain. Mbemba 
was abandoned and the church and station fell into ruins. Some 
years ago, when the present Bishop was priest-in^hnrge of Masasi,
fn of his Christiansto the site at Mbemba. Here they congregated before the stone altar, 
where prayers were said and the Magnificat sung, then the altar 
was broken down and each Chrisian picked up a stone and carried 

hl“sasi, and the altar was rebuilt in the chapel of the 
Blessed Sacrament.

Early this year many of our Christians were disturbed by the 
f.act that the Muhammadans who live near the shops and Govern
ment quarters had obtained permission to build a mosque and had, 
obtained a teacher from the coast to lead them in prayer. It was 
thought that this might lead to a great Muhammadan revival in the 
district and that some of our weaker brethren might be deceived 
1 was asked to do my best to forbid the building of the mosque, 
but of course this was beyond my power. However, one day early 
in March I was visiting in my parish and, having done my work 
and finding myself close to Mbemba, I thought I would pay a visit 
there. By great good fortune 1 found two elderly; Christians who 
lived near the site of the old church. With these as guides 
1 made my way ^trough bush and long grass till at last we arrived 
where once stood the church, but there was nothing to be seen.

The scene is now a low, round, mud hut on the shores of Lake 
Nyasa. It is dark inside, for although there are two doors, both 
open, the thatched roof overhangs the walls outside to within two 
or three feet of the ground. Against the wall inside, sitting on the 
floor, are fifteen or sixteen women, many of them with babies: 
they are very quiet and quite still. In the middle of the hut, 
lying on a mat, is a very small boy about eight years old; he is 
barely conscious and moaning and tossing with pain. At his feet 
stands a dawn-boy in his white overall with a very gentle and 
serious expression on his, face; it is he who has sent for help and 
comfort for the poor little scrap on the floor. On one side of the 
child-kneels the Mission dona, in her hand the little syringe with 
which she is trying to keep life just a little longer in the little, 
tortured body. On the other side stands an African priest. He has 
on a white surplice and stole, and in his hand is a shining silver 
cup brimming with water from the blue lake outside. The nurse 
steadies the little, restless head, the shining drops fall “ in the 
Name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Ghost ’ and 
poor little Mapulanga becomes a servant of the loving Christ, 
Whom in a few hours he sees face to face.

He was christened Emilius : I think I would have called him 
Emmanuel.

i

N.

(AUtf ftUUon
ClIILORKN CARRriNO Si
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iPILGRIMAGES IN AFRICA
Diocese of Masasi

Hut going on a little we came to the graveyard; now it was almost 
exactly thirty-eight years ago since Fatlier Taylor died, but there was 
h>s grave looking as though it had been carefully tended all through 
those years, there were no weeds or grass, the stone was as good as 
when it was first put up, the lettering was quite clear and easily 
read, so, loo,^ the other graves were all quite tidy and nice, and 
the stones which had been picked up and laid on top of the graves 
in the form of a cross were, most; of them, still in position. All 
this, it must be understood, in the middle of the bush, and the 
work of keeping the graves clean and tidy has been done by no 
human hand. Here, in very truth, is God’s acre, lovingly kept in 
order by Angels’ hands. We then stood together and said a prayer 
for the departed, and offered our thanksgiving for all God’s great 
mercies to us during the last thirty-eight years, repeated the Angelas 
together, and so a second pilgrimage to Mbemba ended. On the 
way back, as I passed the Muhammadan mosque, it occurred to 
me that we might make another pilgrimage with great profit to 
ourselves. A pilgrimage of witness, a pilgrimage to cheer and encour
age the weak and faint-hearted, a pilgrimage to rouse the slacker, to 
bring back the lapsed.

In Lent, every Friday Is kept as a strict fast day 
^ till 3 p.m., and as a day of prayer. On the Friday before Passion 

Sunday, after Mass, we formed up in front of the High Altar in 
the Cathedral and repeated the Apostles’ Creed, the Lord’s prayer, 
Hail Mary', and prayers for the conversion of Muhammadans. Then, j 
headed by the Cross, we started off. By the time we had started : 
there had collected nearly 200 in all, counting the children, and 
we were all fasting. Many joined us? on the way. On the way 
sang Litanies and Hymns, and every five minutes or so stopped to 
make a station of the Cross. We processed up the main road, 
passed the shops, the mosque and the government buildings, until 
finally we reached the Mother Church of the diocese, Holy Triniiv, 
Mkomaindo.

Here we found waiting for us Padre .Ambrosio, who had been . 
conducting sen'ices there. We crowded into the church, which 
w'as packed, and there finished the stations of the Cross. Then, 
after a little rest, I talked to the people, reminding them of 
pilgrimage and suggesting to them that each of us should carry 
back to Masasi a stone from the ruins of the old chufeh with the 
hope it would be possible to build the High Altar in the Cathedral 
with them. So wo returned, every one carrving at least one stone, 
some two or three. We returned to the Cathedral about i o’clock, 
all very tired and hot after a walk of just over seven miles. Then 
there were confessions lo be heard, and then a short address in ^ 
which the people were told how members of the church of. All . 
Saints, Clifton, had given us a large sum of money with which to 
enlarge and beautify our Cathedral in memory of those who had 
died in thowar. On Sunday there was a very large congregation 
and the biggest number of Communicants that we have ever had

A. D. S.

AMANJINGO
DESCRIPTION by an African of Rites recently being Intro

duced into the Masasi district.

There have recently come into this district some *' medicine men,” 
calling themselves Amanjingo.

When they come to a village they shave the people and annbunce 
that they are putting an end to witchcraft.

They are said to have been at Masasi for two monthsi or so,
trying to obtain permission frqm the Boma to practise their craft. 
We do not know how their request was received. They did not 
practise at Masasi, but they pretend lo have received permission 
from the Government.

The Headmen who refuse to accept them are but few: most 
of them, through their desire to end witchcraft, welcome the 
medicine men with joy and order their people to submit to be 
shaved, for which each adult pays twenty cents, a child ten centSi 

The medicine men are divided into two parties: one under 
Abdallah Membo, the other under Saidi Mula.

The Rite.—First they hoe a large clearing for their scene of 
operations, with four paths radiating from it.

When this is prepared :—
I. The participants are shaved.

we

Grave.

our
Tncdicine

aamini9t<rft4
Karc

X FireCL&AniNar

Entrance
on an ordinary Sunday.
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Diocese of MasasiAMANJINGO i;

2. Incisions are made on the crown of the head and a prepara- • 
tion, said to be a “ medicine," is applied to them and rubbed 
m with an egg crosswise. The said " medicine " is made 
ot powdered shell and looks like flour. It is a recognized 
Moslem custom to take oaths in this way, and is called 

Lukombe.” i

A LEPER CAMP
5mnm gathered round Thee, lepers sought Thy Face, 
None too vile or loathsome for a Saviour's Grace.

Jane Walker.
“ One day looking aertss the river I saw an unusual number of 
shacks built on a sand bank. ‘Who are in these?’ I asked 
‘ Oh! These are your lepers,’ my dispenser replied." Thus a 
medical missionary in Nigeria describes the founding of a Leper 
Colony in West Africa; telling how his first patient brought pthers, 
and they in their turn spread the good news, till he had a clinic of 
400 patients. These ragged lepers had made themselves this hastily 
improvised camp, almost before he was aware of it. This doctor 
in far-away Itu might have been writing of our camp here at 
Saidi Maumbo, for we began our campaign against leprosy in much 
the same way. One poor leper woman told the story, how a 
new " needle medicine," more powerful even than that for yaws, 
had done wonderful things for her. The report spread rapidly 
and men and women came in from villages near and far. They, 
loo, wanted to test its power. So they came, carrying their few 
belongings and a slender store of food; content with little else if 
they could but build a hut and live within easy reach .of the medi
cine they so sorely needed.

The site thus chosen by the lepers was not allowed by the Govern
ment for long, for their Increasing numbers made them a menace 
to the villagers near by, so new arrangements had to be made. 
Our aim was to give them a place where they would be more 
isolated, and have greater freedom for out-of-door work, manual 
labour being an essential part of their routine treatment.

We found fbe ideal spot on the far side of the Masakata River, 
some forty-five minutes from thtf Mission itself. In November we 
began clearing the huge tracts of virgin forest. Government

labourers made 
short work of 
the heavy tim
ber felling, 
then the lepers 
set to with a 
will, clearing 
the under- 
growth, and 
preparing the 
soil for the 

^ planting rains 
which were aU 

vmost upon us. 
Neat native 
dwellings were 
soon built, and

3. They are next given a flour ** medicine " to eat, and a • 
herbal " medicine " to drink.

4. Then they go along the path leading to the fire, and some 
seeds of the Mkweme plant, rich in oil, are held at the fire 
by pincers so as to melt the oil in the seeds, which is then [ 
put into the incisions cut on the top of the heads of those 
who have been shaved.

5. They next sit in rows in the middle of the clearing facing 
the grave. A basket upside down is there said to be covering 
something, and on the top of at is placed an Ndumba (i.e.. 
the gourd used for divination in the " Chisango " rite). 
Each approaches it in turn, kneels down (a charm being 
placed in the ground under each knee), and clasps the divin
ing gourd with both hands. He then swears as follows:—
(a) If a man bewitches me, may he die;
(b) If I bewitch another, may I die.

6. When they are again arranged an rows facing the grave the
medicine man puts on his charms, holds the gourd with his 
left hand and the tail of a gnu with his right. The gourd 
is placed on the head of an initiate, and the expert wags 
the tail over it, singing in what is said to be the Ki-Manfinga 
tongue and dancing. ^ ^

7. Each man goes to the grave and sits beside it with one leg 
in It, throwing in the hair which has been cut off and taking 
the same oaths as before.

8. They once more sit in rows in the central clearing, with 
their backs to the grave and facing the entrance. In front 
of them IS set lip a “ kinu " (i.e., mortar for grinding corn). 
They approach it one by one and swing a leg over it, which 
entitles them to pass out.

Prohibitions.—These hold for five days.
I. Do not wash.
?. Do not eat beans.
3. Do not eat " linvolo " (i.e., a relish of leaves).
4. Do not eat pumpkins cooked with seasoning.
5* Do not eat eggs. ^
6. Do not have marital intercourse.
7. Do not warm yourself at a fire made of pea-sticks.

i

IPtdrt Dt»UPM.1
Part op thb Lepm Camp
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/A LEPER CAMP Diocese of N. Rhodesia,.x
in a few weeks* time the erstwhile forest had become a cliarming 
leper compound, with its groups of pretty thatched cottages 
in fields of tall green maize. We planned the land for thirty 
|>atients, hut these have increased till now we have over seventy 
under treatment, and once more we are clearing forest land for 
fresh cases that will surely come.
^ ^“r first care was to have our patients comfortably housed. 
That done, we planned a dispensary and storehouse, adding to 
this a small house for the visiting nurse and teacher.

With our camp thus set an order, and simple but adequate build
ings for our Treatment Centres, we felt that we had completed the 
first stage in our development. It was with great joy therefore that 
we heard of our Bishop’s approaching visit, when he hoped to come 
and bless our work. Until last month, Josef Pawila, the dis* 
pensary boy, was our only Christian patient; but heathen and 
Muhammadan alike, entered with zest into preparations for the 
great day. Paths and roads were swept, houses were decked with 
flowers and foliage; and.on the morning of St. Anne’s Day they 
were ^rly astir waiting and watching as the Bishop came up the 
hill. We accompanied him round the camp, and later as he vested, 
our native priest-lnK:harge explained the meaning of all that was 
to be done in our scr\dce of Consecration that dav. The pro
cession was formed, the service began. The groups of silent lep 
came gradually nearer as the words of the prayers were more 
clearly heard. The world of evil spirits is very near to these 
African proples, and they listened intently as they heard the words 
that would banish the works of darkness and make their dwellintrs 
homes of peace and healing.

After an interval for friendly chat, we all adjourned for lea. 
leper receiving also a small gift as a memento. Thus our 
Kuu comes to an end. As we left the camp thev accom

panied us. dancing and clapping their hands to show their jov. 
One man voiced the thoughts of many when he said: “ To-dav 
wc have rejoiced as though we were already cured.” Onlv a week 
later the Jumbe of the camp, himself a leper, came to the Sister 
and said, ” Mother,

ST. MARK'S COLLEGE, FIWILAset

It may, perhaps, interest readers of Central Africa to hear___
thing of the first year’s work of the Northern Rhodesian Diocesan 
Training College for teachers. It will be remembered that at the 
conference held at Broken Hill in igzy, it was decided that the 
lime had come to end the system whereby each station in the 
Diocese trained its own teachers, and to start a central college. 
Fiwila was selected as the site for the new venture for several 
reasons, the main one being its central position. The College 
opened on September i, 1928, and the first year of its history has 
now been completed. Padre Morris Jones is to be the Warden of 
the College, but as his training at home was not completed tHl the 
summer of this year, the task of organizing and superintending 
the first year's work has been undertaken by Padre Hewitt.

Tile students in residence have numbered twenty-five. Nine 
of these came from Msoro, six from Mapanza, five from Chipili, 
while the remaining five were local Fiwila boys. Great credit is 
due to these pioneers, for they had to make a real venture of faith. 
The boys from Msoro and Chipili had in each case a fortniglu’s 
trek, while the Mapanza contingent had a nine days’ journey on 
foot, and a sixteen hours’ journey by train. Each group, of 
course, spoke an entirely different language, and was going to 
live among a tribe who spoke a language foreign to them all. It 
was no wond^, therefore, that at first the young students felt 
bewildered an^homesick, and there were many anxious moments 
in the early days when it seemed (hat they might all throw in 
their hands and go home; but these difficulties passed, and after 
the first two months the collegians settled down into a really

some-

ers

t'ach
Siku

. , "“"I leaching, the teaching that will make
US like your Christians.” This, too, was our great wish, and once 
they had expressed it, no time was lost an arranging classes for 
^th men and women. Now ” Needle Days ” are also ■' Teaching

“ The lepere are cleansed, the poor have the Gospel preached 
unto Ihem. So they come as they came in the Gospel story, 
feckmgheahng for their sick bodies, and finding Him tt^ho lonfe 
to heal both body and soul.

Mav St. Elizabeth, our patron, pray for us, that wc with Ihem 
may be made worthy of the promises of Christ.

we

C. S. P.

Fiwila
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ST. MARK’S COLLEGE, FIWILA ST. MARK’S college, FIWILA

happy family, working hard, playing hard and making the most ; 
of their opportunities for learning. It was particularly noticeable ! 
how well the boys from difTcrent tribes got on together, an out
sider might easily have thought that they all came from the same 
district. ;

The language difficulty did not prove very great. The boys 
soon picked up enough Lala (the local dialect) to be able to 
understand the padre’s " words,” whilst their English improved 
rapidly, and much instruction was able to be given through that * 
medium.

The daily round of the college began with Mass at 6.15. This 
voluntary, most of the boys attending two or three times a | 

week. At 7.0 a.m. all fell in for prayers and roll-call, after which 
there was an hour for washing, bed-making, sweeping out the 
dormitory and class-room, and breakfast. At 8.30 came Mcdita- . 
nqn, followed by half-an-hour’s drill, and then work in the class- 

from 8.45 till the Angelus at noon. From i.o till 3,0 in 
tlie afternoon was occupied in manual work. A good deal of 
gardening was done, some boys worked in the carpenter’s shop, 
others had practice in teaching in village sub-schools; a college 
washing pool was made with an approach road through the 
bush, and a good deal of time was given to. clay modelling.

^ Once a week the nurse gave instruction in practical hygiene; 
and the boys took it in turn to do the church washing under 
tlie supervision of Dona Harcourt.

One afternoon a week was given to organized games—cricket, 
football, hockey and rounders all being taught and played with 
great zest. At 3.0. p.in. each day Evensong was said in church, 
and this was followed by a time for private study in college, after 
which the boys were free to amuse themselves until bedtime.

One period of the college time-table always provided interest 
and often amusement. This was the question time. Half-an-hour 
a week was set aside for answering questions on any subject what
soever. The questions had to be written and handed in to the 
padre, and they ranged from Biblical difficulties and questions on 
eclipses, and the working of motor-cars, to such a question as 

Why do padres’ collars do up at the back? ” It was rather a 
trying period for the padre in charge. ” Will you please explain 
the 13th Chapter of Revelation? I don’t perfectly understand 
It defied an immediate reply, while it is not easy in a few words 
to give an adequate answer to 1 ” How are steam engines made? ” 
or Explain the war between England and Germany.” All the 
same, these questions were a great help in showing how the boys* 
minds were working and developing.

^ The last fortnight of the college year was devoted to examina
tions, conducted on the lines of the Government examination for 
^achers, and as far as possible marked by the same standard.
Uut of the twenty.five collegians only eight failed to pass, which . i 
was a very satisfactory achievement for only one year’s work. The

Lord Bishop visited Fiwila towards the end of the term, and 
offered a small prize for the top boy of the college, so close was 
the struggle for this, that the Bishop gave an additional prize 
to the second boy, who was only six marks behind out of a total 
of 850. On Whit Mpnday the college buildings were solemnly 
blessed and the college was dedicated to St. Mark, 
evening a breaking-up party was held, when, after songs and 
recitations by the collegians, the Bishop distributed the prizes. 
After Mass the following morning the boys received the episcopal 
blessing, before setting out in high spirits on their long journey 
back to their respective tribes.

So ended the first year of St. Mark’s College, Fiwila; a venture 
of faith which has been abundantly blessed. We would ask your 
prayers for its future, for those who teach, and for the studenis 
there. May the boys from St. Mark’s College ever keep before 
them the ideal of the teachers’ calling, and in the future be effective 
agents in bringing the people of Northern Rhodesia into the fold 
fif the Church.

In the

was

room

J. K. A.

St. Mark’s College 
Fiwila

Dear Canon Spanton,
am writing to say that the College it in great 

want religious ones of all sorts, and educational slides. Ti 
and other countries, processes of
tlon, 'buses, trains, etc., historic buildings, seacoatt, fishing and shipping.

Most of these bo_^ have never seen a train, let alone any other mark of clviiUntlnn, 
and yet they are reading about these things. It Is most important that they should 
tee at least a representation of the real thing.

Secondly, 1 most urgently want some English books for the boys to read. These 
should be story hooks like ’* The Three Midshipmen," or any exciting boys’

Science. Such as " How It is Made," " How it Works," "Let me Explain," 
" The Romance of Modern Locomotion," etc., end little books like Cassell’s " Eyes 

• No Eyes."
Children’s books of Astronomy, Biology, Natural History, Travel, Music, History, 

Architecture.
Children's Fairy Stories.
This is n very full-time occupation. I have just been Interrupted by a College 

boy who wanted to know what Paradise ond Gehenna arc, and please would I teach 
his companion and himself some Dodo. We have a special " advanced " music class 
on Wednesday evenings and I am hoping to produce one or two real African musicians 
who can write their own hymn tunes and tongs.

We are at present interested in the problem as to how to make n wheel suitable 
for, and able to be made in, the average village.

1 need of lantern slides. We 
lete can be views of England 

manufacture, architecture, slides of modern locomo-

books.

and

A. M. JONES

I shall be glad to receive and forward to Padre Jones any suitable lantern elides 
or boc^ks which may be sent to me. But owing to the cost of freight to Fiwila, it 
is important that those sent should be really suitable for the purpose and In fair 

ditJon.con
E. F. S.
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MY AFRICAN TOUR
iS-:.Bv Canon E. F. Spanton

fv:w!:.v
XVI—NGOO BAY AND MSUMBA

MDuring the time that Likonia was my headquarters, I made two 
excursions, each of which lasted about a week. The first of these, 
which was made easy by the fact tJiat the Charier Janson was put 
at ,my disposal for the whole time, was to Ngoo and Msumba, 
two stations in the Portuguese territory on the east shore of the 
Lake.

A

IS®- W ; feli*
5

Three hours' steuming on Thursday morning took us to Ngoo 
Bay, where the ship anchored in full view of the church and 
station, almost on the Lake shore itself, which for some years 
past has been in the charge of Canon Augustine Ambali. The old 

, Canon had prepared what almost deserved to be described
royal welcome, for he had summoned the local Nganda band to 
be on hand to greet me, and during the couple of hours 
following my arrival they gave a great performance which 
a stranger like myself, of almost absorbing interest, even though 
it interfered somewhat with our conversation as we sat on the 
verandah of Canon Augustine’s house.

Ngoo is a delightful place in a beautiful situation, and the whole 
atmosphere of the station was, as might perhaps have been 
ojipMied, very thoroughly African. The time 1 spent there 
reminded me constantly of the visits I used to pay twenty years 
ago to Mkuzi at St. Peter’s-tide when Canon Petro Limo was in 
charge there; for several years running, when I was in charge at 
Msalabani and he at Mkuzi, I was asked over to be the special 
preacher at the Patronal Feast; and Ngoo, under Canon Ambali, 
was more like Mkuzi under Canon Limo than anything else in my 
experience. The priest-in-cliarge is the patriarch of the place, and 
there is a family feeling and withal a keenness and a suspicion of 
gaiety about the church and its services which is altogether 
delightful in contrast to the almost frigid formality of a good deal 
of our religion in Western Europe.

I slept on board and Canon Augustine came off with me to 
dine on the ship so that both, during and after the meal we had 
many opportunities of talking about Petro Limo and the old friends 
of Augustine’s youth at Kiungani. Next morning 1 was up betimes 
and went ashore to the half-past six Mass in the parish church, 
finding myself both edified and delighted by the size of the 
gregation which assembled; it may be that the advent of an 
unaccustomed visitor had provoked the presence of some, but, even 
M, It was wonderful enough to find such a churchful on an ordinary 
Friday morning. .After Mass 1 carried Canon Ambali off again

CAKa'j Augustine Aubau at Nooo Bay

as a (o ihe “ C. J.” for breakfast and then bade him farewell, ns wc 
were to start at nine o’clock for Chia and Msumba.

The former place is only an ouNstation of no very great 
importance; but I was anxious to land there in order to visit 
Charles Janson’s grave, eloquent as it is of Archdeacon Johnson’s 
early days in Nyasaland, which is situated not far away.

We arrived at Msumba soon after noon and, after the e.xcile- 
ments of the*’aay before, 1 was glad to spend a little time in 
comparative quiet with Padre Cox, especially a.s he had arranged 
that we should set o(T at—or, rather, before—the break of day 
next morning to Chiwanga, a station a few miles away to the 
.south, where there was to be a double wedding and a Nuptiril Mass.

When, in the early hours of Saturday morning, I was ready to 
start, I found that Padre Cox had gone alicad on his bicycle and 
had provided a carriage and pair, in the form of a machila and its 
team of carriers, for my transport. This was but one of the many 
occasions during my visit to Nyasaland when I felt almost ashamed 
of the care lavished upon my comfort; but the Padre explained, by 
way of justification, that several hours might elapse before I got 
anything to eat or drink, and that a long walk, even in the early 
morning hours, without food or drink, would not be a very good 
pre)3aration for the events of the day. There was an enormous 
congregation for the wedding service and subsequent festivities, 
after which we European padres breakfasted in the school and 
were not sorry altogether when breakfast-time came. After break
fast, I spent some time in the school, which had taken its weekly 
holiday, on Friday instead of Saturday in view of my visit and in 
order that I might see it at work; partly, perhap.s, owing to the 
attractions of the wedding and partly owing to curlosltv about the 
visiting European, there was a large attendance, and T remember 
T was verj' favourably impressed with the work that was being 
done.

or so 
was, to

con-
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On Monda}* we made another expedition, this time by steamer, 
as far as Micngula, the head Portuguese Government post of the 
district, in order that I might pay my respects to the Portuguese 
Resident, who had invited us to lunch. This is perhaps a not 
unfitting opportunity for recording the fact that of recent years 
the Portuguese officials of the Nyasa Chartered Company have 
been, for the most part, kindly and considerate towards us and our 
work, and we cannot but regret the change of administration 
which must follow the withdrawal of the Company’s charter.

We returned to Msumba in the late afternoon, and with Compline 
that day began a quiet day for about fifty teachers, from the 
Msumba and Ngoo Bay districts, who had been gathered by Padre 
Cox for the purpose. After a good deal of consultation as to how 
the difficulty presented by my ignorance of Chinyanja should be 
overcome, we decided that I should give ray addresses in Swahili; 
the alternative of an interpreter did not seem very attractive; to 
preach through an Interpreter is tiresome, both for the preacher 
and’for those to whom he preaches; to give retreat addresses 
through an interpreter would be, I imagine, a particularly thank
less task. However, as far as we could tell, the solution we adopted 
proved fairly satisfaclor}’, for the teachers claimed that they under
stood quite well what was said to them, and certainly on the 
following day, when the “ Retreat ” was over and Padre Cox 
seized the opportunity of having so many teachers together to 

• hold a teachers’ conference, many of them showed an ability to 
understand what I said to them in Swahili and to answer me In 
the same tongue which was sufficiently astonishing.

The following day the “ C. J.” carried me back to Likoma, 
with the Mwera blowing hard from the south and doing its best 
to make the Lake an uncomfortable place for travellers. It had 
been a very happy week and it had opened my eyes to the many 
possibilities of the work in Portuguese territory as soon as it can 
be strongly staffed.

L I U L I
We have been rejoicing in the Bishop of Masasi’s visit and the 
consecration of Liuli Church. The Bishop of Masasi arrived in 
h^is car at Mbamba Bay with Padre Thorne and Mr. Willbond. 
The Archdeacon met them at Mbamba Bay and the party travelled 
by canoe to Kwambi where next day the Bishop very kindly con
firmed over two hundred people. On the itth the Charles lanson 
called at Kwambi, with the Bishop of Nyasaland on board, and 
took the whole party to Liuli.

The cliurch at Liuli was consecrated by the Bishop of NyaMland 
Holy Cross Day, the Bishop of Masasi preaching.
The church being empty, and the twelve candles on the walls 

lighted, the Bishop made the circuit of the church on the outside, 
sprinkling the walls of the church and the ground beneath with 
holy water, the people singing, “ Ye Watchers and ye Holy 
ones." The circuit of the church completed, the Bishop coming 
to the principal door said the usual prayers and responsory, and 
knocking with pastoral staff on the door, and tracing a cross on 
the threshold, was duly admitted, saying the " Pax fcterna," the 
congregation following singing the 122nd Psalm. The Bishop 
went to a faldstool at the entrance to the chancel, when the Litany 
was sung with special consecration clauses, pleading with God 
•• to visit this place, to set a guard of angels, and to bless and 
hallow and consecrate this Church." " The God of Abraham 
praise " was sung to a native melody, the Bishop meanwhile 
going to the four corners of the church, fracing the first and last 
letters of the Greek and Latin alphabets with the tip of his staff on 
the ashes spread on the floor at the corners. The Veni Creator 
was sung, foll^ed by special prayers for those to be baptised, 
penitents, those to be confirmed, married, etc. (the altars had 
already been used), then the singing of the Solemn Preface. The * 
Bishop proceeded to anoint with chrism the twelve crosses jainted 
on the walls of the church. He then passed out of the church 
and anointed the crosses outside, during which was sung to a 
native tune, " One there is above all others.’’ The Bishop then 
made the declaration of Consecration and signed It upon the altar,
" Jesus, keep me by the Cross " was sung, while the BLshop ve.slcd 
for the Moss. High Mass followed, the Bishop of Masasi preach
ing. “ Jesus loves me, this I know," was sung at the offertory 
to a native melody; " Praise my soul, the King of Heaven ’’ at 
the end. Padre Hicks acted as cantor, Padre Thorne and Padre 
Elvin attended the Bishop of Masasi.

Immediately after the semee the Bishop confirmed, and later 
in thcj^ day he held another confirmation.

Tfie followng day the Bishop of Nyasaland preached at High 
Mass/ and the Bishop of Masasi preached to the staff in the after
noon.

on
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LIULI
THE UNIVERSAL DAY OF PRAYER FOR STUDENTS

1 he iJishop of Masiisi found lime during his visit to trans- 
.’Ue for us, into Swahili, a scheme for school gardens (drawn up 

by tile Agricultural Ofilcer). We are most grateful for his manv 
Kindne^ses to us at IJuli, and shall long remember his visit with 
patimde. It was a great pleasure, too. having Padre Thorne, who 
helped greatly in translating work, and Mr. Willbond lent us a ' 
hand on mechanical matters.

hather Elvin has left us for home, so I have to look forward 
lo four thousand confessions and communions at Christmas, and 
other work in proportion, bv mvsfelf. It is asking for disaster to 
pnest'*"'^ '''''I' over nine thousand adherents, with only one

Ihe rest arc either hoping to join us shortiy or are definitely support- 
ing us at home. The reunion of the whole group is now quite out 
ot the question owing to numbers and distance, but we are forminir 
a very definite Jink between Mission, planter and Government, 
botpin educational and medical work in many parts of East Africa.

'I his is only one e.xample of the work that the Student Christian 
Movement is doing. For this and similar work the World’s Student 
Christian Federation, to which the S.C.M. is affiliated, sets aside 
one Sunday in tlie year for prayer for all students throughout tlie 
world. I lie day arranged for this year is February i6. .Many 
of us will be keeping this day in Africa and would like to bring it to 
the notice of tliose reading Central Africa. The students of to-day 
lire the leaders and great men of to-morrow, and it is almost entirely 
from them that both Missionary Societies and Government draw^ 
their workers. We, by virtue of our

Many people have been given the cross lately; we have 
over sixteen hundred Catechumens.

now

F. G.

churcli membership, have 
our responsibilities towards all the peoples of the world and should 
support all efforts made to help people find and fulfil their vocations 
to the Glory of God. Will you please join with us in praying on 
Februttry i6 for all students, and especially perhaps those who may 
be called to the service of Africa. ' -----

THE UNIVERSAL DAY OF PRAYER FOR 
STUDENTS

Durinc the first week of January 1925, the Student Christian 
.Movement lield its Quadrennial Missionary Conference 
chrater. Tliere were some 1700 students present, representing forty 

"ho had come together to. hear and disctii 
f , world,” with some of the greatest leaders

01 the Church, who represented many different schools of thought, 
yet had but one desire and purpose, the furthering of the Kingdom 
of God and the taking of the glorious message of our Saviour’s 
life and death into heathen lands where He is still unknown and 
unloved.

One of the results of this Conference was the forming of witat 
hiLS now become known in many colleges as the Fast Africa Group, 
by lliree people rcdedicating their lives to God and resolving, if 
It was His will, to serve Him in East Africa. Their object was to 
enlist collengues, and to go out as a group of about six or seven, 

'J® or in the Government
erch I' a® ° *'> ‘OUch witheach other and their dilTcrent spheres of work by means of prayer.

If circumstances nllowed, occasional reunions. It was 
n^gnmed from the beginning that distance was likely to prove a 
dilhculty, but the various societies were approached and the scheihe 
put before them. After due consideration they all agreed to assist 
ilie group and, as far ns possible, to send members to stations 
within a radius of a certain place in Kenya, which was considered 
most cenlml for all Jlissionary Societies working in East Africa.

1 he forming of the group has been the means of directing the 
attention of many in search of their vocation to the particular

M.P.at Mmi

DIOCESE OF ZANZIBAR
The Bishop of Zanzibar has wriuen lo the Secretary urj-lnB his need of (1) A 

skilled printer who would be prepared to take chnrye of the Mission Printinir 
Oflice at Mkunnzini. Zanzibar; (2) A laymnn, skilled in the keeping of nccountH, 
to assist Canon Broomfield as Assistant Treasurer and to help iiim with his consid- 
eralilc correspondence. As one of the Bishop's Commissaries, I shall be triad lo 
hear from any suitable candidates.

ERNKST F. SPANTON.

FATHER RUSSELL MEMORIAL FUND
The income of this Fund for 1029, amounting to £107 10s, 7d. was nllocntcd by 

the Executive Committee for the use of the Diocese of Northern Rhodesia, and will 
be spent on the special training of nurses and the provision of instruments for their 
work in Africa.

Miss hlills, who will be sailing for Msoro during the month of February, has been 
course of microscopical work at tlic Victoria Park Ifospilol, whicli 
from this grant; whidt also provides her with a high-power micro- 

many accessories.

letters and
laki
will pai

ndscope a

SUMMER SCHOOL, 1930
We have arranged through the kindness of the Clcwer Sister* to hold tlie Summer 

School at Clcwer in August, 1930. It will be opened for two weeks, August I-IO, mid 
people may come for either week or for the full time.

Further details will be published in Central Africa and names 
to the Rev. L. C. Watson, 65 Marshside Road, Southport, Lane*.

be sent now
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CENTRAL AFRICAHOME JOTTINGS
The Geaerel Fond Receipt* compare as follonrt j—

1020 1026 AFRICAReceived during December 
Toul receipt* to December 31

^11,651
;^103

ini.809
;C30.7*4 No. 567. XLVin. MARCH,i93oA decreaw of ;61,C41 Price 2d

CONTENTSlodexet for CtKTRAt. Africa and AJrican Ttdingx may be had from ofTicc on 
payment of pottage. ii; I

My African Tour. XVII—Liull ... 40 Edltor’e Note* ..............
and Cuitom* of the Home Jotting*

Wabondei. VI-Marrlage ... 62 The Mlulon Staff ...

67Lent Savings Doze* in cardboard will gladly be supplied on application to the 
Onice. Collnp*lble purse* can alto be had, but as they cost 2d. each. It would be a 
kindness if, when many are required, a contribution is made towards the cost.

59
6U
CO

St. MUhter* Uoue, Tankerten*oifSea.—^^'e hope 
*' Mission Station " during the coming spring, llie 
with its talks and intercessions, the whole of the work of the 
England. Tlte weeks run from Saturday to Saturday (SSs.).

We were quite full up for the January mid-week Retreat which passed off very 
hapfNiy. Canon Spanton is conducting the neat week-end Retreat, February 21-24 
(16s.). The next mid-week Retreat will be in preparation for Lent, March 3-7 (21*.). 
The conductor will probably be a member or late member of the Mission (see March 
Magazine*}.

Apply to Miss H. Spanton, St, Michael's House, Tankerton-on-Sea, Kent.

or anyfor lots of visitors at our 
week!ly programme cavers 

Mission in Africa and

OUR FINANCIAL POSITION
ALL^rough the pa« ye.ir many of us have been anxiously watcliing 

^ General Fund receipts, which are published in 
month, hoping that they would sliow 

I M >“St ;tf2.5oo lot the year-so that we

not increased, nor even been maintained, but have decreased by over ' 
AI,3M. Airraid notice has been seat to the Bishops that unless 

mi? of Hi,000, further
terribly sad news this is, and all that it means; and this is the 
year in which we hoped to give a joyful welcome to all 
Q(fnferenw^° England together for the Lambeth

Such are^the bald facts; but perhaps it might be helpful to 
review our financial history, for the last five years.

The year of the World Call, 1926, with all its accompanying 
enthusiasm, fresh effort, and new offers of service for Mission!; 
brought a considerable increase to our funds. Hoping that all 
this m^nt a real and permanent advance we felt compelled to 
r^pond to the urgent appeals of our Bishops (who pointed 
the many opportunities for development they might seize), so 
"" gaye increased grants to all the Dioceses for 1927, and thought 

J we had made a real step forward. Then came a slump, 
and by the end of 1927 the General Fund was ;^5,000 down 1 
We promise our Bishops that we will not reduce their g 
without giving them a year’s notice, so the grants for 1928 were 

as the year before; but this meant 
;65»ooo out of our reserves. Of course, this could not go

THE MISSION STAFF
Name UlOCCM Date

/Irrivali in Englmd:
Kev. Fr. Millard, SSM. 
Miu Read 
Ml»» Corey
Rev. W. O. Rawnsley 
Rev. E. G. Easton 
Mia* Shelley 
Miss Gathercole

Dtparturts from England: 
Miu D. E. Mill*
Miu Haddrell 
Archdeacon Swalnson 
Rev. R. G. Lambum

Zanzibar
Nyaialand
Zanzibar
Maiaal
Masasi
Mausi
Nyasaiand

Dee. 10 
Dec. 11 
Dec. 14 
Dec. 21 
Dec. 21 
Dec. 21 
Dec. 80

;■

our

N. Rhodesia 
N. Rhodesia 
Masasi 
Masasi

Feb. G 
Feb. 6 
Feb. 14 
Feb. 14

0

out
weNew Member^DloceM of Ma»a*i-The Rev. Roger George Patrick Lambum, 

B.A., ^b., auisum priest at St. George’*, SouthaU. Diocese of N. Rhodesla- 
J^s* Clare Hadd^l (teachcf). trained at Hockerill College, holds Board of Education 
Sw ^urch School” leaching experience, mostly at WestgalMn-

that

rants
a

... "• IhBl Fr. Woodward hiu returned :o work In the
Ufocese of Zanzabar.
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ijOUR FINANCIAL POSITION
Diocese of N. Rhodesia

H ■" •"<= hoP^ Of ^ fu«her
nercase during igjij, u-e only reduced the grants by ^a.soo, 

taking a nttlc from our reserye, in order to make this reduced 
grant. And now, with a fresh drop in 1929, we have to take 

reserve to maintain this grant for the current year.
The reserve has now been so depleted that we cannot repeal 

the process,, and the grants for next year,cannot be more than the 
income available,f so unless we do manage to raise more for the \ 
General I-und this year, all the grants for 1931 will have to be 
seriously reduced. All the Dishops have been carefully scrutiniz
ing their expenditure, and they assure us that they have made all 
possible economies, and that any such cut will inevitably mean 
reduction of staff, and curtailment of. work.

Can we increase the income of the Mission in any way? How 
IS It to be done? Can we increase our own subscriptions? Can 
we get new annual subscribers, or more weekly subscribers, 01 
more box holders? Is there any fresh method of support waiting
to be developed? Let us all try to answer one of these questions
in the affirmative during the present year.

FOR THE FIRST TIME
lx happened like this: Fr. Hewitt wits to pay a visit to the out-

Mposhi. this drive never took place and as I had not made a 
W'th African village life, it was decided that I

^inn m®*'® “ “ by walking and cycling,
^mg my camping gear by native carriem. I w^ to smrt on 

f^°''™be'- 4: fortunately, J did not. It is difficult to 
“h . "1“ ‘"”5 so the carriers arrived a da?

late: but what is a day to an African? However, as I Bad nm

Sid? m?“r?om^a''’®'?f°'®- 'll ‘bo courtyard out-
^de my room a motley collection of twelve carriers, that is, nine 
men and three lads, and a native teacher.

thaMhfs wL"tL''te "“'b'' <f‘‘«=*ion, I decided?u?umil r f?ifoS!;?| mmni‘n°g.'®®’ “
h!c gentleman came and clapped
his hands gently and slowly in front of me, at the enTof wffich

ea'd- "Umutende;bwana.” "Pea^^ to
y u, Sir. He was followed by nearly cveiyone in the villafrp 
men, women and children, who repeated the pwformance in concm'
hom^Z'lrom y®'‘ “ors receiving

■II T “1“?/ However, as this ritual was enacted at

iTsu^h'^wfe^mv‘'ole?? "’If r"® “> wait ll Doomsday,

raj

‘.S

I

R. H.

COVENANTED SUBSCRIPTIONS
We would again call the attention of those to whom it is applicable 

to the system of covenanted subscriptions, whereby the Mission 
recover the income tax which the subscriber has already paid on his 
subscription, and thus increase its value to the Mission by twenty-five ' 
per cent., without any further cost to the subscriber. There are two 
requisites: first an income sufiiciendy certain to justify a definite 
promise for the next seven years, and secondly the payment of some 
Incomejax arthc full rate of ^s. in the and further, it is only 
applicable to those whose subscriptions amount to not less than yTi per 
annum. To those of oUr subscribers who feel that they can fulfil these 
Mnditions, we earnestly recommend the scheme for their consideration.
In t9a8,_ the first year in which this scheme was put into operation,

ih “s'* ‘ ‘b’* wc hope for over
• 4''^ 1 ? subsenbers who have enrolled themselves up to dale. ^

"’’gbt be largely increased if only the 
arrangement were ^better known. Further information as to joining 
the scheme and copies of the necessary deed of promise may be obtained
from the tay Assistant'Secretary at the Office. ^ .

can

lhrAli’llf.™'F,,V^!,a".'i?.bl,i'''’'"5 ''>lt;'''rr liie comrlbutions lo the Orr.rnI Fund.

yean.
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of the ground with a hoe. When the crops have died down, the 
scene of devastation is truly depressing. It reminds one forcibly of 
the Somme after heavy shelling.

My carriers, very subdued at first, now began to warm up. Two 
bright spirits, carrying my bath slung under a long pole, started 
to utter intermittent shouts, yells and pilaws of laughter. Suddenly 
I became aware of something plunging and swaying through the 
bush beside the track. The two gentlemen had, by common consent, 
decided that it was an agreeable sensation to be ahead of the 
column. How their bare feet survived the prickles, stumps and 
other obstructions I cannot imagine; but with much shouting and 
jeering from the rest of tlie party, they obtained their objective. 
Not, however, without a struggle: for when they reached my trunk, 
which was leading, my trunk suddenly went four times as fast, 
tath t 'th'^T *''**'^ ‘"’Petus which eventually carried my swaying

After wading through a river, during which performance 1 
cxpKtcd every second to see one of my toes proceeding downstream 
in the mouth of a crocodile, and after travelling nineteen hot and 
tiring milra, we arrived at 3 p.m. at Mutuntula, where 1 camped 
amid the huts of the village by the village school. “ 
passed, was filled by a dense fog of . dust otving 
efforts of some little boys, whose labours were apparently prompted 
by t^he village headmen whose guilty conscience had become active 

» on hearing of my arrival.
At this villoge I administered stern words of rebuke, which as 

you doubtless surm^, would have been wholly unintelligible, even 
though It was my best Lain, had it not been for the kindly offices 
Of the African teacher who accompanied me 
^ the Khool contain^ a mud altar, I said Mass in this imposing 

edifice, built of mud and poles with a grass thatch, having heard 
aronfession from the only Christian in the village on the previous

i

lUht Wlidom
Rkady 10 Start a Ulsnoo

Talking of roads, may I say that to propel yourself along the 
twists and turns of a native path on an English bicycle requires p 
gyroscopic sense implanted in your centre of gravity which Is only 
engendered by being bumped over so many tufts and stumps and 
being scratched by so many thickets, that, weary and sore, you 
become dimly aware that if you only kept to tho twelve-inch path 
you would fall off less often and avoid much nether pain.

We arrived at 3 p.m. at Kapatamoya, the village where the 
native teacher has a flourishing school and where everyone in the 
place comes to be instructed in the Christian faith. I found the 
village all but deserted, the occupants having gone into the forest ' 
for a week lo^unt for caterpillars. This was disconcerting as I 
had some words for the catechumens. But there was worse to come. 
As the women were away I could not buy food. Here was I, 
stranded in what seemed to be the end of nowhere, with twelve 
hungry men to feed. I had a brainwave. Summoning up all the 
attributes of a Mussolini, both facial and mental, I said trenchantly 
and incontrovertibly to the men: Go to the next village and buy 
food.'* They looked at me and said: '* We have no legs " i this 

crushing. Eventually, however, thev went and were successful, 
by which I was greatly relieved.

The next village on my route was also gathering caterpillars, 
so I merely cycled over with two men, sat in a deck chair belonging 
to the headman, drank water, took a photo of the remaining 
inhabitants, stepped on the reflector of my camera, broke it and 
returned to Kapatamoya. Here mv bicycle boy took me to my 
^clcfand pointing to the front tyre said, “ It has died." So it 
had. and I diverted myself for the re.st of the afternoon by mending 
four punctures and two abrasions therein.

This, as I 
to the frantic

«jo^ed avco- .Ima wc Taler':

The subjm of waler fills me with concern: one arrives at a large 
^ a green streak in the centre.

water.
. - at the same

-I poisoned, Is not for me to say. I, on the
Td b«„"t’rTTlfsl7boTeSl^

’.“y “ remarkable stretch
Epping ForeM in the autumn

time. Why they 
mnd, apph

was

are

^t^w^^rasplS--vpi;;; 'S
Rhodesia: brown leaves and new growth exist simultaneo^ly.

was

|(
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During my lea lime a boisterous altercation was taking place 
among the carriers. Presently one of the disputants advanced 
towards me bearing the bottom of an old oil drum on which he ' 
had written with a piece of charred wood " Mpatelo ngoni." He 
asked if this was right. I did not understand a word of it, but as 
it looked like Chilala, I said it was quite correct. He retired 
triumphant, but I had no sooner resumed ray tea when his advetsarv 
fairly effervescing with the heat of the dispute presented the 
foUowing legend for my judgment, " Patele Joni.” Light now 
flashed upon my brain. I said it was right and that in Enelish 

wnte it thus, “ Padre Jones." I need hardly add that I retailed 
my former sentence.

In the evening I witnessed a native dance. A lad sat astride 
a nnlivo and hit it at the rale of 480 strokes a minute, with 
his^ bare himds. Another boy performed simultaneously on the 
bottom of the dram which is smaller and makes a higher note.

rs S’g.sgKf fetarstir;
veroed ‘hunderstorms which

^mutaneously above met after which I slept.
started to return: we went for three houre

’ prospKt'of Zefahrad ‘‘T®

at in™sflence = chicken,
remove it .a “"’C <»-dered my boy to

his office. In fhJ shilling m virtue of the dignity of
cooked their flour made preceding places, my men

WITCHCRAFT
Just over the river which bounds the Mission at Msalabani stands 
a charm to protect some coconut trees from thieves. It only con
sists of a pile of stones and two cooking pots, one placed upside 
down on the other. I lifted up the topmost cooking pot and 
there was absolutel)r nothing Inside, yet I was told that a poor 
woman, who had yielded to temptation and carried off a fallen 
coconut, had died from the effects of the charm, and her children, 
too, had died one after another, till the whole family was wipedwe

We are apt to think that Christianity is so strong in old stations 
like Msalabani that the power of witchcraft is broken: but though 
the work of Christian doctors and nurses has undermined the 
power of the wizards, they have a knowledge of secret poisons 
and a power of terrorizing their victims which still baffle European 
science.

Christians know that the wizard has no power to touch 
their souls, but again and again they see evidences of the dread 
power of the wizard over people’s bodies. Here are two stories 
which show this fear of the wizards and the popular belief about 
their powers:—con.

“ A wizard can bewitch a man who comes to his house and 
cause him to fall asleep, then he puts medicine into his mouth 
and the man will die. If the wizard wants to avenge himself

I looked

A. M. J.

A Charm
1
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WITCHCRAFT
A Dioceso of Nyasaland

on that man he will go to the grave and stand at the head of it 
and will call the man by name and he will answer, and the 
corpse will come out of the grave and go with the wizard, and A 
he will put it in his grain store and will use the corpse to 
bewitch others.” -
“ An Akida was told to shut up twelve men so that they might 

be ready to carry burdens the next day. One of them was a 
wizard, and though the door was padlocked he passed out
sT^y%“pr'i»n°"-^'‘"* ‘ yo-’

MY AFRICAN TOUR
Bx Canon E. F» Spanton

f XVII—LIULI

My second week’s excursion from Likoma was to the stations to 
the Nortli, in that part of the Diocese which is in Tanganyika 
Territory.

Once again the *' Charles Janson " was put at my disposal by 
ihe Bishop so as to make arrangements easy, and we left the 
harbour at 6.15 one Thursday morning, and, after a modprately 
rough passage, arrived at Liuli shortly before four the same after
noon. In pre-war days this place was called Sphinxhaven,. taking 
its name from a huge rock, not unlike a sphinx, at the entrance 
to the bay; but, when the war was over and German rule in the 
Territory ceased, the European name was given up, as was the case 
in many other parts of the country, and the native name 
substituted.

Liuli is now the central station of a district, large not only in 
area, but in number of Christians, for well over a thousand have

The wzard answered, * The house is very dirty, I can’t lie ’ 
down in it.
ttgJn^ ‘ * shall shoot you if you don’t go inSide '

you,'

A I
The wiiard replied, ‘ You can’t kill me, but I can eat 

and there and then he became a lion.
The soldier was afraid and said, 'Let us go to the Akida.'

* thing^“®B^fL/°^‘°"® >" just as there are in other
of ^nfrh.^wr 1 witchcraft of putting a legion '
°hVooiular'wiek®"l'"c-‘‘ ""r*" “ divine, was .

Cmhi Since the war Zaiko, the witchcraft of the
mak^h?,’vSilT i‘"k™^®- Zaiko the wizard can :. .
^mhnngmT he wiii be left
the vtaim ? hi J ^ “"“‘her time '
Pinnid and^i .‘here he is

son, or ^ ar^bouoht 'h*'^»h'^’ T® handed , on from father to 
Though the novpJl^ill ''’“"Seance or power.
lha? he had «uld a'‘‘ P™™-*
to accuse him for tosw"'” * ‘leath.^few would be brave enough 
and all his fami^J '^“."Seance- would be vyreaked on the accuser 
guilds of wiz;rHl^h,.^n ®?j““= 'here are highly organized

D. C.

been baptised and confirmed each year for some years past. Tlje 
expression ” central station ” Is perhaps rather misleading in this 
particular case, as the work of the district is hot centralised in any 
one particular spot; there are several churches, some of which I

V;VWa •l Tj;T'

'.vAAvr'A:;’':^

prayer.

i
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visited, where the number of worshippers is even greater than at • 
Liuli itself, and the priests of the district spend much of their time ^
away from Liuli, trayelling round from station to station and from 'l
church to church, administering the sacraments to the faithful as 
they go. It is, however, convenient to speak of it as the central 
station because it is the Europran headquarters, and it is certainly 
if not the “centre” for purposes of worship, the centre of the 
medical and to some extent of the educational workj for here is 
the hospital, not far away is the principal leper settlement, and 
here too is a most excellent school, which, if not a Central School 
in the technical sense of the word, is almost of Central School 
Standard.

The station is most strikingly situated, well above the . 
u ? shore, from which a steep path leads up the hill on which 

the buildings stand. It is certainly one of the most beautiful and 
one of the most beautifully.^ituated stations in the Diocese, the 
sort of place where, likeLikwenu, one would feel inclined to make 
a Imgthy stay if in search of a healthy holiday.

• Theohurch,tfor which, of course. Archdeacon George has Jieen 
respoiwible, is a building of very special beauty and dignity, end 
a service m it is a delight, for it is indeed a prayerful place; I was 
impri^ by the congregation not less than by the building, and
.S'm.n."'7 "’-a- “ I went to Liuli with a certainamount of prejudice m my mind; the number of people who had 
peen admitted to the sacraments of recent years seemed to suggest 

. to one who did not know the facts a possible lack of care in their 
individual preparation, and 1 certainly should not have been alto-

^ Christians at Liuli somewhat .
“"espondingly ill-behaved, so far as 

iher^ ill-behaved in church. But my first service i
altogether such unworthy suspicions; there was 

which “"d reality which was most moVing and;
To Hni.htr^? evident enough that those who shared it would give, 
this “ ‘•'a encient question, " What mean ye® by;

help feeling while at Liuli that we may have great hope for the 
speedy development of the African ministry in Nyosaland, when 
we see what is already being done, by African teachers and Readers, 
when they are given the opportunity and helped to bear the 
responsibility which devolves upon them.

I have already spoken of the schools and .the hospital. I think 
no boys' school in the Diocese impressed me more favourably than 
(he one at Liuli; the keenness of the youngsters 
of their work were equally of a very high order, and this was very 
largely due, I expect, to the inspiration of Miss Ferguson's super
intendence; she certainly gave herself wholeheartedly, to the school, 
and the results justified her enthusiasm.

Miss Hall, who was the singlchanded nurse at the time 'of my 
visit, also had her hands as full as they could hold; besides her 
hospital and dispensary work, she had the- charge of the leper 
settlement a mile or so away and of the smaller Government settle
ment on Lundu Island, which means a voyage by steamer of canoe 
involving a day's absence in order to make the round trip. In^ the 
hostutal, as elsewhere in the Diocese, the nurse’s work, though 
nard, is made just possible by the efficient assistance of the 
dispensary boys, who have been, ever since Dr. Howard’s time, 
a marked feature of Nyosaland medical work, perhaps nothing 
that the doctors and nurses are doing in; the country is more valu
able than their training of African assistants; I suppose there must 
be some failures in this,* as in most other kinds of work, but the 
successes certainly stand out most clearly and make all the effort 
spent on training eminently worth while.

One special feature of Sunday morning at Liuli is the preach
ing under the great tree outside the church after the Mass is over. 
To this all sorts and conditions of men—and women and children 
too, for that matter—come; but it is specially intended for those 
outside the Church’s family, and it is certainly a very popular func
tion, as witneSed by both the size and the attention of the crowd. 
It is a great opportunity for the outsiders, who, many of them, no 
doubt become insiders in due course as a result of the leaching,they 
receive; and it is good too even for the communicants, and that in 
two directions: it gives them a chance of hearing teaching about 
their religion after their ordinary teachings have come to an end 
with their admission to the altar, and it is a means of witnessing to 
their Faith before those who are without the Church and a help 
towards realising their responsibility for bringing them into , the 
fold.

and the excellence

I

in Wh u!! '!.'’"I" ‘I® is "o* ‘hM P^P'c “"-e;
ihetTKiPlvl^^f Christian message and to offer

but that, despite the - 
n dealt with, the p^ple come to the. sac •

IkHn P,ffP'>«d; the secret of it all seems to -
dwemrdLlT wh 'S' al'uded to. a
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MARRIAGEDiocese of Zanzibar

SOME BELIEFS & CUSTOMS OF THE WABONDEI 
Canon Sehoza 

VI—Marriage

they are going, they do 
not enter at once. The 
woman friend is summoned 
to carry the bride into the 
town; it is not the custom to 
allow her to enter on foot.
When she has brought her 
into the house, before cock
crow, the woman friend 
goes out and calls out four 
times that the woman has 
been married " by the first 
book ”; if she has been 
already married, then there 
are only three announce
ments.

The first day the father 
of the bride receives no 
information, nor docs he 
expect to receive informa- 
lion on that day. On the 
second day he must be 
told. When he has been 
told and after agreement as 
to the price of the dowry, 
he will give his instruc
tions, “ I want the people 
to come on ihe^ third or fourth day,” as he pleases. He will 
invite all relations and friends to come to bring the bride out of 
the house. During these four days neither the bride nor the bride
groom go outside the house, neither do they eat food. That docs 
not mean to say that they are deprived of food. Food is cooked 
in the house and they are invited to cat, but it is not customary that 
they should do so.

The reason of this fast was that in olden times it was considered 
to be a praiseworthy thing for the bride and bridegroom to appear 
after the fast very much thinner than they were before it, so that if 
they were unable to walk properly from sheer weakness, people 
thought highly of them and considered that the marriage in question 

matter for general congratulation. But if the bridegroom 
emerged smiling and fat they laughed at him and sometimes accused 
him of having eaten food, and if they found out that this was so, 
in the marriage dance they sang songs to his discredit. In these 
dayslmany young women, even if their marriage is a Ciiristian 

riage, eat verv sparingly for two days before the wedding.
In olden times the bridegroom did not wear a kanzu on 

lp.aving the house. Had he done so, people would not have seen 
whether the marriage had pleased him. His ribs should be visible, 
his cheeks sunken, his eyes protruding, his heart palpitating, and

Every land has its own marriage customs and it is difficult for a 
stranger to understand them. And if he attempts td show how like 
they are to those of his own country, he will go astray and assign 
a meaning to them which was never attached to them by those 
who practise them. In some lands no dowry is given, the couple 
simply marr)’, and if they go to a land where dowry is given they 
puzzled and fail to draw a distinction between a dowry and purchi 
money. They think they are one and the same thing. But the 
pedple of the country can, and do, draw a distinction. In 
country a wife has the power of free action and if you don’t make 
things pleasant for her she can break up the domestic life at any 
time she pleases, and if you have treated her badly and not looked 
after her when she is ill, breaking up thci house and deserting her 
in stekne^, your dowry money is lost, it Is not paid back.

In this chapter I want to explain marriage according to the 
• use of the land. I am not speaking of Christian or Muhammadan 

marriage.
In olden times there were three

are
asc-

our

,ys of obtaining a wife, (i) To 
court a woman and agree to marry; then the woman told her parents, 
“ Someone has asked me to marry him.”

(a) The parents agree to a marriage without consulting their 
daughter’s wishes or her knowledge.

(3) If R man' was in debt he borrowed money! from some one 
else, promising him in return to give his daughter iri marriage to 
any one of his sons whom the creditor selected.

followed, the other
hn? ^ 'T fhey ^'•0 still in force here and there,

‘ much success, because the voung folk of these days

wa

A rRosrecTtvK Dridb

The old ceremonies aremarrlnir. r 7 - “istenqe, but now, before
G^vernmelfi. ■ f ’ “ general knowledge. The

gSom SToumldf
woman who is her friend. WhefthT“rl™ TtC"wtch

was a

mar
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Ss," “hs g ^ 1
^ chickens, and even know how to prepare them for cookine 

young woman in days gone by never ate chicken before 
mamage hrause the first food she was given when she ate with 
her husband must be chicken. If she had eaten chicken before 
mmringe then ‘here would have been no value attached to the ( 
wft of such food to her at marriage. Some young women in V
i!raSg.j;ig‘"" ™ """“A ■ ' 1

when she appears. When folk return from a wedling dance he 
to questmn they are asked is: “ How was the brfde d4^ed 

" This does not only happen in the 
Bonde country alone. It is the same all the world over.

A NURSE'S WEEK END'^AT 
AN OUT-STATION

, .1 7'his week-end the English teacher and myself sel^ out to visit an 
out-station a four hours’ walk from Namagono. We were up 
by 4.3(ya,m. and as soon as daylight came my boy and I set off 
on bicycl^—the teacher had set off earlier on her legs—and with 
two machila men. ' We on bicycles soon passed them on the 
road, and after an hour and a half’s ride we came to a perfectly 

station where there is only a teacher’s house built and no 
school as yet. We sat down on the verandah-and had a good 
talk and very soon, to my surprise, the English teacher airived. 
I did not think that she would overtake us. There were a number 
of children waiting to see us. One boy was so frightened that 
he ran away and was brought back by his father; he was soon 
quite happy and smiling and, like the others, rang my bicycle 
bell with some trepidation but with great delight. They showed 
us the site of the school, and then we went over to our final 
destination.

The next morning some children took us to a village about 
two miles away where half a dozen children lived who had been 
in Namagono Hospital last August. At the first house we came 
to my former patient, a very shy little boy who took to his heels 
when he heard we were coming, but his sister brought him back. 
He braced himself to look at the white face, which he never dreamt 
that he would see again in his 
own village, and I looked at his 
head which had been covered 
with sores, and I thought that he 
would always have bald patches 
from the scars^but to my joy he 
had a perfect Coolly mop. He 
and his sister swelled our band 
of followers. One house was 
empty so we left our visiting 
cards in the way we do out here, 
by making a deep impression of 
the sole and heel of our shoe on 
the sandy soil in front of the 
house, and when the 
come back they see t 
European has called as we arc 
the only people who wear shoes.
At the next house there were two 
friendly young people, a fat boy 
of four to whom I had given the 
descriptive nick-name of Bwana

new

the WEDDING FEAST 

nr reason, such
Ml KI'^ *■ ‘he custom , for a young woman to

m^s aMhe?SSaf ™‘h".he amount of Z
two garments f
which she is - ® ^*“5* occasion on
riage. And the snm» ber female relations by mar-

«-.h hisfaL™Wal%Tanr imf he can ^t
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Tumbo (Lord of the fat Tummy) to his own and his mother’s 
delight. We drew animals with dried cassava, which y 
like chalk, on the outside wall of their house; the people always 
draw rough sketches on the walls themselves. The children all 
showed me the scars of their healed ulcers on their legs, and I 
and the children and their parents were very pleased to meet 
again. So often one gets very’ friendly with and fond of them in 
Hospital, and then one does not see them again. They are all 
quite small people, only two of tliera are old enough to come to ; 
school at present, but in a few years the others will be ready.

None of them are really afraid of the white nurse now, they ( 
remember the monkey nuts they were given in Hospital, and all the i 
gomes we played together and the songs and their nick-names and 
the scoldings they got when they yelled unnecessarily, especially in 
the early mornings when we were in church.
. On Monday at sunrise I was off again to get back to Namagono 

in time for the Leper Injections at the Camp. A few days later 
an old grandmother hobbled in from that out-station with a nasty' 
foot. She had been advised to come to the Mzungu (the European) : 
by her small grandson, aged about five, who had been in hospita 
himself some months previously.

Please pray that these children and their parents who have 
become so friendly may in time be gathered into the Church in 
Africa; B. M. P.

IN EARLY DAYS
This is an extract from a letter from Bishop Toscr toTiilcn sixty 

years ago, and wc think it saill interest our readers to know how 
they managed things in the early days.■!

Zanaibar, February yth, 1870
I THINK I will now tell you of the ordination of your own Lincoln 
boy, John Swedi, to the sub-diaconate on the Purification, the 
anniversary of my consecration just seven years ago—February 
and, 1863. It was a bold step, I know, but the time is short and 
the workers are few, and the fields, oh, so vast, that after much 
prayer and thought I decided on making this venture of faith 
and so ordained two. They had been pt'cparing for it daily toi 
months, and their attainments in theological knowledge is accurate, 
and, considering all things, full. John is a very sweebtempered 
fellow, as good and pure and true as any lad I have ever met.

George, his companion, is his superior in talent and force of 
character, but with more to struggle against. On the eve of the 
festival, and after service, they came to me, sitting before the 
altar, and read their solemn promise to obey the Bishop and then 
received the blessing.

Afterwards the papers were signed. The Ordination came between 
the Collect and Epistle next day, just as that for deacons is after 
the Epistle and for priests after the Gospel, and for bishops after 
the Creed. The Collect ended, the Veni Creator .was sung, then 
each candidate, kneeling before the Bishop, received first an altar 
candlestick, secondly, an empty paten and chalice, and thirdly, 
the cruets fuU*5’f wine and water. At the delivery of each, there 

appropriate address, all translated from ancient Offices. This 
. and the lads kneeling at the altar steps the congregation 

was moved to prayer on their behalf, and then the Bishop invoked 
the gifts of the Holy Ghost, after which, sitting in his chair in 
front of the altar and this time with mitre and the staff held by his 
side, he invests each sulMlcacon in a surplice and delivers to him a 
book of the Epistles saying, “ Take thou authority to be an Epis- 
toler in the Church of God, in the Name, etc.” After which one of 
the newly ordained read the Epistle nicely and modestly. As far 
as I could judge the whole effect must have been very striking. 
The Bishop sitting, two little boys on each side kneeling, one 
holding the staff on the left and the other the Office Book openj oii 
the right, and the sub>deac6n in his cassock and surplice in front. 
Altogether it was a very happy, joyous day, and a great relief tp 
the sorrow and sadness which sickness, death and cholerp had for 
so lohg maintained among us, . - , ;

The sub-deacons are getting nicely into their work; they 
have the entire care of the altar, besides preparing everything for

k

i
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IN EARLY DAYS

1) EDITOR^S NOTESthe Celebrations, during which one waits upon the priest. They 
say the small boys’ prayers in chapel, and school prayers and 
grace at meals, and, aifter a time, we shall get them to make most 
addresses in Swahili besides interpreting sermons and catechizing 
for us. In this way, one coming fresh from, home, could, with the 
help of a sub^eacon, go at once to the mainland and begin his 
work. I think the dear Chancellor'will be iriteresied in this step 
fonvard. The direction is what he has always advocated for the 
strengthening of the Home Church, and out here it is indispenuble 
in the highest degree to make use of native materials.

Then this lower ofHce will prove such a good test of a lad's Btness 
for the diaconate itself and it will be an inestimable training for it.

At the same time, two newly confirmed little boys, Arthur and 
Preston, made their first Communion after'a‘most hearty and 
earnest preparation for it. They are, perhaps, ten years old, and 
Preston has not been with iis 1 think more than three years. He 
is a very promising boy, bright; joyous, happy and, withal, clever.

William George Tozer 
Missionary Bishop

Canon Woodward
So Canon Woodward is back again in his old home, and this is as 
it should be, and we are all delighted at the news. We 
can imagine the welcome that awaited him from his many 
triends. Somehow Msalabani never seemed quite the same place 
when Father Woodward was not there. It was as if there was a 
vacant chair by the fireside. It was forty years ago when I first saw 
him coming to meet me under the orange trees, and he had already 
been fifteen years in the Mission. We shall hope to hear all 
about it from himself, where he is and what* his work Is to 
be. He knows the countrj', the people and the different dialects 
so well that he will be at liome at any place to which the Bishop 
sends him. We greet him in Kibondei, Mosi mwenye, Mgosi I

■!

“ White and Black in Africa "
This is a little book published by Longmans Green and Co., 

price 2S., and written by Mr. Oldham. It contains a critical exam
ination of the Rhodes Lectures of General Smuts. Anyone who 
was distressed or puzzled by some of the remarks made by General 
Smuts, should read this reply. Mr. Oldham, a very great authority, 
says he finds himself in acute disagreement with General Smuts 
on certain questions of fundamental importance, and unwilling that 
his assertions should pass unchallenged, though on other points 
he and General Smuts think alike. The book mainly deals with the 
problem of the relations of black and white when living side by 
side, when the natives enormously outnumber the whites, and at a 
time when th^patives are as yet unprepared for representative 
assemblies.

The appendix to the book is devoted to discussing the remark 
about Christian Missions Generol Smuts made in his'Rhodes Lec
ture and the other remark made in his lecture on Livingstone., It Is 
•not easy to reconcile the two statements but Mr. Oldham dots the 
“ i’s ” and crosses the *' t’s ” of the statement In the lecture on 
Livingstone which asserted that it is difficult to conceive what 
Africa would have been without the civilizing effects of Christian 
Missions. We may well leave it at that, only saying that Mr. 
Oldham has his own suggestions to make as to the best way 
of tackling the problem of black and white and being fair and 
just to both alike. And if our readers wish to know about these 
suggestions, they will find them in his book.

EXHIBITIO.N-APRIL
The Exhibition of Work for Africa will be held in the Large Hall at 

Hou^^ WMUninstw, On the afternoon of Saturday, April 5th.

Parcels must be addressed to: Central Africa House, Wood Street, 
S.W.i, and should be marked '* Exhibition ” on the outside. Inside, 
plcMc send a list of the Exhibits stating clearly the age of the com- 
pernors, and also the name and address of the sender, and the parish from 
which they arc sent.

All Exhibits will be divided into three classes;_
I over 18 years of age. 

Uass II from 13 to 18 years. 
Class HI under 13 years.

pansh and not to individuals.
will likebranches of the Coral League and Companionship

I
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EDITOR'S NOTES*
Jn a recent letter Father Woodward says that the Bishop lias t^ked 
him to take charge of .Mbweni for six months at least. He is living 
at Mkunazini and finds it very noisy. He has been to Michungw-“- 
to communicate Cecil Majaliwa, who is ill. He had visited I’uoni 
and says that quite a number of people there have become 
Christians and seem very keen. Miss Lee has a school there and 
goes by " bus,” but there is no resident teacher as yet. The 
Christians go lo Mbweni on Sunday. He also tells us that Miss 
Gunn has celebrated her thirtieth anniversary in the Mission and 
we send her our*Tieariiest congratulations.

^ ” A MUtlonary’i Lite is Nytuliad " wai pu
cMt of priming war very high; contcquenely the 
rate It deserved at the ^ce of 3s. Gd.

w. h.v. jp.. hpppd

Wished r- 
book did not

when the 
the large

some years r 
- comma

ago
and am

'« have just ___
"‘j Tr"* V, 01 one smiling,our friends can now read this really excellent book (by post, Is. 2d.).

THE MISSION STAFF
Nttn« Diocese Date

drrfnlr m fngloKd;
Ur. E. Ferguson 
Rev. G. B. Hand 
Miss OUckbume 
Miss Wisdom 
Mbs Anlclirre

Oipertmttt from England; 
Miss Perrott 
Rev. Cinon Cox 
Mrs. Helller 
Mr. J. Oldridge 
Miss Bartlett

Archdeacon George liap sent us the following staiislics after the 
(onclu.sion of an Archidiaconal visitation. Tliey make a striking 
illustration of Canon Spanlon’s article last month. They will both 
inicrest and encourage ihc supporters of U.M.C.A.

area of 10,000 square miles.

Nynuluid 
KyuaUnd 
N. Rhodesia 
N. Rhodesia
Masasl

Jin. 18 
. Jan. 21 

Feb. 3 
Feb. 3 
Feb. 0

The Nyasa Archdeaconry has an 
The staff consists of the Archdeacon, two priests, one layman and 
four ladies. There arc 2,926 hearers, 3.»72 catechumens and 9,611 
Christians. There were 5,318 communicants last Easier and there 
,ire 5,115 school children. Tlie total of adult adherents is iSiCoQ- 
It is not difficult to realize what a vast amount of work these figures 
represent. When we hear of the .advance of Islam in Africa, 
it is iwell to remember bow amazing has been the advance 
of Christianity in the last fifty years.

Zaiuibar
Nyasatand
Zanzibar
Nyaaaland
Zanzibar

Jan. 80 
'an. 81 
-eb. 14 
March 6 
March 27

I
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THE THREE H’S
Diocese oj Masasi

The day begins 
when the Angelus 
rings at 6 a.m.— 
except on the two 
days in the week 
when they go to 
church at 6.30 a.m. 
and so must be up 
earlier. The doors 
open and out comes 
a string of bed
steads, the girls 
underneath hardly 
visible. The beds 
and quilts stay out 
in the sup every day 
until after morning 
school. Prayers are 
then said, and the 
first work is the 
sweeping of the 
dormitory and quad.

morning 
meal is a sort of thin 
porridge. They eat 
all their meals out 
of doors, sitting on 
the ground in 
groups of four or 
five, eating with 
their fingers from 
one bowl or plate as they would at home. Do not imagine there 
is anything unmannerly about this simple way'of feeding, they 
manage it so neatly, and arc most particular about washing hands 
before and after meals. The food is prepared by a woman, who is 
helped by the girls.

From 8 to 11.30 they are in school with the day, girls, 
beds arc put back into the dormitory which ip out of bounds until 
6 p.m. The rest of the day is spent in various ways. Two days a 
week they go off wiili the African House-mistress to wash their 
garments at the well, or water hole. There is firewood to be gathered, 
more school-work or needle-work to be done. Month by month, in 
turn, there are eight " angel helpers,” who clean the Catliedral 
brasses once a week, and find no small pleasure in seeing their 
own faces in the shining brasses, the only opportunity of a looking- 
glass that comes their way !

Then there is g.'irdcning t<» be done—all the suitable ground 
round about the quad is hoed and dug by the girls who plant and 
j-ow various foods such as mhogo (tapioca plant), millet, maize, etc.

THE THREE H’s
" If you educate a man you simply educate an individual, but 
if you educate a woman you educate a family.” So said Dr. 

of the greatest of Africa’s
twenty years the girls’ school at Masasi—Kwitonji— 

has been putting this statement into practice, and now most of j 
the scholars are children of women who were educated at the school j 
That a hundred girls should be attending one school more or less 
regularly, under no compulsion, is undoubtedly a thing of wonder 
in Africa, where many of tlie men still lliink that it is both useless 
and unnecessary to educate a girl. The children leave school 
at about the same age as our English Elementary School children.

But this article is really concerned with Kwitonji Boarders. 
Kwitonji, so called because in days gone by it was a cotton planta
tion, is separated from the Cathedral and the greater part of the i 
Mission station by a deep gully, commonly called ” the Ravine,” ; 
entailing a scramble up and down steep hills each way.

Having crossed over from the Cathedral side to Kwitonji one 
comes upon a row of thatched house.s looking rather like Arks of 
No.ih—these are the houses of tlie Bibis. Just down below them— 
liie station is built on the lower slopes of the hill, Mtande—is a 
large building which is the girls’ dormitory, with the kitchen near
by, and below again, outside the boundary fence, are two more • 
buildings, the school and an extra class-room.

As was explained in the March 1929 number of Central Africa 
the girls are chosen from different parts of the Diocese and most 
of them arc now admiued by a very simple exeTinination, and so 
are girls who have shewn intelligence and keenness in the out- 
schools. Nearly all of them are kept by the Mission e.xcepl the 
daughters of African padres who can afford to pay.

The ages of the present twenty-five vary from 10-14, ‘S hoped 
tliat girls will slay on until the time of marriage, generally 15 or 16.

At the beginning of term back they come, bundles on heads, 
just as sad as an English girl to leave home and holidays. The 
school ‘ nguo ’ are then given out and their own garments, after each 
girl has washed her own, are put away until the end of term. 
The school nguo are the pieces of bright coloured casement cloth 
and other coloured cotton material sent out by kind friends in 
England; they make a good show of colour, the twenty-five girjs 
in yellow, red, brown, blue, purple, orange and green, the bright 
colours, especially red, orange and blue, show up so well against 
their dark brown skiiis. For church and walks and special occa-; 
sions they ail have nguo of the same pattern and colour, and 
very nice the family looks on a Sunday in church, nguo so neatly : 
worn, dark brown skin all glossy with oil well rubbed in, all > 
perfectly natural and free, but so well behaved and reverent.

sons.Aggrey, 
For i

, one 
over

I
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Tiir Hiri.h Skiitiso Iin,, CotowaK

then the
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THE THREE H’S

NORTHERN RHODESIA ANp 1930
LOOKING AROUND AND AHEAD

(Reprinted from " Qtmterly Notes." A church papet for 
N. Rhodesia).

After dark on moonless nights they all sit round their hurricane 
lamp in the dormitory and chat and sing stories. When the moon 
IS fiill they often ask if they may dance, and much clapping, singing 
and twirling round and round ensues. They have most exciting 
games of their own, too. To a certain extent each tribe iias its 
own gtraes, songs and stories, and as the children here represent 
three tribes they have a good variety. Skipping, which is considered 
proi»r for girls and women of all ages, is raised to a find art, far 
cxcUling anything done by English children.

They enjoy our English games loo, and play rounders and 
ball with peat enthusiasm. :

At 8 o'clock Bibi arrives showing it is time for bed, and a sleepy 
group kneet round the lamp for prayers. ' Going to bed ' is such 
a simple prtmess, one garment to be folded and all is done—the 
iJglu turned low and silence reigns till 6 a.m.

On Saturdays girls may be taken out by friends and relatives 
approved of by their parents.

Each term has its own treats and excitements, such as rides 
m the Mi^ion motor lorry, or a tea-party given by the wife of the 
District Commissioner at the Borna.

About a month before the end of term each girl writes her home 
letter (the only one in the term) in which she tells her people 
when to come and fetch her. When this has gone she feels the 
holidays are very near.

The last day comes, the school clothes are put away and the 
^ home ones come out again. Relations or friends begin to arrive, 

sleep the night, and by 6.30 next morning twenty.five happy, 
excited little girls have set out on the walk home, which, for 
of them means from thirty to forty miles.

At present all the children are Christians and most of them are 
Communicants. The way they develop if thev stay for any length 
of time IS most striking. The life seems to develop initiative and 
independence; they learn, among many other things, obedience and 
unselfishness. The Christian atmosphere, regular times for sleep, 
work, recreati^ and food, all combine to give them a true education, 
for, to quote Dr. Aggrey again,

" Educniion is not simply learning, it is training in mind, 
r“.h:tncTa'd

An Onlooker.

It should be a matter of no small satisfaction to all who live in 
Northern Rhodesia that in quite recent vears a variety of circum
stance have combined to place this territory not only “ on the 
map,” but to an almost embarrassing extent in the limelight.

Journalists, engineers, geologists, royalty, rolling stones, 
nnancters, speculators, airmen, imperial politicians, philanthropists 
and traders have all discovered us. We are grateful for their 
interest. We welcome their visits. If they can study our prqblems 
and help us to solve them, our gratitude will be greater than ever.

What appears strange to our visitors has often enough become 
familiar to us. The expert and the globe trotter may be able to 
- “ up a situation more dearly than the oldest inhabllani. But 
this is a statement that every oldest Inhabitant will indignantly 
deny. We tend to become more obstinate every year we spend 
North of the Zambe2i. Perhaps it Is that very obstinacy that keeps 
us here I

net-

sum

Politically we are unique, a Crown Colony with a Legislative 
C'ouncil containing a minority of elected members. Financially 
we are solvent. Racially, we are an increasingly large handful of 
Whiles surrounded by a million and a quarter Africans.

some

r llWf* lliggimi
Tilt FORUBR (iOVtKNOR IKTeRVtttVtNO CtlltFt AT MStlftO
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N. RHODESIA AND N. RHODESIA AND1930 1930

Geographically, we are a thousand miles from the coast, with a 
tropical climate mitigated by the altitude of the plateau on which 
we live. Our outlets have hitherto been by rail to Beira and Cape 
Town; we are beginning to look Eastward to Lobito Bay, and 
regular aerial transport may be expected in the near future. •

Industrially our future, European and African, commercial and H 
agricultural, is wrapped up in the Northern area of the mines. -
The mines afford an interesting and still speculative factor in our ^
midst. Mining magnates who are not infallible or disinterested j 
speak with confidence of enormous tonnages of copper within the I 
next few years. Ndola has asked the world to watch her grow, 
some of us have done so with dismay in the neighbourhood of the 
railway station. The Press swells the chorus with interviews and 
correspondence, quoting shares and advertising sales. The Public, 
eager to get rich quickly, believe what they are told, buy what 
they are offered and hope for the best, that is, big profits with 
little delay.

Wagqs arc good, progress is rapid, hopes are high. At a time 
when the Union seems to be faced with a period of depre-ssion the 
unemployed come North by every train. Some find work, but 
many who are unemployable or without a trade, wait a week or 
two and then go sadly South again, and their thoughts and remarks 
about Rhodesia are anything but kind.

i Ifudr* UiuintiMUItlC lilUUUKN

iransformed. A few years ago both were regarded by those wlio 
held aloof as sordid games, now it must be clear to any student of 
our times that the tlicory of social service is slowly ousting the 
old theory of individual grab, it is our business 10 speed tills 
transformation here. Mining authorities, government ofiicials and 
missionaries, from different angles, are doing what they can, but 
no one would venture to suggest that so far their efforts have enlisted 
tile sympathy or the support of the untliinking rank and file. An 
elementary knowledge of history, the history of Greece, Rome, 
France, Russia or India, would prove tliat the welfare of a country 
can never be permanently based on the enforced subjection of any 
class. Half aixntury ago when the "scramble for Africa ” was 
nearly over, Rhodesia, as we call it now, fell to our share. We 
might liave had more, we miglit liave had less, but tllis is wliat we 
became responsible for. Tlie world is watching us with liopc, as 
.* generation ago it watched the Congo with despair. Its verdict 
on red rubber was- adverse, its verdict on base metals is reserved. 
But it must be our high destiny to justify that hope.

And that brings us face to face with Brother Black, the greatest 
problem we liave yet to solve. The problem of living and working 
logcllier, black and white, side by side but separate. We cannot 
do without him, nor can he progress without us. All unknown 
to him and to many of us, lie holds the situation in his hands. 
His labour is essential to us all. It is expensive because it is 
inefficient; it is likely to get more expensive, not as it becomes more 
officient, but as it becomes more scarce. Judged by our standards

It may be doubted if Rhodesia needs the unskilled white worker 
Our business here is to govern, train and supervise the native, and 

. with his assislancc to develop the resources of the country to the 
benefit of both races. Moreover, Rhodesia does not greatly need 
the type of man who wants to get rich quickly and clear out. Specu
lators do not add to the country’s wealth or reputation. Few of 
them arc willing to shoulder the white man’s burden of responsi- 
bility or to ease the African’s load of ignorance.

Still, the world needs our mineral wealth and it is a noble thine 
to try to satisfy that need. The essential factors, when the ore hM 
OMn located, are intelligent management, efficient labour and 
adequate funds. The United Slates supply the first, Africa must 
provide the s«ond and it is the peculiar privilege of Wall Street 
and London VVail to raise the third.

'930 appear to be (i) that the 
idlimatc production of copper must not be lost sight of in the desire
Se of '*“lth, (2) that the methods and
amou^rwe mine

It is idle to pretend that our progress is merely a matter
It is^nm vet wen'^ran' S"'' "onnot L ignored,
w htv or^r^at^Z^W honesty is the best
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N. RHODESIA AND >930

the native is covetous, ambitious and lazy, he wants th,. .h-

s-isTo-T. “

floier kinship S the aDe .heh‘’'’h ?F'“‘®
* bodies much less hirsurn skulls are no thicker and theirS: 'S?l'r4“l£li; ~ srs r sz »y:s„rgsg,j.?s

ID assist. There is no oLs h^n r* is every white man's business

£'’.is«“rsri"T'f>"
linue to deserve his trust R»' f superiority, we must con-
hut our rule will be smrtened If'^°f"‘i ‘'“P°‘® "’»y "'Oh he.

The flowing tide of Ah-ll,‘° ‘'le adjective, 
colour bars or^maxim guns checked by
olfer the learning we o^. -' u ‘‘ f'="' i» '"hich to 
has brought us Ind will brinif" '“P**
stand still, we mav find ''^ooo'o. we bid the tide
'»nd where we had hoped tolltZiZZ"" ““p.V”'

Diocese of N. Rhodesia

I tA WOMAN MISSIONARY STARTS 
ON A JOURNEY"

Some time ago a photograpli appeared in this magazine under tlie 
above heading. One cannot help being impressed, from time to 
time, by the great differences between the conditions of this pioneer 
diocese and those of its more established sisters. 1 sliall, therefore, 
endeavour to describe a journey as undertaken by women out here.

A ulendo requires a considerable amount of preparation. Apart 
from the engaging of porters, a work which the station office 
undertakes, there is the packing of the food-box, the crockery and 
the kitchen utensils, besides the stowing away of one’s own kit. 
Food especially needs careful thought when one is taking to the 
bush for a fortnight. One needs so many out-of-the-way things. 
The hops for bread making; the piece of tin which forms the kitchen 
range; most important of all, the quinine—all these must be remem
bered.

j

/

Early on the morning of the start the office verandah is a scene 
of busy activity. The men have already collt^ted and had thel.r 
loads apportioned. The two who are to carry the bath, which 
contains the bedding and bedroom furniture generally, arc making 
a cage of poles. Into this they will put their heavy load, slinging 
it on a pole which rests on their shoulders. The other loads are 
being tied up with bark rope.

At length the proces.sion sets off, about fifteen men in all, includr 
ing capitao, cooky and house-boy. On this first day the road is

to a
5

S
iim ■V.- -ms■j.

lUh, Wbdomf'hulo)
Skttivo oin- ON * Ui.nNi>o
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•* A WOMAN MISSIONARY STARTS ON A JOURNEY ” “ A WOMAN MISSIONARY STARTS ON A JOURNEY ”

good. It is about a yard wide, the sand is not more than three 
inches deep, and one can remain on a bicycle with some sense of 
permanency.

" Well, where is it?’* 
" You are on it.”

Much of the way one has to walk, and sometimes there is a 
broad stream over which one must be carried. The bicycle-boy 
beguiles the time by telling folk-stories. One is about a man and a 
rabbit who went out to kill a python.

" j^nd the rabbit said, ‘ I will follow you and die with you,’— 
just like Peter said to the Lord.”

There are several villages on the way, and one must stop a 
.^hort time in each. Often therc^ is a sick woman to be dosed with 
quinine, or a man wanting iodine on a cut, or a baby with sore 
eyes. Amongst other activities. Mama must perform the functions 
of an itinerant hospital.

By the second night the men are settling down, and tijere is 
much merriment round the camp-fire. It is a picturesque sight;
I he great blazing fire, and the firelight playing on the dark, laughing 
faces. That man who is gesticulating so much is telling a story; 
the others are drinking it in, and afterwards will discuss it with 
great seriousness.

When the last story has been told and the chatter has died 
away, often the Christians will begin saying their prayers aloud. 
They are not In the least self-conscious. I knew one man who sang 
a psalm in the course of liis devotions, in very good plainsong, too.

Untoward accidents will, of course, happen. One niglit I fell 
through the bed and liad to sleep on the ground without a mosquito 

. The damage to the bed was irreparable, so next morning 
1 sent a man back to the station on my bicycle. I resigned myself 

least two nights without a bed. Alas, even that was a false 
hopel He returned an hour later to say, " The bicycle has said, 
•Poofl’”

An average trek takes about a fortnight, 
there are no planters, no farmers and no mines, so 
meets a white person the whole of the time, 
heart of Cetiral Africa, and one feels it can hardly have 
changed at all since the days when Livingstone spoke of opening 
a path for commerce and Christianity. Perhaps it is the cliango- 
lessness that is the great attraction, for the life lis irresistibly 
attractive. As one returns to the comparative civilization of the 
station one cannot help thinking a little regretfully of the twisting 
paths and the cheerful village people, of meals by the wayside, 
and of dark, excited fnre.<; round the camp-fire at night.

After about three hours the village is reached, Pro'^ress ic 
slow, and one has only covered about twelve miles. A crowd of 
small children come running out to greet the visitor. Those who 
arc acquainted with Congo ways salute and say “ M’sool” Two 
or three women are in the crowd, but most of the grown-ups are 
out working in ^eir gardens, or down at the river catching fish 
The bigger children are in school. ^

Tlie Mhod-house is an oblong thatched hut made of wattle
is conducting areading class. In^dc, the teacher is hu.sy keeping liis eye on two 

claves at once. One is doing sums, and at intervals the teaclTer 
loolm away from them and throws a word at the other group which 
IS Sitting on the floor writing from dictation. ^ ^
Villiil' "o ® distance from the
'illage. the tent is already up and the loads unpacked. Everyone 
m busy lopping down great boughs to make a rest-hous7 for 
to- he i'0“se-boy knows that the first thing
10 be done is to produce a cup of tea. This aooearf 
immedialely, and lunch follows. The meal consists of dS 
meat, dried fniit and biscuits. By this timeTL beSg tcrrhol
ihere one m. « in tent. Len
Occ^ionally aTl“rkThLr"ouSX'’s:ch"i'^-l?;^^^^^^^

• X.Z“."Se *” " ""

■" iS'S" S-fppTp'xJS
"S' s fK'

Mamrh«rame^l .h!c fninine? Becau5
Wring niong smn,^Cs':f'V“u^^eg""oV^;:ork':^:^"i

ffS °The“pSh
snake. Prcsemlv Iher^ U Y"* r “"t* "“'n® dke a
marks whatever.^ " stretch of sand with no trace of fool-

net

to at
The teacher

lln this district 
one neverfor

It Is the very

M. W.
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MY AFRICAN TOUR
Diocese of Nyasaland

While we were still in 
church, the C h a un c y 
Maples, with the Bishop on 
board, hove in sight, and 
it was not long before the 
Bishop landed for the Con
firmation. There was a 
terrific demonstration of 
welcome on the shore, as at 
ail the other places to which 

ceded that the 
Bishop might confirm; but 
the shouts of joyous^ wel
come died down 
as the church was 
and a very decorous, if once 
again a very overcrowded, 
congregation rapidly filled 
the building and blocked 

all its approaches. There were about three hundred people con
firmed at Kwambe, and another hundred or so at Mbamba Bay, 
where we stopped for a second Confirmation in the course of the 
afternoon. Before returning to Liull in time for dinner, we stayed 
a third time at Lundu Island, where the Bishop confirmed six lepcn^i 
in the tiny chapel which the Christians there use for their services.

Next morning, before six o’clock, we left Liuli again for Mkili, 
ihe principal centre for the northern part of the parish, and here 
there were some two hundred and fifty candidates and once more 
a very crowded church, i 
ingly crowded as the one

We could not stay long at Mkili, as we had to get on to Manda, 
whore the Bishop had promised to arrive by midday to confirm 
the candidaicsZffom Archdeacon Johnson’s parish. Unfortunately 
there had been some slight misunderstanding about the arrange
ments, and many of those who were expecting the Bishop did not 
arrive until rather late in the afternoon. The Confirmation itself, 
therefore, had to be postponed till towards sundown, by which time 
at any rate most of those who had been prepared for their Con
firmation had turned up.

•Here, once more, the crowd was considerable and not quite so 
well controlled as those at Kwambe and Mkili had been; but one 
of Padre George’s Readers, who accompanied us, showed con
siderable tact and skill in helping the old Archdeacon to get things 
ready and especially in quieting the young folk, who, being unable 
to find room in the' church, showed a disposition to be a little too 
exuberant in the yard outside, or who, by crowding to the window- 
spaces to take such part as they might in the service going on 
within, served to block out the waning light in the rapidly darken
ing thurch and to make it more than a little difficult cither to follow

MY AFRICAN TOUR
. By Canon E. F. Spanton

XVIII-LIULI AND MANDA

ing day and to hoW a Confirmation there. We took with us the two 
Liuh padres, Fr. George and Fr. Benson, and also Miss Hall whom
le^?3™en"..™^ “ighrYi^kX

The next twenty-four hours or so provided me with a nirir,,,.

whhTn WW fh ‘a" those who found

by many^Sltps-f[ortfe‘ •

an enormous crowd at v
6.15, and at which about “bout
munion. It was frutu ,1,' **''^*^ hundred people made their com- 
yet, considerT.^' aU Z dSfi
wondered what would havo h-u 'a'*'.°"l"'^" 'y reverent. One 
to celebrate the Holv !’^PP“"“d in England if one had had 
perhaps fortunately “"I" conditions; but,end so the difiiZf; "000"^ ht=Z hTrett'd."'’

we proc

abruptly
entered,

Some Liuli Dors

1

!

were
room

though perhaps not quite so overwhelm- 
at Kwambe had been the day before.
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MY AFRICAN TOUR

ihe service in books or to see the names of the 
slips of paper provided.

Since my visit to Manda, two and a lialf years aeo manv il.i„ 
have happened, the old Archdeacon has been caMed To his Jes?’ 
and the station is moved to a much healthier site a few miles 
he north of ho one where Archdeacon Johnson lived and TorTe?
JL , i°° P'"® P® himself had chTLnTo
wish to move, but in many ways the place was thoroughly uTsu i 
able for a European station; the fact that during the rliny Sn 
and for some time after t was largelv surroimHod

highly malarial, and Bishop pSTaT iSng al^LTdedTha! 
If It were ever to be what he called a fully stalfed EurooSn si hi

s ar;:,"s„7rr;o?‘a;;3,'= aeifipSMi
morning, because Ihe Bishoo had" ‘’'® ThursdayatLiuh^fortoaTernoonTndltwS
there in sullicienilv unod iirJTr ‘ therefore necessary to arrive 

, whom we had left a,®MW, ',Z I" •‘"’"1*° ''®“'®^ George,
pick up upon our Imrn „ .T 'Tl"® ®"‘‘ ^hom we were to
ments; he was Ihe nnlv ' • ®®PP*®*® the Confirmation arrange- 
nensom whrweTad lak^nTo Kwlmb
of the week, had started off on with us at the beginning
district. ulendo round the southern

brought up the'^mber^oflcmhe”! “f'Pcooon in Liuli church 
since Monday to over George s parishioners confirmed
ft the amaaiU ,rkl,7nr“l,“ “"‘'l °"® °".'y ^o«d,r
helpers. There seemed ToTo. ™ ® number with so few
their preparation, and I do nm thhik^ ®f'®®‘‘''®"®s of
more reverent and devout Cnnr * ^“’'® ®''®'' ’®'‘®" “day. ®“‘ Confirmation than the one at Liuli that

“s the Bishop'^TMTnxiousTo 'he routh before it was light,
had been a wonderful week ofT'"''r ^ikoma that afternoon. It 
by exact and careful arranleme^f"i,”r"’‘’v°"®’ "’®'*® possible 
Ihe excellence of the good si- beforehand, and made easy by 
diocese must be to IraT^ld ToTh““?‘'c grateful the
the easy and rapid "’'''®b she sails, for
station and slatiol” raraumcaiion which they ensure between

Dioce.se of Afo^OsSicandidates on the

FIRST IMPRESSIONS
Peiuodjcally people have written of their first impressions of this 
landy and the excitements, beauty, and all the other attractions of 
their journey outt^ Also no doubt of the distractions, more especi
ally at night when the light from the lamps attracts, so it seems, 
the whole of the winged and crawling world with the constant 
buzz and croaking of its creatures. However, not all have the 
privilege of getting first impressions of a leper camp, as 1 had; they 
may be of interest to others, so here they are.

The camp is about half-an-hour’s walk from the station. At this 
lime of the year it is a very beautiful one, as all the trees are in 
blossom and many flowers, especially lilies. 1 was so engrossed with 
the scenery all around me and gathering those small rather pretty 
red beans, that I didn’t notice that I had arrived at the camp. There 
I saw a large space containing numerous mud and grass houses 
with a larger building, also mud and grass—the church, and it 
was here that 1 first, went, as that morning happened to be the one 
on which the lepers had their Mass. There was a wonderful atmo
sphere in that little mud church, and it looked so well cared for 
with its nicely swept floor and well, but simply, decorated altar. 
Looking round on that little praying group one realized the rich
ness of Our Blessed Lord’s compassion. Here were people unwanted 
by their own tribes and relations, whose ^lives were a positive 
burden because of their disease, joining in the sacramental life and 
partaking of the very source of all life. One just thanked God, 
lemembering the profound truth of the words, “ I, If I be lifted up, 
will draw all men unto Me."

After Mass 1 went to the little house set apart for the " Bibls," 
where they can change their overalls and have their morning cup '

t up
full

rkoit]' \Atch4ftvn U^im
Lulinpi Dispensary
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FIRST IMPRESSIONS

of tea (I) and pacing along 1 was struck with the amazins cleVnf 
ness and order of the camp. All the little paths were 
brushed and tidied, and this means work and care or ^

IB
mstrumeprstartng the“t"m ""^ffere^'a r^cherTrewT
has a school for the children and he is actually in charnl

mmmM
own lives and rigain^lorhope One of tte “ Dawn'‘..T '

£r^x.Tr„:;xs';s,;";rrvr
wem7o^"';“c£”h!‘"'™"‘-

doctor's rar, Sen'S'fn^* nTur't h°"'" f" afternoon in the 
for the women and children ’ '’“ds
the Christians johied in the ’’'r'*’"'' ourselves on boxes and
least, those who could but leorosf ■''*
some instances. The Muh-.'‘'a "'™ot in 
ing. After ,h“ carols MS s Jth “
the feast we were kecDinn- elllt!^ °"o °f hot Imle talks about 

of giving a,SZ "bt,fa "h"
We saw that they hid ^^ticans love colour!

chieny with the aid of nitiio “ttistically decorated their church

which had been given to th™*^ Vn ® cardboard one,
Francis, and his statue hr,^T'' ohurch is dedicated to St.
had even been elevated to the^E" "‘ocly decorated, the Saint 
crook made of flowers I ■ Episcopate by having been given a

hut wh^pSiSmtr^ fc'roln yoar^p^rayera”'
Lulindi

MISS D. Y. MILLS
AN APPRECIATION ON HER JUBIEEE 

IN THE MISSION

For one undistinguished to venture to write about so distinguished 
a personality as Miss Dora Yarnton Mills, well known and famous 
throughout U.M.C.A,, both abroad and at home, as “ D.Y.M.,” 
is almost an offence. It certainly is a bold undertaking and it'is 
to be hoped that the person concerned will not read what is said. 
If she does, she will have the satisfaction of feeling that she could 
have done it much belter herself 1 However, the writer has known 
Mi^ Mills since 1884, and a bit ago had the honour of being 
invited by her to join in a “ jubilee ” gathering, to which only a 
few were asked. This does not mean that she has only a few 
friends, for she has heaps of them—known and unknown, 
and old, in England and in Africa.

My first introduction to her was in Africa. It was in Zanzibar. 
Miss Mills’ school was then one of the few schools in the Mission.

school of small boys living in an old Arab house, since 
pulled down, under the shadow of the Slave Market Cathedral, 
the outskirts of the town. 1‘ho.se of her scholars who still live are 
now old men. Many of them are dead. When Miss Mills re-visited 
Africa a few years ago many of them were there to greet her, and 
both in the Island and on the mainland she was welcomed will] 
open arms. In the early days Zanzibar was a spring-board to the 
mainland. Those who were taught in the island were destined for 
mainland stations. Our friend was never strong physically, and 
it is marvellous in our eyes that she has lived all thc.se years. She 
ought to have been dead and buried long ago! How .she has 
existed all this time is just one of those strange things which go 
u- show that it is not the body that really matters, but the spirit. 
Miss Mills' spirit, and the Holy Spirit, her guide, have carried her 
through. At tj[ie end of a long life you may become a bit blind, 
or a bit deaf—*b\it what does it matter if for fifty years you have

young

It was a
onwas

was as one

not been spiritually blind or .spiritually deaf.
In 1884 then, if you had seen Miss Mills being wheeled by her 

hoys In a chair along the road, you would have prophesied for 
her a short life, and here she is with us .still, retired from active 
work, it is true, but as ob.stinate as ever I

It is rather the fashion to decry tho.se who have lived in another 
era, and the younger generations have other ways and other views 
of life. Hut of one thing I am sure, that there were giants in 
those days of old, when U.M.C.A. first began, and Mi.ss Mills is 
one of them. Davids there may bo who fling stones, but the giant 
is not slain yet! Old houses may be pulled down and new ones 
built, to take their place, but somehow tlio.se old buildings can 
never be forgotten. Like the old home in which you were born 
and bred, it rises up before your eyes and you remember every

tun
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Stone, every detail of it—do you not? Like'‘old pictures too, they 
will never be bettered; the paint the artist used was too good 
for that.

Miss Mills’ home work for the Mission has been as valuable 
as her work in Africa. When she offered herself, she gave herself 
entirely. She is one of the hardest workers I have ever known, 
and one of the cleverest. She has written appreciations of others! 
It would be impossible for her to write an appreciation of herselfl* 
If anyone else comes to do it by and by, such appreciation must 
fall short of the reality. I hope the lady will read these few words 
that she may know what others think and say of her. We of 
U.M.C.A. have always aimed at being a family and household. 
Within are names which are household names engraven on our 
hearts in letters of gold. I expect if you were to ask her Miss 
Mills would say she would like to have died in Africa and 
been buried in African soil. So many of her friends and fellow 
workers have died and been buried there.

As Zanzibar rises up in picture before her, and she goes over 
in her mind tlie old days, which were hard and strenuous, it Is not 
their hardness and difficulties she recalls but the joy and happiness 
of it all. To have taken part in it, to have helped to build the 
Mission up, to have taught others to love Jesus, and to have taught 
them how to teach Him by their lives, and example, that is her 
great rc^vard. To meet them, block and white, again is something 
she can look forward to. To be greeted by her Lord’s “ Well 
done, and to see what life has all meant, why it has been difficult, 

^ and why it has called for such toil and sacrifice. Why some have 
died sourly while some lived on, why some seemed to be taken 
away with their work half done apparently. Why some seemed to 
fail, and some to fall away. This will be revealed. The ways of 
Ood and the purposes of God are mysterious, but there is 
a meaning to it all.

Another Miss Mills? Perhaps not. Two people are never 
^ her say. We all say it,

wih great and small. The small ones, because they have the 
greater cause, the great ones because of their humility. It is we 
small ones who ought to be the humble ones, as we look up to 
the great ones and bless them for their work and example.

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENTS
OUR 71SI ANNIVERSARY

UUK Anniversary this year will be held on Tuesday, June 3. The 
Afternoon Meeting will be held at Kingsway Hall and the Evening 
.Meeting at Queen’s Hall.

Full particulars will be published next month.

THE SUMMER SCHOOL
'iHE Fifth Annual U.M.C.A. Summer School will be held at St. 
Stephen's High School, Clewer, Windsor, by the kind Invitation 
of the Reverend .Mother C.S.J.IJ., from August i to August 16, 
i(j3o (inclusive).

The School is meant for U.M.C.A. home workers and lliose 
who wish to become workers for the Mission. The charge will be 
;tp])roximately 37s. 6d. each week.

The Lectures will be so arranged that each week will be a com
plete course in Itself. .‘\t the same time students will be very 
welcome to stay for both weeks, as the Lectures will be quite 
different.

'I’he subjects covered during the two weeks will be the history 
ol the U.M.C.A.; difTerenct* In outlook between African and 
European; difficulties in the four Dioceses in 1930; taxation and' 
franchise as it affects the African; the lives of Ramon Lull and 
Temple Gairdner; home service. 'The lecturers will include Canon
K. F. Spanton, Dr. R. and Mrs. Howard, Miss E. Parsons, Miss 
!•'. C. Nugec and tlie Rev. L. C. Watson. It is hoped that each 
of the four Bishops will give a lecture on his own Diocese.

Applications should be .sent In as soon as possible to the Rev.
L. C'. Wat.son, 65 Marsh.side Road, Southport, Lancs.

!

EXHIBITIUN OF WORK 
•As mentioned in the March number of the magazine, the Exhibi
tion of Work will take place on Saturday, April 5, in the Large 
Hall of the Church House, Westminster.

The Exhibition will be open from 2 p.m. to 5.30 p.m,, and will 
be formally opened at 2..^o p.m., when the Rev. Canon Spanton 
'• ill^ be in the chair and the Rev. G. B. Hand will speak.

Tea will be provided in the hall, but tickets (price is. each), 
must be obtained beforehand from Miss Nugec, at the Office.

D. T.

“AFRICAN TIDINGS"
TlUni,. „u,„ u no, to „lddy mad a. U ahinld b..

C0.I. ponny , SLS, Ik-’?'" ‘IuH" .imple nod which onl.
OUR MISSION STATION AT TANKERTON-ON-SEA 

Are you hoping to come down here during the Easier holidays? 
If so, please write to book your room at once if you Iiavc not already 
done it. Weeks run from .Saturday to Saturday. There arc lectures^ your best to
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IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENTS

CENTRAL AFRICAor (alks on the work of ilic Mission in Africa and in England : there 
is plenty of free lime and opportunity for thought and prayer. For 
the afternoon's recreation there is the sea at a few minutes’ distance; 
the woods and country also (juite close and Canterbury only six 
miles off.

In May—jjrd to 26th—there will be another week-end Retreat, 
conducted by Canon Spanton (15s.).

Has any kind friend a grass cutter to give us for the garden? 
We also want a roller, and jtimblo for a jumble sale in May. Please 
send us what you can.

Letters should be addressed to:—Miss H. Spanton, St. 
Michael’s House, 'I'ankcrtim-on-Sea, Kent.

A MONTHLY RECORD OF THE WORK OF THE 
UNIVERSITIES’ MISSION TO CENTRAL AFRICA
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HOME JOTTINGS
The Genera] Pond ReeaJpts compare a* follow* EDITOR’S NOTES1030 1020

Received during February 
Tolat recelpu to February 28

.£1,307
.£3.033

^1,053
w£4.20G Tiik Editor’s Post-bag.—No doubt there are excellent rc.asons, 

but this monlli nothing arrived for tile Editor except a very short 
note from Padre Blood, our very good friend at Masasi. Such a 
state of affairs lias not existed for years now, but may tlie Editor 
appeal to members of llie staff abroad to see that it does not con
tinue. Our modest requirements are at Ic.ast one article from eacli 
diocc.se every monlli. if llicse are met we can struggle along.

A Aeciuu ol ^553

I

THE MISSION STAFF
Nime Diocese Dale « *

j.-IrMtialt in A’nglofld;
Rev. G. W. Erle-Drnx 

OepatiHtts from England; 
MIcs Lonsdale 
Mita Kam 
Miss Corey

There arc some interesting details in aFather Woodward 
letter written by Father Woodward. Here are some of them 
At Mbweni, one of Africa’s Christians possesses his own motor-car ; 
he moves with the times. The Rev. John Swedi has a great-grand
daughter, who is helping him. The bell-ringer’s excuse for betng 
iatc on Sunday was that he was waslting the cliildrcn; he has four, 
all boys, two of whom are twins; his wife is a pupil teacher and 
always looks happy and jolly. , ,,-1 1

The Christians at Fuoni are all foreigners, Wasukuma and 
did resident remarked years ago

ZfiiuibAr March 2

1
Nyataland
Nyualand
Zanxibar

April 8 
April 8 
April 13 X

IN MEMORIAM—R.I.P.
Wakikiivu, not ZanziljariS; --- 
that tlic'populalion of Zanzibar and Pemba w.i.s undergoing a gre.it 
change, owing to the indtix of tlic.se free up-country Afritmns. 
Apparently whclicrafl is not yet an extinct monster m 
neighbourhood. The Bububu tram is dead: ilie motors li.avc cut 
it out.

an
March 6. Mark Wetherby Ker,

By llir de.tili of Mark Wetherby Kerr, the Miuion hai lost another old 
friend and lupporter. At the age of D2 hi* mentni activity was still 
remarkable and his zeal in (be aenrice of the Church he loved, an inspir.n- 
tion. He will be greatly mimed In Malvern.

On Miss Gunn’s iliirticlh annivcrs,Try, two new Mikunazi trees 
lyere planted, one by licr and one by Father Woodward. Jl'e 
one died. If botli trees live, Mkiinazini wdl have to be called
dikunazini.
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THE NEW BISHOP OF NYASALAND
OUR 7IST anniversary

TUESDAY, 3rd JUNE, 1930
Our readers will 
have read will) 
hearlfcll thankful
ness the news 
recently published . ■

r'cintr^r'-
nominated to the , 
vacant bishopric of .
Nyasaland, the Ven.
Gerald Wybergh 
Douglas, Arch- j . : . 
deacon of Korogwe, ‘ 
in the diocese of 
Zanzibar.

Padre Douglas, ; 
who is in his fifty- r 
fifth year, was a , 
scholar of Eton and i;, -
“A;ss;,“Ti' At. .^>1
Kii r
the parish of Gains- j ■; :
borough, in 1899. ifn;:'''
After serving there
for two years, he oiiii«u) W. Douous

1 Tlieo?o ica°
CollLe, where“he himself had been a theological student, as Vice- 
Princfpakunder Canon Randolph; there he stayed for ''gld years, 
until he ^ent to gain further parochial experience on the staff of tl e 
Church of the Ascension. Lavender Hill.
Vicar of Christ Church. St. Leonards, and pined the staff of 
U.M.C.A. in the Diocese of Zanzibar in igzo. Bishop Weston had 
keen seeking a principal for his theological college at Hegongo and

S KV" ".K
Ind Europeans alike will pray for hint that he "’“X. ''“™ “ 
and as useful a time in Nyasaland as he has had with them during 
ihe last ten years.

Ple.\sk noic that our Anniversary is on Tuesday, June 3rd.

There will be a Celebration of Holy Communion at St. Mat* 
thew’s, Westminster, at 8.30, and Holy Eucharist and sermon at 
St. John’s, Red Lion Square, at 11 o’clock.

The Afternoon Meeting, under the Chairmanship of Dr. .-\rcher- 
Houblon, will be at Kingsway Hall at 3 o’clock.

Bishop Gore will be in the chair ^at the Evening Meeting at 
Oueen’s Hall at 8 o’clock. It Is hoped that all our four Bishops 
will speak at each meeting.

There will be a Public Tea at the close of the .Afternoon Meet
ing. Application for Tea Tickets should be sent to Miss Nugee, 
c/o The Ofiicc, before May 30.

The following special arrangements will be made for the Queen’s 
Hall. Reserved seat tickets will be issued as under: —

1. Numbered and reserved seats for the stalls and front rows 
of the Grand Circle can be obtained at is. each.

2. Omnibus parties can obtain rc.scrved seats, including return 
fare, at is. 6d. per person for return journeys not exceeding 
12 miles, 25. up to 16 miles, and 2s. 6d. up to 20 miles. (An 
omnibus holds 46 persons.)

3. Reserved seat tickets for other parts of the Hall can be 
obtained without charge, by sending a slamped-addressed 
envelope.

The Railway Companies of Great Britain have agreed to grant 
travelling facilities at reduced fares for our Anniversar)', provided a 
signed voucher is presented nt the time of booking. The voucher 
authorizes the booking clerk to issue a return ticket at a single fare 
and a third, available from Jun9 2 to June 4, the minimum fare 
being is.

We hope all our friends coming to London for the Anniversary 
will take advantage of these cheap tickets.

All applications for reserved seat tickets or railway vouchers 
should be made to the Secretary, U.M.C.A., Central Africa House. 
Wood Street, Westminster, S.W.i.
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AN ANSWER TO CRITICS
/)ioccsc of .V. IthoJvsia

(2) Maize. Two varielies were on show, one the small niitive 
maize and the other European, that looked very much like " Hickory 
King.” This is being grown in greater quantities every year as 
natives who go to work on the mines bring back some ^ seed. 
It is good to see that they appreciate that European maize is better 
than their own.

'I'liere were fewer exhibits of maize than of kaflir corn.
(3) Meal. Three excellent specimens of kaffir corn meal were 

seen. This hitd been ground until it was as line as European Hour, 
and the winning woman well deserved the prize of 55. awarded her.

(4) Legumes. Five varieties of beans were seen, known locally 
as follo<\’S : —

AN ANSWER TO CRITICS
We have pleasure in priming ilie oflictal Government Report of the 
Sixth Annual Native Agricultural Show held at Fiwila last 
September.

It is interesting to know that the District Commissioner brought 
the Report to the notice of the Governor, who conveyed his con
gratulations, tital a copy of the Report was laid on the mblc of the 
I.cgislativc Council, and that the Government have made a grant of 
/■is towards the expenses of this year's sliow.

Padre Hewitt and his fellow workers are to be congratulated on 
the success of their efforts, and the Report makes it clear that the 
activities of the Mission arc not as limited as some critics of Mission 
work are inclined to suppose.

(1) Inyangu, the ordinary coloured native bean.
12) Uiunyensc, the small white native bean.
(3) Umilimwa, large white bean (haricot). (Very good 

specimen.)
(4) Wuleya, a round underground bean, very earthy 
^5) UlunUanwawa, a very small white bean or seed.

(5) Ground Nuts. Two kinds shown, the small and the large. 
The large variety was very good indeed, probably of European

(6) Livc-stoclc. No cattle were shown, nor sheep. Sheep
not kept in the Lala country. _

There was one fine hc-goat, which had been very nicely groomed, 
and the owner was awarded a prize.

The live-stock was a poor exhibit.
(7) Poultry. Four fairly good cocks, apparently half breed

on show. Rather a poor exhibit, too. _
(8) Eggs. Several exhibits of eggs, the increase in size compared

with tliostsSecn ten years ago was pleasing. , . '
There were no potatoes^, f'*'’'''"

There were a '

to tn.ste.Report os the Sixth Native Agricultural Show of the 
U.M.C.A. AT Fiwila Mission, Mkushi

26th September, 1929
Following a suggestion in the Rev. Fell’s Report on Fiwila Mission 
.Annual Agricultural Show for Natives, that it was probably of 
sufTicient importance to warrant the presence of a District Officer 
and also one of the Native Education Department, I attended the 
Sixth Annual Show at Fiwila Mission on the 261I1 September, 1929.

The following Europeans were presentThe Rev. G. M. 
Hewitt, Priest in Chargei The Rev. A. M. Jones; Miss May Lock, 
nurse; Miss Harcourt, teacher; Mr. H. Stewart, layman; comprising 
the staff of the Mission, and the following visitors:—Mr. A. A. 
Carnegie (sometime manager of Mtuka Mine, Mkushi District); 
Mrs. Carnegie, nurse and family; Mr. J. Gordon Read, District 
Commissioner, Mkushi; Mrs. Read. In addition, were present sub- 
chief Syaiwila, many of liis headmen and several hundreds of natives.

I arrived at 10.30 a.m., as the judging of the exhibits w.is taking 
place, the Revs. Hewitt and Jones acting as judges.

The exhibits, which numbered 
arranged in classes under the trees

are

•""vwere

, ______  uither native or European on show.
, .. few exliibiis of onion .seed and c.nstor oil seeds, but no
other European vegetables, i.e., tomatoes, cabbages, beetroot, etc.

Handicraftsmore than three hundred, were 
near the Mission buildings. 

Notices in the local dialect, Wulala, had been erected lo direct 
exhibitors where to place their exhibits.

The scene was one of great animation and the natives tippe.'irtxJ 
to be taking a great interest in the proceedings.

cxliibilcd.Basket and Mat Work. Five kinds of baskets were 
but all followed conventional native pattern. They were very well 
made.R^ed mats and a few rectangular palm tree mats were shown,

models of human beings (dolls), animals, wa king 
stirring sticks, stools, combs. European chairs (crude), " odel gm n 
morlar and pe.stle, model gun made of reeds that fired a sm.d
arrow, model motor car. When one considers ^
articles were made with crude native tools, the quality of the work 
was remarkable.

The following is a li.sl of the exhibits: —
Agriculture

(1) Grain. Three kinds of kaffir corn were siiown, nwalimlm, 
a soft wiiile variety, Pande, hard wliile varieiv and Clionkwe. a 
soft rod variety. Tliere were a goodly number of exliibiis of ibis 
grain and it was of a very good quality.
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Iron Work. Spears (several kinds), axes, for use and ceremonial, 
hoes (also for use and ceremonial), arrows, mallets for 
making bark>cloth. An excellent hoc, made before the advent of 
Europeans, was exhibited. The iron for these implements is not 
mined locally but is obtained from scrap iron, railway keys, etc., 
brought home by labourers.

Pottery. Five or six kinds shown. All followed conventional 
pattern. Water pots, cooking pots, beer pots, seasoning basins, 
washing pots, etc., comprise the exhibit.

Textiles. Several good pieces ,of bark-cloth, string made of 
fibre from wild nice, cotton thread made from locally grown cotton 
were well made and interesting. No cotton or woollen wcar'is made 
locally.

Miscellaneous. Some bead work was seen, conventional and 
primitive. Bows and arrows. Clay models of animals (Hon, elephant, 
roan antelope were easily recognizable). Musical instruments (kafltr 
piano and “ kaflir banjo ”).

After the judging was finished, exhibits were for sale and quin* 
a number were purchased by the Europeans present and a few by the 
natives.

A.

THE AFRICAN TEACHER
By the Rev. G. N. Bacon

African teachers for their
: con,es up for reconsideration

from time to f" ' ' .»nri Hmro nm «i>vornl tactors

our

.............. . time in tlie mission-field, and there nre several fiactors
to be taken into account in trying to reacli the right

First of all it most he remembered tliat the mission teacher is 
I nol only, or even primarily, a schoolmasler r he is .an cvangehsl.
I ’riinl is to say, he is responsible for all tlie public roltgioii.s

aclivilios in tlie village in wbidi he luxs liecn placed ; this includes, 
besides llie allempl to reacli the lieallien, die care of the Cliristmns 
and lliosc who are on ibeir way lo becoming Clirislians, and 
involves taking all the weekday and Sunday services, willl tlie Singh, 
excepiion of itic monthly Mass, which tlie priesl-in-charge of the 
disirict celebr.alcs when he visits ihc village. It is Ihe .Urican 
icaclier who prcaelies the Sunday sermon; besides tins lie is a so 
responsible for the weekly inslriiclion of the Hearers and of the 
Caicchumens, while at certain times of tile year he will also have 
Uanlism and Confirmation cnndidales on his hands. Evidenlljv tilts 
is work which should not be undertaken by any man unless lie feels 
called 10 it by God, 
and we try to secure 
that only those who 
lielicve that they have 
such a
admitted to College to 
be trained for the work 
of a tcabher. The 
teacher is, in fact, as 
much a missionary as 
the European who has 
gone out from home.

\ Bearing this In
mind, in Ihe diocese of 
Nvasaland, at least, 

have taken it Tor 
granted that the 
teacher will be pre
pared to do his work, 
as the European mis
sionary docs, for the 

of God, asking 
fonly that he may be 
/ supplied with sufficient 

to make it possible for

answer.

A demonstration in ploughing had taken place before the writer 
.yrived, the plough being pulled by natives. I am informed that 
it Avas followed with great interest.

It was suggested by the writer tliat next year a bricklaying 
contest might be instituted.

The prize winners were announced by the priest in charge. The 
• prizes consisted, with few exceptions, of money (and for the amount 

subscribed by the local storekeeper of orders on his store). The 
prizes given amounted to nearly and was subscribed by the 
Mission and a few local residents.

A prize was given for.the chief whose people won the most 
prizes. This naturally Avas

call arc

won by sub-chief Syaiwila. Another 
was given for the headman Avhose people won the most prizes, and
this Avas Avon by Headman Mulakasya, who lives three miles .......
from tlie Mission. The prizes differed in value from rs. up to lo.s.

The prizes were distributed to the successful exhibitors by Mrs. 
Read, and after the District Commi.ssioncr had said a few Avords 
to the assembly, the natives dispersed.

This is the fir.st show of this nature that the Avriicr has visited 
and there .wms to be no doubt that its educational value is avcM 
worth the time and trouble taken in its organization.

or .so

we

(Sgd.) J. Gordon Read
Disirict Commissioner.

Mkushi, 24/10/1929.
^Addendum.

To livtssIKk should be added four dogs. These were in good 
condition, of European descent, and one was awarded a prize.

ove

A Tbaciikb, Wire and Cji».o
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whal comes lo llie teacher is regarded in some son as coming lo 
the family as a whole, as something to swell the family exchequer; 
at any rate, it is very dinicult for the teacher to refuse requests from 
his relatives for financial help, to pay oF a debt, to buy clothes, or 
to pay the Government poll-tax. One priest-in-cliarge has said that 
lie feels prettv sure that every one of his teachers regular y paj s 
the poll-tax fir at least two or three of his relatives, as well as his 
own tax. We may argue that the teacher is going beyond what 
mav be fairly demanded of him in doing this, y*;'!
oilier hand, it mav be replied that it is the normal thu g for the 
female members of the family to look lo their young

limited

him lo live and work efficicnily. So, allhougli we have 
paid our leachers on a scale which provides for a small rise 
annually up to a certain maximum, thus allowing for the increasing 
demands of a growing family, we have never made the attempt to 
pay our teachers anything like a market-rate of wagesj we have 
rather taken the line that the payments are not so much “ wages ” 
<is a living allowance, livery one of our teachers knows that if he 
were lo give up his work for tlie Mission, he could, with the ediica- 
lion that he has, be certain of gelling a post with some non-mission 
liuropean, possibly in a Government school, and receive anything 
up to six times the money he is receiving from the Mission. 
\aturally, this state of affairs constitutes a continual temptation to 
our teachers to give up their religious work and to seek secular 
employment; it must be confessed that some succumb to the 
temptation; in common with other missionary societies working 
in this part of Africa, we have to bewail a continual leakage of our 
teachers to secular work. Rut this fact only emphasizes the more 
the sicriing character of those who remain, men who arc content 
to receive a comparatively low rale of remiincraiion because they 
believe that they arc working for God.

Now, on the principle just enunciated, the problem that 
linually confronts us is to decide what rate of payment is sufficient 
to enable our teachers to live rea.sonably and to work efficicnily. 
In order to understand the nature of the problem we have first of 
all to remember that an African workman who Is employed near 
enough to his home to be able to return there every night retjuires 
practically no money for food; his wife feeds him from the produce 
of her fields. But it is seldom possible, even If desirable, to cmplov 
a teacher in the village where his home Is; consequently, in tlie place 
to which he is sent as a teacher he will have to buy food with casli 
for his wife and family; it may be possible for him and liis wife 
to start planting In Iheir new home, but to suit Mission arrange- 
mcnt.s it may be necessary sometimes to move lilm again before 
his new crop can be gathered. It is for these reasons that the rale 
of payment of a teacher is fixed at .sucli a figure as will allow for 
his having to buy the larger part of the food that he will require 
for himself and his family. The effect of this is that the wage of 
a teacher is apparently greater than that of the ordinary workman, 
for the latter, if employed away from home, is invariably given 
his food or its money equivalent, in addition to liis ordinary wages.

But^therc are further complications. We have just scen'whv the 
teacher’s wage is apparently higher than that of the ordinary 
workman, but the teacher’s relatives do not always understand 
this. Knowing what hi.s wage is, tliey get inio llie habit of looking 
on their teacher-relative as a comparatively wealthy 
such a suitable subject for being “ sponged upon.” In pre- 

, suming to judge them for tliis attitude we must, however, beware 
of judging them bv the

i

male relatives for help; and if such a one attempts to excuse 
by poiniinc oul th.-it ux a Mission tracl.yr ho only receives a 

mount of ntonuv. 1 suppose iluu Im ntigltl bu met willi

Cbrislians of liis'diocesc on llie .subject; llie letter tv.-is to be rc.ad 
in every village diiirch during the itnie of divtne service, .ittd n t 
the Bi-sbop pointed oul Ifial so f.ir front regarding a rel.mitL (f 
ibeirs who Itad beconic a leaclier in the Mission ns :i .siiilable subject 
for exploitation, they otigbl to realize bow little he in fact received 
and raibcr look upon il as a privilege that a relative of ibetrs wins 
willing to s.arrirtce himself for die s.akc of doing die work of Jesus 
Christ, and do all that they could to help him.

An idea to which probably wc shall have to get accustomed 
is dial whatever .scale of payment we adopt it will be 
rai.se it conliniiady as lime goes on. Hus is bcc.-insc the Mam ard 
of living in Africa is continually rising; the .yncan i.s bccomin^ 
more civilized, and provided that this proce.ss is along die lines of 
a natural developmenl, and not merely an exo.tc excrescence, e 
should rejoice to see it. To take one instance:
\frican itns acciislomed 10 retire lo rest .11 sundown, like die lords, 

moonligli, nights. Bu,
in not

con

except on
teachers, at anv rate, desire to sit up at ..
.-ind we ouch! to be glad that thev do. Nevertheless, lamps c 
be bought without money, and paraffin will be a continual expense.
The monev we give them must be enough to cover this.

Ag.r',l,e desire for reading with wbicb wc '-"Pe t'™ ™
inspir'-ed .Item will make I,'?; 'S!‘ege. wfsl".iH dtel! .
;lr “r°d;l;;'i:e ^O ™:^de^.en^o have something ^

'’wr'nodce'rgrowing tendency among our teachers to put their

fmU. is af'lea.st arguable dia. this is really die outward expression 
of an increasing self-respect.

man. and iis

. f . - - norm of European relationships: In Africa
the family, not the individual, is still the unit of societv hcnci
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It is of little use teaching Hygiene, much less to expect our 
teachers to teacli it in their turn, it all the while we do not pay them 
enough to buy the soap which will enable them to keep themselves 
and their families properly clean and to wash their clothes. And 
it must be remembered that all the things here mentioned, lamps, 
paraflin, books, soap, all cost more in Africa than they do in 
Europe. With the diffusion of a knowledge of reading and writing, 
the desire to write and receive letters has grown enormously in 
.‘\frica. Even though relatives have gone away to Rhodesia or to 
the coast to get work it is now realized that it is possible to keep 
in touch with them through the post. But this means the expendi
ture of money on stamps: another w.iy in which the advance of 
civilization increases the cost of living.

Ltistly there is the matter of the provision of liospitalitv. Your 
.\frican who decides to go south to Beira or to Rhodesia will 
start off light-heartedly one morning for his walk of three weeks, 
with no luggage, his only equipment for the journey a walking, 
stick and a few shillings in his pocket. So long as he is within 
the territory where the Mission has schools, he will trust, and not in 
vain, to receiving hospitality in whatever village ho finds himself 
when night falls. Arrived at a village where there is a teacher of 
the Mission, lie will naturally make his way to the teacher’s 
house, and take it quite for granted that he will be fed and lodged 
for the night. One has never heard our teachers murmur at this, 
a fellow Christian is regarded as one of the family; yet those teachers 
who arc stationed in villages along the main routes to the south 
must often be hard pul to it to find from their slender wages the 
wherewithal for this entertainment, involving, as it often does, 
visitors nearly every day.

And so we see that there is much to be said for a periodical 
revision and a raising of the payments that we make to our teachers. 
It is to be feared that some of the falling away to secular work Is 
becau.se the struggle to live on what we give them is loo hard. 
And yet whenever we want to do anything of the sort we have to 
ask ourselves where the money is to come from with which to do it. 
Even if we think that It is a matter of urgency that the wages of 
our teachers should be raised we can only do it if the conlributlon.s 
that we get from home are increased. A calculation shows that to 
rai.se the wages of the teachers in the diocese of Nyasaland alone 
by one shilling a week each we should require 
of more than iTfioo a year.

And instead of that wc .seem to be faced with a deficit!
Well, those who read this will at least know the sort of thing 

for which money Is required.

A WEEK-END AT WIKIHI
Tuts title was .suggested bv Bishop Fisher: it Isn’t true in this 
case, as it was a week middle. There is some difficully in serving 
Wikihi from Likoma. It is usually done by boat, but very often 
the winds are so difficult that it cannot be managed. By land ti 
is some six hours’ walking from the nearest village, and very 
unpleasant walking, as the hills come.straight down to the lake 
just here. Padre Leonard Kangati sometimes goes in a canoe when 
it is impossible for a boat. The luxurious way is to go by summer. 
Tills 1 did in August, going up by the “ Charles Janson one 
.Monday and returning by it on its way back from the north on 
file following Friday. • .

There is something very tuiraclive Jibout Wikilu and '.more 
especially its neighbour Lihuebi : this is partly becau.se the shore 

different from the long stretch of stind and reeds opposite Likoma. 
The hills come down very close to llie lake, and in some places il 
is almost cliff. ...

The houses arc not built close together on the shore, but most 
of them are scattered on the lower slopes of the lulls. At first sight 
there seem to be no more than three houses in the plttce, but a 
considerable number of people come to greet one on arrival and 
several more to church later on. 1 liad three days at my disposal 
and only two villages to see to, so il was pos.sible to do llungs^morc 
slowly and one hopes more thoroughly.

People who were bchind-hnnd with their church dues, had time 
lo tret thlnes straight and so communicate on the second day when 
(here was a " Nuptial Mass." (TItcrc was a " prittc " for the priest 
on this occasion ; tlie liver of llic goat whicli was killed for the 
wedding-feast.)

Apart from the regular pastoral duties there . . r i
Confirmation candidates to be examined and to receive tlicir final

I

!

were a number of

an Increased income
V -

[Fain fo*
Fkota] l.mucHt: The Chubch is hwildiso
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NDWIKA STONESrprcparaiion before the Bishop’s visit a fortnight later. Tliere was 
aLso a school to be built at a small village a few miles awav, prac
tically on the Tanganyika boundary, and so, very close to Liuli 
district.

.AfricanWliti.K staying in 
village in the Ruvuma country, 1 
once asked a teacher what he 
thought were the oldest tilings he 

lie thought a 
moitient and said, “ Perluips the 
stones we use for grinding, or one 
of our stools, and I Itave seen n 
drum which was old when the 
oldest man- in our village was a 
boy.”

an

fo Lihuchi, to the south, there is a rough and scrambling walk 
which takes nearly tlirec hours: one is entertained by baboons on 
ihe way. It is a gem of a place; there is only just room for it 
between the hills and the lake. The Mission has not been tliere 
very long and the people have only just begun to build their church, 
but they have built an altar in the school; it is not a verv big school 
and the congregation overflows.

From Lihuchi

had ever seen.

went to investigate a village in the hills. It 
turned out to be more than two hours’ awav, and it was a terrific 
climb to get there. In half an hour we had a magnificent view of 
the lake, with Likomn in the distance nearly thirty miles off.

This village Is crying out for a school : there is a large popula- 
turn, and the people want to be taught. But it costs monev to start 
a new place: money for buildings, monev for teachers’ wages, ami 
when and if permission to build is granted by the Portuguese 
Government, money for the taxes on the huildings. I should haw 
liked to stay in that village, but I doubt if I could have got mv 
possessions up there without packing them spcciallv. as .Arcli- 
dcacon Johnson did when he travelled in this precipitous sort of 
counr-

.And then he paused and a new 
idea struck him.

“ But the vc oldest things 1 
know of are the Ndwika stones. 1 

^ know of tltree. The most wonderful 
of them 1 came across once in the 
forest when I was out hunting 

alxuit three hours away from Namilcma. It is very large and 
flat, big enough for me to lie on. 1 slept on it that night. It stands 
on three legs like a stool.” ,

“ How do you tliink it came to he there?" I asked.
“ No one knows,” lu* said. " but 1 myself think that someone 

put it there, on the three stones. Only when it w.'is pul there 1 
think Ihe stones were all .small ones and have grown larger since, 
for no one could move lliem now.” ” There is another Ndwika 
stone on the road to Tunduru,” he continued, “but that is not 
flat, and it stands on one stone, not three. And there is still another 
about half an hour’s walk from Lulindi. The little river which 
crosses tiic road from Liiatala is called Ndwika because of the 
Ndwika ^one which is near to it. The people there say that it 
is the work of spirits. It has been like that for a long, 
long time. Even the oldest man cannot remember the time when 
it was not there.” The Namitema stone I have never .seen. A 
drawing of the Tunduru one was made for me by a htiropean.

The Lulindi stone I have seen and photographed. It ts in the 
forest avray from anv path. Tltc large flat stone -stands not on 
another stone but on an ant-hill. The top ts ptied up with little v, _ 
stones, almost cerlittnlv put there by people as olfcrings to the 
spirits. It is regarded with fear and awe by the Africans. Ihe) 
told me that no one would d.arc to go near it alone. A litllc girl 
who came with us when I went, suddenly burst into tears as she 
Stood near. She said that she was frightened.

It would be interesting to know whether there are any
of this kind in other parts of Africa, and whether there is any

M. R.

Now'iivA stonr sear l.n.isi>i

S'-We met two men on the way who were collecting honev ; it 
is rather " strong " honey, and dark like treacle : the comb i.s" verv 
toiiglt, and when you li.ave done with it it is preserved and sold— 
beeswax. On the w.ay down I saw three canoes in process of con- 
strticlion : one of them was practically ftnished. another w.is jiisi 
a large log cut to the ret|iiircd length, and the other they hail 
.‘.htipctl at the ends, with atlzcs, I suppose, tmd they had begun to 
hollow It out. ■

I c.ame back by another path to Wikihi, and it was .■ilmost as 
sleep that w.ny. rho precipice is not only on Ihe lake side hut 
inland as well. The trouble going down liill is to stop when von 
want to. ‘

The steamer w.as not so ptinctttiil .as it had hoped to be. and 
SO improved the lime and my education bv atiemptimr 
with the youth of Wikihi. You use a iict, about two feet deep 
.md .as long .as the .stream is wide, about twenty feet, and wade 
tipslre.am. 1 he idea is by llirowing stones a little way above the 
net to frighten the Hsh down into it. nm the fish weren't plaving 
when 1 w,as there. '

to catch fish

P, D. F.
other

stones 
explanation of them.
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The next morning the church was piieketl with the fe.stivttl ettngre- 
gation, and we spent a very happy day tit Rolii^volti before we 
had to re-embark in the evening. Once again wo htitl to .sleep on 
board in order to make a very early start for llslnje and the .suiilh; 
it was about two o’clock in the morning when the .steamer got 
under wav on the Wednesday, and by liltlf^ptist tun on ThurstJny 
morning we were back at iMalindi once more. Mere we were to 
lake part in another Patronal Feast—on the right day this time, 
for Friday was Martinmns,s—and at Malindi, ns elsewhere on siinilnt 
occasions', we had a crowded church and a very joyous congregation.

That afternoon 1 left in the car for Mpondn's and Likwenu, 
where I spent the week-end; and then once more was away on 
Monday morning in good time for Dlnnlyre, where the railway 
towards the Zambesi begins.

The Diocese which 1 had just been visiting had pre,sented a 
great contrast to its sister. Northern Rhodesia, in which my tour 
had begun. One could not help realizing almost all the time what 
a great boon it is to bave good and comparatively easy communica
tion between station and station; it is true that 1 did not visit cither 
Milo or .Mtonya, but, with these two exceptions, 1 had been able, 
easily and comfort.ably and withal fairly quickly, to see the centra 
stations and, for that matter, a few of the out-stations too, of all 
the other districts. People who live in Nyasaland have great cause 
to be thankful for the I.ake, which not only provides them with 

abundant supply of excellent fish, but nlso 
ease and a swiftness which^mnny

MY AFRICAN TOUR
llv Canos- F. F. Spanton

Xl.\—CONCLUSION

.\lv time in Nyasaland was now very nearly at an end. Having 
left l.iuli at 4.30 a.m. on Friday, November 4, we reached Likoma 
between four and five the .same afternoon, and on the following 
Monday morning the " C.M." was id take us south, the Bishop for 
ids visit to the southern stations, Malindi, Mponda’s and Likwenu, 
and myself en route for Zomba and Blantyrc and thence to Beira 
and Cape Town; but, before Monday came, we were to take pan 
in a great event in the Cathedral, for that Sunday had been fixed 
as the day of the ordination of two Africans, John and Benaiah,- to 
the diaconate.

An ordination is always an important event for those ordained 
and for the Church whicli tliey arc to serve; it is fraught with more 
than ordinary significance in such a country as Central Africa, 
where llie native ministry is being slowly, and sometimes even 
painfully, developed, to be the backbone of the native African 
Chiircli of the future. Every step in the desired direction is tliere- 
fore hailed with devout thanksgiving and a sense of imporlani 
work accomplished, as well as with a feeling of responsibility for 
the help and training that will be needed by the ncwlv ordained 
ministers of the Church.

One of those ordained that day accomplished his ministry in a 
short time, for on March 23, 1529, the news of his death made sad 
those who liad looked forward eagerly to the work of his priest
hood. So often docs it happen that our plans for the future of the 
work arc found to be not quite in harmony with His plans Whose 
work it is; then it is human enough to fml disappointment 
though we know that our way is not the best,

I was quite sorry to bid good-bye to Likoma when the time 
Mine for me to start, and as we steamed south, the Island wits 
ooking far prettier and a great deal less bare than it did when I 
had seen it first only a few weeks before; the rains were near at 
hand, and, .as altyays happens at the end of the dry season, the 
trees were beginning to put on their spring dress to welcome the 
coming ram, for which they had been waiting through so many 
months of drought.

In order that we might reach Kota Kota in lime for the Mass 
of the I atronal Festival—which, in this c.ase, took place on the 
ttetave day of .All Saints instead of on the day itself, so as to enable 
ihe Bishop to be pr^nt-we did a non-stop run down the western 
j.dc of the Lake, and, although the Mwera was blowintr fairly hard 
Irom the south, we arrived at Kota Kota just before half-past four.

good water and an 
enables them to get about with an

rn^mm
even

St. Paul’s. Bi.avt»rb
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pans of Central Africa, remote from railways and with but few 
good roads, may be disposed to covet.

Closely connected with this comparative excellence of communi- 
cations, the Diocese is carefully and indeed somewhat elaborately 
organized; this diocesan organization was to a very large extent 
the work of Uishop Fisher, who could not be content until he had 
achieved a closely knit diocesan life and a satisfactory management 
of diocesim business. His successor will find many problems need
ing solution, and many tasks involving both thought and work; 
but, thanks to the late Bishop, his task will be made so much the 
e.'isier, in that the Diocese has been so far unified and so well 
equipped.

Another respect in which one was conscious of a contrast, com
ing, as I did, from Rhodesia to Nyasaland, was the comparative 
fewness of the Europeans one met In travelling about from station 
to station; most of the Nyasaland settlers seem to remain in the 
southern half of the Protectorate and, as the Mission is most active 
towards the north, not very many of them come its way. 
must not be understood to mean that it docs not care for its “ own 
people it has churches both in Zomba, the capital, and in Blan- 
lyre, the principal commercial centre, and Padre Hand, who has 
done such excellent work xit Matopc (a station to which I was able 
to pay only a flying visit while waiting for my train to Beira), Is 
to be seconded to the care of the European congregations in these 
two towns and their neighbourhood. Bishop Fisher, when he was 
at the south of the Lake, always made a point of spending some 
time in Zomba, where he was a most welcome visitor at Govern
ment House; and he never failed to realize that, chough from the 
nature of the case most of his work must lie with the Africans of 
his fiock, yet he had a responsibility to fulfil towards the men and 
women of his own speech.

Perhaps it may be said without Injustice to our other dioceses 
that the medical work in Nyasaland is the best organization and 
equipment In our Mission. The Dlocc.se has been fortunate in the 
long continued service first of Dr. Howard and, since his marriage, 
of Dr. Wigan, wlio have both been specially successful in training 
African assistants; it has also as a rule been well staffed with 
and, although I expect the medical personnel would urge tlioir 
need for a larger staff, they have not, as a rule, been so hard 
pressed for want of workers as some of the other dioceses have found 
themselves from time to time.

Having referred to some of the differences which forced them
selves on my notice in Nyasaland, I ought not to omit to mention 
one very important point on which, in my experience, all our 
dioceses are alike—the “ Mission spirit,” which regards all the rest 
of the staff as part of the family and so ensures a welcome cverv- 
where for a visitor from the London office.

GOOD FRIDAY ON AN EAST 
AFRICAN LEPER ISLAND

This

('imucii AVI) Disi’ensakv, I'unzi 1si.avi>

I DO not iliink 1 have ever before realized the terrible desolplion 
of our Lord on Calvary as 1 did this Good Friday. Perimps it 
was brought home with especial force because yesterday 1 passed 
by a large gathering of Muhammadans at their evening prayers— 
perliaps forty in number—and to-day there gathered logellier in 
our little church nine people only to watch and pray during the 
hours of the Crucifixion of the Redeemer of the world. It seemed 
to lake me back to the first Good Friday when only a few friends 
stood near the Cross.

Saddes^of all was the absence of four out of our small number 
of Christirms—three who have found their circumstances too much 
for them and have become Muliammadans, and the fourth who had 
fallen into grave sin and would not come and bring his sin to the 
foot of the Cross. Of those who were present, one was a woman 

who was a sinner,” one a man only partly .sane, one an old blind 
woman, thrrx* old and feeble folk, two young men and a nurse. It 
did indeed bring home very forcibly the words of St. Paul, ” For 
you see your calling, brethren, how that not many wise men after 
the flesh, noi many mighty, not many noble are called,” and to a 
sometimes faithless nurse the conclusion of hts words seem'so 
utterly impossible.

But we followed in thouglit and prayer the Way of the Cross, 
and prayed and watched with our Lord during the hours of the 
Crucifixion. We did not forget in our prayers the Muhammadans 

f hv whom wc were surrounded, and the fellow Christians who had 
(forsaken their Master.

nurses.
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GOOD FRIDAY ON AN FAST AFRICAN LEPER ISLAND
REVIEWSHere on this leper island we have all one ihing in common—

_____ all fellow sinners and, with the exception of the nurse and
the two house " bojs,” we have ail a terrible disease in common. 
But in truth neitiier of these things is a bond sufficient to bind us 
together—only one thing can do that, the bond of those who realize 
their redemption by the Lord Jesus Christ and through Him their 
feliowship one with another.

Here, out of t40 lepers, only ten have any idea of tiie message 
of Good Friday. Sadder still, tliey do not care to know, for in llie 
faith of Islam they find what they think is all they need—a religion 
with no irksome restraints on their desires and passions, but which 
gives them a feeling of pride and superiority over the mere 
" heathen.” And yet when pain and death come, negiected by 
their own co-religionists, they turn—not, alas, to the Saviour who 
redeemed them and of Whom they know nothing—but to His fol
lowers who are willing to relieve their sufferings to the best of their 
ability, but who are sad at heart at being abie to do no mote. Of 
Mtihnmmndans He is indeed " despised and rejected.”

And this little island of isolated lepers is typical in one sense 
of East Africa. In the islands of Zanzibar and Pemba, and all 
along the East Coast, Muhammad reigns supreme, and uniess the 
Ciiurch wakes up to her responsibilities in the Mission field his 
rule wiil extend from the coast far inland to the tribes who as yet 

willing to hear of Christ and His Kingdom.
I feel I want to echo with a slight difference the words of Living

stone : ” May God’s rich blessing rest on everyone, Roman, 
Anglican or Nonconformist, who will help Africa to Christ.” There 
is much talk these days as to what docs and docs not make a Church 
Catholic. Surely there is one great test. Only the Church who does 
all she can to bring Christ to everyone is truly Catholic, only that 
Church which is doing the work of the Apostles is truly Apostolic.

The Bishops of the Universities’ Mission are always appealing 
for more priests. Is the Church of England too much occupied 
with Congresses, Prayer-book discussions and the nonaasentials of 
religion to hear and answer the cry from Africa, ” Come over and 
help us ”?

we are A lUtlu Jjampl'Iet, TIjc Piflht Agalolt Leproiy, has been seiil us. ll Is Usual 
by The BrilUh Kmpire Leprosy Relief Association, 20 Dorset Square,
(Kiniphlct tells us that there are 467,000 lepers In die British Empire, lliu uim is 
lo stamp out the disease. The pamphlet is quite short but gives us up-to-date informa
tion us to the progress 'made. The President of the General Medical Council, Sir

■ >n In these words: “ The itiaUdy 
by medical means, restr,Tincd .tnd cuiitrollcd 
more important, disarmed o( its dangerous 

Lulindi ,£160, Likwvnu ,£100, nnd 
.....t there arc 62,000 lepers in E. Africa.

What the Negro Thinks. By Robert Russa Moton. Published by Student Cliristian 
Movement, 32 Russell Square, London, W.C.I. {Price 7$. Cd. net.)
This is 

American 
made by t 
sive tmswer to 
sieppitig stones 
very 
even 
tiikin 
inllici
think about U nil in that reticent mind

N.W.l. Tltis

!
Donald MacAllstcr, sums up for us the pr 
can now, in its early stages, be ‘ cured ’ 
in its more advanced stages 
eoningion." Tlie Association mokes grants to I 
N. Rhodesia and Piwila X70. h Is estimated that

i
and, what is

of the books wlilch at the present time arc concerned with the 
negro. In reviewing a similar book we said that the marvellous progress 
he American negro in the half century since his cmancip.'ition is a conclu- 

any superncial critic who asserts that the Africans can never rise on 
of their dead selves to higher tilings. Ilic present book tells us 

plainly about the dUabilitlea to which the American negro has been subjected 
since Ins emancipation. The author speaks hopefully of a change that is 

ig place In the mind of many who years ogo would have opproved of the 
lion of these disabilities; but the moln point of the book is: What docs the ~~ 

of his? This is discussed in 
chapter styled “ The Negro's Reaction,” a chapter well worth reading. Now the 
American negro is America's problem, but the African negro is largely ours, nml it 

wisdom to study such a book as this and especially the tenth clinpler 
in order to understand the thoughts of the African, when ond if he {■ being treated 
unjustly, if there is colour discrimination, if he Is grudged or refused opportunities 
which, as a man. he has a right to claim. Surely we can learn from the history of 
the American negro something os to the right way of dealing with Afri 
wiio, though backward, are increasingly conscious of 
things and who will res|>ond If only they ore given their chance.

le negro 
the last

Is surely

♦
con races 

a call lo higher and betternre

HOME JOTTINGS
The General Fund Recelpls compare as follows

loao 1020
,£1,630 £1,283
.£6,183 .£6,480

Received during March 
Total receipts lo March 81

A decrease of ,£800

A new volume of Ketrc.it Notes by Bishop Weston hot been published privately 
and can be had from the C.S.P., St. Frldeswidc's Mission House, Poplar, E.14, 
price 6^.

E. R.

New Publlcallons.-A new U.M.C.A. Little Book. No. 0, "The Witchcraft of 
East Africa ” by Miss E. M. Voules (2d., by post 2}d.) will be ready on May 1. 
Miss Edith M. Tann has very kindly written for us Bishop Westons Blessing in 
black and retl script, it has been reproduced on a thick card and costs 3d.

THE SUMMER SCHOOL
The Summer School was so successful last year that it has been arranged 
to .keep it open for two weeks this year—from August i to iC, inclusive.

. It will be held at St. Stephen’s High School, Clewer, Windsor, and 
among the lecturers we hope to have each of our four Bishops. T..- 
Icctures will be so arranged that each week will be complete in/ttself, but 
students will be very welcome to stay for both weeks as the lectures will 
be quite difTerenl. The chaigc will be approximately 37s. 6d. each week.

Will those who intend to become students kindly apply as soon as 
possible to the Rev. L. C. Watson, 65 Marshstde Road, Southpor

netreats for Members of the Companionship and Olhers.—Two Retreats have 
been arranged for 1930.

Wakefield, from June 6-10. (Whitsun week-end.) 
have conducted this Retreat. Fr. Elliott, late

kind permlmlon of A.P.R.),

The { 1. At St. Peter's Horbury, near
/The late Bishop of Nyasaland was lo 
fof Zanzibar diocese, will be the Conductor.

2, At St. Ursula's Retreat House, Chiswick (by 
September 10-22. Conductor :--The Bishop of Masasl. , tu <-,«•

Intending Retreatants ehould write to the Secretary, C.S.C., cfo Ihe Ullice. 
in good time. Fuller details will be sent on application.t, Lancs.
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HOME JOTTINGS

CENTRAL AFRICARetreiU ai Si. Fridcswidc’s. Poplar, Aufjusi 1-5, Conductor Fr. Dalby. Au>;ust 
l»-22 {for O.C.S. and others). Conductor. Fr. AgHonby. Sept. 1-6, Coiiducior, Fr. 
Dudley Clark. Please apply with clamped addressed envelope to Sister Superior, C.S.P., 
M. Fridesvvide's .Mission House, i'opl.-ir, F..14

>
A MONTHLY RECORD OF THE WORK OF THE 
UNIVERSITIES' MISSION TO CENTRAL AFRICA

Our .Misilon Station at Tankerton-on-Sea. Don't forget to visit us here before we 
close fur (he cummer holiiiiiys (at (he end of June). This pLice is specially nttraclivu 
at this lime of year.

This month 
Way 23rd-2flth, I6s.

Toward* the end of June ffor dale, see next m.ngazine) wc are h.iving ; L, 
.It which St. Micli.acrs lloiice will have n stall of its own. We shall be very 
griilefiil for nnything you may l>e kind enough to send us to cell .it this stall. We 
luipe espect.ally lo h.ave a good supply of useful things, such as provisions.

Address:—Miss H. Spantiin. Si. MichnePs House, Church St. Ru.id, T.mkcrion- 
iiM-5?ea, Kent.

I
i Price 2dNo. 570. XLVin. JUNE, 1930there ic to be a week-end Retreat conducted by C.tnon Spanton;

CONTENTS
vi—Home Organizarton 

101 A Memorable Visit •• 
103 Matope .............

::: ^ 
... \AO

lOa Fresh Methods of Support .............. 1*3

::: IS

Annual Revie'
I—The General Situation ... 

ii—The Diocese of Zanzibar 
iii—The Diocese of Masail ... 
iv...The Diocese of Nyasaland 

V—The Diocese of N. Rhodesia

A Conraa of Nine Lecturca will be given at the London School of Fconntnks. 
Huughton Street, Aldwych. W.C.2, by Sir Anton Bertram on " Government nl the 
Hritich Empire outside the Dominions and their Dependencies.” on Wetlmsdavs, 
12.16 10 1.16, beginning April 30th. 19.30. Fee XI 7s. Cd. The lectures de.^l aim.ng 
-iiher m.ntters with " Principles of our Modem Colonial Empire ” fLeclure 2) and 
•• Tlie Organization of I^w .and Justice” (Lectures 4 and 6).

120 Home Jottings ... 
13* The Mission Stall

NOTE.—Neithtr the Buhops 0/ the Uitiion not the GtnereJ Council art rttPonribli 
for any opinion or statement in CENTRAL AFRICA unim it is cUerly so indicated

THE MISSION STAFF
Name Diocese Date

ANNUAL REVIEW/Irrieaii in England:
Ntics Rae
R.>c. E. T. Dickson
Kfv. P. D. Fox
.Miss Luce
Mr. T. IWl
Mrs. Ileal
.Miss *!»(iaull
Miss llnrl
Miss Dutton
Mice Alexander
Mr. C. Parker
nM»o|. of X. Rhwlrcia

Nyasal.'ind
Nyasaland
Ny.'is.'itand
Zanzibar
Zanzibar
Zanzibar
Zanzibar
Zanzibar
.Masaci
.M.-icasi
N. Kht'desiii
N. Rhodesia

March 25 
March 35 
March 25 
March 28 
.March 30 
March 30 
April 4 
April * 
April 6 
April 6 
April 7 
April IG

i
OF THE WORK OF THE UNIVERSITIES' 
MISSION TO CENTRAL AFRICA IN 1929

I-THE GENERAL SITUATION
! Owing to ^he sad death of Bishop Fisher we arc not able to 

present our readers with four episcopal Reports? but though .wc 
sliall miss Bishop Fisher’s full account of the Diocese of Nyasaland, 
Archdeacon Glossop kindly arranged that Archdeacon Wilson 
should write us a summary of the principal events in that diocese 

very grateful to them botli for

Dtpatlufts from England: 
.Miss Bishop 
Mil* Shelley 
Miss Read 
Rev. E. G. Eastnn 
Sister Joscelyn Mary 
Cf'mp. Sister Dr. Joan 

Claiworthy
Cnmp. Sister Whitehead 
Miss Me^ld 
.Miss Sr

-I .Nyas.sl.ind
Mas.sHi
Nya*n1an.i
Mnsnsi
Zanzibar

.M.sy 1 
May 2 
Jlay 15 
May 2.3 
M.sy 23

May 23 
kfay 23 
May 29 
May 29

during the past, year, and wo are 
their help in this respect.

'The Reports are full of interest. The Bishop of Northern 
Rhodesia tells us much of the influx of Europeans due to the mining 
industry, of the ellect of that influx on the African, of the great 
and growing responsibility which the Mission has to face and the 
urgent need of more priests and the necessary funds. He pays a 
warm tribute to the undaunted zeal and courage with which the 
staff at his disposal has faced the situation, overworked as they 
have been, and harassed by the thought of work, through force 
<^f circumstances, left undone.

Zanzibar
ZanzIEir
N'yn*nl;ini!
Sy.Kal.ind■feld

Or4lo.^D bjr the ni.hop ot Zenzihar in the Church ni the H„l,- Croi., M.alahani,

IN MEMORIAM—R.I.P.
•March 30. Jane Caroline Randolph.

OrBntiicer >ad tecret.rj of the old " Children.' Fund,” 1011879.1897.
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THE GENERAL SITUATION

II-THE DIOCESE OF ZANZIBARThe Bishop of Masasi tells us of the Cathedral extension, due ^ 
to money provided by All Saints, Clifton, of the medical work, with ' 
work among the lepers. He gives us the excellent news that a 
teacher, himself a leper, has been declared free from the disease \ ' 
and can return to his normal teaching. There is a long and interest- ; 
ing account of a visit to the Tunduru district and to all the three ' 
great Sultans, which throws much tight on the present relation
ships between the Mission and their Moslem neighbours. He 
refers, as does Bishop May, to the agricultural ventures in the 
Mission. Like Bishop May, he points out that there are many 
opportunities of meeting vital spiritual needs of pressing urgenqi, 
opportunities which can only be met by a strong staff and ample 
funds.

Bi The Bishop of Zanzibar

In giving my report for the past year I shall re<»rd what 1 have 
to say under three heads, which will, 1 hope, give an up-to-date 
account of the present state of the diocese.

I.—STAFF.
The stair has been experiencing many changes. During igig 

we had the happiness of welcoming no less than thirteen new 
members from England. A really splendid addition it seemed at 
ihe lime, but we have also had to face several losses caused by 
unavoidable circumstances. In the latter part of the year Padre 
John Saidi, one of our best and most effective African priests, passed 
to his rest, and Zigualand, in particular, feels his loss. R.l.P. 
Sickness has called back to England both Archdeacon Hallett and 
Padre Thomas, the latter having only been allowed two months 
work in Zanzibar when he was laid low with a very serious illness, 
a great disappointment both to himself and to us all. Padre Elliott 
very much to our regret, had to leave us also on account of ilU 
health, but 1 still hope that after his winter in the South of France, 
he may find his way back to Zanzibar. We had been warned for 
a long time that the two priests belonging to S.S.M. would be 
required for the Society’s work in South Africa at the end of the 
year, but even so, when the parting came it was a sad loss, fpr the 
connexion between the Diocese and the Society covers a period of 
thirty years. This loss has, I am glad to say, been somewhat 
mitigated, for with the consent of the director, we have had the 
very great happiness of welcoming back Father Woodward, and 
I know I am right in saying that his return to us is as great a joy 
to himself as it is to the whole diocese. Miss Dunford s service 
in Africa ^as come to an end : it has been a long and faithful one 
and she retires with the gratitude of all who have known her, both 
Kuropeans and Africans, for all she has done for the country she 
still loves so well. On the top of all this, at the moment of writing, 
comes the news that we arc to give up Archdeacon Douglas, to be 
Bishop of Nyasaland. In the name of the diocese, I congratulate 
him, and although we feel many regrets at parting with him, we 
have the satisfaction of giving him up to shepherd another diocese 
of the Mission, which we all know must have a very tender place 
in his heart. He leaves us with much gratitude for all he has done 
for the diocese, both at the Theological College, where he began 
his work in Africa, and at Korogwe, where he followed me and 
has had the happiness of seeing many fruits of five years untiring 
labour and devotion. Having said all this, it will be understood 
that the news of thirteen new members coming out to us last 
year is not so inspiring as it sounds, when the whole situation is

The Bishop of Zanzibar, natui^lly, is sad at the loss of Arch, 
deacon Douglas, though not grudging the sister diocese his 
valuable services. One fact alone is sufiicient to enable us to realize 
what a gap there is to be filled; more than 900 communicants at 
Korogwe last Christmas I The death of Padre John Saidi has 
also left a great gap in Zigualand, and the illness of Archdeacon 
Hallett has been another blow. However, Father Woodward is 
in Zanzibar at present, and the Bishop tells us how glad they all 
were to welcome him back to his old diocese. He tells us of plans 
for a new church at Dar-es^Salaam and of his hopes with regard to 
It. Like the other Bishops, he needs a strong staff and the necessary 
fundi 10 cope with the progress of the work.

Archdeacon Wilson reminds us of the complexity of the educa
tional situation in Nyasaland diocese and refers to the change of 
government in Portuguese territory; tlid Chartered Company has 
handed over the country to the Portuguese Colonial Government.

implies new regulations, some of which make the work very 
difficult, but he writes gratefully of the friendliness and courtesy of 
the plficials whom he has met. He tells us of the difficult problem 
fh, N ’“S®'"',.’’® '■= of “O amicable settlement;the head of the Berlin Mission was most courteous and evidently 
Ldt U.M.C.A. He concludes rather
Si. m ''“''.">0 work suffers from the want of sufficient
miml^.! f communities: infrequent com-

'of' '■"'onded through force of 
SSih if’ ‘*’0,^o“''‘'y baptized left without the help and

£ ‘£",5"“'^"”"" S5

Godfrey Dale 
Edit<n
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THE GENERAL SITUATION

II-THE DIOCESE OF ZANZIBARThe Bishop of Mosasi tells tis of the Cathedral extension, due ; 
to money provided by All Saints, Olifton, of the medical work, with * 
work among the lepers. He gives us the excellent news that a 
teacher, himself a leper, has been declared free from the disease j 
and can return to his normal teaching. There is a long and interest- 1 
ing account of a visit to the Tunduru district and to all the three ! 
great Sultans, which throws much light on the present relation
ships between the Mission and their Moslem neighbours. He 
refers, as does Bishop May, to the agricultural ventures in the 
Mission. Like Bishop May, he points out that there are many 
opportunities of meeting vital spiritual needs of pressing urgency, 
opportunities which can only be met by a strong stall and ample 
funds.

Bv The Bishop of Zanzibar

In giving my report for the past year 1 shall record what I have 
■ - ’ under three heads, which will, I hope, give an up-to-date
account of the present state of the diocese.

I.-STAFF.

to say

The stair has been experiencing many changes. During igag 
had the happiness of welcoming no less than thirteen new 

members from England. A really splendid addition it seemed at 
the time, but we have also had to face several losses caused by 
unavoidable circumstances. In the latter part of the year Padre 
John Saidi, one of our best and most effective African priests, passed 
10 his rest, and Zigualand, in particular, feels his loss. R.I.P. 
Sickness has called back to England both Archdeacon Hallett and 
Padre Thomas, the latter having only been allowed two months’ 
work in Zanzibar when he was laid low with a very serious illness, 
a great disappointment both to himself and to us all. Padre 
very much to our regret, hod to leave us also on account of ill- 
health, but 1 still hope that after his winter in the South of Franco, 
he may find his way back to Zanzibar. We had been warned for 
a long time that the two priests belonging to S.S.M. would be 
required for the Society's work in South Africa at the end of the 
year, but even so, when the parting came it was a sod loss, for the 
connexion between the Diocese and the Society covers a period of 
thirty years. This loss has, I am glad to say, been somewhat 
mitigated, for with the consent of the director, we have had the 
very great happiness of welcoming back Father Woodward, and 
I know I am right in saying that his return to us is as great a joy 
to himself as it is to the whole diocese. Miss Dunford s service 
in Africa has come to an end: it has been a long and faithful one 
and she retires with the gratitude of all who have known her, both 
I-uropeai^and Africans, for all she has done for the country she 
still loves so well. On the top of all this, at the moment of writing, 
comes the news that we are to give up Archdeacon Douglas, to be 
Bishop of Nyasalnnd. In the name of the diocese, I congratulate 
him, and although we feel many regrets at parting with him, we 
have the satisfaction of giving him up to shepherd another diocese . 
of the Mission, which we nil know must have a very tender place 
in his heart. He leaves us with much gratitude for all he has done 
for the diocese, both at the Theological College, where he began 
l.is work in Africa, and at Korogwe, where he followed me and 
Ims had the happiness of seeing many fruils of five years untiring 
labour and devotion. Having said all this, it w.ll be understood 
that the news of thirteen new members coming out to us last 

it sounds, when the whole situation is

we

The Bishop of Zanzibar, naturally, is sad at the loss of Areh- 
deacon Douglas, though not grudging the sister diocese his 
valuable services. One fact alone is sufficient to enable us to realize 
what a gap there is to be filled; more than goo communicants at 
Korogwe lost Christmas I The death of Padre John Saidi has 
also left a great gap in Zigualand, and the illness of Archdeacon 
Hallett has been another blow. However, Father Woodward is 
in Zanzibar at present, and the Bishop tells us how glad they all 
were to welcome him back to his old diocese. He tells us of plans 
for a new church at Dar-es-Salaam and of his hopes with regard to 
It. Like the other Bishops, he needs a strong staff and the necessary 
funds to cope with the progress of the work.

Archdeacon Wilson reminds us of the complexity of the educa
tional situation in Nyasalnnd diocese and refers to the change of 
govern^ment in Portuguese territory; tlie Chartered Company has 
handed over the country to the Portuguese Colonial Government. 
T^s implies new regulations, some of which make the work very 
diliicul^t, but he writes gratefully of the friendliness and courtesy of 

xii?'" u® ‘I’® difficult problem
.h. h amicable settlement;
ttte head of the Berlin Mission was most courteous and evidently 

of U.M.C.A. He concludes rather 
Jf"! work suffers from the want of sufficient 

mimlnnl H. w ‘ j® immunities i infrequent com-
Hren^n^.® 1** Ihrough force of

baptized left without the help and 
?f-‘^olJint P^"'’ ha aays, merely a case
hdd p " “ Of advance, a long line slenderly
DKinn-i^e how Urgently the Bishop-Designate stands in need of our prayers. May he be strong and 5a good courage.

Godfrey Dale 
Editor

year Is not so inspiring as
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DIOCESE OF ZANZIBAR DIOCESE OF ZANZIBAR

taken in os I Imvc revealed it, and all who read this report must 
not be surprised when I say that we still need more offers of service 
to bring up the staff sufficient to meet the increasing demands of 
present work, to say nothing of new ventures upon which I 
always longing to embark. We need at the moment, more priests, 
especially priests of experience in view of the growing African 
ministiy. Nurses, too, are wanted to meet the increasing demands 
on our medical work, while a printer and accountant for whom we 
have long been asking are an absolute necessity. Moreover, if 
we are to keep up the efficiencyl of our educational work in cariy- 
ing out the policies of the Government, we should have some trains 
lay schoolmasters.

n.-IHPORTANT HAPPENINGS OF THE YEAR.
The Late Blihoj).—Bishop Weston left several requests in writ

ing that he should be buried in one of the churches of the diocese. 
This was not possible at the time of his death, but we carried out 
his wishes on February la, when his body was removed and buried 
in the Church of the Holy Cross at Magila, in front of one of the 
side altars, and on the altar itself has been placed a large and impos
ing Sacrament House, which has been given as a memorial to him 
from the Africans. By a happy coincidence the same day marked 
an important epoch in the history of the Community of the Sacred 
Passion, of which he was the founder, for the new Mother 
installed in the Convent Chapel.

Daf-c*^aU«m Bookihop.—We have lately opened a bookshop 
m Dar-es-Salaara. For some lime past there has been a growing 
demand for it, both from the Africans themselves as well as from 
the Government, through the Director of Education and the Seer©- 
lay of Native Affairs. We, too, have been anxious to have it, con- 
sidenng it to be a very important adjunct to our work, first as 
affording an opportunity for disseminating our own literature, 
religious and (^ucational, and, secondly, as a means of providing 
suitable English books, the reading of which must have a large part 
m forming yUncan character and moulding the new African culture. 
Hvyy year finds an increasing number of Africans who can read, 
and therefore a growing demand for books, both English and 

'"u*’ increasing knowledge of English it is most 
m^portant that they should have an opportunity of obtaining the 
^ Englmh literature. We have been able to meet the initial 

“T? “.eenmous financial help from S.P.C.K. for 
^ Ji'^ffing from the excellent start which has been

aiurch.-After much thought and considerable 
f'”- “ church in Dnr^ 

both for Europeans and Africans. Ever 
since the war we have been using the Lutheran Church placed in

‘»ur care for a period undefined, but we have long felt that such 
■ in arrangement ouglit to come to an end as sooiTas possible and 
the building be restored to its rightful owners. At the moment we 
liave a keen and enthusiastic Church Council and they liave put 
out an appeal for funds which 1 hope will meet with a good response, 
but it must be remembered that Dar.cs.Snlaam is not a' real home 
lo the majority of people who live in it at the moment. Europeans 
and Africans are constantly coming and going, so we must look 
for help from England, and f am hoping I may have the good 
fortune to meet some generous friends while I am in England this 
summer. Dar^s-Salaam being the capital of the territory and the 
seat of Government, it behoves us to have a worthy building, and 
1 am sure we may look for this when I say that Arclidcacon George, 
of Nvasaland, who has already done such good work for us is 
kindly providing the design. Both the church and clergy-house 
must be built without touching the diocesan income. The Africans

am

was

nmm Camin I-IMV and Faiiibr Woodward
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A ^tonc church has been, built at Kigongoi, in the Shambala 
mountains. Here we found it cheaper to um stone, which was very 
plentiful on the spot, and we are already finding it able to weather 
tire winds and rains much better than if it had been built of fisd dc 
terre, like so many of our churches.

Two more churches have within the year been built at Hale and 
Gereza, boili in Korog^ve archdeaconry. These now form two, new 
parishes, cut off from Korogwe itself and are each in charge of an 
African priest. Last Christmas the communicants at Korog\vc 
numbered 950, so it will be easily understood what a relief these 
two new churches will bring and how much more efficiently the 
Christians of the archdeaconry will be able to be shepherded.

in.—HNANCE.
Western civilization is making African living much-more expen

sive than it used to be a few years ago. The ambitious African (and 
why should he not be ambitious) has many more heeds to-day, his 
clothes cost more, he travels more; in a word lie requires more money 
and we have to spend more money on African work than we used 
to do. We cannot, of course, compete with Government wages and 
in the best interests of Christianity it would not be well If wc could, 
but wages are costing the diocese more than they used to do. Our 
European expenses arc kept as low as is compatible with health. I 
do not see how we can live more economicallj' than we arc doing at 
the moment, so I can assure all who read this report that the con- 

threatening of reduced incomes from liome makes life bud in 
Africa anything but easy. It is only with the greatest care that we 
can go on as we are; in fact, it could not be done if it were not for 
ihc support which comes in annually from the African Christians 
themselves.

Every African parish, besides paying for its church expenses, 
contributes each year to the diocesan funds, medical work, schools, 
and the maintenance of the African clergy, and all this in addition 
to the Lenten self-denial from the whole diocese, which is always 
dcvolctWo strictly new work. These contributions are not, 1 know, 
what tiiey ought to be or could be, but this represents a beginning 
which we hope will bear more fruit in years

Let me say this, in conclusion about work in Africa to-day. 
Islam, which is losing the spiritual power it once had, linked to-day 
with the spirit of materialism, is making the battle for. Christ in— 
Africa very hard. , _

It is often said that wc need on our missionary staffs men ana 
women who arc experts, and it is true, but it is not enough; they 
must also have heroic hearts, quickened by the love in the, Sacred 
Heart of Christ Himself.

themselves have already contributed the sum of ^^50 to the building 
fund, and they will doubtless give more. ®

The Leper Settlement on Ftuui Island.—This is a settlement for 
which the Zanzibar Government Is responsible, but it is staffed by
- - of our workers. From the start the work has always been diffi
cult and not very satisfactory, but during the past year, largely 
througli the influence and efforts of Miss Bartlett, several beneficial 
changes have been made both in the interests of the lepers and the 
general welfare of the island. The lepers are now much more con- 
tented than they used to be, the staff is happy and their work is 
proving a blessing not only to body but to soul as well, for they 
are beginning to make converts frorp Islam..

Development in Zigualand.—Kwa Maizi, which is the centre of 
our work in Zigualand, has been moved to a more healthy site, only 
half an hour from its original position, where water will be obtain
able fairly close at hand all the year round, even in the droughts, 
which arc so common and disastrous in that part of the country 
'I he nmifc buildings, consisting of church, dispensary, and all houses 
pMed b tL**^*^ European and African staff will, I hope, fae com-

After much thought and discussion as to the most suitable part 
of^^lhc mainland for starting the long talked-of Boarding School for 
Girls, we have decided to build it at the new Kwa Maizi for two 
reasons. In the first place the girls and women , In Zigualand are 
more backward In everything than in any other part of the diocese 
and therefore need all the help we can give them. Secondly, Zigua- 
land is a very Muhammadan country where the status of women in 
consequence is very low, and wc feel that a school for girls who 
will for the most part be Christians, will be a telling witness in the 
face Islam and an attraction to draw Moslem women and girls 
to Christianity^ The school, as regards its buildings and arrange
ments, will in many ways resemble a Zigua village. It will be under 
the care of Miss Adamson, who will work it In concert with an 
African Advisory Committee, and the end in view will be the 
Christianization of African womanhood and home life. Therefore 
the life of the school will be entirely African. The country to-day is 
doing so much by the co^jperation of Mission and Government for 
the education of boys, but this in itself cannot suffice without at the
- time taking in hand the uplift and Christian training of girls 

end^ women. I have great hopes of the new venture, worked on 
such lines as it will be, and if it succeeds, I hope we shall be able 
to start more schools of the same type in other parts of the diocese.

Nijff Oiorche*.—Since the last report four new churches have 
bwn built and opened. Tanga now possesses one of the nicest 
churchw in the dioccM, The original church, which was built as a 
memorial, had proved thoroughly inadequate to our present needs, 
so now by a \-cry skilful design provided by Archdeacon George, 
we have been able to add on to it a very substantial enlargement, 
which has provided us with quite a large and very pleasing building.

two
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III-THE DIOCESE OF MASASI Bishop that I was able to be in the Cathedral on Easter Sunday, 
and at the Mass we used all these gifts and '?nade. our prayers 
for the donors. In showing the chalice, after Moss, to the African 
churchwardens, the only way in which I could convey an idea 
of its age was by saying that it was older than all the buildings 
here, older than the trees and verdure that clothe the hillside, 
older, in fact, than anything that we can see except the great 
cliff-like rock itself above us crowning the Hill of the Living Bread.

A Government geologist who visited us here to try to help in 
the matter of the water supply told us that twenty-five miles from 
here, and stretching away in a straight line over a considerable 
distance, there are tons and tons of buried marble with green 
and blue crystals embedded in it. Some day that marble must 
make its offering to the glory of God in'thc Cathedral here, and 
this need not be long delayed if someone witK a sufficient know
ledge of blasting can be found.

Medical Work.—General Smuts, in one of the great speeches 
that he made at Oxford, stressed the value and power of medical 
work for the helping of Africa. The truth of his words wnnot 
be doubted, and the most important event, medically, in the j^ear 
is the return of Dr. Taylor to take care of and direct and enlarge 

medical work in this diocese; and certainly the next most 
important fact is that the appeal I made in lost year’s Report for
____ has been fully answered, and we arc now for the first time
well staffed medically. The closed dispensary at Chidya has been 
opened again; a second nurse has been stationed at Masasi; and 
even during furloughs we ought not to be too shortharided.' It 
Is easier to record this than to express at all adequately all' that it

By The Bishop op Masasi

It is not easy to choose out of all that 1929 has brought, which 
event may be said to have specially marked the year.

Within the limits of the diocese, 1929 will be remembered as 
the year in which the Cathedral enlargement began to be carried 
out; but there is also our visit to Nyosaland of which I have tried 
to write an account for this magazine. These are the two out
standing events of the year. Padre Thorne said, when we were 
journeying to Nyasaland, " The babies born at this time will 
all in later life be dated os belonging to the year when the Bishop 
went to Nyasa.”

Cathedral Extension.—We were most fortunate in being able 
to secure Mr. Makins to oversee this work and carry out Mr. 
Eden's plans for us. The money provided by All Saints, Clifton, 
as part of their Peace Memorial Fund, had waited a long time, 
but the building that is going up (the hammers of the 
busily facing the stones can be plainly heard here as I write) 
will, I believe, be pronounced to have been worth waiting for. 
We were very proud of the stone church as it originally stood, 
but the extension is certainly being definitely better built than the 
old part. At first, all the work was done by our own local 
masons, and then came, in addition, four from Likoma and four 
from the Mogila district, thus associating the two neighbouring 
diocesw with our own men in the building of our church. T!.. 
extension nearly doubles the length of the nave and aisles and 
two side chapels have been built out north and south. The worst 
of building is that it is so fascinating that it would be extremely 
difficult and depressing to stop, and we have hosts of ideas- 
two more side chapels, and an cast end chapel, and a widened 
ambulatory, and throwing out of part of the south aisle, and a 
diocesan library in which could be kept records, safe from risk 
of fire, and a chapter house and, perhaps, a cloister 1 Further, 
two large water tanks filled from the church roof would deliver 
us from any risk of water famine in tlie future. Stone towers 
above us on the hill waiting to be used, and there is nothing to 
stop us except just the one difficulty—that the money has come 
to an end. This is not for one moment an appeal. The General 
Fund still needs far more than it receives, and it would be better, 
in fact, for me to change the subject I

Towards the end of Lent, the wonderful present sent out to 
Oxford arrived, the fifteenth-century chalice with a new 

cibonum and paten, and a smaller ciborium inset with jewels in 
spwial memory of Bishop Weston, as well as a new thurible, and 
a hst of tl^ who gave their stiver and gold to be made into these 
gifts for God s service. This was the first year since I became

;■
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means to us and the thankfulness which I feel from the bottom 
of my heart. The leper work is growing considerably. Altogether 
there are at least two hundred lepers resident in our leper villages 
and they are becoming increasingly selfi-reliant and self..supporting; 
building their own houses and tilling the ground and so providing 
part of their own food. The teacher who went to the leper camp 
at Lulindi two years ago as a patient, has now been declared 
free from the disease and he will return to normal teaching work in 
1930: and there arc other cases also which have been cured. Laus 
Deo 1

In the school we found one of the Sultan’s ofin sons, an intelli
gent boy named Mtambo, making progress and listening to 
religious teaching. The Sheikh and other Moslems living near 
the Sultan's palace asked him what the Mission teachers taught 
him, and he told them, to their surprise, that he had learned about 
Adam and Abraham and Daudi and other great men of the past. 
The Sheikh was very surprised and perhaps the more so os Mtambo 
seemed to know accurately more about these religious leaders of 
old than he did himself, but as he turned away he said, “ Well, 
they seem to have taught you about them but there is one prophet 
of whom they know nothing," and he used the Islamic name for 
Our Lord, " Isa Masiya.” Surely an amazing remark from an 
accredited teacher I Later in my tour I found Mtambo with his 
father at a gathering of chiefs at the lundiiru Bonia, and after 
we had said good-bye to them I started to walk a part of the nine 
miles between the Government house and the Mission station at 
Saidi Maumbo when, hearing someone running behind, I turned 
and found Mtambo racing after us, and he told me that his father 
had allowed him to come and spend a night with us. I told 
our little central school at Saidi Maumbo to make him their guest 
of honour, and when, at the end of twenty-four hours, he bade 
me good-bye, there were tears In his eyes, for what he had seen 
had strangely drawn his heart and it was hard to leave it and 
perhaps never be able to make it his own. It will be a long tim^e 
before fears and suspicions fade away from the hearts of Mtallka s 
people and they come to accept Christianity for themselves and 
their children; but there are parts of the older work that seemed 
once heart-breakingly slow In responding to Christianity, and there 
are churchwardens of to-day who were strong Moslem opponents 
not many vears ago: we must be patient and full of hope. As 
I came away from Mtalika’s country, I called on the Sultan s 
brother, Che Lukumbo, who is said to be his chosen heir ant) who 
alone, Lcept the Sultan himself, may wear the Arab joho, the 
long, embroidered cloak. He received us very kindly and to my 
.amazement at the end of ten minutes he gave me his son, bu 
the boy seemed over-young to leave his I'oino 1 
10 his father that it would be belter that he should have a teacher 
resident there to leach and train him under ''is fa"’" s 
he also approved as the belter plan. Who shall lack faith for tho 

' now .some of them arc ns ready to trust

we went into llic country of Sultan

The biggest out-patient work throughout the year has been 
done at Newala, where sometimes in one day more than two 
hundred and fifty patients have been dealt with by Sister Edith 
Mary and her two African assistants.

I brought back from Nyasaland full particulars of the training 
and grading of the African dispensary boys in tliat diocese; copies 
of their examination papers and copies also of the books which 
Dr. Wigan has drawn up in English and Chinyanja on almost 
every aspect of medical work; and we are going to try to make 
a real effort to go forward even though it will be a long time 
before we can draw near to the efficiency of the African branch of 
the Nyasaland medical service.

Mialonary Vorfe.—As the years go by, in the older part of the 
diocese the missionary aspect tends more and more to be replaced 
by the need of pastoral work, so that at Masasi itself, for example, 
the pastoral side represents very nearly the whole of the priest's 
work; but out west, where we are extending to join up with 
Nyasaland, the work is definitely missionary and the pastoral 
side only begins to appear here and there. In July, with Canon 
Kolumba, I made the longest tour I have yet been able to make 
through the Tunduru district and visited all the three great sultans. 
Wc bcf^n where our teachers had been established for twelve 
months in Sultan Mtalika's country. In view of the extreme diffi
culty of the work and the isolation from other Mission schools, 
we have pul two Mission teachers to live together. The people 
“ nominally Moslem, but very ignorant of their religion, and 
wc found them, in July, greatly concerned to propitiate a curious 
half-god, half-man being, Nambembcle, who was supposed to have 
b«n enraged by a careless fisherman. The fisherman had caught 
a mud fish.and split it open for drying; in it were said to have 
,b«n liumnn twins, the children of Nambembcle, which also became 
split open, and Nambembcle had to be propitiated by a scries 
of votive initiatory rites. I was interested to find Nambembcle 
inhabiting a high hill in Mtalika’s country because he also dwells 
on the top of the unsealed heights of Majeja in the Namagono 
distnct. His form, though no one claims ever to have seen him, 
IS of a man bisected; one eye, one ear, one nostril, one arm and 
one leg.

arc

10 come when evenyears
us as he is?

From Mtalika’s country

Mwemba, which was situated then across the Ruvuma in P.E.A^ 
and altliough when he had once reached Lake N>^a all the ycara 
that followed were wholly devoted to the people living beside the
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" great water," yet he aever forgot Sultan Mataka and his 
thousands of people centred at Mwembe. On his last visit to 
England he spoke of his longing that work should be started 
again in Mataka’s country, and a year or two before his death 
he wrote to me hoping that now we had been constituted as a 
separate diocese, our line of development would take us to Sultan !
Mataka and his people. It therefore meant a great deal to me -
to enter Mataka's country and put our fate to the test by asking j 
him if he wopld allow us to open Missionary work there. We came ' 
the first night to Che Gwaja’s village. Che Gwaja has for many 
years been the power behind the throne. He is getting old now, 
and stout, and finds it hard to travel any great distance from his 
home. He received us very kindly and collected his people, that is 
to say, such of them ns were available there in the evening, for 
he had no notice of our coming, and I spoke to them of the object 
of our visit. Gwaja replied reasonably and rightly that he could 
make no decision without the permission of the Sultan, his over-
lord, but his attitude was definitely friendly and he asked me to 
come sometime at the full moon when Mataka’s chiefs meet at 
Gwaja’s village with the Sultan himself, and he felt confident that 
permission to begin work would be granted us. I invited him 
to tra, and left him for a time to talk with Canon Kolumba while 
I said my ofHcc, but when I joined them again and we sat, the 
three of us, together, there was no kind of doubt that Gwaja, 
had It been in his power, would have welcomed us to Mataka’s 
country there and then. This was most encouraging, but a difficulty 
of which we learned from him was that the Sultan himself was 
not at Mwembe but at Tunduru, and was contemplating a visit 
to the coast. However, we had started originally to reach Mwembe, 
and to Mwembe we set off the following morning before dawn.
We pass^ through Nakawale, one of the Sultan’s royal cities, 
and saw his palace there, and after sleeping the night at a place 
that was terribly cold, we reached Mwembe the following morning 
oetween 9 and to a.m. No one of importance was there because 
they had accompanied the Sultan to Tunduru, but we rested and 
talked to a few people and I got permission to visit the grave o£

•a former Sultan who sent me a message in 1920 asking for seven
teen teachere and promising that each of them should have twb 
hundred children to teach 1 I started in 1921, while acting-A^^ 
deacon, to go to Mwembe in answer to this message, but a day 
^ a half before I got there the Sultan died nnd it would have 
been uwless and even undesirable to go on. That night we slept 
at another of the Sultan’s cities, Mlenje, and although the chief
mere, HasMiit, was on the point of setting out to follow the 
sultan, he delayed his journey seven or eight hours and entertained 
us; and when we bade him farewell, we had good hope that he

S'* ss Che Gwaja, though with less power

By the next morning we had passed through Sultan Mataka’s 
country and were entering the country -^f Kandulu, the 
third of the three great Yao Sultans. We paved our way by mdling 
first on the influential chiefs under him, Chipojola, Kutukulu and 
Kwitanda. Kutukulu was not at home, but we spent a night with 
each of the two great chiefs, Chipojola and Kwitanda, and then 
set off for Kandulu’s capital. His house is the largest African 
house I have seen, and in the front wall there is not one single 
window. Kandulu is a fine-looking man, and received us with 
dignity and courtesy. I explained the object of our coming and 
in next to no time he had settled the whole matter, welcoming • 
us to his country and saying, ” I do not see why we should not 
have two religions in my country." The formalities with the 
Government were soon completed and Mwalimu Bernardo Mpunga 
has started work, at present by himself, in ICandulu s rountry. 
On our way back to Saidi Maumbo we found ns we passed Govern
ment House all the chiefs nnd sultans gathered together to meet 
the Minister for Native Affairs and there, for the first tune, I saw 
Suitan Mataka. We had a little talk, but the conditions were 
unfavourable and his reply, while not a refusal, was not an accep
tance, but as we parted he asked if he imght come and call on

at on his way to the coast. This seemed ideal, and
I pressed him to come. Twelve days later, on August 6, Sultan 
Mitaka, wearing his joho, and with about twenty '"> o*"; 
dance, paid his first visit to us here at M^i. It was a great 
joy that he had come and we tried to give him a fittin^g welcome 
and to show him all we could both of medical work and 'ndustrinl 
work and to lay foundations for really friendly relations between, 

None of the big sultans had ever visited Masasi before and
this must be reckoned an event of the first importance. There
Is an African guild, started by Africans nnd run by Africans, 
called " The Guild of the Holy Name." It is primarily a guild 
of prayer, and the object of their prayer is the furthering, of the 
Kingtom of God, more especially in the dioceses of the Universitira 
Mi Jon. The members of the guild were ‘’’j
Holy Name, August 7, in retreat, and as, at about half-pMt hr™. I 
put the Sultan in a car to convey him and his praple back to their 
ramp, the first Evensong of the ^t of the Holy Name began 
“ be sung in the Cathedral. The lads m the gui d did noT' 
know of this answer to their prayers, but I, hope that when the 
door opens and we are able to begin work in Mataka s counliy, 
we shall remember the weeks and months and years in which 
the guild did what they could to prepare the way. The Sultan 
called again on his return journey from the coast and spent a 
long time here and our friendship 15 now cemented. I have had 
ihrM letters from him sinee he returned to M™"'be, but I am 
afraid to soy too much. We must leave the result for the report of 

I think it will be in it.

)
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The little central school of sixteen boys at Saidi Maumbo is 

doing good work, and the older schools in the Saidi Maumbo 
district arc beginning now to make some headway. In 1927, the 
Moslems s.-iid of us, “ They have only come here to look round 
and they will soon find that it is hopeless and withdraw.” I am 
thankful to say that each year we have advanced—in this year 
of 1929 four new schools have been opened—and this advance 
must be kept up, and we must be ready to give the Tunduru 
district all our best in medical work ns well as educational work • 
and withal wo must be ready also for the harder part, to go 
patiently on, perhaps for many years before wc begin to reap 
the harvest God is preparing for us there. When I am turned 
out of being Bishop, if I have any health-and strength remaining,
I .should ask for nothing better than to be allowed to go and live 
in the Tunduru country and tiy to do what little I could.

The other two'definitely missionary areas west are Namagono 
nnd LumesuliMtum-iMbaya. In the year 1921, when I first visited 
Namagono to ask whether they would allow us to open missionary 
work there, the Sultan replied that we might come; but we must 
not expect to gain any adult converts as they were all Moslems, 
but he^would guarantee twenty children in school. About Easter 
1929, Namagono and Ngamang'a,: an important chief under Namal 
gono, held a meeting, instigated by Canon Norrish and attended 
by our African teacher there; to see what could be done to further 
the work of the Mission. They decided that there 
eight Moslems at Namagono as only eight had fasted Rnmathan, 
and they advi.«d all the rest of the population who were not 
Mready being mstructed to put themselves under instruction and 
send their children to the Mission schools. The children of the > 

“''■'"‘‘y abending the Mission school regularly. 
At Nauru, a substation in the Namagono district, I was told in 
February, 1929, that there were twenty real Moslems left (I had 

O? ,1 ?^1 Christians, including all possible inheri-
tore of the title of Nauru). In Febrtiaiy, 1930, I was told that 
not a sing e one of thew twenty was keeping the Ramathan fast.

LumesulMum-Mbnya district there ever was any 
SaTat°^^n'dr’ faded away. A Government

^ he ‘•'“y a great interest in it,
hev' LHMMv^'”’*^'’ “cepting Le Fleming's MaUuas;

llie\ certainly seem very keen on-Christianity.” The problem
ianhofni" a.d'abfet'is that, his Makua.s; up to the present,
Tor ° 'Vhciher llley want to move their villliges or

a ■ ■ move,-where they, shall move to. The discussion

(.Uitl MtxanJu|•holol
I.UI.ISIM ClIILUHKS

“ dog's leg ” district ministering to scattered congregations. If 
only they would gather themselves together, there are ideal spots 
waiting to be occupied, and it could become a most attractive, 
compact area of people all keen on their religion and setting a 
really good example to their Tunduru neighbours. We are only 
waiting for this settlement to open medical work amongst them.

Pastoral Work.-The older part of the diocese, in which the 
pastoral work claims now more of the padres’ time, has been 
rearranged 10 make the necessary pastoral care more ^ily 
possible Half the old district of Mnyambe temporarily, I hope, 
becomes a sub-station to Chiwala. Kanyimbi has been separated 
from Maiembe and made a ..separate district, and in place of the 
Kanyimbi section of the Majembe parish, Majembe has undertaken 

rfinaining half of the old Mnyambe district. Arrangements 
are also in hand for the dividing of the Luatala district into two; 
and Mwalimu Yuda Kasoyaga moved down to Lindi in March to 
shepherd our Christians working at the coicst. -

Let no one suppose that when work has passed to the pastoral 
stage it enters a period of stagnation or becomes of Mcondary 
importance. The work is still cxlcnding-1929 .saw eight new 
schools open-and the greatest hope of success for our '"'“'“"“'•y _
work depends on the appeal made by the lives of our Chris lans 
for whose perfection the pastoral work must atm. In this pastoral 
work there arc continually claiming our attennon such matters 
as the following: The reconciliation of husbands and wives who 
have quarrelled and perhaps separated; the Christian up-bringing 
of children baptir.cd in infancy; the regular attendance at Ma.ss 
on Sundays of the whole Christian congregation nnd a proper

the
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recognition of the duty of giving alms; almsgiving is a side of 
Christian life in which we must confess that we have lagged sadlv 
tehind. Then, also, there is the preparation of catechumens for 
baptism, and of Christians for first Communion and other sacra 
meats: the searching after the lapsed; the healing of the penitent- ■ 
ministiy to the sick and aged; care to avoid the great dangeis that 
would result from indiscriminate baptism of children. Add to 
this the guarding of the flock from the dangers always threatening = 
them from certain habits of the old heathen life—divination sacri I 
flees to the departed, dabbling in witchcraft, heathen initiatorv 
ntes; and join on to these certain new dangers flowing in from the 
^t—esp«inlly so.callcd dances, which are dangerously like 
Bolshevistic organizations, breeding impatience with all authority 
and threatening to undermine tribal organization and the courtesies 
of real African life—and it will be manifest that pastoral work 
asks for the best that we can give it in praver and labour if we

a '"r“® c ‘5 ='"='7 man perfect in ChristJesus. All our gifts can find their play. I am rejoicing in the 
amateur football league centred in Fr. Hose’s parish at Liloya;

■ heliT “P “ drum band. I
I a 1 dancing might come to be scorned by those

who had learned to trip to the fife and drums.
wao 'mportant event of the year educationally,
rhlHv^, t'^T® a" r“ » Certificate at
Sd K “"PnnmS '» send them to Minaki. Chidya

*’ r ,1.^ 1^ ^ Kwitonji to be larger; twenty-five girls for a

Sig end ""•y' !!*'!’# '’“ds and on paper. Given
a Siin wM ®P®" 'h” latest. We have found
ncM S^d 5'n‘ahle in the Ttinduru country,
S f 'a™! about 2,250 ft. and

ir d ° Namasakata River runs too ft.
^demb e nre-is differing kinds of soil in it, including con-
m ioTn rnlT "• '''^,'>aat-1 believe that the better plan will be
MrC, ‘''® “■'‘‘"’■’g aourse for Grade II (and
nTntuiraT^.,“ “'"d"5 *ade I) teachers and'the
S a rnir^ T? '’“r “> i'- directed by the same
stiti'so htrf !n Tunduru area. Communications are
?ha Chldl win “'a distances are so great,
PtSem Zn ’ / ‘n"''.* "> where it is for the
D^^or^f Pd? ^ °'der part of the work. The
to So our bS m ">at it would be well
(Grade I c^??la . ‘andency for those studying English
( dc I course) to look down on those whose studio are carried

in the vernacular (Grade II and Agricultural course), but I 
believe that if we treat the Grade II coursep the Agricultural 
course and the Grade 1 course, as three sides of the one college,' 
corresponding to Classical and Modern sides in schools at home, 
we shall have done our best to avoid the real danger pointed out. 
Oh 1 for an agriculturist who will come and take charge of this 
effort of ours to meet this country's real needl

Miss Dutton’s children at Kwitonji, in the Dar-cs-Salaam 
Exhibition in September, 
in open competition with the whole of the rest of the territory. 
Our out-schools are now able to be visited and helped far more 
than has been possible for a long time through the gradual increase 
in the number of our trained lady teachers. This work of help 
and supervision is of inestimable importance. In the Luatala 
district the zeal and energy of Miss Hardcastle doubled the atten
dance in the schools; and wherever schools can be regularly visited 
their efficiency leaps forward. ^

Theological College.—At last we have chosen the site for the 
Theological College.* The members of the Cathedral Chapter, except 
Archdeacon Swainson who was away on furlough, came out to 
Tunduru in October, and after two or three davs’ very hard 
work examining sites, chose the ground on which the College will 
be built in 1930. After our Retreat in November, we chose six 
candidates for the Diaconate, and a seventh will, I hope, be found

on

awarded a third prize for writingwere

F Til* Cathedral Chaptcr aiooEiKO »it* tor th» 
Tiiiolocical CoLLtOE AT Sajdi Mauhbo

Mrurers or

« A .ii« fnr ihv niihaD*! housc IjM aI»o been chosen on the top of a hill midway 
be^«:" J Th-loScal and the proposed Trainlne Collej^e for teacher-, etc.
about twenty minutes from each.
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and agreed on before '1 come home on furlough. These should 
come into residence at the end of August, 1930.

Staff and Finance.—^To our great joy we have been able 10 wel
come on 10 our staff the following new members: Miss Callard, 
Miss Cornwall, Miss GrilBths, Miss Quick and 'Miss Paynter. I am 
sorry 10 have to record the resignation of Mr. Wiilbond, without 
whose skill as a driver I doubt whether we should have made 
the journey to Nyasa and back safely, ns the road was distinctly 
difficult as we dropped from the high ground down to the Lake: 
and it was with real sorrow and sense of loss that 1 received a letter 
from Padre Wroc resigning his work with us.

At the end of our third year as a separate diocese 
the splendid fact that our European staff has, in these three years, 
been increased 50 per cent. The African staff also, that is, teachers 
certificated and unccrtificatcd, has in the same three years been 
increased 50 per cent. As a result of many economies effected and 
the whole-hearted co-operation of the European staff in a determin
ation to free the utmost possible sum for the African work itself, 
the 50 per cent, increase in European staff has been managed with 
a total annual expenditure as regards European expenses, only 10 
per cent, greater than before; and the 50 per cent, increase in 
African staff has meant rather more than a 20 per cent, rise in 
African expenditure. But the Treasurers were compelled to reduce 

* our vote for 1929 by ;^'soo and up to the moment of writing I 
have been given no hope that the 1930 allowance will not likewise 
be reduced. If this report says less than the two preceding ones 
about our needs os regards staff, the explanation is that I am not 
quite sure whether we can carry on even the existing staff on our 
reduced grant. The excess expenditure in 1929 over our Income 
amounted to ;^i,ioo, but we were able to meet this out of balances 
brought fonvard from 1927 and 1928. We begin 1930 with a 
balance forward of ;^23i only. This will leave ;^869 of the ;^i,ioo 
excess expenditure over income with nothing to meet it. I find 
no comfort in this thought, but considerable anxiety. This is 
not grumbling; I merely state facts.

Sundry Events.—Under this heading you m'IH understand that 
I cannot but place first our great joy at the return of Podre Dnudt 
Machinn to the exercise of liis pricstliood. We thank God out of 
a full heart.

The octave day of the Epiphany saw the ordination of Mr. 
Easton to the priesthood in the Cathedral; my first ordination, and 
it happened to fall on the anniversary of my original arrival at 
Mososi in 1912.

Mr. Mitchell, the ‘Minister for Native Affairs, visited these parts 
in July and August, and to our great happiness definitely requested 
me to put him in touch with some African padres that he might 
learn the African Christian point of view regarding certain poipts 
of our recently organized administration by indirect rule. This

we can record

I’AURH Tiioknk and Afkican Clbkov

be recorded as the first occasion on which the African Church 
definite factor in African

i. must
here has been officially recognized ...
life with a right to the expression of its own point of view, llic 
Africans appreciated Mr. MitcheU's invitation enormously, and 
great good. 1 believe, should come from it in an increased sense 
of responsibility for our inffuence in African everyday life. It is 
>nid 10 have been due lo Mr. Mitchell's favourable report on this 
area that, in September, the Governor paid Ins first visit to Lindt,

be able to be here, but

as a

Matutsi and Ncwala. I was sorry not to
I wa.s away in Nyasalnnd fulfilling my long-standing engagement 
at Liuli 'l^tc Governor summed up the situation as Ite saw it by .
saying, “ Lindi district is like an oyster; it needs to be opened : J
and heads of departments arc now visiting us and grants of money ^

being made that our temporal prosperity may be increased. -
This report will have hailed if it docs not point out to you that 

llie Cliurclt lias lierc opportunities of meeting vital spiritual needs 
of pressing urgenev. The temporal advancement mny bring real 
dangers in its train without spiritual advancement. What do you 
think are the real needs of this district seen I'r'
places? On whom in this area does the ^
Lttsfaeiion lie? The children of this world arc wise in 
tion. Will God always be patient that wo move so laggardly in 
His service, we who are the children of liglit?

are

^Vincent Masasi
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IV—THE DIOCESE OF NYASALAND
By The Rev. G. H. Wilson

It is diilicult for anyone, who is not the Bishop, to write a 
satisfactory diocesan report. 'He, of necessity, watches over tlie 
whole and views everything from a centrai position as the year 
unfolds itself. This year our Bishop has been taken from us with 
tragic suddenness. This is not the place to speak of his work, 
for it has been recorded elsewhere, but it is just here that he is 
most missed. He was a passed master of organization and few 
bishops could write a diocesan report with such a knowledge of 
the work of their diocese, viewed as a whole. I can but try to 
follow his example as best I may, writing first of some of the 
outstanding events which concern the whole diocese and tlien 
saying something of each of the four archdeaconries.

In April we ail met in conference at Likoma. Our chief busi- 
nc.ss was with education. The new Education Code of the Nyasa- 
land Protectorate was coming up for revision and the Bishop 
wished to consult the Conference before the meeting of the Legisla
tive Council. There was a further reason for taking counsel about 
education. The diocese lies in three different territories. In Nyasa- 
land and Tanganyika the Governments are taking real 
in native education, but the education codes of the two countries 
differ rather widely. The Portuguese Government has not yet 
turned its attention to education, but, nevertheless, it has its own 
regulations. To meet the needs of the three parts of the diocese 

, there had to be certain changes in our training college. The 
Principal of St. Michael’s College did his best so to remodel his 
curriculum ns to meet the most pressing needs. Altogether, the 
Conference got through a lot of useful work. While at Likoma 
the Bishop conducted the diocesan retreat. He had a special gift 
for conducting retreats and this, his last one, was very helpful. 
During the Conference the Bishop appointed Father Cox to one 
of the vacant canoriries.

Another important event was a visit from the Bishop of Masasi. 
He came specially to consecrate the new church at Liuli. He was 
alM able to take some confirmations for the Bishop and to visit 
Likoma. Tile s.s. Chauncy Maples was out of commission at the 
time and it was a matter of great regret to the rest of the diocese 
that he could not visit tlie other stations.

Perhaps the most important event for the future of the diocese 
was the ordination of four native deacons. This was the Bishop's 
last episcopal act, just before he left Likoma for the South

I ought to notice the .sudden sinking of the s.s. Charles 
^ition at her moorings in four fathoms of water at Malindi in 
UcCTmber. She is so linked up with the earlier days and with 
Archdeacon Johnson that it would have been a tragedy if she

ir^iri CuklM/'held] At Max>

liad been lost. Fortunately, I can add that she has been got safely 
to shore and does not appear to liave suffered much. The reason 
of her sinking is still somewhat obscure.

I now turn to the archdeaconries. '
Likoma.—The Archdeacon was at home for a large part of tho 

year. This threw a heavy burden on Father Winspear, the more 
so as there was no layman to help him with the work at the head 
station of Likoma for some time. Fortunately, Father Fox, who 
has given us a year’s work, was at Likoma and was extraordinarily 
useful. He has the gift of languages and soon had a working 
knowledge of Chinyanj'a. He also luvs that rare gilt of dealing 
with boys. At St. Michael’s College Father Hill is now in his 
second yeaS^'and has got a real grip on his work. It Is impossible 
to overestimate the importance , of St. Michael’s College to. the 
diocese. It is the key of the position.

At Kota Kota the chief event of the year is -Miss Mann s 
resignation after many years’ service. She will be much missed. 
Dr. Wigan has now finished tho fine new women's hospital. •

In Portuguese territory there has occurred a change of govern
ment. The Companhia do Nyassa, a “ chartered company ” as 
we should say, has now handed over the country to the Portuguese 
Colonial Government. There are many new regulations, some of 
which will make our work verv difficult. The new Government is 
not hostile to us and the officials seem very ready to be friendly 

personally. At the time of writing I am full of hope that 
may reach a modus vivendi. Those of the officials whom I

concern

to us
we
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munity, surrounded by hostile Islam, and these isolated groups 
need more, not less, shepherding than do bigger ccmimunitics.

Shire*—The work of this arclidcaconry, like that of tlie neigh
bouring Archdeaconry of Yaoland, lies almost entirely among 
Muhammadans or those influenced by Islam. Therefore our con
gregations and our schools are small. Fortunately we have a staff 
of priests, at least one for each station. It is true that this is inade
quate, but we may well be thankful that we have no station with
out a priest, in these hard times. \Vc have lost Father Hand, in 
one sense, for he lias left Matope, but, when he returns from leave, 
he is taking up European work in the townships, so he will still 
he with us. Father Harvey has taken his place at Matope. There 
has also been a change at Mkopc. Father Luxford has left us, for 
a time at least, and Father Petro Kilekwa is in his place. The chief 
event in this Archdeaconry is the opening of women’s work at 
.Matope. Miss Wilkes is undertaking the medical work there and 
Miss Ramsay is looking after the school work. It is uphill work 
among Muhammadans in this archdeaconry, and one cannot expect 
much of a welcome from them. Still, for some reason, they seem 
ready, or even eager, that we should start Mission schools in their 
villages. It is also a sign of hope that an unusually large number 
have been admitted catechumens this year in the Mponda’s district, 
considerably over a hundred, and those mostly from Yao villages.

The obvious need throughout the diocese is more priests. TJp 
north, in the Nyasa Archdeaconry, the shortage of priests is most 
glaringly obvious, but everywhere the need is great. On some 
.stations the priest can arrange to give the outlying parts of his 
flock the opportunity of making their communions once a month. 
On some stations it is but once in six weeks. Of pastoral work 
there can be little in these distant out-stations. 'I here arc the sick 
and the dying, to whom one cannot minister, 
grievously tempted, who might be kept straight by ever so little 
sympathy. Xliere is the tone of our schools to be considered. It 
is not a qucsftdn of advance, though there are opportunities enough, 
but just one of holding on., Wc ask, therefore, for priests, more 
priests.

have met have been most courteous and I feel sure that it will 
not be their fault if W'e cannot come to 
arrangement.

Nyasa.—Archdeacon George has now taken Archdeacon John- 
son’s place. At his own station at LiuU he has completed his fine 
church, which was consecrated by the Bishop of Masasi in October. 
Earlier in the year Dr. Wigan built the new hospital, a memoriai 
to Canon Morris, of Ashbourne, and his son. Father Elvin, who 
came out to give a year’s work and was stationed at Liuli, was able 
to relieve the pressure to some extent. Nowhere is the crying need 
for priests more ovenvliclming than in this arclidcaconry. It Is 
not only the distances to be travelled, for they are to be found on 
other Stations, but there are the enormous congregations needing 
ministrations. ^

Father Hicks, at Manda, is bu.sy building his new cliurch, work
ing, as Archdeacon Johnson before him, as the only European in 
a large district.

At Milo there is ft difficult problem. We took possession of 
the old German station for a term of years on the understanding 
that the Berlin Mis.sion would not wish to return. Now 
circumstances have changed and llie Germans wish to reoccupy the 
district. This puts us in a most difficult position, for a large number 
of people have been confirmed and are regular communicants. There 

- good hope that the Germans will be content to return to 
>nkobi. on the eastern side of the district, and will agree to us 
letninmg Miio. It is impossible not to feel great sympathy with 

^ ilic German missionaries, but wo cannot forsake people wliom 
have confirmed. Dr. Knak, the head of the Berlin Mission, v. 
through the country this year. He met the Bishop and talked over 
the problem. He was mast courteous and evidently was anxious to 
meet our wjslic.s ns far as possible.

Yaol^d.—The ftrclideaconry is in a parlous state. Since Arch- 
ceacon Eyres death the Bishop has not been able to find a suc- 
c^sor either for the archdeaconry or for the station at Mtonya. 
.Mtonya district was divided Into three parts. One part was added 
to Unangu district, one part to Lung^vena, and the third part to 
Mahndi. This was the best that could be done, but it was desper- 
atcly unMtisfactory. Then it became necessary to remove Fatlier 

Lunjpvena. He had met with such vindictive 
treatment from some of the hostile Moslem chiefs, that it seemed 
better to move him. Now, therefore, there are but two priests in the 
R ,1 Tm « Unnngi, and Falher
and I ,? ‘hE lotler trying to do what he can for Mtonva
and I.ungwena, in addition to his work at Malindi. Obviously this 

n" n arrangement. It is to be hoped that the
new Hishop will be able to find an archdeacon and re-stail the vacant 
stations. The present slate of things is the more grievous in that 
ijach centre consists of a small, often ~

some satisfactory

seems

Swe
toured

There arc those

very small, Christian com-
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though we do not ask for money, we shall soon need more priests 
capable of undertaking this particular kind of work; and need I 
say that faced with a great and growing responsibility, new in the 
annals of the Mission, we look to our friends at honre for the con
stant help of their prayers?

The Mines and the African.—To all outward appearance the 
country as a whole is but little affected by the mines and their 
feverish activities. Even in the copper belt itself the area covered 
by a mine is very small, and as you travel from one to another, a 
distance of twenty miles or more, in two minutes the African forest 
has closed in upon you, with no sign of change, save the road 
you are on and the car you are in. And thd copper belt is but a 
fraction of this vast land. The country as a whole is still as it 
ever was—forest, more forest, and yet more forest beyond. Taking 
Broken Hill as a centre, you could travel in almost any direction, 
350, 400, 500 miles, and see no sign of mines-or raining activities. 
But though in outward appearance the country 'remains 
unchanged, the effect of the recent mining development on the con
ditions of native life must inevitably be wide and deep. It is not' 
that any new forces are at work. For years past Broken Hill and 
Bwana Mkubwa have employed a considerable number of men, 
and a much larger number has been working on the mines in 
Southern Rhodesia and the Belgian Congo, which have looked' to 
us for a great part of their labour. For better or worse tlie mine- 
going habit has become so well established amongst our people 
that in some districts (e.g., Msoro) recruiting is no longer neces
sary : as a matter of course the men and lads go off for longer or 
shorter periods, and too often villages are left almost without male 
inhabitants for months on end. But for all that, the mines have 
not hitherto claimed anything like the whole of our man force. 
In the past, taking the country as a whole, there have been plenty 
of men to spare. In the future there will be none. No doubt there 
will be a progressive reduction in the number of men going out 
of the country for work; but making full allowance for that, it is 
safe to say that the requirements of the new mines will tax the - 
labour resoqtfes of our not too populous country to the uttermost. 
My belief is that every available man will be wanted; and it may 
be taken for granted that if the mines want the men, they will get 
them. I do not suggest that labour will be forced. The country 
will be systematically combed by a body of trained recruiting agents 
working under a single control on behalf of all the mines; and 
the policy will be, by means of high wages and good conditions, 
to make the attractions of the mines irresistible. Such methods 
are entirely legitimate, and I have little doubt that they will suc
ceed. The cattle-owning tribes will be less affected than the rest; 
but speaking generally, we may reckon that the whole of our male 
population is going to be employed on the mines. That is not to 
say that they will all be employed continuously. In the past, when 

have been recruited for work outside the; country, tl>ey have

By The Bishop of N. Rhodesia

Will do so for a long time to come. Every train from ^ '
drops a fresh batch of white men at ' ‘ south

from England or South Africa, and every month that passes ato
Church'f^v' ™P°«ance of theChurch s witness in the various centres of population. Up 10 now
vve have barely made a beginning. Month by montli Padre Elh^ 
has spent a week-end at Bwana Mkubwa, travelling up there a dist-

ss, 2 ras:,r;;
. P'l” ““ “■ - S-;
doS <>PP°«onity. with a base of opeta-
hn. 'h ’ 5"'^ to say that this forward
B“kerHiri"d‘'p the charge of
Mkubwa’for'the ^ 't'odqoarters at Bwana
in tha I? “ "’''o't to the mines
or .tarn bein; io'™ of Padre Ellis,

live in he h Ci Pt^Peot of his having a house to
pei^nil frirnl^^ ''<>®Pi>f'''y of <l>o mines and
onre a momS liold^nl ‘ at least
each aid °'-gn"i^ing the church life in
it will not be Inni. I* under his stimulating influence
heliMMe of Bwn? “"t* are built Already

on Sa^ a, miv—r ® "’""'oh (which I dedicated
oulsideruTO.^wil Llhthe™^^ help from the Mission or any 
the same confml the hikana, another mine under
to put up a small rest"h"'"® authorities have generously promised 
accSmmoVt!oTo^^!^““"^‘‘V'■■"g the next few monihs for the 
hoping that this exnm*'i"® ministers of any denomination. I am 
lo^elfthe nMnle?heT’^ ® T'".5® followed elsewhere. I have had
•hem any iranciai sL^or," “ g"'
all the money requiredthemselves And 
maintenanee^and^ though th^''- "g* “t P-t*™'®
expected of such vounf 'd '®„"'ota than can be reasonably 
will manage it. "we are nro ‘T “‘"'"“"'‘‘o®. > believe they 
lion that the European worir^wf‘•''“•s on the assump- 
ing and will mnuf j * copper belt will be self-support-

S will make no demand on the funds of the Mission. But

move

N
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a village only in name, would certainly be less unnatural and more 
wholesome than those in a mine compound. Moreover, if (and 
it is a big IF) our U.M.C.A. Christians could be induced to con. 
centratc on two or three mines, where we could station African 
evangelists—and priests when we have them—the problem of their 
pastoral care and supervision would be greatly simplified. As it 
IS, they are scattered in small groups in Northern and Southern 
Rhodesia and the Belgian Congo, and it is hard to do anything for 
them. For the present I hope that Padre Leeke may be able to 
arrange to tour the copper belt periodically, thus supplementing 
the work of Padre Ellis,, who is hampered by knowing no African 
language. But periodical visits cannot really meet the case; we 
need some organization on the spot. The problem is a 'big and 
very serious one, and as Nyasaland contributes no small percentage 
cf our U.M.C.A, mine employees, I feel that some cooperation 
between the two dioceses may perhaps be indicated.

Need of Priests.—I have written at length on the situation 
created by the mining developments, because it affects the work of 
the Mission throughout the diocese and beyond it, and constitutes 
a strong and urgent claim on the interest and prayers of our friends 
at home. The work in the districts has been handicapped, as was 
to be expected, by shortage of funds, and still more by shortage 
of priests. Having started the year with what seemed an irrediici- 
ble minimum, we lost two—Padre Leeke and Padre Milner—during 
its course, while a third, Padre Smith, fell a victim to sleeping sick-

been engaged for six months only, and the payment of half their 
earnings has been deferred til! they were back in their own country 
after the completion of their term of service. This system secures 
that the man does not remain away for an indefinite period, and 
that his wife and children have a chance of deriving some benefit 
from the money he has earned. One would like to sec it perman- 
enily adopted on the new mines, but it is unlikely to happen. WltK 
a view both to numbers and efficiency the mines naturally like to 
keep their men as long as they will stay—if possible, in permanent 
employment; and this means In the long run that their wives must 
accompany them. In the early days it was the rarest thing for a 
man to take his wife with him when he went off to work. 'J’he 
woman preferred to stay at home amongst her own people, and 
the man was not anxious to expose his wife to the temptations of 
compound life. And in fact there was little or no provision for 
married couples on the mines. TonJay every mine has its married 
quhrters. In a great many cases, it is true, the occupants of these 

, (limners are not man and wife. The woman is a concubine from 
some village In the neighbourhood of the mine, the man having 
left his wife and children in his own country. But in Increasing 
numbers the women arc overcoming their reluctance to leave their 
immes, and arc settled happily with ihcir husbands on one of the 
mines, more than content to exchange the hardships and monotony 
(.f village life, with Its periodical spells of hunger, for the idleness,

• excitements and plenty of a mine compound. And this Is, I believe, 
only a transitional phase. In the near future we are llkclv to see 
mine '* villages," where men will be encouraged to settle down 
permanently with their wives and families in houses built for them 
by the mine company, cultivating their own patches of land, and 
living in conditions that resemble in externals, (hough not in essen
tials, those of the traditional village life of the past. In fact, it 
appears ns if we must look for%vnrd to the permanent industrializa
tion of our Africans on a large scale, and a considerable depopula- 
tion of the non-cattle owning districts like Msoro and Chipili. The 
prospect, involving, as it does, wholesale detribalisation, is not one 
which any friend of the African can view without misgiving; though 
on the other hand, anyone who has had experience of the existing 
slate of things is tempted to feel that any change must be for the 
bener. It Is n sore thing to find, as one may on any mine, perhaps 
a dozen of our Christian men from this country or Nyasaland. not 
one of whom is eligible for Communion owing to the conditions 
under which they arc living. And yet who can wonder at it ? To 
anyone who knows what it means it is a sore thing to see our catc- 
Hiumen girls trekking across country. 300 miles, from Msoro to 
Broken Hill, to find husbands." Yet what can one expect when, 
as they say, There arc no husbands here"? The mines have 
aime, and come to stay; and oneway or another our pcoole must 
cave their homes and go to work in them; and the conditions of 

life in a mine "village," though from the African ptiint of view
laG
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ness in April, and is still at home in the doctors’ hands. There 
seems, I am glad to say, to be every reason to think that he is now 
entirely free from the disease. The Reverend Arthur Morris Jones 
joined the staff as Warden of the Teachers’ Training College at 
Fiwila after a course of special training in the London Day Train
ing College under Dr. Percy Nunn. Padre Leeke leaves a gap 
at Chipili which will be very hard to fill. He went up there a few 
months after Padre Deerr moved his headquarters from Ng’omba 
when he joined the Mission in 1915, and has thus seen the growth 
of the work in that district from its earliest beginnings and for 
twelve years has directed it as priest in charge. As I have already 
mentioned, he has now succeeded Padre Ellis as priest in charge 
at Broken Hill. Padre Milner has returned to work in England 
after two years’ service at Chipili. We have now, on what 1 may 
call the ordinary district staff-three priests at Msoro (including 
Padre Smith), two at Mapanza (where there are now no ladies), and 
one each at Chipili and Fiwila. During the last three months of 
1939 I had myself to take charge at Chipili, Padre Godfrey being 
on furlough and there being no other priest avaiiable. For six 
months during 1930 one priest will be working single-handed on 
each of our four stations, and it will be readily understood that in 
the circumstances I hesitated to come home, even for the Lambeth 
Conference. In a few years’ time the situation may be relieved 
by the ordination of African priests. But they have first to be 
trained, and in the meantime we must have at once at least two 
more European priests if the work is to go on.

Chl^ fared badly during the year in the matter of its staff which 
was reduced at one time to one priest and one lady. The district 
work suffered in consequence, and we have been compelled to with
draw from one district where teaching had been begun. Unfor
tunately two large dormitories which had been used for the accom
modation of visitors collapsed, and as we could not afford to rebuild 
them, It became- impossible to call tbe Christians in for the Fes
tivals. Ilany of the villages had to wait for their Christmas Com. 
munion till Passion Week, and for their Easter Communion till 
the end of May. I toured the whole district twice during the year, 
and was most favourably impressed by the steady and faithful work 
thatA^ being done by the teachers. On the other hand I 
Shocked to find in quite a number of villages that all our men were 
away at work, and in some cases all the boys as well. The resigna- 
tion of Miss Sutton was a very serious blow. She came out in 

° hhd had done much valuable work in that
ra^city; but she did many other things besides, and always did 

well. Unfortunately her health had been unsatisfactory for 
»me time, and having gone home on furlough, she was advised 

Soatd'nff School is making good pro- 
absence of a nurse. Miss 

of the V. '"Charge of the hospital. Towards the end
of the year Miss Blackburne opened a Girls’ Boarding School in

(Uf. lUrittgtCONORKOAnOK UUVINO CiUPtU CimRcii

llie old European quarters, and made a good start with ten pupils. 
TIic need of at least one priest here is imperative and immediate. 
At present Padre Godfrey is the only priest on the staff, and though 
Mr. Heritage and the ladles give him all the help they (^n, it 
is altogether impossible for one man to sustain the burden of work 
and responsibility that rests upon him. '

Msoro.—With Padre Smith on sick leave and Miss Field and 
Miss Mills on furlough, the staff has consisted of Padres Higgins 
and Rogers, Mr. Parker and Mr. Stone, who came over from 
Mapanza to lend a hand. An epidemic of smallpox, which has 
attacked one village after another interfered with the work iniuiagtieu uiic* vuiuge uiici aiiumt.-, lios interfered with the work in 
the district all through the year, though happily the number of 
fatal cases has not been high. During my visit in J ^ 
special Confirmations in different parts of the district for smallpox, 
contacts. Thb dearth of men in the villages is very marked, and 
combined’with the abolition of the tax for plural wives, constitutes 
a strong temptation to polygamous unions amongst our Christians, 
in spite of difficulties the work has been well maintained on the 
whole, thanks in no small measure to our stalwart band of Afri^n 
teachers. In the Ukunda district, however, there has been a falling 
off, due mainly to the fact that adequate pastoral care and super
vision is impossible without a larger staff. It may also be partly . 
accounted for by a recrudescence of Watch Tower activity.

Mapanza.—Of all our stations Mapanza has been hardest hit by

held twoune

was

the policy of retrenchment we have had to adopt. The ladies left 
in June to the dismay of the Africans, who had greatly appreciated 
their work and refused up to the last to believe that they were really 
going. Shortly afterwards Mr. Stone was transferred to Msoro, 
and the staff would have been reduced to the two Padres, Ruck and
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Adams, if we had not liad a windfall in the person of Mr. Harry 
Smith, a young layman who came out with Padre Ellis to farm, 
was stranded at Mapanza by a railway strike, and decided to remain 
there as a member of tiie Mission. With his help the padres have 
tried

Fiwila.—The Teachers’ Training College, started in 1928, 
promises extremely well, with Padre Jones in charge, assisted by 
James Mwela and Padre Hewitt. The progress of tfie students, 
who now number thirty-eight, is quite astounding, 
ness is a joy to behold. There seems to be every reason to hope 
for good results when we present our first batch of candidates for 
the Government examination in 1930. We stand in need of a com
petent layman, qualified to give instruction in agriculture to the 
College students.

In the Fiwila villages the people have not yet begun to show 
any great desire either for religion or for learning. But there is 
no ground for discouragement In this. The work in the district 
is still in its'infancy, and the teachers are not too efficient. We 
must probably be content to mark time till the school, of which Miss 
Harcourt is in charge, and the college provide us; with a stronger 
staff. Amongst those baptized during the year was Sliaiwifa, the 
local chief, an old catechumen of Padre Deerr's time.

Mr. Stewart is making an interesting experiment in coffee plant
ing on a small scale, of which it will be interesting to see the result.

Women Workers.—The women’s work of the diocese lias been 
in a state of some disorganization, owing partly to the necessity ^of 
a’redistribution of forces and partly to other causes. At the er|d 
of 1928 we had ladies at Mapanza, Msoro and. Chipili, and I had 
laid my plans for starting women’s work at Fiwila. But funds 
short, and an increase of staff proved to be out of the question. As 
it was imperative to have a nurse at Fiwila on account of the collcgd, 
and she could not be alone, I was compelled with extreme reluct- 

to withdraw the ladies from Mapanza, and arrange for the 
staff to be redistributed between Msoro, Chipili and Fiwila. Com
plications arose owing to Miss Sutton’s resignation and the fact 
that the two ladies at M.soro, Miss Field and Miss Milks, had to take 
their furloughs simultaneously; and in the result we have had only 
five ladies at work during the second half of the year; tlircc teachers, 
Miss Wisdom, Miss Blackburne and Miss Hilcliman, at Chipili; 
and a nurse ar^-a teacher, Miss Lock and Miss Harcourt, at Fiwila. 
With Miss Hawkes and Miss Haddrell added to the staff, we now 
have a nurse and two teachers attached to each of the tliree favoured 
stations; and with the help of a Government grant for the nurse at 
Fiwila, secured to us through the kind offices of the Magistrate of 
the District, I hope we shall be able to keep the staff up to this 
level. But there Is still an aching void at Mapanza.

and their keen-desperately hard to keep things going; and they have suc
ceeded wonderfully well. The Station Day School came to an 
untimely end in the absence of European supervision; and 
still, the hospital had to be closed, not from lack of patients, but 
because Padre Ruck could not find time to attend to them. On 
the other hand the district work continues to nourish exceedingly, 
and tiic teachers have worked with quite admirable zeal and effi- 

. cicncy. The future of the printing press presents a problem that 
has yet to be solved. Under Padre Ruck’s supervision our Nyasa 
printer, Matthew, has done some very good work for the diocese 
during the year, printing amongst other things Prayer Books for 
Msoro, Chipili and Fiwila in three different languages. But the 
machine is old and very small—much too small for diocesan use; 
and the work of supervision is more than Padre Ruck can under
take In addition to. all his other duties; while on the other hand 
the requirements of Mapanza alone do not warrant the employment 
of a skilled African printer. What we really want is a larger 
machine housed in a new building, with a layman who could give 
part of his time to the work of supervision. But this we cannot 
afford. I am afraid it looks as if both press and printer must go.

A Fanning Experiment.—One outcome of our shortage of funds 
has been an experiment in farming at Mapanza, made possible by 
a combination of favourable circumstances; the fact that the Mission 
owns a hundred acres of land and a small herd of cattle in a good 
agricultural district; the presence on the staff of Harry Smith who 
had received some agricultural training in England before he joined 
us, and a business manager of no mean capacity (Padre Ruck); and 
a private gift of ;^ioo towards capital expenditure. The farm aims 
primarily at supplying the food requirements of the station, which 
have cost the Mission about ;^ioo a year in the past. But we hope 
it will have o much wider usefulness. The school boys will be 
helping to provide their own food, and at the same time learning 
sound methods of farming; and we have visions of an agricultural 
school, run in connexion with the farm, which would be of real 
public service in an agricultural reserve, at a time when the natives 
ol the district have suddenly evinced a desire to make better use 
of the natural resources of the land. I .see the Treasurers raising 

. their eyebrows and wondering what wc are going to let the Mission 
in for; and 1 therefore hasten to add that the finances of the farm 
will be kept entirely separate from those of the Mission, which will 
have cvcrj'thing to gain from the success of the venture, and nothing 
lo lose In the event of its failure. A generous Government has m.ide 

grant of ;^ioo, and is helping us in other ways: c.g., the con
struction of a dipping tank close to the station, and the promise 
of the gift of a graded bull.

worse

ran

ance

I

Though we had only two nurses during the first half of the year, 
and only one during the second half, a considerable amount of 
hospital work was done. From Mapanza and Chipili I have no 
figures; but I know that the hospital at Mapanza was kept busy 
while it was open; and I can testify that Miss Hilchmnn and Rafael, 
her very competent orderly, treated a large number of cases every, 
day while I was at Chipili. At Msoro there were 47 in-patients and

us a
-
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Mills was away for six months; while at Fiwila, where the hospital 
was only started at the beginning of the year and the people have - 
not yet learned to appreciate it fully. Miss Lock had 9,621 atteni 
anccs at the dispensary and 64 in-patients. In addition a leper 
village has been built near the station, in which there arc sixteen 
patients under treatment.

European Centees.— At Livingstone, Broken Hill and Fort 
Jameson the work goes quietly and steadily on, generously su& 
port^ by the European congregations. As important as that of 
a missionary priest and in many respects more exacting, there is 
no glamour of romance about it; and the priests who give them- 
selves to it have their own peculiar claim on our gratitude and the 
help of our prayeis.

I look back oW the year's record with feelings of keen admira
tion and gratitude; admiration for the undaunted zeal and courage 

, and pereeverance of our small band of workers, European md 
African, and for the splendid fidelity of our Christians, pastorally 
neglected as many of them must needs be, and deprived for long ‘ 
periods of the means of grace; and thankfulness to God for bless
ings innumerable, and the privilege of having a part, however 
small, vvith such comrades, in the grandest of all enterprises. But 
It would be die to pretend that my heart is not sore when I think 
ot the curtailment of work, the lost opportunities and worst of all, 
tne actual lapse and setbacks that are directly traceable to shortage 
of staff and la^ of funds. I have tried to avoid harping on this 
string, lea I should appear to be ungrateful to our friends at home 
and unmindful of the great sacrifices they are making for the love 
ot Lhnst and His Africans at this time of exceptional difficulty and 

“"Strained to say just this in conclusion. In 
Sh *= Mission triumphantly laid an egg

Diocese of Northern Rhod^ia. The egg wm 
nnlf*!'“ D'Si’op. Mine reached Livingstone on May 25, 1910, 
and he bird is now full grown. No lonfer a nestling or even a 
hedglmg. It should be strong on the wing, soaring high, vigorously 
Ike in ‘he innd-and eatin| h^rtily. Yet I

thing is half-starved-tied by the 
What is to be done about h We 

® ent end. Our priests are overworked and
undone. Economy can be pushed no further,

? y/PP®^,*® ‘he mother bird. Till times improve, it is 
of ’f®'' ‘he extra money we need : a small matter
y. p‘ *S’“° "year. But are there not in England two or three
who wiff^mls^^Jl^ht'® ®P’"‘ ®f nnd the love of souls,
mighty?” ®

Finance.—The hope expressed in last year’s Report for such 
an increase in contributions lo our General Funds during 1929 os 
should justify larger grants to Africa for the present year was, 
alas, unfulfilled. In fact, (he last six months of the year showed 
an actual falling off in receipts, which caused the Treasurers very 
serious anxiety as to where the money should come from to enable 
them to maintain the 1930 grants at the 1929 level.

As no notice of reduction had been given to the Bishops, it 
was felt necessary to maintain them somehow, even though the 
income did not justify it; but, in order to do so, recourse had to be 
made to the sadly shrunken reserves at the Treasurers’ disposal, 
a very doubtful financial expedient. It was resolved, thprefore, 
to cut down the Home Expenses by ;^500—no easy matter, consid
ering what careful economy was already being exercised—and 
to give notice to the Bishops, already sufficiently overburdened 
with anxiety about ways and means, of a further substantial reduc
tion of income in 1931, unless our receipts show an unexpectedly 
sharp rise before the end of the presenf year. ^

At the time of writing our anxieties have grown even greater 
still, for during the first four months of the year the receipts \of 
the General Fund, so far from rising, have shown an actual falling 
off, and we seem to be faced by the prospect of a still further 
reduction in our income this year. If this proves to be the cose, 
all our Bishops must be confronted by a very serious situation, 
for none of them will be able to maintain existing work on a reduced 
grant, and the task of determining which centres shall be closed 
down and which workers sent home will be one of great difficulty 
and much sorrow.

Times are hard, and increased taxation makes them harder; 
but there is still plenty of money in the country—the number of
motor owner-divers is increasing, the patrons of the cinema ,____
numerous thc^more and more luxurious picture theatres are being 
built; surely the work in Africa is not to suffer so serious a set
back as is threatened for the want of a few thousand pounds a year.

The African Schools and Clergy Fund, which relieves the 
General Fund by undertaking to provide the cost of many of our 
schools and the stipends of many African clergy, still flourishes 
amazingly; although, alas, it has suffered to some extent from the 
prevailing depression and has shown a slight falling off during 
the year instead of the steady progress which in recent years we 
have come to look for and to regard almost as a matter of course.

We would again remind our friends of the Covenanted Subscrip
tions scheme, under which the Mission can recover income tax on 
subscriptions and which increases the value of the subscription to 
the Mission 25 per cent, without additional cost to the subscriber. 
The scheme does not apply to subscriptions of less than a guinea, 
and it is necessary that those who join it should covenant to

are so'

now—** to the help of the Lord against the

❖Alston NRhodkia /
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tunity of urging every friend of the Mission to become a regular 
reader of the magazines wc publish as a chronicle of our work. I 
am astonished at the number of letters 1 am asked to write week 
after week to give information about Mission affairs in Africa, which 
any regular reader of Central Africa or African Tidings would 
be perlecily well qualified to give. z

And the majority of those letters are addressed to regular sub
scribers and keen suppbrters of U.M.C.A.

Future Prospects.—The past year has been one of very consider, 
able anxiety for those responsible for the Mission organization at 
home; but, as will be evident from what has been written above, 
it has also brought its encouragements and lias afforded^ many
____ for real thankfulness. Tlie outlook is certainly depressing,
for the Bishops and their staffs in Africa have sufficient anxieties 
even if we at the home base do our part in providing them with 
sufficient supplies of the workers they need and the funds witliout 
which they can scarcely carry on; if we at the base fail them in 
this regard, their anxieties must be unduly, and, as they must be 
sometimes tempted to feel, even unfairly increased. But what are 
we to do if the workers are not forthcoming and the money is not 
entrusted to us to hand on to those who need it so sorely ?

“ Sorrowful,
Paul suggested
motto which he made peculiarly his own in circumstances which 
caused him much more serious anxiety for the infant Churches 
he had founded than any that seem likely to worry us as we think 
of the Church in East Africa. We may well make it our own, 
while resolving that sorrow for the Church there shall not be the 
fruit of our own failure to set ourselves to the fulfilment of the 
divine vocation in which we rejoice.

Ernest F. Spanton, Secretary

subscribe for a period of seven years. Particulars will be gladly 
supplied on application to the Secretary.

Home Activities.—The annual Exhibition of Work was held 
in the Great Hall of the Church House and was even larger than 
last year; a record number of parishes sent exhibits and the quality 
of the work was well maintained.

The Summer School, held once again at Whitby, as in 1927, 
was a huge success, notwithstanding (he inclemency of the weather, 
and was so largely attended that it has been resolved to hold 
a two weeks' School this year, in order to give all 
want to come a chance of finding accommodation.

St. Michael’s House at Tankenon, near Whltstablc, has again 
afforded opportunity for rest and study to workers for the Mission, 
in England and in Africa, and h.as been increasingly appreciated, 
especially by our missionorics on furlough. With a view to 
increasing its usefulness, our tenancy of the house was extended 
^ that it might be kept open from October to June; ns a result 
it has been available for visitors nil through the winter months 
of 1929.30.

One most gratifying feature of the year’s work has been 
the remarkable success of the great U.M.C.A. Exhibition in the 
Brighton Dome nnd Corn Exchange In October. During the 
week that this Exhibition remained open it was visited by 17,000 
people, of whom a quite satisfactoiy number enrolled themsclvc'i 

* a.s home helpers of the Mission. The local Executive Committee, 
success of the venture was due, determined before 

the Exhibition closed lo continue in being as the Committee of the 
Local AssMiation, nnd arc already bu.sy with plans for great 
doings during 1930, which should result in making the Milsion 
even better known and more widely supported in the Brighton area 

Wc have alw taken part, as usual, in a number of Missionary

The Mission is especially forlunale in possessing a 
iios of exceptionally keen voluntary workers to all of whom we 
tender our thanks.

Wc have .iRain to record our grateful thanks for vnlued helo 
freely and generously given by the Society for Promoting Clirisiknn 
KnowMge and the nritish nnd Foreign Bible Society 
hv „s outstanding importance was publislied
b} us last year! but the ad. scries of " Little Books ” was enriclicd 
by two additional volumes whicli should prove both u.seful and 
mlcrc-sting to many of our friends. They arc “ Islam and its 
Founder, by Padre Maitbcw, a former member of our Nyasalnnd 
biif’o" preparation in ’ Mo.slcm’subjects
\frien " hvM'™'v'"t Witchcraft of E....

■' Wl’-l ' '“"C experience in Pemba.
M bile speaking of publications, I can scarcely miss llic oppbr-

I

our friends who
?

causes

!
yet alway rejoicing ” was the motto which St. 

as one of the marks of the Christian ministry, 'o

1

ast
1
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>34 JuiXiMENT ON UlBNDO
The late RUhop Fisher sent us this photograph with a note saying that it pictures 
a real judgment, he added that unfortunately some of the people looked up at him 
as he look the photograph.
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A MEMORABLE VISIT I
By The Bishop of Masasi

The Editor of Ceotbal Africa asks that Padre Thorne or myself 
should write some account of our visit to Nyasaland last September. 
Without this word from him 1 might have hesitated, as the clear 
descriptions of Canon Spanton’s African tour are dealing with the 
Diocese of Nyasaland at this very time. The memories of our visit 
cannot but be saddened now by the death of the Bishop whose 
guests we were, and whose kind care for us counted so much in 
the happiness of the days spent in his diocese.

1 have put down these impressions just as they came into my 
mind, and have made no attempt to arrange them in order of 
importance.

There was a scene at Likoma which I shall never forget We 
were all under a great tree in the grounds of the Girls' School. It is 
as It were. Speech Day and Prize-giving, the prizes being certificates 
won by certain of the girls admitting them to the work and rank 
of teachers, -nie school at full strength numbers seven hundred 
children. I think perhaps they were not all privileged to be present

. were full of enthusiasm over the success of their companions. The 
Bishop gave the certificates to the successful ones. There had 
never been » many won before, and as each girl came to receive 
the award all her companions broke into a rhythmic slow, clapping 
punctuated with unison shouts of " Mwanayol Mwanayo l"‘^^The 
meaning was Here is a daughter indeed, one in whom her parents 
iMy well find joy, and the absolute naturalness of it, and the bcau-

happiness before praising
the child s ability, seemed to me a glimpse of Africa at her best.
„„7^'r"A'‘^'!!Il’ “f ‘h® island. Tbe kind
ness of Archdeacon GIossop sent mono-wheels, and in them we
bridg^“"ai en“ch"®f “•’i,-'’!!' <!“'<= “"d across narrow plank

^ ahouted, as if reminding them-
m tS I,®"' " K“P ‘o ‘he middle! Keep: ’S-Sr.!:s s.;-; —fr
afureh orSt"7nd'"'”'’',h ''“‘p ''"P® '*’=
M old Nn^man^J^H ’ “hurch, looking almost like
the A '■’T'’ "‘ home. While I waited a moment,
and tekfeirslo^r- “"k thBwest door from within.

tPstfr« WjutptrM«i
St. Asorkw's, Nkwazj, and Archdbacoh Glossop

ihe door they knelt for my blessing, with the nave and chancel and 
altar behind them, and they seemed to me like novices in a religious 
order, with the freshness and the enthusiasm and the surrender of 
true response. It was an unforgettable scene.

And then again Sunday morning in the Cathedral, with the 
great nave filled from end to end with orderly rows of worshippers, 
nil Christians, for the High Mass at seven o’clock, and filled again 
as the Bishop Jpok me in for a few moments about nine o’clock to 
a second Mas^to which catechumens also were admitted. Canon 
Spanton wrote that the Cathedral at Likoma has achieved the 
atmosphere of a real Cathedral; the buildings round are a real 
Cathedral Close. This struck me emphatically as true. Bishop 
nine’s gift of the clock with the Westminster chimes contributes 
enormously, I think, to this effect, and a deep booming bell that 
rings out now and again at service time.

In the Cathedral I noted at the Sunday Mass African 
Elders caring for and shepherding their sisters in their approach 
to Communion. This seemed to me definitely good.

I was allowed to give an address to the Guild of the Good Sheg 
herd of African women teachers, affiliated, I believe, to the Guild 
o^that name centred at Wantage in England, and to see the number 
of these African women teachers—in one case a grandmother and 
her grandchild sharing in the same work—made me feel how tar 
we nave yet to go before we can also set forth a similar 
Afrjian women’s service. I found one of them, Mwalimu

women

1.

As I came through
I.
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Catherine, able to talk Swahili as she had been brought up and' 
trained at Mbweni under Miss Thackeray in the old days, and it 
was a great happiness to find her there, and I wish time had 
mitted my learning, more from her.

The medical work, well and truly planted by Dr. Ho.wafd:and 
assiduously cared for and watered by Dr. Wigan, has been blessed 
with such an increase that we could only marveL at the high 
Standard to which it has attained. Dr. Taylor will, I. hope, .visit 
Nyasaland next year; she is very anxious to do so; and I.hope that 
pr.'Wigan wiU tiy to come home this way. The microscopic work 
done by their African dispensary boys by itself suffices as an 
Instance of the wonderful; efficiency that has been attained, and l 
was most interested and pleased to find at Liuli an African 
also ;working in the medical department as a nurse.

The printing-press in no way falls behind-the standard of the 
rest of the work one associates with Likoma. It is .very largely 
managed by the Africans themselves, though over-looked, of course, 
and guided by a European.. Mr, Sharp gave up hours of precious 
time to adviK me and help me to make wise purchases that would 

.lay the foundation of a good printing-press in this diocese when 
stair and funds allow us to have one.

And this takes me to the “ Charles Janson,” in which, under 
Mr. Sharp’s captaincy, we voyaged first up and then down the 
lake. Father Elvin said of the “ C.J.,” “ A brave little boat." The 
Mwera wind gave us some idea of what the lake can do on the 
day we left LiuU for Likoma; but, that we should not be over 
much exalted by our coming through it all unscathed, Mr. Sharp 
^ured us. that it was only about a quarter of what the lake 
do, and the Bishop told us that in the previous month when the lake 
had really been going strong. Miss -Medd was heard to say, " If 
this gets much wor^, I shall not be able to correct examination 
papers 1" I am not writing of my visit to Liuli; Archdeacon George 
has sent an account of it printed in February Central Africa, but 
twerywhere we went, beginning with Liuli itself and its most attrac- 
iiTO church, and culminating in the Cathedral, there were buildings 
which spoke of the skill and energy of Archdeacon George. There 
are far more'permanent buildings in the diocese of Nyasaland than 
we have Iiere—schools, churches, hospitals, dispensaries, and dwell
ing-houses for the European staff. St. Michael’s College allowed 
me to preach to them at the first Evensong of St. Matthew, and 
I found many links with Father Hill, who is in charge there. It was 
holy ground to me because of Padre Douglas, and I stood with a 
full heart beside his grave in the Cathedral churchyard.

The Bishop’s kind forethought Iiad arranged that Canon 
Augustine Ambali should coma to Likoma to meet us, and it was 
* and to Padre Leonard Kangati.

ihe relations between this diocese and Nyasaland should be of 
me closest. If the foundation of Nyasaland was first in design,

our foundation here was first in practice, though actually as Bishop 
Steere set out from Lindi his objective was not Masasi but the lake. 
Our beginnings were, as it were, accidental, a result of the turn of 
events; and yet when Archdeacon Johnson set out with Padre 
Charles Janson to found the Nyasa work, it was from Masasi that 
(hey were sent. But it is true, I believe, that since Bishop 
Smythies’ last journey, no Bishop from this Zanzibar side had 
been able to visit Likoma. I hope, with all my heart, that our 
close relationship may draw us more and more into an ever closer 
unity.

per.

The days passed all too quickly, and Monday, September 23, 
1 us boarding the " C.J." again, to be taken from Likoma north 

to Mba'mba Bay, where our lorry was awaiting us. As we sorrow
fully bade Our farewells and climbed into our lor^ to fin'd our 
way back to Masasi again, the impression that was pernaps strongest 
was of the wonderful kindness which had surrounded us from the 
moment we arrived ; a more than ordinary kindness: and this, while 
true of all whom we met, was most conspicuously and outstandingly 
manifest in Bishop Fisher himself; in fact, this sums up for me more 
vividly than any other word what Bishop Fisher was to me, more 
especially since I became his neighbouring Bishop in 1926, and 
the cable of November it brought me a sense of personal loss the 
sorrow of which I can find no words to express. R.I.P.

sawwoman

^«ViNCENT Masasi.

can

I

Women’s HosptTAL. Likoma '
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Diocese of Nyasaland

MATOPE I

By Rev. G. B. Hand
•i.Matope, which by interpretation means “ mud,” is the least known 

of all the stations in the Diocese of Nyasaland and possibly in the 
whole Mission. In the early days of river transport to Lake Nyasa 
there was a much-frequented pa^nger transport station quite near 
the situation of the present Mission buildings, but members of the 
Alission in transit would be so busily occupied in slaughtering 
mosquitoes that they would have neither time nor inclination to 
study the place or its people. The naturally reticent ones would, 
of couree, ^y as litUe as possible about their discomfort from heat 
and mosquitoes, but the more voluble of speech would doubtless 
enlarge on the theme until the only character given to the place 
was echoed in its name.

But Matope, although so little known, has her moments of retro
spection and can call to mind episodes, both historical and senti
mental, reaching back more than fifty years. One hears of the 
fiist steamer on Lake Nyasa in 1875, but Matope can show you 
where the steamer was assembled and floated ere ever she saw the 
Lake. The one village of the Makololo tribe in the district say 
the reason they are cut off from their own people at so great a 
distance is because their fathers were placed at Matope by Dr. 
Livingstone to protect the Manganja. Matope is really at present 
the nearest U.M.C.A. station to Magomero, where the original 

^ mts^ona^ party built their station, and where arc the graves
Dr. Dickinson and Frs. Burrup and Scudamore, who died in 

Not far from Matope is a spot where Bishop Smythies said 
Mass in i88g in the open^ir, when he took some Nyasa boys to 
Zanzibar. One of th^ boys is now a priest.

Doctor Johnson and Archdeacon Eyre both did active work at 
Matop^ The former is still remembered and tales of him are told by 
older Christians. One story is, how the Archdeacon was lost 
in the bush some miles from Matope. He had with him one boy 
only, a stranger who became frightened as the sun went low. The 
Archdeacon is said to have knelt down and prayed that they might 
be shown the way. On rising from his knees he went blindly on 
through the pathless bush and eventually came across a small 
hamlet where they spent the night in safety. Matope, then, although 
not very well known to the outside world, has her 

? I bettcr-known places,
f 7 , " up to a year or two ago, showed that the only

road coming nwr the place, was “ a well-defined track.” 
til ^ upper Shire became choked with undergrowth and
If ! unavigation purposes, together with the opening up 
of a better road to the Lake through Zomba, then Matope became

f
ribte] [l'4dtt Hand

Matops

cut off and the ” well-defined track ” was only such for about six 
months out of the twelve. During this period the only visitors 
were the priest from Lilnvenu, an occasional Government official, 
or a hunter. But the spiritual work was growing steadily all the 
time and it at length became evident that a priest must be more 
or less resident there. The delights of travelling in and out of 
the district in tliose days can only be described by those who have 
done it, and a prize is offered to anyone who can persuade any such 
priest to put down what he really felt about these journeys. With 
the advent of a resident priest more consolidated work was found 
possible, but by that time the geographical sphere had become 
more or less demarcated by the advance of other missionary bodies 
from the hills on either side, so that Matope is now bounded on all 
sides by Marist Fathers, Seventh Day Adventists, Baptists, and 
PresbyterianS;'

With the building of the new motor road from Blantyre to Fort 
Jameson in Northern Rhodesia, the Matope district was at last 
brought to liglit and appeared as the jewel she really is. The new 
road crosses the Shird about a quarter of a mile west of the Mission 
Station. Now no longer able to hide away in meek humility as 
of old, she appears before the public eye a fully staffed but semi- 
equipped station. In addition to her resident priest she now has 
her nurse and dispensary, but, alas, no hospital, her woman teacher 
with two schools, St. Joseph’s and St. Monica’s, quite a large and 
now roomy church, badly in need of furnishing. The church is 
dedicated to the Holy Spirit. Our people are in their uninstructed 
state in constant fear of evil spirits, and the church stands as the 
house of the Great White Spirit in contrast to the various miniature

own memories
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MATOPE
FRESH METHODS OF SUPPORT

huts where the evil spirits are supposed to hover. The candle
sticks on the High Altar are of eleventh century oak and were 
carved from old beams taken from the roof of Winchester Cathedral.

The work at Matope is the same as at any other station and 
district and therefore needs no describing, but should the proposed 
railway scheme be carried out, Matope will become an important 
place, for it is there the line would cross the river Shir6 and there 
also a junction line would doubtless be built later on. This would 
bring much extra work to the MisStort and not a little anxiety.

U.M.CXA. Meeting in Newcastle. The collector could not get at tlie 
mothers who were in the gallery and told the writer that she would lose 
the pennies that week, but such was their keenness that asihey came down 
from the gallery they handed her the pennies and reproached her for not 
coming to collect them I

The scheme has been working nine months and It will mean an extra ;^25 
for the Mission a year. Do not despise the "penny” and why not try it in 
your parish to help the Mission to raise the extra ;^3,ooo wanted for the 
General Fund?

I

OUR ANNIVERSARY
Our Anniversary this year will be held on Tuesday, June 3. Full 
particulars are advertised on the cover. Applications for tickets for 
reserved seats at the Queen's Hall and for vouchers for obtaining rail
way tickets at reduced fares, should be made immediately.

FRESfi- METHODS QF SUPPORT
In the March issue we published an article dealing with the unsatisfactory 
position of our Mission finances and asking whether there may not 
be some *' fresh method of support waiting to be developed.” One of 
our friends suggests in . reply that a Talent Scheme might be found 
useful; another suggests ** Missionary Pennies;"

THE SUMMER SCHOOL
The Summer School was so successful last year that it has been arranged 
to keep it open for two weeks this year—from August i to 16, inclusive.

It will be held at St. Stephen's High School, CIcwer, Windsor, and 
among the lecturers we hope to have each of our four Bishops, The 
lectures will be so arranged that each week will be complete in itself, but 
students will be very welcome to stay for both weeks as the lectures Will 
be quite different. The charge will be approximately 37s. 6d. each wcek-

Will those who Intend to become students kindly apply as soonlas 
possible to the Rev. L. C. Watson, 65 Marshside Road, Southport, Lancs.

Provided a sufficient number of students are

I—A “TALENT” SCHEME
. For the benefit of those who do not know what a Talent Scheme 

is, it may be explained that, as generally worked, it involves the 
distribution of shillings to a certain number of people who express 
themselves as willing to trade with them in order to multiply them 
for some charitable object. Such a scheme is best worked locally, 
and we are commending our friend’s suggestion, especially to C.S.C. 
and Coral Lwgue branches, with the modification that either the 
branches should supply the shillings for trading or that prospective 

, traders should provide them for themselves!
Perhaps there arc readers of Central Africa who, though not 

members of any local branch, would like to join the effort to help 
the Mission m this way.

One word of warning ought to be added: what we need is not 
merely an increase in contributions for 1930, but a steady, regular 
increase which shall be maintained year after year. We hope, therefore, 
ImI confine their efforts to the present
years thw^Sow^^ ^ continue and even extend them in the

available for the purpose, 
0 motor coach will be run from Merseyside for the first week or the 
Summer School, leaving the Mersey on the morning of Friday, August i, 
and returning on Saturday, August g. The cost for the round trip 
will be about 40s., including lunch and afternoon tea en route each way.

Will all those who propose to join this party please communicate as 
promptly as possible with Mr. H. W. Christmas, 18 Chapel Street, 
Liverpool.

■]

HOME JOTTINGS
The Oeneral Fond RecelpU compare ai (ollowa:—

Received during April .....................................
Total receipts to April 30 ..........................

II—MISSIONARY PENNIES

per w«k to bo divided between S P.G.
TO ect pennies from “ nil sorts and conditions," ,

ned'h'anjnvhere. The local butcher,
oftenwi4',\tit:l'',^eStt:is“S.'SsCj''

other"^*^* Mothers' Meeting week by week. The
y meeting had to be postponed on account of the Annual

1930 1929
£l,m .£1,776 
je6,7ie £7,264

A decreue ol £548

VeitmenU.—Many requests are coming in from Africa for Vestments. We should 
be very glad If working parties, etc., would undertake to supply these needs. 
Materials will be supplied and cut out from about 30s. on application to Mils 
Smith, 48 St. Mark’s Road, Kensington, W.IO.

and U.M.C.A. They 
from people who are

ADglO'Calbollc Congress.—C.S.G. Reunion. There will be a reunion for 
Members at the St. Augustine's Hall, Queen’s Gate, at 4 p.m., on Tuesday, July 1. 
Tickets, which include tea, will be Is. We hope to have a large gathering. Tickets 
•houid be applied for not later than Thursday, June 26, to the Secretary, C.S.C., 
e/o the Office.

*4314a
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HOME JOTTINGS

CENTRAL AFRICAA.C.C. Casgrcu, IBM. The Mission Bodsstall wUl be In the

lo give them any advice or help that they may require. ■ i'rotia^
The lull will not be cleared away until the evening of Saturday Tulv K j 

much hope that a large number of children, attending the Pageant ^
come up to the gallery and see our books, cards, etc ^ « iouih,-wia

r
any
and A MONTHLY RECORD OF THE WORK ^F THE 

UNIVERSITIES’ MISSION TO CENTRAL AFRICA

No. 571 • XLVm. JULY, 1930 Price 2d
Hm ol oir U.m, Ululon SttUon. St. Michael’. House Tonkenenu,»c 

clo,e. 00 Jure 37 (or the lummer holiday.. We hope to rOKtiin m 
and to retu.in opea aeaiii till June 1031. “ Septejule, e
o. **. - Thurrtay to Good Friday Watch hent l,.t~. .c

Ws-i: SeS^kM^ii’ kslor^^^^^^

^g., upeclHl, ptoyUIon^ to .eil at the St. Michael’. Se HaU
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.VOTE.—Neither the Bishops

OUR
SEVENTY-FIRST ANNIVERSARY'
“WHO H.4TH BELIEVED OUR REPORT”

It is customary at the afternoon meeting for the Chairman to pro
pose that wc take tlie Report as read. Tliis is a very charitable 
assumption. However, the Chairman did not mean that we should 
dismiss it from our minds. It is a great thing once a year lo hear 
from the bishops of the four dioceses of our Mission what is the 
actual position of affairs. If wc read the Report we can i^ure 
ourselves that the knowledge we possess of the work in the Mission 
is up to dale- And wc owe it to our bishops, who, in spite of 
urgent calls oivtheir time, supply us with this knowledge, to study 
iheir reporls, aTiH to take what they tell us to our hearts as a stimulus 
lo further elTorts for the extension of the Kingdom of God’s dear

The Anniversary this year was a very special Anniversary, for 
we had three bishops and a bishop-designate of our Mission with 
us.. We could look them in the face and listen to their reports in 
addition to reading them; and as they emphasized the salient points 

realized that what they wrote came from their hearts and was 
addressed to our hearts. The last thing wc desire is that they should 
be asking themselves after the Anniversary, " Who hath believed 
our Reports?” ^ .

And now for the Anniversary itself. It was a great Anniversary; 
it may not be an exaggeration to say, that it was a record Anni
versary. Whatever mi.sgivings we may have felt ns to the result

■-;s

.*
Ealdlto’.^aSf'c ™S'’ HHI,

.. mu W. Bacldq-. c/„ Mi,I 5? A,S,dt‘S

the mission staff
Nime Dfocete Dtie

In Eti^IonJ;
Rw. H. Thoma* 
Mlu Perkins 
Rlihop of MsssaI

Zanzibar
Zanzibar
Masast

May 1 
May I 
May 6 Son.

“"A H sAiir Zanzibar 
N. Rhodesia 
Masas]

May 33 
May 29 
June 6!

'» do la, .Iwk!"D(o«»"l( Kirkland joins lit «.»
•a burm C.S.M. HCdouan^^"”:^'" who l>i» boon .ai.g
■tan. : naadquartor., BOO. to raliova .ho Dioccan Tro..uror tor a

we

. for medical reatona, to return to bfr 
•otne hope that the doctor may allow her to go
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•Tr AWct'’dtg?
and teachers for the

ing these dangerous i S '•t"'! i ' '

respect and natural
allection towards the i-xfe'
old folk at honte. He 
lamented the decay
of good manners '
which played so ;;

the grace and 
courtesy of the old 
African social etiquette. This is most noticeable in Zanzibar and 
the coast towns. There arc three stages: (i) an the coast, (2) in 
districts affected by coastal influences and (3) in the remote inlahd 
tiistricts. In Zigualand, you still And the grace and courtesy of old 
African life. '

3. Then he touched on a growing spirit of acquisitiveness arid 
the danger of money becoming a god; with the accompanying lofe 
of a sense of vocation to better things. High Government rates of 
pay arc a great temptation, rates of pay with which the Mission 
cannot compete. Islam is affected in exactly the same way, so that 
it is said that God Is being left out of Islam. To face all these 
dangers and difficulties there is urgent need of more courage and 
more heroism. The African is determined to make trial of this 
new conditions of things and it would be disastrous to stand in his 
way. His attitude to these new conditions must be regarded with 
untiring sympJihy.

The second speaker was the Bishop of N. Rhodesia. We must 
never forget what he said to us. He bared his heart to us at both 
meetings. The phrases, " arrested development *’ and “ the child 
that never grew up,” should stick in our memories. He told us 
liow, owing to the rapid Increase in the European population, 
especially in the neighbourhood of the copper mines, a district of 
some 10,000 square miles, the Mission has to make provision not 
only for ordinary mission w'ork among the Africans, but for spiritual 
ministrations to the European communities in the mining towns and 
elsewhere. Many of our own folk look to us for help. There arc 
great possibilities and opportunities. It is hoped that what is done 
hy the Mission in this respect will not be a tax on Mission finances. 
Desides, in these mines there are twenty Africans to one European. 
•Many of them are from other missions, but many also belong to

of changes in the place of our evening meeting, and the choice of 
Inc Queen s Hall, were entirely removed by the magnificent attend
ance. Greai credit is due to those who made all the arrangements, 
including those who placed the hall at our disposal. In future, when 
we h.sten to the promenade concerts at the Queen’s' Hall, wc shall 
he able to .say, I know that place, it is where we had that splendid 
meeting on behalf of U.M.C.A.

When London was visited by that deluge of rain on Monday 
night, wc were anxious, but we need not have been anxious. There 
was no rain on 1'ucsday. Wc are very thankful that this was the 

During the service at Red Lion Square, the sun smiled on 
us, lighting up the chancel, the place where the Gospel was read, 
and the pulpit, and those gleams of sunshine helped us, suggestive 
as they are of the light which irradiates the city of God. The 
church was filled, although extra seats had been provided. What 
would our Anniversarj' be without St. John’s, Red Lion Square, 
always dear to our hearts and consecrated by so many inspiring 
memories. Wc listened with a silence which could be felt, aS the 
Bishop of Mnsasi dwelt on the special needs of the work to-day, and 
urged us to be persevering in our intercessions for the Mission 
which IS so dear to all our hearts.

case.

Nkw Africa is athirst for knowlfdob

At both meetings the Chairmen were very brief and this enabled 
Ihe hi-shops and the bishop^lesignale to address us. Nevertheless, 
wc were .sorry to miss the pregnant words to which we look fonvard 
wlien llie chairman of the evening meeting addresses us, but wc 
mucli appreciated Ihe kind thought which kept him silent on this 
occ.xsion.

At tile Afternoon Meeting the first speaker was the Bishop of 
Zanzibar.

He began by s.aying that what is needed is a true vision at home 
and abroad of Africa as it is tojay. There was the old Africa and 
the new Africa. A great change has taken place and it has affected 
llic Moslem ns well ns the Christian. He slre.s5cd the fact that God 
w,as in Ihe heart of the pagan in the old Africa and that tiMiay the 
Mrican wants n religion, and if it is not Christianity it will be Islam. 
He spoke of the new Africa ns “ swept and garnished " and that 
God must have His riglitful place in the new Africa.

1. Tile African lo<lay has new ambitions. He is a great 
imitator and ho is determined to imitate Western customs. Western 
life nnd dress. Western greetings and Western slang. It is no use 
to nllcmpt to slop him. Wc must not regard this desire to imitate

aegeneralion or abandonment of faith. Sympathy with 
him in this embryonic stage is essential.

2. Then again new Africa is athirst for knowledge and Ihe 
posse,ssion of knowledge h.as inevilablv brought about great changes. 
Everythmg is lauglit tQ.day. The curriculum is perhaps too 
ambitious. He drew a vivid picture of the new African in the old 
Atncan home. He spoke of the dangerous tendencies created by 
the contrast between the old nnd the ne^v and he pointed out how

I
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These are the three problems which as future Bisliop are now occu
pying his mind. He asked us to keep these in our tiioughts when 
we pray for the Diocese of Nyasaland. ^

The last speaker was tlic Bishop of Masasi, He began by say
ing that his diocese was less affected than the other dioceses by the 
changes that were taking place in Africa to-day. He referred with 
words of warm appreciation to the help received from the Colonial 
authorities, especlallv in two respects, the abolition of the taxation 
of unmarried girls and of the compulsory segregation of lepers m 
“islands” for life. The result in the second case has been that lepers 
no longer conceal themselves as formerly. Many come forward 
spontaneously for treatment and so contagion is prevented. The 
elimination of leprosy has become a possibility. Some have been 
pronounced to be cured. Thanks are due to the Empire Leprosy 
Relief Association for valuable help. He remarked how much he 
had been struck by the medical work in Nyasaland and the 
microscopic work of African assistants. ....

He told us about the education of women and girls in his dioccsc 
and the work of a girls' boarding school, and gave us an illus
tration of the good influence of a Christian woman among the women 
drawing water at the well. She changed the tone of the conversa- 

They said, “ You must not talk like that. Emma does not

U.M.C.A. They go for longer or shorter periods, but the tendency 
is to lengthen the period of their stay, and their wives are now going 
with them and the authorities encourage them to do so. They may 
become permanent residents in mining villages and that means the 
influence of industrialism and Europeanisation. Something must 
be done for these folk and it must be done soon.

Then, just os this call comes, he finds himself provided with a 
quite inadequate staff and a reduced allowance, so that he has been 
compelled to withdraw the ladies, on whose work so much depends, 
from one of the principal stations. There is urgent need for ladies 
at Mapanza, two priests at Chipili and one at Msoro. Pastoral 
work is increasing and a parish may extend for too miles. On one 
occasion the Cliristians received their Christmas Communion in Holy 
Week I

Well, do we believe this Report? What are we going to do 
about it? The fields are white to harvest, he says, but alas, the 
labourers are much too few, and we may be too late. Is the "tender 
plant to wither away from want of care and attention,” " Arrested 
development?” '* The child that never grew up?” God forbid!

op-Dcsignatc of Nyasaland was the next speaker. He 
Post and the Future. The past, he began, by describ-

Thc Bisho 
spoke of the
ing the great change taking place at Korog%ve, but he was anxious 
that wc should realize that in spite of these changes the Mission work 
is in full swing. As to changes, the Government is there repre
sented by two district political officers. There is n Government 
hospital and police. There arc great motor roads and surveying 
is carried on by aeroplanes, which on their first appearance much 
disturbed the minds of the Afneans. There are no mines, but 
plantations of sisal, coffee and tea. There are Africans from Tan
ganyika Territory, Nyasaland and N. Rhodesia; some of them from 
U.M.C.A., but they come and go. He referred to the decentraliza
tion at Korogwe. Formerly there were only two stations, Korogwe 
and Ntalawando, but now Kizara has been added and there are two 
other stations at Hale and Gereza, in charge of African priests. 
There is much medical work with a lady doctor and two nurses. 
There has been much progress. Five years ago there were aoo 
baptisms in the baptismal register, now ii400, of whom 500 were 
infants, and so tho Mission, is brought face to face \yith increasing 
pastoral work in the Christian homes and among Christian parents.

As to his. future dioccsc, he called attention to three important 
points:—

I. In the future there must be a great increase of the African 
ministry.

a. The largeness of the numbers of converts raises the question, 
How arc they to be shepherded with an inadequate staff? For some 
years to come they must depend on European priests.

3. -And-thirdly the Map shows that In Nya^and the Mission 
Is working under three different governments and this implies dif
ferent methods of education and different marriage ordinances.

lion.
like such talk.” . . v

In the evening he gave us a delightful description of his visit 
10 the three great Yao Sultans. We need not say much about It w 
our readers have no doubt already studied it in the Report. Did

Girl Pupil Tkaciikrs, Makasi
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Diocese of Nyasaland

WOMEN'S WORK IN THE 
LAKE-SIDE VILLAGES : Bv Hilda Mkdd

The Lake-side villages on ihe eastern shores of Lake Nyasa con
tain many of the oldest out-stations of the diocese of Nyasaland, 
and have provided a large proportion of the native teachers for 
other districts. In old days these villages were worked from the 
*' Chauncy Maples.” Though so much progress had been made 
vdth the boys, there were few girls’ schools, and those that existed 
flourished for a time under some teacher’s wife and too often came 
to an end if she went elsewhere.

Since the war the Lake-side villages have been attached to 
different stations. The out-schools in Portuguese territory from 
the Cape at Mala, rather south of Likoma, up to the frontier at 
Tanganyika Territory, belong to the Likoma district. The more 
northerly ones involve an ” ulendo ” (i.e., journey), with lent, cook, 
food for five days or longer, 
and can only be visited by 
a European teacher very 
occasionally, lest they take 
her away from other work.
1 hoped it would be pos
sible to visit the southern 
ones once a month to look 
after girls’ schools and to 
visit the Christian women 
and hold classes for them.
Work in the boys’ school 
being added to my responsi
bilities and the uncertainties 
of wind and >ftpathcr, have 

• made any regular work 
beyond the schools an 
impossibility. A good deal 
of patience and judgment is 
needed to get round at all.
An east wind, only too 
prevalent in the morning, 
makes visiting some placc.s 
an Impossibility for many 
days. They can only be got 
in by throwing over one’s 
most cherished plans and 
visiting them on a day when 
the wind is favourable.
Sometimes, indeed, the

Ths LimuRAv Cnuscit. D.^r-es-Sauum

f f:.s
closed again. Some of us may live 10 hear how the Bishop of

and ‘['^'‘->1°.''* ““ “f > '>= ‘i“P impression made on the African 
and Moslem Afnran, by the medical work; how in the leper settle.
Sto rh''r"p "mre Moslems and at first inacces-
fhem f".. “icclmmens now. one ofthep the chief of the island, and five more in prospect. He referred to
mid'." fT“"‘I for ihe time being cured. He 
he^ LuihV^' Dor-is^nlaam, in place of

used by the Mission. A Tile has 
been procured and the European Church Council ere keen about 
them new church. It was to be a central church for bmh EuroS 
and African. 'Then he told us about the success of the new Book 
d&i "df *3*shop of Uganda, xvhom wc w?re
dch^h^d to see on tho platform, he said, “ What I sa\v in Uiranda 
Inspired our clforts to have a Book Shop Hke yo^ " And 
SeW.^'^'Irr ‘’f “"'"e ''O"' ‘here wore thirty boys in the Centra"

*■111
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destination is changed halfway across, when it seems wiser to go to 
another school than waste time " tacking ” backwards and forwards 
on the Lake, only to arrive when morning school is nearly over 

After six o'clock Mass and breakfast, three days a week I go 
down to the little sailing-boat (the " Chikulupi,” or Hope), precede 
by my " boy " with a basket on her head containing luncheon a 
kettle, books, pencils, chalk, etc. “ Boy ” is always used of a’nv 
servant, though in my case the so^alled “ boy " is always a girl 
We usually fall in with various people who hopel that I will give 
them a passage across in my boat. ®

On some days a coat or waterproof is necessary or one gets wet 
through, even before the boat is clear of the two rocky islets, which 
guard the entrance to.thc bay. On other davs there is little wind 
and one can immediately spread out some work. These quiet days 
mean a long crossing, much hated by the boatmen, who have to 

The waste of, time if one could not get on with correcting 
exerctsc books would be very annoying, . “

Arrived, at the mainland, I go into the boys’ school as a rule, 
till midday, when the women who teach arrive and I spend what 
time I can with them till the girls have collected.

In this Kobwe district, worked from Likoma, the usuai plan 
IS to have a girls school in the afternoon, using the building, black- 
boartE, slates, etc., used by boys in the mornings. The girls come 
well in the afternoons, having done much of their home work in 
the mornings in the fields, drawing water, fetching wood, or pound
ing corn with their mothers.

'''7- ‘•■'"e to find teachers for these girls'
fhhfdai only teach near her home. To

V- VI ages depend on the teacher's wife. If she can 
leach It IS an excellent thing, but it is sometimes difficult to arrange, 
frvm "’'I" '“«:hers, whose wives teach, is limited. We

■ "ho seem hkely to be of use to stay on in school,
hoping in time each village may possess a possible teacher, 
of Vh “tgonize girls' schools, we would hear

"ho could "read,” and hold an' 
impromptu examination on her doorstep or under a tree, 
a I “"'T h "nto possible to find
It WM dmr 'ih f '’ ^hristian girls to read the " Gospels.”
We^rnS these women at first to teach Scripture.
News^ „ 2^1, hikani Zabwino (iiteraliy Good
ihf mHe extracts from the Gospels, and told them to teach
whef I from it till my next visit. It was only
Tod In.S.r'' Eihla to chant the passages by heart
women on their answering questions, that by degrres the

a hymn-book, even when able to use It.

At Likoma and other stations with European teacfiers, classes 
are held for the women engaged in teaching and there is a syllabus 
of study for four examinations. On passing each examination they 
obtain a certificate. This scheme of examinations was begun as 
there is no training college for women teachers.

It was much more difficult to help the women far off in the Lake
side villages, but now the rule is wellarstablished that “ anyone 
who wishes to teach must study.” Even if no examination were 
passed this would be a gain. They would be learning instead of 
forgetting. A messenger collects their books containing answers 
to questions on the chapters set for study, writing and arithmetic. 
Several women now hold Preliminary Certificates in Kobwe district 
and are studying the subjects set for the Second. Certificate.

Further south the Lake-side villages are attached to the stations 
of Ngoo and Msumba. Shortly after the war a stray visit to 
accompany a nurse to Msumba led to my inspecting the girls 
school there, and encouraging their- teachers to study with a view 
to getting a certificate. The school had flourished at one time under 
the care of Mabel Ambali, Canon Augustine himself, I think, teach
ing Scripture. A few girls from it after a short time as boarders 
at Likoma, had obtained certificates in igo8. My. first visit, aftqr 
the war, was followed by others, to conduct examinations, the can- 
didates having sent up weekly papers in the meantime. Since the 
autumn of 1923, a quarterly visit of nurse and teacher was arrang^ 
whenever possible. The journeys involved a stay at Ngoo and dhe 
Ngoo women have made good use of their opportunities, their 
weekly papers have been most regular. A stay of ten dps at 
Msumba made visits to its out-stations possible, and at a few of 
them we have girls studying tor the Mission's teachers lamina
tions. It is nice to think that now Miss Healing has gone to live 
at Msumba, she will find some certificated African women trachers 
to help her and with her to help them close at hand, how much more 
progress they should make in the future I . j . •

Journeys oiv the Lake can be very interesting, prpided one is 
a good sailor. Much interesting information can be picked up 
from crew and passengers, folk-lore stories, songs and native games. 
It is astonishing how little “ the rains " have interfered with our 
work, looking back over nearly ten years. There have been days 
when it was loo wet to start. 1 only once remember crossing m a 
really bad storm. We were going home and s^hould have been 
very late indeed had we waited for it to pass. The boatmen plied 
it a " good ” storm, as it was travelling with us. We prtamly 
made a marvellously quick crossing, but the rtiin rame down in 
sheets and mainland and island were blotted out. Wc were in a 
world of water, lit by vivid flashes of lightning. , . . .

A Yao messenger from the hills lay in the bottom of he boat, 
that his last hour had come. However, wc reached the island 

in daylight as it was still so rough.
H. "M.

row.

sure
safely, glad to be over
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Diocese of N. Rhodesia WHERE THERE’S A WILL THERE’S A WHEEL

where THERE'S A WILL 
THERE’S A WHEEL '

As there are eighty African mouths liere to feed dailv n •’ 
flour, wiiicii we .have to grind ourselves from ^ on .mane
put to it to maintain the supply. And as tire iSi n ’ “te hart),nssrs xfei;
comes down the*'s“l«p Idll‘‘at''the bS™f°the“statio^"l’‘’ 'f

saaa-’fegy? ?;j?a
n tw6-gnllon pail, nnd^hus fm.nn
rate of thirty-two gallons in tJn il>e
this comes to aboufa qlalj "f a "n-'

Next wo tMcH ^ enllons per day?
in tills way. We hune- a'^ca'n f^iY'^f coquired to turn the giuider 
doing. Then we tied? t "'“'or on the handle—nolliihg
in ntlached. aod hung fhe can haadll
thus varying the distance from ?i ‘*‘*^orent positions along the stick, 
ngo. Wc found hat d.r~ n" “"'I'’’ “"o'-ing the lever-
when hung it , ft. 9 il. from th?

so just hadto'thinfc'^one L*t''''Th'^” examined one at close quarters 
tion and a great deal of arithm'f-"’''°T ™‘’ “ imagina-
havereight ^ns on vour Wl ’"i' * Snooned that suppose you 
be full ofwateraranv eivl ’ one-third pf them will
'■I revolution of a • “Iso guessed that the rale
necodds. Now i^two “nnllL'™*'''' *’'= “^“1 ““ I""
ftream is la-s-catfi*/- -,^11°— fv^ amount of water coming down 
'im lie actuillf oT'thf wheel this Imouot
power available is"abdhi tin “t nny one moment, therefore the 
''“tying from o to i ft I'iT gallons at a radius from the centre ' 
that this would just ah'nm P' "1 ^ '•'’o-foot wheel. We reckoned 
"Ian the amount requfe'^"”' ''™ gallons at . ft. 9 in., which
"e found the sire* of means of much arithmetic

ne sire of wafer-pan required and the number. We

m

wmm
m

T»B Strkau at Fiwila

reckoned that eight one-gallon pans would be just riglil. So 
niade the wheel.

Wc used about two hundred nails to put it togcllier.
rriie Axle.—We had a piece of 2\ in. iron pipe from an old 

mine, but the problem was to bore four holes in it, two to fix the 
wneel to it, and two to connect it with the machine. 'Ihe holes 
were bored in the following manner. Wc started with a cold chisel, 
men applied a breast drill. In order to get enough weight behind 
(his, one Afwfan sat on top of it. One stood behind the bench 
10 catch himlf he fell, one hung on the side handle, and I applied 
torcc to the shank and turned the handle. I wish you could have 
seen us. Anyway, it did tlie trick. By the way, wc got the wheel 
round by drawing a circle on the ground, placing the boxes to this 
line and nailing them in situ.

As we had no proper bearings and no pulley-wheels or belting, 
wc decided to have a direct drive from the wheel to ilie grinder. 
Xow, knowing that we should never get the two axles truly aligned, 
some sort of universal joint was Inevitable. I decided to make a 
Carden shaft. Wc made a double one. Each end was as follows 
A face plate of i in. wood, lo in. .square, bolted with three bolts to 
.n disc of galvanized iron, 8 in. diam. and kept distant from it by 
four wood washers on the bolts. This faceplate attached to the shaft 
bv a piece of iron rod passing through Ihe shaft and Mcurcd lo the 
face-plate by wood hasps, and many screws. A similar face-plate 
thb other side of the disc, and similarly attached, tlie bolt holes in

we

centre.
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WHERE THERE’S A WILL THERE’S A WHEEL

MEDICAL WORK IN MASASI 
DIOCESE

r^. Then by means of much heaving, altering nushin-.f
^up .ng up of the CaMen shaft was a formiStble^of The J'’'
siss ■“■ “■" - '“■* "-ft
- bradawl, I waited for ever anS he wotdd ar^t with ' 
bit, and so on all day. But I must ?h ? ‘ u “ “'I
Africans worked splendidly ■ 'he whole the

able, planks and nails we grass, stones innumer-

water! It is q grearsucc^'aL*'— "’u"’ "’® ‘h®

capacity of our whS is irivtn "S additional power. But the 
"laehine. We have built ®a ,ha^,.E "&''t power to turn our
have rigged up rush ™is u ^ °™'’ ">e affair, and we

The Whole^hine k ro„If ^‘‘''2 °f '''® =P‘"«h »' 'he water, 
had to hand. We^hid ind ' d?"* ""yhiaff we
bolls which we had to u-j> a *” '^‘".D^w threads on the worn-out 
never saw. But tne Vr^t .!?• "’°'® Heath Robinsonian affair you 
will there’s a whj^? ""“B h works. Where there is a 

■ A. M. J.

By Dr, C. Frances Taylor

The Bishop’s chaplain has just told me that 1 ought to have . 
written about the medical work of the Diocese a month ago; but 
even thinking of work as a whole always fills me with a sense of 
inadequacy and consequent depression I Each of the eight stations 
from which medical work is carried on varies in the scope of the 
work and the problems with which the medical staff has to contend.
In some, notably Namagono and Saidi Maumbo, it is still slow work 
breaking down the fear and prejudice against European methods; 
while in the older parts of the Mission where the people come to us 
more readily there is still in the background appalling ignorance 
of the most elementary hygiene and fear of the unknown. But 
in spite of this the work is increasing steadily, not so much m the 
number of patients as in the seriousness of the cases which we 
now allowed to treat. At one time by far the majority of the patients 
in our hospitals were suffering from ulcers or wounds of some 
kind; these, together with cases of yaws still form a large proportion, 
but the people are increasingly ready to come in for pncumpnia, 
bad malaria and other diseases requiring medical treatment. i But 
the most noticeable advance, especially at Lulindi, my headquarters, 
is the breaking down of the prejudice against anrcsthetics. Uur 
people are very much afraid of an anaesthetic, some think that the 
patient really dies under tlic anaisthclic, then if the anaesthclirt is 
sufficiently clever the patient may be brought back'to life again; 
but, on the other hand, he may not, so naturally they arc Jpath 
to risk it. A few years ago if an anesthetic was suggested the

are

HosriTAL Patiekts, Lulixdi
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.MEDICAL WORK IN MASASJ diocese Diocese of Zanzibar.

-u,d 0„„
.jiccepled withoul question, and writing tin? wilhonr'’ “ 
by me, I can think of over twenty of ^
Ittst six months in only 00^0? fvh^can T
objection to the antestlietic. Indeed onrold PV real
and informed the nurse that he was’o-nino- 1 ? m lately
medicine ” and have his interL Hakr?, “ sleepin|
part taken away and the rat out bar\ '*’« troublesome
think he was in"^need of any su^rgLr iLrfVre^/"'"
very much that we shall soon be^ahla ? K -iT hoping
and get a proper sterifeer a" Lunndt a^"'
up our portable table in one romn n il!, d ‘0 Put
everything directly after oper™°ng » that ''™5'
other things again Another r- be used for
very tvell,'’espSal y arLulindMsIhe a°T Bolng on
we do not bU a regular cirnic thante ttT "'““g''

blcTL-SS"; -Jz
and even did three small opera’fons dier? f“‘’‘‘""p'J’ ‘’“sy week 
short, and have promised fo ™ f 1’ ""y "vueh loo
Needless to say much TOik had^h.“ ® '*"= ‘■“'f®-
there in the Iniervah an? L C.S.P. Sisters
have died out. r of a strange European seems to
nun^ber°of ?STdSrSrin'??t‘"r‘''’“ for yaws, but the
the disease is coming uS^contrnl i,*’ because
.-s^^nts still fometrr^it tvl^T^'m

REFRESHMENT SUNDAY
I WISH I could paint the scene in the Churchi of the Holy Cross, 
Msalabani, on the morning of the day on which the African 
Memorial to Bishop Weston was dedicated.

That morning three Africans were ordained deacons and an 
English deacon was priested. I entered the church a little while 
before the service began, and very beautiful it looked. The deep 
terra cotta of the apse, just relieved by a couple of vases of bright 
golden coreopsis on the high altar, and again in front of the very 
beautiful statue of Our Lady and the Child, against one of the 
pillars of the south aisle.

A thrce-leg:ged native stool, covered with a scarlet cloth, was 
placed ready for the Bishop in the middle of the chancel. In line with 
the scarlet-canopied throne. 'Scarlet dalmatics for the tliree deacons 
and vestments for the new priest were placed on the chancel rail
ings ready. A chair and desk had been placed In front of the 
congregation, with a scarlet cope ready for Dr. Palmer, who had 
given so much assistance with the training of the ordinands.

A few Sisters of the Sacred Passion, a few men, and some little 
boys were already kneeling in the church or sitting on the flbor. 
Three little boys in new blue jumpers were well to the fore, .for 
their fathers were to be given Holy Orders that day. ‘

A strong spirit of peace attaches to Holy Cross, Msalabani, /^nd 
the hush of great expectancy was over all, only emphasized by the 
busy passing to and fro of one or other of the sacred ministers on 

errand from the vestry to the temporary sacristy arranged in 
the Convent. ^ , ,

Presently the ordinands came in, clad in albs, and went quietly 
to their places just inside the*chancel ratlings,^ facing the altar. 
The congregation filed in—men on the south side and gaily clad 
women and children on the north. Their sheetics and scarves were 
of many colours—red and yellow, and orange and blue and greed 
and pink. TWany had babies sleeping peacefully on their backs, 
others had less peaceful youngsters, whose gambollings and Grow
ings were not to be wholly restrained by the solemnity of the

n to

some

Portuguese
>bem 'ZTZlZZZo'ZZl'
ful crowd, and really Je.??. “ wonderfully chcer-
One whom I believe to bo cured 1" **'®*'' '“mEEof-pi
peat If aumcientitaff a„n'on^ h^ve are very
forward, strengthened, i?l1)eHevlw?® f°vthcoming for us to go
by the power of the preyere behind us"’

.
°''Th™procession of ministers came in at the south door, .and as 
the nishop passed up the centre, row after row knelt to receive his 
blessing. That sense of continuity, with a past which is ever present, 
which a Bishop’s blessing brings with it, was_ perhaps the key to 
an appreciation of the mysteries which were to be set forth before 
our eyes. Mysteries set forth in dramatic symbol beprc_ us, but 
in which nevhrtlicless we were each partakers, Mysteries in winch 
none dare partake without “ confileor ” upon hts^ps. ^ .

The prayers bf the congregation were asited for those to be 
ordained; and as the Bishop laid his hands in solemn charge upon

own

C. Frances Tavlor
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REFRESHMENT SUNDAY
Pioccse of Nyasalandthe head of each candidate in turn, prayinu that he ^ v ■

the Holy Spirit, one could not help rLlLne somethf^ff

r,s
form and ■■ tt ts required in atewards that a man bTfound ^h

9MirM
Bishop Weston.

‘’'°Bis± fe"" nLtstfnrpIace^"'’”'’-
TatemaX,YSB'pCfo.“hf‘‘ ‘"h "■" ■"
TpbernacIeJ. ® P bade us fight for our

visitors' 'frora°KoroTOe'''^BwMbwr*'’ ^“P'‘e the weather 
managed to get thcre^nd •^"“pbwera, Tongwe and Kiwanda 
Blshop cIect S NvSnntf tncluded Archdeacon Douglas, the
Chumh Z tL ttratil ar™® fn'" °f Teresa
Korogwe. '"“^5“™''°" of another new daughter parish of

MILO NOTES
As it is some time since there has been any news from Milo in 
Central Africa, it will be a good thing first of all to remind readers 
of the extent of the Milo district. Going northward from Manda 
after two days, the first village of the district is reached, that of the 
Sultan Kidulile. The next day you come to Luwana, and the 
following day you have a four-hour climb to Milo, which is 6,000 
feet above sea-level. It will be remembered that Milo was formerly 
a station of the Berlin Mission. The buildings consist of a large 
church, dwelling-houses, and out-houses, which have been adapted 
lor a school and hospital. Milo is an excellent centre for the district 
as there are about twenty of the thirty out-stations within a day’s 
walk; this makes it easy to call in the teachers and monitors for 
special teaching or the Christians for a great toival.

Then again fifty miles to the N.E. there is Yakobi, which, like 
Milo, was a station of the Berlin Mission before the war. (Yakobi 
is marked in the Mission Atlas, Map 8, by its other name, Pangire.) 
There is a brick church there, and a somewhat dilapidated brick 
dwelling-house. Yakobi and three neighbouring out-stations form 
d separate unit, which I have placed in charge of a native Reader, 
who goes round tbem once a month, and gives me a written report

three tribes. Iri the sbpth
netv when r comb.

The people of the district belong to „ ,, ,.
they are Wamanda, around Milo, Wapangwa, and. at Yakobi,
Wabena. j o-u uThe country is for the most part sparsely populated. Ihe huts 
of a village are usually very scattered, and when choosing the site 
for a new school, it is often difficult to determine where it will be 
nearest, or rather least far, for the greatest number of people.

During the two years I have been at Milo, I have been reaping 
the fruits of the labour of Archdeacon Johnson and Fr. Lawrence.

candidates for Confirmation; 
to catechumens, but thereBoth in igaq^nd 1929 there 

1 have given a large number of crosses
is still a large number of hearers and heathen. ^

One of oSr chief difficulties has been to get teachers from the 
Ijikb level to work at Milo, owing to tlm dillerence in temperature 
and climate! this has, of course, retarded the training of loM'.boys 
as teachers. But we hope in time to get out of .this vicious 
circle” and send a regular supply of students to St. Michael s 
College. The first Mpangwa student was admitted in '928.

Meanwhile the work is being carried on for 'he tnost W 
local monitors, who make up in kecnncM ^bat they lack m 
knowledge. One of these whose name is Z^b^tyo. and whose 
home is at Yakobi, deserves special mention, ■^‘‘•n.io.eiinn for year I sent him with some hesitation to a course of instroction for 
“ Senior Monitors " at St. Michael’s College. I feared that his

were 200

One Who Was Present. .

Ly. 'H**.amm.
]
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MILO NOTES

h al;:. rSi Ss'iir ss;."" —-"-V*'!:
for^ho'fu.ur::""’'’'' dOermina.ion gives one hope

THE PRESENT FINANCIAL CRISIS
At our Anniversary Mr. Christmas proposed a scheme whercj)y the Mission 
would gain the extra ;4'3,ooo to prevent the reduction of grants to the 
Uishops. It is as follows:

Hie Mission needs 200 friends wlio will each undertake to collect twenty 
sixpences per week from now onwards to the end of the year from people 
who arc tiot already subscribers.

Collectors, plea.se enrol your names by sending them to Mr. H. W. 
Clirisimas, at Central Africa House, Wood Street, Westminster, S.W.i.

Unfortunately, instead of tlie General Fund increasing, the receipts to 
the end of May show a decrease of .£2,654 I

But the total collection at the Anniversary amounted to £^623.

D.

FOR WIVES AND HUSBANDS

r“7 E
away to visit the coast °Pe,rl V‘‘"’® *“ g«‘ 

.“".'■id.he.is radiant .vitL huZthn" 
fishra^ndtor enters TeT '"'ile'away selling his
tinned. Te Mnha^dan/??rofc^^

bitterness and now was onlvTrmkirecovered from his 
in danger. Beatrfe ™ soX too.
Petro was not easily found^’ She’ 
penance and cleanse her soui. ^ ““P‘

nnd_there ‘‘“’e bush church,
penitents to be dismisEd^f^rfi? ‘=“='0'" for public
diegn.ee. On “his SSnthenlH T'’ P®" "’®"
Petro get up from his placTand" in fron? f Beatris, he saw
go to his wife, his eves ohin’;,l" ^™."I "'hole congregation,
lead her from the chur4 himself ^Th'^ 'ears, and very tenderly
rapt in prayer until the end nf " *'® "'‘‘“'ned and remained io„gsi„cedied,nowtr™„Ve^dt“catThisa'^^^^^^^^^^ had

U.M.C.A. SUMMER SCHOOL
August ist to August j6th. St, Stephen’s High School, CIcwcr, Windsor.
There is an imprc-ssion that tlu-rc is no more room for students, but 
this is not correct. Although {ipjilications are coming in well there is 
slill plenty of room both for men and women, and more especially for 
the second week. Names should be sent at onqc to: Rev. L. iC. 
W'alson, 65 Marshside Rd., Southport. Tlie charge is 37s. 6d. per 
week, with a small extra charge for single rooms.

We should be glad to receive any donations to be used ns Bursarie.*;. 
for promising Students who arc not in a position to pay for themselves 

The Rev. G. He.alcy is unable to be the chaplain this year. Hts 
place for the first week will be taken by the Rev. L. C. Butler, organizing 
secretary for East England.

HOME JOTTINGS
The Oeaeral Fund Itecelpti compare as follows:—

1030 1020
Received duriii©> May 
Toi.fl receipts lo May 31

.£1,770 £3,mi

.£8.495 .811,140
A Decrease of £2.C54.

«
autumn's work for the Mission 

J the nearest possible approach
Oar Home Mission Station. Why not start : 

by visiting St. Michael’s, Tonkerton, which you w 
to a visit to Africa itself.

The north coast of Kent is Bpcclally delightful in SeptemlKf, October and 
November. We shnH b* ready to receive guests again at Tankerton on or ol>out 
September 0th. Please write and book your room now If 

Address nil letters to: Miss H. Spanton, Central 
Westminster, S.W.I.

your au 
vlll find

Mved. was being
«f 'ong^M^|y"|iJ„“"^J;'^°^nghometoga^^^^ . . . j thoughi 
who say that some sin? ar?^„n?^ !!' P“P‘=‘'s. °f P«>ple
perhaps this is true bm Jh. “"P?'^^°?“h'e. Humanlv spaiking 
impossible to pass ’ ‘''® ®P'"‘ 1““= «•" still bring thf

If you 
Africa

can.
House, Wootl Street,

The Olshop ol Masasi would be grateful if anyone could give him the following 
secead*band loitnimenU. (1) A reliable Aneroid Darometer for measuring altitude* 
In the diocese. (2) A good pair of field glasses with magnification at least 8. 
(3) A moderately powerful telescope for looking at stars, etc. (with a stand).

Would ofTers l>c kindly sent to the Diihop of Mnsasi, c/o TJte Ortlcc.

■i

A. R. J. !
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HOME JOTTINGS

CENTRAL AFRICApurcrh without names andParceli.—'Will friends who have 
ymieful thanks.

.iddresses
Iiu.pl

A MONTHLY RECORD OF THE WORK OF THE 
UNIVERSITIES’ MISSION TO CENTRAL AFRICA

*
Ukoina Library.—The Librarian would be grateful for the fnllowlnc 

Ilf Thr Church Quarlefly Revinv: 145>1&, 169, 169, 16.9 and 170. numVfi

No. 572. XLVIII. AUGUST, 1930 ' Price 2d
Asioclales Chrlilniat Pment lo Workers.—Miss G. Le Bailly, Meadow GarA

tiloucest 
Present,

P.ircel5 oI books (one theological, one liferary or artistic and three 
are sent lo ns many stations as possible In rota. So far it is only possi 
»rnd to any st.ntion ones in four years. They would all like the books each year''
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Irrfrals in England, 
Archdeacon Douglaa 
Rev. A. G. Rogers 

. Bishop of Zaruibar 
Canon Palmer 
Miss llnrtvood 
Miss Martin 
•Miss M. Junes 
Rev. J. K. Adams 
Rev. S. \V. Davies 
Rev. C. H. Rush 
Re>-. J. N, [..e Fleming 
Dr. J. M. .Murray

; Vep.irtures from England: 
; Miss Blackbume
i Mi.«« AVltdom
j Rev. G. Erle>Drax
i Rev, 0. B. Hand
f Rev. E. T. Dickson
! Re\‘. H. Nicholson

\
ZamiiUnr 
N. Rhcxlesia 
Zanribar 
Zanzibar 
Zanzibar 
Zanzibar 
Nj-asninnd 
N. Rhodesia 
Nyasaland 
Nyns.iland 
Masasi

\May 17 
M.ty 10 
.May 31 
May 31 
May 31 

• May 31 
June 9 
June 16 
Juno 10 
June 10 
June 19 
June 19

I
CONSECRATION OF THE NEW / 

BISHOP OF NYASALAND
.T-

The principal event of June was the consecration of Archdeacon 
Douglas as Bishop of Nyasaland on the Feast of the Nativity of 
Si. John Baptist in Lambeth Palace Chapel. The Bishop of London 
was the officiating Bishop, acting under a commission from the 
Archbishop ot^Canterbury. The sermon was preached by Bishop 
Hine, who toS the place of Archdeacon Hallett, who was absent 
through illness. Among the Bishops who were present, Africa wa.s 
well represented: Zanzibar, Masasi, N. Rhodesia, Uganda, 
Mombasa and Central Tanganyika. Bishop Gore, President of the 
General Council of the Mission, was present, and also a number 
of present and past workers in U.M.C..’\. It was a pleasant coin
cidence that the other Bishop consecrated is the successor of Bishop 
Trefusis, late Bishop Suffragan of Crediton, a very old friend of 
U.M.C.A., whose son has served in the Mission. Bishop Douglas, 
we know, has lo face an arduous task and difficult problems await 
him, but he will have with him the prayers and good wishes of all 
the friends of the Mission,

Zanzibar

N. Rhodesia
-N. Rhodesia
Zanzibar
Nyasaland
Nynsaland
Nyasaland

June 13 
July 11 
July 11 
July .11 
July .91 
July 31

I

New Member. Diocese of Nyasaland. The Rev 
Assistant priest at St. l.«.nard-s, Newark. Harry Nicholson, B.A. Oxob.,

IN MEMORIAM—R.I.P.

M-iy =0. Francis Edward Nugee, Priest.

lb. >65



NOTES ON ULENDO

Diocese of Nyasaland It is not very pleasant climbing the hillsj as the path merely 
consists of smaller stones, and the rest of the hills is rock. It takes 
about an hour to get to the top of the pass and then there is a more 
or less level path for two hours to a small village called after its 
stream, Mwagache; but the stream is dried up; thcr<ris a certain 
amount of water about in holes, some dirtier than others.

A few years ago there were several people living near the stream, 
but now most of the houses have gone, and it is one of the places 
where there seems to be nothing to do. There arc one or two 
Christian women, and more a little way off, who will come to Mass 
(in my tent) to-morrow. There is not enough work here for a 
teacher; perhaps one ought to call people together to talk to them. 
It would be difficult even if one were competent to do it, as those 
who tire not driving monkeys away from the maize are looking after 
a ffre which " did the hundred yards " in less than ten seconds just 

. It nearly caught the houses and effectually cleared me away 
from a nice shady spot. ...

These people keep pigeons: it is like Blackfriars Bridge.^ I 
have just realized that tlie reason they keep them is for food. The 
last time I was here I was kept awake by the bleating of a sheep 
inside the chief’s house, to which my tent is attached.

The “ road ” to Londo, the next village,, is not particularly 
interesting, but it is good to recognize landmarks on one’s second 
visit.

NOTES ON ULENDO
By the Rev. P. D. Fox '

T

now

The boys of Londo came out to greet the priest and his “ ^r- 
riers." It must liavc been very distracting in tlic last few minutes 
of school, .as the carriers make themselves licard towards the end 
of the journey. Tlic youth of I.ondo does not take the advantage 
of the .stream ns their brothers living on the shore do of the lake.

One or the Lake..side Villages

These notes were for the most

PonxEu^o East Africa, not far from rite Tanganyika 
To h^a S f small,‘’sokl

laL on the teke“h“‘e.

where 000"^™'!!".^’“?''°’. ‘ho ^-ikoma district
practicallv due pia Uchesi, which is
see the of the Cathedral. From the lake shore one can
wWte Lw 0“ of 'he houses. Two large
mipht he ihe c oarly morning; at first sight theV
clefriy the “ docks””"on?e TT'"^ “'1; ^otually they mark pretty 
was hiddL hSa .^'■‘O""' flotilla " ; tlic Charles Jansen
harbour Lm the 4st ®vind! '

orWnalTdM'wes I'e*T°T ''“Stic on these occasions; the
0* the first qthnn! Uchesi after midday and sleep that night
mwed most o?X boat had to be
the pcodIc of TTrhnc* ^ 't was too late to start walking. So

P esi were able to hear Mass next morning-

’:-^v’--'rr>rV9

w -Y'mvil Mim

i i.ti-Mm
i“/H

M«i .V 11mi
\r»if* Fo%rfcn«»i

Typical scenery on tub Ulbndo
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NOTES ON ULENDONOTES ON ULENDO
ll is a prutiy liitte sircam and in the dry season it just covers you 
if you lie Hat,

There is a village an iiour’s walk away wliere a monitor has just 
started work. 1 had intended to sleep there, but I heard that they 
hod not yet finished the building of the school, so I decided to stay 
at Londo : it was just lus well. 1 walked over after lunch; at least 
I walked part of the way, and the rest I had to run, as they were 
burning grass and anything else that was dry enough. It was bad 
enough with boots on, it must have been worse with bare feet. The 
carriers can hardly be expected to run through flames. Only the 
monitor and his wife and one other woman are communicants, and 
I arranged for them to come and sleep at Londo, when I was on my 
way back. The monitor seems to have made a very good beginning. 
He sleeps in the chief’s house and leaches under a tree. In spite 
of the smoke of grass fires, which are going on all round, I was 
just able to see a hill, called Chisindo, miles away to the south in 
Msumba district.

There is a most sad-looking chief at Londo. He came to bring 
present sewn after I got back from my afternoon’s walk and I 

had bathed—a most refreshing bathe and very necessary after alt 
the burnt grass I had collected. I should like to do something to 
cheer him up. He. was quite apologetic because he was not here 
to greet me on my arrival at midday^

The carriers have borrowed a “ 
live kind of banjo
the music ns I wanted to go to sleep.

From Londo there is a short walk, about two and a half hours, 
to Ttilo, It .seems ratheq a pity to have to go so slowly as there 
IS nothing to do at Tulo. Once there was a fair-sized village; now 
(in September) there is only one boy In the school; but thev sav 
that the people who moved a year or two ago are planning to come 
back again. But one has to sleep somewhere, and the next village 
is seven or eight hours’ walk away. Tulo has some attraction for 
elephants; they spent the night just below the village, but tliey 
had moved off by the time we came along next morning.

It was a good seven hours to Chitope, and we had lunch on 
the way, by a sircam called Lipilichi. There are six other streams 
to be crossed and most of them were running even in this drv 
season. Wc heard drums as we came near to this village. It w.is 
an unfortunate time to arrive, as they were drinking beer. The 
principal chief there was preparing to move, and this was, I .sup
pose, the farewell party. However, no one seemed the wor.se for 
It. and the Christians came to Mass next day, and then 
return journey two days Inter they received Communion.

This “ migration of the tribes” makes things dilHcult. Tiie 
teacher here will be left quite alone, and it is not unre.a.sonable to 
be afraid of that. So for the present he is to move about a mile 
away, where half of the former "congregation” live. He very much 
wanted to go with the other half, but there will be no house for liim.

iraJn FexPMo]
SrAKTtNC IS TUB MORSISOme n

From here there is a four or five hours’ walk, passing on the 
way a recently built village with one or two Christians, to a collec
tion of two or three little villages on the banks of a river, which 
shortly joins the Ruvuma. It is only knee-deep at this time, but 
it is nearly a hundred yards across, and after the rains it is likely 
to flood its banks, which are some twenty feet high. When the 
river is in flood a primitive but ingenious kind of ferry has to 
used. Here again there has been a recent migration. The people 
have come up from the south, mostly from Msumba district, and 
they have been looking foi^vard to a visit from a priest ever since 
they came. They are nearly all Christians or catechumens. One 
of the chiefs is a Christian himself and the dependants of the others 
are. Those of them whom I was able to identify made their Com- 
munions next morning, in the tent. The tent was pitched along
side a very large house; it seemed to liold quantities of people and 
chicken, and iKwas a remarkable house; it had two storeys. I dis
tributed some precious fish-hooks to a select party of the chiefs and 
their nephews, who stood in a line, " sized, tallest on the I
it was like a Royal Investiture. Ordinar)' conversation was a difli- 
culty here, as they arc Angoni people.

After another night at Chitopc, we set off lo call at another 
Angoni village, where I was royally entertained on my first visit 
In July. Kamungu, the chief here, has been wandering for abou 
four years. He was told that we could not promise to start a school 
there until we saw if he w.as going to stay or not. But that was 
not the only reason. , .

There are two Cliristians .and one or two catechumens in this 
imd the neighbouring village, but lliey owned to having forgotten 
a grc.al deal of wliat they had been tauglit.

musical instrument ”—a primi- 
I had lo be a " Philistine ” and stop

on my
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NOTES ON ULENUO

sealed, it only .hero is enough money, this would be a flourNh> 
and an .mportam Mission village. People would 1 S'"S 
pglaind in a cliar-^-banc to see a stream like the LioilS^* *"
Es:use^!:f^h:“L"“flV;''^

We had a musical

CHRISTIANITY AND COMMERCE
Jn 1857 David Livingstone returned to England and while lectur
ing 10 the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge explained how 
he had opened up the heart of Africa to Christianity and 
He had no doubt that trade would quickly follow in his traces, he 
was less certain of the religious penetration of Central Africa. 
“ Gentlemen,” he said, " I am going back to Africa to die; I leave 
this work with you.” As a result the Universities’ Mission to 
Central Africa was founded, and for seventy years the work of build
ing up an African Church lias been going on in vast areas where 
no white man has been able to settle and none are seen except 
and then a prospector or a tax-collecting GovernmenO ofiicial.

In N. Rhodesia the situation has now changed, and changed w’iih 
an overwhelming suddenness for missionaries, Government officials 
and brother black. Copper has been found in quantities which will 
profoundly affect the world’s limited supply of that commodity. 
All along the I^hodesian fringe of the Congo Border immense 
deposits of ore have been located.

Time is an essential feature in the situation, and under skilled 
American supervision development is being pressed on with astound
ing rapidity. Three years ago the Ndola district contained five 
motor-cars and under one hundred white persons. It now has over 
1,600 cars registered and a white population of nearly. 10,000.

Native labour is essential, but It is unskilled and therefore 
expensive. Recruiting agents patrol the wljole territory and Vil
lages are denuded of their men-folk who pour into (he mine com
pounds. There it must be thankfully admitted they arc well housed, 
paid, fed and cared for. ,

The copper district has hitherto been considered unsuitable for 
white occupation; tsetse fly, mosquitoes and malaria make it 
unhealthy for human beings and impossible for horses, cattle or 
dogs. This is all being changed by experts from the Ross In.sti- 
tute in London and by men who gained their experience in Panama. 
The bush is cleared, swamps arc drained, rivers canalized. Doctors 
and nurses and lavishly-equipped hospitals are being provided for 
natives and whites. Water-borne sanitation has been installed. All 
water suppH^ arc filtered and chlorinated, free rations of green 
vegetables are issued to all workers. Clubs, cinemas, sports 
grounds, golf links and tennis courts arc being made.

Now, the responsibility for the spiritual welfare of all the.se 
people falls on the Universities’ Mission in general and on Bishop 
May in particular. There arc no new funds forthcoming for this 
new enterprise, and so far no new workers to undertake it. Apart 
irom ourselves they receive no regular ministrations, the Roman 
priest from Broken Hill tours rapidly round the area twice a year, 
and the Wesleyan minister goes up from time to time. There is 
no one else to baptize or communicate the faithful, to marry, to 
bury, or to teach.

commerce.

. . , , , leaving the village. After
we join the path that we came up by and so nnm , 

merely retracing our steps. But at Tub there is a fan^nv'"^ 
Chris tans visiting reintions. They had come front Kot if .

a ftmtbair match (with a tennis bail) in the evening 

fl shOT tin« .1 .rere^o^er M.l

? firsts s-

escort on
a fewhours

now

Mission, we 
are special crowds 
Bishop of Masasi

i
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CHRISTIANITY AND COMMERCE
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This has been my work for the past three months. 1 live on 
the veranda of a temporarily unoccupied house. I feed at the mine 
boarding hou.se and spend one week each month here in Bwana 
Mkubwa, wlicre we have a church. The rest of my time Is spent 
in visiting each of the mines in turn. All are supremely anxious 
to have a church of their own. I ought to enlist the sympathy of 
my clerical brethren at home when I say I have six parochial church 
councils, six hon. secretaries and treasurers and six free-will olTer- 
ing schemes at work.

The smaller camps get week-day ser\’ices, the larger ones expect 
a Sunday to themselves. 1 always try to arrive in the middle of 
the week and visit hard for two or three days, for it is hard to keep 
pace with the new comers. Letters of commendation are a big help 
and serve as an introduction. Probably one’s visiting is the most 
valuable part of one’s visit. Many who have lapsed for a long time 
are shy of coming to Mass unless they have discu.sscd it with the 
padre first, and rightly so in many cases. Wc collect the children 
at to a.m., having taught them in their school once or twice in the 
week. The biggest crowd a.sscmb!cs for a few hymns and a straight 
talk in the evening. There is usually a baby or two to be christened 
and more often than one would expect, an adult. There arc always 
some confirmation candidates, whose preparation causes me more 
nnxiety than almost anything else. Collections vary a good deal 
but I notice they seldom work out at less than a .siiilling a head.
1 have never seen a copper in the bag. 
f •'>nd more difficult. I find boys
irom U.M.C.A. slal.ons in every compound, they earn pood monev 
and seldom sl.ay very long. Six months is an average period, then 
they want to return to their wives and homes and gardens, and 
hvc on wliat thev have saved. At tite risk of siiocking our sup
porters I must admit that few of them arc eligible for Communion 
in the compounds, m the majority are living witli local women who 
arc not, and by tribal custom can never be, their wives. Thev 
make no secret of this. The mi.ssion is so far away, the temptations 
onifc and the opportunities alTorded by money are so great. Wc 
must prtiy for these weak and tempted babes in Christ. With more 
.shepherditig they would be more strong. When shall wc have the 
men and the means to undertake this?
,,, do not forget their religion, they do not cease to be
Christians when they become bad ones. They do not shrink from 
revere penance when they go home. But at present tlieir months 

the mines too often constitute a moral or rather an immoral inter
lude which they spend m the gutter, thougl, they do not lose sight 
ol the stats. They still meet together for pravers, they still want 
hymn books and manuals. But I know they are homesick, and 
of cn thetr hearts are &id for holy things. They are sad sinners, 
hut they are great penitents. I only wish we could all pray and 
help them more in this strange life which is so new to them and us.

W. F. P. Eli.is

WHAT AN AFRICAN VILLAGE 
SCHOOL STANDS FOR

:• Just now there is much discus-
£ Sion about education in Africa. 

Conferences are lield frequently

■ I S'ven to lilts question. In-
icrested and interesting people 
meet and debate about what can 
be done and what is best to be 
done. Meantime, let us con
sider what ■ is already being 
done.

Education of the right sort 
docs not begin and end at 
school and is never a quick 
process. A certain superficial 
knowledge may be acquired 

in one or two generations but acquired knowledge and education 
arc not one and the same.

Let us see how we tackle this problem in our village schopls.

- U-;

-zL

An Our Sciiooi.

First of all the people of a village, inspired by either the prayers 
people at home or by the sight of visible, material progress^inof people at home or by the sight of visible, material progrcss^in 

a neighbouring village, or possibly both, ask for a teacher to be 
sent to live in their own village.

Until that lime they have probably had bi-weckly visits from 
a teacher who has come over to take hearers’ and catechumen 
classes, etc., for such as desire the Catholic Faith. These classes 
are conducted under the shade of a tree.

Now they are going to have their own school. Building begins 
and all the village takes part. Mothers and daughters bring clay 
and grass, fatliers and sons >cut down poIe.s and bamboos and amid 
much noise and merriment and a little hnrm!cs.s squabbling a church, 
a school and sometimes a priest’s house, arc erected. A teacher 
is then installed and probably has a very large attendance at school 
the first week.

What is his job exactly? He certainly has the school to run 
and is expected to gel the children up to a certain standard in 
the three R’s. He teaches Scripture as well as several otlier subjects, 
hygiene, grammar, etc., which have recently been added to the 
curriculum. He has to see that the children come to school and 
behave themselves when they are there. In all this nowadays he 
is moderately successful and our boys and girls now pass their 
examinations in their village schools with no extra coaching from

on

'I
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WHAT AN AFRICAN VILLAGF SCHOOL stands FOk
Diocese of Zansibara European. Undoubiedly they are keener, 

better disciplined than they used to be.

The work in Khool Is by no means the most important part of 
Ins life. a Christian teacher it is up to him to bring X,h 
people in Ins village to a knowledge of the Catholic Faith a„H 
to live their lives accordingly. ”

Week in, week out, he takes classes for hearers and calecliu 
mens. He prepares men and women, boys and girls for BapS' 
Confirmation and their first Communion. He has to be on S 
terms with his people and yet report cases of wrong-doing to ^ 
priest.inmharge—never a popular pastime. “ b o tiis

He encourages the timorous sick to go into hospital for Irealnieat 
quite frequently children come in (o the central station bringing 

plahml diagnosed their mo?

intelligent andmore

TONGWE
Tongwe Mission Station has a look of welcome all its own to a 
visitor from another station. The little houses of red earth thatched 
with brown coconut thatch, dotted round the green quadrangle, the 
iron-tree avenue in yellow flower, with the yellow weaver- 
birds busy building and quarrelling over the material for their cosy 
nests, white butterflies drifting northwards in twos and threes: ail 
this set in the vivid green of Bonde, among coconuts, mango-trees 
and bananas, is a friendly sight and suggests a restful holiday.

Tongwe is, however, one of the busiest of Mission Stations. 
There is a European staff, large in comparison with many others 
of our Stations, but all too few for the work that waits doing; 
a priest, a doctor, two nurses and two teachers, one of whom 
however, has no time for teaching, since all hcr*working hours are 
occupied by what is commonly known as the “ layman’s' job.” 
This job defies definition—storckeeping, account-keeping, 
seeing, and many another piece of work is included; In this case 
as the ” layman ” is a lay-woman, housekeeping as well with all 
its African difliculties.

One very noticeable feature in the work here is the way in 
which the confidenre of the women has been won—even the old

In short, if he is a good evangelist and ilie right sort of man 
llmnlige! ° P''“

“ pri^t comes round, all those who have 
oraTe^chir"":,'' n °i C'-rch gather together for worship a“d

cross. At one time the lake is blessed, at another the 
is a visit from tlie bishop lo confirm and tliere ai 
of the Church lo remind one of eternal truths.
that ■"‘•■y "O' bo school
alTcnde? ''■' be a service in church wliich will be well
church Is d^erlTr “> '^''om a particular
die evenL^F^."" ' *’'= “ The priest will come
their Tomm *° ''^”1 ‘^“"f'^^sions and lo help the people for 
de^Lrcd anr'„™.ra ‘'“y-, Jhe church will be cleaned and 
dressed child ’ " dself, filled from end to end with gaily
drSS dta b f,cd“ ®<=bool prices arc Li
fmeenrc sports-swimming, diving
neltinir or tli^r'h'^b The fathers sit by with their
oc^ionallv Kn^^ll "’°'b"s nurse their babies and,

P”"® '■= “b. run in a race 
all this hannincc. terrific but the enjoyment great. And
Church. pleasure centres round and arises from their

over

crops. There 
are the great festivals

vilto'c'schools* ifP.h"'!'”* if beppening now, the outcome of our 
bec^™-ng^H”^L"lf '"African village life is gradually

ra-Kr
* A. R-
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TONGWE
nlocesc ol Masasiheahen grandmothers have laid aside their unfriendliness and v 

the missionanes with a smile. Nor do they fenr Srea
Mission for medical treatment, and the dis/enwry is rZW" 
most mornings. ^ wowaed on

httle hut where a very special patient can be housed, and^there i! 
always an interesting case there. (Africa does produce unusll cS. 
on one o^ion aid was sought for a man liho, while Sn^tta 
swallowed a live fish, which jumped from the riier nto his mtdil 
The special case at this moment is a little boy of about irv^i 
old. He was paying in the machine-house of a See puE 
his scrap of cloth got caught, and the child was whirle“rSt' 
the machinery. The machinery was stopped and the child
SJeT i^a AfJl^ns who “wet pS
S 1^"^ f? on ‘he floor of the machincJimS'
and there he was left without any effort being made to revive him’
tte"T-?d''“ arrived in half-an-hour. She decided thai

• k " "1“ ’’n* had the greatest difficulty to induceSugrmTonSr'? "n ‘’""S'"/'’'"' round":“TL'bJy wS
‘‘nys he could not speak 

htfle hous” anShe''h "ow settled with him in%e
Senis ’ xt f S °n ‘he road to recovery. The
Sf ffiefr ’"‘■u g'-ntilude for the saving
a diirnilied huthr’ ^,1. station stands the church,
of life sSom ^ ‘ "’■••‘erials as the rest

EASTER EVE
" The Lamb’s high banquet we await 
In snow-white robes of royal state

So plight sing the twenty 
Christians, new-born on 
Kaster Eve, as they stood 
around the font in their 
white roi)cs, each holding a 
liglited candle, symbolic of 
the new light that one seemed 
to see already shining in 
each dark face. A Baptism 
in Africa is very 
it means so much. Will they 
be fait)>fiil ? Tliey have 
renounced the devil and all 
his works, those dark heathen 
ways that are part of th'cir 
very being, and he will not 
let them go easily; they find 
it hard to realize that Baptism 
is only the beginning, and 
a long, weary warfare lies 
before them before the 
crown

wonderful,

As Old Ciihistms Woman

is won—will .theyHere some six women and 
to-day. Two of the ten men made their first Communion

this mhrnlucT ^ sbu came out of church
doubt next ‘ children can be baptized.” No
the mnfhere^p"'^*^ ‘^•’'■dren brought to the font and
me tnolhers happiness complete.
loo has*?W dramatic as the nurse's, but she,
^e c^iWr^ "f'"" ‘‘fn- O"® of these is drawing n^r, when 
confirmed Hii?In^°m 6"'*®' "'h‘> "'cre baptized in infancy, and 
thet fii^f “> Tongwe, will also make
fumre; <'“>■ of g‘“‘ h°P» f"'

be faithful? Perhaps the old ones give one least 
anxiety; they may not understand very much but they will 
take up their new -responsibility with real joy. Some have waited 
so long, with many lapses, since tliey received tiic calechumen s 
cross, and now, at last, they have tlieir new name, Inlicrilors o 

Kingdom^of Heaven. A dear old couple were baptized al 
Epiphany; they had come in for tlieir week's special ‘““''mg 
and preparation. One went in tliat first evening to the 
wliere they were staying with some pictures, pictures of Bethlehem, 
of the shepherds, of the wise men; tliey looked at t|icm “"d ‘I on. 
somewhat to one’s surprise, the old man asked. Have y™ 
picture of S. Gabriel?” Tlic ne.xt day one took him Holes 
picture of the Annunciation nnd liis face lit up with joy as he 
studied it; before long tlie old wife came from the well, 
jar of water on her head; lie called her 10 liis 
down by the little stool on which lie was sc,alcd. 0"“ '‘’"8“ 
paint a picture of tlie old couple, he explaining to iicr llic Aneeiic 
Salutation, she repeating his words
own in a curious mixture of Swahili and Kimnkua. Hail Mary,

the
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full of grace, 1 am very sorry, 1 am very very sorry. Hail Mary." 
Each is poiniing with an eager brown finger as he tells once more 
of the mystery of the Incarnation. When he has finished, he hands 
the picture back with a satisfied look on his face. " Sasa tunasa- 

' Now we do believe.” Agnesi—her new name—had sueh 
a light on her face after her baptism that one African, looking 
on her, said to himself—so he told me—" Truly that old one is 
a Saint." " We had beautiful words, beautiful words of teaching " 
said another old man sometime after his baptism. Yes, he would 
remember them always and do as he was bid. ” To drink ve.e.e-ry 
little * pombo ’ (native beer) and to believe in our Father. A simple 
Creed and Rule of life for him. God calls his children in different 
ways, if we may iead our Africans to listen to His voice, they will 
hear and they will respond. " The Lord Jesus has much love," 
.said an old woman, “ even for the old ones.” She was a great
grandmother then but had only been baptized a few years back. 
" Teach me again,” she said one day, " the ten commandments,
I think I have forgotten them a little; we are only sinners,” she 
.added, " but if we try to be good, then one day the Lord Jesus 
will welcome us there in Heaven with both hands.” A beautiful 
picture; Mariamu has long since passed within the veil and 
knows how lovingly those pierced Hands must h.ave been stretched 
out to draw the “ old one ” in.

And the young ones, the school boys, bright and eager 
full of life. Will they be faithful? They Itave a long way to go, 
there will be many a fall, many a fresh beginning before the 
victory is won. The young men, the young married women, will 
they be faithful? They are one with us now in the mystical Body: 
m.ay it not be that our prayers, our struggles, our victory over 
self,-our suffering and our sacrifice is needed, offered up for them 
in union with the Sacrifice of Calvary, to enable them to persevere, 
to come back when they h.nve gone astray, to rise again after their 
falls until, at last, one day all m.ny stand, not one missing, ” C,nllcd 
and Cho.sen and Faithful.”

MICHAELMAS EXHIBITION AT 
CHIPILIdika *’•

Last Michaelmas at Chipili we held our first native exhibition. 
Michaelmas is our Patronal Festival, and, as it is most conveniently 
in the dry season, we knew that crowds of people would be able 

- Some weeks beforehand word was sent round the
district. The people were told to bring in all the best things they 
could make or grow, and all the finest babies. However, on the 

of the Patronal Festival, when the village folk came trooping 
in, there was no sign of any exhibit except the babies, and they 
would have been brought in any case. The staff philosophically 
planned a programme of sports, in case the exhibition should prove 
a “ wash-out.” ' ‘ i -

It was, therefore, a pleasant surprise, .when we went down to 
school on Michaelmas Day, to find the building and its vicinity 
crowded with exhibitors and their excited friends and relatives. 
We struggled to the middle of the school, told the teachers to ' 
out such as were not directly concerned, and so managed to c 
a small and stuffy space in which to judge the exhibits. These 
were many and various, ranging from rush-bottomed chairs and 
carved walking-sticks to eggs and monkey-nuts. There was soijie 
excellent basket-work t large, decorative baskets with queer irregular

to come in.

eve

I turn 
secureone

and

I
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MICHAELMAS EXHIBITION AT CHIPILI

Diocese of Nyasaland
patterns woven in black or red; small, neat baskets for carrying 
ion the head; and wide-meshed baskets for catching fish. The 
classification was done by the teachers, who from lime to lime called 
out such orders os, “ Spears! Spears! Bring al! the spears here!” 
or, '* Now, you women, put all your clay pots on the ground!”

One of the hardest things to judge was the cassava-root, which 
is the principal article of food in this district. What are the marks 
of a really first-rate cassava-root?

THE LIFE OF CAPTAIN SHANNON 
IN NYASALAND

[\Ve have printed this as it stands, thinking that our readers 
will appreciate it more in its original form. U is a summary of a 
sermon preached in Nyasaland by a senior African Teacher. Ed.J 
When we hear that somebody is ill, and doctors fail, he getting 
serious ill and dies, our sorrow not bitter because we knew before
hand that he going to die. But when we hear unexpected death 
our sorrow is bitterest indeed. I think the deaths of Padre Atlay, 
Bishop Maples and Mr. Williams; and the deaths of Captain 
Shannon, and Bishop Fisher, hinder many hearts to go forward. 
These men were known in England by their relations and friends, 
and we know them as our fathers and friends, our hearts mourning 
for them because they left us desolate.

Now I try to write few things which I remember of Captain 
Shannon. He came in Nyasaland when he was a young man about 
twenty-two years old, he began his work in s.s. Charles'Janson 
about one year, next year he entered in s.s. Chauncy ^^d>ples instead 
of Captain Brimccombe; he worked his missionary’s work for 
twenty years. ‘

•Captain Shannon knew that he and padres are one Mission, 
party; he honoured padres and helped teaclicrs; he was doing his 
work cleverly and carefully. As cleverest he was treating every
body as his brother and friend; he was loved by all of lake shorc.s.
In the break of great war he was restless and sleepless, making his 
trips up and down the lake to help the war; never did proud things 
against anyone. Captain Shannon was loved by all for his good 
character and boldness to help many villages. He did not despise 
our black skin, was treating everybody as his own skin; he was 
not proud white man, who comes witli great power, but he was 
ready to talk ii'Hk anyone as a good father who does not like to 
make worse his children. He was good helper by words and actions 
to.take men who were in trouble to place of peace, and by bold 
deeds to kill fierce beasts to make men live in their villages without 
fear. When he tired to work in the lake lie was permitted to search 
another work anvwhere; he went to Tanganyika Territory. 1 here 
he saw H.R.H.‘Prince of Wales. And weak in lus body in that 

he came back; he did not stay at Fort Johnston, but 
Slav at Malindi, wailing for his wages. Why he came 

to Slav at Maiindi? I think becat.se he loved tim church he was 
communicant, and to see his friends aga.n; perhaps to meke Ins 
grave there, ihougli he did not know what wdl happen to him. . 
When wc took our last talk at his barntta withoill knowing any-

going to England and

When all this part of the exhibition was judged we went out
side to see the baby-show. This was divided into three classes: 
(i) Small babies on backs; (ii) larger babies on backs; (ill) toddlers. 
There were simply crowds of them, and it was not easy to choose 
the best. They were all so chubby and shiny, and had been nicely 
washed for the occasion.

At hist the time came for the prizes to be given. The prize- 
winning babies were given beads or a ball, while their mothers 
received small money prizes. Other prizes came from the station's 
supply of presents sent from England. A few surplus pillow-cases 
from the hospital store also proved very popular. As a grand finish 
a photograph was taken of all the prize-winners with their exhibits.

So ended a perfect day 1 There was not one case in which the 
judgment was questioned, and not a word of grumbling was heard 
from unsuccessful competitors. Could all village shows in England 
boast of such a good spirit? M. W.

REVIEW
\Vk have received a copy of ** Africa's Dome of Mystery ” by Eva 
Stuart-Watt, F.R.G.S., published by Marshall, Morgan & Scott Ltd., 
London and Edinburgh, los. 6d. net. The book contains a graphic account 
of Wachagga people of Kilimanjaro and of the ascent to the crater of the 
great snow-capped mountain 19,000 feet above the surrounding couniiy. 
The illustrations are excellent and the only criticism we feci moved to 
make is that a six weeks* holiday in Zanzibar scarcely justifies the author 
in condemning a branch of the missionary work in that island, based 
on information from an inhabitant of Zanzibar who was obviously hostile 
to Christianity. It would have been kinder and more reasonable to make 
inquiries amonig the friends of Christianity as to the reason why the 
work she condemns was undertaken, and at whose request. Such hasty 
criticism makes the reader question whether criticisms of the missionary- 
work among the Wachagga are not due to a tendency to over hasty 
generalisation. These obseivations mar the effect of n book which is 
otherwise both interesting and informative.

country, so 
he came lo

tiling, be said, ” My loving friends I am
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THE LIFE OF CAPTAIN SHANNON

OUR HOME MISSION STATIONI will not Slay there a long time, because I like to live among black 
friends somewhere I choose if Our Father permits; good-bye. per- 
haps we will not see one another again, or we will see one another 
in 1 aradise. But on Januarj- 12, the day of his burin!, I received 
the letter my son wrote to me as quickly as he could to let me hear 
this sad story, and I told padre at once before the Celebration, and 
he too was in tears before the altar. We were not present at his 
bunal, but I was told that everybody who heard his death was dis. 
hearted and many people came to his burial, though the men of 
Mpondas did not sec his body before the burial because it was a 
quick burial. Let us sympathize him f! Let us remember and
arUons

Dear Friends of the Mission,

The venture of running a 
house for rest and study for 
U.M.C.A. members and 
friends from last autumn till 
midsummer this year has 
proved far more successful 
than one dared hope. The 
result is that we are reopen
ing on September 6th for 
another ten months' run.

St. Michael’s, Tanker- 
ton, is getting better known, 
and with your help wo 
liope the liouse may con
tinue to be of real help to 
all who care to use it 
during their furlough from 
Africa or for intervals of rest and study from their work for the 
Mission in England, as the case may be. Wc rely on nil who 
have visited and appreciated our Home Mission Station to tell 
their friends about it and so to keep the house Increasingly filled.

Local work in the ncighbourliood of Whilstable, Canterbury 
and Herne Bav, etc., is growing very mucli. We already have a 
fair-sized C.S'C. brancli which holds monthly meetings at Si. 
Michael’s. The Bishop of N. Rhodesia admitted the new members 
there on June 27th, when he spoke at length on the great value 
of intercession, which is offered increasingly in St. Micliael’s Chapel.

The Garden Party and African Play were thronged with an 
appreciative audience on June i8th, when we were happy in having ^ 
the Bishop ofjMasasi and Fr. V. Weston to speak to U5.

This Station, unlike tliose in Africa, Is entirely .self-supporting 
and friends have been .so kind during the past nine months that 
there is no need to beg for money, even if one were alipwed to 
do .so! But when you arc considering sending gifts to the African 
stations, will you also consider our needs? Wc particularly need 
sheets, pillow cases, towels, cutlery and plate, also a few rnore 
eiderdowns, all before wc reopen In September. Parcels or offers 
will be very gratefully received before September 6th at my private 
address: 4 Tyndale Park, Herne Bay, Kent.

With best thanks for your help and particularly for your prayers.
Yours sincerely,

1
I
m

COINCIDENCE-OR ?
Scene: A Mission station not far from Magila Sisters’ House 
A rather anxious-looking padre at the door.
“ Sister, I have been sent for to baptize that old man who is so 

111 at Legcza Mwendo, and I don’t quite know what to make of it. 
a. he has been a convinced Muhammadan all his life. Still, he has 
.sent for me so of course I must tro." 
hill. ^

Now when padre puts his head in at the door like tiiai, it 
means : S.sler, pIcaK pray about it." So Sister prays. And did 

v°,xr Angels’ wireless, far away there to
pr;e.^':;mr;.tsf ■■

I think they must have done. For two hours or so later on, 
back ^mc a radiant pndre: “ Sister, I have baptized him, I couldn’t 
nl‘’i ; V? “ “SC'--, He told me that in all his illness the 
prophet Muhummadi could of course do nothing to help him, but
iin *'’? 1“”" «'‘"ding by his bedside
SI 1,?.?; a '? and if he died he would
be buried .ns a Cliristunn, and if he lived lie would go to church.”

Perhaps. But it was one of God’s chances.

Tits ArRICAH PUY

And off he goes down the

suppose so. Chance?

C. .S. P.

Hilda Spanton
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HOME JOTTINGS CENTRAL AFRICAThe Ocneral Fond Receipts compare as follows:

Received during June ..........................
Total receipts to J

1030 1929
wCiJM j;2,619 

... .£13.108 X13,C09 A MONTHLY RECORD OF THE WORK OF THE 
UNIVERSITIES' MISSION TO CENTRAL AFRICA

30
A Decrease of £471.

AiucUln Chriitmu Pr««nl t. Wofktn.- >liu G. L. B.i%. Meadow Ganh 
Gloucealer. will Iw glad lo receive gilt, from 3d. upward, for Ihe neat Chrisim.: 
1^01, wiih .lamped po.lcard where aeknowledgenienl is de.ired,

1 arcrls ol books (one theoloKical, one llternry or artistic and three new novelO 
arc sent to at many stations as possible in rota. So far it is only possible to 
send to any station once la foor yean. The)- would all like books each * « «
.. .9'®'?*. ^••'••••~-There will be a Retreat for members of the Companionshio ai

SuE?;'-;5rn"ihro.'k“

V«l7''fi 'i!'"'’''"'* “V *">• lo. Salurd.,.
m i all .^rinrin of Coral Uague Branchr. and othrr. who bring oai 
chllilren, plr«« nolo Ihe date and keep It free. The Bishop of Masa.i ha. 
consoled to be present and will speak lo the children.

•The full programme will be announced later.
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THE MISSION STAFF EDITOR’S NOTES
Name Diocese Date We offer our hearty congratulations to Archdeacon Mackay on 

the completion of thirty years of service in Africa. The ve^sc.s 
which follow were written to him on behalf of his African friends 
by one of them, who wished to show their appreciation of all that 
liC has been to them and done for them in the past. Everyone \yho 
knows the Archdeacon will realize how truly and aptly they describe 
his work and characler.

ilrrit-a/j tn Eiif^land.
Rev. O. H. Hewitt N. Rhod^<ia Jul) 7

Departures from England 
Miss H.irl 
Mr. Brill 
Mrs. ne.nl

Znnsib.ir
Zanzibar
Z.inr1bar Aug. 29

For iliirly years our Lord lived here 
On eanh, and love was born anew; 
For fllirty years you have proclaimed 
Tlie message tliat He loves us loo.
We have not seen tlic Lord of I.ove, 
And yet we know His Word is truc,^^ 
" Tile servant sliall be like his Lord," 

"" We see His love for ii.s in you.

F»p Jomewin on July 6lh. The new. wo. received by cable iwn dat. I.vler.
ol him w«’'lh«°‘h’''' ill. hui Ihe la.t new. we hadol him wa. that he wa. making progre.., R.I.p.

Pwlrt IltUell. intned ihe Mloion in lo’ll, ami who hn. acled

which have troubled him during the last two years and 
to dedde lhat bo ll not likely lo be able to return to Alriea 
1. ’ll' It., revived the Arehdeoeon'. resignation With i

.n M. "n'''' CMhedral Chapter In token' ol
bmlbrin^their^ vf n.mcinling him still
no hii.'’"th'.',*'M" ■''"s'' *'■>"' Dote, and
r:r,h';rwoVk'ro“;h,''Mi.'',,„'j’i, troZ "■

Archdeacon 
e repeated attacks of asthma 
which helve forced the doctor*

real regret, and he 
gratitude 
with his In the Zanzibar Diocesan Gazette, the Bishop of Zanzibar 

informs us that he has appointed Father Woodward to n Canonry 
in the Cathedral, and says how much the Cathedral Chapter will 
benefit by the presence and counsel of one whose experience of 
things African has been so varied. May wc appeal to the Canon 
to give us some of his reminiscences. He c^n look back to 1875. 
Very few are left who can do that, and no one is more competent 
to explain lo us the greatne.s.s of the changc.s he has seen since 
he '* joined up.”

IN MEMORIAM—R.I.P.
June 29.—Helen Skinner.

One of the firit
July 9.—Robert. Edward TrefusLa, Bishop.

Unlll reeenily Bi.hop of Crediton nod a Vice Pre.ident ol ihe Mloion.

women member, of Ihe .MB.Ion Connell.

18.S
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EDITOR'S NOTES
Diocese of Nyasaland \TIu* following has been sent to me, taken from a oaner « 

Keligioiis Education by the Rev. John W. Suter, in " The Sn* • 
of Missions,” July number, 19:50, published by the Domestic nnH 
I'oreign Missionary Society of the Episcopal C:hurch in U.S.A •

” Much has still to be learned by all of us in the matter nf 
Mxalled missionary education. It seems to be generallv a^re^ 
that we must make religious education missionary, and that^ 
must make mission study educational. Gradually the two e/rnr»c 
will be seen to be really one. The Christian Church is by defi^ 
non missionary in character and purpose, and for this reasnn 
Rie sooner the phrase mission study, signifying a separate 
endeavour, disappears from our vocabulary the better. The wealt 
nc.s.s of .such a phrase becomes evident when one realizes that its' 

tacitly implie.s that there could be such a thing as Christian 
religioti.s education wliich was not mi.ssionary."

THE S.S. “CHAUNCY MAPLES”
[Archdeacon Glossop, who has been travelling onjhe steamers 
several times this year, sends the following note on the work of tho. 
5.S, Chauncy Maples, thinking that it may at least interest readers 

in England.—Ed.]
The steamer has no regular place among the station reports in. the 
Diocesan Chronicle, so as I have spent a considerable time on her 
since the late Bishop’s death travelling twice down south to 
Malindi, and once up north to Manda, 1 propose to write a little 
about her work. The work has grown so enormously since I spent 
an apprenticeship on the Charles Janson in 1894, that it is worth 
recording, for I think people in England have little idea of the 
many ways in which we depend on her regular visits. I remember 
being given once a good little book called “ Blessed be Drudgery,” 
so I think that the laymen who run our steamer must be very 
much blessed, for they have much of the drudgery without the joys 
of the more direct evangelistic work. On the other hand the 
missionary aim and spirit of the steamer and crew, devoted entirely 
to missionary ends, with its chapel and daily prayers on board, 
bear unique witness to the people on the shores of Lake Nyasa 
who behold her ploughing her way, in good weather and bad, up 
and down the lake. She is so essential a part of the life oh the 
diocese, not only because in the old phrase ‘‘ the army marches 
on Its stomach,” but because she unites the various stations m so 
many ways, enabling the teachers and their families to be moyed 
easily from station to station, whether going to work, or returning

use

the gender of spirits
Our readers may remember an article bv Canon Seho/n ih™.! 

‘"^'noliced

between wazimu .nrf 'ho dWerence

::er'"i.l'zt^5“f r ilE"- idL'ZdZh r il^s

I

••I.S pensonnl.

............. ■ ■ vJhiin 1*11
-ei:

not always'maKSllne personal .
tree is not the sDirit hut'i' '“"'""'tnes/emmiue/ The

of the body of the 
otpciled.

.‘■■1
ivtJbut

that the spirit 
I n case of

j' gained possession
pos.ses.sed and can be either propitiated or

the idM is thatit'is a'comZ”^^ custom of pre.seniing a chicken 
is not supposed to cat chicLn bZ're T *'''
mg ilie ecremonv of its ooim A That is depriv-
™ied in the porridge and the iwi i"hicken is con- 
Does this account for the f-irt h'mt for it.
of peopie the wings are always ZZe'dTo^^h,!’Mi"/"

SI

Tub •.!. “ CuAUNcv Mah-ss ”
1871S6



THE S.S. “ CHAUNCY MAPLES ”
THE S.S. CHAUNCY MAPLES

for a holiday, and keeping the Mission staff in touch with one 
another.

In the old days the s.s. C./. had no time table. It more or 
less regularly shot ashore at Likoma with about twenty loads from 
Chinde, and there were no other stations to feed. In 1894 there 
were two European stations only, Likoma, and the C,/. itself 
evangelizing the eastern shores of the lake; and Archdeacon 
Johnson distinctly held that this work was first, while the stores 
were a poor second. Now the s.s. Chauncy Maples has to supply 
eight central stations. The European loads delivered at th^ 
stations on an average arc about three hundred a month, and the 
native loads about another three hundred.

And at most stations, besides the European members of the 
staff moving about, or going tnrTurlough, there is an ever increas 
ing number of teachers with their,wives and families and house, 
hold effects to be transported here and there. It is obvious that the 
C./. could not do it.

Now.a.days regular invoices have to be made, though I few 
that people ashore, who do not realize what the work means io 
the captain, often send on board at the last moment all sorts of 
ill-addressed and badly bound-up parcels, or boxes, with two 
addresses on, and are surprised and grieved when they do not 
arrive at their proper destination.

There are Customs also, a more modern horror, goods In transit 
to the foreign territories of Portuguese East Africa and Tanganyika 
Territory. Should boxes arrive at intermediate stations before a 
Customs official without duplicate invoices or invoices without the 
boxes, It takes another month before we can satisfy the official. 
(The remark was wrung from me one day, “ Happy were the ^ 
old C.f, days, when we had no education and no Government,") 
Besides the teachers and wives there are the students for the colleges 
to be transported backwards and forwards. There is also flour,

• rice, and beans to be taken to hospitals, colleges, and places where 
there is great need. This September Likoma expects 600 bags of 
rice to be brought from a place out of the regular run ofi the ship.

Each teacher is allowed sbe loads with a few more for the wife; 
but what is a load ?^ The captain is extraordinarily kind. I saw a 
teacher go ashore with twenty loads, mostly food, because there was 
a shortage where he was going to teach. None of all these loads 
from intermediate stations are on the invoices from the port of 
sail. Mwt of them are native loads inefficiently tied up and per
haps without a label; yet} so much do they trust, shall I say pre- 

. sume on, the kindne^ of the Mission that when a bundle comes 
m two of Itself, as we know crockery does at home, in processiof 
being hauled from the hold into the boat, the owner will come 
indignantly to complain to the captain, professing to regard it 
fu f Pj crew to deprive him and his family of
their daily bread. The women and the babies and the nalire 
crockery and cooking pots, the hubble-bubble pipe, the teacher’s

(Uiii i(. llttUPheta)
Tiis Captain of tub " Chaumct Mapub ”

hurricane lamp, how are all these to be stowed away without damage 
overful and rolling steamer m our dreadful south wind? 1 

remember once going to the side of the steamer to help up the tiny 
child from the tossing boat, and the mother promptly handed me 
up the hubble-bubble pipe as the article requiring most care, qn 
the down trip there are a number of young lads going ,to 
S. Rhodesia to get work to pay for their marriage, ^but Mr. 
Haywood is partial to them as they possess nothing, but what they 
stand up in (except debte), have no right to a pysage and are 
therefore gratrful, and they help load the firewood at the wood- 
ing.stationl in a way that may make the difference ?

"'"Iht ^°p frorFo‘r?Tohn»n to the 
eighteen days. At the south end I ^w 
Matope, our most southern station and at 
Ferguson and Mr. Griffiths who had come down from Milo T.^, 

•most northern station. These stations arc over 450 miles apart. 
As I had%d luck in weather, I was thus able to get into touch 

with each end of this elongated diocese in comfort.

on an

our

A. G. B. G.
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A MORNING WITH OUT-PATIENTS
Diocese of f^yasaland

ihere is an epidemic of ulcers, such as one has not seen for years. 
Oh I the bandages they eat up, as it is expressed in the vernacular. 
We used sixty yards of bandages in two days last month. Some of 
the children come from school with high temperatures and blood 
slides have to be made. Two boys have had a fight, l^man nature 
varies very little, no matter of what colour is the exterior, a- hard 
woolly pate requires a few stitches. One boy runs away when one’s 
back is turned, rather than have an abscess opened. There is a 
lull in the crying of infants and young children now as other 
patients are not admitted with the scholars, but some boys await
ing their turn outside take the opportunity of settling mild differ
ences, or the girls all talk together, on their side, to put it mildly. 
The children are finished at last and we proceed with the men and 
women. One man, shaping stones for a new Mission building, 
comes with a fragment in his eye; it is extracted. Is there a shade 
for him ? Yes, although in February and March there were about 
forty cases of eyes every morning, there are still some left, A 
bov has tasted forbidden fruit, he rode the p’adre’s bicycle and 
fell over a steep bank, a sling for his arm is forthcoming, when it 
has been bandaged on to a splint. Mnjiwa has had another fit arid 
fallen into the fire again 1 This time over the cooking pot, ^so she 
is scalded more than burnt; she too needs a sling. She is duljj 
dressed and admitted to the hospital, where she wjll “ cat up

A MORNING WITH OUT-PATIENTS
The idea of altenipting to write ah article for Central Africa comts 
to mo from a questionnaire that was sent here by our Home Office 
How fond people are of questionnaires nowadays, but this was n«- 
one of those tiresome ones that one sometimes receives. I rcnienibo 
one that asked “ Why are you a missionary?” “ What was the 
first thing that suggested the work to you ?” and so on, askinF the 
most intimate questions. This questionnaire was eminently pna 
tical. “ How many bandages do you use'in a year?” ‘‘Hoi. 
many dresser’s pYeralls do you require?” “ How many eyeshades, 
iciwdoths, and how much old linen do you want?”

Some of the people ,who supply us with these useful articles 
may be interested to read how they are used in the out-natieni 
department of one of the Mission hospitals. As far as patients an 
rancerned the work begins at seven o’clock in the morning. Pfayen 
have been said in the men’s and women's wards, all those patienls 
who are able to walk come into the out-patient department to hi 
dressed and to have their medicines.

The staff consists of one certificated boy, four in trainine, aiid

I f are over the stock
“ "0 raade up; any: prescriptions other than veij:

™ 1 .first by. the students in training. Ym
mny see a slate covered with small sums, these are checked by i 

• W-Ho vre are at breakfast the boys ha^I 
uEd S ’niul". f things that Le beea
k “a.tfiat thay ««i" their right order, which
IS alphabetical, and prepare dressings for the out-paUents. , :

At nine a.m. the doors are opened, on right and left for mm

four qSns lo elici ■m'ori'T If Sometimes it tokm

pumpkin or ah egg. A weH-tSo min • ’ ,P"fiaPS *

'• 3;^ ■7 fcw-.- .o'L»j

ji#- ^ e
S’; m..l; ‘mmTrfA^'j Si'

an ulcer w.

C "v.-?

HospitalOut-Patients at Likoma
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A MORNING WITH OUT-PATIENTS
Diocese of Masasi

many bandages; a bandage soon wears out when washed daily 
It really is an ill wind that blows nobody any gwd; Mnjiwa hi 
been taught daily in the hospital, and now she is a catechumco 
and is looking fonvard to being baptized. A fruit of a baobab tree 
falls on to the head of a babe who-is on her mother's back, the 
end of the fruit is very sharp and it pierces the soft scalp. ^ 
padre’s wife hobbles in; some creature unknown, probably « 
scorpion, has stung her in the night and her leg is enormous. One 
woman has bad toothache, a very bad tooth; she refuses to have 
it out. '* It is not loose,” says she, and that settles it. ; Yw 
prescribe a line of treatment for one whose complaint has beta 
diagnosed with the aid of a, microscope, she smiles sweetly and 
tells you that she will come for the treatment when she is betlcrl 
These people arc happily exceptions; most of the patients are 
wonderfully trusting and submit patiently to their treatment.

A tangle has to bo unravelled,' A babe registered as Kathleen's 
child has a high temperature and has been attending the Daws 
the two previous days, one of twenty*five infants. No child an^er* 
ing to this description is in the books, so it is impossible to trac« 
the former treatment or the result of the blood examination. After 
many questions you learn that yesterday the same child was brought 
by Jane of a different village, the day before by Mkazindwati, whose 
child she is. This is the worst of. having so many mothers. AH 
little girls who are not baptized are called Chiku and little boys 
Mtotp, so very often it would not help matters to enter the child's 
name in the register. The ihorning flies and still they come; at 
last there arc no more patients to admit; some 250 have been treated, 
the record number this year so far is 308, of which 194 were drcs> 
ings. There remains the clearing up and some microscopic work to be 
done. The dispensary boys do their share of this, the various reports 
are written up, we are just going to leave the Dawa when alonff 
comes a boy who has stumped his toe, a not uncommon thing to 
do out here as you rush out of school, yet another bandage is 
and so the morning ends. This is a fair sample of an ordinarr 
week-day. Out-patients on Sundays are restricted to the -very sick 
and urgent cases. Many of these patients have only a slight 
ailment or small cuts and sores. They would not be met in the 
out-patient departments of our hospitals in England. In our 
African homes there ore no simple remedies, no old rag even to 
cover up any Injuries. The doctor does not come into the picture, 
t^hat IS because he: is not here, his time is divided among nine 
hospitals many mil^ apart, and many days have to be spent travel
ling from one station to another. Wherever the doctor is hejs 
always at the nurse’s dispoMl to see any patients.

Do not imagine for one minute that this is dull work, as dl 
the lirne we are dealing with human beings, all of whom have their 
own characteristics and each individual is an immortal soul. Th' 
work Itself, however humble and however feebly done, is an exprts- 
.<•100 of the “ Love . . ; which passeth knowledge.” C.

THE DAY'S WORK

i

IMi,, V. rtjler
rfcclol A Mission Station (Ciiidis)

I'EOPLE at home are constantly asking for prosaic details of our 
ordinary daily life on a Mission Station. A favourite question is:
" What do you eat?” In setting out to furnish some of tliese 
details, I can only describe stations where we live very much on 
African lines, but by this 1 do not mean that we try and make 
ourselves into Africans, for tliat would be as absurd trying to 
make Africans into Englishmen. We are Africans m ‘hat we n^ako 
use of local material, mud and trees and gruK, for building pur 
church and houses in the native fashion, and we use local food 
as far as possible, instead of relying on tinned foods from England. 
This means chicken for lunch and chicken for dinner most days 
in the year and there is much diflerence between an African and .a 
Europran chicken 1 We sleep on native bedsteads and like the

be'irn^the^day with the Parish Mass at 6.30 a^m., when 
usually those Christians who live in the immediate "'‘E^fhood 
and the Mission workers are pre^nt. If, of 1“
priest on the station then the senior teacher says short ‘n
Utc church.^ither in Swahili or in the local '""f ““
comes breakfast, which is served m a small building which we 
call the " Mezani.” Here is an opportunity to 
of so many who ask: “ What do you eat ? ^his is quite ^n 
answered, tor we eat the same sort of food “ M
Entjland would do, except that we have no fresh meat such na 
Lf and mutton. We do not live perpetually on rice and stiff 
porridge, which neither satisfies an English *’“fy f

LSn in tts arffcTc must no. be thought of as takmg place m 
one single day.
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THE DAY’S WORK THE DAY’S WORK

By 8 a.ni. someone has appeared on the verandah of the pafe, 
house and perhaps he turns but to be the local chief, and if J 
the padre tries to receive him with the utmost respect and trcM 
him as any great man in England would be treated. After^ 
salutations are ended he is offered a seat in the house and nerh^r 
a small present of tobacco which he receives very graciously • sonv! 
times, thougli not always, he may bring along his chief SIS' 
who receives a small present also. The chief will talk of varS 
topics for quite a long time and then gradually he will get to tW 
^int of his visit. He has heard that some of his pwple have 
been in trouble and that the church has given penance, so he wants 

‘''‘= “"‘i wishes W be quite sure inl^r
mind that all is in order, or mayhe he has called to affix his siml 
ture of assent to ame baptism forms. When we baptize AfriL^ 
we are carefiil to find out as much of their history as possible and 
also to obtain the assent of all their connexions, and as the Chief 
has real authority with his people, we try and respect this authority 
in such an imimrtant matter as a baptism. Again, it may beffi 
-somMne is to be married, and the diief has a perfect right to
rite'^rrir^l'* Muuy of our readers will have read^all about
tlie preliminaries of a marriage in African Tidings, so I will hot
rh^"’ofien“^‘’t‘ Suffice it to say that such incidents

^ “,P “'® "''1°'® of ‘ho time until midday, when Sell
fTi?^ happen that there is someone to buiy or perhaM 

Mme sick folk in the hospital-, to visit. Here I ought to sav th^

.oha“ a ritfrabout ‘hi^ °"0 ““
>0 bespenUn trying to ‘"is time has
we have to be ^ farric™^, As '
spend one penn7more than “"“'■o we cannot
period isnlM very often mk2n ^ 7 necessary. This afternoon
? movablelroT^abouY f;"m“';oV'r o'o- Evensong
on the station says short‘ ‘"o toucher

in the case of the sick: bm ™ si, ““Pi

oiso ohen a ;

c-airjD'jT^iGi G
■jd’.'G'..G’ . G/'*. i'"-

■1-.

Pli«lo] tra<iw illuint
A TvncAi. African Villaob (N. Ruoduia)
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wise be missed. The polilc custom is for the man of the Iiouse to 
sec one from the premises and direct one to the nearest path to 
the next house one desires to visit. This sort of visiting goe^ on 
until about 6 p.m., and then it is time to prepare for the evening 
meal, both in African circles and European also. If one finds the 
folk feeding, it is polite to pass by, unless a pressing invitation 
comes from the family, and then one is expected to join the cii'cle 
and sometimes perhaps to eat a little of the relish provided.

Six o'clock comes and the sun begins to disappear and very 
soon it is dark. In Tanganyika the time of sunset varies only about 
twenty minutes in the year, so that we get almost equal days and 
nights all the year round, the hottest time being the rainy season 
and the “ winter " the dry time. Winter merely means cool morn
ings and evenings, when the lowest recorded temperature is 50 deg. 
Fahrenheit.

After ontfe evening meal, perhaps there is a teachers meeting 
to be superintended, with a talk over work in the various stadons, 
or maybe a porter has arrived carrying the mail and one Has to 
scout round to sec if there are any letters or parcels to be returned 
by him to our headquarters. 8.30 ts generally Compline time and 
after this we attend to our own personal needs of various sorts and 
so to bed as soon as may be.but that
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BUILDING IN PORTUGUESE EAST AFRICA
Diocese of Nyasaland

in 1923, though it is true it cost about ;^65. Wages have gone 
up since then, but even so the cost should not be more than ;^8o 
and I hope less. When I speak of a house, I mean a very simple 
building, consisting of a bedroom and sitting-room, with a small 
store-room built under the eaves. It is thought economical in the 
end, nowadays, to have cement floors; this, if decided on, would 
certainly bring the cost up to ;^8o. Some will probably ask why 

have one house for the two ladies? This is a false economy 
m another sense. Nothing conduces more in a tropical country 
to serenity amongst the staff than the possibility of getting 
from one another 1 And serenity plays a large part in good 
and the general efficiency of the work.

Besides the rebuilding of Msumba itself, new schools will be 
necessary throughout the whole territory. The central provincial 
government of P.E.A., which has now taken over the territory 
formerly ruled by the Companhia do Nya^, has laid down that 
all schools must be proper permanent buildings, either of brick 
or stone. It is true that they have extended the time within which 
these buildings must be erected, but we must make a ^tart this 
year. Again, this part of the diocese is terribly behind hand, we 
have not got a single properly built and fully equipped school. 
Probably this is partly my fault for not asking for more in the 
past I Kobwe, Ngoo, Msumba^ Unangu and Mtonya, have sent 

than their share of students to the college in the past. Now 
we must ask the diocese and the people at home- if they wilf he p 
us to get a good equipment to meet Government regulations. Nearly 
every station in the Diocese, except Likoma, has bf" 
in the past by teachers from P.E.A. Now we shall have to:help 
ourscivra, as our schools are closed until they are properly staffed
and equipped. Who will come to our aid? u u- ™

It may have been noticed that in enumerating the buddings 
central Msumba station, the most important

BUILDING IN PORTUGUESE 
EAST AFRICA

At a time when the Treasurers of the Mission have to sound a call 
for economy, it seems curious to be planning more buildings If 

may be forgiven a personal note, it seems a perverse fate that 
forces me, of all people, to write on such a subject, seeing that 
all my time out here I have been protesting against buildings.

Yet if building is to be done anywhere in the Diocese at this 
time of stringency, it should be done in this part of it. Durine 
the last twenty years, new stations have been built in Tanganyito 
Territory, at Liuli, Milo, and in part at Manda: and in 
Nyasaland, at Mkope Hill and Mntope, whilst Likwenu and 
Mahndi have been practically rebuilt, and considerable building 
has bren done at Mponda’s, Kota Kota, and especially at Likoma, 
including a whole new St. Michael’s College. 'Most of these build. 
ings have been absolutely necessary and many of the others desk- 
able. I enumerate them only to note by way of contrast that during 
the same period nothing perinnnent has- been built in this territory 
out of Mission funds, except the priest’s house at Msumba. And 
now even this solitary exception has been built in vain.

This brings me to the ‘first reason for building—the encroach- 
Lake. When this house was built, in 1923, it was 

-ly yards from the Lake and nothing seemed safer, as eveiy 
year the Lake was receding. Now, for several years, the Lake has 
been rising rapidly, and this year in a storm the waves actually 
washed against the foundations. Apart from this the water has 
come up on each side of the Mission site, so that what used to 
be a station exceptionally free from mosquitoes 
swamp close to it on either side.

Some new buildings anyhow have to be built this vear, owing 
o the long hoprf-for and much-needed development, the advent of 

ladies at Msumba. Now the old site has not only shrunken seri- 
ously owmp to thpi encroachments of the Lake, but it has become
hSe to be“moTid

'hot will be involved is of course coa- 
j depends on the Bishop as to what is to be built at 

' "P “ 'ofporary mud buildings. A
permanent central school or college, for teachers to be certificated 

Examinatioh, is necessitated by Government 
'he.occompanying dormitory and houses for assiitaat 

^obobly be temporaiy. We want a dispensary and 
^"“‘.booses for the two ladies, and for the priest- 

orl " ‘‘'"■".Ejoo'n- We hope for a second priest’s house
In 's cheap out here; for mv*^stone house,
in which the two ladies are at pr^nt living, was allowed

1 not
away

health

morement of the 
sevent

now has a rice
necessary for a new

Msouda
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BUILDING IN PORTUGUESE -EAST AFRICA
Diocese of N* Rhodesia

a great deal from them. Each out-station has its own little vilhm 
church to put up and keep in repair. Msumba itself will have^o 
re-roof Its own church; it is vciy primitive, but it has its place of 

“S being the first stone church buiit. I think 
pMrge will forgive me for quoting his opinion 

r asked him for it last week as I value it considerily, no^S 
because of his fame as an architect, but also as a priest in chmeJ 
he has probably got his people to do more voluntary church buili

FORT JAMESON
To be priest in charge of Fort Jameson, makes one think with some
thing of envy of places where carriers are still to be^ad and where 
one may travel day by day through the forest for a month at a time, 
each midday bringing one to a fresh out-station, with its school and 
its people, who still love their village and are eager for the Sacra- 
ments. Here there is no arrival of the priest in the early afternoon 
after a fifteen-mile walk with his carriers bringing the latest gossip, 
no afternoon and evening with their seemingly endless stream of 
penitents, no quiet night in a tent in the middle of a village whose 
life is much the same as it was a hundred years ago, no Mass sung 
at dawn with an early start for the next village where the day’s work 
is a repetition of the day before.

European, civilization is all round us, we are midway beUvecn 
the old time life and the life of the South African slum. ^Thc first 
(and only) time that the elders of the church were asked to find 
carriers for a journey round the schools, the atmosphere could only 
have been approached by the vicar of a suburban parish asking 
his Church Council to find young men of the congregation willing 
to carry his luggage on their heads to the seaside for* his holiday.
A motor-bicycle and side-car is the only available means of .trans
port, but then we have motor roads—long swathes cut through the 
forest, the trees cut level with the ground, long causeways of heaped- 
up mud and " corduroy ” stretching across the bare and swampy 
ground, two narrow parallel paths for mile after mile, bcaleii out 
by the heavy wheels of tobacco lorries of years gone- by. That is 
what they are at their best, but usually every few yards there is a 
small pit punched out of the mud by the lorry tyres, or the jagged 
teeth of tree stumps sticking up sharply for a few inches where the 
rushing water of the rains has washed away the surface.

Since it is impossible to carry a tent in a side-car, two bites 
must be taken at each cherry, first a day for the peniten^ and for 
the hearing of cases, a rush back to the township for the night, then 
a second day with a start in the dusk before dawn, the engine roar
ing its ne\vtfof the morning to the Europeans asleep in their houses 
in the little brick-walled gardens, and a lurching journey along- 
miles of '* motor road.” First, past the Mission-station of the 
Dutch Reformed church twelve miles out with its glorious church 
and its little houses for the staff, each a practical lesson In the mean
ing of Christian family life, then a slithering twenty-foot drop into 
the deep bed of an almost dry river and the anxious crawl up the 
opposite, almost perpendicular, bank; then on through the ” bush ” 
with its few trees stunted by the feeding cattle, and last of all a 
few short miles with no road at all, but a native path.

As the church drum beats its warning, the congregation begins 
to collect in the mud and wattle church for Mass, the women’s

f.S .l.’f- ® ‘,''® Chapel, e... ne SUE-
mp an?Ti“i? ^® u “P “ unworthy buill
3’. ? would be well to think of one as costing at least ;f2oo
co^r^ihe^n« th-""° ^ og^ee entirely whh his view. Of

we want IS to divert money from the General 
Fund of the Mission, but there may be unknown friends of Msumba 

who would like to help us as a special ihanks-

etc. .He sug-

• or of the Mission __
giving or memoriaL ■
nrnhlw"**'''®’ ''® ’’avc to Worship in the school, probably in a* temporary mud building. or, more 

H. A. M. Cox.

THE CHILDREN’S DAY

Oeto’bc r "‘‘AWraT-nd’"’' P^S^^^uoOrtober 4th will be given in the

lAcnn, “• Matthew’s, Westminster. :
1.4s P-m. Meeting at the Large Hall, The Church Housej 
a le nn. Speaker—The Lord Bishop of Mnsaslia. 15 p.m. R'PratutaUon of a Church Procession in Mnsasl 

receiving of offerings from the
Mils' ‘''® '”f

cIose*S''he° **'® ®'**’°P will receive personally at tie
collection Ther^^u^"^ the money brought by the children for the

on that 
area in their intercessions

11.30 a.m.
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FORT JAMESON
Diocese ol Zansibar

side crowded to overflowing, the back of the church crowded with 
them, the mens' side very sparsely filled, two or three elderly 
and a fetv lads magnificent in trousers, shirts and ties, even brown 
bMts and tightly-cut Jackets. Even the women are not the mu^ 
photographed women in their native dress, but are in complete tor 
otherwise) European attire; in the township church there is a new 
liat to be seen every month, which is very distracting to the women 
of the congregation. ™

There are only two other out-stations where Mass is sune in the 
miniature district, the remaining schools being only a few miles 
apart in two groups, and from these more .distant centres there is 
no need for the priest to go back home for the night, for within 
twenty milffi is the home of one of the few remaining tobacco 
planteis, a house with a little chapel built into the verandah, whm 
on the last morning of a visit the family receive Holy Communiotf 

Fort Jiun^n is a veiy little comer of the UJM.C.A., so little 
that fw realize at home that it is anything other than a European 
chaplaincy. It is highly improbable that the work will ever eztS 

'" the countryside has its school belonging m 
he ^ Fathers, the Dutch, or the Seventh Day Adventists. All 

Ihf ^ Ja™<=“" has Its memories from the beginning of
n Northern Rhodesia and before, for before^the

. U.M.C.A. began to work. in this territoiy the S.P.G. started one
ot t°he ba'^sm ‘wentieth anniversary
vLi° Christians, and from here also twmN 
it^hf/ ^ 5 ‘ evangelists set out to the Msoro district, the 

f“^_e‘'«atcr than the mother. Although the^ first 
miMlonnry stage hw almost come to an end it does nol mean that
ban^m a"nd®t“rh‘^’ ‘ J'oang come forward for

^ "»»nent there are some fifty men and
Tn veTri “'"‘"g' "> confirme^d.

their hom«f„°1h P'anty of work for the people near
year or To ““P® ‘hat “«'• »
S mch T P™'‘o“d on the plantations which ate

barn! T^nv “ their groups of towering
thm “ ““oy ore closed down and overgrown
S Rhodesia

of Ss?r?«"TS?'.!i"'”®! J''”®'; ’’“"der what the future

•heir Communion in Fort Jar^S^„T"‘^

FROM MINAKImen

When the results of the Teachers' Religious Knoytledge Certi- 
rate A were ready, 1 called the candidates and announced them. 
There were no failures. I spoke to them a very little about their 
future as teachers in out Lord’s service.

Next day I received the following letter (translated from Swahili) 
from the Head Prefect, one of the candidates:—

“ We give God thanks for the way in which He has bidden 
us welcome, and for His favour granted to us to obtain the certificate 
for which we have hoped, and we pray Him daily to perfect us.

" For some time I have had a suggestion to make to my fellow- 
candidates when the examination is finished. It is only a humble 
one, viz.: that I should thank you. Yesterday, when you told 
us of our work, I was very glad and so were my companions. After 
leaving you we consulted together and decided to make the following

request We beg that you will fix a day on which we, the candi
dates, with you our padre, may go to Church, and that 
you will lead our Thanksgivings.

I' To thank God for His gifts to us since we commenced 
His bringing us to this goodstudies, and forour \

2. To'*thank Him for those who have given their money
to enable us to know God. ^

3. To tbank Him for those who have gtven thetr Itve^ to
come and help us find the way. :

4. To thank Him for inspiring all these with goodness 
and mercy to their brethren.

(b I If possible we will make an ottering, each according to 
' his ability, although we haven’t much to give, but we 

just want to show our gratitude to God our Father.
" We chose to-morrow as the day for making our offering, but

_____ said, ‘ Let us wait till the others (Grade B r«ults wer^
delayed) hkilo heard their results, so that we may all act together, 
both Gride A and Grade B, for it is fitting.’ We said: Certainly j
" Ard“wra"n^‘hm Xis next Sunday, after the GuiW 
of the Holy Name have said their office—about 10.30 a.m—will be 
acceptable to you ^e ask the
blessing of Almighty God, and His help in the work and life which 
we shall begin in a short while.

“ I have no more.” Your Son
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HUGH STEWART HUGH STEWAUT

1 FIRST met Hugh Stewart nearly thirty years ago when I was Chaplain 
to the Bishop of Sl Andrews. < A little mission church in a Perthshire

When I came in sight of the chinch 1 found a silent lad waiting fc 
me on the road, who took charge of my horse, and pointed out the pail 
to the church. This was my first introduction to Hugh Stewart. ’

1 found he was acting as a kind of unpaid clerk, .churchwarden and 
general factotum to this small, but very keen, congregation of church, 
people.

He was at that time apprenticed to the local baker. 'He had laldr 
seceded from one of the Presbyterian bodies in the place, and confided to 
me later, how much misunderstanding and petty persecution he had to 
endure from his fellow villagers. Including the members of his own famllv 
He evplained to me that his reason for taking this step was that he fdt 
the Presby terian religion had no influence on life and conduct, and Instanced 
the fact that many who; were drunk every Saturday night, 
flagrantly immoral lives, were regulw attenders and had no c 
of inconsistency.

A few years later I left ScoUand, but before leaving I asked Bishop 
mchardson, the Assistant Bishop (and formerly of Zanzibar), to look afto 
him. The^ became great friends and the Bishop heard his confessions 
up to the time of his death.

also kept in touch with Hugh by 
years when passing through Perth.

About 1916 I was troubled to hear from him that he had given up 
chunm attendance and Communion. I arranged as soon as possible to 
spend a day with him m Perth, and he explained to me that his father and 
mother were seriously ill and a brother was dying of consumption. The 
whole support of the family had to come from him, and the only way he 
a>u d manage it was to get a job as bar-tender at a pub. in a low part of 
Perth. He explained that the Job was well paid and that he sent home 
all his earnings except the cost of his board and a few pence for pocket- 
money. , ^

He therefore went to the Western States and worked for some time in 
logging camps, but later a well-to-do American friend got him to manage 
one of his hotels for him and Hugh began to prosper from a worldly point 
of view. However, before long, I got a long letter from him saying that 
he felt that he was not meant for this life and wanted to give the remainder 
of his life to God’s service in any capacity in which 1 thofTght he could 
be useful. I wrote suggesting the IhM.C.A., of which he knew some
thing from Bishop Richardson. Hugh replied saying that if they would 
lake him he would come.

I then went to see the Secretary of Ihe I’.M.C.A. and told the whole 
talc, and he agreed to take him. Since then I have only seen him on leave 
every three years when he has come to stay with me.

Others no doubt can tell of his life and work in Northern Rhodesia, 
bill of one thing 1 feel sure and that is, that he never regretted Iiis decision. 
He was on the whole very happy and became keenly interested in the work, 
and 1 gather did mucli useful work building bridges, improving ro.ads and 
growing fruit and vegetables. He loved and understood the Africans 
and was greatly attracted to the country. He was devoted to animals 
and 1 have many photos of him with his pet monkeys,* dogs and cats.

He was very much a Highlander, silent, shy, reserved, yet emotional 
anti capable of the deepest and most unchangeable devotion to his friends. 
His outlook was ever rather melancholic, but he never lacked the faith 
lo go on. He was ever transparently sincere and was intolerant of the 
least pretence or sham,

He wrote to me a few weeks before his death saying he had contracted 
sleeping sickness, but said nothing of hts sufTerings, only’ humorously 
referring to his intense weakness, but saying how kind everyone was to 
him.

or who led 
consciousness

I letter and arranged 'to see him
most

His last letter telling me that he was growing rapidly weaker nrriyi^ 
till' same morning ns the news of his death. He made his confession 
find received the Sacrament a few hours before the end. ' i

Granvili-r W. Borlasr, 
Rector of Walton-on-thc-Hill

aSSirSF'iHSS-E
m I siiwWm was in the early days of the war when he was

s!r 5,=!;; s.'s.s-i; s ,s

CHARLOTTE COKE
A .suBscRMiKU for how many years do you say? Sixty-two? Vcs. Since 
the year >868. For over three score years Miss Charlotte Coke regularly 
paid her subscription to the Funds of the Mission. She died on July 19 
after a long illness. Her subscription was paid personally each year, , 
except the last ^en owing to the stale of her iicallh she sent it by another 
hand.

I knew Miss Coke well, for she came yearly to the office to arrange 
for sermons and a meeting in the parish of Holy Trinity, Tottenham, the 
vicar, the Rev. W. C. Howell, being also a great friend .and supporter of the 
.Mission. The Rev. Lewis Frazer, then curate, went out to Zanzibar with 
Bishop Tozer, after a visit of the Bishop to the parish.

Miss Mary Howell writes: “ Miss Coke was keen to the last. The 
.Mission Collect was said dailv bv herself and her surviving sister, and 
the mention of the Mission never failed, even in her extreme wcaknc.ss, to 

her interest, and she had always done her best lo awaken the interest 
of others.” Such devotion surely, merits more than a passing tribute.

Each ve.ar toll is taken and there pass to rest now one. and now 
faithful to the Mission. I can recall

seci

rouse

not start life at home again. anotluT who from early days were
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CHARLOTTE COKE

CENTRAL AFRICAmany such on the memory of whom I love to dwell. Some of them 
became personal friends and correspondents. There are not many left 
to-day on the parent stem. There will be only a few of whom it can be 
said that their interest dales from 1868. How times have changed since 
then I How the Mission has grown I Perhaps the most important question 
that faces it now is how to increase the number of annual subscribers. 
Miss Coke’s example perchance will set some thinking and quicken them in 
this matter of regular subscriptions, which, with prayer, is the best way 
to help. Thus shall we be successful in removing the anxiety which at 
present presses so heavily on the minds of our Bishops. D. T.
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St. Mlchaers, Tanierton, opens on Sept. 0. We shall be glad to receive visitors 

from then onwards for long or abort visits. Study weeks are arranged from 
Saturday to Saturday (dSs.). There will probably be a mid-week retreat from 
Nov. 3 to 7 (21s.). Please write as early as convenient to: Miss H. Spanton, 
St. Michael’s House, Cliurch St. Road, Tankerton-on-Seo, Kent.

Tbs Sale el Work In aid of Church Work at home and abroad will be held In 
the Horticultural Hall, Vincent Square, Westminster, on Wednesday and Thursday, 
Kovember 13 and 19, from 13.O-G.0 p.m. U.M.C.A. stall is No. 10. Please come 
and visit It and persuade your friend* to do the 

Tfiose who kindly wish to send gifts for the stall are asked to send some of 
the following: chamber-towels, bath-towels, rubbers, dusters, tea-cloths, roIler-toweU, 
pillowslips (cotton or linen), dish-doth* (knitted or otherwise). If we receive 
n really good stock of the above, we hope the stall will be n great help to the 
Mission when it needs money *0 badly. Parcels should be sent not later than 
November 6. Please address them to: Miss Llghtlv, U.M.C.A.. Central Africa 
House, Wood Street, Westminster, S.W.l. and write on them plalnlv, "Horticultural 
Hall. Sale of Work."

Th* Dltbop of Nyaialiod has made the following appointments. Btamlning 
Chaplain*:—The Rev. Canon S. L. Ollard, M.A. nnd the Rev. Fr. L. S. 

on, C.R. Commisslarie*'The Rev. C. E. Read. M.A., 16 Moat Road, 
Grinttead: the Rev. Canon Spanton. Central Africa H(>u»p: ami 

Dudley Clark, M.A., St. Alban's Vlcaroge, 216 Moseley Road, Oirmingham

.VOTE.—Neither ihe Bithopt 0/ the ilistian nor the General Council are retpomible 
for any opinion or tlatement in CENTRAL AFRICA unleu it is clearly so imfieated

BAPTISMS AT MPONDA’Ssame.

I WONDER if peopio at home realize what a terribly difficult thing 
it is to get our folk prepared for baptism. I never like to baptize 
adults until I have been able to give them their final preparation 
myself, eleven or twelve classes. No doubt on bigger stations and 
where there are native clergy and capable catechists, it is not neee^ 
sary for the European priest to insist on this. Here I feel bound 
to do so. This year the first baptisms, which we call Easter bap
tisms, but which seldom get finished until Whitsuntide, are still 
not quite finished (July 7). I had only a small number, disap
pointingly small: just twenty-eight. They came from ten different 
villages and are divided among the two languages. Old people, 
and busy pe^le here and there could not be called into the head 
station. By busy people 1 mean people still watching the rice and
"’"The“fir“":Sk i"h“wi"l ‘M^onda-s itself in the morning.
Alas, only three. Each afternoon I went to nnother
miles off, to teach two Yaos from one village nnd two Nyasas, ^ch
ffom different villages. I had to have two classes, of roursc. That
was an unpleasant business, for the lake has risen high and the
Shird, of ciurse, with it, and so a patch of the
One had to wade through ond little pira of "“‘x'
one's bicycle, and further on through about fifty yards “ore. My
feet sank into rich black mud, which smelt abommably, and I d.dn t
feci comfortable until 1 had had a good bath, when I got back.

Thomi
East
Ihe Rev.

THE MISSION STAFF
Name Diocese Date

Jrrii-als in England:
Mis* Margesson 
Miss Chmman 
Miss Hitchman 
Miss Morris 
Miss H. Heald 
Miss F. Sharp 

nepnrlurrt from England t 
Bishop ol Zanribar 
Bishop of N. Rhoderia 
Mis* E, mile

Nyasaland
Nyasaland
N. Rhodesia
Nyasaland
Nvasatand
Masasl

July 23 
July 23 
Aug, 4 
Aug. a 
Aug. 6 
Aug. 7

Sepi. IB 
Sept. 2: 

June 10

Zanzibar 
N. Rhodesia 
Zanzibar

m MEMORIAM—R.T.P.
June 25.—^Jeanette Sarah Downie.

Miss Downie los-ed and helped the Mission for over thirty years.
July 19.—Charlotte Coke (£cc page 203).
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BAPTISMS AT MPONDA’S
Diocese of Nyasaland

The second week 1 spent going daily on my little motor-bicycle 
to tt big Nyasa village, nine miles down the mam governmem 
road-the opposite direction from last week’s expedition. I.had 
eight more candidates here—three from the village where 1 gaVe 
tlie elasses, and five from a neighbouring village Luckily all were 
Nyasas. The live are the,first people wliom I have been; able Id 
baptize from that ’ village. They came very regularly each day, 
led by a very fine-looking old man, with grey hair. His wife was 
also a candidate.

The third week 1 went right oil into the hills, twenty-two miles 
There I had nine candidates, from two villages. One is a 

age of Yaos and Nyasas, so mixed that, though there 
were two Nyasa boys, 1 found that they really could understand 
my Yao, so I had only one set of, claMes. One old lady is
incomparably stupid, hut she seems to me.an well.

The fourth week I set to work with the Mponda’s folk again 
and the near villages. After this Second week’s work 1 was able 
to baptize all seven at Evensong on Saturday in the church at 
Mpondn’s. The afternoon’s journey had been less unpleasant.' The 
flood water had subsided a little and the natives had forced a tiacli 
through the high grass, so that one could circumvent the bog, 

The fifth week I spent down the road, finishing the Nyasas 
whom I had begun to prepare and going on to begin teachingfoat 
more Yaos (from Iwo villages) at another village farther down, thir
teen miles from Mponda's. I was sleeping most nights at different 
villages down the road. ,I had to be at Mponda’s one night, St. 
John Baptist's Eve, for, naturally I wanted to be at our Central 
Church on the day of our Bishop's consecration. Incidentally I 
hcarda hyena laugh twice, one.night, quite close to my hut. That 
is a very uncommon experience. Archdeacon Johnson told me that 
he only once heard it in all his time. As I lay in bed I heard the 
creature coming nearer, whooping as he came. "When quite,close, 
he broke, out into a. peal of hideous idiotic laughter. Then he 
whooped once or twice and then laughed again. The week ended 
with the baptism of the eight Nyasas in the village church.

After that ! had to be at -home on the station for a few days 
and now I amiwriting once more from the hills. Tomorrow I hope 
to baptize my tline candidates in the church here. They are » 
very good lot, except the pne -stupid old woman. I find she isi 
regarded in the village as a bit weak-in the head, so I shall baptise ‘ 
her on presumed good intentions. After all, she has been mod 
regular at class for two years, and a year before that as a hearer. . 

There are still my four farthest peopde down the road, but 1 
.P® '“ go ihither after-another week spent at Mponda's. ■ I sfh 

with relief to see the end.: T wonder what I should have thought 
when i was aprlest in England,;ifl.had been set to prepare twenty- 
eight -folks for Confirmation, in .-two, languages and spread, ovtr 
such distances: I.Tear there would have been no more spirit lef! 
in we.' 1 . : - , . . q H. W-v

SOME AFRICAN CUSTOMS
Life is made up of trivialities, and I think it is of general experi.' 
ence that it is these very small things, and the manner in which 
they are accepted, which make or mar. one’s life and, incident
ally, the existence of those with whom one has to deal* It is so 
hard lb think along the lines of other folk, more .especially when 
your path is, as it. were, onjy now converging with theirs, and it 
is perhaps the..small customs and mannerisms of Africans which 
give a prejudiced impression, far more than some big action on 
their part.

It is with this idea in my mind that 1 have noted a few incidents 
or, rather, customs in African life.

away 
mixed vill

I was at work in my house, and a voice, obviously some 
distance away, started “ Hodi, hodi ”—then a clapping of hands— 

“ Hodi, hodi,” hand-clapping repeated. ” Hodi, aDona”; oh,
dear, what a noise!—^well, what would you feel like if some one rang 
your front-door bell four or five times in succession, only 'taking 
time to give a rat-tat or two in between? “ Hodi, aDona,” then 
an old lady appeared and promptly knelt down at my feet in a most 
abject attitude to explain that her little granddaughter was too ill 
to come to school, and one’s annoyance at her noisy approach faded 
away. Poor old granny 1 It's an ingrained native way of showing 
respect, and we are really going against their own teaching\of 
courtesy when we have of necessity to teach children to come 
straight up to the door, and with one ” I^odi ” to await a reply.\

“ Barua, Dona.” With this remark a well-dressed Mission 
youth passed straight in front of my two friends, to give me the 
letter or ** barlia.” I ** saw shame ” for his manners.

” How’s that for swank and laziness?” a friend remarked a few 
days later, and pointed out a small cortege coming towards us, a 
” lord of creation” marching in front, burdened, in one hand with 
a nice stick of hippo hide, while, just behind, came his “better half” 
with a hefty child of two or three years old on her back, and a 
huge basket of maize cobs and household sundries balanced on 
her head; bringing up the rear was a little girl of seven or eight 
years old cari^ng in a roll what was obviously the family bedding 
—a couple of palm-leaf mats and a blanket.

Yes, certainly; we feel instinctively they have much to-learn, but 
while we have to teach Christians the proper respect due to woman
hood, wc must realize that there is much reason for what at first 
sight seems simply laziness on the pan of the men towards their 
womenkind. ',

I had had lunch in a certain village one day, and the teacher 
Maned off to show me the best path to a village further on, not 
Slopping to arm himself with the inevitable stick of sorts. We 
had been walking in single file in truly African fashion for ten
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SOME AFRICAN CUSTOMSSOME AFRICAN CUSTOMS

minutes or so, when he suddenly turned round and grasped my 
stick from my • hand, and waving me imperiously- backward, he 
started belabouring and eventually killed a-very nasty snake. 
grateful I was to him 1

And so I started thinking, ns the family party came up and 
passed us, and as yet another couple came along—an old man with 
a spear in his hand, the wife, as usual, well laden,-dragging along 
behind, and one’s thoughts went back to the origin of this frequently 
attacked custom.

Not a casual laziness as it might appear now, but fear—a deep 
and well.rcasoned fear on the part of the man for the safety of his 
wife and family. This led him to put himself in front of them, ready 
and unencumbered to deal with any sudden danger which might 
be in their path t lions, leopards, snakes (dangers not unknown 
to-day) or, of old, the far more dreaded slave raider. Just the same 
idea is responsible for- the Englishman offering his left arm to his 
partner at dinner time, or in the street, leaving his right hand free 
to protect her in cose of need; but who thinks of that now? It 
is just a " custom.”

, -poison,. in. ..tltc
.... gourd which does

duty for-a cup;

from tlieir

How

very
passfveness show 
trust in.your.hoim 

y>.:'^fides. .Hadahey 
■ . Jumped I up :.. at 

.. your approach it 
.' would havasigni- 

; .fied".some fear or 
1 mistrust in their 
’ mind- as to the 
,v purpose of your
J .visit. ‘ .

Quaint.customs, 
.* and so uncouth, to 

the.HngIisli<mind, 
> some dying, most 
/ doomed, to die in 

j,; .the t Jiurry. and 
, bustle of a re- 

o organized. Africa? 
. ::Weird customs, 
' their raison d’etre 

practically f oV' 
gotten; but all

based on real and necessary fears, or the allaying therwf, fearSj bf 
wars, and rumours of wars, of the.sieallhy approach of the slave 
raiders, of misery and depth.
; Pray God, of your charity, that we who by His Grace are 
privileged to help His African children, may..receive abundantly 
the Spirit of Wisdom and Understanding, a real sympathy with 
them in-the small things of their daily life as we strive, so;inade* 
quately, to draw them into that life of Perfect Love whicit castetli 
put all fear. Pray for them too, that He who has. given them 
Light in darlmess and in the shadow of death, will.keep their feet 
in the Way pT*Peace. F. M. K.

But what about the youth with the letter—that custom, so 
umEnglish, of walking straight in front-of a person, when they 
could so easily come up from behind? That, too, is based on. fear, 
or, rather, to relieve the object of his attentions from any feeling 
of fear, A chief walks before an honoured guest to show that he 
trusts him not to stab him in the back—you only show your back 
to your friends.l' Theyouth approaches you frorri the front, just a 
friendly gesture; to show that he comes to you openly, with no evil 
intent, on your person or goods, and there, too, comes the explana
tion of announcing your visit os soon as you get within reasonable 
(or, to the newly imported English mind, distinctly unreasonable) 
distance of the house which you are proposing to visit. See how 
this finds its counterpart in the behaviour of those visited in the 
village community.

; Come first of all into thp 'Mission school. Ah, yes, the teacher 
has seen us coming I He gives the word and a well-drilled assembly 
jumps to allenlipn with a salute, and a hearty (too hearty, perhaps, 
for tender ear drums) “ MonI, aPadre, aBwana,” or, “ aDona," 
which ever it may be. How nice and enthusiastic,” remarks 
the newcomer^ as we go out and make for a group of old women 
passing a pipe round under the eaves of a hut. Not much move
ment here; one woman makes room on a mot and with a gesture 
invites us to sit down, and then slowly come their greetings.

** They didn’t seem thrilled with our visit, at first,” was my 
friend’s verdict, ** though they certainly brightened up a bit after
wards, but did you notice when that man came for a drink, the girl 
who fetched it deliberately took a drink herself before offering It 
tphim?"“

There, again, customs based on fear, or rather the allaying of 
fenr. The girl, by taking the first drink, shows that there is no

■V;
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Diocese of Nyasaland the native hospital staff and have also given us a grant per head 
for maintenance, which, in a cheap food year, almost covers thi* 
cost of food. The limit to our numbers is no longer the huniber 
we can afford to feed, but the number we can accommodate and 
treat. Leprosy treatment must occupy a good deal oFlime because 
the medicines are almost entirely given with a glass syringe and 
needle; until recently all the injections were given by a nurse, and 
it is only lately that the more highly trained boys have been 
allowed to give them. All the patients, too, need watching for 
intercurrent diseases, especially hookworm, which is rife among 
them; all have treatment for this disease, on admission, as routine, 
but they need constant watching afterwards.

At Liuli the nurse is now spared her journeys to Lundu; the 
Government have moved all the patients from Lundu Island to 
Mngehc, three miles north of Liuli on the mainland, where there 
are the churcli, school and two houses of a mission station. No 
natives, except the mission teacher, had ta be moved to make 
way for the colony, as all the village houses were to the south of 
the mission, and all the land for the colony is north and cast. The 
mission buildings are now in use for the colony, Archdeacon 
George retaining the church for their use and the priest’s house 
for the use of himself or any other European visiting there. The 
school is temporarily the dispensary.

We have at last got a second nurse at Liuli; two,nurses can, 
with reasonable efficiency, look after the hospital and manage ^le 
two leper colonies and leper out-patients^one alone cannot. 'At 
the present time tlierc are two or three boy.s who can lielp with 
the injections, but we cannot rely on always having this help;

MEDICAL OFFICER’S, REPORT, 1929|
During the pest year a nurse has been stationed at Matope, soi 
the dispensary there rises to the dignity of a . hospital. There 
had been a lot of building to do in preparation for the arrivalJ 
of two ladies, so we were glad that Fr. Hand was able to find limoi 
to build a new dispensary, which was nearly ready for use when M&] 
Wilkes arrived in July; for hosjtitals we shnil probably have to be‘ 
satisfied with mud huts for some limo'.to come; even these.had, 
not been put up when I was there in August. There had been 
dispensary work, which Fr. Hand ,kindly supervised, for some 
years, and probably the out-patient yiork will, for some time, bc; 
more important than in-patient, thus leaving the nurse free to' 
do some travelling about the district.- 

The diocese has novf eight hospitals and four station dispen-i 
sarics, in addition to the leper colonies and various dispensaries,^ 
which are conducted riibre or less regularly at out-stations, e.g, 
Chizuraulu fortnightly and Kan|o weekly. Sometimes these are 
presided over by a nurse, sometimes n boy is sent; in this way,' 
patients coming from n distance may be pretty sure that they 
won’t come and find no one to treat them.

There is hot Very mucli to be said about the general hospital 
work; it has gone on much ns usual. There has been a disappoint
ing case of sleeping sickness from the Msumba district, a monitor 
who first came for treatment a year ago; he was apparently cured 
and returned to his work, but, alas, the disease reasserted Itself 
and he came in again, this time with trypano^mes in his spinal 
fluid, and neither of the drugs used prevented the onset of drowsi. 
ness and then death.

There has also been an outbreak of sleeping sickness not far 
from Kota-Kota; I am very glad that Dr. Fitzmaurice is again 
back there as Government M.O.; and he is doubtless doing what 
mn bc done for the patients and to prevent the spread of the 
disease. There has betn trypanosomiasis, too, in the mission herd 
of cattle, with the loss of ten head, as well as in one or two other 
herds in Kotn-Kotn. At Malindi, also, one of our heifers was 
infected, but I hope that 
by Dr. Vost and myself have effected a cure.

Upro^ Work. Thisegain shows an increase, and the fact that 
we have been able to increase, and not had to decrease, has been 
due to Government grants. Hitherto, the Nyasaland Government 
has given grants for building and for wages of native hospital 
staffs, and has also helped us from time to time with grants for 
food, but wc were warned not to rely on regular annual grants 
for maintenance. This year they have again paid the wages of

of antimony injections givena course

rtoi-i
IVoilIS I'illlKtS LiFiOMA
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ihe boy at our Manda dispensary has also helped to reduce the 
work (and cost), as we have been able to discharge from the 
Kuyu colony a number of patients whose homes are at Manda; 
there they can come as out-patients for their Injections.

Leper Colony Building*. Mainly owing to our shortage of lay. 
men and the difHculty of getting building done, we have been 
very slow in using the generous grants which we received from 
the Nyasaland Government and from the British Empire Leprosy 
Relief Association for building leper dispensaries, etc., but we 
have made some progress during the past year.

At Likwenu, thanks to Canon Victor and Mr. Griggs, the 
buildings for the colony are complete, and I think they are most 
satisfactory. There is a dispensary with a large, well-lighted 
veranda where most of the treatments are done, with no obstruc
tion to ventilation. The dispensarj*, a store, a 15-ton maize bin 
with a roof over it, a house which the nurse uses as an office and 
for meals, and also two shelters for the patients while wailing for 
treatment, have all been built out of the grants. A second maize 
bin of the same size has been provided by a generous friend of 
Canon Victor, and it has been possible to make use of a year when 
food has been plentiful and cheap to lay in a large stock.

In addition to the above, the colony possesses'its own church 
and school provided by special donations, also a store where goods 
may be dumped if lorries bring them at times when there :r r.; 
European about to open the main food store. This finishes the 
building grants we have received for Likwenu.

At Likoma, Mr. Oldridgo has built the dispensary at a cost 
of ^64, but the wet season has shown the need of cement pointing, 
which we shall do at once. There is sufficient balance in hand 
to cover this and the making of some furniture, also, I hope, for 
repairing a sun-dried brick building put up two years ago, the 
pillars of which have been attacked by the weather and must be 
replaced with burnt brick.

;rs. .;viia r'

"3^
-ii imWMit

a. iittu
WoMES I-KPBRS Malindj

a need which will almost certainly arise this year for buildings 
at Mngehe. There arc already over too lepers in that new colony, 
over eighty of whom came from Lundu. \

At Malindi, we still sec no way out of the site difficulty, and 
it seems necessary for us to carry on with the present inadequate 
site, the cultivable land of which will just support one person for 
a year! The present mud dispensary is just patched up to 
through the rains, but it must come down this year; I think we 
had, probably, better build a permanent one if we can, using the 
grants provided for the purpose. 1 expect that the huts will also 
need renewal.

Results of Treatment. The great majority of cases are relieved, 
and those in the colonies seem to enjoy life more than they would 
outside, otherwise more would go away. Most of them have their 
Infectivity much reduced, and doubtless many of those living in , 
the colonies ^^uld have been infecting their relations had they 
stayed in the villages. I trust that the next generation will be 
able to thank us for a smaller incidence of leprosy.

One of our satisfactory cases is a man wlio came into the 
colony at Likoma soon after it started. Once before we hoped 
he was cured, but there was a recurrence of symptoms which 
speedily yielded again to treatment. Previously, quite small doses 
of iodido of potassium caused a reaction. This time he h^ been 
able to stand large doses; no lepra bacilli have been found since 
August, 1927. He hns now married, and having learnt something 
of hospital work while in the colony, including the giving of 
intravenous injections, he should be very uMful at Liuli, where he 
has gone, chiefly to help at the Mngehe colony.

IS no

At Liuli, wc now have a good food store on the mission station 
where the nurse buys the food, and a stone dispensary at the 
Kuyu colony. I started building these in August but had to 
leave the store roofless and the dispensarj' with only one course 
of stone above the cement course ? Archdeacon George kindly finished 
both buildings, except for door and windows for the dispensarj-, 
which were both lacking when I wo.s there recently. The windows 
arc probably in now and we are making the door at Likoma in 
readiness for Ihe next steamer. The dispensary has been in use 
for some months, a vast improvement bn the old mud cupboard; 
me store, too, when I saw it last, contained many tons of food. 
The dispensarj' has been built entirely and the store mainly out of 
grants by the B.E.L.R.A. I regret that the accounts could not 
be ready for this year’s report.

have to thank the B.E.L.R.A. also for sending another 
^100 for building; I am very glad to have this in readiness for

We
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Finance. In conclusion 1 must say a few words about the 
accounts. Our balance at the bank, together with the balances 
in hand at the various station hospitals, is within of that of 
a year ago, but we should, have had to show a deficit if I had 
not included in the post year’s accounts the final and largest 
of part of the Nyasaland Government’s grant for lepera, although 
It reached us in December and my accounts are supposed to end 
on November 30. I felt justified in so including it because a 
large part of the grant really belonged to the past year.

We are Indeed grateful to the Government for thus enabling us 
ta go ahead with the leper \york; our thanks are also due to Dr. 
Whitehead for much kind help, especially In supplying us .with 
drugs. We have this year to thank the Tanganyika Government 
for a grant of ;^so towards the general hospital work at Liull 
in addition to their leper grant; of the latter only ;^ioo, received 
during our financial year, appears in the accounts; another ;^5o 
was received soon after, making ;^iSo as in past years.

About a year ago 1 received from the Bishop a gift of ;^5o 
for leper work which he had received from a lady at home; he 
asked me if I could use it for some permanent object. At the 
lime the money for building was out of all proportion to that 
available for maintenance, and we were turning away lepers for 
want for food. I had cverj' hope that we should ultimately receive 
grants for food, and I asked the Bishop if I might use the £$0 
for buying food in the meantime. He gave no definite rejilv, 
but I fancy he wrote to the donor. In these circumstances I shall 
consider that the money was borrowed for the food; it is now 
repaid and will be kept for a purpose in accordance with the 
donor’s wishes, probably the building of n church for lepers. If 
the donor should sec this, and should care to communicate with 
me. I shall be glad to inform her what is finally done with 
Ihe money.

DOUGLAS MACKENZIE
bouGLAS Mackenzie died of a lung abscess on Easter Day, 1939.
I cannot in any way claim him as my dawa boy, because I only 
knew him for two short years, although 1 had the plea^rc of teach
ing him for his final examination, but 1 knew him intimately. Some- 
one at Malindi once said to me : “ You arc lucky to have Douglas. 
He is a real pal to you, he is a real Christian gentleman.” This,
I felt, was true.

. Douglas was fearless in the cause of Christ and the right. This 
means something when we remember that the average African’s life 
is governed by Tear—fear of his relations, fear of witchcraft, etc. I 
remember once speaking very severely to a chief about his duty 
and that of his people, to help the medical work. He went:to one 
of the Indian stores and in the course of his gossip he spoke rather 
badly of me and the medical work! At that moment Douglas 
walked into the store. . . I have no time to relate all that happened. 
Within a few days the chief was back at the dispensary, ^^ithout 
any effort on my part to talk Iiim round 1 Douglas had a great love 
for his mother. I remember one day, after a heavy day’s work, when 
we were all tired, he got a message to say that his mother was very 
ill. Without a thought of food or his weariness, he began at once 
to use his common sense and to collect a few things from the 
dispensary for a case of suspected pneumonia, and away he went on 
a long journey; he stayed with his mother until she was out\of 
danger—only a few days—then back he came late at night, but he 

was the first up and at work the next morning. He was sucl^an

as'
MiWh. C. Wigan.

mmHOSPITAL STATISTICS
General : 

In-palients Mm : It;i.!' (',803
Out-patient attendances 187,022
Patients visited at home (Likoma only) 442 m

Leprosy: 
In-palienls 
Out-patients 
Injections given

396 V-.
236 tUUi H.rA«fo]

29,491 Malindi : Nl’kbe and Dispensahv Boys fDoucLAS ts Stakdino)
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DOUGLAS JkfACKENZIE
Diocese of Nyasaland

efficient dispensary boy. One day he 
Maples when she was 
of call men came

was on the s.s. Chauticy 
coming down the lake. At one of the ports 

to the captain, saying that a man had been 
very badly injured by an elephant. Douglas rendered first aid. I 
forget the details of injury, but I remember a double fracture of 
the leg. The way he dealt with the case, his efficiency and sound 
common sense in an emergency, without fuss or flurry, greatly 
impressed the captain : in fact, he made a remark to the effect that 
he had not even seen a European handle a case better 1 Douglas had 
no fear of death. One day we were di^ussing this subject and 1 
turned to him and said: “ Would you be sad to die?’* And he 
replied, “ I should only look upon it as going to see another world, 
but I should be so sad to leave Emily (his wife) alone.” But above 
all, Douglas was a wonderful Christian; 1 often felt that his 
Christian life and character put many of us in the shade. We who 
really knew him, know what Christ meant to him. I have heard 
people whose opinion is worth having, c.g., the late Captain 
Shannon, remark on his life as a Christian. He would have nothing 

with heathen customs; as well as shining in the medical 
work he was also a splendid evangelist; as well as teaching in the 
hospital and outside the dispensary to the out-patients, he went 
out to the villages to speak. He told me how he loved the Blessed 
Sacrament Chapel in the veiy early morning, because it was so 
quiet; it was there that one would find him engaged in prayer and 
meditation with his Lord and Master. He too had his sorrows, 
but he never allowed them to overburden him. 1 well remember 
on several sad and difficult occasions that I lost him and found 
him in the chapel, from whence he emerged strong and bright. 
Then again he was ” given to hospitality.” For a year he fed 
two junior boys and I could not quite understand it. One day I 
Mid, ” Douglas, you cannot afford to feed these two boys; why 
do they not pay for their food?” His reply might be translated 

^ thus: ' Leave me alone; they are as my children; I want to teach 
them to give; 1 want to teach them to be hospitable. Hospitality 
IS our custom, but the Europeans have come and spoilt this custom; 
they have taught us to love money 1” Lastly, Douglas loved sport 
and taercise. He loved to walk and ride a bicycle; he loved to 
play football and row on the lake. With the exception of foot
ball, I have done all these things with him many times! He also 
loved the gramophone and could be trusted with 
the lepers and hospital patients.

The photograph Is taken outside the hospital at Malindi. 
Douglas and I are holding twins, John and Lucy,
Nyasaland teacher; their mother was III in hospital 
look charge of Lucy and I of John.

MSUMBA’S “ESCOLA DE ' 
INSTRUCAO"

. O
This school, both in formation and construction, represents a 
twporafy effort to meet an urgent need. Those of Msumba’s 
friends who have read, in the “ Diocesari Chronicle ” or elsewhere, 
ofthe sudden enforcing of laws neglected under the rdgime of the 
Companhia, which necessitated the closing of. all our schools in 
March, will realize the need there was of taking immediate steps, 
that is to say, the need of forming this school of instruction In 
Portuguese. By this means, we hope to enable some of. our 
teachers to pass an examination in Portuguese, qualifying them 
to tMcIi in this territory and so making it possible to re-open some 
of pur schools.

. Obviously, thirty or more full-grown men cannot be taught in 
an odd corner, so from the decision* to form a school, sprang the 
necessity to build a temporary school. The building was decided 
on, planned and built in less than three weeks; I cannot say that 
it was finished, for its roof is still only scantily clothed with the 
remnants of last year's grass, Irving gaps through which the sky 
can be seen. However, it contains two rooms, is spacious and light 
and generally sufficient for the purpose. The other day a visitor, 
trying to find words of praise, was at least able to say it was 
hygienic because of the plenteous supply of light and air. It is 
furnished with a veritable reunion of desks from our forty-five closed 
schools—a lordly total of nine. Beyond these and a luxurious

to do

one to amuse

children of a 
, so Douglas 

Helen J. Heai.d. *

Net Making
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MSU'MBA’S “ ESCOLA DE INSTRUCAO "

nothing el« but a chair and a small worm-riddled table.
bituated about forty yards from the water’s edge, it is quite

oilers from far and near on their way to the dispensary, others! 
very many of them, on one of the multifarious errands which keen 
u pn^Un^jharge busy whenever he is not on ulendo. Besides these^ 

‘‘“'isrht in the little groups of village wise men who 
squat on the smd a few yards from us. They bring their work 

them and sit there, working in their leisurely fashion and 
engaging in serious and sometimes heated discussions. lust now 
I can watch the whole process of net making. There are two or 
hree bringing newly cut stems of a plant locally known as "tingo”- 
hey proce^ to strip them and lay them in the sun to dry. Other^ 

have finished this first stage and tie their stems into a bundle which
ter^rt"fheir"ht„m “ “S'* “ A few have disin.
erred their bundles and pass on to the next stage and so on, until 

having mendi^ their nets they wait for a propitious day (not too 
fiequ^ m this south wind season). They are seen paddling their 
,“ sudden splash, both the men have dived 

( tumbled is perhaps a better word) out of the canoe—I wait.
wnv^Wk “"d up they come and swim theirway back with the net to the empty canoe.

The women from the houses near bring their pots to scrub 
■Sometimes a woman romes carrying three utensils on her head, 
one m her hand, and a baby on her back. First of all she thoroughly 

''®f po's. then she washes her child, who accompanies^the 
SlSt™ ^ scrims of terror or delight, according to his age and
hifS, 1 “u her bk and balancedher pots on her head, departs.
db ™cre is a leisurely atmosphere about it all; there is work to 

‘ A‘i‘.°“ "’“hi there is no rush or bother; the sun is their 
f^tunl soothing background to our intel-

"■W'"’ “ths, obscure compound tenses 
and the stilt more difficult abstractions of the set reading book.

Diocese 0/ Masasi

■ THE PARISH OF LILOYA '
It) this parish there is a daughter church at Mpindimbi. about one 
hour’s walk away. Until fairly recently there has not been HrSt

nranfsin^^hT^T ""‘in® ‘''"® i"® Soo commJnicahts practising their religion in the two parishes, apart from the cate- 
chumens and hearers attending tlieir teaching.

The people at Lildya refer to their, church as '? Kanisa Mama " 
ue., mother church, and they at Mpindimbi are called “ Kanisa 
Mtoto, i.e., child church. At both chiirchCs there is great friendly 
rivalry as to which ran Jay claim to the greater importance in church 
life. Truly the Kanisa Mtoto ” at Mpindimbi-seemsUd be out
distancing Kanisa Mama ” at Libya in the activities of'church

sque
with

aiTairs.
As an example of this friendly rivalry and competition I should 

like to tell you about the “ f—* ” '--lizr.:. vi
the baptisms—infant and adult—were administered at Lhoya. When 
fsuggMted that the next adult baptism for Mpindimbi people should 
be held at their church, there was great excitement. As there __ 
not a permanent place of baptism at Mpindimbi, the'churchwardens

font ” incident. Until lately most of

was

and the baptismal candidates decided to erect a font. I heard that 
a parishioner of Mjfindimbi went over to the Libya church sur
reptitiously and took the measurements, etc., of the font there. He 
returned to Mpindimbi and naturally the font there is of greater 
size and adornment than that at Libya. It was not long before I 
found out that the Christians at Libya were contemplating an 
improvement for their church. When I subsequently paid a visit 
to Libya, I found that the. teacher and churchwardens and other 
Christians had whitened the apse of the altar and added mural 
decorations in black; the pavement and steps surrounding the altar 
and sanctuary had also been whitened. And so from time to time, 
one notices an improvement in one way or another in these two 
churches. Perhaps a description of a nativo-made font may be of 
interest. It is^ery unlike—at least so far as the material goes— 
fonts as we know them in England. Our fonts are of mud. First 
bamboos are collected and measured and fixed in a circular shape, 
and then split bamboos are tied around giving a barrel-shape appear
ance. Then this framework Is plastered with mud and water. At 
the top an earthenware bowl for the water is wedged 

. of mud—and there is one’s very primitive font!
Recently in these two parishes there has been an impetus given 

to football, and here again there is much rivalry, and the game has 
been played in a much more systematic manner. Consequently

B. E. H.

into* the mound
7
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THE PARISH OF LILOYA

Diocese of Nyasaland
""Ore elaborate scale,’Liloi;'

l.c«ts^ M<h a bambw as.a.crossbrar. and the encb.of the go^£

ipgassisis-siiiSisSSF^--?!^

NEEMA
Everyone who has worked at Kota Kota and many df.our visitors 
will remember an old woman, Neeiha, who, had a wooden Jeg. She 
belonged to -the early days of the Mission, and was .made - 
diumen by Mr. Margesson , on. December 21, . 1897, and 
baptized by Mr. Stokes on January 24, 1900, and confirmed the 
following March by Bishop Hine.

Mrs. Howard was her godmother. I have not been able to 
find out the date when Dr. Howard had to remove her leg, but I 
think that it was about 1908.

Site had been married but had lost her husband and never had 
any children. The wooden leg was therefore given the name of 
George, and she always spoke of it as such in the days when she 
could get about. . When I first came here she was quite ^active, 
lived in her own house and came and did work on the station, pound
ing flour, and other work. As she got older she often was in 
hospital with bad attacks of bronchitis, from which it seemed that 
she could not recover. Every time, however, she succeeded in 
getting well again and going back to the village to her house. At 
last, however, she got quite blind and for two or three years she 
had lived in the hospital, at first getting across to church as usijal, 
but later only able to get outside and sit In the sun. ■

She had always, however, been cheery and bright and ready to 
crack a joke with any one who came to see her. I don’t think 
that she ever learned to read, but she always insisted on having’a 
hymn book in church, even if she was holding it upside down! 
And she used to sing to herself when in the village and In the 
hospital, though the singing was of the oddest description. She 
was a regular “ character ” and always most amusing to talk to 
when she was well. Shef was also a good old woman with a real 
devotion to our Lord. Of course she had her Communion regu
larly while in hospital. I was going out on “ Safari " after Corpus 
Christi, and Miss Egan told me that Necma was gelling frail and , 
that she did it>t think that she would live very long, so I went in 
>n see her and say good-bye before I left. She was quite cheery 
and asked me to bring her a duck as she wanted some good food I 
She was out of doors once or twice after this, but a day or two later 
Miss Egan asked Padre Lawrence Chlsui to give Neema her Com
munion. She was quite conscious and understood Who was coming 
to her, but in the night she passed away in her sleep. God rest her 
soul. It was June 25 that she died. < , .

There are not manv of thc.se faithful old women left who date 
from the beginning of'the work here, but one thanks God for their 
lives and examples, and perhaps it may be thought worth while 
to print this short notice of her life. H. E. Munby.

a catc- 
was

■

j

BY AFEIGM WATERS
Move tliese unIrod ways

Where now I wander;
For here the sun,, his maze 

. Of chequered light displays 
God's wealth to squander.

And as the sun doth fling 
_ His flaming treasure 

, So I Gods praises sing
■ . “11 around may ring

With His true measure.
Anon.
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PROPOSED MEMORIAL TO BISHOP 
FISHER

REVIEWS if

Wfl have received a little booklet. •• Our Lord’s 
Sherb^e, Dorset. puWished by Gibbs and iSSlorth, Ud!. pdn^S' ft TbU”' 
price 6d. net. It is based on notes made for a vounp wnm».n’« ntM ‘ . Albans.

.Lw', i”i: f„ Swu's^rF-VTS'UfSzfizs::^^ s./.i'=,x r,;;/r
non of our readers and in the hope that it may catch the eve of 
some who would count themselves as friends of the Bishop, but 
■xhosc names and addresses are unknown lo the signatories.]

(or th« ros^lar »n6roga^.ion^o„d ono for „ Chi(droi^s.s'r«lcc. CoZ cii te obtaM 
from Cliund, AsreitiMy, Churrh Houso, Wcatmlnsler, S.W.1 a° d th™ P Tb.

or tho East may bo orlloo.ses for Christ In* Moslem lands. ^ll so™ miPs '^th" 
Inadequale. But of course It Is open to anyone using these forms of Mlsslonan 
Service of Intercession to add to the petitions contained in them.

we would make n suggestion that in the wcH-known 
ion. a little clause might be inserted after “ labour, 

illy (hose working amongst Muhammadans.”

Central Africa House,- Wood Street,
Westminster, S.W.i, August, 1930.

Dear-----

Stri'i t! fS'Sl £„t
that there should be some ^Memorial to the late Bishop, who for 
twenty years so devotedly ruled .the diocese.

At a time when'there is a real

While speaking on this subject 
Prayer for the Universities’ Miss 
lag therein,” ”

we"f,tl°f ‘ 'll Jr'®" fU'h an object, however admirabfe; but 
we feel, for all that, it would be wrong not to make this less general 
appeal for a fitting commemoration of one to whom the diocese owes SO much.
anv^mna‘;v“!.',‘‘h“l= dear to him. When he had

^ disposal lor such a purpose, he loved to make 
It in some way more complele. It has been suggested that we 

v'f “..P”"*®" of which was built some
h^n n London Parish. It would have
.WormJ T fi"'shed, which we are
^ Tioi^ comparatively small sum of .tfaso.

U M C Ny^lond and the Executive of the
^“Sgestion. We therefore con-

t ours very truly,- 
F; B.' Palmer,

HOME JOTTINGS
The General Fnnd Receipts compare as follows:

Received during August .........................
Total receipts to August 31 ..........................

An Increase of £623.
Note.—Unless there is an increase of at least £3,000 this year the sums allotted to 

the Bishops will have to be further reduced. Are you doing anything aiwut it?

1030 102D

::: ftlZ \

The Chauncy Maples.”—We have just received a note from Archdeacon GIossop 
asking US to make an addition to his article on the ” Chauncy Maples." As this was 
printed last month, we print the addition now:—"Would any friend ol the Mission 
kindly give a good second-hand pair of field-glasses for the use of the Captain of the 
*' C.M.”? Kindly communicate with the Oflice.

A Big Venture i^eing made in the North of England in October.
Sunderland, a big industrial town on (he North-east Coast, is running an exhibition 

entirely U.M.C.A., eicept for a dourt which Is being taken by the S.P.C.K.
WH all readers note the dates. October 16th-2l6t, and pray now for the preparations 

and during the exhibition for all the workers and visitors?
The Bishop of Masasi is to be the opener on the first day and other openers include 

Doctor Archer Houblon, Canon Spnnton, Bishop Hornby and the Bishop of Durham. 
** Ora pro nobis.”

Chairman oj the E.xeculive, U.M.C.A.C. E. Read,
Commissary to the late Bishop.

?
Pleuo Come.—Miss D. Y. Mills, most kindly assisted by Mrs. Woodward, Is having 

the annual sale of her work, etc., on Wednesday, October 8lh at 37 Llngfield Road,
232
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HOME JOITINGS CENTRAL AFRICAWimbledon, S.W.IO, from 2 to 6 p.ra.
Spanlon nt 3 p.m.; iliis will be followed by .....

Mi»* Mills eorneitly hope* that all those who have $o generously bought in former 
\ear« will not fail to support her. Entire prafits go to the Mission. Lingfield Road 
K ten minutes’ w.nlh from Wiinble*loii Station, or there is a bus from the station.

A short address will be given l»y Cnnnn
A MONTHLY RECORD OF THE WORK OF THE 

; UNIVERSITIES' MISSION TO CENTRAL AFRICA
lea.

f.

No. 575. XLVIII. NOVEMBER, 1930 Price 2dPoilftfte to Arrica.—VVill our friend* please take note that the (losl 
Africa It Ud. Canon Woodward tell* u* that a recent mail brought I 
InRjfllclently stamped and on which he had to pay the surrfwrge I

» • •
Children’s Day.—Thi* wilt Ijc held on Saturday, October 4th,

September number of the mogarinc*. The programme will be a
U,30 n.m. Sung Eucharist at St. Matthew’a, Westminster.
1.0 p.m. Lunch ot the Queen’s Hall, Buckingham Gate, Westminster.
1.45 p.m. Meeting at the Large Hall, The Church House, Westminster. Speaker- 

The Right Rev. the Lord Bishop of Masasl.
After the Bishop’s speech a hymn will be sung and at its close an African 

jiroceislon will proceed up the hall with the Bishop to the platform, which will be 
--rangcil as for a service at Masasl Cathedral.

A short oflice will bo sung and then the Dlsht^ will receive offerings for their 
church from those representing African*. This will be followed by a procession of 
all the children In the hall, who will eacli take an olTcrlng and give It to the Bltho

In order that the children from e»-cry p.iriah may be able to take pan in ihU arid 
that none may be eft out, we are providing nn envelope for e.ich child c.mtnu to 
the Day in which his or her penny or pennies may be placed.

Till* service will end with prayer and the Bishop’s Messing.
It I* probable that all nvallnble tickets for the service nt St. Matthew’s and tlir 

(inch will have been allocated by the time this magnrinr Is published, but there mav
.1 few (daces available for the afternoon meeting. If any parish which has n.it 

rwivrd nn Invitation would care to write on the chance of getting tickets for ihr 
nfiernoon meeting, there may be a few places available.

oil |>o5ti-.irds tu 
seven postcards

tage
him
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responsible
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EDITOR'S NOTES
News lias reached ti.s of a disastrous fire at Mponda’s, which 
destroyed the ofiice and stores iherc. An accouni of the fire .will l\c 
found in the present number of Central Africa. It is .satisfactory 
to know that the lo.ss of property, valued at over ;^2,ooo, is coverej^ 
almost entirely by insurance, and that at the time of the fire the 
amount of stores was at a low figure, as the fire occurred at ihc end 
of the half-year, and it is also satisfactory to know that the next 
half-yearly supply Iiad already been despatclied before the news 
of the fire readied us. The situation, judging by the account sent, ' 
seems to have been very ably and promptly dealt witli by Mr. 
Sargent.

...H***’?’*' Horticultural Hall, Vincent Square. Westminster.
WcincKlay and Thursday, NnvrmI.rr 12 and 18. Please come and buy. and ask vo.ir 
(rienils to do (lie tame.

THE MISSION STAFF.
Name Diocese Dale

Departures from England.
Canon Palmer 
Mr. C. H. Bone 
Rev. A. G. Rogers 
Sister Margarita 
Sifter Christine 
Miss Rutter 
Mil* Horwoofj 
Rev. J, K. .Adams

Zaniibar 
Zanxibar 
N. Rhodesia 
Masasl 
Zanzibar 
Zanzibar 
Zanzibar 
N. Rhodesia

Sept. IH 
Oct. 2 
Oct. 10 
Oct. 23 
Oci. 23 
On. 2.4 
Oct. 30 
Oct. 31

going to Berlinir .n w Mr. Charles H. Bone i-.jr.iii W. Rutter, a nurse trained at Westminster Hospital.
The Bishop of Nyasriland and llie Secretary 

in the hope that by meeting iho.se concerned a final and .satisfactory 
settlement of the question of the future of Milo and Gakoli niay 
be reached. Bishop Fisher had already arrived at a provisional 
arrangement with a representative of the German Mission, but this 
arrangement needs confirmation by the home authorities.

areA printer, iind Mim

?
IN MEMORIAM.—R.I.P.

September 5.—John Huxley. Priest.
C.inon Huxi 
help at the

ley was a keen supporter of U.M.C.A. an.l gave 
Norwich annual meetings.

valll.'itilr
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MAJEMBE DISTRICT

Ot'ocfAC of. Masdsi
to St. Bartholomew. It was built 
in 1912, but during last Lent it 
became dangerous and it was 
thought advisable to pull it 
down; eighteen years is a good 
long time for a mud-and-stick 
building. The little chapel is 
still standing and in use. A 
shelter has been built over the 
stone altar. Within a week of 
the pulling down of the church, 
the parishioners had built a really 
fine big school and this is used 
at present for the church but it 
is not big enough, and at Easter 
padre told me the people brought 
up banana trees and stuck them 
in the ground outside the school 
and under the shelter of their 
leaves many took their part in 
the service. Poles and grass are 
now being collected for the new 
church, and as padre has given 
out that no pole will be accepted 

unless it is so big that it will need five men to carry it, it looks as 
though they mean their new church to last some considerable time.

I spent all Friday afternoon and Saturday hearing confessions. 
On Sunday Mass was at 8.30. There was a very large andWell 
behaved congregation. The people, both men and women, seemed 
to know their parts well and I thought they sang the Service very 
well indeed. I had over a hundr^ communicants. After Mass 
there were three infants to be baptized. When I was having break
fast the churchwardens sent me up the equivalent of the three 
guineas one would perhaps get in England—a present of twelve 
eggs I After writing up the registers and log book I started off 
to Malatu on the Makonde. We were told it usually was a walk 
of about three hours but at this time of year, just after the rains, 
the condition of the road was so bad and so overgrown with grass 
and bush that it would be very difficult to use it. We were 

another route which was said to be in better condt-
___be a little longer. This road for the first hour or

so was fairly good but afterwards it became so bad and so over
grown that progress was* often slow and difficult. At times we had 
to bend right down, difficult enough for me but much worse for 
the porters with loads of fifty pounds weight on their heads. A steep 
climb led us on to the Makonde, but our efforts were repaid by the 
magnificent view we got of the surrounding country. ^

. At last, after a walk of five hours or so, we reached our destina
tion. My boy at once started tot cook and in a very short time a

MAJEMBE DISTRICT
At .3 a.m. on Easter morning, Father Pennis was awakened by 
a messenger with a note. It was from the senior teacher at Majembe 
and was a request for help. Padre Isaya, the priest In charge 
had been seedy all Holy Week but beseemed so ill on Holy Saturl 
day that it was doubtBil whether he would be able 10 sing the 
Easier Mass and to give Communion to about three hundred and 
lifty people. Majembe is a walk of about three hours from LuHndi, 
and, unfortunately, a European priest finds it difficult, if not impos- 
siblc, to do a walk of that length fasting. Moreover, he cannot 
go without a load or two and porters arc not easy to obtain so 
early in the morning. Then, too, there were nearly six hundred 
communicants at LulindiJ so it seemed liardly po^ible to send 
any help. An answer was sent that a priest would be unable to 

Sunday but, if necessary, one would come as soon 
as possible. We heard later on in the day that Padre Isaya had 
just managed to say the Mass and to give his people their Com- 
munion. Three days later padre was carried into hospital very ill 
indeed with pleurisy and pneumonia. He was obviously very tired 
.and worn out. It will bo a real blowing when we get our Theological 
College .started, and how glad we shall be when we get wme 
deacons. .Most parishes in the diocese have large numbers of 
communicanls and if the priest is single-handed, as he is in most 
mo-SMiring Communion takes a very long time and is

The nursing, rest and attention soon had their clfect and padre 
was in a very short time well on die road lo recovery. But it was 
obviou.s that he would have to be away from his parish for some 

I ' "“c® and convalescence I have been twice to 
fir “"I a'” f/'® Editor of Central Africa is crying out
for more copy, I thought I would tty and write about my visiLs. 
delai^erf ° ^ >>“<* meant to make an early start but rain
ihmn^h ™ started. After wading
iwZ <a" "te '^rtdges had been

the heavy rams) jTO came to Mfcululu, the nearest 
SKihiv ^ a '■aty well built school,
hm f ^ ’’"I'* "'“t't- There were no forms
fiichir a'* the ground. There was one young certificated
Sdiool b^i who^lf it t'”® at the Central
and r' ^ttalified. The discipline was excellent
Zmber ar^/n.? ft ‘'™ teachers can keep a large
wrk whei ih” “"t* attainments all hard al

L^hir the minimum of school material.
Tlie^J^hiivih "“"t brought us to Majembe.
JhaneloAmer il'c” “ a atone altar and a
chapel of the Blessed Sacrament built on as a transept, was dedicated

I'omc

FAofdJ t.VMf DanirU
Cooking on Safari

advised to t^e 
tion but wo^id
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MAJEMDE DISTRICr MAJEMBE DISTRICT

meal was ready. We were too late to see many people that night 
so after Evensong and Compline we went to bed. The next day 

occupied in hearing confessions and in interviews. Malatu 
is beautifully situated and has a very nice little church dedicated 
to St. Matthew. The people arc Yaos and their chief is a Christian. 
The place is, 1 believe, about an hour and a half’s walk from the 
old Mission station of Chitangali where Padre Cecil Majaliwa, the 
first African in the Mission to be ordained priest, used to work a 
good many years ago. One can still see where the church stood 
and some of the poles are still standing. There Is a graveyard 
with the grave of at least one European in It. I had not time 
to visit there. Africans tell me that the grave is that of Sister 
Angelina? (perhaps Sister Angelina Beaton, Jan. agth, 1894) and 
that it has an iron cross. They say this cross was much coveted 

They thought it would make 
excellent hoes or axes. One went to pilll it up, he could move the 
cross from side to side but, try as he would, he could not uproot it. 
As he was trying, he suddenly felt 111, he thereupon gave up the 
attempt, went back to his house and was ill for many days. Another 
tried to steal the cross but he met with no better success, he, too, 
was taken ill and ju.sl managed to crawl home where he died. Since 
then no more efforts have been made to remove the 

On the Tuesday I said Mass and hod about fifty communicants. 
When I was just ready to go away there came a request that 1 
would pay 24 cents (about 2d.) for my water. The people at 
^lajcmbe had given me a present for coming to them, these people 
wanted to charge me. I pointed out that it was hardly right for 
them to charge me for water when I had come just for their benefit, 
and it was not as though water was a very long way away, also 
it was a breach of African manners to charge a guest for water. 
They went off smiling, agreeing that all I said was true and that 
It had never struck them in that light. But alas, that incident Is all 
too common, we seem to be such wealthy people and to have so 
many things. I find it very difficult to do with less than three 
porters, one must take a food box and cooking utensils, a load of 
bedding and a box of church things and personal clothes.

Malatu has three outstations all amongst the Makonde. There 
seems to be a wonderful opportunity on the plateau. It is 
the most thickly populated district in the province, but work 
IS difficult as the majority are nominal Muhammadans. Where 
we have ^hools, the boys come to school fairly well, but 
in the Malatu district there was not a single Makonde girl on 
irt ^ o"® of teachers whether he thought the
Makondes practised Muhammadanism. He said they hardly ever 
pray exa:pt in the month of Ramnthan, but they will not drink beer, 
nor will they pig and even if a pig goes into their fields and 
eats some of the crops, many of them will not touch the rest of 
that crop M they say ic has been defiled. He also said Muham
madanism IS. of course, the religion of “umalidadi” (fine clothes),

for unless you wear a white cap and a nice'clean kanzu other 
Muhammadans will drive you away and abuse you by calling you 
an “ Mshenzi ” (heathen).

I wonder why it is that many nominal Muhammadans, who 
hardly ever pray or read the Koran, yet do abstain from beer and 
from eating pig. It must be very difficult when they know their 
neighbours will drink beer and eat pig to their great enjoyment, 
l^e Christians find it so difficult to abstain from doing things which 
are forbidden, especially when we see our friends and neighbours 
who are heathen or Muhammadan doing them.

We sometimes grumble about our teachers, but here is an instance 
of their faithfulness. It was the Tuesday after the third Sunday 
after Easter that I was at Malatu. One of the teachers came to me 
and said, “ Please may I have permission to take my child to Newala 
or Lulindi; the child has been ill since Passion Sunday 1” I said 
*' Of course, take it at once, but why have you delayed so long?” 
He replied, “ I couldn’t go before as there was nobody to give 
me permission. May I go to-morrow and when must I come back?”
I said ” Certainly go to-morrow and be back at work on Monday.”. 
He said “ Thank you very much. I will go off lo-morrow, but I 
will be back on Saturday so that I may lead my people In prayer 
on Sunday, and after prayers I will go off again to hospital and if 
the child is better I will bring the child and its mother home then I”

It is very difficult sometimes to get a teacher’s real opinion 
of the people among whom he is working. I noticed in the ''log 
book at Malatu that a teacher who had been there some years wrote

was

by the people of the Makonde.
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in January >927, xin ilie lefi-hand page, his opinion of ihe people 
in order to help his successor. His remarks were as follows ; —

'* These people come very well to church both morning and 
evening.

“ These people love their religion.
“ 'riiese people are very good at giving alms."

On the right-hand side he writes the diary of the parish from day 
to day. Sunday after Sunday (the teacher stayed some time after 
January) he writes, " The people brought no alms to^lay," or 
again, " These people don’t come and pray," or again, " I am 
beginning to wonder whether these people have any religion at 
all." But I c.Kpect the truth is that the African is not very different 
from most of us. He has his times when everj’thing seems bright 
and cheery and then there are the days when everything seems 
to have gone wrong.

The Makonde are rather nervous people. They run away and 
hide on the approach of a stranger and their paths wind about in 
the most extraordinary fashion, and I was told the reason is that 
they may have time to run away and hide If they hear anyone 
coming along. A. D. S.

THE COLLEGE IN THE FOREST
The following account is in a letter from Padre Norrish, written 
at Chiwangotama, the name of the hill where the building is being 
done, but he does not know if that will be the olljfial name of 
the college later on. Neither does lie know for certain the date 
when he began to write tlio letter—either July 31 or August i— 
as he explains :— .

The real reason for my writing is truly African, i.e., 1 ve had 
no sound watch or clock for over a year. Their glasses were all 
broken and there was sand inside all of them—there are about eight 
of them somewlierc or other 1 They went to an Indian repairer 
at Lindi montlis, if not years, ago and have never been seen 
since. However, the sun is good enough and better, when you 
have tliose naughty people on your station who' enjoy getting 
about for preparation for Mass at 4 a.m. and insist on putting all 
clocks on one-and-a-half hours, whicli is often the case. You can 
insist on facts of geography and any book will say what lime the 

gets over the horizon on a given day ! , . , ,, i,„,„
Tills lack of “ clockment " is responsible for thi.s 'cucr- 

so? Well, a lorry arrived at Saidi Maumbo hast niglit 
Canon Kolumba a'nd a teacher to Masasi for the 
and I got the news and important letters late at "'K 
Sisters'^brought the letters about 10 p.m., coming tlirough . I ick 
forest alone, which was very wicked of them, and I ^
to accompany them back to Saidi Maumbo, half f

So I told Krislofa, my cook, to call me and give me early

sun

MONTH OF THE DEAD
Mo>fTH of the dead, when Porter went away 
After long years of toil, to longer rest,
Proved by man’s measure, ready for God’s test: 
What nc^ for him a Requiem to say ?

fk.
(■

Month of the dead, that saw Frank Weston die, 
And heard through thirty days the cry of dole 
Of his black children orphan^—for his soul 
Not " Elcisoii " but *' Tc Deum " cry.

Month of the dead, what of us living men,
The poor epigonoi* of feebler days?
WIint of our caution where they greatly dared ? 
Our care for health, themselves they never spared ? 
Our candle-flame of love, their beacon-blaze? 
When our time come, cry " Miserere " then.

•/-iS
Anon y.• oesi^ing.

SiTF or TUB Nbw Colleob
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R V ■ ® before the lorn’
h “• goodness knows

Ttill iboui 1 nl dork-probably
stin about t a.m. The boys are all asleep again and tlie oni,.
cSL“"'^w “r “i ‘‘‘‘"I" "'o oause of thii
wPOrl "■ “ “ * ought really to say something about this fob
which IS rather wonderful. I am building a little follege for seWn
hous°e^i't'’ra%"y r" •*«= "ocessary chapel and
have'l'S practically unlimited scope, we
wUh the rinlu ® r?"f“ ' “P" i““‘ takes the buddings

s: Z'
rhrI!jLT'''T.n“"^ “"r '-“"■0". but for three
Liinsiians, and they refuse to go away when I eet far more workf>rQ
than are wanted. They work until one o’clock and if some get
s and ui?f P"*^ 2“'“^ “ sood one is to go andstand under a big tree they are cutting to make room for a^house 
-ve^ soon urgent requests to move a little come from them? 1 
Mn then go near the next group of men and say fairly loudly • 

riioM people over there are so lazy they have to Mangaz^’ 
t?MTn"n‘'’H‘‘'’'i ™“mi“ f‘'“.“bout) it whenever they cutdownaingle 
and mak"es‘'?L' hrsHm worriik^rnTd!^^

It s really rather g orious here now. We’ve got a fine avenur
ca?|Tvr?ht7r:J’1!,l^“

.?iiusfrgSgr?^mSop."“"'™^-

DOING ANYTHING
1.

A AND B are both padres who, we may suppose, cams’ out to Africa 
with the idea of doing a padre’s work, just noty both are engaged 
for a matter of six weeks or so in looking after building operations 
which require European supervision. They might have said it 
was not their job; but seeing there was a job to be done and no 
one else to do it, they got on with it. 1 have not asked them what 
they think, but 1 surmise that they would agree with me that though 
it may be a missionary’s work to build houses, a missionary priest’s 
work is rather to build souls.

C came out os a lady teacher and inspector of schools. Yesterday 
she took the 'Mission lorry out from Masasi in the morning with 
a load of building tackle and brought it back in the evening with 
a load of African food for the girls’ school. It isn’t her )ob, but 
.she did it because there was no one else to do it—we tried to lure 
'a lorry to do it, but the only one available when it was wanted 
wouldn’t go, alleged reason, lack of petrol; probable reaOTn, the 
road is too bad for him to bother when he can gel jobs on the mam 
road.

f

D is a padre and went with C, snatching a day, which could be 
ill-spared, from his present regular work (which isn t a padre,s job 
either 1) so as to lend a hand in case the lorry got stuck in the mud, 
which it did three times, twice to the hub of the back wheels, bnce 
so badly that we had to off-load half the food before we could get

However unlike other motors a Ford may be, it is like them 
in that it has four wheels and a spare. Each of them "“ptls “b 
outer cover. We have five outer covers, indeed we have six, but 
they all have holes in them which ought to be vulcanized. But 
the only person, so far as I know, who knows how to use the 
vulcanizer (which we possess) is'also a padre, who is so doing
other jobsoyhich aren’t a padre’s that he cannot get the time

now become • 
produce something out.

Tin baths that have holes in them and lamjis that '™|'

On one baraza there is a mono, and on another ^ed.
They Have been waiting to be 'velded and become a mon^whrel for
about a year now, but there is nobody whose job it is and nobody

not

''“porTime months now we have been ‘-ing very largely on 
tinned stuffs owing to an unusually prolonged shortage of hens.
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doing anything
WmrJtse of Nvasahnd

nn breakfast loo if there are
miirh ^ ^'■y “flcn liavcn'i been) cost about twice as
crow m ’7"^ do. probably more. U might be po.s.sihle to
knZiedgo. 0"d

} TEACHERS IN NYASALAND

mmem-gimmmmisSr^III. d-O- J
sone through half the alphabet and 

cv amm ° "a °'" circumstances
rn >7 • 1 ^ want-ready to'urn the r hand to anything, whether it is their job or not, ^and 

iitn if they don t know much about it ready to try. But the fact 
remains that it is not their job, and even if they like doing it- 
as some at any rale, do-it ought to be done rather as their rccrea- 
lion lo fit them to go b.ack again after an hour or two to their 
proper work and not of necessity, as it is at present.

What IS the remedy? A layman—two if possible. And the 
rarTron ‘'“‘■''.''‘''•'’““'’S? r's they appear to me they are first a 
i, P'cclice-so strong that
eau L?m *'’^7“'" Pf perpetually with p.arso^s. I,

.,,^7 0 '?• ^''d'l'cnt age and experience to be able
be^r; nnnd7“"" ^“1““ ’■'I'di'ing supervision wouldbe no good, because there is no one with time to supervise. It wants 
a man who is ready to turn his hand to anyhing. whether he has

about n rehred naval man? An\tiiing Doing?

rM
■/

<qown mm [Miii Jfdrril
I rfcfl)] Malindi Disthict Tkachkhs

THE native teachers have, perhaps, “ 'l,r„d“"^Thev
else in the evangelistic work of the Churcli in Nyasaland. T cy 

missionaries in that they leave their homes and go to a 
strange country to live there, aliens among people whom they do

aU'tr;:k:'-n'Ta;rifvTyingdegrce^^^

own standing and from their relations who perhaps even do n 1 
write to them owing to scarcity of paper Jp

; tliey stand alone in a heathen vl lage calling 
I Christians to prayer morning and evening, '."'j'"® 7''"^^,
■■ services, teaching the children in school and giving tl e necessary 

instruction to those wlio are seeking to follow our Lord, another 
Thev live in a house built by tlie Mission, close to anollicr

building which serves as church and .school, ''"[i ’“f I'row
i no land^ttached to the house, which means ha. .1 y • nno. grow 

their own food. They have to buy it. This mninm
on the wages jhey receive. They ’’pAeain^ thev ‘and their 
books. These,^oo, have to be paid for. g . iiin— Tlie 
families must be clothed as befits their position " ''7|'g' 
distant relations fall back on the teacher to pay hut 7 steady
dues or any other pressing debts. They knP* 
income, so he has to pay. He has ‘ another

. Any of the Mission people travelling as^t draws towards
make tracks for a vjllage where there is a ‘ppp' , . y„,|| ,(,Ey can
evening, and they expect “ "’pp* ff liave them, fo^ the

hearing the news.

are true

NEWALA r
E.xtract from• . T. .P ?"yP‘P 'P'‘PP written by Canon Stokcsi —
aimosi* too'fnJi^r7l • 0 eP'"e "" by leaps and bounds,

* hrTke f L'f “"'P'JP’PP’ but it is very difficult to put the lirakc on. I believe 1 am slower than some priests in the matter 
d anTZ ' "P™ P ‘'^PP‘' of having more 7heep
bXve ouM^ mo"^’l Hllen.ion, and 1
I I ale H .IPPPh'-Y- However, we do go forward.
L ""tiXn^is "mi "r' |7'\"'P''PP ‘'"■P >'PP^' “"<* 'bo'o Pto "ow
macI'er^ of7h f! t ‘‘'pp "'“pp PPP«- Dvo
Sffi^ica^ . P'P "’P PPPP" 'o oP'ot llieriS£p" 1“ -r-"- ^
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?
teachers in nyasaland

j; nincMi! ol Nyasaland
on "'e n.ap,

oullying dist’ric(s a^d villa^T, "'ri° ‘onohcrs working in
Christian work done inKm&9.

study for the Government Examfn-ftf™ ‘’Jf® “ ^“r- *“ read and 
little since their college days and they enioJ'm"^t '’^ 
fc'uing to well^ttendfd church sinri^rand Europeans and
the same work as they are “ “ meeting others doing
together; and a“e se« dmm "yaSTh®
slowly and with dignity holdinn a ho u '1 threes,
reading as they walk, or^clse hohhnn a^^ '“^orly
mg some point to, two or three others or explain-
learn, and when you are learhlncr f
thing^ you say so vou hnv#» ♦ ^ want to take down every-on tL'b^oa^Lftet^yTrd ‘'o7vL'’;rM
daily meeting together °or worZin ■ T' the
at these limes. Then the teachc^?™ ‘n® T.®' "'onderful thing 
which in the villages they can onW i' ® '° ®"joy services
sometimes with ilmir owi familiel^o“rv"'ThN"^ ’’“E'e and
ias^mtillnCtTefrrofk""’'’'’ ‘to-" ''c"L.?ge°V.r<:
dlhlcui: atfd'^lSrlLtr^otTh" - "®^ ■»®

Christian lives win other souls in "u "’ool and by their
when .sending i„ our subscrindons ° ''".°',r'>=<igo of Him. Also, 
teachers are doing the work ever,, ri,*® remember that theseand we can iiy fo support S S life'f" ■r®"®''r®P“" 
giving the wlierewiiha?m suDolv iM„^ ^°‘'®f''o"‘ of the battle by 
food clothes, books. wVZst teSi"T^'^i,^°^ “'®d "-“ft- 

■ ' I was hungry and ve trai-e Men ' ‘'‘® prayerful.
Me not. InasmuHi as ye did if^nol ^®
My Brethren ye did “not To Me.” ''’® '®“‘ "’®“

A tribute to our sailor king
(JRepunled from the Nyasaland Diocesan Chronicle.)

The following letter is a contribution from Fr. Petro. He educated 
at Zanzibar in the early days of the Mission, and came to Nyasaland 
later, and was ordained priest in Ukoma Cathedral in 1917. This frank 
account of his early days should interest our readers. As he was so 
wung at the time, he made enquiries of Admiral Glossop as to the names 
of the ships of the Squadron and their Commanders; but the form 

; of the letter is entirely his own, and is a graceful expression of gratitude 
: to the British flag.

;j I DO not think that many of the missionaries in East Africa, even 
African brothers and sisters, realize or know that our present 
g George V was one of tlio pioneers In our missionaiy work; 
in the field of action but as a Guardian. It was like this.

A. G. B. G.

i my 
Kin

■ not -.......
There was an East African squadron consisting of H.M.S.

^ Inconstant, under the Command of the Admiral the Earl of^tlan 
I; WSUiam, H.M.S. Cleopatra, H.M.S. Carrysfort, H.M.S. Bac- 
I- cHante, with several other gunboats.
i: This squadron was commissioned to protect East African water

routes for the traders, to slop slavery, and to guard the mission
aries. And in the year i88i our Majesty the King with his elder 
brother had joined the Navy in H.M.S. Bacchante, and during 
their term of work in ship, our King and his brother had tlieir

shfU’c of work as oilier naval 
officers. Then their Royal 
Higlinesses left the Bac-’ 
chanle, during llieir terra 
of work as all other naval 
officers; His Majesty after
wards became Commander 
of llic H.M.S. Thistle in 
Soutli African waters, doing 
the .same work.

The writer at these lines , 
of tlic shaves

1;

i.
t. was one 

released from the Arab slave, 
dhow of those days, by 
British Gunboat H.M.S.

'■'Osprey near the Persian 
Gulf. The party of slaves 

first sent to Muscat to

r

were
be under the care of the 
British Consul there for a 
while, and afterwards they 

sent to Bombay. But
M. M.

wereRbi.based Slaves
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A tribute to our sailor

s::f :zz tst-te. ■;=
lie repaired, her lerin of work in the fndhn q'’™ done to
before she left for home waters the €00^ I,a ■•'"d

"'“d'e n''ngS[fp

chante \vc were told bv the nffirprs: i ° Ii.M.S. Bac-
■ lighnesses wore fn^hl tilme“shT;\nd"' “we^Vi'" h'm s'T'
.^'nTns':,nder^:i;LTa';rofu M M'"" '-ded us a“„d
Znndbar. L..1I.C.A. Mission at Kiunpani College.

limes, and I am haVy to feel 111^^10.,r'""'="’dcr those old 
face to fnee on board H M S finrrJ f ^ t ^' ‘̂'^iesty
work in the same shfp /hnt t “td
room where their Royal Hiehne^es were^ ■,?■ '™^d.
his Majesty's work in'thc navy of help no irst'n®'’ l""^^ 
ins m ssionaries,. which is dyla rrlTZ^''"'

i-ven AWcrcoal"VlS ’'“"l '''L'"'"
Uritlsh power. Now we African*! abolished by

TTB"Kii!!T'™,J;,££
eyes and minds shut, if we do we“sh n '‘“P

zts ■"

KING Qiocese of N. Rhodesia
]

MAPANZA NOTESf
f

?

f

Matanza ChurchF
1 WAS going to head these notes “ Still Cutting down at Mapanza," 
but why be depressing ? Though, as a matter of fact, we have just 
closed down the printing press and Matthew Azizi, our printer from 
Likoma, has gone home for good. .As an adjunct of ordinary 
station life the press was, of course, a luxury. The last two or 
three years, however, had seen the press becoming more and more a 
diocesan affair, and we had begun to train apprentices. But if any 
such extension of the scope of the press was to bo a paying proposi
tion, new machinery and better accommodation were essential and 
that was out of the question in these times of retrenchment. 
Matthew was due for furlough and it was necessary to make a new 
contract with him for another term of service. There seemed to\be 
only one thing to be done and we have done it.

There is no record in the Mission log of when the press started, 
but Matthew has been here at least fifteen years. He has not only 
turned out very good work as a printer, but also lias become more 
and more my right-hand man on the station, especially in the 
judging of “ cases ” of church discipline, which tend to increase 
in number as the parish increases in size. So at one fell blow I am 
deprived of both printer and right-hand man. I suppose that 
priests-in-charge who have not been brought up in the luxurious 
possession of a printing press on their stations have to use type
writers and cyclostyles to cope with the numerous lessons and 
instructions continually required by teachers (to mention only —- 
thing). At MJrjjanza we have neither of these necessities 1

When I told Matthew that he was not to come back after his 
furlough, he said, “ What is to become of me now that I have 
grown old in the service of the Mission and cannot go to find work 
elsewhere?” If there is an adequate answer to his query I couldn t 
think of it at the time and haven’t been able to since.

We have just been celebrating our patronal festival (St. 
Bartholomew). Unfortunately our church (once known as the Pro- 
Cathedral) is no longer large enough for festival congregations. 
We have to worship outdoors. Previously we have had the 
Mass of the Catechumens in the open on big festivals and the

;;

arc

our

' pen the 
all naval Officers

oneGod the King.”save
Petro Kilekwa.

From th, '• S,a,^Iand Oiorrsan
Chtonitle,’' July, 1030.
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of ^'-■'ooinder [

sfcirtr-tS"* ” 5'».s src'.'“s,:;? sr- '"fs"4sr5si
an annual event. No on?lTad ili “"“'"'Z have to be

they are going to do next yew! ^ already talking about what
n>antm'XpaLTl‘he'i^ctei4"lS ‘'‘-''’''“P-

.'itet: “s
have'bJ"’ '’“‘‘■ng uxf wliic^l^is md,
have bad several long talks tbh h;„ . ^ ‘hing. I
anxious to get a hospItaf hL is h ’“'f y- »<= ''' Particulri; 
na the centre of his native rescue H,fT "P°" ‘ha Mission 
Itave closed down medical wwk f"''® "’all why we
some sort of levy on Ihe vmL" s ^ “?u =“ ^^r as to suggiit 
would be at least paying for th^cE’own h"" ‘'® 'hamsefvei=f;r/S :r-

’ Bm MaVa'i^''^ ‘'“'"S alse^whect" "^'P «-"aially,

;i*™'“P ‘ha aaucational iS her?‘'°"-,^'’‘? "’ost anxious
cducalion on the station nnf4 : ^ P^^^'cularly “ hiVhnr *’

E«H"’^^'SgHS"|H1SS

• out tne farm requires an article 
C. R.

!

A DISASTROUS FIRE
Miss Bruce, in a private letter from Mponda’s, gives an 
of the fire which destroyed the diocesan store there orr Sunday 
afternoon, August 31.
. We were all in our houses when it begati, and there was hardly 
a sou! about, as all the Christians were away at a wedding. It 
began near the carpenter’s shop a'nd as the wind was pretty strong 
and plenty of shavings round about, it spread like lightning. The 

‘first I knew was hearing queer noises of crackling. 1 thought at 
first it was gunshots, but when it went on I got up to see. By 
that time the flames were ever so high and the whole of the store 
roof, as well as the shop, was ablaze.

Mr. Sargent (the Treasurer) and Archdeacon Wilson had got 
there first, and had got the safe open and the things of importance 
out. Fortunately the office was at the other end of the building.

: Mr. Sargent was in the mail room, so I rushed in to help him, and 
: we got the mail bugs and letters out and various other things. The 

. heat was terrific. Had there been no iron on the roof nothing 
; would have been saved.' As it was we managed to get quite a lot 

out in one way and another. Then the roof on the verandah began 
to fall and we could do no more inside. Mr. Sargent wanted to go 

■ back to the office to save other things, but the Africans simply 
[ would not let him. Tliey flung their arms round him and wouldn’t' 

let him move and pleaded with him with tears in their eyes. When 
they found pleading was no good they simply surrounded him and 
never let him go. It really was the finest tribute to their love and ■ 
affection that they could have shown. He naturally knew the value 
of things and where the valuable things were and what could be 
got fairly easily, and he felt one more journey would have been 
possible and worth w’hile, but they were not having him run any 
risk at all. They were simply splendid all through. Everybody 
near by, Christians, heathen, Muhammadans, all came to assist, 
even down to the small children. I was awfully pleased with my 
small boys—they fetched water till they must have been fagged out.

Lying outside«ivas a good deal of wood, planks ready for making 
up, and poles for^lhe roof of the new garage. Two of my school 
girls and two boy.s and one of my women teachers tackled the.se, 
and in spite of the heat, and they were hot, managed to move every 

before the heal got too bad. Everybody was simply splendid. 
Mr. Sargent got to work at once, wont off to the Fort nnd wired 
to England and to Blantyre for supplie.s, and arranged heaps of 
things. You see, the steamer goes up in two weeks’ time, and we 
have not anything left. The place was burnt out absolutely and the 
people far away cannot be left to starve for a month—most of their 
food supplies were ready packed for the barge to go on Monday 
and of course all went up In the flames.

account

one

to itself.
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A DISASTROUS FIRE

REVIEW

,..<.,1? icaciiers came in yesterday for a mnn,i,v i ihc industry and the scientifically ordered life of the former are so
English books have gone. The ArcliHe,,.,,* i amazing, as described in this book, tliat had the writer of the book 

,1,..' ^ , Ponied Chinvania books in his house ‘ r?'! 1- of Proverbs known of the termite he would have taken it rather
s ock of diocesan things were in the store. ’ ’ than the ant as an e.xaniple to mankind.

»;r”S£r“ ” 1-^

5kT,S5 .r;', r.,''srs.kSP rp'wit- 
Si"' “ Tpks;!'?::

At the end of each chapter a series of questions and answers 
is inserted. These are based on the autlior’s personal experiences, 
but the type of answer credited to the pupil is such that one feels 
the youth of Uganda to be so far ahead of the boys and girls in 
the part of Africa where U.M.C.A. carries on its work that the 
description of the Waganda people as the Normans of Africa is 
fully justified. Canon Rowling derives his information not only 
from his own experience but also from the study of some of the 
most recent authoritative works on the subject, and he has had the 
great advantage of the help of the Curators of tlie Department of 
Kntomology in the Natural History Museum at South Kensington.'

I-Ic has produced a book primarily for use in African schools, 
but many of its pages are equally useful for boys and girls in 

; England, and all should be of entrancing intcre.sl to its readers 
both African and English. The book is certain “ to develop a love 
for Nature study,” and at the same time to inspire them “with 
a deeper reverence for tlic Creator of all.”

HOME JOTTINGS■>

The fieneral Fund Receipts omiiMre as toUows:

REVIEW
Schoah.i . Rowling, M.A. Sheldon Press 

^ Some years ago Canon Rowling gained

live T-n™

goneS! '• TP
l>.efori^i„X"?or - n -quo, to

1030 .1020
:i.oo6
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nnd
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The following article was written by the Rev. G. W. Broomfield, 
Canon of Zanzibar, for the ‘'Tanganyika Standard”; 7vc< 
reprint it as we thhik it will be of interest to our readers.

! ^'•nxibi
MllMSi Soju. 2.J 

Oct. 20

i^iiuibiir
Nya«il.nni|
Nynsalanil
NyjisaJmul
Mnsasi
N. Rliodta.i.1
^mzibar
Zaniibur

Si
ll

definitelv fo“ His Maj'esty’s Governmeni think it necessary 
record their considered opinion that the interests of the African 
natives must be paraipount, and that if, and when, those interwts 
should clash, and those of the immigrant races should conflict, 
the former should prevail."

This declaration on the part of the Imperial Government Ims , 
aroused a stornt^f indignant opposition among the settlers EaM 
Africa. Many of those who whole-heartedly agree that the British 
attitude to the native races should be that of trusteeship, are never
theless unable to admit that the above declaration is either a neces
sary or a reasonable interpretation of the meaning of trusteeship.

The formula—" The interests of the African natives must be 
paramount "—has become the battleground of controversy. This 
is unfortunate because the heat of controversy is liable to produce 
exaggerations on both sides, and ultimate agreement is made more 
difficult. It Is particularly unfortunate in this case because the 
meaning of the formula itself is not clear. The writer suggests

I

H t"* *' H«pitnl. wi£‘ J''*”"" Irvine (nurs,-). ,rain„l
cmily nnrf general nunlng. ' "«‘>‘ng(on. She hii, |„.W ,t.ve„,| j,, boil,m.ii

IN MEMORIAM.—R I p
•ScTlcmber 4.-.\nne J«„e Dickson.

MU. DickMn'i wns i 
nnj in Africa. J.VOI.4 life gi„„

Ociobcr lo.-CuIbbcrt 11. Turner.
Prufeswr Turner wai for liftM...
CouprfI of

"P lo III., rkildrei, in |}„.kinc

>»iir, o vnlued memlwr of ihe cW
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lo thriactMiTMhc controversy is due
everybody. fonpiila does not convey the same meaning to

K n^re^i ^ African s Capacity for cultural advance, and there
!s"th:dev°e{Ti5S"“‘="7^'’"^^^^^^^ ’

giving articulate expression to such an ambition.
natXt° X'v White are of the same
wS’ dm h "r‘^° i“! activities, and enterprises,
iW fnr lb f in ”‘"“1 “’'““Ives, are nevertheless not essen-
I ifrinr POHiary interests already, defined.. A
third or tertiary c ass of interests contains such things ms the pursuit 
of pleasure and the amassing of wealth for its own sake. '
wheih “",b ‘he first necessitv is to deteripine
whether the opposing interests are of the same category. If | lev 
are not, then the more vital interest should in every cie preVail.

VE's “ss.rrs
sense that the fulfilment of one would make impossible the fulfil- 
inent ot the other. If jt were otherwise he would not himself feel 
able to justify the existence of While settlement in the country.'
He would st^tliat in the last resort the primary interests of the 
na lyes in Africa arc more vital than the primary interests of tlie 
White settlers, the reason being that European civilization will 
ilwlf most certainly continue even though it fail 4n Africa, whereas 
African civilization will refpain unrealized If Us development is 
frustrated m the African’s own country. If, then, the primary 
interests on both sides be considered, the native interest must be. 
regarded as paramount. However, the writer wishes to stress his 
view that this is really no more than an academic question because 
tlie two pnijiary interests are not mutually exclusive. There will be 
occasions* when the interests of Black and White conflict, but a

What is Me.\nt by “ Interests?”
wJtVrnn' °a "1“"" ■“Waning of the word •• interests ” 
natives and t1m"intmMts
necessary first L ^ u .■^migrants, and it is
nre^h^e «me kind nnd i.'’' one

valtSln^hfc^h ® “'O'oselves be of very different

S - s;:
William's srt nn 1. • "O" ““O'npt to justify King

SHS"- weryillXd"'^i
hetweelf^Biafk’i^dWhTe'’Th'rreT^'* T'’''' “
and quality of the '• in ‘'‘o nature
independent of distinctions of colour'' iTthis'' “i"? '‘"‘'"‘“0^
clear, we shall be a long wav nn il.„ „ a , P^ 
regard to native poliq"® ^ ^ agreement with

DiFFEUENT GR.CDE.S OF " INTEREST "
of the SMha'th 'ht''not SLn'oS'S’r" 
settlement is possible in fiSt AWm Ve,?“f P®™’"’.®"' While
fit''^:;^nd'’?^ei;'la;^" tge'm'’a'io^,"r:

be of so vital a nature as those of il^^ ^
any case true colonization will only be pSe in 'a

«I. .a.,-E
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nr involved will show that on one side
r, sir u JIf ihis point be granted, 
d seems hardly necessary to state that the sacrifice of the primary
in^lcula"brfiom"lds‘“
highrat European standards are maintained. The degradation of 
the European would be a disaster to all concerned.

for generations. iihMiiir ancesmre 
whole life of the tribe was bound ip with h ^Wh^ “"‘I ‘he

nk ,;s p,*“»"

mmmMsm
The REAt, Issue

1.. 1’“® "o authority to speak for anyone but himself,
but he TCntures the suggestion that the real issue concerns (i) the 
relation bettyecn the primary interests of the natives and the second- 
ary and tertiary interests of the Whites, and (a) the relation between 
the ^ondarj- interests of the natives and the tertiary interests of 
iiM •. • contemplutes the sacrifice of the primary
White interests. Few, if any, would demand that the secondary 
interests of the natives should be favoured at the expense of the 
.sKondary .nterrats of the Whites. What is needed is justice for 
both. But the fear m the minds of soipe of us is that the primary 
linterests of the natives may sometimes be sacrificed to the 
secondary or even the lerliary interests of the Whites. To the 
mind of the wnter the demand that native interests should be 
paramount is really intended to exclude such a possibility.

That It IS a possibility hardly needs demonstration, but it may 
be well to illustrate what one has in mind. The examples given 
may, or may not, correspond with actual happenings. In either 
case they will serve their purpose. •

Euroi^an commercial enterprise requires additional native 
hM d. m not forthcoming. It happens, however,

that the poll tax is increased. Away in the villages there are 
^ multitudes of natives living on their plantations. They do not use 

money in the ordinary course of their lives, but they ipust find 
money in order to pay the tax. How are they to do it ? There 
IS only one way. They must leave their homes and go long dis- 
lances to find work. They are afraid to take their wives with them 
le a a "? P'S!." “““"’"’'xlnbnn for them at the place where 
they find work. They suddenly find themselves in the midst of 
new and exciting opportunities for wrongdioing which they have
rasir^^mie •'”=>’ “'■<= "eld away from all the

di^ipline, and they rapidly deteriorate both
'' ."Tl'y-i European commercialenterprise has got all <hc labour it requires.

The Europeans want to develop a particular piece of country 
at present occupied by Africans. It is i^d agricultural lanS ani 
the nativra are not making the best use of it. They are given 
another piece of countiy instead, which in the eyes of the Euro-
EuroneaL'dr 1^ Pu^posas of the natives. TheEuropeans devely the land they have acquired and make their 
profits, but they do not understand how much his own lafid means

not

The Ultimate Ideal

P“sed by them was the following; 
l„id 7'® Conference amrms that the principle of trusleeship ns
annotrdu'lv Z - Nations Co^eSan

. fsM P V PJ? P''“"‘®‘= Id" recognition of thefaM that partnership must eventually follow as soon as "he two 
races can show an equal standard of civilization. AccofLgly 
the Conference affirms that the ruling of one race by another can 
only be justified from the Chrisuan standpoint when the highest 
welfare of the subject race is the constant aim of governmem 
and when admission to an increasing share in the government of 
the tountry is an objective steadfastly pursued. To this end cquni 
opportunity and imparrial justice must be assured. Equal onpor- 
itimty of development will result where the nation faithfully dis- 
which'\'‘° responsibility for the education of all its citizens, in ' 

in with the
h ^ C''"®*'"" principles demand that equal

justice be assured to every member of every community both from 
^ the Government and in the courts of law.” ^

The writing of this article was proqipted by fhe belief that the 
dillerence of opinion among Europeans with regard to native policy 
in East Africa has been greatly exaggerated. The attempt has 
therefore been made to clarify the issues in order that misunder- 
Standing may be removed.

G. W. Broomfield
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A CHRISTMAS JOURNEY
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of Nyasa was faced with

“i™a£"'""‘''rv® ™"
honJ;,ad^nf prospect of hearingihoi Mnds of confusions. 1 wa.s sent up from Likoma to I.elp him 

Ordinarily I could have arrived, by steamer, before Cliristm^s, but
e test fi"" “f™"’"’ “ ro go by a sailing boat. It was not 

‘I'pJ’ ‘ ‘iroe of year to make a journey in that direction, as the pre- 
a ling Wtnd is from the north. Also tfte rains had begun, and when 

I.S raining one seems to get so much wetter in a sailing boat than

msll '^oember a,j, fortified by the arrival of the Christmas
•md i t'^’i •■''"•■P ''■"‘i’ of course,
i iko™ 0°“^ '■ *1 'illages in the

nr" “P ‘ » roossage on aheadfrom the village where we spent the first night to warn Fr. George of 
my arrival and to .nsk for instructions and so on. We were forced 
of ™t7 “ ?"** ''"^ro w.ns no question of leaving out anv
of the VI Inges in Likoma parish. Christmas Day was spent at a fnifl 
sized village called Lumbaulu, which lies on both sides^of a stream •

Tdr^W^^^ '-on'.
ChriJm’’'^ '■‘”0 a priest has acttiallv spent
nbotn di‘7th^'i '",Ji'" 7 P^P'*" ro"'" an.'tious
Fnv, vf ■ "'roaProod strictness of the new government in Portuguese 

• "O apaaf « happy Christmas there. The
the7 a'd’^ unfortunately without a roof. The rains had come before 
hey bad collected enough grass for thalching it. We decided to

“^^0 ^^h"‘ "aa "'•a. and if it was wet to have the.MaM in the school. I could not arrange for the Midnight Mass in 
.such circumstances, but wc remembered the Holy Nighf. As i lav
IhaT^ore'nJl'T''- > "'"nBP^for a moment
L n l of '? “ '■■"‘Y'' 'J"? "'“sen this night for some other

roabzed that I was wrong. They were sing- 
^"■'•■"'an f’.Pya "'ho sleep in the dormitory wo?e 

going round from house to hou.se in the village; that is, to each 
Christ an family, and they sang their carols until someone came out 
from the house to reply to their greeting. Thev crosTcd and 
recrossed the stream and the sound of their singing'came to me in

“ Who is Holy as Jesus?
Holy,

Who is Holy as tlic Lord ?
Holy, Holy, Holy.”

.-iiis-liSigfSS
people outside in Ihe rain,^bu.‘lhey®wfe abiT'to gm a lime'shTe'; 
under the eaves, tind the taller ones were able to look over the wall
strong7oJ .m"'to"hnn ™i" "'"PP".'’’ "■“» ">0^11 too

a ^ '°P“ e" *0 "'0 naxt village, so wespent the day where we were. I sat outside mv tent in The 
and? a'alion and watched the festivitL. The men
and boys danced on one side of me and the women on the othT
T eir d‘" °’‘"“k, but the boys gave up first’
Their very vigorous, they brought a drum out for the

Most of the womens dancing was quite effective,! but 
just silly : for instance when they sang, “ If we’d some

anywhere else.

occasion, 
some was

was

T'’,"O"- "^'••'"1. "hh Ihe accompaniment of the
rn^“ .“"T^t'fitishedTt^outsidVr"^ Tiik Sailiko Boat : the ** Frances ”tent and came out to listen
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soap we’d wash our hands.” 
that, and later They went off to liave a meal after 

on we had a carol service.
an inriH? '"'"'"‘y spending Christmas, but it was only
an incident in a journey of which the purpose was to bring the fruits
and joys of Christmas to Christian soMs in Africa.

the journey w.as continued nc.xt d.ay; it is not strictly true to sav
oart“f d* of ll'o '■n’o we sailed, and forpart ol the lime the boat w.as rowed along, and when it was loo roueh 
o row we went in close to ihe shore and punted the boat with long 

b.amboo poles. There is a wild sireich of coast along this part of the 
hike, uninhabited for miles, except by baboons, who watched 
a supercilious expre.ssion.
ilm,'‘o?e'’' 'r''?!" 'o ‘''0 oould lisli, and
rnnl I ““ Provided for meals. Once
h^wan ed d"'s^^o-almosi justifiably: he w.anted the oaptain to turn the boat about to look for it. That he 
would not do, but the boat did go about once, when my ” bov,” 
having w.^hed the drying-cloth, rinsed it too vigorously, and "we 
saw It sink just out of reach. ’

Eventually, after ministering to two more villages in Likoma 
parish, we .ayived on ihe morning of the Sunday after Christmas 
at a nrge vdlage in the Liuli district, called Kwa'mbi. Tliere 1 was 
met by the deacon, John, wliom Cr. George liad sent as a result of 
my messap, Willi a letter of instructions and the necessary registers

‘s ■“

trtlr”commM“ ’'“i'’ ‘he previous day
days Th?s was’.h’ “"’“"B ‘he ‘hree
of i^a opportunity for months thit the people
our^Z of o '* '’““'.1?^ "’<= eecrnments. There w^s no
m^k b d. 'hem to come in.” The church elders

. w“re not dr^rWed ofTh'^’T “> >h»t the older people

° women sat about outside the chtrch all day long Afle;

aS-tSfi” S'”r
was^ a i'ry Jong i^Mk - ft »" '» '•
is to say if W.-1S a track! flcartM of tre“

Sc h“utt‘‘^tliirS''oT tl'e^:^*' .r- ^'Sr r;
small watercourses. This rcufd n-ammlTy "JoToi'id fhe^hrilmr'

ground; we took the 
straight path along the 
lake shore. Once or twice 
we had to walk in the lake; 
this was where 
a river which w.as both 
deep and full of crocodiles. 
It was considered 
prudent to wade into the 
lake and cross the river at 
its mouth.

We arrived at Liuli a 
day or two beforeJhe Feast 

h of Epiphany.
P phony suggests to

^ I journey, a journey to the 
iv.-r^ Crib. At Liuli we found

we came to

M more
Vmus with

mijithe
The Epi- 

' us aIf/i
K

-¥ , cmols^'firere!-’^ „"'s,ra":g?
*language. The Epiphany 

iiiore than suggests Adora
tion ; my fortnight’s journey 
to Liuli seems to me now, 
a year afterwards, to have

........................ culminated, on the Sunday
evening, m the Adoration of Our Lord in the Blessed Sacrament, 
m that rather striking church. It was not, for once in a wav a 
crowded church; there were just a few people, teachers and other 
.Mission workers and one or two others who lived close by.

After a few days’ rest at Liuli my journey was continued, 
mrther north, where the language was quite strange to me. The 
Deacon came with me to preach, and to interpret for me. I ,was 
supplied with a small sailing boat which went very slowly but 
It earned my luggage, and me, occasionally, as, for instance, when 
there was a large river to be crossed. On one or two days we 
saw Father George, who travelled at great speed in a laree canoe 
with a very smart crew of six; he was able to visit two villages 
each day, and to hear the confessions. He said Mass at one place 
and I came along behind and said Mass at the other. It Is not 
by any mear^s ideal; everything is done in a hurry, but how else 
can It be martaged? " The harvest truly is plenteous.”

When I was walking people ran away from me. I was sur
prised, but my ” boy ” told me that they did not know who I was. 
But when they found out they came back and greeted me; in fact,
I often had an escort from one village to the next. The home
made churches in these villages are substantial-looking buildings, 
and wliat is more, there is some originality about their design and 
decoration. One of them has aisles, which is not necessarily a 
practical advantage, bui it shows that the congregation, who built

" A HOME.MADE ClIUBCIl ”

morn-
made \

i
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Diocese of N. Rhodesiathe church, warneda worthy some trouble about it, and to make it

^essa?y’ma“eriaU ^ ® “’■=

made half way down the side of 
precipitous and it is

CHRISTMAS AT FIWILA
Would

beauty of this wonderful Ze ^^mmrns.
I iSf ifH:ES'sis!F;2?S

r-,nHI»L "’,“"1“' '"'‘'"'Bl't we were in church again. It was lit bv 
candles stuck „n an old motor wheel fixed to Ihe raflerrand *

t of

was in church

a narrow path has been 
a deep gorge; it is not exactly

mMmmmfrom cotping to church in very trood iiZ ^tf " P™™"' P^’P'o

ifiiiiisplis
we saw the S S rhZc M /“"• '>’6 wind dropped

?i.irsKIS«f ? “
wasmti;;g\irg:iL“he pfeLZTrs-"' i°--v
to discuss Z?ecZmendmi“n o? ce^taifnr
the prayer that one be appointed Bishoo Wi n ‘‘ 
returned front Manda thosp whn steamer
board, and after a day’s Deaceful Jm.rn*^ waiting at Uuli went on 
Likoma. ^ peaceful journey we were brought safely to

P. D. F.

After our

FnviLA
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ASSISTED OUT-SCHOOLS

co<,peralion would have upon our out-sclioois tt

SpHBs
p "'i' ’’ “ show ‘l'» "ork and stale ofl ie schools as they used to be. The liondei out-schools 

; ones. In the sixteen out-schools of this district iliere word some 
Seen “ ‘'"r^ d'ildren on a register, more often between
eighteen and Iwerity-nve. but the children had nothing .save their 
own destre to bring (hem to school, so the average attendances 
were poor, and no school reached a larger nioniblv average than 
eighteen, the ordinary average being nine or ten,' and some few 
^bools had an average of only two or three. The writer has many 
times been into school and found two children and a teacher, bn 
the other band, clever ambitious boys came regularly, and these 
would make good and go on to the Central School later. The 
Mhool children were all cither Christian or wanting to be Cbristinn, 
but even tbe Christians did not come regularly, and those baptized 
tn infancy sometimes knew tbeir religion very imperfectly; they were 
accustomed to playing about with their heathen companions, and 
grew up more heathen at heart than Christian. The school-build- 
ings, put up by tbe voluntary labour of the Christians or by the 
teachers and boys, were tiny, more like goal-sbeds than schools, 
and were often allowed to drift into a tumble-down condition. This 
was because Africans had not yet realized the importance of educa
tion, nor how necessary it is for the better understanding and 
practice of ouwaith. The teachers tbcmselves, to a certain extent, 
shared in the general apathy, saying that however much they went 
round their districts the children never came regularly. Then 
enme the change when the Government spoke to the local chiefs, 
telling them that it was a part of their work to look after the 
children of their districts and to see that they came to school even 
if they did not want them to be Christians. Heathen children began 
coming into school in batches—sometimes in n school where there 
had only been four children there would suddenly be ihirty-fc jr 
then they would stay away for a day or two and appear again, and 

For the space of about three months the .schools were

'‘'iiaiaBttutol

Fiwiu CIIURCII i«r». Upingrttmt ira«.

"her lamps, with candles 
High Altar.

at the Consecration, " Iseni’ mwi^a i ‘ from their hearts
lo join with their prayerris w , “i.- '= faithful);

. priest at the altar am^irth“ Sow of .h'’"''
incense; the black servers in therwh-, ^®a“"‘”“ rising

“•« >'■“

It was very beautiful and 1 felt ih!f?"i‘’ *^''‘'',®r Hewitt preached. 

^ worshipping side"^v^°,? P''*''ilege of being

A. M. j.

round the high wall at tbe back of the
I

our—

so on.•N
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assisted out^chools

l.is boy ,o come to 4hool. and loir.hat he\f;^L 
being admitted to the Christian religion reDlieT^^^ V™™^ "'‘4'“““' 
child comes to your Christian schod eipn*!f ™y
religion, he will begin to want it himself and^thr ‘
However, the maioritv of M. l.nJ?4r!i “ “ I do?"for their children 4o cL“e ,oSnnd"tr?hm.r
Ihcm listening to our teaching so lont^L^ ' "M mind
c? hearers, nor allowed to p af whh cfri^m “‘‘"'■““I
about the daily scripture iS 7s tharn l^vi!: “reangemeat
T«tament lessons and theTeSrem- te,ch „ OW
and catechumens come to th^ New Smem ^ Christians
lical result is that, very graduaU^ Prac-
beginning to wan! ChrisSv Sol '^Wren ___
hearers, more are refused permission T .f™ “'■“"'C'i to become 
?re told to wait and tiy m get pemfeio? n" """

chiefs end" J^ing ccgulnrly ,hc iceni

“'ves and desks for the standards ,h4 'hem-
being over twenty for the ’ 'J'®.'*''C‘'aec attendances in all 

-Scripture, the three Rs, hyeienc^Mnd 1°"'4 “'’C 'hirty.
. geography and Nature studf are be1n^,°

has a plantation. !„ vS every‘"school
eachers at their monthly meeting wh ,u ® ‘ i® “bed her

helpful or not to have Gov^nS, ""tr ‘bought it was
that thc^thought it was good and n schools; they replied

opportunity of reaching otherwise have had
pa^ents^' '’'‘™ “PP"'“"hies of

4- We reach 
subjects.

Diocese of Zatisibar

PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE

whereas, in the the less primitive and more Christian districts in 
the plains, witchcraft ^ind superstition are very gradually being left 
their^o^ nwomen and children very slowly coming into

“ Sister, will you cqme out to see my baby, who is very ill In that 
Village on the farther ndge?”—is a request one morning at the 
dispensary up in the hills. " What about bringing the babe into 
the dispensary?’’ answers the Sister. After rpany words it trans
pires that the witch doctors have decreed that the cliild must not 
be carried across a stream of running water until it has readied a 
certain age. Or, again, it is December, the month of thick mists 
and great dampness, which causes so much illness and death among 
the children, that the natives call it “ the month of being called.”

One babe has died of 
pneumonia, quite near 
the Mission Station, 
and tlie Sister lias gone 
to express Iier sypi- 
pathy with the mother 
and relations who are 
wailing in the hut. She 
hears that another 
child in a village 
further up the hill 
has been taken ill that 
very morning, so she 
speeds on, and seeing 
the baby’s condition, 
suggests that they 
should all, then and 
there, go back to the 
dispensary together 

necessary

;

are

was possible

regularly and should

no iv- for the
making friends with .Moslem treatment.

“ I shall bring her 
to-morrow, Sister,” 
repeats the child's 
mother, over and over 
again. “To-day it is 
impossible.” 
reason is eventually

a higher level of. - . "■“'■b m the general school

hUI’g " -Id fnspotfo,,

C. S. P.
I. , The
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PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE
PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE

leave iis hut wLn’thtre iswaiHng" iyngV'' '‘h'*
Or again, it is a case of a Ihtk bale L "

.‘at Hadrotle^^^'X:^™ -•'
visit to"he dlspeniiryt^jSS' “The"’^' '° P“^' “

makes you think that the ^Eems are nm ^“'"1/",^ °“ '‘PP™..'' 
open the door there they ail are I Manv elderly, and as you 
on their mothers’ backs, some are'^SinL I'®"’ 
on the floor, one is protes^nTyLori^^ ".e mat
bathed, another equally viiroroiisfv against having its eyes 
Ttvp of them areV„^g eSnefbylhe"V “ lu.
m«mg on the Sister’s klee heS|^\t^H- ° °"e is
arc the ’’ welfare " babies .^'afinose correctly I These
daylight in the womts ’hos,5taT mV'I'l”®";’
brought to the centre more M '‘a™ been

St. Elirabeth
Let us grieve for all the suffering caused in the oast bvsTr-.ir,'.t'Sr,,si"a^^;ss7,f£is s .ife" £future for the women of Africa. “ “a

C. S. P.

was
even to

THE STAR

" When the stars sang together and all the sons of God shouted 
for joy.”

E^hS'I"™?'’"'
peen the last few days of intensive teaching, a time of great expec
tation and preparation until, on the Eve of Corpus Christi, after 
a day spent by the baptismal candidates in silence and fasting, 
the httle company of catechumens, men, women, boys and girls 
knelt one by one at the font to become ” Cliildren of Light’* 
m a district where Christians are still few in number and much 
darkness and heathendom exist.

Some weeks later, one of the newly-baptised was speaking to 
a friend who had not been present. “ Yes, indeed,’’ he said, 

the day of our Baptism was a day of great happiness.” Then 
he lowered his voice to a whisper, howbeit the conversation was 
taking place m a path with no other human being in sight, but 
the fear of evil spirits is hard to conquer, and what he was going 
to My was too Mcred a confidence to be overheard.

” Listen what happened,” he went on. “ It was late when we 
came out of chmch and by the time we left die Mission Station 
die sun had seMnd tlic stars were beginning to appear. As we 
climbed the hill from the Mission, tlierc, behind the range of hills, 
we saw a star appearing brighter and bigger than any other star, 
and It went on and on up in the sky till it was overhead and then 
stopped and there it remained all night. The heathen all marvelled 
and said that such a thing had never been seen before; indeed, 
they were frightened, and wondered what it meant. TFc under
stood, of course! We knew that it was our Light that had 
appeared, because had we not been in darkness all ourilife until 
that day and now we have left it ail behind.”

of"whicrhave'bM°n'‘^ ""T
causing'me nmTers“grlat''j^.“"‘ m En|l™nd,'’MI

-bing^of me1lr.{nge®^,,®^“j„Vr''egute^ tell you some-
bave^TistTvoT^tiflrytt^^^^^^

(Iflea riven ‘'‘m ec“cb Stiff

have as soon as I wisli instep J mother’s milk I
have e.Mmined it on ,be fifth day ""“..b .

st .he waterSisr- Its
can

doctors

nnd

C. S. P.
a6o
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Diocese of Zansjihnr

MKUZI REVIEW

«'tt'.i™i°r„' l3, r srRed^K IS”‘‘S.’" “°'''f”'°'““
bj,.lo„ .0 lh= world’s c„„, .hoSligLioB £od!"”w." f"|'"haV7hr°,2'.;o“"''''

' \ ■;?:' .■ m
''Ufe a
b-

III
‘■“.■;c=;'t,rSrT;“ «• d.».c...

The lofty stone church, built in i8gt‘’‘]fa'Xom‘''f ''.‘’"“''• 
beauty, and very full of the spirit of^woJridn^ A^i

r.’ •;S-T; J- H2r~S
munity of the Sacred piss“n one of 1“ Cota.

AUTUMN CONFERENCE
vrSn Conference for Ruri^ecanal and other Secretaries will be held
Africn House on Thursday, December 4th, at 2.30 p.m. nt Central

llie iirogramine will be ns follows:— 
2.30 p.m. The Conference opens.

SunjBCTS FOR DtSCUSStON.
:. Offers of service for Africn and the training of candidates.
2. Finance and a suggestion for obtaining new subscribers,
3. Missionary schools. A short introd 

the subject, followed by discussion. will be given by nn esperl on

4.15 p.m. Tea.
6 p.m. Intercessions In the Chai>e1 at Central Africa House.

• ■-•luntca lias the supervision of n treatment. Sister
=re in charge of native teacTerf ‘"“"T ““'-s-^hools, which
sometimes twice a weekl she mv^” • • “"t (“"d
•bese schools. One dav darin^^. “ i^pcction to one of
l|cr on one of thLTxpeShllfns^w!.'' ' -“'"P=>nied
through varied scenery. *First we' w^ th'^°^'h 
villages, then we climbed a hill from ' , ''™“eh one or two native 
panoramic view of the country wTthe se“"’\'’“a-“ ““"‘'"f"' 
MW various tropical trees, widch loL‘ f ^'stance. VVe
I remember especially a hune iinen°^ ^°i lo English eyes;
tis bleached trunk. FinaHv® we S^.ccT "■•==■ 'vbh
of indin.rubber trees, planted bv'^tl^r’“ ''“'““''’“I forva'
[his country was in thefr BOMtaL Tp®™""® ‘‘‘Vs 'vhen

Ss£™.n€'il “ -SJS"s: teitjs H •' “>■ “
fascinating browT"’^''

We had 
evening-.

HOME JOTTINGSi
The General Fund Receipts compare as follows:

f 1030 1020
Received during October 
Total receipts to October 31 ... ... ,£at.2H .£23,IS«

An Increase of X670.
Note.—Unless there is an increase of at least ^3,000 this year tl 

the Bishops will have to be further reduced. Arc yew doing anything
* t •

Will Secretflric»-1(iDdly tend in Collections for the 1030 Account before December 
IP. ^ Supplementary payment can, If necessary, be made before January 15, 1031; 
the last day for receiving money on account of 1930.

id in their con’trl> 
-. than Dec. 16,

the sums allotted to 
: about it?

To Subscribers and Oox»Uolders.—Will those who have not 
butions for the current year very kindly send their money not 
either direct lo the Office or through the usual receiver?

paid
later

happy and jolly, and in the 
-j running about free of

a beautiful walk back to Mkuai in the cool of the ^
here']n'l^;t:t^Se‘‘o‘i;tfo"::„”Lw?rheP:^^

babies » " Magazines.—It would be a ^reat kindness to the Office If those of _____
whose magazine subscriptions expire this month, would please renew .is early as 
possible.

friends

Old Copies of ” Education in East Africa," a report of the Phelps Stokes 
Commission in 1024, will be very grntcfully received by the Librarian nt the Office.

263262



HOME JOTTINGS

The Chrlslmaj Ilolldoy 1. a free time for some oeooie ,r. a 
the, are not free for muci of the year. If there^e am-th" Ihey like in thoofih 
or to visit oor •' Home Mission Station " then, ae 'h°l?lJ ™

The Retreat at the Feast of the Epiphany, January 5ih^p, '? •" 'hem,
Utose from eolleRes and sehools. Tlie Revd. H, Thomas l^elTofPnm-i; I 
Pnncipnl of Ely TheoloEieal ColleBe, Is to be the condnciw Ch?,n Sf “ m 
to=-.Miss H. Spanton. St, Michael's House, Chnrel, St, Rmad

in .h?'^olt^"f“t^HVFL*S?nd"SrHen^rsre™t\‘a'^^ "ir
ie-JST ^^

""W“atSitff[S1ar a^nd'"deS^su1’S '
sind private. 
re.rem.'„"d'vTitlr””
cneSp™ FomZ'Juy ”3 i« S-ork ISiT ”''1? 'f'"-

Thr .Si«cr« e-irc (till responsible for the p-irish work .-it St FriHf<w!H*'c csch . 
c.mt.nu- to receive those who wish to use their Lon.lon house as formerly

igs for relrcats, both conducted 
of it both forwill niaki;

ss K. Alexander,

*
and?eMi,“d'o‘;erjTM "W'e'''s„3d,'llv“IS',”-'”,l T
appeal for house linen for the sl'nlt ^ '* fcspondeil to our
t'a'rcnnrmou.";m'rro'”jtt|':31drm m'nS3"

THE MISSION STAFF,

Name Diocese Date
•Iffii'uji m

Riv. A. n. niixHl 
Rfv. C, S. H.,«ar,| 
M!m Lucas 
Miss Mozley

from Knxland 
0. H. Hewiit

Masasi
Mas:i«i

Oct. 24 
Nov. I 
Nov, in 
Nov. It)

eVynsaland
Nynsaland

lUparlurei
Rev.

N. Rhodesin Nov. 7
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A FOREWORDINDEX TO ANNUAL REVIEW \ .
18 \By the Bishop of Masasi

All of us begin a New Year with a real desire to do better, but 
to avoid this being a merely vague aspiration we do well to try 
to discover the causes of our failure in the past, so that we may 
make a definite resolution that will help us not to go on ipaking 
those same mistakes in the time to come.

Now when we think about our Missionary effort, I submit 
that we perhaps need to examine the motives that move us to do 
whatever it is we arc doing in its aid.

It would be quite out of place here to attempt to ^y anything 
to comjjgt those misconceptions of “ Missions ” which lead even 
thoughtful people to withhold their support altogether from 
Missionary work.

But dt will not be out of place that we should review our own 
motives in trying to take our own part therein.

Sometimes interest begins through our friendship with some 
individual Missionary, and loyalty to this friend moves us to 
make very real efforts to support the work they have undertaken. 
There is nothing but good in this, but our loyalty to our friend
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A FOREWORD

nwill not suffice unless we let it lead us to a loyalty to Hint for 
whom and in whose service all true Missionary work is done.

Have Catholics in England given sufficient place to the service 
of the lonely Christ waiting so long for His children who yet kn 
Him not? Have they remembered and meditated on the longing 
of the Sacred Heart of our Ditine Lord for His other sheep, 
"them also I must bring"? Through human effort they 
come to hear His voice, speaking to them in the sacred ministries 
of His Church, but arc we really measuring the intensity of this 
longing of their Saviour to fold them within the safe embrace of 
His Love?

We do right when we build and adorn churches to the honour 
and glory of God. We cannot, alasl be long forgetful of the 
battle which is still being fought for liberty in England to make 
available for every single soul, all the whole treasury of God’s 
loving mercies. But the building up of strong churches abroad 
where the Catholic faith and practice meets no hindrance will 
always actually be one of the best ways of securing our case in 
England, and no glories of art's best offerings, dear as they 
to Him in whose honour they are made, can ever give Him 
quite such joy as the gathering in of human souls redeemed.

So on the threshold of this new year let us once again ask Him 
to what service it is our honour to be called. Let us examine the 
offering we have been making of our money and see whether when 
all is measured it does really represent the best that we can do. 
And if He bids us come ourselves the way of the white fields 
where the sheaves are tied, then, thanking God with wonder at the 
greatness of his mercies, let us take our path with a real energy 
of humble joy.

And as we bring to Him our prayer for the year that has 
closed and see how utterly poor and unworthy so much of it has 
been, let us kneel at His feet to dedicate our hearts anew. Our 
prayer life ought to be the full energy of our own love. Do care, 
do learn rather more, do long that the sacred pierced Heart of 
Jesus may come into His Kingdom, and resolve to bring 
zeal to its hastening through the powerful mystery of prayer.

Missionary work is just our love of the Lord Jesus.

A CHALLENGE TO SUPPQRTEI^^ 
OF U.M.C.A.ow

The following letter, which appeared in the ^C/turefc TirjiM on 
December 5, the day on which tlic Bishop of Masasl started back 
for Africa, needs no explanation:

can

I
Sir,—The Bishops of Northern Rhodesia, Zanzibar, and Nyasa- 
land have returned to their dioceses: I sail on Friday, Dcceipber 5.

We have spent our furloughs doing all we could to avert the 
danger of the further reduction in our diocesan grants, which our 
treasurers tell us is inevitable unless the Mission income for 1929 
is exceeded by ;^3,ooo in 1930. Up to November 30 the increase 
over 1929 amounted to £1^ i6s. gd.—as matters stand, therefore, 
we seem to have failed.

But an offer has come to-day from an old friend and subscriber, 
who, in his anxiety lest our work should be curtailed, proposes to 
give ;^io extra this year, on condition that two hundred and ninety- 
nine of “ our supporters up and down the country who feel as 
I do ” will do the same.

M
•■J

are

■

.. j

I write this letter In the hope that among the readers of the 
Church Times there may be found many who can respond to this 
appeal, and that they will at the first opportunity send to the 
Secretary of the U.M.C.A, at Central Africa House, Wood-street; 
Westminster, S.W.i.

♦Vl.NCENT MaSASI
Central Africa House,

Wood Street, Weshninstcr, 5.ir.i

a new
Ourieaders will be glad to hear that many cheques have already 

been received in response to the Bisliop’s appeal. Up to 
the time of going to press they reach the very satisfactory total 
of £95^; we are still a long way from the extra £3,000 needed 
to avert retrenchment; but so good a start has been made already 
that wc arc not without hope that the threatened reduction of 
grants may not prove necessary after all. • ,

;>
♦Vincent Masasi

E. F; S.-,.
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GIVE US THIS DAY OUR DAILY BREAR
Diocese of Nyasaland

good seed, and no^y many 
, follow his advice. I’m afraid 

that few plant in ro\ys as yetj 
or ipake proper, ridges, and 
they still put more seed than 
they should in each hole.;' It 
is an interesting sight’ to 
them sowing. Each'man .or 

_ woman makes a' single deft 
' stroke with the edge of the 
hoc, drops in a few. seeds and 
rakes it over again with 
the hoe. The 'baboons rind 
monkeys know quite well 
what is afoot. If given half 

' a chance, they spring in and 
: scratch up the freshly sown 
‘ seed, within a yard or two. of 

the sower. As these creatuVes 
!live in incredible numbers in 

; the hills, the fields rnust’be 
’ watched from the first sowing. 

As the soft ^grecn maize 
shoots appear, watching bc- 

■ comes still more necessary. 
’ Not only have baboons and 

monkeys to be’ scared away 
by day, but'buck and bush 
pig are a danger' by night; 
All round the big field 

therefore they build little huts on eight or ten feet
high, from which to watch; They‘are from fihy to one hun
dred yards apart, each family watching that edge' of llteir plot 
which borders on the forest. These watch-towers,'often with a.mpre 
solidly built hut. close by, will be the homes of the watchers until 
May. It must be rather eerie to sit on guard in these frai^iwatch- 
towers; when Hons arid leopards arc about at night. There is'^a good 
deal of work to be done. They must needs hoe all over their fields 
between the maize stalks thrice between seed time and harvest.

GIVE us THIS DAY OUR DAILY 
BREAD

see
Food is the thing we think most about in Central Africa. This 
sounds greedy, but It Is our life. We ahyays live in danger of starva- I 
tion. If the rain falls short, or if there be too much, we “ see 
hunger.” If the rains really fail, there is a famine. Then the old 
and the feeble go to the wrill, the strong’somehow manage to struggle 
through, weak indeed and ready to fall victims to any disease which 
may come along, but still alive. As the first pumpkiris and green 
corn begin to be edible in the next rains, hope revives, old troubles ., 
.ire forgotten, and the old happy-gb-lucky life goes on as usual, but, 
be it remembered, there is always this shadow in the background. < 
Therefore food is the thing we think most about in Central Africa.

Last week I was up in the hills. The new leaves are just begin
ning to sprout in a few places, showing that the rains are coming. ' 
I found the villagers clearing new ground. They are in good heart, 
for last year’s crop was splendid. It is a tremendous labour cutting 
down trees of hard .Afric^in wood, for tlieir axes have a blade only 
about two inches broad. To European eyes it is a. sad sight to sec 
thwe beautiful trees come crashing down, but, in this case, they are ; 
not very fall. I remember that there were gardens here before, -X 
fifteen years ago, but it is surprising how big some of the trees have 
grown in that short time. As soon as the trees are down, they must 
be cut into logs and dragged into rough heaps. Then they will be 
burnt, partly to get them out of the way arid partly to fertilize the soil.

Tlie'next stage will be clearing up the grass and the under
growth and breaking up the soil ready for sowing. The bush fires 
have already passed over, so most of the gross is gone, but there 
are the tough roots left, besides much brushwood. They generally 
hoe from the first glimmer of light until about 10.30 a.m., not a bad 
day’s work in tropical heat and working such hard, dusty ground. 
Their hoes are heavy, clumsy things, and they work bent nearly 
double. Five and a half hours of such strenuous work deserves a 
rest. They should have got nil ready for sowing by the end of 
November or the beginning of December, when: the first rains may 
be expected. They may wclf be later, but they are not likely to 
begin in earnest before that.

V Thcri comes the sowing. Of course many are careless enough 
about the seed, but a considerable number nowadays have carefully 
chosen their seed and stored it up in earthen pitchers against sowing 
time. Each large pitcher has a smaller pitcher or saucer tied over 
the iriouth with palm-leaf strips, and carefully sealed down with 
mud. Mr. Barker, of the Government Agricultural Department, has 
impressed on the natives of these parts the importance of selecting

A Watch Towrb

Like the first clearing up, this is generally done in the early hours 
of the morning. For the rest of the day they laze about, but always 
alert, leM the enemy should get at the crop. The children hrivc a 
gloriousMime. They stalk birds with;bows arid arrows—though I 
have only once seen a kill. They set cunning traps and lime twigs 
with bird-lime. Then suddenly comes the alarm arid there is a wild, 
breathless rush. With yells and hurling of stones the baboons arc 
harried ofT. After that the youngsters probably go and wallow in 
the shallow stream and have fine games. Older boys pften make a 
musical instrument, with a portentous name, ngongqlbndongo. It 
consists of eight slats of hard wood, resting on parallel pieces of

j
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GIVE -US THIS DAY' OUR’,DAILY flREAD
Diocese of Zanaibar

banana-^lem." Two boys sit cr<^!egged, one on each side, with a\ 
Striker; made of bamboo, in each hand. They, strike alternately, and 
skilful players go at a tremendous pace and in perfect time. The 
result is a delicious ripple of music, perhaps a thought too wooden at - 
close quarters, but sounding very sw^t from a little distance. • ;

Never before in my time have elephants invaded the fields of this : 
happy village. Last week I found folks in consternatipn. For five 
nights in succession a large herd had worked its way up the str 
and destroyed a big grove of bananas close to the village. They had ; 
been there only the night before, but they didn’t come at all during 
the three nights that I was there. Of course the bananas will grow 
again, but the villagers arc full of forebodings.* Having once found 
their way there, will they not come back,-when the fields are green, 
and do as much harm as they have been doing to a village only four 
miles away the last three seasons? ' .

The village needs much land, even a small village; There are 
no fertilizers to be had and.a field is soon worked out. Every year 
the fields must move on. The man who brought up the rear last 
year will move to the front this year. So the whole moves on. In 
the scvcntceh years since I first .came, the village , field has com- : 
plcted the full cycle and a little more. It has made ah immense circuit 
over hills and dalesv The »d thing is that the work is left mainly 
to elder men, the women and children. A very large percentage of ; 
young married men are .away; at . work, .ipostly in the Southern . 
Rhodesian mines. It is very bad for them and very bad for their 
families, but it is difficult to see.how else: the village hut taxes cbiild 
be raised and clothes provided.^ Their elders expect this of th$ 
young men.

It is easy therefore to see why we think so much of our food In 
Nyasalniid. jif all go^ well, nature is bountiful and there is food ^ 
for all. Biit.if fplks are lazy’ in hoeing and breaking up new ground; - 
if they grow.tired of watching; if elephants come along, who don’t ; 
care in the least* if they ,watch or not; above all, if rains fail, there 
will be woe in the village. Yes, we think much of our food, but I ; , 
think we learn to pray as few people do, Give us this day our daily 
bread. , ' . G. H, W, 1

THE LAST FORTRESS OF SATAN
The Bishop of Uganda one day called the grandmothers of Africa 
“ the last.fortress of Satan.” In England it'sounds rather an>cxag- 
gerated statement, but out here we know it is absolutely true. The 
heathen grandmothers hold the mothers and'tlie babies in their 
power, and the Christian husbands have to stand by hopeless and 
despairing.

Ifa Christian girl refuses to go into an initiation dance, she is told 
” of course if you are not.danced your first baby will die,’* and the 
heathen grandmother secs to it tliat the baby does die. • If the record
ing angel could tell the number of innocents who have been mur
dered because their parents have kept the faith, and dared to break 
” custom,” we sliould be staggered. There are no flashing swords 
of Herod’s soldiers, but the martyrdom is a sordid Ibng-drqwn 
tragedy ;* the babe is given “ medicine,” and the angryTather and 
despairing mother watch the life of their strong and beautiful child 

ker oiit. There are fine distinctions in heathen Africa; we do not 
kill children, but we lei them die, and it is a pious duty to do this if 
they arc unlucky children, for they would be a source of danger to 
the whole village.

Of course, a large number of the heathen grandmothers are not 
malevolent, but only ignorant. The young expectant mother is 
slapped and shaken, and coconut shells arc put under, the bed to

cam
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THE LAST FORTRESS OF SATAN Diocese of-t^yasaland

A MISSION “ UNYAGO " :catch the evil spirits who are delaying matters, Avhile the patient's 
mouth and nose are held tightly toi prevent her ^oiil from escaping^ 
Even if the child is born safely, ignorant kindness often causes the 
death of the mother or child. We lately had a Yao Initiation "Schoor' on the land which >yas once 

a tobacco-l i^tate and is now leased from the Nyasaland.Government 
for Likwcnii Cchtral School. There were nine boys, aged betweeh 
ten and tweiycj who belong to local yiilag^ and wished lo go 
through the ceremonies under the direction of the Mission;

Initiation schools are held during the cool dry weather, before 
the grass is burnt and while there is plenty of food about from,the 
last harvest.' At the beginning of the affair, which lasts.about .six 
weeks, grass huts arc built, a space is cleared and heaps of fircivqod 
collected for the preliminary' dance,, in which all the relatives ;and 
friends take part. This goes bn for about twelve hours, until early 
morning, when the boys are taken away.tO :their camp. Frorn. this 
time no one, except the iristructors, secs :thcm until the day .they . 
come out. Each boy has an elder from his village, who’ lool^-qftcr 
him, sleeps with him and helps in the ceremonies. A man, xallcdjthe 
mchila, is the oHicial instructor and secs to the building^of the huts, 
the circumcision, and gchcrar-work connected with^;the initiation 
school, being paid a fee for-this duty by the boy's.parents. - ’ •

Our African deacon and a teacher, .who are Yaps, .were irMpph- 
sible for the religious and moral teaching of the catcchumep jbpys

On the feast of the Nativity of the Blessed Virgin at Msalabani, 
this la^ fortress of Satan was attacked by the Christians themselves; . 

Christians builfa " House of Birth " in the Convent grounds, 
penny from the Sisters or the Mission. The beds 

and basins and water-pots and mats were all presents from African 
benefactors, and best of all, the line of nurses who stood in the porch 
were African mothers, who have joined a Guild which pledges them 
to follow the new customs, which the Sisters have taught them.

After the festal Mass was over, the congregation streamed down 
to the Women’s Hospital to see the House of Birth, which is a two- 
roomed whitewaslicd house, with a thatched roof, to the right of the 
hospital. From a distance the women looked like the morning glory 
flower-bed in Elizabeth's German garden; for their’shitis were every 
shade from white and pale yellow to orange and scarlet.

Archdeacon Mackay blcssed the hbuse and sprinkled it with holy 
water, arid then Padre Samwil Mwcnylpembe told the crowd how 
Uganda had learned the new ways; so that their infant mortality of 
fifty per cent, had been reduced to a very small number, and that 
now’thelr turn had cofneUo”save their babies in the same way, if 
only the mothers wbuld'tibme to the House of Birth to be nursed by 
the Sisters and the nurSeS of the Guild.

After this all the men went to see the new hospital, for in Africa 
he men must approve first if a new reform is to be carried through, 
ind thcn'tlie women followed and talked among themselves of how 
his and that woman’s child had already been saved, and of the many 
)cbplc who had deteiinined to 
ended by ;tli'e Sisters.

Fear of the Europ^n has vanished, and even the grandmothcis . 
are grateful that their children have a place to'^go tbj where love, 
peace and cleanliness rcigii. Stillmbrc wbnderfiil a heathen woman 
that very night ha^ a child in the House of Birth, and the newly 
iaught African nurses'were able to do'everything, the Sister in; 
jChorge merely stood by in case of need. "
! \Vhen I look back, to the sin, ignorance and mistrust of thirty 
years ago, this utter change, of mind seems almost a miracle, for it 
has come so suddenly; at the last.
! The walls of the fortress of Satan have fallenj and the House of 
;Birth is the outward'symbol that Ills tyranny is broken.

............  d.,g.-a.:-:;;

without getting a
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A MISSION " UNYAGO ” -.'i Diocese of Nyasaland

CHRISTMAS TABLEAUX AT: 
LIKWENU

These snapshots were taken outside the church because the light 
was not good enough to take them as they were being shown 
inside. So 1 must apologize foh the background, but perhaps 
they will give you some idea of what tliey were like. The choir 
robed in red cassocks and white cottas acted as ^screen, and they 
came in from cither side of the church singing a hymn. Then 
they turned and faced the congregation and continued standing 
on the chancel step till the hyipn was finished and the tableau behind 
them was ready. Then they walked away and stood in a group 

either side, leaving a picture of the Annunciation in the middle. 
The angel Gabriel you can see among the other angels in the 
first snap. He is folding his arms, which is not quite the orthodox 
angelic posture, but in this tableau he had his hands together, and 
the Virgin Mary was wearing a patchwork quilt sent out from 
home and lined with a material of beautiful blue. So she wore 
it inside out and pinned behind her head as you can see in 
another snap. This produced the traditional effect quite simply.

The next picture was the visit of Mary to her cousin Elizabeth, 
and they were seen shaking hands. In Africa there, are two stages 
in shaking hands. First of all you shake the whole hand as in 
England and then you finish by singling out the thumb and 
holding that for a short time. The Magnificat was then sung by 
the choir who rescreened the picture.

i
on

I»fr. «. Cfijui
Weird nouRBs or Anivals

aiid took prayers each day for them. The instruction at the “school” 
includes their duty in general to the village community, respect to 
parents and elders, rules of batliing and eating.

During the time of seclusion the boys are encouraged to dance, 
cspedallyohmoonllghtnights, when all Africans love dancing. The jj 
boys play and under direction make weird mounds of earth, smoothly i f 
inudded over Und decorated with native flour to resemble a snake, a ' 
crocodile, a dog, birds, hills, and a mysterious creature, the meaning 
of which is rather obscure. A day or two before the “ school “ is 
over native beer and food is prepared Inside an enclosure (usually in 
the chief’s courtyard), and on the night of the “ coming out “ cere
monies, crow^ of people interested in the boys gather together to 
dance and rejoice, the beer being provided as refreshments. The 
boys are not allowed to touch the beer, but have ordinary food cooked 
by their mothers or a woman relation. The boys, on coming out, 
wear fillets of beads round their foreheads, with a long tall ending 
in a tassel, made by a girl friend, called “ his siker,” and carry long 
topering slicks carved and decorated. ^ .

•After prayers and blessing in the Mission school chapel, they 
.were marched up to tlie padre’s house io greet him, as the final cere* 
mohy, and then went back to theif village with hew'clothes and’a 
new name.

- .>
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CHRISTMAS TABLEAUX AT LIKWENU CHRISTMAS TABLEAUX AT LIKWENU

Then we had the angels appearing to the shepherds in the 
fields near Bethlehem. I had rather a difficulty in getting a crook 
until I explained to a monitor what I wanted and he went away 
and cut an old dried-up bamboo pole., The crook part was formed 
by the undergrountfstem and had grown into a fairly good shape 
for a crook. This is one instance of how Africans can produce 
at a moipent’s notice things that you want from their natural 
surroundings. It reminds me of how we were camping and 
sleeping in a tent at night. My companion said the wind at 
her head was too much when she was lying down. When we •' 
came back we found the porters had built a grass fence right acro.ss 
that end, which effectually shielded us from the wind. But I am 
straying from the main theme.

Later on the shepherds were seen at Bethlehem, which was 
rather I|ke the picture of the visit of the wise men which you see here. 
There IS the Virgin inother sitting in the middle holding the precious 
Child. (We had great difficulty in getting a baby. The youngest 
lived so far off that we had to get an older one for some of the 
performances.) Behind is St. Joseph with his staff and lamp. 
Grouped round are the angels, and in the front are the three 
kings with their gifts. One is the cook, one a table-boy and 
the other a garden boy, and they did enjoy dressing Up.

In the next picture you see the visit to the Temple. Siipeon is 
holding the Baby and he is not feeling at all at home With it, but 
he Ts determined to go through with things. Anna is in the 
background. On the right are the Holy Mother and St. Joseph.
The latter has a spear which African men carry When they arc 
travelling, and they walk in front oh the narrow path so as to 
be able to protect the women and children walking behind. In 
his other hand he has a cage made of strips of bamboo and tied 
where the pieces cross ivith fibre from a tree which they use as 
string and for tying the poles and bamboos together in building 
houses. This cage I found thrown away outside the kitchen, and 
lit had been used by men bringing chickens up to the station to 
isell. So it WM quite a suitable, thing to hold the two small pigeons.
; The last picture shows St. Mary; sifting some of the flour from 
the corn she has been grinding at the home in Nazareth. The 
iHoly Child is in the middle with a ball and St. Joseph is at work 
iat the carpenter’s bench. The material he is working on at the 
imoment is rather more finished than we should: have liked and 
itvould hardly require a saW at that stage, but it is one way of 
presenting the childhood of Our .-Lord to Africans in an African 

jWay, .and those pictures certainly , qiade their appeal. They were 
shown twice in church, .once at .the hospital, and once on the 
jveranda of the dispensary at the leper colony, and I think the people 
,doing them enjoyed them as much as those Who watched.

Tub VjstT of tub Wise Mbm

The PABSENTAnOS

!■

M. M.
Tub Hows at Nazaretu 

Photographs by Miss Morris
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iTHELAY-UP NYASALAND NEWS
It is a ibng; time since an account \yas written in CENTRAL Africa 
of how we.,lay-up the C/ifluncy: Mallei for repairs out on llbke 
Nyasa, nnd it may interest'our readers tp know how it is don^.

The Hist point one has to bear in mind is that we have no such 
things .as dry -docks, .or slip ways; as you have in England; at 
least there used to be a slip way' near our Mission Station! at 
Mallndi, but it no longer exists. So we have to go to a spot 
called Monkey Bay, a delightful, pretty spot well sheltered from 
wind by huge hills all around. There is very deep water there. 
Its name ts a truthful one as it is a haunt of baboons; one sees 
them prowling around on the rocks near by. ,' .y;

After we-have anchored w'e de up to two large tr^, sterri to 
the shore. The first thing that it is necessary to construct is a 
pier, so that our small boys from the village.can come aboard with 
sand, which is put in the hold, in all about fifty tons. This goes 
on for a week; each day we gradually pull-in till our propeller is 
pracdcally out of the water. While this is going bn, the engines 
are‘Stripped down and put fonvard into the donpitoiy so os to 
make weight. At last, about the eighth day, we look a pretty 
sight, bow down in the water and stern right up on shore.

The main work done at Monkey Bay is the renewing of the 
stern bush. When it is out of the water wooden plugs ha 
pul in, in order to stop any water getting into the ship.

When one stays here it is a good opportunity 
native customs and village life at Monkey Bay. It is a gem of 
a place for fishing. Nightly one can see the “ bwatos *’ (canoes) 
going out to catch the hauls of fish. The fish in the end travel 
many miles, as far down as Blantyre, some 130 miles, and there 
sold at a good price. One remembers the verse “ Water, water, 
everywhere '’; but on board the Chauncy Maples at Monkey Bay 
it is the case of "Sand, sand, everywhere." To see the daily 
procession of boys with drums, full of sand, carrying it from the 
shore to the steamer, is quite a sight 1 And the noise 11 One is 

♦ reminded of Durban and the coaling of the liners there by the 
.same means.

The great occasion is when all is finished and coupled up. We 
have our trial run after being tied up on shore, we go slow with 
the engines, and I think everyone is pleased that ihe job is finished. 
One often hears the expression " chita kupunda ” (" this is a tough 
job ^) but It IS amazing to see how the boys stick at it, both stoke 
han^ and deck bauds, and never grumble. This is partly due to 

I Ml ° great luxury, meat, thanks to the kindness and
skill of Captain Haywood, who goes out into the bush many miles in 
order to obtain it. Then comes the finale. We steam back again to 

. Maiindt, a four hours' run, and then are ready to sail up the 
lake- tp-our various stations with the usual crowd of passenirers 
and cargo. t,

H. H. F.

•Reprinted from the October Number of the " Nyasaland 
Diocesan Ckronicic." . .

Likoma. \
Just at the moment, ev^ybody on the station seems concerned 

in some way or other with examinations. The place of honour 
goes to the Hospitals as three senior dispensary assistants haye 
passed the Mission final medical examination and now have UP 
more to fear in that respect. They and tho^ responsible for 
teaching them have our hearty congratulations. • .;t

Liuli.
There were over four thousand communicants at Easter,' arid 

over three hundred adult baptisms at Pentecost,

Matope.
The Self Support dn this district comes In in an amazing fashion’. 

On tour in one of ipy smaller villages I took over a pound in one 
day. With the exception of quite a small number, all have paid 
up to 1929 and a large number have paid up to the current year.

Monda. c>
The building of the first portion of the church at Manda iwas 

made possible by a gift from Mr. and Mrs. Milner of Hull on 
the occasion of their golden wedding. ^ . «•

The money was placed at the disposal of the late Bishop, the 
condition being that the sum should be used for a specific buijding 
which would form a memorial to their son, .Thomas Gcbrge.Milner, 
who was killed in action when with his Battery at Mory, France, 
on September 25, 1918, at the age of 25. , .

The suggestion was made that the project might be something 
to help Archdeacon Johnson’s work, and the Bishop finallyjdecided 
that the best use for the money was to build the first pbrliqn of a 
perqianent church at Manda. !

Probably the last letter Archdeacon Johnson wrote was; about 
• this church, as a letter to Mr. J. S. Milner of Zomba was found 

by Captain Haywood and fonvarded after the Archdeacoq’s death,.
The Chancel was used first for service on Christmas Day, 192Q, 

and since then the Lady Chapel has been built, together-y/itli 
sanctuary and chancel and the high altar. The complete pJanB 
prepare^by Archdeacon George are for a church to accomqdate 
nihe hundred people and certainly a .church of this size wiILpe 
required here for the work. For the time being a halt; is. called, 
but the gift from Mr. and Mrs. Milner has enabled.us (p proyidp 
a building which accommodates our normal congregation, and; thp 
completion of the nave will be left till a later date. .

The church is to be dedicated to St. Thomas the Apostle, and 
hope this will be done when wc have a visit from our Bishop.
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THE FUTURE OF MILO AND 
YAKOBI

St. KUcIuiel's College.
One of tile teaclicrs, Frank Ling’ande, has put down his im

pressions of college life, and we think it may interest readers to 
see us, as it were, from within. " There are various kinds of lessons 
here: reading in vernacular, English, religious knowledge, nature 
study and school gardens, physical training and games, geography, 
school method, arithmetic, hygiene, moral instruction and singing. 
In the tpornlng the boys go to the lake to bathe, aftenvards the 
bell r^gs for church. There are two services, Mattins and then 
the Eucharist. Then they go out to rest for a few minutes, till 
ihe bell rings for school. The school hours are from 7.30 a.m. 
till 11.30 a.m., after this some go to church for the Litany, and 
then they get their food. Others go again to the lake to batfie. 
Afternoon school lasts from 2 p.m. to 3.30 p.m., when the lessons 
are finished. Some of the students then go ;ip the * Bwana ’ to 
ask for some work to do as an offering, which they cense at five 
minutes to six,, when the bell goes for Evensong. After service 
they, go to the dining rooms for the evening meal. They have 
meals twice a day, at.mid-day and in the evening. At 8 p.m. the 
bell rings again for Compline, which lasts a quarter of an hour. 
At 8,30 the teacher on duty blows the whistle and all go to bed. 
Each one has a bed hanging from the roof, like a cradle. None 
are allowed to talk now until the.morning. There are two holidays 
in the year, between the tenps; and a week or two at Easter.

There are four staff teachers .in the college. They have been 
appointed to help the Principal arid to try to help the native 
students, not only for their education, but to show a good example 
to them and good characters, >vhich they should follow. All these 
teachers have their own work, and the Principal has special work. 
Every teacher takes his turn for a week on duty. His work is to 
prepare the vestments in church, and to read the morning prayers, 
.to blow the whistle at the time of changing lessons. If anything 
happens in the wee.k the rule is first to ask the teacher on duty. If 
there is no hard and fast line in the matter he sends it to the 

, Principal, who will deal at once with it, and settle the matter. The 
teacher’s work is done on. Saturday morning, when the inspection 
is done. The Deacon who reads the prayers at Evensong 
c(^es his work throughout the term. Also one is chosen to be 
Librarian; to write the names of those who come to borrow books.

At the beginning of term the Principal and his staff teachers 
have one day as a quiet day before the arrival of the students, for 
meditation for their work. The students come the next morning to 
the Eucharist, to ask that God may bless them and help them to 
progress in their. lessons; and at end of term they do likewise, that 
God who has blessed them in their lessons ipay prosper them in 
their work.”

I HAVE been asked to write a short account of the visit which the 
Bishop of Nyasaland and 1 paid to Berlin in October, for the pur
pose of discussing with the representatives of the Berlin Mission the 
future of their two former stations, Milo and Yakobi.

Many readers of Central Africa will remen|ber that during 
the War the German missionaries in what is how Tanganyika 
Territory were required by the British authorities to leave their 
work, and arrangements were ipade for k to be carried on by 
various British Missions. Bishop Fisher was asked to take over 
the district worked by the Berlin Mission to the north of his stations 
at Liuli and Manda, and which centred round the stations of Milo 
and Yakobi. The Tanganyika Trustees, in whom the property of 
tlie German Missions had been vested by the British Government; 
offered to give the Bishop a seven years lease of the stations in 
question; but it was under.stood at tlie time that if U.M.C.A. 
undertook the work at all, at would be as a permanent and not 
merely as a temporary arrangement. After consulting the Home 
Committee, and in view of their undertaking to allpw 
additional grant of a tliousand pounds a year for the proposed 
extension of the work of his Diocese, the Bishop of Nyasaland 
accepted the proposal that had been made to him and proceeded 
to staff Milo, the nearer of the two stations to his existing work, 
as a European central station.

For many rea.sons which need not now be described, the work 
at first was by no means easy. The fact lliat a difiicult march of 
from three and a half to four days separate Milo from the Lake, 
made the work tliere seem remote in a Diocese so well organised, 
arid so closely connected, as Nyasaland; but in due time the new 
district began to repay the work and the care that were Idvished 
upon it. From Milo'it.sclf and from the sixteen villages within 
a day’s journey of the centre some hundreds were baptised and 
corifirmed, some of whom had been in touch witli the Berlin Mission 
before U.M.C.A. took over, but many of wliom were converts 
from heathenism. , , .

It was not found possible to provide ciUier the money or the 
staff that would have been necessary to run Yakobi as a' sepanite 
.station; but it, and the district round it, were visited by.:the lyWo 
workers, 2uid there also the work began to prosper, and it seemed 
probable that in due course Yakobi, like Milo, would need its own 
staff-

him an
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Then the situation suddenly became difficult. German mission
aries bad been allowed several years ago to return to work an the 
Territory, and the Government, rather less than two years sinc^ 
decided to restore to the German Societies the properties which 
had been theirs before the War. Bi.shop Fisher found himself

J
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placed in a curious dilemma; if the' properly which formed the 
Mission stations of Milo and Yakobi were handed over to the Berlin 
Mission, and if the German Mission decided to re-occupy them, 
what were the U.M.C.A. missionaries to do? As a matter of 
fact, the Berlin Mission was short of funds and of staff and could 
not, therefore, undertake to re-occupy their stations at oncej though, 
very naturally, they would have been glad to do so if they might, 
and they were, of course, unwilling to preclude themselves from 
returning, at some future date, to work which in its time had 
been successful and which was dear to thdr hearts. It 
proposed that when the Bishop’s lease was up he ipight be granted 
another for a further period of years; but, of course, he felt that this 
suggestion was no true solution oT the difficulty; he could not, even 
if he would, divest himself of responsibility for episcopal ministra
tions to the people he had confirmed and who had been admitted 
to Communion. If, therefore, the Berlin Mission were to come 
back to Milo and Yakobi, only two alternatives would be possible: 
either he must establish another central station in the district, 
too far away from Milo to make it inconvenient for his Milo 
Christians, or he must work the area by itinerating priests. The 
latter arrangement would be icrriWy difficult, owing to the dis- 
tances that Avould have to be covered; the former would have 
involved apparently direct competition with the German Mission, 
and this, in the face of heathendom, would have been in the highest 
degree deplorable.

In the circumstances, a compromise had to be sought, and the 
visit of Dr. Knak, the Missions Director of the Berlin Mission, to 
Africa afforded the opportunity for a meeting between himself and 
Bishop Fisher, at which possibilities were discussed, and, as a result 
of which, a provisional arrangement of work was entered into. 
The Bishop undertook that on his approaching furlough, early 
this year, he would visit Berlin and discuss the whole matter with 
the Berlin Mission Board, with a vimv to a permanent arrangement 
which should be not altogether unsatisfactory to dther side.

The tragedy on the road between Mponda’s and Likwenu 
prevented the carrying out of the proposed plan; but Bishop 
Douglas consented to go to Berlin in his predecessor’s place, and 
he asked me, as one who knew the course of the previous negotia
tions and who was hot altogether a stranger to the personnel of 
the Berlin Mission Board, to accompany him on his ndssion.
^ We Were received with the utmost kindness and the most Chris
tian courtesy, and, after a long discussion, conducted throughout 
in- the most friendly fashion, we succeeded in arriving at an 
agreement which, though giving neither party all that it might 
have desired, yet secured what seeihed to be most important to both 
parties.

: In brief, the agreeinent is as follows: The U.M.C.A. is to 
retain the central station at Milo, while the Berlin Mission is 
to have a central station at Yakobi; each Mission will carefully

avoid evangelising or proselytising in the sphere of the other, 
but will give the necessary pastoral care to its own Christians.' 
The U.M.C.A. \s’ill have a catechist at or near Yakobi, and, 
similarly, the Berlin Mission in the district of Milo; these catechists 
will provide for the scattered Christians in the out-stations of 
ihdr res ’pective Missions. The school children of both Missions 

ke part in the regular religious instruction of the Missionare to ta
school of the district in which they live; but special arrangements 
are to be made locally for their instruction for the Sacraments. .

This agreement follows fairly closely the provisional arrange
ment concluded last year between Bishop Fishen and Dr. Knak, 
and we have good reason to hope that it will work amicably and 
make for the up-building of the Church. It is not ideal; but 
ideal arrangement was scarcely to be looked for in the circum
stances; and it secures to U.M.C.A. the establishment of the 
work which they have been building up for several years past, 
while it provides for the working by German missionaries of that 
part of the district which U.M.C.A. has not been able to tackle 
very seriously and from which only a dog-in-the-manger policy 
would attempt to keep them out.
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Ernest F. Spanton

COVENANTED SUBSCRIPTIONS SCHEME
IN January last, in announcing the receipt ol jC208 14s. 4d. as the result of the first 
hundred Covenants given under this scheme, we estimated that the receipts this ycor 
would be well over JBSOO. so it Is with much satisfaction that we are able to report the 
receipt of no less than i5411 10s. 7d., this substantial sum being the outcome of 170 
Covenants given tip to April 5 last.

This, It may be well to point out, has cost the Covenanting subscribers nothing 
beyond their oidinary normal subscriptions, as they would in any case have hod to pay 
the tax, but the great dlffe/cnce Is that by the operation of the Covenants, Instead of 
this sum being retained bylthe Inland Revenue Department, it has been handed 
by them to die Unlverslliesl Mission.

Will taxpayers at full raty please note, and If they would like further particulan wilt 
they please enquire of the 
Westminster, SAV.l?

over

Assistant Secretary, Central Africa House, Wood Street,

FATHER RUSSELL MEMORIAL FUND f\
THE income of this Fund for 1030, amounting to £105 11s. Od., was allocate :by the 
Executive Committee at its November Meeting to the Diocese of Masail, for the purpose 
of building and eaulpplng an operating tlieatre at l-ullndi. Dr. Frances Taylor/has for 
some time post felt the need of such a theatre, and the Bishop of MotosI strongly sup
ported her application for a grant from the above Fund for this very excellent purpose.

BISHOP FISHER MEMORIAL FUND;
der^ill be glad to know that up to the time of going to press the sum of 

41208 has already beep received for the proposed memorial to Bltiiop Fislier. As was 
stated in the letter published in our October number, the estimate for the completion of 
the Cathedral cloisters at Likomo was only £250. It Is gratifying to know that the 
major portion of this sum has already been given, and it Is,now proposed to close the 
Fund at the end of January. Anyone who has not already 'contributed, but wishes to 
do so before the Fund is finally closed, should therefore send his contribution to the 
Treasurer, at Central Africa House, before the end of the month.
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HOME JOTTINGS CENTRAL AFRICAThe Genen] Food Receipts compare as follows:
• 1030 

4J2,no ^83,008 
... ^26,925 ^ 20,662

1029
Received during November 
Total receipts to November 30 ...

A MONTHLY RECORD OF THE WORK OF THE 
UNIVERSITIES* MISSION TO CENTRAL AFRICAI

An increase of j{J373.

No. 578. XLIX. FEBRUARY, 1931 Price 2dTo Secretaries and CoUectors.—Flease note that remiltances to be Included In the 
1930 Account should reach u not later than Jannarjr 15. We wonid vram onr friends 
that It freqnentlf takes two days for a letter to reach ns and that It would be well 
to post early. CONTENTS

... 21 Lctlt-rs of Tlianks ' ...

... 26 From For and Nwr ...
- 29 Review ..........................

Home Jottings ...
85 The Mission Slnff

TItc Back of Beyond " ..
Life at Fiwiln........................
Funrl Uper. Island .............
An African School '* Festa ”
Nine Blank Pnges .............

30
... 87Pnbllcatloni Department.—As It is desirable to clear up all outstanding debts before 

past year, we shall be greatly obliged If these of our 
their reinittances will do so bejore January 14.

closing
friends

our account for the 
who have not sent In

30
31

3933« 40
Christmas Present to Workers.—Parcels of books have been sent this yei 

Bishop of Nyasaland, Kota Kota, Llull, Mponda’s: Hegongo, Kirarn, Minakl; Broken 
Hill, Bwana M'kubwn, Fort Jameson : Luatala, Tunduru, with a Christmas card in each 
packet and the Associates' Book Plate In each book.—G, Le Ballly.

ar to the
SOTE.—Neither the Bishopt oj the hShtion nor the General Council are responsible 

for any opinion or slatcmrnt in CENTRAL AFRICA unless it it clearly so indicated

«
In Archdeacon Swaloson's article, V Mnjembe District," published in the November 

number, there was a suggestion that o grave at Chllangall might be that of Sister 
Angelina Benton. We are asked to correct the wrong impression conveyed by the 
Arwdeaeon’s guess. Sister Angelina Beaton was n worker In the Bondei country and 
was buried in the churchyard at Magila, “ THE BACK OF BEYOND ”

Travelling down the South African Railway and on ihe boat home, 
one is struck by the way people regard N. Rhodesia os the back of 
beyond. To most of them a journey to the Victoria Falls is regarded 
as an adventure into the wilds, and Livingstone the last stage in civi
lization. Nowadays they may have heard of Broken Hill, Ndola or 
Bwana Mkubwn; but only quite vaguely in connexion with the 
mines. Yet for us the crossing of the Zambesi bridge brings us into 
a country that welcomes us as friends and wc feel that we are not “ in 
the wilds ” but home again. 'I

To the outsider I sometimes think our claim must sound rather 
absurd. We claim a district five times the size of England and 
Wales as our diocese, but in all that area wc have only fourjstations 
where purely native work is being carried on. As one j^vlio has 
enjoyed llie hospitality of the Church House at Livingstone and at 
Broken Hill, and found them veritable ports in storm, I do not under
rate the \vork done by the padres there and at Fort Jame.son and 
Bwana Mkubwa; but they fall into a different category, being largely 
among white folk and independent of Mission funds.: Apart from 
iliis work in these townships, there are in all this vast area only four 
Mission stations, very isol^cd, and each with a different language, 
.so that a worker transferre^rom one station to-another has a most 
wearisome and expensive journey, and at tlie end of it finds that the

THE MISSION STAFF.
Name Diocese Date

(trf/vdU in Fnctand:
Rev. P. H. Hill 
Mr. J, GrifRihs

Departures ■- Jrom England: 
Bishop of Masai! 
Suter Ethel Mary 
Mist McCarogher 
Miss Sharp :
Miss H. Heold 
Miss M. Jones 
Miss Morris

Nyasaland
Nyasaland

Dec. 8 
Dec. 8

Masasi
2kmiibar
Zanzibar
Mososi
Nyasaland
Nyasaland
Nyasaland

Dec. 6
[on.
[an. 1 
an. 1
am. 9
an. 0 
an. 9

New Member.—Diocese of Zonritar.—Miss Dorothea McCarogher trained in 
Montreal General Hospital with three years' eapcricnce afterwards in the wards. Siic 
also trained at the McGill University Public Health Department v(dth eighteen months' 
practical experience with the Child Welfare Association.

■ IN MEMORIAM.—R.I.P.
November 21.—Mary Scharlieb. .!
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The more promising hoys go on to the Boarding School on the 
station, and then on to the Diocesan Training College at Fiwila.

All this work in the district has to be supervised. The padres 
periodically tour the district, and sometimes one of the ladles gets 
round to see the schools. It all involves a vast amount of work; 
keeping in touch with all the Hearers, Catechumens and Ghristinns; 
hearing cases, and keeping everyone up to scratch. Before Hearers 

made Catechumens and before Catechumens nrg baptized all the 
candidates have to come in to the station to be tested, talked to and 
instructed. This individual tyork takes a great deal of time and 
patience, and needs careful arranging. The people cannot come in 
from long distances during the'raihs, or when they are bu^ in their 
gardens, or if they are moving their village, while it makes the work 
very heavy for the European staff if they come in during term timei 
Indeed, it is surprising what a number of practical difficulties crop 
up when one tries to plan the year’s work of a station.

On the station Zhe Boys’ Boarding School is an important piece 
of work, because it is the recruiting ground for our future teachers. 
In the village schools at present the teaching is chiefly confined to 
the three Rs, though now that tve are beginning to get boys' returni 
ing from Fiwila we hope that the standard will be gradually raised. 
In the Boarding School one of the ladies struggles, with the help of 
a native teacher, to teach the boys such things as hygiene, nature 
study and geography, in an alien tongue whose specialized voca
bulary at first presents many difficulties. (I well remember, by merely 
shortening an “ e ” that should have been long, telling the boys 
that “ the head should be the little mouse of the body ’’ instead of

are
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Africans do not understand a word of the language she has struggled { 
to master in the district from which she has come. These stations 
should quite obviously be gradually linked up so that the diocese 
may become more of a rcalityj and at every point we have great 
opportunities of expansion. But, as readers of Central Africa 
know, we have actually had to abandon some of our work, and are .' 
hard pressed just to maintain what we are already doing.

Of course, life varies-from one station to another, but in many 
ways It is similar. At various strategic points in the district round . 
the station there arc schools, tliough the teacher is far more than a j 
mere schoolmaster. He has charge of all the religious Instruction | 
in his own and neighbouring villages; he must shepherd his scat- I 
tered flock, and if anything is wrong he must come into the station ,? 
to report it, or tell the padre when he comes round on ulendo. Now 
and then he will be seen on the station with a request for “ pencil- 
slates ’* or chalk, or simple dressings from the hospital. Once a year 
the teachers all come in for a month’s refresher course, and the 
laboriousness of their efforts makes one marvel at the re.sults they get . 
in their schools, considering their small reserve of knowledge.

To visit a village school is to marvel still more. The teacher has 
very inadequate materials—mended books that never seem to go 
round, one piece of chalk to last him a week, and a blackboard that 
is never black, slates and pencils constantly running short. He has 
a very nondescript rabble to deal with, boys and girls, small and 
big, clever and stupid, all to be kept occupied, squatting on the floor - 
of a mud school, a* baby often crying on the back of one of the girls,' | 
and chickens running in and being shoo’d out, clucking. The won- j 
dcrful thing to my mind is that nevertheless the children do learn, j

I
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“ THE BACK OF BEYOND ”
Diocese of N. Rhodesia

its ruler 1) Manual work and the school garden and the discipline of 
the dormitory play an important part in the boys* development.

Of the Girls’ Boarding School I can say little at present, as 
yet in its infancy. There is now one at Chipili and one at Fiwila, and 
one can hardly over-estimate their importance. These girls are the 
future wives of our teachers, and in the past there have been many , 
tragedies because the teacher’s wife was no help but rather a hind
rance to him in his work. I think that we often fail to realize how 
much we ask of these uneducated women when we send them out 
with their husbands into strange villages far from their homes. They 
need all the help we can give them of training and discipline, and 
they need vision and a high ideal if thev are really to enter fully into 
their husbands* work and help them through thick and thin. The 
training of the girls is work that only women can do, and 1 look for
ward to the time when readers of. Central Africa will hear much 
more of this difficult pioneer work in N. Rhodesia.

Of the medical work one could again say much, but it is an aspect 
of our work with which everyone is familiar. A great deal of adapta
tion is here necessary, and we have to gain the African’s confidence by 
the sacrifice of a certain amount of efficiency; so you will find no 
rows of iron beds in a neat, hygienic ward, but patients living in 
rather superior native huts, looked after by their own folk. One of 
the Government doctors in N. Rhodesia found a beautiful little 
hospital when he took up his duties; but nO patients. Being keen on 
his job he sought for the reason. He then built a number of native 
huts, which are easily burnt when they get dirty and replaced quite 
cheaply. Now he has as many patients aS he can do with, and I 
expect the day will come when they will consent to enter his beau
tifully hygienic, but at present empty, hospital. We get a steady : 
stream of patients and the work seems capable of almost indefinite 
expansion.

The four stations in N. Rhodesia are thus essentially the centres 
of work in a large district. To the station come the teachers to report i 
and to get help ; to it come the candidates for the Catechumenate and 
for Baptism and Confirmation, and the boys and girls from the i 
village schools who want to go on with their education as boarders; \ 
to the station the teachers send in the sick when possible, and to-it 
come the joyous crowds at festivals. The centre of the station is the 
church, and although our routine work in school or hospital takes 
up much of our time we never forget this. The cross on the church 
stands out boldly against the sky in no uncertain whness of our faith 
to those around us. Of course, wc have our disappointments and i 
failures, our ups and downs. And there arc small irritations, when ; 
one is hot and tired, and the cook upsets everyone’s digestion by 
making bad bread, or one’s houseboy scorches one’s best frock, or 
nothing will shake a schoolboy’s belief that If ten yards of cloth cost ; 
;^i one yard wiircost ;^io. But occasionally one is allowed to have z 
just a glimpse of the reward—the light in a girl’s face, perhaps, after ,, 
her baptism, or a father telling his dying child of Our Lord's ; 
Resurrection, “ in sure and certain hope.” D. J. H. 5

LIFE AT FIWILAit is
What nobody in England seems to realize is the enormous distances 
in Northern Rhodesia, with the consequent serious expense of 
travelling and impossibility of any inter-communication between the 
different Mission Stations. This is far moreso than in any other of 
the U.M.C.A. dioceses. Here we are’comparatively accessible in 
the dry season, as we can get into Broken Hill in a day witli 
motor lorry, but during the rains it is a five or sivdays’ trek. The 
rains are just over now, but they have been very heavy this year 
and all the bridges have been washed away and it is likely to be 
another two months before they are all repaired. All this makes a 
nurse’s job out Iiere horribly responsible, as our nearest doctor is 
in Broken Hill, and it takes a fortnight to get an answer from there 
by post if I want his advice.

Fiwila is a really lovely place, 4,000 feet above sea level on the 
side of a mountain. We have a continuous water supply from a 
little waterfall on the mountain, and this means that we have a good 
garden—a great help to the much harassed housekeeper (myself 1). 
We grow a certain number of English vegetables, lemons and 
oranges, papaw, pineapple and even a few .strawberries. Flowers 
also do quite well and are a great joy. We hope in time tp grow our 
own coffee and wheat, which will be a great saving of expense.

our
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The station is really rather wonderful when one remembers that 
four years ago there was absolutely nothing, here when our p 
priest-in-charge, Frl Hewitt, arrived with a tent and a bag of tools ! 
Now there is a flourishing Mission, Station with good brick build, 
logs—church, boys’ school, dispens^, tochers’ training college 
—and (only since I came) a small leper colony.

It is a sparsely populated neighbourhood with villages some 
distance apart, and is still a stronghold of witchcraft and the witch 
doctors. We have comparatively few Christians at present, but a 
good many Catechumens and hearers coming on, and while the Col-; 
lege is here there are always plenty of people to fill the church. They 
are a delightful set of boys from all the U.M.C.A. Stations in 
Northern Rhodesia, training for the Government Teachers’ exam
ination, and most of them to be village teachers for the Mission. 
Some of them have been Christians for a long time, and our hope 
of a future African priesthood in this diocese depends on them; 
without African priests in the near future it seems as if the work in 

districts will come to a slandstilL Of course we are a very 
young ” diocese compared to the other three, who all have native; 

priests. I teach the College boys hygiene and first aid, and luckily 
they know enough English for me to take them in that. They 
speak five different languages themselves, but those from other di^; 
tricts have had to learn our language—Chilala—and most of their^ 
teaching is in that. Language is a great difficulty, and I am getting 
on very slowly. We have practically no books in our own language 
except on the liturgy and the Catechism—even the New Testament 
is in a slightly different dialect; the Old Testament we have not got 
at all. ’

Our church is only a temporary building of mud and thatch. I' 
always used to think before I came out that it sounded so odd always 
to leave the church to the last to build, but it is really the obvious ■ 
thing to do. After a few years one has some idea of the size which; 
will be required, and also the builders will have had experience in 
building. But these temporary churches are really very nice, and, 
ours looked quite beautiful.at Easter decorated with lots of flowers. 
Wc had two baptisms after Evensong on Easter Eve, and the admis* 
sion of nine Catechumens. The baptisms took place in a pool in 
the river—a lovely setting—in the cool of the evening, with the j 
water rushing, through: a big circle of people all round the pool,; 
with priest and servers at one end and the two candidates standing i 
In the water. Aftenvards a proce^ion back to church with the 
newly baptized'wrapped in clean white “ sheelies ” and carrying 
lighted candles. It is indeed an impressive ceremony out here, and, 
much more than that, one knows what becoming a Christian 
involves in a heathen land. We have a good many more ready for 
baptism at Whitsun—including the most important chief.of the di^ : 
trict. He is in a great dilemma as he is very, keen to become a 
Christian and he has a Catechumen wife, but unfortunately she has i 
no children and apparently not only- is it considered derogatory for

a chief to have only 
one wife, but it is 
extremely
when he has to enter
tain guests; the pre
sent wife is terribly 
hard worked, as she 
has to do the garden 
and the cooking and 
has no children to 
help I Domestic ser^ 
vice seems the only; 
solution for satisfac
tory monognmy, but' 
it is only met with 
among the natives here 
in tiie form of slavery 
with complete and 
absolute possession of 
the slave.

Wc have a very nice 
little chapel, where the 
Blessed Sacrament h 
reserved, attached to 
the priest’s house, and 
there we have our 
English
Sext and Evensong 
every day—and usually an English celebration when there are two 
priests on tlie station. There is a daily native celebration in church 
which is sung on Sundays and Saints’ days. On big festivals the 
Christians and Catechumcns comc in from distant villages and stay 
a night or two. "

When

resent
awkward

some

noioiJ Renxir
Woman with tbidal marks on facs and ciibstservice —

I first arrived I found a tiny little dispensary with,prac
tically no drugs or equipment: now half my supplies of drugs from 
England have arrived, but I am still handicapped by want of equip
ment, and have no very suitable accommodation yet for in-patients. 
It is really most encouraging the way people are coming In already 
—^ome from quite long distances with tropical ulcers and various 
diseases. I would give simply anything sometimes to have q doctor 
liere, but I just have to manage as best I can and have to be my own 
doctor, disg^scr, dentist and everything else 1 I have quite a bright 
boy as hospital orderly: unfortunately he cannot read; arid though 
I send him to school in the afternoons he is getting on very slowly. 
He is getting quite good at bandaging just from watching me doing 
up people. There has been a little smallpox of a mild kind in the 
neighbourhood, but it has frightened the people arid they have come 
in in large numbers to be vaccinated : I have done 500 since I came I 
They always come and ask to be written ” for smallpox I the same 
expression they use for their tribal marks and ornamentations which
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Diocese of Zansibar

FUNZI LEPER ISLAND
'■ Tins work of healing ihe Leper is well worth while."—Leprosy 

Notes. British Empire Leprosy Relief Association.
Therefore a summary of recent work on Funzi Leper Island may 
not come amiss to our readers. There are at present tta lepers on the 
island. The numbers have lately been greatly reduced owing to 
many being discharged as well enough to live in their own villages 
and be given treatment from the nearest dispensary; others, again, 
such as burnt out ” cases, who are not wanted by their relations 
or have no homes to go to, are received and cared for at the Welezo 
Hospital in Zanzibar. Amongst the iiz lepers on Funzi, there are 63 
men and 40 women : a fair proportion of the former being strong- 
enougb to be actively employed in the general upkeep of the settle, 
ment, such as repairing buildings, whitewashing and cementing, rond 
making and clearing the bush, etc. They also make lime, used for 
Ihe whitewashing, from shells on the seashore; others make char
coal ; others again have canoes and so bring in a fair supply of fisb 
for sale amongst tbeir fellow-patients. For all labour there is a grant 
from Ihe Government, which enables them to receive a ^mall wage, 
as encouragement to work is considered a necessity in battling with 
tbe disease, to produce contentment and a means of diverting their 
minds from their physioil condition. Although the-women

Fiwila Lsters ^ •

they make on their faces, arms and chests. These are done either by 
burning and rubbing in ashes, or with a blunt knife, and a raised 
scar results. Some of them are most elaborately marked in this way.

: Talk of civilized women being slaves to fastiion, it is nothing to 
what these people put up with 1

Perhaps the leper work is the most encouraging of anything 
• have here. Fr. Hewitt is Secretary for the Leprosy Committee of 

the Inter-denominational Missionary Council of Northern Rhodesia, .
• and has always been very keen to start injections. The new’s 

that something could be done for leprosy very quickly spread, and i 
how. I have ten under regular treatment, seven of them living here i 
in a little colony of native huts we have built for them. Of course { 

^ some arc old coses who cannot really be improved much, but all of 
them are enormously improved mentally and are so bright and ^ 
cheerful. Those who are well enough are making a garden, and | 
one has been able to help in building the huts. They are learning - 
to read and writc^ and are so interested in their religious instruction 
classes which Fr. Hewitt gives them two or three times a week. I 
have very good hopes that some of the earlier cases may really be i 
cured in time. Their treatment is a great responsibility without a j 
doctor, and I expect 1 often make mistakes; but what I can do is ) 
better than nothing, and no work has been done among lepers before J 
in this part of the country. They will not go into Broken Hill \ 
hospital for treatment, and certainly a leper colony under these sort ] 
of,conditions is likely to be far more satisfactory than definite segre- | 
gation in a hospital in a town. We are getting supplied by the 
Government with hydrocarpus oil for injections.

I am afraid this is a very long letter and expect you will be tired i 
of it by this time, but it is all so vital to us out here that we hope and ; 
pray- people at home will be interested too.
(Reprinted by kind permission from ” Mothers Overseas/' No. 4.)

we
cannot

. !

j
Fkeui lUUt DsttMl

The LsriRs’ Church or St. Francis or Assisi
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FUNZI LEPER ISLAND Diocese of Zansibar

. AN AFRICAN SCHOOL “ FESTA"be employed in the same way, efforts have been made to interest them 
in “ sliamba '* work, nnd this, one might say, has not altogether 
failed, for one woman was the proud 
awarded for the best “ shomba ’* this year,

iVs regards recreation some of the men play football, some of the 
women sew, and all appreciate the gramophone. A nice lantern has 
lately been lent by the Government, but tUas, the only slides at pre
sent are ones of health propaganda; maybe amusing and descriptive 
ones will follow.

.Much has been written in CentR/VL Africa about the general 
treatment of leprosy and the proof of effective tr^lment is shown by 
the yearly increase of discharged patients. In April, 1930, Dr. Coch
rane, Secretary of the British Empire Leprosy Reli^ Association, 
visited the island and was enabled to inspect all the cases and discuss 
their condition and treatment with the medical authorities. His kind 
and satisfactory report was much appreciated.

The lepers have built themselves a shop, where their wages can 
be spent on buying clothes, food, tobacco, etc., 
purchased by the staff when they go in every week-end to Weti. 
They also built a school, as it was necessary to have a larger room 
than the one already in use. Here many have learnt to read and write 
who could not do .so when they arrived. The school does not aim at 
keeping up to any Government standard, but is merely a means of 
occupying their minds and giving pleasure. Singing, drill and 
English are also very popular.

And now for a few words concerning their souls. The 
Muhammadan atmosphere is showing signs of weakening and for 

. this one is ever grateful for the intercessions and prayers of those at 
home. One by one, very timidly, very slowly they are coming to be 
taught Christianity, During the last year ten men and seven women 
have been taught and one of these was baptized on his deathbed. 
Twelve have already received tihe cross and four Hearers are hoping 
to receive it in the near future. The priest-in-charge of Pemba visits 
the island once a month to My Mass and teach and examine the 
Catechumens, but every day there are short prayers and instruction
in church, which are attended most regularly ...............................

' of mud and stick, thatched roof and cement fl 
St, Francis of Assisi and here the lepers learn to love and reverence 
our blessed Lord. There is a statue of the Mother of Jesus which 
was provided by a kind friend at home.

It is a great privilege to see joy and light coming into these lives, 
and the wonderful growth of courage in witnessing to the Faith 
amongst their Muhammadan companions and breaking away from 
their Muhammadan teaching and making a stand against all the evils 
of witchcraft.

One wishes all the kind supporters at home who help so gener
ously with their prayers and work could have the pleasure of seeing 
the result of their efforts and realize how true it is that their work is 
" well worth while.*’

ST, MARGARET’S GIRLS’ SCHOOL, AT KOROGWE
‘ Ding dong, ding dong *; old Daniel, sitting on a log in the shade, 
tugs hard and quick at the bell-ropes with both his arms till a flag 
waves out of the vestry window to tell him the priest and servers 
ready to go in to Mass. Inside the vestry Stefano is swinging the 
censer and Yohana standing on tiptoe to light the torches, whilst 
Marko is handing the padre his vestments. The smallest boy of all 
hovers over the vestry bell till the hour has struclOand he can give 
it a delightful bang to announce that the procession is about to enter. 
In they go, six of them, arrayed.in white albs with red sashes; post 
the high altar, down the long nave, till the padre reaches the Lady 
Chapel. About a hundred folk are standing before it, boys, girls, 
and mothers with scores of chocolate babies crawling everywhere. 
The teacher begins the Kyrie and the rest take it up, and so the 
Mass continues. The children are employed all the time. There is 
only one silent pause, at the consecration. Then everyone bows 
down low to the ground. They know that this is the Great Moment. 
Perhaps some of them know little else. But one and all in the 
Universities' Mission have been taught that God is with them then, 
and they can but adore.

After Mass we all troop up to the girls’ school, for this is their 
day. Would you like to know what it is built of? Just mud and 
sticks and thatch, with lots of holes in the walls and uneven earthy 
floor. But that’s much prettier than an Englisii elementary school 
with its correct angles and white-washed walls. The eye delights here 
in the quaint roughness, the hundred irregularities, the unexpected 
lights and shades in every cranny. And what of t!ie children ? .Well,

winner of a second prize

are

which goods are

/.i

m,
•• The church is built 
oor. It is dedicated to

MM 8'‘"i*

iPB4t$ auieu
M. P. Souk of tiik Girls
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AN AFRICAN SCHOOL “ FESTA
Diocese of Nyasaland

COOKS
Reading Archdeacon Glossop’s note on the Cliauncy Maples, 
in the Nyasaland Diocesan Chroniclo, reminds me of an article that 
I meant to write. Now seems to be tlic acceptable time, os a very 
worthy member of our staff, who is very seldom seen but often heard 
(though it may be indirectly!) greeted me thus: “ Nine pages of 
CENTiiAL Africa empty,” and alas, I fear Nyasaland, my diocese, 
is the worst offender I Cooks 11 We read of priests and deacons, 
of readers and teachers, of dispensary boys and their patients, of 
lepers, of school and college boys, but do we ever read of cooks, even 
tliough the Mission Field must admit that "the army marches on its 
stomach ”? If we think for a moment, the Mission would stand 
still without the help of cooks. There are a few saints who never 
seem to mind or even to know what they eat, or even to desire to 
eat at all unless they arc severely called to it M But for the greater 
part, tite staff Is still so earthly as to require a good cook to oil the 
wheels of the station. The housekeeper might be capable of success* 
fully cooking the accounts, but it would require more than a St. 
Lawrence to cook three meals a day for-three years in Central 
Africa 11 A good and trustworthy cook is the housektieper’s best 
friend; he is worth every penny of his wages and more. It is won
derful how quickly African boys learn to cook for Europeans; it is 
still more amazing to see what a good meal they can p 
a very badly equipped kitchen and the limited variety of food at their 
disposal. With all our cookery classes and books, and even 
Mrs. Beeton, lionestly we cannot put up such a good show I

Accidents will happen in the best regulated families, and so in 
Africa. Once just before dinner, when we were quite a parly, 
cook came to me with a distressed look on his face and said, ” D 
the kitchen boy is a fool; he has thrown all the soup into the bush” 1 

I should have been angry, but somehow this amused me, and 
when I had escaped from the cook's solemn countenance, I had a 
good laugh.

pictoj IPtJfi VtUtiU
Dancino .1

their dresses are bright ” sheetics ” such as Indians wear, with some- 1 
timw really gorgeous patterns of trees and flowers; and their faces j 
are just as full of delight and mischief as they can be; for chocolate | 
faces have their own beauty and character as marked, if not more | 
so, than our pink ones. To-day the mothers swell the number, . 
sitting o:i mats on the ground outside.

There is first a hush, as the padre blesses the new infant-school, ' 
with incense and holy water. Then there is a flutter as the girls line 
up to dance. Miss Bliss, the European teacher who has started this 
school, has taught them folk dances which they love, and which 
are so much more graceful than the modern European dances they 
are begining to ape in Africa. The gramophone and clapping han^ 
mark the rhythm, and thus old Africa and modern Europe meet. The 
mothers cheer by shrill ululations, and the babies shriek in concert 
too. Look at the-picturc if you want to realize the scene.

Now comes the tea. That is a thrilling experience. What trays 
of bread and jam I What cakes and liquids! Some clever ladies 
manage to hide their first helpings so quickly that they get double 
rations. But did not even the patriarch Jacob resort at times to - 
strategy?

And now the prize-giving. Sister, in her habit, presides at that. ■ 
There arc prizes for everyone, for attendance and ability and per
severance and character. On the walls you may see drawings and ; 
script writings and other delights the children have ibade them- I 
selves. After each prize there is handdapping. Sister ^s some i 
kind words and congratulates Miss Bliss on her school and the girls ' 
on their successes. ^We all go home rejoicing. Days like this cheer < 
both people and missionaries. Such days are sacramental. I am ; 
sure you must feel that too. If you would like to help a bit, send • 
us some records of country dances, or money to buy them. The 
boys want to learn too. ' W. J. C.

i^uce from

, the 
>ona,

Wiu II. Utali
Cook akd tiouscnoTB, Malindi
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COOKS

NINE BLANK PAGESHowever, there was a time when I did not iaugh. We came out 
of church on the very stroke of breakfast hour. The cook m a 
great state of agitation stood in the path and Hung some words at 
me: " The padre’s dog has finished to eat all the breakfast ”1 
Alas I The brute had finished the cold chicken prepared for break- 
fast. However, aftei^vards we found that it was a fast-day, and that 
we should not be having cold chicken for breakfast! The cook was 
appeased; but later in the day, wh,en the dog stole half a goat from 
the Women’s Hospital, I was far from appeased. The hospital 
patients get very little meat, and it is hard to find the money 
to buy meat for them. One day I learnt a severe lesson in the 
kitchen. 1 was displeased about a dish that had been cooked, so the 
next morning I dashed into the kitchen, fully determined to give 
thecooka lesson in cooking I At first the cook looked a bit humi- 
liated and upset, but later he stood on one side and surveyed me 
with an air of humour and independence.: I soon realized that I had | 
utterly and completely failed. I could not see, the kitchen was too j 
dark for me; the smoke filled my eyes until I wept; the wood-fire ^ 
burnt my face and the pots and pans my hands; the wind blew the j 
soot on to my dress and cap. Enter—a haughty, obstinate nurse, in i 
spotless overall and cap. Exit—a crestfallen, red-faced, black- | 
handed and smut-besmeared housekeeper, with failure well writ on | 
her counlcnanccl 1 Result—a triumphant cook and naughty boys I 
doing their best to hide with their hands a suppressed giggle 11 '

Bunsl The cook is quite good at making currant buns, suitable j
for consumption on Good Friday at tea-time. However, last year the | 
housekebper thought she would go one better and make them ii la i 
Beeton. To make a long story short, the net result was this: with j 
much shame a few buns were boldiy put on the tabie, the house- \ 
keeper of course tackled them, one very kind layman ventured to s 
say they were all right 1 Africa scored this time 1 Nothing furllier j 
was heard or seen of buns. Grateful Africans were seen at the door ‘ 
of the

" Dear Padre,
. r- '■‘'•her a hole regarding

G.A. We have nine pages we cannot fill 1 Is it possible for 
you to come to the rescue ? We ought to get some more ‘ copy 
from somewhere within the next four days.” ^

That sent me to the resort of a poor memory and dull imagina
tion, my diaries, to see what I could find. Having got as far as 
choosing a subject, it occurred to me to wonder why the Editor of 

C.A. should be left in such difficulties. I looked at " The Mission 
Staff (the first thing in “ C.A.” each month) and discovered that 
It includes two hundred and thirty-five Europeans 1 As one of the 
235 I may perhaps be allowed to say what I fear the “ Home Organ- 
mation (page three in the January " C.A.”) must often be driven 
to think though they charitably refrain from saying it. And that 
IS that while we in Africa look to the Home Organization to keep 
us in funds and perform the hundred and one services which are 
necessary to our existence, many of us do not give them in return 
the support that they iiave the right to look for from us.

There is no evident reason why every one of the 235 who are 
In Africa should not write one article a year—some, no dbubt, would 
still produce two or three which would make up for those who are 
in England—and this would allow the Editor to reject at least half 
of the contributions sent him, which he ought to be, but probably 
never has been, able to do.

Some will say—I have heard them-that tliey have no literary 
abilities and could not write anything worth printing. That is a ' 
question which the Editor should be allowed to settle—he is a kindly 
(or desperate) soul and has printed things of mine which even I 
did not think worth it. But even if the contention of literary inability 
be true, give him tlie matter and a free hand to deal with it and 
he can supply the literary ability to turn it into an article.

Some may say—1 have heard this, too—that they have written 
articles and they have never been printed. That may be so but it 
is no reason for not trying again. Nor does it follow that, because 
an article has not appeared in print, the matter contained in it has 
not been of use: “ C.A.” is not the only medium used by the Home 
Organization for spreading news of our work in Africa.

Wake up, 235 Europeans! The Home Organization has dpne 
gnificeatly for us in 1930. Let us show our gratitude by backing 

them up find responding to their appeals to the Mission Staff to 
help them in 1931.

■

ifood safe, receiving buns from a relieved housekeeper.
Lastly, marmalade. Some of our cooks make very good 

maladc. When I was leaving for furlough the cook was making j 
marmalade from oranges in the station garden. A bright ide.i. j 
struck him-i-that perhaps my motlier would like a pot of his mar- ; 
malade; so he chose one and packed up a pot for my mother, ,* 
deposited it in my tin box, and it has arrived safely in England. I 

In the photograph the cook is on my right. I knew him at i 
Likoma, then he followed me north, and when I returned from fur- < 
lough he followed me south to Malindi, where I hope still to find ■ 
him on my return. He is humble and kind and a good Christian, ; 
with a good character, as well as being a firstTcIass cook. He is very j 
fond of his wife and three little children; one, Mary by name, is my | 
godchild.

The photo is taken on Malindi station, in front of the kitchen 
and dining-room. This tree is a beautiful one, if you could only see 
the branches and leaves. Note Lake Nvasa and s.s. Chnuncy 
Maples. Helen J. Heald

mar- '

ma

A. G. B.
P.S. Sincewriting the above it has occurred to me that a general 

exhortation without a particular application is not worth much. It 
is no use saying “ Write now,” because the Editor naturally prefers 
contributions spread over the year. I suggest, therefore, " Write
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NINE BLANK PAGES
FROM FAR AND NEAR

every year during^ the month in which you arrived in Africa for the 
first time ”—it will be a suitable thankoflering to the Home Organi- 
zation that sent you out and keeps you out.

[We are very grateful to Padre Blood, not only for the above 
article, but also for another which we will print next month; it arrived 
after we had solved our most urgent difficulties.—^,Ed.]

Examinations
You will all like to know how our teachers have done in the 
Government Examinations for 1930.

In the First Grade Certificate only 19 teachers were successful 
in the whole of Tanganyika Territory and 13 of these were otir 
U.M.C.A teachers from Minaki. Of the remaining six, four were 
Christians and only two were non-Christians.

In the Second Grade Certificate 212 teachers passed in the whole 
of Tanganyika Territory, and only six of these we;e not Christians, 
so that will show you that the educational work of the Missions has 
not been in vain. The Roman Catholics had 91 passes; U.M.C.A. 
had 55 passes; C.M.S. had 12 passes; the Government had 54 
passes. We must congratulate the Liuli Second Grade teachers, for 
this year 22 were successful. Last year only two got through, for 
at the last moment they found that they were expected to write their 
examination in Swahili, which is to them a foreign language.

For the first time this year U.M.C.A. sent in six Kiwanda boys 
for the Central School Leaving Certificate. Five of them were suc
cessful and Samwil Mbezi, the son of Padre Arthur Mbezi, was the 
second boy in the whole of Tanganyika Territory and Yakobo Pima 
was the fourth ; so we have much to be thankful for. We must pray, 
too, for all those teachers who have done well in the examinations, 
for they are sorely tempted to give up their work as missionary 
teachers and to work as clerks in an office, for it means less work and 
far better pay, and life amidst all the excitements of a coast town.

D. C. A.

LETTERS OF THANKS
Dear Sir,

I have just received a lot of most welcome parcels from 
England. More than a hundred visibau have come, also some 
jumpers, a large supply of bandages, two wonderful knitted 
blankets, two beautiful patchwork quilts, a lot of tennis balls, about 
a dozen packs of snap cards, some very beautiful church linen 
(purificators, lavabo towels, etc.), some syllable cards, and a number 
of other things.

All these are most welcome. We are very grateful to all the 
people who made them and sent them. They all deserve really 
nice letters of thanks. I do not know what we should do without 
supplies of things of this sort from England.

I have just added up the number of letters of thanks which I 
must write for things received during the past month. The total 
is forty-three. Now I want to thank the donors. They deserve 
it, and I aip grateful. I have just written twenty-two of the letters, 
and I shall try to do the others even though it is only 
lines to each, but you see how it is. Perhaps if people in E 
understand, they will not be very angry with us if we do not 
always write all the letters of thanks we should.

Of course, I could get the boys to write them, but it is a 
bigger business to get a lot of small boys to write letters than 
it Is to write them oneself.

• 1

L1U1.1 Schools

This term has been very busy and full of Interesting events in the 
school.

Towards the end of July the Government Grade I and Grade 11 
Examinations were held here. The teachers had been assembled 
for a fortnight before this for final coaching. Mr. J. Summcrscales, 
a member of the staff of the Mnlangali Central School w'as sent to 
conduct them. The results arc just out and those of the Grade II 
arc very satisfactory, eiglity per cent, of tlic entries having got 
through. No one succeeded in passing the Grade I, but as tliis was 
the first attempt at it and we did not realize Its standard, ivc can 
scarcely be disappointed. The standard is very liigh, most of the 
papers have to be answered in English, and all the papers arc set in 
English, which is by no means simple, and there is no possibility 
of having &em translated. Our weakest subject all through is essay- 
writing. Several of the teachers express a determination to get 
through next year, so we hope they may do so.

While the exams, were going on the Archdeacon and Padre 
Benson attended the Education Conference at Songca.

The District Agricultural Officer has paid us two visits this 
quarter and following his advice a tobacco^uring shed has been

a few 
ngland

Yours sincerely,
G. W. Broomfield

Kiungani, October 18

THE GENERAL FUND
1As we go to press we learn that in the past year, the accounts for 

which were closed on January 15, there has been an increase in the 
General Fund receipts of ;^3,553{ this includes the splendid sum of \
£2fOSo sent in response to the Bisliop of Mosasi's appeal in “ The ;
Church Times.” LMttsDeoI i
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erected by the children. The garden has been enlarged and planted 
round with pineapples and “ tingo.”

Lastly but greatest in interest, was the visit of the Hon. the 
Director of Education, Mr. Rivers Sroith, O.B.H. He was accom
panied by Mr. J. Feeley, the local inspector. The date of the visit 
was uncertain, and in the end he could only give us twenty hours 
of his time. He motored down from Songea. It seemed as if he 
was out to be pleased and he delighted the children by organizing 
swimming races for them in the break. By doing this we gained 
a good mark, for in his report he mentioned the demeanour and 
cheeriness of the children. He was impressed with the handwork 
and comments on “ both the excellence of workmanship and their 
direct relations with the lives of the children." He rated the general 
efficiency high, and we hope that we can keep it up.

Throughout the whole area much reorganization is being done 
to get into line with all the Government requirements; Swahili is 
becoming more and more familiar, and is the medium of instruction 
in all the upper classes. The Government have given us fifteen 
brick schools. G. F. G.

ilii-ni licre, and commend them to tlie svmpathctic attention of c;.r 
readers, and specially lliosc who arc in anV sense students themselves.

“ Many of us will be keeping this d.iy in Africa and would like 
to bring it to the notice of those reading Central Africa. 
students of to-day are tlie leaders and great men of to-morrow, and 
It is almost entirely from them that both Missionary Societies and 
Government draw their workers. We, by virtue of our church mem
bership, liave our responsibilities towards all the peoples of the 
world and should support all efforts made to help people find and 
fulfil ihcir vocations to the Glory of God. Will you please join with 
us in praying on Febliary 15 for all students, and especially perhaps 
those who may be called to the service of Africa?”

our

The

REVIEW
Wi: have received from S.P.C.K. a book, the title of which is 
" Khama the Conqueror,” by Arthur E. Southon, price 2S. fid.

It is the story of it gr-at African, who became the Christian Ruler 
Ilf Bechuanaland, now a British Protectorate. He was born in 1827 
or 1828 and died in 1923. 'I'he book is full of interest and will be 
much appreciated by all who really want to know what the African 
heathen world was like a hundred years .ago and how very difficult 
it W.as for a sincere African Christian to be faithful in the face of the 
opposition of those of his own household, and all who were attached 
to bad heathen customs and the bitter hatred of the medicine men. 
No one can read this .account of Khamn's struggles without realiz
ing what splendid capabilities some Africans possess. It furnishes 
a convincing rejoinder to the superficial objections still raised 

tlie work of Missions, nil ihe more because it does not refrain 
from stating bow varied may be the motives wliich make Africans

A Children’s Corner 
I AM tiding
Mbweni. It is in the corner of the church near the baptistry. I have 
a table there and a nice hanging, sewn by one of the girls and a 
verjr nice picture of Our Lady carrying the Holy Child 
African angels carrying torches to light the path and - 
carrying the train of her dress, and at the side a picture of the Holy 
Family and above a large picture of the Good Shepherd. I have 
some nice books for the table with large illustrations of the priest 
at the altar at the different stages of the Mass. I have translated the 
letterpress and pasted it in. There 
not touch that and other books which I hope to put there, but I want 
to get some interesting picture>books—religious of course—on 
untcarable material, which, I think, are obtainable. H, W. W.

to make a “ Children’s Corner" in the church at -T

with little
one behind

arc a lot of little ones who must " .'idherenis " at a Mission station. It is a very faithful photograph 
t)f the real facts and it seems to us that it is an excellent book to give 
as a prize to any intelligent boy. But we can cordially recommend 
It 10 all who wish to understand what Mission work in Africa is like, 
and what are the difficulties with which it has to contend. Such a 
man ns Khama the Conqueror is a standing witness to the value 
of the work done.

«
The Universal Day of Prayer for Students
In the February number of Central Africa last year we published 
an article by Miss Paddison, written by her on her way back to 
Masasi after furlough, on the Universal Day of Prayer for Students.

This year the Universal Day of Prayer has been fixed for 
February 15 (Quinquagesima Sunday), and on this day students in 
all parts of the world will be praying with special intention for the 
Student Christian Movement and for its members scattered in 
service all over the globe.

The concluding words of Miss Paddison’s article, written a year 
ago, are as appropriate to-day as they were then, and we reproduce
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! The Generaij^Fund Recetpli ci)m|).Trr follows;
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UNIVERSITIES' MISSION TO CENTRAL AFRICA

, we have been at Central Africa House, Wood Street, 
y recently we received forty-nine letters addressed to

The Miuion Office.—Although
for more than two years, one day 
Dariniouth Street I

i
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Exhibition of Work lor Africa.—The Exhibition of Work for Africa will be held in ^ 
the Large Hall of the Church Houso, Westminster, on the afternoon of Saturday, \ 
March 14. This will be open at 2 p.m. and the speech and distribution of certiricates 
will take place at 2.30 p.m. The name of the speaker will be announced In next month's

^AircxhibiH should reach Miss Nugee, at Central Africa House, by March 2, if they 
^ to be judged for competition.

ParceU must be addressed to: Central Africa House. Wood Street, S.W.l, and 
should bo marked ‘'Exhibition ” on the outside. Inside, please send a list of the 
exhibits, staling clearly the age of the competitors and also the 
sender and the parish from whlcli they are sent 

All exhibits will be divided Into three classes:—
16 years of .tge.

.... 60
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IClass I
Class 11 from 13 to IB years.
Class III under 13 year*.

Any article mentioned in Leaflet CO may be entered for the Exhibition, also Vest
ments which .are murii needed. The number of articles which may be entered for com- 
iwiition at the Exhibition Is the same in each section ns in previous years.

Certificates will be given for the best work done in each class, but lliese 
to (he parish and not to Individuals. . .

Wc hope that many branches of the Coral league and Companionship will like to i ! 
send the result of their winter’s work to the Exhibition, and thereby Inspire others to ; 
help the Mission in the same way. ' i

Tea will be provided and oppllcation for tea tickets (price Is. oach) should be made • j 
to Mis* Nugee at the Office before Maroli 10. It 1* impossible to provide tea at a / 
che.Tper rate, ns this is the lowest charge made ,ti the Church House. '

When the Bishop of Masasl just before sailing for Africa/addressed 
his letter of appeal to friends of U.M.C.A. in the friendly columns 
of the Church Times, we regarded it as very much of a forlorn 
hope. Ever since the beginning of the year we had been sounding 
the warning that unless 1930 could produce a ;^3,000 increase over 
1929 in the income of the General Fund, retrenchment in Africa 
would be inevitable. The four bishops at home for this Lambeth 
Conference re-echoed the warning given, and enforced It by making 
plain at meeting after meeting what the result of a reduced income 
must mean to the work of their respective dioceses.

And all apparently to little purpose, for at the beginning of 
November—as the result of ten months* effort, the General.Fund 
receipts showed a net increase of about ;^I3 I

And who could wonder? We told ourselves time and .time 
again that the maintenance of our General Fund income at' the 
1929 level was In itself a cause for thankfulness and must/have 
meant hard work and no little sacrifice on the part of our friends 
and supporters. The times were bad (as they are still): companies 
were paying smaller dividends or none at all, in some parishes 
which were doing their best to help us most of the wbuld-be- 
workers w^te unemployed, taxation was terribly heavy and seemed 
likely to be heavier; how could more money be found at a time 
when many subscribers were unable to pay their subscriptions’or 
were compelled to reduce them?

Yet the impossible came to pass; in response to the Bishop*.s 
appeal o*'er /■2,ooo was received before the end of the financial 
year, while the ordinary General Fund receipts went up with a

!
B»'cn .

THE MISSION STAFF.
9 DateDioceseName

JrriraL m England: 
Miss Stookes 
Mr. A. Nelson 
Miss Ixwk

Dec. 12 
Dec. 20 
Dec. 22

Ny«s.ilan«l 
Z.nnzibar 
N. Rhodesia vi

[Drpatiutfs from England: 
Miss E. Greeno • IZanzibar

Masasi
Masasi
Zanzibar
Znnzib.nr
Zanzibar

Feb. 6 
Feb. G 
Feb. G 
Feb. G 
Feb. G 
Feb. 0

Sister Edith Mary 
Sister Clare 
Novice Monica 
Novice Agatha 
Novice Hilda

i
Appointment.—Diocese of Zanzibar.—The Rev. William J. Clissold, M.A., to be , t 

Archdeacon of Korogwe. . ‘
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LAUS DEO 1

Dinccse of Nyasalaudjump during November and December and so showed an increase 
of about ;^i,5oo on those of the previous year.

The jCStOOQ needed had been secured and so, when the Com
mittee met to make its grants for the new year, it found itself 
able to assure the Bishops that the threatened retrenchment which 
had been so much dreaded would not be necessary after all. What 

unexpectedly joyous New Year’s message to send to Africa I
the evil day only been . 

postponed for another twelve months, or has it been averted 
altogether? That question can only be answered when we know 
whether the increased income gained is going to be maintained, 
for our reseiwes are now so low that they can no longer be drawn 
upon to supply the deficiency caused by a drop in income In any 
particular vear.

One of

OUT OF THE ABUNDANCE
Bv The Rev. P. M. Hillan

But now what of the future? Has
In case it should seem too ambitious id .generalize about a people’s 
psychology Jifter a brief acquaintance ot two years spent amongst 
them, I would lirsi warn readers that there are manv exceptions to 
ihe broad outlines of character sketched below and' also limit my 
descriptions to the pcfople dwelling on the eastern sljorcs of Lake 
Xyasa. 1 believe, however, tliai some of my statements would be 
lorroboraied by the experiences of many Central Africans working 
in very different areas.

’rhere are certain concepts of the European mind, or perhaps 
habits of European thought, which have no place in the Nyasa men
tality. The first of these is the idea of truth. In fact, Chinynnja, 
liie language of the lake shore, has no word for trutli. It is the mis
sionaries who captured and transmuted the words “va zene” (things 
iliemseivcs) to their present meaning of truth. Lving is looked upon 
as the natural and Inevitable resort of nil who-have some reason for 
concealing, or arc too idle to ascertain the real state of alTiiirs. The 
tallest stories gain credence owing to an apparent Inability to weigh 
evidence, or lack of desire to probe to the root of tilings. For instance, 
a man recently crossed from Likoma Island to Chizumulu unex
pectedly and, being asked liow he got there, replied, “ Oh I I walked 
across tlie bottom of the lake.” In the course of a conversation, his 
friend informed the pricst-in-charge of the occurrence. “ But how 
do you know that lie came that way ?" said the priest. I have seen 
him,” answered his informant, in a tone which Implied that no 
further evidence was necessary. It is not surprising lliat such 
credulity lays itself open to the most patent of cheats and that belief 
in witchcraft and the strangest ideas about cosmogony and the causes 
of natural phenomena die hard among the lake people. But the light 
is beginning to dawn amidst this chaos of fact and fiction and there 
arc some who love Him who came to ” bear witness unto the truth ” 
and begin to value truth for truth’s sake.

The second constituent lackihg in tlic Nyasa make-up is the idea 
of justice. This is not to say that they have no sense of fair play, or 
arc indifferent to injustice and hard-hcarlcdness. Such is far frorp 
being the ca^. But of justice in tlie abstract sense of righteousness, 
<)f an eqiiaPbalancing of the scales, they have no conception.

Woehenjela ” (crafty) is a word of common occurrence, and is used 
as often in a laudntorv as in a defamatory sense. A man comes to 
sell me a piece of fishing net worth say ;^2 los. At first he asks 
and I begin by offering 30s. We chaffer and barter for an hour or so. 
and end up by agreeing at the mean sum. It is a case of a battle of 
wits, not a " justum pretium.” Had I said to start with, ” Ah !

veteran workers prophesied rather pessimistically 
the other day that we should be bound to reduce our expenditure 
10 to 15 per cent, in order to bring it within a shrinking income; '> 
another, who is somewhat of an optimist, expresses the hope that ^'5 
an increasing income will enable the Mission to go fonvard as in j 
the past from strength to strength, seizing one after another the fresh ] 
opportunities of service which are presenting themselves in Africa, i 

Which of them is right? '
The future alone can show; but this I know, that we cannot 

maintain our present position, still less can we improve it, without ; j 
much work on the part of many friends and much prayer by many 
intercessors. I was asked the question lately How ever did you 
get the extra .;^3iOoo?” And my questioner added “ I know that 
all over the country many people have been praying that the 5 
money might be found.” And, so saying, she answered herself at 1 
least in part. j

Every reader of Central Africa can help by prayer, and surely ] l 
most of them can help by work. If every one of the thousands 1 
who read these words would try to find one additional ” friend of i 
U.M.C.A.,” even if many of those who try were to fail, our 
financial problem would resolve itself even in these ” hard times.” 
And M our pr^nt thankfulness justifies once again the old 
definition of gratitude as ” a lively sense of favours to come.”

E. F. S.

our

■)

V<'iIN MEMORIAM.—R.I.P.
Jan. 18.—Walter Octavius Marsh Hughes.

Canon Hughes has been a keen friend and supporter for over forly

Jan 26,—^John David Jones.
1years.

. J •
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OUT OF THE ABUNDANCE OUT OF THE ABUNDANCE
yes, an excellent piece of net—;^5? Right hoi” His face would . 
have fallen and he would have felt that 1 had bested him somehow.
" Worth ^'5 was it? Then why didn’t I ask ;^to,” or more prob- ' 
ably. ” Silly fool to give jCS for t/ial,' why 1 He might have given • 
me £10." And he would go home crestfallen with his £$, whereas 
after an hour’s bargaining he would have been well content with . 
£2 lOS.

The Nyasa has no abstract standard of justice. There is not ' 
even a word for ” buy ” or ” sell kugula means to exchange. ' 
So much a lb. is only beginning to have a meaning at schools and 
Mission stations; it has not penetrated beyond. This applies no less : 
to process of law. A native ” bwalo” with its rough and ready 
methods and interminable pleadings, will often give a better award i 
or bring to book a criminal, where a British court with its rich atten- * 
tion to principle, lets the offender go and satishes nobody.

Incapacity for responsibility allied to a lack of prudence is the . 
last void in Nyasa character with which I mean to deal. A young 
Christian teacher, lately out of college, where he has been trained 
for three years at the Mission expense, will think it no shame after a 
year or less at his job to go off to the south looking for more lucrative 
work. Another is hardly persuaded from leaving his wife for the same 
purpose just before the birth of her first child. One of higher office 
still wiir lack the courage to rebuke and act when Christians join in 
a wicked dance just under his eyes. An aspirant for academic trains 
ing, when asked what is to happen to liis wife and children while 
he is at college, replies nonchalantly that God will take care of them, 
as though he himself had no share in the divine responsibility. It is 
more true too than in England that people eat and drink excessively 
when food and wine are plentiful, just as they hunger and thirst more 
certainly when famine and drought are in the land. It may be said 
for them that there is little or no incentive to look ahead, but the 
result is often annoying to Europeans in a petty way. Your house- 
boy will pack two tooth-brushes in your travelling bag " because he 
has seen them on your washhandstnnd,” but leave your mosquito- 
net behind " because you have not told him to bring it.” . .....
be on your way to church, only to be met at tbe door by the sacristan, 
with the news that he has forgotten to ask for candles. And there are 
other things which are more than a cause of annoyance. But lee 
them learn to be faithful in that which is least!

I seem .no doubt sufficiently to have blackened the African, or at 
any rate the Nyasa, character; but I hasten to add that these faults, 
-such as they are, arc, the faults of their virtues, and that the African 
has capacity for goodness, which at times is worthy of the best tradi-- 
tions of Christian heroism. Let us see how their lack of a sense of 
truth and justice and responsibility is compensated, nay more, turned 
to good account in the providence of God for the advancement of 
His Kingdom.

And first their lack of a sense of responsibility I Our Lord w.is 
never tired of commending in one guise or other the care-free spirit.

which lays up treasure in Heaven. And of this spirit the African has 
a double portion. A Reader and his wife at the south end of the lake, 
substantial folk in a good position, often went hungry because rela
tives and acquaintances on ” ulendo ” from the north naturally came 
to them for lodging and food and could not possibly be refused. A 
boy of sixteen who has .,^1 in the bank, by dint of months of careful 
saving, cheerfully draws it out to lend to a friend, who is going away 
for a wiiilc. It is almost true to say that one half of the people 
has nothing because they have lent what they have^the other half 
has nothing because they have borrowed what they have. Food, 
clothes, money, all are shared. There is no thought for the morrow.

You will

A Nvasa Yoinu
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OUT OF THli ABUNDANCF Ihoccsc of Xyasahind

Such is the soil that our Lord looked for for the planting; of his seed , 
and well does it flourish therein.

Secondly, what they lack of justice is compensated for by a keen 
sense of the need and quality of mercy. “ Lisungu ” (mercy) is a 
word which springs readily to all lips. You have driven a hard bar
gain with a man—he will crave a penny or two as “ lisungu.” A 
porter has had an extra heavy load; you may give him a fish hook . 
as ” lisungu.” Life is hard for the black folk compared with us 
Kuropcans, and they have little love for the while man, who requires 
the lost farthing, or is mean, in the midst of what seem to them 
abounding riches. Of course there is always the danger of too great 
liberality and a sentimental soft-heartedness, which is taken advan
tage of ns much ns it is despised. Quarrels amongst themselves may 
be.bitter and prolonged,.but there is seldom any ,bad blood after they 
have been settled by the customary payment. Spiteful conduct and 
excessive severity on the part of superiors closes tight (lie door to 
their hearts, nor is it easy to open it again. But they are touched > 
by gentleness and love and are quick to respond.

Lastly, their blindness to truth is the less fatal in that it goes ' 
with a wistful dcsirc to learn and a childlike capacity for wonder. 
Their confidence in the wisdom and honesty of their teachers is amaz
ing, and spurs one to eflorts, which had otherwise never, been pos
sible. If only they knew how ignorant and poor we really are 1 But t 
then standards of comparison fail them. That is why it is so vital 
that they should gain a firm grasp of truth, and of eternal values, for 
they are all too apt to be misled by appearance. What attracts them: 
most strongly at present is the clothing, comfort and power, 
mechanical anU othcnvisc,,of Europeans. They have not yet realized 
the basis of sterling character and hard work, bii which the outer: 
things arc built up. Their impetuosity and rawness is against them, ^ 
but if they can only keep the childlike heart, they are safe. For of 
.such is the kingdom of heaven.

Herein lies the great task of Christian Missions; it, is to present in 
a native dress ideas which are new and strange to the African mind, 
more difficult of apprehension and absorption than the things wliicli 
catch the eye. Just as St. Paul and other early pioneers adapted old 
words like my^/crion and agape and gave them a new content in 
presenting the gospel to the Grreco-Roman world, so we have to 
transform words which have had a base or even sinister connotation 
and attach to them ideas of a new and higher significance. The task 
is difficult and depends almost more on conduct than on the spoken 
word. But it Is full of hope in that for the mo.st part we have virgin 
.soil to work on and above all the promise of Him who Is with us 
' always, even unto the end.’*

P. H.H.

TWO GREAT DAYS
nixKMHER 15, 1930, was a great day at Mpondas, and one that will 
not easily be forgotten.
Bishop would arrive, but we knew that he was leaving Likwenu 
about 9 o’clock. So about 10.30 all the Girls’ School lined up in 
fours and marclied through the village singing hymns. The School 
flag, belonging to the small boys’ mgando, led the way, tlien the big 
girls from the Senior School, followed by the boys and girls and 
babies from the Junior School.

The Samama school children had also come in to greet the 
Bisho[) and they followed at a little distance, as they wanted to 
sing Chinyanja hymns, and the Mponda’s children were singing 
in \\io I And a goodly row they made 1

When we got to the top of a little rise just out.sidc lltc village 
we .scattered into the bush to find flowers and it wasn’t long before 
the children were all back again armed with lovely sprays of while 
flowers.

Then they divided inio'groups for dancing and sin^ng, waiting 
till the car should come in sight. And so dancing and singing 
and rc.siing, we whiled away the time till nearly 12 o’clock. By 
that time some of the babies were getting rather rc.stive, so the 
smaller fry all went off to find more flowers. They hadn’t gone 
far when they sighted the car, and a wild yell gave us (he warn
ing. .Most of the children were lying on (he ground, getting a 
bit sleepy, as is usual at midday; but a.s .soon tis they got the 
warning, in a second they were a singing, dancing mob, waving 
the flowers and cheering. '

We were not sure at what time the

■3

1| A Processioh at Mkopb Hill
I
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TWO GREAT DAYS TWO GREAT DAYS

The dancing had, of course, attracted a large number of 
village people of all ages, so it was a good crowd that had congre
gated. Padre Hand was driving the car, and very kindly stopped 
and the Bishop got out. The excitement was intense, as you can 
imagine, but as the Bishop stood there in the road, the children 
all knelt and received his blessing. He then got into the car again 
and Padre Hand drove very slowly so that we could run by the 
car and sing and dance to the Mission. The children are little 
monkeys! They will sing village songs and school songs til! 
they get near the Indian and Muhammadan stores. But thtw 
sing hymns as they pass those stores invariably 11 and preferably 
“ Halleluya Amen,” one of their specially nice ones!

And so we came to the Station. On arriving there Archdeacon 
Wilson, Brother Sargent, and Miss Daniel were waiting with the 
senior school boys and a whole crowd of work-people and others, 
and before greeting him they all knelt and received the Bishop’s 
blessing.

By that time it was lunch time, and after that there was much 
for the Bishop to do and see, and a Confirmation in Chinyanja • 
of seventy people at 4 o’clock. The poor Bishop must have been 
•tired out by the end, I expect.

Next morning about 11 o’clock he had to go off to Malindi, 
and we followed the car to the ferry to see him off. The Christian J 
girls went across the ferry with him and waved the car off at the V 
other side of the river.

In the afternoon I went off to Mkope Hill 25 miles away, to ; 
see if all was ready for the Confirmation the next day. Padre 
Petro is in charge of that district and as the Bishop hadn’t much 
time there we didn’t want to waste it. The plan was that the 
Bishop should go by the “ C.M.” to Nkudzi Bay, and that all 1 
the people from the district should gather there for the Confirms- i 
tion, which was to take place while the steamer was wooding! ; i 
No one quite knew how many candidates there would be, as Padre j 
Petro hadn’t sent in the numbers. -1

Imagine my dismay when I got there to hear that there were 1 
170 candidates and that the church was far too small to hold them :; j 
all. All the teachers and candidates had come to Mkope Hill and i 
were expecting the Bishop there. When the letters had been 1 
sent to Padre Petro he had been away hearing confessions and , i 
preparing the candidates, and the letter hadn’t been sent after him. j 
So he hardly knew what to do.

However, we planned <0 send some boys in a native canoe, to 
try and waylay the steamer, and give them a letter telling the 
Bishop the facts^ and asking if he could posably come to Mkope 
Hill where there Is a large church and plenty of room. There , 
were three alternatives. First that the steamer should turn back 
and come into Mkope Hill, if they had time. Second, if not, that 
the steamer should take the Bishop to Nkudzi Bay and he should j 
walk over the three miles to Mkope Hill. Third, that he should . ]

I
Mkopb Hill Church

go to Nkudzi so that we, as many as could, should walk over to 
him and have the Confirmation in the open air.

This wc arranged in the evening and told the people after 
evensong. Next morning we had Mass with a packed church, and 
in the middle such a deluge came down I No chance of sending 
out the boatj no chance of a Confirmation in the open air I What 
were we to do? Wc waited patiently till about 9 o’clock then the 
storm abated a little, and six of the strong candidates volunteered 
lo J-:y in the canoe. They’d tried once before and had to dome 
l)ack as the canoe got swamped. This time they were more for
tunate, and wc watched their progress from the shore. ,

At to o’clock the steamer could just be seen in the distance, and 
ihc canoe seemed miles and miles away from it. It was/Still 
raining hard, but the.whole of the Christian population was tliere 
by the lake watching and waiting.

little by little the steamer got nearer and nearer to the, canoe 
and the excitement grewl It seemed incredible that a tiny canoe 
should catcliyhe steamer on that huge expanse of water. But they 
had a large flog, and they did manage to attract their attention. 
And then the steamer slowed down and we could just see that 
they had met. The people gave a great cheer and then there 
silence. What would the Bishop say? What would the steamer 
do? The pause seemed endless, and then very slowly she turned 
round in our direction and the whole crowd broke out into cheering

was
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TWO GREAT DAYS
Diocese of Masasi

and dancing and “ luluIutcring.V I don’t think I’ve; ever seeni 
such joy and excitement anywhere..

That the Bishop should alter his plans just for them was more: 
than' they could understand,, and when he finally came in sight: ^ 
in the “ C.M.” boat the noise was nearly enouglt to deafen one.!'. 
Padre Petro and the Reader and: teacliers greeted Kim,, and', then; 
all knelt for his blessing in absolute silence.. Then one and. alll 
wanted to shake hands with hiihi and I wondered at one moment; 
if we should have to go and’ re^ue him i: Then to the church for 
the Confirmation. Everyone had come to the church and at first . 
it was a bit difficult to find out who was to be confirmed and wlio, 
was not. But with remarkable rapidityi tliey were in their rows and; , 
the names all called and all was rcad}V

Fortunately it had slopped raining about half an hour before: ; 
the Bishop landed^ so he did not get drenched through as other*' 
wise might have happened.- V

After the Confirmation, the Bishop had to go off again as the; ; 
boat was waiting, and I am afraid Captain Haywood would have; 
some difficulty in getting in enough firewood in time. The* : 
steamer was doing a quick trip,*tr)'ihg to get tlie Bishop to Likoma- 
for Christmas, and any delay would make things difficult I expect.: 
But from Mkopc Hill’s point of view it was, I should think, the; j 
greatest day in their lives and their gratitude knew no bounds.

They escorted the Bishop to the boat singing and dancing as : 
usual, and waited by the lake till the boat disappeared in the 
reeds. Then they climbed to steep banks and watched till the ' 
steamer was reached, and no more could be seen. It was a very, 
very happy Mkope Hill that I left that afternoon. All along the 
road the news had spread, and I kept bdng asked by people in 
the villages if it was true that the Bishop had really come to . 
Mkope Hill and confirmed there that afternoon, and that he had 
altered the plans of the steamer just for them. I do not think : ] 
that they wlH ever forget that. ^

LENT, 1925-1930
The ob.servance of the season of Lent centres largely in the days 
of fasting and prayer which are kept on the seven Fridays between 
Ash Wednesday and Easier Day. There is no confusion between 
fasting and abstinence: fasting means what it says, and the rubric 
in our diocesan Book of Common Prayer which directs the obser. 
vance of these (and certain other) days is followed by'another which 
directs how tliey arc to be kept. No food or drink is to be taken 
from the previous midnight till three o’clock in the afternoon of the 
day of fasting, except it be a cup of tea or tlie like once only, 
nor is tobacco to be used in any form : attendance at public prayer 
wherever possible is urged as an integral part of the observance of 
the day.s, though it is recognized that tliis is not always possible. 
These directions sound to European cars much more difficult than 
they prove to be in practice in Africa, though they are generally 
more trying for Europeans tlinn for Africans who arc not accustomed 
to depend on having breakfast early in the day in the way most 
Europeans are. But the general experience .seems to be that if — 
has plenty to do—and most priests have oa these days—one is 
not greatly upset by the absence of food.

That, however, is the less important aspect of the days of prayer 
and fasting; the more important is the devotion with which they 
are observed, and it is this devotional observance which remains 
the outstanding recollection in looking over my diary of 1925. That 
year I spent Lent in the parisii of Njawara, where the fast dnv 
usually began with a celebration of the Holy EucharKst at 8; at 
10 the Litany and some intercessions were said and a sermon 
preached; at midday the .Stations of the Cro.ss were said, and a little 
after 2 Sala Fupl (i.e., .short prayers, said daily, morning and 
evening, in all out>.stations and sometimes also at central stations) 
with some devotions till three o’clock. Tlirougliout Lent some fifty 
Christians .spent Friday in this way—about .seventy-five per cent, of 
the total number of Christians living in Njawara itself, so farlas 
1 recollect. On Good Friday some of the Christians from out- 
staiions came in and made up the congregations to about/ one 
hundred, spending the day in and around the church in silence until 
three in the afternoon.

The following year, 1926, I .spent Lent in the parish of Nama- 
gono with \\;hicli was combined that of Lumcsule (two days' wait 
from Nama^no) and Mbaya (another two days further on). TIic 
main impre.ssion left after reading my diary of this year is of 
disttirhance. It was a year In which the dioce.se suffered heavily 
from sickne.s.s, which greatly disorganized the normal course of 
parish life. 1’wo of the fast days I spent in travelling and tliey 
could not, therefore, be observed—an arrangement which is always 
avoided if possible—and for the other five I w.'us in four different 
places, two of which were outside the parisli ahogethor. This Lent
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_ notable also for the visit of Bishop Birley who came down to 
visit what was then still a part of his diocese. He went over the : 
greater part of the district and held confirmations in most of the 
parish churches. Owing to illness and shortage of staff Njawnra : 
also was at this time without a priest-in-charge, and as I was the 
only one available who had worked there for any long period 
time at all recently, I was sent there for a few days to examine 
candidates for confirmation and to give them a short final preparation 
before the arrival of the Bishop. It was a great joy to be back there 
again and to witness the confirmation of man}r among whom 
had lived so happily, a good number of them faithful communicants 
who had been prevented from receiving confirmation sooner only 
by the prolonged absence of a bishop—a regrettable but unavoidable - 
state of affairs now fortunately ended by the formation of the diocese 
of Masasi. From there I went with Bishop Birley on the two days’ 
walk to Namagono—the most westerly point to which he had time 
to go—where he again confirmed. Among the candidates were some 
who had been four days on the road since leaving their homes. 1 
Holy Week and Easter I spent at Lumesule, but the attendance, ■ 
even on Good Friday, was poor, especially of the women, the : 
unhappy result of the unavoidable lack of pastoral care due to , 
sickness and shortage of staff.

Lent of 1927 stands out as the most memorable of the series. The 
greater part of the time was taken up with the journey from England ; 
to Africa via the Cape, which, though interesting, is not relevant 
to this paper. On April and, the Saturday before Passion Sunday, 
the first Bishop of Masasi was enthroned in his cathedral church 
of Our Lady and Saint Bartholomew at Masasi. On the following ; 
day he held his first confirmation in the diocese and celebrated 
the Holy Eucharist with the assistance of many of the priests, . ‘ 
African and European, of his diocese, the cathedral being packed , 
with an immense congregation. On Palm Sunday the Bishop and 1 
I were at Namagono, but the last three days of Holy Week and the ! 
Easter festival we spent at Lumesule, where the Bishop insisted • 
that he should go, in spite of difficult and unpleasant conditions ; 
of travelling, to spend his first great festival in the diocese among 
those of his people who had been inadequately shepherded for so 
long. If numbers can be taken as any guide, comparison of the 
attendances this year with those of last showed that his effort had , I 
been worth while. /

The impression left by my notes of 1928 is of travel. The Bishop 
began again the regular round of visits to the parishes, which { 

had been interrupted by the Conference and Synod of November, ] 
1927, and the administrative work in connection with them. Each j { 
fast day was spent in a different parish and, counting return visits i 
to various stations rendered necessary by the long distances to be j 
covered, I slept in thirteen different places during the forty days, J 
and the Bishop in more. There are constant notes of heavy rains, | 
and in one church where I was assisting during Holy Week part • ;

was of the roof of the church began to fall in owing to the collapse of 
one of the walls as a consequence of the inadequate thatching of 
the roof. The roof was propped up with poles, but mud continued 
to drop from the wall with heavy thuds and the greater part of the 
church floor, was a swamp. On several journeys we had difficulty 
ut the rivers. Once on our way in to Lulind! we found the river 
running very high and fast and had to wait) for an hour or more 
until it had dropped some four or five inches. There were others 
waitin 
to ma
some small boys, one of whom, as soon os he was put down in 
shallow water, scrambled out and flopped down on his knees in 
the mud for the Bishop’s blessing. At length our machila men 
judged it was safe to take us across and they carried us over, five 
men assisting at each crossing. In every place we visited there was 
the customary observance of the fast day with several services—in 
one instance I have a note of no less than seven between 8 a.m. 
and 3 p.m., and yet another after the fast was over I

The most frequent words in my notes of this period of 1929 
seem to be “ cases ” and “ Confirmation.” There is movement, 
too, but this Lent the Bishop visited only four parishes and after 
Palm Sunday returned to the Cathedral. The weather also appears 
to have treated us more kindly than in the previous year. ” .Cases ” : 
what a world of obstinacy, patience and weariness the word brings 
to mind. It is always a marvel to me how the Bishops are able 
to sit and listen for hour after hour to the long histories of marriage 
troubles, difficulties and wrong-doing, sift out true evidence from 
false, material facts from seemingly endless verbiage, and at Inst 
produce a judgment which commends itself to unbiased opinion 
If not always to the contending parties in the case. Confirmations, 
too, are rather different in Africa. The candidates kneel in rows 
across the church (tliere arc no pews or seals to get in the way, 
only poles supporting the roof) each with his sponsor stan^ling 
behind him. Tiic Bishop enters with his chaplain and the parish 
priest nnd goes to his seat at the entrance to the clianccl. After 
preliminary prayers he goes down to confirm, naming each candi
date as he docs so, the sponsor laying his hand on the candidate’s 
shoulder as the Bishop lays his on his head. When the end of the 
row is reached, the sponsors file out and go to stand witli the 
rest of the congregation at the back of the church and the Bisliop 
begins to confirm the second row, and so on till all have been 
confirmed, then returns to his scat, washes his hands, says the 
closing prayers and gives the blessing. Tlicn follows a short address 
dealing with the grace of confirmation, after which the Bishop goes 
out, leaving the parish priest to say some prayers of thanksgiving 
with th6sc who have been confirmed. Among the confirmations this 
Lent was one at the leper camp at Lulindi and one or more for sick 
folk at various places, some of them in their own homes.

Lent, as I spent it in 1930, was a complete contrast to any that
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had gone before. Laie in 1929 I had to take over tlie work of 
diocesjin treasurer at .Masasi and my days of travelling with the 
Hishop gave way for the time to days spent in the office with books 
and endless figures, trying to bring diolresan expenditure within 
the bounds set by income. Lent brought no change in my work 
and the opening weeks are a complete blank in my diary : the first 
note refers to the Bishop’s departure for England from Masasi on 
.April 2nd, exactly three years after his arrival and enthronement 
in 1927. During Holy Week I was, however, able to give a little 
assistance in the cathedral.

Six years: each one different from the others, vet each with the 
derlying feeling that, though there may be difficulties and 

disappointments, it is all worth while, and making one wish that 
one was not going to miss it in 1931.

CLUB OR NIGHT SCHOOL
NOTICE

.All the young men of Magiln are informed that in these days 
we shall start a club. That means a sort of guild. Such guilds 
are formed and are much liked by people who live in big towns— 
people who are civilized. It is a sign of civilizatidU. Also it brings 
unity in doing good things, so it brings a town or a district a good 
report. It is the right and the privilege of every youth of this dis
trict of Msalabani to be a member of this club.*

“ Although since 1926 we have had a guild which we call 
‘ U.M.C.A. Magila Team,’ tluit is not a club! Not a bit of if! It 
is a little piece of a club, one of the sports which may be needed In 
a club. It is like the decoration of a house, for the football team 
IS only an ornament of the club.

” The head teacher of the school has given us leave to use one of 
the school buildings for our meetings. Wherefore all who like this 
proposal let them come there every Stiturday at 4.30 p.m.”

The above is a rough translation of a notice which appeared in 
the cloisters at Msahibani soon after Easter. Reading it carefully 
we find the outsttinding points to l)c an appeal to youth, the mani
fest atm ;ii doing wh.at is civilized, and a desire for good things and 
a good report. African youth is at the cross-roads. The lilsliop 
of Zanzibar dwelt on that in his speech on Anniversary Day. Youth, 
and by that we mean not only young men, but young women, too, 
is .seeking to advance. Very often, 
this desire for advance shows 
itself merely in the assumption 
of European dress and of certain]
European customs. Six or seven) 
years ago at a fashionable 
wedding here at Magila, the 
bridegroom would wear a long 
white kanzu and a red fez and the 
bride would have pretty-coloured 
sheeiies. Now the bridegroom 
wears a lounge suit, double terat, 
socks and shoes, he buys for his 
bride a ^Ik dress of the latest 
English ^n.shion,

same un

A. G. B.

RELIC OF BISHOP STEERE
I WAS asked to call on an old lady called .Miss Brown living in 
.Newton .Abbot on any free day, so I went there soon after Christmas. 
She W.1S a dear old lady of ninety-two, and could not sec me owing 
to blindness, but held my hand (preventing my jotting down anv 
notes as I should have liked to have done) while she poured out fa.^ 
cinating reminiscences of the life of Edward Stecre. Her chief desire 
was to give me the purse which contained the last ;^5o given for 
building Zanzibar Cathedral, which the Bishop " found ” (she said) 
when he got there.

The Brown family are an old Devonshire familv, living at Kings- 
kerswell Barton, and her sister was engaged to and married Edward 
Sleere, when he was Curate at KIngskerswell Cluircli. Both her sister 
and lierscif got their outfit for Africa. “ I sliould have loved to liave 
gone,” said the old lady. ” I was always very good at teaching 
classes and Sunday scliools and the Bishop was always giving me 
work. I daresay I would have made a verv good missionary. I did 
so want to go. I got my outfit and all, but'then Mary wouldn’t go— 
thnt was my sister, you know. She and the Bishop were married. 
There we were on tlie pier—not the pier—tlie place where the ship 
goes from—the quay isn’t it? And Mary looked at the sea, hut .she 
wouldn’t trust herself to it. If nnlv she lind gone, she would have 
got accustomed to it, I’m sure. • I did so want to go.

” Now. I did .so want, before I died, to see vou have that pursi*. 
the last thing I have belonging to the Bishop.”

underclothing 
to match, .shoos and silk stock- 
ings, a white veil and even a sun 
hat. That is tvpical of the chantre 
that has come to us. If the 
chancre sionoed with clothes, it 
mio'ht not matter much.

Clothes co«t monev, hence the 
would-bc bridegroom must find

J. C. Norrish.
Youko Africa
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work which pays. Our school-boys are in dead earnest about educa
tion, because education brings good work and that means money, 
clothes and other things. Nowadays everyone wants a good lamp 
at night-time, a table, chairs and a few books in the house, two or 
three aluminium saucepans, a kettle, teapot and teacups, an 
umbrella, a mosquito-net and so on. All these things are good and 
one cannot regret them. But the desire for money, the interest in 
drew, the struggle to obtain work bring in their train a real love 
of the world and many of our young men and women lose their 
faith or practice their religion as a mere outward form. The bad 
old heathen dances arc gone, as also are the village beer drinks. 
In their place we have “ dansi,” an adapted form of English ball
room dancing, an attempt at a European band, and a great deal of 
tippling. Everyone drinks a little palm wine? it is sold at ** dansi," 
just as cocktails are sold at a public ball in England. There may. 
perhaps, be no bad sin, but dansi takes place at night and the 
whole atmosphere is dangerous, more especially because it is so 
new and exciting. ^

One feels that in some way youth must be led into right paths. 
Hence the plan of a club. If young men desiring civilization would 
join a Christian Club and associate with men who were not being 
drawn away by the \vorId, much might be done. But the club did 
not call forth a great response. Mostly the promoter and his assistant 
sat in an empty class-room. Then came the idea of a night school, 
English being offered as the chief attraction. The first classes were 
held in July with only t\vo or three students. Now in November 
there arc ten or eleven who come regularly. The teacher writes 
thus of It. It IS his own English

ST. MARTIN’S NIGHT SCHOOL 
“I think it will me more better if I set open the purpose of open

ing this school at its early step. As the common result of a place 
where Christianity has been very long spread, people become used 
to the religion and pay no attention to their inner life. This is very 
hard to cure, even by an eloquent sermon, without any example of 
a holy life. Every teacher in the U.M.C.A. understands that he 
httf been chosen by God among and beyond all others to work for 
Him, to bring people to their God; not only by his knowledge, but 
both, his knowledge and his behaviour. So I thought that if 
teachers get chance to deal with these full-grown = Christians, we 
might succeed to lead these people to God, their Father. And this 
IS the only reason why we have opened this school.”

Then follows his timetable

MondayTlaw Clan Tuesday Friday Saturday

A English
B English
C Translation
D Writing

Rt English
English

Translation

English 
English 
Reading 

Writing Number Writing

English
Reading

Writing

7.15
to

8.0

8 to 8.30 Hygiene Citizenship 
and General 
Knowledge

The students are mostly boys who work in the dispensary, 
laund^, kitchen, and Class D are boys who cannot read or write at 
all. The English students arc making remarkable progress. Thev 
all come very regularly and also do homework. Also they pay a 
shilling a month as school fees.

• We hope os time goes bn to develop a monthly club night, a 
sort of social to which one friend can be brought; there will be 
refreshments, e.g., tea and bananas and a lecture on the gramo
phone. Then we begin to dream of a Christmas party with neither 
dansi nor drink. Moreover, should we try to introduce chess? The 
school-boys love draughts, pronounced ” drorps.” Would it be 
wise to teach them to play whist or bridge, or should we'^cohfine our- 
•selves to snap and happy families? Can we possibly start a club- 
room with illustrated papers and a library? All these things and 
many more must- be weighed in the balance. We want to provide 
clean recreation, intellectual interests, civilization on the right lines.

It is a small effort,, but the teacher himself says: ” A little leaven 
leaveneth the whole mass.” One great difficulty is to get help with 
teaching. There is no money to pay teachers and it is hard work 
to teach morning, afternoon and evening,, and to run a football 
team and an embryo club. Please pray for us all: teachers, club, 
night school, and mostly for the youth of Africa standing* at the 
cross-roads.

C. S. P.

GIFTS FOR AFRICA
Tbe Bishop ot Zcnilbar would bo graloful If anyi 

KIwanda Central School. Tlie buildings of the 
distances, so that the bell should bo a good size, and such 
church and school.

Padre Hellicr, the Headmaster, will be In England during the next few months, anti 
it would bc»wcU If the intending donor would kindly communicate with him at Ccnlrol 
Africa Houfr?

one could give him n suitable bell for 
! school are situated at considerable 

as can be used both for thewe

Cbqoq Woodward, writing from Zanzibar says: " Parcels come from lime to lime, 
especially at Christmas, without any statemenr for (he Customs concerning contents 
and value; so they have to be opened In the Post OfTice, ond It is not always easy to 

ss at the value. It would save much trouble If contents and value were slated.” 
I friends of Ute staff In Africa kindly take note.

TW aMt Mor<Iiy FfUUy Saturdaj
A Arithmetic Engllsli

6.30 :: B Translation

7.16 C Arithmetic 
____ 0 Reading

Arithmetic

Translation

Arithmetic
Re.'iding

guc
WilEnglish

Arithmetic
Writing

Reading

Arithmetic
Writing

Reading
subscriber’s letters lo the 

artificial
Dr, C. P. Taylor (Masasi) would be very grateful for 

Royal Surgical Aid Society. Thirty-six arc wanted immedinicly tor the supply of 
limbs and should be sent to the Secretary, Central Africa House.
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“ THERE IS A TIDE . . . ” THE OTHER SIDE
What has happened lo ihc girls for wliom our leacher John was 
alwavs begging that we should start a boarding school at Mapanza ? 
The dilTiculiy about such a venture is lo get parents in distant villages 
to allow their daughters to go so far away; but John was always 
confident that at least two girls from his school would come. When 
he came in to the station it was always the same eager question, 
“ When is there going to be a school here, Dona, for my girls?” 
It was never an easy question to answer, and when we had to 
thill we were

The writer of the article ” Assisted Out-schools ” in the December 
issue of Centiu\l Africa, says that she will try to estimate the benefits 
and drawbacks of Government assistance in education. The draw
backs are Uie strain upon teachers and inspectors and the need of 
larger staffs.

While heartily agreeing with the educational ad\'antagcs set forth 
in the article, the present writer would like to add a little on the other 
side. I write as an Evangelist.

The present writer also works in the Bondei country, and as tlie 
previous article gives tlic impression that Government co-operation 
has helped in the work of gaining converts, in this particular parisli 
It has had no sucli effect whatever. Ever since the year that the new 
scheme came into force, the number of He.arers gained in the schools 
of the parisli has dwindled, until this year we have reached tiie 
lowest estimate since 1902. It cannot bo said that this is due to Govern- 
ment cc«pcration, but so far as we are concerned the scheme has 
obviously in no way helped, for the numbers in our schools have 
doubled and trebled, while the number of Hearers has halved.

Secondly, the Christians in the past had a certain' prestige, 
a though so much in the minority, by reason of tiieir education. 
Now there is equality.

Thirdly, in the past, however mean and humble they may have 
been, the schools were predominantly Christian, now in most cases,
nnmbT“'r ereater than thenumbers of Christian children attending. It is true, that so far as 
religion is concerned, there was no kind of compulsion in the past. 
1 he schools were open lo all; but it was more or less a fact that if a 
child came lo school he usually became a Cliristian. Now parents are 
harder to persuade, if their child wishes to be bapli2ed. The usual 

My child IS reading Government only."
• it has strengthened the erroneous idea that Christianity
s the Government religion, and that missionaries and teachers are in 
‘Government. Moslems in this particular district often

P PM “i“r °’’!“‘'on to Christianity being the true religion.
Fifthly, I^am is still a persecuting religion, and we are helping

policy knows when a Government may change its

- - sill
going away it w.as harder still to.facc the puzzled pain 

ill John's eyes. Now 1 suppose the girls are grown up and married, 
or involved in the complicated negotiations that precede marri.age; 
perhaps already forgetting John's discipline, and no longer spelling 
out the words of the New Testament in happy concentration. Others 
will have taken Ihcir place in .school, and John will plod faithfully 
on, ready 10 send some other girls when the time comes at last.

Only 1 wish you could see these schoolgirls as they were when 1 
met them two years ago. They were tall and well-made, with bcaii- 
lifiil figures and graceful carriage, shown lo advantage bv their skirls 
of calf-skin, caught at the waist by a brass-studded Icail'ier bell, and 
.swinging from Ibe hips as they walked. One of them was a monitor 
in John’s sciiool, with the air of a queen, giving out the slates and 
books which she carried on her head, and well able lo hold her own 
among a little crowd of boys and girls trying 10 grab from her the 
best of a poor .set of slate-pencils. With calm dignity she would eflecl 
a just distribution and sail b.ack to her seat with a’grarefiilness that ’ 
made you want to watch her every movemenl.

The Catecluimens came in to the slalion for our iast Easter there 
(there were no Christians tiien at Chibiiie), proudly shepherded hv 
John. The women and girls sat together, a very jolly lillle crowd 
round their camp-lire. They were so alike that you could recognize 
them anywhere among the iiundreds who had come in from ihe 
villages for the festival. I .«it with them, talking to them, and 
see them now, with the firelight playing on Ihcir eager faces as ihev 
chattered way,

I saw them once more at Chibiile, and my last recollections 
of an animated little crowd running gracefully along with 
dilapidated old Ford, catching us by tiie hands, and singing and 
shouting, but their merriment repeatedly broken by the sad refrain,
" Oh, Ba-Dona, we are very sorry that you are going 1" I look my 
hat olT for a moment to push back my hair, and w.ts greeted with 
shrieks of joy. Everyone wanted to touch it, I suppose because it is 
straight and fair, and one girl cried ecstatically, “ Oil, Dona, h.as 
John seen your hair?" We got into the car, it moved uncertainly 
forward, and there followed us lithe figures, running, leaping, wav
ing hands and shouting, till they were only specks in the dust behind 
us and their voices echoed in our ears. D. J, H.

reply is.

can

are
us to our

These criticismsme,ei„ i„ 1 Tu *'^0, they may be

Evangelist.
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the Exhibition of Work will take place on Saturday, March 14, in the Large Hall of 
- the Church House. Wettmintter.

The Exhibition will be open from 2 p.m. to 6.30 p.m. and will be formally opened at 
2.45 p.m., when the Rev. Canon Spanion will be in the chair, and the Rev. Canon 
Nnrrith, from Namagono, wilt

Tea will be provided, but 
Mist Nugee, at the Oflice.

Work to be shown at the Exhibition should be sent to the Oflice as toon as | 
clearly marked *' For Exhibition." We hope that many of our friends in or near 
wilt come and bring others with them.
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RitrcalSr—Two. Retreats for women 
Cyrenian are being arranged.

(a) May 1—4, at the Retreat House, Walermlllock, Astley Bridge, Bolton, ..........
^en the Inriuske be 18t. Od. Mitt D. Montgomery, 3 Wettmintter Road,

land branches of C.S.C. It i* hoped that one of the U.M.C.A. clergy home from Africa 
will be the conduaor^ and this will be announced later. Those who hope to go to this 
Retreat should write to Miss Montgomery, or to the Secretary, C.S.C., Central Africa 
House, as soon oa possible.

(b) May 22—26 at St. Cross, Duxhurst. Reigate, Surrey, by kind permlulon of the
C^munlty of the Sacred Passion. The conductor will be the Ven. Archdeacon 
Maddockt, of Zanribar diocese. The fee will be 31*., and as the accommodation It 
limited, it will be well to apply early for a vacancy. Any member of C.S.C. who withe* 
to attend this Retreat should tend her name to the Secretary, C.S.C., Central Africa House. ji >

THE MISSION STAFF

of the of Simon the

Lancs., A VERY URGENT- NEED
The insufficiency of the sialT of priests in our four African dioceses 
Is becoming a very serious matter.

The Bishop of Zanzibar has not yet been able to secure anyone 
to take the place left vacant when the Archdeacon of Korogwe 
became Bishop of Nyasaland, and he is appealing with all the force 
he possesses for three priests of experience “ to fill gaps ” in his staff.

The Bishop of Masasi is worried by the fact that on most of his 
central stations there is no second priest, and those of us who know 
the country and the conditions of work can realize how serious the 
situation must be when a single priest is responsible for a large dl.s- 
trict; he ^trains his health by forcing himself to church when he 
ought to be in bed, because there is no one else to minister the sacr.i- 
ments unless he does so; there is no one whom to consult in cases of 
difficulty, and the nervous strain Is consequently sometimes almost 
more than he can bear. /

■ Name - DIoerse Date

Matdsi 
•Zanzibar 
Zanzibar 
N. Rhodesia

Jan. ID 
Jan. 10
hb. 16
Feb. 16 The new Bishop of Nyasaland is perhaps in the worst/case of 

all; he writes to me j “ The outlook with regard to the clerical staff 
is very anxious; do what you can for us.” As an example of ^lis 
need—notjijy any means the only one which could be given—I quote 

•ftom his letter just received : “ Hicks had seven hundred

Nyasaland
Nyasaland
Nyasaland

S
Rev. S. W. Davies a sentence

communicants on Christma.s Day and four hundred rhorc on the 
following days, and only a deacon to help ; the latter is to come to 
help at St. Michael’s College now, so Hicks will be quite alone; there 
i.s no priest to send him.”

The case of the Bishop of Northern Rhodesia is only less urgent 
when compared with a need like this; for the reason that he has two 
recruits who hope to sail for the Diocese this summer.

ncilrcmeot.—Miss button, who lolned the staff of the. Zanzibar Diocese In 1009, 
DUh*p West* *d'"*^**Ty*R ' '"*** ^*'*^“* service.
with a Ixarding-tchool for girl?, hUti Dutton was chosen to make what wm'regarded 
afihat limd ns a somewhat daring experiment. Her Khool V Kwitonjl.ha* done good, 
work ever since, and not a few instances can be quoted of girls who leanied their 

« that after marriage they have set examples which 
e been moved to follow.

religion there to speh good purpoi 
other women In their villages hav
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A VERY URGENT NEED
THE FIRST TEN DAYS

Cannot anything be done to help the other Bishops? There must 
be at least a uiw young priests up and down the country who could 
come to the rescue, if only they would hear and answer the call, and 
they would certainly receive a warm welcome and find great happi
ness in their work. To quote the Bishop of Nyasaland once more; 
“ What we really need are two new padres with rather more years 
and experience behind them.”

By The Bishoi> of Nyasaland

Ouu party, consisting of Miss Sutton, who was going to Msoru, 
Miss Irvine, Miss J, Young and myself, reached Blantyre from Beira 
by the bi-weekly Trans-Zambezi and Shird Highlands train at 9.45 
p.m. on Saturday, December 13th. Padre Hand and Mr. Guthrie 
met us at the station and we put up for the night at the comfortable 
Ryall s Hotel. The next morning X said Mass at 8.0 a.m. for our 
English Christians in Blantyre, and we had a congregation of 21. 
The church was built as a memorial to Bishop Mackenzie, and part 
of the altar used by tlie Bishop himself as contained in the present 
altar. On the Sunday our party separated, Miss Sutton remaining 
another day at Blantyre, before beginning her long journey by 
motor-mail to Msoro via Fort Jameson. Mr. Guthrie conveyed 
Miss Irvine and Miss Young by the Mission lorry straight to 
Likwenu, and after paying one or two calls in Blantyre, P'adre 
Hand drove me down in the very comfortable car, given to him 
by the English congregation, to Zomba, a distance of 40 miles. 
On the road we passed a signpost "To Magomero,” the place where 
the first Mission party settled in 1861, so I felt that I was in 
sacred country.

We reached Zomba early In the afternoon of Sunday the.14th, 
and were most kindly welcomed at Government House by His 
Excellency and Mrs. Thomas. Canon Victor had bicycled c.,: 
from Likwenu to meet us, and after tea we had Evensong in the 
little English church, when I preached to a congregation of forty.

E. F. S.

OUR SEVENTY-SECOND 
ANNIVERSARY

Our Anniversary this year will be held on Tuesday, May 19. There 
will be Holy Communion at St. Matthew’s, Westminster, at 8.30 
a.m., and Sung Eucharist and Sermon at St. John’s, Red Lion 
Square, at 11. The Annual Meeting will be held at 3 o’clock at the 
Church House, Westminster, with Dr. Archer-Houblon in the chair. 
Last year’s experiment of having the Evening Meeting in the 
Queen’s Hall was so succcMful that we have engaged the Hall again 
this year. Bishop Gore will preside and among the speakers we 
hope to have Archdeacon Mnddocks and Canon Broomfi

The arrangements regarding the reserved seats at the Queen’s 
Hall and for the hire of omnibuses are the same as last year, see 
cover for particulars. We would strongly recommend our friends 
to apply for reserved seat tickets well beforehand; they will be ready 
on April 13. We were only able to admit some sixty people with
out tickets last year, as all the other seals had been reserved.

Last year the railway companies granted us the privilege of 
issuing vouchers for reduced fares, the condition being that at least 
one hundred should be used. Considerably more than this number 
were issued, but less than half were used I In consequence, the 
railway companies will not grant us the privilege this year.

over
eld.

mmsm_i
1 3Sm

FOUR AFRICAN PRIESTS •i
■'4

As we are going to press we have received a cable from the Bishop of 
Zanzibar, reporting the ordination to the priesthood on March i8 of 
tlio Revs. Adriano Mbaniku. Yusuf Mnubi, Alfred Mwekwaluma, 
and Samwil Scmgalawe. Tiic Bishop also informs, us that Deacon 
Wilfrid Saidi died on March 13. R.I.P.

ir.-'

St. PAut'a, Blasttbe
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THE FIRST TEN DAYSTHE FIRST TEN DAYS

no resideni nurse there. Miss Lucas was invalided home. Miss H. 
Heald is on furlougli, and Miss Karn has to be at Malindi. We 

thankful to hear that Miss Lucas’s operaiion was success
ful and that there is every hope of her coming out again; and Miss 
H. Heald will be returning shortly, and Miss Jessie Young, one 
of our new nurses will be going to Mponda’s after spending a 
month at Likoma to learn tlie ropes, but for the moment tlic 
situation there is difficult.

Uut to resume our journey. On Wednesday, December 17, we went 
on to Malindi, crossing the Shir«S at Mponda’s ferry, and found 
ourselves at last on the shore of Lake Nyasa, with the “ C. M.” 
riding at anchor in the bay. I confirmed again at Malindi that after
noon, and the next morning we embarked for our five days’ trip up 
the lake. Our skipper, Mr, Haywood, made us very comfortable, 
and except for one nasty night, the lake was in her gentlest mood. 
We put in at Mkope Bay at noon on the i8th, where Padre Petfo 
Kilekwa had 180 candidates ready for Confirmation. Most of the 
next day, Friday, we spent off Msinje, a small village on llie east 

of the lake, and one of the regular places where the “ C. M.” 
takes In fuel. Thence riglu across tlie lake in a north-westerly direc
tion to Kota Kota, where we arrived on Saturday morning, 
December 20. This was our one uncomfortable trip, with a nasty 
swell on the lake, and we were dll glad when it was over, ^nd we were 
sitting round Padre Munby’s hospitable board. Kota Kota is a big 
place, and Muhammadanism is strong and aggressive, but the Mis
sion is doing strongly also, and the Christians are keen. Here I had 
the pleasure of meeting another of my African clergy, Padre 
Lawrence Ciii.sui. The station is well laid out with a fine expanse 
of meadow (closely cropped, thanks to the MLsslon cows and sheep)

nearly all the English resi
dents. There was a dinner 
party in the evening at 
Government House, at 
which I had the oppor
tunity of meeting a good 
many of the heads of 
departments in the Gov
ernment. The next morn
ing, December 15th, after 
Mass and breakfast, 
Padre Hand and 1 went on 
by car to Likwenu, Canon 
Victor preceding 
bicycle to prepare for our 
arrival. I was charmed 
with Likwenu, and the 
view from the .station was 
not unlike that from 
Korogwe. We had a 
great reception, the first of 
many that were to follow, 
and I held my first Con
firmation on the Monday 
afternoon, with Bishop 
Fisher’s grave facing 
in the centre of the church. 
There is a small Central 
School at Likwenu, and 
the boys and girls gave a 
capital exhibition of folk- 

dances in our honour in the evening. Tuesday, December 16th, Miss 
Irvine, Miss Young and myself all packed into Padre Hand’s car, the 
luggage going on by the lorry, and by lunch time we had done the 
fifty miles to Mponda’s, the next stage in our journey. At some 
of the villages that we passed the Christians were all assembled to 
greet us, and receive my blessing. We also passed the spot where , 
Bishop Fisher was killed. A cairn of stones has been erected Jo 
mark it. We had another great welcome at Mponda s from Arch
deacon Wilson and his staff, and the whole Christian population.
I confirmed there in the afternoon and as we did not have to; 
leave there till noon the next day, I was able to see something ot 
the work on tliis large station, and to inspect the beautiful new 
storehouse and office which have been built since the fire in August. 
Mri Sargent has done wonders in so short a time, and the whole 
business is working perfectly smoothly now. He spoke very highly 
of the ready help afforded to him by every'onc, but I suspect it wm ; 
entii^y due to hts own personal influence with the Afneans. Tn® 1 
tragic point about Mponda’s at the moment is this, that there is •

are most

us on his

coast

me
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THE FIRST TEN DAYS

THE ENTHRONEMENT OF THE 
BISHOP OF NYASALAND

lying between the church and the houses of the staff, 
large Confirmation on the Saturday afternoon, and in the evening 
the District Officer and his wife came to dinner. The “ C. M.” lett 
lioia Kota on Sunday evening, to repress the lake once more, and 
Monday morning, December 22, found us at Mtengula on the east 
coast, a few miles south of Msumba, and in Portuguese Terrilor>\ 
Mtengula is the scat of the.local Portuguese Administrator, and 
Canon Cox had arranged to meet me there, and to take me to pay ; 
my respects at the Boma. Miss Healing also kindly came over from 
Msumba to act as interpreter, and admirably she did it. The local 
Christians had all been called to the Boma to greet me there, so I 
first of all gave them my blessing outside the house, and then the 
Administrator invited us in, and we had a friendly conversation with 
him. Meanwhile the “ C. M.” had gone on to Msumba with the two 
ladles, and, after we had left the Boma, I was carried there by land 
in a machila, my first experience of this form of conveyance. The 
station at Msumba used to be a considerable distance from the lake, 
but at the present time the lake lias encroached so much that Padre ' 
Cox and the two ladies, Miss Healing and Miss Bishop, almost live 
in the water. Certainly the station must be moved to higher ground.
I confirmed over 300 here pn the Monday afternoon, and after the :

good talk with another of our African padres, 
Yohana Tawe. Wc slept the night at Msumba, and left early on . 
Tuesday morning, December 23. Two hours took us to Ngoo, where 
Miad the great pleasure of meeting Canon Augustine Ambali and 
his wife. We had a delightful Confirmation here in the little church 
close to the lake shore, and then I had to hurry back to the steamer, 
as wc wanted to reach Likoma in good time that afternoon. It was 
not long before the island came into sight, showing up rocky and 
pink in contrast to the darker hills on the mainland. The next excite- ^ 
ment was the arrival of Archdeacon Glossop, who came out to meet 
us in one of the Mission’s sailing boats. It was delightful to be able 
to get some talk with him on the " C. M.” before we actually landed, 
and to hear about the arrangements for the Enthronement, which was 
to take place that same day. By 3.0 p.m. we were passing between ‘ 
the island and the mainland; then we rounded a point, and the 
Cathedral came Into view, and I could see the crowds wailing on the : 
shore to greet us. ^

The whole journey from Blantyre to Likoma worked out to time, ; 
without a hitch, and I owe a great debt of gratitude to those who 
were responsible for the arrangements. It was no small thing to ' 
be enabled, witliin the space of tcin days, to sec all but one of the v 
Mission stations in the southern part of the Diocese, to meet such ' 
a large number oT the European staff, and nearly all the African ; 
priests, and to confimi over cyx) of my African children. -

We had a

Those who know Likoma quite expected that the new Bishop would 
meet with an enthusiastic reception, but enthusiasm is k very mild 
word to use in describing his welcome.

As soon as word came that the Chauncy Maples was sighted some 
eight miles from the southern end of the island, a crowd began to 
collect on Mbamba beach, and wlien the flag-b^ecked steamer 
dropped anchor there was a dense throng at the landing-place. When 
the Bishop came off in the small boat, everyone knelt in quite orderly 
fashion to receive his blessing as he stood up in the boat. Once he 
had landed, however, it was a difficult business to secure any sort of

=v;‘

service I had a
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ENTHRONEMENT OF THE BISHOP OF NYASALAND Diocese of Masasi

path for his progress to the Cathedral. One was thankful that he is > 
no stranger to Africa and so could appreciate the happiness of his

great difficulty in making a start up the hill, but at last they managed
to clear a path and we all made our way to Chipyela.

Arrived there, the Bishop went to his house which overlooks the 
Cathedral and waited while the final preparations were being made 
for the enthronement. It was not nn easy task to get the multttude 
seated in cluireh, but within half an hour all was ready, and certainly 
the largest congregation it has ever known .seated inside the

^“'FireTot all the Church elders and Cathedral clergv went up to the ; 
Bishop’s house and there he exhibited his letters of Consewation. 
The procession then r^ormed to enter the Cathedral, the Church 
elders ebing first, followed by the choir and clergy, the Bishop

stool, kissed the crucifix presented to him, was sprtnkled with holy 
water and censedi then the procession passed up the nave through 
the kneeling people, while Psalm 122 was sung. The Bishop, with 
the attendant clergy, passed into the Chapel of the Blessed Syrament 
and on his return to the high altar, knelt with the clergy and servers 

nd him, while Archdeacon Glossop, standing at the altar, read 
the prescribed prayers. The Archdeacon then escorted the Bishop 
to the altar and the choir sang Psalm 89. At the conclusion of the 
Psalm the Bishop took the oath to preserve peace and righteousness, 
to defend the liberties of the Cathedral, and to judge in rightrousness 
and love. He then proceeded to his throne in the choir pnd the Arch- 
deacon bade the people pray iii silence for him. After the Arch
deacon had said nTf^'cr for God’s blessing on the newly enthroned 
Bishop, the Bcnedictus was sung and the elergy dtd homage.

In conclusion the Archdeacon recited the prayer that the Btshop , 
mny be strengthened, and blessed in his work, and gwe him his, 
bleiing. Then the whole cOngrcgationjose to sing Now thank 
we all our God.’* The final act was the Bishop ble^ing the people, j 
for the first time he held in his hand the pastoral staff which, ens^tn- . 
ing ns it docs the wood of Bishop Mackenaie's staff and the ivory of j 
Bishop Maples, links us on tP the heroic past of the diocesm^^ . ^
; And so, we pray, opens another and very blessed chapter in the 
history of the Diocese of Nyasaland. f -

THE CHURCH OF THE BLESSED 
VIRGIN, KANYIMBJ; Bi- The Rev. Francis Sapui.!

Perhaps some of you would like lo 
lienr and know about this church.

(i) This church and that of 
Chiwata were originally one. In 
the year 1886, when the first mis
sionaries arrived at Chitangali, so 
far as I can remember, there were 
seven Europeans and one African 
deacon. The padres went on to 
Newala, and the African deacon, 
the Rev. Cecil Majaliwa, was left 
at Chitangali to begin work there. 
At that time there was only one 
Christian in that place, the Chief 
Barnaba Nakaam.

In that year I began to go to 
school, and in 1888 five of us 
school-boys were cliosen to go lo 
the boarding schooU On April 24, 
1889, nine children were baptized, 
and some grown-ups of whom I do 
not remember the number. As soon 
as they became Christians they 

began to build the church, which was called the Church of the Blessed 
Virgin, and was under the charge of the African deacon. And the 
priests who used to visit us were Frs. Ducknall Smith, John^Hains- 
worth, and Canon Porter, who was in charge of the work at that time. 
In 1890 the iRev. Cecil Majallw.l went to Zanzibar to be ofejained 
priest. So Padre Hainsworth came to Chitangali, and stayed there 
until the return of Padre Cecil that same year. Aftenvards^ Padre
Hainsworth took us five boys lo the Central School at Neiyala', and 
in 1892 we were sent to Kiungani, Zanzibar. In 1893-w'c;returned 
and found that half of the Christians had moved to a place called 
Mwiti. It was in 1894 then that this parish began to be divided jnto 

part^jihalf of the Christians went to Mwiti, and half to Chiwata; 
a Padre Cecil chose to live with the Christians at Mwiti. •
The church vessels and other belongings were divided between 

the two places, and the church which was built at Mwiti was - also 
called tlic Church of the Blessed Virgin. •

. After the late Bishop Weston had redeemed the Christian slaves 
of Mwiti and Chiwata, thev no longer wished lo remain at Mwiti, 
but moved lo Kanvimbi. where thev still live- end they brought with 
them the vessels nf the church and their bell. When they arrived here
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THE CHURCH OF THE BLESSED VIRGIN, KANYIMBlTHE CHURCH OF THE BLESSED VIRGIN, KANYIMBI

(b) There are Makuas here, of the clan Ekoni, relations of the 
Sultan Mwalija himself. These fled from the Portuguese, and would 
not live near tlie Ruvuma, so settled here in considerable numbers.

(c) There are people here too who belong to the Chief Nama* 
gono. These came because of d famine in their own Lukwika district 
and joined themselves on to the people here, because they were able 
to get food. After the famine they did not go back, but built them
selves houses and set to work happily on their plantations. They 
now are a large village and have their own school here.

(d) There arc also the Ahokororo, another Makua tribe; these 
also came because of famine.

(e) Besides these there are also some Wanyamwezi, Wangoni, 
Wamakonde, and others.

Of all these whom I have mentioned, many now in each tribe are 
Christians. That is how God used those offerings which were spent 
on the redemption of the slaves; His purpose looked on to all those 
others who have followed them here, that seeking peace of body they 
might find peace of soul also.

I have said that those who were redeemed from slavery and came 
here numbered not many more than forty. They could not expect to 
have a resident priest, but the priest In charge.of Chlwata came here 
from time to time to say Mass for them. But now, if it were possible 
to collect all the Christians together, including those who arc away in 
different places at the coast, their number would be very consider
able; the Communicants alone arc about 500. At Christmas, 352 
made their Communions.

But we know that even to-day this Africa of ours is still in dark
ness, and many of you know that this diocese of Masasi is a* new 
one. It is in the heart and mind of our Bishop to send the word of 
God to the Tunduru country and begin work there, for there they ate 
in complete darkness. But how can he begin this work without 
priests, teachers, prayers and offerings? Perhaps some will say that 
if they 5cnd money it is sufficient. Yes. that is true, but who will 
take the money and begin the work itself with it? We Africans are 
very few; we regard ourselves as still children, not fully grown up 
yet. Therefore, my fathers, do not leave us to ourselves too quickly; 
come and care for your African children. Do please realize that there 
is a great hunger for the Word of God, and at Tunduru they greatly 
need help. And let the help that is*fortlicoming be sent to our Father 
and Bishop by the hands of Barnabas and Saul.

(3) I will explan later about the .schools and churches of this 
parish of lihnyimbl.

they were the only Christians in the place and they built for them
selves a small church, but they did not forget that they were the 
children of the Church of the Blessed Virgin; from the fust tliey 
called it the Church of the Blessed Virgin.

My brothers, we must thank Almighty God for the prayers of 
Our Lady, and for the offerings and prayers of the good people of 
England on behalf of this church at Chitongali. God accepted them, 
as is shown by the fact that eiglit children of this church became 
ministers of God.

Perhaps you would like to know who they were: The late Rev. 
Yohana B. Abdallah, the late Rev. Ddnicli Usufu, Frs. Gilbert Y. 
Mpalila, Edward Abdallah, Ambrosio Mitande, Deacons Cypriani 
Chitenje and Mikael Hamisi, and myself. I, who not worthy, may 
now say Moss, using the same chalice and paten which were used at 
the Holy Sacrifice on llie day of my baptism on April 24, 1889, my 
confirmation on June 9, and my first Communion on July 25 of the 
same year; and at my marriage in 1900 the same chalice and paten 
were also used. Oh I tlic wonder of God I To-day I, all unworthy, 
use the same chalice and paten at the Holy Sacrifice. May God be 
praised 1

And now I beg all of you who read this that we may continue 
to pray one for another that the work of God may go forward. And 
I want you to understand that, although two of these priests have 
reached their rest, the work to be done remains. Who will come to 
complete their task?

(2) Now I should like to explain to you how the parish reached 
its present condition.

We cannot at first penetrate the purposes of God; but the pur
pose of God for these redeemed slaves, redeemed by money given 
in aims by European Christians, was to use them for the spreading of 
the Gospel. Certainly less than a hundred Christians crossed the 
Mwiti to come here. My belief is thdt they numbered little more than 
forty. They came because they thought it better not to continue to 
live in a place where they had known the miseries of slavery, but try 
to .find a place for themselves where they could use their freedom, 
and this was the place chosen. They built a little church and a school 
as I have said before, and a teacher was sent there to live with them. 
There were but few other people bcside.s themselves living there. 
They began to till the ground and plant, and their crops flourished 
and providt^ them with plenty of food. And in the ordinary course 
of events, nevra went round that the former slaves had found a fine 
place to live and were revelling in their freedom and peace. And it 
became quite the custom for anybody who had quarrelled with his 
relations, or was in any sorrow or distress, to flee to this settlement 
of Christians and to live there.

(al There are some Wamang*an|a here, who belong to the 
Chief Mpoto at Mnjembe: they came to escape from family quarrels 
and here they are until this day.

i

F. Sapiuj
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ULENDO IN THE LIULI DISTRICT
Diocese of Nyasaland

inations and moves them into a liigher or lower standard as the 
necessity arises. This is no easy task when there are from a 
hundred and fifty to two hundred children to examine during one 
morning. The top standards, of course, can write most of their 
answers on paper but the younger and more backward children 
must be examined orally. There are usually one or two certificated 
native teachers in each school; they have had two years’ training at 
St. Michael’s College, Likoma, and have gained the Mission 
teacher’s certificate; in addition to this, some of them have also 
obtained the Tanganyika Government Certificate. These teachers 
cannot teach the whole school themselves, so they have monitors 
to help them. The monitors are " old ” boys and " old ” girls who, 
if they are clever enough, will probably become teachers one 
day otherwise they will continue as monitors. Both the teachers 
and tlie monitors find it difficult to teach the lower standards effec
tively where the classes are large and the equipment poor. 
One cannot be surprised when these small children, together

inattentive and occasionally

ULENDO IN THE LIULI DISTRICT
The Liuli parish is a large one stretching roughly forty miles to 
the south, as far as the Portuguese border and thirty miles to the 
north to the outskirts of the Maiida district. For this reason a 
great deal of the work is done away from the central station, travel
ling round the district. To some of us the Chauncy Maples is a 
great help when she pays us her monthly visits, as it means that 
she will either convey us to the most distant point of the parish, 
north or south, or will bring us home again. This saves us either 
walking or paddling in a canoe the whole .distance there and back 
again. In this part of the Nyasaland Diocese, which is in Tanganyika 
Territory, there is a largo rainfall, and in travelling round the 
district from January until June there are a great many streams to 
be crossed; the porters usually carry us over, bandy-chair-wise, but 
on one occasion some native police produced a chair; so we crossed 
that stream in fine style.

Our villages arc situated along the lake shore, so we never 
have to go far from the Take in our journeyings. In the rainy 
season the country looks glorious all clothed in fresh green; and 
the lake is a deep, deep blue. These villages are from about half an 
hour to one and a half hours apart; that being the length of lime 
it takes an average person to walk from one to another, and there 
arc ulendo houses consisting of one room and a verandah in 
every village; the houses are mud ones, of course, and belong to 
the Mission. There are crowds of people in the district and they 

the Mission, chiefly because there is no Islam in these 
parts, or at least, very, very little. The people living in the villages 
south of Liuli are chiefly Nyasas and speak Chinyanja; those living 
in the north are Wampoto speaking Chimpoto, but according to 
the new Government regulations all school work in Tanganyika 
Territory has to be done in Swahili. So it is advisable that the 
Europeans learn three languages for work in these parts, although 
all three are not absolutely essential.

There are literally hundreds of children in these out-schools. 
The children in the top standards can do some quite good work; 
they understand areas and easy factions and find problems increas
ingly less diflficult as they become used to this extraordinary 
European method of presenting arithmetic I They can read and 
write script really well and know some hygiene, nature study and 
geography.' One child wrote an amusing answer to a hygiene 
question referring to bathing, the other day; this is what he said:
'* It is much better to bathe in deep water than on the edge of the ; 
lake, therefore, if by the mercy of God my relations would lend 
me a canoe 1 would bathe in deep water and perhaps if I got stranded 

. my relations would come and deliver me.”
During these ulendos the teacher gives the schoolchildren exam- ;

with the ” late starters,” -- - - • . , .
find diversity of occupation in a fight, for their work is not made 
interesting, unless the European teacher can be there herself, and 
ihe monitors have not received much training and, therefore, not 
understanding the child mind, they prefer the method of repetition 

These children often attend school for

are

because it is the easier.
'This*'ulcildo°work^^is°no'i without its advcnttircs. One niglit 

we woke to liear the porters chattering; in tlie kitchen and after having 
lit a hurricane lamp and listened for a few moments, we heard 
sometlting knock against the dispensary box, which was just outside 
the house, the bottles resounded; and tlien the unmistakable grunt 
of a leopard! The following morning we tracked the spoor from 
our houK to the church and learnt from the porters that on, going 
out to discover wliat whs the matter, they walked in one church 
door while tlie leopard escaped by the other. It ts C|uite a debatable 
point as to whicli was the more friglitened, die porters or tlie leopard ! 
While this was happening on an out-slation, a man-eating lion 
was prowling about in the villages on the outskirts of Liu it. It 
maniiged to seize two people and us roar was hc.yd distinctly on 
the -Mission station at niglit. The natives (not being 
and no Europeans possessing guns being within reach, as the pnesl- 
in^ihargO;, was away on ulendo) got a bit desperate and a^ted 
the nurse at Liuli for some poison. She gave 
(a large dose, of course, the cost being ys fid,), 
the mSn placed it in thd carcase of a cow
its fill liwas completely dazed, of course, and the rnen managed 
to get near and kill it with' their spears. The hon s no™ 
entered in the out-patients' book and,the nur^ tn he
whether site was justified in spending 7s. 6d. on a 'O". »
rest of the staff decided she was, as two of us had to pass close 
to those villages when returning from ulendo.

flock to
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During ulendo it is sometimes necessary for the teacher 
to help the nurse and vice versa; she can make herself useful 
by holding the patient while a tooth is extracted, while the nurse 
will sometimes hear some of the children read in school if her patients 
are few on that particular occasion.

Besides the merely professional work, a great deal can be done 
by visiting the people in their homes and chatting to them as 
they come to greet us. New '* hearers’’ will often come to the 
Mission'after they have made friends with the European nurse or 
teacher. When on ulendo we have the chance of worship
ping with the people in their own village churches. A shortened 
form of matins and evensong is conducted by the native teacher 
daily; and on Sunday, at about 7 a.m., these churches are packed 
from end to end and \he singing of hymns and canticles is hearty 
if it is not exactly musical. The Afri^n teacher preaches on Sunday 
morning and the service is followed by a class of instruction. The 
people in these out-stations are not able to receive the Sacraments as 
often as we would wish owing to the shortage of priests and the 
huge areas which must be covered.

The walking from one .station to another provides a pleasant 
change of occupation and gives us exercise which makes us feel 
fit. Sometimes the distance to be covered is on]y three or four miles, 
but on one or two occasions it was fifteen miles; but those who 
prefer to travel by boat or canoe can usually do so. We spend 
one or two nights on a particular station and then move on again. 
Everything that is necessary for the journey is carried on the heads 
of native porters who walk in single file along the narrow and often 
rocky or sandy paths chanting at intervals as they go. With them 
walks the cook carrying hurricane lamps, chickens, etc., and it is 
quite wonderful the meal he will provide on arrival at the next 
village: soup, chicken, vegetables and pudding, all cooked on an 
open fire with stones for the pots to stand on and wood for fuel. 
He can make bread and scones, too, as we carry flour and hops 
with us; one day we ran short of.bread and had to eat cake> with 
our eggs for breakfast, but that was a most unusual occurrence! 
The verandah of the ulendo house with a small X table makes an 
excellent dining-room.

Some of us enjoy ulendo so much that we are almost sorry • 
to return to the more civilized life of a central mission station, 
although it always has its compensations.

(a) Novemder ii, 1930
Under the patronage of St. Martin we started from Masasi on our 
journey on the Great West Road, four Europeans, eight Africans, 
\rith three children, some guns, and a medley of loads, with a 
bicycle tied on the end of the lorry. The country is all forest, 
and until the Lumesulc halt is passed, dotted about with rocky 
hills of wonderful and varied shapes. Some sharp and pointed like 
Majeja, highest in these parts; others bare and dome-like, others 
more spread out and covered with trees or shrubs like the Masasi 
hills.

At eleven o’clock we stopped and kept the few minutes silence 
in prayer, at a spot with a charming peep into the far country 
which we hoped to penetrate. Many small river beds were nego
tiated, and then the camp three hours from Lumesule, with its 
mango trees, was reached about 11.30. Here sandwiches, tea and 
biscuits, a wash and brush-up were very acceptable. About an 
hour’s rest and then on again, our iron steed being supplied with 
more ammunition for the always increasing ascent. Dullish 
country now presented itself, relieved by. one very attractive gorge, 
likely some day to be turned into tea gardens and Aladdin’s 
Cave—a sort of local Cheddar Cliffs. ^

At 3 p.m. arrival at the great Muhuwesi River, and its long 
bridge. Here a halt was made, and some members of the party 
indulged in paddling. A remarkable feature of the whole journey 
was the absence of dw’elling places, and of human beings. 
From the Masasi Boma, to the outskirts of Tunduru, 1 think 
the number passed on the road could be counted on one’s ten 
fingers, excepting a small “ safari ” resting at the Muhuwesi River, 
and this in a distance of about lao miles. Tunduru is in a strilcing 
situation, on two hills, reminding one of Tunbridge Wells 
Common, with the Boma occupying the principal sppt on 
“ Mount Eph
raim,” in the 
case of the 
replica the rest 
of the houses 
being 
existent.

The road 
for a good part 
of the way can 
only be de
scribed mildly 
as rather a 
trial: ns a 
result the 
bicA'cIe at the

1 n o n-

M. P. M.

ir«ar«
Church at Said: .Mauuiio

m
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AMONGST THE YAOS
ANN DAOMA

back ot the lorry fell off three times, and had to 
niist which a tL by the wayside was stripped of tts branches for News of the death of Ann Daoma, at 

Cape Town, on January i6, calls to 
mind her many activities amongst the 
children and the poor and needy of that 
city. For more than sixty years she was 
a familiar figure about Cape Town, and 
at the Cathedral as well as at many of 
the church functions and bazaars.

I first saw her in 1903, when visiting 
the Cape. She was specially noticeable 
from the fact that she was the one 
African among a number of European 

iris at a service in the Cathedral. In later years I knew her well, 
he was one of the gentlest and most kindly of beings. She 
■jghted in little children, and laughed when they sometimes were 

afraid of her black face. She was quite black and had short, crisp, 
curly hair.

The first that is known of her is that she was found

- At Tunduru the Government Officer invited us o “ 
refrrahine cup of tea, and a discriminating African ‘boy placed 
c“l cLl records on a very fine gramophone, for the
entertainment of the Missionary visitors.

nofore D m. the journey w'as resumed for she last lap to 
Saidi M^mbl Canon ^Kolumba Msigala’s station, and *e site 
of the ner-ThMlWcal College of St. Cyprian, two miles furthe 
„n HerT the road is little used, and one must say is very bad I 
Hills and sand and ruts abound, three times in a distance of about 

mn« ffi7loriy required water, and before attacking one lull 
all the passenger^ descended to walk. Just bHore the ^TOd-red 

sank into the horizon the MaMkata streain of ,
was crossed, and the Church of the Sacred Heart, the Central
School, and other buildings came into sight. i,„-niinhli.

The two ladies of the party were put down at the hospitable 
eatevray of the Sisters of the Sacred Passion, and rejoiced to find 
old frlCTds amongst them. Like the Pottiuncula of St. F™”"®
this settlement is only a wry " little yoZe
given over to Muhammadanism and heathenism, and the vouve 
Mass of the Sacred Heart next morning reminded one forably ot 
th^ivine yearning for all these souls ignorant of and umnnuenced 
by the great ^crificc on Calvary.

(b) St. Cxprian's College 
One great joy of our visit to Yaoland was to see the nw 

Theologiml College, and some of the future shepherds of this 
enormous country, at their work of preparatton. ^

As one climbed the gradual ascent to the Warden s Lodge 
along the wide straight road cut through the for^t, ‘here opened 
out on either side the clearing for the Students houses, SCTen m 
all, for the first candidates for the Diaconate, with 
bciween: at the back a neat fence ^
of each house, and space for a “ sharaba 
Turning cast from the highest point a beautiful view is obtain^ 
over th^ country of the Muhuwesrand
Mnsasi : the trees in the foreground shining in their fresh grren 
foliage. A large chapel occupies the right centre: on higher 
ground nnothe? house for a European prtest mnd “ 
kitchen, lecture room and carpenter’s shop complete the

late afternoons find some walking or hunting; wild 

hill adorned with the much enlarged and beautified Cath^drm. ^

rope.

ten

sun deli

with her dying
mother by Bishop Mackenzie, at Magomcro, in i86i, having been 
left by the road side by slave traders. In the subsequent journeys 
through the wild country slie was sometimes carried on the shoulder 
of the bishop, because she was so very little. Slie was then brougiu 
to Cape Town by Mr. Waller, with other Africans, and was there 
taken into the St. George’s Orphanage for Girls, lately started by 
Miss Mary Ailhur. Ann did not liersclf remember anything of those 
early days, but she corresponded witli her benefactor, the Rev. 
Horace Waller, till his death, and with Ids widow and daughters till 
a year or two ago. She was called Daoma by the Africans, who 
accompanied lier from Central Africa, and was baptized Ann, after 
her godmother, Miss Mackenzie, the bishop’s sister. In her baptismal 
certificate her age is slated to have been about ten years in 1^,4.

The children at the orplianagc were chiefly European, and Ann 
received the same education as the others. Slie must have been an 
apt pupil, with strong character, for at an early age she was given 
responsibilitv among the other girls, and when ntout sixteen years 
old she W’as given charge of the infants in the Mission Scliool founded 
by Miss Arthur, and continued in that position till about igiq, when 
she was granted a small pension by Government on her retirement 
from school teaching.

Ann continued to live in the Orplinnage,) which had been her home 
for so lor^, and was a very valuable assistant. In 1927, when her 
health began to fail, another home was provided for her with one of 
her old friends, a former orphan.

All her life was bound up with St. George’s Orphanage. She 
kept St. George’s Day as her birthday. That was also the day .slie 
first entered its doors. She cherished the memory of its founder, her 
godmother and benefactress. Miss Mary Arthur, who died in 1892. 
and of her friend and succc.ssor, Miss Rattyc, who died in 1916, and
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ANN DAOMA

Ann probably felt the loss of these good friends more than most, 
being so much more alone in the world than most. Yet her friends 
were very numerous, black and white, with all she was held m high 
esteem. She was so wonderfully reliable and kind-hearted. Once on 
arrival at Cape Town station 1 asked a cab-driver to take me to St. 
George’s Orphanage; he did not know where it was. 1 explained, 
and he said, '* Oh, you mean Miss Ann’s Home. Yes, I did, and 
he beamed with pleasure, and we drove oif. Among many other good ■ 
works she carried on a Mothers’ Meeting for many years and was a 
true friend to all the members. , j j

There were some very bad slums m the neighbourhood, and one 
heard that Ann Daoma could go freely into quarters where police
could not go alone. . xa .u r

Unassuming, kindly and gentle as she was, she could yet be fear
less in rebuke on occasion. Once she was accosted by two midship.
men who asked where n certain woman lived. She answered she was
sorry she did not know. One of the lads retorted that of course she 
knew, it was the woman who kept a brothel. The gentle Ann, moved 
with indignation said, “ How can you, who are English gentlemen, 
ask a black woman such a thing I Think of your mothers, arid go 
back to your ship.” I was told they looked much ashamed and 
returned the way they came. .

A regular attendant at church, Ann seldom missed her weekly 
Sacrament. She loved reading her Bible. I do not know that she 
read many other books in the last few years, her sight being feeble, 
but she delighted in being rend to. She was musical, and the rhythm 
of poetry seemed specially to appeal to her. A poem she loved to hear 
again and again was Hankinson’s ** Ethiopia stretching out her 
hands unto God.” It is believed she was the daughter of the Chief of; 
her tribe, which might account for her sympathetic comprehension of 
the poem. It would also perhaps account for her good management, 
and power of control of others.

She was lavish with her money. When paid her salary she 
insisted on giving a large part to the Orphanage funds, and she 
always seemed to hove an unlimited supply of small coins to give to

rs or others who seemed to be in need.
considerable sum of money came into her po^es- 

sion; she presented it to the Orphanage, and the authorities decided 
to spend it on a large tent to house the children when they went to .
the seaside for the summer holidays. This gave Ann and the children
great joy; she entered with so much enthusiasm into all their 
pleasures. She loved the country and open-air life. In her last years 
nothing gave her more pleasure than to go for a drive on the moun
tain side. She was pathetically grateful for any little attention given 
to her, who had all her life given attentions to others.

She is laid to rest in the beautiful cemetery near Cape Town, 
beside the tivo friends who had been responsible for her well-being

J.M.H.

ST. MICHAEL’S. TANKERTON
** 1 look out ailection.

(iteiy for news of St.
MSehners, for truly It Is 
the siwt in which 1 feel . 
in many ways most * at 
home • in England."
Tlius writes a member of 
the Mission who has 
«-orked many }'ears in 
Africa.. As others seem to 
feci much the same about 
it, here is a little news.

One of the chief events 
since re-K)peninfi in Sci>. • 
tember, has 
installation of 
cite stove which burns 
day and night in the 
chapel. This is a real 
asset in cold weather.

There were a lot of 
visitors here in the autumn, then only a few, and now we look forward to more again 
with the appro.ich of Easter.

Padre Thomas, who was Invalided from Zanzibar and is now Vice-Principal of Ely 
Theological College, took the Epiphany Retreat this year, and Canon NorrUh, from 
the Masasi diocese, the one early In Lent. Members of the Mission on (uriough and 
ex-members always seem specially glad to attend these Retreats. An increasing 
number of people, too, seem glad to moke private Retreats here. There will probably 
be another conducted one early in September, say from Sepicjnber 11 to 15 (a long 
week-end). Will those interested please write at ence?

This year we mean to devote two weeks specially to boys end girls under twenty-one 
years of age. Coral League members, Heralds, etc., are specially invited to come from 
Saturday, April 11 to Saturday, April 18, and again from Friday, May 22 to Friday, 
May 29, when a special programme of talks on Uie work of the MiHlon, excursions to 
Canterbury and other interesting places, will be arranged. Those hoping 1. .. . . ... 
cither of these weeks, should write to say so os soon as possible. Particulars for the 
journey, etc., will be sent to intending visitors. (Older people may of course come too. 
if they wish and there is room I)

The annual file and play are fixed for Wednesday, June 17.
Altogether, we are kept busy and hope to become more and more useful in various 

ways. Another visitor, who fins worked a long while for U.M.C.A. in Africa and 
England, writes: " 1 do rejoice that the Home Mission Station has developed so sue- 
ccssfuily. There Is no doubt that It meets a real need and is (he ideal rendezvous for 
U.M.C.A. members and friends. And more than all, it is a Power House of Prayer 
and Intercession."

The Friday chain of intercession has grown and now lasts from 0 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
or longer, after which the C.S.C. Ofllcc Is said in chapel every week. Please .Join your 
prayers with ours, remembering St. Michael's House amongst the other work of the 
Mission. ; H. S.

ybeen the 
>n anltira-

■ St. MiciuBl’b

to come for
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t one tirac a

HOME JOTTINGS
The GcDeral Fnnd Recclpfi compare as follows:— 

Received during
Total receipts to February 28.........................

An Increase of .£679.

1931 1930during M many years. R.I.P. jei,780
.£4.232
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.£3,653
February
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THE ANNUAL REVIEW
'^rTi.. R.tr..t .rT.nK«l .o l.k. pl.ct « S>. qro». Duxtot./W M.y me.

THE MISSION STAFF

This issue of Central Africa should have been llje double 
number containing the annual review of the past year, but unfortu
nately some of the Reports from the Bishops did not reach us in 
time, and one is still missing.

The Annual Review will be printed separately at a later dale 
and will be sent to all subscribers to the Mission of 10/- and 
upwards in the usual way. • -

Other friends who would like a copy can obtain It by sending 
the cost (3d. post free) to The Secretary, U.M.C.A., Central 
Africa House, Wood Street, S.W.i.
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■ir OUR 72ND ANNIVERSARY
Our Anniversary will be celebrated on Tuesday, Mny^ iQth.
Unfortunately, we are not yet able to announce the preacher, 

but, among the speakers, we are to have Archdeacon Moddocks_ 
(Zanzibar), the Rev. C. G. Ruck (N. Rhodesia), and Dr, Wigan 
(Nyasaland]C>

We should advise pur friends to secure their seats for ,tlie 
meeting at Queen’s Hall without delay. All of the free scats in 
the Balcony have been taken, but there are plenty of good seats 
at one shilling still available, and also free seats in the Orchestra. 
For particulars see Cover.

2Unxibar
mISoI

81McdoQst vif ber jvar.
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THE OLD ORDER

Diocese of Nyasaland

THE OLD ORDER
There will be some readers ot this magazine to whom the age- 

lonir customs and beliefs of Africans are not well known. It is 
for them that this article is written. If for some others it sliould 
throw new light on what is already familiar, or reveal a mode of 
life different from that of which they have heard or read—for 
what is here written is by no means universal even in Central 
Africa—the writer will be amply rewarded.

A short while ago a ne^vcomer landed on the island of Likoma 
in Lake Nyasa and a boy was told off to guide him to his new 
home and to act as his houseboy. As they walked along the path 
they passed some patches of cassava, the root which, pounded 
Into nour, forms one of the staple articles of African diet, and 
treated by a rather different process appears on European tables 
as tapioca. The boy pointed to one of these patches and said,
" Look, padre, that is my mother’s field.” The padre was somts 
what surprised. Why hod the boy said ” My viother s field ? 
Was his father dead or had he gone away to work in the mines 
or at the coast ? The stranger did not raise the question at the 
moment owing to his unfamiliarity with the language, but he had 
not been many months on the lake before he discovered that his 
boy had said the most natural thing possible, and that fields 
belonged to mothers, or rather to mothers’ families, and not to 
fathers: nav more, that children would look not to their fatlicr, 
but to their'mother’s eldest brother as the head of the family, and 
would count their father’s relatives much as we regard a tenth 

■ cousin in England. A boy must ask his maternal uncles per
mission 4f he would go away to work at the mines, or become a 
mission teacher, or take a wife. He will look to the same uncle 
to help him find the half-dozen cattle or so that he must hand 
over to his prospective bride’s family. In fact his mother s 
eldest brother will have the final say in all the most important 
events of his life. , u r

Now this, like most other native customs, has a wealth ot 
common sense behind it. The heathen African may have as many 
wives as he can conveniently manage and afford to clothe. One 
chief in Nyasaland has sbe, while the old chief of Likoma has 
three or four wives and 15 children, the eldest of whom is about 
forty and the youngest a mere babe. As a rule one of these wives 
is iTOkcd on with more favour than the others, and were the father 
the arbiter of his children’s fate and the provider for their future, 
it is probable that the favourite wife’s children would be very well 
treated and the rest fare extremely ill. No doubt there is favourit
ism too on the part of maternal uncles, but it is not complicated 
by the condition of marital relationships.

This scheme of things is not essentially incompatible with the 
Christian outlook on life, though it will probably give way in time

[Pair* optmu>] A Nvasa Chief and ilis children

to what is probably the ipofti Christian system. A Christian
of course, marry but one wife, and he generally takes more interest 
in. his four or five children than any man can poMibly do in 
fifteen or twenty. He will resent his wife's brother arranging a 
marriage for his daughter .with a young man, who may be rich in 
cattle, but is undesirable from other points of view. He lyill 
oppose the sending olT to .the mines of his son, who has a vocation 
as a mission teacher, even ihoiigli he must be content with wages 
of one pound instead of four pounds a month. In sucli ways does 
the.Gospcl bring not peace, but a sword. And yet at js really nil 
to the good that fathers should liave more say an their children s 
future. They have always been to some extent responsible for 
Ihclr children’s upbringing, and must pay a heavy fine to the 
wife’s family if the child die through their neglect. 
them any effective say in matters which closely affect their children s 

' welfare is to rob them of all real authority and to set up two 
rulers in one household. Only as children learn to honour father 
as well as mother will they acquire that discipline which is so 
much to be desired in African life. And they fnnotjlcw it 
.while thev look to anoUier than their father for their inheritance
and their^rtion in the land of the living. .

: Another, and more extended walk, gave the writer an »”S‘ght
into the nature of African belief. Two Europeans, one oLthem 
the priKt-in-charge ot the district, had been going the monthly 
round visiting out-stations. They came m the course of heir 
'* ulendo ” to a village, where a man met them carrying a c ,

man can,
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;r« £sec what that is round the chdd s nrek, H----- ? H— mw
nothing but a little leatlier purse, rather damp with spittle, and 
kept in place with a thong. But before he could reply, *>>= 
priest iiad snatched it'from the baby's neck and put it in his hands, 
hie opened it to find a dirty .scrap of paper, on “T(,“}
.T sentence from the Koran. It was a charm which the hapto tmlier

from the local Moslem teacher to drive the disease 
understood a word of what 

* Thus

VISITING THE CATTLE POSTS
When I tell you that my camp is pitched on the banks of the great 
Kafuc river, please do not conjure up visions of big shady trees and 
luxuriant tropical undergrowth. The river hereabouts, and for many 
miles east and west, is nothing more than a wide and deep ditch, 
meandering through a flat and apparently limitless plain. True, the 
stretch of river that I can sec as 1 write, has glorio^ shades of blue 
and green in the late afternoon sun, and it provides us with unlimited 
supplies of water for washing and drinking, wliich is a pleasant 
change after the experiences of the last two days. But that is about 
all that can be said for it. The boys have just been along to warn 
mo not to go too near to the water’s edge, as the crocodiles have 
accounted for eleven head of cattle this last week just here, and they 
jump out of the water “ perhaps three yards ” in pursuit of their 
prey. (It would be interesting to sec a croc, performing this feat. 
They certainly have a nasty habit of walking about over dry land. 
Returning to camp this evening, we saw the spoor of one that had 
crossed our path since we had passed that way earlier in the after
noon.) As for shady trees: there are four or five scrubby things at 
the back of the tent, which must once have been trees. , The next 
nearest tree must be over two miles off. Right away on the horizon 
are four or five more standing out dimly’above the shimmering heat 
haze, of the plain, and the rest just unbounded flatness unrelieved 
even by one solitary ant-hill. And it is the hottest fortnight of the 
year, just before the first rains. All day a scorching blast blows its 
way unfettered from the east. The flies by day arc seven plagues in 
one; it is literally difficult to get food into one’s mouth without 
swallowing the flics attached to it. At night the bugs are legion 
and the mosquitoes in particular are provided with teeth of the most 
penetrating brand.

To get here there have been innumerable streams to be \Vadcd 
through, with inevitable miles and miles of walking with wet, and 
eventually sore, feet. Though wading is hardly the right word.For 
the most part the surface of the water is overgrown _with a thick 
tangle of grass and water weeds, which billow up and down with 
each step you take in attempting to get across to the farther-Side of 
this undulating carpet. Then comes the first incautious ste> on to 
a hole In the carpet. Down you go, knee deep, waist deep, or 
perhaps right under, and it’s a breathless job trying to get on fop 
again. A£first the boys find this rather good fun, but after a few 
miles under the brazen sky, it is not so much of a joke to get, not.only 
yourself, but also a fifty-pound load to the other side of the stream. 
The boy who carries my box of vestments and portable altar, must 
have gone well under yesterday. I didn’t see him do it, but now on 
opening the box, no longer waterproof after ten years of .strenuous 
service, I find ruined linen and vestments with reds, greens and 
whites inextricably' mixed up, and the fittings very much unstuck.

had bought
WM wrillenfnordid'iirrare to/if only Ihe spell worked.

"SiHHS is r 1^
have had the assurance of a number of mission teachers, of whom 
there could not be the slightest suspicion ns de.ilers in necromancy, 
that there were people, commonly c.nUcd afiti, endowed witli 
the power and sometimes tlte will to work them harm by super
natural means. If Christian teachers are so convinced of the 
existence of magicians, shnll we blame too severely a simp e convert 
weak in the faith, who has called good magic, as he thinks it, to 
Itis aid? To judge from a recent strange case in Germany, and 
the mascots protecting motor-cars, which one sees in abun^dance 
in England, magic still has adherents in lands that liave ong been 
Christian. It is only by a lively faith m the living God 'hat we 
may teach people of Christian, as of heathen lands, '<> abandon 
worthless trinkets ns antidotes to danger and disease, and to trust 
nt all times to the Giver of all good.

i

P. H. H.

I
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VISITING THE CATTLE POSTSVISITING THE CATTLE POSTS
bank of llic river. A peculiar people, entirely cut off from the out
side world for five or six'months of the year by the flooded plain 
when the river overflows its banks. They have not got webbed feet, 
but might well have, accustomed as they, are to live ns much bn and 
in the water as on dry land. Unspoilt and bravei'they think nothing 
of tackling with their spears the lions that abound in the neighbour, 
hood. Just before I got here last year, the men from the village oyer 
the way had accounted for no less than five lions. Unaccustomed to 
and shy of the white man, who is so seldom seen in their villages, 
they soon become friendly and talkative when the ice is broken. I 
don’t know much about dug-out canoes, but theirs strike me ns par
ticularly interesting. They come up to our forests during the rains 
lb carve out the canoes from the big Mulombe trees. The front half 
and back half are carved out of separate trees and then the two halves 
are sewn together in some cunning and waterproof way, which war
rants further investigations. As straight lines.are things unknown 
in native life and experience, the perfect alignment of the two halves 
of these canoes when sewn together, is nothing short of amazing. 
So keen arc these Balwa on coming to school, that they have insti
tuted a sort of " boarding-house ” in the nearest village where there 
is a teacher (two days from the river) and there are six of them there 
now. Two have already received the Cross, and now^they say, 
“ What about a school of our own ? ” When I ask how I am to visit 
tlje poor teacher when he is cut ofT by the floods, they say, “ That s 
easy, we will come and felcli you in our canoes, it’s only two days. 
And that’s as far as we’ve got at present.

But when all is said and done, when compared to ““P'T 
missionaries have to contend with, this particular bit may not be 
much to make a song about, though bad enough.

On the other hand, the Baila people wy of these P'*'"®’
N’tnsi imbolu cinicini (" It is a very good country indeed ). And 
so it is from their point of view; for here, only two days trek from 
their villages, is unlimited pasture and water for their great herds of 
tmtlle at a time when the whole of their own country h® bwome as

from the village is a great and ceremonial occasion. The '^hole wu- 
with their drums and spears, the women 

nd their herds

some

lotion turns out, the

slieltcrs of reeds, grass and mud. and stay until the ram and floods 
drive them back to their villages.

And there we visit them. ^
I think one looks foi^vard to this annual visit to the cattle posts 

with more pleasurable anticipation than one docs to the ordinary 
monthly parish ulendo. The compensations far outweigh the dis
comforts enumerated above at quite unnecessary length. To begin 
with, the boys are so glad to sec you and you are assured of a great 
welcome. As soon as I arrived this morning at this particular post, 
everyone turned out with spears and drums and executed a most 
energetic “ war dance in my honour, which is their way of letting 
off steam. They are, of course, mostly school-boys, many of them 
Christians and catechumens. And then It’s good to sec them living 
such a free and easy life, away from the sordidness (as good a word as 
any) of normal village life, happy as the day is long. They have 
nothing to do but roam the plains and hunt the Letchwe, a species of 
antelope not unlike the deer of the English parks, which graze in 
huge herds quite close to the cattle. Every morning parties go 
with their spears and dogs and seldom return without bringing back 
plenty of meat for the pot and two or three of the much-prized 
Lctchwe skins, which arc still the national costume of the Baila 
women. The diet of meat and unlimited quantities of sour milk 
builds healthy bodies, and it is difficult to say which one admires 
most, the sleek cattle or the lithe human creatures. Both are a joy 

‘ to behold. And then the early morning Moss, in that one hour when 
the African day is still just perfect, the boys kneeling round the door 
of the tent and the cattle lowing nearby. It is not necessary to write 
down for your benefit what one thinks about it. All the same, it is an 
experience wliich can be the privilege of only a few priests.

And lost, but not Jeast, there are the Batwa, the people of the 
river, whose villages arc dotted every mile or so along the further

men

C. G. R.
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KWA MAIZI
Diocese of Zatizibar

the round 
huts in

with

which wc hve, 
but its Icngili 
and height are 
harmonious and 
impressive.

The church is 
on the top and at 
the very end of 
our , ridge, and 

be seen from

KWA MAIZI
Kwa Maizi station, the moilier station of Zigualand, has now entered 
on a ne^v phase of life. , ,

The church and mission houses have been moved, and, follow
ing liie church, a whole new African village lias sprung up on the 
slope of the ridge tvhere the Mission is perched.

With the change of site, wc have changed the name of our station. 
“ Ktva Maizi *’ meant “ At the place of roots,” though popular 
etymology has derived the name from ” Kwa Mainzi (the place 
of flies), and thought it appropriate.

The new name, Kidcreko, means an open space on a height (in 
fact, Rehoboth). One hopes the change of name may be symbolical, 
and that after the church in Zigualand has struck its roots m Kwa 
.Maizi, it^may be spread abroad at Kidcreko until the wliole of /igua- 
land comes under its shadow. .... .

There were many reasons for the change. The original site ot 
the Mission station was decided by the cordial request of a friendly 
Jumbe (chieO that Canon Petro Limo would make it his head- 
quarters. Now tlic Jumbe himself has moved away, and the dis
advantages of the site made themselves more felt day by day.

To begin with, the holes whicli form our water supply in the dry 
season were nearly an hour away, and the cost of our daily buckets 
a heavy lax on housekeeping funds.

Then (he village itself was ” dying it had been condemned 
bv tlic health officer, and no new houses were being built there.

.\ioreover, the houses were shut in, and from no point of the 
station could one of the views in this ” land of far distances ” be 

guessed at, and* the inspiration of sunrise and 
mean so much in Africa, was entirely absent.

None of these reasons might have compelled a move; but after 
Padre John Saidi’s death it was decided to make Kwa Maizi the 
headquarters of the Archdeaconry, with a European staff, consisting 
of the Archdeacon and three women workers.

This necessitated a considerable amount of new building, and 
at the same time the old church and priest's house clamoured for 
repairs. . , . „

So economic reasons (which loom so very large, alas! in all our 
plans for development) coincided with the reasons described above, 
and the move was decided on.

Now wc arc here, no one has any longer any regrets, only thank
fulness for the help in our work that the nrnv position gives.

The first building that meets the eye on arrival is our beautiful 
church* It is built in purely Zigua style of mud and sticks (but sucli 
sticks; one pillar look ten men. to carry it 1).. Every stick has been 
put into place with watchful care, and the result is a church of whicli 
the builders arc justly proud, and, more important, which looks like 
a re.-il home of prayer. Its rounded cast end is entirely in keeping

can
far, and wide. rix-M 
Many Christians 
have worked with 
a„will in the building of it, and have done wonders in the way of 
building llie frame-work, but as the church neared completion it was 
necessary to call in some Moslem workmen for certain jobs for whicli 
our little Christian community could not produce the necessary skill.

There is the thatcher, who tliatches by night for fear less skilled 
workers should profit by watching him. He is a weird figure seen 
silhouclled blackly against a brilliant moonlight sky.

Then there are tlie carpenters, one of wliom, a convinced Moslem, 
climbed tlie roof to fix the great Cross, which acts as a landmark 
for miles. , ,,

Yet a' tliird Moslem built the altar steps. Is it a vain hope that all 
ipanions will be brought to worsliip in the church 
‘ our church,” even though the possibility seems

(Jf/M
SaiOOLGateway and ixjbmitohy. St. Asne's

these and their com 
they proudly call ‘ 
very far away ?

Beyond the church are the European houses, round houses for 
die dining-room and the three houses of the women workers. The 
liltle round Zigua huts have a great cliarm to the eye, and are most 
comfortable to live in. The Archdeacon’s house, his guest-house 
the kitchen and tlie store are square houses. The variety of round 
and square houses makes our station (os we consider it) the most 
picturesque station in the diocese.

Down the side of the ridge on the left arc tlie African houses—a 
delightful village built round a large clear space, where at tlic 
moment a cheerful and distracting wedding-diince is going on.

Along the top of the ridge, some little distance away, is 
St. Anne’s School, really a liltle village in itself, with the tpachers 
houses, dormitories, common-room and chapel. All the little Annas 
of the nei^ibourhood, of whom there are many, look on this school 
as their own and hope it may be their lot to be called to live there, 
when it is opened to boarders lalcr in the year. Anna is the favourite 
name for this year’s baptisms. ....

At present only the dav-school is open; but that is thn''iJ^P 
exceedingly. It is a real jov to meet groups of half a dozen prls. Dig 

• and little, coming in every morning, hurrying lest they should be

sunset, whicheven
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Diocese of NyasalandK.WA MAIZI

SAFARIS” ROUND KOTA KOTAlate, and setting an excellent erample to our little village school- . 
boys of rcgulariiy and punctuality. .

The dispensaxy is being opened next week, as our new nurse has 
arrived at last.. Uven before it is officially opened, waiting queues 
arc sitting outside her door cadi morning.- ;, , .

The Central School remains in its old position for the present- 
two miles away. These buildings too are growing old, and when they 
arc past repairing) the school will be rebuilt much nearer the church. 
Wc miss the boys at the daily services, (they arc always here on 
Sundays and festivals), and shall rejoice when they join us again.

On the Feast of the Circumcision, when the Bishop came to blc^ 
our new church, wc felt we had really settled into^our station. It 
was a wonderful day, beginning on the morning of the Feast with 
the blessing of the church, a most beautiful service. Then came 
the preparation for the feast—streams of gaily dre^ed women came 
from the neighbouring villages with plates of porridge on their heads,
each plate being the portion of five guests.

Meanwhile the meat of two oxen was being boiled in large 
cauldrons, and the feast look place about five o’clock.

At six the church drum beat and the feasters trooped in tor 
Benediction.

The night was spent in drumming and dancing; next mormng 
at six the church drum beat again, and the noise ceased at once. Tho 
dance was over, and the Christians among the crowd of lads and 
boys who hod not wearied all through the night, made their way 

up the hill to enter the church and return home with a 
Then, indeed, a wonderful calm fell on the

The actual mission district of Kota Kota is only about fifty miles 
albnK the lake shore, and fifty miles inland, but circumstances have 
made the " parish " a good deal larger. To the north wc go, once 
in three months, 130 miles to Nkata Bay; to the south-west we go 
rather more often, when roads and weather permit, to Dedza, too 
miles away. The trip to the north we generally go on the Govern, 
ment ship, tlic Gwendolen. It is generally possible on tho Sunday 
when the Gwendolen is here to say an early Mass, and preach, and 
perhaps help at the 7 o’clock Mass, and then get down to the ship in 
time for breakfast. She gets across to Likoma soon after four o’clock, 
so one can go and see the people there, and have dinner, returning to 
sleep on the ship, as she sails before daybreak. You get across to 
Chinicclii, the Government station, in the afternoon. There are 
stores and all sorts of loads to be put ashore, and hundreds of natives 
returning from the mines, with trunks and suitcases, and wonderful 
clothes and spectacles and bicycles. The last time I was there, there 
was a native in the full-dress of a Seaforth Highlander—lult, stock
ings, glengarry, etc. I Next morning you go on to Nkata Bay, quite 

• a short distance. Nkata Bay is a beautiful spot, with the Provincial 
Commissioner’s house on a big promontory, with a bay on each side. 
The rock is covered with graits, kept mown, like, an English lawn, 
and there are roses and geraniums and poinsettias and all sorts ot 
flowers in abundance. If the Commissioner is a churchman, we have 
service for liim, and then go to the native Christian village of people 
who have come from Likoma and the Portuguese mainland. We 
have a native evangelist at Nkata Bay, who says prayers for the 
people on Sundays, and shepherds the people there and at the other 
villages. All this district, from my boundary too miles south right 
up to the north-end of the lake, is in charge of the Church of Scot
land Mission, so we cannot have our schools and teachers there.

‘ We encourage the people to send their children to the Scotch 
Mission schools and to the Scotch Mission services, though they 
generally sav that thev cannot afford the fees for school, and they 
also prefer that some senior man in the ilillage should sqy the 
ordinary morning and evening prayers, which lliey arc accustomed 
to; They nearly always beg one to baptize babic.s and make various 
relations and friends catechumens, but as there is no posijible way 
of having tliem systematically taught the Faith, we have lojtell them 
lhaf they^must go to the Scotch Mission for their teaching, or.else 
send theirbhildrcn to Likoma to school. All we can do's 1° K'™ 
Cliristians, who arc living decent and respectable lives, "“"/Com
munion once in three months or so. The next villages where Uiere 
are Christians of ours are Chizi and Ch. ambwe, which are not far 
apart, and they have built a church at Cliilambwe. It iS not very tar 
from NItala Bav, but ot first you have most tremendous climbs. 
Straight up the face of the cliff over tremendous rocks and stones.

once more 
morning blessing, 
station, after tlic night of shouting and noise.

Kwa I^laizi Is an old-established parish, as parishes, go in this 
part of the diocese. There is all the pioneer joy of a new station, 
but also there arc the anxieties that belong to the building up of 
the Church. And in this case the anxieties are increased as a result 
of the long intcr\*al between Padre John Saidi’s death and the 
beginning of the new order of things.

Even our oldest Christians have not, as a rule, been baptized 
many years since, and they have not our advantage of a Iong« 
established Christianity in the background to strengthen them. So the 
special need at the moment is that of shepherding the faithful and 
strengthening those who have grown slack during this time of, 
change.

In this work is there any need to say how much we depend on tlic 
prayers of our friends at home, our well-known and tried friends, and 
the hosts of those wc do not know?

M. W. B.
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walk along you pass several large brick-built churches of the Scotch 
Mission, one with twin towers at the west end.

After a rest at Mazembe one has to go some little way to the 
other side of the river to look up our Christian people—tell them 
about the service—sometimes when the river is full there are several 
dhows from Likoma here—and often there are dhows being; built 
by Likoma men here—as there is plenty of timber in the woods 
not far from the shore..There were quite a number of our Christians

mostly covered with trees, and down the other side into a small bay, 
then up again nearly as steep. This happens two or tlirec times, but 
the views arc lovely, and after that the hills are not so close to the 
shore, and you can walk along on the sand at the water’s edge, or in 
the water if you wish. There are various rocky promontories from 
time to time, and lately the lake has been so high that in some places 
you cannot walk at the water’s edge, but on a path cut among the 

at the foot of a cliff.. Many trees and houses have been uprooted 
and washed away.

It is probably about four hours’ walk to Chilambwc, but the fust 
part is very strenuous. Along this coast there are villages nearly all 
the wav, and most of them have cattle, so you can get fresh milk, 
which 'is verv nice. There are probably twenty to twenty-five com
municants, and generally some old and sick people to take the 
Blessed Sacrament to in their houses, some way off, so that one docs 
not get away early. The next village wlierc we stop is near the mouth 
of the Leweya River, probably not more than four hours* walk from 
Chilambwe, first along the water’s edge round a big bay, and then on 
a sandy road, a little bit inland, but in the hot weather we prefer to 
:..jp by the lake's edge, as we can walk in the water, and have a 
bathe /rom time to time. Aflenvards you turn inland a bit, as the 
coast is all a huge marsh, and you climb up on to some rather higher 
ground,, rather up and down, but with wonderful views of the lake, 
but you come back to the lake shore and have a very sandy bit before 
j-ou come to the Leweya. The Christians of our church 
scattered here. Some come from quite a long way off, but they have 
built a little cliurch, and a small party live near. There are perhaps 
fifteen to twenty communicants. Then you cross the Leweya. Some- 
times a big river, full of crocodiles, has to be crossed in a canoe or a 
dhow. Solpetimes vou just wade across the mouth. It is only about an 
hour’s walk from here to Chintechi, the Government station, and we 

glad of a day’s rest with Mr. Foulger, the D.C. there, 
ever is taking his place when he is away—just now, Captain and 
^irs. Burden, who were with us at Kota Kota for some time. One 
need not move on till after luncheon the next day, as Mpamba, our 
next village is not much more than an hour’s walk, on a path sonic 
little way Inland, with many streams to cross. At Mpamba tliere i.s 
a little church', and a party of ten to fifteen communicants. About 
an hour from Mpamba is the Scotcli Mission station, Bandawo, so I 
go and pay my respects to Mr. Mnc.Alpinc, who has been out well 
over thirty years. When they have a proper staff, tliere is another 
minister and a doctor, a nurse and a teacher tliere. Tliey have a 
large leper settlement too, over fifty lepers. It is four hours’ walk 
from here to Mazembe. A very sandy road, well in from the lake, 
but when you get'to old Bandawc, where the Mission used to be, 
you have a wonderful view, quite high hills Inland, and miles of coast 
with its bays and headlands, right as far ns Snni Hill, south of Kota 
Kota. There are several places to stop at, and to tell little groups of 
Christians that there will be Mass next d.ay at Mazembe. And as you

trees

kee

are more

or who.arc
[in,, rmjNolo]

Kavoyo, as OuT'Statios of Kota Kota

living here at one lime, and they had a little churcli. And some 
of them have happily now moved into the Kola Kota district— 
and can liayc regular services. Those who are left are much more 
scattered. They are very good in coming together wjien we 
go for a service, but tlie Scolcli school where we used to Imve 
service ha^fallen down, and so we have to borrow a native house. 
'There is a large brick church, belonging to the Scotch Mission, 
which I have sometimes used. They arc always most kind in 
saying that 1 may use their church, but it is in the middle of a 
large village and has windows all round, and the result is that you 
have a large number of “ onlookers ” looking through the 
windows, and perhaps quite a large party of people sitting at 
the back of the church all the tirpe, so that one feels it is not
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A MARRIAGE PROBLEMquite the " atmosphere ” which one would wisli for when cele
brating the Holy Mysteries.

Next day there 4s a long walk, sometiqies on the shore, some
times inland to cut off promontories going out into the Lake. 
There is a big mountain always ahead, which comes down to the 
lake shore, and which you have to go round, and which it seems 
to take an endless lime to reach, and an endless time to go round 
when you do reach it. Sometimes in the rains you have to go a 
long way inland to cross rivers, the mouth of which you can 
walk across in the dry weather. I have walked as far as the 
Dwambazi River in the day and then got up before dawn and 
crossed the river and got to Kapando, where there are a party of 
Christians, in lime to say Mass. But in the hot weather, it is really 
too hard on tlie men who arc cariy’ing the loads, so we rest in the 
middle of the day for several hours and then go on to some village 
to sleep, and start off about two a.m., if there is a moon, so as to get 
the walk done before the heat of the day. All along the coast as you 
get to the Dwambazi River, the lake has risen very much, and you 
find large mango trees and other trees of thirty years’ growth or ipore, 
all washed up by the roots and lying along the shore. The mouth 
of the Dwambazi is a harbour” for many dhows, but all these 
river mouths silt tip after the rains and it is very shallow and difficult 
to get in through the enormous waves in windy weather. Some of 
the rivers are entirely shut in by a huge bank pf sand, quite deep 
water inside, but ho outlet during the dry weather.’
■ At Kapando there are a party of Christian women. There were 
some men to take service for them, but all arc away now in Rhodesia 
or elsewhere. I beg them to come into our Mission district, but they 
seem to have relations at Kapando whom they think they cannot leave. 
For a few months a Likoipa Icaclier was living there and was able to 
take a service, but he has gone away now. Sometimes a Christian 
boy Is the manager of a native store and he can take service for them, 
but they are often without anyone. Close by Kapando is one of the 
hot-water springs which abound in these parts. It comes out at a 
place inshore and also in the lake itself, and the water is very hot. 
The walk from Kapando to the Dwangwa (the boundarj' of my dis
trict proper) is a long one and takes more than a day. A short time 
after the hot-water spring you leave the lake shore, and after that 
walk inland, a veiy* sandy road all the way and very hot; in the rains, 
many rivers to cross, some nearly up to your neck, and much mud 
and water to walk through. VVe generally walk about four or five 
hours nnd then camp in a village, and on the next day early, have a 
two hours' walk before breakfast, and then another two hours brings 
us to the Dwangwa and to my station (Mlnla), about half an hour 
on this side of it.

“ A very large percentage of men arc away at the mines.”
(See Central Africa, ^January, 1931)

Albert had been away from his village for more tlian a year, 
working as house-boy for a European on a mine, and on the 
whole he came back improved, certainly he was glad to get 
straight with God again and receive communion, and to find his 
young wife well, with, their first baby, whom he had not seen before. 
He did not find ” home ” quite what it had been, even a year or 
two ago, for one thing there were very few contemporaries to talk 
with in the evenings, although the village was still crowded with 
women and children; of the men there were only a few lads and 
the elderly ones.

The greatest change of all was in his mother, Rahel, who was 
christened many years ago, nnd newly widowed when he last left 
home. Since then she had married again, an elderly heathen 
who already had two wives. However, this new husband in his 
turn had died before six months were out, and before Albert went 
away again, back to his work, he had the satisfaction of bringing 
his mother to rpe and of telling me that she wished to ” return 
to the church ” and was prepared to sit amongst the catechumens 
in church until her time of penance was finrshed. ^

Some months after, when I was visiting their village, the 
teacher reminded me that it was time for Rahel to be restored to 
communion, and told me that she would be back from her work

♦

■/

H. E. M.

WAiriKO TO SEZ THE rA'5r:c
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in the gardens after even
song, it I would see her 
then.

A GREAT SADAKA (OFFERING)
Before the sermon in African churclies, the notices arc given 

out, just as in England. Most English cliurch people know what 
it means when the vicar gives out that the churcli is in great and 
urgent need of repair—the roof must be mended, the walls 
strengthened and cleaned, &c., &c. But it would surprise most 
people to hear, “ My brethren, the church' is about to fall down 
and we must build another!"

Yet this is what the Christians heard in tho'^hurch of the 
Sacred Heart at Saidi Maumbo last year. The vicar, Canon 
Kolumba Msignla, taking for his example and inspiration King 
David (i Chr. : 28, 20), was filled with /.cal and fired all of his 
people to help him. It would be a long .story to tell of all the 
days of labour; tree-felling first, then building the walls of poles 
and fixing the centre beam. High up in the air, climbing the 
poles like monkeys, one could see, here a school-boy, there the 
head-master himself, and further on the dispensary boy, suspended 
on one single pole, placing and fixing the central beam on which 
all the weight of the roof would come. Soon came the time for 
the women and children; their work was the mud and water for 
the walls and floor. Endless, endless journeys to the mud-pit 
and the well, but willing hands make light work, and ,nt last all 
was finished.

Where did the money come from for this new church? Was 
there a special appeal for it in Cextrai. Africa, or a special grant 
from the general fund ? No 1 no help wliatever came from England, 
it was from beginning to end the free-will offering of the people 
thcm.selves, and including children, there arc just one hundred 
and one Christians in the parish, which is roughly forty miles 
square 1

It was Christmas Eve, and nearly all of tliose hundred and 
Christians were gathered in them new home, their Father’s House 

‘and theirs. Only that morning the last coat of terra-cotta mud 
had been put over the floor. They had worked up to the last 
minute. The tinkle of a bell was heard, and tile Canon entered 
bearing the Blessed Sacrament, wliich liad been icmporarily reserved 
in tlie Sisters’ private chapel. Evensong, procc.ssion and IScnc- 
diction followed, a great burst of joy and love and tlmnktjgiving.

Back home for the evening me.al and a rest; every possible 
house was used to entertain llie people, some of wlioni lind walked 
forty milci -Some slept in the scitool, ollicrs in tlic store, and some 
in an emm hospital. , . c .i,„

■■ At midnight a cry arose,” but the cry was tlin of ll e 
church bell for the Midnight Mass. In a few moments tl'e » 
station was astir; liurricane lamps, sucli .is one ran imagine !=t. 
Joseph carrying in his hand at Bclhlclicm, could be seen here and 
there as little groups of people approached tlic cliurcli. Except for

After evensong is the 
usual time for many and 
various things—interview
ing notorious sinners " 
who are reluctant to give 
up their evil ways—talking 
to boys and girls who want 
to marry—churching
women; and that particular 
evening had been a busy 
one. There seemed to be a 
very large number of new 
babies and each mother had 
to be churched, not a quiet 
little ceremony as at home, 
but a very noisy one,
because as each woman
kneels down she swings her 
baby under her arip from 
her back—and he objects, 
and under her other arm 

.she holds the ** customar)' offering,'* here a hen, newly chased and
cauglit—and she objects. _ .

By the lime Rahcl had arrived for her " words, ' it was almost 
dark and she Avas told that early next morning at the Eucharist, 
at the time when during the last few months she had Iiad to leave 
with the catechumens, she would make public confession of the 
sin for which she had been put under discipline, and that she 
would receive absolution for all her sins and again receive com
munion. Poor Rahcl, she seemed very incoherent and disturbed, 
and as she knelt, she kept on picking at invisible bits of chaff on 
the floor. As I talked, I was thinking how quickly African women 
age, she coultl not have been over forty-five and yet she look^ 
a really old woman, and seemed already to be wandering slightly 
in her mind. , ,

Early next morning after the sermon, Rahel’s name was called, 
and siowly she came from the back of the church and knelt down, 
and with serious faces the congregation waited for her to speak:— 
" I confess that it was a long time ago, and I forgot what I did. 
and anyhow there is an awful shortage of men." In the horrified 
silence of the church the teacher’s hissed whisper from down the 
aisle could be beard in every corner, " It's no use, padre, I heard 
this morning she is courting Mbombolokani, and he has two wives.

If this is done in the dry tree, what shall be done in tlic green ?
J. T. M.

Ak old AmtCAK wouAS

one
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cow WITCHCRAFTA GREAT SADAKA

the candles on the altar tlicsc lamps were all the light obtainable. 
Bells and carols, incense and flowers, and then—anotlier Bethlehem, 
a House of Bread, and at the Consecration the Christ was born 
ngain.

who had been hurt. The men grunted in disgust, " No one, dt is 
cow witclicraft ” and they refused to say any more.

The next day the nurse asked the teacher what “ cow witchcraft ” 
meant. He looked sharply at her and said, “ What do you know 
about tliat, it is very bad witchcraft ” and he said no more. Later 
on one of the women told her that there had been the most dreadful 
quarrel in the village to which she had gone. The husband and 
a few people in the village believed that the Mission nurse could 
help them and the others were furious at (he idea of her being asked, 
so the doubters had evidently put their most powerful magic in her 
homeward way. But African witchcraft has no power over European 
missionaries because in most cases the fear in the heart of the 
bewitched man is what really kills him and “ Fear not little flock ” 
is os strong a protection to the Christian now, as it has been all 
down the ages.

" Silence for a space and only worship, then softly at first, then 
with swelling sound they sang:

“ O come all ye faithful,
O come let us adore Him,-Christ the Lord.”

Let us look back nearly eight years. Christianity was unknown 
in the parish of Saidi Maumbo; Bishop Weston and Canon 
Kolumba were on tlicir first safari there, and said Mass daily m a 
lent by the roadside. Many of the heathen people who then 
watched them from afar made their Communions on this glad 
Christmas Day, C. S. P.

Anon.

Diocese of Zansibar HOME JOTTINGS
COW WITCHCRAFT The General Fund Iteeelpls conipnre ns follows

1031 IDSO
It was the middle of the Mosika, when it not only rains all day, 
but it rains in sheets and torrents, and the mountain paths are 
running streams, but all the same five men appeared at the nurse's 
house and begged her to go back with them to help a woman who 
was in sore need. The Sharabala mountains have paths as steep 
as the side of a house, but with two men pulling her in front and 
three men pusliing behind, they at last managed to get the nurse to 
the house.

No Sbambala man is allowed inside the door where a child has 
been born so the nurse called out “ Hodi ’* and walked into the 
outer room which was full of women. She at once felt that she was 
in a hostile atmosphere; however, slie gave the usual greetings and 
said something to make them laugh, and then asked for the patient, 
but no one said a word or even motioned to (he room, for all these 
women were African midwives, who had been called one after another 
to help the patient and each one in turn had been conquered. By 
African custom not a single midwife is allowed to leave the house, 
in case they should do counter magic and spoil their rivals’ chance; 
so (here they sat, foiled and disgusted and knowing full well that 
only the successful midwife would get the fee. The Mission 
with the help of a lamp, found her patient lying on the mud floor 
in the inner part of the house, with three women looking helplessly 
at her. In a few minutes the patient was out of danger.

Tlien came the slippery return journey. At one place in th^ 
road she noticed a big patch of thick, sticky blood, and she asked

/TB.GSO
/;i.630
.^^5,183

Received during March 
Total receipts to March 31 ...

An incrtaie of i!473

Public Lectnres at the London School of Economics, Houghton. Street, Aldwycli, 
W.C.2. “ Pogon Survivals In Muhammadan Culture," n course of three lectures by 
Professor E. A. Westermarck, Ph.D., LL.D., to be given on .May 0, 7 and B ut 
6 p.m. " British Ruie in Tropical Africa," n course of three lectures by Frederick, 
Lord Lugard. P.C., K.C., M.C., etc., to be given on May 16, 18 and 10 at 6 p.m. 
There it no charge for admission.

".The InUroatlonal Review el Mluloni " will t>e supplied to missionaries In Africa 
St the reduced onnual subscription of 7i. lOjd. jKist free, instead of lOs. Od. Orders 
should be sent to The Monager, Edinburgh House. 2 Eaton Gate, Stoane Square, S.W.I.

An EiccIIent Snggeilloo.—The Secretory hn* received n letter from one of our 
old subscribers, containing the following suggestion

" May I suggest a way in which a small regular income might be r.’viscd fur 
U.M.C.A.? A certain amount must l>e lost every year by the death of subscribers. 
No doubt some leave legacies; but it may not occur to the smaller subscribers to 
do to. Many who could not leave a large turn nw.ay from their relations, yet might 
leave a sum sWicIent to bring in the amount of their annua! subscrintlon. Those 
of us who give from 6s. to *»• Od. may not renlire that so modest a legacy 
« ;^0, duty free, invested at 6 per cent, (if you can get it) would perpetuaie n 
subscriMlon of lOi. One more suggestion—that we do not put off making this 
provision!"

Perhaps some of our friends may feel themselves moved to emulate the example 
of the writer and make su* provision as they can for a permanent subscription to 
the Mission funds.

nurse
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HOME JOININGS

CENTRAL AFRICAU.M.C.A. Central Sehoel^We are ptanniiiK 
from the evening of Tuesday, June 30th, until the morning of Friday, July 3rd, at 
" Einnswnrd." near Hnywardt Heath, SuMex, the Chichester Diocesan Ketrent House,

We shall follow the syllabus Issued by the Missionary 
jjroup discussions. Tsro of our lecturers will be lhe,Mo5ier of the Temple and Canon 
Mozley, of Su Paul's Cathedral, and Archdeacon Maddocks, from the Diocese of 
Zanzibar, has kindly consented to act as Chaplain and also give us a 
in Africa.

We earnestly hope that 
the Misilonary Education M 
come to the School.

“ Elfinsward ”
Ail particulars can 

mil

to hold a U..M.C.A. '‘Central School"

A MONTHLY RECORD OF THE WORK OF THE 
UNIVERSITIES' MISSION TO CENTRAL AFRICA

Council and there will be

talk on work

either already interested in 
Movement, or would like to know something about it, wilt

stands in delightful surroundings in the beautiful Sussex country, 
be obtained from the Rev. W. B. Suter at Central Africa House, 

ght Just mention that this is quite distinct from the U.M.C.A. Summer School, 
will be held as usual in August.
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Noticei.—W’e re 
aide to print the 
they nrC' Crowding out other important annii 
print half the Notices atiern.Ttely each month.

gret Ihni owing to the great demond* on our sp;icc wo are 
jal Nullres this month. Tltcy hove become so very numerous 

s. We irropOSc in future li>

THE MISSION STAFF Oiocese of N, Rhodesia

THE MISSION FARMDateName Dlxete

Arrivalt In England:
Rev. C. 0. Ruck 
Rev. O. Dyson 
Miss Lonsdale 
Miss R. Heald 
MUi Grifliths

S'*
MUs Cornwall 
Archdeacon Maddocks 
Rev. A. B. Helller 
Mrs. Helller 
Miss Lowndea 
Miss Middleton 
Miss Bridges t.ee

Otparture from England.- 
Rev. P. H. HUl 
Archdeacon Elliott 
Mr. F. W. Mannings

The Mission farm at Mapanza has now been going for two years, 
and it is quite time that readers of Central Africa had some account 
of It. But first I must give you some rough idea, in as few words 
as possible, of the reasons which led to the starting of the form.

Most of you probably have some knowledge of the hisior>' of the 
founding and development of the U.M.C.A. in the older dioceses. 
You will also know how our new diocese of Northern Rhodesia was 
started just twenty years ago, wlicn Bishop Hine began work at 
Mapanza. There was every reason to suppose that the Mission in 
this new territory would be able 10 develop on the familiar U.M.C.A. 
lines, and that the necessary financial support would be forthcoming 
to make such development possible. Such has not, however, been 
the case. You will have read or heard of the sad tale of our recent 
retrenchments in Northern Rhodesia, owing to lack of the neccs- 
Mry funds. Quite apart from development, it has been difficult, (and 
in some instances Impossible) to maintain even existing work', and 
tins in spite of the strenuous and untiring efforts of our superiors 
at home to maintain the level of the General Fund of the Mission. 
It has, in fact, been borne in upon us that in Northern Rhod^ia we 
can no longer hope or e-spcct to continue developing on normal 
U.M.C.A. lines. Let me explain what I mean by normal develop
ment. The priest-in-charge of a U.M.C.A. Station knows that a 
certain proportion of the money from the General Fund of the Mis
sion will be available for the work on his particular station during 
any one year. If the work on his station has been in existence for 
twenty years (as. for example, it has been at Mapanza), he expects,

N. Rhodesia
Zanzibar
.SyoMland
Nyasaland
MatasI
Masasi
Masasl
^Ia5afl
Zanzibar
Zanzibar
Zanzibar
Zanzibar
2tanzibar
Zanzibar

March 10 
March 18 
March 20 
March 20 
March 20 
March 20 
March 20 
March 38 
March 28 
March 28 
Marcli 28 
March 28 
March 28 
March 28

.Misa
Min Hard

Nyasaluno
Zanzibar
Masasi

May 22 
May 22 
May 22

Ap^inlmint.—.The Bishop of Nyasaland hat appointed the Rev. Canon H. Aldwyn 
M. Cox, D.A.. to be Archdeacon of Msumba.

IN MEMORIAM.—R.I.P.
March 11.—Rachel Durnford

Mlu Durnford did great work for the Mission in the parish of Bramshoit.
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THE MISSION FARMTHE MISSION FARM

with ilic money allotted to him, to be able to maintain women s work 
amongst the women and girls and children of the congregation anu 
to be able to do medical work, entailing the upkeep ot a nurse and 
hospital. Well, you know already that this normal state of affairs 
does not exist. Owing to lack of funds tlie only way in wliich 
.Mapanxa can have women’s work is by closing down such work at 
some other station in the diocese. Or again, the priesi-in-charge 
expects to be able to have suflicient money to keep the buildings on 
his station in repair and to be able with new buildings to keep pace 
with the normal development of his work. Actually, there has been 
no money available (or spent) from the General Fund during the 
last two years for building of any sort throughout the diocese. This 
cannot be called a normal state of affairs. Wc priests of the U.M.C.A. 
must recognize that w’e have been more than fortunate in the past in 
being free from any financial worries on our stations. Wc have just 
carried on our work on the approved lines that have been handed 
on to us by those who have gone before, and tlie necessary money 
has been forthcoming. But this old order of things has now come 
to an end. To-day the money which is available from the General 
Fund is quite inadequate for the development of the Mission work 
on the four stations in the diocese of Northern Rhodesia, without 
taking Into consideration the entirely new situation arising from the 
urgent need of work amongst the rapidly increasing population, both 
European and native, in our mining areas. This unfortunate state 
of affairs had to be faced. It was no good just going on in the old 
way and hoping for the best. New means had to jae sought and 
methods adopted to enable us to carry on, in spite of this lack of 
Hnancial support from the General Fund. And so we decided, with 
the Bishop’s approval, to trj' the experiment of the Mission farm at 
Mapanza.

Wc hoped that perhaps by running a farm we could to some 
extent make ourselves self-supporting, and so relieve the financial 
situation. For example, every year we had to buy food for our school
boys and native staff. The bill for this food was mounting up to 
something like ;^ioo a year. Could not we try, we thought, to grow 
some of this food ourselves, instead of buying it ? Could wc perhaps 
do something in the way of trading cattle? Would the Department 
of Native Education be prepared to subsidise some effort on our part 
at agricultural education, which would be a natural outcome of farm
ing operations? Well, tlie Bishop agreed that'the experiment . 
worth the making and told us to go ahead. And so we did. That was 
two years ago.

I must tcll you something of how we made a start. Tn the first 
place the Bishop told us that we could have no Mission money to 
help us. We expected that, because wc knew that there wasn’t any. 
He also warned us that wc must make no appeal that would in any 
way divert.subscriptions or donations from the General Fund, Wc 
also knew about that. But wc were able to collect a sufficient sum 
to make a start. Some members of the staff in Northern Rhodesia,

::v:-

[reiit ItHtkeM«]
Datonoa cattlb

who understood the situation, had enough faith in the possibilities of 
the farm to entrust to us quite considerable sums of money. A few 
friends at home helped to a less extent. Apart from this money our 
resources were very meagre. We took over from the Mission what 
few farm implements there were on the station, all old and much the 
worse for wear, but including ~ ‘
was the herd of Mission cattle.

new

a Scotch cart and waggon. There 
There was very little land under 

cultivation at Mapanza, but good possibilities of the land belonging 
to the Mission at Shakashina, twelve miles away. Perhaps our 
greatest asset was the arrival at just the right moment of a young 
layman who knew ^pmething of farming and was keen on helping 
to get the farm started. And so wc started in a very small way. A 
go^ deal of our time at first had to be spent in clearing the virgin 
forest, and breaking up and ploughing the land. This was expensive 
work and made rather a hole in our capital. There were also q'good 
many tools to buy. In our first season we managed to cultivate aqd 
plant about twelve acres. But rather than bore you with / details 
about acreages and crops, let me give you some account of the results 
of the experiment to date, al the end of two years.

As soof^os we had got going the Director of Native Education 
became interested in our venture and did everything he possibly 
could to help and encourage the experiment. Not only has his advice 
oh many matters been invaluable, but also he has put us in touch 
with the experts at the Government Research Station recently 
established in the territory. We have al.so been given very substan
tial grants of money by his department for the development of the

was
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THE MISSION FARMTHE MISSION FARM

of ilie cattle has made an enormous improvement In the condition of 
the herd. There is now no annual starvation period. The veldt is 
still burnt off, but last season the farm produced ten tons of first*class 
mcalie and bean ensilage and two tons of bean hay, which provided 
adequate winter feeding for the whole herd. We have been able to 
buy some improved cows and have a nice little lot of calves. There 
is every prospect of being able to start dairying seriously. We have 
the grade bull, and the oxen are In far better condition Ilian ever 
before, In spite of being put to much heavier work on the farm. We 
have also been able to improve our stock of working oxen in a way 
which I will refer to later. And the Government Dipping Inspector, 
living close by at the dipping tank, relieves us of all anxiety on the 
score of sickness. Needless to say, his advice has been constantly of 
the greatest value. The nett result of all this is that we have not lost 
a single beast for over twelve months, and the lierd is now a valuable 
asset to the Mission. If you bear in mind that this change has been 
brought about without costing the Mission a single penny, l. 
realize further that the Mi.ssion is no longer paying a considerable 

ge bill for drivers, herd boys, etc., you will begin to see, 1 hope, 
how the farm is helping the Mission.

Now about the native food. We have this year got about twenty, 
five acres of land under cultivation, and in spite of two unusually 
bad seasons, the schoolboys have already-succeeded in growing 
enough mealies for their own food, with the possibility of^here being 
a good deal over towards feeding the native staff (the harv'cst is not 
yet in). Before we started the farm we had some doubts whetlier

farm. The Secretary for Native Affairs also has written to us about 
the farm, and wishes to give practical assistance, especially in the 
organization of agricultural shows, in which he takes a very keen 
interest.* Again, tlie Chief Government Veterinaiy Officer, as soon 
as he heard that the farm was being started, gave us rf fine grade 
Afrikander bull to help us to improve our herd. And His Excellency 
the Governor himself has found time to take a very practical interest 
in our affairs and was instrumental in having the first Government 
dipping tank for cattle in tlic territory’ constructed at Mapanza, where 
we now have our herd dipped free of charge under the supervision of 
a resident dipping inspector. Not less encouraging has been the 
interest of the European farmers, who live in the neighbourhood of 
Choma, our nearest station on the line, fifty miles away. They are 
always more than ready to give us sound ads-ice ba.sed on the experi
ence gained from their many years of practical farming under the 

Imr and difficult conditions obtaining in our corner of t^c world, 
than that, they’ have made us several valuable gifts of 

seeds, and one of them, when I was buying some cows recently, 
allowed me to have the pick of his entire herd to choose from.

Now a word about the cattle. I said aboVe that w’hen we started 
look over the Mission herd. There have always been cattle at 

Mapanzn. You may wonder why we did not dispense with them 
when we were cutting down expenses and trying to t^onomize in 
every possible way. Well, we did seriously consider doing so, but I 
am very glad now that we didn’t. We live in the middle of a cattle 
country and all our transport work and travelling is done with ox 
waggons and carts. It is infinitely cheaper than using carriers. 
But, as a matter of fact, the Mission cattle were always a source of 
worry and trouble to us in the old days. Seven years ago Mapanza 
was visited one night by ten lions, which accounted for all our calves. 
Since then the lion.s have not troubled us much, but every year we 
were losing cattle through disease of one sort or another, our losses 
including two good bulls. Tick infestation was the chief source of 
trouble and was getting worse and worse as time went on. Every 
year, too, the natives were burning off every' vestige of grass in tlie 
country, with the result thot the cattle had practically nothing to ent 
during the three hottest months of the year. They got into such poor 
condition with starvation and tick infestation, that they had no resist
ing power against disease. Calves especially were badly stunted in 
their growth and had a very poor chance of surviving, while the oxen 
were in too poor condition to do any work just when they were most 
needed at the beginning of the rainy season. And bur cows were so 
poor that we had always to buy milk from the villages to augment 
our own supply*, and when we indulged in the luxury of butter it 
had |o be bought from a neighbouring Mission. Under .such deplor
able conditions the Mission Iicrd was a considerable drain on the 
upkeep account of the station, and in addition there were the wages 
of drivers, herd boys, etc., to be paid’month by month. But now. 
thanks to the farm, all that is entirely changed. The regular dipping
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THE MISSION FARMTHE MISSION FARM

growing the food ourselves would really cost much less than buying 
it from the native farmers of the surrounding district. We need 

There is no comparison in the 
we have included

have had no fears on that score, 
respective costs, and this in spite of the fact that 
in the growing costs all the initial and non-recurring expense of 
clearing and breaking up virgin bush. The major portion of the 
land is as yet hardly cultivated at all and is capable of much improve- 

So that we may reasonably expect, as time goes on, greatly 
increased yields with much lower costs of producing. The school
boys have also grown large crops for their relish of monkey nuts, 
beans, sweet potatoes and pumpkins. This year they have three 
acres under monkey nuts and two under beans for their own food. 
In addition they have planted crops for the Svinter feeding of the 
cattle. At Shakashina, too, a start has been made. There are about 
sixty acres of excellent land down there and so far we have cleared 
and broken up about ten. In addition to making hay we have this 
year planted five acres of mealies there, but unfortunately a black 
beetle has eaten almost the entire crop (I don’t mean one beetle; there 
were thousands of them), and there was no time to replant. The 
farm has, of course, to put up with that sort of thing in a country 
like ours. . , ,

There is one other way in which the farm has been able to make 
money, namely, by doing repair work. I will only touch on it here, 
but will return to the subject in the concluding part of this article 
which will appear, I hope, in next month’s Centoal Africa. 
The native farmers in the district bring their broken ploughs, 
waggons, carls, etc., to us to be mended. A new waggon wheel 
costs £10 to buy. If instead of buying a new wheel for a native we 
moia him one in our farm workshops, he will pay us for it in cattle. 
They arc rich in cattle and arc able and willing to pay for the work 
done; When we have finished making his wheel we go and pick 
three head or oxen from his herd in payment for it. The oxen 
obtained In this way for our repair work we can train to work in the 
yoke and use them for ploughing and carting during the busy plant
ing season^ When the slack time comes we keep the best of them 
and sell the rest to the butcher at a considerably enhanced value. In 
this way we are not only improving our herd, but are also tapping a 
new source of wealth to help keep the Mission going*

So far I have dealt only with the money-making aspect of the 
: farm. Tlicre are other, possibly more important, aspects to tell you 
‘ about, which 1 will deal with next month. ' If you are wondering 

whether this Is the sort of work that you consider suitable or right 
for your staff to be engaged in, I would ask you please to 
your judgment until you have read the concluding portion of this 

' article.
I bnly wish now to remind you once more and to moke it quite 

clear that this farming experiment has hot cost the Mission any 
money whatsoever. It has entailed no additional staff at Mapanw. 
We have had just the normal staff of two priests and a layman, with

ment.
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no ladies to help with the church, classes, medical work, housekeep
ing, etc. Although we have in this short time considerably eased the 
financial situation, I do not know what prospect there is of the farm 
ever being able to make Mapanza seif.supporting. It depends rather 
on what capital we are able to sink In the concern. Our bank balance 
is now at a very low ebb. Perhaps, if I could get hold of ;^i,ooo (or 
better still ;^2,ooo) to carry on the development of tlic farm we should 
have some prospect of being self-supporting in ten or fifteen years' 
time. Please do not tliink that this is an appeal for money; I am 
simply stating the fact that witliout more capital the process of deve
lopment will be a long one. We have no farm buildings or shops; 
there is much land to be got under cultivation; there arc tools to be 
bought, especially the rather expensive (because heavy) ones required 
for the wheelwright and blacksmith work. In addition, we ought to 
have two laymen at work, one for the farm and another for the work
shops, and the farm would have to be a prosperous concern to be 
able to support even one layman, let alone two. But the/strength 
of our position is that the farm is already sufficiently a faU iaccompU 

on, money or no money, towards the goal

(To he concluded)

to enable us to go steadily 
at which ^ aim.reserve

1
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SCHOOLBOYS
Diocesa of N. Rhodesia

SCHOOLBOYS
AttENTIOsI ” Twenly-foilr boys sland erect at the padre s com

mand: twenty.four enamel plates are held up, shining in the sun. 
It is the morning inspection of the schoolboys. Their striped visibau 
are clean and tidy; their dark blue clothes neatly tied, their plates 
well scoured. Woe betide the boy who is slovenly or late, and h.as 
tried to deceive the pricst-in-clitlrge by a superficial splashing of his 
arms add legs, or sought to distract attention from the dust behind 
his cars by sprinkling his hair with water in the hope that padre wall 
take it as a sign that his whole body has just been immersed! 
Mutinda looks somehow too innocent this morning; padre rolls up 
the sleeve of his kisibau, a distinct *! high-water line is revealed, 
and he is banished to the river, blushing dnd ashamed, while his 
twentjMhree virtuous comrades grin at his discomfiture. .

The prefects now go to the dormitory, while tlie two boys running 
off to the kitchen, whicli tlic padre is going to inspect next, are the 
cooks, chosen by rota for a week at a time. The dormitory is divided 
into four compartments, and In the doorNvay of each/' house stands 
an anxious prefect. Judgment is given that the '* Lions, the Hip- 
popotomi,'* and the “Zebras" have swept well, but the “ Elephants 
have one untidy hov who has not folded up his blanket. He is duly 
found by his prefect, scolded and hurried in to put things riglit.

This morning routine over, the boys go into school, and padre 
takes Scripture with them. For the rest of the morning they may be 
seen with heads bent over books or slates, concentrating on the 
mysteries of arithmetic, or painstakingly copying from the black- 

. board for their writing lesson, such interesting pieces of news as 
" Yesterday padre went hunting. He did not get any meat," which 
the African teacher has laboriously chalked up in his slow, imperfect 
script; or we may hear them reading, or listening to a narrative les
son, or watch them at drill. Anyliow, we will go in and speak to the 
teacher when padre has finished his Scripture lesson. Michael is try* 
ing rather vainly to persuade the lower class that if they pay 2s. for 
four chickens, each one will have cost them 6d. and not 8s., as so 
many of them seem firmly to believe. He speaks very fast, and waves 

hands with dramatic zeal. When his energy has spent itself a 
Utile we will ask him about his pupils. We learn that Zambwe 
“ tries," which is always meant as a compliment, but " Mpikd’s head 
is very Iiard." A glance at his slate shows us tlie sum about the 
chicken thus; a x 4 *= 8, and we are inclined to agree with Michael. 
In liie top class twelve boys are bllwfully happy working out long 
multiplication sums qufle mcclianically and generally quite 
accurately. To iuggle with long lines of figures is joy to tliese boys; 
to think out a simple problem pain and sorrow. Even the teacher 
insists, In private, that if the boys go into school at 9 a.m. and leave 
at la noon, they will have been in school four hours—“ nine, ten. 
eleven, twelve," he counts on his fingers. After much explanation 
and some argument, he agrees politely, " I sec. Dona, it is three

[Uf. iUtltag*Phelo\
P.u)KB Ruck issrEcriso Mapanza schooudovs

hours, yes." But my pride of victory is spoilt when he adds, with a 
most disarming smile, " But in our language, Dona, we call it 
fourV*

Well, we cannot stay talking to Michael all the morning, for there 
arc other things to sec on the .station. Scliool is a pleasant, friendly 
place, wlicrc the dally routine is much as it is in a hundred other 
schools, although the building may be reed-and-polc with a thatched- 
roof, the desks and equipment rather primitive, the boys dark-skinned 
and barefooted. For all this they are much like English boys, tliougli 
they are far more independent and have to look after themselves. 
They sweep out their own dormitory, school, and kitchen; fetch their 
own water from the river; grind their mealies, cook their food, and 
do their own mending; though, ns we have already .seen, they are, 
of course, supervised and inspected. At ^ o’clock, wlicn their manual 
work is over, you will see a little queue of boys on my verandah', with 
all sorts of strange requests—paper to write letters, pencils, pens, 
siring and fish-hooks, needle and cotton for mending, whlte^ large 
Iioles will be displayed to demonstrate the necessity of patching, at 
which they are so adept, that often it becomes difficuU to (race'the 
original ^rment. Most of the Iwys have no money, but can earn 
some to buy pencils, notepaper and such small things by doing odd 
jobs about the Mission—perhaps some hoeing, or cleaning a bicycle. 
It is not a good plan to give them everything they ask for, as they 
readily become inveterate beggars with an idea that it is our duty to 
.supply all their wants for nothing. You would be amused to sec

his

!
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them at the store when they receive their visibau. It always 
takes some management to get them fitted up with the right size, and 
contrary to a widespread idea in England these boys do not go for 
colour, but for quality. (Our women arc just the same, and strangely 
enough are very fond of black, and look extraordinarily well in it.) 
You should hear the voluble indignation of a small boy whose 
kisibau is of a less strong material than those of his friends. He will 
bring it back, finger the material scornfully, thrusting^ it under my 
nose, and saying indignantly, “ Look at this! This is no good— 

. it will be in holes in a: little while I I can’t wear this—it is rubbish V* 
It is a great source of jov to the boys if the visibau have pockets; and 
on the whole thw wash and mend them very carefully, and take 
quite a pride in them.

When he goes to his village for his holidays, the smallest and most 
insignificant schoolboy becomes a great man, arid for a day or two 
swaggers about with an unwonted air of importance. In school he 
probably gets rather put upon by the older boys, but it docs not seem 
to harm him much. He expects it, and it seems quite natural to him 
that the senior boys should make him carp' their hoes when they come 
up from the gardens, and he bides his tintc till he in turn shall be a 
" blood ” and with a lordly air give his hoe to a newer boy. Of 
course, we guard against any bullying, and I think the boys get on 
with each other very happily on the whole and I do not believe in 
interfering unless it really seems necessary. 1 remember talking to 
the teacher'about one small boy whom I was afraid was being rather 
put upon and teased. He assured me it was all right and said : ” He 
cannot be overcome, Dona ”—very true, as I knew to my cost, for 
he was an exasperating child, extremely obstinate and quite uncrush- 
able; his cloth was always undone, no kisibau ever seemed to fit him, 
he stubbed his toes, checked the older boys, fell but of bed, was stung 
by hornets, and got inky messes on his books and chalk-smears on 
his face.

LEPER LAND IN LIKWENU
Tuts is a beautifully situated colony in the midst of wooded, rocky 
hills and a river, and below the head station of Likwenu which 
stands some 3,000 ft. high. Certainly, if natural beauty and lack 
of institutionalism go for all they should, regarding mind , over 
matter, here, indeed, is the place to be.

■ - . n ■■■

Some hundred both of in- and out-patients (chiefly the former) 
are accommodated here, and live their own natural lives with suffi
cient segregation for the safety of the general community and more, 
we hope, as-time goes on, 10 clean up their own lives as far it 
is given one to do so.

The Angclus has gone, the sun is setting. Twenty-four boys sit 
round their fire, eating their evening meal and chattering happily 
together. You may think at first that one is very like another; but 
you will be wrong. They arc no more alike, for all their dark skins, 
brown eyes and close-cropped black heads than twenty-four Englisli 
boys. They differ in colour, in feature, in size and build, in expres- 
sion and In temperament, just as we do. Each one must be known 
mdividually if we are to help them in the building up of their char
acters. They change, as all boys do—naughty, good, exasperat
ing, amusing, obstinate, or easily led; not saints or necessarily 
romantic because they are Africans; but fallible, human and very 
lovable. Their friendship is well worth winning, but it requires 
much patience, understanding and. (perhaps above all) a sense of 
humoiir and the ability to administer justice without ever losing 
one’s temper. For (to end with the words of an African teacher): 
*' It is very bad to be angrv; it spoils your heart to other people.”

D.J. H.

lirUl Unli4U
SeRVISO Otn- FOOD

Where possible they build their own houses, or their friends 
do so for them, and they bring an offering of money—anything 
up to five shillings, when they are able. [

This has the effect of making them value their treatment and 
makes for &citer chances of their staying for a full course, at the 
same time there are no hard and fast rules in the matter.

The Government help to the extent of about one-third of the 
cost per head, and supply drugs and instruments used In the actual 
treatment of the leprosy itself. From then onwards, those who 
came may stay as long as need requires, which amounts to many 
years (with intervals, at their own wish, to visit their vHfage homes) 
and receive, may I so put it, food for body, mind and soul.

1
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BONDE REVISITEDAll and sundry come, 
licnthen, 
old and young, and there 
are now some twenty Chris, 

and others under

Muhammadan,
(Extracts from a letter from Canon Woodward to the Editor.)

I Ail just back from Bonde. 1 left on January 13 and on reaching 
Tanga was taken up by car to Kiwanda. Tlie boys were away, but 
returned in a day or two. They now pay 5s. each term and are 
responsible for clothing themselves. This is a great advance. I trust 
the day will come when they will pay all tlieir expenses. The place 
lias been improved in many respects since I visited it in 1928. The 
pis^-de-terre work seems to answer very well. The work of the car
penters is excellent. There are also tailors, but theyihad not got 
into work before I left. There is any amount of room for shamba 
work and I under
stood they had 
large fields of 
maize. The sur 
rounding country 
is most beautiful,

ttans 
instruction.

The little leper village, 
as il may well be called, is 
self-contained; it has its 
own little chapel, simple 
school (with leper teacher), 
native (leper) police and, of 
course, Dawa—the scene of 
much activity.

Though encouraged to 
their own food, andgrow

each inhabitant has his or 
her plot of land, the 
patients are not os self-sup
porting in this direction as 
it is hoped they will 
become, so one important 
feature of the work is the 
buying in of large q 
titles of maize, beans, flour, 
rice, nuts and fish, which 
form the chief articles of 
diet, with a little meat 
thrown In when procurable. 

The maize is dried and kept in big iron bins, holding fifteen tons, 
and the food is given out sufficient for a week’s consumption. The 
main treatment is by injection of hydrocarpus oil or one of its deriva
tives, and administered into vein, muscle or tissue usually twice a 

k. The leper dispensary boys are now learning to use the inlra-

mountams 
bo t h si d c s, 
Mlinga on the 
cast. I was glad 
10 - see Canon 
Sclioza looking so 
well, and it was 
verjv gratifying 
to see four of our 
former 
boySj now dea
cons, preparing 
for - the priesi- 
liood,
Mwek waluma, 
Samwil Semgaya, 
Yusuf 
and one

on

uan-

tilltl UntJsUrkcu]
The kursi'e house school-

Alfred

wee
venous needle \vith skill and patience.

The nurse in charge has a little house and office in the grounds, 
and a good deal is being done to teach those living in the colony the 
joys and value of both flower and vegetable gardens. Lepers 
slow of initiation.

One cannot close without a little word about the " atmosphere 
generally of this particular 200 (and more) acres of U.M.C..A. ground 
in Central Africa.

I suppose lepers arc thought to be by most folk the most 
able of God’s creatures, and certainly their lot is a truly sad one. yet 
the feeling in this place is undoubtedly one of hope and happiness, 
and although it is early days as yet to talk of cures, we are well on 
the right road.

Any who have worked on this particular spot are to be congratu
lated for a very happy time, which, without question, the lepers and 
work for them impart. *'•

Mnubi, 
from 

Ko^og^ve —Adri
ano. They are 
to be ordained on 
mid-Lent Sunday.

At Magila, I 
think the most 
notable thing is 
the " B i^'t h 
House.” whicli 
was written about 
in January’s Cen- 
TR-tL Africa. The 
sister told

an*

miscr-

Padre Yusuf Mxunjme
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BONDE REVISITED
OUR POST BAG

they had attended to forty-lhrcc cases to date. Lately there 
had been a night call from several miles away, and as Sister could 
not go, two of the women went. For some reason they wanted to 
sec me padre, who was not very far away, but the people told them 
they must not go because there were lions about. 1 heir reply was 
that the lions had their business and they—the women—had theirs 
and no lions should hinder them. They went and returned safely. 
They had, I understand, considerable difficulty in attending to the 
case, but they resolutely stopped all interference, and everything went 
well. I was also told that their husbands are often put to constder- 
ablo inconvenience during the absence of their wives, but for the sake

All this marks a very great

MR. MARTIN KAYAMBA
P/tDRE Dvson writes: “ I have the great pleasure of joining with 
oar readers in welcoming to this country Mr. Martin Kayamba. He 
ivas unanimously elected by the chiefs and natives of the Tanga and 
Northern Provinces to be their delegate to the Joint Select Com- 
jnittce of Parliament on Closer Union in East Africa. He is also-the
chosen delegate of the African Association, a small non-political 
body of educated Africans. He, with nine other African representa
tives, arrived in England about the end of April. Martin Kayamba
is my chief sidesman at St. Augustine’s, and his help and advice 
have always been welcome and gladly given. He has been chief 
clerk in the Provincial Commissioner’s office at Tanga for several 
years, and he is highly respected by European and African alike. I 
have had the pleasure of meeting him in London several times. We 

delighted to hear that permission has been given him to overstay 
his time in England, in order to join in our Anniversary and be one 
of the speakers. It is many years since one of our Africans w.as on 
the platform at our Anniversary, and I expect we sliall make the - 
most of him whilst he is here.”

of the work are content to suffer, 
advance.

I paid a visit to Mkuzi. On the way I called to .see the new jumbe, 
Hugh Peter Kayamba. I believe things are happy under him. There 
are still some Bondeis who are against having an Mkilindi, but I 
think that will die out. He was out when 1 called, but hearing that 
I was there, came running down the road with both hands out
stretched to welcome me. Just fifty years ago, when I went over to 
Umbp one Saturday morning, I found two unknown lads sitting 
under the eaves with a pot of honey, which they had brought 
present. One was (Hugh Peter) Kayamba, and the other (Rupert) 
Mwarabu, both desiring to be taken into the Mission school. This 
was shortly after Ch. Yorke’s death, and I was only doing Sunday 
duty there, so I took them over to Magila. Rupert’s son now lives at 
Bombb, and his wife, Elisabeti, is one of the Maternity Guild. Hugh 
is jumbe, and his son, Martin,* has been chosen, I hear, to visit 
England for some special reason. It is a great pleasure to find so 
many of our Mission boys liolding responsible posts. 1 met one from 
Kigongoi, and asking him what he was doing, he said he was a sub
inspector of police.

I spent three or four days at Mkuzi and one day at Kwe Midaa. 
After what I have sometimes been told about the dying out of 
Kibondei, I was surprised to hear it spoken everywhere, and, in fact, 
1 Iicard very little Swflhilt spoken there. Padre Morris talks it well 
and preaches in it also, for which I am very thankful. I have always 
held that however much people may know of Swahili, in classes, etc., 
you ought lobeoblc to explain things in the local dialect; it reaches 
home much better.

arc

as a

MSORO, N. RHODESIA
Miss Sutton writes: “ 1 had a very jolly voyage out, with the 
Bishop of Nyasaland, two of his nurses, and one of the Masasi 
priests.

We had rather a difficult journey here, as the road from Fort 
Jameson is very bad. I am very glad to be back at work, and tliankful 
to be able to do it.

The nurse here has unfortunately had to go home ill, and so I 
find myself once more in charge of the hospital.

Allhougli I am not a nurse, I had a good deal of experience at 
Chipili, and I find it a very good way of getting to know people*. I 
always love the hospital work, unless I come up against some very 
serious case, about which I know nothing.

We have had very heavy rains for the last fortnight, and the 
rivers are flooded everywhere. Our mail last week was hungup 
at a village six miles away, for five days, owing to an impas^blc 
river.

There is a great deal of work to be done here, and very few to 
do it. It is very sad to know that lliere are numbers of Christians 
in the districts who can only be visited once or twice a year.

It is impSssible to expect them all to live up to tlieir profession 
as Christians, when they get no help. . i

Travelling is very difficult during this wet weatlicr, but 1 am 
doing all the visiting I can in the near neighbourhood. It often 
means walking through marsliy land, and sometimes the water

• S« “ Mr. Ms p. 115.
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rf.nclK-s lo one's knees, but it is well wortli while, as the people are 
always so pleased to sec . ....

I have had several very sick people. The most interesttng was 
a charming little bov of about twelve, with a terribly septic foot. 
Me was almost dying when he was carried in, but aj weeks later he 
walked home (three miles), much to the joy of his friends and 
relations.

I am now struggling with a ver>’ bad pneumonia 
woman haS had a temperature of t04 deg. and 105 deg. for 
dnvs, but is getting a little better now. , . , , ,

* ir/icrt we get a nurse, I hope to get on to tlie school work. A 
great deal needs doing, ns the children will not come unless they 

interested, but with so many sick folk 1 have to leave the school 
to the native teacher. Miss Maddrcll has charge of the boarding, 
school, but that only has about twenty boys, who hope to go to 
Fiwlla, and does not' deal with the village children.

We hope the Bishop will be able to come and see us after hastcr. 
It is such a pity that we cannot have a larger staff, there is so much 
that could be done.

(A cable has been received from Nyasaland telling us the news, but 
giving no dale, of the sudden death of Canon Augustine /luilia/i.)
I HEAR with much sorrow of the death of one of our oldest native 
priests, Augustine Ambali.

As a boy he had been rc.sciied from a slave dhow’ and given to 
the Mission by the Consul-General (Sir John Kirk, 1 think it was). 
His tribe was that of the Wa Zaramu from the neighbourhood of 
Dar-es-Salnam. Me was at Kiungani College in its early days when 
Sir John Key was in charge, and later under Archdeacon Joncs- 
Bateman. Then Bishop Smythies came to know him and appreciate 
him, and piobably at his instigation he was sent i^^:ountry to 
Nyosaland with tlie Revd. W. P. Johnson as a teaclier somewhere 
about 1888. He was placed at the large village of Msumba, and 
wlien I went to the Lake in 1889, Augustine was already at work,
I remember him well as a young'*man in those early days—his 
singularly attractive face and his charming manners.

it was at Msumba that he spent many years as teacher, and later 
as deacon and priest, always full of zeal and energy and persever
ance. Under Archdeacon Johnson’s superintendence, he did long 
and faithful service in leaching and building up the native Church 
in that large and important village. It was not always a peaceful 
life that he lived. The MagNvangwara used in those days, forty 
years ago, from time to time to raid the lake shore villages; and also 
troubles arose in 1889, when the Portuguese first appeared on the 
scene and tried to assert their power by terrorizing the people. One 
scene I remember well—I think on Christmas Day, 1900—when the 
Portuguese officer and his askari surrounded the church, full of 
people making their Christmas Communion, pointing their guns at 
them through the windows, beating them as they came out, and 
threatening to burn the Mission and the church and do bodily injury 
to Augustine and the teachers. .Augustine has lold the siory of those 
anxious days in a little book written in his own quaint and delightful 
English; he behaved with great discretion under severe provocation, 
and the trouble after a time quietened down.

All Augustine’s letters, particularly when he wrote in Englisli. 
Avere charming and original compositions. Tlie last one I liad from 
him, written a few years ago, was to tell me of the death of his wife; 
it was something like this: “ Dear Father, I send you my greeting 
and tell you my news which is very good news; only my wife has 
just been eaten’by a crocodile and I am very full of grief. May the 
Lord be with you. Amen.”

I ordained him deacon in 1898, at Msumba Church, along with
retired from Mjssion

us.

case. The 
some

arc

NEWALA (MASASI DIOCESE)
Within the last year we liave started a new dispensary at an 
station, and this has made a big drain on our stores. It has been our 
custom to come out once a week to this place; sometimes we have 
had ns many as 280 patients on one day. Many are needing dre.ssings 
nnd so old linen is used up at a tremendous rate. Since August we 
have sent a trained boy to live on the station, and the new camp 
built here is drawing many people 10 come in nnd slay till they 
cured. This hospital camp will mean an ever increasing dram on

as it becomes more popular; but It also means that...
give the poor sick folk more adequate treatment. We pray too

..... more will come to hear the good news of Christ’s love for tlicir
souls and their bodies. I am writing this at Maliuta, the new station. 
I try to make my weekly visit, more especially for the women and 
diirdren, nnd to-morrow morning will bring a crowd of needy ones 
lo our '* hospital.” How one longs that they would come in like 
numbers to ask for teaching ! The population in the district is about 
3,000 families, vet here wc have only five Christians beside Peiro 
and Ills wife Lo'is, and the young teacher Eliya. We have also about 
eight Catechumens nnd some " hearers ” among the school-boys, 
but it is a hard task to draw the people of such a Moslem districi. 
nnd the work Is often discouraging. The teacher is just out from 
college and a keen evangelist. Please remember him in your prayers.

There are more promising districts. Only last week \ye h.nd n 
baptism of twenty-eight adults, mostly married people with Unit* 
children, so we give thanks as we think of so many more Christian 
househdlds to witness for our Lord in this dear land of .Africa. A'our 
prayofs nnd work bring these results. And we thank you for all your 
help and tliought for us.

oui-

arc

weour resources
can
thni

another (Eustace Malisawa, who later on . , ,.
work); and £omc years afterwards Bishop Trower ordained him 
priest. In I1&later years he has been working at Ngoo, a few miles 
north of Msumba, where a large village has grown up on what was 
in my time, thirty years ago, only a barren sandpit. Though he 
came as one of a d'lfferent tribe from the Nya.sa people, he settled 
down among them', and in his long life has shown the value of a
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THE SUMMER SCHOOL, WHITBYAUGUSTINE AMBALI

heavy school term, to make us happy and comfortable. This year 
the Prioress has kindly promised to give us a Lecture on “ Charles 
de Foucauld.*'

-The charge for each week will be about 37s. 6d.
=^There will be a Quiet Day each week, conducted by the Chaplain 

of the week. . . ^
We have been fortunate in securing once again the Rev. G. 

Healey for our Chaplain the first week. This will be his fourth 
Summer School. Many friends of U.M.C.A^will also be glad to 
learn that we hope to have Fr. Sedding, S.S.J.E., as our Chaplain 
for the second week.

The lectures for bolli weeks will be most interesting, and will 
rover much new ground, and so will be quite new to Students who 
have been before. Many of them are the result of " requests ” 
from last year’s Summer School at Clewer, e.g.:—

Four Lectures on tlic “ Tribes in each Diocese.”
Two Lectures on ” Co-operation of the Mission with Govern

ments and with other Missions.”
^ Two Lectures on “ Animism and Christianity.”

Two Lectures on “African Marriage’" and “Witchcraft.”
Two Lectures on “ Medical Work.”
Three Lectures on “ Turning Points in the History of the 

Mission.”
Three Lectures on “ Biography ’’—Livingstone, Charles dc 

Foucauld, two African Priests.
■ The Lecturers will include: The Vcn. Archdeacon Wilson 

(Nyasaland), Dr. Wigan (Nyasaland), Rev. A. B. Hellier (Zanzi
bar), Canon E. F. Spanton, Miss E. C. Nugee, Miss Gibbons, and 
the Prioress of the O.H.P.

Will all who read this do their best to tell others of the Summer 
School?

The preliminary circular and application form is ready, and 
copies of it can be obtained from Head Office, or from j Rev. L. C. 
Watson, 65 Marshside Road, Southport, Lancs, who will be glad 
to answer any enquiries. '

Come to Whitby and catch the spirit of the early Northern 
Mi^ionariesl Their spirit of burning cnlbusiasm in a hard world 
will help you to pray, give, and work for Africa. ,i

L. C.

genuine native ministry. He retained all his native simplicity and 
manner of living; he was never "spoilt” by contact with 
Europeans. , . ,

He was, 1 believe, a consistent and devoted Cluisiian. I never 
heard anything but good of him in all his forty years of devoted 
service. And he deserves a place among the native pioneers of 
Christianity in that part of Central Africa. I liave not seen him 
since 1900, when I left the Likoma Diocese; but all that Unte he has 
gone on doing the work that liad been given him to do, and doing
it with all his strength. And now we pray he has found peace.

J. L. W. (Bp.)

THE SUMMER SCHOOL, WHITBY
AUGUST I—15, 1931

The Sixth Annual U.M.C.A. School will bo hold at St. Hilda's 
Priory, Sneaton Castle, Whitby (by the kind invitation of tile 
Priori of the Order of the Holy Paraclete), from Saturday, August 
ist to August 15th, inclusive.

The School will be so arranged that each week will be a complvle
____ in itself. At the same time students will be very welcome to
stay both weeks, as many did last year at Clewer.

We should be most grateful if R.D. Secretaries would make a 
special clfort to come for at least one week, and do all they can to 
urge others to come. A supply of the Summer School Circular will 
be sent on application.

The object of the School is to learn how to relate African needs 
to home work for U.M.C.A., whilst at the same time deepening our 
Missionary Intercessions through our fresh knowledge of Africa and 
her peoples.

The School is meant for those who can legitimately call them-
.M.C.A.,

course
I
I

i
and we giveselves “ Home Workers ” in any sense for U 

many opportunities for young people to find a missionary vocation 
cither for Africa or England.

At the same time it is quite realized that for many people the 
Summer School would be the only holiday. Therefore, we take 
great pains to provide every sort of outdoor and indoor recreation, 
and excursions will be arranged for Ricvaulx Abbey, Lastingliam 
Abbey and \\’Tiilby Abbey.

All who have ever been to a U.M.C.A. Summer School have 
never failed to remark on its happiness, jollity, and its deep spiritual 
tone. What could be more delightful than to go to bracing Whitby, 
with its rugged coastline, its open moors, heather-clad and wind
swept, for a holiday? What more chorming view could any 
want than the view from the Priory looking across the red roofi 
the stately ruins of St. Hilda’s Abbey?

T^e Sisters of the O.H.P. are old friends of ours, and look 
after us well. They give up part of their “ rest time,” after a

HOME JOTTINGS
one ID301931The General Fund Recetpls compare as followej— 

Received during April 
Tolal receipts to April 30 ..

s to j; 1.632 
X0.71D

... >C1.628 

. . .£7,160
Ad Increase of X471.
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CENTRAL AFRICAHOME JOTTINGS

A MONTHLY RECORD OF THE WORK OF THE 
UNIVERSITIES' MISSION TO CENTRAL AFRICA

U.M.C.A. CcatrtI MiulQiury Scbool.—We have unloriunately been obliged u, 
.»l)ancJon the Idea of Imliling this owing to (he fewn«i» of acceptances. The time doe* 
n.'t »e<m to have been very propitloui for such a venture as a good many “ Schools •' 
til iTtnnexion with the Way of Renewal are being held this year.

Our friends will realize that this does not refer to the U.M.C.A. 
in August, tlie prcparniions for which ore progressing very favourably.

Sumner School
No, 583- XLIX. JULY, 1931 Price 2d

CONTENTS

S S''

Si. Michael’s, Tankertoo.—June it our last month here before closing for the 
summer holidays. On June 17lh there will be our annual garden party, at which we 
hope to sliow scenes from U.M.C.A. history. Come if you can; and if you cannot, please 
pray for u» that day and send us, if you will, something useful (especially provisions)
to sell at the Si. Michael’s stall. Parcels and letters should be addressed to:_Miss
H. spanu>n. St. Michael’s. Church Street Road, Tankerton-on-Sca, Kent.

The Anniversary 
Medical Ofliccr’s 
Travel In Nyas-nhind . 
Tanga ................... ;siiRe|>t>rt

c Jottings 
Mission SuifT

the General Council are retporuible 
for any opinion or ttaten.enl in CENTHAL AFRICA unleu it it clearly to indicated

SOTB^Neither the Dithops of the Mitsian

Duly Worker's Guild.—Miss Freda Young will be unable to receive or send out any 
work between July 16 and January 16. Parcels may be sent direct to the OfTice.

THE ANNIVERSARYThe niaal Sale on behalf of U.M.C.A. will be held on .Monday, June 22. 
Irom 3—0 p.m., In St. Alban’s Hall, Baldwin’s Gardens, Gray’s Inn Road, W.C.l. Please 
come and help the Mission funds. Gifts, both in money and kind, will be gratefullv 
received and acknowledged and should be sent to Miss W. Bucklev c/o Miss K 
Alexander, 35 Brooke Street, Holborn, E.C.I.

Tlicrc was noEveryone seemed satisfied with tlie Anniversary, 
rain, though little sun.shine. St. John’s, Red Lion Square, was full, 
and if we missed the little gleams of sunlight, we were encouraged 
by the preacher and his association of tlie feast of the Ascension 
with the promise of invincibility to be shared by liiose “ wliO/follow 
in His train.” There was a very pleasant gathering of old and pre
sent workers at the lunch in Vincent Square and our thanks arc due 
to those who were responsible for the arrangements.

* There was a very good attendance at the Church House at tlie 
afternoon nieeling. The Chairman, in his opening words, gave us 
a message of encouragement, but remarked that though we had been 
able for the present year to assure the Bishops that there would be ho 
reduction of their allowances, owing to ihe special effort made at 
the close of 1930, the position was still serious, and the effort must 
still be sustained during 1931; otherwise we might have to face the 
same necessity of reducing the Diocesan allowances.

The first speaker was Padre Ruck, of N. Rhodesia. He said that 
at Mapanza, after twenty years of work, there were no women 
workers and no money for the necessary buildings. They had 
decided to run a farm for the .sake of making a move towards self- 
support. There was much to be said for sucli a scheme, as it was a 
cattle country and also they could grow their own food. After/two 

. years they had twelve acres in cultivation. There had been losses 
of cattle from.dtsease, but thanks to the Veterinary Officer and the ' 
free use of ^ Government dipping lank, the prospects were 
brighter. Tlie schoolboys were growing their own food. 1 hey were 
also engaged in repair work of agricultural machinery, and it liclpeu 
lo increase friendliness wUli Africans. They came to have th^eir 
repairs done and so came Into touch with the Mission stall. J nc 
pjan had been inspired by a desire to make the station self- 
supporting.

THE MISSION STAFF
"1Name Diocne Date

Azrirali in England:
Mr. I. MilU 
Of. Wigan 
Mlu Hardman

Departuret from England; 
.Mr. G. ileritace 
Mr. A. Harris 
Mr. J. Lakin 
Miss HUchman 
Mrs. Beal 
Miss Slookes

Eunzibar
Syasalanil
Nyasaland

•May 2 
May U 
May 11

N. Rhodesia 
N. Rhodesia 
S. Rhodesia 
S’. Rhodesia 
Zanzibar 
Syasalanil

June 6
6

une 6 
une 6 
une 18

IB

N.* Mimb,iv-I)l.c«. .1 N. Rb«ll..l..-.Mr. Al(r«l J. Il.rri, .„d Mr. J.lm L.bin 
are both to 611 positions as station laymen.

•:
IN MEMORIAM.-R.I.P.

April 23.—Evelyn Bucknall Smith. P.
I’adre Bucknall Smith joined the Mission in 188t. when he worked in the 
Mnwl district; later he went to Nyasaland and did valuable work there 
until ha retirement in 1000.

Mny 14.—Ellen M. GIossop.
Miss GIossop visited her brother in Nyasaland last year and at 
helping to interest many people In the work of the Mission.

a result was
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But Martin Kayaniba, who followed Bishop Gore, taking his ciie 
from a reference made by tlie Chairman lo a criticism of Brilisli mis
sionaries in India, paid a warm and generous tribute to the work of 
missionaries in Africa, and as one of the representatives of millions 
of Africans, testified to the recognition by the Africans of the debt 
they owed to mission work. He rctdized that European and African 
had each their part to play in the progress of Africa and appealed 
for friendly and sympathetic co-operation. Again, llie magnificent 
attendance"at the Queen’s Hall filled him with ania/ement.

Canon Spanlon made a very forcible appeal to those at home, 
stressing the urgent need of more priests and more wprkers, in each 
of the.four dioceses. In one district, Liuli, there were over 7,000 
Christians and i.txx-) c(»nfirmed every yetir. Without a stronger staff 
how could the pastoral work be adequately carried on. He said that 
the Bishop of Zanzibar was asking for three priests of 10-15 years’ 
experience for this very purpose, and he concluded by saying that 
such an increase of staff necessitated an increase in the general fund 
and that at the present moment the financial .situation was disijuict- 
jng. We were not making sufficient headway.

},Uss Cornwall described in detail the steps being taken lo 
Christianize tribal riles in the ca.se of the Christian women, and 
remarked that other women who were not Christians and catechur 
mens were being helped in this way.

Padre Ruck continued his interesting description of thc/Mission 
Farm at Mapanza, stressing the fact that such work was a valuable 
means of removing .suspicion and promoting friendliness between 
the Mission and the Africans in that district.

Dr. W^igan, who spoke ne.\t, gave us some interesting details 
about medical work in Nyasaland, but as we are publishing his 
Medical Report, wc refer our readers to that.

Martin Kayamba, the next speaker,’ received a very warm 
welcome, which quite evidently impressed him deeply. He was one 
of ten delegates cIio.scn by io,ouo,ooo Africans to come to England 
and lay the African point of view before the home authoricie.s, and he 
told lis that out of the ten delegates, nine were Christians. This is 
very significant. He is a churchwarden at Tanga and said iliere 
were 300 Christians there. It is a growing church and newcomers 
from upcounlry are always arriving.

Me informed us that there was a marked change in the attitude 
of Moslems lo Cliristinnity. They were mucli more friendly than 
in former years. In his opinion, Christianity was essential to reid 
progress and cannot be left out of any scheme for preparing the 
African of to-day for the Africa of to-morrow.

Martin was followed by Padre Blood, from Masasi. He dealt mainly 
with the attitude we should adopt to African customs. We could (1) 
.accept them or (2) prohibit them, or (3) examine them in order to sift 
the grain from the chaff. Acceptance w’as impossible because the evil
element in them was a reality. Prohibition was dangerous, n.s it led 
to defiance and secrecy. The only possible method was to .subject 
these customs lo a sympathetic scrutiny. He referred lo Bishop 
Weston’s adoption of this method with regard to the tribal rites, l ie 
wislicd to Christianize them, and the plan he sketched for this pur
pose was now in full operation. The necessary education was being 
given in adolescence and was being given in a Christian nlmosphere 
by carefully selected teachers.

Archdeacon Maddocks, from Zigualand, was the last speaker. He 
said that the church in Zigualand was the cliurch of the youth. We 
must not expect them all to be saints. The teachers were living 
isolated lives and perhaps the only Christians within an hour’s walk. 
He referred to the Uganda martyrs, and said that if asked whether 
the same spirit could be found in Zigualand he would answer empha
tically in tile affirmative. In proof of this assertion, he told us of the 
courage and steadfastness of a Zigua boy, once a Moslem, who had 
received the Cross and was subjected lo persecution by a bitter chief. 
He said that there were occasional lapses, but these lap.scs were 

. never due to religious conviction, but for the sake of some private 
benefit to be derived from such a lapse. Also in the matter of educa
tion, wc must take into account the fact that one of the reasons why 
it was so eagerly desired was the expectation of deriving from it 
material profits. He concluded by telling us of the possibility of 
extension in Zigualand as soon ns staff and funds permitted it.

THE EVENING MEETING.
The Queen’s Hall was packed for the Evening Meeting. The 

Chairman’s address Is so fully reported in the Church Times that 
it seems unnecessary to give an account of it in Central Africa.

Tub Village Dispensar», Kavoo 
(5ef " Medical Officer't Iteport." page 126)
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MEDICAL OFFICER'S REPORT
Diocese 0/ Nyasaland Tears ago. Thai was always intended to be the men’s hospital, but 

at first it was more convenient to use it for the women. The old dark 
hut, till now .used by the men, will last another year or two as a store.

At Kota Kota loo, we have a nice new building, which Padre 
Jlunby has kindly provided, for out-patients and for the infant wel
fare clinic. An attempt is being made at most of our hospitals to 
develop this branch of the work and to separate it from the ordinary 
out-patient work, but I think Miss Egan has done more at Kota 
Kota, with the kind co-operation of Mrs. Allan, the wife of the Dis
trict Commissioner, than has yet been done at the other hospitals. 
They have had fourteen ante-natal cases, twelve confinements were 
attended and there were 125 babies on the books, of whom only seven 
died under one year; may the mortality rate never be higher 1

At Likwenu there has been a new feature in the hospital work 
this year in the use of a car by Miss Hardman, which has greatly 
assisted in village visiting and has also been useful in bringing 
patients to hospital; some of the villages are over thirty miles away. 
T wish the patients would show their gratitude by a little more 
generosity j as usual Likwenu and Kota Kota are at the bottom of 
the list for patients’ payments. The total sum for all hospitals and 
dispensaries is £26 more than lost year, Likoma, Mponda’s, and 
Malindi showing the biggest rises.

There has been great difficulty in obtaining food at Mdo all this 
year, and now there is a similar difficulty at Liuli. At Milo,/I think 
this is one cause of a smaller number of in-patients, but certainly 
there have been fewer wanting to come into hospital; we hope that 
the chief cause is the greatly reduced number of YaVvs cases since wa 
started hospital work in the district. During the first years at Milo, 
Yaws cases formed a very large proportion of our in-patients; they 
had to be admitted because the distances are so great. Not only have 
we had fewer Yaws cases, but the same is true of ulcer cases, a large 
proportion of which are due to old Yaws.

MEDICAL OFFICER'S REPORT
THE HOSPITALS

Duking the past year, another hospital has been added to our list, 
making in all nine hospitals, each with one or more nurses.

Msumba, a long-established Mission station, about forty miles 
south of Likoma, has for some years had a flourishing dispensary 
under the charge of a trained boy, visited quarterly by a nurse from 
Likoma. Last January it was decided to send there a teacher who 
could speak Portuguese and, to accompany her, a nurse to lake 
charge of the medical work. While it was only a dispensary, the 
number of attendances had risen to 17,000 in the year, and this year 
there have been over 20,000 attendances, so there is no doubt about 
the need of a nurse for the district, though it Avas unfortunate that 
she had to be supplied from our already small staff, t.e., at the cost 
of another hospital. At present the only building into which the 
nurse can admit patients is a mud hut with a centrM partition, large 
enough to accommodate four or five patients of each sex, and -■ 
is probable that the whole station will soon have to be moved to 
another site, nothing could be done at once about better buildings 
for the hospftal, even if money were available; the whole 
awaits the Bishop’s decision.

With respect to the other hospitals, there is not much to relate, 
except the temporary shortage of nurses. This shortage is due to 
several causes. As stated above, Msumba has absorbed one nurse; 
then, when five nurses Averc on furlough, avc Avere suddenly deprived 
of three more by sickness and a fractured knee-cap. One of the three, 
Miss Lonsdale, has alas to go home permanently, to our sorroAV 
and 1 believe her own also. I trust that both the others will be on 
full duty again in due course.

The nurse at Mponda’s had been single-handed most of the year, 
so when she was Invalided, the hospital had to be closed to in
patients; the out-patient department has been carried on by a trained 
boy Avith supervision from Miss Karn, who goes over frequently 
from Malindi, nines miles aivay; such in-patients os could hot be dis
charged Avere sent over to Malindi, the Mission barge being used 
os an ambulance. It seemed particularly hard that Mponda’s should 
have to be closed; tht^ had had a record number of in-patients in 
a year for the diocese, and os tlicir payments have been good and 
the collections for the hospital were also large, the cost to the hos
pital funds has not been high.

At Liuli Ave have at last got our second hospital built; I spent 
the month of July there to start the building, and then Archdeacon 
George kindly gave what supervision he could until it was finished. 
The women have now mov^ into the new building and the men 
have gone into the Canon Morris memorial hospital, erected two

as i[

matter

THE DISPENSARIES
' The dispensary at Mkope Hill was closed soon after the departure 

of Padre Luxford to Milo| he had kindly supervised the boy who 
was a local lad with but little training. /

The dispensary at Ngoo also has had to be closed for a ‘W m 
we had to take away the boy in charge for further teaching ‘°f 

. emniination in medicine and surgery; we hope it will be reopened
Iearly in the new year.

At Mandfcdispensary, in addition to the ordinary cases, about 
thirty lepers have had fairly regular treatment as oul-patienU, 
though some of tlie more distant ones

nurse from Liuli
during the latter part of the rains when the Konunu was 1 
This dispensary is run by one of the senior boys from Liuh 
changed from time to time, and a junior local boy; a nurse tn 
visits it when possible on the monthly round of the steamer.
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we keep the drugs and apparatus needed and do some of llie intra
muscular injections, and of a large veranda, where most of the treat
ments are done. In this way the nurses and boys arc not closely 
surrounded by a crowd of patients, only a small number of patients 
being allowed on the veranda at a time.

At the Mngehe colony, which is two miles further north, 
are the old Lundu Island patients, who were moved there at the end 
of 1929, and a number of other lepers from other parts who were 
allowed to settle there so that they might get treatment; some of 
tliese people had begun previously to settle in the neighbouring 
villages where they were a source’ of danger. Th^se settlers at 
>rngche are supervised by one of tlieir own number appointed to act 
as headman, and the Lundu folk are divided into two groups, each 
under its headman.

Food is going to be a great difliculty during the next few months. 
Last year we were able to buy a good deal more than we needed, and 
fortunately a good stock was laid in; this was made possible by the 
new food store, another source of our gratitude to the B.E.L.R.A. 
Tlie store, however, is now very low and there are several months 
to the harvest. The Wamatengo, a hill tribe on whom we depend 
almost entirely for our food at l>iuli, have bad a year of bad crops, 
and I hear that things are so serious that the Government have had 
to supply them with seed for the coming year. 1 wonder how this 
will affect our chances of buying next year; weltavc at least^onc con
solation, the Mngehe people have now had time to grow their crops, 
and a large number of them should be nearly self-supporting. They 
quite realize that it is impossible for us to give them as much as we 
expected, and 1 hear that they arc hoeing most energetically. Mr. 
Haywood has tried to help us by buying food down south in Nyasa- 
land, with the intention of bringing it on the “ Chauucy Maples," 
but it was not possible before the steamer left to obtain the necessary 
permit to export it to Tanganyika Territory; I still hope the permit 

ly be granted.
The Mngehe colony has, of course, increased our expenditure, 

and the Tanganyika Government has given us a Imgcly incrchsed 
grant, for which we are most grateful. I have included [n the 
accounts of the paitf year 125 of this grant, which really reached us 
in December after the accounts were nominally closed. The diocese 
will have the constant expense of the second nur.se at IjiiIi, as it 
Is not fair to ask one nurse to carry on permanently with a work 
which cannot be done satisfactorily by one, however much she may 
ovci^vork herself. At the moment it is a necessity, owing/to the 
unfortunate shortage of staff, but I trust that it will not often be 
necessary. iShe has her housekeeping, the hospital in-pntienls and 
out-patients at Liuli and the buying of food when the Wamatengo 
bring it down, also the teaching of the boys for ilieir examinations; 
if a succession of nurses had not also trained these boys m practical 
work it would be quite impossible for her to treat so large a number 
of lepers.

St. Michael’s College has also its own dispensary, looked after 
by a hospital boy who is having a two years' course at the college; 
he can always send in the more important cases to the Likoma 
hospital two miles away.

In addition to these dispensaries, which have their own building 
and a boy in charge, some stations hold occasional dispensaries at 
oul-stntions, e.g., from Likoma a nurse or boy goes weekly to Kango 
on the Portuguese mainland, and fortnightly to Chizumulu island. 
Even If liule good is done hy such occasional treatment, it is often 
a means of getting brought in such c.ases as arc suitable for hospital 
treatmimi, and also of keeping touch with patients who have been 
discharged from hospiinl; it may also be an opportunity for a talk 
on infant welfare or hygiene.

Each leper colony has of course its own dispensary, where both 
the inmates of ilie colony and also any out-patient lepers are treated.

THE LEPER COLONIES
In Tanganyika Territory there are the two colonies near Liuli, 

viz., Ivuyu and Mngehe.
.At ilie Kityii colony, things are much as they were last year; we 

still have seventy-one patients there, a larger number, 1 think, than 
the land can well support, but it is difficult to compel those who have 
been there a long time to move on to the Mngehe colony, which is 
not quite so attractive to them; there are so many advanced hopeless 
cases at .Mngehe, and probably, too, they have friends at Kuyu. My 
aim is, gradually if necessary, to get all those who cannot entirely 
support themselves to live at 'Mngehe, and to keep Kuyu for those 
who can support themselves; I propose to provide tliem with salt and 
perhaps occasional help if necessary. At present only six are self- 
supporting and forty-one arc on half rations.

We have also at Kuyu a small hospital hut for the really help
less ca.ses, who need looking after, and the closer supervision of a 
nurse. .At present there are only two or three of these cases, but 1 
expect there will sometimes be more, and I nm hoping during the 
next year or two to put up belter accommodation for them.

Tiie District Officer of Agriculture visited the colony recently 
and, after speaking to the people about their crops, kindly promised 
to send new and better seed for them to sow. so that their land may 
produce better crops. Fruit is not lacking, for they have plenty of 
bananas, and have planted limes, papaya, pineapples, and tomatoes.

TIic general health of the inmates has decidedly improved during 
the past year, largely (hanks to the steady treatment for hookworm 

received 300 treatments) and to regular sup-

ma

(the Mngehe patients 
plies of food.

Tile Slone dispensary at Kuyu, provided by a grant from the 
British Empire Leprosy Relief Association, w.as finished early in 
the vear and has been a great boon; it consists of a small room where
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At present the buildings at Mngche arc only the old Mission 
buildings, the school being used as dispensary; it is not a suitable 
building but has to do duty till 
money in hand of a grant from

we can build a better. We have 
the U.E.L.R.A., but at present 

tenure is not quite secure, and it seemed better to wait to build till 
we were more sure of the future. I hope the matter will be settled 
soon after the Bishop’s arrival; it is one of the many things for 
which we anxiously await his coming.

In Nyasaland, our two small colonies at Likoma and Malindi 
have had about the same number of patients as last year; a large pro
portion at both are bad nodular cases, and we cannot expect much 
result from treatment; the great thing is that these highly infective 
cases arc away from their villages. At Malindi we have waited till 
now to use the grants which were given us for permanent buildings, 
because the site is so unsatisfactory, but as there still seems no like
lihood of our getting a better site and the mud dispensary threatened 
to fall, we have this year built a permanent dispensary out of the 
Nyasaland Government grant given in 1927; I do not yet know the 
total cost, so the account is still incomplete. The day after they 
moved into the new building the roof of the old one fell in I

At the Likwenu colony the numbers are less than last year, 
though some of the patients have improved, many have got worse, 
and treatment has been difficult, as most of them have blocked veins 
and many have had swellings as a result of their injections, either 
from failure to inject into minute veins or from the intramuscular 
injections; I think this has probably caused many to leave. Of those 
that remain, there arc still over a hundred who seem fairly cheerful and 
apart from the ever-present hoolavorm, the general health is good. 
Three of the patients are being trained in the dispensary and when 
I last saw them at work they were making themselves quite useful, 
though they then had much to learn in the matter of asepsis.

The place has developed a great deal during the past year; Canon 
Victor has had the church and school enlarged, a road has been 
carried right across the estate, and a number of new fruit trees have 
been planted; most of this has been done by private donations and 
the church collections.

When we get the final Government grant for the vear (which 
will not be till after my accounts are made up), the food bill will, I 
think, have been covered by the grant; the Government Medical 
Department have also helped us by the provision of all the special 
leprosy drugs free and in sundry other ways. It Is, of course, dt 
the strong backing we have had from both our Governments and 
from the British Empire Leprosy Relief Association that wc have 
been able to carry on this leper work.

our

Canob on Lake Nvasa

We arc told " It is better to travel hopefully than to arrive,’’ but 
arrival is pleasant tor all that after some journeys in Central Africa.

I suppose as much as anywhere at present, this part of the world 
is showing the changing times, and one will soon be able to cover 
the distance ’twixt England and tropical Africa by air.
” Ulendos ” journeys) in the past were done on foot, going oil 

with “ Tenga tenga " (carriers), and still arc to some extent.
“ Bwatos ” (canoes) are also used for getting about m at Lake 

shore places, buU out of trees and propelled by ''“'5 
and keeping someone busy the while baling out. When 
allLs! ai improvised sail is put up, and the boys are very skilled m
the wiles of their lake. ... ,

Europeans always look incongruous travelling by

m^r in hmSgpse,. m w^.
are toe at UkoL. These are manned with a native captain and
ma’

m■■y'X',

1Iue to ZliM’M
€r-W. C. Wigan.

A MACItItA
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crow of al)oui fivt*. and they do extremely well, and naturally the 
boats are usc*d a great deal.

One need not write anything in description here of the 
.......... Maples,” our hard-worked and well-loved “ C.M.,” as

TANGA
“ Chauncy
all our friends know well of this stout little ship; suflke it to say that 
on her lies the brunt of much Iiard work, both passenger (African 
and liuropean) and cargo, up and down the Lake in all and every 
direction and in nil and every weather, making her a welcome sight 
indeed.

Busli cars (garetas) are also used a good deal, and “ machihis ” 
(canvas, slung hammock style) form a useful means of conveyance 
where distances are long and the “ going ” rough—a change team 
accompanying to rest the runner.s.

One does not look elegant travelling so, especially when the 
canvas splits, as has been known.

One d<»es not enjoy making others into beasts of burden, though 
the African thinks little of running in the heat of his own country,

but the davs of these tilings 
are naturally becoming less, 
and who would not rather
choose to be mobile?

Yes, the cars, lorries and 
motor conveyances of all sorts 
have come to the so-called 
•• wilds ” of Central Africa 
and much could be written of 
exciting and difficult treks, 
when often the road gets tired 
of being a road and turns 
itself into a stream of water 
and mud; and the bridges 
also go on trek.

So if you really want to be 
a modern mLssionary,” you 
must get a motor-bicycle, for 
even Nyasaland lias its 
fashions 1

Tasca

The ktst time, 1 believe, when CENTitAi. Aekica had any,news of 
Tanga, was when a report was given of the extension of our church. 
That extension has been fully justified, as one can see on any 
Sunday at our .sung Mass. The architect, Archdeacon George, 
is still anxious that we should complete his design for the altar, 
namely, a new altar, with a baldachino, which will cost about ;^ioo 
or more, but I think that in the.se day.s when money is so scarce, 
it is advisable to wait. Padre Henry Semng’indo, who has been 
assisting me for about a year, has been a very great help. I was 
distressed to hear a few davs ago, tliat last April lie was knocked 
down bv a motor-car, and had an artery cut, and was for a umc 
dangerously ill. but as 1 have not beard again from Tanga, I must 
be patient and hope that " no news is good new.s.” . .

We have lliree out-statlons, under native teachers, with their out- 
schools, namely, Jaji, Mchangnni and Amhoni. j

Jaji is a small village aiwut four miles from Tanga, 
native teacher and school, and small church, where we '>=«'•« f 
forty people of the Wanyamwezi tribe. The Christians licrt^ Ij,'® B 
few, are on the whole keen, and come to Mass ™S'''=riy on ,Sundays. 
The school is not very nourishing, as many of he n 'Bdren Jta)

- awav to wotif on their plantations. Our teacher here has t 
not'verv much to encourage him. Two yc.ar.s ago or more their 
chureh fell down, and I said I would not .«y L'
had built a new one. When I left they had only ““E'” 'f'' ' 
framework and put on the roof. There seems to be diHiculty in

So let those who find it in 
their hearts to pity “ the poor 
missionary and his monot
onous life, come and see for 
themselves, and I think they 
will find the boot has done lis 
proverbial exchange?

M. L.r*<4»|
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TANGA
fnirae ol N. Rhodesia

gelling men to do the work. This is largely due lo several of the 
men having work in Tanga.

.Mchangani is a village nearly twenty miles from Tanga, It has 
had its ups and downs, in fact more downs than ups. Wc have now 
a native teacher, who, although he has no teaching certificate, has 
got quite a good attendance at his school, and is trying to keep his 
end up. In a comparatively short time he has built a mud and stick 
church and a school, and got a good number of catechumens; the 
people here are Wanvamwezi and Wasukuma, and as the teacher 
is of their tribe, ho is better able to help them, and bring in hearers.

Amboni is nearly five miles from Tanga, and belongs to the 
Sisal estate. In 1927 I approached the manager of the plantation, 
Mr. Tanner, and asked if we could have a church and school on his 
estate. He very kindly, not only approved, but built us a very nice 
church, and this last year has built us a good and roomy school of 
cement blocks. Our flock has gone down in numbers since 
1927, but wc have nearly twenty people. The school is doing 
very well under its teacher, Yustino Mpala, and has a regular attend- 
ance of thirty boys, and sometimes more. This has given great 
pleasure to the manager of the estate, and he is always ready to 
assist in any way he can. At Mtoto Hovu, thirty miles from Tanga, 
we have a small church for our few Christians working on Col. 
Doscawen’s sisal plantation, but the church is now closed, as owing 
to the heavy fall In the price of sisal, the factory has been shut down 
for a lime. One of the native clerks, Samwil Chapwata, 
looking after our flock there. Occasional visits were made by the 
priest, to give tliem a Mass, and visit the people.

I must now write a few ^vords about Tanga itself. The work here 
pursues the even tenor of its way.’* There is a small native school 

. In the Mission compound, where a few girls attend, somewhat irre
gularly. It is good news to hear that the Government has 
opened a school for native girls.

There has been for some time a large Central School for boys, 
under the Government. The headmaster at the time is Mr. C. M. 
Baker, who formerly was a worker in our Mission. He and Mrs. 
Baker are amongst the chief supporters of

THE MISSION FARM
[Concluded]

irair< Rxb
fW.J Tub Mission Water Cart

Last month 1 was telling you about tlic Mission Farm experiment at 
Mapanza from ,the monetary point of view, and how the farm had 
olr^dy enabled us to take quite an appreciable step in the direction 
of sclf-maintcnance. There now remains a good deal to be said from 
other points of view. .

But first of all you must understand something of the extra
ordinary change that has been brought about in recent years by the 
introduction of the plough into our part of the territory. When 1 
came to Mapanza, seven years ago, there was hardly a p ough to be 
seen in the district: they were said to be bewitclied, and those \yho 
used them would hove " bad luck.” But loJay there are few families 
who do not possess their plough. TIte revolution-and tt is nothing 
short of that—has gradually worked its way from the railway >'ne and 
the neighbourhood of the European farms and is now penetrating 
to the villages farthest remote from “civilization amongst the 
Baila peoplm And this upheaval is not only nn 
is also going to have a profound elfcct on the social life and custoins 
of our people. This is easily realized when you remember ‘>'“1 
past it has been the work of the ■womm to hoc 'vhw
iTw it is the men who wield the plough. And further l e nut vc 
farmer is now realizing for tlie f.rst time tlie value of his ptt e 
because he wants not only to buy ploughs and other ""P 
with them, Uiit also to train his oxen to work for liim It is tne 
custom of the Baila, when a chief dies, to 
his cattle at liis funeral. Last year over Soo head of ^
at the funeral of a big chief not far from Mapanza. That's
The old men like to think of their cattle dying when ‘hey do- Th“t s 
why they arc so fond of them. But what about the young men

was

now

our English congrega
tion. In this Government school we have about forty of our Christian 
boys. We are allowed right of entry for religious teaching, twice a 
week. They arc also allowed to attend Mass on big week-day festivals. 
Wc have a large number of native Christians from other parishes 
on account of work In Tanga. We have the difficulties as well as 
the advantages of an African coast town.

We have two Sisters of the Community of the Sacred Passion 
working in the parish, and their help and their work is most grate
fully appreciated by both Europeans and Africans.

This article may appear ordinary and humdrum,
stirring events and wild animal experiences, but we 1___...
offer you; nevertheless, wc still need vour pravers and intercessions 
for our work and for our workers. ' O. D.

, and lacking in 
have no lions to
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is hardly likely that the rising' generation arc going to stand by much 
lunger and alluw this reckless dissipation of their wealth, now that 
they are realizing how useful their cattle can be to them. The 
Batonga, who like to ape the customs of their sometime Baila 
masters, have already given up the custom, and when primitive 
people begin to change their funeral rites, it is a change indeed.

Now the plough is a dangerous thing to put into the hands of 
the untutored native. I do not mean dangerous only because he may 
get his bare feet in the way of it when he is a beginner: it Is that. 
But dangerous because of the enormous amount of harm he can do 
with it,.and Is doing with it, by using it in the wrong way. Let 
u.xpiain. You probably know the native method of cultivation which 
has obtained in the past. A man clears a piece of the forest, which 
is then hoed by his wife and daughters. They plant mealies in this 
garden for three or four years in succession until it will no longer 
produce a crop owing to tlie land being worked out, or in other 
words spoilt. The man then starts all over again in another place, 
until at length there is no more available land in the vicinity of the 
village. Tlien the whole village goes off elsewhere, leaving behind 
it a large area of ruined land. Now the Introduction of the plough 
has not altered the native farmer’s methods of cultivation; he still 
pursues the old wasteful ways of obtaining liis food. But with this 
dilTerence. With liis plough he can in one morning “ hoe ” n 
bigger garden than his womenfolk could formerly manage in a whole 
year. The result is that he Is not only ruining a much larger area 
than he did before, but he Is ruining it much more quickly and 
thoroughly, owing to the deeper cultivation of the plough ns com- 
pared with the hoe. Multiply his efforts by hundreds, or even 
thousands, and you will realize the magnitude of the disaster that 
looms ahead in the not very distant future. And tlicre is no one at 
hand to help him to better ways e.xccpl ourselves. He naturally looks 
for guidance to the teacher in charge of the school in his village, 
and it Is a Mission school and a Mission teacher; there are no othcr.s.

And how is the Mission teacher to learn these new methods of 
agriculture except during liic early days of his training wlille he i.s 
still a pupil at the Central School at Mapanza. Hence the importance 
of the Mission farm, in the process of growing their own food on the 
farm our sclioolboys are now learning all there is to know about 
cultivation, rotation of crops, Improvement of the .soil, etc., etc., and 
these schoolboy.s are to be the teachers of the future. The boys arc 
also learning while still at school a good deal about the management 
of cattle. Both the Batonga and Balia have large and rapidly increas
ing herds. The Batonga cattle are of very poor quality and rapidly 
deteriorating, largely owing to the custom of burning off all the 
grass In the country In the dry sca.son, with the result that for ai 
least three months every year the herds simply have no grazing 
whatever. This did not matter much in the old days Avhen quantity 
rather than quality was the desirable objective, but to-day the native 
farmer wants his oxen to work for him, and he wants this work done

me

(Pflifr* Suck
Sciiooujovs Re«‘airino Scotch Cart

jusl when his wretched oxen are in their poorest and most cxjiausted 
condilfon; with deplorable consequences. Well, it is quite impo^ 
sible for us to stand bv and watch this sort of tlitng going on, and 
not to do something to improve matters. And so our schoolboys 
have been busv growing crops for the winter feeding of llic tarm 
herd and making hay and ensilage, with liic result that our cattle 
are an object lesson to every native in the diiitrict, wlio can witli 
his own eyes liow e.nsy it is to get quality as well as quantity. When 
all the facts of the present position tn our country arc 
consideration, it seems obvious to us that our ’educational work a 
Mapanza must have tliis agriculltirtil bias, and we do not fetl 
inclined to make any apology for it. , . ntc

But that is not all. When the nat.ve farmer douf '.!’^ 
plough, he thinks that that is tlie end of tlie matter -‘"d dial frqm 
now onwards I.e will be able " to l.ve happily ever af er le/.s 
very much inclined to treat hi.s plough ,n the snnie way • '=>'^''ddren 
tmit their new toys, with dire results. He brings t ^ “ ‘P ^ 
mended. He brings it to its because there ,s d™

Recently, too, many natives liave "ought rarts and
wagons and,Jliese also arc brouglil m to us „!,],
nalW driveMikes nothing better than to drive "'S'''’"f „
or tree stump in the road, because of the lovely "“"’P “ g"
it comes down on the other side; lie does not rea ize 
wheels have to be treated with due respect. And . , ,
the schoolboys to do this repair work tn the 3 .et up
hope that eventually they will go out into their % g

to take it to.
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But is litis missionary work? Perhaps I can hardly expect to 
convince you that it is in the few words with which I must finish this 
article. It would be easier if you too could have experienced the 
“atmosphere ” which we found amongst our Batonga folk when 
« came here seven years ago. The keynote of their attitude 
towards us seemed to be suspicion and distrust. The older people 
were not unwilling for their children to come to school or to be 
baptized, but for themselves the Mission had no meaning; they had 
turned it down as something which did not concern them. Tlie best 
way of overcoming such an attitude, which is not an unusual one 
in the experience of pioneer missionary elfort, is by developing 
women’s work, and especially medical work, because it is admittedly 
the mothers, grandmothers and mothers-in.law, who run the tribe. 
This has been the normal method of U.M.C.A. from the first. But 
toiay we are denied this help at Mapanza, because you can no 
longer send us enough money to support tlie women’s work, as I 
explained last month. We had to devise some substitute of our own 
which would not cost anything, and in the Mission Farm we have 
discovered a really good second best. The last two or three years 
has seen an extraordinary change in the attitude of our people 
towards the Mission generally, and the activities of the farm have 
had no little share in bringing this change about. I could give you 
any number of specific instances, from old Chief Mapanza down, 
wards, of a real spirit of friendliness which now pervades our rela- 
lions with one another. Because we are all farmers we now find 
that we have a great deal in common to talk about. We are much 
more interested in one another than we were before. The ice is 

I broken; and when we walk round our parish it is the old men now 
who are glad to welcome us. There is the new plough to admire 
and comment upon, or, more often, an old one that requires mend
ing. There are always the cattle to inspect. The native farmer 

■ knows now that we are interested in his herd, because he has seen 
how we have been improving our own. Still onl^y a second best, you 
see, because we are only touching the men folk in this way, but a 
step in the rieht direction. ,

One last word. It is most important that we should be domg 
something to give the native a new interest in and zest for life. When 
we stopped the inter-tribal warfare of the 
knocked the bottom out of things for the Bantu. In addition to thaf 
the social life of the tribes has been very bady disorganized dur n|: 
the last twenty or thirty years, by the i^mpact of W«tern c.v bm- 
tion ’’-the Christian religion, it need hardly be said, is ‘he

to their ultimate happiness and progress.

as blacksmiths, carpenters and wheelwrights. This is of the utmost 
importance to our people, because up to now all the skilled labour 
In our district has been in the hands of foreign natives. Only last 
year, when the Government were selling up the native authorities 
and their courts, all the big chiefs had to build court houses in theii 
villages. Every one of those houses was built by foreigners of the 
Nyasa, Barotsc or Matnbelc tribes. When we asked the chiefs why 
they did not try building the houses themselves, the reply was 
always: Pc pci Tatujesi manu ’swebo, or in other words, “ ' . 
cannot do that sort of thing, we arc not clever people.” They still 
sugcr very badly from the inferiority complex inherited from the 
not very long past days of slavery. So in order to prove to them 
how clever they really are, we have begun teaching our schoolboys 
to build farm carts in our farm workshops. I am sorry to say that 
the white traders have been selling our unsuspecting native farmers 
all sorts of rubbish in the way of carts and waggons, of all shapes 
and sizes and very diilicult to repair. Now, before it is too late, 
we arc standardizing the cart, which will not only give the farmers 
a comparatively cheap and good article, but also be easy of repair 
by our future village blacksmith, because of the standardization of 
spare parts. Just recently the first of these carts was completed, 
built by boys who six months before did not know the dilTerence 
between a hammer and a six-inch nail. They were as surprised as 
they were pleased at the result of their labours. They had no idea 
that tiicy could make things like that. The slave complex is begin
ning to disappear.

It seems to us that there is a great piece of work wailing to be 
tackled here, which will have a profound influence on the future 
well-being and progress of our people. Where are we to find the men 
who will come out and do it for us? (He will have to be at least a 
skilled blacksmith.) The paramount chief of the Batonga (whose 
name is Mapanza) has begged us get such a man for his people. He 
wants the Mission to be the big centre of his native reserve, and he 
knows that with our normal staff of two priests and a layman wc 
cannot possibly find time to do anything but nibble at this work of 
technical instruction. He does not want all the skilled work to be 
done by foreigners. And it is not only a question of wheelwright 

Bicycles are being bought by hundreds 
nowadays by the natives and they have no means of repairing them. 
And now Chief Mapanza has bought himself a motor-car, and scores 
of natives could follow his example to-morrow if they could bear 
the thought of parting with the merest fraction of their cattle in pay
ment. It will not be long before they do. But Mapanza has not yet 
realized the inconvenience of being forty miles away from tlie nearest 
garage. He looks to us to help him when his car is ” sick ” (he has 
already done so) in just the same quite natural way that he would 
come to us for advice and help for a sick child or a sick cow. The 
man who does eventually come to us to do this work will find an 
extraordinarily interesting whole-time job waiting for him and one 

will pay for itself.

Wc

and blacksmith work.

C. G. Rock.

that
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HOME JOTTINGSIN MEMORIAM-R.I.P.
. Tie Geoeral Fund Receipts compnri: ns follows:—

1931 1930Tmi: name of Kvelyn Bucknall Smith, priest, was well known in the 
old days, in Zanzibar diocese, where he served at Ncwala, 1884-1892, 
and then at Idkoina, I It* was a Cambridge man and was
at Clare College.
year at St. Stephen’s. Lewisham. In the absence of a liisliop 
iie was in charge of the Diocese when the compiler of this article 
first went out. Bishop Hint* notes his extraordinary care in 
detail. He tixik nothing for granted. He had no great gift for 
languages, but he really knew more about Swahili and Chinyanja 
than many of those who could converse fluently in these languages. 
Hence his great use to me in translation work. If you wanted an 
opinion from him, it would not be given in haste, but he would 
think it out (|uietly by liimself tind write back :i thoroughly sound 
and helpful reply", to me, as Bishop of Likorpa, he was most 
u-seful as a referee.

“ He was a skilful amateur architect. He made his plans with 
enormous deliberation and infinite care, and they were excellent 
when he at last had finished with them. He built the little church 
and mission house at Nkwazi and the church at Chizumulu; small 
buildings, indeed, but quite beautiful.

*' Padre Bucknnll Smith was ver>' generous to the Mission. He 
gave it one of the boats which he used to sail himself.

“ He was an expert also in ritual and liturgies and a careful 
organizer of church functions.

“ Hehad worked with Chaiincy Maples at Masasi; Bishop Maples 
had a great regard for him. Me did many years of useful work in 
Central Africa. He was one for whom I had a great respect and a 
great appreciation.” So Bishop Hine. I would add to this tribute 
my sense of his beautiful courtesy and humility and bis deep devo- 
tion. Like Chaucer’s knight.

::: XI,778 
XB,49tReceived durinR May 

Total receipts to May 31 ...
Ad Increase of XI,249,

He went to Cudde.sdon in 1882, and serv’ed for a
MkoDC lim Church.-Arclulc.ncon Wilson writes in point oui to us that the nictun: 
fltrnc Hill Church, printed in our March issue, is of the old church. ll was

jjjiwetfin Podre Coen's

W-nled.-In our March numl>cr. Ur. C. F. Taylor (Masasi) asked for

JS^eJ for the supply of the artificial limbs.

Ctoi^lcr. (Slampol iratcarj to bo cntloscd |)lc»!o for ocknowlcdKmcnt.)

Ih, loletn.tloinl nevlotr ol Mlsllom inform in tbm >vo misio'rrprrlcl n 
btiJSom to u" rocnrdinB oopios of tho Koviotv nt reduced rntcr. I hi. doe, nut nppU 
KdSun? mi,sSrie.^o n-hum the ni.nunl eubreriptiou rnte i. .till 10.,. Cl.

6e«) knSw. Children coming from a distance arc always welcome, but It Is only 
fwjible to sertd out notices to the London parishes.

eat.
Undi

IrSNouinRhnV Tho Exhibition wili bo opon from 3-0.30 p.tn. U.M.C.A. wdl Itmo 
three Courts and a bookstall, and two speakers.

■ Ctntttunlty .1 the S.cred P...lott.-A B.nrden meetinB nnd
:I.S.fenitb”ut c::;Sr:,n™nn?:S tbo teurir ofu^i.C.A.

mnir^lrXtftm SSo'mSSxK BitS^

. . . from the time lie first beg.in 
To ryden out, he loved chiv.niry,
Truth and honour, freedom and country.

are

During ihe war he was living ai Marlborough with his sisters, 
nnd ihe family took in a Belgian lady, whom he afienvnrds married. 
Up to last Christmas he was able to take occasional duty at 
Move, where he and his wife had selticd. At the beginning of this 
year wearisome months of pain were appointed him, which he bore 
witliout a murmur. His wife nursed him with wonderful afTection 
and tenderness. The call came fittingly on St. George's Day.

K. H.N. S.

St. Micliitef.. T.nketton, «ill br ''""7*'i,"i*6^rnn.“linirib”n
»e.......

'"'Ke'i'’rn'-t„nB -eek.nd Rrtrent fro ennbte
Hnu.e, W;u»l .Street. Wctmln.ter, ■

W* regret thpt on ovn recent oecnsion, nur?une iMUc the
June ii.—Edmund Stiutri Palmer, Priest.

e\» we Ro to press wc learn of the de.Tth in Zanribar of Canon Palmer. 
\Vc hope to print an obituary notice next month.
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central AFRICAllOMI- JOTTINGS

kitici frii'tiiU iltiil (UkiumsPresents which are Doubllul Pleasures.—Do
<luu lull* III lx- p.-ilil on i-verv juiriH sent l»v Hu m to missionaries or Alricniis in Central 
Afrira? Surely they cannot^ or rUe the foflowinK true rpisotle couW not have Imppm.iJ.

|s-U»ok* of tlu* usual kind made Jiy children, was >vni 
by parcel [nisi, 6s. prsl.i^c bcin*; paid on il. The 

wrilliii on ihi- outside as iicin^ 10s. 'I'hi- customs aiithoritiis
.................. duty to lx- p.aid in Africa on these two sums, and on this parcel it nmmmted
a*. 4d., which the teacher hail to |i;iv iM'lorc he could receive his parcel. It wimld 
.• I»•.•n (Ke.siMc to send the s.nmc IkkUcs by iKiok-ix.st, and he would have Wen clinrK«l 

lillh' or nnihinK. We llterelore iip[X‘jd In all who send gifls to nur missionaries or 
to Alfitan cleryv or le.iclters, to save them unnecessary ex(H;iisc by ohlainin>r advice 
from ihi- Ollice iis to how li«t to send the t>.ircel, and how to make tlie necessary declara- 
licn for customs, in onler that tlicir Kills may be really welcome in .Africa.

of AiSocfalt*.—fl’rayer Union.)—Canon nallell has kindly consented to 
of the I.enKue.

Ifavw.xKl’s resiKiiation of the jsist of Secret,ary of the I.e.nKUe lor the 
ince, Miss Wallace, formerly of Zanribar Diocese, has kitiilly conseninl 

.•ould Krrallv help her if Associate* in the Northern Province would send 

. Hi.y if they’are still at the same iiddrcs*. and if those tIesirinK to join would 
al IB HelRrave Terr.icc, NewcaslIe-on-Tvne. The tleneral Setreinry. Mis*

i MONTHLY RECORD OF THE WORK OF THE 
UNIVERSITIES' MISSION TO CENTRAL AFRICA

A parcel contnininK 
i.i an African le.Tcher 
saliie of the content* 
cah-tllalr the Price 2dAUGUST, 1931NO.S84. XLIX.
ha* CONTENTS

E11 -:::
■ uSIZ"...
AtoiThooi ::: ...................mi Th, MMon st,ff ...
SOTS-NiUhtr Iht BisSc^s n) the illisim nor Ihi Gentrol Council at, V.lfonilH. 

o"iuto «t ililiJnl in CENTRAL AFRICA nnUu I. U d.o.l, » MI»liA

— R.l.P. - Edmund

f.eaitue
I'haplain 
On .Miss

Nitrihern Province, Mis*
(u act. It would 
hrf a card lo
wTite to her i.. ... ........ ...................... ............
Mrade-Kinj;, Wells. aRnin ple.ads with Associates in the South of IvnKland and other 
piirts of the wtwIJ to let her know of any chanRii of address.

in- Chi

THE MISSION STAFF EDITOR’S NOTES
Archdeacon Glossop has written .an arlide on the ^
African, which wiil interest our readep. F‘="'' “"y'le s?vs
and wider experience of tlie African ciinracter,
carries great weiglit for tlicse reasons. 1 hose with have ^ed among 
the Africans find it necessary sometimes n
Fuller knowledge of the social side of African * bj "gi* w ' ■* 
deeper insight into tlie effects produced on “"/em
inent in which tliat cliaracter lias been dfrj^^^
pathy with an outlook on life whiclt perhaps d-gers somewhat om
file outlook of those wliose environment has been of a dilfcrent nature.

I DateDioceseName

.Irrirafi fn fit^fumf:
Ml«* M. IhaiU-y 
Mr. W. HuRhc* 
Ardidrucon M.Tck.Ty 1
Rev. R.' A. Atkin*
Mi.s V. Tavlor 1
Rvv. A. M. June* I
Mi** Seddon I
Vcn. .\rclidcacon Wilson '

l)el>atturf$ from Knglanii: I 
Mr. A. NHhon [
Mi*s Lock 
^iis» 1. Ifjirxey 
Ntisi K. Harr-pv 
Rrv. O. Dv»on 
Mis. lluicll 
Sister Ruhice 
Ntwlcc Dorothy 
Novice Prisca 
Mis* Moiley 
Rrv. C. O. Ruck 
Rev. T. R. Gibb*
.Mr. A. HlRRen*

M.iy 2 
Ma> IB 
.Mav 2U 
.Mav 2U 
M.iy 2:1 
Mav 25 
May 28 
Junt- 17

.Masiisi
Zsinribiir
Ziinribiir
/.nnrihnr
Mas.nsi
N, Rhodesia
Nynsidand
Nyji-s.TlanJ

i

i

Jiiiu- 10 
unc 18

Zitnrihnr
N. Rhwli-si.i
Miisnsi
Mnsitsi
Ziinrih.ir
Znn/ihar
Zanrihar
Z.'inrihar
Z.anzlhar
Ny.isaland
N. Rhodesia
N. Rhodesia
N. Rhodesia

*
2:>

■ We have received a little pamphlet by ^c

special-qualities of the African are voluntary

H Y^gSeje f rdrunferrldi^e
special appeal lo such African ™“™'^’?"n.„.,»ristics arc not prc.

' iiU. ■ ...
Voluntary Verty are placed in the foreground.

J ime 25 
July Hi 
Julv 1(1 
July Hi 
Julv Hi 
Jul'v 16 
julv 26 
July 31 
July 31 
July 31

i

l-lfr,l 
sin- !*►

New Member*.—Diocese of Must!.—The Miss«-s Is.alx-l and KUir Jlarv*}. 
by Canwn Wooilwanl In c.nrly childhood with .1 hive fi>r the .Mi**ion and a dr 
nurse in Central Africa, ihe “Twin*.'' known to so many U.M.C.A. frlimds. stafUti 
their ceneral nursiMR ir.nlninK al the Loudon llospilal e'lRht years oRfi jind .n 
joyfully srittnR .forth. Diocese of N. Rhodesla.-Thc Rev. Thoin.ns Ki-Rinal.l 
assistant priest of South Hank, Yorks, and Mr. Alfred (!. B. lliRRcns.

fiil.!.'.

We offer onr comfratolxtions to Archdeacon Glossop. who h.is been .'twardrd tl'r 
Order of the British Umpire in the recent Birthday Honours List.
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THE AFRICAN AND TRUTH
Dipccse of Nyasaland

•ever they had arguments (machu- 
chano) among themselves, and so 
for ages before any missionaries 
came on the scene; and tliey are 
very fond of arguments. It has been 
one of tile few fields wliere they 
could exercise tlieir brains. Tlie 
word is “ ya zone," the thing 
itself.

THE AFRICAN AND TRUTH
It is oHen assumed that the Africans have no appreciation of truth, 
because they have no hesitation in telling you what*is not true, either 
because they wish to say what tliey know will please, or because they 
deliberately wish to conceal the truth. I wisli to put forward certain 
facts not properly realized, which explain their different mentality 
towards truth. It is difficult for Englishmen who have been brought 
up for generations in the tradition that to tell a lie is disgraceful, to 
divest themselves of the atmosphere of the tradition—which is one of 
the best results of our public schools’ training—and so it is hard to 
realize where the primitive man stands in this matter.

At the outset I must contradict, most emphatically, the statement 
article in the March Central Africa, “that there is no word for

- I called up a native padre when 
I started to write this, and he said,
?*,Chintu chene chene,” the very 
thing, the real. Though they have 
not read Canon Streeter’s book,

Reality,” I suggest that a root 
word like ” ya zenc " could be 
applied here. It may be, as the 
writer says in Central Africa, 
they have no regard for truth in the 
abstract as a tiling which, as we 
have been taught, should at once 
claim our homage. With English- 
men, this is the result of centuries 
of tradition.
: -Without being too grossly patriotic, I think I may say that regard 
for truth is specially an Englishman’s virtue: it is not equally so in 
many European nations, not to mention Asia. I have just read this 
story in ” Overseas.” An Englishman was in difficulties over some 
purely technical irregularity as to his passport, and the need arose for 
a little cunning to get it right. The hotel manager said he would send 
his commissionaire to the passport office on his behalf, because 
" Englishmen are such bad liars.” But you could not expect the 
primitive African to have tlie English attitude towards truth in the 
abstract. He has very few abstract nouns; everything is viewed in the 
concrete. *

: But in their life the very difficulty of knowing the truth adds to Us 
value. It is the business of the ciders and the chiefs in family quarrpls 
and in " cases ” to be almost daily sifting the true from the false; ,

They are very clever at it bv constant practice, and Africans haye 
a tremendous appreciation of a'just chief as well as the Rugby scliMl- 
boy who called Dr. Temple ” a just beast.” The truth 'n tlie 
residuum after all the false has been cancelled out of the pUtmg ot 
c\’idence against evidence, and the skilful use of questions by 
who understands their mentality. Few Europeans are as pod 
good chief aAhis, and the European is hampered by unsuitable laws 
of evidence. There is also another word for truth, zo^aa. .

Wc have a native newspaper in Nyasaland, railed “
was started by an Englishman interested in natives, who <1“ 
give them an opportunity of expressing themselves, while with th 
Old of his better education and his blue pencil he can save

in an
truth in the Nvasa language.” This isa statement indignantly resented 
by any African who may read It. They have two distinct words for 
‘'true” and also for “false,” as I shall explain later. You must first 
of all understand the conditions of life in the past of the Bantu and 
otlicr races in Central Africa. There liavc been movements of tribe.s 
in successive waves pushing out or decimating one another, 
generally the stronger would always be oppressing the weaker.

Considering also that the village or tribe is the unit and not the 
individual, it is true that every man's liand has been against every 

And so it is that outside of this tribe or unit, everyone is a

And
A Nyasauho Chief

man.
potential enemy. Tlicrefore the truth is the one thing which must 
not be given away to an outsider. In wnr-tlmc, if an enemy subject 
asked you a question, would you tell him what he wanted to know?

Constantly the truth is the trump card which you hold '
(I was nearly mixing metaphor and saying, which you keep up your 
sleeve).

But there is a point of honour where the truth must always be 
told, and is told. Whatever a young man has said In self-defence, 
when sent for bv liis head-man, he must tcH him the truth. The 
reason is that the clilef, as the head of tlie family, may be able to 

what is best, not for the individual, but for the tribe in

in reserve

arrange 
settling the matter.

I could enlarge on this point and illustrate it from my own experi
ence ad infinitum, but I fear the editor would cut it all out. Then there 
is a point of honour for them where the truth must be told, but it lies 
within a restricted area.

They have a very keen appreciation of the just, as well as tlie true, 
and also, in a less degree, perhaps, of responsibility. You have a 
parallel in the Bible. Why did the priest and the Lcvlte pass by the 
man stripped and wounded on the road to Tcricho? They did not con
sider that the man came within the field of their obligations as taught
by their religion, the laws of Moses; he was not a neighbour.

As to the word for truth among the Nyasa tribe, I maintain that 
their word is a very interesting word—a word that was in use when-

one
as ai

too
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LORD TEACH UScredulous from ihe false. So it is not only .Mr. Labouchcrc who has | 
started a paper called “ Truth." Sec, too, a parallel in the sphere of 
the concrete. Has not " Truth " often invited a prosecution for libel 
in order that in the limelight of the courts the false might be exposed, 
and the true made known.

It was unfortunate for the writer of the article in Central Africa 
that he was writing in England, so that he could not call up a native 
and verify his illustrations in the vernacular; it would have saved him 
mistakes.

For there Is a word for " to buy " and " to sell " : '* gula " and 
" chacha." The absence of coin here or of public market prices does 
not affect purchase and sale. If a man obtains the goat he wants by 
pa.ssing over a spear, they " gula ” and " chacha." In 1894 there 
was no coin on the shores of the Lake and the " C. J." bought " fire
wood with salt and calico. The time spent in arguing over the rcla- 
live value of each did not invalidate its being a purchase and sale.

With regard to their very keen sense of justice, I could say a great 
deal more. And my argument as to truth applies also, perhaps in a 
lesser degree, to their sense of responsibility. Where does it lie? 
Within tlie narrower field of the tribe—the brethren. You have a 
parallel in England. If employers and employed each had a truer 
Cliristinn sense of responsibility, would there be so many strikes and 
lock-outs? Moses thought nothing of killing the Egyptian, but a 
brother Israelite—that was another matter.

So I maintain that the African has a keen appreciation of the true 
and of the just, and of responsibility to his brethren, though these 
virtues are by tradition demanded of him only within a restricted 
circle.

The first cock had crowed to herald the dawn, about 4.30 a.m. It 
was followed immediately by a long drawn wailing ihvilation to 
prayer. " Come to prayer, prayer is better than sleep." It rose and 
fell in pleading tones and died away. Tiiere came the sound of bare 
feet hurrying, the sound of yawns and stretching even in the high
way, and last the solemn chanting of many voices saying the morn
ing prayers of Islam. It was not yet dawn.

The African cannot be classed as an Oriental, he is far from being 
a mystic, but he understands the place of prayer in true religion. 
Even though he but little understands the meaning of the prayers 
he utters as a Moslem, he understands that they are prayers 
addressed to God, and that it is His due, God has His place in the 
scheme of life, and His place is supreme. He has no place in the 
heart. But it is not until we realize the Majesty of God and His 
amazing humility in stooping so low that He can have a trufe place 
in the heart. So the Moslem rises early to pray, leaves his work to 
pray, ends the day with prayer. God is Supreme, and It is His due.

I^t us be humble. We are here to convert the Moslems. We 
open our schools and dispensaries, we talk and preach, and teach 
and pray. But do wc pray? Do wc pray in such a way that the 
Majesty of God is vindicated ? Do wc rise early before the dawn . .,. ? 
Yes, we pray, but not as we should, not because we do not see the 
nce^,:but because the demands of our busy day send us weary and 
often overtired to bed, and because the details And responsibilities 
of the day scatter our best thoughts and intrude upon our quiet, j 

I doubt whether our good works make such a deep impression as 
we suppose. And I am sure that the fruit of the time of prayer often 
rots in the pressure of business.

Again, good works have a tendency to divide. Each person 
becomes‘absorbed in his or her particular province, hence arise 
jealousies, rivalries and a disproportionate view of 
importance. , ,!• 1 ■

The work of prayer regarded as paramount unites.^ If onl)' ^ 
could believcnn the power of prayer as the Moslem believes in it Jl 
mean to the same extent, not his conception of power), wc should 
perhaps sec more results of our labours. . , .1

The child, however, resembles his parent, and the limb bears the 
general characteristics of the l>odv. It is a lamentable fact that it 
‘svery difficult to get African Christians to pray corporately anti

!

As to the future. Directly white men, whether missionary, 
merchant, or government official, stepped on ihe Contineni, we started 
a civilization which was bound to break up eventually the tribe life 
within whicli their virtues were displayed.

What shall we do? It is obvious to us. Since the majority of 
white men in South Africa seem unable to visualize the African 

possible citizen in the larger State, there remains one place where
..... fellowship teach them the universal obligation of truth,

justice, and responsibility for their neighbour. We preach the citizen
ship of the Kingdom of Heaven on earth, the Church, whose outlook 
is catholic, and wliosc laws are universal.

as a 
wc can in

A. G. n. Glossop.
ownour
/ wc
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A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A 
DIOCESAN TREASURER

other days ilian Sundays, even whore there are oppor-
........... have sometimes been speaking to the men in a village in ,
the early evening at the time for prayer. They would all go and pray 
in the mosque, but it cannot be stud that the Christians as a body
respond to the call to prayer in our schools at eventide in anything j awoke in complete darkness, but felt that it must be morning
like the same proportion. This is not due to lack of effort on the rather than night, although I had no means of being sure, as all my
part of priests and teachers. Tlie cause is mystical, 1 believe it is a docks (I have three clocks and two watches) had stopped during the
sharing of the slackness which characterizes the Mother Church at night, not an unusual occurrence in this country, where clocks that
home. In the same way that the parents of Africa and the chiefs jj^ye gone beautifully for years at home, are often quite unreliable out
lament the lack of courtesy and the general instability of " modern After an uneasy doze 1 decided that it must be morning----
youth ” of Africa to-day, much as elders are talking at home. singing, so I got up and thought myself rather clever at

The practical result of these reflections is one only. The Church disarning the time, as I reached church at 5.40, whiclii if 1 did not
at home must become more and more a praying Church, if she is to rjo to sleep again (rather a failing of mine in church these days 1) gave
conquer the world. Mow many records are being beaten to-day, what ^ly prayers before the 6.30 Mass,
an outpouring of life and energy in pursuits of adventure and daring gftgj. breakfast is to “ take the temperatures,” i.c.,
which often have no other object but notoriety. No one has yet seen of the weather thermometers, and to measure the rain (if any) in the
the vision of trying to beat other records of piety and praycrfulncss. i g^uge. This accomplished I turned to housekeeping, this is
Rather do we put prayer on a secondary level. A headache or a work of one of the nurses on the Station, normally, but as, owing
cold is sufficient reason to miss prayer. There are a thousand objee- to shortage of nurses, we have been reduced to one, and that one has
lions to suffering physically or mentally in pursuit of religion, where the housekeeping has fallen to me. An office
none are urged in the pursuit of other things. How often docs the vocabulary is not much use in the kitchen, but when 1 am stumped
bell ring every morning, long after dawn, in many parishes, calling ^ explain to the cook how I want a thing done, I find that
to prayer, and how many heed? . ^ . .. drawing him little pictures is most helpful I ^ ^ .

Lord teach us to pray. He continued all night m prayer. The housekeeping finished, the real work of.thc office began. A
Above all, let us be regular in prayer and regard it as the supreme arrived from Newala, two days’ safari away, ^o fetch
work of a Christian and the highest art of the child of God. When ^
wc laugh at the apparent formality of the Moslems’ prayer, let us 
remember that formality is the outward expression of good manners 
and the habit of rendering honour to whom honour is due, and 
that in seeking to cast out the mote, wc fail to see the beam. Wc 
have not to teach the Mpslem to pray more but pray better; on the 
other hand we ought not to want to teach him to pray less, and we 
ourselves have to bring ourselves up to his standard of regularity 
and stability.

May those at home remember when the bell is calling them and 
the attraction of bed is strong, the w’ords of the Muezzin, ” Come 
to prayer, prayer is better than sleep,” and remember that in 
Moslem lands thousands have already risen before the dawn to pay 
their homage to the King.

regularly on 
tuniiics.
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a-day in the life of a diocesan treasurerA DAY IN THE LIFE OF A DIOCESAN TREASURER

vcyed the accomplished task, finished just in time for me to return 
to the office and for the padre to get to church in time for Evensong.

■ The first thing to do in the-afternoon was to get ready a food box 
for one of the padres going on safari early next morning. This 
meant packing up enough food for a week, bully beef and tinned 

i salmon, the latter for Friday (I shall never want to sec salmon again 
I tvhen I get iiome I), digging into large tins of currants and prunes

teachers’ pay, school books, wine and wafers for the church, and 
cigarettes, tobacco and nolcpaper for the padre. Teachers’ pay 
means typing out the paysliects, and this has been rendered rather 
complicated lately owing to the fact that tlie typewriter is feeling 
tired. Not long ago, some obscure part of its interior rolled round 
with the roller, and dropped out, and I have never been able to dis
cover where it came from; ilien the fixture by which one turns round 
the roller got broken, and this seems to make it impossible to keep 
one’s paper straight in the macliine, added to which, some of the 
figures only print tlicir lower halves, which entails going over the 
whole thing afterwards with a pen and adding tops to eights and 
fives particularly I

While I was doing this, the station carpenter came in, wanting 
to know about a prayer desk he was to make for one of the out-sia- 
lions. This meant a visit to the Cathedral to show him one there 
for him to measure, and to explain the diEcrence between it and the 
one he was to make; here again my drawing came in handy with a 
rough sketch of the finished article.

By the time I got back to the office, two more porters had arrived, 
and a teacher wanting to draw money out of his savings bank. This 
required tact and patience, because he had no recollection of drawing 
out a certain sum of 8s. several months ago, and thought he ought 
to have a bigger balance in hand than he actually had, so we had to 
unearth past paysheets and letters for the last year, and eventually 
he was convinced that the money had been withdrawn, and went 
away satisfied, but it had taken over half an hour of precious time 
to convince him! Then another carpenter came in for nails and 
screws and some putty, the latter for the Cathedral roof, which was 
leaking, and finally a man from the local shops with 2,000s. in silver 
for which he wanted a cheque, so the bank book had to be consulted 
to see if the bank balance would stand this. We always try to accept 
cosh from the ** Duka ** if possible, as it saves the expense of por
terage to the coast to bring up money from the bank.

Having .satisfied myself that I could write a cheque without risk
ing an overdraft, the office boy was called in to count the silver to 
see that it was correct, and to do it up in rolls of sas. each; for this 
purpose we find old copies of “ Punch ” most useful 1

By lunch time 1 had got rid of the remaining porters, one of 
whom wanted blankets for one of the Leper Camps. I had recently 
put in for some blankets, and the District Officer had sent me 130. 
of which Lulindi was to get seventy-five. As one man can only carry 
about twenty-five at a time, that number had to be counted out and 
done up in sacking, so that this man could take them back to Lulindi.

After lunch we rest in our houses, theoretically. On this par
ticular day there was a job to be finished on the lorry, which the 
padre and I had started on Sunday evening. This necessitated delv
ing into its interior and getting verj’ hot and covered with black oil 
in the process. After an hour and a half’s hard work standing on 
our heads, we reverted to an upright position and triumphantly sur-

I

Iimi }aikt»n
net*] Porters waiting for loads

in order to fill tlie smaller safari tins, and remembering dripping, 
butter, baking powder, bananas, and all the otlier necessities for the 
inner man, not forgetting a supply of quinine. j .

As I found, on my return to the olHce, that no one seemed tp be 
waiting for anylliing, 1 decided to unpack a load which had recently 
arrived from London, containing goods for the diocesan church 
store, hospital requisites, and several personal parcels, bacli pprcci 
has to be weighed separately, so that freight can he charged up pro
portionately to each individual concerned, and details entered' in a 
book ready for others to be added (duty and customs cliargcs/ me.) 
when they Imve been collected from their various sources. it 
church thinfijare catalogued separately, and names and 
of the kind donors noted, so tiuit tliey can be personall)
This generally has to be left till some Sunday morning, as there
is no possible'lime for doing it in normal office hours.

At 5 p.m. I was just about to close the office m order 
of our nurses down to tlie Boma, when two men 
Lulindi, twenty-four miles away if you go on foot. One of them

one
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wanted to buy a wedding ring. We only keep one kind, silver, and 
priced at 1/30, but his face fell when I told him the price, as he had 
only brought fifty cents, (sixpence) with him to pay for it (I won
dered if he had ever heard of Woolworths !)• However, I could not 
let him walk all those miles home without his ring, so 1 let him have 
it and sent him back with a note (o his padre, asking him to collect 
the remaining eigliiy cents, for me. One has to be trusting 
sometimes!

The nurse and I then set forth in the lorry for the Boma. She 
had come in to give evidence in a murder case. Some woman had 
been murdered and had been brought in to her hospital in a dying 
condition, but as she was away visiting one of her two out-station 
dispensaries, it was hours before she returned, and too late to do 
anything for the poor woman, who died shortly after her arrival. 

Wc got back from the Boma just in time for dinner, which we 
in the company of legions of ants running all over the table, 

with a special preference tor the sugar bowl. They must have learnt 
to swim, because all the tabic legs stand in tins of water.

After Compline I had to return to the office, as we were sending 
porters down to the coast to fetch various necessities, and they 
wanted their “ posho ” (for food on the way) and “ chetis " to say 
they were being employed by the Mission (this saves them being 
taken up by the local police if, by chance, they have failed to pay 
their poll tax) and also instructions and letters to take down with 
them. They slept here, and started off at about 3 a.m.

I got back to my house at g.30 p.m., for the first time since I had 
left it at 5.40 a.m. that morning, and the first thing to be done was to 
take a large stick and scrape the walls wliere the white ants had 
been coming through and building themselves little mtid shelters, 
and making blobs and worm shapes all over the walls. Then my 
eye caught sight of some pyjama coats, one with a great rent down 
the back, and others with all the buttons missing, that were lying on 
a cliair, which reminded me that if I did not set to and mend them, 
some poor padre would be reduced to sleeping in his sliirt I Incident
ally, my own mending had not been touched for weeks, as a basket 
full of stockings waiting to be darned testified. By the lime the 
rent was mended, and the buttons sewn on, 1 really felt too sleepy 
to go to bed (there is such a condition !), and it occurred to me that, 

having done my duty by writing anything for Central 
Africa, it might be a suitable opportunity for recording the day’s 
doings, and so fill up a spare page or two for the Editor.

And so to bed, but even this had its complications, because it 
had been raining heavily during the day, and my roof leaks in manv 
places, so that I had to be careful to lie on the dry side of the bed and 
so avoid the damp patches. As I was falling asleep the thought 
occurred to me that it w'ould be nice to know what it feels like to be a 
real missionary I

ABOUT SCHOOL
.L .. ■

(a) " Where is So-and-so?” says Bibi 
Mwalimu (European teacher), '* she hasn't 
been ta school for quite a long time.” ” She 
has refused to come,” says one of her pupils.
“ What,” says Bibi, " refused to cornel”
‘‘ So-and-so, teach the children their Cate
chism, and take great care of them until I come 
back.” ” So-and-so,” come and show me the 
road to Masonga’s.” ^

A hot walk follows I
Presently, five or six little children arc seen 

(all of whom are about seven or eight or nine 
years of age) playing in the sunshine, or 
idling at the back of the house, a baby, or two, 
slung on the backs of some of them.

Oh ! What a surprise and what a chorus 
of: ” Bibi, Bi . . . bi, Bi . . . bi.” The 
news is soon round the village that Bibi is 
after her naughty children. Perhaps 
even dart off into the forest, like frightened 

hares, having been told of the dreadful things that the ” Mzungu 
will do. But this is not usual where Christian children are concerned.

little boys and girls must come to school.” Have you said any 
prayers to.day ? ”—“No!”

" Did you say any yesterday ?”— No 1
“ Nor the day before? No 1 " .ixi-ni
“ And what about Sunday. Did you come to church ? - 
“ No,” says Bibi, " anyone would think you were all I'etdhen.

- The wee black faces look ashamed, the slioulders arc shrugged, 
and each one turns in tlie direction of school.

01.1 pray for them, and for all our f"
blame thOT for preferring to bask in die sunshine, 
mind the baby (and they do love babies). They understood so l,.i(e 
and yet, it ti.ey come not to our schools, Jesus ts forgotten, and no

t,.e wom of an inspector vlsitihg 
Have a look a. your register piease. Mwalilnu.”

of some fifty or sixty heo~U ■">
quite impossible to pronounce. (In own
no Christians at all, except perhaps the African tcacne
''""Are any of these children Muhammadans, Mwalimu? ”

ate

some

never

are

E. M. H.
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Mwalimu makes tile children stand who consider tliemselves of 
thnt religion. They are big children, all boys, who would probablv 
bo considered “ leaving age ” If ihey were Hnglish, but who, never
theless, arc quite content to be learning a.c.i.o.u. with the little ones.

" Hibi,” knowing with what independence they grow up, says: 
" Do you practise your religion?”—“ No I” ” Docs your father, or 
your mother?”—” No I ”

'* Do you pray?”—” No I except, now and then when Mwalimu 
(the Muhammadan teacher) passes by.”

” What do you pray about?” says Bibi.
*' We don’t know, it’s all In Arabic; we don't understand.”
” Does Mwalimu understand?”—” No, or if he docs, he can’t 

explain it to us.”
** Well, then, what makes you say you are Muhammadans?”— 

" We don't cat rats.”
" And wliy do you come to school ?”—” We want to learn to read 

and to write.”
” But this is a Mission school; don’t you want to learn about our 

religion and become Christians?”—No.” " Why not?”—” We 
don’t want to cat rols, and the Christian boys and girls eat rats I ”

Well, who can tell ? These poor ignorant African children com
bine the Christian religion with the eating of rats I They come to 
us, looking for things of this world, such as reading and writing; 
but they do not refuse to kneel when it is time to pray, nor do they 
refuse to listen when -it is time for religious instruction, and who 
shall say what seeds may be sown in their hearts, or what fruits will 
be repeated; but oh I what opportunities there are, for both African 
and European teachers, of bringing these children to Our Blessed 
Lord.

THE PARISH OF LILOYA
Skce I last wrote in Centiul Africa, October 1930, the work in the 
above.parish, with its daughter church, Mpindimbi, has progressed,
I tliinit, satisfactorily. The people of both churclies, os I pointed out 
in ray last article, vie with one another in their efforts to be thought 
(Unchurcli, and this ecclesiastical competition still goes on.

This year, during Lent, the Mpindimbi people had the privilege 
of a visit from the Bishop, who was able to spend a few days in the 
parish. This visit was made rather suddenly, so there liad been -- 
time to prepare and present any Confirmation candid^cs. Tliere 
irere, however, “ cases ” to be heard, chiefly dealing with matri
monial affairs amongst Christians, and some of the diflicullies and 
troubles were set right, or the way paved for a satisfactory settlement 
in'the future. It was a most happy visit, encouraging to all people, 
teachers, and the parish priest.

• At the time of writing, the Feast of Feasts—Easter has just been 
oclcbrated, and I should like to try and give some idea of the work 
which is done at sucli a time. On the occasion of these greater te.asts. 
Easier, Christmas, and Whitsun, all tlic Christians and catecliumcns 
of both churches unite in making Holy Day and holiday at tlie mother 
church, Liloya. I arrived at Mpindimbi from Masasi on the Thurs
day of Passion Week, and on the Friday, in addition to the fasting 
and the praying as prescribed by the Diocesan rule, the petylc set 
about bringing in p.alm branches and making the crosses for the
**'^On^the'saturday before Palm Sunday and tlie following Monday 
and Tuesday, the communicants began to come in and were wrillcn 
down ” for their Easter Communion. This “ writing down tor 
Communion, whicli 1 found in vogue when I arriv^ to take over the 
work of this parish, is carried out in this w.ay. The coromumcant 
arrives with his or her alms, eitlier of money or , j 1
and goes before the head teacher and a cliurchwarden who deal with 
the olfering. Then the communicant receives a ticket which'm ^ 
the priest in church and is shriven ; in tins w^y. '''f
communicant “ A ” has made his contribution at the 1 asclial TcasL 

Tuesday evening of Holy Week saw me "‘•'"'.ng ove from 
Mpindimbi to Liloya, about one hour s walk._ pn Wcdne.sd.iy,

' Thursday and Satur^dav, the similar method of "'’"'"S down f
Communion went on at Liloya. Good Friday 
teachers of the two parishes sharing ‘he preachments of the Spvcn 
Words. Easter Day*^was a day of great joy--I fortonatcly had, to 
help of an African deacon. There was a packed church,. r ^ ,
few were Itiniered from coming owing to >'lnc.ss, and an unforlunate 
storm of rain in tlie verv early morning ,i,ere
ing the Liloya river. This /ear. owing to the.above “
was a drop in the number of the commtinicants-4.l5-b>it

no

I have written these two little incidents about school life, ns typl*.'al 
illustrations of the daily opportunities that God gives us of serving 
Him. The priests could tell you more, far more, and so could the 
nurses, and undoubtedly their stories would be far more touching 
and heart stirring.

But my desire at the moment is to urge all those who love our 
Blcs.^d Lord, and long to serve Him, to think and to pray, and if 
possible, to do a little more for the Mission than they have done in 
the past. Wc are desperately in need of workers. Our staff is depleted 
through sickness, several of tis have been forced to leave our work 
to go and help elsewhere. Who will guard and train the children 
now? The three parishes of Mchnuru, Luatala and Chilimba are 
all left without either a teacher or nurse. Who will train the children 
—the future fathers and mothers of this land? Who will tend and 
care for the sick ?

Surely there are some who could at least offer themselves. So 
do offer, and do come if possible, and may God bless and reward 
yotir efforts.

food of some kind.

cross-
Dorothy Hardcastle
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hindered ones will make their Communions at the earliest 
opportunity.

At this time the people arc beginning to think about (lieir harvest
ing—later on, about August, the people of the church will begin to 
bring in bundles of grass for repairing the thatching of the roofs of 
the churches and the schools.

Repairs of other kinds to the buildings are required after the rainy 
season in preparation for the forthcoming wet period. .Again ravages 
made by the white ants have to be attended to—thus there is 
seqtience of events of a material kind which arc always occupying 
the people of an African parish.

Looking ahead I see that there arc in the first grade of would-be 
Christians—“ the hearers of religion ”—some re.ndy to be made 
catechumens, amongst the already-madc-catechumens, the second 
grade, there are others ready to enter upon the third grade of teach
ing before their baptism. Then there arc the Christians baptized last 
year, who are nearing the time of First Communion, after their 
regular attendance at teaching and consistent fulfilment of Sunday 
worship. From such an account of which I tried to give, there mav 
be left the Impression that the work of conversion is fairly straight
forward, and that the priests of the Mission field have merely to be 
ministers of the Sacraments. This Is surely only one side of their 
work; they are ministers truly, but also guardians*of the Holy Sacra
ments, that the young African convert may be disciplined and made 
to realize that the Christinn privileges of the Sacraments involve 
Christian responsibilities. Thus the all-important " festina lente ’* 
in regard to their work.

As one begins to realize (a very little) the conditions under which 
the African people live in their little cluster of houses which go to 
form a village: when it is brought home to one how deeply rooted 
are native customs—some good, many bad : after one gets to know 
a little how great Is the infiuence of Islam on the people: then the 
tone and progress of the majority of African Christians in their faith 
and practice, despite the above-mentioned hindrances is truly 
wonderful. Laus Deo.

M A N D A
It is now two and a half years since Dr. Johnson died at Liuli, after 

• ijjfoic life of more than fifty years' service given to the dwellers 
liund the shores of Lake Nyasa. Manda was his last charge, and from 
hetehe was carried partly overland and partly by canoe to Liuli hos
pital, some sixty miles south. He never rose again from the bed into
which he was put. „ , , , , ,

The writer has endeavoured to carry on Dr. Johnson s work here 
in the Manda district since that time, two and a half years ago, and 
was roused to endeavour to write something by the article in the Fcb- 
niaty number of Central Africa, headed, “ Nine Blank Pages.” 
Extraordinary though it may sound to liome people, yet 1 believe that 
the trouble is not that we are unwilling to write articles, or even that 
we are too heavily pressed for time to do so, but tliat we have nothing

“’lust thirminute I am all packed up ready to go on “ safari,” but 
as the tain is pouring down, I am wailing for it to stop, and therefore

^'^But whatTs'there of interest to say ? What that has not been said 
over and over again, and must be familiar to every reader of Central

^'^en I took charge liere the congregation was already m cxist- 
race through the evangelizing efform of the late

,We probably hear far too much of the word
perhaps not sufficient of “ evangelization, m , gm

Sis;'” ^

KSi'kr.s.'i' ;s,'; - ‘xzfi.
mg books. Wemanagedtoprovi^ahym - first reader
ol devotional prayers, a people s Mas^bo k, pj 
for the schools, and now a new book of P P j on the 
ililioma for the press, and an occasional offices booR

one

S. A. H.
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MANDA
MAN DA

w fortunate teacher who shall have the undertaking of the task of

^’^We^have^bSn gTeatly blessed lately by an extended visit from 
npw Bishop He was quite prepared to, and did, walk long 

SSances. visiting the people in their own villages and confirming 
tS that were prepared. He was quite prepared to, and did, climb

way. .After that we shall need a book containing collects, epistles and 
gospels, and then we shall be fairly well provided for. I do not mean, 
of course, that none of these existed previously, but that they do not 
now e.xisi and have had either to be created or entirely rewritten. But 
there is one book for which wc arc entirely grateful, and that is the 
poss^ion of the four gospels in the local tongue. When we have 
provided all the above-mentioned needs, it will be a labour of love to 
translate the Acts and the rest of the New Testament. For we most 
certainly need the whole of the New Testament in the local tongue.

It has meant, finally, beginning the building of a new central 
.station on the old German Boma site, and also making a start witli 
the central church of the district, mention of which has appeared 
recently In Central Africa.

.Alas 1 that we have been able to do so little of all tliat needs doing 
and of all that we had hoped to do. The church looks stunted and is 
quite inadequate to provide for the festival congregations, because the 
gift we had received only enabled us to build part of it. Allow me 
to digress here and point out that the village people always build their 
r- T. village church themselves without a penny of cost to the Mission, 
but it Is a different matter with the church in the European central 
station.

To continue the list of woes, the station needs a lot of work put 
into it to get it into shape, but there is no money available. It is a 
terrible struggle to bring schools up to Government requirements in 
building and apparatus before they will even look at you—no money 
of course, for that kind of thing. But the biggest woe of all is tliat, 
after all this time, and in spite of promises, loads of sympathy, 
etc., we are still without a staff, and the priest-in-charge continues 
to plough his lonely furrow. But cheer up, there’s a good time 
coming I

That Is my '* news ” of Manda. Not very’ exciting, is it? Prob
ably hardly worth writing down. But I am consoled to rend that the 
Editor does not necessarily print all that he receives, if it is 
unprintable.

I have just thought of a better expression, " building up.” rather 
than ** organization.” That is what wc are trying to do here. There 
is still a great deal of building up to do. I tliink of the need for a 
hospital and a trained nurse, for there is a great deal of sickness from 
time to lime, due partly probably to the millions of mosquitoes whicli 
live on the Lake shore, and partly no doubt to the lack of 
nutrition. A little Christian baby has just died of pneumonia.
ably proper nursing \yould Iiave pulled it through, but what ........
mere man do in such circumstances ? And surely our first duty in this 
respect IS to our own Christian people? A man was brought down 
here from the hills, having been severely mauled by a leopard. He 

but could probably have been saved had we a hospital here. 
Then one thinks of all those women and girls who are Christians or 
catechumens, and who sorely need teaching and guidance from a 
motherly European. And I simply dare not dwell on the education 
question, which is all to the fore In these davs. AVc wait and wait for

®1■V

........

own

Bovs AT Mandaetc.,

the hills, fall over rocks, crawl on hands riverH
bridge, and risk himself in a weird canoe ,hc
am not breaking confidences when I ' of',],;, stag
distances we ar? expected to cover, and ' Xh the

communicants to prepare for it. bo wc mus h

’'“Has^thlsbeen worth writing? Kaya 1 as we say in Chinyanja.
T. H. Hicks.,

corn-

proper 
Prol)- 
can a
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IN MEMORIAM

From his return in 1916 iie did 
a great deal of medical work at 
Malabani and Korogwe, and tliere 
arc many who can witness now to 
hisskilful work. Wlicn 1 was parish 
priest at Msalabani, it was a great 
privilege and blessing to have Dr.
Falracr attending cases in hospital 
and elsewhere and to be told by him 
tvhen cases were critical and the 
right tithe to anoint the sick, etc.

Palmer was a student to the end 
of his life both in medical and 
theological matters. We remember 
how he studied in the School of 
Tropical Medicine in his later years 
and sat for c-vamination with the 
young men and women, and it was 
the same with his Theological
lectures, which he would revise and rewrite up to the beginning of 
this year. His lectures on Grace and the Sacraments, Liturgies and 
the Psalms, were much valued by the students.' I have already 
reterred to his wonderful memory. I recall how Bishop Hinc told 
me after travelling with him in Palestine, what a memory Palmer 
liad for details with regard to places and incidents mentioned in the 

I Old Testament. .
i , Palmer was an artist, as we know from many beautiful photo

graphs he gave us. He wtis very intcre.sted in details of ceremonial
and a severe critic of mistakes in church ceremonies. ,

In his earlier days at Kiungani, and later at Msalabani, he did 
much to reform the singing of the Africans. . ,1 ,1 «

He had great love for little children and remembered all tlic 
names of the children of his Afriain friends.

l am told as a physician he w.as very able at diagnosis and his 
opinion was always relied on, and as a surgeon he was most ski fbl, 
and I know that wc relied on his opinion as a 
liturgical and ceremonial as well as spirtttial. He w.is a very )■

i him his ChapWn in tpS- .............. . _ ^e thank God

IN MEMORIAM—R.I.P.
EDMUND STUART PALMER—PRIEST & DOCTOR

I HAVE been wiskcd to write for Central Africa, some recollections 
of niy friend, Canon Palmer. I knew him for more than thirty years. 
I worked under Dr. Palmer at Kiungani when I first came out to 
Zanzibar at the beginning of 1901. He was then Principal of St. 
Andrews’s College, and at the beginning of 1901 be was invalided 
home after his third attack of blackwatcr fever. As Principal of a 
boys’ college, Palmer himself would have agreed that he was not in 
his right place. He would have preferred to work as chaplain or 
lecturer on the school staff. He had his friends among llie boys, but 
the greatest number were afraid of him. He was rather awe-inspiring 
and his silence was one of his noticeable characteristics. He was by 
the time I first met him a competent Swahili scholar and was doing a 
good deal of work on a committee for revising our translation of the 
Scriptures and our hymn-book. Palmer Iiad written a beautiful hymn 
in Swahili for use at a Requiem Mass. This hymn, he told us, was 
used for the first time at a Requiem Mass for Walter King, priest, on 
my first morning at Kiungani. Palmer, later, translated this hymn 
into English, and it appears in the English Hymnal, No. 356, *'Jcsu, 
Son of Mary.” That year, 1900, Palmer did no medical work as we 
had our hospital and visiting doctor in Zanzibar town. After Palmer 
left for England in 1901, I saw something of him at Clevedon, where 
he was for a while in charge of a Mission Church in connexion with 
St. John’s parisli. Here he was in close touch with his old friend 
and former colleague at St. Saviour’s, Leeds, Father Irving, Vicar 
of All Saints’, East Clevedon. Some years later I stayed with Palmer 
at KIrton, when Canon Griffin, formerly an Archdeacon in Zanzibar, 

king with him.
I remember how a Bishop at a meeting I was addressing at 

Ealing, told us how he knew Palmer as a countr)* rector, and was 
much surprised to find him Master of the Mercers’ Company, when 
he attended one of their dinners.

Palmer wrote to Bishop Weston, in 1916, offering to return to the 
Zanzibar diocese, and hi? offer was gladly accepted. I remember 
being much struck when I stayed with him at Kirton at his memory 
of Swahili and his quotations from our Swahili service books, and 
on his return after sixteen years, when I was at Mbweni, he preached 
witli great care at Mass on Sunday in Swaliili. He did not slay long 
In Zanzibar, but was among the first to occupy Msalabani on the 
reopening of our Mission station on the mainland after the War. 
Here he stayed until the Sisters came into residence at Msalabani, and 
Palmer moved to Hegongo, and for the rest of his time was lecturer 
at the college. There was a break of a year or so when the college was 
closed and Palmer spent some months in his old Iiome at Kiungani, 
acting as chaplain to the High School.

1

was wor

io di^rfn Africa was granted hira^We^Hin^ ^d
‘ for;many years of service in.or many years of service in our MNsi^on,'^;.! we pray for Ills sou. 

eternal rest. Requiems have been said by his trienas.
Malcolm Mackav.
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CENTRAL AFRICAHOME JOTTINGS
The Genera] Fond nccelpta compare as follows

Received during June....................................
Total recelptt lo June 80 ..........................

An Increase of

A MONTHLY RECORD OF THE WORK OF THE 
UNIVERSITIES' MISSION TO CENTRAL AFRICA

1931 1D30

♦ K0.585. XLIX. SEPTEMBER, 1931 Price 2d
Onr Income.-~lt will be noticed that the Increase in the General Fund to date IstnJ. 

seventeen pounds. *^7
It must be remembered that ^8,000 had to bo raised by special nppeal at the ^ 

last year. We should now be well on the way towards getting this ^3.000 V?f 
want to make special appeals, but rather to widen our circle of supporters aJf, 

this we look to our secretaries and supporters.

CONTENTS
... IGl Ingathering 

Released Slaves 
New Teeth for Old

of Bishop Mackenzie'sOn TnkinE on InlerMt ...
Meeting of East African Hisluips m 

;ibar ..............
... 176

= 1
... 173 Tiic .Mission Stall

177Zanz* The Teacher’s Wife ..............
The Courier of Nyasaland ...
Going Back ..........................
Safari at Kota Kota ...............

yOTF.—Neilher the Bishopj of the Mistion nor the General Countirare reipopjiible 
for any opinion or italement in CBNTPAL AFRICA unUu it U eieatiy to iniicattd

From our Post-bag ... 
Home Jottings..............

... 178
To CM Stcrefsrlcs.—will secretaries, who have not already done so kimtU .-u 

their half-yearly remittances now, please? The bulk of the Mission's income d«iM 
reach us until the end of the year, and in orddr to carry on we have to overdraw ow 
account at the bank. Therefore, the greater the sum that our secretaries send us nor 
the less we shall have lo pay in Interest.

Auoclales’ CfarUtmas Preient lo Workers.—The twelve stations 
books lost )-ear liked them ns much as ever. One Padre w 
a weak spot in it," and the others were to the same effect.

Gifts, from 3d. upwards, can be sent to Miss G. !.e B.nilly, Meadow CirtL 
Gloucester. (Stamped postcard to be enclosed please for acknowledgment.)

• • *
Oar Home Mission Stallon (St. Michael’s, Tankerton) will be reopening

Septem^r 4th. Don t forget to book your room in good tlmc^, cspcriiD; if
Howard, from the llaus: 

om I-rlilay, September IHh, to Tuesday, September 15th{]Ii.l. 
Kent Is perhajK at its best during September, October »id

which rcceiirf 
kind enough to say: " Nb

ON TAKING AN INTEREST
A FEW weeks »igo, one of the African delegates to the recent Parlia
mentary Committee on tlie government of host Africa asked me 
what I found most of tlie English people saying about it. I had to 
reply that most did not say anything at all; which my companion 
said he supposed was due to their preocciipation-witli the prevailing 
industrial depression. To him it seemed odd that a question'anect- 
ing so many millions of people incorporated into the Hritish Empire 
should not be a matter of burning interc.sl, but the fact remains that 
probably only a minute number of people arc even aware that any 
such question exists.

Various factors, such ns geographical nearness, large commer- 
cial interc.sts, or the extent to which any matter becomes a party 
question, affect tlic degree of interest which Britons take in the 
various parts of their Rmpire. . ' i j-

Thus Ireland has been prominent because of its ncnrnc.ss, India 
through commerce and because of the large number of lirilisn 
people who have lived ninny years there, and so “

But East Africa is a long way off; no very large 
lived there, and though people say sometimes Tanganyika f Ul\, 
yes, I have got some money in ' Tanks,’ which arc something^ o 
with out there,” the commercial interest is not ypt very promine . 
And, moreover, you cannot have a detailed knowledge o all 
countries " abroad,” and it is not ea.sy to have an intimate hnowfcage 
even of one. The ” Snippet ” journals give no news worth speak- 
‘ng of, whi!e»qvcn to those who read such newspapers J - 
or the Mancd/er Guardian, the temptation to skip die foreign 
page and come to wlinl is of nearer intcrc.st is strong, true, mere

next mooth.w.. . •in. uon i lorpet to book youi
you mean to come to the lonff week-end Retreat whici 
ilio^e. Is conductinp from Friday, September IHh. tc

The north coast of ............. _
November; Inland, loo, the woods

Pndre

most attractive at this time. you bite m
ou.., Wood S,„c.,

l>ecn down before ihli year, now is the lime to come! 
Spanton, c/o Central Africa House. Wood Street. Wesiir

THE MISSION STAFF
Name Dioewe Date

Arrivaft in England:
Canon Broomfield 
Miss Paynter

Deparlurrs from England: 
Archdeacon Maddxks 
Miss Adamson 
Miss Lowndes 
Dr. Westall 
MIm F. Smith 
^Itst. Comwatl

Z.inzibar
Masasi

June 30 
July 2

Zanzibar
Zanzibar
Zanzibar
Zanzibar
Maiasi
Maias!

Aug. 20 
Aug. 20 
Aug. 20 
Aug. 20 
Aug. 20 
Aug. 20

on.
numbers have

IN MEMORIAM.—R.I.P,
July g,—John Ernest Crouch.

S.^ tn t ® engineer and did most valuzbk
" ChatS.«Tr^.“" Meamers on Lake Nyasa. especially tl*

Chauncy Maples, which was put together under his supervision.
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ON’ TAKING AN INTEREST
meeting of east AFRICAN 

BISHOPS IN ZANZIBARarc often excellent articles In tlie monthly magazines, or in sonic of 
the Missionary magazines, but they are the very few who read them.

And, after all, does it very much matter? Must not such ques
tions as, for instance, the future government of Kenya, Uganda, 
and Tanganyika, be settled by the few experts? Wliat difference 
will my knowledge or interest make?

1 want to suggest sliortly that it matters in two ways. Firstly, 
because Parliamentary action depends ultimately so much on the 
[iresence or absence of a strong clement of public interest; and 
because without that Interest there Is always danger of decisions 
which may tiffect the future of millions of people committed to our 
care being made without the consideration llicy deserve. Also, 
when some “ class ” (|uestion is prominent, you may have some 
individual—it may be a Government officer or an ecclesiastic, or 
fierhaps, there may be a small body of people—making n brave stand 
for truth, equity, and justice, against great odds (it is immaterial 
whether they are " while ” or " black ” interests which arc in 
jeopardy), and getting almost no support from home, just because 
there arc so few who “ take an interest.”

Secondly, it matters for those who prav. St. Paul declared that 
he would pray ” with the Spirit ” and ” with the nndentandinfr 
also,” and if It is a great thing to pray with the former, it is a still 
greater thing to use the understanding also in prayer. It would be 
possible to enlarge on this, but considerations of space forbid.

No one who knows anything about it doubts that there .. . 
enormous possibilities, for good or til, for the future of East Africa 
in the pre.scnt stage of its evolution, or that there arc problems which 
will tax the best brains of the best people. What I. with confidence, 
suggest, is that the solution of these problems mnv ultimalclv 
depend, not solely on the efforts of the few more immedintelv con
cerned with them, but also on the interest taken in them bv all 
of good will in the Motherland.

iRBNCB' Tlli Bisiiors or Masasi, N. Riiodeaia, Zakziiiar AND

mncAAi and Nyasaland, have lately met in Zanzibar for a conference. 
The only Bishop who could not be prpent was the Bishop of Central 
Tanganyika, who is now in Australia. Af,;.,„

It has been hoped for some time that eventually an East African 
province, comprising these eight dioceses, may be formed, and the 
hopes are still entertained, but as the opportune time has not yet 
arrived, it Avas decided, with the cordial approval of the Archbishop 
of Canterbury, when the Bishops were at Lambeth last year, that 
for the present, at any rate, they tliemselvcs should meet together, 

year, in order to take counsel about the various 
ds of their dioceses, with a view to a possible

arc

if possible once a 
problems and nee
‘’"’Thffirst o'f^thcs'^^’confcrences took place in Zanzibar, as slated 
above, from June znd to filli, the Bishop of Uganda, wlio is the 
Senior Bishop, presiding at its meetings. Many matters afetmg 
both European and African work were discussed, and although the 
circumstances of tbeir dioceses were found to be very different, yet 
much useful work was done and a very considerable degree ot 
unanimity was reached as to the ways of meeting present-day needs 
and problems. , . ,

Naturally many of these subjects were of local and particular 
concern, while many were of more general interest. Among^ ic 
latter were four subjects upon which they considered their opinions 
Should be generally known. , , L • ,

i. East African Province.-Thoy agree that for the cfTicicnl 
working of the Church in East Africa, provincial organization 
should be kept in view, as the goal to be aimed at, and that every 
effort shouft'be made in the eight dioceses concerned for the forma
tion of such a province as soon as possible.

men

G. K.

A PRACTICAL SUGGESTION
We would make a practical suggestion to those who de.sirc to 

take a greater interest in questions concerning Africa, viz.: To 
read some of the best books on the subject such as: —

Julian Huxley’s Africa View.
E. W. Smith's The Golden Stool, Aggrcy of Africa and The 

Secret of the African.
H. V. Murray’s The School in the Bush.
Oldham’s East Africa in Transition.
^rrow these from your library, or from the U.M.C.A. Library 

at Central Africa House, which has most of the above books.
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MEETING OF EAST AFRICAN BISHOPS
nlnrMcoI N. Rhodesia

2. Race.—They express iheir ihankfulness for the following reso- 
lution, unanimously passed by the Lambeth Conference of 1930: —

“ Thu Conference affirms that the principle of trusteeship as laid 
down by Article XXII of the League of Nations Covenant cannot be 
duly applied in practice without full recognition of the fact that partner
ship must eventually follow as soon as two races can show an equal 
standard of civilization. Accordingly the Conference affirms that the 
ruling of one race by another can only be justified from the Christian 
standpoint, when the highest welfare of the subject race is the constant 
aim of government, and when admission to an increasing share in the 
government of the country is an objective steadfastly pursued. To this 
end equal opportunity and impartial justice must be assured. Equal 
opportunity of development will result where the nation faithfully dis
charges Its responsibility for the education of all its citizens, in which 
the cc^peration of both the Church and the family with the State is 
essential; and Christian principles demand that equal justice be assured 
to every member of every community, both from the Government and 
in the courts of law.”
3. Christian Conduct.—They deplore certain tendencies in the 

present day to depart from Christian standards, and consider it 
necessary to reaffirm our Lord’s principle and standard of iparriage, 
“ that it is a lifelong and indissoluble union, for better for worse, 
of one man with one woman, to the exclusion of all others on either 
side.”

...THE TEACHER'S WIFE
Most readers of Central 
Afiuca probably know some
thing of the work of an 
African teacher, but it may 
not be out of place to state it 
briefly first, so that we can 
understand the position of the 
teacher’s wife. The teacher’s 
work is not only to teach in 

’the school of the village to 
which he is sent: he also has 
pastoral work, which is 
tainly no less important.
Beside taking services for 
tiie Christians daily, with a 
sermon on Sunday, and 
class^ for Hearers and Cate
chumens and Baptismal 
Candidates each twice a week, 
he has to watch over his flock 
and; do his best to prevent 
any lapses into heathenism.
If any such occur, or any 
Christian in the village falls noo] 
into any other grievous and 
notorious sin, he has to
report the case to his priest. In fact, he has to uphold the standard of 
Christianity in any village to which he is sent, and tlie population of 
the village in this part of the Mission will certainly be more than 
half heathen. He is sent not only as a trained teacher, but as an 
instructed Christian, not only to teach, but to demonstrate Chris
tianity in his daily life. In some villages where we have only 
recently started scliools the teacher and liis wife are the only Chri^ 
tlans., A good teacher will gain the confidence of his ,pcoplb 
wonderfully quickly, and they constantly come to him for advice 
in their difficulties and temptations. , /

But if he is to gain the confidence of his people, his personal 
Inner life must be strong and of course his domestic life must be 
;above suspicion, especially in a country in which polygamy and 
divorce are ordinary customs. And this is where his wife can help 
jiim-nay, must help him. She is in a position to make or mar 
her husband’s career. She can citlier support him in the many 
temptations which he has to bear, or add to them so that they 
become more than he can bear. There are many ways ^yhIch 
she can weaken his authority and prestige in the village. I his, ot

cer-

Thcy arc, therefore, of one mind, that where a legal divorce has 
taken place, a second marriage of one whose former partner is still 
living must not be celebrated according to the rites of the Church, 

They arc convinced that the duty of parenthood is the glory of 
the married life, and tliat the benefit of a family is not only a joy 
in Itself, but also a vital contribution to the nation’s welfare, while 
the discipline and sacrifice involved, themselves result in privilege 
and blessing. ^ ^

They deeply deplore the weakening of such discipline and self- 
control in married life to-day, and the prevalent use of methods to 
limit parenthood, which some ot them maintain are not permissible

"'iid ‘hat the use of such 
muslte condered!“ convenience

of ='«><=■ is sin in the sight
"’“Removed or lessened bv any 

Pccvenling conception. The practice of 
^n Svinw T “a"''*'’ "‘“‘c. is a grievous

crratesfne“iS‘’.!Jl7’"'"“l'/’ “"c ""i"^ ‘hat ""’cld’s
^ reunion of Christendom, for which everv 

"’ccefore, welcomi
relieveTaMk^r^ of conference with this end in view, and thevmo a'c?.itemenVreuron°' “

[Peitt Rangff
A Teacher’s Wife
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THE TEACHER’S WIFE
THE TEACHER’S WIFE

11, oJiool It would be many years before such a school has any 
effKt on the women of the country generally, but it should 

Kle in a comparatively short time to send out enough girls 
loined at any rate to some extent for the responsible position of 

rhM’s wife But it is not so easy to start boarding-schools for 
S It is a whole-time job for a lady, and tluf lady must be 
arortg in health ; it is no use starting a girls’ boarding-school on

course, is true of any husband and wife, but it is particularly glaring 
in the case of an African teacher's family, which Is really as “ a 
city set on a hill.” For instance, if a teacher is always quarrelling 
with his wife, he will not have much power to help a Christian 
couple in the village in like case, and they will very likely get 
divorced and so have to be put under Church discipline. Or, if a 
teacher or his wife is a ” grouser,” he will probably exact every 
ounce of his rights in the village, and a little more, and then nobody 
will trust him or love himj they will always think he is trj’ing to 
'• do ” them, and his sojourn in that village will be more harmful 
than profitable to the cause of Christianity. I have known teachers 
fail or partially fail from these and other causes, and quite often 
the failure is due to the wife, though I hasten to add that this is not 
always the case: there arc some very noble Christian, women among 
our teachers' wives. But it is generally true to say that the teachers 
realize ihclr responsibilities, and their wives do not.

And there is a reason for this. The teachers have had opportunities 
which their wives have not had. Let it be remembered that it is 
always somewhat of a trial for an African to go and live in a village 
which is not his own (and here a teacher may be sent to live amongst 
people who are not even his own tribe), and it is a big trial of faith 
for a Christian to go and live in a heathen village. Well, for 
these trials the teacher has been very carefully prepared indeed: 
under our present system his wife has had no special preparation 
whatever. A teacher finishes his course at the Central Training 
College at about the age of eighteen. For the last five or six years 
he has been under tlie direct influence of the Mission, and has had 
every spiritual opportunity and privilege, as well as his intellectual 
training. He has probably been attending Mass nearly every day 
for that length of time, and receiving Communion once a week or 
more. Now when he comes out of the College he cannot be sent 
out to a village as a teacher until he is married. Who is there for 
him to mariy’? A girl who has lived in a village all her life .and 
knows nothing of any other kind of life. Probably she is just able 
to read and write. She need not even be a Christian, but slie must 
h.ivc reached the last stage of the Catcchumcnatc before Baptism. 
And if she is a communicant, her village may be two, three or 
even four days from the Station, which means that she has not been 
receiving the sacraments more than four times a year at most. The 
teacher has got to marry, and that as soon as possible after coming 
out of College. What is to be done about it?

The problem of finding suitable wives for teachers is a vcr>- 
serious arid urgent one in N. Rhodesia, The obvious solution is 
to start girls' boarding-schools on all Stations, draw the girls from 
all over the district ministered to by the Station, and so let the 
influence of the school gradually permeate the district. Then teachers 
coming out of the Central Training College would naturally look 
for their wives among those girls who had been to the boarding* 
sciiool, though, of course, this would not be the only object of

IPdir* HijUini
ryt4] Teachers' Wives (Msoro)
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the courier of nyasaland

THE COURIER OF NYASALAND ■ hive irood rain and good crops too. Then one of my scholars told 
Mm what happened to them while they were on Lake Nyasa in 

eoing to Likoma. They left the harbour from the mainland, 
’nda north wind started when they were in the middle of the lake, 
md the rowing boys were crying and shouting, saying, “ Arch- 
j^mn we ate dying ” ; " Archdeacon, we are dying,’ and ho 
sSuted to them, “ My sons, don't be afraid, let the things of God 
firfit " Then he asked one of the boys to give him a wooden bowl 
Ihmol for baling water out of the canoe, and he dipped some water 
andpoured it on his head thrice; after doing so there 
m the lake from north-south and east-west. The boys were trembling 
aSdamazed at what he did; tliey thought they would be drowned, 
but they were not. Many miracles he did at that part; if all could be 
^tten down, there would be no space to print anything about 
odiers, only about him. None even of his various veterans did such 
things in Nyasaland; If they had, I should have heardiof tliera, as 
I had been working at many places: ^rt Johnston, Port Herald 
Blantyrc, Zomba, Dedze. Kasungu. Peop c were calling ™ “
second St; Paul " and “ a modern apostle, and no doubt l>e was.

The Nyania Holy Bible was translated by him, it w,ns prin cd 
long ago: Twelve^years passed hefore we were thoroughly 
LIht moral philosophy. Thanks to God who sent us such a gif ed 
energetic leader and faithful pastor like the late Archdeacon John- 
son, who now rests in paradise.

THE LATE DR. W. P. JOHNSON

Our readers uull be ifilcrcstcd in the following article, which we 
have received from Mr. Lester Meshcck (late of Kota Kota), who 

writes from Arusha Hospital, Tanganyika Territory.

1 WONDER very much 
whether Nyasaland is re
membered by some of the 
whites. It is a small 

- country, and there arc 
seven. different Missions, 
- ‘ of which is U.M.C.A. 
Its Mission work has 
spread from Matope, near 
Blantyre, right through to 
Manda, on Lake Nyasa. I 
might say the whole of 
Lake Nyasa has been 
covered by the U.M.C.A.; 
only a part of West Nyasa, 
from Chitimba to Ko- 
Tonga, belongs to the 
Scotch Mission. There arc 

. thousands and tliousands 
of Christians of the 
Anglican Church in 
Nyasaland to-day, whose 
fathers were made 
Christians by the late 

Archdeacon W. P. Johnson, D.D. He was a dragoman to Nyasaland, 
modern apostle and a saint.

Why was he called a modern apostle and a saint? His mar
vellous and eminent work is still remembered by many Christians 
even to this day. When I was a young boy, I was told by my step
father, who is a teacher, about his work, and that he killed a lion 
with a stick, and it was at night. There are so many Europeans who 
can kill a wild beast with a rifle. He had faith in God; without faith 
he would not have dared to attack a lion with a stick.

I once accompanied him when he was coming back from England 
and going to Likoma, and he spent a night there, and at that time 
there was no rain at all; people were starving. And when I arrived 
at the college, some of ray scholars asked me about my home. They 
said, “ We hear there is no rain at your home, and the crops are 
getting dry in the gardens.” I told them, ” Yes, that is so,” but 
when we were leaving the harbour to-day, Archdeacon said the 
morning prayers and prayed for rain. We therefore had had heavy 
rain on the shore and all over the country. I hope the people will

was no storm
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THE COURIER OF NYASALAND nlocese of Masa^i (
GOING BACKIf we African Anglican Cliurch Christians of Nyasaland had 

been rich enough to^ay, we should erect a beautiful Chapel, or 
belter, a Hospital, which should be called “ Dr. Johnson Memorial 
Hospital," where generation after generation of the Nyasaland 
African race sliould remember the late eminent European, and how 
religion came to us through him. He had seen the Magwangwara 

with the Nyasas, yet, in those olden days people persecuted 
him. They tied him to a tree and beat him, and sometimes shaved 
his head like the native shaving (mpala), or a clean-shaved head. 
Still he could not leave this country and go back to his beautiful 

try, but he carried on hungry till he brought other helpers 
to join the Mission.

Alas I very, very sad it is, we have nothing in our hands. Wc 
are poor, and, also, we don’t know any way of making money, and 
it is not because wc are unthinkable, or unthankable people. No! No!

When he was alive we tried our best to collect the money for 
his *‘ Jubilee Fund," yet wc collected very little. It was suggested 
by our African Clergy shortly after his death that a Chalice should 
be bought and be sent to Manda, where he was last working. In 
my opinion that was not worthy of the late Archdeacon Johnson, 
it was done so on account of the smallness of the fund, as we were 
unable to get a btg fund.

The thing which we want now is higher education; if such can 
be afforded to us we shall try our best to develop our country, wc 
can’t expect funds always from England, but we can try our best 
to help our Mission; also we want n commercial training, and also 
the knowledge of subnissistant surgeons, clerks, agriculturalists, etc.

Cooperation with the Government in education lays on us a 
solemn responsibility. Through reading newspapers and magazines, 
I look to the Church in England (o provide us with experts in 
every branch of school life, graduates not only in the arts, but in 
science, agriculture, forestry, engineering, as well as technical 
instructors in trades and industries. All must be Christian in mind, 
outlook, and life. Why can’t this be done for Africa ?

Surely since you know that yo 
the future of African civilization 
should be a constant stream of Christian men and women volunteer
ing for this work.

Our Lord Jesus Christ said:—** Go ye therefore and teach all 
nations." If Christianity is to be spread, the Church must have 
her schools; only thus will its members be able to take a worthy 
place in the world in which we live.

It would be nothing but a tragedy for Christians of Africa in 
the future to be the ignorant members of the community. Christ 
would be dishonoured and the Church discredited.

We have thankfulness to God for the late Vcn. Archdeacon 
Johnson, who did a great work for us in Nyasaland, and we should 
like to have done something big for his memorial, but wc have not 
been able to do so on account of our poverty.

After a spell of rest and refreshment in England, it is a joyful thing 
to be going back. At the moment I am thinking of the wonderful 
reception that I received when I last went back. There was no 
mistake about the joy then. The crowd that managed to collect as 
soon as one arrived; and in spile of no telegrams, the news spread 
wondrously quickly, and in two or three hours there was a huge 
crowd, dancing a dance of joy to welcome one back again.

There is no mistake, we get many joys—even if we get disappoint
ments to mix with the joys. One soon hears all the news, good and 
bad. So-and-so has died; some have lapsed, and other disappoint
ments of various sorts.

There is the other side, though. A new baby is thrust into one s 
arms, and a woman shyly whispers, " Sec Bibi, God^has answered 
our prayers. He has given me another little girl in the place of the 
one that died." How she longed for a little girl, for as she said, 
“ Yes, I know I have little boys, but they go out to play, and when 
they marry, they go away from me, but a girl stays near me all her 
life." Someone else comes along. “ Do you know my new name? 
My baptismal one." These 
are some of the joys.

One thinks, perhaps, of 
the days before one left to 
come home for a spell of 
rest, and how one fell too 
tired, or perhaps too ill, to 
do what one wanted to do.
The irritability that one 
found it hard to overcome 
because of the tiredness 
and the feeling that it was 
almost impossible to carry 
on any longer. Then one 
thinks of the charity of the 
African, the excuses that he 
makes for one. ** Bibi is 
getting very thaifu (tired or 
ill). She cannot listen to us 
as she used to do." That is 
alll Nothing morel Oc 
one hears the remark, " If 
she goes home, will she 
ever come back again?"
Then the letters one gets 
when one is home, 
do hope th^j,you arc getting 
strong and fat, and wc are

war

coun

u are laying the foundations for 
and the African Church, there
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GOING BACK ol Nyasalani

praying every day that God will help you to do so, and tliat He will 
send you back again. Do write and tcir us you arc coming back ” 
All one’s irritability forgotten ! They want vou to go back I

Yes, going back like this is a joyful thing to look for\vard to: 
going back refreshed in mind and body, but there's another gointr 
back that we do not look forward to. How can we? The fear of the 
work going back, when dispensaries are being closed, the schools 
not getting the attention they need, for alas! some workers are not 
going back, and unless others are coming fonvard, how can we fill 
their gaps? How can we go forward? We only fear the going 
back. We get sad when we think of all we hoped to do. How 
wc long to go fonvard, but cannot. The fear that we are going 
back. We cannot be joyful when this is happening.

For those who long to go back, but cannot. How much happier 
could they be, if only they were sure that someone was going to 
fill the gap tlieir coming home has made. They still endeavour to do 
their part over here, but how they long to be doing it out there. 
Who IS going to do that part for them, now that they are unable to 
do It for themselves?

We know that wc cannot really go back with the work, when we 
rcal.re the prayers that are beinp offered for us; but are the prayers 
urgent enough ? Can some of us pray just a little harder, tliai more 
workers will come, or can some pray a little harder to know whether

'°"K "RO- ■' Come overand lielp us ? P

:SAFARI AT KOTA KOTA
"last letter described a safari outside the proper Kota Kota 

S arict. This one will describe the ordinary monthly safari to 
ihenorth of Kota Kota, and in the district proper. I generally

dlles and hippos—to where our school is, at a place cttlled 
Sanjele; When I first came here, there was a church and school 
at Chiooli but the people all moved away, and wc had two 
shMlsVrther inland which I shall mention later. But there was 
always a small school under a monitor at the mouth of the Bua, 
some^ two or three miles from Chipoli. This schooj, eventually 
Se the principal school, but after a time there were very few 
pwple living there, and most of the children who came to sel ool 
SiTrom This village Sanjele-some three-quarlers of an hour s 
S inland, and in the rains a walk chiefty "'1°'’?';/‘"T® 
mud. So we built the church and school at San3ele, and now 
there are a good party of Christians PX" Se me
young men and their waves as well as older P“P • 
about forty communicants here, and an average of 
fit school Wath a good wind wc can get the next day to Ukasi, 
“a the Dwangwa. fn four hours or so. Bo>h these -ers ce^e 
dishing down in tremendous torrents m the rams, ““
into the lake vast islands of trees and vegetaUon. 'vmhed away 
by the force of the water. But when the rams ore 'l^winds 
in'some way bank up the river mouth with sand, so thul while 
there is a ide, deep stream inside it ‘".f
■up the river over the wide bar of sand. As there = no othc 
shelter for a boat except the river mouth and as a his n e ot 
year the tremendous " mwera," or south wind 
i-ery rough and the waves oa the shore very big, 
toTumpLt and hold ihe boat s.cady «!.. e wc get tho^loads out,
and then pull her up on to the i ■ I. ,.,nc Knilf hv our
pis6 dc terre church dedicated to St. school ^here
friends at Heathficld. There is also a P'^^an average attendanbe 
areiilbout forty-six corpmunicants here, and an av g

°‘:t^1iftt-walk farther on ^d nearer .he^uth^of 
the Dwangwa, is Mkono, which has had various ups dow^ 
since a school was started there, but now
of Christians, about twenty-eight ‘=“’""1“"'“"'®; , u_,en5 ^In' the school, but about thirty hearers and fifteen catechumens, in, 
rains you have to walk along the lake shore.
River, neare^its ipouth, and there y®". Pjj),,/ ,o cross the 
water, or pertaps cross by canoe, as it is imposs

the Mkono 
neck in'

across{V.ii
LLXINOt GIRLS
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SAFARI AT KOTA KOTA
SAFARI AT KOTA KOTA

’ Nnw some have come back; It- Ss nearly an hour’s walk 
S'lhU -to Katimbilals, so we have a school-for, small children

used to be. The plain is all swamp and water m the 
ST’an^ there are large rice fields there, but only a small part 
S it ^cultivated. Katimbila’s village lies ,at the; other side at 'he
niik'Riibr now, and there Ss another kHooI for smalF children 
fnhe?Ji«hge. Katimbila is a lady who has been a catechumen for 
weWT'aars or more, but at last has succeeded-iif gctt.ng baptmcd. 
Sehre two or more different groups of people living a mile or 
”tom^th™Hurch and school, so it has been ^put m a central 

ftiV them, and the peopleTrom “vula and from Kat.mb a s 
viilaed " who cross the Bua by canoe, come to church. Tliere 
iAuite-a'good congregation here, and they 
diurchUnd are having a new school and teacher s hotise this year. 

Along the road, as you leave Katimbila s, you come •“ ‘be 
inlt’alf an hoir or L. The rWer has 

in the raids, and is often half a mile mde, and on the Kota Kota

quite- deserted. Now a few people live ‘^ere S„d
Chiboko moved to Chimwapala, three miles
mucK ndarer tb Loci, another bU-esmbbshed village. At

half way between the two villages. At p rommunicants

is only seven miles from Kota Kota. H. E. M.

river higher up. You have to come back again through Ukasi 
and cross the Ukasi River, and then have a two hours' walk over 
a wide plain to get to Mlala, another village on the Dwangwa 
but much further inland. In the rains die first hour's walk is nwirly 
all through mud and water, but in the dry weather you see large 
herds of hartcbecste and zebra and other game. Mlala is a pretty 
place on the top of some low hills, with a beautiful view of the 
hills further west inland. The village has moved from the site of 
the church and school, which stand by themselves, but there are 
a large number of Christians. The church is built of what they 
call " Chidina," mud, without poles inside. The mud is made in a 
frame like bricks, but each block the size of a brick and a half 
wide and two or three bricks in length, and each one made in its 
place, and dried before the next course is built on to it. It is a verv 
nice church and dedicated to Holy Cross. There are about forty- 
six communicants, and many more are away in Rhodesia. There 
is a large school and forty catechunlcns. Mlala is the place where 
my last letter ended, the village we reach after crossing the 
Dwangwa coming back from the safari to Nkata Day. It is my 
farthest village in that direction, so when we leave it wc retrace 
our steps for an hour or so, but turn in rather a different direction 
when we come to the Ukasi plain, and after two more hours’ walk 
come to Mpikapika. This is a large village chiefly composed of 
Christians who came from Archdeacon Cox’s district at Msumba, 
and settled a long way from here up in the hills in the Kasungu 
district. I used to go and see them when I could, but it meant a 
three days’ walk each way, and a very strenuous one at that, with 
no other schools to visit on the way. So I persuaded them to 
move down to the lake shore to a very fertile spot on the Lewalczi 
River, where the cassava grows like forest trees 1 The first place 
they chose was very liable to be flooded { they were only there 
three years and then moved to higher and dryer ground. It 
as well they did, for this year the place where their village had 
been was three feet or more under water.

Wc had had two little schools at different times in that neigh
bourhood, and there were several people living there who had 
^noved from our schools at Chipoli or Mvula, so there were a 
good many people who welcomed a school there, and there was 
Mon a large school, and several people have been baptized since 
the school was started there. Another four hours’ walk, a little 
bit inland from the lake shore, and part of it under a high cliff, 
known as the “ pondadoti,” a wonderful cliff of red earth, worn 
away in places by the rain, and looking very like the remains of 
huge castles and with trees on the very edge at the top, looking as if 
fbey must fall, half their roots sticking out into space. It is nothing 
but mud and water in the rains to walk through, but delightful 
in the dry weather, except for long patches of sand. Katimbila’s is 
our n<at school. There is a small school at Mvula, which once 
had a church and a large number of people, but they all moved

was
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Diocese of Zanzibar
INGATHERING OF BISHOP 

MACKENZIE’S RELEASED SLAVES NEW TEETH FOR OLD
As all priests and other workers in the mission field know full 
well, our life is often made difficult by temptations to despondency 
and the writer of this article has found this to be only too true 
in his own experience. However, despite all such temptations, 
he has discovered a sure antidote—the friendship and society of 

. children. In order to understand our little people, a knowledge 
of the vernacular is essential; but the labour involved is amply 
rewarded in the abundant pleasure one subsequently derives from 
being able to share their talk and to afford them amusement.

When one goes to stay at an outstation, one need never suffer 
from loneliness, as the little people are always most responsive to, 
and frequently anticipate, an invitation to come in -Shd talk. On 
one such occasion, the writer had a small company 
children, and the topic of conversation was " teethl" After having 
made complimentary remarks on each otlier’s teeth, we fell to 
discussing the difficulty of the gaps, occasioned by the e.\lraction 
of teeth; and at that point he learned of a most inexpensive method 
of acquiring new dental equipment. Taking the extracted tooth 

■ in your fingers, and standing witli your back to the grass, you 
throw it over your shoulder, saving the following words: " Oil 
lizard, lizard, take your bad tooth and give me my good one." 
The result of this bit of ritual with its appropriate formula is, that 
in (iue time, a new toolli appears in the gap caused by tile extrac
tion of the old one. When staying in tile Shambala Hills, the

About the same Ume tliat Ann Daoqia died in Cape Town 
George Makipo, another slave released by Bishop Mackenzie ’ 
at Cliislehurst. It is a far cry from African forests to a ’semi- 
detached villa in Kent, but George never forgot the old days 
and he described to me in his queer pidgin English how Bishop 
Mackenzie took care of tiicm at Mngomero. Every day the Bishop 
came to teach the released slaves English, and he brought in a tray 
with a knife, a ladle and other simple objects, and he would make 
them say tlie English for it and would then write down the 
equivalent in nil the different languages of the bovs in the class 
1 lien came the day when the news came back to'the camp that 
their friend and benefactor had died on the banks of llie ShiriS 
river. The boys were told how the medicine chest had fallen 
«lo the river, so that there was no quinine for the Bishop to cure 
his ferar but the boys llicmseivcs said: “ Our father has been 
given bad food by the people, because they were frightened and 
did not want him to come into their country,” and they mourn^ 
with a great mourning.

hlakipo then recalled how Mr. Waller took Ann Daoma and 
all the boys with him to Cape Town; how one day when they 
were in school a clergyman came to the class-room and said that 
he wais travelling to , England with his wife and child, and he 
wanted an African boy to help take care of the child. Four boys 
volunteered, and Makipo was chosen. He did not want to leave 
England, so he learned gardening, and in lime was baptized 
Oeorge, married an Englishwoman and settled at Cliislehurst, where 
he lived for nearly 6o years.

He was much loved by the children of Cliislehurst, for lie 
taught them to greet him witli the African greetings of liis child- 
liood, and they always called liim “ Waio,” so he took that as Ids 
name.

died

of school-

Mimm
For years he was organ-blower in the Wesleyan Chapel, and 

ins wife was at one lime in the service of the Empress Eugdnie;
f™"’ ‘•'e raids and alarms of the 

Dad old days. Then one great day a photographer came down from 
London, and George Wato was asked to take off his respectable 
collar and coat, and was posed with an axe in his hand as one 
of Lmngstones released slaves. The old man chuckled with 
"^“sement at the greatness thrust upon him, though he regretted

When we parted old George said: "Glad to see you—meet 
you ogam up yonder.” And now his call has

*I -
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D. C. A.
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Padre Ellis in N. Rhodesia
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NEW TEETH FOR OLD

IN MEMORIAM-R.I.P.writer made inquiries amongst the children, and discovered th 
they regard the raven as the heslower. of new teeth, while 
it is the fowl. However, sad to relate, the ritual is only ellcM-'' 
in the case of children, and when he asked whether it would a\''a 
for grown-ups, they laughingly assured him that it would he 
futile for them to'try. No explanation is offered as to the onVin 
or gleaning of'this practice, but this article is submitted in mw 
it should by chance be of interest to our fellow-workers at 

'who would like to know more about those amongst whom 
privileged to labour.

Rev. Canon Robert B. Stoney, D.D., Vice-President 
U.M.C.A., died July ta, aged 91.

In the departure from this life " full of years and honour " of Dr. Robert Stoney, 
Canon and Treasurer of Christ Church Cathedral, Dublin, and one of our Vice*rresidenls, 
both the U.M.C.A. and the Church of Ireland have lost one of their oldest and most 
helpful workers.

Canon Stoney was ordained as far back as 1803, and 
after achieving some distinction at Dublin University, in

He died at the age of ninety-one, after nearly seventy 
Although Canon Stoney m.'iintaincd through his long life 
branch of the Church, ho took a distinctly Cotholi 
and his exceptionally long service for the U.M.C.A.
Catholic sympathies. It is not too much to 
interest and support of the Mission in Ireland 
iRg and tactful advocacy.

The occasion of his olTcring himself as Organizing Secretary for Ireland is worth 
rKording as an instance of the ready sympathy and native htinioiir witich Canon Stoney 
brought to any cause which he supported. At one of the first meelingiCfor the Mission 
held in Dublin, the deputation ’’.was invited by the Chairman at the close of his 
address to'go down to the door of the hall and to hold the plate to receive the contribu
tions of the audience. Me did so willingly enough, and the next morning received n 
brief note, which ran somewhat as follows:—" My dear Sir, I was so deeply Interested 
in TOur account of the Universities’ Mission anil so touched by the humble way in 
which'you did penance at the door afterwards, that I beg to offer myself to act as 
organizing secretary for the Mission in Ireland.”

So began his work of fifty years, and during the whole of that lime those who visited 
received witli such kind hospitality, both hy 

charming wife, wlio was said to be the most benullful woman !n 
Dublin at the time, thni almost .qlw.av-s tli.it brief acqunint.incc led to a lifelong 
frlrndihip.

He has

spent his whole ministerial life, 
the service of the Irish Church, 

years of ministerial service, 
a steady loyally to his' own 

nc in his le.iching imd practice, 
IS undoubtedly the outcome of his 

say tlmt during the last fifty years, the 
depended almost entirely upon his unllr-

we are 
T. H. M.

FROM OUR POST-BAG
ST. CYPRIAN’S COLLEGE, TUNDURU (MASASI)

Extract from a letter dated Juno igih, 1931*

... I promised to write to you from here. It is a loveli' place 
with a peaceful, other-worldly atrposphere. Everyone seenis vei}’ 
much in earnest. . The Chaplain is going to England in August, 
and the Bishop will come here with Padre le Fleming until he 
returns about Easter.

It is quite a village on its own, as each of the seven students 
is married with a family, and there are two houses for Padre 
Thorne’s servants, as well as his own house, mezani, store, visitors' 
house, etc. Then there is also a separate lecture room and a large 
chapel.

The students are: Bernard Mpunga’, an oldish roan; Mika 
Twanje, another velenm; Gerard Sonje, who is young; Michael 
Nalijandya, who has some very charming little boys; Petro Ligun- 

who was headmaster of Masasi Central School in 1921-2; Juda 
Kasoyoga,^ who was also at Masasi in charge of the out-school and 
pari^ work; Emilius Mchauru, from Newala.

They are an excellent seven, and their wives are all very nice 
nnd ought to be good priests’ waves. Padre Thorne and Sister 
Mary Angela are both taking a lot of trouble to train the wives 
as well as the husbands.

Ireland to preach for the Mission, were 
himself and liU

left .1 very fragr.nnt memory to all who worked with him.
J. J. c-v.

July 21.—George Herbert, Priest.
criber to the Mission.A

MR. J. E. CROUCH.-Mr. Robert Webb writes :-“To those who know .Mr. J. E.
Crouch and valued his friendship, ihc short ‘ In .Memoriam ’ In the August ni mher of 
' Central Africa,’ might seem to le.nve some things unsaid, lie w.as not only a * sUlIfiil 
engineer,’ but he had those qu.tlilics which m.ide him so r«eliil ns a lay 
Mission. In 1890 I had the privilege of coming into close contact with lilm in the 
voyages of the ‘ Charles Janson ' up nnd down the L.ike. Devout, llioughtful for others, 
and kindly, it was a plc.asure to bo with him nnd to see the fympaihrtic way in which 
he acted as captain of the native crew, or soothed the te-ars pf a terrified child. At that 
lime he seemed to be a model of what a layman could be in tlie service of the Mission."

of the

HOME JOTTINGS
LIULI and MANDA (NYASALAND) 

Archdeacon George -writes that now Padre Hicks is on furlougli. 
priests (Archdeacon George and Padre Benson) have half the 

total number of regular communicants of the diocese to look after.
At Easter there were 5,000 communicants in the LiuU district 

and -2,000 in the Manda district, these are spread over some eigh')' 
villages, and there are in all 15,000 adherents!

The General Fund Receipts compare as follows

Received during July .....................................
Total receipts to July 31 ........................

A decrease ol £812.
JJ* ilecreaee in the General Fund receipts «l £800 Is very dliqnletlnfl. -----------

•li :* P* loo jmall grants to the Bishops are not to be redneed, an extra sum ol 
wllWtave to be raised before the end of the year, to set off against the 

>pecfal appeal last December, and the present decrease.
Will onr friends do their best to help us (0 avoid any going bach?

10301031

;;; fZT,two

It means .
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HOME JOTTINGS CENTRAL AFRICA
peaceful surrounding* of our Home Mission Station that you mav ^in^n ihe

iphcre, think over and replan what you mean to do. while hnui.,.-” r’^'C.A.

Vuilofs nre asked m book their rooms from Saturday to Saturday if 
Tadre Howard (Masasi) is conducting a lone week-enrt ^*'*’^'*

September 11th to Tuesday. September 16th^ so that‘^cl'^p weekend 
for the Journey. Charge for this Retreat, 21s. Applications ftith

A MONTHLY RECORD OF THE WORK OF THE 
UNIVERSITIES’ MISSION TO CENTRAL AFRICAaimos
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C.S.C. Retreat.—Tliere are three 

arrangcjl for members of the O
j^xhunt, R.Ibo,. (by kinj pynt
16s. Conductor, the Rev. F. \V

SOTS.Seilher the DUhor four v.acancies in a Reircnt that has Itm 
panionship of Simon the Cyrenian, at St Croii. 
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EDITOR'S NOTES -

St HE
course, only if they afe in charge of inform..t.on, Adults can attend. oI

The Financial Outlook.—We are once again not a little worried 
; about money matters; as our readers know, we had hoped for such 
i an increase in the amount received during the early months of this 

year ^ might scr%e to maintain tlie 1931 income at the 1930 level, 
in spite of the fact that we could not look again for the spurt at 
the year’s end, which last year saved us at the eleventh hour from 
the retrenchment we had feared would be necessary.

And, as a matter of fact, the first five months did show an 
encouraging increase, not quite so satisfactory as it looked on paper, 
for the total was swelled somewhat by the Anniversary collections 
which happen^ to fall in May instead of June, simply because 
Easter was earlier, yet satisfactory enough all things considered, 
and we tried to believe that the extra money received then was 
an omen of fair promise for the year.

June, July and August, however, have shown a steep dcnvnward 
cur\'e, and at the moment of writing we find ourselves actually 
more than .1^1,600 worse off than we were at the corresponding 
date in 1930. The outlook is distinctly depressing, and, with the 
countiy's finances in such a muddle, there seems little prospect of 
any impyovemenl; but I would suggest to all our friends a special 
intercession for our Bishops that they may be rightly guided in the 
difficult decisions they may have to make in cutting down expend!' 
ture, and for our home supporters, that they may be shown how 
they’ may economi.se without too ses*ere a pruning of their missionary 
sut^riptions.

The following paragraph from East Africa, August 6, 1931, will 
interest our readers:—

“ The prizes in the competition for 1930 for books in Afrii 
languages show that the number of entries was comparatively large . 
(forty-five), paving the interest roused by the competition, but 
no one was awarded the first prize. One notes with pleasure the name

The principal events of the day will be as follow:—
Eucharist at St. Matthew's. Westminster.

2 16 Sm Church House.
ori!anrib„rn’„j"SS,37;^ '■ ('-rmorl, A*

Mul..mn,.dan. of E AHcn

rviro:."b‘'=^or‘;i’s

THE MISSION STAFF
Name Diocese Dale

Arrivaft in England:
Ven. Archdeacon Lewin 
•Mill Ramsay 
MIh M. Powell 
Rev. J. T. Munday

Masasi 
Nyasaland 
Zanzibar 
N. Rhodesia 
N. Rhodesia 
Nyasaland

July 31 
August 6 
August 6 
August 10 can

Nyasaland September 10
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of the Rev. Canon Sehoza as winning the second prize, ;^io, for a 
book in Swahtii on Religion and Customs of the Bondei. H. M, 
Kayamba, one of the natives brought fron> Tanganyika to give 
evidence to the Joint Parliamentary Committee, was awarded a 
consolation prize of • • •
Education in Africa.

In the same number of East Africa, there arc extracts from a 
spcccli by the Rt. Hon. W. G. A. Ormsby-Gore, M.P., on African 
Education. The following statements are of interest to

“ We call the non^converted African a ‘ pagan,’ without realizing 
that this pagan is usually a far more religious animal than we 
and that religion plays a dominating part in his general mnke-iip.”

“ Government direction and control of education is a post-war 
phenomenon in tropical Africa. Government is required not merely 
to supervise and to secure cfliciency, but to subsidize it.”

’* The provision of the necessary school literature in African 
naculars is one of the bottle-necks of educational progress.”

Any attempt to staff elementary schools in tropica! Africa with 
European teachers is out of the question financially, and undesirable 
from the point of view of the future of African society and culture. 
European personnel must be used for training African teachers. 
This higher education should not denationalize them, but prepare 
the fortunate few to be leaders of their own people.”• • •

In East Africa, Augiust 13, 1931, announcement is made of 
the retirement of the Director of Education, Mr. .S. Rivers Smith. 
The good wishes of the Mission will follow him. Our readers will 
have noticed references to him in Central Africa. Me has always 
taken n great interest in our Mission .schools and helped them in many 
ways. We are grateful to him for all that he has done for us and for 
the .sympathy he has shown for our educational efforts.

Following the announcement of his retirement, there is a general 
review of the present educational svstem of the Department. It is 
In agreement with the statement by the Rt. Hon. W. G. A. Ormsby- 
Gore about the financial difficulty, and there is one passage which 
Is of considerable importance to us: ” During 1930 the efficiency 
of five Mission schools, all boarding schools (no names given—Ed.) 
which have boys who have reached the standard of examination, is 
equal to that of the Government school, while the cost to the Govern
ment of educating a boy at a Mission school is about one-sixth of 
educating him at a Government school." 
areas

WORK
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Msumba

Msu.mua.—Our minds just now arc full of the beginning.of our 
Central School at Msumba, which we hope to dedicate to St. James 
(Escoia Central de Sho Tiago). We have made a bold plunge, 
and have started straight away with what we expect to be our full 
number of forty. We have been a good deal criticised, in a very 
friendly way, both for not starting in a smaller way,/and for 
hot waiting till we get our new station, which necessitates a 
beginning in very cramped and inadequate quarters. The answers 
to both objections are interlocked. We couldn’t afford to wait, or 
else we should have had no material from which to draw. In the 
greater part of the district our schools have been closed for more 
than a year, with the result that all the bigger and cleverer boys In 
our out-schools—the very ones on whom we wanted to draw, were 
drifting away to work. If we had waited much longer, our Central 
^School would have to be an elementary one, or at any rate one with 
a bewildering number of classes. By starting now we have been 
able to have a simple entrance examination and so keep up some 
sort of standard. There was keen competition, in spite of the fact 
that, for the first time in this district, we are charging small .school 

Tees. These are not large enough to keep away any really pro
mising candidate, but at the same time they arc a check on those 
who just want to come along and see what it is like. The distribu
tion of our 40 is 12 from Kobwe, 4 from Ngoo, 2 from Unangu, 
and the rest from Msumba district, though only 3 are from M^uinb'i 
Iteelf. We deliberately made it a little stiffer for Msumba hoy.s, 
as they haditad no break in their school life, and also would have a 

. better chance in the future. Your prayers arc asked specially for

It is suggested that in 
where Christianity is spreading, the management of some of 

the central schools might be handed over to the Missions. Such a 
policy would necessitate a conscience clause. These central schools 
would be schools in which religious instruction would not be com
pulsory*. Such a scheme, it is suggested, would result in a larger 
attendance at these schools and the financial situation would be 
relieved.
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this venture, because it is to tliis we must look for our supply of 
teachers and catechists for the future in this territory, as language 
difTicultics more and more cut us off from St. 'Michael’s College. 
Miss Healing is in charge.

This brings me to our staff. We have some excellent African 
teachers, though as yet with no proper qualifications. It is obvious 
that Miss Healing will have plenty to do with the central school 
alone; but in addition to this she is looking after the ordinary 
Msumba schools, both boys and girls, and also doing what she 
can for the women. She already knows them much better than 
1 do. Site is, in fact, badly ovenveighted.-.

It is splendid to welcome back Padre Davies, specially after his 
sojourn in Portugal. One had hoped that we had once again 
got our full staff of three priests, with which wc started this big 
district in 1917; but even before he had arrived it had become 
clear that with the present bad shortage of priests he would probably 
have to go to Kobwe. For the present he is at Msumba till the 
Diocesan Conference at the end of August, whilst Padre Yohana 
Tawe is having a holiday—which he has certainly earned after 
a very strenuous four years without a break. He is taking rather 
a busman’s holiday, as he is going on a visit to S. Rhodesia, and 
.at the same time hopes to look up the numerous Christians of this 
diocese who arc working in the mines there.

The dilBcuIties of organizing work in this territory have been 
much increased by the sudden death of our dearly loved Padre, 
Canon Augustine Ambali. Of recent years he has been at Ngoo, 
but his life's work was at Msumba, almost from the time when 
he came up in the 'eighties as a young teacher from Zanzibar, then 
for some ten years as a deacon, and then another eleven as its first 
priest-in-charge. A very large proportion of the older teachers of 
the diocese owe much to his inspiring personality, which made 
Msumba a real missionary centre.

The news of his death reached me far away at Unangu; but 
Padre Yohana and Miss Healing were able to get over from 
Msumba, and many people from here went over to the funeral tlunt 
afternoon (news had arrived during the night), and stopped for the 
Requiem next morning, which was crowded. His people at Ngoo 
insisted on his being buried in the church, which seemed his natural 
home, especially for one who came from a far distant tribe.

Three weeks of this quarter have been taken up by a visit to 
Unangu and Mtonya (of which I have written separately), the former 
was Archidiaconal, but the latter as priest-in-charge, though I hope 
that Padre Gilbert will do two visits to my one. The distances on 
foot arc almost impossible; on 14 out of the 20 days I was away 
there were Journeys of from 15 to 25 miles, with much work to do, 
too, when one got in.
• When the “ Chauncy Maples ” arri\*cs now the first question any 
passenger asks is as to whether there is time to go and visit our 
new site. Mr. Oldridgc has been with us only a fortnight and

already the difference is enormous. Miss Healing’s house is 
already sufficiently advanced to be visible from near the lake, whilst 
the foundations of Miss Bishop’s house arc cemented, and mine 
are nearly finished. The foundations for the school are dug. The 
site for the church Is planned out. One advantage of the opinions 
of visitors is that the proposed site for the hospital has been changed, 
I think most advantageously. Everyone is struck with the fine 
and varied view—the wide sweep of the lake to the west, the wind-

view of hills to

!

■ ing river in the foreground to the south, a near 
the north, and a wonderful stretch to the east, right up tlie valley 
of the Lunyo to Chisindo Mountain in the distance.

Of the ordinary routine of the station, which is the really vital 
work, there is no time to write; but we may record a very happy 
'Easter with fairly normal numbers, and also another confirmation, 
the Bishop kindly confirming for us both at Mtcngula and Msumba, 
with a total of just under a liundred.

Mtonya.—For the first time I have visited Mtonya direct from 
, Msumba, though during the war I had been thero'^evernl times 

both from Fort Johnston and from Unangu. The last few years 
there has been a much better road from here to Mtonya, avoiding 

I the terrible hill of “ Chindyang’ombe.” The meaning of the name 
; {“ the eater up of oxen,” i.c., a hill impassable for oxen) is rather 
j interesting, in view of the fact lliat quite a small trade hos now 

between the lake shore and Mtonya in cattle. There

!
I

grown up . ,
is a good market for them now that there is a community of over 
twenty whites, owing to the presence of a strong native com
pany with its white officers and sergeants, some of them with their 
wives and children. They speak of it as being very healthy. The 
road was made usable for motors in the last year of the Com- 
p;uihia do Nyasa’s rule, and lias since been improved considerably, 
and one hears of people returning to Mtonya after lunch at Mtengula 
on the lake shore. Good native runners do tlie trip in three d.ays. 
& when I came to walk it, just after Easter, it was an unplen.sant 

five hard days, of which the shortestsurprise to find that it took me 
was 16 miles (with some real stiff hills) and two were over twenty. 
My first day I slept at Mikukwc, a very isolated lillle out- 
slatlon from Msumba, But even a small station expects 
its'sung Mass on the rather rare occasions when a priest gets 
there, A cold wet morning made them late, too, so we couldn’t 
make a start till 10 a.m. Two hours further on we came to the 
site of the new administrative centre at Luchimanje, which isUo 
be the government centre instead of Mtcngula. It is a far licallhicr 

: situation, in the hills, in the middle of a biggish Yao population, 
who are strongly Muhammadan. For years they .have refused to • 
have anything to do with the Mission. I slept at one of their vil
lages that night. It was quite curious having nothing to do there. 
We had arrived at sunset in pouring rain; and I confess that I 
was too tired to be sorrv that .such conditions made an open-air 
preaching impossible, the third night was a curious experience.,
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TRIBES IN ZANZIBAR DIOCESEThis was at Mbcmbn, one of ihe biggest of the Unangu out-stations, 
and yet I spent it all alone except for my carriers. The people 
have all shifted half an hour away, partly through natural causes, 
but mainly because the government has told them to build their 
villages near the main road. This leaves our Mission station higlt 
and dry, and so far we haven’t got leave to change our site. This 
will be a very real problem in the near future, as several other 
out-stations of Unangu, and possibly of Mionyn, will be similarly 
alTectcd. The teacher at Mbemba had got tired of his solitaiy 
existence, and very wrongly, though quite naturally, had taken 
himself and his family off home. The consequence was that 1 
was very late getting away next morning.

The next day I passed through the proposed site for the new 
capital of this territory’, a fine plateau on cither side of which rise 
the Msinjc and Luchalingo rivers. At present it is absolutcly 
In the raw, with one white surveyor, with his gang of men measuring 
out tile land. It is well watered and seems good soil, but at 
present there arc no villages within a large radius. After a night 
at one of the Mlonya out-stations wc had a very long day in 
Mtonya. I spent two days there, and we had a great day on 
Sunday, the people coming in well. But they arc a long way away 
from the main station, which is rather overshadowed by the close 
proximity of the big military camp mentioned above. The Com
mandant was very friendly and entertained me well. I was glad to 
hear from the soldados that they were exhorted strongly about 
marriage, and urged to bring their proper wives from their own 
villages. Several of our Christians arc among them.

On Monday I had planned too long a walk out to Chitambi 
(28 milesl, but, fortunately, I got a lift from the Portuguese doctor 
in his car, when 1 had walked half way. He was going to the 
same village for vaccinations. He explained to the people that 
the government medical service was more for the Africans than 
for the Europeans. It seems to be very well organized.

I visited various otlier out-stailons, but everywlierc it seemed 
to be a case of merely holding the ground—In fact, quite honestly, 
we seem to be losing more to Islam than we arc winning. Moslems 
taunt the Christians that they arc now abandoned by the Mission 
as they have no Padre, and tliey had better give it up. Hearers 
arc almost non-existent, and Confirmation candidates, in tlic whole 
district, after three years without a Confirmation, are less than ten ! 
Pray for these poor scattered sheep.

A Lecture given at the U.M.C.A. Summer School 
by the Rev. A. B. Hellier

First of all, naturally, wc will think about Zanzibar Island. In 
I Zanzibar town, and all over the island, and all over Pemba island,
! you will find a large population who call themselves Swaliilis; and in 
i large towns on the coast of the mainland—towns like Tanga towards 

the north, and Dar-es-Salaam in the centre of Tanganyika Territory 
j —you will find that a majority of the people also call themselves 

Swaliilis. We must just go outside the diocese of Zanzibar for a 
minute, because there is another big group of Swahilis in Mombasa 
and in the surrounding country who speak a rather dilTcrent dialect 

'but exactly the same language; and then again north of Mombasa 
and in the town and district of Lamu, there is a third group of 

I Svyahilis, speaking yet another dialect of the same language, which 
seems to be a more primitive dialect altogether.

These two groups on the coast of Kenya toucli one anollier, 
and in fact llie coast of Kenya from Mombasa norlluvards, consist
ing of a stretch about twenty miles wide, is a quite definite part of 
Swahili land, as much a part of Swahili land as Zanzibar and 
Pemba. The same thing cannot, however, be said of the country 
surrounding Tanga and Dar-cs-Salaam. In the town of Tanga you 
get those people who call themselves Swahilis and in the town of 
Dar-es-Salaam also. You do not get it in thexountry surrounding 

. Tanga is not in any sense of the word an old town, and 
no original village of Tanga on the site when the Germans 

chose it to create their new town which should be a starling point 
for their railway from the coast to the Usambara hills behind, and 
the Parc mountains, and on beyond again to Kilimanjaro. I found 
also that most of the Swahilis in Tanga were really Segeju and not 
Swahilis at all. In Dar-es-Salaam there are many who arc really 
Swahilis, but these are colonists and the descendants of the families 
who went across to Dar-cs-Salaam from Zanzibar when the Sultan 
founded this town over on the mainland to be a sort of second capital 
for his dominions. No doubt there are many also in Dar-es-Salaam 
who call themselves Swaliilis but presumably resemble those people 
of Tanga who arc people of other tribes in reality and call themselves 
Swahilis for their own self-gratification.

It is a matter of great interest and considerable importance which 
is Involved in the question of who arc tlic Swahili people, and there 
is no lime to deal with it fully. I would just give you Mr. Beech’s 
theory,, with the warning that some very good authorities indeed 
apparently do not hold it. Mr. Beech was an administrativefofiiccr 

. who spent many years In Kenya, and lie argues quite conclusively, 
I think, ihaPthe name Swahili, which is the Arabic word for coast, 
was originally given to Arabs and not to black people at all, not to

i

the towns 
there was

H. A. M. Cox.
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Bantus at all.
stayed behind at the time of the annual expeditions and settled on 
the cast coast and in Zanzibar. These Arabs took Bantu women for 
their wives who bore them children, and a language grew up amongst 
these women and children, and was adopted also by the men, which 
was a Bantu language in form, in grammar, and partly in vocabulary, 
but it included a great number of Arabic words which were Bantu- 
ized. The Arabic verbs which were used were not conjugated like 
Arabic verbs, they were conjugated like Bantu verbs, they were 
BantU’ized both in form and in grammar. Swahili is just a half- 
caste language used by half-caste people, and it is a misapprehen
sion to speak of a Swahili tribe, because it leads to misunderstanding, 
but wc should rather speak of the Swahili people or tlie Swahili 
communities. If this is true, then tlte real Swahilis are of course 
born Muhammadans. They have Arab fathers or they have Arab 
grandfatliers; at any rate, they go back eventually to Arabs who, 
of course, are all Muliammadans, and I know personally of no real 
Swaliili who has become a Christian; there may be some, but I do 
not know of any who have actually become Christians yet. But the 
Swahili language, in which it is possible to draw upon the Arabic 
vocabulary to almost any extent in dealing with the ideas and the 
expression of the ideas proper to religion and theology and philo- 
sophy, has proved a wonderful handmaid to the Gospel in East 
Africa. If you know anything of the part whicli was played by 
the Greek language in the propagation of Christianity in the first 
centuries of our era, you will be able to realize that, just as Greek 
was then the language of the whole civilized world, so Swahili is 
now the language spread over the whole of the civilized world as 
we know it in East Africa, and it is through the Swahili language 
that the Gospel is spreading everywhere. VVe have been able to 
produce really adequate translations of the Bible and of the Gospels 
and of various religious books In Swahili, books which would be 
very difficult to translate adequately into most Bantu languages.

In Zanzibar also you will find a certain number of Ngazidja. 
They arc people who come from the island of Great Comoro, down 
south towards Madagascar. They arc found in fairly large numbers 
in Zanzibar, also you will find quite a number in Tanga and some 
*n par-es-Salaam and so on, and they have in some cases become 
Christians. Although they again are born Muhammadans, many of 
them are attracted by Christianity, and there is one who has at 
great personal loss to himself, and great personal sacrifice, become 
a Christian, and is now a deacon.

In Zanzibar the primitive people who live rather in the wilder 
and less cultivated parts of the island to the south and east arc 
called the Hndimu, while tlic aboriginal people of Pemba arc called 
the Pemba. These people arc nominal Muhammadans and are rather 
despised as country bumpkins. There is a sort of stock joke against 
the Pemba, that on the introduction of tobacco the Pemba people 
thought it was something to cat, and as it was in the fashion they

It was originally given to the Muscat Arabs who

lItttUrFk*U>] Padrb Hbllieh at a Nvamwfji Viu.aob

not only ate it but said it was very nice indeed, so the stock joke is 
to say they are tobacco eaters.
‘ Besides these there arc what we may call the agricultural 
labourers. Tlicy mainly find employment on Government planta
tions, tilling the soil, and they are immigrants from mainland tribes. 
They come from the Kikuyu and Nyamwczi districts to Zanzijiar, 
and wc arc making converts amongst these immigrants to Zanzibar.

catechumens and the people who are baptizedThe people who are . .
in Zanzibar these days are these immigrants from Kikuyu, etc.. 
There are, of course, difficulties connected with this. They come 
down to us and learn Christianity and then they go back home and 
have some difficulties in carrying on with their religion, but v”: 
must do our best for lliem and leave the-rest to God.

Passing over now to the mainland in the north and cast of Tan- 
to our work in the Magila and KorogWe

♦

i

we

ganyika Tei^tory, wc come
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and Zigualand Archdeaconries. On the coast all round Tanga 
and from Tanga right up to tlic Kenya border, we shall find the Digo. 
We have made some converts amongst them; I dare say more 
actually than one imagines at first, if one began to count them up; 
but still not very many really, and once, when my wife and I were on 
a visit to Padre Pearse up at Kigongoi, I was very much rejoiced 
indeed to be present at the baptism of the first woman Christian who 
was a Digo. While I was in Tanga I found that the Digo simply 
would not listen to us at all, they would not have anything to do with 
us; but that mixed up amongst them there were settlements of 
Nyamwezi. They were eager to receive Christian teaching. Well, 
these Nyamwezi have settled amongst the Digo, but the Digo hate 
them and they hate the Digo. The Digo are nil Muhammadans, and 
so the Nyamwezi wish to be Christians (that is not entirely the reason, 
of course, but that is one of the reasons 1). The fact is there and we 
use facts for the glory of God. The Nyamwezi are definitely noted 
for brawn and not for brain. They arc a very difficult people to teach 
so far as getting them to understand with the mind what Christianity 
i.s all about, and I remember well a huge Nyamwezi catechumen 
coming to me once and saying, “ Look here, is it absolutely neces
sary that we must do all this work (/:aaO, before we can be baptized ?” 
1 said that of course he must have his two years’ instruction first. 
Then he said, “ There are different kinds of kasi; this kind of feasi 
is a kind I cannot do. Don't you think if I were to dig the whole of 
your garden from beginning to end that would do instead?’’

These people eventually go back to their own country. Tliey 
come down to the coast for work and they arc very hardworking 
people, and they stay for quite a considerable time, sometimes ten 
or twelve years, sometimes twenty years, sometimes only five years, 
but many of them become Christians; then they go back to their 
country, and the difficulty there is that in all that country we have 
Roman Catholic Missions, and Roman Catholics almost always 
insist on rebaplizing them, and it docs not do at all, because 
people have got some sense and they say, " O, no, we have been 
baptized once.” So there is difficulty for them when they go back 
to their own country, because we of the U.M.C.A. have not got any 
work in that country. Another difficulty about these people is a 
difficulty to us, because it is frightfully hard to find out and to 
unravel, the matrimonial tangles which they have left behind them 
when they left their own country, and many of them, if you ever 
do get-to the bottom of any particular life history, will have been 
found to have left their own country and come to the coast because 
of these matrimonial tangles.

MY WORK
By ALFRED GERMANO KALANDE (Dispensary' Assistant),

The doctor sent me to assist in the dispensary and hospital at 
Mponda’s. I was there for about a year. On my return to Likoma 

• rfound my house which I had built for my marriage four years 
biore was nearly falling down and not fit to live in. The white 
ants had eaten the reeds and poles of which the walls were made 
and part of the thatched roof. The Nurse-in-Charge kindly offered 
to let me live in a house belonging to the hospital.

I moved my belongings into it. The house •
;the hospital, and I was able to help the nurses a good deal with the 
niglit work.

The early morning, too, with being so near, I was able to get 
on with the dressings in the wards. Nine o’clock the dispensary 
Is opened for out-patients, which keeps us all busy till the times for 
the various Injections. .

A recent addition to one of the buildings lias made it possible 
to have a separate room for these injections.

1 give intravenously for Bilharzia, etc., intramuscularly, hypo
dermically. Sometimes I go to the Leper Settlement and give the 
injections. There are the minor and major operations at which 1 
assist in various ways. This docs not leave me much spare time.

But I badly wanted a 
house of my own. The 

I was living in was 
built of sundried bricks.
I thought it a good plan 
to have my own built of 
the same bricks.

My own village is 
Madimba, about ten 
minutes’ walk from Cbi- 
p y e 1 a, the 
Station,” and I decided to 
build there, on the site of 
the old one. 
distance away was a large 
ant-hill with earth suit
able for making sundred 
bricks. I bad a mould for 
the bricks fourteen inches 
long by nine inches wide 
and eight inches deep. 
Tlic ant earth was mjxcd 
with water into a stiff 
clay by the men and 
women, and then -firmly

nearwas ve

one

our

“ Head

A short

(To be continued.)
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MY WORK Diocese of Nyasaland

thrown into the mould and pressed hard. Then the mould is taken 
ofT and another one started.

Tlie sun is so hot they dried too quickly and cracked. To Quard 
against this I had them covered witli grass. - In about four days 
they were ready for building. Meanwhile I had trenches dug for 
the foundations.

Some girls agreed to carry stones. They quickly got a good 
many. Some builders then came on, and made the foundations 
level, a little higher than the surface to keep out the damp in 
the rainy season. The women were able to carry one brick each 
on their heads to the builders. The walls are one brick thick, 
that is, nine inches. It is very quick building this way, with these 
Ihrgc bricks, and very strong.

The walls are plastered on the inside only, and washed with 
some cream-coloured earth which we find on the island. The sitting, 
room I made nineteen feet wide by twenty-two long with two 
doorways at one end, opening into two bedrooms, and one door 
at the other end opening into a large bedroom. There is a door 
in the north wall and one in the south wall, also windows north 
and south, to allow for the wind to come right through and keep 
the house cool and fresh. One of the windows I have built out 
into the veranda to get good light, which I will put my table 
in for wTitIng and reading.

Perhaps some day I may have a micro.scope of my own, then 
I shnil have a good light to do the research work.

A separate building, ten feet by eight feet, has been built for 
my wife to do her cooking in, quite near to the house. There 

trees or bamboos on the island suitable for roofing. One 
* sent to do the dispensary work on the Portuguese 

mainland, about five miles by boat, and while there I bought a few 
trees, and arranged for others to be cut and brought _ . : .
island. Also bamboos on which to lay the grass for thatching, 

grass is tied on with strips of the inner fibre of bark. Wc 
t ’* maluzi.’*

The supports for the roof were made of trees In the shape of a 
triangle. I have four of these triangles in my roof. These were 
placed on the wall plates, the poles which go round the top of the 
wall, so as to spread the weight of the roof evenly on the walls. 
Other trees fastened the triangles together and were carried down 
to the verandn pillars. Then bamboos were tied on the top with 
the bark rope, and the grass was laid on, and tied tiglitly down 
with strips of bamboo.

My wife’s p.yt in the house building is smoothing the floor. 
This is done with some special black earth, which is rubbed with 
a smooth,^ round stone till it gets a polished surface like cement. 
My wife is a teacher, and is studying for her second Certificate.
I have one little daugliter, Winifred Rosa, who has taken a great 
interest in the house building.

Okwenu dedication festival

View from Likwenu

It is ilie custom here to keep the Dedication Festival very much as 
It used to be kept in olden days In England; that is to say, with the 
usual church services, followed by social jollifications.

So it was this year. The morning of the day before was spent in 
decor.Tting the church, and in the afternoon at half-past t'™ the 
church ^vts nearly filled with Christians and catecliumens. Outside 
were hearers waiting to receive the cross. The priest vested and 
processed down the cliurcli and stood outside the west end for the 
Mrvice of admittance. Wlien the necessary questions had been 
answered, each candidate in turn solemnly received the cross and 
entered the church for the first time.

Then the Baptismal Service began, 
candidates, rather a lot for a Yao disyiel. We all '''™‘^^le b''“ 
river where the water was blessed and each baptized. One little boy 
started to run away but was caught again. As they “"ue up from 
the water tlieir sponsors took tliem by tlie liand and led them bcliind
a grass fence to put on their white baptismal robes. Then we went
back to the cliurch and cacli candidate was received and siped ^vith 
the sign of the cross and given a liglitcd taper. Three of the women 
had toddlers, who were also baptized with tlicm, and they looked 
awfully sweet, holding on to their mothers clotlics. The scrt’icc 
finislied witli Solemn Evensong and titcy went back down the Inn

;;e^hlwref ^ho had come up from sclnmis all round 
the district slept on the station, so that mgiit tlie Central Schoql bop 
gave tlicm a little entertainment. Wc went over after dmnp and the 
drums startod and tlie children clapped and tlie boys simied a chords 
song about sl’rangers and donas. In the distance a toll form appeared

are no i 
Saturday I was

over to the
The 
call it

There were iwcnty-onc

I
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LIKWENU DEDICATION FESTIVALLIKWENU DEDICATION FESTIVAL

Then everyone went down to the football field, and the schools 
which had “drill eights” competed for the drill banner. Five schools 
entered and the standard of drilling was much better than last year. 
The Likwenu Station School carried off the banner. They seemed 
10 come suddenly and surprisingly up to scratch at the last 
After that thy Central School did country dancing, and some of the 
others joined in. They ate sweet potatoes and drank lots of very, 
sweet tea, which they love. A professional dancer from the village 
brought up his men and they did the dances which they do at the 
end of the boys’ initiation ceremonies. The people enjoyed it very 
much and many of them went home then to cook the evening meal.

• The rest of us went up to school for the prize-giving. The girls 
mostly received beads sent out from home and the boys writing 
paper, balls, pencils, soap, etc. The schools which won prizes for • 
agriculture had pictures which come out with “ Child Education ” 
and” Pictorial Education,” to hang up in their schools. These were 
framed during the handwork lessons and you sec them exhibited in 
the above snapshot. We only hope they will not get eaten too 

■quickly : not by the children, but by such things as the white ants 
and fish moths.

The children who lived a long way off slept another night on 
the station, and we went over to the Central School for country 
dancing. They all thoroughly enjoyed themselves, and the parents 
liked watching and cheering their children.

moment.'

(va, Uditirkotti
Some or the Exiitotrs

clothed from the shoulders to the ankles and with the head of a bird. 
It was led into the square by attendants and then danced to the 
rhythm of the song and drums. Tlic next figure was that of a kind of 
stag. Another song was started and the children clapped and the 
drums drummed, and on he came and danced about. He rushed at 
tlie children, who ran back frightened. Occasionally his things came 
“ unput,” so the attendants rushed up and rearranged them. Then 
the boys began to sing about motor-cars, and the cliildrcn clapped 
and the drums drummed and along a distant path a car was seen 
gliding gently along. It went just like a car. Tlicn it entered the 
square and went round and round at a tremendous rate, reversed, 
went up and down until it wore itself out, then it gently sank to the 
earth and attendants rushed up to rearrange it. It was all made of 
grass and bamboo. After that they did one or two native dances and 
we went to bed.

The following day was the real day, and we had High Mass in 
church soon after 7.30. Then everyone went and looked at the 
things the children had been making in their various schools and 
tlic things grown in their school gardens. Above is a picture of some 
of them. There were some very nice motor-cars made out of clay 
and slicks, with pieces of broken glass picked up to make the wind
screen, bamboo for the steering-wheel and radiators into which you 
could really pour water. There were brushes, baskets, potter)', nets, 
chairs, bead work, carpentry dnd garments made by the children, 
all on show. Some of the schools showed samples of rice, cotton, 
coffee, maize, monkey-nuts, pineapples, marrows, bananas, parsnips 
and turnips. The latter they grow to sell to the Europeans. The 
best were marked with a red asterisk and they received prizes 
nfteivvards.

lUItt iletrU. rkctoj
Dakcd dv Professionals ;
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THE U.M.C.A. SUMMER SCHOOL

who had protested that he was “ no lecturer,” held us all spell- 
hound by his talks on medical work, whilst few will forget Padre 
Jones, of N. Rhodesia, and his vivid picture of the tribes of his

'*'°1fis impossible to mention every lecture, but we cannot close 
the account of the lectures without mentioning what a privilege 
it was to have Archdeacon Wilson with us during the second week. 
He spoke to us on the tribes in Nyasaland and on David Living
stone, but the one perhaps which was most moving was his lecture 
on Witchcraft. He was asked to do this at short notice, and the 
Organizing Secretary said, " Just talk about your own experience 
of Witchcraft,” and for three-quarters of an hour he gave instance 
after instance of its terrible power over the lives of the Afneans. 
We could-never again doubt its power. Finally, Padrp Hellier 
had to deal with the difficult subject of African Marriap and 
Polygamy, and impressed us with his deep knowledp of the sub- 
iect and the delicacy with which he handled it.

This account would not be complete without some mention ot 
the social side of the school. The students came for a holiday 
as well as for knowledge. Plenty of lime was given for recreation, 
and excursions were organized to Whitby, Rievaulx, Byland and 
Lastingbam Abbeys, and the debt we owe to the Prmress, bub- 
Prioress and Sister Ethel Mary, of the O.H.P., should be placed 
on record, and our recollections of these beautiful abbeys are more 
'vivid because they were explained to us in such an. attractive 
.manner by these Sisters.
' Most of our evenings were spent in games, community singing 
and dancing, but the mem’ory of four of these evenings will linger 
in our minds. Two of them when we witnessed the beautiful 
African Tableaux performed by some of the students; another when 
we sat charmed by Padre Jones as he sat with his African musical 
instrument between his knees singing and playing African melodies; 
and the last when we all “ went to Africa and sat round a camp 
lire and listened to African missionaries talking together in Swahili 
and heard thrilling lion stories and humorous reminiscences ot

‘’"Tus^qllurimpoSe to put on paper the spirit rif the Summer 
School. It is only a personal experience that can show what it is 
which makes us all one happy family, united ’’I'. “ J“7ro[
Africa, and sends us back to our parishes determined to do more for 
the Mission than we have done before. .

. The school next year will be somewhere in the South, and we 

.cah only advise you to try it.

THE U.M.C.A. SUMMER SCHOOL
The sixth U.M.C.A. Summer School has come and gone and left 
many happy recollections, and will bear fruit in our work for 
the Mission, both at home and abroad. Here arc a few impressions 
of the school: .

First of all, let us record our gratitude to the Sisters of the 
O.H.P. for all they did for us at their beautiful school at Sneaton 
Castle, Whitby; we were all conscious of their service, and they 
certainly made us very comfortable and happy during our stay.

Secondly, we were quite full for botli weeks, and we had a record 
crowd (164) of people from all parts of England and Wales, and we 
even had a representative from the Irish Free State.

Once again we felt the simplicity and the,beauty of the chapel 
and the services we had there. Few will forget the High Masses, 
especially the one when we sang at the end an African hymn, 
the music of which was composed by a Northern Rhodesian boy.

The addresses given by our Chaplains were a real help both in 
the quiet days and at evensong, and they gave unsparingly of 
their time and counsel to all who needed them. This year we had 
a conducted meditation each morning, and this was valued by alt 
the students, and will be made a permanent part of future schools.

It is difficult to put down on paper impressions of the spiritual 
life of the school, but it was’obvious that the chapel was the centre 
of the school, and for many it meant fresh resolve, deeper prayer 
and intercession, and purer devotion to our Lord.

On the educational side there is little doubt that our programme 
this year was the best we have had. Several things accounted 
for this. First of all, the lectures were really all the outcome of 
suggestions made at the previous school. Secondly, we were most 
fortunate In having iiftcen people in the school who had had 
experience of the Mission in Africa. It Is true (hat they did not 
all lecture, but each contributed formally or informally to the 

.educational side of the school.
Thirdly, the I^turcrs this year were so varied in their approach 

to the subjects they dealt with. Often we were surprised at the 
particular line taken, so (hat we came to each lecture with more 
than the usual curiosity and expectancy. This year we were able 
to have a definite line of thought-running through the course. 
Miss Nugee's stimulating and thoughtful talk on " Vocation ” 
began the series. Canon Spanton was, of course, the mainstay 
of the whole course. Some of us had heard him on Animisrp and 
Christianity before, but not on “ Turning points in U.M.C.A. his
tory.*’ No one came away without a clearer grasp of the Mission’s 
history, and we hope to see his lectures in print. Miss Gibbons 
delighted everyone with her personal reminiscences of Canons 
Limo and Sehoza, and we had a brilliant character study of 
'* Charles de Foucauld ” by the Mother Prioress. We were grateful 
to her for postponing her holiday to give her lecture. Dr. Wigan,

W.
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CANON PALMER
CANON PALMER

went to Zanzibar and \vc heard first that the weakness of heart had 
increased and then we received news of his death.
■ Though he has departed this life, his teaching remains with us, 

. and we must put it into practice until our end comes.

By the Rev. 11e.sk¥ Mangenva

On June 12th, a letter readied me from Msatabani, in which Sister 
Marjorie told me tliat a telegram had come from Zanzibar, saying 
that Canon Palmer had died on June iiih, 1 know that there will 
be no difficulty in finding some one to write an account of his life 
and work. But I think that 1 should write a brief account of him 
based on personal knowledge, since I came to know him. He Joined 
the Mission in 1893, but here in Bondc wc did not sec him until 
1896. When Canon Dale left Mkuzi, Dr. Palmer succeeded him. 
That very year I asked his permission to enter the Mission, and he 
consented. I received the cross from his hands and became 
chumcn. I think we lived with him for a year, though I 
tain as to dates. Then he was seized by sickness and was carried 
to Msalabani. We heard that he was not likely to recover, but he 
rallied and was sent to Zanzibar and from there to England, and 
regained iiis health. We heard that he would not come back to 
Mkuzi, and he did not return to work on the mainland. When he 
was allowed to come back to Africa, he went to Zanzibar and worked 
there, and when I was sent to Kiungani, in 1899, fie was priest-in- 
charge of the cathedral. At that lime Padre King was principal of 
Kiungani. In 1900 Padre King fell ill, was sent home and died 
there, and Dr. Palmer succeeded him ns principal of Kiungani. 
Padre Mackay assisted him in his work and so I was with my former 
teacher once more. After a year and a half he fell ill again and was 
sent to the hospital at Mkunazini. Wc heard that there was little 
hope of his recovery, but he recovered and went home and 
told that he would never return to Africa.

Later on there wm a great shortage of priests, and this prompted 
mm to return to Africa in 1916, and he came to Msalabani. When 
I W.TS releawd from internment, I met him there and thought liim an 
old man. When the Theological College was opened at Hegongo, 
he was one of the teachers of the students, and continutd to be so 

• P H Douglas and
Holloway went away. Dr. Palmer 

rame to live at Hegongo, with Bishop Douglas. I was a student at 
Hegongo then and was taught by him, and when I was ordained 
deacon, he presented me to Bishop Weston. When Bishop Douglas 

1, Mackay was in charge of Hegongo,
Dr Palmer worked together ns before. He was ageing 

“Shin that his heart was weak. Once I 
nrl'fi for our Patronal Festival, to celebrate

ho told mo he feared his heart was 
H “y'hmg on the Vigil. All he could do was to cole- 

Bwfnn weakness incrca.scd and
odvised by the doctor to send him to Zanzibar. 

Arehdeacon Mackay went homo and the college was closed, as Dr. 
Palmer could not undertake the work at Hegongo all

He loved the Africans dearly. It was this love which brought 
him back to Africa, in spite of his severe illnesses. One day I asked 
iiim: “ If you go home will you not be prevented from returning?” 
and he replied, ” I wish to die here, that you Africans may bury 
me.” So he died here and we buried him.

• He was an excellent teacher and many students benefited by his 
instruction. He taught us much about grace.

He was a very good preacher and the Christians loved to hear 
him, and he often conducted Retreats for the Clergy.

He taught us about the Ritual of the Church and how to wor
ship. He was the first to build a Crib in Mkuzi Cliurcii. He taught 
the students liow to say Mass accurately and reverenU^f, and to this 
day tliey follow his instructions.

He took great deliglu in ordination services, and was Master of 
Ceremonies. His one aim was to show us Jesus. It remains for 
those to whom lie showed Jesus, to follow or not, but as to him 
who showed us Jesus, surely where lie is now, he has already heard 
these w’ords of welcome: ” Well done, tliou good and faithful 
servant. Enter now Into the joy of the Lord.” May he rest in pence.

a cate- 
ani not ccr-

HOME JOTTINGSwe were
The Geaenil Food Hecelpts compnre as follows:—

Received during August ..........................
Total receipts co August 31 ..........................

A decrease ot .fil.C21

See the comment on the serious financial situatltm In Editor’s Notes.

1031 1030
... Xl.e34 ^2,443
... weiS.648 X20.2C9

Saturdoy. Oclobcr 17th, ns announced In the 
1 profframme will be ns follows:—

Children’s Day.—This will be held on 
September number of the inagnxincs. The

11.30 a.m. Sung Eucharist at St. Matthew's. Westminster.
1.0 p,iii. Lunch nl ihc Queen'. Hull. Buckingham Gnlc, Wcslminitcr. ^

: . 1.50 p.m. Tnbleaui in the Large Hall, Church House, IVestmlneler, .howing: Ihc 
contrast between Muhammadanism and Christianity in East Africa. These Tableaux 
will Illustrate talks by the Rev. F. J. Evans ((ormerly Archdeacon of Zanzibar) on 
Muhammadanism and, with Hymns, etc., will Inst about an hour and a half.

We hope that all who can do so will send a contingent to Westminster to jolniin 
: the tervlce and meeting on that date. Invitations, giving full particulars, arc sent put 

to secretaries of children's brnnehte within the London area, but if anyone wo w’ould 
nke to come should fail to receive an invitation, please write to the Oflicc for 
Information.

♦

and other secretaries^ please

oar secretaries <!1ll note the date and keep it free.alone. So he
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HOME JOTTINGS

CENTRAL AFRICA" A Hero Mon.”—It ii appropriate that Uiis " popular ” life of Archdeacon Johnton. 
by Miss D. Y. Mills, should be published in October, as it I5 just three years since his 
death. We hope to print a review of the book next month.

We are eagerly looking forward to the blogra^y of Dr.'Johnson, on which Father 
Bertram Barnes, C.R., is at work, but owing to his other literary labours, this book 
cannot be ready until next year. Meanwhile, we shall be glad to read Miss Mills’s very 
vivid account of the life and adventures of this wonderful missionary.* • *

C.W.A.H.A.~What do these letters mean? They mean Churcli Work at Home and 
Abroad, and refer to the Annual Sate at the Royal Horticultural Hall, Vincent Square 
Westminster, S.W,1. The Sate will be held this year on Wednesday and Tlturfdoyl 
November llth and 12lh, from 12.0 noon to 0 p.m.

Our U.M.C.A. Stall will be No. 4. Pleaso help—1. By buying yourself. 2. By 
advertising the Sale in every way possible (notices can be obtained from the Office). 
3. By sending house linen (especially dusters) and other useful things for the stall. 
Parcels of goods should be sent not later than October 29th. Please address them to 
—Miss Lightly, U.M.C.A., Central Africa House, Wood Street, Westminster, S.W.I, 
and write plainly on the parcels: Sale of Work, November llth and 12th.
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UNIVERSITIES' MISSION TO CENTRAL AFRICA
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THE MISSION STAFF
Diocese of NyasalandName Diocese Date

Arrivals in England;
Rev. F. O. Tiiome 
Rev. H. P. D. Motachl 
Miss Flower

Departures from England: 
Rev. A. B. Hcltier 
Mrs. Hcllier 
Miss Bliss 
Dr. Westali 
Miss Anicllffe 
Rev, n. K. Tibbatls 
Rev. A. M, Jones 
Mr. P. L. Man 
Mr. W. Hughes 
Dr, ^^gan 
Miss Lucas 
Miss R. HenIJ 
Miss Atkins
Ven. Arciidencon Wilson

LIKOMA’S LEPER SETTLEMENTMasasi
Znniibar
Zanzibar

August 30 
August 30 
August 30

This is a short account of a tiny local outpost of a steadily growing 
movement to fight against a widespread and terrible evil. Maingande 
is a little leper colony on Llkoma Island, opened a few years ago lo 
provide a place for voluntary segregation for lepers living on the 
island and a few who come over from the mainland begging for 
treatment.

1'hcre arc two ways of approaching Maingande from tlie Klission 
. station. One is to follow a very prosaic and extremely bad patli for 

nearly two miles, ending suddenly in a quarter of a mile up and down 
oyer spurs of a liill, at the very edge of the water, with a splendid 
vie^v the whole length of the bay to the distant mainland hills beyond. 
This path leads directly down into the little leper settlement, close to 

. the men’s quarters.
The other way to reach it is by canoe, leaving the beach at Mbamba 

and crossing the bay diagonally to the little point of land where the 
Dawa stands. This is only a stlll-weather way, for a strong south 
or wind sends big waves rolling through the openings betwe6n 
the islets that guard the mouth of the bay and makes too much surf 

, for a canoe to land in safety. On a calm day, however, or witli a light 
wind ruffling the water till the “ bwato ” goes with a little dancing 
movement, it is a most delicious mode of progression.

Maingande stands on a little rocky promontory willi just room 
enough for the necessary buildings. It is as well to state its one draw
back at the outset: there is not enough ground for the lepers to <^'ulti- 
.vate, for their own health and to supplement their food supply. . 
Indeed, their bit of good black earth has been largely submerged 
this year by the unusual height of the lake. All the rest of the cultiv
able ground on the little hill which crowns the promontory is the

Zanzibar
Zanzibar
Zanzibar
Zanzibar
Masasi
Masasi
N. Rhodesia
N. Rhodesia
Zanzibar
Nyasaland
Nyasaland
Nyasaland
Nyasaland
Nyasaland

October 1 
October 1 
October 1 
October 1 
October 1 
October 1 
October 2 
October 2 
October 7 
October 8 
October 8 
October 24 
October 24 
October 29

New Members.—Diocese of Mesasl.—The Rev. George King Tibbatts, M.A., Cam., 
Assistant Priest at St. Luke's, Gillingham. Diocese of Nyasaland.—Miss Mary 
Genevieve Atkins, a trained certificated te.ichcr.

Appclnlmeal and OrdJnaUoa.—We have heard by cable that the Bishop of Nyasaland 
has appointed the Rev. F. NVIntpear, Priest in charge of Likoma, to be Canon and Sub
dean of Iho Cathedral. The same cable brings news of the Ordination of the Rev. 
Dcnainh MiJzo to the Priesthood on St. Bartholomew’s

»

D.y.

RnlEoatlontr—Archdeacon Ix^win has resigned from the Diocese of Masasi after 
twelve yean serslce. In order that he may become engaged to be married. The Disbop 
and the D»««e very much regret his loss (o the Mission, while they arc grateful for 
all the work he has done during so many years.

A similar reason has deprived N. Rhodesia of two valued workers—Padre Higgins, 
who went nut in 1924, and whose self.sncrificing labours in the out-distrlcls of Jlsoro 

*** . . • nu*! Harcourt, who has done much for the schools of
the diocese during the last five years.

llbhealth hM depriv^ N. Rhodesia of the services of Miss Mills, who soon after the 
beginning of her second term of service was placed on the sick-list, and before many 
months had passed had to be Invalided home.
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i’-.'.‘1,properly of the village of Chinyanya, which lies behind. On this 
thickly populated, but very barren island, all land suitable for culti- 
vaiion was long ago appropriated. . ,

On the landward side the first group of buildings is llie men’s 
houses. This is one large block of buildings under a single roof, 
divided off into rooms, back to back, mostly single with one or two 
double, the whole capable of accommodating about fourteen men if 
packed to the utmost. At present there arc twelve there, of various 
types and ages. There are two distinct types of the disease; one which 
affects the skin, the other which affects the nerves. To which may 
be added a third, which affects both. Leprosy may be compared to 
tuberculosis in its insidious beginning and its wide distribution, and 
to cancer by its terrible ulcers and its rendering the patient an object 
of horror to himself and other people. It has very trying phases, 
and the treatment is extraordinarily painful, consisting of bi-weekly 
injections into the muscles and veins. Indeed, absence of pain at the 
entrance of the needle is not always a very happy sign, since it shows 
a high degree of anajslhcsia. " Local reactions,” too, hot and painful 
s%vcllings over the site of an injection, frequently follow. Imagine 
vaccination with d thorough ” take ” twice a week all the year round.

The youngest patient is a boy of seventeen, who has been there 
three years or so. There are two attractive lads of about twenty-tnree, 
doing fairly well. The worst skin-case is a man of twenly^ight, who 
would have made a very clever craftsman but for his contagious 
disease, who fashions admirable little tables and cupboards out of 
split cane. Two or three men in the thirties, another very bad case, 
who is some way under fifty and looks nearly seventy; a curious, 
lough, canny old fellow of about fifty^jight; a younger man who 
every six months or so goes through a period of intense pain and 
feverishness of rather obscure origin j and finally the kapiiao or head
man. an intelligent fellow who lias been taught to do minor dressings 
and take temperatures. He is a nerve case, and has lost many toes, 
and suffers from ulceration of the feet, as such cases do.

Leaving the men’s quarters, a few minutes’ walk along 
path above the water’s edge, fringed with strong-smelling^ sticky- 
ffowered shrubs, leads to the hub of the colony, close to the tip of the 
peninsula. Here arc the women’s quarters, a crescent-shaped 
of single houses with a sloping terrace up to the khonde or veranda^ 
These houses can take about eight rooms (the colony was designed 
for twenty) though at present only four are there. The doyenne ot 
the colony is an old crippled woman named Salome, whose disc^ 
has burnt itself out, but who still suffers from the terrible ulcers that 
result from it. There is a younger woman, completely devoid ol 
fingers and toes, who still manages to retain the use of hands and 

• feet. The others are ri middle-aged married woman from the main
land and a youngish good-natured cheery woman, a fairly light com, 
who acts as cook to the community. The common meals arc

tiny fire in the corner of the women’s khonde and are for »ic 
part eaten sociably on the khonde of the dawa house close by.

:cp'
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where the medicines are kept and the injections given. It is a solid 
little stone building with an iron roof painted dark red and a wide 
cemented khonde where the whole community can sit in the sun or 
shade as they desire and wait for their dressings.

Four times a week they are visited from ’the Mission station. 
A nurse goes twice always, three times if possible; and the 
extra times arc filled by a trained dawa-boy. At any time a 
message can be brought by one of the younger men in case of 
emergency.

The patients are all admitted voluntarily. On th? island a 
good deal of persuasion and exhortation from the medical 
authorities and a good deal of pressure from the sufferer’s own - 
relatives has to be exerted to induce them to go and to remain 

, there; but very often an infected person will come over from the 
mainland and beg to be taken in, since the Portuguese Government 
at present provides no special treatment or place for them. At Maln- 

not only treated, but housed, fed and partly clothedgande they

Their chief need is occupation, and of a fairly vigorous kind. 
The woipen cook and talce at in turns to carry their rations over 
from Chipyela, the Mission station; but when the men have done 
the hoeing for the season on their small patch of ground, little 
remains for them to occupy themselves with except the making of 
occasional mats and baskets, hanks of string from dried hemp- 
nettles, begging a needle to mend their scanty clothes with (mens 
work in this country 1), long and complicated games played with 
stones or beans on a sort of draught-board with holes, or just 
dozing in the sun.

It is all too easy for them to lapse Into indolence with its evils 
of slow circulation, imperfect metabolism and depression. ; Think 
of the wretched feeling of a chronic cold in the head, a septic 
finger or ^succession of boils, and it is easy to understand how
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these people, contending with one of the most persistent and hard- 
to-kill germs known, constantly feel slack and helow par. TTie 
wonder is that for the ipost Ihsy keep so cheery. Their 
houses are all kept wonderfully clean and tidy, as also is their tiny 
church, which lies behind the women’s houses. Last year it was 
a tiny, rather tumbledown mud-nnd-wattle building, 
and rather dark and stuffy. This year there is a little 
of stone and thatch, raud-lined, a real joy to worship in. It is 
almost square, with the east side pushed out into an apse with a 
tiny lancet showing up in relief the bronze and soapstone crucifix. 
A semicircular mud step raises the apse above the nave, and on 
either side is a small stone table a^inst the wall covered with 
smooth mud. The side walls and west wall have large oblong 
spaces for windows, carried right up to the eaves, the roof beams 
resting on the wall in between; and the upper half of the open 
doorways on either side is expanded to form an extra window 
space. The whole effect is one of space, light, air and stillness, 
and the whole building could be put inside an ordinary drawing
room. From the south windows a succesaon of exquisite little

MALOSA SCHOOL, LIKWENU.
Malosa is the name of the estate, the main part of which is being 
used by the Likwenu Central School. This has now nearly com
pleted the fourth year of its existence, and it is time to give its 
fnends some account of its work.

■ The school was started in response to the feeling of many 
members of the mission staff in Nyasaland that some provision, 
other than St. Michael’s Training College for.Tcachers, ought to 
be provided for the higher education of those who were desirous 
of qualifying for the many posts now open to educated Africans. 
It was to be one of three, corresponding to the three political 
authorities in the diocese of Nyasaland—British Nyasaland, 
Portuguese East Africa and Tanganyika Territorj^ It was an 
^periment, as the scholars were to pay fees, a novel demand os 
regards the schools of the U.M-C.A. in this diocese. At first, as 
was expected, this caused the numbers to be few, and those who 

imagined that the fact of having paid something gave them 
a right to dictate as to the curriculum and discipline. But after 
a while those difficulties were overcome and a fresh one arose. 
In August, 1930, when the school was two and a half years old, 
within a fortnight of opening school, there was a sudden rush of 
applications, and the numbers rose from thirteen to twenty-eight,

1 while the diocesan grant was only for twenty. In many cases it 
1 was difficult to refuse applicants as they arrived after a journey 
I of about a hundred miles with their money for fees and no means 

of getting back for a month or so. It was rather hectic for a while, 
arranging accommodation, making uniforms, begging patchwork 
quil;s from the reserve stores of the hospitals, and writing letters 
to friends in England to come to the rescue, but after a few weeks 
the excitement subsided, and things went much more merrily with 
the larger numbera. Last term there were thirty-two on the register,

I arid there is no reason, except that of money, why there should not 
be more. Boys predominate, but from the first there have been 
some girls. All are boarders, no day scholars are admitted, but 
the boys’ dormitories and teachers’ houses are at the school, which 
is nearly ten minutes’ walk away from Likwenu-station across the 
river, while the girls live in the station girls’ dormitory, near the 
European teacher’s house, and go to school each day.

,• Now as to the curriculum. All arc supposed to be able to read 
' their own vernacular and to be at least up to Standard I work when 

they enter. In the village schools lessons are given regularly, on 
Geography, Nature Study and Hygiene, as well as the three R s 

vend Scripture, so in the lower standards we revise the ytllage 
syllabus first and then go on with far more advanced work in ,th^ 
subjects, also adding English and History. We teach local, tribal 

■ and African^istory In the lower classes,

a tight fit 
new churcli

vignettes of the lake and the hills and rocks, and gulls and reeds, 
takes the place of stained glass.

The tiny church was blessed and opened for worship on 
Whitsun Tuesday. At six o’clock on an exquisite morning a 
canoe set out from Mbamba bearing the priest-in-charge, with 
vessels and vestments, the nurse who visits there, and the dawa- 
boy who works there, going as server. After the blessing and 
censing of the building all the confirmed patients made their 
communion (only one, a mainlander, has not yet become a cate
chumen) and gave thdr offerings towards the cost of the church. 
Th^ work out at about a third of a day's wage of a sound m^, 
per head, which showed some real effort on the part of a community 
for the most part not earning anything. Two quite helpless 
ones gave the price of their weekly sugar.

Regular teaming is given week by week by a deacon or a 
reader going over ^om Chipyela. On Sundays there is a little 
informal service of instruction and hymn singing in the church, 
and the kapitao reads prayers on the other days. Catechumens 
arc prepare for baptism and later for confirmation j and every 
few >veeks the Holy Eucharist is celebrated in the little chun*. 
It is interesting-work looking after the patients, for none of the 
cases is exactly like the others, all of them need individual observa
tion; with each of them the golden rule must be followed, 
" Remember to treat the patient, not the disease.**

So, at the end of an afternoon’s work the bwato sets off home 
again, with the sunset lights making the mainland hills unimagin
ably lovely, tinting the sky with its reflections above them, and 
casting a glamour of unearthly beauty on the quiet waters of the

came

lake. but from Standard IIIM. R. P. iRvms
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onwards World History in outline to bridge the gulf between 
African and modern European cultures. It is hoped in this way 
to hinder the foolish imitation of everything European, irrespective 
of its suitability among Bantu surroundings. A great deal of time 
is spent on gardening and agriculture and various kinds of handi- 
craft; drill, singing and folk-dancing have also prominent places 
on the time-table. The school is an experiment in another direction, 
as well as in that of the payment of fees. From the first, the 
method employed in teaching has been a scheme of individual 
work, based on what is known as the Dalton Plan. It was not 
possible to attempt the adoption of the Plan itself in Central Africa 
for many reasons, the chief being the lack of reference books in 
the vernacular, apparatus and adequate staff. But individual 
methods have a great value in training the young African in 
responsibility and self-reliance and self-respect. African society is 
communal and tribal at present, and the individual is apt to be 
rather irresponsible when he finds himself for the first time away 
at work in towns, far from his chief and near relations. The 
restraints and stimuli of family opinion being removed, he is left 
to the influence of any odd acquaintances he may come across. This 
frequently leads to disaster. Of course, the greater part of the work 
of the school is always done in groups, learning and work and 
play; but the individual method has proved its value in preventing 
boredom and overstrain, and, though it is early to judge of its effect 
on character, we have had reason to believe that it has also shown 
its worth in that direction also.

With regard to the aim of the work, we have tried as a basis 
to develop every side of the scholar’s personality—brains in the 
ordinary lessons; artistic impulses in singing, dancing, handwork, 
the study of pictures and natural beauty, and gardening; 
of the value of money by arranging for the sale at current prices 
of the product of their vegetable plots, and by keeping an account 
of each scholar’s sales and withdrawals for specific purposes. Soct.nl 
responsibility is learned in the ordinary social arrangements which 
will be explained in another paper, also loyalty and esprit de corps 
to groups other than that of the family. Self-control develops 
visibly in the courses of drill and dancing lessons and games. All 
these will be of inestimable value in village life in which the later 
years at least of almost every African will be spent, and will, we 
hope, create a class of educated lay Christian Africans to support 
the native clergy in improving the moral and social life of the 
community. During the last year of any boy or girl’s stay, we 
try to give specialist training for whatever work he wishes to do 
on leaving school. Thus one boy is learning typewriting as he 
hopes to go into a Government office as clerk; three have lessons 
and practice in the dispensary, as they wish to do medical work; 
one did lettering, geometrical and other drawing, and ”
very good position as draftsman in the Government Lands Office-

The school has been very fortunate in Canon Victor’s original 
choice of the head native teacher, and equally so in the second, 
who was added when the numbers increased. Both these teachers 
have been admirable in the way they have tried to understand and 
carry out the quite unfamiliar method of individual study. Their 
loyalty and sense of responsibility has been remarkable. There 
have been times of very great strain and difficulty, and in every 
case they have won through. Such a school would have been quite 
impossible, except for the wliole-hearted co-operation of the native 
staff.

The whole surroundings of the school are beautiful. The view 
is rather different from that of the main station, but equally lovely. 
There is a very large area at the disposal of the school, comprising 
hillside forest, pasture-land, river marshes and soil which will grow 
maize and tobacco crops, in addition to a drill quadrangle, a full- 
sized football field, and two other games courts. There is already 
a terraced garden round the school-house which th^ scholars 
gradually making more beautiful with regular care. The school- 
chapel is quiet and white and restful after the blaze of colour 
outside, but it is far too small now for the school and the teachers 
families who attend daily prayers in it. The school building as 
a whole is very inadequate. It was built as the manager s house 
on the estate and modified for the school. But the cloMrooms 

dark and inconvenient, and the so^alled “ hall is absurdly 
small and open to every wind that blows. We hope during the 
next few years to be able to build a new chapel and claMrmms and 

i to alter the present school, so as to form, an ndequate hall and an 
'■ extra room for special handwork and in which the teachers can 
I prepare apparatus for lessons. The apparent success of this cxperi- 
i ment in schools leads us to hope for its further development in the 

future, as well as for the founding and success of its two com
panions, one of which, that in Portuguese East Africa, hM jus 
been opened. The possibility of increase in accommodation at 
Malosa, which is necessary to obtain a Government grant, depends 
on the decision of the Finance Committee of the Diocesan Con
ference which has just been held at Likoma, and of which, of courM, 
no report lias yet been received. But it seems incredible that 
after such an auspicious beginning, work invo ving spiritual issues 
should now be hindered through lack of merely material means.
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Concluding portion of a Lecture given by the 
Rev. A. B. Hellier at the U.M.C.A. Summer School

to Ciirry the Gospel on to the neighbouring tribes; and they simply 
rose to it. I wish 1 could give you a few short word pictures of these 
people, to enable you to see what they are really like, but I cannot 
do,it* The Bondeis seem to me .to represent the Cockneys of Africa. 
They are people of keen intelligence of that particular kind which we 
call cute, and therefore people who are distinctly quick in the up
take; and another thing is their indomitable good humour, especially 
when they are up against it.

• We must now leave the valley people and go up into the hills. 
Magila.is on the foot hills of the . cost Shambala mountains, 
which are between two and tlirec thousand feet high. The 
western Shambalas are much higher. The eastern and western Sham
bala mountains are divided by a great and deep valley running north 
and south. We are working in the eastern Shambala moun-, 
tains, and the western Shambala mountains are largely ^ the 
sphere of the Lutheran Mission. Our chief stations right 
up in these hills are Kizara and ICigongoi, alld our work 
amongst the Shambalas is very difficult work indeed. 1 do 
not mean to say that it mokes no headway. It does make headway, 
but slowly, for the reason that these people are very difficult people 
to make friends with. It is not that the people are openly unfriendly 
to talk to, but there is always a feeling that you have not got them 
yet; and judging by results you haven’t. To my mind they suggest 

I the Scot or rather the Highlander; taller and thinner than most 
I Africans, they have rather a fierce cast of countenance, and they 

rather dour and suspicious of strangers. Padre Pearse worked 
amongst them for years and years and did a wonderful work in break- 

' * ing down opposition and making friends with them, but to the very 
end of his days they always suspected him of being a secret emissary 
of the Government. They have very little communication^ with the 
roast. They stay up in their hills and they are the most independent 
lot of folk that I have ever met anywhere in Africa. I have known 
Kizara porters come down two days' journey from Kizara on foot 
to Tanga to fetch loads. They looked at the loads, they did not like 
the look of them, and they walked all the way back to Kizara empty- 
handed, because they were not going to carry those loads, and of 
course they did not get paid. I have known that happen several 
times.

; Those who live lower down the hillsides, round Misozwe, 
kiwanda and Tongwe, mix more with other folk, and their tribal 

modified in the process; but they possess their 
Independence and they arc still rather Scottish, shall we say, of 
the lowlander type; but in the Shambala Hills, if the men are 
rather backward in coming forward, what shall we say about' the 
women? Amongst these people there is one special obstacle to be 
noted as far as Christian work is concerned, in that they are very 
tenacious indeed of all their customs and especially their inttiation 
ceremonies, and that these are prolonged in the case of girls, not 
only to th(tperiod after marriage, which is unusual, but there is

The tribe in our part of the world which will be best known, by 
name at any rate, to the friends of U.M.C.A., is the Bondei. They 
are the people which we first touched on the mainland, amongst 
whom we have worked the longest, and our centres of work amongst 
them are Magila, Mkuzi and Bwembwera. Unfortunately there is 
some uncertainty about the origin of the Bondei tribe. The word 
Bonde means “ valley," and the word Bondei means " in the 
valley "; with the personal prefix Wabondei, valley people. It is 
the only case I know of a tribal name being formed from the locative 
case. Now there are considerable similarities between the Shambala 
and Bondei languages, and It has been supposed that the Bondei 
are an offshoot of the Shambala hill people, who broke off and went 
to live in the valleys beneath. Against this there are at present Sham- 
balas living right at the very bottom, round about Misozwe, and 
they are not called Bondei but Shambala; and a Bondei teacher who 
is a very knowledgeable person told me that the real truth is that long 
years ago they broke off from the Digo. I am sorry that I have never 
yet had the time to make a careful comparison between the languages 
to see if there is anything to bear this out.

The Bondeis live inland, but not very far inland, twenty-five 
miles from the coast, in constant communication with the coast. This 
has modified their language very considerably and there are some 
strong Muhammadan centres in their country, notably at Muheza. 
But wc may thank God with all our hearts that we can say that as 
a tribe the Bondei are, practically speaking, a Christian tribe at the 
present day, and certainly they are predominantly a Christian tribe. 
I know nothing of raissionaiy strategy, my job is to stick it out in 
the trenches, but I read sometimes of the deliberations of those who 
direct our [wlicy at home, and speak of the necessity of erecting 
barriers against the flood of Islam pouring inland from the coast. It 
IS then that I thank God indeed for the Bondeis, for they constitute 
^ly such a barrier. Another thing is their missionary zeal. We 
do not know half enough about this in England, and do not imagine 
what It costs for a Bondei to leave his country and his home and 
his father s house, and in a very real sense all that he has, and to 
go to work as a teacher in another tribe; but that is what hundreds 
of the Bondeis have done. I dare say all of you know and realize 
Padre Leonard Kamungu’s magnificent sacrifice—to be a missionary 
to other people, but do not think that that is an isolated instance. 
The Africans who have done exactly that thing are counted in three 
figu^, and that is a fact I am afraid people do not realize in 
England. Through them we may see the love of Christ is spread 
abroad throughout all Zigualand and Shambala. Do remember that 
we started with the Bondeis, and (hen depended on them to help us
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motto for them. 
They continually 

themselves 
by saying: “ It is 
all very well for 

but we are

even another ceremony after the birth of the first child. This makes 
it very difficult inde^ for the women and girls to become Chris, 
tians. You cannot make progress if you do not get the women. 
We all realize that tremendously in Africa, and when you find that 
our men converts outnumber the women in most cases don't think 
thav we do not want to get hold of the women. We must get them, 
and we shall get them, but we have not got them yet.

Scattered amongst the Shambalas, and amongst the Bondeis also, 
you will find families here and there which belong to the very 
im^rtant and very aristocratic clan, the Kilindi. They are the 
ruling class, and the headman of a village is practically 
a Kilindi, and this not alwap according to the will of the people. 
When the Government a while ago proclaimed its intention of pro
curing the appointment of headmen by a perfectly free vote, 
village in the hills set up a Shambala candidate in opposition to 
the perfectly obvious person. The perfectly obvious person sent 
a member of his family round the villages to say that if they liked 
to have the other man he had no objection at all, but, if so, they 
might just os well buy him a shroud at the same time, as he would 
certainly need it. The perfectly obvious person was elected. These 
Kilindi, of course, are connected with the ruling house of Kimweri 
of old times. Some of them are perfectly splendid people, 
though some of them may be rather autocratic. Our present para
mount chief at Muheza, Hugh Kayamba, is a Kilindi, and so, of 
course, is his son, Martin Kayamba, who came to England this 
year. Another is Canon Petro Limo, probably one of the best- 
known names that I could mention here. Anyone who knows him 
as a parish priest would describe him as “ a man who knows how 
to run things that is characteristic of the Kilindi.

We go down the hills again and go westward to Korogwe, the 
first station to touch the Ziguas, and from Korogwe the Gospel has 
gone out westward over the rolling plains across Zigualand proper,

, until we find ourselves working out beyond the borderline of our 
dioce^ (we have got leave to do this). The Ziguas have two main 
divisions, which speak two dilTerent dialects of the same language. 
Near Korogwe, which is on the River Luvu, live the people called 
the Luvu. There is something really rather sad about these people. 
Near the banks of the river the coconut palm flourishes; it is rather 
an unusual thing to find it so far inland as this, rather over 50 miles 
inland as the crow flies. In the trunk of every one of these coconut 
palms you will see cut out little steps which tell you at once that 
the tree is not allowed to produce coconuts, but is manipulated for 
the production of tembo, that very intoxicating drink. With 
drunkenness has gone immorality. These two things acting through 
long generations have produced in these people neither brains nor 
^amlna. There is something very, very sad about these people. 
They do welcome Christianity very much indeed, but they have very 
great difficulty in putting their backs into it. “ Don’t put your wish
bone where your backbone ought to be," would be a very good

excuse

you,
rotten people, we 
cannot do it." You 

i are always coming ;
across that. We 

i firmly believe in 
^ the power of the 

Grace of God, but 
it is not irreverent 
to say that the 
Grace of God has a 
difficult job with 
every single one of 
us, and there are 
some jobs which 
are tougher than 
others. It is very 
difficult, I think, to 
make very much 
out of these people, 
and yet I will tell 
you one thing 
which will give you 
another side of this 
picture. You have 
heard of Arthur 
Mbezi, the padre 
whose home was a 
shining light 
amongst these

Ch!?stianTiome“Arthur Mbezi had no brains no one ever ^e
had, but Samwii Mbezi, his son, was brought up in that Chri?t>ai^ 
home of which you have heard. Samwd Mbezi, in spi e of the fact 
that he had leprosy, which aiso does not lead to 
came out top of the school at Kiwanda last year; and in 'he Central 
School Leaving Certificate, when he was up against all the boys- 
in Tanganyika Territory, Samwii Mbezi came j
whole Territory. As the Headmaster I am very proud 'hat second 
place which has brought great honour to the school, but I d" PPP™ 
to know enough of the private history of that boy to seb there 

! the absolute miracle of Divine Grace which in one generation ran
do that, you see, these people are not hopeless if you take into
consideration what the Grace of God can do.

sure to be

one

even

[C. 5. P.rjidip]
Paramount Ciuep Hugh Kayamba and ms Son, 

Martin Kayamba
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When we go out westwards into the real Zigua country, we find 
a different sort of people altogether. We also get very dirty I There 
is hardly any water to drink and practically none to wash with. I 
will call these Ziguas the Yorkshireraen of Africa. They arc people 
who ore used to hardship, and I call them very hardworking and 
industrious indeed. Where the Bondei counts on two harvests a 
year, the Zigua fairly often does not get one, because the rains fail 
or something goes wrong. There are times when they are desperately 
short of food, and the boys, who are hungry all day as boys always 
are, have to take two handfuls out of the common dish and then say, 
“ I have had enough,” and take a reef in the loincloth to make it 
feel like that.

They get their water from water-holes, and in some places it is 
brackish. The women wait their turn at these water-holes all through 
the night perhaps, and it sometimes happens that they can only cook 
once in two days, because you must have water to cook with. These 
folk therefore grow up with a self-control and determination which 
is admirable. 1 think that the dogged pluck of the Ziguas is going 
to carry them far beyond the Bondcis in the future. They are like 
Yorkshire folk because, though they are genial and affable, they 
take a bit of knowing, and again, when you have won them as friends 
you have won them for life. And they are craftsmen, they do a job 
well because they like to do a job well. Where the Bondeis and the 
Shambalas build shacks and shanties, the Ziguas build really good 
strong houses, and they are the only people in our part of Africa 
who have the appearance of being house-proud. To see that great 
church at Kwa Maizit and that school of Miss Adamson’s, is to 
understand the real beauty which can be expressed in any human 
work when a real craftsman is behind it, and sheer love of good work 
is his Inspiration. It is absolutely wonderful. Archdeacon Maddocks 
IS M enthusiast about his people, and I am bound to say that he 
really has sufiicient excuse for it.

The country behind and to the south of Dar-es-Salaam is the 
country of the Zaramo.^ Two years ago, as a result of some pioneer 
work done from Minaki, they asked for a school and a teacher, and 
work was started at Kazi. I gather from the Diocesan intercession 
le^ct, which I have just received, that these people having had one 
school have just asked for another, the most encouraging news that 
anybody could give you about a new enterprise in our diocese, 
amongst a tribe of which we know very little at present.

MY FIRST ULENDO
A first Ulendo is almost as thrilling as a first voyage out.

ffcofol

It was Brother Sargent’s birthday, and Miss Bruce and I were to 
set out for Chileka, a village right up on the hills, and so, in spite 
of having a twenty-tliree mile journey before us, we decided that 

have breakfast with the family, so as to give him ourwe must 
best wishes before starting off.

As it was not the hot season, it really did not matter about 
getting away at break of dawn. ...........

At 8.45 a.m. we started on our bicycles for Wima s, a village 
about seven miles off. When I say we cycled, I mean we bumped 
over ruts for the hrst mile, then slid through sand for the next, 
and later went at a snail’s pace through the narrowest, sandiest,
twistiest path that I have ever seen. r j

On reaching WIma’s, we left our bicycles with the chief, and 
started on our sixteen-raile climb, accompanied for a short distance 
by the chief and crowds of the village children.

We walked steadily for more than two hours, through most 
beautiful bush country, and at about 12.15 arrived at our half
way house.”

This was a pleasantly cool place, with a stream and shady 
trees, where the boys were nble to make tea and cook eggs for, us. 
After refreshment and rest, we started off again through still more 
delightful country, but much more rocky and mountainous. , At 
one point we were able to get a glimpse of the lake, so blue,;so 
beautiful, with the hills behind it-and still higher ^we climbed, 
then down again, up and over another ridge, and Chileka -Hill 
came into view. On and on we seemed to go without getting 
nearer. We had to get to the far side of Chileka Hill; up and 
down, in and out, and round we went, but the hill appeared to do 
the,^rame, for the far side seemed just as far away after halt an

any
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MY FIRST ULENDO Diocese oj Masasi

hour’s walking. Then, at last, the mission with its red brick build
ings came into view.

We had passed our carriers on the path, carrying our beds, 
bath, food, and “ dawa,” so we just sat down and waited 
their arrival. In the meantime we sent one of the village boys to 
draw water.

Quite soon the carriers arrived, and then we had tea I 
In the late afternoon of the next day the children of Chilekn 

and Bolela ran races. 1 was in charge of the prizes, and was kept 
well employed guarding them from a small child who found them 
irresistibly tempting, and returned several times when she thought 
I was more interested in the races than the prizes, hoping to 
secure something unnoticed. Boys and girls ran relay races and 
the boys wheelbarrows—the latter being exceedingly entertaining. 
The prize winners were very pleased when they received their 
balls, handkerchiefs, pencils or notepaper, sent out by kind friends 
in England.

The third day I went off wth one of our men to visit the 
neighbouring villages. First there was Bolela, where 1 saw and 
treated several sick people, including the chief. Then I was taken 
to Chocholo, a village about one and a half miles further on. 
Chocholo is a Muhammadan village, and as yet there is no Mission 
Station there, so the people did not greet me at all, but were 
Inclined to be hostile. However, I wandered round, and on one 
house saw a delightful caricature of a European lady, drawn on the 
wall in coloured chalks, which amused me tremendously, so that I 
laughed heartily. At this the people thought, I suppose, that I could 
not be an enemy, and so their attitude towards me changed, and they 
rushed round me to shake hands and greet me in true African 
style. When all hand-shaking had ceased, the women grouped 
themselves and began dancing, most of them carrying babies on 
their backs. It was delightful. A very narrow high chair was 
brought for me, so that I could watch the performance in comfort, 
and so I sat and watched them for about twenty minutes. For two 
hours afterwards I was seeing sick people, after which 1 packed 

, my basket to return to Chileka, amid shouts and many requests 
to return again soon. It was long past lunch time, and Miss 
Bruce had come to look for me, so we returned together accom
panied by many children.

The next day we returned home. The journey was much less 
fatiguing, but as we neared the stream, we heard loud shouts from 
our men, and so thought they must have seen wild beasts, but we 
discovered they were only shouts of joy because the worst part 
of the journey was over. We had refreshment and a short rest 
at the stream and then on to Wima’s. Back through the narrow 
path, which seemed much less narrow and decidedly straightened 
out on the return journey, through the sand, over the ruts, whlclt 
were certainly no less bumpy, and home; and oh 1 joy—there 
were hot baths ready to be jumped into, followed by tea. J. Y.

HOW NOT TO CATCH A BOAT
One of our nurses was to go home at once—doctor’s orders—and 
Zanzibar had replied to our coble, saying that her passage was booked 
by a Union-Castle boat going round the Cape, and that the next 
Durara (the local coasting steamer) from Lindi must be imught. So
arrangements were made for her to come in to Masasi on Wednesdny,
preparatory to leaving for the coast in our lorry on the Friday or 
Saturday. On the afternoon of the Saturday before, a message came 
tliat the Dumra would not leave as scheduled, and we took it to mean 
that she would come down and return at once, instead of gping to 
Mikindani and Ibo, as was originally expected. This meant that 
Miss X must leave Masasi on the Tuesday, and it was now Saturday 
afternoon. So we bustled round and got one of the dispensary boys 
to so off at once on a bike with a note telling of the change of plM. 
and tliat she must come in the next day (Sunday) if p^iblc. He 
got to Chidya at 9 p.m. that evening, and Miss X wap,at Masasi (four 
hours’ journey) by 6.30 p.m. Sunday. , u . .1,

How she managed to pack all her traps, and settle about the dis
pensary, leaving everything for tlio African dispensary boy to carry 
on till the arrival of another nurse, remains a mystery . Doubtless the 
boys came well up to the scratch as they always do m emcrgencira.

Monday was to be spent, it was hoped, resting. But >he brat 
laid plans of mice and men are apt to go awry, and m it proved. 
for a? 9 a.m. on Monday came a cable saying that the Dumra s sail
ing was cancelled entirely, and five minutes later another 
a ladre returning from furlough saying that he was in the Ashart

C«rmv«U
Tub Mission Lorrt
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HOW NOT TO CATCH A BOAT HOW NOT TO CATCH A BOAT
^ German coaster) and that she was to leave Lindi the next morninn 
Tuesday. To reach her, therefore, seemed the only way by whirh in 
pt to Zanzibar in time for the Union Castle boat, and that meant 
leaving Masasi at once. So Topsy (the Mission lorry) was 
fed and watered, boxes were packed, sandwiches and thermos flasks 
of tea were prepared for the journey, a labour contingent of four men 
was requisitioned to provide help at expected dilBcult places on the 
road (which was not yet officially open for loriy traffic), and we started 
ou at zi«4S a.m*

The first bunker—the Liloya river—came after half an hour and 
took three^iuarters of an hour to negotiate, necessitating the entire 
pleading and consequent reloading of the lorry. At Njangao. the 
bridge over the river made one hold one's breath a bit, as on the far 
side to the right was a hole about five feet deep, where the road had 
bren wphed away by the rain, ahd on the left was a drop of about 
hftcen feet into the river. However, measurement proved that there 
were six inches to spare on either side of the wheels, and the bridge 
was negotiated Mfely, though I made everyone get out, preferring 
to crph alone if I had to. Further on a patch of black cotton soil, 
which was practically under water, delayed us for twenty minutes 
and we eventually reached Mtama-just over halfway to the coast- 
°y 4j45 P-m.i making an average speed of ten miles an hour.

Merc a halt for refreshment was indicated, and it also seemed
.‘hVlS.H IF Ar'^i.^ r" “’0 condition ofthe road ahead. Of the former nothing certain was forthcoming, and
carefully"''^ ■’‘’"''"“y possible if one drove

a °"'y headlight, and
aFi ‘ ^it of ginger. The condition of the road

left much to be desired, and we thought seriously of turn- 
mgback and sleeping at Mtnma, though this was impossible at the 
™n to the narrowness of the road. So on we went, ands rasa's::
lo^d^^tnkeom? B^ltmg. even with all the
tr^rv ffiefi-w'h''wi"”'’°“‘^ t’ going forward only served 
ffir«t^„ wlihaiu n i“' ‘‘“P" -n the mud. Further motion in either 
tolSZa <l““‘'on •• so three of the

^ 1° “‘oma. It was now 7 p.m.
pitch dark. We put up two deck^ihaiis in the empty

anMhe? on a box'? ’ T '“"'P “'o lorry, and
» the hova (‘•■e district being,
seli^L nnThe ■'y •■“”=)■ end composed ourl
'Mtamn mfani two men left with us, to await the help which we hoped 
Mtama might produce. At 8.4s we heard the sound of a car and

shortly after saw a headlight. It was another lorry with a friendly 
Indian, who agreed to take us on to Ming’oyo. There was just room 
for the other lorry to pass our derelict one, so we filled in the loads, 
and leaving one man with instructions to sleep at a house a little 
.further on and then guard the lorry in the morning, we pushed on. 
;The road was certainly execrable, but the native Hriv#.r know }♦
.further on and then guard the lorry in the morning, we pushed on. 
(The road was certainly execrable, but the native driver knew it back- 

. with the result that we reachedwards and drove ma, gnificently, with the result that we reached
Ming oyo by 11 p.m. Here we were told that a motor-boat would be 
starting for Lindi at 2 a.m., so we decided to sit in deck-chairs till 
then: but very shortly after came a further message to the effect 
that it would not start till 6 a.m.: so we put up camp-beds on the 
verandah of the empty house where we were camping, and hoped to 
get some sleep. By 5.30 a.m. we were up and partaking of boiled 
eggs and tea sent by a kind Indian, who also provided basin, soap, 
towel and water for a much-needed wash. By just after six we were 
at the quay, where the motor-boat was lying, only to find it high 
and dry on the mud, the tide being dead low. So there was nothing 
for it but to wait till sufficient water flowed in to floaMhc boat. We 
had h^rd that the Askari was in Lindi, but was to sail at 10 a.m., 
so about eight, the motor-boat being still immovable, we arranged 
for a telephone message to be sent to the Provincial Commissioner, 
to beg that the departure of the Askari might be delayed. We 
did not get away till about 9.15, and had not gone more than a mile 
when another motor-boat was seen approaching from Lindi. This 
proved to have been sent by the P.C., so we transferred to her, and 
were told by the men in her that the Askari was waiting, so all 
was well, or so we thought. But when we were within half an hour 
of Lindi, and not yet in sight of the harbour, we saw smoke in the 
distance, and ten minutes later, on rounding the corner, the men told 
.us that the Askari had gonel We reached the pier at Lindi 
•just half an hour too late, and our feelings may be better imagined 
than described. Every effort had been made by the authorities to 

; delay the Askari*5 departure, but the captain could not risk 
waiting after 10 a.m., as he had strict orders to be in Dar-cs-Salaam 
two mornings later, and to have postponed sailing later than ten 
:Would have made this improbable, if not impossible.

. So it seemed that our journey (it had taken us 22J hours to cover 
the 95 miles), with all its ups and downs, had been fruitless, and that 
the Union-Castle boat would leave Zanzibar with a vacant berth.

• Subsequently, however, a B.I. tug, of about 150 tons, came in 
to Lindi two days later, so Miss X was able to go in her, though a 
.voyage of 300. miles in such a tiny craft during the S.W. monsoon 
is not exactly what one would describe as a health cruise. Except that 
it sufficed, the less said about such a voyage the better. Anyway, 
it meant that our trip to Lindi was not fruitless, but----- well, motor
ing in Africa before the roads have recovered from the rains is'not 
exactly a joy-ridel Mwendeshaji

1

was
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Diocese of Zansihar

HOME JOTTINGS
NAMES I Tbe General Fund Receipts compare os follows:

Received during September ..........................
Total receipts to September 30 ..............

1931 1930iDuring the last two years of my life in Africa’, it has been a constant 
source of pleasure and interest, to try to discover, chiefly from inter- 
rotating people, the origin and meaning of their heathen names; 
and it seemed to me that perhaps the results of my investigations 
might be of some interest to the readers of Central Africa.

Sometimes, no explanation of the name is forthcoming, and some
times, in tlie case of those who have embraced Islam, children are 
given the name of some famous Moslem. However, not infrequently, 
one comes across people whose names have a clear significance. Some 
unusual occurrence at the time of birth, or some circumstance attend
ing it, will give rise to the name. For example, one meets young 
men and women between the ages of fifteen and seventeen whose 
name is the Bondei word for “war/* the significance of which is quite 
clear. Quite often, one finds boys bearing a name, the meaning of 
which is “ Englishman and parents will tell you that the child 
was born when members of that race began to come into their country. 
Similarly, children called “ German,” owe their names to the days 
when the Germans ruled this territo^.

When I first began to make inquiries as to the meaning of people's 
names, I came across a girl called ” Tears,” and in this case, an 
obvious explanation was forthcoming. Previous to the birth of this 
child, the parents had been bereaved of two or three infants in suc
cession, and consequently when this one arrived, they were very 
pessimistic as to its future. In the same way, a child is called 
” Trouble ” or ” Difficulty ”; and on inquiry, one is told that during 
her confinement, the mother was seriously ill. Another example of a 
name bearing a special significance is ” Mwaha ”—a girl’s name, 
derived from a Bondei verb, meaning, ” to pick vegetables.” Just 
before the child was born, the grandmother had gone off to pick 
vegetables, and on her return to the village, found that her daughter 
had given birth to a baby girl, and so she named it ” Mwaha.” A 
rather amusing name came to my notice quite by chance—” Mother 
of Monkeys ” I When I reported my discovery to the maiden in 
question, she was by no means pleased, since now she is a young 
wman of seventeen or so, and known by quite a different name. 
However, her mother was highly amused, and when her laughter 
had at length subsided, I gathered that the young lady was born at 
a time when monkeys were rather too numerous in the fields. One 
rnight make mention of the curious appellations which one discovers 
chiefly in European plantations amongst people from up country, 
such as Bad hat,” ” Lover of work,” ” Lover of rest,” ” Sour 
mango,” ” Snake,” etc, etc. These, then, are a few examples of 
heathen names to which is attached some special meaning, and no 
doubt If one pursued one's investigation further, one might light on 
names of equal interest.

... .£1,776 ^1,489

... ^20,423 .£21,769I
A decrease of ^1,33G.>

We are immensely grateful to those of our friends who have sent 
special donations in order to relieve the financial stress from which 
we are suffering.

The situation is, of course, not peculiar to ourselves. All the 
missionary societies are suffering terribly, and most of the charities 
throughout the country are finding themselves in difficulties. Our 
own Executive Committee lias found it necessary, to their very great 
regret, to warn the Bishops of the prospect of reductions in grants 
more drastic and lasting than was foreshadowed earlier in the year. 
It is only fair that they should have a little time to consider what 
retrenchments can be made, with the least permanent loss to their 
work as a whole.

IMPORTANT.—Rural Deanery and Local Secretaries would fireally help lo relieve 
(he preuure ot work at (he end ol (he year It (hey would be so hind as (o lorward.the 
bnlk ol thetr collections to the Office during November.

Aulnmn Conlerence.—All U.M.C.A. secretaries are invited to Ihc Conference lo be 
held ot Cenlrnl Africa House on Wednesday, December 2nd, nl 2.30 p.m., when the 
following; speakers will open discussions:—The Rev. Canon Spanton, the Kev. l*. J. 
Evans, the Rev. the Hon. S. C. W. Maitland, the Rev. F. O. Thorne (of the diocese 

Masasi).-of _ nda will be sent to all secretaries within reasonable reach of 
London; but if any niridecanal or parochial secretaries from more distant parts of 
England are likely to be In London then and able lo come, we shall be glad if they will
let us know.

Dsy ol Inlerceiilon for Foreign Mlulons.—Copies of this month s enlarged Inter- 
wsion paper can be had on application to the OfTicc. Trice 2f. per 100. As It contains 

of the stair this copy should be kept, and names may be added in the space provided.a list

St Andrew’s Tide.—A Day of Missionary Intercession will be held in our Chapel 
of All Souls, at Central Africa House, on Tuesday, December 8
until 6.30 p.m. There will be Mass at 8 a.m., and we shall be glad if those able to 
spend half an hour in Intercession during the day will send their names lo Miss Nugcc. 
Evensong at 6 p.m. will close the day.

laiasi
; the real thing under all its outside circumstances.”

us

S. H. M.
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Arcbdcicon Johnion.-Mr, R. Webb points out that Mr. Lt-ster M..^heck\ 
about killing a lion with a stick is probabl)- an instance of the way In which wTnl 

- - nd omstonding j^rsonagw. The true account is given bv Miss N il«
Matt. The jaws and the claws of the lion are at Central Africa House ''

Unfortunately a review oi •• A Hero Man ” has been crowded
CENTRAL AFRICAgrow

A MONTHLY RECORD OF THE WORK .'OF THE 
UNIVERSITIES' MISSION TO CENTRAL AFRICA

out of this Issue.

How (o heip the Mission without any cost to yourself.
U you pay^ Income-tax at the standard rate and will sign a covenant to uav 

annua subscription to the Mission for seven years, the .Mission can recover Ro„/X 
Inland Revenue a sum equal to one-ihird of your subscription. Last ye^we r^^J i

Puli particulars

No. 588. XLIX. DECEMBER. 1931 Price 2d
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Missions and the Crisis .............. 221
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After Two Years ..............................223
Chlwata  223 ,,
Our Guests at St. Andrew's College 220 Home Jottings
Likwenu Central School II. ...

would lie supplicil by the Lay Assistant Secretary at the OiTicc.
Ordination at Likomn Cathedral ... 235 
Building Wisely 
Review

The unatlajt sum of je620 has been

::: ™
I if’ TS *620 has been sent to the Mission during the past nine ve.r
bj Mr. C aui. S.rrt, .okl, by lb. .air of jig.,aw puzrlr.. Thi. rmrrprSV "'j 
mlhu.m.llc .opportcr uiuafy .cod. .ElM evrry yaar. but whrthrr hr will br abir to 

ill depend on his sales during the neat two monihs.send ns much this year will depend on his sales during 
Why not give jig-saw puirlci as Christmas presents?
The advertisement is amongst the Notices on the cover of this issue

... 231 Tlic Mission Staff
SOTS.—Neilher the Ithhopi of (he Mission nor the General Courftil ate respomihle 

for any opinion or ttalen.ent in CESTllAL AFRICA unless it it clearly to iitdieoled

T “ in^ need^ in all dioceses. Miss R. Smith. 46 St. Mark's Road, 
'll T; 8ive particulars to work p.irties andothers who would underloke to make them. Cost of matcrlois, 30s. to .£2.

** T" Onwards till the end of June. If you
Thl o St. Michael's, Tankerton.^

wJJn changed to the second week. Fr.
?Rh" t^Frid^yl^ath^^ Sffr

MISSIONS AND THE CRISIS
Omt readers will no doubt like to read the message printed 

bclotv. which has been sent lo us by the Standing Committee of the 
Conference of Missionary 5ocicfics in Great Brilain and Ireland:

The eyes of the whole world have for months been fixed on this 
•country. Sterling has slipped off the gold- standard, and the 
nations have watched and wondered as the British people have 
faced the strain with calm minds and stout hearts. The best 
qualities of the old country have been called forth, and once again 
the spiritual element in its life has been revealed. The nation’s 
resources are not limited to the £ sterling.

The history of the Church shows that new opportunity and 
fresh responsibility come at such times. The centra! fact in 
human affairs is that Christ stands in the midst of His Church, the 
very Word of God, identifying Himself with human life and giving 
to men faith and hope and love! The crisis is a trumpet call to 
turn all eyes to God.

The missionary societies have a special contribution to bring 
into the response of the Church to this call of God. They repre
sent its world-wide mission and direct its work overseas, a work 
beset at the moment with great problems, but attended with the 
most inspiring success. ^ ^

To the missionary committees will fall the task of adj'psting 
resources to needs, but the necessary adj'ustments can be carried 
through with a sympathy and an understanding that will'makp 
the work noi-^a hateful task but a sacrament. Christian statesman
ship is callw for, so that the adj'ustracnt of policy to the new

THE MISSION STAFF
Name Oiocni* Date

^frfvah in fngfanii;
Mr. E. Towncnil 
Mil* Gunn 
.Miss 
Mlu Nobbi

Dr^arlurrt from England: 
Mr. F. F.. Tattcrvall 
Sister Stella 
Novice Evelyn 
Novice Ursula 
Rev. J. T. Munday 
Mrs. Munday 
Archdeacon .Mnckay 
Canon Broomlicld

Zanzibar
Zanzibar
Zanzibar
Nyasal.-inil

Sept. 21 
Sept. 31 
Sept. 21 
Oct. 12

Obom I

♦ Zanzibar 
Zanzibar 
Zanzibar 
Zanzibar 
N. Rhodesia 
N. Rhodesia 
Zanzibar 
Zanzibar ii

lay Tailersall joins the staff of Zanzibar Diocese as a
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MISSIONS AND THli CRISIS Diocese of Nyasaland

situation may be truly constructive. Enriching cooperation is 
made possible as we get closer together to ensure that, while 
economies have to be effected, the Christian witness is not lessened, 
but rather strengthened.

The supporters of tlic work—responding sacrificially, while 
themselves so hard Iiit—and the missionary committees may both 
acquire a keener sense of stewardship as they envisage the position 
of the men and women representing them on tlie frontiers of the 
Kingdom and the hopes and fears of the young Churches in non- 
Christian lands. The missionary work of the Church is one of 
the great schools where at this time we may all learn anew to bear 
one another’s burdens. Opportunities for sacrifice will emerge, 
which will throw men and women back on God and draw them 
into closer Christian fellowship with one another. And as we realize 
that the situation contains the possibility of such spiritual gains for 
all of us, we shall be stirred to ensure that nothing God requires 
from us shall be wanting.

The young Churches in non-Christian lands must have a special 
place in the hearts and prayers of the home Churches in this time 
of crisis. These Churches ranging from large communities to small 
isolated groups are the sure pledge of the great world-wide Cluirch 
of Christ that is to be. They arc all facing heavy odds with gre.ii 
courage. The crisis will make big demands on them, and it is our 
privilege to enter into such a deeper fellowship with them, as they, 
loo, make their sacrifice, as may make the crisis a blessing botli 
to them and to us. The needs of the situation will call e.ach 
member of the younger Churches to more devoted personal service, 
and they will have much to teach’ us of their experience of God in 
Christ as they shoulder larger responsibilities and rely 
entirely upon Him.

Those who believe lliat in Christ lies the hope of the world 
will reckon up anew their resources in God. All the difficult roads 
of these days of crisis lead to God if we choose to turn our steps 
to Him. He has much to say to His Church if we only listen. 
The Church was founded and its missionary work entrusted to it 
just for days like these.

j AFTER TWO YEARS
In looking back over m, , _ . , . y first two years in Nyasaland, 1 find that
I liaye received various impressions, some lasting, some changing,- 
as I have come nearer to understanding the people and their customs.

One of the things wliich has impressed me most is how similar 
are tlie lives of its people to the lives of those in the days when our 
Lord lived His Incarnate life in Palestine. I am not alone in this 
impression, others feel It, too. We have discussed it together.

As most readers of Central Africa will knoWj the greater number 
of our people are scattered about Lake Nyasa. Others live in the 
hill districts some days’ journey from the Jake. Villages of various 
sizes have grown up along the lake shore, and on most days, if 
take a walk along the sandy beach and pass through any of them, 
we win find men silting mending their nets, as were SS. James and 
John when Jesus called them.

It surely takes us back at once to the Gospel narratives and to 
the loving wisdom of our Lord in using the simple ev'erydny things of 
simple lives to manifest His purpose and His love.

At this time, 1,900 years after, in lands where science and art have 
progressed so wonderfully, we may still come back to tile common
place things and find God’s purpose and love manifested; and our 
African brethren in the childhood of civilization are able to hear 
and to understand. Yes, our Lord has made it easier for them and 
for us who try to help them—the women drawing the water, gather
ing the slicks, working in the fields—oh, it is so real to them.

we

r\

more

“ Lift up your hearts."
" We lift them up iinlo the Lord.”

W. WILSON CASH, 
KENNETH MACLENNAN,

Chairman.
Secretary.

IN MEMORIAM—R.l.P. 
petober 28.—^Thomas Cecil Fitzpatrick, Priest.

Dr. nupatrlck, President of Queens' College. Cambridge, has U<n 
Treasurer of the Cambridge Committee and a member of the Mission» 
General Council since 1908.

win iltnli.rMaf
■ WAsiiiso Day I
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AFTER TWO YEARS AFTER TWO YEARS

About the people themselves. 1 do not feel justified in saying 
very much, for it takes more than two years to really get to know 
them and to think with their altitude of mind. I find that I learn 
fresh things about them every day and that the impressions of my 
first six montlis are mostly entirely changed.

To visit in tlie village and talk with the women is a great pleasure 
to me. They—i.e., the Nyasa women—are friendly and, I think, 
more intelligent in iomc ways than is generally supposed, and are 
easily amused. Sometimes in the evening in hospital, before saying 
“ Good-night,” they will ask for a song or a story. They simply love 
stories. One then has to put on one’s thinking cap and one’s best 
Chinyanja. Language, I think, is most important, for they do so 
love one to talk to them and are very anxious to put one’s grammar 
right—when they know one sufficiently.

The children are very lovable, and can be quite as naughty and 
quite as good as our own English children. Needless to say, they 
arc subject to most of the ailments and illnesses of childhood, plus 
the special maladies to be found in tropical Africa.

Unfortunately, 1 am afraid that as small children they are spoilt, 
which does not make things easy for them in later life. For instance: 
if John refuses to take his medicine his mother will simply say ” He 
refuses,” and as far as she is concerned that is all about it. It is as 
well on these occasions that the nurse is somewhere near, and that 
by this time the Dispensary Boys know better than to leave it at 
that.

be extremely elementary, of 
' course, and the language 

very simple, but if they go 
i to their homes remembering 
j one little thing that has been 
I said, I feel that something has 

• been accomplished. Gradually 
we shall be able to teach tliem 
more as their minds become 

cptive, and now tiiat 
hygiene is so definitely a part 
of the school curriculum, the 
next generation of mothers 
will be readier for 
advanced teaching.

Anyway, however little 
can be done, one does feel that 
it is a start, and 1 hope it will 
go on to something really 
helpful to the African women.

I must tell you that 
adays the babies are weighed 
in comfort, as my old primi
tive weighing apparatus has 
been discarded for a beautiful 
modern weighing machine 
presented by a lover of babies 
and of U.M.C.A.

There are many things I would like to write about. The ordinary 
hospital work, my first ” ulendo ” and subsequent ones, but I think 
1 had better leave them for another time. Probably most, readers 
of Central Africa have heard before many of the tilings'I Iiave 
touched upon, but I rather feel that each one of us is impressed in 
a slightly different way, and that if ail tliose slight differences 
put together one may get a more complete picture of the whole. 

There is so much scope for work, so much need for prayer, that 
we may have the grace and the means to do it; prayers, too, for 
the people among w'hom we work, that tliey, whose lives arc so akin 
to those of the people amongst whom was spent our Blessed Lord’s 
Incarnate life, may be brought to worship Him in Spirit and in Truth.

G. A. Nodbs

more rec

more

now-

No^y that I have wandered off to children, I should like, if I may, 
to wander off a little further and talk about babies, at least, not 
perhaps about babies actually, but the way in which we are trying 
to help the parents to do their best for the future men and women of 
the African nation. *

Whilst at Liuli I started a baby clinic. It was not an elaborate 
business, such as one sees attaclied to every borough in England. I 
wish it could be. Neither, I am afraid, was the attendance \cry large. 
Perhaps I should have explained earlier that the Liuli people are 
not Nyasas; at least, a very small proportion of them only. The 
majority arc Wampotos, and much more conservative than their 
Nyasa sisters. The great thing therefore was to get the mothers to 
come at all.

I made a point of naming and weighing each baby and recording 
its weight on a card, which I allowed the mother to take home, as 
well as in my own book. The fact of having a card to bring each 
Thursday pleased them very much I found. (Not that they always 
remembered to bring it, and sometimes I have been told that a 
goat had eaten it.)

When the babies had been weighed, and 1 do so wish you could 
have seen my primitive weighing machine, made out of a soap box 
padded with old linen and suspended by bark rope to the hanging 
scale on which we weigh the ^cks of flour, I used to give a short 
talk to the mothers on the care of their babies. Even'lhing had to

are
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CHIWATADiocese of Masasi

To-day at Chiwata the marks of past history are gradually bein*^ 
I washed away by the rains. Still to be seen are the ruins oS tl!i
I Sisters houMs (they worked there in the days of Canon Kolumba),

Father Willimott s iiouse, the two sites of the church, a large red 
cross on the ground in a clearing where the governor of the territory 

j lived protected from aircraft, until the allied forces came in from 
: prtugupe bast Africa and the coast, and came too near for safety 

i by land I There is also the grave of the late chief—Nakaam IV'
I according to the inscription on his tomb. His name is more

familtar to friends of the Mission as Barnaba Nakaam, who was 
baptized by Archdeacon Johnson at Mattasi, and who accompanied 
him on his journey to Mwembe in 1880. Barnaba went on alone a 
further adventurous journey of 200 miles to the south of Lake Nvasa 
and back to Archdeacon Johnson at Mwembe, as \vc read in’ the 
latter’s book of reminiscences.

Just outside the village is a tall, bare rock of a soft, reddish stone 
and here, in the shade of the eastern slope, is the picnic place of the 
mad Europeans, \yho will carry food for nearly an hour in order to 
sit down and eat it I After tea the sun is low enough to be “ not 
too hot,” and the picnickers climb up to the lop for a view of the

surrounding land, 
'r here they are 
almost directl 
hind thd 1 
hill, a spur of the 
Makondc shuts out 
all view i m m c- 
diatcly on the left, 
and in front and to 
the right is a view 
of the flat plain 
covered with trees. 
As the sun sets the 
trees become dim 
and misty, and 
surely one can see 
to one’s 
horizon an>

CHIWATA

CHIWATA VAKISH
hHTi

----------- footpa-Vks
'=? Mol“or 'Roo.c^

ily be- 
MusasiOlfT- SCHOOLS h-r.

About three-quarters of an hour’s walk from Chidya, along the 
footpath to Ndanda, is the liny village of Chiwata, on one of the 
fooihilb of the Makonde plateau. This village Is marked on the 
present maps, as well as on those made before the war, but in tho^ 
days it was important as the village of one of the greatest chiefs in 
that part of Tanganyika Territory. It was he who was banished 
to tlie coast by the Germans, who was excommunicate for many 
years, and who in 1927 died, penitent and restored, in Masasi 
hospital.

His nephew, Yohana, succeeded him, but soon moved away 
down the hill to a fertile spot near-by, and the village to day consists 
of a few people who are occupying the old Mission buildings and a 
few houses round about.

Some years ago—twelve or more—there was a central school at 
Masasi, under the present Bishop of Masasi, and another up at 
Ciitwala, under Canon Kolumba, but after a fire in the school 
dormitory at Masasi, the various little central schools all moved lo 
Chidya, under Padre Obed, who had just been ordained priest. 
Later on, Canon Kolumba moved to Saidi Maumbo, and Padre 
Obed became priest-in^:harge of the parish of Chiwata, as well as 
head master of the central school. Then the church was burnl--l 
believe struck by lightning—and Padre Obed persuaded the people 
to build the new church on the hill facing Chiwata and half-way 
between there and Chidya, at a village called Chindumba.

•y/
1.; ‘•d

joy on 
d a grey 

sea, while in the 
middle distance the 
waves arc rolling In 
and breaking gently 
against the shofel 
Then the sun drops 
down like a red 
tiddly-wink, a n/d 
the picnic party 
turns hurrledly/and 
clambers down, so

I
J:

■■■' 'i
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V,, .......... » j
Padbe Ooed Kaseuob
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{IS to gel the hard part of the journey over before they light their 
lamps.

The parish of Cliiwata is a large one, though most of the important 
villages are fairly close together. From the rock above Chtwata, 
looking down we see Ndisi, the home of the Nakaam; an 
oasis it looks, with its ever-running stream, coconut palms and 
bananas. I'ar away towards Ndanda (perhaps’ one and a half hours 
away, or more) is a group of mango trees—a sure indication of a 
village—and there live a number of Christians. About an hour’s 
walk along the Masasi road, west from Chindumba, is Namaunya, 
a very flourishing Christian village, with an excellent teacher, 
James, wlio has an almost loo per cent, attendance at his school. 
East from Namaunya, and about three-quarters of an hour’s walk 
away, is Mlambala, with a very large school, and another quarter 
of an hour along the road brings us to Chidya, which consists of a 
few houses, the school and Mission buildings. To the east is Msati, 
and to the south Mbayani, both sharing—not too amicably—one 
school, about ten minutes’ walk away from Chidya. The school 
has jusa been rebuilt, and, as Chidya had just finished building in 
pisd de terre, the boards, etc., were lent to the people to build their 
scliool. It is the first pise de terre out-schooi and should be a great 
success, as it needs very little, if any, repairing, but the walls will be 
washed away, as the old walls were, if the women will not bring 
enough grass to thatch it properly. Eastward from Mbayani, and 
about one and a quarter hours away is Mpangule, sometimes a large 
village, sometimes small, for the people seem to move about a great 
deal, which makes school attendance poor.

On Shrove Tuesday, 1928, in a very severe storm, the parish 
church was struck by lightning, and there did not lack people who 
murmured ** witchcraft " when they saw this bprnt so soon after 
tlte burning of the old church at Cliiwata—accounts of the burning 
and the rebuilding have already appeared in “ Central Africa.”

The altar, which was quite new at the time of the fire, is made of 
mud, cement, and red stone. It was untouched by the fire, as the 
roof was cut away over the communicants’ step, and the east end 
was saved.
. A gift of money was sent to Padre Obed for the new church, and 
he spent it on cement for the altar and chancel. It looks very nice 
indeed. The Blessed Sacrament chapel behind the high altar has a 
carved wood altar, a possession much prized by the Chiwata people, 
as it came from the old church at Chilangali, on the eastern slope of 
the ^lakonde, at the time when the Nakaam moved from there to 
Chiwata.

OUR GUESTS AT ST. ANDREW'S 
COLLEGE

{Written by the Senior African Teacher)

\ We are very thankful that in this month (June) we have received
I various noble guests who have to visit us. First, it was Monday

afternoon on June 8th, at quarter to four, when our new Governor, 
His Excellency Sir Stewart Symes, K.B.E., C.'M.G., D.S.O., 

i arrived here, together with the Honourable the Director of Education, 
S. Rivers-Smiih. Their arrival was quite private, so that we were 
not allowed to make any demonstrations of enthusiasm, but only 
the bell rang, and all the teachers, with the students, went to the 
quadrangle, where they formed three lines, with the teachers in 
front of them, all facing where the visitors were to appear. Wlicn 
this was ready, the Principal was informed, and lie led the Governor 
to where we were waiting. The only thing they did ws to greet him 
in Swahili. ” Shikamoo ” was the salute. They did tlie .salutation 
all together at once, and he answered ” Jambo,” wliirh simply 
means ” I am quite well.” After this had been done, he went to 
the teacliersand he shook hands with them. After they had finished, 
he asked them whether they knew English. Then he turned to the 
students and he made a speech. In Ids speech he told them how he 
was very pleased with the place, and liow that was his first time to 
come out of the town to visit such an Institution; also he told tlie 
students how important and valuable education is, because it is the 

I foundation of civilization. Then he asked the Principal to .show 
liim the places he wanted to sec—the church, the boys' huts, and .so

■I
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on. After he had finished visiting the village, His Excellency was 
led by the Principal to the old coco-nut-palm pavilion, which was 
built Inst term when the previous Governor came to see us. There 
he rested for a few minutes. While he was there, the boys, with 
leaves in their hands, went there, running and dancing their folk 
dances.

Meanwhile, the Hon. the Director talked to the teachers and bade 
them farewell, and told them that he was ready to go to England, 
owing to his retirement. When the teachers Itcard this was his last 
visit to Minaki, they were very sorry, because they loved him very 
much. He was the friend ol all missions, and especially of this 
college, for several years. Meanwhile, good hope never fails; he 
will remember this college although he is far from it. He has left his 
gift to this school, which is hung on the veranda of St. Augustine’s 
Dormitory, and that is a shield, which is Ctilled after his name, 
"Rivers’ Smith Challenge Shield." After this, His Excellent' 
was ready to go back to town. When the car was leaving, all the 
people gathered together, and he waved his hand to us, and we 
waved ours in return.

Our joy for his appearance was so great, that, although he was 
with us for only about one hour, everyone thanks very much, for we 
learned how the Governor regards not only the towns 
important offices, but even the villages with their rural ways.

After his departure, wc soon heard our old car coming from town, 
bringing the Bishop of Masasi. The first thing we did was to kneel 
and receive his blessing. Then we greeted him. We were very glad, 
for he stayed with us for not less than a fortnight; for, this time, he 
talked to the students from his diocese whom he did not know before. 
On the gth of june, two Bishops, of Nyasaland, and Northern 
Rhodesia, came to visit the school, who, after six hours, went hack to 
catch their steamer for Bcira. Nothing has been more pleasant than 
to see His Excellency the Governor and the three U.M.C.A Bishops 
in our school, although three of them only spent a few hours with us.

Also, I still go on about the guests that we received in the same 
week, Rev. P. H. Hill, the Principal of St. Michael’s College,

• Likoma, and Rev. A. G. Blood, of Masasi. The former stayed 
here for two weeks, while the latter stayed three. In conclusion, I 
have to write one or two words of thanics: (i) We thanl: God who 
chose this place, where all the people can come so easily and visit the 
school, for it is near the^pital of the Territory, where the sea route 
connects the Central Railway, and the roads which lead to various 
parts of the countiy; (ii) Wc thank the guests themselves whe^ for 
their love have troubled to conic here, forbearing many jolts and 

. bumps on the way. May God prosper them in their work, that they 
may enjoy good health and abundance of His gifts and blessings, 
and that they may revisit the school.

LIKWENU CENTRAL SCHOOL
II—TRAINING FOR LIFE

and their
r>uii9] IPadft Fen

LtKWBNU

Last monili an attempt was made to give some idea of the course 
of instruction followed by the boys and girls at Malosa, the Central 
School at Likwenu, Nyasaland. Education is a bigger thing than 
instruction, and from the first, the aim of the school has been that 
its whole life should be educative, arranged so as to prepare the 
scholars for the life they would have to face on leaving'^school. 
Learning the preliminaries of a trade or profession is an essential 
part of this, but by no means the whole. Life is far more than mere 
money-getting. But when an African boy scrapes together a pound 
or two " to be educated," what he thinks he means is to bo taught 
enough to earn more money than the average. I say " he thinks " 
ho means this, because that is his conscious desire in the vast 
majority of coses, but behind it and greater is an amazing thirst 
for knowledge of any kind, not only for that which is of immediate 
practical use. The more enterprising spirits, such as those who pfo 
without many things in order to pay the fees at such schools as 
this, are likely to be the leaders of public opinion later on. In the 
traditional communal life of an African family the wealth of any 
member is simply regarded as adding to the family exchequer, but 
all the same It gives the earner himself a considerable amount/bf 
influence. Therefore training for leadership and co-operation 
should be given in these schools. /

This training is given in various ways. Firstly, the scholars 
are grouped in "houses," each "house" consisting mainly of

M. L.
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Then some member of the house celebrating stands 
;; and makes an oration, telling of the greatness of their patron and 

urging the necessity of imitating his virtues. It will be noticed 
that the house patrons are all Africans of fairly recent times, and 
therefore imitation of them is quite a practical possibility. It is 
wonderful to find how well many of the boys speak, connecting 
their patrons’ virtues and difficulties with biblical parallels, and 
also with actual native life as it is to-day in Nyasaland. Then 
usually scenes from the hero’s life are acted by the whole house. 
Incidentally we European members of the staff have learnt a good 
deal about native life from these interpretations by Africans of 
scenes in an African’s life. There are often humorous passages 
also interpolated which remind one of the mcdimval miracle plays. 
When the drama is finished, the house entertains the rest of the

I school to tea, the materials for which are provided by the staff,
[ but all the work, is done by the scholars themselves. Then we repair
* to the Chapel for Evensong and- sing the school hymn in praise
; of heroes. The rest of the evening is spent in native entertainments 

which include amateur conjuring, the showing of pantomime animals 
made of grass and bamboos, and dancing.

We also have inter-house competitions in games. At present 
shields for corner-ball and drill only can be gained; but later, if . 

; numbers increase, a football shield will be added and perhaps others.
[ Each house planted a rice field last year, and there was great
I excitement when the day came for cutting the rice. The first sheaf
t from each field was marked to be “ given to God.” The excite

ment reached its height when the whole was counted to see which 
house had the most sheaves, and the native teachers were very 
particular to scrutinize each sheaf to make sure it was up to 
standard.

Each year the whole school has given a concert, consisting of 
plays, dancing, singing and recitations. The top .standards one

“ houses.”those sleeping in one dormitory, but also having certain members, 
i.e., the girls and little boys who sleep elsewhere. The '* houses ’’ 
are nam^ after great Africans. There are three at present whose 
patrons are Moshesh, the founder of the Basuto, a successful warrior 
who sought peace as the greatest of blessings; Khama, the Chris
tian king of the Bechuana, whose personal courage was shown in 
early life in killing a Hon single-handed, aijd defying the witch 
doctors, and later by putting down all liquor traffic in his territory, 
perhaps the more difficult undertaking; and Dr. Aggrey, the 
” interpreter ” between black and white, whose gracious personality 
is a byword among those who knew him, and whose wisdom has 
shown the way African education should be developed in his plans 
for the college at Achimota. Each house elects a ” chief,” also 
one member of the vegetable garden committee, and one of tlie 
school grounds committee. The ” chief ” is responsible for the 
discipline and order in his house, and for seeing that each member 
of it does his or her appointed task in the daily cleaning in whicli 
he also takes an equal share himself. The ” garden ” committee 
are responsible for the general care of the vegtable garden. Each 
scliolar has his own plot and banks the profit on its produce in a 
school bank, but the committee supervise the paths and irrigation 
systems! the common seed beds, and the distribution of seedlings. 
If anyone is unable to care for his own garden througli illness 
or other reasonable cause, the committee member of his house docs 
it for him. When general clearing up is needed, the committee 
decide on the division of labour, and each secs that his own house 
docs its share.

In the same way the '* school committee ” supervise the flower 
gardens and quadrangles about the .school and dormitory buildings. 
Each scholar has some flower-beds to care for, and this involves 
more zeal, as there are no pennies to be gained. But it is quite 
necessary to keep the ground planted to avoid the danger of grass- 
fires, and it is also excellent training for the scholars in the matter 
of tidy and beautiful villages in the future. At times a great deal 
of organization has been necessary on. the part of the committee 
to arrange that those wanting seedlings of phlox drummondi and 
balsams and other self-propagating plants, have cleared their 

- gardens to receive them when the owners of them wish to hove 
them moved to clean up their beds. Again, the members of the 
committee help the younger and more foolish ones of their houses 
with their gardens. In these ways we liy’ to encourage a pride in 
the school and in the achievements of each house, and also to train 
the older ones to take a lead, always remembering that ” leader
ship ” means ” service.”

Every year each house has a festival in honour of its patron- 
On the day chosen the house concerned stops school, if the ” chief ” 
wishes it, at the morning break, in order to make their final prepara
tions. At two o’clock the whole school assembles in the open 
play-house in the middle of the dormitory quad, arranged in

,0
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year ucied a small play about the Three Kings in English, and 
the dignity and reverence of the African was wonderfully brought 
home by iliese boys to the Europeans who saw it. “ The Musicians 
of Bremen,” on old German animal story translated into Chiyao 
and acted by the younger ones, equally brought out the African’s 
sense of humour.

In all these ways the social life of the school has been planned 
to develop individual talent and character, as well os the spirit of 
cooperation and loyalty. The motto of the school is the Bantu 
for ” Ich dien,” ” I serve,” and stress is laid always on the 
necessity of the spirit of service in all professions and trades, os well 
os in home-life. The school is dedicated to ” the Lady Mary and 
St. Joseph,” and each morning the whole school prays that " our 
homes may be as theirs at Nazareth, and that as they showed Jesus 
to the world, so we also may show Him forth in our way of life.” 
Our hope is that these boys may carry the faith into office and 
workshop and touch many outside the range of mission schools 
and dosses, and the girls have their own contribution to make. 
Christian married life is often very difficult in Africa, and it seems 
an urgent necessity to impress these growing boys and girls with 
the Christian ideal of marriage and home-life. Many of them will 
be in offices probably, trying to live the unaccustomed life of the 
European township, where often only a strong sense of duty will 
keep them true to principles learnt in church and school as children. 
If only they can realize that the ideal of service is the only per- 
inanent basis of a Christian home, it may steady them through 
periods of homesickness and temptation.

We hope that among the various forms of recreation we 
encourage, some may be sufficiently acceptable to be transplanted 
to the villages during the holidays and prove a counter-attraction 
to the rather questionable ones of long standing. Village life is 
undoubtedly dull, and this dullness is responsible to a great extent 
for the restlessness of the young men and their almost universal 
habit of going long distances to find work.

In all these ways life as a whole has been in the minds of those 
responsible for this school-^the cleanliness and comfort of the 
village, the purity and joy of home-life, the training of those fitted 

' for the more responsible kinds of work, the agricultural basis of it 
• all, the true character of leadership, esprit de corps and good temper, 

and handicrafts and recreations which provide a means of self- 
expression for varying types; and throughout the week, Sunday 
and week day, the Chapel is the centre to which all work and all 
play is brought to be offered to Jesus the King, the Carpenter of 
Nazareth, who watched children at play, blessed the wedding-feast, 
and died on Calvary to serve and save all the sons of men.

ORDINATION AT LIKOMA 
CATHEDRAL

St. Bartholomew’s Day lias always 
been a great day (siku kuu) in the 
history of tiie Mission, because tlie 
first converts were baptized on that 
day. It was doubly so in 1931 at 
Likomn. All the staff of the Nyasa
land diocese were at Likoma this year 
for Retreat, Synod and Conference 
(sixty members). On St. Bartholo- 

’ mew’s Day the Bishop ordained 
Deacon Benaiah Mbiza, priest. The 

; particular joy of this ordination was 
that Benaiah was the first African 
priest in Nyasaland who was entirely 

! a “home product"; all the other 
; priests, until to-day, have been 
I educated or trained in part at
i PortuEUMe 1“' n 'r' ir Archdeacon Johnson’s district in
^ """ S'’ College and
> -luitvl^^ ™ “I “ '•« 'specially showed his

whenVk “'’e™'years Arclidcacon Johnson's right hand
Ancona e m l Td '“d for thedtaconate at St. Andrew’s in 1926 and 1927, but returned to 
St. Andrew S to read for the priesthood in 1930.
distn’rf f"'e Tanganyika Territory

. '“"e''‘>ges of which he knows, and specially to help
wherelnX&e’. ' ■='-

of on? described in the account
are ind. meetings. Personally, I feel these solemn moments
stmrL H ^ ’"eof'on one oulward and visible sign which

eongregation and helped to impress on Ihcm the 
Mlemnity of the occasion, namely, the semi-circle of nineteen priests 
Who stood round the Bishop at the moment of ordination ready lo 

; lay their hands also on the candidate. ^
We look forward to four more deacons being ordained priests in 

■933, an event for whicli we ask your prayers.
It would be earlier, but that the tiresome need of furloughs, and 

■ne shortage of clergy, make it necessary that St. Andrew’s be closed 
during the greater part of 1932.

I

Padre MniZA akd Faujlv.

was

L-,L.

E. A. H.
A. G. B. G. '
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BUILDING WISELYCOME OVER AND HELP US
Letter from the Kcv. Benaiah Mbisa, who was ordained Priest ai 

Likoma on Si. Bartholomew's Day, 1931
: An E.lract from the First Charge of Gerald, efshop of Nyasaland

slaDmtj / When others hereafter enter into our labours, and take 
ever question wMch we

and our methodT'" ™rk,
The devil has a snare in whici, he is ever trying to entrai) tlie 

^Numh^‘fsucceeds. Its name is '^Statistics " or 
i ah- nothing for statistics; Me ^res every.

hi" wl“bam?ze‘“P "“"’bors
i onsTnrf ^ ’ y ^ r'‘"® Sivc them adequate instruc-
S a''' afterwards, is like building on the sand
llmtia “J? ‘ ^^o^hore innumerable, but which our Lord

The last thing which I desire is to damp missionarv zeai we 
mnnot have too mudi of it, but it is my honest convictioif that until 
such time as our staff of priests is considerably increased, it behoves

've must build
yluilg church. *" measured growth of this
eveJeTrcfm’ol^.r^T®' y°'‘ should be more'than
evj rareful of the choice which you make of candidates for bapli
vested f ■‘5““'' "“h judgment, truly con-
S-d f““ent. and properly instructed. Do not scruple to reject 
randidates or to defer the baptism of those of whom you arc at all
fhnn h ■ 'r^ ‘•“'"g hatter missionary work
than by piling up numbers. And the same would apply to candi- 
darmfY p"f™u“on. I have been surprised, and perhaps rather 
alarmed, by the large numbers who have been presented to me for 
Loiifirmation. I do not want to suggest that any were not properly 
prepared, but I ask priests to be most careful to present no one who’ 
nas not received thorough instruction.

livEityoNE will be glad to hear news of the Diocese of Nyasaland: 
and 1 have thought much how many of our.friends who live far 
away would like to hear of it. First let us think of those who began 
to teach here; the Europeans who came from the coast along with 
teachers, and who began the work of our schools. Many learned to 
read, and many were taught Christianity and received the Cross 
and were baptized. So it was found necessary to send others to' read 
at the coast, so that they might return and teach their fellow-Africans. 
And the work progressed; many went to read at Kiungani, and oii 
their return they themselves became teachers. And in those past 
years we were made glad, because Africans began to be made 
shepherds of Christ, that is to say, priests, who had been taught 
at the coast. So the work progressed; many were made teachers, 
and the Christians multiplied, both men and women; and schools 
were started, north and east and south and west, round Lake Nyasa.

The “ C.M.” and the “ C.J.” carried people hither and thither, 
and boats went to and fro with people and their loads. So we do 
not leave off remembering Kiungani, because of the teachers who 
were trained there and made fruitful the work here. And then what 
about St. Michael’s College? This is the college where boys read 
to become teachers here in Nyasaland. For as the work grew, it 
was found difficult to send boys to read at the coast: so the college 
was started here.- First it was on the mainland, and in iqti it was 
moved by Bishop Fisher to Likoma. But up to the present time we 
got no one as a priest who had been trained at St. Michael’s College. 
But Bishop Fisher began to ordain men deacons who were trained 
at St. Michael’s College and at the Theological College of St. 
Andrew s, Nkwazi. Before he died he ordained four deacons, and 
he arranged for one to read for the priesthood. And now we are 
nearly ready.

Now my most important word is this : “ The harvest is plenteous, 
but the labourers are few.*’ Truly our priests are few; each priest 

■ has his own parish, but he only stays at his parisli church one week 
m the month. The rest of the time he is on “ ulendo ”; he has no 
rest, and his journeys arc long. Every place is in want, until there 
are morc^priests. The Christians do not get Holy Communion, 
because their padre has to be in other places. Truly, the work is 
great, but the labourers arc few. We want enough priests, so that 
each may do his work properly. So by the mercy of God, the need 
IS to begin to get priests from those who are reading at St. Michael’s 
College. We hope that God is calling many. But it is not the work 
ot one year, but it will be many years before there are many priests. 
S)0 we see that our mother, the Church of England, ought to send 
more workers, in order to help the great work here. Please come 
over to Macedonia and help us, and acknowledge that God is calling 
you to preach the Gospel to us.

i .
l ■

sm.

Note by the Editor.
Bishop Gorju, of the White Fathers’ Mission, is described as 
saying: '■ There are far too many conversions. It is impossible for 
us to meet all the requests that are made for baptism in the Vicariate 

Urundi,” and iie adds, “ I have no money to found new stations, 
no lay brothers to build churches, no fathers to preach the gospel
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and to dispense the Bread of Life. Oh, for more missionaries. ... 1” 
Wejean sympathize with him in his difficulties. We know them 

only too well. But the difficulties at any rate emphasize the 
tremendous opportunities existing in Africa to-day.

A Challengc.~A priest, who is nn old friend and supporter of the Mission, has offered 
V to additional contribution of jEIO if nine other people will do llio same before

year. He makes this offer in the hope of relieving 
stress.

the end of the present financial 
.somewhat the present Tinancial

Will Secretaries kindiy send In Collections for Itie 1931 Account before December 
: 15? A Supplemcotary payment can, if necessary, be made before January 15, 1032, 

tbe last lor receiving money on account of 1031.

REVIEW To Subscribers and Box.Holders.—Will those who have not paid in their contri- 
1 butlons for the current year very kindly send their money not Inter than Dec. 16, elllicr 
- direct to the Office or tlirough the usual receiver?A Hero Mail, By D. Y. Mills. (U.M.C.A. is. net.)

This little book is an account of the Life and Adventures of William 
Percival Johnson, Archdeacon of Nyasa, by the author of “ The Reason 
Why.” Once again Miss Mills has placed the Mission in her debt.

It was not an easy task to write a biography of a man who was 
described by the Africans as the man who never sits down. Often, If 
you ask an African what he is doing, he will reply "Ninakaa tu,” “I am 
sitting down,” and so the sight of a man who “ never sits down " 
naturally made a deep and salutary impression. The life of such a man is 
necessarily a rapid succession of events. It consists of a crowd of details. 
For this reason it is hard to sec the wood for the trees. ' The charm 
of Miss Mills’s book is that she has succeeded In her task of presenting the 
man as he was by a careful selection from the events of his life and the 
details of his strenuous labours. We see a man who, having once put 
his hand to the plough, never turned back. He is always pressing on 
towards the mark for the prize of the high calling in Christ Jesus. H 
always looking straight ahead. Nothing daunted him. Nothing could 
divert him from his purpose. His splendid tenacity, his indomitable 
courage, upheld him in the face of difficulties which some might think 
insuperable. He bore in his body, like St. Paul, the marks of the Lord 
Jesus, and if you had asked him how he did it, he would have given you 
St. Paul’s reply, ** I can do all things through Christ, who strengtheneth 
me. In all these things we arc more than conquerors, through Him who 
loved us ”—the Master whom he so dearly loved and whom he served 
so well.

So as you lay down Miss Mills’s book, you seem to see the man as he 
was. You feel moved to offer a tribute of thanksgiving to Him, who, in 
the righteousness of one of His saints, has given us such an example, 
and to pray that we too may run with patience the race that is set before 
us and with him In the mercy of God receive the crown of glory that 

'fadeth not away.
^ And may wc indulge a hope which the author will share with us that 

this account of Archdeacon Johnson’s life and adventures may kindle the 
fire of missionary zeal in the hearts of some who rend it, for the harvest is 
plenteous, and the l.ibourcrs, alas, only too few.

Magazlacs.—It would be a great kindness to llic Office if tliosc of 
: whose magazine subscriptions expire this inontii, would please

friends 
renew as c.irly as possible.

St. MIcbacI'i, Tankerlon.—If you hope to come down for Christmas, or during the 
. Christmas holidays, please send word to say so as early as possible. Wo hope to hold 

the usual Retreat during the Epiphany octave, from January 4th lo the " ' '
Apply, with stamped envelope for reply, to: Miss H. Spanton, St. Michael’s, Church 

Whitstabic, Kent. (Telegrams, U.M.C.A. Wliitstable.)

ope
8th (21b.).

Street Road, Tankerton,

Gilts.—It may interest our readers and kind friends to know that, from January, 
1931, to the end of October, 1931, the Gift Secretaries have sent out to the various 
stations, 1,872 parcels. This docs not mean just single garments, for each parcel usually 
contains many useful gifts, as well as old linen, bandages, dressings, etc.

In many instances, money has been sent towards the cost of frei^.
- is a tremendous help, for it may not always be realized the very large sum of money 

. the Mission has to spend annually ori freightage.
Wc do thank all for their generosity, and feel sure that tlioy will, in 1032, give us 

the same kindly help.

eis ghtngc, and this

A Suggcsllon for Christmas Day which will help the Women’s Missionary Training 
; Fund without injuring the General Fund.

Many of our readers must now be .aware of the Half-crown Fund set on foot early 
r in order to raise money for the missionary training of our women candidates, 
not know .about It? Then please send immediately to Central Africa House for 

’ the Green Leaflet headed “ An Urgent Need.” There you will find plenty of reasons 
i, for supporting this scheme.

Hal^crowns were nsked

this
You

for and half-crowns luavc been coming in, but not nearly 
I fast enough lo make the necessary .£1,000 a year we hoped to have.
{ . It has been suggested that there shall be a special setting aside of lialf-crowns on 

Christmas Day for this purpose. Wc shall be spending, sny 7a. Od. for Mary’s present, 
6s. for John, 10s. for someone else. Why not 2s. (Id. for Anne, who wants to be n 
missionary under U.M.C.A., and who cannot afford to pay for her training herself and 
docs not want to be a burden on the General Fund.

If every family interested In U.M.C.A. could manage 2s. Gd. between them this ' 
Christmas Day. we should most certainly have our 6.000 necessary holf-crowns. and’ 

'■ what a joyous New Year’s Day there would be In Wood Street in thc-Womcn Candidates’ 
Office.

, ; Will the readers of ” Central Africa ” please put their beads together and sec what 
■' can be done about this?

! ■

HOME JOTTINGS Organizing Secrclarics.—Wc regret to announce that the Rev. L. C. Watson,
; .Organizing Secretary for the Northern Province and N. Wales, will have to relinquish ..

his post next January, as he has accepted the living of St. Matthew’s, Douglas, Isle'
I of Man. I
• During the past eight years Fr. Watson has been indefatigable in his work for the 

'Mission In the North of- England, and in addition he Is responsible for one of the greatest 
successes In our Home Organization—the Annual Summer School. '

The Uenera] Fnnd Receipts comp.irc as follows:—
1931 1930

RecehTd during October 
Total receipts to October 31 ...

£2.447
£24.2C«

A decrease of £1,241.
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Li m r.
'"rWWe wish him e%ery hoppiness in his new work.

We have further to record the rcsljination of the Rcv..L; C. Butler, who returned 
to parish work at the bcRlnning^ of the year, but who kindly carried on the Mission r 
work ns well until a successor could be found. The post of OrBanlzing Scentary for 7 
the East of Enfiland has been accepted by the Rev. W. G. Lewin, lately Archdeacon 
of Luatnla in the Diocese of Matas!. Fr. Lewin will take up his new duties on 
January Ist, and for the present letters should be addressed to him c/o the Office.

I' ' . ‘ ■
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A Sale of CbrUtmat presents, etc., will be held as usual at 34 Brooke Street, Holbom, 
' ' I Friday and Saturday, December 4 and 5, from 2.30 to 0. Please come and 

help the Mission funds. Contributions in money and kind will be pratefully welcomed 
and acknowledged by Miss W. Buckley, c/o Miss K. Alexander, 35 Brooke Street, 
Holborn, E.C.I.

E.C.1. on

IS
THE MISSION STAFF

DateDioceseName
'iJ- !.i

Arrfrols in fn^fand;
Mr. H. Stoneley 
Miss Pugh 
Miss Roc 
Rev. T. H. Hicks

Dtpartures from Englastdi 
Miss 1. Swan 
Rev. T. H. Hicks 
Sitter Bridget 
Miss R. Pearson

isOct. 24 
Oct. 20 
Nov. 3 
Nov. 6

Nyasaland
^lasatl
Masasi
Nyasaland

a
t iKSZ'i'?.

Nov. 0 
Dec. 31 
Dec. 31 
Dec. 31

iiBiZanzibar
Nyasaland
Zanzibar
Masasi
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New Member*.—Zanzibar Dlcrcete.—Miss Ida Swan (nurse), trained at the London 
Hospital and holding a staff post there for a year after her training. Maiasl Diocese.— 
Miss Ruth Pearson (nurse), also trained at the London Hospital and holding posts 
first ns staff nurse and then as Sister. Wc should like to note that wc shall have sent 
out four London Hospital trained nurses this year.

Congratnlatlons.—We congratulate Padre Gibbons, the Principal of St. Andrew’s 
Training College at Minaki, on the honour recently done to him and to the Mission by 
his appointment to serse on the Legislative Council of Tanganyika Territory for the 
next five years.

The following comment on the appointment Is taken from '• East Africa 
“ We welcome the appointment to the Tanganyika Legislative Council of the Rw.

In many parts of the Territory the 
flag of European civllizatloif U held aloft only by missionaries, who hove no white 
settlement In the vicinity to assist them in that task; and though a far greater number 
of settlers than It generally supposed-do take extraordinary paint to understand the 
Native, to learn his language, and to study his desires and his needs, It cannot be 
denied that the welbbalanc^ missionary is in a peculiarly advantageous position to 
know what the Nath-e it thinking, and to aulst in guiding him at the right MtK 
towards the most desirable goal, Tanganyika, unlike Kenya and Nyasaland, had 
not previously honoured any mlssionniy by appointing him to the Legislature, which 
will distinctly gain by the presence of Mr. Gibbons, who has a fund of common sense, 
the gifts of speech and humour, the confidence and affection not only of his 
colleagues In the U.M.C.A., but other missionaries also, and the esteem of settlers, 
-business men, and offidalt, who know him os an able raconteur, a good sportsman, 
and s padre, after their own hearts.”

R. M. Gibbons os a nominated unofficial member

♦

' Diocese ol NyisalAnd.—We regret tht^t Miss Lonsdale, who has dona
such excellent work, has had to resign on medical advice.

UNlvtHSITIES’ MISSION TO CENTRAL AFftiCA
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"i It has been impossible tliis year to follow the usual custom and 
make the Episcopal Reports take the place of n monthly number of 
Central Africa and so they are issued as a separate publication. 
The reason for this decision is that it is essential that the Episcopal 
Reports should reach the office not later than a fixed date. This, 
1..fortunately, was not the case this year. It was necessary that 
all four reports should be published together and published in 
time for the Anniversary.

As we read the Reports we notice that the good news about the 
non-reduction of the Episcopal allowances had not reached three of 
the Bishops at the time of writing their reports, and so we must not 
be disappointed at finding only one reference to the success of 
the efforts made to {iresent such reduction.

But as we all feel in a happy frame of mind on account of the 
success, of the efforts of the friends of the Mission, it seems suitable 
in these introductory remarks to call attention to some of the 
encouraging statements contained in the four Reports. ;

As usual, urgent reasons have caused all the Bishops to ajjp^ 
for more priests and other workers; not only for the sake of availing 
themselves of open doors but also for the sake of carrying on the 
work that has already been undertaken. The success of eyangelistic 
work always increases the amount of pastoral work and the succeM 
of othet^kinds of work in the same way makes an increase of staff 
almost tt’necessity.
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THE AFRICAN MINISTRY
II—THE DIOCESE OF ZANZIBAR

Now one way of meeting the deficiency of prints is by the 
increase of ilje native ministry and it is very noticeable that all four 
Bishops give us reasons for encouragement. As it is so important 
let me quote from each Report.

The Bishop of Zanzibar writes: “ I am hoping to ordain four 
African deacons to the priesthood, men of long and tried experience. 
The growth of the African ministry is a matter for much thanks* 
giving. There seems to be no lack of vocations which are quite 
spontaneous without any prompting from outside. I have on the 
waiting list seven more men, all well recommended and'rcady to 
come to the Theological College.” Now there is good ne\ys, indeed 1

The Bishop of Mosasi tells us about the building, and opening 
of the Theological College. St. Cyprian has been chosen as Patron. 
Father Thorne went into residence as first warden last September, 
with seven candidates for the dinconiate.

The Bishop of Nyasaland writes: With regard to the African 
ministiy the outlook is promising. There are a good many men 
who show real signs of vocation. I am looking foi^vard to ordaining 
four deacons to the priesthood. These were ordained to the 
diaconatc shortly before Bishop Fisher’s death. 1 am hoping to 
ordain Benaiah Mbiza to the priesthood In a few months’ lime. 
There arc four readers preparing for the diaconate. I look foi^vard 
with some confidence to a considerable Increase in the African 
ministry in the course of the next few years.”

And what does the Bishop of N. Rhodesia say? Wliat he says 
is perhaps the most encouraging of all, if we consider the circum
stances, and that his is the newest work in all the four dioceses. He 
says: ” Writing in last year’s Annual Report on the subject of 
our need of priests, I referred to the possibility of our having 
African prit^ts in a few years’ time. After seeking the advice of 
the other Bishops of the Mission, I have decided to move in this 
direction without delay. Already half a dozen of our most trusted 
and devout and influential teachers have been selected for testing 
and training from the different districts and I hope they will shortly 
start work under Padre Hewitt’s care at Fiwila. I commend this 
very important venture to the prayers of our friends at home.” 
Now, this is very good news indeed, and we must surely feel that 
it is a reply to the many prayers offered in all our churches for an 
increase in the sacred ministry at home and abroad.

But we must not forget that just because the prospects for an 
adequate native ministry seem so hopeful we should realize that 
these hopes cannot come to fruition unless there is at this present 
time an adequate supply of European priests to carry on the cxistintr 
evangelistic and pastoral work, men who in faith and courage will 
bo content to work that others may enter into their labours and reap 
where they have sown. The harvest truly is plenteous but the 
labourers are few. Pray ye, therefore, the Lord of the Harvest, that 
He will send forth labourers into His Harve.st.

By The Bishop of Zanzibar

As the largest part of the diocese is in Tanganyika Territory I 
wish the first word of my report to be a tribute of appreciation and 
gratitude to Sir Donald Cameron, who has been Governor of Tangan
yika for the last six years, and has just left us on his promotion 
to be Governor of Nigeria. To govern a mandated territory with 
its conflicting interests of Europeans and Africans can be no easy 
matter, but Sir Donald Cameron has proved himself equal to the 
task, and has left behind him a name which will long be remem
bered, and which I, together with very many more, will always 
hold in high esteem.

He has governed the country from first to last with full con
sciousness of and fidelity to a great trust of guardianship and has 
honestly worked for the well-being and development of the African 
people under his care. His native policy, with its principles for 
native administration under British officers, is, of course, only in 
its infancy, but it has been wisely laid, and is in the opinion of 
many of us the only possible way of training the African to take 
his rightful place in the community of his^country. We of 
U.M.C.A. shall always remember with gratitude his kindly interest 
in Minaki and the two visits he made time to pay to the College. 
Our best wishes go with him and Lady Cameron to their new and 
even greater responsibilities and may God grant grace and guidance 
to his successor when he comes to take up his work amongst us.

I.—STAFF.

• 1

During the past year we have had the happiness of welcoming 
five new members: Mr. Kirkland and Mr. Williams, who are 
doing laymen’s work at Tong^ve and Korogwe respectively, Mr. 
Bone, who is'in charge of the Printing Press in Zanzibar, and 
Miss Rutter, together with Miss McCarogher, who have filled up 
the gaps on the nursing staff.

On the other hand, we have had our losses: we have given 
Nyasaland its new Bishop, whom we shall always remember with 
gratitude and affection for his ten years’ work in this diocese, and 
we have also had the sorrow of parting with Miss Spaull, Miss 
Abercrombie, Miss Perkins and Mr. Beattie, two of these haying 
been forbidden to return on account of ill-health.

Looking into the early future we are hoping to have with us 
Dr. Westall, whom we shall be very glad to welcome back again. 
Also Miss Beaver, as a teacher, and Padre Elllottj whom I have 
asked to be Archdeacon of Zanzibar; It will be a great joy to have 
him back again in the diocese, and he will, be sure of a good 
welcome both from Europeans and Africans alike.

Another bright prospect, as I write, is the Ordination; which 
is to take place in the Church of the Holy Cross, Maglla, on 
March i8, and will therefore be an event of the past when thisGodfrey Dale 

Editor
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report is read. On that day I am hoping to ordain four Africans 
to the priesthood, all of them men of long and tried experience both 
as teachers and deacons.

The growth of the African Ministry is a matter for much thank
fulness. There seems to be no lack of vocations which are quite 
spontaneous without any promptings from outside. At-the=moment 
1 have on a-waiting-list the names of seven more men, from different 
parts of the diocese, all well recommended, who feel that they 
called, and are ready to come to the Theological College for training 
when it reopens at the end of the year, and there are others whom 
I have had to refuse on Intellectual grounds. It is becoming 
and more important, os the African responds so quickly to all the 
educational facilities offered to him to-day, that the standard of the 
African Ministry should be maintained at as high a level as possible, 
both intellectually as well as spiritually, and above all things It 
is necessary that we move slowly: Africa is full of haste to^ay, 
but its priesthood must be built up with deliberate and patient care.

' While l ahi oti the subject of Staff I cannot fail to record how 
much we owe to the Sisters of the Community of the Sacred Passion. 
It is a matter of thankfulness to watch the steady growth of the 
Community. The new Novitiate'House at Duxhurst is already a 
great booh and I hope the Order of Companion Sisters will still be 
able to work in the parish of St. Frideswide’s, Poplar, where 
Fr. Aglionby has always been such a generous friend to the 
Community.

The different branches of work for which the Sisters are respon
sible in the diocese are manifold, but (he greatest help the 
Cpmmunity gives is the power of its prayers and the witness of the 
Religious Life wjiich Africa of to-day with its increasing acquisitive
ness needs more than'anything else.

n.—EDUCATIONAL AND, MEDICAL WORK.
Both these branches of work are full of hope and increasing 

usefulness. First of all. on the Educational side there is Minaki, the 
trpining:CoHcgc for Teachers, in the midst of the Pugu Hills and 
ah hour’s drive from Dar-es-Salaam. During the last year I was 
able to. pay.moivisits to the Collie, and each time my stay was 
long enough for me to gauge the atmosphere of the place, 
must confess that;its general tone impressed me very much. The 
bqy^ are natural and happy in their life and work, while the successes 

the. Government Examinations prove that its 
^uca^ion is. ramed.on by n capable and efficient staff of Europeans 
ahd’^rioins; but this.js hot all, neither is it the most'iihportant 
jndtter. The building.tip of character counts for most, and‘from 
pci^nnl talks I have, had with the boys who have come to see me of 
tfieir own accp.rd,;! knov? that they-really think and plan about their 

white t.hey are there'the seeds of vocations to higher 
seryiroj^re often‘s.ow.in. The life of.prayer and'worship is natural 
and offere considerable'^’ffeedbrn','-which to my mihd'Is most

1

are

more

and I

Canos Samuel Seuoe,a
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important: institutions such as this often become unhealthy hot
houses, and I have always set myself against such a possibility ever 
since the College has been in its present quarters. Padre Gibbons,, 
the Principal, very badly needs another priest to live with him and 
work on the Staff.

Then there is Kiwanda, in the northern part of the diocese, with 
its offshoots of St. Martinis, Magtia, and a small Central School 
at Kwa Maizi, in Zigualand; the Govemipent an its endeavour to 
help us with its grants treating all these three as one large institu
tion. I visit them all from time to time and 1 must say that a 
week-end at Kiwanda, with its beautiful surroundings, is a happy 
experien^. Padre Hellicr, with his European and African teachers, 
is responsible for the education, while Canon Sehoza is the real 
Father of the family, and the arrangement answers admirably.

The Kiwanda boys grow a conaderable part of their own food; 
while in Zigualand, in addition to the school plantations, most of the 
boys’ food is provided by the Christian Community of the various 
parishes which makes contributions from each year’s harvest.

There is also at Kiwanda a growing industrial department under 
the supervision of Mr. Beat and Mr. Jebbett, and all building 
operations such ds churches and houses on the mainland are in 
their handsi Some of my own chairs and bookshelves, in fact, the 
house in which I live, are all products of Kiwanda labour and 
supervision. St. Martin’s School at Magila Is a day school; it, too, 
docs excellent work and produces a very good type of boy. ~ 
High School at Kiungani on Zanzibar Island is also doing a most 
useful work for a very difficult type of boy, and it is interesting 
to know that to-day It Is producing some vocations to teachership. 
This is a hopeful development, for it is difficult to get mainland 
teachers to settle down happily at the coast, the circumstances and 
environment are so different, and if only the High School can pro
duce even a few teachers for the coast work it wiir be a very 
great help.

lading up to all these institutions there is the great network 
of village schools air taught by African teachers but supervised by 
our European lady inspectors, who are without doubt the mainstay 

' of our educational work and help to keep the schools up to Govern- 
t requirements. Canon Broomfield, as Chancellor of the diocese, 

represents us on the Advisory Committee In Dar-es-Salaam and it 
is largely owing to his wisdom and tact that U.M.C.A. and the 
Government manage to cooperate so well together in educational 

work.
As regards Medical Woffc two points call for special mention.
great step forward has lately been made in Maternity and Infant 

Welfare Work. We are steadily winning the confidence of the 
young African mother, who in the past has always been in the 
hands of heathen relations and doctors with their often pernicious 
practices and treatment. Infant mortality in Africa is appalling, 
and if only you could see how an African baby is fed, or rather,

I should say, overfed as soon as it enters the world you would not 
be surprised at the disastrous results. Moreover, African elder 
women, having seen the results of what our medical staff can do in 
this respect, are offering themselves as willing helpers and spread
ing the go(^ news to their younger neighbours so that they may 
avail themselves of all the help we are able to give them.

At Msalabani a guild of responsible women has been formed 
in the interests of this work which is so much needed.

Leprosy Work is also on the increase wherever we have dis
pensaries, and people no longer hide themselves for fear of being 
transported to some far-off settlement as they used to do, while 
the regular treatment they are able to receive is in very many cases 
having beneficial results. Teachers and others who have had to 
give up their work for fear of giving infection are now pronounced 
safe and restored to their former employment. While this is true 
wherever we work amongst lepers, it is especially true and evident 
on Funzi Island near Pemba, and a small leper settlement on the 
mainland at Misozwe. In both these places we'^can record with 
thankfulness not only bodily relief but also conversion from Islam 
10 Christianity. The two workers on Funzi are, I am thankful to 
say. reaping the fruits of many past labours and have due cause 
to be happy and grateful as I know they are. Soon after. Easter 
we are hoping to have a convenrion of our medical workers on 
the mainland, in the hopes of getting a more concerted plan of 
action in all bur centres and also of considering the best way of 
training and grading our African dispensary boys. At present 
our methods in the matter are rather haphazard, while African 
youth is offering itself for this particular land of work more than 
in.the past.

The

ni.—PASTORAL AND MISSIONARY WORK.
These two branches must always be linked together in every 

\vell-worked parish, and I have an opportunity of measuring both 
of them as I go round the diocese from place to place. Since I 
came back from England last October I have in six months 
managed to pay a week-end visit covering three or four days, and 
sometimes a longer period, to every parish in the diocese having 
a church and resident priest. The Sundays of these visits are very full 
days, with endless interviews requiring advice and judgment, but 
I always try to pay a visit to the Catechumens after the Parish Mass 
so that I may see how far really missionary work of coining new 
converts is progressing. .

In January of this year I spent a whole month in Zigualand, 
which is a very Moslem country, and offers many opportunities 
for extension of work, if only we had the men and money to' meet 
them. On January ist we had the formal opening and blessing 
of the new Kwa Maizi Church, which together \vith its houses for 
European and African workers, its dispensary and the new board
ing school for girls, forms a most imposing and attractive Zigua

;mcn
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III-THE DIOCESE OF MASASIvillage which can be seen for many miles round. The church itself 
which is very large is really a gem of Zigua building, we have 
nothing like it in the diocese, while all the other buildings 
equally well set up in Zigua style. The whole station will I 
believe be a centre of real power and inspiration to the Christian 
community of the country, and a very real withess to Christianity 
in such a Moslem country. During this tour I visited two 
far-distant districts, each with its school, church and teacher. At 
both places, where we had meetings of the Christians and Cate
chumens, the elders of the church begged for a resident priest on 
the ground that it was hard, and for women with children almost 
impossible, to get the sacraments regularly as it meant a walk of 
from five to six hours.

The pastoral work in both these places rests on the shoulders 
of an African teacher at present, but to one of them I hope to be 
able to send an African priest during the year. Just think what 
might be done in this Moslem country calling for Christ, if only 
we had the ways arid means of rising to our opportunity.

Every time I visit Dar-cs-Salaam, the capital of Tanganvika, 
and I manage to get there twice a year, I find the European Ch'urch 
Council very keen in their efforts to raise the necessary money for 
0 church and clergy house, and 1 hope that the building fund will 
enable us to start building next year, as we shall have to vacate 
the present church and property to the Lutheran Community as 
soon as possible. I also realize more and more that our priest 
in Dar-cs-^loam cannot cope with all the European and African 
work. Africans at a coast town, which is not their real home, 
need every pastoral care that is possible, and there are endless 
opportunities of making conversions to Christianity, if only ... 
had the staff to respond to them. A second European priest there
fore for Dar-es-Salaam is

Bv The Bishop of Masasi

Having been away from the diocese the greater part of the year, 
and three weelw only having elapsed since I returned, my strong 
inclination would have been to wait a little longer before attempting 
to write this report: but a kindly note of encouragement from the 
editor names such an early date ns the final moment for going to 
press, that I obediently write and post at once, though I do it know
ing the while that it is almost impossible even so that it should be in 
lime, unless he has kept a few days of grace up his sleeve.

Theological College.—What must certainly be given the place of 
honour as the event of the year is the building and opening of 
the Theological College. To turn a well-forested slope into a 
spacious and carefully planned Theological College with chapel, 
lecture room and housing for seven married students as well as 
their warden and one guest, all within a period of between three 
and four months, was a considerable feat, but not too considerable 
for Canon Norrish. We owe him great gratitude, and I am longing 
CO be able to go and see it. The site is half an hour from Saidi 
Maumbo, and was chosen by the Cathedral Cliapter in their meet
ing at Said! Maumbo in October 1929, and confirmed by.the 
: inference of priests at Masasi in November that year. Father 
Thorne went into residence as the first warden in September with 
seven candidates for the diaconate who are to test their vocations 
tliere.

are

cor

Our first impulse was to dedicate the College to St, Mark in 
order to link it with St. Mark's College, Mazizini, where 
senior African clergy were trained by 'Bishop Weston in old 
Zanzibar days. But it was suggested that if the College Festival 
was to be also a day of Reunion of old students, St. Mark’s Day 
would always present gr^t difficulties, both on account of its 
nearness to Easter and also because it therefore falls in the rainy 
season, when any travelling of a considerable distance is most 
laborious and slow.

So when the priests were assembled for their retreat in October 
1930, St. Cyprian, the African bishop and martyr, was chosen as 
the patron, and his feast comes conveniently in September, in the 
middle of the dry season. May the prayers of St. Cyprian help 
the church here to a long line of devout and faithful^African 
priests and bring nearer (he day when it shall be sufficiently ^elf- 
supportang to have Its own African bishop. / .

Cr*t2iednd.—Secondly, we must record with great thankfulness 
the completion of that part of the Cathedral cnlargeiricnt w^ich we 
took in hand in 1920. Mr, Makins had left Masasi before I got 
back, so that I could not thank him in person, but the (excellence 
of his work will ensure his name being very long remembered. 
We could not possibly have had a more thorough and devoted

we our
1an urgent need, to say nothing of the 

vast stretch of Moslem country which lies between Dar-es-Salaam 
and the Rufiji River, all of it bmng in the diocese, but at present 
untouched except for one village school a little way from Minaki.

In conclusion, let me say: To-day Africa is experiencing a 
great temporal advancement, and the Christian religion can alone 

'leaven it and save it from di.sastrous influences both to bodv and 
soul.

i

To-day old foundations are of necessity tottering, and Christian 
nilturc Is the only force which can give stability for the future. 
Tokiay we missionaries rpust rise to the occasion and, in order 
to do so, I want:—

A priest who is also an educationist for Minaki.
.A priest to help in the training of the .African Ministry.
A priest to help in the work at Dar*cs-Sialaam.
Some lav schoolmasters who will realize that there is an 

opening to them of a missionan.' vocation.
May such ris these who read this report hear a call from God 

rind come to help Him.
'I'Tiiomas Zanzibar
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clerk of the works, and we owe him a real debt of gratitude. 
But this brings me to a humiliating confession, which nevertheless 
must be made.

It was almost impossible to estimate accurately what the cost 
of the additions would come to, but as there is the strongest 
tradition that, the building of the whole church only cost ;ft,ooo, 
and no books survived the war period to conHrm or shatter this 
belief, the very generous sum given by All Saints, Clifton, seemed 
ample to cover all that we were proposing to add. No doubt the 
cost of all materials is much higher than it was twenty years ago, 
and labour also is more generously rewarded, but it has been some
what of a shock to find that the total expenditure was about double the 
money earmarked for the purpose. I have been given sums from 
time to time by generous and kind donors which they wished me 
to. spend at my discretion, and. these in all amounted to ;^i,ooo, 
but after paying out alF this there remains a debt of £yio, for 
which of course I hold myself entirely responsible. This is in no 
sense

from the bottom of my heart his criticism, and have great con
fidence that he understands that we, too, are most conscious of our 
defects, and we are struggling with a small stalf and a decreasing 
income to raise our standards and our attainments also.

iMIiSiai

a petition, but honesty did seem to require this confession.
The building itself is a great joy, and our congregations, 

especially on the men's side, , make me wonder whether we could 
po^ibty have gone. on . without the lengthened nave, and the 
faptde at the west is most striking. The Africans delight in it 
all beyond any question. Mr. Eden has produced a fine building, 
and Fr. Frank George’s recommendation that there should be the 
two chapels which open but of it, has won Mr. Eden’s full 
approbation as an improvetnent on the original plan.

The Various Mission Districts.—Under this head it is

i

t

:mr mnot pos
sible to write at any length owing to my long absence. Archdeacon 
Swainson writes enthusiastically of the development of work in 
Canon Norrish*s district of Namagono—three new churches have 
been built, and real progress is being made in winning the people 
from the heathen initiatory rites to our Christian adaptation of 
them, even in the case of the women and girls where the major 
difficulty always lies. Deo Graltas.

^e new district of Chilimba has been cut out of the large 
parish of Luatala, and Padre Edward Abdallah is in charge. 
In the country of two of the big Sultans out west, Kandulu 
and Mtalika, there has been foipine; but, though it was not 
recognized as such os early os it should have been, when the 
government did realize it substantial help was at once given.

Education.—The event of the year under this head was the 
visit of Mr. Rivers Smith, the Government Director of Education 
for Tanganyika Territory. He praised the girls* boarding school 
at Kwitonji under Miss Cornwall and Miss East, but unfortunately 
he had not time to get to Ghidya to see the wonders that Miss 
Violet Taylor continues to work there. Our out schools, however, 
did not meet with his approval at all.. He was not able to visit 
more than three and some excuse could no doubt be made for 
what he found unsatisfactor>' in them. But on the whole I welcome

11
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Miss Cornwall is in charge of the girls* school at Ivwitonji 
wiih the very able help of Miss East. I remember how often 
Miss Dutton used to say that her aim was that the girls should 
be able to do long division quite accurately before they left. 
It is just a year ago since she retired after twenty-one years of 
most devoted work/and she will be as delighted as I am that 
under Miss East’s skilled tuition several of her old girls have 
just taken the examination for the certificate granted in the Zanzi
bar diocese, and one of them got every sum right in an arithmetic 
paper, including simple fractions. And this vear/ for the first time 
since the boarding school began, sue girls have stayed on up to 
an age older than has ever previously been allowed, with the full 
consent and approval of their parents. Dur aim «s to 'produce 
some real women leaders who will serve God and take the really 
right line in their villages and in their homes. 1 have confidence 
that Kwitonji is moving steadily foiward to the attainment of 
this aim.

Minaki has made a real sacrifice and allowed me to withdraw 
Father Sheppard who represented us there, that we may have his 
much-needed help at Chidya. He came to Masasi in August and 
went into residence at Chidya at the beginning of this current school 
year. The gain this means to us is immense. I am longing to 
get to Chidya and see the school os it now is.

The working out of a contributory pennon scheme for our 
teachers and their widows on a sound actuarial baris proves.a most 
diflicuU undertaking. I was given very great help In England 
at the Clergy Pensions Office by Mr. Litchfield and his assistant, 
but as no tables of Ionge\*ily of equatorial Africans exist, we finally 
had to.leave it, that we should ask the help of the Pensions 
authorities at the Cape. In the meantime the scheme which attracts 
me is bn the lines of the Transvaal scheme for pensions of teachers. 
A 6 per cent, contribution, of which I should propose 5 per cent, 
from^ the Africans and i per cent, from the Mission; and the 
pension in each case is worked out by multiplying one-sixtieth of 
the average salary for the lost ten years of. service by the total 
number of years served, "^hat is certain is that if we have to 
wait for tables of longevity, the particulars for which have not yet 
begun to be collected, we shall have ho pensions scheme in mv 
matlrne.

Medical Vork.—The event of the year under this head 
Dr. Taylor’s visit to Nyasaland. The details of this ! hope that sht 
will be persuaded to write herselfj but I have already heard from her 
of her admiration of the very high standard to which their 

♦ African assistants have attained. We are still a long way behind, 
but we Intend to do our best to catch them up gradually.

It has been a very heavy sorrow to us all to realize that one 
of our nurses, Miss Edith Slicllcy, has become infected with leprosy. 
By her own desire she has gone to live in our leper hospital camp 
at Lulindi. I was in great doubt for a time whether T ought to

sanction this, but after taking the best medical advice available, my 
'doubts were entirely removed, as the whole medical. board recom
mended unanimously that to remain in tlie diocese would give her 
the most favourable conditions for the long and wearisome treat
ment : and Sir Leonard Rogers has great hope that she may be 
completely cured. 1 know I shall not ask in vain that you would 
have lier in your prayers. Perhaps some would care to send somo 
books for her, which would help to shorten some of the long hours 
of her loneliness.

The medical faculty have long pressed on us the absolute 
necessity of wearing rubber gloves in all treatment given to lepers. 
But there has been a noticeable tendency in the last few, years, 
even tn medical circles, to doubt whether leprosy is in fact as 
contagious as it has hitherto been regarded as being. The shock 
of this most sad happening makes it terribly clear that no laxity 
of any kind can ever safely be permitted; the greatest care must be 
exercised and rubber gloves worn always when dealing with this 
disease. The doctors also repeated that to commifnicatc lepers with 
the chalice can never rightly be permitted. But this had been already 
forbidden since Bishop Weston’s time. Dr. Taylor greatly needs 
a more adequate building for surgical work. The Trustees of the 
Father Russell Memorial Fund have very kindly made a grant to 
cover the cost of its erection, and we hope shortly that someone 
will appear who can supervise its building.

Staff.—I am gravely anxious about staff. The year of our zenith 
seems to have been 1929. Now I fear that there are unmistakable 
signs that we are on tlie down grade. But the work is growing 
all the time. There are most tempting opporlunltiies, but I am not 
estimating, for staff to open new stations but merely to keep o;^n 
those stations which I found already existing. The only new station 
is the Theological College, which this very shortness''of our staF 
made an urgent necessity if African priests, as well as Europeans, 
are not to break down through over-pressure of work.

The Government educational requirements demand a larger 
number of trained certificated leacliers who can pay regular visits 
of encouragement and aid to the village schools. A grant from 
the Government would, I believe, be forthcoming to cover their 
expenses, which, in the financial stringency, is a great consideration.

I dare not ask for more nurses at the moment, though we need 
them, because I do not think that we can afford them, other than 
those whom I have already accepted in England. But the medical 
work is pulling an increasing strain on Dr. Taylor, and a second 
doctor is an urgent need.

Miss Holland, wlio worked so very ably in tlie Diocesan/Office 
here at Masasi, is still, I fear, far from well enough to return. Miss 
Harrison responded noblv to an S.O.S. we sent her and .she is 
carrying on quite splendidly, but she is now alone in the Office 
and we ought to be looking ahead, for it is by no mcaps certain
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IV-THE DIOCESE OF NYASALANDthat she will be able to stay with us indehnitely, much as we should 
rejoice to have.her. i

But the greatest nbed of all is for more pnests. For the relief 
of this need 1 ask your prayers most seriously. Before I leave this 
heading of staff I must record with great jubilation, that owing to 
the most touching kindness of an anonymous donor of ;^Soo we no 
longer drink water which looked at the best like clear soup and at 
the worst like cocoa; nor. do we bathe in liquid mud. I cabled out 
the news of the gift in October, and Mr. Makins has provided us 
with the underground tanks for which we longed, one north and one 
south of the Cathedral, thirty by ten by ten feet each, and 
taining in all, if my arithmetic is not at fault, 36^000 gallons when 
full. They were just completed in time for the beginning of the 
rains; they have been mosquito-proofed and fitted with pumps, and 
are already two-thirds full, though we have, only had barely one- 
sixth.of our normal rainfall. The enlarged roof gives a fine caUh> 
ment.area, and when 1 saw. my first glass'of water, and then my 
bath, I could hardly .believe my eyes. To have this clean water 
should have a most: direct effect on our health, and we thank our 
benefactor with full hearts. And this “ we’’ means the whole 
diocesan staff, for alf come here at times in the course of the 
year, and all will be; astonished and quaff our crystal-clear water 
with incredulous glee. I estimate that the supply from the tanks 
will carry us through the whole dry se^n on to the beginning of 
the following rains, so we have said good-bye to our draughts of 
mud for aye. May this noble gift richly bless the giver.

Fond*.—I do no; know yet whether our income for this year is 
to be reduced or not. It is a great disappointment to me to find 
that the African alms contributed for the work of the diocese barely 
reached 2,000s. this year inst^d of the all but 2,500s. contributed 
in 1928.1 cannot say why this was. Food was plentiful in most parts, 
but ground-nuts and semsem certainly fetched very low prices at 
the Indian shops, and the collection of Government tax is down on 
previous years. We are in for a period of financial depression. The 
sisal estates are in a critical imndition owing to the fall of the 
price to barely one-third of its normal figure, and the whole territory 
js suffering. .

But . whatever the current year may bring to us of material 
prosperity or adversity, the true love of God ought never to be 
seriously affected by any difficulties, nor ought our faith in His 
overruling providence to be in the least shaken. This year 
will not be without its troubles; for one thing I cannot help fearing 
that staff shortage will prove more acute than ever and may even 
involve the closing of some of our work. But the Lord sitteth above 
the water flood, and the Lord remaineth a King for ever.

By The Bishop of Nyasaland

A bishop who has had but two months’ experience cf his 
diocese cannot write an adequate diocesan report of the year’s work. 
All he can attempt is to place before friends at home certain facts 
which strike the eye at once. And that ! will endeavour to do.

But first 1 wish to record publicly what an enormous debt of 
gratitude I myself and the whole staff owe to Archdeacon Glossop 
for his administration of the diocese during the past year, firet as 
Vicar-Capitular during the vacancy of the see, and then as my 
Vicar-General since my consecration. He has had to dedl with 
many exceptionally difficult problems; he has placed himself and 
his long experience unreservedly at the disposal of the dipc^e; and 
at the same time he has contrived to carry on His own work as 
Principal of the Theological College. In giving expression to my 
own special gratitude to him I would also ^y what ah encourage
ment it is to me to know that I cart always epu^t on the help of 
the Archdeacon’s advice and counsel. .

L—STAFF. .
Qcr^.—The cry for more priests comes naturally from the Ups 

of a Missionary Bishop; so naturally that’pofeibly those in England 
are apt to shut their'ears lo it, is bang just an intermittent and 
irritating noise. Nevertheless, I must lift up 'my voice and say, at 
once and clearly, that even the short time in which I have been 
in Nyasaland has been sufficient to convince me that the staff of 
clergy is quite Inadequate for the conditions which obtain in the 
diocese at the present time. I have already managed to make brief 
visits to all but two of our Central Stations,' so that on this' point 
I do not speak from hearsay only. The statistics are th(»e: two 
priests left the diocese in 1930, and one hew priest' joined us. 
The present number of priests, including the Archdeacons, is 23— 
17 European and 6 African. Of these Archdeacon Glossop is in 
charge of the Theological College; Canon Victor is temporarily 
in charge of St. Michael’s College; and Padre Hand is now^ the 
European chaplain at Blantyre, and while remaining a member of 
the diocesan staff, is not available for an ordinary Mission Station. 
We are left with 20 priests to carry on the pastoral and missionary 
work of the diocese. On paper that may seem not so insufficient 
One must be out here on the spot and note the actual conditions 
of work in the diocese, and then one sees at once that if the future 
Christianity of this country is to be real and not nominal, and if 
the Church is to have stability, greater provision rhust be, made 
for the pastoral care of our people. A forliori there is little hope 
of the extension of evangelistic work unless our man-power is 
increased. The areas which some at least of our clergy/have to 
cover, and the numbers with which they have to deal, are very much 
greater than those to which I have been accustomed. Moreover,
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Yakobi that an agreement was come to last year between ourselves 
and the Berlin Mission. Before the war the Berlin Mission worked 
in both these districts, which are 50 miljK apart, Milo being situated 
in the country of the Wapangwa, while another tribe, the Wabena, 
inhabit the country round Yakobi. During the war the work in 
all this country was handed over to us, oui head station being 
placed at Milo. In i929-4he Berlin Mission desired to resume 
work an the country. Bishop Fisher met Dr. Knak of the Berlin 
Mission at Milo, at which meeting it was agreed that the most 
satisfactory arrangement would be a partition of the country, 
U.M.C.A. to retain Milo, and Yakobi to be given back to the 
Berlin Mission. At the end of October 1930, Canon Spanton and 
I paid a visit to Berlin at the kind invitation of the Mission 
authorities there, and this provisional arrangement was ratified.
I have been therefore particularly glad to pay a visit to Milo this 
month (February) and to see the conditions here. Up to the 
present the Berlin Mission have not reoccupied Yakobi, but it is 
to be presumed that they will do so in the near future. We have 
a good many of our own Christians there for whom, under the 
terms of the agreement, we shall still be responsible, and it is 
50 miles away. With regard to the work up here as a whole the 
outlook is most encouraging. Padre Dickson, who is in charge 
at Milo, has with him a layman, a nurse and a teacher. There 
is a good brick church and well-built brick houses, including 
schools (in German times, these, I understand, were stables); native 
hospitals and dispensary. There are 800 Christians belonging to 
us in the whole parish, 550 Catechumens, and 1,600 Hearers 
receiving regular instruction. The work therefore for which we are 
responsible at Milo is big and growing. The district, however, Is, . 
like Liuli and Manda, very scattered, and the " ulendo ” work is 
arduous, up and down mountains. Consequently, if it is to be 
worked properly, and full use made of the special opportunities 
which undoubtedly exist here, there should be a second priest 
stationed at Milo. ..... • *

I have reported at some length on the need of additional priests 
in the Northern Archdeaconry of Liuli, Manda and Milo, because 
it is in this part of the diocese that the need seems to be n?ost 
urgent and the opportunities for e.xtension greatest.

But there are other parts of the diocese where the need is also 
very apparent. In Portuguese East Africa, about which I shall 
have something more to say, there are at the present tame^four 
priests, one European and three African. Last summer Padre 
Davies kindly offered, at considerable sacrifice of his own inclina
tions, to go to Portugal to learn the language, and I hope that 
after Easter he will make a fifth priest in the Territory. But if 
we are to build up the work in P.E.A. on a strong foundauon, 
and to create and maintain such a standard of efficiency as/will wjn 

regard of the authorities, the staff of clergy ought to be 
increased. /

there is always the problem of furloughs to be faced. I have 
nothing but praise and admiration for the way in which the clergy 
grapple with the task, but they would be the first to admit that, 
under present conditions, much of the work of teaching and of 
shepherding their people can only be superficial.

Let me illustrate. Take the Northern Archdeaconry, comprising 
three stations which are situated in Tanganyika Territory, 

Liuli, Manda and Milo. I have just visited these parishes, and 
... actually writing this report at Milo, so that this Archdeaconry 

and its needs are much on my mind. And the needs are great.
In Liuli parish there are two priests, Archdeacon George him

self and Padre Benson. On my way up from Likoma at the end 
of January, the “ Chauncy Maples ” landed me for confirmations 
at four lake villages in Liuli parish, including Liuli itself. 
At these four places I confirmed 750 persons, many of whom had 
come from long distances. The work as wonderfully organized; 
the Archdeacon does as much or more than two ordinary men could 
do, and he is ably assisted by Padre Benson, but the parish is so 
big in extent, and the number of people for whom they are 
responsible is so great (Christians, Catechumens and Hearers 
regularly under instruction number over 10,000), that a staff of two 
priests is ridiculous. There should be at least two additional 
priests in Liuli parish alone. It must be remembered also that 
Archdeacon George is responrible, as Archdeacon, for the super
vision of Manda and MUo also.

From liuli the “ C.M.” brought me to Manda. This parish 
extends for a considerable distance both southward and northward 
along the lake; it also extends back into the mountains nearly 
too miles. There are more than 30 schools, and, through the 
labours of Ardidcacon Johnson, who had charge of the district for 
many years, the population is largely Christian. I have confirmed 
nearly 400 persons already belonging to Manda parish, and there 
are more candidates awaiting me on my return journey in other 
parts of the district. In this extensive parish with a very large 
and scattered Christian population Padre Hicks is the only priest. 
In fact he is the only European, as I have no ladies or laymen to 
send him at present. Padre Hicks has done wonders in the short 
time he has been in charge. He is constantly on “ ulendo *’ in 

'one or other, part of the district, but wdth the best of intentions 
and continued labour on his part, the Christians cannot get taught 
satisfactorily, nor can they receive the sacraments with anj^ regu
larity. And Padre Hicks himself must go on furlough this year. 
Manda is calling urgently to priests at home to come over and 
help us.

From Manda I walked up to Milo, a distance of 60 miles, taking 
it in easy stages and confirming at four villages on the way. Milo 
is a most beautiful place, 7,000 ft. above the sea, with the finest 
panoramic view of mountains that I have seen in Africa.

It ^^’as with regard to Milo and the neighbouring station of
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In the south, in the Archdeaconry of the Shiri, conditions are 
somewhat different, and on the whole easier. Here we have five 
parishes, Mponda’s, Matope, Mkope Hill, Malindi and Likwenu. 
At each of them there is only one priest, but the numbers are not 
so big, and the distances to cover not quite so great, and if it 
were not for the exigencies of furlough, it might be po^ible to carry 
on with the present staff. As it is we are faced with a difficult 
situation. Archdeacon Wilson, who is pri^-in-charge of Mponda’s 
as well as Archdeacon, is due for his furlough after Easier, (^non 
Victor, who would be the natural person to take charge of Mpbnda’s 
and supervise the whole district in the Archdeacon's aosence, is 
temporarily in charge of St. Michael's College and will hot yet be 
available. It will probably mean that one of our stations in the 
south will have to be without a resident priest for a time. There 
has been much to encourage during the past year at Mponda’s. 
The population there is a mixture of Nyasas and Yaos. The 
latter are in this district strong Muhammadans, and converts have 
been few and far to seek. But there have been conversions lately, 
and it looks as if the -power of our Lord were making itself felt 
among them. We must pray that <his beginning may be the first 
fruits of a harvest, but we must provide the labourers.

In speaking of the staff of. priests, I have left the Archdeaconry 
of Lakoma to .the last. This is at the moment the best staffed 
part of the diocese. At Kota Kota, Padre Miinby has an excellent 
African priest, Lawrence Chisui, to help him, and Padre Winspear 
at Likoma has two priests with him,' but it must be remembered 
that Likoma parish comprises not only Likoma Island itself with 
2,000 Christians, but the adjoining smaller island of Chizumulu, 
nine miles west of Likoma, and up to the present time the district 
in Portuguese Territory opposite to Likoma and running up north 
to the Tanganyika border. Kota Kota is one of the largest parishes 
in the diocese, and one or other or both of the priests have to be 
continually on ** ulendo while from Likoma regular visits have 
to be made both to Chizumulu Island and to the villages on the 
mainland, and the Cathedral work itself is considerable. The 
Cathedral is filled twice over on Sunday morning, and there is 
always a lai^ number of Communicants; consequently it 
difiicuU to decrea^ the staff in this Archdeaconry.

Taking a conspMtive view of the diocese, 1 am convinced that, 
in order to cope with the pastoral work alone, we must have four 
n^ priests from England this year. Surely there are some who 
wtU come and help us. I was visiting a village the other day, 
when the church ddeiis came and put into my hands an ancient 
envelope, containing a letter written to them by Bishop Fisher 
in 1917. The letter was in reply to a request that the elders had 
made to him that they might have a resident priest in their district. 
The bishop told them in his letter that it was impossible to send 
them a priest then, but that after the war was over he would do his 
best. Now, after thirteen years, they came to me with the same

would be
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request, J had to tell them that I had no priest to send them. Where
upon the spokesman of the deputation at once said to me, What 
about England?” I tried to say something about shortage of 
clergy even in England: but at that he just laughed, I fancy 
that tlte Africans know pretty well that there are very few Christians 
In England who have no priest within reasonable distance. ;

: The lay Staff.—-A good many changes have occurred during 
year, • On the medical side we were delighted to welcome 

staff two new nurses, Miss Irvine and Miss Jessie Young. 
The former is at present working at . Lakoma, and the latter is 
now at Mponda’s. On the other hand, Dr. Vost resigned from 
the Mission and has now a European practice at Blantyre. I had 
no personal experience of Dr. Vest’s work, but I know what a 
loss to the diocese her resignation was. I am hoping that Padre 
Trefusis, who is now a qualified doctor, wall soon be returning to 
us, He will have a hearty welcome, and should prove ja valuable 
asset in the double capacity of priest and doctor. Miss Lonsdale 

. invalided home at the beginning of the j^ear and, I am sorry 
to say, will not be allowed to return. She is, I know, as sorry 
to leave us as we are to lose her. Miss Lucas undewent a serious 
operation in England, but will, I hope, be returning in the summer. 
We are also expecting Miss Ethel Hall back this year.

No new teachers joined the diocese in 1930. Miss Butterworth 
resigned to get married. Miss Gathercole has been training in 
England under the auspices of the Mothers* Union, and will be 
returning in the autumn. The Mothers* Union is al^ going to 
pay for her when she is out here, for which the dioc^cys most 

' grateful. Miss Rae has also had a prolonged furlougliy-and has 
taken a course of spedal training at Salisbury Training College. 
Consequently at the moment we arc decidedly short of teachers, 
though this will be to some extent rectified when Miss Gathercole 
and Miss

The immediate and urgent need is for a new nurse and a 
teacher who can be sent, or make it possible for others to be sent, 
to .start medical and teaching work at Manda. The houses are 
there already: they only need occupants.

Two of our laymen went home to be trained for ordination, 
Mr. Wensley in 1929 and Mr. Ferguson last year. The former 

.has had a year at Ely Theological College, and is now a deacon 
in the North of England. All being well he will come back to 
us after two years. Mr. Ferguson has begun his training at 
Warminster College. He also will have to have two years in a 
parish at home, so that there is no likelihood of his rejoining us 
for another four or five years.

n.—EDUCATION.
St. Andrew's Theological College.—One of the last acts which 

Bishop Fisher performed was to ordain four Africans to the 
diaconnte. These are all doing good work, and should be able

to return to the College in 1932 to be trained for the priesthood. 
John Bai is working in the Liuli district; Goodwin Chilombe 
was sent to Manda, but is now helping Canon Victor at St. 
Michael’s College; Thomas Polela is on the staff of Likoma parish; 
and Barnabas Hamisi is at Likwenu.

Last year the deacon, Benaiah Mbiza, returned to the College, 
and I am looking fortvard to ordaining him priest in a few montlis’ 
time. There are also now four readers being prepared for the 
diaconate.

With regard to the African ministry in the diocese the outlook 
is promising. From what I have learned since my arrival there 
are a good many men who not* only wish to be trained, but who 
show real signs of vocation. We cannot of course hurry things, 
but I look fonvard with some confidence to a considerable increase 
in the African ministry in the course of the next few years. This 
is work on which we must concentrate.

▲

4the past 
on the i

St, Michael's College.— Padre Hill, who was in charge of the 
College last year, went on furlough before I reached the diocese, 
and since then the College has been having its long vacation. 
Consequently I have had no opportunity of seeing the work there. 
When I left Likoma at the end of January to come north, Canon 
Victor had just arrived to take charge of the College for this term.
He will feel quite at home there, and I have no doubt that on 
my return I shall find the College running smoothly and. happily.

Education in General.—In this diocese, as I anticipated, one of 
the greatest problems is caused by the fact that wc are situated 
in three different Territories. This difficulty affects in a special 
degree the organization of our educational work.

With regard to the Nyasaland Protectorate in .which Likoma 
ilself, Kota Kota district and the Archdeaconrj' of the Shird are 
situated, I am hoping to meet the Director of Education at Likoma ' 
at the beginning of March, and to learn ’from him much of which 
I am at present in ignorance. One thing seems certain, namely, 
that we must be prepared to Co-operate with the Government dn 
the same way that we have already done in Tanganyika Territory.

The situation in Portuguese East Africa points to the advisa
bility of starting a separate training school for our teachers in that 
part of the diocese, if funds will allow us to do so. This would 
meet, I think, with the approval of the local authorities: it would 
avoid the difficulty of sending our boys out of Portuguese Territory 
to Likoma for their training: it would also facilitate the teaching 
of Portuguese to those who will be our teachers in the Territory. 
We should probably have to start such a school or cbllege dn 
quite a small way, and see how it worked.

In Tanganyika Territory we are hoping that an increased 
number of our schools, especially in the Liuli district, will become 
“ assisted ” (grant-earning) schools this year. Mr. Rivers Smith, 
the Director of Education, visited Liuli last year, and gave an
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All these concessions have been cancelled by the Portuguese 
Government. This means that we , have; to apply 
cessions, and it is not cosy to decide upon the localities and upon 
the size of the concessions .for which we should do well to mak? 
application. I hope there will not be much difficulty in eventually 
getting what we ask for, but no doubt it will take time to gp^ 
things through. Msumba itself is most immediately affected, as 
it as necessary to move the. present station further from the lake 
and to fix on a site for the new buildings as soon as possible;

One thing seems certain, namely, that the time has come to 
form a separate Archdeaconry in P.E.A. I am therefore appointing 
Canon Cox to be Archdeacon of Msumba. He has worked a long 
time in. the Territory,. and has gained a position inithe eyes of 
the Government. He is regarded as the representative of the 
Mission . throughout the Territory. This means that the old 
Archdeaconryof Yaoland will not be revived. Part of that Arch
deaconry will cornu within the! Archdeaconry of, Msumba, arid'part 
will come under the Archdeacon of the Shire. The reapportionmeht 
will also have the effect of easing the work of-ahe Likoma Arch
deaconry. Archdeacon Glossop has hitherto been responsible not 
only for Kota Kota and stations on the west shore of the lake, 
but also of the Portuguese littoral. With his work at the Theo
logical College and his many duties as Justice of the Peace and 
chief Headman of likoma Island the Archdeacon has more than 
enough to do, and the new scheme has his full approval.

The teaching of Portuguese to our teachers has gone on stwdily. 
Miss Seddon has gone over regularly from likoma to the mainland 
to teach there, and Miss Healing has been instructing the teachers 
in the Msumba district. To both of them I am most grateful. 
But in view of furloughs and development of work I must have 
at least two new teachers who will be ready to learn Portuguese 
and to help in this most important work. For it is really important 
that our work in P.E.A. should attain a high standard of efficiency.

I have said nothing in this report about finance, for the reason 
that I do not yet know how we stand, or whether the threatened 
reduction has taken place. I am conscious that what I have 
written about the necessity for an increased staff, especially of 
priests, may seem to imply that we have any amount of money 
at our disposal. What it really implies Is that our friends at 
home must see to it (i) that more priests come to us quickly, 
(ii) that when they come we shall have enough money to provide 
them with means of subsistence. '

exceedingly good report of the schools there. But here again 
the language difficulty arises. The Government requires Swahili 
in the teachers’ examinations, and that Swahili s^I be the medium 
of instruction in assisted schools. Swahili is spreading rapidly 
right up to the lake, but for most people in this part of the 
country it is still an acquired language, and .it is a question 
whether our boys who are to be teachers in Tanganyika Territory 
should riot also have a separate College, where Swahili could be 
exclusively employed.*

Obviously these various problems with regard to our educa- 
t parts of the diocese hinge on the 
of finance and staff. I have mentioned

for new con-

y

tional work in the different 
more fundamental difficulties l 
them so that our friends at home may r^ognize that very special 
problems do exist -in this dioc^e, and may pray that a right 
elution of them may be arrived at in due time.

I should add that I have been much impressed by the courage 
with which our European teaching staff arq carrying on throughout 
ihe diocese. Fortunately problems of, organization and of language 
are secondary to the primary >vQrk in which we are all engaged, 
of striving to build up our people in the Faith.

•V#'

ra.^5^ICAL WORK.
Dr. Wigan’s report the medical .work during 1930 will, 1 

hope, be included. In this Annual Review.^ That report 
spcal^ for itself. I need only say that already I have been 
immensely striick by the high standard of efficiency maintained 
in oiir hospitals and dispensaries both at Likoma itsdf and else
where. The buildings are good and well-equipped. The training 
of our African dispensary boys and women is wonderfully organized 
and graded, and the result appears to me to be excellent. The 
diocese owes a very great debt of gratitude to Dr. Wigan, to Miss 
Simpkin and the whole nursing st^.

f •

IV.—PORTUGUESE EAST AFRICA.
I ought to add a word or two about this part of the diocese. 

At the present ti^ our chur^es are all in _ use, and region is 
freely taught and practis^ wtlhout let or hindrance-.^This is a 
matter for great. thankfulness. Our ChnsUnns in P.E.A. are a 

■ particularly keen lot, and the temporary hardships that they have 
undergone have done them no harm, rather the reverse. I con
firmed 300 nt Msumba, and another 90 at Ngoo Bay. With regard 
to schools the position is curious. At Msumba and, Unangu and 
the districls worked from these stations the schools are still closed, 

* but in the country opposite Likoma the authorities have made 
no difficulties and the schools are in full swing.

A new and somewhat difficult situation has arisen with regard 
10 the concessions of land which the Mission has held since 1908.

* Thlt cannot b« Inehided u It ha* not reached us.

•^Gerald Nyasaland
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V—THE DIOCESE OF N. RHODESIA work at Msoro, and Mr. Denton-Smith, who for eighteen months 
had been helping on the farm at Mapanza, left us for other work 
in the country. Our staff of laymen is thus reduced to two—Mr. 
Stone at Mapanza and Mr. Heritage at Cliipili. Miss Mills returned 
to Msoro; in the early part of the year, just in time to give Mr. 
Stewart the benefit of the special training she had received during 
her furlough. Unfortunately, however, her health has been so poor 
that she had to go home at the end of the year and 1 fear slie is 
unlikely to return. On the other hand, Miss Sutton, who went 
home from Chipili in 1929, as we thought for good, has rejoined the 
staff and is now at Msoro.

By The Bishop of N. Rhodesia

Having been absent from the country for more than seven months 
of the year, I feel that my qualifications for reporting on the work of 
the diocese during 1930 are rather slender. Since .my return I have 
toured the Copper Belt and visited Fiwila and Mapanza, but my visits, 
except that to Mapanza, have been short and hurried,,and the rains 
have prevented me from getting to Msoro or Chipili. As I write 
(March, 1931), I am just completing a European confirmation lour 
on the railway line, which started at Elisabethville in the Belgian 

. Congo, and has occupied just under six weeks. My companion has 
been Padre Faull of the S.A. Church Railway Mission, with whom , 
1 have shared the not very ample accommodation of the Railway 
Mission coach. The fact that when I get back to Livingstone I shall 
have travelled 658 miles to confirm fifteen candidates is some indica- 

of the sparseness of our European population, even now, away 
from the main centres, and also of dur indebtedness to the Railway 
Mission padre, but for whom these scattered people must of necessity 
be almost entirely neglected.

The Staff.—Soon after my return from England a happy series 
of coincidences made it possible, at very short notice for myself 
and eight of our priests, to meet at Broken Hill without any great 
difficulty or expense, and we seized the opportunity to hold 
informal conference on a variety of subjects. Unfortunately, Msoro 
and Fort Jameson were unrepresented; but in spite of this handicap 
some useful work was done. The staff of priests has remained 
unchanged throughout the year—making up in quality for what 
it lacks in quantity I Padre Smith return^ to Msoro after his happy 
recovery from sleeping sickness, and 1 am thankful to say that though 
his health has not been all that could be desired, there has been 
no return of the disease. Of the other two priests who were on 
furlough during the year, Padre Adams is
while Padre Rogers, though he could ill be spared from Msoro, is 
temporarily lending a hand at Chipili, where Padre Godfrey had 
been the only priest on the station for many months. The death 
of Mr. Stewart was a great grief to ail who knew him—and the circle 

■ of his friendships extended far beyond the bounds of the Mission. 
Indeed, he had a positive genius for making friends of all sorts 
and conditions of men. He contracted sleeping sickness while 
travelling across the Lwangwa Valley from Fiwila to Msoro, and 
though tlic disease yielded at first to Bayer 205 and Miss Mills' skilful 
treatment, a relapse occurred later at Fort Jameson against which 
the best medical skill was unavailing. The desire to give his life 
to the immediate ser\’icc of Christ and His Church drew him across 
the seas from America to Africa, and for seven years he sen'cd, 
quietly and unobtrusively, at Mnpanza and Fiwila. May he rest 
in peace, Mr. Parker returned to England after five years’ useful

*

AMONGST THE AFRICANS.
At Mapanza, with Padre Adams on furlough for six months of 

the year, and with no women workers, Padre Ruck has found it 
difficult to do more than barely carry on; and in fact, owing in 
part at least to lack of pastoral supervision, the attendance both of 
Christians and catechumens from the villages in the immediate 
neighbourhood of the Station has been far from^atisfactory, and 
there has been a considerable increase of polygamous marriages 
amongst Cliristians. On the other hand it is good to learn that 
the Christians of the district have prevailed upon the village ciders 
to discontinue Saturday night beer drinking and dancing,, which 
do not conduce to a full church on Sunday morning. It is sati.s- 
faclory, too, that in spite of a poor harvest the contributions of the 
people have been sufficient to cover church expenses, tliough many 
have still to learn the duly of giving. The Boys’ Boarding School 
has maintained its numbers and standard, and its African teaching 
staff has been increased from one to three by the return of students 
from Fiwila after passing the Government examination for teachers. 
Medical work, even of an amateur kind, has been almost entirely 
at a standstill owing to shortage of staff. As foreshadowed In last

closed down in June owing

tion

an

year’s report, the printing press 
to lack of funds to maintain it. We were particularly sorry to say 
good-bye to Matthew, the Nyasa printer, after many year.s of skilled 
and faithful service. The schools in the outlying district continue 
to make good progress, and in most of the villages where schools 
have been built there is now a well-established congregation of 
Christians and catechumens. In last year’s Annual Report I men
tioned the inauguration of the Mission farm. I have before me the 
report of the year’s working, 1929-1930, submitted to the Govern
ment Department of Native Education : a most interesting^ record 
of difficulties encountered and successes achieved from which I would 
fain have quoted at length for the benefit of the agricultural 
supporters of-the Mission. I must content myself, however,! with 
saying that the farm, though only on a small scale and^till in 
its* infancy, bids fair to realize the hopes with wliich it was .started, 

means of both saving money for the Mission and of inculcating 
sound methods of farming amongst the Africans of the district.

was
now back at Mapanza,

as a f
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Crops of maize, ground-nuts, sweet potatoes, cow peas and pump
kins were grown at small cost. The dipping tank promised by 
the Government was completed in May, and as a result the cattle 
have improved in condition beyond all recognition. Ploughs, scotch 
carts, wagons, etc.,- are brought to be repaired; and: we are thus 

bled to do valuable service to fbe Africans of the district while 
at the same time making a small/profit for the Mission. The 
farm students are regularly instructed in this-kind of work, and 
Padre Ruck and 1 recently toured The district with a scotch cart 
of which the entire body had just been built by these lads under 
the padre’s supervision. Following the example of Fiwila and 
Chipili, Mapanza held an Agricultural Show on St. Bartholomew’s 
Day, to which a very large number of people came in from a radius 
of twenty miles or so. With characteristic caution they brought very 
little to show, because, as they said,” We do not trust the word 
of the White nian until we have seen a thing with our eyes.” Every
one, however, went away thoroughly pleased, and intending to 
compete next year. Incidentally, I have heard from various quarters 
that the Show made a very favourable impression on the European 
visitors who were present. An unrehearsed feature was the war- 
dancing of our Baila guests, who insisted on entertaining the 
assembled company at the most inappropriate and inconvenient 
moments.

At Mtoro, as at Mapanza, the year has been a difficult one, owing 
to sickness and shortness of staff. Mr. Stewart’s death was a great 
loss, and the illness and prolonged absence of Miss Mills affected 
not only the hospital but also the work as a whole. With a staff 
reduced to two priests and one lady, neither of the priests could be 
away from the station and consequently, from July onwards, only 
one tour of the district was made—Miss Haddrell having to be 
packed off to Fort Jameson the while. Under such conditions it 
is impossible to exercise due supervision over the outside work; and 
deprived of proper pastoral care and attention and cut off from 
Communion for long - periods, the Christians inevitably tend to 
become slack and fall away. It is not to be wondered at, therefore, 

‘that there was an unwelcome increase during the year in the number 
of. Christians under censure. The growing spending capacity of 
the African, coupled with the decreased demand for labour in the 
neighbourhood owing to the collapse of the tobacco-growing indus
try, is driving an ever-increasing number of able-bodied men out of 
the district in search of work and wages; and there is no doubt 
that this exodus is a grave menace both to missionary work and 

' Christian life and to the welfare of the whole native population. 
A goodly number of men returned during the year, to assist in 
building'new villages in the Reserves; but very many of these have 
now returned to European employment on the mines and elsewhere. 
An increasing number of men take their wives with them; but there 
are; some 360 of our Christian men who have gone away, either

unmarried or leaving their wives behind; and 360 out of a total 
of 977 (which includes many children) is a serious proportion. For 
several months there was a grave shortage of food in the district, 
especially in the immediate neighbourhood of the Mission; and on 
the top of this, abnormal rains at the end of January in this year 
have resulted in floods which have swept away the gardens—and 
houses—of many of the Ukunda villages. In spite of the nurse’s 
long absence, the hospital attendances were well mainuiined: 
In-patients, 65; Out-patients, 1,855; Attendances, 17,020.

Chipili.—Although the only priest on the Station almost through
out the year, Padre Godfrey managed to tour the district three times. 
Miss Wisdom returned from furlough in August and resumed the 
charge of the boys’ school, for which Miss Hitchman had been 
responsible during her absence. The Girls’ Boarding School, started 
by Miss Blackburne in 1929, was taken over in January by Miss 
Field and kept going with a dozen boarders till the end of the year, 
when it was closed down. As an educational institution it does 
not.appear to have been entirely successful; it was unfortunateThai 
Miss Blackburne had to leave Chipili before it was well established 
on her lines: it is unwise to change horses in mid-stream. As an 
experiment, however, it has served a good purpose and afforded 
experience which will be of value when we are able to make a fresh 
start on more permanent lines. Miss Hawkes’ Hospital Report 
shows; In-patients, 30; Out-patients, 2,700; Attendances, 13,293- 
Two encouraging features are worth mentioning, (i) Patients’ con
tributions in money and kind have considerably increased, and have 
amounted on on average to 3s, gd. a monthf 1). fa) The attendance 
of mothers with their babies was much more regular during the last 
six months. Mothers are learning to bring their babies as soon 
as they are ill, instead of waiting till it is too late.

At Fiwila progress is still slow, though, we hope, sure. There 
are now forty-five Christians and eighty catechumens in the di.sirict. 
Forced by a hard-bearted bishop to leave her Girls' Boarding School 
at Chipili, Mi.ss Blackburne has bravely started again at Fiwila, 
where thirteen small children appear to enjoy a riotously Imppy 
time in what is irreverently called ” the chicken run.” Three hew 
village schools were started during the year. The attendances at the 
Hospital numbered 12,706; 1,668 patients being treated. Five new 
lepers have been admitted to treatment, bringing the population of 
Miss Lock’s leper village up to nineteen.

Teachers’ Training College.—The past year has been one of steady 
progress and consolidation,.and St. Mark’s College, Fiwila, can now 
be said to be’ definitely established. During the latter part'of the 
year the work was somewhat disorganized owing to Padre/Hewitt’s 
absence on furlough; but strenuous efforts are being made to recover 
the lost ground. Designed and constructed by Padre Jones, the 
College washing pool, a long cemented trough built in the ground.
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myself and there is a suitable site, sufficiently close to the Station,- 
on high ground overlooking the river. Since then 1 have talked the 
matter over with the Director of Native Education, who is strongly 
in favour of the proposed change, provided that the new College is 
combined with a central Lower Middle School, and encourages me to 
hope that the Government would put up half the cost of the necessary 
buildings. We are only waiting now for expert advice as to the 
adequacy of the water supply (of which there is no reasonable doubt) 
and the best means of obtaining the water. We reckon that the cost 
to the Mission will be about ;^2,ooo, and I think wc shall just be able 
to provide this amount from the remains of our Pan-anglican grant, 
supplemented by two sums of j^soo each, which have been standing 
to the credit of the diocese for some years and had been mysteriously 
lost sight of till a year ago. If and when the change is made, it will 
be a sore thing to remove the College from its glorious setting at 
Flwila and the sound of its running waters. But such considerations 
cannot be allowed to outweigh the advantages of Mapanza os regards 
educational facilities and food supplies.

Tteologlcal College.—Writing in last year’s Annual Report, on 
the subject of our need of priests, I referred to the possibility of our. 
having African priests “ in a few years’ time.” After seeking the 
advice of the other bishops of the Mission, I have decided to move . 
in this direction without delay. Already half a dozen of our most 
trusted and devout and influential teachers have been selected for test
ing and training from the different districts, and I hope that they 
will shortly start work under Padre Hewitt’s instruction at Fiwila.
I commend this very important venture to the prayers of our friends 
at home. An immense deal depends upon it for the future of the 
Church in this country.

Amongst the Europeans.—At Livingstone, Broken Hill and Fort 
Jameson, there is nothing special to report, beyond the fact that in all 
three places the congregation have been doing their best—and 
with a great measure of success—to relieve the Mission of all financial 
responsibility for European work. As regards the Copper Belt, I 
know that according to the rules the Annual Report must be written 
by the bishops themselve.s in their own words. But nevertheless. 
Padre Ellis's account of the work on the Copper Belt seems to me 
to tell so admirably just what people ought and would wish to know, 
that I venture to lift it bodily into my report.

For the map of the Copper Belt I am indebted to Mr.., W. M. 
Younger of the N. Rhodcsta Survey Department.

THE COPPER BELT ,
General.—Looking back on the activities of twelve months, 

there is much for which very humbly to thank God. The priest- 
in-cliarge arrived at Bwana Mkubwa without any accommodation, • 
financial support, means of transport, or church orgai|ization in 
March 1930. In the course of a year he has becin given a very

with a constant stream of water running through it, is a notable addi
tion to the amenities of the College. But Padre Jones’s greatest 
building achievement of the year is a new bridge over the Mkushi 
River at the point where it is crossed by the only road that connects 
Fiwila with the outside world. The bridge rests on railway lines 
embedded in concrete, and we hope that by this means the violence 
of this turbulent stream, which hasalready carried a\yay more than one 
bridge to the Indian Ocean, has been defeated. How the Warden 
survived his amateur blasting operations, remains a'mystery. The 
students number thirty-nine, costing 10 each per annum.
Staff, which previously consisted of the Warden and James Mwela, 
has now been increased by the addition of Philip, an ex-student from 
Msoro, who tied with a boy from Barotscland for the top place in last 
year’s Government examination for 3rd Grade Certificated Teachers. 
Twenty-one of our boys sat for this examination, of whom fourteen 
passed. As the candidates came from twenty different colleges, St. 
Mark’s is pardonably proud of having secured onc-sixth of the total 
number of passes. By the generosity of friends at home a college 
library is being formed, which Is already of great value. We are 
also making a collection of lantern slides. Gifts of suitable books 
and slides (particularly slides illustrating industries, manufacturing 
processes, and peoples and customs of other lands) would be very 
welcome. Two sets of the ” Children’s Encyclopredia ” are badly 
nec-Jed.

In regard to the future of the College, I have to make a rather 
serious announcement. No sooner has the College got comfortably 
settled than we propose to move it. Fiwila is a most attractive spot 
and from many points of view admirably adapted for the purposes of 
a diocesan training college. It is central and healthy and 
important consideration, it has nn abundant supply of pure running 
water. It has, however, certain disadvantages. The food supplies 
~ ‘ not so good as we hnd reason to expect them to be; meal is expen
sive and sometimes deficient, and meat is not easily obtainable :r. r. 
country where cattle-breeding is in its infancy. Another important 
consideration is the difficulty of giving the students adequate teach
ing practice owing to the villages round about being small and rather 
far from the Station. Up to now we have not spent a great deal of 
money in permanent buildings at Fiwila, and such as there are could 
be turned to other purposes. For some time past I have been asking 
myself whether we should be wise to move, before it is too late, to 
Mapaifza, where meal and meat abound, and where, with a large 
population near by, the provision of practising schools presents no 
difficulty. At the time when we chose Fiwila as the site for the college 
Mapanza was out of the question on account of the distance from 
Msoro and Chipili; but so great has been the development of motor 
transport in the meantime that this is no longer a serious difficulty. 
We diMussed the question at length at Broken Hill, and with no 
httle reluctance we came to the conclusion that there was much to be 
said fora change of site. During my last visit to Mapanza I satisfied
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spacious house at Ndola, he has been able to buy a very serviceable 
Ford Coupi in which he has travelled 8,000 miles in eight months. 
He has si:? active Church Councils which have contributed ;^35o 
to his sustentation, and there are schemes for building five very 
necessary churches as soon as funds pernrit. Other denominations 
have begun work during the year. l*he Baptist, Wesleyan and 
Congregational churches have now whole-time ministers in the 
district. Our relations with each other continue friendly. The 
Bishop made a tour of the mines in December, which enabled him 
to discuss plans with the various managements and to meet the 
church people in each place. Native work in the cpnstantly shifting 
population of the mine compounds is notably difficult, llie priest- 
in-charge does what he can, and a short tour by Padre Lecke in 
February did much to cheer up some of our-lonely and isolated 
Christians. It is good to note that a mission priest is to do this 
tour every quarter in future, and when due nodee is given he will 
always be able to count on a fair muster of N.R, and Nyasaland 
Christians. It should be recorded that mine authorities are 
invariably friendly towards our Native and White, ministrations. 
Facilities of every kind are willingly granted, though financial 
assistance has so far been withheld. Delegates from the six Church 
Councils met at Ndola in January, and proposed, subject to the 
approval of their own Councils,' to undertake full financial responsib
ility for the Copper Belt padre, his furlough every three years, and 
his substitute when on leave. This will relieve the Bishop of a 
burden which the funds of the Universities’ Mission ought not 
to bear. The work of the pricst-in-charge continues to be largely 
sacramental; Masses and Baptisms,, confirmation candidates and 
weddings keep; him busy. He teaches in the day schools, and 
visits the hospitals in each mine. Many beyond our own members 
appreciate his presence at funerals, and turn up in good numbers 
to free and easy evening services.

Bwana Mkolrwo, after four years of monthly visits by the 
padre of Broken Hill, welcomed a resident padre of its own in 
March 1930. He lived on-the verandah of a temporarily unoccupied 
house for four months, and then for six months was allowed the 
use of rivo rondavels near St. Peter’s Church. The Bwana Mkubwa 
Church Council undertook his sustentation for four months until 
other mines were in a position to contribute. Congregations and 
collections have largely increased since the church was built, and 
it has been used by members'of other denominations from time to 
time. Being the only building licensed for marriages in the 
district, it has become the Gretna Green of the Copper Belt. The 
dedsion to close down the mine early this year, was a sad, but 

« not unexpected blow. The departure of many old friends, including 
Mr. and Mrs. Horsfield who left for New Zealand, has made a 
big difference. But there Is reason to think that there will always 
be people living in the place, and as long as there are people to 
attend, the services in St. Peter’s will be carried on.

y.-k
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Ndola.*—Few towns can have developed with the rapidity of 
Ndola. Three years ago there were less than too whites; 
there must be nearly 2,000. Houses are being built as quickly 
as the dearth of bricks will allow. Government and railway 
officials are thick on the ground. Every firm which supplies a 
tin^tack to the mines has found it necessary to open an agency at 
Ndola. Hotels, banks, stores and garages abound and expand; The 
town still nee^ an adequate water supply, electric light, a church 
and a hospital. Its health record is none too good, but the 
canalization of the Itawe Swamp may tend to reduce mosquitoes 
and fever. The Church House, the anonymous gift of a generous 

, donor connected with the Mission, was soleqtnly blessed by the 
Bishop in December. It has since become a popular rendezvous 
for the tvayfareis of the Ndola district. It has three bedrooms 
and seven beds whicli are in constant request. Regular services 
have been held in the Bijou Theatre, the Church House and the 
Police Court, but now we are happily able to use the Free Church 
Hall on Sundays until such time as the English church is built 
on the admirable site adjoining the Church House. The sum of 
£2S0 is now in hand for the purpose, but ;^i,ooo is needed before

u“r if" suggested may very
well be his cathedral one day. There is a keen native congregation 
of fifty adults in the Compound, many of them come from Nyasa- 
land. They too, are anxious to have their own church, but this 
is'MtdS^ Pe™snent comoound

Luamhya was for many months the padre's heartbreak. It is our 
“c P’ P“P'® "'ideiy scattered, they

lacked cohesion, they came and went, and those who did not go 
unselHed. But an active Church Council has pulled things 

“OSregations have improved. The Sale of WoTk

“ church in the near future. The

Nchanga has always been in many ways the most encouraging 
mine from the padre’s point of view. The management is more than 
sympathetic; it has built a house and churches for priests who visit 
the compound; it has planned to have a whole-time Anglican padre 
of its own, complete with house and car and stipend. But the slump 
in copper has led to drastic retrenchment and at the moment it seems 
unlikely that these admirable proposals will take effect until the finan
cial situation Is easier. Meanwhile It remains the friendliest of our 
mining camps. Congregations are small, because distances are great. 
The Cliurch Council has planned, with the Bishop’s approval, that 
laymen shall conduct services on Sundays when no padre is available. 
A few members of the Group Movement have undertaken a regular 
Sunday School with great success.

Mufullra was the latest of our mines to get busy in Church matters. 
It boasts a very energetic and efficient Council, which is full of 
money-raising schemes. It pays its quota to the Sustentation Fund 
without difficulty. Church equipment, such as books, kneelers, and 
altar ornaments, is being added to each month, and a loyal body of 
communicants has made itself felt in the camp. It is the one place 
where the padre finds everj'thing prepared for I^^s visit, notices 
posted, communicants warned, organist provided, choir practising, 
room rigged, altar decked with flowers. It is the one mine, too, where 
a handful of men demand a week-day Mass at 5.30 a.m before they go 
on shift at 7 a.m. It is significant in the compound to notice that the 
mine has provided three places of worship for the natives: a Roman 
Church, a Protestanl( I) Chuch, and a Muhammadan mosque.

now

A

./Chambislii and Kansansht are smaller camps which the padre visits 
at intervals. As mining propositions they have their ups and downs, 
their spurts and set-backs.' More may be heard of them later on. 
But as spiritual propositions they ore compact little communities of 
kindly folk grateful for what the padre can do for them. If he 
not already attempting with small success to do the work of three men,
he would wish to visit them more often thcan he does.

W. F. P. E.

was

4i

Pressing needs.—We were all most thankful to receive the news of 
the success of the valiant efforts made by our friends at home 
to ward off the threatening disaster of a further reduction of 
■gra-hts. To encourage them to yet further efforts, I add a list of some 
of bur more pressing needs. A priest, to relieve Padre Ellis of half 
of the Copper Belt. A “ trained educationist,” to take charge of the 
Lower. Middle School; or a priest (or layman) who is.willipg to 
)3ecbme a trained educationist. Two competent all-round laymen for 
Msoro and Fiwila. Two laymen with'special qualifications, to help 
Padre Ruck in running the,farm and carrying out the big building 
programme at Mapahza., ,A nurse' and t\\o teachers at .Mapanza.

- ^<Alston NRhodesia.

Nkima conditions are very similar to Luanshya, but beine rival 
ST compared. ^Nkana's d^elop-
slFht production is now in

by Easter, we may look to see a church built before very long. <
Copper neli.
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traditional Thursday, and for the evening meeting we engaged 
the Queen’s Hall which seals a larger audience than the Kihgsway 
Hall would hold and in which, as all seats can. be booked in 
advance, we were able to assure all applicants for tickets of a 
comfortable place.

The very considerable extra cost of the Queen’s Hall was met 
by selling a certain number of tickets for the best scats at a 
shilling apiece. In both respects the experiment fully justified itself, 
and we are therefore repeating it this year with a vie^y to a per
manent arrangement on the^ new lines which last year seemed so 
popular.

The annual Exhibition of Work was again held in the Great Hall 
of the Church House and was extremely suwessful in every way; 
exhibits were sent in from more than ninety parishes, including 
some as far afield as British Columbia.

The Summer School went back to Clewer again, as in 1928, 
and was, as always, a very great success. The experiipcnt of 
holding a two weeks' School was abundantly justihed; a few 
students seized the opportunity of spending a whole fortnight 
wath us, and the total numbers showed again a con^derdble increase.

St. Michael’s House at Tankerton, near Whitstable, was open 
to visitors from October to June, and, though naturally there were 
fewer applications for accommodation during the winter months, 
the total number of guests was by no means small. There were 
several Retreats in the course of the season, week-end and other
wise, which were much appreciated by those who used them.

Perhaps the most successful venture of the year, from many 
points of view, was the Exhibition held at Sunderland in October. 
The circumstances were by no means propitious: Sunderland was 
suffering even more than most towns In the north-east of England 
from unemployment; but our Exhibition was quite literally crowded 
every day and for a considerable part of-most days. Even the 
financial result far surpassed anything we hod dared to hope for, 
largely owing to the Thanksgiving Fund which the local executive 
decided to launch, and which evoked a number of generous

Finance.—In looking back over the year just closed, the feeling 
uppermost In our minds is one of most profound thankfulness for 
the exceeding generosity of pur many friends up and down the 
country, which gave us an income last year sufficiently large to 
justify the Treasurers in renewng all the grants to the African 
Dioceses at the 1930 figure.

During the first half of the year we were qiade to feel, somewhat 
severely, the result of the prevailing economic depression; as a • 
consequence, the Anniversary found us bewailing the fact that, so 
far from having made any progress towards the extra ;i^’3,ooo, with
out assurance of which the work in Africa would have had to be 
cut down this year, we were faced by an actual falling off in 
receipts of considerably over ;^3,ooo. But, from the time of the 
Anniversary onwards, the receipts began to mount up, until the 
deficit shown during the early months of the year was wiped off, 
and the Bishop of Masasi’s letter to the Church Times,” published 
on the eve of his departure for his Diocese in the autumn, brought 
in the additional sum needed. It was a great and scarcely hoped 
for triumph of generosity and self-sacrifice, for which the Bishops 
and other members of the Mission are most profoundly thankful 
to nil those friends who helped to bring about so splendid

What we have to secure now is that the position so far 
establi^ed shall not be lost. It would be almost sadder than 
ever, if, having done so well in 1930, we should fail in 1931 to 
provide what is needed for the maintenance of the work In 1932; 
we simply must not allow that to happen.

The African Schools and Clergy Fund, which provides the 
money to maintain ipany of our schools, and to pay the stipends 
of most of the African clergy, still continues to prosper; and we 
had cause to rejoice last year In the fact that, notwithstanding 
the badness of the times through which the whole country 
passing, the total, of its contributions once again showed 
increase, and so proved that our hope that the slight falling off 
during the prewous year was only a temporary one was not 
without Its justification.

We would again remind subscribers of the Covenanted Subscrip
tion Scheme, under which the Mission can recover income-lax on 
subscriptions, and which increases the value of each covenanted 
sub^ription to the extent of more than twenty-five per cent, without 
additional cost to the subscriber whose income involves payment 
of tax at the standard rate. This scheme does not apply to 
subscriptions of less ^an a guinea, and it is necessary that those 
who join it should sign a covenant undertaking to subscribe for 
a period of seven years. Further particulars will be gladly supplied 
on application to the Secretary.

Home Activities.—Last year we tried a double experiment at 
our Anniversary: we held it on the Tuesday in the Ascension 
Octave, os being a more convenient day for many priests than the

tr..

a result.

was
an

4- contributions.
We have also taken part in many united Missionary Exhibitions 

held in various parts of the country, in co-operation with S.P.G., 
C.M.S., and other Missionary Societies of the Church.

Thanks.—On behalf of our Bishops and of the whole Mission 
staff,, we wish to express our particularly grateful thanks this 
year to the many keen voluntary workers who have shewn so much 
energy and enthusiasm in promoting the Mission’s interests;'

As usual, we have been helped very generously by the Society 
for Promoting Christian Knowledge, whose claims on our gratitude 
seem to grow greater every year, and by the British and Foreign 
Bible Society. /

Publications.—Once again we have no outstanding , important 
publication to chronicle; but the 2d. series of ” Little/Books ”

r
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referred to in last year's Report has proved extremely, popular, as 
a result of which the first four volumes of the series have had to 
be. reprinted during the year.

In speaking of publications, I feel bound again to urge every 
friend of the Mission to become a regular reader of one or both 
of our magazines. I still have much too large a correspondence 
on subjects which ought to be familiar to all friends of the Mission; 
and am constantly being asked a host of questions which 
wsual perusal of " Central Africa v would make unnecessary. 
We still have to regret the. fact that there are a number of local 
representatives of the Mission, Ruri-decanal Secretaries among 
theip; who do not subscribe to the magazine, and I fear there are 
even a greater number of people who subscribe, but do not read it.

1
[:> ieven a

#-

i 1The Foluri ■The issue of another Report, involving as it does 
a review of the work of the past twelve months, prompts us to’ 
look forward as well .as backward. And what does our forivard 
glance seem to show? •

We see opportunities of service-r-more and bigger even than 
those we have known hitherto--and we see the difficulties in the 
way, and we reaUze that they will; be neither few, nor small.

There is the ciy'ing need for more workers, and most urgently 
of all .for more pricsis—a need not less serious or less pressing 
because it has been voiced so often; there is the need for more 
money if the wants of the workers and the work are to be at all 
adequately met; there are the increasing demands of goyernipents, 
growing year by year, that will have to be satisfied if we are to 
take our proper place in the new social order that is evolving; 
there are a score of problems raised by the all-too-rapid change 
through which Africa is passing, of which the mining development 
in N. Rhodesia is a single veiy striking instance.

' And'We are tempted to ask: "Who is sufficient for these 
things?”

Then we look back once ipore and we realize what God has done 
for us, and for Africa by us, and we take courage, for the ground 
of opr confidence is Jesus Christ, the same yesterday, to-day, and 
for ever, and we know that those who trust in Him shall not be 
confounded; the Kingdom,we seek is His, and he shall reign for 
ever and ever.

11
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rct'frrfcl lo in last year’s Ivepuri lias pruvetl extremely popular, as 
a result of wliiiii the first four volumes of the series have had to 
hr reprinted during the year.

In speaking of publications, 1 feel bound again to urge every 
Irimd of tin- Mission to become a regular reader of one or both 
ot our inaga/inrs. I still have much too large a correspondence 
on 'vubjects which ought to be familiar to all friends of the Mission, 
;tiui am conslanily being asked a host of i|UCSlions which 
casual perusal oi " C’etitnil Africa " would make unnecessarx'. 
We still have to regret the fact that there are a number of local 
rejiresentatives of the Mission, Ruri-decanal Secretaries among 
iheni. who do not subscribe to the magazine, and 1 fear there are 
■ •ven a gn-ater number of (loople who subscribe, but do not read it.

even a

The Future.—The issue of another Re[)ori, involving as it does 
w ol the work of the past twelve months, prompts 

look forward as well as backward 
glance seem lo show?

Wi- srt- opportunities of service-more and bigger even than 
those we liave known hitherto—and we see the diniciilties in the 
way. and we realize that they will he neither few nor small.

'I’here is the crying need for more workers, and most urgently 
ol .all for more priests—a need not less serious or less pressing 
because it lias been voiced so often; there is the need for more 
nioni-y if the wants of the workers and the W(*rl< are to be at all 
adecpiaielv met; there are the increasing demands of governments, 
grouing vear by year, that will have to he satisfied if we are to 
take our proper place in the new social order that

a re\ H us to
\nd what does our forward

. is evolving;
there are a score of problems raised bv the all-too-rapid change 
through wliich .Africa ts passing, of which the mining development 
in lilioclesia is a single very striking instance.

\nd we are tempted to ask: "Who is sufTicieni for these 
things ?"

I hen we look hack once niore and we realize wliat God has done 
f.-r ns, and for Africa by us. and we take courage, for the ground 
ot our ci>ntid«-nre is Jesus Christ, the same ve.sterdav, to-dav, and 
for ever, and we know that those who trust’ in Him shall not bo 
confounded; the Kingdom we seek is His. and he shall reign for 
•wer and ever.
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FOREWORD
Diocese of Zanzibar

At the same time, it may be a good thing that in Africa our 
Africans should come to a fuller realization of how much has been 
done for them in the past, and that the time has come when they 
should do more themselves. It is, indeed, cheering to learn from 

Bishops of the growth of the African Ministry. It shows that 
they are learning the lesson of right ambition, and may God be with 
them. The words '* We arc ^ablc,” therefore, is a motto for us at 
home and for those abroad with whose welfare \ye are so much con
cerned. They are the words of the first disciples in answer to the 
question put to them, " Are you able?” Their reply is, ” We are

The question is repeated to us to-day, '* Are you able?” Let 
us, therefore, each one of us ask ourselves, ” Am I ?” Let it be put 
in the singular, not in the plural. We are a little apt to shelter 
ourselves under the plural. ” We ” is easier to say than ” 1.” 
Although a host is stimulating and invigorating, a full church than 
an empty one, it is composed of individuals. Let our ambition, then, 
be to say “ I can.” Let us at the beginning of a new year think 
it out for ourselves. I can. How can I ?” It is true that it cannot 
be done without trembling. The cup which we are called upon to 
drink at the hand of the Lord is a ** cup of trembling.”

” You invite me. then,” you say, ” to be ambitious?” I am 
ambitious, I do 1 ” You want me to .sa.y ' 1 can ’? ” I do, relying 
on Him in Whom you trust and Who trusts you. He says ” Ye 
shall.”

Now the welfare of the Mission is not a mere matter of finance. 
You arc not called upon just to collect money. Our home work is 
much more than that, it is a .spiritual matter. Your .nmbition, there
fore, is n .spiritual matter. When Tesus said ” Ye shall ” He knew 
what it would involve, physically and sniritunllv. The disciples did 
not know then. The Mother cerininlv did not. We see what it meant. 
No wonder the cuo is one of trembline. We tremble ac we think 
of the future and that the cup must he drained to the drops. Again 
voii sav to me. Do vou renllv moan ii 1 do. It is lo be a ttmo 
of severe test this vear for everv'one: for some of those who would 
follow in thoMaster’s steps it may me,nn the supreme test.
Is to be my ambition, you say?" Yes, I do.

.Some years ago a prip.st who died in Africa was called upon to 
' join the Minion. He had a Mission district of his own in the North 

and he was very much beloved. He did not want to leave and his 
people did not want him to leave them. *' How can you go?” a 
deputation asked him. All he could do was lo walk to the 
window of his room and, tapping on the pane, say with trembling 
Ups, ” He Is worth it.”

ABOUT KIWANDA
By H. Hay Wilsonour

First, the place. It lies in the Shambala hills about fifty miles inland 
from Tanga and the sea. This Usambara country is a lovely part 
of East Africa- not unlike the Welsh border country, but with more 
peaks, more valleys and more forest. Thick forest it is, and the 
native tribes—Shambala, not Bondei—pitch their villages for the 
most part on hill-tops so as to be more secure from enemies, includ
ing elephants. But elephants are scarcer here nowadays, and Hons 
too, as the game recedes from tilled lands. The soil is stiff red clay, 
very fertile, and Kiwanda lies near the Equator and is hot, but not 
loo hot—for Africa!

Mlinga, the Spirit Mountain, rears its two grey peaks high 
above Kiwanda, Mlinga is the Valhalla of ShaUibala spirits. The 
elder deities inhabit there, and so do the spirits of the dead who have 
been passed over the blood of a goat. Seketeke is the spirit-in-chief, 
a great and awful personage, and there is an Iiereditary high priest 
attached to Mlinga, and a traditional ritual—but that is another story ! 
Mlinga is under 3,000 feet high; none of the Usambara hills is 
much over 4,000. But they are steep to climb. You struggle up 
and slide down their narrow red paths that are nearly iihpassable 
after rain, and part of the Mlinga ascent lies over bare rock, in places 
looking nearly perpendicular, hotter and more slippery even than the 
clay.

Under one of the peaks lies the sacrificial stone where fowls and . 
goats are offered, in times of stress, to Seketeke and the rest by 
heathen Shambala, whose progress up the narrow way is an anxious 
one, it being forbidden to speak, laugh, point with a finger or do 
anything that might affront the ” Mzimif.”

Padre Woodward and others have braved the ascent several times, 
but Mlinga will never be a popular walk. But the other peak can 
also produce a thrill, for that lias- no path, and you 
a veritable Bridge of Dread Just below the summit, 1 
is crossed by a narrow, unsteady stone slab, with a sheer drop into the 
abyss on either side. The View from the top is worth it; you can 
see range after range of hills and the wide sea-plain and, away on 
the horizon, Zanzibar lying out in the sea' like a pearl set in sapphire.

Next, the river. The Zigl is not unlike the Wye, looping in and 
out of deeply wooded banks, and at Kiwanda you can see kingfishers, 
some like the English ones, but wearing large while collars, and 
others wearing drab plumage, and there are hbrnbills and monkeys 
and—occasionally—crocodiles. These last are .sald to be harmless, 
preferring a fish diet to a human one. If the fish should run short,
one wonders-------- 1 But Shambala opinion holds that a man-eating
crocodile or lion is not a real crocodile or lion ; he js a wizard ■

“ And that I must traverse 
where a chasm
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ABOUT KIWANDA ABOUT KIWANDA
who takes a beast’s sliape in order to work his evil will, 
wonders whether this theory is really consoling to those who by 
accident gel eaten I But African mentality is not to be gauged by 
European standards. This kind of belief is so deep-rooted in Africa 
that even with Christians it may bring trouble. So there the river 
is, and the crocodiles, and the primeval fears that underlie African 
life. Now comes the school, and the school is Klwanda. But like 
Minaki, Kiwanda is left out of a good many maps, because Kiwandti 
and Minaki are both new. Ten years ago neither of therh existed. 
So it may be necessary to explain tlint Kiwanda Central School is 

successor of the Central School which used to be at Magila 
(now called Msalabani), and Minaki is the successor of the training 
college that used to be at Kiungttni just outside the city of Zanzibar. 
New sites were bought for both, Minaki near Dar-e^alaam and 
Kiwanda near tlie famous research station of Amani.

Kiwanda is a (cn-mile patch of forest land in these fertile Sham- 
bala hills, developed in order that the school might be partly self- 
supporting by producing its own food as far as possible. The whole 
school hoes maize, cassava, etc., after school hours; agriculture is 
a compulsory subject throughout the school, and the school is 
always busy at work or at play—football, swimming and the band 
are the favourite recreations. Kiwanda means the workshop, and n 
workshop it is and has been since its beginnings. It began in 
dense jungle and everything had to be made. There were no roads, 
you made them; there were no paths, you cut them; there were no 
spaces for field-crops, you felled trees, burned the undergrowth, 
leaving the ash to manure the soil, hoed it, sowed it and got your 
field. There were no bananas, coconuts or ordngc-trees, you 
planted them. Cattle and horses cannot live at Kiwanda because 
of tsetse*fly, and besides that, tree stumps and steep slopes stop 
ploughing, but you dig and hoc. . . . '
you built them. Kiwanda builds houites as required, mainly of 
baked earth—pis^ de terre—and the apprentice-carpenters (over forty 
of them) learn to make house-fittings and house-furnishings,, 
church-furnishings and school-furnishings, and the carpenter's shop 
hums like a hive under the vigorems and resourceful guidance of its 
leader. And then the Kiwanda apprentice-tailors learn to make 
clothing, and Kiwanda quairics her own stone and builds her own 
bridges and fills the church she built with a congregation of Euro
pean staff and African staff and houseboys and servants’ village 
and native Village, with wives and children, and Christians from 
neighbouring villages, and they sing, in parts, unaccompanied, as 
well as a Welsh choir does, and that is saying a great deal. And 
who pa)'s for it all? Mission subscriptions and Government grants 
and the small fees paid by the boys (who work themselves to earn the 
money if their families cannot provide it), pay for the education. 
On the technical side about ^ boys get ai four-year training in car
pentry or tailoring. And bfi the scholastic side about 120 .try to 
qualify for the School I-eaving Certificate by working up' to Govern-

One

/

the

Phetcl lUfl. llrHUr
Kiwanda.

ment examinations in the three Rs, the elementary geograpliy and 
history of Africa, nature study, English, religious knowledge, draw
ing, drill, singing and hygiene—this Inst most necessary for raising 
the standard of health in African village life.

Mard work for .African boys who have no intellectual background 
in home or village unless, as sometimes happens nowadays, they 
come of the third generation of Christian—which means educated— .
Africans. Yet competition for places in Kiwanda School is very 
keen. Boys come from far and ne.ar and try with touching pertin
acity to work up to a fairly high examination standard. Young 
Africa aspires—not always in the right 'direction—but he aspires 
with all his might. “ I want," wrote a Kiwanda schoolboy in his 
English essay, “ to have a splendid life." One hopes lie may get it. 
What one wants Young Africa to feel sure of is that a splendid life 
means a life of service; that the education they so crave for is to fit 
them to do well for Africa, to bring about the social betterment of 
the race and not only of the individual.

That is a high ideal; too high even for some of us in European 
countries. But African life has one great social asset; the com
munal spirit is strong in it. To share is natural to an African.
Me has not to cope with the class-distinctions lliat arc Europe’s 
disastrous legacy from the feudal system. The son of poor parents 
can sit side by side willi the son of a chief or a rich man and neither 
feels the incongruity, though one may be immaculate in jumper and 
shorts, and the other be in rags, more boy tlian garment'. No 
African despises another for poverty. The only reproach is to be 
without kindred ; that, in earlier Mission days, was the burden of the 
slave, who, lost to all his belongings, could not .say as the free African

And there were no houses, so

i
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Diocese of Nyasaland
ABOUT KIWANDA

CONFERENCE AND SYNOD, 1931
with the Shunammitc, “ I dwell among my ownsaid, proudly, 

people.” Report of Conference.
The clricf subjects discussed were Finance and Education. The 

Bishop dwided that it was necessary to use English at the Con
ference, but leave was given to any African member to speak in 
Chinyanja if he wished, with the Archdeacon of Likoma ns 
interpreter.

Finance.—Much time was evidently spent in the discussions con
cerning the scales of teachers' wages and pensions. The details of 
the Pension Scheme need not be described, but it is important to 
notice that a monthly contribution on a sliding scale is 
condition. As to wages, the Conference had the difficult task of deal
ing with certificated teachers at work under three Educational Depart
ments—in Nyasaland, Tanganyika Territory and Portuguese East 
Africa. Nevertheless, definite decisions were reached. It was 
agreed that a rise in wages was necessary. As to Education, the 
Conference accepted the principle of the Conscience clause, and 
stressed the need for more books in the vernacular, especially on 
religious subjects.

And the educated African must not lose this inheritance. His 
splendours” must not put him out of touch with his own 

kindred, his* earlier surroundings, the^ narrow ways, -the far from 
splendid resources of native life and thought. Only the best is 
good enough for Africa, and one must see to it that she gets the bMt, 
When a brilliant scholar has succeeded In an advanced examination 
lie may not always want to take an unimportant post in a small 
“ backwoods ” oul-school in the jungle. Yet these out-schools are 
the nursery of Young Africa and of enormous importance in the 
development of the rapidly expanding national spirit that has grown 
up recently and has its inevitable risk—the risk of absorbing the 
worse and not the belter elements from foreigners who influence it, 

Kiwanda also has a training department for students who cannot 
go on to Mihaki. The school provides a three years’ course in tlie 
vernacular for “ second-grade ” students who have not enough 
knowledge of English to work, teach and study actually in the 
English-language, as those must do who go on to the training 
college course at Minaki. The Kiwanda second-grade teachers 
study in Swahili—to some tribes a'foreign language, but one whicli 
cver>' educated Africati must master, as it is practically a common 
language to all East African tribes and the standard language of all 
Government schools. So these lads get a sound education in the 
vernacular, together with the same religious teaching and—not less 
important—the same training in hygiene and agriculture that the 
whole school gels, and they take a Government examination, after 
which they go on to tench in small out-schools, where the need of 
leadership by sturdy, well-taught, well-dlsciplined witnesses to the 
best ideals of education is even more urgent than it is in larger or 

interesting places. The pastoral work that is incumbent on 
ail Christian African teachers is the best possible, training for the 
African ministry. And perhaps most of all in small and backward 
places must the Christian teacher be a leader. So if his interests 

loo remote from his surroundings he is at a disadvantage, A 
used to teaching in English has no scope in a small school. A 

man trained in the vernacular can have more. A native teacher 
knows more than any white man can of the desperate force of 
heathen superstition, such as that which sees the dreadful ” crocodile- 
men ” in the lovely river. An African can best fathom African 

* mentality. So good men arc needed for the little out-schools, 
because only the best is good enough for Africa,

new

a necessary

Report of the Synod.
The principal subject discussed was 

Liturgy, with a view to its enrichment, 
sliould be inserlcd, Tlic Gloria in Excelsis is to, occupy the place 
assigned to it in the English Prayer Book of 1549 the Kynes, 
and a resolution was passed for the immediate preparation for Com
municants. It was realized that the work of revision would require 
a considerable time, and the Bishop decided that when the Revised 
Liturgy is authorized, it will only be for tentative use. Questions 
relating to Marriage were also discussed. Certain diocesan rules 
now in force, it was felt, needed revision, but being Acts of Synod 
could not be rescinded without due notice being given, and so the • 
subject was deferred to the next Synod. The Synod empowered the 
Bishop to put out a statement explaining how the present rules may 
be belter observed. •

A sub-committee was appointed to discuss and report on African 
danCes.

At the close, the Bishop paid a warm tribute to the spirit of 
Christian charity wliich prevailed. Although they differed on some 
points, he could not recall one word which had better have been left

the Revision of the Diocesan 
Introits and Graduals

more

are
man

He announced that he lind appointed Padre Winspenr ns Sub- 
denn of tlie CntlicdrnI, willi the Cnnonry of St. Bnrnabnst the Bishop 
himself will be Dean.

THE NYASALAND CHRONICLE, OCTOBER ,1931 
In the Bishop’s letter lie announces that in future the boys in 

Portuguese Territory will be unable to come to St. Michael’s College. 
They will be trained in Portuguese East Africa:, another reminder

H. Hay Wilson
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tlial the diocese functions in three different political territories, a 
fact which reveals the complications which the diocese has to face.

He calls attention to the fact that Benaiah Mbiza, who was 
ordained to the priesthood on St. Bartholomew’s Day, is the first 
African to he ordained priest who has received all his training from 
the start in the Nyasaland Diocese. .All the other African Clergy 
were partly trained In ZanzibaY.

The Bishop is hoping to ordain four readers to the diaconaie in 
•Advent on St. 'Fhomas’s Day. They are now at St. .Andrew’s 
College.

It was good news, he writes, to hear that twelve of our teachers 
in i’onuguese East .Africa had satisfied the Portuguese Inspector in 
the c.\amination held in July. He only passed them provisionally, 
but it means that we shall bc able to reopen some of the schools. 
The inspector was verj' complimentary to Miss Healing. He 
thought it was surprising what she had accomplished. He was very 
friendly and most patient with the candidates. Archdeacon Cox 
met the new Governandor do DLstrito at Mtonya and found him also 
most friendly. “ He spoke as if he wanted to help us in every way, 
and make things smoother for the Mission.”

From Kola Kota we hear that lions and leopards have been busy 
and several people have been killed, and Padre Munby’s boat was 
upset by a large wave when making for the mouth of the Ukazi river. 
There was no danger, he said, though they had to swim to land. 
The only thing that came ashore was his bath with his bedding and 
spare clothes, which were thoroughly soaked. His church box with 
vestments, books and registers went to the bottom. He thinks the 
box may be recovered when the wind subsides.

Archdeacon Cox, writing from Msuraba: ” We have had a visit 
from the Governor of the District, His Excellency Colonel Casqueiro. 
Wc appreciate it all the more because of its informality and tlie 
kindly thought that lay behind it. We had been breaking the law 
unwittingly over medical matters. The \a\v is that we may charge 
no fees, unless there is a doctor with a proper Portuguese qunlifica> 
tion. Wc had no idea that this applied to the minute payments at 
the. Mission dispensary. But, instead of sending us a curt note to 
that effect, the Governor brought down in his car the P.M.O. of the 

. district as well as the local doctor to explain the medical position to 
us fully. It was rather a blow at first, as the local contributions just 
about pay the wages of the dispensarj' boy. But our feeling.s changed 
when we were told that wc would be helped with medical .stores. 
This was meant wholesale, apd we can obtain our whole stock of 
medicines, including all our lint, dressings, etc., by sending in 
applications to the doctor. They wish to work with us medically 
to the best advantage of the Africans, and they impressed upon us 
that the Government medical service was meant more for the Africans 
than for the Europeans.” Archdeacon Cox ;idds that on three 
occMions each one of these three officials had given him a substantial 
lift in a car and saved him from a long tramp.

A Lecture given at the U.M.G.A. Summer School 
by the Rev. A B. Hellier

I FEEL that I ought to say, first of all, that the European is by^ 
very far gone as an individualist, an out-and-out individualist, and 
the African is still, generally spctiUing, so essentially a communist, 
that it is very difficult indeed for us to understand the import ot 
those customs which wc may observe in Africa; and it is almost 
impossible for us to be really fair to the African point of view. That 
is why I personally rather dislike talking about these things. It is 
so .very hard to say anything about them without seeming to pass 
judgment or to imply disapproval, at least in places, and I should 
like to make it quite dear at the start that I really think the only 
possible altitude for a Christian missionary is that of a sympathetic 
observer who is content to suspend judgment. I do think that if we 
can suspend judgment that is all to the good, and that, so far as 
disapproval is justified In certain respects, our own disapproval—w(5 
being foreigners in the country—is not likelyolo I'clp very much. 
Wc should rather hope and pray and believe that the impact of the 
Christian ethic will lead Africans themselves to disapprove, and 
eventually to remove, those features which are irreconcilable with 
Christian morals. In other words, our job is not to be shocked at 
what we find at the present day In .Africa; nor do I think that our 
job is to legislate ourselves for the good of the African people, 
however well meaning wc may be; but our job is to teach quite 
clearly and positively the Christian ideal, and to try and 
the African soul of sin, where sin exists, and to guide the African . 
Church itself to legislate for itself where legislation is needed. One 
more thing, of course, there is which makes it very difficult for the 
European to dilate upon African customs, and that is the ignorance 
of the European. Bishop Weston once remarked to me in Tonga,
** I discover so many new details in^the course of the yean through 
hearing marriage cases, that I am continually astounded at my own 
ignorance.” Now, if Bishop Weston could say that towards the end 
of his life, how few must there be who can claim to possess real 
knowledge?

In Europe, I suppose the basis of marriage is a social 
between two individuals, a man and a woman ; in Africa, the basis 
of marriage is an alliance between two famllits. In fact, in all 
matters really concerning African customs, it must be remembered 
that the unit is the family, not the individual. Of course^ marriage 
in Europe affecLs the families, and in Africa marriage naturally 
affects the two individuals concerned; but the difference between tlie 
European and tlie African idea of marriage may, I think, jbe stated 
as 1 have stated it, as a difTerence in the conception of ihc. basis of 
marriage, and this key will help to unlock many puzzles. /

If a marriage goes wrong in Africa, the matter is referred to the 
family council, that is the council of the two families concerned, and

now so

convince

contract
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to her own family. The man is allowed to come and marry her, and 
in return for this privilege he is expected to build a house in his 

•wife’s village, and so far as 1 know he is allowed to work as a sort 
of assistant gardener to her mother. If he goes on satisfactorily he 
is allowed to become a permanency; if not, he is dismissed and 
another gardener is taken on, but he does not himself ever become a 
member of his wife’s family. He is, as it were, a sort of outsider 
who comes and visits his wife, and is allowed to do so according to 
law and custom, and it is perfectly respectable, but he never becomes 
a member of his wife’s family, nor docs his wife ever leave her own 
family or her own village. He comes and builds a house in the 
village and lives with his wife and she bears children to him; but 
they do not belong to him, but to her, and they will inherit from 
their uncles and noc from their father. An uncle is always one’s 
mother’s brother, a father’s brother is always cUher a big father or 
a little father, according as to whether they are older or younger 
than one’s own father. A person can have a great number of fathers 
in Africa, and they all seem to share the responsibility. There is 
the father who begat you, and there are one or m^re big fathers, and 
one or more little fathers. (My boys at Kiwanda have explained to 
me what they think of the limitations of a language having only 
one word for a father’s brother and a mother’s brother; two relation
ships which have, of course, nothing in common 1)

This system belongs, however, to the tribes in dioceses other than 
Zanzibar. In Zanzibar Diocese all the tribes are patrilineal. In the 
patrilineal system the man takes the woman out of her own family 
into his family. This does not mean that her family cease to have 
an interest in her, or that their power of protecting her becomes 
negligible; but the woman passes out of the dominion of the patri-

they decide what is to be done. Perhaps they decide that the 
marriage is a complete failure, and that the Only thing to be done 
is to unmake it; or that the marriage is to be patched up and to go 
on. The two people seem to be quite unnaturally passive about it. 
You may, perhaps, know about some of the difficulties, and you go 
and see one of these people, or you may meet the husband and talk 
to him about it, and you say, ” What arc you going to do about it? 
You can’t go on like this.” What he says is, ‘‘ The old men make 
talk, I am not in.” In other words, ” the family council will decide, 
it is not my business.” It seems most extraordinary that they should 
be so passive about the matter like this, and some people argue from 
this that there is no love between husband and wife in marriage. I 

not at all sure that is cither a necessary or right conclusioni 1 
certainly do think that there is a genuine affection to be found 
between husband and wife, in a great many cases, in Africa. This 
attitude towards what we should consider to be strictly their own 
private concerns may perhaps illustrate to you the fact which is 
abundantly clear in Africa, that a priest or bishop in Africa spends 
no little time in straightening out marriage tangles. That comes 
about something like this. The priest is the head of the Christian 
family (the bishop, of course, is the great head, the patriarch of the 
Christian tribe), and as such the African regards it as perfectly 
obvious that matrimonial difficulties should be referred to him. I 
know that in theop^ it is rather a compliment that it should be so, 
but, although it gives us a great opportunity of helping people at 
limes, in practice it is sometimes extremely disconcerting.

So we will go on to consider the two main systems of marriage 
which you find in Africa, nnd these two main systems are both in 
full working order. You can read in books that these systems were 
in full working order throughout Europe at much earlier, stages in 
our history, and so on; but you find both in full working order in 
Africa at the present time; of course, never both in the same tribe. 
These two main systems are the matrilinea! and the patrlHneal 
systems. These terms must not be confused with the similar terms, 
matriarchal nnd patriarchal, which refer to systems of governmeni 
rather than marriage. There arc no matriarchal tribes in Africa. 
There arc tribes near us in which you will occasionally find a woman 
chief, and tribes down in South Africa which have women chiefs, 
but that docs not mean that the system or the con!>titution of the 
tribe is matriarchal, It simply means that the same sort of thing has 
happened ns in certain cases when women can inherit; as, for in-

/
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stancej in English history there have occasionally been queens on 
the throne of.Hngland.. That docs not mean at all that/ England is 
in ariy sense matriarchal, nor arc the tribes of Africa matriarchal. 
All the African tribes arc patriarchal, but some of them are matri- 
lineal and some are patrilineal. The matrilineal system of marriage 
is, of course, entirely different in constitution and practice from the 
patrilineal..

In the matrilineal system the woman is never allowed to pass 
of her own family and enter another family, and she bears children

I lUhi UtiU ■ \
A Wbddjno at Liuli (Tanoanvika TBRRtroRv).
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AFRICAN MARRIAGE AND POLYGAMYAFRICAN MARRIAGE AND POLYGAMY

much the same 
state of things 
by persuading the 
woman of liis 
choice to elope 
with him, rather 
than go througli 
the normal forma
lities. After such 
an elopement there 
would, no doubt, 
be n row between 
the families, and 
though they might 
disjipprove of his 
action, the man’s 
relations would 
back him upj that 
is what , your 
family is for in 

The

arch of her own family and enters the dominion of her husband’s 
patriarch. The children count always as members of the husband’s 
family, and they inherit from him and his brothers, and never from 
the mother’s side at all. You notice a slight difference here; in the 
matrilineal system, the husband never becomes a part of the wife’s 
family; in the patrilineal the wife does become a member of her 
husband’s family. We are told that the matrilineal system is the 
older, and there is every reason in logic to support this view.

Before we discuss the change-over from matrilineal to patrilineal 
must glance at another form of marriage which has left traces 

in communities which have arrived at a much higher conception

/

we
even
of life—I mean marriage by capture. There are, as I dare say you 
know, traces of marriage by capture even in the Book of Common 
Prayer, but we won’t discuss that now. Certainly in Africa mar
riage by capture existed quite definitely in its crude form. After 
a raid, sOme of the booty captured by the succe.ssful raiders con
sisted of women and children, and they were divided amongst the 
warriors, just ns the other booty was divided amongst the warriors. 
The woman so taken was not on the whole ill-treated, not differently 
than as a wife, except that in the case of a row between husband and 
wife she had no family to back her up, and so she prudently avoided 
making a row. That is really the only differencc.Her children belonged 
quite definitely Ip the husband’s f^amily; and this, of course, gave 
him a position in his own household which he never' got in any 
other way under the matrilineal system. Having this sort of position 
a man fell that his standing in his own household was consider
ably stronger than under the matrilineal system, where he was an 
outside^ who was allowed to come to his wife’s village and family, 
and to have children by her; and though, of course, gradually 
marriage by capture became impracticable with the suppression of 
inter-tribal warfare (a matter of fairly recent times), slave marriage, 
which Is essentially the same thing, still exists at the present day. 
There arc still cases where we discover that some woman or other is 
really a slave, and the Mission somehow or other finds the money to 
redeem her, in some cases to establish a marriage on the proper 
grounds. One imagines that these marriages are slightly less 
respectable than those of the standard pattern, but they were never 
concubinage in the eyes of the African; they were never despised, 
and they were never regarded as invalid. They were regarded as a 
quite definite form of marriage.

’ When matrilineal marriage broke down it was probably in this 
Avay. One caii imagine that men w'ould not always be content with 
,ari arrangement by which their own children were never of their 
own family, and their own property was inherited by the children of 
their sisters. Those who secured brides by capture felt that this 
was more satisfactory, and those who did not began to envy the man 
who could call his children his own. What were they to do ? They 
could not carry out a raid bn another family in their own tribe—no 
one would have joined them in It; but a man could bring about

'^Africa.
African is always 
ready to make the 
best of a foil 
accompli. The two 
families would 

and theymeet
would have a row, 
and would talk 
very big, and there 
would be some 
angry words and 

so on; but what remains is to decide suitable and adequate com
pensation for the injured family. That is all. There is no question 
of saying that the woman must be returned. One of the outstand
ing features of the patrilineal system is the demand for some sort of 
compensation to i!ie woman’s family. This is the feature wliich 
comes very obviously to the notice of the planter and the globe
trotter, and is invariably misunderstood by them. You will read 
that Africa is a country in which women are bought and sold ns 
cattle. It is not true.

UUIDKGROOM AT I.1KOMA.A Moperh African Uhiuk

{

(To be coulinued)

*
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CLOSER UNION IN EAST AFRICA!
The Report of the Joint Committee 

Closer Union in East Africa
Report deals with questions which profoundly concern the 

Universities’ Mission, working as it does in Tanganyika 
Territory, the Zanzibar Protectorate, Nyasaland and Northern 
Rhodesia. It includes not only consideration of the policy,of Closer 
Union, but also of many problems affecting the relations between the 
difTcrent races—African, European, Indian and Arab—now living 
side by side in East Africa. Commissions liave been held, as we know, 
and the Report gives the conclusions arrived at. It is impossible 
in a short article to deal with the whole Report. All that we can do 
is to select certain statements which throw light on maUws which 
concern the Mission and its relations to the African and European 
communities.

and to play such a part as they may eventually prove capable of 
playing in the ultimate destiny of their country.

The introduction of British Rule has been of great benefit to the 
native people. There were large trdets of unoccupied land. The 
expansion of European settlement may have led to some transac
tions of doubtful fairness, and has necessitated effective measures 
to protect against all future alienation sufficient land to provide for 
present and future native requirements, and so the Report states 
the figures and arguments presented merit serious consideration* 
before any policy of intensive white settlement is adopted.
General principles of Native policy.

The policy for Eastern Africa should be framed’with regard to 
experience or policy in all other territories of Africa. In framing 
their policy for people not yet able to stand by themselves under the 
strenuous conditions of modern life, there should be applied the 
principle that the well-being and development of such pcoples^form 
a sacred trust of civilization. This trusteeship must remain the func
tion of His Majesty’s Government, but every saltier, merchant, the 
Indian and the Arab, as well as the white trader, every missionary 
and every visitor, shares the obligation to help the nation to advance.
Conflict of interests between the Europeans and natives.

We all know what a hubbub ^yas raised in this connection by the 
use of the word paramounlcy, so it is inlere.siing to see liow the 
Report defines the word. '* The doctrine of paramountcy means no 
more than that the inlercsls of the ovcnvhclming majority of the 
indigenous population should not be subordinated to those of the • 
minority belonging to another race, however important in itself.” 
The majority Report of the Hilton Young Commission recorded 
their emphatic opinion that all matters in .which racial interests were 
or appeared to be divergent should be decided by an arbitral 
authority. That authority exists in the Secretary of State and the 
Governor acting under his instructions.
Native councils.

ON

This

Closer Union. • • ^
After stating that there has been a certain reaction against the 

whole idea of Closer Union in East Africa, and a very definite 
reluctance expressed by native witnesses to an association with 
Kenya as it exists to-day, and to the establishment of any authority 
which would come between the Representatives of the Crown in the 
several dependencies in East Africa and His Majesty’s Government 
in the United Kingdom, the Report concludes that this is not the 
lime for taking any far-reaching step in the direction of fornial 
union, though there is a very real field for cooperation and coordi
nation in tlie economic and scientific services. They recommend that 
there should be a conference of the Governors of Kenya, Uganda 
and Tanganyika Territory, held not less often than twice a year, and 
that periodical extraordinary conferences should be held to which 
the Governors of Northern Rhodesia, Nyasaland and ihe British 
Resident at Zanzibar should be invited. The suggestion that there 
should be a Liaison Officer appointed by the Secretary of State, who 
should preside over the Governors’ Conference, was rejected on the 
ground that the appointment of such an officer would tend to 
dimmish tlie authority and prestige of the Governors, but it is 

' thought advantageous that the sessions of the Governors’ Conference 
be attended by an officer sent out from this country.
White settlement.

This raises the question ; How far are we justified in encouraging 
the settlement of our own people in a country inhabited by a native 
population ? Such justification cannot be denied, as we see In the 
coses of North America and Australia, but to aiffirm it without qualifi
cation would involve the denial of any rights or fair opportunities 
for development of whole categories of fellow human beings on the 
ground of their present weakness and inefficiency, and would 
the repudiation of the whole doctrine of trusteeship upon which the 
Empire is professedly based. A positive obligation exists to afford 
to the natives time and opportunity to develop their latent capacities,

promising line of develop 
be, not direct participation in the

ment forAs to native policy, the most i 
the near future is considered to be,
legislative council, but the increasing importance of native councils, 
with a continuous widening of their functions, 
consciousness may be developed and a desire to share in tribal affairs, 
and ultimately in the governance of the territory in which ^h 
lives with the possibility of the separate administration of particular 
native areas, outside immigrant settlement. So beginning with 
native councils there would follow district and provincial councils, 
and at last a central native council representative of native political 
opinions and ambitions for tlie whole ofthc territoiy concerned.

, To this scheme it is objected that there would be two parallel 
systems of administration, and these cannot be continued indefinitely. 
If the native has the same right to political development as the white

Thus a politicalT
e.native

mean

?
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Diocese of ZanzibarCLOSER UNION IN EAST AFRICA

JACK OF ALL TRADESman, ihe aim should be dial of equal citizenship for all civilized 
of whatever colour. The Report at the present time says it 
recommend the adoption of any scheme on unitary lines, 
suggested that there should be a Chief Native Commissioner, an 
oHiccr of high standing with direct access to the Governor, a member 
of the Executive Council, of the Legislative Council and of its Finance 
Committee.

Here our review must slop; but in conclusion it should be noticed 
that the Report says no forced labour is employed by European 
settlers. The evidence thal this is so is conclusive. It is made 
use of on Government work occasionally and on rare occasions is 
unpaid. It ’is employed for communal purposes in the native 
reserves. This practice, says the Report, is no longer in accord
ance with the ideas of modern civilization and should be discontinued.

The preference is given to Swahili over English as the only suit
able olBcial language. Some prefer English, but there is a very 
small percentage of .Africans who speak it fluently. Still, the Report 
♦■eels the desirability of a gradual change from Swahili to English.

men 
cannot 

It is /It is mail day, and Jack has given the cook his orders, arranged 
food for a two-days’ safari for one of the workers, been informed 
that the head dispensary boy is ill, and sent for someone to help 
in his place; he has then said prayers with a few small boys who 
do not go to the village school, and is beginning to teach them. 
Enter a family of catechumens with a " word”; the husband is 
going to Zanzibar, and wishes to leave his wife and children very 
inadequately supplied with money, until he sends for them; the 
wife, who is very slow and gentle but also a person of character, 
insists upon an adequate portion, and the man finally hands over 
his bank-book to her. Hefore they have left the oflice where Jack’s 
work is done, a Christian man appears, asking for work, and as 
times are hard at present until the clove-harvest comes, a job must, 
if possible, be found for him. This entails a journey to the end 
of the garden and an interview with the over.seer to explain matters, 
and, incidentally, to settle other affairs with him. Then comes the 
cook, wanting the post-bag for the leper Island before he goes to 
buy the supply of bread which will last the wo^^ers there till the 
end of the week. Next, a man wanting to buy a prayer-book; he 
is a policeman, and must be served now, as later in the day lie will 
be on duty; and, before he leaves, another unemployed Christian 
appears, also an ox—owner unknown—which has already been 
turned out of ihe garden twice this morning, and must now be 
sent to the police-station. On this, the owner turns up and offers 
loud and long explanations of the trespasser’s presence here. A 
job is found for the would-be worker, ns a dead clove-tree needs 
cutting down for firewood, and then tlie African teaclicr comes to 
ask what shall be done about a sick catechumen. He Is quickly 
dealt with by being sent to the nurse, and, all thought of children’s 
lessons having been abandoned, one ncceSsary business letter gels 
written for the mail, before a boy comes wanting an envelope and 
a stamp, and .asking for the address to be written on his letter. IJy 
now it i.s nearly ten o’clock, tlie ovcnsccr cornea wanting furtlicr 
directions, and a man who wants to rent a clove-plantation asks 
to have his agreement written down and witnessed. The next 
visitor is a welcome one, being the captain of a boat which is to 
take a worker to another island this afternoon, and his coming 
now probably means that he really docs intend to turn up as 
requested.

There now seems to be a calm moment, tlie small boys 
arc called, and an attempt is made to do a little reading, .s6on put 
a stop to, however, by the arrival of a man from thp island 
mentioned above, who accuses the African headman, appointed by 
Government, of stealing his crop of cassava. A note has/ to be 
written about this, and it is then time for a most welcome cup of 
tea. Then comes an African teacher about some wrllinp he has 
been given to do; two more customers wanting writing materials.

REVIEWS
The African Child. By Evelyn Sharp (Longmans, Green and Co. and 

The Wcardale Press).
We have received a copy of this book which gives an account of the Inter
national Conference held at Geneva in June of last year on African children. 
There is an introduction by Lord Lugord, In which he says, '* The infant 
mortality recorded in some regions of Africa reaches, according to some 
speakers, the .appalling figure of 800 to 830 per i,coo. England, with a 
population of over 700 to the square mile, has an infant death rate of 70 
per 1,000. Tropical Africa, with an average population of 14 to the square 
mile, has a rate of 500 per 1,000." While here at home, the problem of 
over-population is becoming a very serious problem, undcr-populatlon in 
Africa is cqu.ally serious. The Conference dealt with the causes and the 
remedies for this state of affairs, and this book gives us a very intere.st- 
ing account of the various opinions expressed and the practical conclusions 
at.which they arrived. Miss Adamson, of Kwa Maizi, In the Diocese of 
Zanzibar, was a member of the Conference. It is a book to be carefully 
studied by all adults interested in child welfare, and especially child welfare 
in E. Africa. The price of the book is 3/6, and will be sent from the Office 
by post for a/9.

. “ Tha nemaklag ot Man la Africa.”—By J. M. Oldh 
Unlrerslty Preu. Price 2s. 6d.

Of all the subjects occupying the best brains of the country at the present time, 
this—the buildinf; up of an African Christian civilization—Is one of the most important, 
urgent and dilTicuIt. In.this book, compiled after consultation with the best.experts 
in England, Germany and America, the diOtcuItlea are faced, and the contribution tliat 
Christian education can and should make towards their solution is very fully discussed. 
All :those who are Interested in missionary education, particularly mem^s of our 
staff in Africa, should read this book and. Incidentally, It has much to teach us in 
Riigland of the highest alms and methods of a truly Christian education.

i.The book can'be hod from the U.M.C.A Oflice for 2t. Od., post free.

and 0. D. Gibson. Oxford
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NAMESJACK OF ALL TRADES

best known planters; but a missionary who bore the most respected 
name throughout the Reserve was just “ Bwana.” Errands can 
only be sent if the native nickname of the planter is known. 
Characteristic names were '* Gachicho,'* Spectacles; " Maridndi,” 
Spick and Span; *'Wamuyu,” Quick. Others again were 
“ The Fat Man,” “ Fat Legs,” ” Shortshorts ” and my own name, 
“Bwana Karoki," The Early Riser. Repeated investigations have 
failed to disclose any hidden meaning to the name, yet this and the 
whole study of meanings and origins will be one of my keenest 
interests, when I return to the Colony. Often, loo, I have been struck 
by the European-like cast of features of some of the natives, especially 
Maragoli and Tcrici. Paying wages to one boy, his head in the 
window, was an exact ebony replica of the young Byron; on another 
occasion I was astonished at a face, and thought “ How like_my 
aunt 1”

and another man ashing for work, who is sent away, as it is too 
late now to start a day’s work. A note now arrives for the priest- 
in.charge, and this must be read and answered if possible, ns lie 
is away for the week, and. an answer is required. Several more 
notes and interviews bring us to it o’clock, and lessons are now 
begun in earnest, though only an hour remains until the Angelus 
rings. Afterwards the rest of the mail letters must be dealt with, 
either before or after luncheon, but this can bo done in comparative 
peace, as the flow p! visitors bas for the moment ceased. This is 
a typical mail morning. Jack.

/

NAMES F. A.E.
As a new subscriber to the U.M.C.A., and recently returned from 
Kenya, I was very interested in your Zanzibar correspondent’s 
fascinating examples of native names. In nearly four years on a 
coffee estate I have heard and seen and employed several thousands 
of natives of many kinds and have often been intrigued by their 
names and even more so by their nicknames for Europeans. In 
many instances their significance was obvious j a native of tall stock 
w.as "Wanene," The Tall; or ■'Wanjohi,” son of beer, 
“ Mahindi," of the maize farmer’s family, or “ Mugwanji, the 
seventh child. Many of the names of the women were pretty, os 
“ Wanduha,” “ Nyakiringa,” “ Dutula.” Often they closely 
resembled English words even though not English in origin; one 
such was " Marmalade ” and another sounded as nearly as possible 
like “ Lazy.” “ Peedoubleyndee ” was a name denoting an ancestry 
not unconnected with roadmnking and the Public Works Department.

The Roman Catholic Missions’ custom of giving converts Latin 
names resulted in some very delightful distortions. It was a long 
time before 1 solved the names of two of my Kavirondos, who wore 
addressed byitheir fellows as ” Garborielli ” and ” Armbrozeus 
Gabriel and Ambrosius respectively I

The Kenya native, and especially the Kikuyu, has a well- 
deserved reputation for summing up the European and giving him a 
suitable name. The latter nearly always contains some “ double 

• entendre” which is seldom disclosed. “ Bwana Kisatia ” was an 
example, "ro the world at large and the Bwana himself the name 
meant and still means the “ Master from afar.” From some kind 
of Kikuyu riddle the underlying translation is: “ The master who 
starts a job but does not finish it.” Two planters were named 
” The master who stoops like millet ” and ” The master who stands 
straight as a maize-stalk.” The names stick .tenaciously and are 
universally known. They act as recommendations or as warnings, 
such as “ The master who plays fpotball,”. “ The master for whom 
you need not work hard,". “ The fierce Master,” or the " Master 
of the whip.” Bwana Mkubwa—“the Great Master”—was one of the

FATHER RUSSELL MEMORIAL FUND
THE Income ot this fund for t03t, nmoiinitne to .£105 IPs. Od.. Hns been ernnieil to 
the Dishop of Nyasolant! for the purpose of buildinj; n hospitnl nt Mamin.

HOME JOTTINGS
The General Fund Decelpts compare ns follows;—

Received during November..........................
Total receipts to November 30 ..............

A decresie of X201.

ChallcniJei!—>Ve are pleased to announce tbat nine contributions of £10 each 
have been received In answer to the challenge Issued last monlh by an old friend; the 
Mission therefore benefits by £100.

Another subscriber offers an extra £5 II twenty others will contribute £5 each 
before January 15.

To Secretaries and Collectors.—Please note tbat remittances to be Included In the 
1031 Account should reach us not later than January J5. >Ve would warn our friends 
that It Ireiuentl) takes two days lor a letter to reach us and that It would be well 
to post early. ^ ^

1031 1030
... X3.(186 £2,710 

... £20,052 £26,010

Publications Department—Ai it is desirable to clear up nil outstandinR 
necount fur ihe piisi ye.Tr, we shall be grcnlly obliged If i 

In their remlliances will do so Irfore January 14.

Tales of Africa.”—After searching for nearly two venrs for authors for the nbnve. 
we are nt Inst able to launch the first four of n new series of tales for children. Tlicy 
are well printed, have niirnrtive mlnured covers, ond cost onlv one penny earhl

May we tender our he.nrtv ihnnUs to the three nulhors who have helped us; Miss 
Mann. Nllsi Denham and Mrs. Howard, and also express the hope that some members 
of the Mission will rise in the occasion and supply us with more!

We should be very grateful.

•• Missions; Their PoBtlcal Necessity In Africa.'* U the title of a pamphlet by Major 
P. H. Ruxtnn, C.M.O., lust ptiblished hv the Mission.

The author save: "This is not a missionary pamphlet written by n missionary to 
stir up the real of devout Christians, but nn nttempi nt an armiment by a Colonial 
ndminl.tr«tor. .dArvori In int.lllUCTl mm ami women who with well of Ihe Empire, 
and who consider themselves ns tnirteea—and not ns exploiters—of the more primitive 
peoples committed to their charge In the tropical African colonies.”

The pamphlet would make excellent propaganda among those who are not supporters 
of Missions. Copies can be had from the Office, price Id., by post Ijd.

debts before 
hose of ourclosing 

friends wtio have not sent

i8
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HOME JOTTINGS

CENTRAL AFRICAOrtfinUlag Secretcrr for the Northern Province and N. Wales.—The Rev. H. IX P. 
Malachi, from the Diocese of Zanilbar, has been appointed to succ^ the Kw. 
I.. C. Watson. Fr. Malachi will take up his new duties at the end of January. Mn 
address will be CT* Marshside Ro.-td, f^uth|wrt, l.ancs,

note in the November Issue about the urgent need of vestments, 
we rave only the name of Mtsi R. Smith, who looks after the needs of Zannbar. Masasl 
and N. Rhodesia. We should have added the name of Miss E. C. Douglas, 4- Cator 
Road, Sydenham. S.E.20, who is responsible^ for vestments for Nyasoland.

To Work Parlies.—In future there will be a slight alteration In the pattern for 
klsibaus, and Miss L, Phillips, The Carton, Elstree, Herts, will be glad If those who 
ore hoping to make klsibaus in Lent will apply to her ns soon as possible for the new 
directions. It is noi necessary for those who have kUlbaus already cut out to make 
any alteration.

BihiWIlon of Work for Africa.—This will be held on Saturday, March 12. and all 
work parties and branches of the C.S.C. and Coral League are ask^ ‘‘J®
results of their work this winter to be exhibited In the Chur-h House. Exhibits should 
reach this ofTice not later than Monday. February 29. and should be addreisri to Miss 
Nugee and clearly marked on the outside of the parcel “ For Exhibition. Certificates 
for the best work done In each section will be awarded as usual. Further details will 
be given In the February magazines. ^ ,

Sninmer School.—We hope the Summer School will be held as usual this year during 
the first two weeks In August. The place will be nnnounced next month. Names of any 
Intending scholars can be sent to the Rev. L. C. Watson, Central Africa House, Wood 
Street, Westminster, S.W.l. • • •

Ltogne of Asioclatcs* Christmas Present.—Parcels of books have been sent this 
year to Funzl Island. KIwanda, Tanga. Tongwe. Chidya. Masasl. Said! Maumbo, Blan- 
lyre, Llkemo, Mnlindl. Msumbn, Chlp»I. Uvlncstone and a special book to Llull.

Oneitlons are still being asked about our Home Mission Station at Tonkerton— 
•' Is It open now?” “What Is It for?” etc. St. Michael’s h and will be open till 
the end of June. It Is for all U.M.C.A. friends (or those likely to become friends) 
who want a quiet spot In which to rest, read and pray. It Is place for meeting others 
who are Inierwted In the Mission and who work for It In Africa or England. If there 
It more you would like to know nbout It, please write for further particulars.

An Increasing number of people like to come to St. Michael’s for Retreats. Here 
is a list for 1933 ns far ns del.oils are already fixed:—January Conductor. T^e
Re\-d. H. P. D. Malaehl, Zanzibar Diocese. April ^nductor, "^e Revd. H.
Thomas, lately of Zanzibar and now Vice-Principal of Ely Theological College. May 
27—31; Conductor. Fr. Hnnnny. lately of Nynsnlnnd Diocese and now of the Community 
of the Resurrection, Mlrflcld. September 6-0; November 4—8. We hope to give the
names of the conductors of these two later Retreats nat month. ^ ^ ^

Apply, with stamped envelope for reply, to:—Miss H. Spanton. St. Michael s. Church 
Street Road, Tnnkerton, Whltstnble, Kent. Telegrams, U.M.C.A.. Whltstnblc.
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ECITOR’S NOTE?
We have published a small pamphlet, “ Missions, their political 
necessity in Africa," based on an address given at an Archidiaconal 
Missionary Festival held at Sherborne on June 17, 1931, by Major 
Ruxton, C.M.G., late Lieut.-Governor of the Southern Provinces 
of Nigeria. The author calls it an attempt to describe the work 
of the Missionary Societies in Africa in its political and economic 
aspects, ds viewed by an outsider at close quarters with the work 
over a period of thirty years. He pleads for the necessity of a 
common consciousness; a common conscience, an accepted moral 
code determining all personal dealings, fixed ethical assumptions and 
instinctive-adherence to certain principles qf conduct, and he says 
this common conscience ednnot be implanted in Afrjca without 
Christianity. There is, he sdys, a case for Missions on non-religious 
grounds not unworthy of consideration. And the pamphlet deals 
with these non-religious grounds, though he is careful to state that 
much could be told of the very real spiritual results of the work of 
Missions, and he speaks of some of these results in terms of high 
praise.

THE MISSION STAFF
It seems to us that this little pamphlet, which only 

penny and can be obtained at the Mission Office, will prove of great 
value to all who are engaged in pressing the cause of African 
Missions and especially in pressing this cause wherever thpre are 
people who for some reason or other dislike Missions and speak 
against missionary work. The pamphlet contains the considered 
judgment of a Government Official after 30 years* experience of the 
African and things African, and should help speakers to meet the 
common impression that our countiymen abroad entertain unfr - 
able views about the value and the results of Missionary endeavour. 
We commend it to our organizing and local secretaries. /
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EDITOR'S NOTES Diocese of Nyasaland

The unhrem! day of Prayer for Students.
We have received the following paragraph on the subject. Some 

of our readers may like to avail themselves of the invitation to join 
in this day of intercession on behalf of students. As many know, 
there is a clause in the Prayer for the Church Militant in the Revised 
Prayer Book for our Universities which partly meets the situation.

“ A strange feature of these years of economic bewilderment and 
distress is the steady increase in the number of students in Universi
ties and Colleges. Lack of opportunity in commercial life may be 
one of the causes, but another may be the determination of younger 
men and women to re-examine the basis of our modern civilization 
before they come to play an active part within it. Such an intention 
may seldom be expressed, or indeed fully realized, but the evidence 
of much discussion and enquiry goes to show that it is present.

** There are many theories of life competing for the allegiance of 
youth to-day, and amongst them the faith of Jesus Christ is not always 
the most vigorously proclaimed. There is need for the preaching of 
the Gospel and still more for triumphant living on the part of those 
who call themselves Christians. Happily the activities of students arc 
not confined to political agitation in the East, or to recreation In the 
West, but throughout the world in discussion group, and conference, 
in house party, and in quiet day men and women make trial of the 
ways of God, and surely find Him. Uniting in one great company 
many of these scattered units stands the World’s Student Christian 
Federation, the most widely extended student affiliation in the world.

'‘February Is rt fateful month in Europe, and it Is not inappropriate 
that on Sunday, February 21, Christian people should be called to 
remember students in their prayers. In College they are tested in 
ways peculiarly their own, and pass out to undertake responsibilities, 
not according to their merits, but according to their training. They 
learn to express themselves in speech, in writing, in life, and it is of 
the first importance that their contribution to the world should come, 
not from themselves, but from God. At the centre of the World's 
Student Christian Federation has always been the Student Volunteer 
Missionary tlnion. There Is a call to-day, not only for a courageous 
Christian witness, but for willingness to serve wherever the need of 
the Church is greatest.

“ The Student Christian Movement of Great Britain and Ireland 
will gladly send the ‘ Call to Prayer,’ written by Pastor Hanns Lilje, 
the able leader of the German Student Christian Movement, with 
some suggestions for intercession to any who write for it to Annqn- 
dalc, North End Road, London, N.W.ii.”

LIKOMA GIRLS' SCHOOLS /
Episcopal suggestions seem to fall into somewhat the same category 
as doctors' orders in that they both demand some measure of obedL 
encel This, therefore, is at once my apology and my excuse Tor 
writing this article. The Bishop thinks that the world at home, or 
at least such part of it os rends Central Africa, would be interested 
to know more of Likoma Girls* Schools and of the work carried on 
there. I have hesitated to write of it, because the more one knows of 
what work is done there, the more one realizes wliat work might be 
done, if only staff and means allowed!

Perkaps it will help us to visit first the homes of our scholars, 
before following them into school. Their homes are mainly small 
round wlndowlcss huts, built of reeds, plastered inside and out with 
mud, though here and there a new type of building 
brick, complete witli windows,' ventilation and several rooms, gives 
pleasing evidence of Mission influence. Let us try to realize the 
handicaps with which these people start their educational careers. 
Noboolu, no pens, no ink—nothing of those elertientary things which 
go to give the average English child flrst Ideas of learning in its 
home ! Try to imagine a house, and there are hundreds siich, with
out a word of printed matter, without a cliair to sit on, or a table to 
sit up to I Try to imagine a town or village without one placard, 
one street name, or one printed notice of any kind on which the young 
can “ try out ” their early knowledge of letters and simple words, 
and continue all unconsciously a course of " Reading without tears.”

Even those who have learned to read have but the most limited 
assortment of religious and school readers, most of whicli have been 
read and reread ad nauseam; and such books as they do possess are, 
as a rule, very short-lived, owing to white ants, to goats, who in this 
country seem to prefer rags or paper to a'meal of herbs, and to the 
illiterate (and others) who think that the end of all paper is to make 
” cigarettes.”

School

of sun-dried

time comes—” breakfast time ” comes but to the very 
few, and most children start off for two or three hours' school with 
the prospect of some food in the late afternoon when they shall have 
helped pound and prepare their evening meals. For some months 
in the year the cider girls will probably have been working in their 
fields both before and after school.

Some of the little ones may possibly bring ” elevenses ” to be 
eaten at ten o’clock—a bit of raw cassava, or the fruit of the baobab 
(tartaric acid) to suck, and once a wee mite pressed into my hand, 
to be “ minded ” till required, the gizzard of a chicken, with which 
its mother had bribed it to come to school 1 Certainly one feels that 
if the average English child had the same Initial handicaps as the 
average African, their relative coefficients of absorption, as far as 
education is concerned, would possibly be veny similar. '

*
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LIKOMA GIRLS' SCHOOLSLIKOMA GIRLS’ SCHOOLS

Girls' schools at Likoma have been the vogue since the very early 
days of the Mission, all thanlts and honour to ^ f ^ 
resized that indeed '• the hand that rocks the cradle rules the world, 
even when that cradle is a bit of bark^loth on a ®f
the hand that of an African woman, hard and 
toil. For the African is by no means the lazy dolce jar mentc
creature of popular imagination. Ti,„.i,.mv’s irirls’Thanks and honour, too, are due ‘“^iss Thackeray s girls 
school, from whence came MwMimu Kathleen Mtar^ho whe^ 
husband, a printer, volunteered for work here m the rar^ ‘‘“5'^' 
who, herself bringing from Zanzibar a tradition of “
desirfible for even mere womenkind, popularized U for ever in this

‘^'“tIic cry from those days of forty or more years ago is ‘"deed a

i r;,rR.£ 'f:
her daughters, together with twelve other women, received Govern- 
ment recognition for having served the Mission for over twenty years 
as certificated teachers, while since that date a grandchild has passed 
her Preliminary and part of her second Mission Examination.

The school buildings of toJay ate beautifully situated, even if 
not in themselves very beautiful; indeed they have bMn compared 
by some rude visitors to horse boxes, but they serve their Pdfpose- 
The main buildings form two sides of a quadrangle bounded on one 
side by the hospital wall, while on a terrace on the fourth side is an 
old house which in its two rooms now provides a home tor tne 
“Teachers’ Training Classes,” and at a little distance is the houM 
of the teacher-inaiharge, most conveniently situated to overlook the 
whole " Kuseli ’’ or enclosure. . , ...

Two large blocks of two and three class-rooms rrapectively with 
stores at either end run nearly east and west, while a 
Hall (which can accommodate the whole school fairly TOmfortably) 
with two further class-rooms and a handwork room in the same 
block, together with a separate dormitory and Oratory, form the 
western boundary. The airy class-rooms (more unglazed window 

■ than wall, as to the sides thereof) with their wide veran^ provide 
room for the 394 SRls on the books, whiie the teachers block caters 
for classes for 6o or 70 yourig teachers and students whose studie 
alternate with periods of teaching. At the present moment there is 
a class of 12 working on the Government Syllabus, 15 working to 
complete their Mission Second, and 22 juniors who hold only their ■ 
Preliminary Certificates. Some of these last two sets may be teach
ing in their village schools in the afternoons. ^

Thera are five village schools which have afternoon sessions, l^v- 
ing the field clear for the boys in the momingsj the girls from these 
schools pass on almost automatically to the Chipyela upper classesi 
and bring oiir " number on books ” all told to between 600 and 700

r'''

iM
f.-w'

(Uut KUnbcrimiU
At the ten o’clock " break.” (Class-roous on left and 

TUB Bio Hall in tub distance.)

for Likoma as a whole. These numbers are considerably smaller 
than they were a few years ago when, in the best interest of the school, 
we started a systematic and rather drastic “ turning out ” in the 
upper classes to relieve the pressure of the incomers. The real 
tragedy is that there is so very little for the unmarried girls to do in . 
their villages that one has real sympathy with the young lady of 18 
who, on being invited to superannuate herself, remarked, "Far Indeed 
be such a thought from me, and what should I do with all my days?
And are you not my mother? Why then should I wish to.Ieave you ?" 
(Her school attendance, however, had not indicated an intense 
devotion to her mother 1)

The school curriculum has necessarily developed as years have gone 
by, and is tending to become standardized os the Government takes 
more active part in the work and in the expenses thereof, but the 
Mission has had its special syllabus and training for women teachers 
for more than 25 years? and when the Phelps^tokes Commission 
asked how it was that the women in this part were so much keener on 
education than in some other parts of Africa, one felt that it was 
because they themselves have been so very instrumental in tl^eir own 
progress, for in the early days almost os soon as one could read for 
herself she was used to teach others.

My first " teacher " at Mponda’s in 1912 was a charming Likoma 
woman, who was still wrestling with the conjunction of syllables Into 
words for herself, but she had excellent scripture, and slight arith
metical knowledge, and did marvellous work with the " babes."
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LIKOMA GIRLS’ SCHOOLSLIKOMA GIRLS’ SCHOOLS

after scripture, but the various classes take it in turn to do gardening 
or other similar handwork for two consecutive “ periods,” and as 
the mornings get warm we try to do this work early, perhaps even 
before scripture. «■ . v

Three classes are due for manual work to-day; one goes oft with 
its teacher to get hoes from the store; they are preparing pits for 
planting ca^ia trees on a hill-side near the school; some go to get 
manure from a neighbouring village, while others collect the wood 
ash from near the kitchen to mix in the soil. Twenty-five out of 
about 40 trees planted last year are doing well, alternating with 
sisal plants which will later provide a good supply of fibre for baskets, 
mats, string, etc. Another class, perchance, will go to the Lake, 
there to pound and beat and wash some of the^e same sisal leaves, 
which have been soaking for a few days, thus removing the flesh 
and leaving the fibre to bleach, or possibly, to be dyed later on j the 
third class are wanted in another direction at the Lake shore; a load 
of grass was landed last night to be distributed, as the Church Elders 
have decided to build houses for certain chronic sick or poor in the 
villages; the girls will bring this up to the *' Kuseli,” taking it home 
as allocated after school, and receiving a receipt for it from the 
Elder of their village. This they do by way of practical almsgiving. 
On Thursdays the various groups of Class 3 take it in turn to clean 
and sweep the Cathedral; while the big school field 
of the Kuseli itself provide quite a good supply of work.

Arithmetic, which is being proceeded with in other classes, 
certainly does present difficulties, and even the most reliable oft- 
times prove unreliable in this matter I

hUsSSIsI
S to add up with, when their'fingers have given out, and the.r

arithmetical aims and ambitions on their hoha'f I .^t 'etps follow 

OTm at- MS, and the classes started, here with tables an^oftol

much more serviceable if we could afford a really good cement 
foundation before applying the “ blacking j that is a dream _of the 
future). The teacher in charge will walk round after prayers dula-
ing," i.e.. marking off mistakes, and will give a rapid demonstration 
to^the class concerned in the matter. Good blackboard work is
essential for a preliminary certificate.

The prayer bell rings at 8.5, and the school assembles in three 
divisions^the seniors and juniors separately at their rapective enck 
of the " Kuseli," and the students in their own building, for their 
morning prayers, and then all divide into their own classes, frequently 
itting out of doors, for their religious instruction from 8.15 to 8.45.

Here as much as anywhere one realizes the great need of thorough 
training and an increasing sense of vocation on the part of the 
teachers. Africans have a natural failing in common with many 
others, they love the sound of their own voices, and are convinced 
in their own mind that if they have talked breathlessly for half an 
hour they have, given a really good lesson I However, they are 
very teachable, and many are really getting quite keen on correct 
methods, realizing the vast difference that such methods make to the 
progress of their class.

At 8.45 the bell rings and a few minutes’ bustle ensues ^ lessons 
__ changed. At times all their work is done happily ** indoors,” 
metaphorically speaking, for two class-rooms only can boast of a , 
door; but if it is the slightest bit cold or windy, or the sun is refus- j 
ing to shine, then the stone walls and wooden benches of a draughty ^ 
school-room have no appeal to them, they prefer to sit on mother 
earth; talching any possible ray of sun that may be forthcoming, • >; 
and os long;as they are attentive and get on with their work, all is 
well. The senior classes realize that for written work, desks indoors 

requisite and necessary! Arithmetic usually takes pride of place

and the care
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)

“ If a man walks 12 miles on Tuesday, and 16 on Wednesday, 
how many will he walk on Thursday ?” (I arrived just in time to 
add hastily, the missing hypothesis, “ If he walked 42 miles

'’'*°Another teacher had invited her class to take 940 from 569, and 
when 1 gently suggested that that was a task even beyond my capa
bilities, she exclaimed cheerfully, ” Oh, it's all right, Dona, they do 
know that you have to turn it upside down 1

That, however, is rather old history, and certainly the arithmetic j 
is, I think, slowly but surely progressing favourably! though quite 
frankly, I am sure the teachers find something strange in a mental 
calibre which concocts involved problems merely for the sake of find- 
ing the ansNver I

Hygiene, geography and nature study of the most elementary 
kind find a place, possibly after aritlimetic, and at p4o the school 
empties itself rapidly into the Kuseli, each class in Us appointed 
place for ten minutes’i quick drill. It is very fascinating to watch 
twenty or more classes all drilling simultaneously, even though 
sometimes the lambs arc more interested in the neighbouring 
class than in their own; but on theAvhole the result is quite pleasing, 
and certainly enjoyed by the children. Incidentally it is rather 
an experimental innovation, letting all the crowd loose at once, so 
to speak, but it ^ems to be working quite satisfactorily. Ten 
minutes break ” follows; the drill and break provide the time in 
which those who need can go to the dispensar>' or “ dawa their 
names have already been written on a slate, which accompanies them, 
before school began in the morning. Those who are sufficiently 
unwell to be late, and, maybe, to be excused altogether, have to make 
personal application for a note to the powers that be.

Reading, writing (transcription, dictation, reproduction), com
position (oral and written), are dll of course dealt with. “ Script ” 
writing was introduced about twelve years ago, and their aptitude 
therein makes one really sorry that a systematic course of drawing 
cannot be indulged in. It should certainly produce some excellent 
results; some of their written work is really marvellously good.

Needlework is taught in 14 or 15 classes, besides that done with 
the teachers and students; what wonder that we are always “ bleat
ing for materials I The senior teachers for their Government work 
last year made red kanzus for the Cathedral choir; 22 were finished 
between them and some of the students, while some of the latter, 
Idgcther with 4 “ under 14s “ submitted 12 little two-piece tunic suits 
atvery short notice this year for the African Handwork Section of the 
Nyasaland Agricultural Show at Limbe, one obtaining a prize. 
Beadwork and an embroidered table runner were also among our 
exhibits. Needlework is usually taken during the last periods of 
the morning, in groups of three or four classy at onpe, in the big 
hall, or in the open near-by, each teacher supervising her own class 
and-the^Europcan in charge supervising them and helping generally; 
the varieties of material and colours against their dark skins and

■■

• • • ' (iritf Xtimborraikl
Four SCIIOOLOIRLS WITH THBIR.fXTIJER AND MOTHBU

multi-coloured clothes are most picturesque. The lower claves chiefly 
indulge in patchwork handkerchiefs, belts or small “ shitis, the 
ciders in bags and children’s frocks; fifty or more of these dre often 
in the making at once, and are “ redeemed by the makers at a 
nominal price, or anyhow find quite a ready sale, while some of the 
top class girls this year have helped very ably in larger garnjenls 
(my next-time-out trousseau is nearly complete, thanks to their eflorts 
—it has kept them busy for some time, loo 1). Darning is easily . 
learned, and there is usually an “ ex-girl.” earning an occasional 
garment for herself by stocking-darning and other useful repairs, 
while another of her set has developed into a really expert maker of 
mosquito-nets; the African is learning the great value thereof as a 
prevenlitive of malaria.

Those who do not indulge in sewing, at present (we hope to 
extend activities in this direction to the still lower classy later on) 
play with mud—euphemistically termed “ clay modelling —and 
here again quite good evidence is given at an early age of artistic 
possibilities. In addition to sewing or modelling, most of the 
children do some other form of handwork; one class at present 
making combs of whittled bamboo. 6 or 8 “ teeth,” about the size 
and length of very large carpet needles, neatly joined %yith sisal 
string; some make the string, while others will be giying their 
attention to the manufacture of palm-leaf sweeping brushes (always 
in demand), and others to the plaiting of rope of the same materials. 
The senior teachers, for their Government work this year, have made 
some delightful little covered baskets of plain and dyed sisal. A 
red dye was obtained by the boiling of the sisal with the old red 
covers of some reading books, while a not-too-good blue for the

arc
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ii
purpose resulted from a dilution of our ink powders we hope to get

incidentally, has an occasional place in thc_ programme, but when 
one has neither a musical ear nor voice, it
much about it, although our little school harmonium is most helpful 

teachers’ classes may cariy on till 11.30 of later, while_extra
chieliy scripture and arithmetic in preparation for future

exams., or for ‘'revision,” are;held once or twice a week from 
n.30—IJ.15, for those who have been teaching during the morning. 
Every Tuesday, after school, the teachers take it in turn to conduct 
a little prayer meeting for themselves in the Oratory, and the inter
cessions there offered help one to realize at times how much deeper 
thought they indulge in than we are apt to give them credit lor.

On Wednesday all the out-schools come into Chipyela and 
read ** in the morning, instead of in the afternoon in their own 

villages; the little Christians come to the Children’s Mass at 7 a.m., 
while the ** Hearers ” have their class in the Oratory at the same 
time. All their teachers, together with those of the “ Lower School 
at Chipyela, have a mid-day meal here and spend the afternoon in 
preparation of the next week’s work. This programme is followed 
on Friday afternoon with the teachers of the “ Upper School, 
while Tuesday afternoon is devoted to any of the ex-sch<wl girls who 
care to come for a sewing class followed by a Bible*reading or Even
song, leaving Mondays and Thursdays for out^hool and village 
visiting, when stress of school preparation and corrections, etc., do

IMPRESSIONS ON RETURNING TO 
AFRICA ■

ii

V
-f:
■li On returning to Nyasaland after an absence of close upon two years, 

I had to wait a fortnight for the ss. “ Chauncy Maples ” before com
ing to Likoma, and as I had worked some six years at Mponda’s at 
the south end of Lake Nyasa, I spent the time in visiting and talk
ing to people whom I knew there. One afternoon I cycled to an out- 
station to see how two old Christian women were faring, for one of 
whom 1 had stood sponsor at her baptism in 1921. It is a Muham
madan village, and the scene, so far as one could see, had not changed 
from when 1 used to visit it years ago. There were the same narrow 
paths to the village, a very, bumpy way, with inroads which the rains 
had made during preceding years. At this time of the year the 
drifts were dry, but they were too deep and irregular to cycle down 
and up again on to the path. On arriving at the village, one saw 
women sitting in ones and twos outside their/huts in the usual 
African fashion, a group of men here, huts with shut doors there, 
denoting perhaps that their owners were busy in the fields, or in 
quest of firewood or some other household requirement. Mariamu,
__ of the Christians whom I went to see, did not recognize me at
once, but after eyeing me up and down for a minute she exclaimed, 
“ You are the Ambuje wa Rebecca ” (that is the sponsor for 
Rebecca). She then o.sked news of her sponsor or godmother, and 
was very pleased when I suggested that I should write a letter to her 
saying that she (Mariamu) was quite well and that I had seen her. 
Rebecca was not there, and Mariamu was quite firm that I should 
not spend long with her, but should go on to visit my own “ god
daughter,” motioning with her hand at the same time (for .she is 
aristocrat of the village) to someone to show roe the vray. After 
half an hour’s tramp in the sand, I came upon Rebecca. She like
wise did not recognize me at once, It being some five years since I 
last saw her and her eyes arc getting dim. After an exchange of 
greetings and news, I enquired whether she was receiving the “Food 
of the Ixird,” that is whether .she was making her Communions. 
“ Food," she siitd, “ what food? Shall I come to Mponda’s to get 
it ?’r' She might have come herself or she might have .sent a younger 
member of the family. “ No, Rebecca,” I said, “ not that food, 
God’s food, the food that you receive over there,” and I pointcd 
to the little mud building which is used as a school and a church. 
She still shook her head as if she did not know what I was talking 
about. I tried to make things clear, and at last in desperation I 
knelt down to show her what I meant. She has not any Christian 
relations, so I could not get help from them, but at this jiihcturc, 
the women who stood by said, “She does go to church.” Not being 
able to make her understand, I went on to other subjects,/thinking 
that she knew very little of the meaning of receiving the Blessed

11
i;

classes,

one

not intervene.
This is a brief picture of everyday secular activities; there 

many others, of course, but I am not writing a three-volume novel 
(although my readers may have.begun to fear so). The work itself 
is full of promise and of ever-increasing opportunities; pray for us 
that we fail not; pray for the active “ furtherment ” of the knowledge 
of the love of God, not in the schools only, but in the homes and 
hearts of the Africans. Pray of your charity for more workers, for 

’ they arc sorely needed, and finally, that if the workers be forth- 
coming, so also may be the means for their support.

are an

!

F. Klamborowski
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IMPRESSIONS ON RETURNING TO AFRICA
AFRICAN MARRIAGE & POLYGAMY
Concluding portion of a Lecture given at the U.M.C.A; 

Summer School by the Rev. A. B. Hellier '

Sacrament, or that I had forgotten the language with my long sojourn 
in England. After a few minutes I said “ Good had jampad

and give it to her." As 1 had only just returned I did not know bu I
enquired that evening and learned that this was,™. Owing to the
shortage of priests, the out-station people had hot been able W niakc
their Communions more than onee a quarter. Rebecca is old, and
cannot be expected to come into the head-station except on 
festivals, at Easter or Christmas. And she is not without know
ledge. When I left for one of my leaves,she satdi And when you
return I might be with Our Lord above, and she raised her eyes

'"^An^thds state of affairs I could not help contrasting with my 
recent experienee in England, where every morning acLiver,^! ,
it was possible to go to Mass at one.of two churches within a few |
minutes of the place where I was living, and on Sundays at one of 
five churches within a walk of a quarter of an hour. And Sunday 
by Sunday one so often heard from the pulpit of the necpity of the 
r4ular reception of the sacraments. If those priests who preached 
thus worked out here, they would not be able to be so insistent, for
they would be preaching the impossible.

Side by side with this appalling shortage of priests, one hears of 
the progress of a Jean’s school, which is being staffed and financed 
hy the Government, of the educational and agricultural work which 
the Government is doing for the advancement of the African, of 
their plans for building a maternity hospital, and for the mainten
ance of a health visitor to be attached to that hospital. Then one 
realizes that the means arc lacking for a corresponding spiritual 
advancement. ;And why? Agricultural and educational posts are not yet able ^
to be filled by Africans, neither are the necessary number of priests
able to be drawn from this source.

The supply at present must be drawn from the Church at home.
Surely some of the young priests can be spared ? At home when
one sees in a procession three or more priests belonging to the staff 
of one church, one is envious for the work out here. When one gets 
out here, one wants to ask, “Why do not some of them come out?

For those who believe in and whose lives are based on the 
sacramental life, here are people being literally starved. And 
next year the shortage will be greater, for at least four priests arc 
due for leave, and two only are at present on holiday in England 
and so can be expected back to take their place. Some districts 
are without resident priests at all, which means that neighbouring
priests have to divide their time between two parishes.

In these circumstances the Church in Africa is surely crying out 
“ COME OVER AND HELP US.”

Originally the mahari * consisted of live stock; it was so many cows 
or so many goats, and only female liv.e stock at that, that is to say 
live Slock capable of bearing offspring,, for; the compensation of the 
injured family. Supposing the marriage was found to be, a failure 
and the families decided to end it, the man’s family were entitled to 
the return of the identical animals handed over. These- animals 
were, so to speak, held in trust. The introduction of money has 
modified this feature, and certainly rather obscured its significance.

The mahari is not a purchase price but a species of guarantee; 
it is compensation for the loss to the wife’s family of a potential child- 
bearer. This therefore tends to make a marriage permanent. It is 
quite untrue to say that the woman is bought, she is in no sense either 
a slave or chattel, and any man wlio tried to treat his wife as either 
would soon hear about it from her family, and even sooner from her.! 
In no case can a wife be sold by her husband, to aaybody. else, it 
simply is not thought of. The amount of thema/tart varies. It 
always did when it was actually live stock that was handed over, and 
it does still more now when it involves a payment in nioney.- There 
are, moreover, complications in the shape of . subsequent fertility 
payments, and sometimes promises to pay which remain promises. 
Even after many years there may be some difficulty which arises 
later because the tna/mri has still remained a promise, and has not 
been actually paid. Yet I rioubl if many people who have studied 
the question would urge the abolition of the tnafiart. Allcmpis to 
alter things are not always for the betterment of the woman. In 
native eyes those who urge abolition of the mahari seem to be recom
mending concubinage in place of marriage.

There is one curious survival of quite a'distinct trace of marriage 
by capture which, at least in the case of the Bondei, is.dlways carried 
out to the present day. After a couple are married they “ go info 
the house the best man and woman (a married couple) receive
the newly married couple into the house and there they look after 
them for a certain number of days; the young bride is not to do any 
cooking or hard work or anything like tliat, and they initiate them 
into married life and give them some good lips and that sort of tiling. 
'l‘he number of days that they stayed “ in the house ” originally 
used to be seven, but now it is very much reduced, sometimes four, 
sometimes Only two; this feature is getting less and less. I do not 
suppose it will ever become less than two in Bonde, because .although 
the marriage perhaps has been discussed for months and probably 
the mahari has very largely been paid over, on the second day of the 
piarriage a curious little ceremony takes place. The father of the 
woman turns up with one or twQ other men, relations, in^a. Casual 
sort of way and knocks at the house of the father of the man. He

compeniation paid to the bride’* fainliy—bride.prlte, " dowry.*'A. M. Gathercole • Mahari or lolola
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than nvo wives. But it is authorized by custom and no one worries 
about it at all. Where the mairilineal system is still going on it is a 
fairly natural accompaniment to marriage where a man is always 
an outsider in his wife’s family. He may make further alliances, 
if he feels inclined, with other families. One very ingenious reason 
for polygamy was explained to- me by an old man who said, “ Of 
course, 1 do not know anything about the Christian religion, and 1 
am told that it forbids a man having more than one wife, but \ say 
that is silly because, supposing a man has two wives as I have, if one 
does not behave herself, he goes to the other, and that is all right, 
because the first one does not like being neglected and begins to 
make up to him again.” Polyganw does not mean a harem or any
thing like thatj a man has one wife in one village and another in 
another village, and he probably spends alternate months with 
each. In the case of chiefs and people like that, very often the first

is greeted and welcomed quite warmly, and so on, and they sit down 
and talk about a great many things; and then the matter is broached 
tentatively, and the man who is the father of the woman says,
” We are looking for something.” The father of the man say^
” Oh, are you looking for something; what have you ‘osti*^^
*• Oh. a girl got lost. I suppose you have not seen anything ot her.
” Oh. yes. I think 1 know her. I believe there is a marriage on in the 
house next door. I think the girl is rather like her, as far as I know. 
The whole thing is now settled up and the people are quite definitely 
considered to be married once and for all, but I am told that a 
marriage, after it is started, may possibly be broken down on the 
second day because something may even yet go wrong, although 
the couple have actually, as they say, ” entered the house. this 
little ceremony certainly is a relic of the old marriage by capture.

One must say, rather sadly, that amongst Africans the moral 
standard is not what we should call very high, but still there is quite 
definitely a moral standard, and it works; and generally speaking 
it is the standard of natural law. Of course, the Afncan naturally 
does not know anything about the Chnstian jded of marriage, or the 
Christian leaching about morals; and so in Africa you find that 
sexual relationship is regulated by rather easy-going laws, and there 
does not seem to be any real moral stigma attaching to the breaking 
of these laws. The breach of them forms a ground of complaint 
on the part of the injured party; and the sort of feeling in Africa 
about such things is not the feeling of disgust, but it is rather, I 
think, definitely comparable to a question in England like riding a 
bicycle on the footpath, or riding a bicycle without a light. If you 
eet caught at it you have to pay up, but you do not really feel fright- 
fully ashamed of yourself at having been run in by a bobby for cycling 
on a dark night, under great temptation to do so, without a light. 
You do not really feel frightfully ashamed of youreelf, but you do 
quite realize that it should not be done. It is against the law, and 
if you are caught you will have to pay up. I am afraid that is the 
altitude of the African to what we call moral law.

Do not for one moment say that therefore the African is immoral, 
he is not, he just does not feel these things. The moral standard 
you find in Africa is generally the standard of natural law. There 
IS the strongest possible abhorrence of unnatural vice of 
any kind, if such a thing shouid occur. You will not find 
such a thing as prostitution. It has come in, unfortunately, with 
tha coming of the foreigner; not the European, but the Arab and the 
Indian; but amongst the Africans themselves prostitmion is un
known, and rape is regarded with absolute horror. Tliere is no 
difficulty about the Christian Table of Affinity because their own 
prohibited degrees are much more strict.

On the other hand, bigamy is everywhere authorized by 
I do not think that polygamy is very frequent. I do not think you 
will find very many people, in our part of Africa at any rate, with 
more than one wife; and one would find very great difficulty, except 
in the case of a chief or a headman, in finding anyone with more

I

custom.
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wife is the big wife, and she may really urge her husband to marry 
an additional young wife, in order to help with the housework. 
These big chiefs have a great deal of entertaining to do, and inost 
of the people who come to them, have, for some reason or other, 
to be fed and entertained. The preparation of food means a great 
deal of work for the womenfolk, even where there are three or four 
of them.

Divorce is, in the main, a Hnancial arrangement. The marriage 
will break down altogether or perhaps temporarily, generally because 
of either unfaithfulness or incapability, and the husband, in such 
case, as I said, is entitled to the return of the actual animals paid as 
dowry. There is very much more difficulty about the return of 
mahari when it is money, as it will have been spent, and they then 
say, " We cannot possibly agree to this divorce, because we cannot 
pcasibly pav back the money," and that is that. The money is not 
there, it has already been spent, and certainly tribal law seems to do 

rything it can to discourage divorce.
It is perfectly true to say that free love is not permitted, although 

at the same time there appears to be no objection to what we should 
call extreme intimacy amongst the sexes; and, although the moral 
standard is lax, yet Africa resembles Europe in one particular point, 

ely, that the old are always complaining of the increasing laxity

KOROGWE 1891
July 1st, Wednesday.’-Mr. Herbert Lister, G.S.A., recently arrived 
from British Columbia; having been appointed by the Bishop 
to open a Mission Stdtioh in these parts left Magila for Korog^ve at 
7.30 a.m. There was a celebration of the Holy Eucharist at 6 a.m., 
and aftenvards the Itinerary according to the Guild of St. Alban 
was said. The party consisted of the Rev. H. W. Woodward, 
Mr, Lister and Mr. Bone, schoolmaster at Magila. Hen^ Nasibu 
and Wilfred Madudu accompanied Mr. Lister to help him in the 
work, Wilfred Madudu being a Mzigua of Korogwe—besides 
there were 33 porters. Potwe was reached about 5 p.m., and 
seemed to be about 22 miles from Magila. The headman at Potwe 
made himself agreeable and gave us a fowl. It was arranged with 
him that if porters came from Magila, he would send them on to 
Korog\ve for 32 pice. All along the route people fled from us, and 
it was difficult to get any speech with them.

July 2, Thursday.—We left Potwe at 6.45 a.m. and proceeded 
to Mnyuzi, where we halted for midday. Molomo (the headman) 
afterwards visited us herej saying he had fled toihe woods at firet, 
because he had been despoiled the previous day ny a caravan which 
halted at Korogwe. We arrived at Korogwe about 2 p.m. and 

ped in the town, leaving the less needed goods in a house off 
the island. The German caravan (Dr. Peters) left this morning 
for Mazinde. The people were glad to see us, and the headman, 
with Senjoya, brought us a sheep and Wilfred's mother-in-law a 
fowl.

eve

nami
So TarJ*(i'course, as the Church’s task is concerned with all this, 

there is no doubt that the teaching of Christianity is producing a 
very different state of affairs. It has to be gradual, and we must have, 
as far as we can, the same patience in this work of raising the tone 
of a whole race, as our Lord Himself has with us and with all the 
world. ‘ Fornication and adultery are ve^ common, but amongst 
Christians they are quite dcfiniteLy and quite sincerely regarded as 
mortal sin; and certainly the men in their confessions are very true 
and very penitent about these things, and they do fight with their 
temptations; certainly too the women are becoming very much better 
and more honest about thtse things than they used to be, and they 
also do fight with their temptations. Just because you hear of some 
boy who has given way, or some teacher who has had a moral lapse, 
and so forth, you must not think it Is because they do not try; they 
do try, and it is not for us to criticize them when it is, practically 
speaking, absolutely impossible for you or me to have any idea of 
the immense strength of the temptations which they have to fight, 
in a countT}* where public opinion is so different and where oppor
tunities are so abundant, and where temptation to sin is, I would 
say, so almost overwhelming.

cam

>.—Wet in the morning, we looked round a little, 
a site.

July 3, Friday 
d decided on a
July 4, Saturday.—Selected a site on the hill about one-third 

mile from the village—towards Zavuza. Men commenced to clear.
January i, 1893.—The Rev. P. R. H. Chambers in charge, with 

a pupil teacher, John Waimu, and two boys, composed the Mission 
staff. They had eight Catechumens, three Hearers, and ten other 
boys in school.

May 20.—Eve of Whitsunday.
Herbert Kidung^ve, Charles Mattayo Mgaya.

The above extracts are culled from the Korogwe log-book, 
it is very interesting to compare those first years with the present 
day. How far have we progressed? Well quite a long way. To
day in Korogwe we have a big stone church, St. Michael's, and 
Sunday hardly ever sees less than too communicants, while festival 
days the church is packed full, and the people overflow Jnto the 
churchyard.

Also we have four fairly new parishes, Kizara, Gerew, Hale 
and Ntalawanda, each in charge of very capable African priests.

Here, in Korogwe we have two African pri^s 'and a deacon, 
also a European priest who acts as Archdeacon and priest-in-charge.

an

First Baptisms: Benjamin 
and

' t
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and almost every day sees oneWe have many outstations, too,

'IS'.” sr;™ 1... ™
It;

‘^“otdl'e XrerhSS' has sprung up. and is under the very able
LTrTwe';.tine““-.l^ys”^di^^^^^^^

ErSsssMs s;z?»'=.'ss
aborto pupils, and of whieh Miss Bliss is J««y .fr*' ^JZ 
years ago education for women was unknown in ‘h's land, and to 

all learning to read, to write, and to sew, and with a slight
“"^^s^Ss!’ IVha^rq^ttl”number_a4 Government

Pe^rr^?. -h t^kt vi|rThem"

nntied^of the best scholars from the outstations. Th^ boys all read

oadres, medical students, and craftsmen. ___
entirely new outlook has developed : the people are Imen 

Ghrlstians and anxious to learn, many of them being quite clever. 
'^^The latest development, however, I’^

attend for two hours three nights a wmK i 
which shows that to^ay Africa

Zanzibar, who was Archdeacon of Korogwe for 18 years, and the 
Rev. H. W. Woodward, who is still with us, now a Canon of 
Zanzibar Cathedral, to sec their work of many years running* to 
seed? It depends on our friends at home, and wc pray that these 
“ foreshadowed drastic reductions ” will not be necessary, and that 
our friends, as usual, will, even in these troublesome days, 
our aid, and see us through.

come to
J. T. W.

U.M.C.A. ANNUAL SUMMER SCHOOL 
St, Helen's, Abingdon, July 29—August 12.

We are glad to be able to say that the Annual Summer School will 
be held (by the kind invitation of ilie Wantage Sisters) at St. Helen's 
Abingdon, from July 29111 to August 12th, inclusive. ’

We need hardly say that we are exceedingly privileged in being 
allowed to hold our Summer School in such a beautiful school 05 
St. Helens. It is an ideal place for our purpose: Abingdon is 
within half an hour of Oxford; tlie surrounding epuntry is beautiful 5 
Dorchester, Wantage, Radley ore within easy reach, and easy 
^urstons can be made to the Chilterns, Cotswolds, or Wantage 
Downs. The river Thames flows through the old historic town.

ThoM of us who know Clewerand Whitby will not be disappointed 
by the St. Helen s chapel, which will be the centre of the scliool’s life 

rhe charge per week will .^75. 6d., and although there will be 
ample accommodation, yet early appIication*is advised, as names are 
already coming in. The full programme will be issued later when 
the arrangements are more advanced; but names of intending students • 
should be sent m either to the Head Office or to the Rev. L. C 
Watson, St. Matthew’s Vicarage, Douglas, Isle of Man. The list 
of lectures will be issued in next month’s Central Africa. Knch 
week will be a complete whole, but students may book for.both weeks.

________ _______________ ___ t. C. W.
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HOME JOTTINGS30 and 40 young men 
This is entirely their own suggestion

The aeoeral Fund Receipt* compare ai follow*

Received during Decenit)er 
Total receipt* to Dec

''“ThUiTa ve;y brief comparison of the early ytmrs of Korogtve 
and the pr^ntV. It telk nothing of the trials, the suflenng. 
the difficulties, and disappointments of brave priests, and lay 
for forty y^r^. Nothing of the fever and topical s.ckn^ which 
had to he’^fought, nothing of long safaris, in the heat of tropical 
sun.

1831 1830
.611,204 .614,437
.637,657 .641.364ber 31 ..............

decreate of .63,407
A* we go to prcM we are able to announce that the total sum contributed lo tlu- 

licneral Fund during 1031 was approximntelv .64.600 less than during the preceding jciir.

emi

The £5 Challenge has been full/ met, and we are 
nsilited in adding a sum of more than £100■ Oa reading Cenibai. Africa tor November, wc see there is a 

decrease of /t,336, and that our “ Bishops have b«n warned of 
ffie^rospect of a reduction in grants more drastic and lasting than 
was foreshadowed earlier in the year.”

Now is our work to he cut down? The sacrilicra of hrme priet
be thrown away? Is the Bishop of

grateful to those friends who have 
General Fund.

pajm. ™‘"<' ’"“y I* ""

to the

Klndnu. if, when many are required, a contribution is mndc torvnrds thcicoit.
and laymen of 40 years to
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HOME JOTTINGS CENTRAL AFRICAElllWtlol. ol Work tor Atrlrk^Tho ErhlUBon ol Work tor Atrioo will bo Md In

”°A’S''oSrbtt''oold re.* Mlu Nog., .t C=..rd AWco Hou.e t, Febroor, mh it

parish from which they are »ent.
All exhtbtu wlU b« divided Into ihre« clium:—

Owe I over 18 year* of age. 
aata H from 13 to .18 year*, 
aaas III under 18 yeara.

.^*«oo for te. dekeu (price »d. e.ch) ohoutd be m.de
10 Mil. Nogee 01 the OITico betore Mnrch eth.

A MONTHLY RECORD OF THE WORK OF THE 
UNIVERSITIES' MISSION TO CENTRAL AFRICA

MARCH, 1932 Price 2d.No. 591. L.
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IN MEMORIAM-R.r.P.

0! the Jewa during Lent.

to the 
100). 

e con-
CHARLES GORE, Bishop

JANUARY 17th, 1932
Call
leaued
version

„bo'£fC:e?orfeKai^&“‘.o"d^"bT.'X“co”i^^^
aadly missed.

Bbhop Gore.—Aa the 
death of Blibop Gore, v 
at moments of difficulty

Not enough will have been said about our President unless stress 
has been laid on the missionary side of him. He was so splendidly 
missionary-hearted. India, of course, was his first love and chief 
interest. But Africa came second, and he Would have liked to visit 
the Mission and, indeed, spoke about it to the Bishops when they 
were last over. His championship of the native was on a par with 
that of Bishop Weston. He was down on anything that seemed to 
be an injustice in the treatment and interest of the African. His 
speeches at the Anniversary were full of it, and it was not seldom 
their basis. He was at home when he had tliat for his theme. In 
dealing with it he was at his best. He gripped it and shook it.

Bishop Gore had to succeed Canon Scott Holland at those 
evening meetings. The Committee had that in mind when called 
upon to choose a new President. He rose to the occ^ion. 
He said what there was to say, and what he said w^ felt 
to be just right, great and dignified; something to look forward 
to each year. The Bishop had not Canon Scott Holland's gift of

will bfl molt

THE MISSION STAFF
DateDioceseName

:■

Arrivals in ffnfland 
Ven. W. J. CIlMold 
Rev. A. R. JM«* 
MiM D. Abdy

Dec. 17 
Dec, 19 

. Jan. 5
Zaiuibar 
Zand bar 
Zanzibar

A«bd*»n WW. m«.y Imo Mg111 on hla way to Cape^, « ^to wr Ny^^. n« B England

work at Mpeoda'a.

i
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IN MEMORIAM THE NEED OF RETRENCHMENT
humour, but he had his force. He was always on the spot. He never
failed us. In the Chair at meetings of the Council, what he said was 
always to the point. He was impatient of what he deemed to be 
irrelevant. A resolution was safe in his hands, it was not to be put 
until he was sure of it. He was a great help when an important 
resolution hod to be drafted; you felt you had the best.

One of the finest sermons preached at the Anniversary was one by 
Bishop Gore, now many years ago. His text was Colossians i. 28, 
his subject equal spiritual rights for all men. His sermons were 
always satisfying, not so much because they were scholarly as because 
they were truly Gospel sermons. They were .so beautifully balanced. 
It was a great treat to listen to them; you got what.you needed; you 

never sent'empty away; .you came poor and

For many months past the Executive Committee in general and the 
Treasurers in particular have been viewing with no little anxiety 
the state of the Mission funds.

In recent years it has been almost a habit with us to spend more 
on the work of the Mission than the yearly income justiiicd, for 
two considerable legacies received in 1916 and 19(7 formed a kind 
of reserve, from which the yearly contributions could be supplemented 
and any deficiencies met. The needs of Africa clamoured for more 
help and larger staffs, and there was always the hope that by enlisting 
the interest and help of new friends from year to year, the ordinary 
income of the Mission would grow sufficiently to maintain 
the increased grants by the time th<^ reserves were exhausted.

It was a hope not entirely unjustified, for the circle of our sup
porters has been widening, and the income with which they provided 
us has been growing more or less steadily as the years have passed. 
But it has not grown fast enough to keep pace with the demands 
upon it, and the badness of the times during the last year or two 
has made it immensely difficult for many of our best friends to main
tain their subscriptions at the level of happier days. .Decreased 
incomes and increased taxation coming together forced them, though 
most unwillingly, to give less to U.M.C.A.

And at this most awicward moment the reserves, on which we had 
been drawing year after year to make good deficiencies, came to an 
end, for even large legacies cannot lost for ever.

So, when the Bishops were at home for the Lambeth Conference 
in 1930, they were warned that their diocesan incomes would probably 
suffer reduction in 1931; of course, they did not like the prospect, 
but they recognized that it seemed to be Inevitable and began to 
consider how it had best be met. Then, when 1930 was nearly at 
an end, a special appeal was suggested as a possible means of saving 
the situation, temporarily, at any rate, and as the result of a letter 
from the Bishop of Mosasi to the Church Times, a special fund of 
,^3,500 was raised which made good the year’s deficiency in income, 
and, together with a cut of ;^i,ooo in the grant for Home Expenses, 
sufficed to maintain the grants for Africa during 1931 at the 1930 
level.

were taught and were

wen^away rjc*.^ God, then, for our late President and what his 
presidency has meant for us. No need to praise. Let us pmture him 
as standing up before us and speaking from his heart for Africa, for 
Christ in Africa. He spoke to our hearts of 
buried so many whom we have known and loved and 
Let us so picture him in characteristic attitude. Let us be thankful
that in his long life he spared us what he did. .j.

The General Council of the U.M.C.A., at its meeting on February 
and, adopted the foilowing resolution :

the heart of this great servant of Christ.

But, as every reader of Central Africa knows to his cost, 1931 
was a year of financial crisis, not only to the country, but to many 
individual homes: incomes shrank to still smaller dimensions, while 
the demands of the tax-collector grew with the country’s need. It 
was not likely that the Mission’s income could be maintained, still 
less likely was it that money would be forthcoming to replace'the 

^bxtra ;^3»5ob raised in response to the Bishop of Masasi’s S.O.S. of 
the previous year.

A message was therefore 
warning them of the probable necessity of retrenchment more drastic 
and longer-lasting than had been foreshadowed previously, and sug
gesting to them the wisdom of forming plans for cutting down 
expenditure on a considerable scale. ' ' ’ '

in the autumn to all the Bishops,sent
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Meanwhile we set ourselves to do what might be done “ 
economies at home; during the last two 
home expenses to the extent ot ;£i,50o a year (^500 ■" '93?’ 
further ^i.ooo in 1931). Partly >>y way.of .6“'“™ 
in Africa and partly in an attempt to mamtatn their grants 
» long as should L possible. It is "0'«l''y 'if "^em
at home, which is necessary to the work in Africa, *e prraent 
expenditure; we have more than once been “9™5ed of sweating our

X-sriSi? £S".r~ «
voluntary surrenders ot salaries in order to help as well as they might 

as U is, was somewhat smaller than we had feared would b® 'JoriJ5r3ot";s.K.n'f.’“£
Mlcd the year, before by the Special Fund raised by ff

deficit, already large, until it reached the total already "’""’od.
The necesMty result of all this deficiency has been a reduction 

of the grants to the dioceses roughly at the rate of to per cent.. 
Northern Rhodesia being treated rather ^0™ 
others because its needs ate f?fj‘“"“fnch
the Colonial Governments are also finding it *° Hurtton
just now, and so there seems to be every likelihood of a reduction 
this year of the grants they have been paymg on acrount of educa-s ssxis.s'ir »s

considerably increased. We do, indeed, need to pray for the Bishop 
and their financial advisers, that they ■"“y.''® .f ®
and courage which they need to meet aright this crisis in their

^'°A^"whdt"Sse rriust we do to help? An enthusiastic member 
of our General Council ‘’“yappeal would provide the missing ;C6.ooo, and declared that, there

plenty of people only wnitmg to know the present need, who, os 
soon as they hear of it, wiir supply it. Perhaps some readers of 

*’ will help to find such folk and so.to produpe such an 
income for 1932. 03 shall secure lis. against any danger , of further 
reductions next year. We cannot fail to recognize that this present 
year of grace is going to be a very difficult time.forall.df us,; but, 
if we all do our best to help find it new friends and helpers, U.M.C.A. 
need not suffer unduly from the world'wide distress.

Perhaps, as Canon Travers suggested in his New Year’s Message, 
the narrowness of our present.means may even prove to be a blessing 
in disguise, by forcing upon the minds of our African Christians 
the need of doing more for themselves than hitherto; if that be the 
cose, we may yet thank God for the difficulties that surround us now.

Only let us take care to bear pur full shore of the burden, for so 
only may we be confident that the cause of Christ shall hot suffer

E.F.S.

are

" C.A.

in Africa or at home.

A CENTENARY THANKOFFERING
In 1831 Christ Church, Carlisle, was consecrated. In 1930 the con
gregation felt that some special effort should be made to mark the 
Centenary.

At a Parochial Council Meeting it was decided that this should 
take the form of a thankofifering: that is, that it should not be for 
the benefit of the parish itself. The idea was suggested that it would 
be appropriate to mark the Centenary by building, another Christ 
Church overseas, and the diocese chosen was Zanzibar; this met with 
unanimous approval, as also the resolve that it should Be the result 
of direct giving. The sum required was\;^25o. The next step was 
to divide the giving of the offering into three periods. On the first 
of these. Ash Wednesday, 1931, the sum of 100 was asked for; 
on Ascension Day ;^8o, and on September 3dth jC70> Then a circular 
letter was printed explaining the object and the method of the 
Centenary thankofTering, this was sent to cveiy member,of 4he con
gregation, and also to past worshippers, who, it was felt, would like 
to join in the offering'. These were accompanied by little cardboard 
boxes for the. congregation and envelopes for those'at a distance.

Willing helpers compiled lists of names, and addressed boxes and 
envelopes, and all were sent out well before St. Andrew’s Day, 1930, 
which was observed os a day of continuous prayer, with' special intcr- 
cesslon for the days of offering. On Ash Wednesday the clergy were 
in church all day, and the boxes were brought and presented at the 
altar. and frc.sh boxes given out. The same procedure took place on 
Ascension Day and on September 30lh the'final offering was 
pre.sented in like manner. On the first dny rritber more than the 
allotted Slim was brought. On the second day rather less, but the final 
day brought the whole to the required total. We.think, perKads, that 
this short.accpunt of what one far from wealthy con^egatiori was 
able to do may suggest to others a way in which! English parishes 
may help tfie Church overseas. , ' p.
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“ THEOLOGICAL WIVES “
Diocese of Rhodesia

distinct tribes, and have no corporate feeling at all except such as 
they derive from the Church. It is not natural for them to help each, 
other (outside the tribe), or even to be scrupulous about just dealing. 
They come from places as far apart as Geneva from Assisi—and 
as different, too. As each tribe has its own language and very widely 
differing customs, it is not surprising to find them clinging together 
in tribes. When they first came here the women did not understand 
each other at all, so there was little intercourse between one tribe and 
another. At times they even show a lot of tribal feeling, and 1 have 
known a duel of words not far from tears and blows because one 
woman considered another had said something derogatory about one 
of her tribal customs. The Babcmba arc very scornful of the Batonga 
custom of carrying their babies on their backs in calf-skins and not in 
a cloth : the Ansenga think the Batonga habit of knocking out the 
front teeth very absurd: while the Batonga regard the local custom 
of eating caterpillars too disgusting for words. As for the greeting 
“ Mutende ’’ (peace)—the Batonga, who have a long and elaborate 
greeting that changes with the time of day, are very scornful of its 
poverty. “What a greeting 1“ they have said to me. “Just 
* Mutende, mutende,’ all day long. Absurd 1“ ^nd surely it is in 
itself a great thing that these women should meet together, widen 
their horizons, break down some prejudices? As they get to know 
each other they do begin to realize that you may eat caterpillars and 
still be a good Christian, and though you have no front teeth you 
may yet be as civilized as your neighbour.

But tribal differences arc not merely superficial. The Batonga 
are cattle-people, and now use oxen to plough up acres of land for 
mealies—and Incidentally they provide the Mission Farm at Mapanza 
with plenty of repair-work for their forge. The Baushi, from Chipili, 
live on a staple diet of cassava that takes two or three years to mature 
and is not grown here. Their mode of living is very different from 
that of the Batonga, as they have no cattle and hoe their gardens 
by hand. This also affects the division of'labour between the men 
and the women : for instance, the Batonga women make their mots 
and baskets—an unheard-of thing among the other tribes, where it 
is always a man’s job. The Ansenga, from Msoro, seem to have more 
than their share of brains, initiative and malaria germs. They have 
to work hard to get a living out of their countrj', and carry with them 
their habits of industry. The very physique of each tribe is sur
prisingly different, and so, of course, are their temperaments. 
Language differences at once create a great barrier between them, as 

adding to the difficulties of the Europeans who have to deal 
with them. The women pick up odd words from each other pretty 
quickly, but they cannot penetrate very far into each others’ thoughts 
or soon make real friendships. In fact, we arc not here dealing yet 
with a race-conscious people (is that perhaps growing up on the 
Copper Belt?), but with a number of individual tribes. You might 
as well generalize about them as about Scotsmen, Welshmen, Irish
men, Englishmen and Cornishmen.

“THEOLOGICAL WIVES"
Thei are, of course, the wives of the students who came here in June 
to the now Thcologicnl College nt Fiwiln; and they have a special 
claim on your prayers and interest as pioneers in their own way. 
Any teacher’s wife has an important part to play in his ^reer; but 
how much more may the wife of a deacon help or hinder his 
work ? A good many teachers in the past have been hindered by their 
wives! and in the complicated system of African society all too many 
homes have been wrecked by the wife’s relations with their claiins 
over the children. A baby dies: the mother’s relations all blame the 
father, and suspicion and distrust creep in and poison the family life.
A Christian leader, be he deacon or teacher, certainly has special need 
of a loyal wife with some perception of his vocation. How is a dracon 
to influence his village if his home is not an example of Christian 
love ? And how can he expect discipline among his flock if he cannot 
rule his own household ? .

The home-life of the village and the upbringing of the children 
depend far more on the woman and her relations than on the man, 
since most of the tribes are matrilineal. If you concentrate on the 
men and leave out the women, you will never get right nt the heart 
of African home life. It is only -through the Christian women that 
you will ultimately get at the women and girls; for in training the 
younger generation now you are training the grandmothers of the 
future, and they are the real arbiters of village life. A Christian 
woman who, is respected and hns character and courage can be a 
very great influence for good among the women and girls in her 
village i and on the deacon’s wife will ultimately fall a burden of 
responsibility that she must now be helped to shoulder successfully.

The theological students who are here are all teachers of long and 
tested service in the Mission, so their wives have already been through 
________of probation. But they are inevitably far below their hus
bands in intellectual attainments, and have not the stimulus of a 
strong sense of vocation that often carries the men through many 
diiflcullies. It is not particularly interesting to be the dull wife of 
a clever teacher: the wife of a store-boy may have a far more amusing 
time, and the wife of a Government clerk will get more dresses from her 
wealthy husband, while far less is expected of her. If one could really 
get down to it there is an enormous amount that could be done in 
preparing these wives for their work as leaders of the women in their 
vill^es.

These are some of our aims and hopes; but from 
come to a consideration of some of the difficulties.

" They feel as if they had been brought here in a great flying 
machine, and wlien they look round for their fellows they don’t see 
them." This is how one of the theological students described the 
feelings of their wives when they had been here about a month. Now, 
why did they feel like this ? And what are we trying to do for them 7 

First, it must be realized that these students are of three quite

n measure

well asthem we must
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Would not two English women who had never before left their 
native village feel strange if they were transported with their husbands 
and families to some Swiss village where they found that only French 
and German were spoken, and no one.understood English ?. Thnt is 
rather what it is like for some of these women (only fancy spenjng 
a night in a ttain when you had never seen one before 1), and.Mhmk 
they have already shown strength Of character and courage to follow 
their husbands into the unknown. As one gets to know them one gete 
to understand something of how much it means to them to leave their 
homes and come here. They have to. adapt'themselves to 
surroundings, to some extent a change in food and a new language. 
They often crave for their cassava or the fish which;abounds in their 
own part of the country, but which .we do not get here in our moun
tain streams: but, above all, they long for the familiar sounds and 
smells of their own villages, where everyone knows everyone else, and 
hoeing and pounding is accompanied by a never-ending flow of gossip 
in their native tongue.

What, then, are we doing for these people, two or three families 
from each tribe, gathered here to live and work together for a whole 
year? . ...........

In dealing with, the women the task is twofold. First of all they 
must be helped to settle down happily while they are here. The 
situdents cannot work well when worried by homesick wives in the 
compound. One must first moke friends with them, smooth over some 
of their difficulties, help them to get to know each other, and give 
them plenty to .occupy and interest them. This means a lot of 
indefinable work—much visiting in the compound, talks oyer the 
preparation of the evening meal, minding the babies, admiring the 
vegetable garden, having, the gramophone in my house and a wel
come to every ** Hodi I*’ at my door, machining torn clothes, helping 
with patching, and what might be turned “ practical hygiene,” in 
the way of getting blankets and mats put out to air, and waging a 
war on flies and stagnant water. On the whole they are rather good 
about these things, take a pride in a clean house and compound, and 

quite a good example to the villagers.
If you visit a lot, try always to have time for them, and an interest 

in all their concerns (not always so easy, when it is hot and you want 
to get your rnail done, and .you can only with difficulty understand 
what they are saying), they will come to talk to you and tell you much 
about their village life. From that it is an easy step to the future; 
and although I do not think they look ahead much, you can get some 
idea of how they regard their possible position as deacons’ wives. 
With this language difficulty and their natural shyness, this is reallv 
the only way to get at them, though a more formal instruction also 
has its places

Having tried to show you the necessity of helping these women, 
and'^mething of the peculiarities of the situation with which we 
have to deal,- 1 hope next month to deal with the second aspect of 
our task, and describe the more definite wprk of our women's school 
and kindergarten.

KIWANDA CENTRAL SCHOOL, : 
.'1927—1930’

For the past three years we have been very busy at. Kiwandn with 
the reorganization, development and regrading, of our school, and 
all the work entailed in bringing the whole institution completely 
into line with the requirements of our new. scheme of education in 
Tanganyika Territory, inaugurated by the very successful conference 
on Education'.which took place in Darrcs-Salanm in 19J5. In view, 
of this we have not had. very; much to say about ourselves lately,; for 
it seemed best to avoid talking too much about what we were going, 
to do, or hoped we were going to do,, until we had some idea of our 
standing in relation to the other schools in the Territory,, and there
fore some measure whereby we could gauge the success of our efforts.

stages of the reorganization were carried through by; 
Miss Abdy, as the present headmnstcr was obliged to have a furlough 
before taking up his'new duties at Kiwandn.' She bravely shouldered 
all the initial difficulties and successfully surmounted them, and a 
very great deal of our subsequent progress is due to the fact that the 
start was made on the right lines. We had been nble to discuss 
things very thoroughly before any changes were actually made, and, 
decided that the only really feasible plan would be to start the whole 
school at the beginning of the new syllabus. This would mean 
that the boys at the top of the school would, in theory, have to do 
over again what they already knew, but in practice it worked out 
far more reasonably than this might suggest; and ns a matter of fact 
those who went through the interim period suffered no loss from the 
point of view of real education. There were new subjects, such as 
hygiene, citizenship and simple science; the introduction of print 
writing and new methods of teaching English and geography made 
such matters amount almost to new subjects; and the needs of the ■ 
teaching staff had to be considered all the way through. It was quite 
impossible to supply Kiwandn with an entirely new staff of teachers 
already disciplined and accustomed to the new methods and the new 
ideas; and ns the old teachers had to be helped to teach, not only 
the new subjects, but also the old subjects in n new way, it was 
altogether more possible to give them this help effectively if at the 
start all the teachers were teaching the same stages week hy week in 
the same subjects.

So the whole of the Upper School became what was then called 
“ First ■\'ear Primary ” (now Standard III), and was regraded solely 
on actual knowledge of English. At the end of the year the school 
divided itself quite neatly into those who passed the examination and 
those who did not, and, after sending on our quota to Minnki, we had 
two full classrooms for Standard IV, and with those who came up 
from the Lower School, two full classrooms for Standard llli From 
this point we have progressed quite easily and naturally, adding a 
Standard V at the top of the school in igaS, and again a Standard VI

new.
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in 1020, so that our critical time came with the examinations of ^uly,
1930, when our first candidates for the Central Schools Leaving 
Certificate had to compete with those from all the other schools in 
the Territory.

During the same period the Lower School has also progressed.
Boys come to Kiwanda from alt the various parishes in the diocese, 
and each parish has a certain number of places to fill according to 
the number of village schools in the parish. Of course, the parishes 
send us tlieir best boys, but the standard of village school attainments 
has been very varied in the past, and our Lower School, which 
receives all the new boys each year, used to have to start by teaching
them most of the things which they were supposed to know already 1
Many new boys at a public school in England achieve a first-term 
report to the effect that, *'he has ability but has been badly 
grounded.” The preparatory schools rather smile at this; we, too, j 
have sufficient sense of humour to smile when we bring much the 
same accusation against the village schools which supply us with all 
our material, and do, at the very least, discipline it enough to be able 
to learn at all; but it speaks volumes for the definite advance on the 
part of our village schools under the new syllabus, and it witnesses 
to the hard work and amazing success of the inspectors who tramp 
the countryside to visit and help the village school teachers, to be 
able to say that in 1929 we were able to rate our Lower School at 
Kiwanda as Standard III instead of Standard II, and though the 
bottom section is a little below standard, yet the experiment has quite 
definitely justified itself. •

The modern definition of a central school is, ” A school under 
European supervision which leaches four standards in English, and 
which may include an elementary section, and/or an industrial sec
tion.” From this it may be understood that our chief business in life 
is the teaching of English. In our circumstances education for life 
means that we must prepare our pupils to take their proper places in 
the coming development of their own country; in commerce, in the 
teaching profession, in the various activities of government, and in 
all the multitude of careers which are now becoming open to them. 
This we cannot do without giving them a thorough and adequate 
knowledge of the English language. At present there are many posts 

' filled by Indians and Goanese which might be filled by Africans if 
sufficiently qualified Africans were available, but they are not. The 
African tends to think that he is discriminated against because he is 
an African, and this breeds resentment on his part, from which ugly 
and quite unnecessary complications may result. It is useless merely 
to felf the African that he is mistaken, the only remedy is to skoto 
him that he Is mistaken by producing Africans with the necessary 
qualifications; who will then obtain such posts quite naturally bewuse 
they arc fitted for them; and as the progress of the country contin - 
it appears that a good fluent knowledge of spoken English will be 
more and more a primary requisite of a good educatlonj and the key 
to the African’s own increased usefulness and advancement.

t«fi. Ilillltrrh«<o]
Padre Hellibr and Sixtii-Standard Bovs.

At Kiwanda, then, our great aim is to teach good, fluent, spoken 
English, and we teach it by the direct method, the method by which 
we each of us learned our own mother tongue, by speaking It and 
hearing it spoken. But this is our great aim all day long, and not 
only during ” English ” lessons. Consequently we pursue the direct 
method to its logical conclusion, and make the English language our 
medium of instruction for all subjects. The one really serious and 

reasonable criticism that has been made of our ideas about 
education in Tanganyika is that experts do not approve of making a 
foreign language the medium of instruction in any circumstances. 
We do not, however, feel that this criticism gives due weight to the 
consideration which is paramount (blessed word 1) in our minds, that 
whatever else we leach we must somehow leach English thoroughly, 
and that we have only the absurdly short space of four years in which 
to do it.

The visitor to Kiwanda may therefore enter a classroom and hear 
a teacher teach a geography lesson in English, asking his questions 
in English, and getting all his answers in English from the class, 
and he may legitimately criticize us for trying to teach geography 
through the medium of English. But what wc are really trying to 
do is to teach English through the medium of geography!

Of course this new idea of teaching in English was just the thing 
which pressed most hardly on the old staff of teachers. Theyicould 
read English well and understand it, and they could write it quite 
passably, but they certainly could not talk it. They never had done 
so, or needed to do so. We always used to converse in Swahili, and

most
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in school we taught in Swahili; even when we taught English ^ 
a subject) we taught it in Swahili on good old-fashioned linwi To 
acquire any sort of fluent in speaking English, let alone sutncjerjt 
fluency to keep a class going for a full forty minutes* period m each 
subject, was a really hard task. They could do a multiplication sum 
on the board in front of a class as quickly as you.or I, and as* 
efficiently; but found themselves almost tongue^ti^ at first when the, 
working of that sum had to be done m English, To anyone^who 
wishes to realize the position I wouldsay, ** Imagine yourself in front 
of your class and proposing to work a sum on the blackboard in the 
French language 1** I have no hesitation in saying that I could not 
do it myself, not from lack of French, nor for lack of arithmetic, but 
for lack of practice I And so'it was with them. Patience and sheer 
grit won the day, and now it is not so difficult to teach in English 
as it was at first. But in all the changes which we have had to make 
the loyalty of our teaching staff has been our greatest asset, and the 
fact that they honestly tried to do what we suggested has alone made 
it possible.

There is one subject in which English plays no part at all, and 
that is religious instruction. Here the whole aim is to teach religion 
through a knowledge of the Bible, and nothing else is allowed to 
interfere with that. There is also dogmatic instruction, and Canon 
Sehoza, our priest-in-charge, teaches every doss in the school himself 
once a week; but there can be no need here to enlarge upon the fact 
that the life of the school is Christian, and set in a definitely Christian 
atmosphere, and that that atmosphere is Catholic and not English.

We have made a little advance in one direction connected with the 
formation of character, and that is in the direction of self-government. 
Three years ago one of the unmarried teachers always slept in each 
dormitory, and was responsible for the discipline out of school hours. 
Now the unmarried teachers have a house of their own, and the 
dormitories are entrusted to prefects. The African needs to advance 
slowly along the path of self-government, but both the prefects and 
the school are beginning to understand what is implied by the 
new system, and though we hope to increase the scope of our efforts 
in this direction, we have certainly made a successful beginning. 
The principle of self-help has also occupied our attention, and the 
introduction of school fees was really somewhat of a bold venture 

' in 1928. The pessimistically minded feared that we might lose half 
our boys, who would simply refuse to pay and would just drop out; 
the optimists said that the school would/ in the long run, be better 
without those members who did not even value their education at so 
small a sum os five shillings a term; as things turned out we lost 
exacUy four boys out of 140. The actual sum of money garnered 
from these fees do^ not make much difference to the expense of 
keeping the school open, but the principle has had a noticeable effect. 
Africans am human beings, and for all human beings there is some 
measure of demoraliution attached to the fact of getting something 
for nothing, whereas self-help leads to self-respect. The boys quite

lUn. lunitf
CARratfTU ArruKTicu akd thus Ikstructor.

definitely take more pride in their school since they have had an 
opportunity of contributing to its upkeep; the feelfng that it is their 
school is much more pronounced; and, to mention one detail, there 
is practically no trouble about boys running away, now that school 
fees have become an established custom.

A central school under the new regulations may include an 
industrial section, though this is not accessory. At Kiwanda we have 
an industrial side, which has been growing and developing in the 
same way os the literary side. It consists, at present, of two depart
ments, carpenters and tailors; and wc hope to add-other departments 
if and when times become more favourable. These two trades are the 
obvious ones to start with, because there Is very little doubt that 
properly trained carpenters will be in demand for many years to 
come, and tailors will always be able to support themselves on com
pletion of their apprenticeship, owing to the ever-increasing demand 
for clothes on the part of the Africans themselves. Other trades, such 
as pottery, shoemaking and metal-working, have an element of risk 
in them at present, and this is an Important consideration, for it is 
of no use to train an artisan who may not be able to maintain himself 
by his craft aftenivards. •

Our carpenters have Increased in numbers from four to thirty 
and during this period nine have completed their training and 
had no difficulty in finding work and obtaining good wages. The 
first boy who qualified, though clever enough at manual work, was 
not up to standard os regards drawing, estimating and costing, etc., 
owing to the fact that he had not had more than one year under the 
new syllabus of training,, not enough to qualify in these subjects;, We 
were therefore unable to recommend him for a Government certificate. 
We provided hiih on leaving with a sot of tools, and he at once got 
work On:a plantation at loos. a month, which is a veiy large and
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more than adequate wage in Africa. The others have all obtained 
Government certificates of proficiency, and recetved a gift of tools 
from the Government to set them up in their work.

The greatest of our initial difficulties was to obtain good enough 
material to start on. Many people not unnaturally supposed that a
boy in a village school who was not good enough for anything else .
was just the right kind of boy to be sent to Khvahda to be made into
a carpenter. It took some time also for the Africans to realize that
the industrial training offered to them at Kiwanda was really the 
opening of a door to a career worth having. So at first there were few 
candidates, and they were not very brilliant. We had to take what 
we could get and try to bear with it. Some we were bound to reject 
after a trial, as, for instance, one boy whio could sometimes add with 
great difficulty, but could never subtract, multiply or divide, and 
seemed to have hardly any gift for arithmetic. But this is the kind 
of difficulty which soon disappears, and far better material is now 
offering itself in such numbers as to make it clear that entrance to 
the industrial side of Kiwanda School will soon be a strictly com
petitive affair.

The difficulty which is likely to remain with us for a long time 
is lack of equipment. The proper equipment of an industrial school 
is really expensive, and we can do no more than provide the barest 
necessities at present. The recent gift of a circular saw and a small 
engine to drive it will make a vast difference to the whole establish
ment. There is one forest tree—the sometimes called African
mahogany, which grows abundantly on Kiwanda estate, and yields 
most excellent timber; but the work of cutting out all this timber by 
hand is heart-breaking to, young apprentices. Now the saw will do 
most of this for them, and though they will have to learn to saw 
baulk timber as part of their training, they will not have to spend 
long hours at it os formerly they had to. Unfortunately, there is no 
soft timber on the ^tate, and for this we have to rely on imported 
d^l, on which heavy customs dues have to be paid.

For our carpenters we were fortunate in obtaining a really good , 
African instructor, a Christian boy from Mkuzi parish who was 
trained in the Government school at Tanga; but for our tailors we 
have, for some unexpected reasons, been unable to secure an African 
instructor who was really competent. There are, therefore, only two 
tailor apprentices, but one has gone on from us to Tanga Government 
School to finish his course there, and they have great hopes of turning 
him into an efficient instructor, when he will return to us to teach, 
and we shall be able to extend this department very considerably. 
This may serve to illustrate the fact that we believe co-operation 
between the Missions and Government in education tp^bc a good 
thing, and to show that we do obtain many^advantage^ from this 
co-operation, not only by way of much uscful advice and encourage
ment, but also by way of practical help as well.

Agriculture is bound tO hold its place, at least for many years 
to come, as the most important of all human activities in East Africa.

Agriculture is therefore one of the most important items in our curri
culum. Most unfortunately, the valley of the Zigi, in which Kiwanda 
estate is situated, is fly-infested; and where tsetse rules cattle cannot 
live. Ploughing is- therefore out of the question where there are 
neither bullocks nor horses to draw the plough. Motor traction we 
could use to suit our own purposes, but the educational value of 
this would be nil, os the African will not be able to afford motor 
traction for several generations to come. However, the one indispens
able requirement for every boy who comes to Kiwanda for any 
purpose whatever is that he must bring with him a good, serviceable * 
hoe. While at Kiwanda he is taught agriculture, both theoretically 
and practically. But practically it is advisable to proceed by easy 
stages from African methods to something rather more scientific, 
because the African does not really believe that he has anything more 
to learn about a subject which his forefathers have learned, practised 
and taught from time immemorial. One experiment in improved 
methods of planting, care being token to use exactly the same seed 
as the African always uses, and.to plant in the native fashion side by 
side with the more scientific method, turned out/very successfully, 
and made a considerable impression on the countryside; rather more 
than three times the normal yield per acre being harvested from the 
scientific plots. This experiment formed the basis of a Government 
circular sent round to all the schools of the Territory, recommending 
such experiments, and showing that education in agriculture could 
be brought about gently, without shocking African public opinion 
or wounding African susceptibilities.

We always say that the school boys cannot be expected to gr 
all their own. food on the spot, because they must spend some time

ow
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KIWANDA CENTRAL SCHOOLKIWANDA CENTRAL SCHOOL

it has also, in an incredibly short time, acquired a very sound 
tradition, and the students have become some of the most helpful 
and dependable members of our community. Though very few of 
them have ever had any experience at all of the discipline of boarding- 
school life, they shake down very quickly, and one term seems enough 
to produce in them a sense of esprit de corps which is admirable. 
Miss Abdy has laid the foundations of their cqurse of training on 
wise lines which already have some show of permanence, and their 
training is practical os well os theoretical. They use the Lower School 
and the sub-Standards as.their practising school, and the young 
students not only have to stand up and teach a class, but also to 
stand the fire of criticism afterwards from their companions, who are 
not slow to mark the slightest detail of deviation from the straight 
path laid down in their " method " lectures. That this can be 
done successfully in Africa, with the greatest goodwill' and much 
laughter, and without rancour on the part of either critic or victim, 
is really rather amazing.

Results are not alwoys the final test of the soundness of either 
educational alms or methods, but they may serve in a general sense as 
either an encouragement or a warning. July, 1930? was our critical 
month, but in September, 1929, the first exhibition was held in Dar- 
cs-Snlaam. There were certain classes open to schools in the 
Territory, and though our organization was a year short of comple
tion, we decided to do our best. We were fortunate enough to win 
six prizes in open competition, the first prize for print writing, three 
prizes for drawing and two prizes for carpentry and turning. 
encouraged us to look forward to July, 1930, with some hope.

In that critical month three of our staff sat for the Grade I 
Teachers’ Examination and all three were successful; five out of six 
boys gained the Central Schools Leaving Certificate, and five of the 
students were successful in the Grade II Teachers’ Certificate, though 
they had not had quite the full two years’ training. In addition to 
this, examination grants are paid each year solely on the basis of 
the success of the various standards in passing the annual examina- 
tion. Our examination grants have steadily increased from 510s. in 
1927 to 1,345s. in 1930.

All this is encouraging os well as helpful, for it shows that 
Kiwanda is well able to take its place among the other central schools 
of Tanganyika Territory, and that our work for the future will rather 
lie in maintaining and improving our reputation so far as this is 

A. B. Hellieii,
Headmaster, Kiwanda Central School.

in the classroom or in the workshop, nnd cannot be all day in the 
fields; but one year the school raised about ten tons of maize and 
three tons of beans, and every year they contribute by this agncultural 
work to the cost of their own maintenance. We also grow bananas,

and we havecassava, sweet potatoes, pineapples and sugar-cane, 
fruit trees which will come into^bearing some day. which has
take‘i.%‘la“^arKiwandarfhe staling of Co'l'g® h"®

;;;

English course of a central school with the Minaki course to crown it.
Bolh the padres and the school inspectors of the diocese asked 

Ihht such an institution might be stoned, and ‘*>6 Bishop decided to 
entnist Kiwanda with this work. Here, again, Miss Abdy was the 
pioneer, and her ripe experience of the actual needs of village schools 
and of the village school teacher was the very greatest possible asset 
in the founding of this new venture. The syllabus for Grade 11 
vernacular teacher training has purposely been left somewhat vague 
Olid elastic, and there are really very few textbooks available in 
Stvahili suitable for this purpose. This throws a great weight of 
responsibility on the person'who has to work out a practical course 
of instruction, and it involves a large amount of hard work in the 
ptOparation of teaching notes and lectures, even when the scheme 
is complete. Again, though the teacher is glad to feel somewhat free 
of the usual fetters of a rigid curriculum, examination time may 
prove to be a little disconcerting when the syllabus gives so little 
hint of what kind of questions may be expected in the papers.

The first students arrived in January, igzPi being seven 'h= 
village schools of different parishes in the diocese, who were joined 
by erght boys already in the Central School at the time, who s^med 
more or less unlikely to progress fast enough to be sent on to Minaki. 
There had been no time to build a college for them since the actual 
decision to start was taken, and so they had to be content with ve^ 
humble quarters at first. A mud and stick hut vtas hastily run up to 
serve as a dormitory for the seven newcomers, the eight from the 

• school still slept in the school dormitories; and for then' classroom- 
work they had to use the old recreation shed, a grass roof on poles 
which was literally on its last legs, and had for some time been used 
for a wood-shed. , , ,,

Good buildings have now.been constructed and the college con- 
slsts of a fine dormitory, two. excellent classrooms, and the original 
hut which now serves as a common-room and dining-room, me
poor old wood-shed actually fell in a great storm of wind on the very 
day of the first inspection of the college by our Government in.yKtorj 
fortunately, this happened just after morning school wa.s ended and 
there was no one inside, as all the students were having their midday 
meal. The college, however, has not only acquired.good buildings.

This

possible.

Nate.—July, 1931 results: Four boys got Leaving Certificates; 
seven students passed Grade 11.Teachers' Certificate; nine carpenters 
qualified for Government certificates and gifts of tools; examination- 
grants 1,6105. Also it is worth noting that in spite of the depr^sion 
in the Territory, whereby many Africans have been.thrown'out of 
work, all our carpenters succeeded in obtaining j'obs. i
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THE NEW CHAPEL OF ST. ANDREW’S COLLEGE
Diocese of Zansibar

THE NEW CHAPEL OF 
ST. ANDREW’S COLLEGE

On St. Luke’s Day, 1871, the first Chapel of St. Andrew was opened 
and blessed at KiunganI, and now, sixty years later, on St. Andrew’s 
Day, 1931, the second has been blessed at Minaki.

It is built of concrete blocks to a design of Archdeacon George 
—to wiiom grateful thanks—and has received nothing but praise from 
the large number of people who have seen it. The work was carried 
out by Mr. Makins, and is of first-class quality. It has a spacious 
sanctuary and two little chapels, one of which is dedicated to Our 
Lady, and the other to the Holy Souls. It has ample room for 200 
people, and has been built with an eye to the future, when this 
country shall have begun to send its meed of recruits to the Body of 
Christ. There is a large and dignified vestry. Its roof is of Mangalore 
tiles and its roof-beams of podocarpus. It stands on high ground on 
the (hitherto) open side of the quadrangle and completely dominates 
the whole Station, as it should. One of its doors comes from the now- 
demolished Community Chapel of Mbweni, and is beautifully carved 
in the style wliich one always associates with the Arabs of Zanzibar.

The Bishop of Zanzibar blessed the chapel and His Excellency 
the Governor of Tanganyika was present, with a large concourse of 
Europeans, Africans, who included many old scholars, and some of 
the Indian community.

The college lined up outside the west wall and the visitors stood 
at the north-west corner. The Bishop, with Archdeacon Elliott and 
Canon Kolumba Msigola and attendants, processed across the quad- 

glc and the service began with prayers and the Litany of the Holy 
Spirit, sung in procession round the outside. The entry to the 
church was made to the accompaniment of Psalm 122; then followed 
the Veni Creator, Collects and Tc Deum, St. Andrew’s hymn 
" Ye Watchers and Ye Holy Ones." Afterwards the guests were 
entertained to tea.
, We must of necessity remember with great thanksgiving the great 
blessing with which God has blessed the first chapel and the college. 
A continuous stream of evangelists and teachers has gone forth, num
bering some 800 or more.

Fifty-eight of the old students have been admitted to Holy 
Orders: the first deacon, John Swedi, and the first priest, Cecil 
Majoliwa, are still alive in retirement. Four are canons, two of 
Zanzibar, two of Masasi. Twenty-eight worked, or are still working, 
in the Diocese of Zanzibar; nineteen in the Diocese of Masasi; ten 
in the Diocese of Nyasaland, of whom one volunteered for service in 
Northern Rhodesia; on? in the Diocese of Uganda.

Quadrahclk.
ChApel.)

/O
Seventy per cent, have lived and died, or are still living, in the 

service of the Mission, and many of the others have rendered good 
service In Government employ. They have been ready to go to 
countries, and this is great devotion and sacrifice on their part.

In 1865 the U.M.C.A. had only nine Christians oh their roll, all 
in Zanzibar; the time of the mainland had not yet come. Since then, 
when two of the original nine are still living, the Gospel has spread 
from the college to Nyasaland and Masasi, to the Usambara region 
and Uganda.

The college has had its bad times and its good times; it has never 
been far away from the fierce light of criticism due to the great 
heights expected of its product, and it is these very boys who, through 
every kind of difficulty and persecution, incredible monotony and 
discouragement, have rolled back the frontiers of darkness and evil.

We remember proudly, too, the long and distinguished list of 
those who have had the guidance of the college in their keeping: 
Bishop Steere, the first Principal! Canon Woodward, whose memory 
of the college goes back to 1875; Archdeacon Jones-Bateman; Bishop 
Weston; Bishop Lucas; Canon Dale; Canon Palmer; Canon 
Mnckay; Canon Spanton, and many others.

The old giveth place to the new; there are endless new problems 
to be faced, new avenues to be explored, new and vast tracts of 
country to be won, new methods to consider, new antagonisms, ^lew 
temptations. The work of the college can never cense. So, remern- 
bering the goodness of God in the past, we take courage and look 
into the future without fear.

Pray for us.

St. Akorsw's Collsok 
(Without the new

new

ran

and

R. M. G.
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CENTRAL AFRICAHOME JOTTINGS
A MONTHLY RECORD OF THE WORK OF THE 
UNIVERSITIES' MISSION TO CENTRAL AFRICA

The General Fsod RecelpU compare u followt:~- 
Received during; January ..........................

1932 1931
... ^3,687 £2,452

An Increase of X23S.« » • No. 592. L. APRIL. 1932 Price 2d.Exhibition of Work tot Afrlca^Ai mentioned in the February number of the 
magoiine, the Exhibition of Work will take pbc« on Saturday, March 12th. in the 
Large Hall of the Church House, Westminster.

The Exhibition will be open from 3 p.m. to 6.80 p.m., and will be formally opened 
at 3.45 p.m., when the Rev. W. F. P..-Ellls, who Is home from Northern Rhodesia, 
will speak. His speech will be followed by the distribution of certificates.

Tea win be provided at 8.30 p.m.. but tlchels ({rice 9d.) should be obtained from 
Miss Nugec, c/o the Office, before March 8th. ,

Wo hope very much that all those Interested In the Mission and within reach of 
London on that day will come and visit the Eahlbltloh, In order to encourage those who 
have made the exhiblu and also to get suggestions for any work they may hope to 
do for the Mission during the year.

The Gift Secretary will be at the meeting in the Church House with the uiunl box 
■aitd «-iU gratefully receive any cotton pieces for patchwork or sewing materials, which 
are badly heeded for teaching sewing In the schools In Africa.

CONTENTS
“ Wherefore .... Was There None 

to Answer?”
** Theological Wives ”—II ...
St. John's. Mbwenl ...
O Come let us Sing ....

-■ S MS*-?-- = ”
::: S StiXT., :::

76

80

NOTE.--Keilherlh$I}ishoptoftheMhtton nor the Ceneraf Council ore resboniible 
for any ofnnion or Jtateinrnt m CEtiTRAL AFRtCA unlm ft fs eUarly so indicated

RcIrciU at our Home Mission Station will be held thisj^ar as follows:—AM 1-^.; 
Conductor, The Revd. H. Thomas, lately of Zaniibar diocese and now Vice-Prlnclpnl

Conductor, Fr. Seddlng, formerly of Zaniibar diocese, and now of the Society of 
St. John the Evangelist, Cowley. November 4—8: Conductor to be announced later. 
Please apply, enclosing a stamp^ addressed envelope for reply, whether for a Retreat 
or an ordlnaiy visit, as early ai possible to: Miss H. Spanton, St. Michael's, Church 
Street Road, Tankerton, Whilstable, I^t. ^ ^

“WHEREFORE .... WAS THERE 
NONE TO ANSWER?”

Isaiah 1, 2•
What is Vocation? How may it be recognized? A missionary on 
furlough is continually being told, “ I admire you missionaries 
tremendously, but 1 myself do not feel called to the mission field.”

In words such as these there seems to be a mistake as to what 
Vocation really is. They imply that every Vocation must be Accom
panied by some supernatural visitation, or that there must be a 
strong natural inclination for the work in question. Both these 
elements may be present, but neither is necessary, nor are they 
general.

God most often calls us by presenting a need to unlikely people. 
Moses felt no call to lead his people out of captivity; Isaiah felt 
totally unfitted to lead the children of Israel into right paths, and 
St, Paul went to Thessalonica when he felt he could do beUer work 
elsewhere. The need was presented lo Moses, who was definitely 
told to go. The need was presented lo Isaiah, who volunteered to 
go though deeply conscious of his unworthiness. The need was 
presented to St. Paul, who went though drawn to other pressing 
needs and certainly more promising fields of work.

To-day, so far as the mission field is concerned, there can be no 
doubt that God is saying, “ Wlio will go for us?”; and from every 
country there comes the appeal, ” Come over and help us.”

To avoid facing this two-fold claim by saying that ” We don’t 
feel called to the mission field ” seems to be unreasonable. Qod 
is calling, so is the mission field. Perhaps, sometimes, it would be 
more honest to say that we don’t want to go. We have no right 
to say that we don’t feel called until we have, for some reason or 
other, been rejected. Most men who volunteered for the Army did

Rctmta for wmtn membera of tbe CompanlonaWp of Simon the Cyrenlnn. These 
have been arrangwl oa followa:—(1) April S^ifay 8, at Watermlllock, Lanca.: Cwduc- 
tor, The Rev. Father Seddlng, S.S.J.E. Fee 18/6 (under 21 year*, 13/6). (2) May 18-17.

^TIWM*iho^uld*’nS't?atten*d either of these Retreati should send their 
the Secretary, C.S.C., c/o the Office, ai loon as^poaslble.

RctruU will be held for Uiom associated with the Community of the Sacred Passion 
and for other Wenda on the following dates.—(1) July 4—8. Conductor: "^e Rev. Father 
Whitworth, S.S.J.E. Fee 31/-. (3) July 22—August 2, Conductor: The Rev. Bro.
Edward, S.H.J.N. Fee 31/-. ..............................

Application ahould be made In good time, as accommodation la limited, to the 
Sister Superior, C.S.P., St. Cross, Duxhurst, Relgate, Surrey.

names to

i

THE MISSION STAFF
DateDioceseName

Arrivals in England:
Mr. E, P. Sharp 
Mr. A. C. Higgeni 
Mlsa N. Gowers 
Rev. W. F. P. EIIU 
Archdeacon \Vlbon 
Mr. H. •ntomaa

Nyosaland 
N. Rhodesia 
Zanzibar 
N. Rhodesia 
Nyaaaland 
Nyosaland

Jon. 16 
Jan. IB 
Jon. 81
Fieb. 1
Feb. 15 
Feb. 16

Departurts from England: 
Mr, H. Sionetey 
Miss 0. Pugh

Nyosaland
Masasl

March 17 
Mipxh 24

The Bishop of Zanzibar write* Archdeacon CUssold has resigned. I have there
fore appointed Archdeacon Maddodcs to be Archdeacon of Kocogwe, together with 
Zlgualand, for the time being.”
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■‘ WHEREFORE . . .WAS THERE NONE TO ANSWER?” Diocese of K. Rhodesia

“ THEOLOGICAL WIVES II

thing to be done was to make friends with tliem and make them 
liappy here. But there is also a need for more definite instruction, so 
eveg’ morning 1 have these women in school for an hour.
and nT- f™"’ ‘'™ fro-" Mapanraand two from Ciiipili. When they came here in June four of tlie 
women could neither read nor write, but the three Msoro women have 
all mastered the elements of the three R's, one at least being able 
10 wri 0 a very d^ent letter. Here we arc reaping the benefit of an 
old rule they niade at Msoro years ago when their husbands were at 
College, that the wives should also go to school. Because they 
read, these women liave been able to pick up the local language 
(Lain) more quickly : but, of course, having some who can and some 
who cannot read, means that two sets of work have to be kept going 
in Khool at the same time, which is sometimes rdllier a nuisanc^

1 lie two great difficulties about school are babies and language. 
It IS all very nice to draw up a syllabus on teaching their duties to

canAt IjUU, where there are two I’KIESTE and, ECATTKBEH
A WIPE AREA, 5,000 COUMUNICANTS.

OVER

feci tmlled to be soldiersj lliey saw tlie need and volunteered. 
Personal and other considerations had to give way to the urgency 
^ the national need. Does the urgency of the needs of God’.s 
Kingdom not invite a similar response? We all remember what

Indispensable ” very often meant.
it presents the need and makes a general invitation; lie says, 
“ Who will go?” The choice or rejection of a missionary comes 
after the response, not before. And it is difficult to see how anyone 
?r.n say that they do not feel called until the response has first been 
made and has been rejected for sufficient reason. Again, it is wrong 
to believe tliat every missionary feels that he or she is necessarily 
a “ square peg in a square hole.’* Bishop Mackenzie gave as his 
reason for volunteering for Africa that he went because “ no one 
else would.” Many workers are in the mission field to-day because 
they saw the need and went because “ no one else would.” Some 
arc conscious of being able to do better work at home, and being 
happier in it. But that is not what matters. What really matters 
IS to have responded to God’s invitation and the need of the field. 
If It has been accepted, we know that God has the rod of power for 

' and the live coal for Isaiah and the open dooj for St. Paul.
These arguments so often sound rather like doing what we want 

to do; ^yhen perhaps God is asking us to give up that very success
ful ministry at home in order to guard us against that dangerous 
sin of self-sufficiency, which makes us label ourselves “in
dispensable.”

'* Many are called, but few chosen.” Do not these words mean 
that the ultimate choice of a vocation remains with God, and how 
can we possibly tell whether He has chosen us until we have said, 
“ Here am I, send me ”? A. R. J.

not

can

I'kUrt
SmllhA Teacher. Wife Child
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THEOLOGICAL WIVES ” " theological wives ”
prospective deacons' wives : but what are you to do when they speak 
three difTcrent languages and half the class obviously docs not 
understand more than six words of what you say? And then, if 
you do manage to make yourself understood, just when you have 
their attention for the climax of your discourse, two babies begin 
to fight and howl, their mothers dash fonvard to rescue them, and 
the point you were about to make is lost for ever.

These babies really are a great difficulty. There never seems to 
be any real peace in school for more than five minutes. Including 
some of the local women, we often have about ten in school, and 
each one has a baby, and some of them two. The older ones (the 
five and six-year-olds) I now relentlessly drive away : but even so 
one will occasionally come grizzling to his mother because his 
brother won’t let him have the toy he wants, or he has fallen over, 
or another child has hit him. The great stunt among them just now 
is " bicycles " made of a reed with an old piece of tin for a wheel 
—the latter salvaged from our rubbish-pit, into wliich these 
thoroughly irrepressible and naughty youngsters descend when they 
think no one is looking. (Incidentally these bits of tin are then 
left scattered about the compound, and I grumble at the poor 
parents about untidiness.!) For these older children I have an hour's 
kindergarten each morning after their mothers have finished school. 
They frequently arrive astride their " bicycles,” which threatened 
to be a great distraction at first. But we now solemnly pul them in 
a ” garage," and all is well until they go home, when I regret to 
say there arc often disputes and even blows and tears because one 
of them is trying to sneak off with a better ** bicycle " than the one 
he came on. In school it Is difiicult to curb their spirits. They are 
quick and amusing on the whole; but like all African children have 
little home discipline, and even when addressing a neighbour think 
it necessary to shout. However, they all go to the stream before 
school, where a great washing goes on ; they learn a certain amount, 
arc thoroughly happy with slates and chalk, and, at any rale, are out 
of mischief for an hour, giving their mothers some peace, and, I 
hope, learning some discipline os well os the three R's, and cer
tainly enjoying their handwork.

The younger children arc more of a problem, because they must 
come to school with their mothers, and they really arc a constant 

. disturbance. I have a box in school with picture-books, beads and 
so on to amuse the babies: but they seem to prefer eating the chalk 
or blowing my whistle (whose note, by the way, seems to get shriller 
every time 1 fetch it from hospital after its bath in Lysol). How can 
these mothers concentrate? Just when she is happily absorbed In 
her work the baby on a mother's back wakes and cries, or the two- 
year-old, who is playing outside, falls flat on hts face, and she has 
to dash out and rescue him. When she writes, the baby snatches 
the slate-pencil out of her hand and sucks it: when she knits the 
baby suddenly pulls the needle out of all her stitches: while the 
toddlers muddle the wool between them, rub my writing off the

{I'adrt Uigtmt
VIU.AOE ClItLDHEN

my job seems to be not so mucb to teacb tlie women as to amuse 
their babies so lliat tiley can get on witli their writing I Yet in 
spite of these distractions the women are all beginning to read and 
write and do simple sums. In the afternoons they have learnt to 
.sew dresses for the children, have mastered purl and plain In an 
incredibly short time, and are now making really wcll-knitlcd little 
jerseys, even putting in stripes with quite a good idea of getting 
back and front to match, though, of course, thev do not do this 
accurately without some help. Those who had never done any knit
ting before (most of them) are obviously surprised and pleased with 
their own skill.

The language problem means that narrative lessons lose much of 
their value, as it is very difficult to ensure that nil four tribes under
stand what one is talking about. Fortunately for me I jiave spent 
a year at Mapanza and a year at Chipili, and altliough Bemba has 
driven out of my head most of the little Tonga I once knew, I do 
find it coming back to me when I am with the Mapanza women. 
Fortunately, loo, most of the local women understand a good deal 
of Bemba, which is very like Lain, Unfortunately, I have never been 
to Msoro, and I think I know exactly twenty words of Nsenga. 
At first it seemed pretty hopeless, but now wc manage, wllfi patience, 
to make each other understand. Of course, the language difficulty 
lends to get less as time goes on, though the women are not nearly 
as quick as the men to pick up another language. I myself ^pcak 
more and more of an appalling hotch-potch as my Tonga comes 
back and gets thoroughly muddled with my Bemba: but the 
women have learnt to make themselves understood among each 
other, have learnt the Lord’s Prayer in Lala and try to join in in 
.some parts of the Mass. At any rate, we have mode some prog 
.since the time when I asked Felicita if she liked onions, and

\

♦
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“ theological wives ”
Diocese of Zansibar

replied, “ Yes, it is very good to pray to God in your heart ” I And 
1 no longer press Caroline to have a tooth out because I think she 
says, Now I’ve got a pain in my tooth,” when really she is saying, 
•* I’ve no pain at all now,”

They have now been here six months, and at first tlterc may 
not seem to be much to show for it. But when I look back I can see 
a change that is verj- encouraging. To begin with, it is a great 
triumph to have got them to come here at all.. This is, perhaps, 
espcciallv true of the Batonga from Alapanza, where it is not cus
tomary tor the women to accompany their husbands when they go 
away to work. For these two women to have come all this way for 
a whole year is something completely new; and they have come with 
tl)c reluctant consent of their heathen relations. ” 1 agree,” said 
the heathen mother of one of these women, ” but my heart does 
not say yes.” And the heart not saying ‘‘ yes ” lays a burden 
of responsibility on the husband which it is difiicult for us to 
appreciate properly. It means a constant underlying fear, for he 
knows that if cither his wife or children die here he will not be 
forgiven by her relations. In talking with them I find an enormous 
difTcrence on this point when we come to the Msoro Christians of 
ihc second generation. Their families being Christian, they do 
not live under the same shadow of a heathen curse. Whatever 
failures we may have to face now, this should make us very hopeful 
for the future, for it shows us what the quiet growth of Christianity 
within the family is doing for the next generation.

Thus the very fact that these women are here at all, and have 
stayed here for six months in spite of being homesick, is in itself 
an encoumgement. But quite apart from what they have learnt in 
hygiene lessons, the three R’s, sewing and mending, there is an 
enormous change in their attitude towards each other. They are 
learning to be sociable outside the tribe. School has brought them 
together: sewing on my veranda they have learnt to talk to each 
other. They are now very interested in each other’s customs; they 
rock with laughter over their language differences—” She calls 
ionge (cotton) ntaliT* They give cacji other little bits of relish when 
thev run .short, and lend freely—” 
to borrow your sieve again,” I overhead a Tonga woman say to 
her Bemba neighbour, os if she had known her all her life. They 
still keep together in tribes, of course (language alone would ensure 
that), but they don’t cling together as they used to, their tribe 
against the rest. There is a much greater spirit of understanding 
and friendliness in their compound.

1 hope they will take something of this back with them when they 
return to their villages. Their new little accomplishments and their 
reputation os travellers will give them a lot of prestige. I am afraid 
they arc too old and the time is too short for them to become really 
efficient deacons’ wives; but I think they are all well above the 
average and will be able to take their place os people of some account 
in village life, and be very much respected. D. J. H.

ST. JOHN'S, MBWENI
J”"?"™ St. John’s Church and I have

Ind 0° Ihii'year “"’“‘.'"'’B "'“"h ofTering at the
My first Sunday here was the Second Sunday after Epiphanv 

I'XfKornelio Segau, Catechist and Oversee^r 
I ® His work was to inslruci

u° t'fd overlook the fewpeople who worked for the mission—two or three eideriy men and 
some (mostly old) women who kept the churchyard clean and the 
paths and road round about. In his place one of the old men did 
the, overseermg, but there was no one to assist in teaching until after 
^me months, when it occurred to me that Konstantjpo Mgomn, who 
had been a teaclier at Magda forty years ago, might help, and in May 
last he took over the work and overseer, loo, as the old man doing it 
was too old. "

Evelina Kisua 
children. was head teacher in the school of about thirty 

She had taught for thirty years and at the end of
I.

1

Don’t swear at me, but I want

iiiif
St. John's, .Miuvbsi
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O COME LET US SING . . . .ig3o rL'sijjned and received a small pension. Her'work was taken 
by Chrisiobel Mnjaliwa, who had been teaching the older girls in 

the afternoons. Two of them obtained their certificates last year and 
are now assistant teachers, Agnes Sckihola and Caroline Raha.

The hut in which the younger children were taught was too 
crowded, so we determined to double its size, which we have now done 
(with help kindly sent from friends in England), and at the moment 
of writing the walls arc being filled in with mud and stone by 
volunic*ers, including the teachers and girls who are old enough. 
The expensive part will be the making of a cement floor, which Is 
necessary on account of the earth floor getting full of jiggers which 
get into the children's feet.

Besides titc Sunday Mass I was able generally to celebrate on at 
least two other days, but latterly I have stayed here from Saturday 
evening till Wedne^ay, and also the whole of Friday. This was 
partly to enable me to take the school cliildren for religious instruc
tion in the mornings.

Fadre Cecil Majaliwn, who is too feeble to get to cliurch here, has 
a chapel by Iiis house and i go there once a fortnight to give him his 
communion. The Deacon, John Swcdl, who is considerably older, 
is still able to come here, which he docs on Wednesdays as well as 
Sunday. Me was one of the first five boys received by Bishop Tozer 
and was baptized on August 24, 1865. He was also one of the first 
.sulMleacons, being ordained deacon a few years later. He must 
be over 80 now.

Tiicrc are about 150 on the communicants .register. It will be 
remembered that we have no shamba here now—what is called the 
Balozi shamba and its houses is sub-let—but the whole of Mbwenl 
shamba, including the clergy house and the old school house and 
industrial wing, all were sold eleven years ago. A number of the 
old people still live round about the church In houses for which we 
pay rent to the Syndicate which bought the shamba. The cliurch 
and its cemetery is all we own.

Tlie little chapel which Padre West built is now a dispensary and 
every Wednesday a nurse comes out from town to attend to the sick, 
one of the school girls, Agnes Sefu, assisting her.

Between AIbweni and Chembe Samaki a considerable number

over
I W.JS veny interested to pick up in the Mission bookshop a copy of

ascaK.'?«
versy in the Church Press it is to be noted that he defines 
as "Catholic Christians"; and this seems to be both right and 
suitable. My own experience is tliat those who own the Roman 
obedience style themselves simply as “ Catholics," i.e., " wakato- 
hque "; but, as the followers of llie Way were first called Christians 
at Antioch, it is both right and fitting to adhere to that calling. 1 
found, in Australia, people calling themselves " Anglo-Catholics ” 
and suggested to some that, in their circumstances, the title 
" Catholic Churchmen " might suit them better, both ns avoiding 
a misleading qualifier and as differentiating themselves- from 
brethren who look to Rome as the centre of authority. For, in their 
c.ase, the word " Churchmen " would include in it their Christian 
calling. But, for us, " Mkristo KatoUko " is eminently suitable 
and right.

This article, however, is not an essay on terminology nor even 
a review of Padre Jones’s book. It merely seemed to the writer 
that it miglit be of use to express agreement with the author as to 
tlie title of his book. For some years now I have been keen to pursue 
this subject of singing in worship for our people. It has, in my 
opinion (at any rale in our Diocese), not received the attention its 
importance deserves. Not only Is the African extremely fond of 
singing, but he is capable of being taught the fund.'imenlals of the 
Faith by tliis means. If only for this reason, Padre Jones is to be 
heartily congratulated in producing this book of his, and the 
S.P.C.K. no less for having the venturcsomeness to publish it,

Tliose ^yho have4'ead the report of tlie Nyasaland Conference 
and Synod held last September will have seen that they recom
mended the production of a tonic sol-fa book for (he ins(ruction of 
the African in tunc construction, and also (hat a uniform Mass setting 
for the Diocese should be sought. So, you see, we arc also moving 
in this matter. Before I consider the subject further please allow 
me to point out that, never having had an education worth writing 
home about, I shall speak as a novice only, open all along and in 
every paragraph to the correction of the experts. My only qualifica
tions are a certain enthusiasm and an ear for " doAlo " as Ave call 
it, i.e., tonic sol-fa.

I see that Padre Jones writes wholly in staff notation. As pointed 
out above we are making an effort to teach first along the lines of 
tonic sol-fa. Which is best I do not presume to guess, but the 
ordinary inmate of a teachers’ training college would probably pick 
up the main principles of tonic sql-fa more quickly than the other.

I agree with his Judgment that the ordinary major scale, Avith the 
exception of fe " where it is preceded by " soh," is all that the

our converts

our

of Christians live, in their OAvn houses on their oAvn plot of land.
• Seven or ciglit of the old people have died during these tAvo 
years, the lost being Karlota Kabutu, generally knoAvn as " Ayah," 
as she nursed Mrs. Hodgson's child.

I am hoping to baptize a few catechumens In a fortnight. These 
are air people from various tribes on the mainland Avho have como 
to 2^nzibar seeking work.

Amongst those buried in our churchyard are Miss Thackeray, 
MLss Bennett, Miss Alice Gay, Padre Ransomc, ~ ~
W. Knowles and a little daughter of Consul Smith.

W. E. Russell,

H. W. Woodward, SSM,
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African can mrtnage, and that therefore linif-tones such as “ se,” 
“ ta '* are to be avoided. I would add that “ ray " and fall ” in 
that scale arc also difHcuU for them but not impossible, and that it 
Is a dlfBcuUy we must leach them to overcome.. Nevertheless 1 
don’t agree that this rules out, of necessity, our best European tunes 
(except those in a minor key), because it is possible to alter them 
slightly and so bring them within the compass of the African voice. 
My regret is that I have not a single one of our Diocesan hymn- 
books with me to give examples from, as I spent most of my previous 
holiday journeys four years ago on this vciy subject, but left it 
this time to give my attention to otlier things. But 1 am sure that a 
large number of ancient and modern tunes can be adapted both as 
to the diniculty of Jhc endings to which Padre Jones refers (i.e., that 
nil Bantu words end in a vowel), and also in regard to half-tones such 
as “ de,” V re.”

To turn to the question of translations, i.e., to the words used 
in the l^ymns. I agree that literal translation of English hymns is 
quite out of the question—there is no need to argue the point. Our 
practice has been to make use of the ideas contained in the English 
hymns and put those ideas into jhe dialects. In a few cases only are 
the words entirel 
and music shoui
is again so clearly desirable as to make argument unnecessary. I 
have asked one or two Africans to do something on this line, but have 
not, so far, found their productions very suitable. Whether or not 
the c,\amples of native produce in this Lala book are suitable is 
difHcult to tell without hearing them sung by the people themselves. 
But this is a line to be persevered with by those interested and able 
to judge the good and the bad, I have, however, found Africans 
extremely useful when composing a hymn-book, and was greatly 
helped at Liuli, for instance, for the Chi-mpoto book by Mwalimu 
Matthew Joseph, and at Mandn for the Kimanda book by the then 
Deacon, but now Padre Benaiah Mbiza. Between us we composed 
a first hymn-book in Kimanda of a little over one hundred hymns, 
doing ten hymns a day until the book was finished.

To turn back to the subject of English or ancient tunes. I 
sure that a picking of the best from, let us say, English Hymnal, 
Songs of Praise, and Mirfield Mission book, yields a rich harvest 
of tunes beautiful and suitable for our people provided that they 
arc adapted as previously mentioned. My own line has always been 
experimental. You cannot properly tell whether or not a tunc will 
” catch on ” until-you try it, and I have tried hundreds of tunes 
with this end in view. The first tune, for instance, in this book, is 
an adapted one of the familiar ” O come, O come, Emmanuel,” and 

» seems to me to be eminently suitable. We also sing a tune to ” Lo ! 
He comes ” whose source I cannot now recollect—although it is a 
wmmon one enough-and which is sung with much gusto when 
Advent comes along. There is a good descant to it, which reminds

that descant singing is one of those possibilities which wo ought 
to keep in mind. ®

Then there are many other old tunes which can be and are adapted 
to African use, such as :—

Glory be to Jesus
Alleluia, sing to Jesus
Jesus in Thy dear Sacrament
Daily, daily [this horrifies the purists]
When I survey
How sweet the Name
Ye watchers and ye holy ones

to mention only a few. But, on the other hand, a large number of 
familiar tunes (e.g., from A & M) are quite unsuitable, being either 
In a minor key or lacking in some other quality, Again, I would 
plead, that only experiment can show which are good for us and 
which bad. Even such a traditional tune as that to ” Come, Holy 
Ghost ” is a difficult one for our people, as they get terribly flat. 
Starting high they go lower and lower until the tube falls into— 
I cannot say their boots—but their toes.

We have, however, been distinctly successful with adapting___
(not all) native song tunes for hymns. We got them, I tliink, 
from the Livingstonia mission, and no tunes are so popular through
out Liuli and Mandn districts as these. One is sung lo ” How 
sweet the Name,” another to *' The God of Abraham,” and this is

me

y original. That more original hymns in words 
Id be written both by Africans and Europeans some

almost always used by us in processions as it has n good chorus in 
which there is antlplional response so dear to the African. May I 
here add that we need more hymns witli choruses, as nothing is more 
helpful both for tliose who cannot read and to give the singing a 
swing and rhythm which again is typical of native method. I can 
recollect one instance of this usage of native tunes: it is a hymn 
used mostly as a post-communion and based on ” Jc.siis,‘'gentlest 
Saviour.” It goes as follows in Kimanda:—

ts, d.'.Jl,;cC v.-ltitL, r-.-\

t/.-ldim r:—Ict'.l, -1-:s, d-.-ll,; cl r;-lm;T

rn.-.y d.—am

• 8 m‘.

Yesu, wa Njokosi 
.Muyii nkati mwitu 
Ni unofu wako wolia 
Tenga utwilise.

There is also an extremely good tunc which has come to us by way 
of Zanzibar and is sung to the hymn beginning, I think, ” Mkqhani 
wctu Yesu.’’ This latter tune, lo my mind, is a .striking exampleI
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THE FIRST OF MANY JOYSof what we need, although we need also the more solemn kind such 
,'is '• Let all mortal flesh.” We have, so far, given most of our 
hymns English titles mainly because the title gives the unsophisti
cated fresher an inkling of what the Ivymn is about. But the time 
must come when this concession to our weakness must ccaSc, as has 
been done in this book by Padre Jones.

If I were asked *' do your Nyasainnders know how to sing?" 1 
should have to reply ” no.” But it is not so with all tribes, and 1 
have always been verj' struck by the singing of the Christians belong
ing to the Lebombo Mission at Lorenzo Marques. They not 
only keep time and tune (need I tell readers of Cetiiral Africa that 
we do not have church organs?), but also harmonize quite naturally 
and pleasantly to the car and throw across, men to women and 
women to men, verse and response which is altogether very delight
ful. The last time I was there they were singing a hymn at Mass 
to the tune of ** Gospel Bells.” No doubt to advocate such a tunc 
as this will cause much merriment among those that know, but 
nevertheless it is one that our Africans can sing and thoroughly 
enjoy doing so. That we must give them of our best in music as in 
every other thing goes without saying, but perhaps we can go too 
for in our particularity. After all, hymn-singing is a means to an 
end: and if ” Gospel Bells ” will enable our people to praise God 
not only with their lips but with their hearts ns well, it will do its 
purpose.

This article has already gone on too long, and I must bring it to 
a close. First, let me also register agreement with Padre Jones 
regarding plainsong tunes in that the Bantu can only sing these 
when the tonality of the sounds are like the tonality of the major 
scale. May I express a pious hope that he will publish a set of 
cliants for psalms, etc., based on the principle he lays down ? We 
need also in our Mission two or three settings for Mass which our 
people in each and every Diocese could become familiar w'ith and 
so feel at home wherever they went. One of these, I suppose, would 
be the Missa de Angclis; but, even in this, I don’t feel disposed to 
be tied down to literal copying. Another point on which I should 
like to have information is, how the question of copyright is alTected 
by adapting old tunes to African use and publishing them, say, in 

'sol-fa In those countries where we work ?
Finally, a renewed expression of thanks to Padre Jones for bring

ing this subject to our attention, hoping that we in t ie Mission mav 
by co-operation and experiment gather data sufficient to produce 
for common semce a book of tunes for use in public worship.

T. H. Hicks

Some of our readers may not know that the following article signed 
•• Twins wrtllen by the Misses Elsie and Isabel Harvey, who 
joined the U.M.C.A, last year, thus fulfilling the hope of many years.

Some of us can remember the day when twins in Africa were not 
greeted with a musical accompaniment as with the B.B.C., but were 
regarded with superstitious fear and destroyed. Whether the super
stitious fear still lingers on in pagan districts we do not know but 
photographs printed below with the Mission twins each holding one 
of a pair of African twins, is sufficient proof to us how things have 
changed in the districts in which the U.M.C.A. is at work.
” The Twins ” liad the great pleasure of spending tlieir first 
Christmas in Africa together at Masasi.

One of the first joys was the Christmas mail, which this year 
managed to be in time and actually arrived here on Christmas Eve,
It brought us many letters and parcels from kind relatives and ' 
friends both from England and from other parts of tjie world.

At lo p.m. we heard in the distance the sound of Christmas carols 
being sung. We then discovered the sound was coming from the 
top of one of the hills, so we decided to go and join them. We found 
someone to show us the way and started off with lamps in our hands.

It was not long 
before we found our
selves in the midst 
of a crowd of boys 
and girls, together 
witli a padre, sing
ing heartily ‘‘While 

^ shepherds watched 
their flocks.” The 
singing was, of 
course, in their own 
language. We stayed 
there until they had 
finished all. the 
Cliristmas hymns in 
the book, about an 
hour I

i

Soon after 11 
o’clock the bellsi be
gan to ring for the 
Midnight Mass. 
Many of the people 
were already in the 
church walting/for 
the time to pass. 
Some were lying on

rfcnfe]
Masasi CATiienRAL (os’ the hill) 

Kwitosji sciioolchh-s is- tub foreoboukd
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the floor getting in n little rest whilst waiting. As one looked down 
the hill one could see streams of Africans coming up, and it was very 
picturesque. The cathedral looked lovely with the candles lit and 
the many storm lamps dotted about the floor. During the Mass the 
Christmas hymns were sung with great fervour and the reverence 
and the devotion of the people were most impressive. After Mass 
there was the blessing of the Crib and the joyful, service eame to an 
end. We left the cathedral feeling that the true spirit of Christmas 
was in the air and round about us.

There was another Mass at 6 a.m. and this was followed by 
another sung at 8 a.m. The celebrant was a native padre. The 
people were all dressed in their best. The women looked very nice 
in their various coloured sheeties. After this Mass more letters 
arrived and it made us feel that we were half in Africa and half in 
England.

At II a.m. we went to w'atch the people dancing with great jot- 
in honour of the feast. Our impression was that they are really very 
musical, although the orchestra consisted chiefly of old petrol tins. 
The drum was made of an old piece of corrugated iron joined 
together and goats’ skins stretched over the ends; a piccolo was made 
of a piece of bamboo with holes pierced in it. The dancing went on 
all day and most of the night.

During the afternoon we had some visitors in the Quad r.c_- 
the cathedral; they came to have their Christmas feast, evidently. 
They were monkeys, or rather, baboons; we counted ten, and some 
of them were about four feet in height; they were gathering up the 
mangoes, which are very plentiful here. This is the first time we 
have had the pleasure of seeing them; they were most amusing to 
watch. Not only were they eating all they could, but they were also 
collecting them in numbers to store for a rainy day.

In the evening we had a lovely Christmas dinner and, of course, 
a plum pudding, which was lit after the candles had been put out; 
this caused much excitement amongst the boys waiting on us.

We went to bed at 10*30 after having spent a very happy day.
The next great joy we had was not the next day, although that 

eras very happy, but on the Sunday after Christmas; we went to 
Mkomnhindo to Mass. This is the place where the first chureh here 
in Masasi Diocese was built by Bishop Maples fifty years ago; it 
IS about an hour’s walk from Masasi.

This church was destroyed about thirty years ago during the 
great raid known as the Mnji Maji, when this part of the world 

besieged by a great number of savages; it is still talked of by 
the people here; any one can read all about this in the history of 
the Mission. We left Masasi about 7.30 a.m. in a lorry and arrived 
to find the church full of people. Many of the people are quite old, 
and there are one or two who remember the first church being built.

it was wonderful for them to be at Mass again in their old chureh, 
so nicely built after being in ruins for many years; some of the stones 
of the old church are still forming part of the new one. The service

“ Tun Twins ” BACH llOtOJNC AN AFRICAN TwiN

near very beautiful and the people isang as if really full of joy. They 
had built a very nice little Icibanda for the Crib, it resembled a cave. 
After Mass this was visited witli great reverence by both children 
and grown-ups.

When we came out of church the people came to give us their 
greetings and made us feel that they were really glad to see us there. 
We then had some breakfast that we had brought with us, and 
whilst we were having this the people began to dance with great 
joy. There was, indeed, much rejoicing; we went to join them for 
a time.

was

After a. while the bell rang for them lo go back to church for 
the baptism of twin babies. This was also very impressive. The 
babes received the names of Francis Peter and Alice Marion. (Please 
remember them in your prayers.) It was a glorious touch to a very 

.happy morning at Mkomahindo.
After this service was over we were each given a twin lo carry 

of church, much to the amusement or (everyone; they are 
always so ready to see a joke and to Iiavc a good laugh. There was 
also much excitement amongst them trying lo discover wliich .vr: 
the Masasi Pacha (twin) and which was the Lulindl Paclia. i

Twins

out

was
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ST. ELIZABETH’S CAMPDiocese of Masasi

ST. ELIZABETH'S CAMP
JVLY ig was a day of great joy and tlianksgiving in the Leper Camp 
—the day of the first baptism in the little church of St. John the 
Baptist: two men, one woman and a boy. Just a few out of the 
seventy or eighty lepers in the camp who had*come steadily and 
faithfully for their teaching and to the daily prayers for the past two 
years. Twice a week numbers—nearly all Muhammadans—sit around 
the dispcnsaiy waiting for their injections, waiting in the hope of 
cure for the poor diseased body; so few, as yet, realizing the need 
of cleansing for the poor sin-stained soul. " Lord, if Thou wilt. 
Thou canst make me clean."

There was a wonderful silence over the place on that Sunday 
afternoon; the candidates had kept a strict silence all day, now they 
are kneeling at the back of the church, just waiting. When Canon 
Kolumba arrives the little church is well filled; the warden and the 
students from St. Cyprian’s College have come down and a little flock 
of Christians from Saidi Maumbo: The 'west end of the church is 
open and outside sit the Muhammadans in rows, watching, wondering 
a little. What do they see? We cannot tell. Pray that these four 
may show them something of the beauty of Jesus in their daily lives: 
if they see Him, they, loo, will be drawn.

A few months pass and again there is a feeling of quiet expecta
tion around the church. We go over in the early morning, this All 
Saints’-tide—an African All Saints’-tide, when the trees are bursting 
into leaf with a glory that can hardly be described; not only the fresh 
green of an English spring, although that is there too, but witli 
leaves, rose-red, pink, copper-coloured, golden-brown, yellow, all 
the beauty of the autumn colouring with the delicate transparency 
of the young leaf. As one stands under a tree with the sun shining 
through, it seems covered with rose-pink or apricot-coloured blossom, 
truly a glimpse of the beauty of God in the folds of His garment, of 
■' God, that ineffable, invisible Great One, inellably and invisibly 
beauteous.” The Muhammadans are not sitting outside the church 
to-day, for our Bishop is offering the Holy Sacrifice, and they mav 
not gaze on these Holy Mysteries. The catechumens—for a few more 
have come forward by now, and some nine or ten are being taught 
regularly—arc allowed in for the first part of the service. The 
Christians remain kneeling after the Mass is said until the Bishop 
comes back in cope and mitre for the laying on of hands, a short 
service, each one is anointed with the holy oil, and those whom 
none may touch for fear of contracting the disease, feel now the hand 
of their Father in God laid on each head, as the leper of old felt the 
toueh of the hand of Christ. " I will—be thou clean." Clean, holv 
and strong; holy through the indwelling of the Spirit of holiness, 
strong in His seven-fold gift. A few words of fatherly love and 
counsel, a short thanksgiving with their African padre and they come

i ' I*

PSffloJ
1 St. Elizabeth’s Camp

out into the sunshine—Soldiers of Christ—equipped for the life-long 
fight.

One of our teachers, Rikardo by name, wlio has contracted the 
disease, now lives in the camp. One hopes much that he may be 
cured hy the treatment, meanwhile we are very thankful to have liim 
there, it is a wonderful opportunity for evangelistic work; he has a 

I small school to which two or three men come ns well as the children, 
he teaches the catechumens and hearers, and is now preparing the 
Christians for their first Communion at Christmas. Pray for him that 
his own suffering life may bring him into closer linion with our Lord, 
and that he may have a real love and zeal for souls and so^raay be 
used to draw many to our blessed Lord.

The Bishop, a true father to all his African people, had been all 
round the camp some days before, visiting each of the five villages 
and winning all hearts by his sympathy and friendliness. The com
ment after he had gone was, “ IVuly the Christian religion is a 
religion of love.”

C. S. P.
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Dioctse of Nyasaland HOME JOTTINGS

ORDINATIONS 1032 1931
Received 

during Feb.
Total to 
Feb. 29

Received 
during Feb.

Totol to 
Feb.26FundO.s* St. 'I homas' Day in Likoma Cmlicdral, the Bishop xjf Nyasaland 

ordained the following to the Diaconate—Probus Banda, Ackworth 
Kanjcmn. Crispo Mnchili, and Jameson Mwenda.

JS £General ... 1,410 4,103 1.780 4,233
»... :: 265 383 68 100

198 439 176 491
Grand Totals To25-1,679 2,014 4,633

* *
Kwft Mftizi.~We arc 

changed to Kidclcko.
infonned that the name of tills station in Zigualand has been

Dr. C. F. Taylor (Mosnsi) would be very grateful for some more subscriber’s letters 
to the Royal Surgical Aid Society. They should be sent to the Secretary, U.M.C.A., 
Central Africa House, Wood Street, Westminster, S.W.l,

Magazines tor Africa.—Would the kind friends who send magniines to the Staff 
fn Africa please communicate with Miss Wardc, Lakcnhenth, Brandon, Suffolk, In order 
to avoid duplication? One member of (he Mnsas] staff (.Miss Hordcastle) receives three 
copies of “ Punch ” every week.

League ol Associates.—If any associates would like to t.ikc part in a Retreat at the 
Abbey House, Glastonbury, wilt they please communicato with me, mentioning any 
preference of montii in autumn or otherwise, (hough a specified time cannot be guaran* 
teed as happily this ideal place of Retreat is much engaged; but I should like to be in 
touch with those who desire it.—M, Me.ide-King, 9 Vicars Close, Wells, Som.

Taukerton Is a dellgbtlul spot in spring and early summer. If you have not yrl 
booked your room for a visit to our Mission Station there before the Home closes for the 
holidays at the end of June, please write and do so now enclosing a stamped addresscil 
envelope for reply. There is a 2s. Od. booking fee. relurnablo on arrival.

The dates of conducted retreats being held at St. Mlchaers this year are as 
followsApril 1—4: Conductor, The Revd. H. Thomas, lately of Zanzibar diocese and 
now Vice-Principal of Ely Theological College. May 27—31: Conductor, Fr. Honnny, 
lately of Nyasaland diocese and now of the Community of the Resurrection, Mirfield. 
Sept. 6—8: Conductor, Pr. Sedding, formerly of Zanzibar diocese and now of the 
Society of St. John the Evangelist, Cowlev. Kpv. 4-8: Conductor’s name to be 
announced later. As accommodation is limited, early application should be made for 
rooms In the house. Apply to Miss H. Spanton, Sr. Michael’s, Church Street Road, 
Tankerton, Whltstable, Kent.

rW.i tMf. It. Cflw A U.M.C.A. EililbUlon.-From May 4-7 In the Town Hall. I^rham, there will be 
a U.M.C.A. Exhibition both for the University and the City. _Tlic Lord Bishop of 
Durham Is the President, and the Vice-Chancellor of the University. Canon Ellershaw, 
is the Chairman of the General Committee. .... . .

Some of the Courts will be staffed by Colleges and some by Parishes, and Ihere^will 
be Playi, Tableaux and Court Sketches. , , ,

Preparations are going forward with great keenness and we "re hoping for a very 
successful Exhibition. The Exhibition will be open each day from ^9.30 p.m. ^ongat 
the openers will be the Bishop of Durham, the BUhop of Newcastle, and the Dean ;of 
Durham. Amongst the speakers at the Courts we are hoping once more to have the 
help of Mrs. Llvlngstone-WIIson. who will show some Interesting relicrof her father„Dr, 
Llvin

The OsDiNAKps
.Standing—Rev. Ackworth Kanjema, Rev. Crispo Machili and 
the Rev. Probut B.ind.i. Silting—Rev. Jameson Mwenda.

SI

Wc trust that many of our friends in the North will try. and pay a visit to the 
Exhibition. The SeerSary of the Exhibition is the Rev. C. I. Petiilt, St. Chad ■ 
CoIRge, Durham.78
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HOME JOTTINGS

CENTRAL AFRICAWeek of Work for Medical Mission*.—A second Week of Work has just been held at 
Sussex, with creat interest and energy, from February Ist to February Cth. 

Sescntcen of the Churches in the Rural Deanery of Lewes were represented, besides 
friends from other places, and all spent a week of continuous work. The Rural Dean 
opened the De|)<it on Febru; 
in the week. From 10 a.m.

A MONTHLY RECORD OF 
ONiVERSITIES' MISSION

ary 1st, and one of the ^neighbouring Clergy each other day 
done at home also. .Addresses were given by two missionary

THE WORK OF THE 
TO CENTRAL AFRICAwent on, and much 

doctors in the town.
.More than GOO attendances were registered, and the result of the w'ork was most 

'•ncouraglng. (1) Roller bandages of all sizes 2,111. (2) Surgical needs 2,650, includ
ing pneumonia jackets, swabs, etc. (3) (ieneral work G50, including surgeons’ coats, 
mattress covers, dressers’ and nurses* aprons, garments for patient 
kinds, etc.

On Saturday. February Cth, from 3 to 4 p.m., the work was on view, and at 4 p.m. 
all was dedicated before a large audience by the Rural Dean. The same 
day the work was divided according to the several needs of the six Societies, and was 
- eked off to the headquarters of the S.P.G., C.M.S., C.E.Z.M.S., U.M.C.A., C.M.J. 

icslan Mission.

No. 593. L. may, 1932 Price 2d.ts, towels of all
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ANNUAL REVIEWI
I
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OF THE WORK OF THE UNIVERSITIES' 
MISSION TO CENTRAL AFRICA IN 1931

I
ONCEngain we have the Bishop’s Reports from the four Dioceses 
n graloful to them for sending tliem to us so promptly.
Our Chairman at the Anniversary Meeting referring to the Annual 
Keport generally asks, “Shall we take it as read ?" 
on alternative? “ Take it and read it.“

R^lizing \yhat the present financial crisis must mean to them, we 
opened the Bishop’s Reports with some trepidation, only to find 
that they were “strong and of a good courage” and faced the future 
m the spirit of faith and hope. The most serious difficulty with 
which they ail have to deal is the difficulty of an inadequate staff, 
^nous indeed because the yearly increase In the number of the 
baptized and confirmed makes increased demands on pastoral work, 
and m some districts it is almost impo.^isible to provide the necessary 
supervision which these increased numbers entail. It is indeed hard 
for the Bishops and their staffs to know how much there is to be done 
and how few there are to do It, to be weighed down with anxiety lest 
the Church should suffer loss in difficult times just because adequate 
supervision is impossible. No wonder, then, that they all moke 
appeals for more priests.

Encouraging as is the growth of the African ministry in three Uio-

Mbt O. C. Abdjr,~>The dioceM of Zanzibar has sufTered no small loss in the final 
homc<oming of .Miss Abdy. When in 102G she cllered to add to her long pre 
swice in Africa by going out again for one more teaching turn, we all thought that 
MUi Abdy was moking a veiy sporting offer; but none of us e.xpccted that this 
piece of service would last so fong, and certainly no one anticipated how much it 
mean to the diocese In general and.to its educational work in particular.

Padre Hellier has told In hts article on “ Kiwanda Central School ” ..........
** Central Africa,*’ how Mlu Abdy first began the reorganization of the Centr.M 
jhirlng his absence on furlough and then later was the pioneer in respect of the 
Training College for Grade 11 Teachers, which lie describes as one of the most far- 
reaching developments which has taken place at Kiwanda.

For all that she has done and been these so many years the diocese and the whole 
. Mission are most grateful to Mlis Abdy and wish her every happiness in what should 

be her somewhat less strenuous life at home.

violin

final
would j may we suggest

in the March 
School

*
N. Rbedetla.~Hishop Embllng, who was until lately Assistant Bishop i 

has kindly undertaken to be responsible for Padre Ellis’s work on the Co 
durl^ the latter** furlough. The Bishop is living at Ndola.

Through Bishop Embling's generosity it has also ^en possible to secure the icm- 
iwary help at Mapanza of Mr. and Mr». Shaw, who worked with him in Corea and 
subsequently In Southern Rhodesia. Their aulstance has already proved to be most 

on the Mission farm and on the Station generally.
The Rev. B. N. N. Woodard, who has had experience In South Africa, soiled on 

March 11 for Livingstone, where he will take charge during Padre Cooke’s furlough.

in Corea, 
ippcr Belt

valuable♦

I
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ANNUAL REVIEW
I-THE DIOCESE OF ZANZIBAR

ceses and the 
prospect of the 

jginning of an 
African ministry 
in N. Rhodesia, 
we must take note 
of Bishop Birley’s 
statement, all the 
more impressive 
because the 
African ministr)' 
in the Diocese of 
Zanzibar leads the 
way in numbers, 
that the time has 
not yet arrived 
when European 
supervision can 
be dispensed with. 
The future of the 
African Church 
must depend 
largely bn the 
degree in which 
the members of 
that Church in its 

ly days are 
tended and fed 
and shepherded.

May
hop’s appeal 
helpers hnd 
sponse in willing 
hearts,
Godfrey Dale 

Editor

By the Bishop of Zanzidar
be

My first word in diis report must be one of great thankfulness for the 
appointment of Sir Stewart Symes to be Governor-of Tanganyika 
m succe^ion lo Sir Donald Cameron. He has quickly won the 
hea^ of all the community, which is no easy matter in a mandated 
territory with its conflicting interests, and he has done so, in kpite 
of the very dilficult situation which he had to face on his arrival, 
owing to the financial crisis and depression in the country. In 
particular he has already proved himself a very real friend to 
U.M.C.A. : he paid an unexpected visit tb the Training College at 
Minoki quite soon after his arrival, and was with us as our chief 
guest when the new College Chapel was opened.

At the present time we arc most fortunate in His Majesty’s repre- 
^ntatives both in Zanzibar and Tanganyika, the British Resident 
in Zanzibar, Mr. Rankin, being also most kind ttnd hospitable to all 
the members of the Mission, and ever ready to be interested in all the 
affairs of the diocese.

Staff.—The past year has brought its losses. Dr. Palmer, one of 
the oldest and most faithful members of the diocese lias passed to his 
rest, and has died as he wished to do, in Africa.—R.I.P. Three other 
priests have left us because of various and unforeseen circumstances, 
as well as two laymen and two teachers. To all of these. we say a
very real thank you ” for all they have done for the diocese, and 
especially to Miss Abdy for her very long and faithful service : her 
last bit of work at Kiwanda Central School has been of the greatest 
value. Some of these gaps have not as yet been filled.

At the present we are especially suffering from the lack of Euro
pean priesis. In Korogwe Archdeaconry, with its five parishes, 
there is not a single European priest at the moment, while Zigualand 
has only one. On the other hand, the African clergy are increasing 
and there is no lack as it seems of vocation, for at the moment six 
teachers of long experience are reading at the Thcologicd College 
at Hegongo for the diaconate. All this is a matter for great thank
fulness, but it must be remembered that the balance between black 
and white must be maintained, and European supervision is an 
absolute necessity.

It has been a great pleasure to us all to welcome back Arclideacon 
Elliott, as also Dr. Westall, whom many remember when she spent 
her first two years in Africa as teacher at Korogwe. Miss Beaver, Miss 
Swan and Mr. Tattcrsall have also come to us during the last year. 
I cannot be too grateful for the staff we have, for its loyalty and 
devotion, although its number is inadequate for the needs of' the 
diocese, and in saying this I do not forget oil that we increasingly 
owe to the Sisters of the Community of the Sacred Passion.

Events of the past year.—(i) Conference of Bishops in East Africa. 
This Conference took place at Zanzibar last June, when the Bishops 
representing the dioceses of Uganda, Northern Rhodesia, Momhasa,

earl

the Bis- 
s for
a re-

rktut tc s. P.
Padri Yakooo Timpwa
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Zanzibar, Upper Nile, Masasi and Nyasaland were present. The 
only Bishop who could not be with us was the Bishop of Central 
1 anganyika, who had to pay an urgent visit to Australia, with which 
his new diocese is so closely related. The Bishop of Uganda 
senior Bishop, was the Chairman of the Conference.

Many matters affecting both African and European work were 
diseased, and although the circumstances of the various dioceses 
were found to be very different, much useful work was done and 
a very considerable amount of unanimity was reached as to the wisest 
ways of meeting present day needs and difficulties. The following 
resolutions were adopted. ^

I., The Conference looks forward with confident hope to the 
formation of an Ecclesiastical Province of East Africa, 

a. That a meeting of Bishops concerned, be held, with or with- 
three^ySre"*^**^ of clergy and laity, at least once in every

3. That a Standing Committee consisting of the Bishops of i 
Uganda (Convener), Mombasa, Zanzibar and Masasi meet 
If possible annually, to transact businc^, all findings of the 

^ Committee to be communicated to the other Bishops.
Other matters which were discussed included the following;
(a) The baptism of infants and adults, with special reference 

to the danger of baptizing infants without real assurance 
that they will be Christianly brought up.

(c)
(d) The present standard of Christian conduct amongst Euro- 
(c) Outstanding difficulties in the various dioceses.

because African life 
in Zigualand still 
remains more 
simple than in 
other parts of the 
diocese, and also 
because Zigualand 
is a very Moslem 
country, where in 
consequence woman 
has the least chance 
of coming to her 
rightful status.

The school was 
really opened last 
September, and is 
under the control of 
Miss Adamson, with 
an African Advisory 
Committee to help 
her. It is built after 
the style of a Zlgua 
village and has at 
present some thirty 
boarders, who arc 
living a real African 
life without

, as

I

any
harmful influences of 
western civilization.
I have not yet seen 
the school In work
ing order, but it is 
my great hope that
in it there will be a _ ____
building up of such ic. s. r.
Ch^acter ^ will 
produce real women 
leaders, who will be
an asset not only to Christianity, but to the country generally 
m their homes and villages. This venture is the result of many 
prayers which I beg may long be. continued.

(3)^ The building and blessing of Minaki College Chapel.— 
The dioc^n Training College for teachers, both of Zanzibar and 
Masasi dioceses, has never had a permanent chapel since it moved 
from Klungani at Zanzibar, and it was therefore a great day in the 
history of the college when its new chapel was opened on Advent 
Sunday of last year. 1

It has been built from a design kindly provided by Archdeacon 
George, while the actual work of construction was carried out under

The Bishops finally drew up a statement for the Press. ^
Africa, containing important matter

pleasure to have^had the conference in Zanzibar itself, after^our 
previous visits to Kampala and Nairobi, while the African Christians
Bishops a^t“e1il':“''‘"®

i the Ar°^ the Afriran girls is one of the most pressing needs 
of the new Africa which ts now coming into being. It is hopeless
Snn« hu“t"!v'he ° •“ dteir

U „ K O" ''hieh such
whiS Za h '*7'®^ ft" of problems

Esa sr;,! S2.;rK"g:„?'SJ; ■

which has

both
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in addition to this have collected a sum for the building fund which 
at the moment of writing amounts to nearly ;^s,ooo., Archdeacon 
George has conferred yet another kindness on the diocese hy supply* 
mg us with a very good design, and when I was in Dar-i^alaam 
at the end of last year we then made arrangements for the building 
to start as soon as possible. ■

Looking into the immediate future, in' spite of the existing 
depression, I must somehow or other raise another ;^5iOoo if the 
church and clergy house are to be finished without debt. The Euro
pean Church Council have worked hard to raise funds in Dar-cs- 
Salaam itself, and are still doing so. European congregations in 
^nzibar, Pemba and Tonga have also given us a helping hand, but 
best of all, our African Christians from all parts of the diocese have 
contributed over ;^ioo and, will I know, give more before the end 
of 1933.

We have of course been unable to make any public appeal at 
home, in common justice to the Treasurers and their responsibility 
of maintaining the General Fund to carry on all the work of the four 
dioceses, and we have not been able to use one penny out of our own 
diocesan funds from England. Therefore, what has already been 
raised, has come from private friends, to all of whom the diocese 
is most grateful, and I pray and hope that there may be many more 
such good friends who will still help us in our need, so that this 
necessary venture of faith which we are bound to make at a time of 
world wide depression may be eventually crowned with

the supervision of Mr. Makins, who has had much experience of 
building in Africa. The result is most satisfactory. It is some
what severe in its simplicity, as I think it ought to be, and stands 
out as quite the most conspicuous object of all the college buildings. 
Within it is spacious, and there arc two attractive and useful side 
chapels, while its vestry is one of the best in the diocese. The open
ing ceremony, which was according to the diocesan use, was 
attended by a largei number of Europeans from Dar-es-Salaam, 
including the Governor and chief Government officials, together with 
old students, many of whom are In Government offices. We were 
paiticularly glad to have with us Canon Kolumba, himself an old 
Kiunganl student, os a representative from iMososi diocese, and he 
was our preacher at the Pontifical Mass the next morning, St. 
Andrew's Day, when bur thoughts of prayer and thanksgiving 
went back to many who iii the past have contributed to the life and 
work'of the College. . V

Dar-es-Salaam Church and Qcrgy. House.—Our supporters at home 
have, I think, very little idea as to the importance of Dar-es-Salaam, 
chiefly, I suppose, because it has only come into prominence as a 
diocesan centre of work since the war, when Tanganyika came under 
British rule as a mandated territory.

First of all It Is the Capital of Tanganyika and the seat of the 
Government, with a population of over a thousand Europeans 
together with an exceedingly large community of Africans, made 
up of many tribes who have come there for work, and amongst 
these there are large numbers from both our dioceses of Masasi and 
Nyasaland, in addition to those from Zanzibar. And yet having said 
all this, we have no church or clergy house of our own in Dar-cs- 
Salaam itself. During the war all enemy property belonging to 
Missions was plao^ in the hands of English missionary societies 
already in the country, to be preserved intact until the rightful 
owners should be allowed to return, and it was in this way that 
U.M.C.A. was entrusted with the Lutheran Mission property in 
Dar-cs-Salaam, to use and keep in repair until further orders should 

.be issued. Most of such properties have long ago been returned, 
and now an order has been made by the Governor that the church 
and house which we have been using since the war shall be returned 
to the German Lutherans not later than the end of 1933. This is as 
it should be, and no one will be more thankful than myself when we 
vacate buildings which do not belong to us.

This means we must build an entirely new church suitable to the 
needs of oiir European and African congregations, and worthy of 
the capital of the country, together with a clergy house where the 
staff can live.

i

success.

*v;i:. o;. '■.i.'i i >' '..

f,.

^ ;;v
I.':

1'

• .5

For some considerable time we have been preparing for this 
contingency, which wc knew was bound to come sooner or later, with 
the result that we have already bought a very good she equally con- 

both for Europeans and Africans, and
|•n^$rfc.to|

vcnicnt as regards position Dar-bs-Sauuu
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II-THE DIOCESE OF^'MASASIBefore leaving the matter ! should like to tell you that the Adminis
trative Officers of the Territory have generously offered to give a 
pulpit to the new church as a memorial and thankoffering for Sir 
Donald Cameron's governorship, and I need hardly say that I have 
gratefully accepted it. .

Finance.—How can 1 conclude a report without some reference to 
this terrible subject? First of all let me mention a cheering matter 
which will be encouraging to our supporters at home, os it is to us 
in the diocese. Our good friends of Christ Church, Carlisle, ' 
sent us the magnificent sum of ^250 as part of the centenary offer
ing of their church to be spent in building a new village church in 
the diocese. This is realLy a splendid example for which we are 
very grateful,.and I propose to use the sum for a much needed church 
at Vugiri in the Korog^ve Archdeaconr)’, when times are a little 
belter.

By The Bishop of Masasi

It is by no means easy to keep one's eyes looking steadily back over 
the y^r 1931, measuring and appraising the work of the last twelve 
months, and tiying to get the true perspective for the writing of this 
report . 1 continually find that they have left the past and are peering 
into the future, as though impatient that time should be given to the 
examining of what is now safely behind us, with our bacits turned 
to dangers of unknown magnitude looming ahead. Whether when 
we come to know the full extent of the reduction of our income in 
1932 we shall find things as bad as we fear remains to be seen. At 
any rale the task of the moment Is to give an account of the year 
that has ended; and we refuse to be downhearted.

Staff.—Numerically we end the year with one European priest 
less than the minimum needed, 13 instead of 14, and one lady teacher 
less than last year, 7 instead of 8; But we have for the first time two 
doctors, an immeasurable gain, and when Miss Pearson arrives (she 
has probably reached Zanzibar on her way here as I write this), we 
shall have eight nurses again, over and above the help that Miss 
Shelley gives so lavishly to the lepers.

We have also our agricultural expert, Mr. Munnings, for whom 
we have looked so long; and Mr. Warrnn promises to be increas
ingly useful with the lorry, and many other valuable works.

We extend a great welcome to both our laymen, and to all the 
others who have come to begin their work with us this year; Father 
Tibbatts, O.G.S., Doctor Joan Clatworthy, the Misses Harvey 
Miss Pearson, all three of them London Hospital nurses, and Miss 
Cllfte, our new teacher.

But to turn to the other side we have lost Arclidcacon Lewin, 
and of what this loss has meant to the diocese we are only loo acutely 
conscious. Of what it means to me after eleven and a half years of 
the closest personal friendship I do not trust myself to speak. We 
thank God for the years of his work with us.

It was really a great blow that Father Howard was forbidden to 
return for medical reasons; he was ready to come and we were look
ing forward greatly to having hi> help again, but the doctor refused 
to pass him.

Miss Roe’s duties for the present lie at home, though how we shall 
be able to manage without her I don’t quite know. At any time that 
she may find herself free to return, a big welcome awaits her.

Miss Griffiths’ great skill and devotion arc being consecrated to 
God in the Religious Life; we knew that this might prove to be her 
vocation before she came out, and we hope she will have us tn'^hcr 
prayers. Miss Margaret Bailey, Miss Callard and Miss Quick will . 
all be greatly missed, and we pray continually for their complete 
recovery to normal health. Miss Paynter too had to go home becatise 
of illness; we hope that her health has-now been compleldy 
re-established.

have

At the moment of writing, at the end of January, we are in the 
throes of retrenchment, and i am being followed all over the diocese 
by letters from-my wise and untiring treasurer. Every conceivable 
cut in expenses is being made. It touches all the European stations 
as \Vcll 05 African workers, clergy, teachers and servants, and it may 
possibly mean the closing down of some of our work, while of course 
it shuts the door to all extension.

It is quite admirable to see how all arc willing to have their share 
in the shortogc of money, but more than this I hope with the writer 
of this year's fore>vord in Central Africa that the Africans wilt more 
fuliy realize how much has been done for them in the past and that 
the time has come wlicn they must do more for themselves.

In the diocese every parish is expected to contribute annually to 
the African Clergy Fund, educational institutions and medical work, 
in addition to their self-denial in Lent, which I always devote to new 
work.

and

In 1930 these diocesan contributions from Africans amounted to 
just over ;^362—but owing to the present depression, with no work, 
and what wages there arc reduced, we must expect a falling off. 
Anyhow, I pray that we in Africa may learn to give better still, and 
find the true joy of giving, for this is genuine Christianity, a true 
response and growing likeness to the Sacred Heart.

•i^THOftiAS Zanzibar
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year eight out of a total European staff of thirty- 
five is a very heavy loss. We must be most thankful that six of the 
vacant places were so quickly filled. By giving up the help of my 
chaplain the need of the additional priest for parish-work has been 
met, Father Blood having undertaken for the present the care of the 
Liloya district, while Father Hose shepherds Newala during Canon 
Stokes" furlough.

We welcomed back with great joy Miss Antcliffe after her long 
• period of ill-heallh, and wc hope that Miss Violet Taylor will also 
be back with us In restored strength and vigour before Pentecost.

1 cannot close this section without saying that it is a continual 
sorrow and anxiety to me that so many of the staff are so overworked. 
The work grows steadily and the staff to cope with it has slightly 
decreased.

If the Treasurers find it necessary to reduce our income consider
ably we shall have no alternative but to reduce our numbers even 
further. But I cannot refuse the two priests who have arranged to 
come to us in 193a, and I do hope with all my heart that someone 
will be forthcoming to relieve our Diocesan Treasurer, Miss Harrison, 
who is due to return to England in June. Her very heavy and 
invaluable work must be carried on by someone somehow.

Finance.—^In this report the second heading must be finance. 1 
have before me the balonce sheet for 1931. We have in the year 
spent ;^350 more than our income, in spite of about ;^i,ooo received 
from the Government In educational grants-in-aid; but happily we 
ore not bankrupt because we began the year with a balance forward 
of more than ;&750, and of this a little more than ;^4oo still remains 
to help us in 193a.

The Government have warned us that the educational grants 
cannot possibly be increased as things are financially in the Territory, 
and that 10 per cent, ^yill have to be deducted from the existing grants 
in the new financial year.

Our African priests, put of their incomes of to £s e month, 
have agreed together to give to the Diocese 24s. a year each so long 
os the financial crisis lasts. The European priests, out of their allow
ances of 33s. 4d. a month, have offered to contribute £2 a year each, 
i.c., reducing their allowance to 30s. a month. The European 
stations ore doing their best to cut down already curtailed expenses 
even further. In response to an open letter written to the teachers 
by our two African canons the majority of them are offering 12s. a 
year each.

African alms, contributed to diocesan funds from the various 
districts of the diocese, amount to ;^i3i 7s. for the year 
i93*» which, though slightly exceeded in 1928 and 1929, certainly 
represents a larger sacrifice in these present straitened days. But 
wc shall long suffer from our own great failure in the past, in that 
we did not train our Christians from the beginning to give generous

alms as a primary duty. They could do far more than they are now 
domg, and perhaps the 1932 shortage will spur us forward to press 
on them more generous giving. An effort has been made in the last 
few years, and in some districts the people are really trying to 
respond. But a great handicap is that in the majority of the districts 
the parish priest hardly receives any real support from his teachers 
in this stressing of the duty of almsgiving, and, this being so, to 
alter the apathy of years in his congregations seems like a veritable 
attempt to move a mountain, and faith itself fails and yields to 
despair. Resolutions are passed in conference as desirable and per
fectly possible, but in the isolation of parish work they sometimes 
conm to appear not merely unattainable, but quite unreasonable also.

The work in the Districts.—^This year will be marked in my memory 
as a year of almost continual travelling, visiting the districts. The 
work on the whole is steadily increasing cverywliere. In the Tun- 
duru country where Moslem opposition remains strong, the progress 
is very slow, but beyond all question progress is^eing made and 

. momentum gathered, and Canon Kolumba and I agreed that in 
ten years’ time the stories of early difficulties will hardly be believed. 
In a seventeen^iay journey through the Saidi Maumbo parish (in the 
Tunduru district) I found that at every single out-station a definite 
move forward had been made, and there were signs of further advance 
which could be expected very shortly. The Moslem chief Mchilima, 
wlio more than anyone outside the Yao sultanates has been respon
sible for the advance of Islam along tile Ruvuma, dismissed last.

To lose in one

ii5
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Maciiousi School
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year the Moslem teacher from his village, and asked us to give 
him a Christian teacher, which this year we have been able to do.

The Sultan Mataka was extremely friendly and insistent that we 
should keep in close touch with one another, and meet at least once 
a year, but he cannot see his way yet to ask for a Christian teacher. 
He would allow us to have secular schools in his country, but I hav’e 
grave doubts os to whether this w'ould not be to surrender a principle. 
Mataka wants all his people to have the one religion of Islam, which 
is an understandable position, though time will prove whether it can 
bo maintained.

The work in thccountrics of the two Sultans Kandulu and Mtalika 
is very uphill and dlHicult, but definitely not without promise. The 
only boys in the schools seem to be the Sultans' own children or 
those of his nearest relations; the attitude being that if going to 
school brings advantage, this advantage must be given in the first 
instance to the ruling caste; it would be wrong for subjects to be 
put into a position where they might score off their rulers.

And after all when religion was brought to England by St. 
Aus^stine's mission the Royal courts led the way in embracing it, 
anti the people followed their Kings and Queens. We are still a 
very long way from enrolling the Sultans as candidates for Baptism, 
but every work must have its beginning.

The Yao chief Namagono said emphatically ten years ago that 
no adults from amongst his people would ever become Christians. 
But Christianity in that district is beginning now to make great 
strides. They are more evident amongst the Makuas and Wama- 
tambwe, but Komagono's own people, including his own kith and 
kin, are coming increasingly under Christian instruction, and some 
have already been baptized.

lii the older work the Luatola district found itself by Easter with 
. no resident Mission ladies at all. Miss Callord had gone home and 

to our great sorrow was found to be so unwell os to need a very long 
rest in England, and the number of our nur^ at that time bad been 
reduced to such a point, os'to make It impossible; to continue to 
provide a whole-time nurse for the dispensary there. And yet the 
work at Luatala is so big, that what was needed really was a larger 
staff on the women's side not only for. the soke of the ^ucational 
and medical work, but for the soke also of the women's work 
generally. I could sec no prospect of providing any Mission Indies 
even in a year’s time. There seemed to be only one thing that could 
be done, though it was veiy hard to do it—to close the Sisters’work 
at Njawarn, where they had lived and worked for seven lycars, and 

, ask them to come to our aid by establishing n conventual house at 
r" ;'Luatala.,

Wc owe much mores than can ever be put into words to the Sisters 
of the Community of the Sacred Possioii, and they have added greatly 

; to our debt by undertalcing the work they are now doing in the 
Luatala district.

But many, many were the laments at Njawara when at the end 
m August the move took place. _ Luatala rejoices, and their need was 
the greater, but we must hope .some day to find a way of providing 
for Njawara the help they have had to surrender.

The number of Christians in the coastal area is so large now that 
at the first possible moment regular visits by a priest must be paid 
to Lmdi and its neighbourhood. The church of St. Edward there 
has been considerably improved this year, but an unused altar is 
very poor consolation to Christians striving to maintain their religion 
in the midst of a strong Moslem population. •

The census figures show that there are now five parishes where ' 
a single-handed priest is giving the sacraments to well over 400 
communicants, and a sbeth where the numbers are only just below 
400; and we look forward greaUy to the making of seven African 
deacons before the next report Is written, all of whom will find ample 
work awaiting them in assisting overburdened parish priests. This 
brings me to

Saint Cyprian’s Theological College, our one endowed institution 
in the diocese, its needs being provided by the Bishop Weston 
memorial fund. I visited the College in July and spent about a week 
there, and went again to take a retreat for the students in the octave 
of All Saints. Both visits gave me the greatest joy. ■ Father Thorne 
the warden, has a heavy task, having to provide all the lectures of the 
college course alone and in Swahili; and this is only part of what the 
warden must try to do for his students, for the most important work 
of all centres not in the lecture-room, but in the chapel. Wc both 
of us ask your prayers for the seven students and for their warden*

Educational work.—Miss Violet Taylor has had to be away from 
Chidya for the greater part of the year, and her health was far from 
robust during the three months before she left to go on furlough; but 
we have great hope of seeing her back at work again before Pentecost.

Chidya has now had Father Sheppard’s core for a year and a 
term. His work for the boys, especially in chapel, is going to be a 
great gain to the whole Diocese, and we hope to reap ^e fruits of it 
for many years to come. A beautiful new. chapel has been built of 
pis^-de-terre and sun-dried brick, which I • went to dedicate on 
September 24.

This year we have been able to take into the Grade II Training 
College eight boys from Said! Maumbo, the first-fruits of Cation 
Kolumba's seven,years’ work in the Tunduru district. They began 
in the out-schools in their villages, and were brought into the small 
Central School wc started there on the Feast of the Epiphany, zpap. 
Four of the eight are Wangoni or Magwangwara, that is members 
of the same tribe as those who attacked and burnt our first Ma^l 
Mission station atMkomaindo in 1882; and very nice boys they arc.

The agricultural school for which we have been longing for a 
considerable time, and more especially since 1928, had to woit' then 
till we could find a man trained in agriculture to be its head. At the \.
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end of June :93i, Mr. Munnings arrived to our great joy, and began 
to travel round looking for a site. The Government vrerc most keen 
to give us every help and not least financially. Now we have our 
man, but the Government reluctantly warns us that we must not look 
to them to make any new grants m the present crisis. It is a sad 
situation, but meanwhile Mr. Munnings is gaining expenence and 
knowledge of local conditions, and we hope that we shall find a way 
to do something, even if we cannot do all we hoped when we first 
envisaged the scheme.

At our conference in December it was decided that we should 
continue to send our Grade I boys to Minaki, but that they should 
complete their four years' English course at Chidya before going, 
and so Instead of spending four years at Minaki, i.e., two years do
ing the English of Standards s and 6, and two years in the training 
college course proper, they will now go for the final two years' train
ing college work only.

The girls’ school at Kwitonji, one of the most important pieces 
in the diocese, has enlarged its numbers to thirty boarders, 

and produced various schemes of development, none of which 
be regarded as othcr^vise than a definite temptation until the financial 
horizon lifts again.

Medical work.—The great event of the year was the arrival of 
Doctor Joan Clotworthy. This has enabled Doctor Taylor to make 
Masasi her headquarters, and from Masasi she visits Chidya, Na- 
nyindwa, Machombe, Namagono and Saidi Maumbo, while Doctor 
Clatworthy docs the Lulindi work and visits Luatala and Newala, 
this latter place having the' largest out-patient work in the diocese. 
Luatala Includes also dispensaries at Sindano and Utimbe, and when 
possible Mchauru, and wc hope Chlllmba also.

As one instance of the work that is being done—at a place three 
days journey away from Masasi a boy fell out of a tree, and his side 
was pierced by a bamboo, causing half his lung on one side to pro- 
trude, the bamboo only just missing his heart. Doctor Wigan was 
with us, and he and Doctor Taylor together decided that after the 
long delay in bringing the patient in, the protruding lung was in a 
state in which it must be cut away; so on the chance of saving the 

removed, and the wound then stitched 
up. With great anxiety the signs of sepsis were awaited. It seemed 
impossible that the wound could heal normally. After about five 
days Miss Harvey found the boy walking to her verandah where he 

^ wished to listen to the gramophone. He is now back in his village 
and quite well, thank you. ^

The leper work is going through a difficult time. The months 
and months of treatment, with so little manifest improvement to 
show for It, are verv trying even to the most patient, and some have 
given up hope and gone off to their homes. But we still have at 
l^t 150 lepers under our care—I have not the actual figures at hand. 
We ask your prawrs for them all, and for Miss Shelley also, who is 
finding it so hard not to be able to do more for them all.

This report.is. j 
already over long. 
Others have 
written of the con
ference in :Zanzi- , 

at the begin
ning of Jiine, 
when.seven of the 
eight bishops who 
desire to form an 
East African Pro
vince were the 
guests of Bishop ; 
Birley, and spent 
a week together 
in valuable dis* 
cussion.

r

, We were delighted to welcome Miss Deane who came to us after 
visitihg Nyasaland at the end of August; we all wish she could have 
stayed longer. No one else has ever motored to Masasi from Dar- 
K^alaam, four long days in a lorry, at any moment of which any
thing might have happened. No one else has assisted at two fires 
in her first four or five days. We said " Good-bye ” to her with 
great regret, and if she ever feels drawn to come again, we hope she 
will come here first and stay a really long time;

• Our second visitor was Doctor Wigan, , who set an excellent 
example to his diocese by returning to it this way. I was only able 
to be with him for a very small part of Iiis stay, which in any case was 
so short as to suggest rather an earnest of a more prolonged visit to 
come than a visit itself. But I know that he gave most valt{ablc help 
and counsel to our doctors out of his long medical: experience in 
Africa, which they welcomed most heartily. And I know too that 
he and I climbed Mtandi together and enjoyed ourselves greatly.

, I cannot close without saying how delighted wo are to find our 
old Masasi ,nurse. Miss Kemsiey, mentiohed’in the list of the New 
Year. Honours granted by the King. She hnS been working as a 
nursing sister on the Tanganyika Government staff since the end of 

■the war, and lately doing very valuable African women’s welfare 
work in a most isolated and remote part of the territory, living there 
entirely alone for the sake of helping the mothers and children. ,We 
are proud of our old Masasi nurse, and we hope that next yair's 
report-Will speak of her visiting us here. i

Our work is in God’s hands. He will overrule for good what
ever difficulty and hardship 1933 brings. Pray for us that /W 
face it all with a good courage and unshaken faith; pur joy being 
just that He has called us, unworthy as we arc, to serve Him in this 
work;' And if 1933 is to mark the sign of the Cross, more plainly 
upon ourTivS here, please God many in this land shall the more 
easily see ond’kndw Him, the possession of Whom is for us all 
enough. WmcENT MxsAsr
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III-THE DIOCESE OF NYASALAND boys*' <=fic'eni:y reached by
cheering feature in the general outlook is the

But 1 was able to ordain four men to the diaconate in Advent, and 
we now have quite a number of deacons at work, most of whom 1 
quite hope may prove themselves to have vocations to the priest
hood ; and there are a good many readers and teachers who have at 
least the thought of ordination in their minds.

2. Against these reasons for tliankfulness must be set erave 
anxiety arising from the shortage of European priests at the present 
time. 1 Ins is tile dark side of the piciiire, and it would be idle to 
deny tliat it is dark indeed. It means that we have to live in a state 
of make-shift, which is far from conducive to continuity in the work, 
Jet alone progress.

Three events, none of which we could foresee, have brought about 
this situation. First the sudden death of Canon Augustine. This 
was a ver}’ serious loss to the diocese. Me was by^\ long way the 
senior African priest, and as sucli his counsel was extremely valuable. 
And he has left a gap at Ngoo which I have been unable to fill. 
Secondly, the sudden illness of Archdeacon Wilson on his voyage 
out from England in November. The first reports which reached 
us gave hope that the illness was not serious, and that, though an 
operation at Cape Town was necessary, his return to Mponda’s would 
not long be delayed. It was therefore a shock to hear that he had 
been definitely forbidden to do further work in Nyasnland, and that 
he must return to England as soon as he was lit to travel. Whether 
this decision is final remains to be seen. But in any case it is most 
improbable that he will be allowed to return this year. This is a 
grievous blow. And thirdly, I have been disappointed by the 
arrival of two priests, both of whom, when I left England, I expected 
would come out in 1931. I am thankful to say that Padre Trefusis 
has returned to*the diocese in the dual capacity of priest and doctor, 
but, with his medical work, 1 can scarcely expect him to act per
manently as priest-in-charge of a station, though for the present he 
will certainly have to act ns such. The bald fact stands out, that I 
find that there are actually fewer priests in the diocese than there 
have been for at least ten years, and at present I hear of no new priest 
coming out in the immediate future. On the top of this we are faced 
with the fact that out of our staff of European priests, seven are due 
for furlough this year, including Archdeacon Glossop, Archdeacon 
George, Canon Victor, and Canon Winspear. I shall have to ?ake 
Padre Davies away from his work in Portuguese Territory to be 
priest-in-charge of the Cathedral. This will mean that a veiy exten
sive district, including Ngoo and all the villages northwards to the 
border of Tangaayika Territory, will be left without a priest. And

dispensaryour
i3ui lite mostBv THE Bishop op Nyasaland

My first year in the diocese has been full of interest, and the experi
ence which 1 have gained provides me with plenty of food for 
reflection.

The most important event was the holding of our Sacred Synod 
and Diocesan Conference at Likoma during the last ten days of 
August. This gave me the opportunity of meeting nearly the whole 
of the diocesan staff together. This Is not the place in which to detail 
the work which was done; but a good deal was accomplished during 
the lime, and I was able to learn much about the different depart
ments of work, and the chief problems with, which the diocese is 
faced.

There arc still some parts of the diocese of which I have as yet 
seen almost nothing, e.g., Kola Kota parish, and Portuguese East 
Africa. These I look forward to visiting this year. But I have 
been able to get about a good deal, as may be gauged from the fact 
that I have held sixty-five Confirmations during 1931, forty-two of 
them at different places.

Before reporting on the year's work in the several Arch
deaconries, there are two general statements relating to the diocese 
as a whole, which I wish to make. Severally they present the bright 
and the dark features of the picture.

I. To emphasize the bright side first, there is much for which we 
be thankful. First there is the evident kcenne^ shown by the 

great majority of our Christians. Going about the diocese I have 
been much struck by this. Not only do they come to church 
regularly, whenever they get the chance, but, certainly in many 
par^ of the diocese, they show a willingness to do something for 
Iheir religion. They build their village churches, and take pride 
in them. The church Elders take their responsibilities seriously, 
and arc a real help to the clergy. And, in proportion to the number 
of Christians, there are, I think, not many cases of moral collapse, 
at any rate among those who have been baptized during the Inst 
five or SIX years. This is the more noteworthy owing to the fact 
that adequate pastoral supervision by the clergy is, with 
small stall, an impossibility.

' Anothc:

can

non-

our present

.. ---------fof thankfulness lies in the friendly relations exist-
ing between the Portuguese Government local authorities and the 
Mission in the Archdeaconry of Msumba. Of this I will speak 
again, but the fact stands; and it is largciv due to the wisdom and 
tact of the Archdeacon and those working with him. Credit to whom 
credit IS due. Then I would .s,ny a word here with regard to the 
medical side of the work. You will be oble to read the Medical
Report. But I would like to bear my testimony to the admirable 
way m which the nureing staff have carried on their work during 
the absence of Dr. Wigan on furlough. Further, I am everywhere

T cause
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ia the Archdeaconry of the Shird, Padre Trefusis, in addition to his 
medical work, will have to be in charge of either Mponda's or 
Malindi, and one or other of these stations will be left.with no priest.

Whnt it all amounts to is this, (r) The present staff cannot, I 
feel sure, do more than they are doing at present. Therefore if the ■ 
work suffers from shortage of priests, the responsibility does not 
lie with us out here, but with the Church at home. ’That should be 
clearly understood, (a) In last year’s report I stated that 1 was con
vinced that in order to cope with the pastoral work alone, _ 
have four new priests froih England “ this year.” That meant 1931.
At the end of 1931 we have got only one new priest. Padre Trefusis 
(and he is not really fresh blood); and we have lost two. That speaks 
for itselfr I will now report on the work in the several Archdeacon
ries, and this will emphasize what I have said already.

The Archdeaconry of Likoma.-^!) Likoma parish. Since last 
year the extent of the -Archdeaconry has been diminished by sub- 

• tnicting from it the countiy in Portuguese-Tcifitoi^’ Lying opposite 
to Likoma, and extending north as far as the Tanganyika border. 
This change was automatically produced, when the Archdeaconry of 
Msumba was created, to take in all the work of the Mission in P.E.A. 
The Archdeaconry of Likoma now comprises Likoma island with the 
adjoining island of Chizumulu, nine miles West, and the parish of 
Kota Kota. As a result of this change, the staff at the Cathedral 
has been reduced by the withdrawal of Padre klicholson for work in 
the Archdeaconry of Nyasa. The Cathedral staff now consists of 
Cnnon Winspear, who is also Sub-Dean of the Cathedral, Padre 
Leonard Kangati, and an African deacon. The Cathedral parish 
Is, I imagine, quite unlike any other in the U.M.C.A. Here we 
have about 3,000 Christians, all living within three miles of 
the Cathedral. A large number come to church every Sunday, and 
the average Sunday Communion is about 350, the elder Christians 
coming at seven o clock, and the younger ones at nine. Also on
Wednesdays and Fridays there is always a large congregation at 
Ma». The Catechumens on the island number about 350. There 
is therefore plenty of work for two priests at the Cathedral alone, 
fn addition they are responsible for the work on Chizumulu island, 
and one or other of them has to go over there for teaching and giv- 
ing the Christians Holy Communion as often as is possible. This 
trip has to be made in a sailing boat, and may take anything from 
an hour to six hours according to the wind. Also the crossing 
be veiy rough. ; ■

; W Kota Kota. : I have had no opportunity as yet of touring 
Ais panah, but the fact that I have- confirmed aoo at Kota 
Kota it^f since I arrived In the diocese is proof that the work goes 
on steadily. It is a very eitenslve district, Pidre Munby being 
resimnsible for idl the scattered Christians belonging to us on the 
W^ side of the lake, roughly a hundred miles North to Nkata Bay, 
anda long way inland West. He and Padre LaWrence Chisuiare 
constantly on Ulendo " either on foot or by boat. With the large

foBuence 10

at home may wonder why I cannot fill one of our vacant parishes, 
e.g., Ngoo, by retnoving a priest from one of the parishes (and they 
arc very few) which ran boast of a staff of two. If ithey realized the 
nature of the work which has to be done at Kota Kota for example, 
or Msumba, they would see that such a policy would only m^o 
matters worse than they are. - . . •

The A^dcaconry ol Nyasa.—One of the first things that struck 
me when I came to the diocese was the apparent absurdity of the 
above nomenclature. Why call it the Archdeaconry of Nyasa, when 
no part of it is in Nyasaland ? Nyasa is just what it is not. BiitT 
have now come to see that there is reason in the apparent madness of 

point of view of the Tanganyika Government, 
the Archdeaconry is situated, the appellation 

is quite sane, as in the eyes of that Government all the country bor
dering on the lake is Nyasa, and the people are regarded, though 
incorrectly, as Nyasas. So it is really not an inconvenient title, and 
the Archdeaconry of Nyasa it shall remain.

Of the three parishes, Liuli, Manda, and Milo, the Cinderella, so 
to speak-is Manda. As yet 1 have been unable to place a nurse and 
a teacher there, and the priest in charge has a very lonely and difficult 
task. During Padre Hicks* furlough Padre Nicholson has been 
bravely holding the fort. How he has managed to do it, with a 
strange tongue (Kimanda) to grapple with, and a new country, 
extending eighty miles inland from the lake, besides the work in the 
lake villages to cover, I don’t know. On PadreHicks’ return, Padre. 
Nicholson will be at Liuli, to help Padre Benson during Arcfidcacon 
George’s furlough, and our new African priest, Benaiah Mbiza, will 
help at Manda. That should make the work at Manda more possible 
ffom the pastoral standpoint; but at present there are no ladies whom 

' I cad place there. I mentioned this a year ago os onc of our out
standing needs. Communications between Manda and Liuli depend 
on the monthly trip of the steamer, while from Manda to Milo it is 
four dajjs’ walk. It is not good for the priest to be left without a 
nurse within distance. I still hope that before the end of the year 
I may be able to rectify this,, but it will not be easy unle^ we get 
another nurse and teacher from England. ./^;

At Milo Padre Dickson will now have one of our new deaconsi 
Crispb Machili, to help him. Crispo knows the language (Kl- 
pan^a), and if all goes well, he should eventually work there as/a 
priest. But that is looking twp-or.three years ahead.

; Of the work at Liuli I am now able to give some report at first 
hand.: I spent seven weeks in the parish in the latter part of the jfear, 
during which I made two tours, one in the North and one In the . 
South of the parish, visiting many of the lake villages and holding. 
Confirmation^ each day. In all I held sixteen Confirmations at
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unable to do the work, and we are most grateful.
(2) . The opening of the Central School for boys in P.E.A. The 

Khool was started with forty boys before the station was moved. It 
IS now in Its new quarters, and promises to supply a real need, 
teaching is all in Portuguese.

(3) Eleven of our teachers satisfied.the Government Examiner 
in the preliminary examination In Portuguese. This enables eleven 
schools to be reopened, and marks a definite advance.

More important perhaps than any of these events is the readiness 
to help the Mission shown by the local Government authorities. The 
time and money spent in sending members of the staff to Portugal 
has been full^ justified. It has demonstrated that the Mission 
t. __j .t . taking pains to comply with the require*

different places, including the two leper settlements near Liuli, . 
Mngchc and Kuyu. The Archdeacon does his journeys by canoe, 
while Padre Denson prefers a small boat. To both conveyances I 
became more or less accustomed. Nearly every village has its own 
village church (there are some eight churches in the parish) built by 
the people themselves of brick, and most of the schools are decent 
brick buildings also. At each village at which we stayed, the church 
was full for the Confirmation and Evensong, and again for Mass in 
the morning, the communicants at each village averaging about 150. 
But it must be remembered that these villages do not get a Mass more 
than once a month at the most, and many of the Christians 
make their Cliristmos or Easter Communions till several weeks after 
the Feast. What is required and wlint perhaps we may hope to 
see realized after some years, is that there should be an African priest 
in charge of every four or five villages. At present it is impossible 
for the two priests to do much more than continually go round the 
villages hearing Confessions and giving Communion. The teach
ing of the Christians and Catechumens has to be left almost entirely 
to the readers and teachers.

The Archdeaeonry of Msumba.—At the beginning of 1931 
arrangement of Archdeaconries w'as effected.
Eyre’s death the old Archdeaconry of Yaoland had been in abeyance, 
and in view of the special conditions under which the work in P.E.A. 
has to be carried on, it seemed to be the wisest plan not to revive 
the Yaoland Archdeaconry, but to form a new one which should com
prise the whole of the work in P.E.A., and that alone. The new 
Archdeaconry thus includes a large part of what was the Arch
deaconry of Yaoland, and also that part of the Archdeaconry of 
Likoma which formerly lay .in Portuguese Territory. That part of 
the Archdeaconry of Yaoland which was in British Territory is now 
taken over by the Archdeacon of the Shird, and falls within the 
parish of Malindi, making that parish a very big one.
^ Besides the formation of the Archdeaconry itself, three outstand
ing events have taken place during the year.

(1) The building of the new station at Msumba on a site about 
half an hour’s walk from the lake. This move was necessitated by 
a wnsidcrablc rise In the lake* which brought the old station within 
a few yards of the water, rendering it uncomfortable and unhealthy. 
The new station stands on a hill with a fine view all round. The 
buildings were begun under Mr. Oldridgc’s supervision in Tune. 
By the end of the year the new church, a dignified building, .. 
ready for use. The hospital and dispensary, two school buildings 
for the Central School, with tw dormitories, the three houses for the 
Archdeacon, the nurec and the teacher, and their dining-room,

’ all completed, and the staff have settled in. All the buildings are 
permanent, of brick and stone, and to have erected the church and 
ten other buildings in the space of six months seems to me to be i.z 
mean achievement. The money for the church was a mo5^ generous 
gift on the part of a donor who wishes to remain anoaymous; and

The

cannot

means
business, and that we arc
ments, and there is no doubt that'this has-been appreciated.

But it is most important that we should have an enlarged staff in 
the Archdeaconry. I am thankful to hear that we may hope to have 
two new lady teachers with a knowledge of Portuguese before very 
long. But here again it is priests that we most urgently require. With 
the present staff of four priests in the whole Archdeaconry, even 
when they are all available, the district cannot be adequately worked. 
Further, since Canon Augustine’s death, there has been no resident 
padre at Ngoo, and Padre Davies can 
ally. Moreover this year, os '.
.Likoma to act as priest in charge of the Cathedral during Conoh 
Wihspear’s absence.

The Archdeaconry of the Shire.—At the moment this Archdeaconry 
presents the most difficult problem. Archdeacon Wilson’s illness 
and consequent return to England have been already mentioned. 
Wc must pray that the doctor’s verdict at Cape Town may not prove 
final, and that the Arclideacon may be restored to health. But we 
have to face the possibility that he may not return, and in any case 
the loss to the diocese at the present time is grievous. Canon Victor, 
who has been in charge of Mponda's parisli since the Archdeacon 
went home last April, has offered to stay on till Easter, though his 
furlough is overdue. He must certainly not stop longer than that. 
This will leave Mponda's without a priest; and as the priest-in-charge 
of Malindi is on furlough, and Llkwenu will also have no priest till 
Padre Luxford returns from England in May, for a time tliere will 
be only one-priest, Padre Trefusis, for the three parishes of 
Mponda’s, Likwenu and Malindi; all of them European stations with 
full work going on. The only person whom I can send to help is 
myself, and possibly I shall have to be in charge of one of th^e 
stations in the South after Easter. . ^ .

I do not want to be unduly pessimistic, and we must hbpo that 
something will occur to lighten the horizon, but at the moment it is 
dark. I

a re- 
Since Archdeacon

vies can only get there very occasion- 
I said before, he will have to come to
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..Apart.from this diro need of priests there is much that is encour
aging in the Archdeaconi^. -.The Central School at Likwenu is 
flourishing; at Mponda’s 1 have to report the completion of the new 
store and office, and the building of a delightfui school and covered 
playground for the girls who are learning weaving. This industry 
has developed rapidly, and Miss Bruce gets many orders from 
Blantyrc and elsewhere. Then at Matopc there has been evangelistic 
progress. Unfortunaleiy 1 found it necessary to close the station 
tcniporarily in order to supply, another, but Mntope is now in full 
swing again, and for that reason I should be very loath to close it 
again. Malindi, the remaining European station, is now a veiw 
extensive parish, involving long “ Ulendos ” of a fortnight 
Biit the staff have tackled the job well.

The ^y-Staff.—So much has been said about the clergy that 
there is little space in which to report on the Lay-Staff. Nor is there 
much that I need say. On the nursing side we have to record the 
loss of Miss Lonsdale, who was invalided home at the beginning of 
I93t, and is not allowed to return. We have also been anxious 
about Miss Hardman who hod the misfortune to fracture her kneecap. 
But the latest report gives hope that she will be able to 
again before long. No hew nurse has joined the diocese.

On the teaching staff we have been glad to welcome one new 
tiMcher, Miss Atkins, and we are also pleased to have Miss Gather- 
cole back after a prolonged furlough. I am veiy grateful to the 
Mothers’ Union, who have not only paid for Miss Gathereole’s special 
training in England, but are also continuing to support her out here. 
Miss Klamborowskl andMiss Apthorp are due for leave immediately. 
This involves sending Miss Brunsden to Milo to take Miss Apthorp’s 
p acc,_ so there will be two vacant places at Likoma. These will be 
filled by Miss Gathereole and Miss Atkins. At Msumba, Miss Heal
ing s furlough is due, and Miss Seddon on her return will take her 
place.

It is on the masculine side that we arc in the chief difficulty 
J^t^now. Mr. Sargent, the Trimmer, will be going

I have already appealed for a layman, possessing missionary 
and business capacity, to come and work in the Office at Mpondn’s, 
and I renew theop^l here. It is urgent. As it is, I have been 
obliged to ask Mr. Gnffiths to go to Mponda's temporarily. This 
means leaving Milo witliout a layman, a thing which 1 do not at all 
like haying to do. The pnest in charge has to be away from the 
nation agreat dral, and It is a lonely place in which to leave ladies 
oy tnemsclves. 1 am hoping that a new layman, a carpenter, may 
come out at once; if he docs, he can go to Milo. But at the time of 
wnling I have not heard whether he is ready to come.

ho^ already left on leave, and the printing office is 
wUhout a European.: Mr, Snodin has resigned from the Mission,

, nnd has gone to do work on the construction of the new Zambesi 
bridge.

iiiirpiirn
or more.

Pkott]
Girls Weaviko

come out

The Steamers.—^The "Charles Janson " after ffiany months' 
work on her was put into commission again in August. Unfortun
ately after doing one trip, her boilers were pronounced to be unsafe, 
and we have not been able to use her again. Under present financial 
conditions it looks as if she would have to be out of commission 
again, for a long time.

The " Chauncy Maples " is all right and is quite invaluable. I 
am immensely grateful to Mr. Haywood and to Mr. Fisher for the 
work they do for the diocese. I wonder if people at home realize 
what it is like to live on the lake in all weathers, and to bear the 
constant responsibility which is entailed by each voyage.

Edacatioa.—(i) St. Andrew's College. During the past twelve 
months Archdeacon Glossop has been engaged in preparing one 
man, Benaiah Mbiza, for the priesthood, and four men,''Probus 
Banda, Ackworth Kanjema, Crispo Machili and Jameson Mwenda, 
for the diaoonate. Benaiah Mbiza was ordained in August, and 
the four deacons in Advent. From January to Easter elevcn'teachers 
will be at the College, being prepared for the Readership. After 

^ Easter the Archdeacon will be going on furlough, and the College 
will be closed till he returns. The whole diocese feels honoured 

i by the conferring of the O.B.E. on Archdeacon Glossop. He richly 
t deserves it. ............

' (2) St. Michael's College. Padre Hill was in England for the 
first half of the year, during which time his place as Principal was 
taken by Canon Victor. The College staff consists of the Principal, 
an African deacon, and three African teachersi Miss Medd has al^ 

' kindly gone over twice a week to teach. The College bhdl^ needsja 
European schoolmaster to live at the College with the Principal, and

on leave at
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give his whole time to the work. : If ihe -Mission is to raise its 
standard of education to the height required by the Nyosaland and 
Tanganyika Governments, and if it is to maintain its position educa
tionally‘among the Missions working in the country, we require a 
strong staff at the College. The results of the Government Examina
tions have not been what we could have wished. Until we can get 
more boys with Government certificates, the African teaching staff 
at the College cannot be itself of fit calibre. Therefore the immediate 
need is for anollicr* European, educationally qualified, to a^ist in 
raising the standard. We have been also handicapped by the fact 
that no Government Inspector has visited the College for four years. 
The new Director of Education at Zomba was intending to come 
early last year, but was invalided home. He is now back, and I 
hoping that he will find it possible to pay us a visit soon.

. (3) Education in general. At our diocesan Conference we 
decided to institute a pension sclieme for African clergy and teachers, 
and also to raise the scale of wages all round. Both of these decisions 
were, 1 believe, necessary to the well-being of the work, but they 
obviously involve, in the former case initial, and in the latter per
manent, additional expenditure on the part of the diocese.

I have already alluded to the good work being done in the 
Central Schools at Likwenu and Msumba. With regard to our 
ordinary village schools I can only say that so far as I have been 
able to judge from casual visits, the work on the whole is being done 
conscientiously. Our children have not in most parts of the diocese 
tlie temptation of going to earn money on European estates. Conse- 
qucntly the attendance is good, and the numbers large. Both in 
P. E. A. and in Tanganyika Territory the language difficulty has 
to bo contended with. Swahili in the latter, and mSch more Portu
guese m the former, are new media of instruction for our children. 
But the dilficulties are being faced.
_ "Ofti in conclusion about our work among
Europeans. Perhaps I should not say " our ” work, because it is 
on^ly being done by Padre Hand. But we are, as a diocese, respon- 
sible for,the Europeans who belong to the Anglican Communion, 
and It IS right that our friends should understand that this part of 

When the English Chaplaincy 
oiwli -.f '929. the post of Chaplain was
mfered, with Bishop Fisher’s consent and approval, to Padre Hand. 
The latter IS supported by the fund, and though he is still reckoned 

*’■= 's i?ot available for ordinary parish work. 
He has his headquarters at Limbe, five miles from Blantyre. There
are three chirf centres of work; Blantyre and Limbe. to which two 
IflS* Ml™”— nre dwoted: Zomba, where he spends one

-‘Vr" Sttjrennd Limbe, at Zomba and Dedzaj aiid on Ascension Day I

at Mlanje. Incidentally the country included in these tours is quite . 
the most beautiful I have seen in Africa. : It is also veiy reminiscent 
of Bishop Mackenzie's heroic, hut ill-fated attempt to reach the lake. 
The names of the hills and of some of the villages by which he and 

; his party marched in 1861 still remain. I have confirmed seven 
Europeans in 1931, not a large number, but indicative that Padre 
Hand’s efforts are appreci.ited and are bearing fruit. Needless to 
say the European community do everything to make one feel at 
home wherever one goes.

1

*Gemld Nyasauand

am MEDICAL REPORT
The cliief event to record this .year is tlie absence of Dr. Wigan. He 

, left Likoma in Match en route for England. At the very end of the 
year we welcome back Father Trefusis. He returnS>as the priest- 
doctor for whom we have waited long.

We have had generous help from Government doctors, at 
Mponda’s and particularly at Kota Kota j there the hospital has a daily 
visit, and no patient has had to wait for an operation. Dr; Austen, 
who was taking Dr. Fitzraaurice’s leave, extended his help to Likoma, 
and on two occasions came to our aid. We are very grateful to tliem 
both. It is not easy to report on the whole diocese oh hearsay only, 
but certain phases of tiie work may be of interest to our friends at 
home.

-;: on
a hospital assistant who obtained his certificate this year. The nurse 

: ' in charge of the district supervises the work, paying periodical visits 
to Kwambe. One of the first patients to be treated there was a 
heathen ; he had not walked for five years. He was cured by a course 
of injections, and this gave the work a strong impetus;

There have been fewer inpatients at Liuli due to the fact that 
there,are village dispensaries, and itinerant medical work is being 
done. Thus the patients have treatment in the early stages of 
disease, so they do not require hospital treatment.

When last year’s report was written the new Msumba station 
was in the air; it is now an accomplished fact. One is inclined to 
think that the modern Aladdin’s lamp has been at work. Ofithc 
station as a whole an account is written elsewhere. The hospital 
group consists of a dispensary, a hospital with wards for men/and 

■ women, bathrooms and an operation room; all permanent buildings 
: of stone and brick. The lake at Msumba one may,;and will, mis; 

it was so handy, all the lotion bowls, etc., were washed up in the 
clear blue water and left in the sun to dry; it was so easy for the 
patients tb be clean. The old buildings could not be mournjd ,

. the most conservative among us. Nothing material oLAfrica ie last
ing, oreven^nduresfor, say, a third of a generation. The small mud
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At Likoma the Mothers’ Union worker is going to hold a clinic 

with a nurse to iielp. The fight against tropical diseases goes on. 
More patients have been treated for ankylostomiasis than ever before; 
phthisis is on the increase in this country, especially in the more 
crowded areas like Kota Kota. Dr. Austen suggested treating these 
patients with injections of alepol; enough has been done to show that 
early cases benefit considerably by it.

Alepol naturally reminds one how large a part-the care and treat
ment of lepers plays in our medical work.

g and curing of leprosy is a matter of years, 
bound to be. few in number. So many factors play • 

their part in the process—diet, employment, personal cleanliness, and 
drugs. With eight dry months in the year it is difficult to supply 
sufficient green food to give the necessary vitamins.

In Liuli district, with financial help from Tanganyika Government, 
the large colony at Mngehe has a nurse who gives her whole time 
to the work; there and at Likoma, patients who have been taking

. hut with a partition that harboured a few Inpatients was swallowed 
up literally by the encroaching lake.

The dispensary was oil too small and dark for its work. Great 
was the joy when the new buildings were blessed. They stand on 
a knoll, half an hour’s walk from the lake, and command a beautiful 
view of mountains, valley and.lake; they also catch all the breezes 
going so we are told. Material things arc transient here, not so 
the things of the mind and of the spirit. The old superstitions and 
customs cling perscvcringly to the people. Their roots are deep 
down in the soil, deeper and more pertinacious than the deepest 
gallcrif^ of the while ant, whose labours are ever conspicuous. These 
superstitions come to the surface most in times of sickness and death. 
People still put charms against various evils on their children, and at 
the death of a loved one they appeal at once to the spirits of their 
ancestors. It is still considered unlucky in many homes to encour
age a weakling or premature child to Uve. The ante-natal work is 
hampered because of “ tabus.” The mother may not cat food that 
she is able to procure and which Is necessary for herself and the 
young life within her. Here is food for thought and prayer.

An Incident happened this year in Malindi district which shows 
how the medical work docs help to overcome these things, A baby 
with two teeth was bom to Muhammadan parents; the baby was 
doomed to die on that account. The mission nurse arrived at the door 
at the right moment. How she came there is not recorded, but the 
fact that she saw the child stayed the parent’s hand. The child how- 
ever was not fed, so the nurse and a dispensary boy in turn went 
twice a day and fed her with a bottle. This entailed two and a half 
hours'^king daily: the child began to thrive and is now a fine 
baby beloved of her parents, who say they are very grateful.

At Milo, people still find tlje distances and the mountains too 
much for them, and in numbers they do not increase. The work 
at Malope, the youngest of our stations, has had a setback. All the 
burop^ workers had to be removed for a time owing to shortness 
of stall; both hospital and dispensary were fulfilling their purpose, 
outpatients were increasing rapidly, the maternity work was going 
forward. The women themselves asked that a hut might be provided 
■“r that purpose, an unusual thing; they also said that they would 
come and help with the mothers if necessary. The women workers 
returned to Malope in September. Now the great hope of the nurse 
is to havc^ permanent hospital in place of the mud huts in use at 

buildings mean capital expense, but wo are 
notwiihout hope that the money will be provided.
_ The ante-natal and children’s welfare work is gradually extend-

• attend-anra at the baby clinic. A small round ward has been built by the 
priest-in<harge for rnktemily work.

-i* r Malindi, who had some training during her

The arrestin 
in one year are
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IV-THE DIOCESE OF N. RHODESIA^ milk show a decided improvement generally. A church has been 
built at Mngelie and a permanent dispensary is being built. Kuyu, 
the colony near to Liuli, is a happy place.' The nurse is hoping 
when the doctor visits there to send out some patients on parole, 
which means that they are sent out with instructions to report once 
a quarter.

The report from Malindi docs not record improvement in the leper 
work. Likwenu, which lias an ideal estate, has log patients. There 
the lepers assist the nurse with the treatment, and have acquired 
some skill. Twenty-four patients who last rainy season could do 

• nothing for themselves arc happily hoeing their fields and are well 
on the way to provide their own food, as many others do. Nyasaland 
Government gives financial lielp there. Conditions at Likwenu lend 
themselves to gardening all the .year round, so all the lepers have 
had the henefit of tomatoes, green vegetables and fruit grown by 
themselves. The parent colony at Likoma has t; inmates, 12 men 
and 5 women. The latest comer is a young Christian who has been 
working in Southern Rhodesia, housework 1 He came home with 
money saved and hopes of being married very soon. Alas for his 
hopes he is a leperT He takes his trouble philosophically and is 
doing his best'to be cured. The canoe which was sunk early in the 
year was n .sad loss. However, a young African who lives in the 
neighbouring village has presented another in its place, a very 
handsome gift. Thanks to other friends the lepers have now a vert' 
nice airy stone church, which they use daily and in which the Holy 
Eucharist is pITcred every month.

The statistics give some idea of the work done. A medical 
student at Cambridge yvas much impressed last year with the amount 
of work done with the money at our disposal. We must remember 
thul nearly all the drugs and.dressings, except bandage cloth, 
included in our accounts. We owe a deep debt of gratitude to Mrs. 
Philpotts and all at home who keep usso generously supplied. We, 
too, must remember what a: large part of the work Is done by our 
African assistants, certificated and those in training, not forgetting 
the women nurses. Our certificated assistants have proved them-
wives to be hardworking, efficient, and conscientious in their work. 
The most.important part of the work is and must be unrecorded.

We all need the prayers of those at home to help us in some little 
way to bring our Lord Himself to His children of Nyasaland.

■ ■ :-A. S;

^ Note.-^tatistics of Hospital Work will be found in the Accounts 
portion of the Annual Rcportr-^age ioi.

By The Bishop op N. Rhodesia

‘t 5^rfw°me”to *he Church at large
privilege to know him ever since the^ddys o/^^Lux Mundr^ ^S 
the Bampton Lectures, when he was Principal of Pusey House and 1 

Oriel undergraduate. And to know Cliarles Gore was to love 
and revere him. Out of a full heart I thank God for his friendship, 
counsel and teaching. '

The Reduced Grant.—One of the disadvantages of spending most 
of the year away from headquarters is the difficulty of keeping one’s 
hand on the pulse of the financial position of the diocese. Rude 
shocks, generally unpleasant, are apt to be the result. But this time 
the shock has been a pleasant one. I came back to Livingstone in 

. January wondering how we were to meet the inevitable reduction of 
the grant; bufit is less than I feared, and some hours with the 

: . . Treasurer and last year’s accounts convinced me that if we continue 
■to prabtiw the strictest economy we can keep going for another year 
without further retrenchment of staff or curtailment of work. For 
this happy state of affairs we are indebted mainly, of course, to the 
sacrifices that have been made on the Stations,'where economy has 
been reduced to a fine art, but also in no small degree to the increas
ing generosity of the Government grants, educational and medical, 
which rose from £21^ in 1928 in 193J.*

' ■ It must not be imagined, however, that things are really satis
factory. With no women workers on one of our Stations and 
expenditure cut down everywhere to a bare minimum, os it has been 
for several years, much of the existing work languishes, Christians 
are spiritually starved and souls are lost; and m for expansion;

: word has almost dropped out of our vocabulary, which is nothing 
■short of a tragedy in a young diocese. But I am not complaining. 
On the contrary, words fail me to express our gratitude to bur friends 
at home for the sacrifices we know they have been making, and which 
alone in the abnormal conditions of to<lay could have saved us from . 
a much more crippling reduction of income. God bless them for 
their work of faith and labour of love,” and give *' patience of 
hope’’ to us all.

Staff.—After serving the Mission well and truly for seven years 
at Msoro, Padre Higgins married Miss Harcourt at Broken Hill, in 
July, and they travelled home together. Miss Harcourt, who came 
out in 1926, had rendered valuable service as a teacher at Msoro and 

: ; durlng her last term at Fiwila. We wish them every happiness in
their new home. Padres Ruck, Jones and Munday, Mrs. Munday 
and Mr. Heritage all went home on furlough and returned duringfhe 
year. Miss Hitchman and Miss Lock returned from furlough;/and

' ' . * EducaUonal Grant, 4740;: Medical. £260. ^Iri addition we rCMlved a bpltfll
: ■ 8ura of'4B00 for the Mapanza water scheme, and.480 for the Mapanza Farm. 1 ^ total 

^ ■^of4l,620. • • ■■
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Fiwila and Msoro respectively. In the coiiree of the year 
we had the pleasure of welcoming a new priest, the Reverend T. R. 
Gibbs, who came from South Bank to Chipili in August; a new 
nurse. Miss Eiicen Mumford, who arrived at Fiwila in April, having 
spent some time at Zaniibar en route, to gain African experience 
in the hospital there; and two new laymen, Mr. Alfred Harris and 
Mr. John Lakin, who have gone, the one to Msoro and the other to 
Fiwila. A third layman, Mr. Alfred Higgens, caipe out for agricul
tural work at Mapanza, but was unfortunately invalided home after 
a few months. Mr. Peter Man has joined the Mapanza staff tem
porarily, to take charge of the College building operations. Padre 
Rogers, who had been helping Padre Godfrey at Chipili, returned 
to Msoro in August. According to plan, our nine ladies should have 
been equally distributed between Msoro, Chipili and Fiwila; but 
owing to special circumstances Miss Field was transferred from 
Chipili to Fiwila at the end of June, and since then there have been 
two ladies only at Chipili and four at Fiwila—an unequal distribu
tion which has been unavoidable. The removal of the College to 
Mapanza will make it necessary to have a nurse (and therefore two 
other ladles) there. As there are at present no ladies at Mapanza, 
we shall have to filch the staff from one of the other Stations. How
ever, as no accommodation will be available for them till September 
>933. ,<he matter is not urgent, and perhaps something will have 
turned up in the meantime.

TndnlnB! for the Abicon Ministry.—In my last report I spoke of 
plans_for training some of our Africans for Uie Ministry, and men
tion^ that some half dozen had been selected from the several 
Stations. I have now to report progress. In the early part of the 
year round brick huts were built for their accommodation and other 
preparations were made, and in June the students arrived at Fiwila 
—they, their wives and their children: from Msoro, Harun, Isaiah 
nnd^Isaac; from Mapanza, William and John; and from Chipili, 
Andrra and I^nard, making with James Mwela, Padre Jones’ assis
tant in the Normal School, a total of eight. To our great grief 
Harun,^who for years had been doing work of great responsibility 
in the Msoro district, and of whose vocation and fitness for the 
Ministry we had lltUe doubt, died quite suddenly when the College 
was but a few weeks old, his place being subsequently, taken by 
ence***’ ** character, but less power and experi-

; It is no use attempting to give any idea of what the College is 
like, it IS so enurely different from anything that was ever dreamt 
ot at h^e. It is so simple and primiUve that to call it a Theo
logical Col ege seems almost absurd. But it is undoubtedly the real 

hopes-and they were not low. 
It is the ripest fruit of all the faithful work our priests have done 

* ‘”'1?^ ‘ha happiest little company that one
i' They are a mixed lot i of at leh^ fobr distinct

tribes and languages: widely differing in age, capacity, attainment

went to and character; but they are alike in
purpose and devotion, that puts one to shame; and not the^eiit Llk’ 
mg characteristic which seems to be common to them all is a com- 
plete absence of any unworthy ambition or desire for self-aggranflise- 
ment. They went to Fiwila, some of them much against their wishes, 
because we told them that God needs African priests, and that we 
wanted them to see whether perhaps He was calling them to the work. 
They have thrown themselves, heart and soul into the life and dis- 
aplme of the College, responding readily to the great demands 
Padre Hewitt has made on their capacity for devotion and study and 
independent thought. But, so far os 1 can judge—and I have talked 
to them all—nothing is further from their thoughts than to regard 
the priestly office as a prize to be coveted. It is a grave and awe
some responsibility; tliey must be absolutely certain of God’s call; 
and with some of them at least the fact that the Bishop and the padre 
think God is calling them does not appear to carry much weight I 

They are rather like the ten little nigger boys, and I do not expect 
to ordain more than half of them, if as many. James Mwela has 
decided, I think righUy, that for the present his vocation is teaching. 
John of Mapanza has gone home, immovably coiwinccd that at 
present he is not called to the Ministry, .and WilliarnJ who is of the 
same mind, would have gone with him if we had given him half 
a chance. Leonard of Chipili is, intellectually, hardly up to the 
standard, and is too recently married—a circumstance that would 
hardly be regarded as a disqualification by an English Bishop. 
This dwindling of numbers might seem to some to be disappointing:
I myself regard it as a very healthy sign. The men came avowedly 
to test their vocation, and I should have been much more disposed 
to think that the College had failed if none of them had dropped out.
As it is, the testing on their side has been of the most searching 
kind: “ I have thought and thought and thought,” one of them 
^d to me repeatedly, when he was trying to explain why he doubted 
his vocation. I am hoping, however, that three or four will come 
through, at least two of whom should be from Msoro where'^thc need 
of African priests is greatest; and I am looking forward to ordain
ing them on Trinity Sunday. I know that I can count on the 
prayers of many friends of the Mission, both on that day and during 
the period of final preparation. My Examining Chaplains 
Padres Cooke, Leeke and Hewitt.

The Theological Women.—Only second in importance to Padre 
Hewitt's work with the students is Miss Hitchman’s with their wives 
and children. Her aim with the ” theological women ” Is not to 
turn out ” vicars’ wives ” in the technical sense, but to swurc, if it . 
may be, that the wives of our future priests shall be instructed 
Christian women; just a little above their fellows in outl^k and 
attainment, in cleanliness and tidiness; ready to sympathize with 
them and able to advise them in times of sickness; and, above all, 

-that they shall be real companions to their husbands, a help ond.not 
a hindrance to them in trying to maintain their spiritual standard
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and to be examples of holy living to their flocks. Far be it „

of Mr. Geoffrq- LaAam, the Director of Native Education. folSel 
a few months later by that of the Assistant Director, Mr. Keith -hU 
U ham came to ^e post when it was first created, whhout previous 
traming or experience, and had the very difiicult task, not onN of

ing of thoDepartment are a measure of Mr. Latham’s success wh.vt 

S'the'm the outset both he and Mr. Keith

Edu^n in gei^and th?5!^rA.^ir p:S™"“
wasw“rIbc“™nt?’H'®'^~'s “P”® Pndre Tones
to nom&Tthe bo» to bf f''‘= College has cont/nued
creat results «ui>«anUy happy. We look for

”rs.r.r.srsl'^r““ “

• {ssaas: "3 “'; 'la
Holy OMem wflfiSme rpfco^h*?"*

PhAU] , (.Ur. G. IlitUtf

is real fear lest the help, when it comes, sliould come to a Christian 
community too enfeebled to be roused again to sound spiritual life.” 
These are grave words, but not graver than the facts. I travelled 
myself over the greater part of the old Msoro district before and 
after the Zanzibar Conference, and though I saw much that was 
encouraging, especially in villages where the teachers were above 
the average, there was mucli too that confirmed Padre Smitli’s state
ments and gave point to his warnings.

At CElpili, I am glad to say, Padre Godfrey,-who for so long was 
the only priest, had the help during the earlier months of the year 
of Padre Rogers, and latterly of Padre Gibbs, who very quickly 
made himself useful and acquired a working knowledge of the lan
guage. Writing about the village work, Padre Godfrey mentions 
that It is handicapped by a serious shortage of African teachers. 
To this, he says, “ may perhaps be attributed many losses to the 
Watch Tower movement which displayed a recrud^ccnce of 
activity, and general slackness in the matter of Church support and 
attendance al the greater festivals.” In the course of a 26 days' 
tour of the district in October, I was so much Impressed by the 
number of villages in which our people were almost wholly unshep
herded that I recommended Padre Godfrey to resort to the rather 
extreme measure of collecting some of the keenest men from/the 
villages and sending them out after three months* training to do 

.elementary evangelistic work amongst their people. Of thcM men

i?3ira
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^allw scde. : Padre Ruck reports thit '• the work ^ He „.? 
^(TOls has been somewhat disorganized by the withdrawal of t™'* 
irachers who have gone to the Theologicaf Codege at Fiwiif mS

lack of basinriirvic'f?-°^*j*'*-^''™ tborked owing toAdatS^S P in'ol^ furlough of pfdm
return a," conStrated^.froJ?“ - ®"““5'°''-.

.'factory resulte. - ^ • was made with eminently satis-

we had already obtained a footing. Before long these villages were 
moved upwards of 20 miles from Fort Jameson, to make room tor 
European;settlers; and there they have remained ever since, somm 
how increased to four, a small U,M.C.A. enclave in the midst of the 
Dutch country—like the odd fragments of counties that are dotted 
about the map of Scotland. If we had beOn'in a position'to work 
in the surrounding district, we might well have established a Station 
there, with its church and school and European staff, and its facilities 
for training teachers. If the people had been Ansehga, they would 
have been attached as a matter of course to the Msoro district.^ But 
they are Angoni or something of the kind, and Msoro is a foreign' 
country to them. Consequently the priest in charge at Fort Jameson, 
who may, or may not, know any African language, has just had to 
do his best to carry on the work, without any of the help, materiak 
spiritual and psychological, that a proper mission station affofdh; and - 
we have had to draw our teachers from Nyasaland at considerable 
cost to the Mission.. The padre pays regular visits to the district; 
and with wonderful zeal and ffdelify the people kcep'The church life 
going in the villages and walk into Fort Jameson once a month for 
Sunday Mass. Padre Monday, who, as it happens, knows the Nsehga 
language well, considers that his African flock is scandalously neg
lected; and the position is certainly not a satisfactoiy one. But it is 
difficult to see how it should be d^t with, evendf we had unlimited 
funds at our disposal. I am; inclined to think that the solution of 
the problem really lies in closer afiilintion with Msoro, and in spite 
of previous failures I hopewe may yet succeed in bringing this about.
I know, however, that Padre Monday does not agree with mel 

. Thc Mapanza Farm.—In two,respects the Farm has bad bad luck. 
Government support fell far short of what was expected, and Mr.' 
Higgens,.wh6 was to have taken charge, was invalided home almost 

;as, soon as he arrived. Nevertheless it fully justified its existence, 
for the schoolboys grew all their own food at a saving of ^^36 as 
compared with the cost of buying from the villages.

Medical 'Work has been carried on at Msoro, Cbipili and Fiwila, 
and in every case the figures show clearly enough how greatly it is 
nreded and appreciated. At Msoro, Miss Lock has been kept very 
hard at work. “ There has been .a record number of attendances, 
about 27,000 in all. The hospital ward is nearly always full and 

■ there is need for further accommodation. The nurse has been called 
to a number of midwifery cases, a good sign of the growing 
and confidence in the medical work in general. There has been','no 
definitely diagnosed case of sleeping sickness through our hands, 
except one case of a relapse." At Chipili “ there have been;-43 
patients admitted to hospital. Attendances of out-patients numbered 
16,502 (an increase of 3,209 over 19.30), there being 3,923 separate 
cases. Thirty patients have been visited by Miss Hawkes in themown 
villages.” At Fiwila, where Miss Mumford arrive^ in April,the 

. hospital work increases. There are now over 1,200 attendant^ a 
month. The leper village numbers 20: two young lads have beep

vUitSSming ture°d“lhe^^'7'w '“3

' African workfo7ilhi?hX“n,a'’°^ ““'d attention to the 
imd the importance of it So^?o^n^Jam^n is responsible, 
the Fort Jamesohvina,i« ,f ^ mentioned that in
»70schoon^re„.'‘S*"JL«“^ f "’‘‘.ny as 300 Christians and

• lag. The problem of m

acept in the two vilS  ̂of Chhv.n of Fort Jameson,
ges ot Chipungu and Mpanga close by, where

trust
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r sSdS
break my heart, Padre Hewitt adds, “ if : all this work has to be 
abandoned for lack of funds.” 1 am thankful to say that for this 
year at least it will be continued.
^ Ot» 'Women and Giritu—I wish I could feel that we are doing all 

that should be.done for our women and girls. They have such a 
strong claim upon us on their own account and as the mothers or 
future mothers of our Christian children; and their influence in 
African society is so great that we cannot hope for Christian condi
tions to prevail in our villages till the women are on the side of Christ. 
I must confess, however, that we are not doing much for them ns yet 
as distinct from their fathers, , husbands and brothers, at all events 
on organi^ or insUtutional lines. True, Miss Blackburne's Girls’ 
School at Fiwila is a great Institution, and I,hope that before long 
wc shall see this and similar schools elsewhere turning out a really 
good type of woman, at once Christian and African. Tam convinced 
that no work is more needed, or more likely to be fruitful of wide- 
spread and lasting results. But at present we can point to nothing 
elsedikc it. And if we are .neglecting our women and girls, I need 
hardly say that it is not the fault of our women workers. On the 
contrary, the teachera are always begging for more to be done, and 
some of them, I think, are inclined to feel that they have been got out 
here under false pretences, or at least that they, would not have come 
had they known how few and small would be their opportunities of 
serving the African members of their own sett. I think that per
haps they hardly realize how much they are nctuaUy doing: teach
ing girls tn th^ Station School; instructing female Hearers, 

from week to week; preparing women 
and girls for ndmission to the catechumenate, for Baptism or Con- 
fiiroation; talking to the women on the Station and In the villages. 
Stad'rf ° prince of a white woman on the

• a ® because it is intangible.
With her. Still the fact remains that many of our women workers 
would like to give their whole time to the women and girls, and are

having to dS this!
^ f*"* “"<1 “aually in some cases being put in

School I And on the face of it it 
b monstrous. But nevertheless it has got to be. The fact is that the
W rehSHs “hools; but without
mire not because boys are in themselves

‘ ®’ because we depend on our boys’
I fnt.on,'' tonobors, and evciyone knows that our teachers me, 

a^i^ oi«fing, indispensable. I admit that it is not an idS 
“ woman should be in charge of

neloi
WOMEM PIU.tKC THEIR WATER TOTS

supply of men fully capable of taking charge of our Boys’ Boarding 
Scliools with only a minimum of European supervision. And then 
our women and girls will come into their own. Apologia meat 

European Centres.—It may be of interest to record the amounts 
contributed during the year by the several European congregations 
towards maintenance of clergy. They ate as follows:—Living
stone, ;^265; Broken Hill, ;^30o; Fort Jameson, ^ftflo;vCopper 

(to which there has to be added a considerable sum 
derived from thankoflerings at baptisms and weddings). That is to 
say, of the cost of actual maintenance. Broken Hill paid the whole; 
Livingstone, rather more than two-thirds; and Fort Jameson a half. 
The Mission provides the remainder in the cases of Livingstone and 
Fort Jameson, and the.cost of furloughs in all three cases. The con
tribution of the Copper Belt (comprising in 1931 .six separate con
gregations) covered maintenance and furlough, as well as the very 
heavy running expenses of the cm; and there was a balance of £66 
cah-ied over to 1932. As in every instance, a larger or smaller pro
portion of the padre’s time—in the case of Fort Jameson, a very large 
part of it—is occupied by work amongst Africans; I consider the 
record to be more than satisfactory. In fact, having some know
ledge of the circumstances, I can safely say that each congregation 
is contributing up to the limit of its capacity.
. A Burst Bubble.—In these days of general depression Nort(iern 
Rhodesia must have been till recendy almost a solitary exception 
amongst the countries of the world. Thanks topur copper mines— 

rather to the work of construction upon them—our revenue has'out an ample or
it6
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lands. For better or worse the Africans have had their shore of the 
general prosperity; by thdr thousands they have left their village 
to cam high wages on the Copper Belt. As we were told that the 
best was slill to come when the work of Mnstructibn was: completed, 
we had TOrae to regard ourselves as the special favourites of fortune.

But in ip3i the bubble burst. To^lay only two mines survive, 
and they ore producing at about a third of their capacity. Like 
Humpty Durapty, bubbles arc not easily “ put together again,“ yet 
we hof« for better days. But at the ihoment the results are dis
astrous; Padre Ellis will write of the conditions on the Copper 
Belt; but the whole countty is involved, and the sufferers, European 
and African, are many. For the Africans, however, good may come 
out of evil, if a reasonable proportion of the men—and some of the 
women, too, who have gone “ looking for husbands “—return to 
their villages, as surely they must. In the Msoro district particularly 
w ^ hoping that this will happen. Of the 2,398 Christians on the 
pMKS m that district, 588 (almost exactly a quarter) were away at 
the end of the year, including 198 women, many of whom were 
unmamed. I have tried in previous -Reports to give some idea of 
the effect of this exodus on Church and village life, and will 
repeat myself: it is only too obvious.

*““"6 •“ the expense. I have employed aerial transport for funerds, weddings and other

"■ =":5'r ri
he a native priest who will devote his whole time to this work.

• O" “ ““'“1 bttsis. Each
mine and Ndola the metropoiis has paid its quota towards the padre’smaintenance, furlough, motor-car, and his substitute for six Lnths

UjM.C.A. Each of the centres has now organized a weekly Sunday 
ahool which they are good enough to hand over to me on the 
Sundays when 1 visit them. Congregations have An the whole 
tended to increase, all mines have during the year secured better 
faciiities for worship. Collections and Freewill Offerings are uni- 
formly good. ■ .

' Ndola, the administrative and distributing centre of the mining 
area, has during 1931 been recovering from the booih of the previous 
two years. It has now become an important railway junction, a 
Government centre second only to Livingstone the capital. It has 
good streets and roads, water, telephone and electric light systems. 
It is to have iarge native and European hospitnis and a big ceritrai

not

♦Alston NRhodesia.

THE MINES IN 1931
By W. F. P. Ellis, Priest-in-Charge

If we only consider the Copper Beit of N. Rhodesia as a mining 
proposition^igyi has been a year of depression, disillusionment and 
distress. This has been due to the temporary and unforeseen 
collapse of the world copper market.

numbers of African and European workers have 
left, smlfs have been reduced and wages cut, big schemes 
of development planned by the companies and the Government have 
been modified or postponed. On the other hand, the copper is known 
to be there in quantity and richness, surpassing all early expectations. 
Northern Rhodesia' can afford to wait until the world wants her 
mineral wealth.

But it is as a spiritual rather than a mining proposition that
we must regard this vast northern section of the diocese. From this

^ point of view 1931 has been a year of consolidation and useful pro- 
gress. The Church continues to minister to ail, African and Euro- 
mn alike, whq come her way. The first essential for the priest-in- 
charge of a parish three hundred miles.lohg is mobility, and the 
Ford coup4 has responded nobly; we covered la.ooo miles in 1931 
without any serious mishap, without once failing to arrive. On

Ndou CiiURat Hou»
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congregations, especially in the evening, are rncrS!si4?“" - ’

£“S
^ned every communicant seems to bring a bunch of ro^ for ehe
dtar when he comes to Mass. The children ha™ ™ilv 
been taught to pray. The Guides make everything ready in church 
and always turn up in force. The longKlrawn.out period of Mn. 
struction WM finally at an end and Mufulira mine awaited nstracS ' 
o produce its first copper in December. The LondoTdir^tors 

man wishes for Christmasrby the first aiJ
. wni ■not“Lt"tMnltin7aS“™'^“"^

be worked, but no one can say how soon they will start again. The 
people for some reason or other seldom came to church very well,
frie“hr f^hlT P'- -as more

prison in the course of this year. The European population has 
fallen slightly and is now about 1,700, but there is every reason to 
think that Ndoln will remain the business, government and railway 
headquarters of the North, and the steady growth of a civic sense 
and pride in the township is noticeable.

The spiritual effort of the year was crowned with success when . 
the new church of the Holy Nativity was used for the first time on 
Christmas Day, and it was an immense joy to all in Ndola when on 
Christmas morning Bishop May was able to bless the fruit of their 
labours in honour of the Holy Nativity.

The Church House still remains open to all who come.
It was a great relief to the Bishop and the priest-inK;hnrge when 

Bishop Embling, formerly assistant Bishop of Korea, agreed to take 
charge of the Copper, Belt during the regular padre’s furlough.

Bwana ^obwa ceased to be a mine in January 1931, after ten 
years’ activity. It has now become a residential suburb of Ndola to 
which it is connected by five miles of poor road. But it still has a 
life of its own centring round the church of St. Peter, the hotel, the 
Country Club, and the Golf; Links. The houses which are let at 
low rentals are all occupied, the hospital has been taken over by 
the Government, the Native. Labour Association under Colonel 
Stephenson still recruits and supplies such native labour as the mines 
require. The church servicts have been maintained, and there 
generally more people at Mass than at Evensong. There is a 
flourishing Sunday School, conducted by Mr. Shrubbs the Head
master. Bwana Mkubwa Church Council by hard work has paid its 
quom for sustentation, its members are always pleading for more 
services, and all fears that the church of St. Peter would be unwanted 
when the mine closed down have been proved to be groundless.

Ltwashya remains the biggest town in the mining area. The 
personnel of the Church Council is always changing, but a faithful 
few make some sort of continuity possible. There is a large sum of 
money in hand for church building, but the problem of the site 
remains tiftsettlcd. The Corhpany is still unwilling to allow any 
place of worship to be built on its property, and the sites offered us 
jn the Government township are too far from the main residential
arpa to be practicable. We shall get what we want in due
for I continue to approach the managers and directors on the subject 
every month. They are invariably kindly but still unyielding, and 
hav^cen known to ask who would rid them of this turbulent priest.

There is an excellent church beside the native compound where 
there are nearly one hundred of our Christians, mostly Nyasas. 
t three days there in December, and the very fact

of the Bishop living in a native hut beside the compound church to 
^e and to shrive his little flock had a far greater effect on the 

and white, than I am sure he ever contemplated, 
maw has gone ahead wonderfully in the past year. We have 

in Mr. Aitchison. The quota is paid 
and the building fund grows, though active steps must watt until the

are

^ Looking; Ahead.—-The Church was early in the field and her 
plans have been wisely made. She has met with nothing but wide- 
spread g^dwill in her aUempt to minister to Africans and Europeans 
alike. If the mines close down and our people are retrenched, the 

1 work done has not been in vain, the ministry will be remembered, 
and the goodwill will remain.

[ .have only to wait and the work of the Church will restart
j with the revival of the mines when the world wants the copper which 

we know to be there. Meanwhile it is often lonely work for One priest, 
j and there would be plenty of work for two. A native priest for the 

impounds may well be required in a year or two’s time. Our 
^ncan Christians on the mines will deserve Ihe'bcst we can send 

I ‘hem; for the most part they have sfood the test of separation from 
theif iown folk in new and strange; surroundings, where money is 
plentiful and temptation is rife. They have hot lost the homing 
Instinct in family or religious life. Our native Christians rightly 
Iwk fonvard to the day when* they will be ministered to by men/of 
meir own race as well as ours. The rapid industrialization of/lhe 
^ncan in our midst is bringing us face to face with problems of the 

^ first magnitude, and the future peace and progress of Central Africa
*^y well depend on bur ability to secure a just and effective co-qpera- 
tion between the two widely differing races concerned. '

W. F. P. E.

course,
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: .H^Sir;«"'£lr SSKi “'£f ;s
recover, from the shock of the Income Tax collector’s demands n 
January, they may be able to help us with their wonted generosity 

^and that the efforts of our hundreds of workers up and down the

.. Various ^eAc^ities.^he Anniversary services and: Mcet- 
ings oit the I uesday in the Ascension Octave wfere ns successful as *CTer. We actuMly had more applications for tidkets for the Evening 
Meeting in the Queen’s Hall than in the previous year, when all our 
four Bishops were on the platform.
' The^Exhlbition .of Work in the Gr^t Hall of the Church House 

attracted more entries than ever, and for the first time since its institu- 
tion over a hundred parishes competed for the certificate. - 

; . The Summer School at Whitby lasted for two wceksand the avaiU
able accommodation was taxed to the fullet.during the whole time.
/ The Annual Children’s Day was quite a surprising success. In 

pressure of the financial crisis, we had wondered whether 
enough parishe would be able to take part to make the effort of 
organizing the day reaUy worth whilej but, as things turned out,
St. Matthew’s, Westminster, Avas packed at the Sung Mass; and the 
Great Hdl of the Church House certainty seemed as full as ever,

St. Michael’s House at Tankerton was again open froni October ^ 
to June and was fairly well used, the several: Retreats which'were:
held in the course of the year being very much appreciated.

We have taken part in a number of Missionary Exhibitions held 
in.various parr of the counfiy, ciwperating with C.M.S., S.P.G., 
and other Missionary Societies of the Church. ^

Orgaairing Secretaries.—Towards the end of 1931 the Rey. L. C. 
Watson, who had done such excellent work for UJ^.C.A. in the 
North of England during the last seven years, was appointed Vicar 
of St. Matthew’s, Douglas, Isle of Man, and the Revi.H. D. P. 
Malachi, who.had served in the Diocese of Zanzibar as Chaplain at 
Dar-es-Salaam, was appointed his successor. The Rev. W. G. 

'Lewin, who resigned from the Diocese of Masasi after thirteen ywrs' . 
work there, has succeeded Mr. Butler as Organizing Secretary for

behalf of the four Bishopsiand the whole Mission 
«press our thanks in no merely formal fashion to the many 

. keen voluntary workers throughout the country who help to/keep 
the Mission going in these difficult days ; not least we are indebted to

• Death of-the Preiidcnt.—In reviewing the events of the year since 
the last Report was written, the first thought that leaps to the. mind 
is that of the very great loss which we have suffered-in the death of 
Bishop Gorcr Central Africa has already recorded at some length 
the debt which U.M.C.A. owed to its late beloycd.President; but.it 
is only fitting that reference should be made here to what he did for 
us during his long years of office.
. Friends of the Mission at home will always remember him as the 
Chairman of the Evening Meeting; but 
what a tower of strength the Bishop was as a counridlor in any matter 
of doubt or difficulty. Oyer and over again the Bishops in Africa 
sent me to him for advice on some awlnvard problem, and again 
and again I have had reason to thank him for his wise counsel on 
occasions when a dedsion had to be arrived at speedily and action 
pcrhaps'taken beforc'opportuhity could artsc of consulting a oom> 
mittce.::

. May he rest in peace, and may .his great example inspire those 
. of us who are left to carry on the work so dear to him in something 

of the spirit which inspired himself. .
Martin Kayamba.—We shall not readily forget the visit of Martin 

Kayamba, one of our old Kiungani boys, to this country or his 
spewhes at our 1931 Anniversary. As every reader of Central 
Africa knows, he was one of the ddegates chosen to voice the wishes 
of his counti^en before the Joint Parliamentary Committee on 
Closer Union in East Africa, and he showed himself during his stay 
in this country to be a spd:imen of the ** Mission boy ” of whom we 
had reason to be proud. There can be little doubt that the 
Committee before which Martin and his colleagues gave their evi
dence was impressed by the clear and welUreasoned statement of 
their pwition which the African witnesses gave, and the Committee's 
report—so satisfactory in many ways from the Africans’ point of 
view—owed not a little to their statement of the

Finance.—As was only to be expected, the Mission suffered dur
ing the last financial year from the economic crisis in which the whole 
country, nnd indeed the. whole of Europe, found itself involved, 
and despite the self-sacrificing efforts of very many friends at home 
we were compelled long before the close of 1931 to warn the Bishops 
in Africa that retrenchment of. d somewhat drastic character would 
have to be the order of the day in 193a.

When the accounts were iiftide up at the dose of the year, the
position proved to be not quite so bad as we had feared; but, neverthe- 
I^,^we were compelled, most reluctantly; to cut down the grants to 

^ \tho four Dioceses by amounts which reached in the aggregate a total 
of ;66,5m. The latest advic^ from Africa seem to indicate that by 
very strict economy in every dirix:tion it may not be necessary to 
dose down any department of work or to send any:workere home; 
but naturally the Bishops are Mddened by the knowledge that addi
tions to their staffs and extensions of their work cdiinot be contem-

most of them cannot know

case. •
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HOME AFFAIRS CENTRAL AFRICAthe many working parties whose labours have enabled us to send 
something like two thousand parcels to Africa in the course of the 
year.

As usual, we have been helped very generously by the Society 
for Promoting Christian Knowledge, whose claims on our grati
tude seem to grow greater every year; and by the Brilisli and 
Foreign Bible Society.
.. Miss Mills’s little Life of Archdeacon Johnson,

A Hero Man,” intended more particularly for children, has been 
perhaps the most important of our publications’during the year 
Once again we have to regret that the circulation of our magazines 
Partolarly African Tidings, has shown a falling off.

R.I.P.—Allusion has already been made to the death of our 
Presideiit. "We have also lost during the year two very old workers 
rar the ALssion at home in Dr, Fitzpatrick, President of Queens’ 
College, Cambridge, and Treasurer of the Cambridge University 
Committee; and Canon Stoncy, who was for very many years our 
Honorary Organizing Secretary for Ireland. Two old members of 
the Mission in Africa who also passed to their rest during the year 
were the Rev. Evelyn BuAnall Smith and Mr. J. ET Crouch 
formerly one of our engineers on Lake Nyasa.
■ 'I- We are evidently in for an anxious time in the
im^mediale future, and it may happen that some of the works, on 

m livished and from which
much benefit to A^frica has been hoped, wiil have to be given up for

‘hat at least one
good, result will follow from the narrowness of our present means, 
than"! >“ >>6 Stimulated to do more

".“““ry to do for the Church in their 
Unfortunately, like ourselves, they are many of them

siii s;ld, jSs. " “ *■ “ “f ”
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f n '93o there was a deluge of rain on Monday,

^pression with great clouds on the political horizon, but the sup- 
portere of U.M.C.A. are always gallant and gay, because they 

Jssus IS with us as a strong conqueror.”
The corporate Communion was held at St. uMntlhew’s, West-

At the beautiful Eucharist in St. John’s, Red Lion Square, Bishop 
Mine preached ins sermon on the text “ Not Jjy might, nor by 
power, but by my Spirit saith the Lord of Hosts." Speaking from 
"r'l i y«are of experience, and his knowledge of all four dioceses 
of U.M.C.A., he showed us how it had always been so. Though 
there were very few of the pioneers of the Mission in the cliurch this 
Anniversary Day, yet their successors were carrying on the same 
work of building up a Temple of God in Africa and trying to follow 
those masters of the work—Steere, Smythies, Maples and Jolinson, 
who were so utterly regardless of self that they are not easy to follow. 
The Bishop reminded us of how he saw the first baptism in Likoma 
When there was only a wattle and daub church and the onlv converls 
a few school-boys, and contrasted it with the magnificent' cathedral 
and the multitudes of Christians to-day. Methods are different now, 
for there have been great changes in the old African world, but the 
end IS the same, to teach the one Faith of tlic Holy Church and how 
to live the Christian life. This life is arduous and exacting, but a

are

Ernest F. Spanton 
SecTciary.
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are to be ordained on Trinitv slnrtnv^^ f’^ T ',''® deacons who 
African ministry in Northern the beginning of

BisSirtei an^?h:'^i^;!’^f&-d the

isifssiiil
THE EVENING MEETING

stSf;emshad'‘a«S'SchaTrmL"‘’^ ■''’ “""“P «»-- -ho for

fnr m„L u .! , ‘ *6 missionaries do not come home to betr

^“‘■'“-PPOt.ing .£ir padrj;

SESE ”'i
■ Chldy? SchS. ® ""=" e“™ “ "tost vivid picture of the 

t^em mos? of^lf®'’“ ^yasaland nei^ds

life of splendid adventure, and the nearer we get to Jesus, the nearer 
we enter into the fellowship of His suffering. We have to face the 
same dangers and difficulties os the t^yelve Apostles, but we must 
conquer, not by power and might, but by the Spirit of God using us; 
then the clouds pass and there is bright shining after rain.

. ..The church was packed and some people could not find a place— 
the singing was beautiful as it always is, and one more day of joyous 
and inspiring memories was added to the many others which bind 
us to St. John’s Church.

most

THE AFTERNOON MEETING
The afternoon meeting this year had to be in Caxton Hall, which holds 
four hundred fewer people than the Church House, so it was very 
full, and the late comers had to be mvitcAto sit on the platform.

As usual at the Afternoon Meeting the Chairman, Dr. Archer- 
Houblon, got through tile business part of the meeting very speedily 
and then spoke to us feelingly of. the loss of our president. Bishop 
Gore, and of all that he had tidne for. U.M.C.A; in times of crisis 
and difficuUy. rNotwithstanding the shadow of this loss, and the 
grim fact that the money sent to the Bishops is reduced by ^6,500 
this year, he begged us not to lose heart and to see to it that more 
Eutojran priests were sent out to help the African Church, till it 
was able to produce its own Bishops. This was the need that . 
str^ed by alj the speakers; one after another. It is the supreme 
need of this time, to seize a God-given opportunity and not leave 
the African Church without help and guidance at a time when so 
many of its members are feeling a vocation to the priesthood.
__ fDcIiaeacon George^ gave us a general survey of Tanganyika 
Territoy, ai^ then oDhis own archdeaconry. His African boys 
arc detennincd to have cducaUon,and the burden falls on theMissions,

Gw“n'”‘="t schools nrelfew, and the religious teaching of 
the Christian boys in those few schools is undertaken by MiJion 
trackers. The medical work is very heavy too, partly because the 
child inortality IS 80 per cent., and partly because leprosy is spread, 
ingj there_are two leper camps, one at Mngehe for bad cases 

.undone at Kimi for those that can be cured. The pastoral work is 
harderstill. The two priests have to sit in church ten hours a day
for thirty days hearing 6,000 confessions. He pleaded most earnestly
that as a thanksgiving for the Centenary of the Oxford Movement 
pri^ should offer to come out to the Mission.

Mia Derae, the sister of Canon Anthony Deane, was the next 
months viriting U.M.C.A. stations in 

, Nya^and and Masasi, and she said that what impressed her most 
was to see how the missionaries everywhere have won the love and 
trust ofthe Africans. She gave a most vivid description of the 

“UNCTala when the boys and girls came out after the 
Christianized initiation ceremonies and all 

--- .:proccssion.

an

was

\
went to the church in: • • J
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OUR SEVENTY-THIRD ANNIVERSARY

ZANZIBAR WOMENPadre Jonea took us on a pilgrimage to the Church of the Holy 
Cross at Magila, and bade us kneel before the grove of Bishop 
Weston and get a message there. So many say “ Why was he taken 
from us when we need him so much?” The answer is twofold, 
(i) It is our fault, we kill our saints. If the medical staff had been 
stronger a doctor could have come to him, but the only doctor was a 
Government doctor far away at Tonga. He died because of the 
shortage of staff. Almost his last words on the station platform when 
he left England were ** I am very tired.” He had only had three 
days holiday. Our Congresses in England should not ask over
worked Bishops to run them.

(2) We are too much the slaves of personality. The miracle 
of Bishop Weston’s life was that he followed the one leader, 
Jesus Christ, and we ought to do the same. We must strip our
selves of self. It is no use saying ** This is a dUHcult lime.” Wc 
have to buy up the opportunity hecatise the days arc evil. You 
say *' I don't feel a call.” Of course you don’t feel it, you hear it. 
Thecalj is the need, you have only to answer *' Here am 1, send me,” 
then you will know your vocation. Bishop Weston would say 
Christ is thirsting for the souls in Africa and because He thirsts, He 
asks you to give yourself.

Canon Victor was the lost speaker, and he looked* tired and over
worked after running six different parishes, and yet he was told on 
arrival the previous day that he was already promised as a speaker to 
thirty-five pieces. He contrasted the four fully staffed churches 
less than ten minutes from his English home, with his first 
charge of four parishes which needed 305 miles of walking and 
cycling to get round, and his second charge of two parishes sixty 
miles apart. He pointed out that the six senior priests of the Nyasa- 
land diocese have done 175 years of service tn the Mission and they 
Mnnot go on for ever. The Bishop of Nyosaland hopes to ordain 
four priests next year, and after that four more, and there are many 
teachers eager to come forward, but European priests are needed to 
help them.

The Chairman

comelogivetisa we?cometo?h“ own 
in the hospital; with fervour and deviti^ thev

services day by day, and arc n^ver on h the church

SiSSSgfSS
for (he tenth time,
“What is the 
of England?" 
"Arethey all well?" 
If wc go to see them 
in the native 
quarter of this great 
town, the joy is the 
same, ^lie questions 
are the same, the 
courteous hand- 
shake, (he invitation 
to come again ; this 
welcome from the 
old people never 
seems to fail, and 
makes one's steps 
quicken as one goes 
a second or third 
time to give them n 
greeting.

There arc, too. 
the tiresome old 
ladies, those whom 
the sorrows of life 
have embittered, 
thosowhothrotighill.

. health have become 
touchy, quarrel- 
•somc, and full of 
demands; these rve 
would bear with 
patiently knowing 
the d.iy of their 
relenw cannot be 
far olT. But old age

news

m
'v■ 'V-

said we ended the meeting with a feeling of 
solemnity as if we were kneeling before a picture of the crucified 
Christ with the legend

This have I done for thee, 
What hast thou done for Me?

ic. s. r.
Bariiara
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ZANZIBAR WOMEN
ZANZIBAR WOMEN

is happier here for the most part than in England; very few are left 
with no one to care for them.

Then as our acquaintance with the women increases, we get to 
know something of the band of faithful wives and mothers ; the un
faithful ones, and alas they are not a few, so force our attention upon 
them, that we need resolutely to remember their sisters, who in times 
of good and times of ill go about their day’s work faithfully, lest 
we get saddened and our vision twisted. They do not press them
selves upon our notice. They buy and cook, clean the house and 
clothe the children and plait baskets in their spare lime; they come 
to Mass and welcome a vish, and do not know that they are the salt 
of the earth. May their number be ever Increasing and may their 
children rise up and call them blessed; for they are foundation stones 
in the church that is being built. They live in small houses or big 
ones, in town or in countr}', with good husbands or with bad ones, 
with few opportunities or many of coming to church; they may know 
much or little of prayer, but they arc of the leaven which in time will 
leaven the whole.

A class of women who are socially quite apart, are the women 
from the mainland. These have come down with their husbands, 
who may be looking for work, .or who may have joined the island 
police, a body largely recruited from the country of the lakes. These 
arrive with no knowledge of Swahili, and as their time is mostly 
spent among people of their own tribe, they take a long time to learn 
It. They are not bright intellectually as are the natives of Zanzibar, 
who have all their wits about them, sharpened from their early days; 
country women coming to live in town find themselves no match for 
the townspeople, either in Zanzibar or London. Perhaps they have 
^n Christian in their homes among the hills, at any rate they have 
heard of Christianity and come eagerly for teaching; and we coax 
a little knowledge into their minds with much difficulty, but admire 
them for their lives far more than for their brains, and find that love 
-- leap a bamer of language. I ask one of them who arrived with 
her husband from tlie shores of Lake Victoria, why they had come.
1 he journey had been a long one, first on foot, then by rail, then by 
steamer,_and an expensive one. She said, “ But Zanzibar is such 
a wonderful place that we had to come and see it.” Others besides . 
these Africans of 1,000 miles away think Zanzibar a wonderful 
place, and having once loved it, leave their hearts there.

But what of the growing ^irls? They are a problem truly, and 
. ipany marte of promise. They have points in common with

our English girls, both good and bad; they are cleaner, tidier, much 
more chdiroing than their mothers were, with their pretty frocks and 

shoes and stockings. They are no whit 
behind their elders in gracefulness, although they do not carry their

dance on the tennis court under the moon in the Christmas holidays 
mealed a power of graceful movement hard to surpass in the ball
rooms of London. They are resentful of restraint and correction:

they will be led 
driven; ihey do 
always believe their 
ciders know best,

• and they gain their 
experience at the 
loss of their inno- 
cence; but out of 
the troubles and 
anxieties, the joys 
and sorrows of their 
youth, tliey emerge 
into womanhood, 
with grit to work at 
a job weelc in .week 
out, and a mind 
wide enough open to 
welcome knowledge 
.where it may bo 

: found; please God 
we rpay not fall 
them I

not
not

Of the large 
• number of women 

of other races lit- 
ing in the town we 
know but little, yet 
this little bears a 
seed of hope; Arab 
and Indian women 
are ready to be 
friends witli the 
missionaries in ones

,. . and twos, and by
this contact we learn something of the position of women brought up 
m a Muhammadan atmosphere, and we grieve, but no longer 
Tvonder, that many are content with, yea even proud of, 
ffieir servility. Surely the first step with these souls created in 
God’s image must be to give them a vision of something better, to 
lei them see that even women-have minds which can be trained and 

to God’s glory and hearts from which love and praise may rise 
to Him. It seems as though some have caught a little of the vision, 
for they are asking to be taught English, this appearing to them as 
the door to be unlocked, before they can enter Into our heritage of 
liberty. The Arab school for girls will do much toward broadening 

. their vision. They are searching, vaguely perhaps, but neverthe* 
searching for the Lord of Life: and He who docs not quench 

the smoking flax will lead them on.

can
rhoic] IC.S.V.

Tub Moobrn African Girl
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ZANZIBAR WOMEN ; Diocese of N, Rhodesia

These observations are the fruit of a few ihonUiV sojourn in this 
city; but perhaps they may show that Zanzibar, which has been 
so loved and so sorrowed over in the past, has still power over hearts, 
and still has wondcrful opportunities within its bordere, opportunities 
of sowing seeds, and of watering them and nurturing them, seeds that 
one day will flower in all their beauty in the garden of the King.

C. S. P.

M S ORO ■

worked out may go almost unnoticed. As I drewTe So" S

: the boundary running across the map. The'land south of thaTis to

moved into the Reserves, or have moved northward into Grown land

Diocese ol N. Rhodesia

ST: MARK’S COLLEGE. FIWILA
The fate of the senior class is hanging in the balance and will do so 
until the results of the Government Exam, for teachers to be held 
in May ate published. The future of the boys largely depends on 
their success or failure in this test, and so eveiyone is hard at it, 
working and revising.

Meanwhile a new problem is being created as a result of the 
increa^ standard of work done in to diocese as a whole, a problem

“ graduated " from college as a village teacher he is too absurdly 
small and youthful to do any such thing. Moreover the African 
boy of sixteen appears to us to be not a whit more than thirteen/and 
this prolongation of youth only emphasises the problem.
_ To meet the situation and also to give the boys a chance of becom- 
ng more efficient teachers, the Government is proposing to extend 

thc;syllobu3 of colleges such as oursi this means that boys will 
.spend four or five years, instead of three, with us, which will incident-

_ Thus It IS that wo have embarked on the building of a new college 
large enough to accommodate the extra pupils. As the building is 
proceeding apace we hope to be in our new quarters before next 

■ .-.September.:;,
The Warden would like to take this opportunity of thanking all 

th^ who gave him gifts or made offers of work or who promised 
gifts for the new college, during his furlough in England.

V:'.-'a,M.J.

i

d' ■

. Chifcnj*'
.Sairl

My.Mlura \

/•/

UNsSENGA

Chi|iait*

Map oi-'Msoro Mission OisTBicr
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MSORO
MSORO

(with the single exception of Mkw^, which has not yet been dis^ 
turbed). This means that there has been a great concentration of 
villages into parts of the Reserves, as of course a great portion of 
each Reserve is useless for settlement j and that the large stretches of 
land between the Reserves are entirely deserted, and indeed are libelv 
to remain so, for the prospects of European settlement there are very 
remote. The concentiation is, not apparent on the map, for thue 
only our schoo|.church vill^es are marked, but in the Lusangazi 
Reserve, ,for instance, the chim Sandwe has twenty-two villages under 
him, and Ukwimi has twenty-four, arid tljere are villages of another 
chief in the south, so that there are well over fifty villages in that 
smalt area'alone.

wieldy district; how unwiefdy it is vou au^“P

seyerd hundr^ regular Churchgoers, to minister, as ChrisTian 
ministry should be done, to that scattered flock. We are not in one 
of those luxurious districts where you can get about in a cor; all the

p“f P--
Now comes a letter from the Bishop which talks with some ccr- 

teintjr of two, perhaps three, native priests to be ordained for this 
district n^t year. NextyearJ It seems so enticingly/fiear that one 

need begin planning for it, and talking about it. That 
ly 1 have divided the map by those very emphatic straight lines 
hree parts; for there is the hope, a real hope this time, of mak- 

ing new centres, and making those new stations, marked N.S. on the 
map, into actual rather than projected facts. And this in spite of 
diminished income and all the other pessimistic worries tliat hang 
about! No wonder that anticipation is bringing new life to our 
jaded spirits, and is even making us write to Central Africa about it. 
You can hardly realize what it means for us. There is in it all the 
difference between attempting the possible and struggling with the 
impossible. The work will be as hard as ever for new priests and 
old, but it will be work done with confidence in God's enabling grace, 
whereas we have had no right to hope that He would enable Us for 
the impossible.

So there is hope, hope for the thousand Christians registered 
round about the Myanda centre, that they will be within a day’s walk 
of their priest, and their priest within a day of them—hope for the 
Ukunda district, that it will make headway at last, with its own 
centre, and its own priest. The Mpetaukc reserve will still be left 
put away in the distance; it may be jrassible later to establisli a centre 
there, too; but it seems wiser not to plan for that at present.- There 
could be little hesitation about the sites of the new stations. The 
Myanda station will have six villages within three miles of it, with a 
population of about 800, of whom 450 are already Christians, cate
chumens, or hearers; and it makes a good centre for the outside 
villages, with direct paths running in each direction. The Katemo 
site was chosen years ago, and has also the advantage of a large 
immediate population. /

The effect of this concentration on our work is not so great £« 
we would like it to be. It presents opportunities for extension which 
we dare not, and indeed cannot take, through shortage of staff both 
African Md European. As you go through the Reserves from one 
school village to another you pass through a succession of villages 
with which you have had no connection. You may be asked and 
often are, for a teacher and a school, but you can do nothing, as 
teachers are not sufficient to man the schools we already run. Here 
and there a new village has built near enough to a school village to 
:be taken under Its wing, and that is all we can do for the present.
As you leave the Reserves, saddened by, for you, inopportune oppor- 

ities, you are saddened again as you pass through miles of deserted 
countiy^, with only village ruins to remind you of what used to be. 
From Chipanzawe to Mzenje there is a stretch of twenty-four miles 
with no sign of habitation, and from August to December without * 
a spot or water obtainable all the way, as there are now no villages 
to keep the old.watcr holes dug'out and clear. ^

going on is the splitting up of 
the larger villages. Most of our villages are small, but a few of them

families stuck
together for protection. These are gradually dividing up under 

^'“ensions and individual ambitions. Nyakanta 
of Its form^ self, and it makes one sad to visit it, 

yes,, and of spiritual activity that was 
IvhM has split, and the headman is moving

^ new site, ,hoping.I suppose to put out of sight the 
"e “ easily banished.

If is the Reserves themselves. Thdte

a hindrance to our work, both educational and spiritual, for it is

must 
is wh 
into ttun
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MSORO

TEMPORA MUTANTURThere is still much left for which to hope and pray. We have 
now the real anticipation of being able to strengthen the spiritual 
life of our people—but what of the rest I Bodily welfare—medical 
work 1 There were 3,6a8 outpatients at Msoro last year, and 28,000 
attendances. I doubt if us many as too of those outpatients came 
from outside the area marked off as the Knwara district on the map. 
Yet the Kawara does not contain nearly a third of our inhabitants! 
A dispensary and a nurse established at Pali Katemo should soon 
be doing at least as large a work as that done now at Msoro, for the 
population is considerably greater. What a help it would be in thni 
backward district 1 -There seems to be little doubt that the Govern
ment will have a doctor at their station at Mpetauke this year, but 
ho will he farther away from the new Myanda centre than is Msoro 
itself, and the people there are still less likely to go to him than to come 
to us at Msoro. So there is every need of a dispensary at Myanda too. 
Of ail this there is no hope at present-^nly desire | funds 
allow us to think of planning for it; but do not forget that the 
is there. Mental welfare—Education I - Here again we are stopped. 
The Government is showing great zeal in its fostering of Native 
Education; so far their efforts have been mainly directed towards 
improving the standard of native teachers—a good and laudable 
ambition, but a distressing one for a harassed priest-in-charge, as it 
cuts off his immediate supply of new teachers. In a young diocese 
such as ours, the supply is always scanty, and to cut it off altogether 
for three or four years is a serious matter especially in such a large 
district as oursi Teachers drop out, for one cause and another, and 
if no new teachers come we are in trouble—as we are to-day, and shall 
be for ^eral years yet. Still, it is with us out here to remedy this; 
1 would only ask you as .you.pray to remember that the need is there, 
and that the present teachers will be hard pressed until new helpers

Meanwhile, in spite of desires unsatisfied, we rejoice! And for 
N™n^“pra1red'’‘‘'‘“" 5°'^

iff
It is always difficult to visualize things like this excepl on tSot 

Praple easily think in some such terms as these, " So many hundreds

wSl we are largely dependant are not
v^^aiting, but are changing, and, as such things go, changing rapidly. 
It would be absurd for one who has only been out for three or four 
years to speak from his own observations only, but the testimony Is. 
so far as I know, universal and unanimous.

_ As that testimony is particularly valuable when it comes from one 
of the comparatively small number of East Africans who are able to 
take the aforesaid " long view,” I may call attention to an article 
on the subject.m the January number of Africa.by Ur. H. T. 
Ivayamba, one who has been seen and heard by many of the readers 
of Cflntffll Africa. In that article he calls attention to the rapidity of 
the changes taking place in thought and custom, and to the way in 

2nd femily life is breaking away from its old traditions. 
The old men’s days have passed,” the young men say; and perhaps 

praple in Great Britain will think that they have heard the same sort 
of remark nearer homel A looser way of regartling Marriage, for 
instance, has come in, and Mr. Kayamba reckons that divorces have 

, increased by 100 per cent, in the last few; years.
, Women are beginning to claim.their rights, they do less work, 

their requirements are more, and the trend of things is such that 
; Single women and widows will have to do what large numbers do as 

a matter of course in England, but so far very few here live their own 
individual lives without being entirely dependent upon relatives. ‘ 

But at present most ore entirely unequipped intellectually or 
morally for this new freedom, and the question; which cannot safely 
wait, is whether the Church, which alone can do it, is or Is not to be 
able to offer the necessary equipment. It will be pathetic If we have 

,tc> say that we must wait some years before going fonvard in the

will not
heed

niza>
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TEMPORA MUTANTUR
A LETTER FROM MISS SHELLEY

provision, for instance, of Day and Boarding Schools for girls, and 
to have to “ mark time when the changes are by no means " mark* 
mg time.”

Industrialism, again, is making rapid changes everywhere in the 
thoughts and habits of the people. Money-making is, becoming one 
of the primary ambitions ot those whose ancestors hardly knew what 
rnoney looked like, and Mr. Kayamba goes so far as to say, in the 
aboyo-mentioned article, that, as a result of this, “hospitality in [East] 
Africa is gradually disappearing,” and '* hospitality even amongst 
relations is becoming rare.”

Commercialism was bound to have this effect sooner or later, as 
it leads people to think of their possessions in terms of cash. So long 
os you do not connect money, with the possibly plentiful supply of 
bananas and pineapples in your plantation, friends and neighbours 
and p^ing strangers may be welcome to satisfy their hunger on 
them, but directly a bunch of bananas or a pineapple begins to stand 
for id, or ad., the situation is changed.

Onc^more, large numbers of young men are constantly coming 
Jom dmerent parts of the country to get work in the coast towns.
1 hero they meet with the inevitable temptations of a town and there 
they are concerned with the largely new problem of the handling and 
management of monc^. When you consider how many young 
tngjishmen get into diflSculties over money when first faced with the 
handling of any appreciable amount of it, in spite of years of careful 
training for it and with safeguards of all kinds surrounding them, is 
it at all surprising that the young African should find difficulties and 
temptations under similar circumstances but without any of the pre- • 
liminory training such as is the natural inheritance of the other ?

. We can no more order all these changing circumstances of life 
and thought to cease than Canute could command the waves. They 
are going on daily before our eyes. Is Islam to absorb the growing 
generation because the Church was not ready, either in man-power or 
in material r^urew ? Are young men and women to be flung into 
a life, brought to them by what we call Civilization, for which they 
are a mcKt wholly unprepared, because the Westerner who brought 
the c villzation did.not care enough that they should be prepared? 
Considerations of space compel one to write concisely, perhaps too 
concisely for clearness. But the reason for these words is just that 

r ihe standing still or (which
God forbid I) the going back of the work of Christianization, just at 
the time when the immediate need for it is more obviously pressing
than perhaps at any.period in the history of East Africa.

Diocesan Secrelary jor Lincoln, has 
tmdly sent us the loUomng extract from a letter written by Miss 
^nelley. Our readers have heard that she contracted leprosy, and 15 
nom bmng among the lepers while undergoing treatment. She has
aVomp?et:{:c7ue:;.‘‘

Une must stay until two consecutive tests are found quite clear, 
taken at sue months’ intervals. During the early stages of leprosy 
one IS quite well and full of energy, except for periodical attacks of 
leproMc fever, which lasts about a day. These now have almost 
ceased, though of course one cannot mix freely with other people,
until quite uninfectious—that goes without saying I

I am very keen to do some Safari work, if possible among the leper 
population. They are numerous in this district, in every village, and 
1 think perhaps if one went round about the villages on a regular 
beat so many days each week, one might be able to fet hold of early 
cases, which are still strong and working in their homes, and get them 
to accept treatment before they get to the advanced stage, which they 
almost always reach, before coming to us to be treated—then of 
course it is almost hopeless. The great difficulty is the lengthiness 
of the treatment—for an early case, two or three years—for an 
advanced one much more.

G. E.

lUUi AUxandnFMol
Luunoi Lcres Viluoe
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A LETTER FROM MISS SHELLEY

TAKE THIS CHILD

The heart of Pharaoh’s daughter was tender even to disobeyinc her
S he^’she"mhihn"° “ •’a ‘'’‘= hnr^voridly
' ' .h I. 1 spared herself the extra expense of bringine

’’■

The plea is often made that in these days, " Charity begins at 
fOTAfrica^'Who h“^‘ h“‘ '‘® ™Pl'ca‘ions

right in the home than the child? Andwho more responsible for his welfare than the parent? So that the 
Mother Church in these days should reckon her charities with a due 
and fair regard to her children. In times of hardship the f?re? 
thought IS for the children. The parents do not for instance buy 
motorrears or wireless mIs, when their children are asking for bread. 
Nor do they decorate their houses to make them palaces/

If the home Church realized that she is A MOTHER and 
had growing children, she would 
Starve.

There is quite enough work for a whole-time nurse to do this work

and each one who is able, cultivates his own plot of land to help pro
vide his own food. We have our own church and school and an 
African teacher is in charge who is also a patient. There arc twenty, 
five Christians, some Catechumens and twelve children in the school. 
A priest from Lulindi comes to the church about once a week, but 
we are only half an hour away, so I go in there every morning.

From Q to I a daily I have a dispensary for the camp-folk, 
and I help on the injection days. We treat by intravenous or intra. 
muscular injections of alepol twice a week, so one gets quite accus- 
tomed to being made a pincushion. There is a little evening work 
among the patients, and I also do my own cooking, house work and 
laundry. . Life is so much simpler here than in a “civilized” 
country and so much jollier.

Besides the usual routine work I have charge of the buying and 
storing of all the food for the seventy patients and oversight of all 
the buildings and all the manifold odds and ends of work, etc., and

The African people are so charming, full of fun—always laugh, 
ing, and their hospitality is marvellous—a most lovable race. You 
mention the difficulty of language; it is a real one here. In almost 
every dispensary about here you hear every day four digereni 
tongues and get to know; something of all of them. One can geton 
If one is fairly proficient in Swahili, but really to understand and know 
the people one must know Yao also, and some Makua. AU the 
ordinary African men are equally at home in three languagts—the 
women usually know only their own. But language is a fascinating 
study, and some of them are so pretty; especially, Kimakua.

'EdITH'SHELLEI'

She'would starve herself tffis“m way oTa moffier"

misery of the slum behind them ? Can she not deny heiscif luxuries 
that she may give to her children who are so hungiy these days ?

Or again, is there not just a little irony in the enthusiasm which 
draws a rangregation to attend a meeting held to further the peace of 
the world; but which ignores a meeting to further the work of those 
who are spreading the gospel of peace?

And when we come to our individual expenditure, what shall we 
say? These are hard times. Are we really living ns though the 
times were hard? Compare with twenty or thirty years ago, when 
times were not so hard, did we spend as much on ourselves ?

Does Jesus ask only the missionaries to make the sacrifice? It 
is true He asks them, and they are glad of the privilegetybut are 
the needs no call of His to the Mother and the Individual to further 
sacrifice ?

This is addressed to all and none need lake offence. Those wlio 
with a clear conscience are doing as much as they can have indeed 
the wages, for there is the secret joy of those who

IN MEMORIAM—R.i:p.
April I7.-Reginald Henry Dyke Acland-Troyte, Priest. 
A nr» tons Wend Sint tupponer ol Iho Minion.'

April sg.—Ellen M. Nelson.

generous'toare
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TAKE THIS CHILD

A UNIQUE EXHIBITIONChrist which none can take from them.” Those who have not 
yet faced the question must do so some time or face the reproach, 
“ I was hungiy and ye fed Me not/*

“ Take this child and nurse, it for me,** is the meaning of these
hard limes for Christians at home. The question of *' What___
can I give?’* is answered by the facing of What more can I give 
up, for the child?”

“A AIissionary on Furlough **

Town Holl, Durhom,

and women, who were ^___
and helpera In other wayi.
Irak a leading part In variooi canaclUet Many of thi 
alao^dranm from parlahe. In Dorham and »orroondln7 

On the opening day ol the Eahibitlon 
there was a C

“''**■ '■'Umniunion, mis spl

0 wpndcrful «p«knce. and the crowds which filled the Town Hall each* dav

more

A GENEROUS OFFER
A LETIER cairie to me lately which shows clearly enough the hold 
which the Alission has upon the hearts of itsTriends. It was written 
by a lady who is crippled with rheumatoid arthritis, and who was 
much distressed at the necessity of cutting down grants to Africa this 
year as the result of diminished income and the exhaustion of such 
leserve funds as the Mission once possessed.

My correspondent wrote as follows:—“ Would it be quite 
impossible to get a thousand lovers of our beloved Mission to give an 

i£S O" condition that it was made up to, say, ;^s,opo, or, say, 
five guineas, so as to make it five thousand guineas? It would give 
me such joy to offer five guineas by a date to be fixed by you on 
condition that one thousand others did so, in order to pay five 
thousand guineas back into Reserve Fund. Of this one fact I 
certain, there are far more than a thousand lovers of U.M.C.A. who 
can afford an extra five guineas more easily than I can afford 5/-; 
but so few can wear shabby, old-fashioned togs and look as if they 
had come out of the Ark in order to have the great joy of giving. I 
don’t want nny praise for it, because I have had that joy, so am to 
be envied, really. My income is ;^a8 3s. rod. per annum, plus Old 
Ago Pension, plus a grant on account of my crippled condition—the 
latter only for one and a half years.” * :
. The present is not a time when we can contemplate a special 
appeal with the object of building up a Reserve Fund again; vr 
must do nothing which might de'llect contributions from the General 
Funds, on:which primarily the grants to Africa depend. But if 
only we could all be filled with the spirit which prompted the letter 
from which I have quoted, and would set ourselves to inspire others 
with the same spirit of sacrifice, there would certainly be no need to 
fear any further reduction in grants in 1933, and indeed some ground 
for hope that it ryould prove possible to make more adequate grants 
than we could manage in the present year. “ ^ “

HOME JOTTINGS
iimounU;conlfIbuted

1033 1031
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Choplnln.: ffmt week: Rev. T. Hoiuiuy, C.R.
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HOMK JOTTINGS

CENTRAL AFRICADooks W*oU<l.—Tl>e Rev. J. T. Muivlay writliiK' from Ihe Church Hoikc. Fort 
Jamewn, N. Rhodesia, asks for a fair ruml>er of second-hand books sivlnc sound Church 
te.ichlnR. They should be sent by book post dir«t to him at the alx.ve address.

nctmli will be held for those associated with the Community of the Sacred Passion 
on the foHowIne dates.—<1) J»h Conductor: The Rev. Father 

Fee 21/-. (2) July August 2, Conductor: The Rev. Bro.

A MONTHLY RECORD OF THE' WORK OF THE 
UNIVERSITIES' MISSION TO CENTRAL AFRICAand for other friends 

Whitworth. S.S.J.E.
Edward, S.H.J.N. Fee 2lf: _ ,

Application should be made in good time, as nccommt»d.Ttion is limited, to the 
Sister Superior, C.S.P., St. Cross. Diahurs^t, Rejgate, Surrey.

The nttul Sale on behalf of U.M.C.A. will be held on Wednesday. June 22. 
from 2—a p.m., in St. Alban’s Hall, Baldwin's Cardens, Gray’s Inn.Road, W.C.l. Flcase 
come and help the Mlulon funds. GlfU. both In money and kind, will be gratefully 
received and acknowledged and should be sent to Miss W. Buckley, c/o Miss K. 
Alexander, 35 Brooke Street, Holboro, E.C.l,

No. 595. L. JULY, 1932 Price 2d.
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Diocese DateName

Irrirufs in England 
Ven. Archdeacon George 
Mlu Klamliorowtki 
Miss Apthorp 
Miss Bulley 
Rev. Canon Stokes 
Miss Stokes 
Miss IVilkca 
MUs Hast 
MUs J. Dailey 
Dr. Joan Clatworthy 
Mlu Voules 
Rev. R. G. Lambum 
MUs Bates 
Mrs. Beal 
Rev. S. H. Morris 
Mr. F. Tattersall 
Rev. Canon Victor 
Mr. A. Sargent 
Rev. Canon Wlnspenr

DtParlures from England 
Rev. R. A. Janet 
Rev. Mother, C.S.P. 
Sitter Katherine 
Sister Cladye 
Novice Irene 
Novice Winifred Mary 
Mrs. French

. Mr. H. Thomas
, Miss Ilanlman 

MUs lie Culpeper 
Mr. E. Sharp 
Mr. H. Coulson 
Mr. W. Chltty

Nyasaland
Nyasaland
Nyasaland
Zanzibar
Masasi
Mososl
Nyasaland
Masasi
Nfasast
Masasi
Zanzibar
Masasi
Zanzibar
Zanzibar
Zanzibar
Zanzibar
Nyasaland
Nyasaland
Nyasaland

March 26 
March 28 
M.nrch 28 
Mnrcli 29 
April 2 
April 2 
April 13 
April 18 
April 13 
April 10 
April 23 
April 29 
April 29 
April 29 
bfay 6 
May 6 
May 9 
May 0 
M.-iy 1C

THE PRESIDENCY OF THE 
MISSION

i

i
Our readers will rejoice, we are confident, to learn that Bishop Shaw 
has consented to become President of U.M.C.A. He was appointed 
Archdeacon of Buckingham by Bishop Francis Pngef in 1910, and 
consecrated Bishop of Buckingham at Bishop Gore’s instance in 1914, 
and moved by Bishop Burge to Oxford to be his Assistant Bishop, 
and Archdeacon of Oxford in 1921.

For some years before the setting up of the Missionary Council, 
Bishop Shaw was Chairman of the old “ Central Board of Mis^ons," 
a sufficient guarantee of the place the work of the Church Overseas 
has had in his heart, while it will, we may hope, be of value to 
U.M.C.A., thal its President should be in such close touch with the 
life and work of the University of Oxford ns Bishop Shaw is.

It is hoped that a new link between him and the Mission will be
formed before long when one of his daughters joins it: she is working
hard in Portugal learning Portuguese in order that she may be fully 
qualified to take part in the educationffi work of the Mission in the- 
Portugu^ part of the Diocese of Nyasaland. ^ ;

Slay 10 
une IG

Zanzibar
Zanzibar
Zanzibar
Zanzibar
Zanzibar
Zanzibar
Mas.'iri

16
une 10 
une 1C 
une IG 
une 10

Nyasaland
Nyasaland
Nyasaland
Ny.vsalnnd
Nyasaland
Nyasaland

18
une 23 
une 23 
line 23 
une 23 
une 23 !

I
DleccM ol Maiail.—Mrs. Susannah French has answered the urgent call for somc- 
10 help as Assistant Diocesan Treasurer.

^ ♦ * *
.—Miss Marguerite de Culpeper (nurse) took her general nure- 

Ihg training at the North Hampstead General Hospital, and Is a Queen’s nurse with dis
trict and midwifery training and experience. She goes out at very short notice to fill a 
vacancy. Mr. Henry Coulson is a printer and Mr. Walter Chltty a carpenter.

Diocese el Nyasaland
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Diocese of Zansihar

EDITOR’S NOTES
THE OLD ORDER CHANGETHOrdtOAtlons.—Wu have received the encouraging, news that four 

Africans were ordained to }hu Diaconatc on Trinity Sunday by tlte 
’ Bishop of N. Rliodcsin. Wc send our Iieartfclt congratulations to 
the Bishop and his staff on this epoch-making event. But we must 
remember that die work of an African Deacon in a diocese like N. 
Rhodesia is one of great difficulty and temptation. These four 
Deacons must be constantly in our minds, and be upheld by our 
persistent intercession that they may be inspired by tlic Spirit of their 
Master, tho spirit of love,,service, and self-sacrifice! and so purchase 
to themselves a good degree and great boldness in the faith which is 
in Christ Jesus.

Some of our Critics.—Those of us w'ho support Missions are only too 
familiar with the voice of criticism. We live in a very critical age 
when almost everything is being exposed to tlte searchlight of 
criticism. But wc read tlint the Word of God itself is tried seven 
times in the fire; Our Lord Himself, the Eternal Word, passed His 
life in an atmosphere of criticism, and the disciple is not above His 
Master. He is beneath Him because there is real ground for 
criticism in the disciple, and so our attitude to criticism 
should be the altitude of those who arc prepared to face criticism, 
and weigh it in the balance. Most of us, if not all of us, would 
admit that wc owe much 
criticize because they care 
sent. We do not, if we are wise, let their precious balms break our 
heads, but make good use of them. But there arc hostile as well as 
friendly critics, as our readers will gather from H’s second 
article, and it is important that these should be recognized and kept in 
mind when criticisms arc in the air; and when criticisms take the 
form of these which H had the misfortune to meet, wc are 
more than'justified in criticizing our critics. Our readers will easily 
discern that these critics simply give themselves away. It is almost 
inconceivable that Englishmen should have made such an exhibition 
of themselves as those to. whom H refers, and acted as they 
did with gross discourtesy and with lack of gentlemanly feelings. 
But they have really served us a good turn because they will have 
made people very sceptical with regard to the criticism of some of our 
fellow countrymen abroad, who pose as men on the spot. People 
of this kind come home and advertise their views broadcast, and it 
is to be feared sometimes gain credence. Now we know what these 
criticisms are worth; no fair-minded person can help concluding that 
such critics would be belter advised to turn the searchlight of their 
criticism on themselves and pull the beam out of their own eyw 

■ before claiming that th^ arc competent to pull the mote out of their 
• brother’s eye; It is well to remember that such critics of missions do 

♦ exist, and before paying heed to criticism scrutinize the character and 
lives of the critics.

Mlinga mountain, with its twin rocky peaks, is the most striking of all 
the Eastern Usambara mountains, and for centuries it has dominated 
the people as well as the country, for it is the Valhalla of all good 
Bondeis and Shambalas. In times of prosperity Mlinga is treated 
with respect, no one points to it with a finger, but only with a clenched 
fist; and any one who climbs the mountain takes good care not to 
talk, or pierce the hallowed ground with a stick, much less spit on it. 
When the grave of Seldteke is reached a leaf or a stone must be 
thrown on the sacrificial stone near it in token of reverence, for two 
hundred years ago he was a chief of the royal tribe of the'Wnkilindi, 
aind to-day he is looked upon as the leader of all the spirits who dwell 
on the mountain. In times of adversity this respect is incret^ed 
tenfold. Jiliwa, the hereditary priest of Mlinga, calls the people 
together and tells them that there must be a sacrifice because the 
lirits are offended. In fear everyone brings the money wherewith 

to buy an ox or other victims for the sacrifice, and Jiliwa the priest 
goes up the mountain to sleep in a cave half-way up, so that he may 
commune with the spirits. The next morning he conjes down the 
mountain and tells the people, " Mlinga says famine is coming, we 
must buy a sheep and make a sacrifice so that the spirits may give 
iis rain.”

i

sp

to the kindly criticism of tliosc wlio only 
for us and for the causes which we repre-
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i THE OLD ORDER CHANGETHTHE OLD ORDER CHANGETH
The moral of 

all the stories is 
the same. The 
ancestral spirits 
demand 
respect and they 

endure 
the man who 

h i's

As they climb up the mountain Jiliwa begins to sing, and when 
they get near the sacrificial stone he tells them to be quiet, and each 
man drops a leaf on the sacrificial stone and a clear place is swept. 
Then they take the victim and cut o^ iu head, the priest sprinkles 
the blood on the stone of sacrifice, the unbroken bones and the liver 
arc placed on tfic stone also, and the rest of the flesh is cooked. Each 
man is then given a small portion of the meat to eat, and when they 
have finished Jiliwa asks them, Who is prayed to?*' and they 

" God is besought," but because God seems to them very 
far away, and indifferent to the sorrows of His children, Jiliwa goes 
on to pray

great

cannot

changes
mind or is over 
greedy for gain.

But now the 
old worship of 
Mlinga is falling 
into disrepute.
Jiliwa^ the here
ditary priest of 
Mlinga, died in 
August 192Q, and 
the drum which 
he used was slit 
across, till a des-
Cendant should be found to take on the duties of priest. The nearest 
relation is a Christian, who refuses to offer the sacrifipe of a black 
ox to the spirits, and Shebughe, a distant cousin, has no money to 
buy an ox, so there is no skin to stretch on the drum_ which calls the 
people together for a sacrifice, and no priest to offer it.

The Christian boys of these days are not afraid to speak boldly 
about the old worship. They write thus: " These days dp pot* 
see any men going to give worship to the spirits, because the Christian 
religion is spreading; we cannot support the ghosts at all, because 
now we believe God, who is the maker of all things. The priest of 
Mlinga died in 1929 and there is no other priest to do this foolish

Another boy with a glimmering of psychology says, " Now all 
these wonderful things do not happen, because people do not put these

. wonders in their mind first, before they climb Mlinga. Wea;esure
: that we shall believe away this thing. Let us not trust tlu^ men

who said that they got good crops from Mlinga and all their other
wishes. They were only in darkness, but now we are in the light._

Sunlit Kiwanda school and dark sinister Mlinga mountain with 
its twin peaks stand on the opposite sides of “

lies Lder the shadow ot Mlinga, and far beyond to Koro^ve and 
theUzigua. U. L. A.

answer.

•Pepa mzimu neugone 
Inyi wazimu woshe mtegelezc 

Then he offiers a prayer such as " Lord we pray thee to give us rain 
and take away hunger and all diseases from our land."

After that the men blow horns and dance and j 
their villages saying, ** To^Iay we have got life 
Our Mlinga has had pity on us." This worship of the spirits of 
Mlinga is.proppcd up by tales of wonders and many inhibitions.

There is only one door toMlinga, a door of iron, which rolls back 
to welcome the souls of the dead as soon as their relations have 
finished the lost rites of the mourning. If this is not done the ghosts 
bring disease and misfortune to their forgetful relatives.

On the mountain there is a* lake, with ever-changing colours; if 
any one spits into it he will die. There is one river called Mluka, 
and if you want to patch fish in It you must call " Hodi, hodi," (may 
I come in) and wait to hear the anfwcr " Karibu " (draw near): 
then you must say how many fish you need, and you must not change 
your plan. If you remember this and say '* Good-bye " politely 
all will be well, but if you offend the spirits you will see darkness 

you will not find your way home. If a man settles to 
down a certain tree and walks towards it and then changes 

his mind because he sees a better tree, he too will wander in dark
ness. A wavercr and a double-hearted man are offences to the spirits.

There are all sorts of wonders to be seen and heard—ghostly 
drums to warn people that war is coming and the sound of spi * 
weeping. If you light a lire the spirits cry out with thin voices, 
" Why have you burnt us?" If any one laughs at a wonderful tree, 
which is of a strange form with breasts like a woman, the tree speaks, 
and says, ” Why do .you laugh at me ? Have I not breasts like your 
mother?" • All undue fdmilisirity is punished by the spirits.

Sometimes when the villagers near Mlinga have a dance, the 
ghosts from the mountain come and mingle with the dancers. A 
girl thinking her partner was a human-being asked him for a cloth, 
but at cockcrow he and all the spirits disappeared. At mid-day the 
girl heard ayoice calling, " You had better bring my cloth, I cannot 
give it to you." At six in the evening she died, and all the people 
said V She has been called to take the cloth to its owner."

go back joyfully to 
for our children."

lUri. IltUUrn»tQ]
Kiwanda Students

dnd
cut

rits

as children

* We v«nt spirit that jwi sleep and all ye spirits that you listen.
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Dhcese of Nyasaland Diocese of Masasi

M S U M BA A WEEK-END ON THE RUVUMA
Those who are interested in geography will know that the Ruvumu 
River is the boundary between Tanganyika Territory and Portuguese 
East Africa; what they will not know is that roughly a hundred and 
fifty miles from the mouth of that turgid stream is a village called 
Lugo, a comparatively new outstation of the Parish of Namagono. 
Namagono is reputed to be, the hottest station in the Diocese of 
Masasi, and Lugo is without a doubt the hottest outstation of this 

i hot parish, being not more than a quarter of an hour’s walk from the 
River itself. , •

The present writer’s introduction to the Ruvuma in general and 
Lugo in particular took place within three weeks of arrival in the 
Diocese. He went on a nine days' safari with Archdeacon Swainson 
to see the parish; the Ruvuma itself was reached at Ngomano 
on the second day out, and its presence was apparent by the very 
noticeable amount of greenery and freshness to be seen, where every
where else was looking parched and dry. We spent two days cycling 
along the bank, through beautiful country, with abundant signs of 
game, including elephant. We were due at Lugo on a Friday morn
ing at lo o’clock, but alas for the plans even of Archdeacons I At 
10 o’clock we had managed to get lost in the forest 1 B^kwards and 
forwards we went, trying new paths and drinking tetTout of * 
thermos flasks, until at ri.30 a.m. we met two,men who said they 
were going to Lugo, so we followed them for half an hour and then 
left them as the Archdeacon recognized the path. It was now very 
hot—indeed, it had been very hot for at least two hours-and it was 
a relief to a newcomer to hear the Archdeacon say at 12.30 that we 
should be there in a very short time. We arrived at 1.50 p.m. sharp I 
But then an hour and twenty minutes is a very short time in Africa 1 

We bathed and fed, and' then felt better. The Archdeacon went 
off to church to hear confessions, and I sat on the baraaa of the 
Priest’s Rest House for the rest of the afternoon. I was impressed 
by the number pf children who rapidly collected round the barar^, 
chattering and very friendly, and who had come to have a look at the 

™an. Unfortunately my range of conversation was 
y limited: however, they were quite happy talking to each 
I stayed on the baraza until we went into church for Compline

THE BLESSING OF JHE NEW CHURCH

The three weeks’ drought In January threatened the maize crop, but 
kindly lasted just long enough to include January aoth,^ the day set 
aside for the dedication of the new church. A really rainy day would 
have been disastrous, and even a dry one after a wet spell would have 
prevented some of the people from coming; besides, imagine a 
solemn procession with incense and holy water through the slippery 
mud which clogs our paths after a rainy day.

A lot of people came in the night before and found accommoda
tion somewhere in the village, more came the next morning, together 
with the Msumba people, in all such a throng that on the women’s 
side we really did overflow the big new church, and the men’s side 
was quite full, too.

The Bishop vested in the Archd^con’s house and the servers 
went there to meet him ; then, whilst we in church were singing a 
hymn, the procession went round the outside of the church and the 
walls were blessed. Entering by the men’s door at the west end, the 
Bishop said, “ Peace be upon this place,” and we answered, ” And 
lo all who shall worship herein.” Then came the blessing of the 
font and the procession round the church on the inside. In order to 
.leave room, the women had to go right over the aisle, pushing the 
men almost into the wall, then in their turn the men came right out 
into the atsle^knceling os the Bishop passed was quite out of the 

^ question. The altars had already been blessed and in use for a 
month or more; besides the high altar, there is the altar in the Blessed 
Sacrament chapel and one dedicated to St. James which is really the 
Central School altar, and usually called St. Tiago. The church itself 
is dedicated to St. Bartholomew, the suggestion coming from the 
teachers at their monthly meeting and approved by the church elders.

Pontifical High Moss followed the dedication, at which the Bishop 
himself preached, telling the people that the building of the church 
was made possible by the magnificent gift of one lady, but that now 
the church was ours and therefore ours the responsibility of looking 
after it. There were hundreds of communicants, and to make room 
for their approach to the altar the children had to be sent outside.

Moss over, the church elders were faced with the difficult job of 
making a fair division of hvo oxen between the villages from which 
people had come. Not without shouts of indignation and derision 
did the youths of one place cany off the joint allotted to their village 
in the face of all their elders and betters.

The excitement died down and the main crowd dispersed, leaving 
just little groups of people and various chiefs (Christian and 
Christian) who had come to greet the Bishop.

our

new cler 
dcflnitel 
other.

The Church of St. Peter’s Chains is, like most of the African 
churches, a very nttrective building, and just the right size for its 
coneregation. About a dozen people came to Compline, a senriM 
whifh in Africa carries added significance in
phrases such as “------- like a roaring lion seeking vrhom^he may
devour,” and " thou shalt go upon the lion and adder; the young 
lion and the dragon shnlt thou tread under thy feet. .

On Saturday morning the African teacher and some men arrived 
to take me down to the Ruvuma to see hippopotamus in the river.

non-

B. H.
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A WEEK-END ON THE RUVUMA
A WEEK-END ON THE RUVUMA

joy to see the 
: church so full, 

plthough some of 
the people were 
strangers who had 
come from other 
parts of the Dio
cese to catch fish 
in the Ruvuma, 
as It is one of the 
very few water- 
courses
have water in 
them all the year 
round. After Mass 
the Churchwar- 
dens brought the 
alms, consisting of rice and many eg^, to be sold on the baraza, 
after which somewhat noisy performance the Archdeacon returned 
to church to baptise nine infants. The rest of the day was quiet, 
but after dinner and Compline, various people turned up on the 
baraza to chat, and one or two came to talk about their troubles. 
[When they had finished we went to bed, and before falling asleep 
I heard a lion roar—a new sound—from across the Ruvuma.

Very early in the morning we had breakfast and stfitted off for 
Nauru, the next out-station on the itinerary. I have not seen Lugo 
since, but I shall always remember my first visit to that spot. The 
people seemed so keen on their religion, and the church seemed so 
beautifully kept. There is perhaps more real enthusiasm for the 
Kingdom of God in Lugo at the present moment than at any other 
of the Namagono stations, and there are many children in school. 
Indeed, a new school has recently been opened at Mmomo, a village 
about half an hour's walk away. Further, it is clear that tlicsc out- 
stations on the banks of the Ruvuma River have a value which 
extends far beyond the ministrations of the Church to the local 
population, for men come from other places in the Diocese to fish 
in the Ruvuma, and fisherman have need of the Sacraments if they 
be Christians. Lugo, therefore, is one of those stations where the 

, Church fulfils the same functions as it does at an English watering- 
place like Bournemouth, where the Gospel is preached nof only'for 
the benefit of the residents, but also for the holiday visitors. No
thing could be more appropriate than that the patron saint of Lugo 
should be he who nineteen hundred years ago fished in the Sea of 
Galilee, and exchanged his trade for that of a Fisher of men.

George K. Tibbatts, O.G.S.

On the way we saw people making rush baskets, and fish put out 
to dry in the sun, and at one point 1 was carried over a small branch 
of the stream. There were about forty hippo in the middle of the 
river in a most beautiful setting—opposite there rises a tall cone- 
shaped hill, which provides just the right background for the scene. 
The life of the hippo seems a pleasant one—and at one moment they 
all gave tongue one after the other, the result being not wholly 

ike a traffic block in Oxford Street.
After lunch a man arrived to borrow a rifle to shoot a buffalo 

which was suffering from an evil temper—and not unnaturally, as 
an enthusiastic, but misguided African had fired at it with a shot~ 
gvn just before we came. Consequently 
able grudge against men, and had taken the opportunity that morning 
of forcing someone to climb a tree to escape—where he still was 
when the petition for the rifle was lodged. Six of them went off 
with the gun to try to kill the beast, or at any rate to drive it away 
from the tree. It turned out afterwards that the rifle misfired—the 
cartridge used had had egg spilt on it in the Archdeacon’s haversack 
—but the click had frightened the buffalo away. In the meanwhile 
the Archdeacon had been hearing forty confessions, and one ventures 
to wonder how many countiy parishes at home can produce forty 
penitents once a month.

On Sunday morning I sang Mass for the first time in Swahili, 
and administered Holy Communion to fifty-eight people. The 
church was so full that It would have been difficult to find room for 
any more people, and before Moss the Archdeacon, who preached, 
admitted several hearers to the Catcchumenate. It was a great

unli

whichthe animal had a rcason-
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IF . . . IN THE GREEN TREE . . /?
1. A yiSITTO MOMBASA and’ZANZIBAR

We were taken 
for a long drive 
in the mission 
motor-car in the 
afternoon, with 
Canon Petra 
Limo ns a com
panion.
a driver need l)v 
a skiiful one to 
dodge in and out 
of the swarming 
muititudes, and 
our African 
driver was skil- 
fui. We soon 
came to Kiun- 
gani, a beautifui 
spot indeed, over
looking the sea.
Here Canon 
Broomfield has 
his High School, 
and from here, 
away from the 
hurly-burly of the 
I 0 w n s h i p, he 
superintends Dio
cesan Education. _ ,. . , ,.

We could only stay a few minutes as Canon Lirao was to hold 
classes in an out-school of the island. The luxuriant beauty of the 
countryside was amazing: never have 1 seen the like. Palms, cloves, 
bananas, all at tbeir very greenest. Arabs on donkeys, or, in little 
donkey-carts, traversing the new and very modern-looking road. 
At night, the layman in charge of the printing took us rourid and 
round the maze of tiny streets which make up the Indian and,Arab 
quarter. Being the month of Ramadhan the mosques were busy 
with their groups of worshippers, and night was being turned into 
day: bermuse, if custom compels you neither to eat nor drink until 
sundown during this month, then you must make up for it during
*''°l'Imked a question, “ what about sanitation?” Yes, what about 
it? I suppose they manage somehow, but one wonders as to me 
" how.” But one interesting piece of information given was that 
a special army of rat-catchers is employed by the Government, who 
set their.traps every night and get so much a head: or is it a talk? 
It seems certain that, apart from this precaution, the place would be 
overrun by rats, and plague be a not far^Iistant visitor. Electricity

About ten days ago I saw Mombasa for the first time. It is indeed 
a beautiful harbour. In the early morning the steamer passes up 
the narrow channel leading to the harbour. On the one side are 

' beautiful red and white houses overlooking the river and 
what, presumably, is a suburb of the main town.

One is bound,to admit that the whites who live and work here 
deserve all the beauty and air they can get. For it was a very 
"sficl^ ” day when we arrived: the sort of day which makes one 
disinclined to do anything more than sit in a cool and breezy place 
consuming iced drinks.

But yet one cannot help but recollect Prof. Huxley’s words in 
Africa View, when he writes re Mombasa, “ the European quarter 
b lovely. . . . The native quarter is untidy, dirty, and ramshackle. 
The negroes Iiye in insanitary-looking huts of wattle and daub.... 
The Europeans have as much air and view and space as they need
but behind this attractive fn9ade is a slum.......... the rich, or at least
the comfortable, are all white; the poor and uncomfortable are all . 
b a^. MombuM IS a beautiful town! let us hope that the ugly 
^ ■! teferred to above will soon be removed.

The Anglican Cathedral, which we visited next day in the even- 
nn’th'lVM'^T has a venerable appearance,
a sererce“" ra?^iay^^

by night (or, rather, we did not see it). I 
Dv^f wa'cbed the U.M.C.A. Padre

"“'■/‘’'ir®. from Tongwe, Mr. Tattersall from
^ have their dinner,

twelve ve,™ place. I had not seen it for about

Bishop w“s ""■? “"d
IVooc^ard 1?™ ‘ ‘be venerable figure of Canon
of the old dnvQ typewriter, writing now something
what thev hnvo beloved children, that they may know from
young r^rican l'wIntT*'f I" P‘P'"E1 doy® of P^*™ ‘bo
Sin dSnoi 'he “ days that are past ” when
of being kidnenneaT*",?° ? yards beyond their door for fear 
perhanf a d^Slr’^k”"' A'^bs “nd sold into slavery. There is

sea, at Truly

A Zanuoab Street

were killed while
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is used in most of the little, and veiy Eastern-looking, shops: but here 
and tlicrc is a naked light, and one wonders.what would happen to 
such a congested quarter if a lire broke out.

And so we reach Dar<s-Salaam. Another beautiful place I 
The usual palms everywhere: also flaring' acacias lining the streets, 
giving much needed shade; for it is very hot here to-day. The 
Legislative Council is in session, and Padre Gibbons is down from 
Minaki to attend the gathering. But the Mission lorry has broken 
down, so we cannot satisfy our great desire to see St. Andrew’s 
Teachers’ Training College there. ^
Church which we use is a nice building.

The book shop is a very nice place, and quite came up to expecta
tions. . One hopes that those in charge will soon overcome the 
murmurings from various quarters: but the task of satisfying every
body cannot be an eaq:

I am told that there is a whole Archdeaconry of this Diocese of 
Zanzibar without a single white priest, and Padre Gibbons cannot 
take his furlough because there is nobody to take charge of Minaki 
if he does. It seems a little ridiculous to talk of shortage of clergy 
when churches are thick on the ground, so thick, in fact—let us say 
in South London—that the worshippeis, when divided 
them, amount to only a few at each. Let any 
visit the South London churches on a Sunday morning.

(Let us describe him as " A ” and myself as “ B ”.)
' ^_You are connected with the Church ?

B—Yes,
A—Are you Catholic or Protestant ?
B—Neither, I am Anglican.
A_Mission boys are no good. I had four Mission boys in my

company of K.A.R. at Nairobi. They were the biggest rascals, 
etc. etc.

B—How did you know they were Mission boys?
A_^They could read and write, and one used to hold prayer meet

ings. What do you think of it?
]}_1 should want to know more particulars about them: ns to

their antecedents, the mission they belonged to, and whether they 
were really Mission boys, before 1 could give a judgment. Do you 
know anything more about their previous history ?

A—No, but the raw natives are the best. Why, I guarantee that 
if you took a nigger [he always said ’’ nigger " or “ nig ”] out of 
the reserves, who didn’t know anything about missions, etc., you 
would get a better day’s work out of him than from any of those

”*“^We'Mc°at the matter from different points of view. More
over I doubt whether you could get many raw natives in Kenya 
to-day, i.e., natives who had not come into contact with whites. And 
directly they come into contact with us they begin to gy( educated; 
for education is not confined to the Mission schools.

A—Oh, yes, I know your teaching—brotherly love and all that

B—You^must not misrepresent Christian teaching on the subject.
A—At least you mean that the niggers are not inferior to us.

A—Well, 1 do.^ l’consider that any white man is superior to any 
black man. They are an inferior race: they are -"“‘“''y.

B—You would find it difficult to prove that. You get good and 
bad black men ns you get good and bad white men.

A—Oh, yes I I admit that there are some awful stifis [h'S 
expression] among the whites in Nairobi: P“P'® 
whole dav lone. But take me: I am a respectable person, and 
although Lt a faint I am religious, and yet I consider myself infinitely
supm^rttOsSny n^ger. opportunity. Given the same
opportfLies you would fifd the best blacks not

[he was a Kikuyu going to Fort Hare College], • I should consider

But there goes the time for tea Wyhan t ™
•’“Vufdrn t gTlf ffirco^io';, I hope faithfully.

A pity! The old German

one.

up among 
one who doubts this

n. SOME OF OUR CRITICS
So much then, for these ports of visit. Now 1 want to switch 

to another topic, the main topic, in fac^ of this article.
At Mombasa some passengers got on from Nairobi, etc. 

three or four I am thinking of seemed to think it their duty publicly 
to m<Kk at the (ThrisUan Faith in general and Christian missions 
in particular. There was a Sister on board of the C.S.P. They 
would go and ask her how much it would cost to be converted. An
other proclaimed his intention (over the drink) to present her-with 
various adjcctiv^wtth a glass of beer and a Bible, and to ask her 
which she would have. And I reflected that these are some of the 
^ple who are given ctoge of natives, and have the making or 
marring of their lives. T^ese are the people who are looked upon 
^ prophets of the rationalistic and secularistic cause, and their wise 

‘he wickedness of Christian teaching are received as

The

%

hXr^rra ceS Cam 
He, too, hailed from NairobL 
in y" ‘"'"‘he'- from Nairobi, who was
ISededLt'l.ras fc/.J’^’"'"””'- Our conversation prt.

a very nice person indeed.
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It may be worth while discussing the matter a little further, as it « 
of the veiy first importance. > " u is

idea becames fixed in his mind. He accepts it as a proved fact 
ti«»r takes the trouble really to find out the facts for himself, S 
n his connection with natfvK

m the light of this fixed idea. And if we go a little deeper into the 
matter and ask why should this idea be fixed and propauated

"’“•"P'y J 'hink not unfairly, hl« 
to be that they love to have it so. I would like to make it clear S

ife'T",! “!i^^ no moans universally held, and much evidence 
‘ho other side (see, for example, a paper on

betw^n®" A i^rind”" ‘h« conversation
Sof A’n mfnH 1 / ‘h^ '"hat was at the

I'efs.™ w:
of. There is remefftinp- opponents, ought to beware
missionarTe^ to h^ S^^vel 
bebW ia the ••brotherhTOd ofman ””

f -1.7»

“

make another, and yet we have some who claim that Name looking 
upon missionaries as fanatics or pig.headed obscurantists who 
“ spoiling ” what would otherwise be the “ noble savage.” 
such are not loyal to their religion : they are distinctly disloyal.

It is really curious how the ” noble savage ” figment keeps crop
ping up. The idea is [pace Mr. A] that if only the troublesome and 
interfering missionaries would leave the “ poor savage ” alone, he 
would prove to be a very paragon of all the virtues, and the golden 
age would reign in East Africa. This ” paragon,” however, only 
exists in the imagination. One, of course, knows many pagan 
Africans who are dignified and courteous, but the savage life and 
ideas as a whole are nasty, brutish, and short. Again, it may be 
true that if the intention is only to get as much work out of the 
native as possible with the least pay, it would be best to deal with 
ignorant people who fear you. But this condition would not last 
for ever for the reason that education of a sort begins directly black 
comes into contact with white, and because some educated natives are 
necessary to a successful commercial community in East Africa. 
It is a legitimate question os to what education you arc going to give 
the people: what is so silly is to keep trotting out this ” noble 
savage ” idea as though it were a live issue.

There is another issue which it would be well for anti-mission 
Christians to face up to, and it is this. All this talk about the failure- 
of mission work is, ultimately, the failure of the Christian Faith to 
make good its claim. Its claim is to ” make all things new,” to 
re-create mankind, or restore it to that condition of fellowship with 
God which was the Divine intention for it frpm the first. 'And all 
this is to be accomplished through Christ. But the argument of 
such as ” A ” logically would run as follows. ” These mission 
boys are thieves, liars, lazy, cheeky, etc., becausc^hey are mission 
boys, i.e., Christians. By that fact they are so^^ much the worse 
than they would have been if ‘ left alone * in their pagan or 
Moslem state.” I do not say that such as ” A ” would consciously 
make such a statement; they simply repeat shibboleths without con
sidering where In fact their premises lead them. It may often be 
that if they did they would reconsider the so-called ” evidences ” 
for their opinion, or at least see them in their due proportion. For, 
make what allowances you like for faulty presentation of the 
Christian Faith, for the sins and follies of missionaries, It would at 
least be admitted on all hands that the aim of Christian missions is 
to bring up their converts to be true and pure and honest and hard
working. If Christians, whether black or white, do not behave as 
such, then it is tn spite of their teaching and not because of it. They 
are failures, and failures are met with, alas I in all callings. If any 
profession is to be condemned root and branch because of its 
minority of failures, then no profession will stand the strain: no, 
not even the Army to which '* A ” was so proud to belong. 
Christian missions have their failures as everybody knows, but the 
proportion is certainly no larger among blacks than it is among

are
But

which were its contem-
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“HASTE, HASTE, IT HAS NO 
BLESSING "

whiles: not, in fact, nearly so large. If you are going to condemn 
Christian teaching to blacks on such grounds, then you must also 
condemn the same to whites j which is absurd. So let us be fair.

1 am coming more and more to see what a miracle of grace'it is 
that we keep going at all in the mission field. When you consider 
the immense difficulties which have to be faced, e.g., the gross sins 
of the people and their superstitions, their ignorance and often sits, 
piciousness, the nature of the climate, the ground to be covered the 
constant tvorty about finances, staff, illness. Then, too, on top of 
all this you add the push and attraction of a secularist materialism 
measuring all values in terms of material possessions, sometimes the 
active opposition of one’s own countrymen, or at least, what is not 
really less, an indifference on their part to spiritual things, and a 
hardly^mncealed contempt for the fruits of one's labours. When 
we consider all this, we cannot but lift up our hearts in thankfulness 
and praise for the miracles of grace seen in the mission field.

If we are wise, we shall not allow ourselves to be perturbed 
unduly berausc we are misunderstood. We shall remember that 
Christ Himself was alone upon the Cross: they all forsook Him and 
n^. We shall remember, too, that the early Christian Church was 
misunderstood and misrepresented: Christians were even then people 
who." turned the world upside down,” and were said to be “ haters 
of the human race,” so that whatever disaster befell it was always 
their fault, “ the Christians to the lions.” It remains for us to take 
It patiently, with good humour, without rancour, not rendering rail, 
ing for railing. For when we are weak, Ihen we are strong: having 
nothing, tye yet [rnsscss all things. But the plain fact remains that 
'1 .“ inferior nigger, keep him in his place "
Should become at all widespread, then we should do well to fear for 
the future. For what a man sows, that he reaps. If we sow hatred 
because we oppress, we shall reap rebellion. " If they do these 
things in the green tree, what shall be done in the dry ?”

This is a well-known and oft-quoted African proverb, and has ils 
frequent illustrations an daily life.

The maker of African doors, 
the new mud and pole house of some European worker, sallies 
forth with his axe into the near forest, and brings a pole cut from 
the most convenient tree, and with a few cunning turns of the axe, 
and some slashes with his knife, fashions a door post on which to 
hang that which he calls a door. Alas 1 the pole is ill-chosen and 
the door is heavy; in a few weeks’ time the irate inmate is heard 
asking: “What fundi (master workman) put in my door? Let 
him be called, for it will neither shut when open nor open.when 
shut.” “ There is no blessing upon haste,’’ murmurs ruefully the 
workman as he surveys his poor pole now about to break in two, 
“ Would that I had gone further into the forest and chosen belter, 
for no reward will be mine this time for my work.”

“ Haste, haste, it has no blessing,” says young Africa as lie 
sits down comfortably within a few yards of the school hut, his 
jaws well embedded in a large ripe yellow mango, the juice thereof 
trickling down his grubby little chin while the bell sounds loudly 
just ahead of him, and an anxious teacher surveys the row of 
empty bamboo seats.

called upon to put a door Into

I
.'■1

f':- K.

H.

1
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“ HASTE, HASTE, IT HAS NO BLESSING "
A BLESSING IN DISGUISE" Haste, haste, it has no blessing,” agrees the teacher's wife, 

when, after a niango-depleted morning session, the teacher returiB ' 
home to find no water, no food cooked, no welcome. How can 
you hasten after that long and well-spiced gossip at the well when 
you have to carry the heavy water pot on your head, and the babe 
on your back, and it is so hot and the roacl full of stones. ” He 
must just wait, that's al|."

■There's always another day to-morrow, as the Irish say, and
-----but fools or foreigners would chase the fleeting moments of
an African day. And yet, and yet—the foreigner, who often rahb 
with the fool in the mind of the African philosopher, may have 
his or her say, too.

It was injection day at the Leper Camp, and as the Sister and dresser 
wended their way through the Colony plantation they thought that 
Ihe fields had never looked so full of promise for the harvest.

The patients must surely be rejoicing at the prospect of so much 
food for the coming year 1 After the greetings and final preparation 
the morning's work began. One by one the men and women pre
sented themselves for treatment, whilst their companions sat outside 
in groups holding the little parliament that is always a feature of 
“ needle days.” Mere are discussed all the village affairs, and the 
Sister often heard all about it long before matters were brought to her 
to settle. This morning fragments of their conversation floated 
through the bamlroo latticed walls, and it was quite evident that all 
was not happy. Yes 1 the crops ought to be good, they had planted 
in virgin soil this year. The seed was a gift from the Government, 
and the host that money could buy. God had been good and the 
rain abundant. But oh I the animals. A man might live in his field 
by day and stay awake all night, but in spite of all his care the young 
crops were spoiled. Rats and birds, monkeys and gorillas, but the 
pigs were worse than all the others put together. Could nothing be 
done to rid them of this pest ? Suddenly there was a cry “ Gorillas 1 
Gorillas 1” and with one accord all the men leapt to their feet, sped 
down to the river and up the opposite bank. Then there.wos a holt, 
it was not gorillas but LIONS. The men hastily retreated, and were 
quietly seated again when we heard another cry—the squeals of wild 
pigs being attacked. Help had corne, and for weeks after that a visit 
from lions was a daily event at Tuliani, and if you asked the Lepers 
why they rejoiced, they would say: “ Ah I we are safe from lions 
as long as there are pigs, for a lion won't eat. people if he ca,n get a 
pig, and it we see lions we don't see pigs, and so we give thanks."

So even lions are a blessing sometimes 1

none

“ My turn next,” says Fulani as she pushes her stout person in 
front of a feebler neighbour among the crowd on the dispensary 
baraza. “ Look at my child's eyes, how sore they are I Look 
Mama, look, and give my child his medicine quickly.” “ All will be 
scon in their turn,” says the unperturbed and smiling Sisterj " do 
TOU not know that haste, it has no blessing?” and ruefully Mrs. 
Fulani had to allow the thin and unimportant Mrs. Weedy-one to 
pass in front and receive thot skilled attention which the sick and 

luntned confidentljr to expect at the Mission dispensaries. 
The women catechumens who have come in for their week's 

trenching will remud the floor.of the church.; It is true that they ate 
few, and the church is large, but is not the floor in holes such as may 
cause the rareless to trip? Hasten therefore, O women, for is not 
uie Cord Bishop on his way and can we see shame for our church?"

fnrmucn ‘‘''® "oo" *'”= '“''‘"g had been
“"“petted rainstorm of that wet 

S K a'hkf ̂  ‘’“O"'" " ^“"g^ife and the nicely

■• fuirnes^^^fril'o^L^iS'^P ?' *'''* flatting moment there is the 
ni cIsSrf Srr, ^ ® Wherefore in Africa,

Pejheps >n Africa, where tenure of existence 
seems so uncertain, let us learn “ to make haste slowly.”

C. S. P.

HOME JOTTINGS
The MUilon’f Income.—The following Is a comparison ol the amounU eontrlbulcd 

to the principal working funds of the Mission:
10311032

Total to 
May 31

Received 
during May

Total ta 
. May 31

Received 
during MayFund

££££ 0.7442,6570,010cz
1,085

SS'y- Si7... :::
2,740 40410607600 084105230

11,1022,82711,3703,070Grand Totals

♦ Itecelrol yith Ibankl, .£6 from “ A Well-wisher."
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HOME JOTTINGS

CENTRAL AFRICATo Munlicn ol C.S.C^lt wu ioiind nectssury to postpone the Rclreot errincJ 
et WhiUuntHe for membere of the ^panloiuhip, “ »«"« hu len,.

should Mnd their name* to MUa NuRce, c/o .tha office, aa soon os poasible, and not Uter
than Asgut Min. , * *

CbUdrcfl'c Day 19}2.>-U U booed that this will take place In London on Sahirdar 
October 22nd. Fuller details will be given In later number* of the magazines, but ^ 
would aik those who hope to bring Sunday School children and memben of the Coral 
League to the service and meeting on that day to book the data now.

Laagae at Aisodates.—A few names have been sent to Miss Meade King for a 
possible Retreat at Glastonbury Abbey House In September, but not enough yet for i 
separate Retreat. If any think of It (without being definitely pledged) will they write 
at once to Miss Meade King, 0 Vicars Close, Wells, Som.,-iis the dates, Sept. 64) art 
being reserred, but cannot be ao much longer. The Retreat is open to men and wooea, 
at Associates are both, and also to memben of the Mission and other; workerv. Cm 

pnurimately 16s. varying with time of arrival and departure.

AsteeUlcs' Cbrlslisu Present to Worken,—(3d. upwards from each Associate h 
'asked). For the gift of new books, now sent to twelv-e stations each Christmas andbopd 
for by forty'Clght stations! Postcard to be.sent if acknowledgment desired. Miss 7. U 
Batlly, Meadow Garth, Gloucester. ^ ^ ,

A MONTHLY RECORD OF THE WORK OF THE 
UNIVERSITIES' MISSION TO CENTRAL AFRICA

AUGUST, 1932 Price 2d.No. 596- L.

CONTENTS
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Death of Canon Woodward 
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Funil Island ..............
A Visit to the Mission 
Klwanda Central School 
NOTE.—Neither the Dhhopt of the Misiton nor the Central Ceunefl are retUntlhlt 

for any opinion or ttalement In CENTRAL AFRICA unless ft U elearly'so Indicated
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. It is hoped to hoid the Thirty-ninth. Annual Sale In Aid of Church Work at boau

Ulshop Shedden will apeak at noon on November 9th, and the Bishop of London si 
3.30 ^m. on November 10th. Please note the dates. *

DEATH OF CANON WOODWARD
News has reached us by cable that Canon Woodw^d died on 
June 17th.

From' a private letter we learn that he had a stroke on June 9th 
but afterwards rallied. No further particulars have yet been 
received.—R.I.P.

THE MISSION STAFF
Name i . Diocese Date

Afrfrals f« England

-P'
■55;K!:

Klay 30 
May 31 
May 81 
'une 3 
une 6 

June 18

Miss Healing 
Dr. C. P, Taylor 
Mitt Hawkes

Our readers will be interested to read the following letter received by 
Archdeacon Elliott from H.H. the Sultan of Zanzibar:

The Palace,
Zanzibar. 

17th June, ig.12.

Mitt Wisdom 
Dtpatiwet from England

KM
Deaf Arclideacon Elliott,

The Sultan has learnt with the deepest regret of the Passing away 
of Canon Woodward this afternoon, and dMUM 
and the other members of the Universities’ Mission his most .sincere 
sympathy in your great loss.;

Yours sincerely,
G. Shelswell-Whiie, 

Private Secretary to His Highness.
IN MEMORIAM-JI.I.P.

The Ven. Archdeacon Gilbert Elliott, 
Mkunazini, Zanzibar.Mify i3.-Clara Mary Lance.

Ml» Uac WM . nrj old md ftllhful o.. Mi»loo.
i6S*
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FATHER WOODWARD H. W. W.
Herbert Willoughby Woodward, Priest-in-Charge of Magila 

1888 and Archdeacon 1899-1921.” How impossible it is to realize 
all that is contained in these few words, for those thirty-three years 
were spent in single-hearted devotion to God’s glory and untiring, 
selfless work for the good of souls.

The work of Magila Archdeaconry has now been decentralized, 
but in those days Msalabani was the Central Station which supplied 
the needs of Tanga, Alisozwc, Mkuzi and Ivigongoi, and its Arch
deacon was responsible for the oversight of all four places besides 
his own huge parish with its girls’ school, and boys’ boarding school, 
and its many outschools. It meant ceaseless work, and yet time was 
found to run the printing press, edit a monthly news sheet, write 
the grammar of one African language after another and evbn to 
learn German. The marvel of it was that the whole of his work was 
done in the midst of ceaseless interruptions. Everybody who needed 
help went as a matter of course to the Archdeacon, for he was a mine

o f knowledge 
aboutarchitecturc, 
building, garden
ing, native lan
guages and cus
toms, Church 
matters and end
less filler things, 
and he always 
welcomed people 
with a smile. 

■ There was besides 
the ceaseless 
stream of cate
chumens, peni
tents, candidates 
for Baptism, 
Confirmation and 
First Communion 
ind the Christians 
vvho cither wanted 
to marry, ^or else 
had got into diffi- 
c u 11 i c s after 
marriage. Each 
and all got the 
sam. c patient, 
courteous atten- 
and never-failing 
help, and all was 
done promp|ly 
but without hurry.

So it has pleased God to lake to Himself the soul of his faitliful and 
loyal scr\'ant. We cannot grieve for him, but there is sadness in the 
hearts of all at home and abroad who knew of him, wiio knew him and 
who loved him. There will be deep mourning in the Bonde country, 
where so mucli of his life was spent, where there are so many who 
through half a century derived spiritual benefit from his example and 
his teaching. To those of us who knew him in the old days it is 
impossible to separate him in tliougbt from Msalabani, for we know 
how much Msalabani owes to him (even its name) and how he 
laboured that others might enter into his labours.

Others who worked with him in later years are writing some of 
their reminiscences for our readers, and I add niy tribmo to his 
memory with tliclrs. I first saw him in 1890. There had been heavy 
lasses in the Magila staff—Goodyear, Gcldnrt, Sparkes and Knowles 
all died in the space of three months. Wallis and Mercer were 
ordered home and so Father Woodward was left to carry on the 
ministerial work alone, and Archdeacon Joncs-Baleman sent me up to 
give what help I could.

I can sec him now coming down the orange grove to meet me.
I can see that cheerful smile of his and remember his hearty welcome. 
I can sec him sitting in that room of his, a room crammed with use
ful odds and ends, with boys constantlv coming in with various 
requests. I can hear him telling me about the old davs and his 
experiences at Umba, Msaraka and Misozwc. I could scarcely have 
had a better introduction to mainland work.

Did he ever waste a moment of time? There was hardiv anv 
detail of the work in which lie was not Interested, in which he did 
not take a part, or which he did not supervise. I can see him mend
ing a lamp, inspecting the printer’s shop, compiling simple cate
chisms and studying Bantu dialects. It was sheer joy to him to study 
a new dialect and no one more competent.

When I first saw him in i8go he had already been in the Mission 
fifteen years. I believe that in the last days of his life he was engaged 
in writing his reminiscences of those fifteen years, and I hope he had 
finished this task before he passed to his rest.

I shall nlwn3's think cf him as a mast diligent, steadfast, cheerful, 
humble-hearted and single-minded servant of Our Blessed Lord. He 
had his hand to the plough and he never turned back. May he 
rest in peace, and find In his Master’s service the peace which passeth 
understanding. q,

rc. s. p.I’Mo]
Father Woodward
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Moreover, alt the parish work was done on such sound lines that 
Mngila customs generally became the diocesan use.

In an emergency it was just the same, the Archdeacon was always 
serene and calm and ready to meet it. One Good Friday without 
any warning a German Grand Duke arrived with all his suite, and 
there was of course no food ready, as everyone was fasting. Another 
day two excited young teachers rushed into his room saying, “ The 
whole school has rebelled," and yet another day a heathen man in 
the hospital cut his throat and the Archdeacon was called to help 
stitch it up. War, Arc, famine and p^tilcnce alt came to Msaiabani, 
but nothing disturbed or frightened him, for all the time he lived so 
close to God.

What was still more wonderful, he was a real father to all, both 
black* and white. German officials and planters, French fathers, 
Africans of every tribe and his fellow missionaries, all loved him, for 
his zeal for souls gave him a wldc*hcartcd sympathy. His famine 
orphans always called him " Baba Archidikini " and used to cling 
to his red girdle and play games with him, and the old released slaves 
and the Magila school-boys looked to him in every need. It.is hard 
for us in England to realize what a strain it is in tropical Africa to 
have a father’s heart alt day and night, and never to get impatient 
with tile hundreds of ignorant, helpless and difficult people who 
clamour for help in season and out of season.. Yet no one can recall 
the Archdeacon ever being rufHcd, irritable or angry, though if 
necessary he could be stern to eyil-doers. It was such a miracle of 
grace that one of the French fathers ^id, '* Msaiabani has finished to 
get its saint, and that is Father Woodward ’* ;yet he was so humble he 
never realized the power of his influence.

In the war Archdeacon Woodward was imprisoned with 
other U.M.C.A. missionaries and bore all the hardships of the 
imprisonment with the same serenity and calm. When they were 
released he took no furlough but went back to his old station, and 
tried to walk in without being noticed, but the Christians pealed 
the bells and came in crowds to welcome their Mzee (venerable one). 
In the period which followed he was granted to see the reward of his 
long years of patient sowing. The old lapsed Christians came 
crowding back to be restor^. New catechumens came in such 
numbers to be taught that the teachers were almost overwhelmed. 
All his old teachers rallied round him and cnihusiosticany carried 
out his new plans, and to his joy Bishop Weston prepared five of 
them for the priesthood. Then at a word from his Bishop and his 
Community he left his work to be carried on by younger men and 
went in 1921 to South Africa, cheerfully accepting the pain of separa
tion from those he had loved and ser\’ed so well. The tangible 
r^ults of those thirty-three years can be seen to^lay written large 
all over the Bondci and Shambala country; but the deeper influence 
is in the changed hearts and lives of hundreds who owe a ceaseles.s 
debt of gratitude for the teaching and example of a hidden saint.

Some of you may remember (1 can’t; which means, perhaps, that I 
didn’t learn it early enough) the name of the hermit-saint who tried 
to reduce life to its simplest terms. Many p^ple have made that 
attempt, striving after the higher things.
reckoned among his few possessions a bowl. He would take it to the 
spring near his cell, and drink from it. One day a soldier passed that 
way. He stopped at the spring, to drink. He drank from his hands. 
So the hermit broke his bowl.

Wealth is a relative term, isn’t it? We knew that, even before 
we heard of Mr. Einstein. If I hadn’t known it already, I should Iiave 
learned it in Central Africa. In one of his writings the late Bishop 
under whom I worked in Nyasaland referred to Ills " palace." Alas 1 
that not everybody in the world has a sense of humour. It was mis
understood at home, by some people, and there was a little indigna
tion. 1 saw that palace—unless, indeed, it was an earlier and still 

primitive dwelling, 
think, about fifty pounds

When I was priest-in-charge of Malindi, near the south end of 
Lake Nyasa, where I had a head-station and sixteen out-stations, 
dotted over a district fifty miles long, I also used a house of two 
rooms. There were no pictures, no curtains, no carpets, but I 
rejoiced in a brick fioor—I mean that I rejoiced in it because it was 
made of bricks, not of mud. There is one dc*pcr and more shameful 
degree of luxury. It’s a cement fioor, and the reason why a cement 
floor is a coveted thing is that the white ants can’t get through it in 
the night and eat your scanty furniture. But what stamped me (Oh 1 
how mistakenly I) as a man of wealth was my box of clothes. They 
were chiefly the simple changes of dress that a European must take 
with him to the tropics, but to the native mind they stand for riches.

Earlier, when 1 was at Likoma—Likoma is the cailiedral centre of 
the diocese; it’s an island in the middle of Lake Nyasa, and Lake 
Nyasa is about seven times as long as the Lake of Geneva—I went 
across by boat, nine or ten miles, to another island, called Chizumulu, 
for the Sunday. There were two thousand Nynsas, I think, on the 
island of Chizumulu, many of them Cliristian. We hod schools and 
native teachers on the island, but our staff was far too small for n 
priest to be stationed there. One of us used to go across froni time 
to time at the week-end, so that the Sacraments might be adminis
tered to our Christian congregations. One Sunday morning, after 
the early Celebration, 1 carried the Blessed Sacrament to an aged 
woman Communicant, too old and infirm to come to church. She 
received me (it was so humbling an experience that I shajl never 
forget it) in front of her little hut of bamboo and mud. 
kneeling on a grass mat—a mat plaited of the long, coarse African 
grass. To the best of my belief that grass mat was the only piece of 
furnishing in her home, and the one small square of rough cloth 
that she wore was her entire wardrobe^

But this hermit-saint

i It had exactly two rooms. It cost, 
to build.

more

She was

* An ftddrei* given on a recent Sunday evening, by n former member nf the
Mission, in the Chapel of S. George’* (Ctrl*') School, Clarms, near Montreua.D. C, A.
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, Yc-S} wealth is relative, and it’s a real difliculiy out there. Not 
even the most devoted, the most zealous, European missionary 
live what the Central African native would regard os a life of holy 
poverty. 1 was told that it had been tried in the past—and had 
failed. But there were fine examples of renunciation, of self-giving. 
The other day I noticed among tlie little collection of devotional and 
missionary books, near the Font in our church at Territet, a recently 
published life of Archdeacon Johnson. It's very small; tt would not 
claim to be adequate os an account of him and his work; I hope it's 
only the prelude to a biography worthy of its subject. But I like its 
title. It’s called " A Hero Man.” He was the most heroic man I 
ever kir.w. I am not forgetful of many brave comrades whom it was 
my privilege to serve on three Fronts in the War. But in Central 
Africa Archdeacon Johnson showed for more than fifty years the stuff 
of heroes. The early history of the Universities' Mission, when 
Oxford and Cambridge first responded to Dr. Livingstone’s challenge 
to them to cariy the light of the Gospel through Darkest Africa, is 
strewn with the records of tragedy, disaster, seeming failure. The 
men,who went out in those first days did indeed lake their lives in 
their hands, and Archdeacon Johnson, although he was not quite 
one of the earliest, stood in peril of death I don’t know how many 
times at the hands of the natives, as well os In constant danger from 
tropical diseases that are now less deadly because the safeguards 
are better known. Archdeacon Eyre was another such, who counted 
nothing os loss for Christ’s sake—spent himself, and all that he liad, 
unstintingly and in utter selflessness.

There have been fine women in the Mission, too—worthy to be 
told of with them. Of the many accomplished ladies whom it has 
been my good fortune to know, one of the ablest was at Likoma 
when I went tliere. She comes of a notable family, 
noblcymtnded, noble-hearted mother. How much in life turns on 
that I Like you, she was fortunate enough to receive part of her 
education in Switzerland. She went to Girton and took the Classical 
Tripos. At an early stage of a career of high promise she offered 
herself to tlie Universities’ Mission. She spent twenty of the best 
years of her life in building up the girls’ school at Likoma, and in my 
two ycars in Central Africa 1 saw no finer piece of work.

I GO not suggest that most missionaries, even in that wonderful 
Universities' Mission, are of such quality os these. Some go out, 
os I.went, and arc found to be, in one respect or another, unequal to 
the work or to the climate. But I beg you to remember these shining 
examples when you find missions condemned and missionaries dis
paraged. You may hear it said that missions spoil the natives. I 
don’t think you will hear it said by anybody whose knowledge is 
fii^-hand—unless it is somebody whose self-interest seems to demand 
that the natives should be, os we say, kept under. That is not how 
the Nmv Testament would have us treat them, and even as a policy 
it is short-sighted, for if the rising tide of colour” is not 
Christianized and civilized it .wilt threaten both Christianity and

can

I'hBlOl iUw
Nvasaunu Women

civilization. Our own duty is clear, because Our Lord’s command 
is clear. The Faith entrusted to us isn’t to be wrapped in a napkin 
and buried lill His return. It’s to be put in the bank, the Bank of 
India, of China, of .Africa, so that He 
interest. ^

I was kindly given the opportunity to choose this evening’s hymns 
and the Lesson.t If you look at them again, some time, you will 
see that they have one element in common—other worldliness. 
Many good qualities are to be desired in a missionary. Other 
worldlincss is essential. He must be willing to break his bowl. I 
would not have one of you think of missionary work as a career. It 
is more likely to involve the throwing over of a career. Think of it 
rather as a vocation, to be answered with an utterly selfless ” Here 
am I; send me.” The good that a woman may do in Central Africa, 
ns teacher, nurse, doctor, is unlimited and beyond value. Let me 
give you one small instance only. It happened in my district, but 
a little before my time. A certain Muhammadan village, ruled by a 
Muhammadan chieftainess, was implacably hostile. One day a 
relation of the chieftainess was mauled by a lion. Some bf the 
l.adies of the Mission nursed that case, and'the attitude of thc’villagc 
was changed.

I confess that it makes one’s Iiearl actie to learn of the present 
needs of the Mission—the insufficiency of staff and of resources in all 
the four dioceses. If any of yott have brothers in Holy Orders I 
wish you would ask them to read the May number of Central 
AFniG\—that is if any young and robust priest at home can bear to 
read it through. Incidentally', he will find a reference to my old 
station, Malmdi, and the large district belonging to it. You may

♦ I'nKli»h H>Tnnals 443. 463, 280. S. John svii. 1.21.

may have it again with

She had a
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well wonder why I’m not there now, instead of standing here und 
talking about it; so perhaps I Had better mention that our own doctor 
out there said he couldn’t be responsible for my going back. My 
task, while I had it, was one which nobody could properly fulfil

’ n position there, and 
Often my out*«tation

A VISIT TO THE MISSION
At the end of my first day in Zanzi
bar, Canon Woodward laughingly 
told me 1 was now qualified to 
write a book on East Africa: it 
seems almost as laughable to sit 
down to write an account of my 
impressions of the work of the 
Universities’ Mission after a fort
night’s visit, but such impressions, 
unblurred by familiarity, may be 
of interest.

Most vivid are the memories of 
tlie extreme kindness of all the 
Mission staff. Everyo 
to make the utmost effort to ensure 
my happiness and comfort, and 
to satisfy my insatiable curiosity, 
and my desire to see everything 
and the charm of it nil was that 
it seemed no effort at all, but was 
quite natural, when tired at the 
end of a long day, to want to take 
a stranger a walk of exploration in the maze of Zanzi)]tar streets, or 
to go out in the heat to show her cloves growing!

Then the overwhelming blinding beauty of colour, light and 
fragrance, two pictures stand out in my mind, of morning at 
Mbweni, and of Kiungani at night. 1 had gone to Mbweni with 
Canon Woodward and was waiting in the churchyard before Moss; 
the whole scene was a dream of loveliness, the grey church among 
the tall palms, the flamboyant acacias blazing against the blue sky; 
among the graves splashes of gold and crimson huge bushes of 
hybiscus and frangipani—*' Light of Light ’’ echoed in my heart as 
I went into church with the little group of Christians.

Over our picnic breakfast Canon Woodward told me stories of 
the days gone by; and his recipe for ridding churches of bats—so 
simple, he said, his eyes twinkling with fun, and so clfectiye—“ A 
boy, a cntapault, and no more bats.” Teacher Bella, one of Miss 
Thackeray’s girls did the honours of the school, and talked of her 
visit to England, wanting the latest news of Lincoln and Penzance I

Kiungani—first a swim in the clear hot sea where sill^ little fish 
kept jumping up like bubbles, then the enchantment of night on the 
baraza, the moon in the purple blue sky, the breeze rattling the palms, 
fire flics dancing to the lulling sob of the waves on the shore. After 
a visit to the dispensary, where the head master dressed minor 
wounds, administered ” dawa,” and took temperatures, we went into 
Chapel for Compline, the light from the hurricane lamp cast shadows

single-handed. That is, of course, a common
nowadays it is common in England, too. ...... .......j -----------
journeys took me away from my hdad-station for a week or ten days 
at a time—a little trail of porters following me round with my belong
ings on their heads: a camp bed, a mosq;uito net, a chair, a lamp, a 
few books, the sacred vessels, vestments, one’s simple food and 
things to cook it in. When the present Bishop wrote his review for 
the May number of Central Africa the prospect was that, for a time 
at any rate, that district, and the one next to it, and the next one to 
that, would have a single priest between them, unless the Bishop him
self took chaigc of one in addition to his work as Bishop. And the 
one priest who was available is a priest-doctor, with heavy responsi
bilities for medical work. ne seemed

Is it all a mistake—life, effort, money thrown away ? Because, if 
so, then it must equally have been a mistake, a good many centuries 
ago, to carry that same message of light and hope from the civilised 
countries of the Mediterranean to a remote little island in the north
west that we now call home. And indeed nothing is more certain 
than this; if we do not share our great heritage of Faith we shall 
lose it. Tlie Anglican Church must be missionary, or die. “Blessed 
are they that hear the Word of God, and keep it ’’—yes; but not keep

MawBNi Churoi

it to themselves.

FUNZI ISLAND
Extract from a recent letter

There are now eighty-six lepers on the island and quite a lot of 
new ones this year.

We had a very joyous day wh 
baptized (Thomas, Francis and Anna), and when the Bishop visited 
us after Easter we had a Confirmation.

We have got two near hearers, one a very superior type of man 
who was head boy to a doctor in Zanzibar. He is a great help in 
the School also.

Tlic School is fairly well attended, quite voluntarily of course, 
and gives them an interest, and we sing to our visitors sometimes, 
and they bear up wonderfully well under It 1 

_ We had a very nice visit from the British Resident and his wife 
with sbe Government officials. They came to tea with us in our 
bungalow first and then inspected all round the settlement. They 
gave the lepers such nice presents, a gramophone and several records, 
cig^ettes,^sweets, dates and some money; they were so very nice

Miss Middleton is running a shop for the lepers most successfully, 
and it Is a great joy to them.

en three of our Catechumens were
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Years ago a little boy was writing an answer to a question in 
African Tidings “ What do the letters U.M.C.A. stand for?” he 
had written '* You must care awfully,” when I suggested, You was 
not spelt with a U, instantly came the reply ” I meant US must,” 
and after seeing the Mission at work I say Us must indeed.

Freda Young

of the kneeling boys on to the white walls, and a wave of shame filled 
me that ” retrenchments ” due to our lack of Imagination were 
putting out the hurricane lamps all over Africa.

While at Msalabani I felt as though I had lived there all my life, 
in spite of strangeness it was impossible to feel a stranger; the greet* 
ings I received were so genuine, and when I was introduced as 
Sister Freda’s friend, my hand was nearly shaken off, and the sound 
of her name lighted every face with love and smiles. Going up into 
the hills one day we met Danleli, one of Bishop Weston’s porters, 
his wife and baby. 1 wanted to take their photograph as they stood 
a picturesque group on the hillside, but titcy wished to dress for the 
occasion, and leaving me with three presentation eggs in raiy hand, 
tiiey disappeared into their hut, from which they soon appeared, 
Danicli in fez and kanzu and clasping a prayer book in botit hands, 
and baby Freda in a hideous plush bonnet t

Albano, a young native man, brought to the Convent a very 
beautiful crucifix he had carved, perhaps the fact that he had few 
tools and no training made his work more remarkable, but as we 
stood looking at it in the cloisters it seemed ns though the 
of Africa were seen more clearly? the Hands were exquisitely carved 
and full of power, and the Face seemed wrapt in contemplation. It 
was so reverent and so detailed that you felt the story of the Passion 
had filled Albano’s heart with understanding.

I was thrilled over the native w’edding I saw at Msalabani, when 
they came out of church the bride and bridegroom walked under 
umbrellas, carried by the gucslSr-the bride’s face was hidden in the 
handkerchief she held over it, and they walked, or rather shuffled at 
a snail’s pace, while e.xcited women waved sheeties over and in front 
of them; at the gate they were met by the dancers who, with rattles, 
drums and weird noises conducted the procession towards St. Mary’s 
School where a dance took place, and not much school work was 
possible I I saw the work in several mission schools, and 
delighted with the handwriting—far in advance of that of English 
children—and the evident pride the children took in their work.

Kiwandn is a school to sing about, and how those boys do sing 
of it in their school songl If any one is depressed, I say go to 
Kiwanda for a tonic and come home with new enthusiasms—” See 
Naples and die,” perhaps—but see ” Kiwanda and live.” Live In 
renewed cITort to raise money for a mission where such work is done 
by such men and women for such splendid young Africans.

Do hot think as you read this that all is well, and that we can be 
satisfied with things as they are, we cannot rest while any nurse is 
working alone, imagine the loneliness, the anxiety, the terrible 
ncr^'ous strain on a nurse single handed on a station; and it is not 
easy to be the only teacher, for even a teacher finds it hard to be 
teaching in school and looking after the out-schools, and learning a 
new language and keeping herself keen and vigorous, and for nurse 
or teacher after hot tiring days or nights, prayers are hard to say 
and the spiritual life is hard to live.

KIWANDA CENTRAL SCHOOL
Copy of Report by Mr. Isherwood, Acting Director of Education. 
' igth March, 1932
It is over four years since 1 last visited Kiwanda, and I have been 
particularly interested to see the progress that has been made since 
that visit.

The tone of the School is very good, and the quality of the work 
exceptionally high. A stage has now been readied at Kiwanda, 
and at one or two of the Government Schools, when it is necessary 
to provide further standards which I hope will form a link with 
Makercre, Uganda. I propose to consult the Advisory Committee 
on this subject at an early date, and the project will be discussed by 
His Excellency with the Governors of the other East African Terri
tories at the forthcoming Governors’ Conference. A piore extended 
course for Grade I Teachers will be necessary to aid 
step forward; and a revision of the regulations to the grant-code will 
be essential in tlie circumstances.

Grade II Classes. I have been very much impressed by the
____ ally high standard of work attained by these students for Grade
II. Their work is the best Grade II work that I have yet seen.

Apprentices. I was very glad to find that Mr. Beal, the Industrial 
Instructor, had a keen appreciation of the need of impressing on 
apprentices the opportunities that existed for establishing themselves 
as village carpenters among their own people, supplying the simple 
requirements so urgently needed for improved amenities and condi
tions in native housing. It is satisfactory to learn that native milors 
have no difficulty in finding remunerative employment in the langa

Buildings. From lack of funds, Kiwanda has had to make the 
best of a number of buildings much below the standard of most 
Mission Central Schools. This, I am glad to hear, is being remedied, 
and I will do all I can to assist in this matter. .

I offer Mr. Hellier and his staff my sincere congratulations on the 
splendid work that has been done. ,, ,

(Signed) A. A. M. Isherwood,
Acting Director of Education.

sorrows

this further

unusu
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:
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How shall one write briefly on such a theme as the folk music of 
uncivilized peoples? To do so would ncc^itate expert study under 
favourable conditions, and who can give the time for such study or 
so far divest himself of all prejudices in matters moral as to be able 
to hear and see how the quite uneducated African sings and dances. 
One can but make brief notes of what little one is able to know, and 
yet that little may perhaps be of interest.

In the villages on Lake Nyasa, the Africans are very fond of sing> 
saying of a certain great poet, that 

g it is safe to stay, for bad people have no songs." 
Certainly the singers in African villages seem full of goodwill towards 
themselves and all men, and it would appear too to be a case of the 
more the merrier.

Their sense of rhythm is developed in advance of their melody, it 
is fascinating to listen to good drumming. Unfortunately one hears 
it mostly at night, and those who obey its summons probably occupy 
themselves in pursuits far from edifying. Even at six in the morn
ing an African drummer can make the hearer positively wish to 
getupl

African melodics arc not all easy to describe or write down, 
especially by a twentieth-century amateur brought up on the " well- 
tempered " scale. Many melodics are pentatonic, e.g.;—

' S
V (Canoe-song)

A second part is often added below the melody, and it is common 
for the lower voice to end a fourth below the upper. -The sky and 
lake are a pale silvery blue, and as the sun rises a veritable pathway 
of gold spreads itself before one; the hills change colour too, and 
seem to tell ot all the wonderful things that have inspired poetry and 
art throughout the ages. One might suppose that the songs of the 
canoe men would be of the sublime and infinite. Blit hoi Tlie 
themes are strictly topical and deal entirely with such matters ns food, 
tobacco, the passenger, his weight, his probable destination and the 
chances of a tip !

Apart, however, from simple pentatonic phrases, which arc to be 
found in as different parts of the world as the Hebrides and Tibet, 
there are tunes based on a different scale, if scale there be.

Three or four successive whole tones are frequently lieard,

“ One is reminded of the 
where men sin

o

perhaps by a parly going home after a wedding, and accompanied by 
niuch ciapping, perhaps by a native priest singing “ evermore prais
ing Thee and saying " as he celebrates Mass. It comes, loo, quite 
natural to untrained voices, to introduce, into llie responses, an 
interval between the usual semitone and whole tone; Sunday after 
Sunday the same interval cannot be merely out-of-tune singing; if it 
were, it would vary at diilcrcni times and sung by dilfcrcnt pcoplm 

Africans have a variety of instruments, mostly strings, 
night-watchman on a certain station used to bring one of these things 
with liim on duty and sing on my verandah for our mutual enjoy
ment I We called him Romeo, ugly tho' lie was, and tlic name 
pleased him greatly, in spite of his ignorance of the classics. ^ He was 
obviously expressing liimself too, as he played and sang, expressing 
his queer soul through his queer but by no means unattractive music.

Would that some expert would tell us on what linM the musical 
sense of an uneducated people should be developed. The modes ol 
Greece and Gregory are suitable enough up to a point, but even the 
Council of Trent decided that polyphony had something to be said for 
it, and graciously gave its approval to Palestrina. Nor does it Mem 
quite right to waft Central Africa across several centuries of mus ra 
development, nnd teach them at once the Chorales of the greates 

' To be quite iirmcst, the kind of times wliicli seem to

na
The

and os such quite easy to remember and write down, sliort motifs, 
reiterated again and again, are usually sung by groups of people 
eng.agcd upon some definite occupation.

pO&^V 1

will be sung by a dozen or so men at the N.E. 5ide of the lake as 
they load wood on to the steamer, and the song goes on till the wood 
IS loaded.

Half a dozen men who are paddling a canoe will sing rhythmic 
snatches. Carriers by road will wile away the time by singing a like 
melody as they carry their loads. of masters.
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appeal to them most, and which they readily pick up, are simple 
folk songs with siraightfonvard rh>'thms. and also (I am sorry to 
say) tunes of the stamp of “ suitable for Mission Ser%'ices.” But they 
are a musical people.

HOW HUSENI BIN BILALI DIED
This story was sent to me by Canon Woodward ust before he died. 
It was told him by an African Christian in Zanz bar.

On or about March 8th, a certain man, Huseni bin Bilali, a 
well-known man in these parts, fell into a well. It was n a.m. and 
he and his wife set out, he to draw water and she to bring the cattle 
home. They reached the well, and while Huseni was lowering the 
bucket into the well his wife went to fetch the cattle. ,

Before she arrived at the spot where the cattle were'she heard 
a great noise and turned to see what it was all about; when she 
looked towards the well her husband was nowhere to be seen. So 
,she went back to find out where he had gone, looking in all directions, 
and so came to the well and was startled to find that his stick was 
not where he had placed it, so she peered into the well. She saw 
her husband’s arms when he was sinking into the well. She cried 
out, “ Farewell, my husband " and then began to cry out, My 
friends, come to my assistance, my husband has fallen into the well.”

The people came running at once and there was quite a crowd. 
Sensible people suggested that a ladder should be fetched. When it 
came they let it down into the well. nian named Mzee bin 
Nahodha made himself ready to go down into the well, this man 
knew some Arabic and was one of the Exorcists in that district. 

•He began to speak Arabic and the people who were present said,
. “ It is the Spirit of Mzee who is entering the well.”^ /4'hey all kept 

silent, waiting for the Spirit of Mzee to set about his job.
So the spirit of Mzee or Mzee and his spirit went down 

well. Very soon they heard a lot of Arabic and they were all very 
frightened. They waited for a time, and the longer they waited, the 

frightened they became. At last they saw Mzee coming out 
of the well and waited until he emerged. They surrounded him to 
hear the news, and he with great wonder and fear began to give his 
report. He said, “ This well cannot be entered into. It beat me, 
no one can get inside it and fierce war is being waged in it.” When 
they asked for a further explanation he said that he found swords 
fighting against each other and so he could not rescue the man who 
had fallen in. , • i

Yusuf Simbani. the brother of the man who had fallen into the 
well, tried to persuade someone else to go down into the well, but 
no one volunteered. He offered a reward of ten rupees, but it was 
no use. The people were too frightened: so they sent word to the 
Police Station and the people went to the dead man s house to await 
the C.I.D. . ^ t . eAbout 4 p.m. a motor-car arrived with the Chief Inspector ot 
the C.I.D. and two policemen with ropes and iron hook^ which they 
thought would enable them to catch hold of the dead body. 1 hey 
were escorted to the well and they began to let down the hooks in 
order to grip the corpse. This went on for two hours without anj

X.

HOLY BAPTISM
” Go YE, and make disciples of all the nations, baptizing them into 
the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost.”

Is the full meaning of this last great charge of Our Lord fully 
understood?

It is not merely *' teach ” as in the A. V., but '* make disciples 
of.” which is a further step than teaching. Catechumens are taught 
before Baptism, but they do not become disciples till after it.

Again, it is not only ” in the name ” as in the A. V„ but ” into ” 
ns in the R. V., following exactly the little Greek word Er? = into, 
which has a much stronger sense, for “in the name” might be just 
the net of a deputy, biit ” into ” marks the putting of the baptized 
into clo5e touch with God, grafting the child or person, by 
as a wild olive tree (Rom. xi, 24), into the good olive tree of Divine 
nature, thus making him or her a partaker of that nature, dwelling in 
them, and they in It.

”I have made known to them Thy name, and will make it known; 
that the love wherewith Thou lovedst me may be in them, and I in 
them ” (S. John x\’ii, 26). This is what is meant in the Catechism 
bv becoming ” a member of Christ, a child of (5od, and an inheritor 
of the Kingdom of Heaven.” Do we realize the unspeakable great
ness of the privilege? It stands for peace with God through 
Lord Jesus Christ, but much more than that, it betokens power from 
the newly acquired vantage-ground of oneness with the root of the 
fatness of the olive tree (Rom. xi. 17) in other words, with Our Lord 
Himself.

It i.s because of the greatness of the act and fact that such wonders 
are swn to arise, when a heathen receives the gift, and is placed in a 
position to profit by power from on high,.and to astonish us by 
growing in grace and in the knowledge of Our Lord and Saviour 
Jraus Christ, even to reaching the priesthood, whereby, as Bishop 
Weston said, “ He will be spiritual Father to more souls than he 
ran count. He who helps to make a priest helps to join earth to 
heaven. For he gives God a new point of contact with the souls of 
men.”

nature

into the

more

our

C. G. H. B.
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^ Diocese of NyasaUndHOW HUSENI BIN BILAI.I DIED

A LEADER AMONG WOMENresult. The Chief Inspector asked if anyone would go down into 
the well, but no one volunteered. They said there is a devil walk
ing to and fro at the mouth of the well to prevent anyone going down 
until the spirits have finished drinking the blood of the deceased. 
They said they could sec the devil, but the rest of us could not see 
him as we had not eyes to see. At 5 p.m. a Christian, Denis 
Kimara, said he would go down, and everyone was amazed to hear 
this.

I WANT to tell the 
of one of our 
in women. Her 

i name is Elizabeth
; Nkoma. She owed

her early Christian 
teaching to “Dona”

, Nixon-Smith and to k
“Dona” Bulley. She |

• became a teacher. ?
She married a 1
teacher, and after |
being sent from i

. place to place with ^
her husband, |
Hubert, came to I

' live and work at Ij
.Malindi in 1922 [/
until the day of her 2
death on April 21,
1932.
. She quickly 
grew to know the people and they quickly grew to love her—for 
she was indeed lovable and had a helping hand and a cheery word 
for all in need or sorrow.

In 1925 1 was sent to work at Malindij gradually 
became my friend, as well as my right hand, and motherto my women 
and girls. She was a leader for good and beloved far and wide. 
Withal she was intelligent and diligent. She had just recently 
gained her Third Women Teachers’ Certificate and Bishop’s Licence. 

> The Bishop hoped to present her certificate this week.
In school one felt all was well if Bibl Elizabeth was there. I went 

on long “ ulendos ” quite happily, for I knew that she could a^nd 
did take charge of things equally well during my absence. She 
always wrote to me when I was on “ulendo,” and she always taught 
the children to pray for their ” dona ” on “ ulendo.”

Once a month she would lead a little intercession Service for the 
educational work, and one has been amazed at her prayerfulness and 
Mnse of Christianity. . . . ,,

At our Mothers’ Meetings she would come along and give a talk 
on hygiene or some other suitable topic. . j .

I said she was diligent, It was the indirect cause of her death. 
She always did her village work before coming to school—her 
sweeping, pounding and preparing the food, so that there should be 
no trouble in her family life. On the morning of April 21 she was 
up and doing very, very early, and had gone to draw water in the
moonlight, bright as day. She made a second journey, but alas!

mms. ii
He made his preparations and asked for the rib of a coco-nut'leaf 

and was given one. He look a rope which he fastened to his waist 
because he had heard there was a great cave in the well. ” If I don’t 
come up soon pull me up by this rope.”

So he dc.scended and there was silence. We waited a quarter of an 
hour and then saw him coming up and we all drew near to hear 
what he had to say. He said: “ I got down but the water is deep.
I was some feet out of my depth,” and he showed by the mark of 
the water on the rib of the coco-nut leaf how deep the water was. 
He was asked, “ Did you see the body?” and he replied “ No, but 
I think 1 touched it with this rib, it is at the N.E. side of the well.
1 wanted to dive for it, but could not do so os the ladder was not in the 
right position. Most of the ladder was in the water and I was 
a^aid of being entangled in it. You must take out the ladder and 
moke room for me to dive.”

The Chief Inspector said, “ It is after sunset, we must come 
again to-morrow for this job.” So the people went away and 1 asked - 
Denis ” Did you sec the devil and his swords,” and he replied, ” I 
saw nothing but the water in the well.”

The next day there was no further trouble because the corpse was 
floating on the surface of the water and the people were no longer 
alarmed os Denis had suffered no harm. Someone went in and 
put a rope round the body and it was taken out before the Inspector 
came, by order of the local chief.

Even so I heard that twx> chiefs offered up prayer, and the man 
himself put incense on some fire and besought the devil not to harm 
him.

[o .' ^

nm
>. •
'Is?:

Tbachkh EuzASETii Nkoua

Bibi Elizabeth

Many people still believe that the corpse could not be recovered 
until the Spirits had finished their repast, and one chief told me, 
“ They arc simpletons, because if a man tumble.s into a well and the 
water is deep, the corpse cannot be recovered until the second day 
and the corpse by then will be full of water and so must come to the 
surface.”

This is an extraordinary tale, and if it 5cr\’es no other purpose 
it certainly will help our.readers at home to get a glimpse into what 
is passing In the minds of many folk in Zanzibar, and to perceive 
how difficult it is to form an accurate idea of their mentality.

G. D.
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A LEADER AMONG WOMEN ST, MICHAEL’S, TANKERTON

not to return, for she was seized by a crocodile. No sound was heard 
beyond q throaty noise like a hippopotamus. Her husband, who 
usually went with her to the Lake, but had not been called on this 
occasion, rushed out of the house to the water’s edge, but saw 
nothing. In the midst of life we are in death; it was indeed sudden. 
Her body has not been recovered, though not for lack of searching. 
Our '* C. M.” cre\v have been brave and untiring in their efforts to 
rescue her remains, but of no avail.

The mourning for our loved one is very real. Her husband and 
children Iiave lost their wife and mother. The women and girls arc 
overcome with grief, their friend and mother has gone. Her 

dona " has lost her friend and helpmate.
She gave of her best. God grant her her reward, 

in peace.

inclusive or 35/- a week. But the special note of the House is that 
it is part of the Mission, imbued with the spirit of the Mission, truly 
asmtion of U.M.C.A. What better place for members of the Mission 
home on furlough in whicli to recuperate; for friends of the Mission 
in wliich to try out their vocation for work in Africa; for ordinary 
layfolk in which to seek God’s Will ?

Though naturally members of the Mission have first call on.the 
accommodation, all friends of members are equally wclconicd-by Miss 
Spanton, our Secretary’s sister. Retreats of two or three full days 
are Iield several times a year and private Retreats may be made at 
almost any time. The Ilouse is closed every year during July and 
August, but for the remaining ten months it offers a sanctuary from 
ineffcctualness. F. H. R.and may she rest 

M.L.S.

HOME JOTTINGS
ST. MICHAEL’S, TANKERTON ThB Mlsiion’i Income.—The following is n comparison pf tho amounts 

to the principal working funds of tlic Mission:
contributed

The Mission’s home station is not beitig used as it might be; the 
House is not always full; oh two occasions recently the writer * has 
been shocked to find that he had a room all to himself. It cannot be 
that all the House offers is not appreciated : the explanation must be 
that the existence of St. Michaers is not sufficiently well known. 
Perhaps the notice under ’’Home Jottings” in Central Africa does 
not catch the eye: wc havd studied the first item, ” The Mission’s 
Income,” and been left pondering as to the next sacrifice we should 
make; pondering gives place to action—and we never reach the 
bottom of the page.

What are the attractions of the House? That peace and quiet 
which cannot be had in the world; a lovely chapel, always warm;

whenever possible 
a priest of the 
Mission to say Mass 
and lead in the 
Offices; silence 
quite naturally kept 

. between Compline 
and Sexi; a beauti
ful garden with a 
revolving shelter; 

/books and talk on 
Africa; good plain 
food, and all for six
shim

10311032

Total 10 
June 30

Tola! to 
June 30

Received 
luring June

Received 
during JuneFund

££ £ £ 13,207
044 -

12,017General ... 
Auxiliary 
Schools ...

2,398 8,403
76170 180

1,417376 1,400 433

4,070 16,268Grand Totals 2.840 14,228

It will be noticed that the General Fund receipts for June were jC1,0G5 less than 
in June last year. «

HalLyearly Remittances.—Wc would like to remind those Ruridcc.in.il Secretaries, 
l/>cal Secretaries and others who have not yet sent their linlf.ye.irly remittances, that 

forward at their early convenience any sums theywe should be grateful if they would 
may have in hand.

years ago by 
cr Woodward

Tliere Is a very Intereiliai! book on Fnilicr Wowlward wrilicn a few ; 
Miss Gertrude Ward, and published by the Mission. It is entitled * hulher 
of U.M.C.A.” and costs one shilling (by post Is. 2d.).

ngs a d a y
Trtaiuwi^^St'^'^’*^’’ of ‘he S. Provinces, Nigeria; Junr.
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THE MISSION STAFF . n:
DateName Diocese CENTRAL AFRICA<1rnVals in £n>;Iand 

Miu Clirie 
Mils Willis 
Mr. Kirkland

OtpcilUfts from Sn£land 
Milt Pulley 
Rev. Canon Slokes 
Miss Stokes 
Rev. W. F. P. Enii 
Rev, G. I. F. TwUtlcit«n- 

Wykehnm-Fiennes 
Mr. J. Neave 
Mr. R. F. W. Durrant

June 16 
Tunc 16 
(uly 14

Masaii
Muatl
Zanzibar ;A'MONTHLY RECORD OF THE WORK' OF THE 

•UNIVERSITIES' MISSION TO CENTRAL AFRICAAugust 4 
August 11 
August 11 
August 19 
August 19

August 18 
August so

Zanzibar 
Masasi 
Masasi 
N. Rhodesia 
N. Rhodesia SEPTEMBER, 1932 ■ price 2d.No. 597:' 1-
Nyasaland 
N. Rhodesia

CONTENTS
Or. Murray, who has been a member of the Zanzibar Diocesan etoff since 1D24. 

ha* been compelled to resign for reasons of health. It had been hoped that a prolonged 
furlough would hara given her strength to return to the work, to which she 
devoted, and whidi had done so well, and In which her'gentle sympathy had 
endeared her to her African patients; but she is plainly not strong enough to face the 
tropics again, and her inevitable resignation has deprived the diocese of n dnctor it 
rould not well afford to'lose. • • •

New Mctnbcrt.—Dfomc of N. Rhodt$ia. The Rev. GeofTrey 1. F. Twistlpton- 
Wykeham-Fiennes, P.A.Ox., Curate of St, Alban’s Abbey. Dioctie of Zantihar. Mr. 
R. Francis Durrant, D.A.Canib., Joins the siafT of St. Andrew's College, Mlnaki.

a • »
Nyasaland DIoceu.—Mr. Joseph Neave joins the staff of laymen.

eI
... 204

Editor’s Note .............
Our Old " Chief ” ..so

EDITOR’S NPTE: ;
■' Cinon Travers.-^Our hearts are full of sadness on account of. (he 
gf^t loss the Mission has sustained hy the death pf two of^Jts oldest 
friends ivhose lives had been so intimately hound up.w^th the histoiy 

- of the Mission for half a century at home and abroad.- -Wp knew the

are witing Mite rfCaiwn T™™.’

■ f remember him at: Delahay Street in iSSg.-. We <>? . ...

returned:

Obltaary.—Canon Herbert Willoughby Woodward, M.A., whose death in Zanzibar 
i* announced on our first page, was born In 1864 and joined the Mission as a lnym.in 
in 1875. He was .ordained deacon in 1870 and priest m 1882, and became a member 
of the Society of the Sacred Mission In 1694. Fr. Woodward 
Community to South Africa in 1029 but relumed to the Mission In 1030.

transferred by his

ON H. W. W. IN IMPRISONMENT
Wise in thy child-like wisdom, losing ail 

For the fair sight of God, content to be 
In His dear Arms enfolded: joy for thee 

To run His errands, at His beck and call 
The jive-long day. How should thy pleasures pall 

- Or thy delights decrease, thy gladness flee? •
Among earth’s fetters thou aft ever free,

And joy and peace and hope thou hast in thrall.
Therefore thou smndest at the day’s decline 

Serene and fearless. Like a child again 
Thou hast thy Father’s Hand. The paths unlrod 

The darkness and the silence and the pain 
Touch not the gladness of thy peace divine,

In God thou livest, and thy hope is God.
Nov. 30, 1916. Anon.
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OUR OLD CHIEF

CANON DUNCAN TRAVERS 
R.I.P.

Needless to say Canon Travers made numberless friends. It 
not everyone who understood him at first, but once you knew 

him you loved him. •
He personally, at his own expense, sent a beauuful Christmas 

Card annually to the Mission’s (and his) friends and afterwards gave 
the blocks for reproducing tlie cards to the Mission, thus forming 
the foundation of the well-known U.M.C.A. Christmas Cards.He 
was very generous, and the number of parcels he sent to his friends 
at Christmas had to be seen to be realized. He never forgot anyone 
_a former maid at his apartments in his early bachelor days,tyns
nrSn^w:^ was very fond f bit^
and animals, and his knowledge and love of flowers, especially w^ld.

was

We deeply regret to announce the death, on July 22nd, of the Rev. 
Canon Duncan Travers, Secretary of the Mission 1889—1924, and a 
Vice-President of the Mission. Canon Travers was buried on 
July 25th at West Mailing churchyard, the vicar of Mailing officiat
ing and Canon Spanton saying the words of committal.

On July 26th a Requiem Moss was celebrated at St. Matthew's, 
Westminster. Many friends were present, including past and 
present members of the Mission, members of the General Council 
and the Executive Committee, and the whole of the Office staff.

OUR OLD “CHIEF"
Canon Travers.personified the Mission. His was a life of untir
ing energy, and he spent it fully and freely for the Mission. The 
quotation, which he gave for Insertion in the ** U.M.C.A. Birthday 
Book " published some twenty years ago, “ I would rather wear out 
than rust out *' was typical of the man and his life. He would seldom 
stay away from the Office even if he hrid a heavy cold; he would 
remark ** It will take Its course.**

Few outside the staff knew how he worked for the Mission, he 
rarely hod any spare time in the early days. He spoke at meetings, 
gave lantern lectures, or preached for the Mission most nights in the 
week, and often preach^ two or even three times on Sunday, yet 
he was invariably the first at the Office the following morning; for 
if It could po^ibly be managed he returned overnight, however late 
it might be. And he was always very punctual.

In the early years he tried to write a personal letter to every one 
who sent a contribution, but this became too great a task and he hod 
to delegate ti part of this letter writing to others.

If Central Africa was short of **,copy ” he would write one of 
his telling articles containing short pithy sentences, very much to 
the point.

He interviewed candidates who wished to Join the Mission and 
he entertained missionaries on their return from Africa. Frequent 
meetings of the Treasurers and the Finance Committee, and the less 
frequent meetings of the General Committee made much work for 
him. He was in constant communication with the Bishops and 
found time to write to many members of the Mission; letters which 
they much valued. Bishop Weston said of him “ He lives to make 
us glad.** Yet, however busy he.was, be was Accessible at all times 
to everybody, whether they were members of the Mission, candidates, 
supporters or the Office s^.

His annual holiday usually consisted in being away from his 
post for ten days, and during that time he had been to Nice 1

Ia

I

il

s.,.- •a
• Bisiior Wkstom and Casom TRAvew

.f-i/'X-s? t-fV.; - •'
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OUR OLD CHIEF

THE FIRST ORDINATION IN 
N. RHODESIAflowers, was very great. It gave him much pleasure to receive from 

some friend a box of wild flowers, especially if tlierc were some 
comp^atively rare flowers such os a spatted bee orchis among them. 
On his retirement to West Mailing he was able to indulge his love 
of flowers, and his garden gave him great pleasure.

To illustrate his love of nature, the writer remembers an occasion 
when Canon Travers hod been arranging flowers in vases for the 
altar of Dartmouth Street Chapel and found an earwig on his table. 
He carefully got it on n piece of paper, saying "Come on, old chap ’’ 
and gently deposited the insect among the flowers. The previous 
evening I had been trapping and killing scores of earwigs from my 
dahlias and I felt that 1 could not rise to the heights the Canon had 
attained I

He had a keen sense of humour and thoroughly enjoyed a good 
joke; it was n joy to see the twinkle in his eye as he told you a good
"Tis

In this diocese it is not often that we can get people together, owing 
to the expense and difflculty of travelling the long distances between 
one station and another: but for the ordination of our first African- 
deacons we were able; to have at Fiwila priests from all our stations 
except Livingstone and Fort Jameson. We had to be busy long before- 
hand preparing for this sudden increase of Europeans to exactly 
double the usual number—a serious matter when your shops are 
over a hundred miles .tway. We got in extra stores, turned-our 
carpenter’s shop into a dining-room, and built grass huts to accom
modate our visitors.

Their arrival was not without adventure. The Bishop came a 
week beforehand and took a Retreat for the ordination candidates. 
They had been out for two days working on the worst patchra ol 
road, and the Bishop actually got through without mishap. Others 
were less fortunate. Bishop Embling and Padre Godfrey came 
through safely from Ndola; but Padre Jones, going in to Kapiri 
Mposhi in our lorry to fetch Padre Adams and six Mapanza school
boys, was forced to sit in the bush for twenty-eight hours before 
ever he got to Kapiri, for his front wheel came off and could not be 
mended.^ He was lucky enough to find a boy with a bicycle M the 
road, and got an S.O.S. into Kapiri; and by a further pi«» of 
luck they were eventually able to repair the lorry, pick up their 
passengers and loads at Kapiri, and reach here safely, though more 
Than twenty-four hours later than they were expected. Padre and 
Mrs. Leeke had quite a good journey in their car till^hey stuck fast

not for me to speak of his great spirituality, it was obvious 
that he walked with God.

. Canon Travers' relations with the Office staff were ever of the 
most cordial nature; he always had their interests at heart and he 
did much for their welfare. His devotion to the Mission fired the 
Staff with a desire (o emulate his example.

We were always delighted with our personal contact with the 
chief,*Va talk with him was keenly enjoyed. He would talk of 

flowers with those of us who had gardens and about locomotives 
with another who took a keen interest in rafilway engines. It sur
prised us to know that he had made a special Journey to Paddington 
to see the latest type of engine.

I remember that in the early days of motoring he hired a motor
car and took three of us one Saturday afternoon for a trip into 
Hampshire so that we might experience this new form of locomotion. 
At Christmas he made a personal gift to each member of the staff.

.Needless to say v?e loved him and were always eager to do his 
bidding, or to do anything for him that might ease his burden but 
he made few calls on us. ’

Canon Travers* passing will leave a blank, but we will always 
remember our old ** chief ’* and all he was to the staff and all he was 
to the Mission, and thank God for his life of selfless devotion. May 
he attain that peace which he ever denied himself on earth.

B.
IWa ragral, that omng lo tha iUness of the Secretary, he was not able 

to let ra h^e m time for this issae of CENiRAt Aprica two articles 
which he hadptomwed to wrile-one about Canon Travers and the 
other about Canon Woodward,

ffappily. Canon Spanton is recovering, although ordered by his 
dpclai- to work less strenuously for a lime; he hopes to write the 
articles for oiir October number.

PiiPi/I?

(utH niftfcKt*
Fiwiu Ciiuaai
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in a dambo—fortunately only five miles out, Gcldait, the solemn 
pillar of the native church in Broken Hill, proved his worth by 
running in to tell us of their plight, and they were rescued by the 
Bishop, who brought them back just in time for dinner.

I Thus, by Thui^ay night, all our visitors had arrived but Padre 
Smith, who was walking in the two hundred odd miles from Msoro, 
giving their Easter Communion to his Christians in the Lwangwa 
Valley on the wa^. The fact that he prefers not to use a bicycle 
elicit^ the following ^mpathetic, if libellous, remark from the wife 
of one of the M^ro ordinands; “ Poor Padre Smith will be tired 
when he gets here,, coming all that way on his feet. He doesn’t 
know how to ride a bit^cle." He brought .Christian carriers with him 
so that at least a few of the Anscnga Christians might witness the 
ordination of the first three deacons of their, tribe.. We rather 
expected him on Thursday, but he did not arrive till Friday morning, 
having been persuaded by the people of Chiwanda’s village to go off in 
a dug-out to shoot a hippo that was troubling them. He murmured 
something about needing the fat to grease his rifle.

Friday was set apart as a Quiet Day, conducted by Bishop 
Embling. Amid all the rush of preparation it was of tremendous 
value to get this time to Joy aside our work for a definite period and 
to be given the opportunity of making some spiritual preparation 
before the ordination.

Saturday was inevitably a day of great activity. The women 
swept the churcli, boys polished brasses, Mrs. Leeke ironed albs, 
helped by some of the senior.schoolgirls; and everyone was kept 
busy with the numberless odd jobs that can only be done at the 
lost minute if everything in churdi is to be of our best. Our vestry

IU(M mitAiMii
Tub PBOCKS5ION AFTBR TUB ORDlNAnOH

is so small that it required some ingenuity to arrange that eve^one 
should vest in some degree of comfort. I believe that each priest on 
arriving was given a paper telling him exactly where to go and when; 
They must all have been praiseworthily obedient to their instructions, 
for each appeared in his place at the right time, and there was no 
confusion or uncertainty at the last moment. The church was full 
for Solemn Evensong, the ordinands among the congregation for the 
last time, the children round-eyed at the unwonted sight of too 
bishops. After the rush and bustle of preparation one was conscious 
of a great peace and of quiet dignity of line and colour.

We had been having a spell of cold, cloudy weather; but Trinity 
Sunday was a perfect day of sunshine without unbearable heat. 
When we got to church the ordinands, in albs and amices, were 
already in their places, two by two, each side of the chancel steps. 
The seven tall candles in their black native candlesticks were alight 
on the altar, and the sun shining through the little stained-glaw 
window by the credence table made patches of colour on the server s 
white kanzu as he prepared the altar. - \

First to enter was Bishop Embling in cop^ and mitre, with his 
deaconsof-honour, Padre Leeke dnd Padre Adams, ;n gold 
dalmatics. Then came the Bishop's proton, w.th 
servers from St. Mark's College, Padre Hewitt dea»n and Pad e 
Smith sulwleacon, Padre Jonis assistant priMt, 
cope and mitre, embroidered in red and gold. The rather 
chLcel with its brown mud walls and stone altar was filled with

wli"" Bishop Embling. who first spoke
words of encouragement to the "iheModSto leave the shelter and companionship of their Theological

KKV. lUAC MuKOWA (aCTUAUT Tl'ii mST ORDAINBD) AKD ms PAUILY soon
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THE FIRST ORDINATION IN N. RHODESIA Diocese of N. Rhodesia

cge to go out into their villages. He reminded the teachers 
the College boys of their new responsibilities, as it would be 

for them to train those who would follow in the steps of the^ first 
d^cons. Lastly, he spoke to all of their duty towards their 
African clergy, both to have them constantly in their prayers and 
also to support them by their alms. The offerings at the Ordination 
WMC given to a fund for the support of the African clergy, one of 
the first contributions being a goat which Shaiwila, the local 
Christian Chief, had given as a present to Bishop Embling when 
he arrived.

After the sermon, Padre Smith and Padre Godfrey presented their 
candidates to the Bishop. We then all knelt for the Litany. The 
moment of the Ordination is unforgettable, as each knelt b^ore the 
Bishop and at his hands received authority to execute the office of a 
dcaoon in the Church of God. The four figures standing vested at 
the chancel steps represented the work and hopes of so many people 
and of so many years that one felt almost afraid for them ; but there 
came, too, a realization of the great cloud of witnesses who were 
present to help them, the long line of people of every colour 
tongue, stretching from these newly-ordained right back to

Coll
and SERMON PREACHED AT FIWILA

own At the Ordination on Trinity Sunday of the first Africans in the 
diocese to the diaconate

By Bishop Embling

It is to you who are about to be ordained that I would first speak. 
It is a word of warning. Here you have been living a sheltered life. 
You have lived amongst those who have enjoyed what you enjoyed, 
amongst those who have thought of sacred things as you think of them. 
Bells have called you to prayer. You have perhaps already been 
thinking of the time which is coming when you will find around you 
again the temptations of your own villages, when the old dilficulties 
will beset you again, and you may have asked yourself the question, 
shall I ever be so good again os I am now ? Remember, then, that 
■"Cl all have felt the same when our training ended and our diaconate 
began. I almost wept when I left my theological college. Listen 
to a story. When the axe is new the edge is even and keen, the 
metal is bright and the shaft is polished. After it has been used the 
edge is chipped and the brightness is dimmed, but no man says that 
the axe should not be used. When the edge is blunted it can be 
sharpened, the dirt can be wiped off. You arc going out to do the 
work for which you have been prepared, you will get dirty again 
and again, you will get tired. But you can get clean again, you can 
get rested. By careful prayer, by regular Bible readiijg, by thought
ful preparation for and devout reception of the Blessed Sacr^ent 
your edge is sharpened again. Don’t be afraid. The Holy Spirit 
goes with you. You can be your best.

It is to you teachers and prayer leaders that I would now speak. 
This ordination throws a greater responsibility on you than hereto
fore. It is you who must get and must train those who are to foHow 
in the steps of those to be ordained to^iay. Listen to a pory. You 
grow corn for your food and for the next year’s seed. The more you 
grow the greater selection there is, and therefore the better Med. 
The more scholars you have in your schools the more there will be 
from which to choose, dnd so the greater will be the choice.

This depends on you the teachers. You must visit the hom^. 
You must get the children to attend the school, you musj get ^e 
children to attend regularly. To do this you must teach carefully, 

prepare your lessons in advance. Parents will be more 
1 allow their children to come to school if both teacher

weand
to the

Apt^lcs themselves: and wc knew that we were not alone in our 
praj^s for them. It was indeed a solemn and glad Eucharist that 
was offered by the Bishop for us all that morning.

.. In. the afternoon .a Solemn Evensong was sung with the four 
newly-ordained ns dcacons-of-honour to the two Bishops. The next 
mdming High Mom was sung with an African Deacon and Sub- 
Deacon, and many of the people received for the first time the 
Blood of their Saviour at the hands of one of themselves.

Four African Deacons in on area five times the size of England 
and Woles 1 Do our hopes seem a trifle absurd ? But it was once 
said of a mere handful of men in a remote corner of the Roman 
Empire that they had turned the world upside down. Trinity 
Sunday, 193a, may well be a turning-point in the history of this 
diocese. Pray for these deacons on whom we ate putting so great a 
responsibility. After four months we hope they will return here 
for another year to prepare for the priesthood. I hope some of you 
will riunember them by name:

Isaac Mungwa 
Isaya Mazara 
Patrick Muyawara 
Andrea Mulinda.

Pray, too. that their wives and children may help and not hinder 
them in their work; that all may keep the Vision that they have 
surely seen; and pray, too, for our Bishop and all who will come 
Into contact with the newly ordained, that none of us by word or 
example may cause one of these little ones to stumble.

you must 
inclined to
and teaching seem good.

Religious instruction is the most important, 
must be most carefully prepared. Prayers must be reguldrly Mid. 
Your own lives must be lived with circumspection, your devotional 
life in good trim. Otherwise your work will be in vain. So you

That instruction

D. J. H.
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Diocese of ZansibarSERMON PREACHED AT FIWILA

A NYASA COLONY IN BONDEIwill win, and so prepare those who can carry on the work of these 
to be ordained to-day.

' And now I would speak to all of you. To-day is a very momen
tous day. To-day we begin a new and a' great, work. It is the 
beginning of the native Ministry in this dio^e. After much prayer 
and anxious thought and consultation with his advisers, the Bishop 
has decided to ordain deacons from among yourselves. Until now 
it has been white missionaries who have formed the sacred ministers 
to teach you and guide you. To-day you begin to help yourselves. 
We know, we always knew, that the white man could not convert the 
whole of Africa, It must be yourselves, you can do it. This 
morning four representatives from yourselves are being set apart for 
this work,’

But you must help them. Firstly, help them by your prayers; 
keep their names in your minds and mention those names in your 
prayers. Secondly, show them that respect which is due to all 
ordained ministers. They have been specially prepared for their 
work. You would not trust a man to drive a motor-car who had 
not learned to do it; nor would you think that a man who had never 
learned could teach another. So, look to those who have been 
specially trained for God’s work to teach you the things of God. 
Thirdly, you must help them by your almsgiving. You must support 
those of your own nation who labour on your behalf. You must 
keep some money from your wages and give it to the work. You 
have no money or wages! Then bring of .your fruits. A few days 
ago your Chief brought me as a gift a goat. I wondered how your 
Chief would like me to use it, and I decided that he would wish me 
to give it to the Bishop to help that fund, called the Bishop’s fund, 
which helps this work. By your almsgivin'g you will help this 
work, the work of converting your fellows, and of bringing them to 
know the God whom you yourselves worship.

Therefore, this morning, pray; First, for our Bishop, that he 
may have strength and wisdom to carry on this work. For the guid
ance of the Holy Spirit each time he may decide which amongst you 
are called to the Sacred Ministry.

Secondly, pray for all priests and deacons, that they may be faitii- 
ful in preaching the Gospel and in ministering the Sacraments.

Thirdly, pray for yourselves, that you may have zeal to spread 
the truth of Christ amongst your neighbours; and strength to lead 
a life consistent with the religion of Christ.

Steadfast, sturdy and strong—-they look it, do they not, these 
who have walked from far-away Nyasaland to find work on one of 
the Bwembwera sisal plantations between Magila and Koropve. 
Nearly all of those who come to this particular camp are Christians, 
not in name only but in fact. “ Leave our religion behind us? 

y should we? Is it not the chief thing that carries us back to 
home, and helps us to live in this strange land?”

Pathetic it is, too, to see them sitting beside the little Kihuhwi river 
when the day’s work is over, weaving their nets In readiness for the 
happy day when in place of this trickle, made poisonous by the sisal 
refuse, they will see again the lively waters of their beautiful lake.

A few months ago they finished building a little church in their 
camp. Padre Yakobo, in whose parish it is, said Mass there on 
July 15th and blessed and dedicated it to that most gracious saint, 
St. Joseph of Arimathea. Soon afterwards came a generous grant 
of books from their own bishop, Bishop Douglas; and now every 
day they have prayers there together, morning and evening, in their 
wn Chinyanja tongue. Soon they will have a school of their own, 
for these Wanyasa put us Wabondei to shame by their zeal for 
education. There is hardly a man or a woman among them who 
cannot read and write; and it has been a real grief to them ‘hat the 
children are growing up in ignorance
heart, especially the young unmarried men, for_ temptations are 
many and strong in camp-life, and we pray that they ""ay go back 
to thmr homes, when the time comes, the better and^ot the worec 
for their sojourn with

men

iWh
our

ic. s. r.
BU'EMDWBRArhotoi NrABA Mbm Working at
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A FEAST DAY AT NAPACHO
Diocese of Matasi

mA FEAST-DAY AT NAPACHO mM
Napaciio is ihe name of a Maltua chief who lives at the foot of a 
mountain named Scngwa. The chief himself is a Muhammadan 
and has two wives, but he is very friendly disposed towanis the 
Mission, which has been working in his village for about ten years.

There are now about fifty adult Christians in the village and thirty 
or so catechumens, whilst there is a school of between forty and 
fifty. Very few of the children are Christians, but most ate cate, 
chumens or hearers. School attendance is often very difficult, for 
the village is situated on the outskirts of a large forest, or perhaps 
jungle would be a better word. Here is a happy home for elephants 
and bulTalo, Hons and big game of all sorts: pigs, apes and monkeys 
always abound. Sometimes serious tragedies happen. This year 
a man was killed by a buffaloj two men were eaten by lions, and 

' some time ago a small boy was very badly mauled by an ape but 
fortunately he was taken to our hospital at Lukwika where he received 
treatment, but he will bear terrible scars aU the days of hk life. It 
IS no wonder then that after some such tragedy, school attend- 
Mce decreases, for many of the children must walk quite long 
distances through the jungle to school. Then, too, there are the 
plantadons: if these are left unguarded, the crops may be eaten or 
destroyed and the population fdeed with famine in the coming year. 
So the chil^n are wanted to drive away pigs and monkeys, and to 
guard the nee fields from birds in the daytime, whilst their parents 
watch by night to drive away bigger enemies. At some times of the 
y«r (and unfortunately it is nearly always during Lent) it is very 
djmcult for Christians to come to church, but Bishop Weston taught 
them that dunng times of such difiiculty they must come to church 
In turn; one Sunday the father will come to church, and the mother 
stay to guard the crops, whilst on the next Sunday it will be the 
mother’s turn and the father must stay behind.

In this countiy there is so much to contend with: drought, poor 
Mil, anim^j It is often such a fight to get the daily bread, that it 
k no _wonder if at times and places “ Seek ye first the kingdom of
d rIS™2 No wonder, perhaps, that some-
times fo<^ and dnnk are almost the sole topics of conversation and 

plenty overeating and drinking are very great 
cmputions. However, in spite of all difficulties children do »me 

church, iwplc find time to come to teaching and to 
worship God, and the Faith spreads. To^lay, June 5th, we have 

^ St. Boniface. The
wif1, immediately started work. There

of Christian parents to be baptized 
taught for first Communion; some school children 

rb... os candidates for baptism and a similar
class for adults. Then there were confessions to be heard. The

I15
mm1. m (imm

An Akort Apr

some are ill, some were away, and two are living in sin.

thing was ready and the service started with a procession down t^ 
churih and ouuide and all round. We love processions ■" Afr^ 
and we do love a banner; we couldn t get a
but some kind friends had sent out a banner "'''f ’
the teacher Alfred demanded as he had once stood as godparent to 
a m" was christened by that name. Before Jhe pr«^™ 
banner was shown to the people, who were told that d ri^p^^nted 
St. Patrick, that he was a Saint, and both he “"d^. ^"dac 
in heaven, and are we not one happy family? We 
Communiin of Saints, and we would process under the patronage

TMche” Alfred Showing that devotion which all old Ktungani 
and Minaki boys have to their patron St. A"dtcw, had tyriuen

'"f r 5 ;s s
attempt to scati the lines:

Hut SMbv*Iesttd%"i1 by Him, 
Our Boniface.
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Momy, mmmlom, linnour and comfort,
'Urn dim leave wlien lliou lieacdest 
Vm vi/ke el Jesus and followed him,

Our llpnlfocer

Tliou mn not frightened by the.Hem peoyHe,
Tfiou didst cut that big tree,
And didst conquer the fierceness of evil peop]^

Our Oonlface,

SoHonlface do thou help us,
Tlwo didst not shed thy blood in vain,
Tbot) bast the regard to pray for us.

Our Boniface.

Veoiface, do thou help us,
Do thou pray for us when we are fighting.
Do lf»o obtain for us grace to conquer.

Our Boniface.

So fet us worship God,
Who is One in Three Persons,
Let us giorify Him Us thou didst,

Our Boniface.

After the Gospel there came the sermon; we were told just how 
tire churcii had been built to the honour and glory of God, and that 
0>d*y we must thank Him for all His mercies and for the great 
blee^ngs tluu we had received in this church. Then we were 
reminded that the church had ns its Patron St. Boniface, that we 
must give tJianks for his life and work and pray that we might have 
grace to follow his example. We were reminded of how he had 
round the heathra much given to the cult of a tree sacred to the god 
«Ihundt^ and how he had cut it down and huilt a church out of its 
lirmw. Irea had been created for man’s use, but man had mis- 

‘O use our gifts in the name of God and 
If"""’® “'at was causing us to

li „/if' r^^*" ‘f® “™‘"' “'"Steen catechumens were drawn up 
.1, the WMt and made their promises to renounce the

waTl. 1.1.1 "u i thuy were exorcised and signedw III holy Oil, then, turning their backs on Satan and facing God’s 
dllfl'n. repuated the Lord’s Prayer and the Apostles’ Cr^, and 

“'®"’ PreP'U'ation for baptism had begun.
In Uln'f "®*"B'"'*'»<• there came the saleof the offerings brought
rO(MB^sSmISm,l.^f"P’ “"t® ““t" eggs and some cassava

I . ^ ’'®'y d'ffieult to dispose of these aims, but

The collection came to three shillings and sixpence. The church 
pays all its expenses and for this year has also given over thirty 
shillings for the spread of the gospel.

A. D. S.

Diocese of Uasasi

A NEW ALA OUT-SCHOOL
Mahota is an out-sution of Newala some* six miles away. . 
The teacher who has;been there sinceTost September says—“ These 
people belong to the Makonde tribe, and it is very difficult to get 
them to send their children to-school, because they say if we send 
our children to school they will be lost to usfor weare Jduhammodans.
In iQ24,the;people of Mahuta’asked to have a school, and they were 
sent a teacher who stayed there for five years, and when he left there 
were.about eleven people who wished to be Christians; • Now the 
school attendance Is much better, the children come more regularly 
and quite lately several girls have begun to attend. About two and

SLd this was nothing at all to regret as God kno'^al. " 
eet very many patients who ore suffering from all sorts ot diseMra, 
f“d th?y nre'^ble to get ’ sindnno ’ here and peo^e com® to have 
their teeth out and to get ‘ dawn for their eyes, etc. Let us^ pray 
Almighty God to help us with these P“P'®'“l.®; ®L® E^^d

g^ work. week “fter Mass padre

expressed their desire to come. . difficultMahuta is a very Muhammadan plpce and^^.svy^^^_^

SXSiSS.”" y -“rsvfc “ E«
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Diocese oj MasasiA NEWALA OUT^CHOOL

arc both Muhammadans and she became engaged to a Muham
madan youth, Hamisi, who afterwart^ became a catechumen and 
persuaded B. Saidi to come for Christian teaching. Later on 
Hamisi lapsed and returned to his old religion and took to himself 
a Muhammadan wife. After a short time he sent word to B. Saidi 
that he wanted her ns his second wife. She replied that as she, at 
his request, had begun to follow the Christian religion she could 
have nothing to do with a Muhammadan. Hamisi then sent her a 
present of a “sheetic” and said he wanted her so much that he was 
willing to return to Christian teaching once more if she would he 
his wife. Binti Saidi sent back the “ sheetie " (and any one who 
knows how extremely difficult it is for a girl to get a smart " sheetie,” 
will undeista'nd what a real sacrifice this was) and said she did 
want a husband who was ready to change his religion whenever 
convenient. Now Binti Saidi is a catechumen, let us pray she may 
have courage to persevere.

Six a.m. and a very dark and cold morning. The Angelas rang 
and a small boy crept into church (this is only an extension built on 
to the school with mudded walls). He was clad only in a very 
diminutive and ragged shuka and looked very cold. He knelt 
reverently for a minute or two, then carefully put down the mats 
and placed the books ready for the teacher, and crept out again. 
He returned again after some minutes with two little pots of flowers 
which he had gathered and arranged with great cate, these he 
placed on two little stands near' to the cross. It took some time 
before he was satisfied that they were arranged to the best advantage. 
And if the flowers in one pot (an empty milk tin) were flattened 
down as much as possible and those on the other side were standing 
up gaily, I think the angels watching were filled with joy, and that 
Our Lord must have smiled tenderly as He accepted this little offer
ing of love from a small catechumen boy in this Muhammadan 
village. C. S. P.

ST. GILESTN-THE-WOOD
To the southeast of Namagono Central Station at Lukwika there 
lies a small belt of what was till comparatively recently practically 
unexplored forest, and an ideal playground for all sorts of game. 
On ^e south-east side of this tract of country lies the village of 
Lukula, which has the dignity of a motor-road from Mosasi, and 

. lives under the most appropriate patronage of St. GIles-in-the>Wood.
Two years ago the journey from Lukwika to Lukula was shortened 

. by the cutting of a path through the forest, which makes the walk 
< only two and a-half hours through the most b^utiful forest ^:enery 

anyone could want to see, and it was in the middle of November that 
. I traversed it for the first time, in the company of the priest-in- 
charge of Namagono. We came on Lukula suddenly, and our 
arrival coincided with the mid-morning interval in the school. Very 

i rapidly our “ baraza ” was surrounded by a crowd of children of 
assorted sizes, who had come to greet the Archdeacon and have a 

i look at the new European priest.
Now the Archidiaconal knapsack is a wonderful and mysterious 

thing on safari—one never quite knows what will emerge after the 
inevitable thermos flask! The children watched it with great atten
tion, and from its depths there appeared several items of great 
wonder. First there was the little bottle full of water, with a rubber 
cap at the top, containing a quaint little man inside. This gentle- 

lived at the top of the bottle, but as soon as the rubber cap was 
depressed by a thumb,, he rapidly descended to the bottom, turning 
circles en route. The removal of the thumb caused him to bob up 

Here indeed was a mdhrel I The

not

man

again with many gyrations.
children shouted with joy, and stood round in a circle clapping their 
hands, and chanting a kind of Litany, so it seemed. This toy 
amused them for several minutes, and then the next appeared from 
the knapsack. This was an apparatus far too complicated for 
description, but its effect was to produce a series of blue, red, and 
white star-like miniature fireworks. This too was received with 
an ovation, and after a short interval a band of very happy children • 
departed once more for school. Here we found them, twenty-nine 
in all, later on in the morning, and I was told that they were at the 
moment of our entry learning the Swahili equivalent of early

AfteMOTkifig a?the°Khool for o few minutes.we visited the 
■ church, which was in course of construction, and at

sisted of a skeleton of trees, nearly ready for the proce^ of adding 
the walls and grassing the roof. The .E'O.P'' 
about their church, and evidently took pride in showing it to voters.

!

to Afrie*. 
I nnd hndA TftUct, in memory ot the late Padre Bucknall Smith, la now on ita way t 

It la to be fdawd In the church at Nkwaal, Ukoma latand, which he deaigned
built.

The Inacrlption ii>-
Ttmkumbuklie (let ua remember) 
Kaslit Watu (our Prlesl)
Evelyn BucknaU L. Smith 
Adabadwa (bom) June SO 1B50 
AditUa (he left ua) April 23 1031 
Apume pa mteodele (R.I.P.)

new

The material is in fine roiled tepi* bronie. The lettering was sketched by Mr. 
Hallam Murray, who has ao often placed hla artlatlc aIdU at our aerrice. It U deefdy 
engraved and left aa from the chisel. The tablet It a loving offering from old U.M.CJl. 
friends and a slater.
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from Mkumburu, a village three or four miles away, a year or two 
ago. Lukula, was evidence for all to see of the working of that Power 

which once came down as a " rushing mighty wind.” It may not 
always be easy to see it; it is always very easy to disparage 

' question the permanence of our work among a wandering tribes but 
nevertheless the winds of God are truly blowing in Lukula to.day.

George K. Tihbivits, O.G.S.

After the afternoon’s rest we went into the school for evening 
prayers, which were taken by the teacher in the vernacular: there 
followed a hymn in Swahili and the Swahili Prayer Book inter
cessions for the day. The school seemed hardly big enough to hold 
everybody, for there are many catechumens in this place, and they 
were all extremely devout. After this short service, we went for a 
walk with the teacher, and visited several families in the neighbour
hood. At one isolated Muhammadan household we stayed for quite 
a time, and the family seemed pleased to ^ us and had much to 
say. We returned to the Mission Station by another route just ns 
the sun was setting.

The next morning the Holy Sacrifice was offered in the school, 
with a bamboo table surmounted by the school blackboard by way 
of an altar, with the Archdeacon’s portable altar stone on top. It did 
not provide as much space as one could have wished, but it seemed, 
in a way, most appropriate that the school blackboard—the vehicle 
of much instruction and learning—should bear just for a few moments 
that most Precious of all Burdens, thereby to be truly hallowed 
through the ensuing months. This trivial incident seemed to one 
person, at'any rate, to be symbolic of the ideal of all true education, 
that learning and godliness should go hand in hand. The school 
was full, and the congregation attentive and reverent. One felt that 
the days of the Apostolic Church were being reproduced 
in the African forest, where at last, after ages of ignorance and things 
worse than ignorance, men are fulfilling the Pauline tradition of 
” continuing steadfastly in the Apostles’ doctrine, and in the break
ing of bread, and of prayers.'.’

Breakfast being over, a good deal of time was spent in " writing 
down ” a marriagej all sorts of questions having to be asked of both 
parties and their respective relations and elders. These questions 
are necessary for obvious reasons, but also they give the priest who 
asks them a good idea of the characters of the parties concerned, and 
the probabilities of faithfulness. At the end of the questioning and 
writing down, as many relations as possible sign their names or 
make their mark, including the bride’s mother’s brother—an 
important figure in matriarchal society. Eventually we got away 
at 10.30, and cycled to the next stopping place, Ngomano.

Six months later I again visited Lukula, this time for Trinity 
Sunday. Soon after arrival I visited the church, now completed 
and looking very beautiful in its newness. No need now to use the 
school for Mass i the ne:U step onwards hod been taken, and on 
Sunday morning we had a Sung Mass with a .good congregation, 
including some African yisitbre from .other parts of the Diocese. As 
we sat and listened to the teabher’s Yao sermon, we felt that his 
remarks about the growth, of the Church, in this land since Holy 
Trinity Church, Mkomaindo, was built fifty years ago, were most 
appropriate; for here, in the new church of St. Giles-in-th©*Wood at

and

HOME JOTTINGS
Tb* MUUon’i locom*.—The following U a compariBon of the amounta contributed 

to the principal working funds of the Mluion:
IDSl1932

Total tn
July 81

Received 
during JulyTotal to 

July 31
Received

during JulyFund
£ £££ 17,014 ’8,6074,036 10,053

S7... 0332891,076324
9,1010841,0096C9

20,0464,7B010,006Grand Totals 4,868

Relrcai for membera of the C.S.C.—There will be a Retreat for women m^Wrs 
of the Companionship at St. Cross, Duxhurst, from September fllh42th. Father 
Mather, S.R.C., has consented to be the Conductor. By the time this U In print there 
may atill be a few vacancies and any wishing to come should apply immediately to 
Miss Nugee, c/o the Office,

once more

»
n.IrMl lor Alioclotc, men and women, open ol«> to other., Sertember OlMih. 

.t Gloitonbttry Abbey House. Conductori Rev. E. ^ugh, vleor ot Tewkesbury; 
cott 18s. Secretory; Kllss Mctide-King, 0 Vlcar’o Close, WelU, Somerset, who beg. sny 

. associates who have changed their addresses to let her know.
»

wishing to send chlld^ should write to the Coral League Secretary, c/o the OfTice, 
If they do not receive an Inritatlon before October 1st.

*
St. Michael’s, Tanlterten, reopens ot 

to go there for a rest or to atudy will be ’

week I. 86/. Incluilve. A .tamped oddreued envelope .bould Iw encloied for reMy.
Applyt-Mia H. Spanlon, St. Mlchoel’i House. Churth Street Rood, Tonker 

WhlMoble. Kent.
ton.

at 8.30 a.m.
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CENTRAL AFRICATHE MISSION STAFF
A MONTHLY RECORD OF THE WORK OF THE 
ONIVERSITIES' MISSION TO CENTRAL AFRICA

DataDioceseName

I Dtpaituret front Knglartd 
Miu Klamborowakl 
Rev, R. a. IL Lambum 
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Appelatnest.—The Olshop of Zanzibar has conferred on the Rev. A. B. Heilier ihe 
■| of Si, Cyprian, vacant by the death of the late Canon Palmer.
The Dlihop himself writes thus In the current number of the Diocesan Gazette: 

•* It Is to me personally a great pleasure to show him in this way how much the 
Diocese-appreciates both hU Jong‘*eP7iee In MftCTand Ws niamfoWworlt on iu' behalf 
at Koroewe, Tanga aod Kiwanda,. not forgetting the new edition of the Diocesan 
Hymn Book, for which “we shall always owe him,.a. debt of gratitude. He will, I. know, 
receive a very VeaL welcome from all the other members of the Cathedral Chapter both 
in Africa and In England." ..

Speaking as one of the memben of the Chapter in England, I should like to 
ppportunlty of welcoming Mr. Helller to ihe^Chapter, and of testifying to the very 

devoted-aervice which he has alwayr given so wUllpgIy ev^en when, for.his own health's 
sake, he'might well have moderated the pace at which he has worked. E. F. S_.

Stall

unTE^Neilher tht Bithobf of tha Uittfon nor the Ganeral Counett era ratpotuibla 
or HalamL f!i CKSTRAL AFRICA unlast it « rirarly zo indUalad.

i
lake

this D. T.
It Avould not be an easy task to write a memoir of.as Si: {g; Ms i 'iwssf = S
during the generation and more that he served the as

nowadays ..thevaiue of

Su^-^vr w^r»n^
iSSiy. '“ne spIrhllnKuTn forming”conmets with peopk in Africa

for the cause to which he had in "<> S'.'“"Sminue this
devoted his life. In later days he was obliged “ “ ".“ ith
particular form of activity, but by hundrcfls pf letters written Wilt,

• »
Rcslgnatlons^Most of our readers know that while on his way back to his work 

. ' (ponaa*s Archdeacon. Wilson' was taken 111, and after a period at a Nursing Home 
at the Cape wu,coropelIed to return to England.; Being asiurrf bythe doctors that 
he must not 'contemplate further work In Nyasaland, he resigned his Archdeaconry, but 
at the earnest wish of the Bishop he has consented to retain his place In the Cathedral 
Chapter. By so doing he has given o very real satisfaction, to the Bishop and to hit 
old colleagues, who feel that Ihough his work must for the future He In England he will 
still be one-bf thentMlvcs.- We cannot but.sympath^ with' the. Dioene of Nyasaland, 
which,*81 A time when It needs.morp priests so sorely,',has been deprived of 
nearly thirty years has served it with sucirdevotlon; our sympathies also go i 
Wlltm in having to leave a work to which he has given his hean as well

^.. He win carry'the best wii^is of all friends of U.M.C.A. ol home and in Nyasaland 
to his new, work In England. •

, The Rev. C. C. .Cooke,, who ever,since.1920 hnsibeen giving himself to Northern 
Rho^esLi Jirid has.octeiTor lhe greatcr^ part of the Ume as Chaplain at Livingstone, ha* 
been offeteU and lias .accepted the.living of Ashton Hayes, .ntar Chester:

His place at' Uvirigstohe,' where he'.has;done s wonderfully quiet steady work, and 
where the children cipedally have been entirely devoted to him, will not be nn easy 
one to fill, and we sympathize with Bishop May 00 losing so valued and so.loyal n^rker. 
even though We . recognize that Padre'Cooke has'-certainly well earned a rather less 
strenuous life In a somewhat eaUercllnuite. ' . .

We wish him every happiness In his new sphere'pf work.

■■ ■ ■ ■■''■ ’■•'v-'!' i' ' ■ ■ '. ..- •
Hew Member*,—Zerui'b'ar Dfo«z/; The*Rirv,,Leonard'H. Brown, deacon of All 

Saints; Sohtb Acton. Maiosf Diaeeze.** The keif. Kenneth R. Macbeth, B.A.Cam., 
Assistant |»iest at St. Mark’s, Swindon. Hyasaland Diocese: MUs Helen C. Taylor, 
teacher, holds the I^rd of Educatlon'and the lilgher Fr«bel Certificates.

. . * s’*. • ,* ,

• Tbi' Rav.‘B. P#'W*nier,'whoVas'forpicrfy‘‘a'member of’ihe^staff of 
Diocese,-ihas kfndly ’ vol^teered to help Tor twelve months as tHe need of priests in 
Nyasaland is so very great.

at M

one who for 
out to Canon 
I as so many
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D.T.D. T.

his own hand he kept in close and fairly constant touch with hosts of 
friends and workers whom he was no longer able to meet as of old.

Canon Dale spoke in last month’s magazine of his relations with 
the members of the staff in Africa, our appreciation of his character
istic and delightful letters, and the welcome he gave us when we 
came home on furlough. The fact that for so many years he was 
content to have no other home than the Mission House in Dartmouth 
Street was one which perhaps, after a time, we came to regard too 
much as a matter of course; and there were even those who’were 
inclined to resent his marriage, fearing that as d result of It Travers 
would belong to us rather less than in the days when his London f 
home was ours I But those who indulged in such gloomy forebod
ings did not know their Travers; though he moved his household 
goods to another flat in Westminster, he generally managed to 
reach the Office before anyone else and left it after all the rest had 
gone, while throughout the day he was so readily accessible to all 
comere and so completely at the disposal of all who sought his Help ' 
or advice—or even, for that matter, the delight of a chat with him— 
that few scarcely even stopped to wonder how he would find time for 
his own particular work.

As the years went on and the staff of the Mission increased, it 
became impossible even for Travers to maintain intimate relations 
with them all; as the work of the Office increased re-organization 
became necessary, typewritten letters had to take the place to a 
large extent of handwritten ones, and many things which the 
Secretary had done himself had of necessity to be done by others.
Our dear D. T. recognized the inevitability of the change, but did 
not feel entirely at home under the new rdgime; his child had grown 
up, largely os the result of his fostering care; but he could not help 
looking back somewhat regretfully to earlier and simpler days, even 
though he never failed In thankfulness for the developments that he 
had seen taking place under his hand. *

So as he approached the age of three score years and ten he began | 
to talk of laying down the burden he had carried so joyously through 
so many years, and search began to be made for a possible successor.
But none liked to contemplate the, prospect of the Office without 
Travers, and no suitable successor seemed to be forthcoming, so an 
attempt was made to help him to carry on for a few years longer 
by relieving him of a certain amount of his routine work which 
coutd be done by others.

When at last it seemed that he could go on no longer and I was 
summoned from Africa to take his chair, the knowledge that he 
wi^ed me to succeed him was a very real help to me and to others 
at a most difficult crisis. What his ever-ready advice and aid meant 
to me and to the Mission during the next few months cannot be told 
in print; but it must be referred to here, as it was not the least of his 
services to the cause to which he had consecrated himself. He was 
dhermined that the Mission should suffer as little as might be in 
losing him.

..................................................................................................... ■

if

I
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Bishop Weston had made him years before a Canoa of Zanzibar 
Cathedral, not only because he wished to do honour to one who liad 
served Zanzibar so nobly, but raiher because he wanted Travers to 
be more closely associated with the Diocese iiT prayer and counsel; 
when he retired from the Secretaryship, the General Comrnittec 
made him a Vice-President, that it might honour him too, and that 
it might ensure to the end his advice and help. . ^

And always, when he was able, he attended the various Com- 
mittee and Council meetings at Dartmouth Street and later at Central 
Africa House, where lie was a frequent and ever most welcome 
visitor.

Til* Riv. Canon Duncan TrAvsbs
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D. T.
■iHERBERT WILLOUGHBY 

WOODWARD, S.S.M.
He niade his home at West Mailing, under ihe ver}" shadow of 

ilie Abbey, and there he found a ne\v sphere of usefulness and joy. 
The Community, whose tenant he became, shjowed him unfailing 
kindness and aIIot>‘ed him to serve them in many ways, a service 
which was to him a constant source of delight. He said his lost 
Mass in their Guest Chapel only five days before he was stricken and 
twelve days before his death, and at the same Altar his nearest and 
dearest received the Heavenly Food at his Requiem on the day he 
was laid to rest.

His memory must be an ever-present inspiration to those of us 
who loved him and who have been called in one way or another to 
carty on his ^vo^k* R.I.P.

•c

; ; The August number of Central Africa contained a short memoir 
of Fr, Woodward from the pen of Miss Abdy, than whom few could 
be better qualified to speak of his work in the Bonde country, where 
he had laboured so devotedly ever since the days of Bishop Steere, 
till in 1921 he was sent by the S.S.M. (the Religious Society he hud 
helped 10 found) to their South African province at Modderpoort.

By way of supplement to what Miss Abdy wrote a' couple of 
months ago, our readers may be glad to have some account of the 

•; Father's last days in Zanzibar, gathered from numerous letters which 
; ‘ have reached us from his many friends there.

When he went to take up his new work in the South he was j 
: already sixty-seven years of age, and he can hardly have expected {
' that he would ever return to work in Zanzibar again; but, after eight '

years at Modderpoort, the doctors found that he was suffer- ' 
blood pressure and therefore advised that he should leave

} ■

E. F. S.
”5

strenuous 
ing from
the comparatively high altitude where he was stationed and go to ; 
live at or near sea-level. Then it was that with the consent of the j 
Director of the Society of the Sacred Mission he offered himself to 
Bishop Blrley for further work in the low-lying island of Zanzibar, 
and as soon as his offer had been j'oyously accepted, started back for 

\ tlie place where, as a young man of twenty-one, he had begun his 
missionary career fifty-five years before.

On arrival, he was given charge of Mbweni, the Mission village of 
cx-slavcs and their descendants, four miles from 2^nzibar town, the 
spiritual care of which makes so great and so many dep^ands upon 

•; their pastor, a charge which Fr. Woodward, with his great experi
ence and wonderful sympathy with the African, was so strikingly 
qualified to undertake and in which he delighted.

In the course of the two and a half years that he had charge of 
Mbweni he devoted himself with a young man’s zeal, combined with 
an old man’s gentleness, to his little flock and particularly to the 
children, for whom he could never do enough to satisfy himself, and 

loving regard which showed itself in striking ways during 
his last short illness and after his death. He knew that his oppor
tunity of serving them would not be of long duration, and he was 
profoundly anxious to make the best use of it he could while he had 
time; his frequent letters to me about his work and his people, his 
efforts with them and his hopes for them, bore constant testimony to 
his steadfast resolve to “ work while It was day.”

And his zeal was rewarded; there certainly was something of the 
nature of a revival at Mbweni in rcsponsc’to his care, 
symptom of which was the readiness with which alms were given to 
help the building of the new church at Dar-es-Salaam by those whose 
very descent had inclined them to expect largesse rather than to 
realise that religion should mean '* giving, not getting.”

EMILY, LADY KEY
Emily Woodward joined the Mission in 1887, and married Sir John 
Key in 1891, and then they were put in charge of Mbweni in 1892.

• From the very first she gpivc her whole heart to the work of U.M .C.A.
In 1^7 they were asked to be the pioneers of the Mission in the 
district of Wele in Pemba Island, which was then, as now, renowned 
for its witchcraft, and for the difficulties of the work amongst the 
freed slaves. They lived in a mud house at KIzimbani, and built ' 
the first little church there, and for seven years helped and served 
the people till the name of Key brought a smile of joy to the face 
of every African, Indian and Arab of the district. ,

When Lady Key was Invalided home In 1904,* she worked with 
the same missionary zeal In the country parish of Little Wittenham, 
and then at the call of Bishop Hinc in.1912 they both went out to 
Northern Rhodesia where they worked in Livingstone until 1914.
To the very end, when she was quite blind and often in great pain, 
she still kept on her U-M.C.A. working party, and her greatest joy 
was to welcome to her house any U-M.C.A. missionary, or to hear 
die news of some successful U.M.C.A. meeting in Southbourne. 
On August 27t]i, at the age of 86, she was granted the rest she longed 
for, and wc on earth, while we pray that light perpetual may shine on 
Iier, must pray too that we may be granted to work to the end with 
the same loving endurance as our three veterans, Herbert Willoughby 
\yoodward, Duncan Travers and Emily Kev.

0

'it
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D, C. A. one sure
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HERBERT WILLOUGHBY WOODWARD, S.S.M.HERBERT WILLOUGHBY WOODWARD, S.S.M.
gentleness of manner begot of sweetness and humiU^ of spirit there was 
firmness and strength indeed In his convictions and in the stand he made
for principle.......... United to a real asceticism, he was-moderatc in his
views as to what other people should do: stern with himself, he was 
lenient to others. He was in the world, but not of the world. ..... 
There was a joyousness of soul which refreshed others, and a-freshness 
of mind which made him ready at once to take interest in what was 
interesting others. He was eager in his anxiety not to grow set or stale 
with his advancing age, and was ever keen to add to his store of know
ledge of the language of the people of the country, and uppermost in 
his mind too, was the desire to get to know what would uplift the Bantu 
people, for he never lost faith in his belief that this was the prime object 
for all to work at, nor his hope that this would be attained some day.”

Fr. Woodward seems to have been in his usual healtli and spirits 
almost up to the last; Wednesday, June 8th, he spent as usual at 
Mbweni, and-next morning he was “ in verj’ good form " when he 
joined the Mkunazini staff for a mid-morning cup of tea, and then 
he went back to his room “ to tidy up his table,” only to be found 
not many minutes later fallen from his chair and scarcely able to 
speak. ...

He was taken at once to the Mission Hospital and everything that 
the devoted care of doctors aud nurses could do to help him was done; 
as soon as the news of his illness was known in the town anxious 
enquiries began to be made by people of evep' race and cto; the 
Sultan sent his son Seyyid Abdullah, the children walked in from 
.Mbweni to greet him for the last time, and he was never left day or 
night without someone, African or European, close at hand.

On the Tuesday following his seizure, it became clear that the 
end would not be long in coming, and on Thursday afternoon, 
June i6th, just a week after he began to be ill, Archdeacon Ellloli 
anointed him. Next day he was weaker, and at about' 2.30 the Com
mendatory Prayers were said, followed by Psalms, etc., until at 
4 o’clock he passed peacefully away, surrounded by his friends.

His body was robed in white vestments with his Kelham girdle, 
and the crucifix he always wore was put into his hand. At his 
express desire there was no coffin; but he was wrapped in the shroud 
which he had brought back with him on his visit to the Holy Sepulchre 
at Jerusalem, and which he had always taken about with him on all 
his subsequent journeyings, to be ready against the hour of his 
death.

j

Sheikh Tahir, one of the leading Moslems of the island, said in 
the course of a letter of sympathy which he wrote to Archdeacon 
Elliott two days after the funeral:

” I am sure his loss as one of the early pioneers and ministers of 
religion in this proverbial ‘ dark ’ continent, and where he had devoted 
all his valuable life for the uplift of the backward classes, will be keenly 

onest whom he worked for over half a century, and 
. ■ * •■•••, his 2wl and

igable energy which always pervaded bis laudable activities of 
and goodwill.”

And Canon Sehoza embodies the following shrewd appreciation 
in the course of a Memoir which he wrote for ** Msaidizi,” the 
Diocesan Teachers' Magazine:

” We shall remember Padre. Woodward for very many things. First 
he was a man of gentleness and great humility, who did his many worla 
without considering what others would think of him, and because be 
lived many years with us he got to know us thoroughly^ .... A man 
of this country who falls into misfortune looks for a word of comfort; 
but there are many who have not one to give him; they only grumble.

. Fr. Woodward understood this cliaractcristic of the people of our 
land and he taught himself to bear with them, so they saw him to be 
their true Father; they never feared to go to him and to tell him the 
sorrqws of their hearts.”

We may well thank God for his life and for his death, while we 
pray for him, and for all his African children, that God will grant 
to him and to them peace and everlasting light.

felt by those ami „ ^ ^
particularly by those who watched with admiration 

indefatigable --------- -------------
more

mercy

Next morning there was a solemn Requiem in the Cathedral at 
7 o’clock, followed by the first part of the Burial Prayers at 8, after 
which the actual funeral took place at Mbweni, where the whole 
village gathered by the grave which he had chosen for himself. 
More than forty motorcars followed the procession from town, and 
those with a long experience of Zanzibar say they never saw an 
unofficial European funeral so largely attended before; the Sultan 
and the British Resident were both represented, many of the Euro
pean community were present, Indidns and Parsces had been at the 
Cathedral, while two oT the Fathers from the Roman Catholic 
Mission, as well as a group of Moslems, were at the graveside.

Writing (or East Africa as soon as the news of Fr. Woodward’s 
death reached us by cable, I paid what the headline called my 
*' tribute ** to his life and work; here and now I think it perhaps more 
fitting to quote the words of others rather than to add any of my own. 

Dr. Spurrier, the oldest resident in 2^nzibar, who is, by the way 
j a Roman Catholic, and who was a great friend of Fr. Woodward, 

wrote a long In Memoriam notice for the Zanzibar Official Gazette, 
from which I take a few sentences:

” Of the late Canon Woodward's personal characteristics it is diffi
cult to write in short: perhaps Samson’s riddle sums up the leading 
features—' Out of the strong came forth sweetness.* Beneath that

E. F. S.

>
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EUSTACE MALISAWA, PRIEST Diocese of Zansibar
(Died June i8th, 1932. R.l.P.) AN EXHIBITION AT TONGWEPadre Eustace’s life began in lawless da^^s. While quite a child 

he was carried off from his home by slave raiders. He was so young 
at the time, that he could never be quite sure in later life exactly 
where that early home was. As he was being carried over to the 
Persian Gulf in a slave dhow, an English gunboat appeared on the 
scene and delivered the prisoners. Brought to Zanzibar, Eustace 
was educated there by the Mission. Later he was trained at 
Kiungani and became a teacher. In an early number of Central 
Africa there is an article, '* Our Teacher," in which there is a 
dc^ription of Eustace and also of his wife Amy. He was then teach
ing at Masosi.

In 1884 the late Archdeacon Johnson returned from England, 
having raised money among the friends of the Mission for the 
steamer, Charles Janson. He was to lead a party to Lake Nyasa 
and the new steamer was to be put together on the Shir^ for work on 
the lake. Eustace was one of those who volunteered for the 
expedition, togetlier with his friend Augustine Ambali. When work 
began to be organized, Padre Eustace was stationed at Chia, not 
far from his friend the late Canon Augustine, who was at Msumba. 
Both were under the direction of Archdeacon Johnson. Padre 
Eustace worked at Chia for many years, often going for some weeks 
on the steamer for further instruction, with the hope of being 
ordained. In 1898 Bishop Hinc ordained him a deacon, together 
with his friend Augustine. He continued to work at Chia as a 
deacon. Later both he and Augustine spent a good deal of time on 
the steamer in preparation for the priesthood. When St. Andrew’s 
College was opened by Bishop Trower, they were the first students. 
In 1906 both were ordained priests In Llkoma Cathedral.

After the ordination Bishop Trower placed Eustace at Lungwena 
as priesl-in-charge. It was not a large station, the out-stations mostly 
lying along the lake shore. For a time he did good work, but he 
began to age rapidly. He also grew very stout, so that travelling 
became a difficulty. Eventually he was unable to carry out the 
duties of his station and retired. Bishop Fisher would gladly have 
given him a liglitcr task on Chizumulu island, but he seemed to have 
no heart to undertake new work. He spent the remaining years of 
his life at Lung\vcna in patriarchal fashion with his wife, surrounded 
by a large family and the owner of considerable wealth in cattle. 
He had become a feeble old man and his strength gradually failed, 
until he passed away.

He had done very good work at Chia. He was an admirable 
preacher, simple and direct, and he could always hold a native 
congregation. I am afraid the priesthood came to him too late, 
when he had lc»t much of his powers of initiative. I think the close 
of his life was a happy one. He could not remember his home, but 
he was sure that he was a Yao. He felt it a great satisfaction, after 
all his wanderings, to spend his lost days among his own people in 
the Yao village of Lung^vcna. G. H. W.

" Padre, do you think we could have an exhibition of school hand
work sometime," 1 was asked in an aside by the lady-school-inspcctor 
at our teachers’ meeting in May. ** Yes " I replied, "on July 26, 
the anniversary of the blessing of our church, but I should like to 
make it an .agricultural exhibition as well." It was put to the 
teachers at once and they seemed interested, and that is how it all 
started. Several times in past years we have thought of doing 
thing with the school children on that day as our Patronal F 
falls so near Easter and in the middle of the long rains that 
ardour is somewhat damped at that time, but we have never before 
come up to scratch.

The whole idea of an agricultural show is entirely foreign to 
the people and nothing of the sort has been heard of before in these 
parts, but it seemed worth while making the attempt as this district 
is one of the most fertile for many, many miles around, with the 
natural result that the people hardly seem to know what a day’s hard 
work means In order to get their food supplies. It seems obvious, 
however, that their crops could be greatly improved and also their 
methods, and an (annual?) exhibition might spur them on to greater 
efforts.

The running of the show involved some hard work and all the 
staff and the teachers responded most nobly in making it known and 
giving the people some idea of what was Intended. A letter was 
sent round 10 all the Jumbes (headmen) and other important persons 
asking for their co-operation and explaining it to them. Some got

some-
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AN EXHIBITION AT TONGWEan exhibition at TONGWE

school and the children themselves a greater zest and sense of team 
or school spirit.

The singing and drill took rather longer than was intended, partly 
because the teachers did not strictly adhere to the programme pro> 

: vided, with the result that there was not sufficient time for all the
people to look round the exhibition before the distribution of the 
prizes and the end of the proceedings.

Mrs. Nowell gave away the prizes and the Director of Amani 
gave the people some very useful hints on what makes a good exhibit 

• and remarked on each group of exhibits. The prize coconuts and rice 
called for particular mention. The collections of vegetables were 
most interesting but it would have taken a botanist to tell us what
some of the things were. The prize list itself is interesting. T"!__
were twenty prizes in all; three in each class and two high

rather queer ideas; some thought it was going to be a kind of glorifit d 
market, others that it was some new kind of church offering. As it 
was quite impossible to call for entries beforehand it was very diffi
cult to tell, until the day itself, how the people would respond or 
what amount of space would be required to stage it all. There were 
the two boys' schools and the garage available for the agricultural 
part and the girls’ school could be used for the handwork and writing 
and drawing. As all these were being used up to mid-day on 
iilonday the afternoon was fully occupied in erecting boards, kindly 
lent by Kiwanda Central School, on rough trestles for the show 
tables and generally getting things ready.

Tlie following were the classes of exhibits: Class I—Maize. 
Eight cobs. Class II—Rice, unhulled, about half a kilo. Class III 
—Rice, hulled, about half a kilo. Class IV—Four coconuts. 
Class V—Six eggs. Class VI—A collection of Native Vegetable. 
For the Schools; Team work; Drill and Singing. Individual: Writ
ing, Drawing and handwork of any kind, and judged according to 
Standards. All exhibits had to be in by 9 a.m, on Tuesday morn- 

open to any one living within the parish

some of the things were. The prize list itself is interesting. There 
were twenty prizes in all; three in each class and two highly com
mended in maize. Eleven were won by Christians and nine by non- 

. Christians, and four were won by teachers. One of the Kiwanda 
teachers bought the winning maize from another teacher in order to 
be sure of good seed for next year.

The handwork section was also interesting and some of the 
things also useful. “ Local Industries ” have not yet been killed 
by the manufactured article, but it might be useful at a future date 
to include a section for such things as pottery, mat weaving and 
basket making. Several of the exhibits were bought by some of 
our visitors.

ing.and the show was 
whether Christian or not.

The fun began overnight, when at about 6.30 the boys from 
furthest out-schools arrived together headed by a band from 
Maramba School composed of tin whistles and native drums, upon 
which they performed quite creditably. The arrangements for their 
food and sleeping were in the hands of Padre Leonard Mhuto and 
were carried out without any complaints whatever.

At 6 a.m. next morning the exhibits lacgan to arrive In a con
tinuous stream until 9 a.m., or past. The teachers acted os Stewards 
most elficienily in receiving the stuff, writing down the names and 
allotting numbers and space. At 8 a.m. there was a Sung Mass 
attended by a large number of Christians, and all the while exhibits 
were still arriving. There was no doubt about the response of the 
people and it became necessary hastily to erect extra staging for 
the maize. By 9 a.m. all the available space was taken up in each 
section, and as the judges’ motor-cars were heard the entries had 
to be closed, otherwise there would have been an overflow exhibition.
.. The number of exhibits far exceeded the most optimistic estimates. 
Of maize there were 91 exhibits. Rtcc, 8 in each class. Coconuts 
^ exliibts. Eggs 26, and 42 collections of Native vegetables rang
ing from rubber-leaves to pineapples.

The judging of the agricultural exhibits was undertaken by Mr. 
Nowell (Director), and Mr. Rogers of the Amani Research Institute 
(which is within the parish). Miss Wilson and Chad Mndolwa of 
Kiwanda Central School did the handicrafts, writing and drawing, 
and Canon Hellicr judged the Singing and Drill which went on 
while the other things were being judged.

There was a record crowd of people here, including five Jumbes 
(local headmen) and we hope that by seeing the schools exhibition it 
will give the parents a greater incentive to send their children to

our

In the singing and drill, one of the teachers included some girls 
in his team : truly a bold step and one that has given great encourage
ment to other teachers.

At the end of the proceedings all the school childrerTwcre given 
tea and bananas and our European guests were provided with lunch. 
Nineteen in all sat down to lunch after a most enjoyable morning.

Our very great thanks are due to all our friends who helped to 
' make the day such a success, especially those from Amani and 

, Kiwanda.
The main gist of remarks since heard is “ Oh 1 now we know 

what an exhibition is, we’ll give those judges from Amani some real 
hard work next time.”
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VISITING AN AFRICAN OUT^CHOOL
Diocese of Zansihar

VISITING AN AFRICAN 
OUT-SCHOOL IN USAMBARA

1
We had come up to the Usambara mountains, my friend and I, to get 
a change and some fresh air; and our hostess suggested that we 
should walk over to Hundu, a native village about two hours away, 
to sec if they had finished thatching the new school-hut there. It 
was a grand morning: coldish wind, sunshine, white clouds caress
ing the rocks, sounds of distant villages floating up from far beneath. 
Our way lay along the side of the mountains where they began to 
sink into the valley, and opposite rose again like huge waves. But 
as we turned a corner we reached a narrow glen and plunged down 
amid the bananas and great forest trees, stumbling and slipping 
amid the. loose stones.

“ Look, there is our village, padre,” said Petro, our guide, 
pointing to a crag above us; and just then we heard a sound of sing
ing rise and fall, varied by the blowing of horns and beating of 
drums. It never struck us that this was our patty of welcome till, 
echoing and winding downwards, we suddenly met it beside the 
boulders of a rushing stream. Then to our surprise we saw over a 
hundred children armed with sticks and branches, the boys running 
baclavards and forwards, the girls shrilling at the tops of their voices, 
the sweat dropping from the shining faces of oil, their white teeth 
flashing and their bright eyes shining. One little chap took Padre 
M by the hand, and another gently drew me over the hard places. 
Somebody picked some wild pea flowers, and we placed them in our 
hats. Now and then a little group would surround us, gazing 
intently at the unfamiliar white faces. And so triumphantly we 
arrived at Hundu where the village elders stood on a huge boulder 
to shake hands one-by-one with the engaging tweak of the thumb 
which is the rule in Africa.

r. '■

IPtitt Rttigtr
Brohzb Bbauty

i bronze come to life. The old people are often lined with character- 
: marks, and in this pan of Africa the men wear long ** kanzus ” of 

yellowish-brown or white, with red fezes, which add to tlieir dignity 
considerably.

ni
After our greeting we were.led to a small hut, where the teacher 

had placed a table, a cloth, two choirs, a teapot, and cups; and there, 
with African courtesy, he left us to refresh ourselves alone for a few 
minutes. After that, more songs and dances, and then to the school. 
Teacher Konstantino makes us feel ashamed as he speaks of our 
sacrifice in leaving home to teach in Africa, for so many of us are 
conscious of making very few sacrifices. Then Padre M talks a 
bit about the Faith, while 200 eyes are riveted upon him. Very few 
of these children are Christian yet, but their parents do not forbid 
them to hear about Christianity. So often the natural good in them, 
the generosity and gentleness and courtesy, make one very glad to 
help in preparing this good soil for the heavenly seed.

:. Afterwards we go outside and they tell us how they throw their old 
teeth to the crows and how the crows bring them new ones; and we tell 
them the story of the Three Bears and show them how to whistle with 
blades of grass. Now we arc ushered into the eating-hut again, , 
where a huge plate of rice and another of delicious beans await us.

II
Some think that all black folk must be ugly; they could not make 

a greater mistake. Some arc, but then so are many white people. 
Take it on the whole, I think that you see just as much grace, just 
as much character, just os much kindliness, in black as in white. 
Look at the way those African children are running down the rocks ! 
Did you ever sec anything more lightfooted and graceful? Look 
at the winsome smile of that little brown girl who has just brought 
Padre M a marigold; or the delicate eastern features of that youth, 
the poise of his head, the line of his neck, the curves of his dancing 
limbs. And a dark skin can sometimes be more beautiful than a 
pink one. Us texture is often softer than silk; it shows better the 
control of light and shade; it is full of deep rich colour; it is like
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We cat as much as we can and secrete a portion in our tin box. Then 
a magnificent fowl is brought os a parting gift, alive and kicking 
because it is Friday and we cannot eat it to^y. Its cries are united 
to the songs of the children as we start off afresh down the mountain 
to the house of the village Chief or " Jumbe,”—a Muhammadan, 
tall and courteous. While we talk with him of the gardens and 
harvest and school, a gun is fired in our honour. Now at last comes 
the leave-taking. We shake at least a ^ore'bf hands,* we cry ** kwa 
khcri ” (good-bye) repeatedly. Up the hill the children and teachers 
return happily. Padre M and Petro and myself stumble over the 
stream once more and wend towards home. That was a very happy 
day of our life in Africa.

VILLAGE SCHOOLS IN THE 
LIKWENU DISTRICT

. As many of our village schools are supported either by parishes or 
individuals at home it might be interesting for them to read some 

■ . - general account of the work which is being done in them.
This district is divided into hvo distinct parts—the work in the 

hills centering round Likwenu, and the work in the plain up to thirty 
miles to the north at the foot of the hills.

Taking first of all the work in the schools round Likwenu, there 
are nine of them, and the teachers in charge of all except two are near 
enough to walk up here on Saturday to get help with the prepar
ing of the lessons for the following week. As soon as they arrive 
they help with the sweeping and cleaning of the church. When that 
is finished, usually about half past eight, they ring a bell and we 

i collect in school. There we go through the lessons they are to take 
in Old Testament, New Testament, Catechism, Nature Study, 
Agriculture, Hygiene and Geography, also what handwork and 
gardening they are to do, what special things they arc to learn by 
heart and any new hymns, songs and games they are to master 
during the week. The latter often cause much amusement, especially 
when I make them sing solos or play the games themselves to get 
to know them.

i

A MOTHER IN ISRAEL
Bondei women arc rising to llic occasion. There is always a need 
for women leaders | they have work to do which cannot be done by 
imen, in the home and in the village, and sometimes in a wider sphere. 
The opportunity is greater for a padre’s wife: Hilda, the wife of the 
Rev. Samwil Mwinyipembe, is one of those who have seized the 
opportunity. Trusted by the women of the surrounding district, 
she gives them a helping hand when they are in need and a word 
of counsel in season; she hoS thrown herself wholeheartedly into the 
midwifery work, sometimes spending days together at the maternity 
hospital, and completing a good work by seeing the mother and

baby safely to their 
own home. She attends 
the midwifery lectures, 
and also the school for 
adults, thereby improv
ing her handwriting 
and extending her 
knowledge by reading. 
When a lady visitor 
here was speaking of 
the advance.of women 
in Uganda during the 
last twenty-five years, 
Hilda, with her vision 
and energy, said, " In 
twenty-five years' time, 
who knows what the 
women of Bondei will 
be doing?”

I

X-

C. S. P.
Vjixaob mcniB ixpuinino aims
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Then wc find out how each class in each school has got on with 
their reading, writing and sums, what special things they 
difficult, which children have been able lo do the work 
have failed.
following week and demonstrate how it is to be done. The registers 
are all inspected and if children have been absent the reason has to 
be forthcoming. This is gradually putting a check on slackers who 
think It does not matter as long as they put in two appearances a 
week.

have found 
and which

We then decide what wxirk each class shall do the

I -V

Weil, on Saturday we set forth the ideal of what wc want done 
in the week and we explain as much of the method of doing it as 
possible. Then on Monday 1 begin going round to see how they 
do it. This period from Monday to Friday Is a time of disillusion
ment and enlightenment—-disillusionment wlien you realize how little 
has sunk in, and enlightenment when you find fresh light on many 
subjects and much material provided for helpful teaching on the 
following Saturday.

For instance it Is very unhygienic to use saliva to clean slates. 
Also it makes the slates too slippery for writing well. So we decided 
that each school should have a water-pot and the slates should be 
washed at the end of each lesson in which they were used. “ Where 
shall we gel the water-pots?” was of course the first question asked, 
as though they were the most out of the way things and yet each 
house must have two or three. I thought they might possibly have 
been able to borrow, but they of course were hoping to get one out 
of the mission. However, 1 gave way and promised each school 
one and when they were made they took them back with them. Go
ing round the next week I found one school had broken theirs in the 
hope of getting something which they thought more superior, namely 
a paraffin tin. Another school had not washed its slates, and on 
asking after the water-pot it ^vas produced with grains of cooked 
rice sticking to the sid^,. The teacher’s wife had evidently appro
priated it. The following Saturdav I made it quite clear that the 
villogc must supply pots in place of any they break, also that they 
are only, to be used for school Nvork. The guilty teachers got much 
teased and laughed at by their fellows, many of whom I expect had 
done much the same, • Aiiyway it was a great joke and now 1 find all 
the pots in conspicuous places in school.

‘The teachers in these schools have three or four or five classes 
to teach at the same time^ and even if there are only a few children 
in each, it requires great ingenuity on their part to keep them all 
well occupied at once. The smallest children alone really require 
one teacher to themselves, because they are too young to do much 
by themselves, and if left unoccupied they easily get out of hand 
and s^il the whole school. But most of the teachers manipu
late things remarkably well. When I am there—of course I cannot 
tell you about when I am not (there’s no knowing what happens then) 
—if they think some part of the proposed work is too hard for them

^ PJiela] HUitkhnh
Handwork : atiLDBEN uakino UAT8

to carry out, they suggest that 1 should like to do it, to translate 
lileraily they tell me politely to do it. Until quite lately I did what 

' they asked, more as demonstration than lo get them out of a hole, 
but now-a-days I refuse because the Government is sending an 
inspector in October and they must get used to doing things on their 
own. It would be rather funny if at home a Head Master came to 

1 see how one of his Staff were gelling on and the Master asked him 
I lo take the lesson.
' Besides the ordinary lessons there is the supervision of-sweeping, 

r handwork.and gardening. Things have been made hard for us in 
the past because the Mission has paid for the building of village 

> churches and schools. Wc at home of course are accustomed to call 
in architects and builders when we want to build, but out here each 
man builds his own house with the help of his friends, and lie takes a 
pride in it. All the things required for building arc near at hand 
and do not have to be paid for. Where the Mission has paid for 
buildings to be erected, these buildings are looked upon as belong
ing to the mission, and not to the village, and consequently it is 
difficult to get the children to care for them in the same way. But 
where the villagers themselves have built,there they remud and reroof, 

j make mats and provide vases before anyone has suggested it. So
I how where the children are big enough tliey are building their/Own
\ schools. Two or three are in process of being built now. Out of 

the existing mission buildings six have been remudded by the children 
themselves, two with coloured muds like distemper. Those who 
have succeeded, have been given pictures sent out from home to put 
bn the walls.
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district covering one hundred miles bh a push-bike;' There the 
schools have not such a good chance as the ones up here as I ban 
only get round once a month at'the most: instead of once a'week as 
here. But we have three good schools in the plain where the 
teachers manage well with comparatively little help. The children 
all look forward to the exams, and hope for prizes, but they haVe to 
get half marks in all the ten subjects mentioned previously. At first 
very few passed but they have got better and better,, and this year 
I am wondering if there will be enough prizes to go round. 'I havc 

. made the tops of old dresses into visibau and the skirts ihto 'sm'aU 
clothes, and adapted various oddments. Mercifully one-.can truth
fully say that “ any old thing ” will please them, if they'think they 

. are getting it for nothing. I keep a list of those who get prizes for 
handwork in the hopes of comforting them, when and if, they do 
not get a prize in the exams. Not many can be good at evferylhing 
and the realization of failure often causes children out here to stop 
trying.

■ ' • Well I think I have gone on long.ehoughj but there is still a lot 
more to say about the work done in these village schools. They 

: may look very poor and feeble to us, but they stand for a lot^in a 
heathen village. One of the things, they stand for is progress in 

: life—not a one-sided life, but the development of body, soul and 
spirit. 'The teachers are pioneers of a new way of thought and they 
have a difficult lime if they arc true to their calling. The teacher 
must be ahead of the village people showing them what to do 'ond 
liow best to do it, and he needs many of our prayers. It-ls so easiy 
to fall back and be as they arc.

M. M.

The gardens are an
other trouble to start in 

- the villages. Itis a lixed 
ideainthechildrcn’sminds 
that the field belongs to 
the mission and that the 
mission will reap the 
benefit of it. When 
enlightened on the sub
ject, and asked when they 
have heard of mission 
people taking their maize, 
they reply that perhaps 
the teacher will eat it. 
After much . talk the 
(cacher points out that if 
he takes it he will be a 
thief, but they shall all 
take the maize in baskets 
to Likwenu, where it^will 
be weighed, and the 
children will receive 
pennies.' They then set 
to work with a will and 
begin to discuss who will 
chose off the baboons 

when the seeds have grown. But I have had to start seven 
of the nine school gardens myself, beaiuse the children believed 
that the teacher was " having them on,” and hoeing was not part 
of the school routine. All the gross and weeds are buried and the 
small children carry manure to bury with it, while the older ones 
hoe the earth on to the top. Once started they have gone on with 
a will, not only to get pennies, but to show the people in the village 
that deep hoeing and manuring produce large maize even from a poor 
soil. If you ask the big boys ifthey hoc in the same way at home, 
they say they are too few. They will not take the trouble yet, 
although they are beginning to Icarri that it is hoeing and not fate 
which makes some crops better than others.

Handwork too is another thing which it is difficult to get the 
children to do, but when the value of It is shown—how they will be 
able to pay their hut-tax by selling their handwork, and how they 
can, by It, learn to furnish and equip their houses, instead of pay
ing someone else to make the necessaiy things—then they begin to 
appreciate it. We also have a Handwork and Agricultural Show 
and the good specimens exhibited get prizes. All the things I can 
get hold of which come from home, I hoard up to provide prizes 
for the show or the bi-ycarly examinations. They get nothing for 
nothing and this encourages them to do good work.

The exams, arc drawing near now and I shall start in the plain

<1 • AoBtan.Tviui. Tm* lua# J/mi» 
Gilts rOtlXDIKO AMD BITIINO MAttS
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HOME JOTTINGS
Tba Mission's Income.—The following Is a compnrison of the 

to the principal working funds of the Miss!
uted

ont
-1033 1031

Total to |Received dur- 
August 31 inc August

Received dur* 
ing August

Total ,to 
August 31Fund

££ £ £

. Sir: 18.461
1,860
3,103

2,337 1,634 16,048
1,160
2,825

274 220
223228

Grand Totals 3,894 21,094 2,077 22,129

A Hecect Lefter.—" I am sending to U.M.C.A-. the price of a new hat (26/.) and 
’ *ni making my everyday one do for Sundays and Mondays. I was inspired to do this 

by the article In your June number, entitled " A Generous Offer." Of course, this will 
make no difference to the sum I put in my U.M.C.A, box, which I always try to moke ^ 
a flUIe larger each year than the last and which I have so far succeeded in doing."
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HOME JOTTINGS

CENTRAL AFRICACUUltll’l D»r^ThU wra be Md on SatonUr. Oclober and. The programme

Seere^He. who 
children ttwakrSrt I” rervlca «ad meeting, »«> th»t
for thl*. the chttdren may be given an opportunity of aharing In the Day by a local aenice 
Of meeting. .

A MONTHLY RECORD OF THE WORK OF THE 
UNIVERSITIES- MISSION TO CENTRAL AFRICA

; No. 599. L. NOVEMBER, 1932 Price 2d.
%• •

3! Dr Srertfring'^e Sale In erery way posalble........................................
8. By aendlng house linen (auch a* duatera, tcaclotha and towels) and other useful

ParceuKi/rb^tent not later than Octohw They should 
MUa Uchlly. U.M.C.A.. Central Afrfca House. Wood Street, Westmlnstw. S.W.l.

Please wUe plainly on parceli. « Sale of Work. November 0 and lO.”
PlciM flatly DoU that the Sale will be open until 7 p.m. on the first day, Wednes- 

day, November 0. and that on that day from 5 fa 7 p.in.. the entrance will be Od 
• *

l4ft St the Samtoer Seheol, a brown cont with fur collar and cuffs, also a blue 
knittad coat. Will the owner, pleaaa write tn Mian Nligea at the Omce.

• •
Archdescaa Qlofsap would be gliu] to receive secondhand copies of " Helps tn the 

Study of the Dible " and " Ufa of Geaca ” (Carey) for St. Andrew’. Theologic.l 
CoHege.
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EDITOR'S NOTEV.-:
; ■ Wk lutve received from the Church Assembly the Report of the 

mectin(j of the Diocesan Missionary Councils Conference. In tliis 
Report mention is made of a forthcoming " Unified Statement of 
the Need of tlie Church Overseas." This statement is to be presented 

. to tlio Missionary Council in January, and'if accepted will be pre- 
I V. seated to the ^urch Assembly in February.

, How did this idea of a Unified Statement originate ? There was 
a meeting of tile overseas Bishops convened by S.P.G. at the time 
of the Lambeth Conference in 1930. This group of Bishops passed 
a resolution asking that such a statement should be prepared by the 
Missionary Coiincd. After consuUatio'n wM,the .repiesM^^

to help itMlf and how’much it asks from the Churtdi in Engfand., 
The Unified Statement. will be based/on; the Bishops' answers, but 
Ihe.’ toial- sum. Its presented in the Church' Assembly will __ 
necessarily rcpfcMnt the total ,sum asked for by.all the Bishops, but 
"1°Missionary Council, after consideration 
of the Bishops’ requests and after consultation with tlie Missionary 
Societies and Agencies, fee! that (he Church at home may fairly be 
asked to raise.

THE MISSION STAFF
DateDioceseName

drWralx in England 
Mitt Harrison 
Mitt McCarogher

DtPartures from England 
Rev. W. D. Rawnsley 
Mitt East 
MUt Bridges Lea 
Mr. P. H. Atkins 
Archdeartm Glosaop

i August 13 
Augiut 32

Mausi
Zanzibar

October fl 
October 6 
October e 
October 6 
October 18

MasasI
Masasi
Zanzibar 
^asaland

Ntw Member*.—D/arezf of Uasati: The Rev. W. B. Rawnsley, who served In the 
diocese IB37.1830, relolnt the ataff. Dheett of Nyeialand: Mr. Paul H. Atkins, aft^ 
taking hts B.A. at King's Cell^, Cambridge, took hi* Cambridge Certificate in 

. Education. not

IN MEMORIAM
August 33.—Amelia Weston.

The mother of Blahop Weaton waa a eealoua supporter of the Mlulon up to 
Ihe time of her death.
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Diocese of MasasiEDITOR'S NOTE

LUMESULEOn ihe other liand, the statement will include something which is 
not contained in the Bishops’ answers. It must obviously include a 
statement of the total amount which the Societies and Associations 
spend in this country, either as agents for overseas Cliurchcs or m 
propaganda in |hc Home Church.

The Mtssiohar)- Council and the Societies are taking their part 
in the prcparalion of the Unified Statement through Area Com- 
mitices—for India, Near East, etc.' These Area Committees arc 
appointed by the Missionary Council to consider the Bishops’ 
answers. On each Area Committee are represented all the Societies 
and Associations which arc supporting the work of the Dioceses in that 
Area as well as members of the Missionary Council of the Church 
Assembly, Tlicsc representatives will report authoritatively to the 
Area Committees wlmt part of the Bishops’ needs their Societies and 
Associations arc prepared to unden-vrite (as being included in their 
sanctioned estimates), or to endeavour to raise.

The Unified Statement will appear in book form and will contain :
(1) A General Introduction.
(2) .‘\ survey of each area of work overseas.
(3) Statistical tables showing

(a) Wliat the Diocese is doing by way of self-supjwrt.
(b) What it receives from other sources.
(c) What it asks from England for maintenance of exist

ing work.
(d) What it asks from England for its plans of 

slon and urgent needs.
Such are the general outlines. The matter is still sub jiidicc. 

The initiative came from the Bishops and so deser\'es our full sym
pathy and consideration, and no doubt reference will be made to it 
in our pages at a later date.

SoMETLMES we missionaries are asked why we do not live in houses 
of stone or cement instead of houses of " mud and stick." One 
answer that we give is that we think Africans will be less shy of 
visiting us if we live in houses that are like their own (though usually 
larger and more airy). Another reason we give is that it is no good 
our building permanent houses among a shifting population, and it is 
this second reason that is especially cogent in this^iarish.

When Canon Porter first came to live in these parts, he found a 
fairly large population scattered on the west bank of the Lumesule 
River, and he accordingly chose a mission site about a mile back, on 
the nearest bit of ground lying higher than the swampy fields of 
millet, in the middle of which the people lived, each man by his own 
crops, so as to protect them from animals. This was the condition 
of affairs under Canon Porter (who died there), and under Father 
Hudson. In 1910 the station had to be closed down, owing to the 

reason—chronic shortage of priests—and' it remained 
until the Great War.

After the War, the people lived for a time in " lines," i.c., a 
village street. The Yaos, who form the majority of the inhabitants 
of the Tunduru Political District, already lived in close-packed 
villages, originally for the sake of protection against warlike-tribes, 
though there was obviously greater security against dangerous 
animals as well. Consequently, when Fr. Baker reached Lumesule 
in 1921, he found the people living in three " lines," which meant

1
usual closed

cxlcn-

ifmI
I

flit aM.C^. Bishops w Co.vreRiiiNC*

Luuesuls
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of it. There are now six houses within a mile of us I The cause is 
not dislike of the Mission, but the exhaustion, real or imagined, of 
the land near by. In a country as thinly populated as this, there is 
no need to try rotation of crops. The soil remains good from two to 
five years, and after that it is simpler to clear a new site, and that 
usually means a move. Also there enters in the element of pride, as 
little groups of houses are named, not after features of the place, 
such as Five Ways, the Cross Roads and so on, os they usually are 
in England, but after the chief inhabitant, so the man who can con
trol the movements of three or four households gets them to move with 
him, so that he then has his own village, known by his name.. The 
result of all this is a complete disintegration of the original village, 
itself only containing

The situation at MI 
Reserve. The Government has long urged the advisability of 
moving, but until last year there seemed very little safety from 
crop-raiding elephants even in villages outside the Reserve, so the 
inducement to move was small. .But now game-scouts patrol the 
borders of the Reserve, and have rid the country of quite a number 
of elephants, so the Chief’s Council has agreed to move. The move 
entails leaving Mbaya, one of the very few beauty spots of S.E. 
Tanganyika, and the spacious church built largely by our kind friends 
at St. Stephen's, Clewer. The new village will be nearer Namakam* 
bale, and although we hope to give them a teacher the people them
selves will only live in rough shelters for at least a year, so there will 
be no building fit to use as a church, and for a time everyone will have 
to come to mimakambale church, which is minute. We hoped to 
build a new church this year, but a large proportion of the able-bodied 
men signed a six months' contract to work at Tanga in October, 
1930, and they have not yet come back.

During these years of uncertainty 
charge has made Mbaya his centre, but he does not intend to live 
there alone with the elephants, so must move again. The only 
possible place for him is Namakambale; the people there are wonder
fully keen on their religion, and soon there will be several schools 
within cosy reach, as the demand for education has reached even to 
these parts now. So it should be a compact parish, except for 
Lumesule, forty-five miles away to the south-east. It is a mere 
twenty-five miles from the nearest village in the widely extending

not much greater than100 houses were grouped together in an 
that of an English countrj’ village, and he chose a site for the Mission 
convenient for everyone. . .

The system had many advantages, not least for the Mission, 
made attendance at school and church very easy j but later it 
givert up, the majority of the people preferring to return to their 
earlier custom.

The village “ lines ” had been built along the path which 
parallel to the Lumesule River, about three miles away from it and 
on higher ground, and the people cleared the surrounding land for 
their crops, partly for convenience of living near to their fields, partly 
because cultivation near the river had meant an increasingly hard 
_„jggle with luxuriant grass. But the higher land was of very poor 
quality, and for five years Lumesule was a land of famine; so some
thing had to be done, and the choice lay between moving to a new 
site or returning to the river valley. The more determined members 
of the community began to clear the low land again, and gradually 
the others followed j,at first they retained their homes in the village, 
only living in the fields when the crops needed protection from 
marauding animals; but one by one they moved away, until in 1929 
the teachers and the dispensarj’ boy were left entirely alone, with 
not more than half a dozen houses within a rnile of them. But the 
Mission site was still central, so widely had the people scattered, and 
when the school fell down we rebuilt on the same spot. Faith was 
rewarded, and the Chief himself and a few other people have now 
built houses close by.

In 1929 Lumesule had a great loss in the destruction of the church 
in a forest fire, fanned by a very strong wind. The church stood 
isolated on a hill, and by the time a teacher and a youth arrived, the 
flames were so fierce that all they had time to rescue was a large tin 
trunk, which fortunately contained the vestments and altar cloths. 
Everything else was destroyed and the chalice and ciborium, placed 
for safety in the tabernacle when there was no priest resident, were 
melted.
’ As we already had to build a school, it was impossible to expect 

d second building to be completed that year, so the one building had 
to serve for church and school, never a satisfactory arrangement. 
Three years have lapsed and still we have but the one building, but 
we hope that a school will be built this year. Unluckily the isolation 
of individuals in their fields undoubtedly has made concerted action 
very difficult, and I often long for the ** lines ** again. Attendance 
at church, and above all at school, has suffered severely. Very few 
people now live within half an hour’s walk of the Mission, and many 
are an hour away. At present there is ho idea of moving the whole 
Village, but in twelve months time they may;be on the move.

''..MBAYA-'
too, pMple arc always moving. In .1924 Mbaya was a 
village, and the Mission site was'just above the centre

area

as it 
was

runs

too liouses.
baya is complicated by its position in a Gamestru

as to moves, the priest-in-

I

Namagono parish, and if there were two priests there, they could 
probably look after Lumesule, but stations never have two priests long 
enough for such changes of boundaries to be made.

So you see (hat we are rather in a transition stage at present, 
and the priest and teachers would be grateful for your prayers that 
they may use their ever-increasing opportunities wisely.

J. N. leF.

! .. Here, )
!r.ah'nped
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AN IMPORTANT GATEWAYNAMAGONO
Extract from a Private Letter from the Rev. G. Tiibatts,

April 9, 1932

1 CAME on to Namagono on November 13th, just before the beginning 
of the rains: the station is sixty4hrce miles S.S.W. of Masasi, right 
out in the wilds, and virgin soil as far as Christianity is concerned. 
The people are quite unsophisticated, and unspoiled by the less 
desirable forms of European cultivation which are picked up at the 

We are very nearly on the banks of the Ruvuma River,, 
which divides Tanganyika Territory from Portuguese East Africa, 
and the area of the parish is about the same as that of the Diocese of 
Rochester. There are eleven out-stations, and each of these has a 
school, and there are churches at five of them. We endeavour to get 
round to each station once a month and spend a week-end there— 
which involves all the usual work of the parish priest—holding 
classes for catechumens, baptisms, visiting, confessions and Holy 
Communion on Sunday morning.

As a matter of fact this is an ideal station for a beginner, because 
there is none of the rush and scramble here that there is at big places 
like Masasi, where there are two clergy to deal with 964 communi-
___ _ There is ample time and opportunity for studying the people,
and seeing how they live and what they do from day to day, as well 
as time to get down to the language and some theological reading as 
well. It is all excellent for my future work as a teacher, and is giv
ing me just the right background by way of a beginning. In a few 
years time there will be a lot of work in this district; but now we have 
about thirty to fifty Christians at each of the out-stations. It will 
give you some idea of bur development if I tell you that eight years 
ago Bishop Weston celebrated here at Christmas, and there were 
eight communicants—it was the beginning of the station. Last 
Christmas we had 204 communicants—and there are in addition over 
300 under preparation for baptism. The previous Christmas (1930) 
there were 154. So. it is oil very encouraging. It is wonderful to 
see the way people walk for miles through thick grass and jungle to 
come to church on great festivals, I think the Feast of the Epiphany 
has in some ways greater significance here than it seems to have at 
home—it appeals to the African tremendously.

The rainy season is just over, so everywhere men are weeding 
the roads and cutting down the grass, so that cars can again use them. 
We have no motors between December 31st and May 31st, as the 
ground is so soft and the grass grows so tall—while the rivers change 
from sandy wastes into rushing torrents, and sweep away all the 
bamboo bridges. We now look forward to the cooler and healthier 
tinfe of the year.

After leaving Lukula, the main road rises for about half a mile, and 
then drops steadily down to the Ruvuma valleyi It is easy to tell 
when one is approaching the Ruvuma in the month of November, 
because it is the only really big river in the country, and has always 
got water in it. Consequently the area in its immediate neighbour
hood is always refreshingly green, when everywhere else is scorched 
up by the burning sun.

In this refreshing area, not more than ten minutes away from the 
river, lies the village of Ngomano, a comparatively new out-station 
of Namagono. We arrived here at the moment when school had 
finished for the day, so there was a great rush of children of assorted 
sizes. The most striking thing about them to a stranger was their 
extraordinary courtesy and cleanliness. First of all the boys all 
lined up on one side of the baraza, and saluted us os one man in a 
way that would have been creditable to most English Cadet Corps. 
This solemn performance over, the girls formed up on the other side 
of the baraza, and did the same; only they gave the salutation kneel
ing on the ground. There followed the usual act with toys from the 
archidloconal haversack, which gave as much pleasure as it had done 
at Lukula the previous day.

There are not yet a great number of Christians at Ngomano, the 
only communicants being the teacher and his wife; but there 

y catechumens, and after lunch in the school t listened to their 
teaching. All teaching and church services take place in the school 
at present, as there is not yet a church. On this particular occasion 
there were twenty catechumens to be taught, and it was interesting 
to watch the expressions on their faces, as they sat in the sand and 
listened attentively.

It would appear that the people of Ngomano take^some pride in
J the great river 

■ il ajAWs prac-(^^^^t‘any 
rateJLtney were 
most anxious 
that we should 
go and have a 

. tookatit. Accord
ingly after tea 
we set out with 
a large and en
thusiastic band 
of local inhabi
tants for the 
Ruvuma. After 
a few minutes 
walk along a

coast towns.

cants. are
man

[Pait$ ■tamturn

Tut River Ruvuma
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path which was evidently much used, by animals going down to 
drink, we emerged from the jungle, and beheld a wide tract of sand. 
On asking the reason for this young desert, I was informed that it 
was the Ruvuma, but that this particular bed was only covered with 
water during the rainy season, and that the main channel was beyond. 
.After walking a few yards over it, one was almost tempted to wish 
that it was the rainy season, so unpleasantly soft was this sand. 
However, we got across in the end, and after paddling through a 
shallow channel, we came upon the main stream.

During the walk down, several more people joined us, and a bark- 
canoe was produced, so that we might visit Portuguese East Africa.
I got in first and knelt in the bows, while the Archdeacon folded him
self up in the stern. The young men took off their clothes and swam, 
and there were moments, or rather seconds, when it seemed that 
theirs was the wiser course I But much skilful navig.ation landed us 
safely in Portuguese Territory, and we walked up to the Government 
military station, which is very neatly laid out. The most noticeable 
thing there was a number of singularly beautiful trees, which were 
covered with scarlet blossom, and made a glorious splash of colour. 
•After wandering round for a few minutes, we returned to our ferry 
escorted by a soldier and sundry hangers-on.

On the return journey we caught glimpses of a number of some 
species of buck, on their way to their evening drink.

In the morning Mass was said in the school, which seemed very 
full of people. Before the service several hearers were made cate
chumens, which brought the total number up to about forty. There 
were only a few who could stay beyond the Misso Catechumcnorum, 
and there wore only two communicants, but the big congregation for 
the early part was, as it were, a foreshadowing of things that are yet 
to be in this delectable spot in the wilds, which has St. Basil for its 
patron saint.

These are small beginnings, and one is told that it is never quite 
certain how long the Wamatambwe will settle in any one place, but 
be that as it may, the Mission station at Ngomano would appear to 
be at a strategic point from the geographical point of view. The main 
road from Masasi ends at Ngomano, and therefore many people come 
there on their way into Tanganyika Territory. It is rather like a 
gateway into the area served by the Mission, so it is rather important 
that the Church should be established there. Further, it has helped, 
just because it is an international boundary and a gate, to bring many 
patients for the hospital at Namagono, some of whom walk an 
incredible distance for their treatment. But they all come through 
Ngomano on their way. And quite apart from these factors, there 
is evidence that there is a good number of people living in the 
immediate neighbourhood, for when the Namagono nurse spent four 
days there in the middle of Match, she dealt with just on two hundred 
patients. If God’s work is not hindered by the lack of workers and 
funds, who can tell what kind of a station Ngomano may be in 
years time? Today we can see the prospect, and it is passing fair.

George K. Tidhatts, O.G.S.

REMOVING A BAN
The following was sent by teacher Daudi Makala to Padre Pearse 
who forwarded it to the Editor who has translated it.
O FATHER, 1 want to give you a short account of something we have 
done in the district of ^Ihindulo. The Christians here were in the 
habit of sharing with the heathen in the custom of placing Kago, an 
ordeal called Kichawi, and they believed that if a per^n was guilty 
of witchcraft he would die; and if any guilty person took part in the 
Kago ceremonies he would die on the spot. The Christians of 
Mhindulo were warned by their padre, but refused to abandon the 
custom. The Bishop was then given an explanation of the custom 
and gave his judgment that they should not receive the Holy Com. 
munion until they had abandoned the custom. So they summoned 
the medicine man in charge of the Kago ceremonies. When he 

he killed a fowl (part of the rites of Kago); the fowl fluttered 
and then died. When the medicine man inspected the fowl to see 
in what position it was lying, he saw that it was a very bad positipn 
and gave out that he could not remove the ban unless he was paid 
1.000 shiliings. If he removed the ban, he said that he himself would 
die. The brethren told this to the padre and said it was impossible 
16 remove the ban because even the medicine man was unable to do 
that. Padre replied that if the medicine man could not do it he 
would.

came

And they were willing that he should tiy. So at Easter 
padre gave the following notice to all the Christians of Kigongoi; 
let us all go in faith to remove the ban. Everyone was afraid because 
this custom was rife in Bonde and the Digo country, at Tanga and

tenI
Kiogsooi
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Kigongoi, and they feared what might happen to them, and their

this day God put heart into me and Mark© Gabwele, both of Kigongoi, 
and >ve followal padre. From Maramba there came an old man 
John Chakwi and a teacher Robert Kingudu, and we all went to 
Mhindulo to remove the ban. Before Mass padre said, Let us go 
in procession witli the cross and incense and hymns, and let us 
remove the ban before Mass.” We were helped at Mhindulo by 
teacher Andrea Sekidia and Valentino Mkamba and many 
Christians of Mhindulo, men and women, we went in joyful pro
cession to the place where the Kago was. The Kago itself was a 
mortar for pounding maize with its pounding pole. It was partly 
buried in sand. Rags of different colours, white and red, were tied 
round the pole; there, were six of them: there was something 
the mortar (Kora—I don’t know* wliat this means, possibly snail 
shells. The Kago I know was a stone smeared with.goats’ blood 
and kept by the person placed in charge of it.) When we arrived 
padre sprinkled holy water on it and said, ” In the name of Christ 
we remove the ban (he uses the personal pronoun of tite ban). Then 
he took hold of the mortar and wrenched it out of the ground and the 
old man John helped and took the Kora out of the mortar; the mortar 
was then smashed to bits and the pole hacked to pieces. The people 
of the village were very frightened and said, ” We shall all die ” 
and refused to let the medicine be burnt in the village, so padre said, 
” Let us burn it in the village of Andrea and Valentino.” They 
live together at Mhindulo. I took two kora and John took one. We 
set off and went in procession to the teachers’ village, as far as the 
door of the church and there we burnt the medicine; and then went 
into the church and offered our thanksgiving to God during Mass 
for giving us faith to destroy the ban which had tcrriBcd all the 
people of the land, because they believed it killed every wizard or man 
who touched it. When we came out of church we used the Bre 
in which we had burnt tli.e medicine, to light our cigarettes and 
return^ home safely.

You see we are still in darkness in this land. ‘The man who 
places the Kago gets much money from the villages where it is made 
use of, even from a village of two houses, and our houses are many. 
So you sec what a profitable business It is.

Teacher Daudi Makal,\

GOD'S CALL
Rose, one of the women 
” elders ” of the church— 
not very tall, very broad, 
very smiling—a motherly 
expression that would lead 
one to think that she had a 
large family to care for, yet 
alas 1 it is not so, as no child 
has been granted to her and 
Cypriani in their many years 
of married life.

Perhaps, in the past, it 
may sometimes have been felt 
that Rose as an ” elder ” of 
the church might be a greater 
help to the women in her 
village and district, but who 
are we to judge ?

Then the call came.
One of the women living 

in the next village, a great 
friend, came forward to be 
taught maternity work and 
thus be able to help her fellow- 
women—then Rose’s niece 
had her babe in the new 
maternity hospital, and Rose 
was there. Then came the day when Rose, for some unknown 
reason, elected to accompany her friend up to one of the teachings, 
mildly interested and curious to see what it was all about. Then 
(this she confided later) as she sat there, understanding very little 
of what was being taught—her call to join the little band of women 
helpers came and from that time, os she puts it quite simply, ” I have 
never once looked back.”

The African priest-in^charge had given an address on Vocation 
and God’s Call, which had gone home to many hearts, among 
others Rose’s. ” Yes ” she said, ” it is indeed very true what he 
says. Last Sunday my spirit woke me up quite early and urged me 
to go straight off to church. It was so insistent I had to obeyi tho’ 
it was far too early for Mass; and when I passed the hut where 
a friend was lying ill with fever, my spirit would not let me go in 
and see how she was. ‘ Go straight on to church ’ it kept saying, 
‘ don’t even stop to greet the women on their way to and from the 
well.’ When I got to church the bells hadn’t even started to ring, 
there was no one in church. I knelt down and prayed and then sat 
down. Just as I did so, someone touched me on the shoulder and

inside

/

Rose
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at Kinolcio station; on the I7lh after morning prayers I set out to 
o to Yakobi where I saw more dead locusts, but they had not 
evastated the country because the niaize was fully ripe and dried 

up. Yakobi is still in desolation; the Berlin Christians are feeling 
sadly bereft with no resident priest. But padre visits our Christians - 
and provides the- Holy Eucharist every quarter.

On the igth I got to Idunda station in the middle of Evensong, 
for I came there very-late. And I joined their mess that evening. 
At this station men mess together at each meal. I should like to 
express of the Christians there, they have built a nice house for their 
church, whitewashed outside and inside. After morning prayers I 
said good-bye, and I tramped for hours and arrived at Mpcchi: on 
the 2ist I visited the classes because in April padre tried some of 
the hearers and questioned them to see how they received indoctrina
tion, but they failed, and no one was made a catechumen. 1'hen and 
there was my business to teach them; all came well in the morning 
and in the afternoon; also afterwards at Evensong I taught the 
Christians, the instruction of the Eucharist. I took the teaching 
which padre gave us last month. This I did at every station with the 
purpose to level the teaching of Christians. At every station there 
I had seen some aged old dames between the young people ' 
class of hearers, and even the catechumens’ class, so I was in a stale 
of happiness for this, like a man who cats the most delicious sweet
meats.

said ' Rose, how wonderful that you should have come so early 
this morning: there is a patient in the maternity hut and a second 
helper is badly needed, come down straight away.’ ”

So, despite her early start, Rose did not attend Mass after all 
that Sunday, but, as she added joyfully, “ Now isn't that just what 
padre means by being called?"

A fe>v weeks later and it is teaching day. The women collect 
gradually one by one and Rose appears with a small basket of cold 
porridge,'but no comment is made. News had come that day of a 
woman very ill up the hill side and it is most urgent that she should 
be visited and, if possible, brought down to the maternity hut. After 
the instruction is over, two of the helpers are asked to go up and 
sec the woman, Rose and Louisa being the ones chosen. Louisa asks 
permission to go home first to make arrangements for the cooking 
of her family’s evening meal in her absence, but Rose says she is 
ready to start there and then. ** I somehow expected to be sent 
on a sick call to^y " she stated quite calmly, " so I pounded the 
corn late lost night and how 1 got laughed at for doing it too! I 
cooked and ate this morning, and the people in the village won't 
Worry if I don’t get back to-night because I’ve told them not to expect 
ne till they see me as I should probably be sent out and might be 
tept." '

** Truly we have the spirit of a prophet amongst us " was the 
verdict of Rose’s companions.

in the

I desire to say about the locust; it has four small legs in front 
and two large legs behind which help it to kick when it is going to 
fly up: some.people say that it has two eyes near the wings; but it 
appears to have big eyes on its head, which some say are mlse eyes. 
Is it true or not? and it has hair on its chest. On this my ulendo 
I have brought back some of them to send to my daughlcAit Msumba 
to see, for she has never seen them.

Woe I " Hunger " will be a word that will loom very large in 
the land where these terrible locusts come in the rainy season. 
Remember, no one can deceive himself that he can prevent them, 
or defend his field. Beware, you must have a sweet potato field or 
other different kinds of food like this.

I have no shame in proclaiming more about the locusts, how some 
of the African heathen feel about this inestimable awful thing. They 
say that there is a magician who bewitches these locusts by his 
mysterious business; it is a funny story. But they are not a strange 
thing; we have seen them often in the old days.

We are still in darkness; you must pray for us and not faint.
I cannot stop without expressing my gratitude to all Christians 

there for the very cordial welcome given to me.

C. S. P.

Diocese of yyasaJand

THIS AWFUL THING
;Bx Deacon Crispo Machili

I WISH to describe my ulendo to Yakobi. Padre asked me to take 
the teachers’ wages for him and to visit the Christians. This is my 
second ulendo to Yakobi since I returned from Likoma in January.

I left Milo oh the 13th of June. I slept at Lugalawa a night, 
and after two days' journey on the i6th at 11 a.ra. I was resting at 
the river Lifuwu (Luhuhu) where padre takes a rest always for 
lunch; in the distance I saw the shepherd boys running hither and 
thither: but I did not know at first what it was, and when I came 

• near them 1 saw the locusts in their hands. 1 forgot to feel anxious 
how these creatures were destroying the necessaries of peoples' life, 
and held three of them in my hand. I thanked God for it is about 
thirty years since I had seen them in ancient days. 1 slept a night

C. M.
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LEAVES FROM A LAYMAN’S 
DIARY

1.—BUILDING IN PISE-DE-TERRE I

Diocese of N. Rhodesia

MAPANZA AGRICULTURAL SHOW
! On the mainland, in Zanzibar diocese, we build in pis^-de-terre, for 

it is cheap and durable and can be done by unskilled labourers. 
Our system is a very simple one.; Two shutters are placed fourteen 
inches apart on solid level ground, or, if there Is enough mon‘* 
stone foundations. These shutters are held together by long 
and boards are fitted into the ends so as to form a complete box ten 
feet long and one foot six inches deep. One man digs up the clay 

! soil at a convenient distance from the building, another man fills old 
kerosene tins with the earth and a third carries the tin and empties 

. the earth into the box, while four men stand inside the box and do 
• 1 the ramming. An African foreman sets up the boxes and superyizes 

% the work. These men can build four such box^ in a day; so that
1 % fifty super feet of wall can be erected for the moderate sum of five 

and sixpence, as a labourer gets sixpence a day and a foreman 
two shillings.

The corners of the building are bonded together and a pole is 
laid in the centre of each box to act as reinforcement, and to counter 
the cracks which are bound to come when tlie building becomes 
thoroughly dry.

To complete the work all cracks arc pointed up with mud, or if a 
belter finish is desired, the walls may be plastered inside with a

-'The second annual show was held on Sunday, August 30, in con
nection with our Patronal Feast of St. Bartholomew. The attend
ance was not so good as in the previous year, due to the absence of 
people from the northern half of the district. They said that they could 
not come this year because when they came before they had been 
sent home without a prize. On the other hand the exhibits were very 
much more numerous than last year, especially in the classes for native 
food. The mission schoolboys were rewarded for their hard work 
on the farm by being awarded the first prize for their exhibit of 
Hickory King'seed mealies. The judge, a visitor from the south, 
said that he had never seen better cobs. First and second prizes were 
awarded in the following classes: Garden produce, 16. Woodwork 
and Carving, 8. Livestock, 3. Mats and Basket work, 7. Clay 
moulded articles, 10. Spears, 6. Skins, 3. Only one entiy’ 
made for an in-spanning competition, but that was one more than 
last year.

The presence of twenty-five European visitors was a great encour
agement to ourselves and to the native exhibitors, especially that of 
the District Commissioner from Namwala. All these visitors assisted 
in judging the various classes and showed their practical appreciation 
of our efforts by very generous donations towards the prize fund.

We are going to give it one more trial next year (on Saturday, 
August 38). We have already proved that there are no distinctive 
local arts and crafts which arc worth preserving, and of course, the 
competitive spirit is something entirely lacking from the general 
make up of the Bantu. But we think It may be worth while to foster 
amongst our cattle owners a spirit of pride in their cattle and we 
purpose to concentrate on this aspect of the show next year. Although 
there was only one entry for the In-spanning competition, it was of 
value, because all who were present were able to see the purpose 
of the event. They also saw the substantial prize that was given by 
the District Commissioner for Namwala, and went away with the 
idea that perhaps after all it was worth while taking a little trouble. 
The competition lends itself to a number of separate classes, such as : - 

.best general turn out: best trained oxen: best driving: cattle in 
best condition : best constructed zikumbn : best can’ed yokes, skeis : 
best made reins, etc. If we can afford to give substantial award.s 
for these various classes we think that this section of the show would 
become popular and be of real value to the native farmers. It will 
mean a good deal of organization (and therefore expense), but in any 
case the exhibits of food, etc., will have to be organized, ami the 
people encouraged to bring in their things before the actual time 
of the show.
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They are more easily managed with a laugh or a joke than by stern 
logic, but they can be loyal to any authority that they recognize. 
They have retentive minds and a wonderful facility for learning 
foreign languages.

As a rule they work from 6.30 a.m. to 3 or 4 p.m. without food 
or a break. I have often had nearly a hundred men working for 
me, and, believe me, it is more than interesting trying to keep such 
a crowd busy. H. A. J.

REVIEWS
The Soul of an African Padre. By the Rev. Godfrey Callaway, S.S.J.E. 
Tuts book is published by Mowbray &'Co., Ltd., price 3s. 6d., and has a 

s preface by the Most Rev. W. M. Carter, D.D., late Archbishop of Cape
I Town. The book deals with the burning question of-the treatment of the

Native by the White Man, not so much by denouncing what is unrighteous, 
but by pointing hopefully to the better wpy. Tlie author, who we know 
has every qualification for such a task, speaks with the authority of very 
many years of experience in South Africa. He points out the great 
danger which results from any kind of action which alienates the mind of 
the African from the European, and quotes instances in which the sense 
of unjust treatment has driven African converts into the ranks of the dis
contented and made them followers of the agitator. No one can read this 
book without realizing that the situation is serious and may become niore 
serious still. Every one who is interested in the future of Africa should 
read this book.

IPadn LamlurnPjstf-Dt-Tnss BtniOlKO

greyish coloured clay called Ng'ombc, which is found locally in 
river beds. This clay, mixed with river sand, is plastered on the 
walls, and when colour-washed makes a very good finish. Other
wise the walls may be rough cast outside, if a mixture of Ng'ombe 
is applied first to form a medium between the raw earth and the 
tjement.

^ ^.Wc dra^y our own plans whether it be for a house, school, hosp 
dr church, and carry out the work from start to finish. Our methods 
are very primitive; for scaffolding we simply cut poles from the 
fordst, and for scalToIding cords we strip bark from the trees

The Teaching of Hcalthcraft to African Women. By Mrs. Donald 
Fraser, M.B.ital

work in Nyasaland, and her experience tallies with that.of others who have 
made a sympathetic study of the lives and ideas and customs of African 
women. We can heartily recommend this book to all who are about to 
undertake medical work amongst African women, and to all who arc train-

Tins
or use

: usJaiy «™er our build[n., with corru.alcd irod.* This is

all needs. .
There are very few good naiive craftsmen. The majority have 

practically no idea of building construction. They cannot set work 
out, and are not got;^ at working to lines, consequenay they heed 
very careful supervision, .yet it is surprising how good many of 
huijdings are.
. ^ The African workmen differ in character as widely as the British. 
They are happy-go-lucky peaceable people, though liable to short 
outbursts of anger or grief. As they are accustomed to a world 
-without clocks, they hate to be hurried, and the regular persistent 
methods of European employment soon become irksome, and they 
Cither go home and rest awhile, or seek a change of employment.

I

ing probationers for such work. Such work is not easy and the.success 
of it depends largely on the right method of approach to the African woman. 
The authoress points out how very important it is to discover the motive 
which lies behind many African customs which the hew worker may be 
tempted to condemn outright. Only such discovery of the motive will 
enable the worker to deal wisely and sympathetically .with such customs. 
The book is full of practical suggestions which a new worker will find 
to be of great value in her medical work.

t

our

! Some Qualifications for Missionary Work.
This little pamphlet is written by Archdeacon Victor of Nyasaland. 
It is brief and terse. The object of the pamphlet is to help those 

t : who feel a vocation to missionary work to realize how very important it is
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AUTUMN CONFERENCEto prepare themselves beforehand for such work, practically, mentally and 
spiritually. Archdeacon Victor points out the necessity of possessing 
gift which can be used as a definite contribution to the general undertaking 
and the importance of acquiring an accurate knowledge of the language 
of the people among whom the missionary is at work. And he. stresses, 
rightly stresses the point that each worker should possess the gift of 
being able to work happily with other people.

some All U.M.C.A. secretaries are invited to the Conference to be held at 
Central Africa House on Wednesday, December 7, at 2.30 p.ni. when 
the Bishop of Zanzibar will speak'.

An invitation will be sent to all secretaries,within reasonable reach 
oC London; but if any ruridecanal or parochial secretaries from more 
distant parts of England are likely (6 be in London ilten and able to 
come, we shall be glad If they will let us know before December 3. 
The Bishop will be glad to meet all secretaries working for the 
Mission.

Elements of Tropical Hygiene, a text book for African SchooUteachers.
By Dr. G. M. Sandersen. Longmans, Green & Co. Price .as.

We feel sure that this book should prove useful in its avowed object of 
helping African teachers to impart sound principles of hygiene to their 
pupils in village schools.

The writer has twenty-two years experience of medical work amongst 
Africans, pa^y in Nyasaland and partly in Southern Rhodesia. The intro
duction is excellent and shows real insight and sympathy. Particularly 
one would mention the advice on making the best use of established
_____where It is possible, and the short paragraph on witchcraft; we
quote the concluding words ** The fact remains that this belief (i.e., that 

ny diseases arc caused by witchcraft) is firmly fixed in the minds of the 
African people, and while it is foolish to ignore it, it were worse folly to 
ridicule it. Time and the spread of education have killed belief in the power 
of witchcraft in Europe, and we must let the same influences do their work in 
Africa gradually, but very effectively.We believe that the most valu
able use of this book would be to employ it as a text book for students at 
the teachers* training colleges, giving at the same time a running com
mentary and notes in the native language. If this were done, the teachers 
would find it extremely valuable afterwards as a book of reference and to 
refresh their memory when they had to impart its precepts in school. The 
English is simple and many of the allusions and examples very well chosen, 
but there are of necessity a number of technical words used, and without 
5U^ a running commentary, and explanations it is probable that a good 
deal of the meaning would be missed.

The best part of the book i? Part I on Life and the body which gives the 
elements of Anatomy and Physiology. The second part on “ Some 
Cbmmon Diseases *’ is almost too skctchyto be of much value.

Part III is on “ Sanitation or Applied Hygiene.” We think that this 
part might be elaborated with advantage. The treatment of the very 
dUGcult subject of native latrines is hardly adequate for so important a 
matter, and a depth of eight to twelve feet is surely more ideal for a pit 
latrine than six or seven feet. In the chapter on ventilation no mention 
is made of the simple, but effective method of leaving a space between the 
top of the mud wall and the roof. This is applicable to all native built houses 
and it involves no alteration in construction. The roof rests on the poles 
as usual, but the mud wall is not carried right up to the roof, but a space 
about one foot wide is left above it for ventilation.

In view of the increasing recognition of the importance of vitamins 
in present day dietetics, and as a glossary of technii^ terms Is provided, 
would it not have been better to use this word rather than to refer to them 
os medldnes? A somewhat serious error has crept in on p. 15 
drawing and description of Spirochetes has been substituted fc 
Trypanosomes as the cause of 
remedied In a future edition.

HOME JOTTINGS
The Miuion’t Income.—Tlic following is n comiJarison uf the amounts contributed 

to the principal working funds of the Mission;

1932 1D31custom
Received dur- 

Ing Sept.
Total to 

September 30
Tolnl to 

Scpteriiitcr 30ma Fund

£ £ £ £
1,392 10,842

1,398
2,426

1,775tJenernI .. 20,423
1,182
2,025

. 47 26
233 300

1.672Grand Totals 2:1.060 2.101 24,230

IMPORTANT.—Rorai Deaner)- and Local Secrelarlei would greally belp to relieve 
(he preuore of work at Ifae end ol (be year II they wonld be id kind as to forward tbe 
bulk of their collectlont to tbe OOice during November.

Day of Interceillon for Foreign Mlulont.—Copies of thU month's enlarged inter
cession paper c.m be had on application to the Omcc. Price 2s. frer 100. As !t contains 
a list of the staff this copy should be kept, and names may l>c added in the space provided.

The Monthly Requiem in November will be at 8.30 a.m. 
November 2lid,-in

All SuuIh' Day.
the ChajMl of All Soul's at Central Africa House.

4

Tbe Day of Intercestlon fur .Missions will be ke|)t i 
Central Africa House on Friday, Dcccmlwr 2nd, from 8 a.m. until 6.30 p.m. 
be a .Mass at 8 a.m., and we sliall i>c glad if those able to spend hnlj- 
Inlcrcession dori 
ilie time they '

in the Clinpcl of All SouU .it 
Tlicre will 

an hour in
jring the d.iy will send their names to Miss Nugec at the Office, stating 
will come. Evensong at 5 p.m. will close the day.

4

" Sometbing EUlu Fox. This delightful children's 
Ih S.P.G. nnd U.M.C.A. There are 

100 other lilusirnlions, nnd the book contains stories, verse.

" Compiled by 
coniunctiun wiibook is published by .

15 colour plates and over lOU other litustrntions, nnd the hooK contains stories, verse, 
competitions, a Play, etc It will be on ideal present for Christmas, and helpful to all 
Coral League Secretaries. 160 pages. 2s. Gd. net, post 3s.

S.P.C.K. in conjunction

j where a 
or one of

sleeping sickness. This will doubtless be 
R. H. Deacon Yakobo Mwela of Ulisn, Likoma, who has been working for some years in 

Southern Rhodesia is to be ordained priest December 18.
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HOME JOTTINGS

CENTRAL AFRICAAutographs for Salc.-^An album containing autographs of Queen Victoria, Davii] 
Livingitone, Charles Dickeiit, Mr. Gladstone, Dithop King anti other famous |>eDpIe 
has been given to the .Mission for disposal. OfTcrs are Invited. A MONTHLY RECORD OF THE WORK — 

UNIVERSITIES' MISSION TO CENTRAL AFRICA
OF THE

Last Notice of U.M.C.A. Stall, No, 6, at the Sate in Aid of Church Wurk 
and Abroad, Horticuitural Hall, Vincent Square, Westminster.

Open Wednesday, November 0th, 12 to 7 p.m.
Tliurtday, November 10th, 12 to 0 pirn.

Admission: 5 to 7 p.m., Wednesday Od.; other times Is.
Please come and buy and ask ail your friends to do the same. Please also send dusters, 
lea cloths and tither useful things for the Stall. Address: Miss Lightly, U.M.C.A.', 
Central Africa House, Wood Street, Westminster, S.W.l.

at Home

No.600. L. DECEMBER, 1932 Price 2d.

CONTENTS
.......... ^ aov™. ..........

Kcvlew .................................... 254 Homo Jottings ...
Recollections of Canon Woodward 266 The Mission Staff 
The I-east of St. Philip the Deacon ...
NOTff.--N*f»her iht Dishoft of tht Mitsion nor (he GtntraX Council ore rttbontthU 

for any opinion or tlatomonl in CENTRAL AFRICA anUn it h eUarly to mST

Christmat Cird9.->-Only one new Christmas Card has been jHiblished this year. 
(No. 41) but it is of such exceptional merit that a large repruduttion has been made as 
it seems most suitable for a Children's Corner. For further particulars sec 
adrvrtiseriirnt. Ei.s

257 In Memoriam ... ... 269Jig MW
.Mr. Claude I 
Mission and up (0 dale 
•* Notices " on the Cover.

pnules.—We hojw many of our friends will buy Jig saw puxzles from 
Slcri for giving us Christmas presents. AH the proceeds ore given to the 

! they amount to nearly one thousand pounds! See under

THE MISSION STAFF
WHERE ARE THE PRIESTS ?Name Diocese Date

Most of our readers know liiai the Mission is in dire need of Priests; 
Ny.Tsai.Tnd has been begging iiard for recruits for nt iCast two years, 
witli hardly any appreciable result: Zanzibar is not very mucli better 
og, and one principal reason for the Bishop’s return to England tliis 
year is his intense desire to find four or five Priests of some experi
ence in tile ministry to lielp and supervise the ncwly-ordnincd 
Africans.

Arrivalt in England 
I Misa Kcevei

MUs H. Shaw 
I Rev. G. l-rle-Drax
i Kev. S. A. Hose
! Uishop of Zaniibar
I Rev. H. M. Gibbon*

Misi G. S’oung 
Miu Egan 
Mhf Paddisun 
Mist Sharp

iltpatlurtt from England 
Novice Franresea 
Dr. Nightingale 
MIm fi. R. Gucscll 
.Miss M. Young 
Miss IP, Thomas 

j Archdeacon Vjetor

:Zanzibar
Nyasatand
Zanzibar
MasMl
Zanzibar
Zanzibar
Nyasaland
Nyasaiond
Muasi
Masasi

Sept. 16 
Sept. 15 
Sejil. 20 
Sept. 20 
Sept. 23 
Sept. 23 
OCI.4L

Oct. 11

,-V

r'

A few weeks ago tlie Bishop of Nyasaland cabled to me that lil.s 
need is so urgent that unless I could find Priesls to join his staff in 
the ordinary way, I must look for some who would give temporary 
help next year.

The Chttrch Times kindly gave us a paragraph about the Bishop’s 
cable, and, as a result, the more immediate need ha.s been supplied 
by an offer of service from the Rev. E. V. Lean, one of the Assistant 
Priests at St. Peter's, London Docks, who hopes to sail for Nyasa
land towards the end of January.

But the work, in Nyasaland cannot be carried, on properly till 
•the Bishop secures the services of three or four additional Priesls, 
while the Bishop of Zanzibar has not yet succeeded in finding even 
one of the five men whom he needs at once. Must he go back to his 
Diocese empty-handed?

Zanzibar
Zanzibar
Nyaialond
Nyasaland
Nyasaland
Nyasaland U”:;; IS

Appolatmeat,—The Bishop of Nyasaland ha* asked Canon Victor to become Ardt- 
deacon of ShW in succession to Canon \Vllson, who, as our readers know, is not 
allowed by.thc doctors to return to Africa. Canon Victor has been acting practically 
as Archdeacon for the last eighteen months or *0, and we congratulate him on an 
appointment which cannot well odd much to the work he has already had in hand.* • *

New Mcmfccra.—D/oreze of Nyasaland: Miss Hilary Thomas (teacher), I-omlon B.A.. 
with Cambridge Teaching Diploma, is to work in Portuguese East Africa and for this 
imrpose has been studying in Portugal and now holds both the Segundn Grnu and llw 
Curso de FfrUs.

Miss Geraldine Cuiscll and Miss Mary Young, both fully trained and cxpcrienccil 
nurses. E. F. S.
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SELF SUPPORTDiocese of Nyasaland i

^ ', nSELF SUPPORT
Wk usually keep to the English name as above, except in Portuguese 
territory. For one thing, to pul the same idea into a native dialect 
would not be casy^ Wo might say in ICimanda " Kwipagamokisn ’* 
—“.'to hold oneself up,” but that would not convey much to the 
people beyond the literal meaning. Of course, one must explain 
the meaning of self-support, and then the wprd comes home to the 
people, whenever they hear it, with the proper significance attached. 
I must confess, however, that one dear old dame thought it referred 
10 a certain sweet edible fruit which, in our tongue, is pronounced 
in a similar way, ‘‘ mapotipoti.”

I was thinking a few days ago, and marvelling, too, on the variety 
of things received for self-support. In time of affluence it is often 
possible to insist on ” coin only,” but this year it has been impossible 
to do so. So we have received chickens, native flour, beans and oi her 
kinds of food; mats, boskets, poles, bamboos, building rope, and 
other useful things of that nature. .\nd some hove worked for self- 
support.

What, then, is self-support? It is our name for Church dues, 
the idea being, of course, to teach the growing Church in these parts 
to be self-supporting.

We began rather late in the day, and it was not until after the 
war (so far as I remember) that we really took the matter up in earnest, 
and made a rule that all Christians and Catechumens of full age must 
contribute at least sixpence to the self-support fund. I am right in 
sijying, I think, that this minimum is not often exceeded, though 
I used to have a Croesus among our congregation who gave me 5s. 
a year.

■ 'rf<Ur^ 
........

f

t'iV.

} T

|P«ir« tmtComing out TO MHBT TUBW PADRE ON JUS RETURN TO ManDA

ESr z-.rA.T.si's
hey are quite willing for us to have the blessings if only they 

have the receiving Then, again, in their eyes, we are so enor- 
mously rich : and when they see the food we eat, the clothes we wear, 
and the tilings we possess, nothing will convince them that we have 
not endless treasures at our beck and call.
weifTn‘'T'" I’”'' f'"* “ “ ''"=y "‘e''' build the school aswell as the church, and so save tlie mission money spdnt on build- 
mgs, and we have the greatest sympathy with the idea. But here, 
again, there are difficulties. The building would probably be 
up by tho^ people of the village who couldn’t refuse, i.e., thn poor 
and powerless. And would such a building satisfy requirements as 
to structure, light, capacity, etc.? Most probably not. And one 
must regretfully confess, too, that ” competition ” (an ugly word in 
this context), means, quite plainly, that if one mission is unwilling 
to put up a school another one can be found who will. I hasten to 
make it plain that this is not the policy of U.M.C.A

The self-support is divided, in this Diocese, into two equal 
portions: one portion is sent to the Treasurer for part payment of 
stipends of African clergy nnd Readers, and the other portion is 
relained locally for expenditure there. So far, our own half hns 
bren expended yearly on such objects as paying the master-builders 
who build the brick churches in the villages, buying church mats 
and books such as prayer-books and hymn-books. These latter are 
dear, and wear out terribly quickly, as they are well-thumbed every 
day, nnd Ihe binding is not of that kind which lasts for ever.

can

” Not a large amount to ask ” you say. True, and none of us 
is satisfled for it to remain at this figure; but there are things to 
be said on the other side. It is true that many could give more, bur, 
on the whole, the present poverty of the people would not allow of 
u much larger sum being demanded. But when prosperity returns 
once more to a stricken world, it would seem to be a matter for real 
consideration as to whether or not the time has come to raise the 
amount. Moreover, there are other ways in whiefi the people give. 
Their ordinary Cliurch offerings, for instance, cover the cost of 
bread and wine and candles for Masses, with perhaps some few pence 
over for the widows who are widows indeed. Then, again, they build 
their own churches, and I was properly horrified to be told by a 
priest of another mission further south that they actually buijt the 
churches for the people. No wonder they were in financial diffi
culties. It is only fair to point out, however, that In the case of large 
central station churches, the cost is met by donations from sym
pathizers at home.

Not, indeed, that we are satisfied or feel inclined to go.about with 
a proud look and a high stomach—far from it.' I am very conscious,

put
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SELF SUPPORT Dioccsc of Nyasaland

. Chinyanja Bibles, for instance, ore now 25. pd. each, which is 
equivalent to nearly half a month’s pay for a workman : and I was 
horrified at having to pay is. a copy for a small local hymn-book, 
and os wc have no allowance made to tis specially for printing and 
books, the money for such os these has to be found from self* 
support or other church offerings.. Our 500 hymn-books cost us 
an exceedingly heavy bill for a poor congregation.

My hope is that next year we shall strike out, as others have 
already done before us, and allot part of our local self-support for 
some special piece of missionary work. The work would then be 
the local church's own effort, apart from the ordinary evangelistic 
work which is always being carried on, and the evangelist or teacher 
would be paid from their own self-support. It may be by such means 
that self-propagation will become as much an ordinary idea of the 

-ryday Christian as self-support is becoming 
Lost year the total amount given for self-support in the Diocese 

was ;^3i5: not so bad, not so bad. In 1927 the amount given seems 
to have been almost exactly £200^ so there is a gain of well over 
j^ioo in five years, or, to put it fairly, a gain of over 50 per cent, in 
the subscriptions.

If we cost our mind round the subject in general, it would seem 
that wc cannot reasonably hope for the local congregations to pro
vide education at their own expense. No doubt, later on, when the 
education given warrants it, a small fee will become the normal 
custom. But it is difficult to see that anything more than this can 
be expected from them in the near future. In this matter wc cannot 
hope for them to be self-supporting. But as the standard of living 
becomes higher, and wages increase (as we hope they will), we can 
reasonably look for^vard to the people more and more becoming 
self-supporting in regard to religious ministrations. Though we do 
not expect them to be able to pay their teachers in the schools, we do 
harbour the hope of them paying the stipends of the African clergy. 
At least we are alive to the Importance of the question. But let not 
our friends at home think that the time has yet come for the African 
Church to be self-supporting—far from it. Wc need, and shall 
continue to need for some time, all the support from home we can 
get. Only, we have the problem in mind: a start has been made: 
please God it will go forward.

SOME NOTES FROM KAYOYO •
From an African Teacher

m ®"SlRnd of Knyoyo who would like
for my“™ugil

° i's source is at the north-west of our
fhlnr- f guests’ house, which is especially used for

in tt in the dry season. So we love our small stream.
its owr®-“<:>' '’illage is

Of those nine villagtS we 
only get our school childrdq from five I How about the others ? In
Jill TevTh- u When a person
diw, they think that his or her spirit cannot be received by good

ilTe il„T- "'g''' and for six days;the relations of the dead person gives those men who make “ Gule 
Wamkulu one basket of flour and some cluckcns every day. In

eve now.

a“-1

• -■.•'rj’f-:',r,\

T. H, Hicks

1
V. ; V '1

Katoto
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SOM I: NOTES FROM KAYOYO SO!ilE NOTES FROM KAYOYO
the daytime they live in the bush near the viliage. On the sixth 
day they are given two or three baskets full of flour with one or two 
goats; this last day of the dance there is a veiy bad drinking of beer, 
all the songs which they sing in dancing are very bad indeed I Those 
prople do not allow their children to go to school, but make them 
join in making and dancing the Gule Wamkulu.” The girls do 
not join in the “ Gule Wamkulu,” but they only go in the night 
when they are dancing. Also those heathen people are often doing 
harm to our Christians. When they meet them with their “ Nyau ” 
which they themselves call “ Gule Wamkulu' (** Nyau ” is really 
the name of those things which they make, but tliey only use the 
name of “ Gule Wamkulu ’* instead of that) they say: “ Because 
you have seen our ‘ Gule Wamkulu ’ you had better pay us, if you 
refuse, misfortune will happen to you.” Christians, however, show 
their brave character by entirely refusing to pay them, because to 
pay them, is really disloyalty.

A village headman’s son had some friends; they were all heathen 
and refused to attend school. Later oh his friends became school 
boys; when that father saw that his son's friends began to go in that 
way, he thought that his son u*ouId be persuaded by them to go 
with them on that new way which he did not like. So he decided 
to enter him for that heathen dance. He took him with a big cock 
as fees for the elders of the dance; there he was welcomed gladly. 
There are many village headmen in this country who do not know 
the goodness of school. Some think that school is good for boys 
only, not for the girls. So they only allow the boys to go to school, 
and prevent the girk. We must pray that the eyes of those people 
may be opened to know that the goodness of school is not only for the 
boys as they think, but also for the girls.

At the north of Kayoyo, about two miles away, there is a village 
where there is our school which was opened at the end of 1929. The 
people of that village are very fond of ” Gule Wamkulu the 
village belongs to the heathen principal headman himself, 
seven wives. The school was sent there by his request. It seems 
as if he does not like the “ Gule Wamkulu,” but he is too afraid 
of his people to get rid of it. In early days, the children came to 
school very well, but after one year they began to get slack, because 
their parents and ciders said that they must also join with them in 
their heathen dance. One day—Sunday—the teacher did not- get
even a single child for hearers class 1 The poor teacher boldly ___
to the place where they were making their ” Gule Wamkulu ” and 
asked the ciders to spare his school boys; the elders, however, were 
very angry with the teacher, even though he asked them with respect; 
so a great quarrel arose I He came back with a few boys and gave 
them their instruction. On Monday morning he went and reported 
to the principal h^man, whose reply was very disappointing to 
the teacher. ” I want the children to go to school, but also I want 
them to join their elders in ' Gule Wamkulu,* ” replied the principal 
headman. Afternoon of the same day the poor teacher came to me

Mymg that we who are trying by His powei^ to guide and teach our 
relations on tlie nglit way, it is not wonderful and shameful to be 
despised or beaten ; because the Owner of the Kingdom which we 
nre preaching was badly despised and beaten. So when we get some 
troubles for His sake, we must be patient. The more patient we 
are m our troubles and bear our Holy Cross, the more He gives us 
grace to overcome those enemies of our true religion. The next day 
I went to the principal headman with tlie teacher; when I arrived, 
I tried to talk to liim about ail the troublesome matters whicli had 
happened between his people and the teacher about the school

to d the eacher; ^ I told him that his idea was impossible for those 
school children, because it will be as if they will be serving two 
misters. After a long talking, the principal headman promised to 

elders of " Gule Wamkulu ” not to allow the school 
children to come to their dance. I think his words were true, because 
since that time I have never heard of such troubles. About two 
months ago the same teacher came to tell me that the principal head
man IS so kind to him and compels the children, even his own children 
to go to school. Also there are about forty hearers. Now there 
are ten catechumens who have received the cross in the middle of 
last year; ^ we have a good hope that we shall get the first Christians 
in that village in 1933. That school is called ” Nthondo School.” 
the name is called after the principal headman himself.

Our friends in England must always remember that there are 
many people in this country—men and women, boys and girls, who 
know nothing of God’s Love for the human race. ” But there still 
remain four million Africans, divided into one hundred and nineteen 
tribes and speaking one hundred dilTerent tongues, who have not 
yet heard the message of the Gospel ” said the Archdeacon of 
Nyasa on this year’s U.M.C.A. Anniversary. This Is absolutely 
true. Please pray for both the Christians of this country and for 
those people who are still in awful darkness, that the true Light of 
the world, which is Jesus Christ Himself, may enlighten in them to

who has

went
Habil Matthew Chipembele 

August, 1932
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AT BEIRA—AN INTERLUDEAT BEIRA-AN INTERLUDE
The Union-Castle liner stopped three days at Beira, on the way to 
Zanzibar, loading copper, tobacco, mealies, coconuts and 
brought to this Portuguese port by tlie Rhodesian Railway.

The passengers rejoiced, as the cranes piled the cargo on the ship 
whtch had been dancing like a cork since she left the Cape with empty

Tlie African dock labourers worked with a cheerful noise, unpre
possessing in their grimy European khaki. Africans from all parts 
of East Africa are here, and I watched them closely for a friendly 
Nyasa face, but it was scarcely likely any one should recognize me 
after ten years’ absence.

oranges.

But surely this one, and this, and this, must be Nyasas; we will 
make an enquiry.

V You there, are you not from Nyasaland?"
“ Yes,” smiling broadly.
" Do you know me? Do 1 know you?”
" No ”—a pause—” I am,from Blantyre."
“ From the Scotch Mission there?" “Yes.”
“ Are there malty Nyasas here?”
" Yes, very many.”

So when it grows cooler we must walk out to the native location and 
find our friends.

How Beira has changed in the last ten .years! Then it was 
freely more than a sandbank betiveen mangrove swamps, 
the only roads were trolley lines laid across the sand. Now there 
are fine qMys, roads, buildings, and the harbour is full of ships, 
boats and barges. It is cheering to see English names on the huge 
modern cranes opposite our port-holes. The trolleys are left idle 
m stray corners, as much out of date as sedan chairs.

M we walkiM along the ,quay, an African came up to us. " I am 
die ship^™"' Ltkoma, we were sure it was you when

^So ten j-Mrs slip away. “ Will you come and see us, there 
many of US here,’*
Firit"w°n^«T^" ‘0 'O’ '0 find ihe Nyasa huts.

where the European railway 
in which the little desert 

‘hat many are Scotch, and sure enough

Phete] lUft. H. r. it IMtSous Nyasaund porters

The native huts, loo, are built of iron, but there arc no bright 
gardens here, and the place looks untidy, desolate and unhome- 
hke. The ground is hard and black, but in the rainy season it niust 
be a swamp, and our road ran on an embankment over the low levels. 
The first house we stopped at belonged to a Muhammadan whose 
wife is a lapsed Christian.

I asked her name, in case it was 
out of knowledge.

“ My name is destroyed,” she answered, and rcfiiscd 
another word.

one of my old schoolgirls, grown 
to say

At last among all the untidy sheds, we came to two side by side, 
which were comparatively neat and well swept. Here there was an 
old schoolgirl from Likoma, delighted to see us. Into my mind 
there came a speech I have often heard from people who ” don’t hold 
with Missions.”

” You can always tell the difference between a Christian and a 
Muhammadan village; a Muhammadan village is always clean, while 
a Christian.................. I”

At any rate, this was not the case here. We settled into deck 
chairs and heard the news.

Lina, my old pupil, was looking thin; this being a polite way of 
beginning a conversation, I told her so, and was surprised at the 
vehemence of her answer.

” We are wearying here, and we never have a Eucharist.” (How 
that name reminded me of the Likoma usel) By this time several 
other Christians had congregated and were sitting round on the floor 
gazing at us.

we saw you on

are

Thi^vcmnlln, ‘“''way lines and sheds.

and^^nJf? £5 'xesm a,face that looked like a Nyasa, and o^ more tt proved to a man from Blantyre. ^
He diW into^n?h“H I find you a Likoma Christian.” 
who benned nn ,P">duced n smiling friend of old days,

• us the afternoon’s leave from his masfer, and came to shL
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AT BEIRA—AN INTERLUDE
Diocese of Zansibar

tl t ?" church here, can you not go to

RECOLLECTIONS OF CANON 
WOODWARD

“ Yes, we used to go last year, but now the padre has gone away ” 
In the morning we hod visited the little church dedicated to St 

George, One wonders how many St. George’s are to be found in 
far corners of the world, where.little colonies of Englishmen have 
grown up round docks and railroads.

The caretaker had told us that the new padro—who lives at Salis- 
burj', a hundred miles or more away—might be coming this week or 
next to visit his scattered flock in this Portuguese town. In this 
diocese, obviously, as in our own U.M.C.A., one priest lias to cope 
with impoMible tasks. The Nyasas are only one of many tribe 
represented in this town of tin sheds, to say nothing of the British 
congregation who built the little church,
we »uM do'to be^“

will taw yram hem
of ta; Tiy^mKo “

Godfrey was equal to the occasion. "I
will guide you to the Savoy Hotel; Missis will give it wlien the 
padre comes.

Br Canon Sehoza

Canon Woodwaud’s dealli has filled the liearts of many people witli
niter ThlT? “nsiians who did not know 111^1^0 fi n

■ n^lv All aI n ni become Christians, but
nearly all adult Christians knew liim well, especially those ’
Bonde country; because he lived with us for many y^rs, ever since 

1™“"’ ''cd SO altered bis ^appearance that
ml7Avho“lie"ras He 1"°^ bim umil tliey were
f7„r,L bic lived so long witli us, and lie did so mucli
for us that we can never cease 10 keep him in remembrance.

I want to write some account of h'im' in order to stir up old 
mories by telling of all that he did. When he was Archdeacon of 

Mapla many knew him by that name. Archdeacon Woodward, hut 
at the end we knew him by the name of the “ Old Padre.”
HaH ‘ '“I”" ceo in 1875, before the work at Magila
liad begun to make lieadway. When lie arrived at Zanzibar he 
was a very young man and had not been ordained. He stayed 
diere for ^ree years. Before coming to Bonde he was ordained
die77s 7 fu" be ••'’Cd at Msalabani, though the name
ihen was Alagila, and he used to go 10 Uniba to help there and tlien

went to live at Umba. He was a 
' diligent worker and was never 

content to stay in one spot, 
but was always travelling 
about to see if luToould find 
suitable places for a mission 
station. “
Misozwe, near the mountain of 
Mlinga,
populous district, large villages 
and many children of the right 
age for school, and the neigh
bouring districts—Mwarimba, 
Bamba, Gonja, Kwa Tango 
and Magula were full of 
people and he decided that 
Misozwe was a suitable spot 
for a station. He made frfends 
with the older folk and they 
showed him a little hill near to 
the villages and he started 
building there. Then he went 
back to Umba. At Idst ho

in our

me

of shoulders in the Likoma attitude

in thi"" wondering when an answer would be found
«»“cred flocks. Surely, whenrh- •-

M. W. B.
Then he went to

REVIEW He found there a

iT' been compiled by Elsie Fox, of S.P.C.

dense forest.Lh ^ flame to make, in which malaria,
very niM ChrlwmA^ ' binder the traveller. It would make a
S” teo?for^i’'-f“' for either boys or girls, and would be a mosi

sifirs .*Sequally beau,iful. (Se„TV7« tte oE;r,rh

to act,

Fattibr Woodward is the old days
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recollections of canon woodward Diocese of Masasi

came lo Misozwc to stay and began to teach the people the Gospel. 
Many of the first converts are alive to-day, but advanced in years. 
They remember him still. Though he went to Msalabani afterwards, 
he never forgot Alisonvc.

At l^lisozwe he once did a very brave deed. One day there was 
a market at Bwembwera, a market held near Mwarimba, and he had 
sent three women to buy his and their requirements; on their way 
back these women were captured by the people of Mahuna, to be 
OTld as slaves. Padre Woodward went to Kiolo, the town of Mahtina 
district, and claimed them and rescued them when they were on the * 
point of being sent to the coast to be sold. At that time there 
no security for life in the country.

Later on when Archdeacon Farler went home, Padre Woodward 
succeeded him at Msalabani and remained there for many years. In 
1899 he was appointed Archdeacon of Magila, and until 1911 he 
was the only Archdeacon in the district. For a short time he was 
.also Archdeacon of Zanzibar. The work at Korogwe began when 
he was in charge at Magila, and I believe he was one.of those who 
went to choose a site for the Mission House there. The work at 
Kizara and Kigongoi was undertaken in accordance with his advice.
In 1909 he accompanied Bishop Weston to the country of the 
Wazigua in order to choose a spot for a Mission district there and 
they chose Kwa Magome. After many years residence at Msalabani 
he went to live at Mkuzi, as he was a member of the Society of the 
Sacred Mission to which society the work at Mkuzi had been 
assigned.

THE FEAST OF ST. PHILIP 
THE DEACON

We had very little time to spare, but we just reached Masasi in time 
We were travelling from England, and In our baggage was a large
hadtoh u’’ Pf°=P“‘ive nativfdfaeon?: so we
had to be at Masasi by the time of the ordination. Our boat arrived at

.r M October gth, and on the following day we got toMt^Mven? f h" “i’.'* *°"e-suirering®ChevroleUorry
fees J' ‘he eve of th4

formed some sue years ago. With the exception of one S who

ordination and conference, after a retreat. Special 
altars had to be erected in the Cathedral to accommodate the pSss-rss is rrsva 

1 .Ssn*:preached the sermon from the text “ Wherefore, O King Agrippa I 
was not disobedient to the Heavenly vision." He described tL duties 
m a deacon, exhorting those about to become deacons

! n Jv ? r ! “"d 'he congregation in general to
« hrethren who were called to so responsible an office.

Mter the sermon, the Litany was sung, and then followed.the ordina
tion, with pontifical High Mass. The somewhat intricate ceremonies 
which such an occasion demands were most beautifully and reverently 
earned out. The music which was, of course, unaccompanied, was 
taken for the most part from the Missa de Angelis, as is the usual 
gatiorT diocese; and was sung very heartily by all the congre-

was

fn' 1913 he received orders to go and help at Masasi. That was 
the first time he left Bonde for another country since 1878. He had 
worked in Bonde for thirty-five years.

In 1914 the Great War broke out and he was interned with many 
other missionaries at Tabora. When they were released many of 
them went home to England on furlough to see their relations, but 
he decided to remain in Bonde and continue his work there.

(To be continued)

After the service was over, the new deacons were received with 
peat joy by their relations and their friends: and there was a general 
feeling of thankfulness that here were the first fruits of the new 

. Theological College at Tunduru. The number of deacons, seven, 
seemed to be symbolic of that first great ordination of seven deacons 
by the Holy Apostles, men appointed to assist the Apostles in (heir 
work as pioneers of the spread of the Gospel. Thus it was ipost 
fitting that the festival of one of their number, St. Philip, was chosen 
as the day upon which the young diocese should welcome to the 
diaconate seven of her

It is not easy for native Africans in what is still very largely a 
heathen population, to fulfil the demands consequent on the accept
ance of the cross of Christ: still less easy is it for them lo carry

i

Vm
sons.

IJilUMmladani out
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the feast of ST. PHILIP THE DEACON LEAVES FROM A LAYMAN'S DIARY.

ihe duties of a minister in the Catliolic Church. We asit, there
fore, the prayers of all who are interested in the growth of the African 
mmistry, on behalf of those who have so recently been ordained; 
that they may be filled with the gifts of grace, and may have courage to 
bear consistent witness for Our Blessed Lord amongst their own 
P'OP'^- K. R. M.

tools. We found about six inches of water in the clfss-rooms, so
J “"T “ff “«= "'ater.Then "e got an S.O.S. from Korogtve to say that the old church of 

St. Alary had developed huge cracks and was dangerous, so after 
paying off our workmen on Saturday afternoon we set out in the 
lorry to investigate, and had to drive the last part of the way through 
black darkn^. Next day we decided tliat there was nothing for it 
but to pull the church down, so I engaged some workmen.

At first the men were afraid to climb, but we cut poles from the 
forest and erected a scaffold, and I then set the men an example by 
Climbing on to the roof first, and very shortly there was a terrific 
din of hammers removing the corrugated iron.

We then took down the stone gable and began the nerve-racking 
job of lowering the heavy timber trusses; we managed to do this 
without mishap and then we began to demolish the walls. The men 
worked splendidly, stones came crashing down in all directions, the 
cracks widened, and the whole building trembled ominously. I was 
afraid the walls would collapse with the workmen, but all went well, 
and by Saturday we had the walls down to ground level.

Later on the Bishop sent me to Korogwe to rebuild the churdh. 
After recruiting a crowd of workmen, we cleared the site and began 
to dig trenches for the foundations of the new building—the earth 
was so loose we had to dig deeply before we came to sufficiently solid 
ground to start the work.

I found the workmen at Korogwe very unreliable, but if con
stantly watched they worked well from six a.m. to four or five o’clock. 
I hope that I did not make them work too hard, but the fact remains 
we had an almost entirely fresh set of men every Monday morning. 
Heavy storms interfered badly, and it was difficult to get the necessary 
building materials, for sand and water had to be carried by the work- 

from a river about a mile away; however, the building 
good progress.

This small stone church of St. Mary was consecrated In 1896 and 
was quite large enough for all the Christians. The big stone church 
of St. Michaels was opened in 1904, and now Korogwe is a large 
archdeaconry and includes the four new parishes of Kizara, Gereza, 
Hale and Ntalawanda, each in charge of very capable African priests. 
The rebuilt church of St. Mary is used for the constant bands of 
baptismal candidates and catechumens when they come to the central 
station for their days of teaching and prayer.

GOVERNMENT EXAMINATIONS 
IN TANGANYIKA TERRITORY

The Government Examination Lists for Tanganyika Territory arc 
again very cheerful reading for U.M.C.A. and for all the Christian 
Missions.

Among the thirty students who won the First Grade Teachers' 
Certificate, twenty-one were U.M.C.A,, most of them from St. 
Andrew s College, Minika, three were Roman Catholics, three were 
Lutherans, and three were Government boys. Everyone of these 
first-grade Teachers is al Christian.

Among the successful Second Grade Teachers, forty-six were 
gained by Roman Catholics, thirty-two by U.M.C.A., six by the 
C.M.S., seven by the Lutherans, and six by the Seventh Day Adven
tism. There were seven from the Government Training Colleges 
and only one of these was not a Christian, so that means lo^ 
Christian Teachers.

Among the School Leaving Certificate boys there were twenty- 
nine Roman Catholics, eight U.M.C.A., five Lutheran and twenty, 
three Government boys, only eight of whom were not Christians, i> 
there again there are fifty-seven Christian boys out of the sixty-five 
suixi^ful candidates. These boys are placed in order of merit, and 
It IS interesting that the third boy in the whole of Tanganyika Terri
tory IS the son of an old U.M.C.A. teacher, and the seventh boy is 
a very young Kiwanda boy, who is so promising that he has been 
accepted at the school in Kenya which 
Makerere College in Uganda, which is the 
East African University.

men made
prepares boys for 

nearest approach to an

Diocese of Zansibar

LEAVES FROM A LAYMAN’S DIARY
11—ST. MARY’S CHURCH, KOROGWE

Although the boys were away when I got bock from Zanzibar, 
found Mr. Beal had plenty of work on hand. We were putting 
cement floors in Ihe school dormitories, and the work of building our

H. A.J.

I IN MEMORIAM—R.I.P.
October 20.—Mary Ann Balls.

MSss Balls has been a devoted worker for Ihe Mlatlon in Ealing for very many 
year*.
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SPOILING THE NATIVE
SPOILING THE NATIVE

Charity begins

rr ;r:T sr '■"SlirbiS!:':™"
faith and therefore cannot be expected to hold wilh missionary work 
overs^ for that very reason. Wherefore we are not unduly dis
turbed when these people “ have no time ” for missions, any^more 
than we are perturbed that a biind man “ has no time " for a beauti
ful sunset. The second sort will be those (and they arc legion) who 

Christians, he., those who are"^ not consciously 
affected in thraglit or conduct by Christian teaching, and ignore ii 
command. You cannot impress such a one with the need for over
sea missionary work until he himself or she herself is converted.

AT HOJIE ■
By Thomas H. Hicks

“ You are only concerned to save your own bacon ” is the sort of 
criticism not infrequently made against those who hold to the 
Chnstian faith. But to make a remark of this sort is to show one’s 
Ignorance of the meaning of that faith, because it contains the 
notion that Christianity is a purely individualistic religion. In 
origin and history, however, our faith is corporate; it is concerned 
not only with the individual as such, but also with the kingdom of 
G<^, the divine community, of which Christians are members; each 
and all having duties and privileges as sons and daughters of the 
kingdom. It is not “every man for himself and the devil take the 
hindmost, but “ .ye are members one of another not “ save your 
own bacon “ but “ whosoever loseth his life for My sake the iime 
shall save It. Like Moses, the Christian is ready to be blotted out 
of the book of ife if thereby he may save his brethren. The first 
duty of every Chnstian is to proclaim the good news, that is, to make 
mother Christian.

sense, and therefore it is our

The real Christian
We address ourselves to the reaf .Clirislian, i.e., to the one who 

^ds these words—you. For you Christ is Lord and Saviour; in 
Him you have found ihe tranquillity of an assured hope, the peace 
of forgiven sm, and new life for old. He is your Light, having 
away, by His cross and resurrection, the darkness which was round 
about God and the mystery of life. You now know God as Father 
and Love, and love ^ts out fear; your only fear is that of being 
parted from Him by sin. Christ is.your Way, setting your feet firmly 
on the path.that leads to the heavenly home. And He is your 
Strength, a very present help in trouble, ever renewing your spiritual 
life m prayer and word and sacrament. Love, joy, peace) with faith 
and hope, are yours in this world because of Christ? and he has 
called you to help in the glorious venture of the building of His 

, . kingdom among men; a kingdom which, begun indeed here below, 
is nevertheless to be consummated by a Divine act when the time 
has fully come.

And because Christ is this to us we are bound to share the experi
ence with others who know Him not. It is impossible to keep 
Christ selfishly to ourselves and remain one of His. : To be a 
Christian is, by that very calling, to be a missionary, and the first 
duty of one Christian is to make another.

Authoritx, Reason and Experience 
Christian authority for proclaiming the gospel and for making 

others into believers is found in the last chapter of St. Matthew’s
gospel, Go ye into all the world..........baptizing...........teaching.”
Apostolic practice no doubt confined its missionary work at first to 
Jerusalem and its environs, but St. Paul was soon to prove to St. 
Peter and the rest that the mind of the Christ envisaged the whole 
world as the stage for the message. *' Woe is me ” he said. ” if I 
preach not the Gospel.”

This paramount duty of every Christian to make another Christian 
« well understood in the mission fieid, and iegion is the number of 
Chrjstian communities which have been started by a wanderine 
Christian or two, just as Moslems have spread their faith in the same 
way. Who has not heard of the Christian black prophet Harris of 
bierra Ceono, who gained some sixty thousand converts in a single 
journey ? The story of these various beginnings, could it be written, 
would be more romantic and enthralling than any novel.

Our authority is clear arid cannot be gainsaid, but what of exteri-
Z^’Il ■ in present faa, shows us
two things. We see, first, the abundance of the divine blessing on 
r^'°h u°''L’ "e see that where a part of the Christian
Chu^ has been slack in proclaiming the Gospel, it has grown weak
has n" r"'?"?' “ P“« of ‘he Church

^ miKionaiy real, it has flourished. The missionary 
it from of England, more than anything else, has saved
uelZn^iTo becoming a rotten branch. The Christian

rHhAoH^io ‘i" “" ^‘"Osphere of selfishness, i.e., of keepingwifo tee^Tatliin^ri

cast
1^;:

European influences
Everyone knows of the mythical lady who made wooljen mittens 

to keep the poor heathen warm, while her own children were neglected ? 
.and the Russian lady who wept over the sufferings of the hero on 

. the stage while her footman froze to death outside. But we must 
remember that the charity which not only begins but a]so ends at 
home is likely to become narrow, hard, unlovely, because true charity

our
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SPOILING THE NATIVE t
SPOILING THE NATIVE

The usual supirosmon is that, for instance, the black peoples of 
Africa can be left alone until such lime as we have converted our own

no white man had previously entered their country. In the firet 
place he found that the rilles used by the slave-traders more of E- 
pean maka; and secondly, he found that a part of the Zulu race had

dlfr ^ I? Zulu warriors, with
tlieir speare and shields, were too much for the bow-and-arrow people 
of the Lake; and theseTatter suffered accordingly. We are hardly 
die nmi\^.“^ ‘ unknown to ourselves, we “ interfered with

whiih“ .h ='“'’“-‘^“ding of the European powers

°f Zululand writes (referring to a visit some years

solum^^^rrde^ "'hy ‘he dis-
“ the “dr^i“ • '= O" of ‘heir opposition

doJno‘t“kn™ “ "’h““0 »"°‘her part of the world; who
PW .h„, r, ^ the martyrdom of Bishop Patteson, of Melanesia? 

.i"" was hilled by island natives because he was a while
S? forced labmr?'‘’Th f "’™ '"me of the native people

^ “ ®hort time before the Bishop
number of natives had been inveigled on board a 

iX™];i'‘h‘°‘\'V'’V''“‘ 'he Bishop had been coafiL 
"0™ forcibly carried off and sold.” 

of CentrafMrira'ioA “ interfering ” with the natives.ion^mlw'TSiSLtiufncl^r;^

f c..„
on life is being revolillionised by contact will, our civillatn™"'”'' 

(7o be cotilinucd)

HOME JOTTINGS
The Mission’s Income.—The foIIowiiiP i« 

lo Uio principal working funds of ihc wfssiL: comparison of tlic ninouiits foijtribiiii-dUTO-

1932 1931
Received dur

ing Oct.
Fund Total to iReceived diir- 

October 31 lng Oct. Total to 
October 31

£ 2l‘^8 X

: »=
£2,055 2.641 22,065

1,3C6
3.054

82 1,460 163403 2,829 428
Grand Totals 2,540 26.207 3,162 27,385

dhcc, .s. Omc/„r,h"7g “ihofa
■e not paid in their conlri- 
■y not Inter than Dec. 15,

whose
possible.

our friends 
as early as

* * •
kcr,oi'''p"^" pply witfdX” fc^plrlhalari'o'^ m'- «l Tan-'

Hulisc

have
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HOME JOTTINGS

ff.r.hVj'rn'; srr "■“ •"'• «

» »
■....''r.iZ H S’f,“‘l,"“JJ''' P™)" U"i„n).-A r.l.., f„ra ihe ChapLin of A.s«i. 
.na>, Canon Hnllalt, hu b«n aanl to nil from whom thtlr Sccfctarp, MIta Meade-KinE. 
ho. htard durlnR the part fiva yean. Therefore, .11 any Aasociatea have not received U

.1 stamp or two) should also be made to her by those who desire some of the smial 
requests for Intercession, if nble to undertake more than the Intercession paper In C^ral

• * •
EiblUiloo ol Work.—Will all those who are having Work Parties for the Mission 

please look ahead and ^gln to think of the Exhibition of Work for Africa, which wc 
hope to hold on Saturday, April 1.. Details of the entries allowed for the Exhibition 
may be had on application to the Secretary, Coral League and C.S.C. at the OHice. We 
ufRcntly ask cwj-one to concentrate on re.tl necessities this year, as the question ol 
finimce Is so mHous that the Mission can no longer afford to send out to our stations 
llLi? required. Such things as bead necklaces, scrap-
liooki, wooden alphabeu, etc., will have to wait tiow until there Is more money to pay 
for sending them out. Things for the hospitals, and Church linen and vestments, and 
gnrments such as kansus, viiibau and lumpers, are still urgently needed and must be 
sent as long ns Ihe Mission can nlford to do so.

f

1. iJ?' OP bdhalf of U.M.C.A will bo hold In Work Room 34, Brooko St.,

Miss W. nucktey, c/o Miss K. Alexander, 85 Drooke Street, Holbom, E.C.I.
• ft •

.- (2«f«'^.r) wt"W 1* very grateful for subscribers letters to the Koval
Surgiciil Aid Society. They should bo sent to the Secretary at the OlHce.

THE MISSION STAFF
Name Diocese Date

dlrrivalt in Eiifiland 
Miss Pryor 
Miss Daniel!
Mr. Fisher 
Mr. Done 
Rev. G. Harvey

Defatluin from England 
Mlu Bridges Lee 
Dr. Co F. Taylor 
Miss WllHs 
Miss Healing

Zanzibar
Nyasaland
Nyasaland
Zanzibar
Nyasaland

Oct. 18 
Oct. 18 
Oct. 18 
Nov. 3 
Nov. 14

i'Zanzibar
Masasl
Masosi
Nyasaland

Dec. 1 
Dec. 8 
Dec. 6 
Dec. 29

In Miuial C»lhodr«l on October 11. The BIBiop ol Mti,ii.l ordolnod i

- ft ft *
Appolataeot.<-The Bishop of Zanzibar has appointed the Rev. Canon B. H. Winter* ' 

boiham, Vicar of St. Saviour's. Luton, to be one of hU Commissaries.

O
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FOREWORDILLUSTRATIONS
.■\s President, I am given tlie privilege of sending it message to the 
supporters of the Mission at tlie beginning of another year. Refer
ence has already been made to tlie loss of valued friends and sup
porters, but I cannot refrain from adding one more testimony to my 
predecessor in this olfice as an Iionourcd and beloved chief and 
friend. Among the many distinguished qualities of litis great and 
good man I recall iltal wltich always impressed me as specially 
characteristic, namely, itis sure and clear judgment: very quickly he 
could make up his mind and come to a decision when any prohlcm 
was presented to himj no one could eye^accuse him of “ sitting 
upon the fence." 1 don’t think that lie Would ever heVmdn’gst tltose 
wlio are ready to propose the previous question as a way of shirking 
a difficult position in a discussion: lie would know liis own mind 
and he would let you know it loo. It is not too much to say that 
there is no one at the present time that holds quite the same position 
in the counsels of the Church which was held by Charles Gore.

We cannot look to the opening of the New Year witliout anxiety. 
The strangely disturbed and almost citaolic conditions of tlie civilized 
nations fmancially and commercially restrains any tendency .to 
optimism. On every side we Itcar of tlie possible necessity of 
retrenchment in expenditure on llio part of social and religious 
activities, and the difficulty is not merely to meet extended ellorts 
and fresli opportunities, but to mainfain in efficiency work that has 
already been undertaken.

Our own Bishops in the U.M.C.A. arc asking urgently for addi
tional priests of experience to help and supervise tlie newly ordained 
Africans : n stall already inadequate is in dnngcr of being still further 
defeated by breakdown tlirougli tlie heroic cfforls made to cope with
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FOREWORD

'i Diocese of Nyasaland
and tliere arc still some millions of thework beyond their powers, „ ,

native tribes who have not yet even heard the Gospel message. We 
may indeed thank God for what has been accomplished in the years ,J
of the life of the Mission, and for the splendid devotion of those who fi
liave given their whole lives to this cause, but we who are at home 
cannot without humility look upon the prospect of loss of oppor- 
tunitics through insufficient support which might be given, even ; 
considering our own difficulties.

Nevertheless, I am far from desiring to be a prophet of woe: it 
is foolish not to face facts, but we face them not in the spirit of the 
defeatist, but in order that we may endeavour to find means to over
come them. The triumphs of the Church have never depended upon !' 
material prosperity: "Not by might nor by power, but by my 
Spirit ’•: it is not when the country has been most prosperous that ,
the advance of the Church has been most effectual; the greatest of S -
all missionaries, when he set forth from Palestine, had little support 
from the Home Church. • . , j '

One cause for encouragement, as it seems to me, is to be found 
in the growing tendency among thoughtful people to look for a 
solution of our national difficulties, not so much to economic or 
political methods as to a new spirit: it is the echo of tlie prophets of 
old to Israel to return to God—whose ways arc not as our ways, and 
whose thoughts arc not as our thoughts. Looking to the history of 
the U..M.C.A., and the heritage which has passed to us, we should 
indeed be faithless if we did not take courage to go forward.

E. D. Shaw,
Bishop.

JOTTINGS ON PASTORAL WORK
By Canon Frank Winspear

Recentli a layman asked me what a priest's work in Africa was like 
and another priest turning to me said: “Surely much the same as 
in hngland. ’ At the moment I could only answer that “ a priest’s 
work is much the same all the world over.” While this is true as 
regards fundamentals, when a padre returns to England he cannot 
but notice the contrast between the setting and details of a priest’s 
life at home and those in Central Africa.

parishioner calls upon his priest in England he is met by 
a closed door, has to ring a bell and interview a trim maidservant 
before he is admitted to the vicar’s study. In Africa we live much 
more out of doors and so when 1 come back to my house after break- 
f^t any morning there are probably ten or twenty men sitting on 
the stone seat inside the front verandah, and a group of womijn 
silting under a tree some distance away all waiting their turn for a 
talk with the parish priest* The women sit in a group apart, as It 
would not be in accordance with African etiquette for them to sit 
with the men on the verandah.

First of all come the people who want official papers signed, and 
there are many of them, as Governments in Nyasaland are glad to 
accept a clergyman’s signature as evidence of identity. These are 
quickly disposed of, and then comes the more serious work of the 
morning. The substance of a priest’s interviews with his people is 
probably much the same as at home, but there are maay differences 
due to the various tribal customs. For instance, putting up the ba 
of marriage is quite a business. Throughout Bantu Africa, marriage 
IS not merely a contract made between two young people with the 
^nsent of their ciders, but rather a treaty made between two clans. 
The really important negotiations as to a marriage are conducted by 
elder relations who arc called “ ankoswe.” There are three of them 
on each side, though one on each side conducts the business, and the 
others are witnesses who can supply his place if need be I 
The Likoma people have what is called matrilincal customs, that *is 
descent and relationship only count through the mother’s side of the 
tamily. The mother’s brother and not the actual father is the 
guardian of the children, and so he must attend to give his consent 
to a marriage. At the same time Christian custom demands that 
the bride s father should also attend to express his consent, so that a 
gi^ly company assembles to arrange one wedding. When all these 
relations are assembled in my room. I begin to ask the formal ques- 
tions prewnbed by the diocesan rules, beginning with the bride
groom, of whom I demand whether he has ever been married before, 
and get a rather indignant reply pointing out that I have known him 
^nce he was a small boy and so why do I ask such a silly question. 
Probably when the time comes to interrogate the bride, she is found

When a

■ ;
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ORDINATIONS AT MASASI
We have received the following further particulars of the ordination 
of deacons at Mosasi from the Bishop:—

“ On October 11, the Feast of Philip the deacon, and the anniver- 
™ry of the consecration of Bishop Weston and the death of Arch
deacon Johnson, 1 made in the Cathedral the following seven candi- . 
dates from St. Cyprian’s Theological College (Bishop Weston’s . ’ 
great memorial in the diocese) deacons, and assigned them to the 
districts stated:—Yuda Kasoyaga, Chiwatn; Petro Ligunda, i 
Luatala; pmilius Mchauru, Newala; Bernardo Mpunga, Mchauru; 
Mikael Nalijandya, Kanyimbi; Gerard Sonje, Liloya; Mika Twanje, : 
Nanyindwa.

Gerard Sonje was Gospeller—Emilius Mchauru is the first of the . 
Makonde tribe to receive Holy Orders. •

The following four are the new candidates for the diaconate at the 
ogical College :~Hugh Suya, Josef Swaswa, Mikael Mnon- 
Alfred Kasembe."

sar on.
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c-jOTTINGS ON PASTORAL WORK JOTTINGS ON PASTORAL WORK
,vShe is just outside the door kneeling withto be missing.

her face averted, and when she is induced lo enter the room, she stands 
far apart from her intended husband’s kinsfolk and keeps her face 
turned away from them and answers all the questions over her 
shoulder. This is because there is a very rigid custom 
must not look on the face or address the person of her “ in-laws.” 
The relations on both sides must then explicitly express their consent 
to the union, and affirm that they have formally met together to 
arrange it and that the '* ankoswe ” have.eaten a meal in common 
to ratify the agreement. It Is especially important that tlic bride’s 
maternal uncle agrees that he is satisfied with the payments which have 
been made to him. These marriage payments are essential to a valid 
marriage among the Nyasas, and though, of course, not necessary in 
Church law, it is imf^rtant^that native custom about them be respected. 
If the woman's family are not satisfied about tliem the marriage may 
possibly end in disaster, as they do not look upon It as a binding 
marriage until the proper payments have been made. Generally 
this has all been done before they come to put up the banns, but 
occasional!)^ one has to be sure that the proper persons are represent
ing the family. Sometimes one cannot accept a junior representative 
so the proceedings are adjourned while a messenger hurries off lo the 
village to fetch the real uncle. Sometimes tlie old gentleman refuses 
to come and then one knows that he is not satined as to the pay
ments and the banns cannot be called. Then the bridegroom may 
become very agitated and say that the food for the wedding feast has 
all been prepared and if they can’t get married it will all spoil, but 
the priest has to be firm, and usually firmness results in the matter 
being settled up properly in the village, and the uncle comes up 
to express his consent. This difficulty as to (x>nsent may give one a 
lot of trouble if, as occasionally happens, the uncle liyes at a place 
some hundreds of miles away. I remember once the groom’s family 
saying that as I was insisting on a man who lived a long way away 
coming, that they were weary of the business and would break off the 
engagementj this happily was settled by other relations being fetched 
In, and they could t^r witness to the old man's consent.

Then again when all this has been satisfactorily settled and the 
banns are being called in church, there still remains the important 
question as to when the marriage is to take place. An anxious bride
groom appears on the verandah and probably asks. ‘‘When con we 
brew the beer?” A stranger would be aghast at a priest being asked 
as to when beer might be brewed in a village, but a parish priest in 
Nyasaland knows that it takes a definite time to go through all the 
operations of brewing the native beer, which is always a part of the 
wedding feast, and so the actual wedding day must be carefully 
chdsen. At Likomd it is usual to insist on weddings taking place on 
a Thursday. To choose an earlier day would be a temptation to all the 
womenfolk of both families to stay away from church on Sunday to 
carry water for the beer, and to choose a later day might involve the 
^vedding festivities being carried on until the next Sunday, So

Thursday is chosen and the 
ceremony is usually early in the 
morning so that it may be before 
the nuptial Mass. It is interest
ing to note that a married woman 
according <to tribal customs 
must neyer mention the name- 
of her husband, and this is 
sometimes very embarrassing 
to a busy priest, for when he; 
asks the woman about her 
husband she has to go outside to 

. find someone who can come In 
and reveaf the husband's

ButTt is not only the pre
liminaries to marriage which 
crowd the verandah ^yilh callers, 
there are unfortunately those 
who wish, in their own quaint 
phraseology, ” to cease to be 
married." In this respect one 
can be very thankful for the con
fidence our Africans repose- in 
their clergy and for the oppor
tunities one has of reconciling 
married folk who have quarrelled 
In such coses native customs on 
the wh^e are helpful: the fact 
that payments have been made 

to the woman’s family is often a safeguard.
Space forbids one writing at length on the subject of these 

marriage payments, but it will suffice to say, that they arc not so 
much for the purchase of a bride as a security for good behaviour. 
If the husband doesn’t treat his wife well, and forces her to leave him, 
he forfeits the deposit paid to his wife’s kinsfolk by his own relations. 
Similarly if the woman leaves her husband without justification her 
relations may be liable to return the deposit. And so it sometimes 
happens that an excited young man arrives, says that his wife has left 
him and demands that the priest will order her to return to him at 
once. The first question one always asks is: "Have you been to your 

-j; ‘ aiikoswe! and got him to discuss the matter with the other side?"
^ r ^ Until that has been done it is no use the priest ifiterfering. When 

however such negotiations have foiled the priest can get all the people 
concerned together and use his influence for a settlement. It is won
derful how willing the people arc to listen to one, but it is not withoqt 
sbme'secret amusement that a bachelor lectures young people on 
the duties of the married state. The African clergy are extraordin
arily helpful in such cases, and often will spend many hours over: a 
single case. Once 1 overhead an African padre exhorting a young

ithat a bride
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been done to the common life of the Church, and deepens the peni
tence of the individual by helping him to realize that penitence Is not a 
matter of words only.

In all this pastoral work among Christians, the “ church elders ” 
are a great help to the parish priest, and the church elders are a body 
of men and women to which there is nothing quite parallel in church 
life at home. The Parochial Church Council is perhaps the nearest 
analogy. But then our ciders are 
each year by the priesuin-charge.
by the Archdeacon before the High Mass on one of the Sundays 
after Easter, and each one of them is given a medallion attached to 
a red ribbon to wear in church. In theory they only hold office for 
a year, but in practice they retain the office as long as they arc satis
factory. At Likoma we have fourteen men elders and sixteen women. 
They usually have meetings after Mass on Sunday morning, but the 
men and women meet separately and only communicate with each 
other through the priest-in*chargc. In addition to the ordinary duties 
of collecting the alms they are very useful in church in attending to 
the seating of the congregation. As is well known there are no seats 
in the nave of the cathedral and the whole congregation is seated 
on palm leaf mats; each elder, however, has a small mat for himself 
or herself ajid sits In the side aisle and so each superintends a portion 
of the congregation. At the Communion of the people both 
and women elders are detailed to marshal the communicants going 
up to the altar.

They are also a great help In administering poor relief.

man and saying to him : ‘*You know all we married men have to be 
patient with our wives.” I wondered what the padre’s wife would 
have said if she had heard him. . ^

I remember that quite late one evening a very excited 
young woman hurried up to my house, sealed herself on the 
verandah and deposited her rivin babies on the ground. She 
then explained volubly that she had left her husband for good as 
he was a very bad man and she would never go back to him. She 
said that she was on her way to her own people and had merely called 
to let me know what she was doing. She repeated her story at 
great length many times and one felt that here was an impasse. It 
was too late to get hold of any Africans who could advise one; it 
would obviously be a mistake to let her go to her own family, as this 
would perhaps widen tHe breach, and it was quite clear that she would 

return to her husband that night. What was one to do with a 
runaway wife burdened with twins? Fortunately a European worker 
with long experience of work among the women and girls was on the 
station, and to her I went for counsel.'! She came over, comforted 
the poor distraught creature and then asked the nurse in the hospital 
to put her up for the night. The nurse very, kindly consented and 
so we persuaded her to stay for the night and promised that next day 
matters should be investigated. The next morning at dawn the 
husband turned up, and professing great indignation accused me of 
taking away his wife from him. He knew he was in the wrong, but 
tried to cover his errors by blustering. He was therefore exhorted to 
keep calm and promised that after breakfast there should be a proper 
settlement. This was done and, thanks to the help of the African 
ciders, the couple were reconciled there and then and have lived 
happily together.

Again the animistic beliefs of his flock cause the padre a good de;il 
of work. While he obviously cannot forbid his people to mourn for 
their dead, it is important that such mourning should not result In 
Christians absenting themselves from Mass on Sundays; some of 
those waiting on the verandah may be people who have been sent 
for in order that they may be reminded about this. Old customs die 
hard and it Is especially difficult forVomenfolk to appear in public 
soon after a death in the family. To help them about this they are 
allowed to sit in an obscure place in church, and to wear a voluminous 
veil. Occasionally there are, alas, cases of Christians following 
heathen practices or falling into other serious sin. Then the public 
discipline has to be administered. Public discipline certainly pro
vides one of the strongest conlrasts between a priest’s work at home 
and in Africa. In many ways it is a gredt blessing, for when serious 
ihoral lapses occur, if the Christian is penitent he or she can be 
assigned d time of penance, during which they must sit among the 
penitents at the back of the church, and at Mass leave the church 
before the Creed is said—that is, they must revert to the position they 
occupied before their Baptism when they were catechumens. This 
emphasizes the serious nature of sin, is a recognition that harm has

not elected, they arc appointed 
They are admitted to the office
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V

JOTTINGS ON PASTORAL WORK.

RECOLLECTIONS OF CANON 
WOODWARD-II

alms on the last Sunday in each month are devoted to the Sick and 
Poor Fund and no one is allowed a grant from tliis without the 
consent of the church eiders who know all the circumstances of each 
case and who can in fact administer the Means Test equitably. Pro
viding houses for indigent old ladies is always rather a difficulty: 
early in the dry season, when houses should be built, a list is made 
of poor old folic wliose liouses have tumbled down or are likely to do 
so. This list is carefully scrutinized by the elders and then 
materials are bought by means of the Sick a.nd Poor Fund. Then 
the Christians in each village arc asked to give their labour as an 
offering, and to build the hut. But they usually need a great deal 
of encouragement from the elder.

Not only, however, do the elders assist the priest in the relief of 
the poor, they act as liaison officers between the priest and his many 
villages. They are supposed to report to him any cases of serious 
misconduct among the Christians and to keep the priest informed as 
to all important happenings. It sometimes even happens that 
Christians deny having done wrong, and then the case comes before 
the men elders and they report as to what has happened. This is 
especially useful to the priest, for without the help of the elders he 
would not know how to decide many difficult cases. So one isn’t 
surprised if one finds a church elder waiting on the doorstep for a 
talk with the pricsbin-charge.

So far I have only mentioned a few respects in which a priest’s 
pastoral work in Nyasaland differs from that of his brethren. There 
are, however, other ways in which there are differences and many 
of these arise from the deplorable smallness of our staff. For instance 
there arc no Sunday schools, and although perhaps owing to all 
our Christian children attending the Mission day schools there is 
not the need that there is in England for the ordinary type of Sunday 
school, there is very urgent need for the “after care” of our 
Christians. In most English parishes, certainly in all that are “welU 
worked,'* there is a multitude of clubs and guilds, but all that we enn 
find time for at present at Likoma are two small guilds. It would be 
absurd to even think of any additions to the number of clergy allotted 
to this one station when at the present moment It is attached to two 
other '* parishes " in which there are some twenty-five churches. 
Meanwhile there is an opportunity for pastoral work, and one is s.id- 
dened and puzzled that, owing to the lack of reinforcements from 
home, this golden opportunity must be let slip.

Will those who read these rough notes about a padre’s work in 
Nyasaland pray very earnestly that priests may volunteeer not only 
to fill up gaps, but to enable us to go foi^vord to a better pastoral 
care of our Christians? If we can get the priests from England noAv 
to train African Christians we may lookfor\vard loan African Church, 
strong not only in numbers, growing up in Africa, 
them the result must be an African Church perhaps numerically 
strong, but lamentably weak in the things that matter. Is this what 
the U.M.C.A. supporters at home wish to happen? F. W.

j
1 Bv Canon Sehoza

In the year 1921, Canon 
Woodward, our Old Man, 
left the Bonde country in 
order to work in South 
Africa, with the members of 
the Society of the Sacred 
Mission to which he be
longed. There he came into 
conuict with other African 
dialects unknown to him, 
and it was necessary for him 
to acquaint himself with 
these in the interests of,his 
work. With some folk it is 

. a wearisome task to learn 
strange languages, especi
ally when they are getting 
on in years, but to him it was 
a labour of love, for God 
hod granted him the power 
of getting a grasp of otlier 
languages very quickly. He 
soon set about learning 

Sesuto, the dialect of the people among wltdm he was at work. There 
also he was held in high esteem on account of his labours on behalf 
of the African, and although he came as a stranger, the Christians 
of the locality loved and honoured him at once, and when asked to 
elect a padre whom they loved for the post of Canon of the Cathe
dral there, they gladly elected Padre Woodward, and the Bishop 
accepted him for that honour.

'But South Africa is a colder country than ours here, and he 
had lived so long with us that he found the cold cliipatc of the 
South unsuitable. His health began to trouble him, and he came 
to the conclusion that it was belter for him not to remain there. 
In January 1930, he returned to U.M.C.A. and lived in Zanzibar. 
He was assigned the task of looking after the church at Mbwenl, 
but he took up his residence at Mkunaztni, and he used to go to 
Mbweni for Sunday duty, and on other days in order to meet the 
people and get to know all about them. During his time of 
residence in Zanzibar, he paid two visits to Bonde, in order to 
see his old friends. We saw how changed he was In appearance; 
he had aged, but his heart was as loving and gentle as ever. 
1 think he realized that this was. his last visit to us in Bonde, he

■■i
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did not think that we should meet again in this world, the weak
ness of old age was fast gaining a hold of him.

At the beginning of 1932 we heard that this was so, but 
did not suppose that the end was near, because he went on 
working as usual, although sometimes he said Mass only with 
difficulty. In June we received the news that he had suddenly 
fallen down in his room at 12 o’clock and his limbs were paralysed. 
He could not speak intelligibly.' He remained in this condition 
for a few days, and on Friday, June 17th, 
noon he passed away.—R.I.P.

For many reasons Padre Woodward will live in oiir memory, 
principally because he was so gentle and humble, one who never 
paid heed to the praises of men in ainything which he undertook. 
Owing to his long residence among us, he got. to know us 
thoroughly. There are many who do much to help us, but do not 
know us as he did. They do not'understand tHc. customs of the 
country, and so often find it difficult to be patjent «with' us. For 
instance, if anyone in this country meels with an accident, he 
expects to be comforted, but .many, have nef word of comfort to 
give. They are annoyed because some piece-of work has not been 
done. The result isp disturbance sometimes. Tadre Woodward 
understood our feelings in this respect and taught himself to be 
forbearing and make allowances, and'so p?3ple came to look upon 
him as a thic father and were not afraid to go to.him and tell him 

I what their trouble was. He had no pride and despised no one. 
i liecause of his humility some folk looked upoh him with scorn, but 
! h<» took no notice of that, '

It was not his only task to preach the Gospel. He helped us 
by writing many little books of prayers and instructions, which 
were of great assistance to us. He taught himself our Bonde 
language and knew it well, but also wherever he went, the .first 
thing he did was to learn the language of the country. In this 
way he gained knowledge of ten dialects of Africa. Surely God 
gave him the gift of tongues.

His skill in this respect gained him a great reputation in his 
own country, and Oxford University gave him the M.A. degree; 
a degree, as a rule, confined to members of the Universities of 
Oxford and Cambridge. It is not lightly conferred on those who 
are not members. He received it on account of his knowledge 
of African dialects. The acquisition of such knowledge was a 
delight to him, especially the comparison of various dialects in 
order to discover how they were related to one another.

LEAVES FROM A LAYMAN’S DIARY
III—BUILDING A VILLAGE CHURCH

we

After Epiphany we heard that we had to build a church and 
padre’s house at Gereza before Mr. Beal's furlough at the end of 
February. The game of life was beginning to be waged at a 
furious pace, for we had all the school work besides.

We drew up plans for the church and ordered the material. 
Two days later Mr. Beal and I set out with a load of timber and 
chose a site for the church and padre's house and spent a hard 
day transferring corrugated iron and other building material from 
a railway siding, about five miles away, to the site of the new 
church.

Very early the following Monday we arrived with another load 
of timber and found the Africans had cleared the site, so we set the 
building out, and started work Immediately. Time being, limited 
and the heavy rains at hand, we adopted a rather unusual method 
of construction. We erected a timber framework, on which we 
set the roof trusses, and covered th^m with corrugated iron before 
we began to build the walls.
Kiwanda, leaving me with a gang of labourers to carry on the 
work.

at 4 o’clock in the after-

:

Then Mr. Beal went back to

I managed to keep my team working steadily, and my knowledge 
of Swahili improved by leaps and bounds, as being alone, 1 simply 
had to make myself understood.

The next week 1 found recruiting good labourers very difficult, as 
the Sisal plantations were paying very good wages, and as it was 
tlie planting season the men were all busy in their own gardens.’ 
Heavy storms interfered with our work, but by Saturday the building 
of the walls was progressing well, so after paying the workmen 1 
went back to Magila for Sunday. It was Candlcmass, so we had a

I'

IN MEMORIAM—R.I.P.
November 3.—Mary Eliza Sanctuary.

Sanctuary, a sister of Archdeacon GIossop, was R.D. Secretary for Brid* 
ocese of Salisbury, for very many years.
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procession round the church and quadrangle, everyone carying a 
liglit^ candle and singing " To be a light to lighten the Gentiles.”

The naxt time I went to Gereza it was pouring with rain—the 
roads became rivers and walking .was very difficult. I arrived at 
Mhe/a station rather exhausted and thoroughly wet, and reached 
Mnyuri at mid-day and walked on to Gereza. All was quiet when 
I arrived, and on looking round the building, I found that little work 
had been done during my absence; and I sat down hungry and tired. 
My hut was soon besieged by nearly a hundred excited men, who 
claimed to have been working for me, and they all demanded wages. 
In my broken Swahili I harangued them about their laziness and 
threatened to cut part of each man’s pay and proceeded to do it. There 
was a terrific row and it was a long time before all was quiet. 7., 
make matters worse I had all silver and no small change, then I had 
no bread and no cook, so 1 made a meal of bananas and tea. In the 
middle of it a burly drunken native came and tried to borrow a shilling 
and it was some time before I could get rid of him. I was thankful 
for Compline and bed-time that night. •

The nearest church being eleven miles away I was unable to attend 
Sunday, so I went a long walk with the African teacher and 

visited villages and chatted with the people.
Our ill-luck continued on Monday morning, for although lots of 

men turned up, we had barely begun tvork when it 
so lieavilv that we were forced to give up for the day.

Tuesday found us working merrily again, we thatched the padre’s 
house and built the altar steps. I had a lot of men working and 
found It very interesting trying to keep them moving. To my joy 
and surprise our lorry arrived on Friday, and after paying the men 
on baturday I was able to return to Kiwanda for the blessing of all 
the new buildings, which included a class-room, two dormitories and 
the house of the headmaster, and Mr. Beal’s house.

^ usual there was plenty of work to be done, building, carpentry,
teaching, accounts and agricultural work.

By the end of the next week the church was practically finished, 
our lorry rame and we started for home, but the rain came down in 
torrents; for hours we struggled through mud and pushed the lorry,

Friday, one of the Lent fast days came along. It is the rule of 
the dioct^ to have no food at all till 3 p.m. I had arranged to take 
a load of church furniture to Gereza ready for the opening of the 
new church on the Sunday. Jackson, our native driver, had got fever 
and I did not relish the idea of driving a loaded lony along fifty 
milesof bad roads, but it had to be done, so I loaded up and started 
hi u r travelling very far I met Jackson wrapped up in a 
blanket, thus showing how faithful Africans are.

At Gereza there were lots of people looking round the church, 
evejyone seemed pleased with it, so I felt veiy happy. We reached 
Kiwanda again before nightfall. I had kept the faS. H. A. J.

1 SPOILING THE NATIVE-II
By Thomas H. Hicks

In the treatment of the African there arc two opposing principle: 
at work. The one is that of exploitation, to expound which we will 
use the words of Prof. Julian Huxley. He writes: “ Let us remem
ber that until the present century the natives of Africa have niet 
with little but greed, hostility, and exploitation on the part 
of the European and Asiatic invaders of their country; and 
that, even now, things have not everywhere changed for the better.”

Keeping him in his place
“ There are administrators who frankly prefer Muhammadan to 

Christian natives, Islam to Christianity as a religion for the 
‘ inferior race.* There are settlers who will not engage a native 
if he can read, and will even dismiss their most skilled men if they 
are discovered guilty of this crime.” Again, “many white men 
seem to regard it as their duty to ‘ keep the black man in his place,’ 
a process which consists chiefly in snubbing educated native on 
principle.’’ ,

To quote from the life of Charles Johnson of Zululand again, 
” Men of 1879, and indeed of a much later period than that, regarded 
the relationship between white and black in South Africa as a per
fectly simple and clear-cut issue. The African was born to work 
for the European in whatever capacity 
of the latter. Providence, in creating some people black, and in 
depriving them of any knowledge of the art of money making, had* 
clearly intended that'these black folk should sweat and toll to the 
greater glory and the more abounding comfort of those whose good 
fortune it was to be born with white skins. Therefore, the black man 
must be kept in his place, that place being the lowest and most 
humble of all.”

Yet another method was to grab the land, so timt, although the 
blacks outnumber the whites in South Africa three to one, they are 
allowed less than one-tenth of the soil. The consequence is that 
many thousands of natives arc landless in their own country, and have 
to live as squatters or crowd the slums of the townships. Their 
state is one of economic serfdom.

es
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started to rain

r was best suited to the interests
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The Christian point of view
This is often misunderstood by objectors who conceive the doc

trine of the brotherhood of man as meaning that every man is as 
good as his neighbour, whatever the colour of his skin. This, they 
say, makes the black man cheeky;* it is ” spoiling the native ” by 
giving him too big an idea of his own importance.

But no two men are equal; this is self-evident. And nation 
differs from nation in temperament and outlook. Englishmen, 
Frenchmen, Italians and Portuguese-each nation has its own 
characteristics. Nevertheless, It is true that “ God hath made of 
one blood all men for to dwell on the face of the earth ”; all belong to
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homo sapiens; underlying al) the outward differences is the essential 
unity of the human race. Whether we will or not, we are “members 
one of another,” so that “ no man liveth to himself or dieth to him- 
Mlf.” Nothing is more evident in the world of to-day than our 
interdependence. . On purely human or common sense grounds, 
then, it is folly to attempt to keep one section of the human race in 
shackles; the time is bound to come when the serfs will seek to throw 
off their chains. Moreover, serfdom is harmful, not only to the serfs 
themselves but more—much mpre—to those who call themselves 
master; for it brutalises them, and makes them incapable of 
handed justice.

Christians do not say “ all men are equal,” for that is a plain 
absurdity. They do say, however, that “ a man is a man for all 
that ” and should be tr^ted as such; and that mere exploitation is 
wrong. But the Christian Church, in fact, bases its teaching as to 
the brotherhood of men, not on the unity of the race, but on a common 
membership in the divine community. As Christians have “ one 
Lord, one faith, one Baptism, one .God and Father of all,” so they 

bound to remember that a human being is one for whom Christ 
died and whom God loves. It is the Divine desire that every human 
being be brought into fellowship with Christ, and in that contact 
find all he needs for body and soul. All who are thus “ in Christ ” 
are fellow citizens with the saints, i.e„ with each and every one who is 
likewise striving to be wortliy of the commonwealth of God. 
Christians will say “ humanitarianism is not enough,” and that an 
appeal for brotherhood on those grounds must fail by reason of the 
sinfulness of human nature. But just as we can love God because 
He first loved us, so, loving Him we are bound to love and serve 
those that are His, both those who have already accepted Christ and 
those who have not yet so known Him. We say, then, that in the
sight of God every person counts for one and only one, and ___
equality of opportunity is the right of all. There is no “ respect of 
persons ” with God.

science. To the primitive native, all sickness and death is due to 
supernatural causes and not to germs in the blood. With the inevit
able breakdown of these superstitions he is In the greatest danger of 
being cast adrift on the sea of life, having lost not only contact with 
and respect for tribal customs and taboos, but also with any basis 
for religion and morals. Let us get quite clear that this breaking up 
is mainly due, not to “ educating the nigger ” in the common use 
of that phrase, or to the missionary “ spoiling the native " by teach
ing about “ brotherhood,” but by the clash of id^ which our 
Invasion of his country has brought about. This is as clear as day
light. If then, we are not to be allowed to preach the gospel to the 
native of Central Africa, then we Christians must accept the re- 
ponsibiiity before God of allowing him not only to lose what religious 
faith he had, but also of becoming secularized and wholly materialistic 
in his outlook and aim. It is as clear as daylight.

Spoiling the native
It is impossible to consider separately every single objection which 

is from time to time brought up against missionary work. We must 
make two admissions in any question of this sort. The first is that 
missionaries are not infallible; they make mistakes and arc often the 
children of their age. For instance, one is prepared to admit that 
the kind of education given by some of us in the past was not alto
gether suitable to the life of the native—it was too bookish. Yet, 
even here, there are things to be said on the other side, as, for example, 
the following quotation from East Africa; “ Nyasaland has suc
ceeded in developing a type of native whose accomplishments and 
character are favourably commented upon far beyond the confines
of the Protectorate...........and it is an intriguing thought that from
the year 1874, practically right up to 1930, the education of the N.yasa- 
land native has been entirely in the hands of the missionaries,” 
or, to quote Prof. Huxley again, referring to a certain white tstore 
in Kenya; “ There was also a school. Here, as on many estates, 
the provision of a schoolmaster had been found to pay; the workers 
came more readily and stayed longer ” (italics ours). Secondly, tlierc 
arc missionaries and missionaries, just os there are settlers and settlers. 
Some missionaries do extremely silly things and have the weirdest 
of views. No rcnrib/c missionary, for instance, wishes the people to 
wear cast-off European clothes or to leave their fields in order to 
become clerks. It is an all too common practice of critics of missibn 
work to generalise from the idlosyncracies of an individual. They 
do not go to the trouble of really finding out what the great societies 
are trying to do. It is as senseless Jo hold mission work condemned 
because of the fads of a few, as it would be unfair to condemn T’arlia- 
__because individuals there do not always behave themselves.

What we have to remembdr^is that the meaning of the phrase 
“ the missions spoil the native ” is often that he is spoiled as a beast 
of burden. To quote again from the life of Charles Johnson; the 
missionary “ has spoiled the native. He has spoiled him as an object

even-
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How THIS WORKS OUT
As applied to the so-called “ child races ” of the world, and in 

those places where the European nations have the overlordship of 
thern ^ in Africa, it means the working out of a trusteeship. 
Christians, we cannot treat the matter as one of conqueror and con
quered, but as parents and their children. We must represent to the 
savage races the divine Fatherhood, fully recognising that, although 
the relationship must at present be that of parent and child, yet the 
time will inevitably come when the child will grow up, and the 
f ^h°f to that of common action for the common good

As
I'
)

As CLEAR AS DAYLIGHT
We have been led to see then, the many and varied influences 

that are at work on the African native to-day, quite apart from any 
question of missionefries. The African is a religious person, but 
his animistic ideas cannot withstand the shock of contact with western

ment
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of exploitation, as a provider of cheap labour, as a serf contented 
with lus serfdom, as an individual with the passions and temptations 
of a man, but the mind of a child. In all these ways he has spoiled 
him; but if this kind of spoiling is a disservice to the State, the world 
we live in must be founded upon injustice and steeped in the abhorrent 
crime of the privileged few battening upon the miseries of the many.”

WHY PEOPLE GO TO CHURCH
I HAVE just been reading an account of a priests’ convention at 
Oxford to consider the reasons why people do not go to church 
in England these days. The obvious answer would be, I suppose, 
that they do not go because they do not believe in it. Tl.. 
picture presented to one's mind by these discussions is that in 
England you have crowds of priests waiting to minister to the 
people, only tlie people fail to put in an appearance. But here 
the very opposite is the case. Here you have large congregations 
of people with no priests to minister to them. To give an instance. 
In my district and the district south of me there are about fifteen 
thousand adherents, the majority of them being Christians and 
regular Comrpunicants and penitents. They are scattered over 
an area roughly a hundred miles square, and divided

The
The real issue

The ultimate basis of most objections to the work of Christian
such as the medicalAfrica, is not to their works of mercy 

work, or even perhaps so very much to that of education; all the main 
objections can be seen to be, if logically followed out, objections to 
the Christiain faith itself. Christians who don’t hold with 
missions ” do not always see where their objections ultimately lead 
them. If it is really true that Christian Africans are on the whole 
not only worse in character than Moslems, but worse also than their 
pagan brethren, then it is not the missionary that is a failure, but his 
message; it is Christ who has made the people worse. Let us face 
up to the conclusion; there is no logical escape from it, If African 
Christians like the late Dr. Aggrey of West Africa, or King Khama 
of Bechuanaland, and the tens of thousands of other African 
Christians, are not the belter for their faith on the whole but rather 
the worse, then we must refuse to agree with the words of the glorified 
Christ to the sorely tempted St. Paul *' my grace is sufficient for 
thee; for my strength is made perfect in weakness.”

There was a story in the Comhill magazine a few months back. 
It told of how a doctor and his wife in India had taken for gospel 
truth the usual report that ” mission boys are no good ” and had 
employed Moslem servants. After a time, however, they came to 
sec that such action was, in fact, disloyalty to their own religion. As 
a consequence they sent for a batch of Christian servants; and, 
although they had not found them saints, they ” never regretted 
the step.” To this we may, perhaps, add the appreciation of 
Gen. Smuts; ** Missionary enterprise, with its universal Christian 
message, and its vast educative and civilizing effort, is and remains 
the greatest and most powerful influence/or good in Africa ” (italics 
ours).

missions in

SIt
1

among some
eighty different congregations in that area. To visit and minister 
to them we must go cither by native canoe or by foot, both of 
these means of transport taking up a great deal of the priest's 
time and energy. And how many priests are there here to niinister 
to the multitude? Three Europeans and one African: but, at the 
beginning of next year, there will be but two Europeans and one 
African, and, later on in the year, perhaps only the.two Europeans 
minus the African. Of these two European priests one Is about 
sixty years of age, and has done over thirty years’ work in the 
Mission. The second as myself, a very bruised reed on wliich to 
lean. But supposing 'one falls sick, for sickness is the great 
stopper of work in Africa. We dare not contemplate it.

That is the situation. The people come to church and throng 
the altars because they believe in it. But, strange though it may 
seem, the Church at home is failing us ii>>our great hour of need. 
It is impossible for us to do the work adequately under these 
conditions. Disaster m^ty befall: we hope not; we pray not. 
But do not blame us if it does. We walk by faith not by sighti 
So we do not give up hope that some may yet come to our rescue 
while there is time. T. H. Hicks
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On whose side?

We cannot, even if we would, confine the proclamation of the 
Gospel .to our own English people, because—as Christians—we firmly 
believe that that Message is not only one of salvation, but provides 
the only basis for a civilization which is worth having. As a nation, 
we have trusteeships in Central Africa in the use^which, as a nation, 

shall be judged. As real Christians, if we faii.to back up the over
seas missions in their work, we are letting Christ down in those parts 
and siding with those whose view is that Christianity ” spoils the 
native.” . If our faith means anything to us, then it is certain to mean 
much to others also. If wc.” do not hold with missions," then it is 
clear that we do not " hold with " the Christian faith. Only let us 
face the issue; let us not deceive ourselves.
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N. RHODHSIA’S NEW CAPITAL

N. RHODESIA’S NEW CAPITAL Airways will be moved from Broken Hill to Lusaka. Broken Hill 
itself was carefully considered as a site for headquarters, but was 
in many respects unsuitable. The road projected to Salisbury, the 
capital of Southern Rhodesia, will leave the railway at or a little 
to the south of Lusaka. From every point of view, communica* 
tion with all parts of the territory itself and ,wilh adjoining terri- 
tories will be better from Lusaka than from Livingstone.”

iThe late Sir James Maxwell, formerly Governor of Northern 
Rhodesia, said in the course of an interesting article contributed to 
The Times on the transfer of the capital to Lusaka r—

‘‘ While Livingstone cannot now be regarded as an unhealthy 
tropical town, it is hot and an unpleasant place to live in during 
the greater part of the year compared with other places in Northern 
Rhodesia, It is not well situated either for European or Native 
interests, and is out of of touch with the industrial area in the north, 
the European fanning areas in the centre, or the Native chiefdoips 
throughout the whole territory. For some sixty or more miles 
north of Livingstone the country as unsuitable for settlement and 
very sparsely populated with natives. At the beginning of 1929 
the desirability of removing administrative headquarters from 
Livingstone to a more convenient centre was raised in the Legis
lative Council and supported by all the elected members with the 
exception of the member for Livingstone and by all the Govern
ment members.

” It was important that any site selected should be well placed 
from a health point of view, higher than Livingstone, capable of 
future expansion, and conveniently placed to meet the needs of the 
various interests of the territory—European and Native. This 
lost condition rendered it desirable that it should be on or near the 
existing railway line running through the heart of the territory 
from south to north, and after all possible sites on the 500 rpiles 
of line had been examined, a site was selected near Lusaka, 300 
miles north of Livingstone and 200 miles south of the industrial 
area in the north and in the heart of the European farming 
The site is approximately 4,000 ft. above sea-level and is on a ridge 
which lends itself readily to drainage.

” The site is on the railway and has motor roads, actual or 
under construction, communicating with every part of the territory. 
The Great East Road runs from Lusaka to Fort Jameson, a dis
tance of 400 miles, and thence to Blantyre in Nyosaland, a further 
300 miles, where it joins the Nyasaland-Beira Railway. The Great 
North Road, part of the trunk road from Capetown to Nairobi, 
runs through Lusaka and Broken Hill, and then leaves the railway 
to go to Abercorn in the north-east and enter Tanganyika, 
roads leave Lusaka for the west and north-west, and their exten
sions have been surveyed into Barotseland and the extreme north
west of the territory. When completed, one will give a better and 
more rapid means of communication with Barotseland than the pres
ent river route from Livingstone, and the other to the north-west can 
be linked'up with the Elixabethville-Lobito Bay Railway in the 
Belgian Congo.

” Broken Hill, sixty-six miles north of Lusalca, is at present 
one of the stopping places of Imperial Airways on the Cape-to- 
Cairo route, but a site for an aerodrome has been selected 
at Lusaka, and in all probability the stopping place of Imperial

The removal of the capital of Northern Rhodesia from Living- 
stone to Lusaka will necessitate some re-arrangement of Mission
actiyiti^. In a letter recently received, Bishop May gives ____
indication of the lines along which the re-arrangement of the work 
will run. He hopes that so far os the near future is concerned, 
the padre stationed at Broken Hill will give half his time to 
Lusaka, which can easily be reached by rail. Livingstone will 
probably have to be content v/ith fewer .services than at present, 
and will be ministered to for a time at any rate by the Roilwav 
Mission Chaplain. / >
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HOME JOTTINGS
The MiuioQ't Inwme.—The following is n comparison of the nmounifi contrltiulcj 

to the |>fmcip!ij working funJs of the Mission

1032 1031
Received dur* 

ing Nov.
Total to Received dur* 

ing Nov.
Total to 

November 30
Fund N< 30

2^74 24^72

1,733
A* £General ... 

Auxili: 
Schoo

3,080 20,652
1,038
3,004

area.
278r::: ::: 272
610 850

Grand Totnit 32,1043,000 20.874 4,608

To Secretaries tod Collectors.—Please note lhal reoilUances (o be included In the 
1932 Account ibonid reach ns not leter than Janairy 16. We wonld warn onr friends 

Ireanentlr takes two dej-s for a letter to reach 
early.

that It 
to post

US and that-It would be well

I Publications Department.—As it is desirable to clc.ir up all outstanding debts before 
account for the past year, we shall be gre.-illy «)bllgcd if those of our 
have not sent in their remittances will do so before Jattuary 14,

. on January 12, in (he Chajic!

: cli>sm_; our 
friends who

The Monthly Requiem in January witl be 
of Ail Souls at Central Africa House.* •

U.M.C.A. Summer School.—This will held nt St. Hilda's Priory, Snehton Castle, 
Whitby (by kind permission of the Mother I’rioress, O.H.P.) from Saturday, July 20 

. to August 12, Fuller details will be given in later numbers of/ihe magazine, but it U 
; hoped that all those who are likely to come to the Summer School will kindly book these 
dates.

tOther
nt 8.30

*
Father Russell Memorial Fund.—Tlic income of this Fund for 1932, amounting to 

jei07 13s. 3d., has been assigned by the Executive Committee of U.M.C.A. to the 
BUhop of Zanzibar, for the purchase of the medical apparatus and Instrurhcnls nccd^ 
for the training of those Minaki students who ore hoping to devote themselves to medical 
work.

*9
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HOME JOTTINGS CENTRAL AFRICA1

The Jinnary Retreat at our Home Mission Station is from Monday, January . 
l-riday, Jonuary 13 this year. Father Sedding, S.S.J.E,, who Is now helping 'with the 
work of Su Michaere and paying periodical visiu there for Utls purpose, is conducting 
this Retreat. Tlicre may still be a few vacancies c%'en when this notice Is in print! 
Apply with stamped and addressed envelope for reply to.-—Miss H. Spanton, St. Michael’s 
House, Church Street Road, Tankerton, Whitstable, Kent.

0 to
A MONTHLY RECORD OF THE WORK OF THE 
UNIVERSITIES' MISSION TO CENTRAL AFRICA

The U.M.C.A. Stall at the Horticultural Hall Sale of Work did very well this year. 
We have already raised over X107 and hope to add to this a bonus from the Hon. Treasurer 
of the Sale belorc the end of the Fmancial Year. If anyone has not been thanked for 
the parcels they kindly sent for the Stall, we hope they will forgive the omission and 
accept grateful thanks.now. . » * »

The 'Womeo’s Missionary TrMning Fnnd Secretary writes;—" When 1 was Just a 
local Secretary, the reminder re subscriptions used to annoy me. Now that 1 work in 
the Omce my sympalhlM are ratJter with the sender of that reminder, for up to the dale 
of this going into print less than hall the subscriptions sent to the above Fund in 1931 
have come in this year.

On the occasion of the Conference of Secretaries, the Bishop of Zanzibar stressed 
the fact that if teachers and nurses were not also missionaries they would be of no use 
to Africa and they would do better to stay at homel This is surely a plea for regular 
subscriptions to the Women's Missionary Training Fund. The ordinary Candidates’ 
Fun*l is needed for ordlnands, and there is no money available now from that fund for 
women.

Would those Secretaries who have not already sent in please do so quickly, and will 
ihutu who have forgotten, or not realized the existence of this fund,.please Uilnk about it 
in 1033. For particulars apply to the Women Candidates’ Secretary, Central Africa 
House. . I .

FEBRUARY, 1933 Price id.No. 602. LI.

CONTENTS
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THE UNIFIED STATEMENT
CbrUlmax Present.—Parcels of books 

Milo, Flwila, .Msoro, Lumesule and Newala.
The usual reminder to Associates could t 

made to .Miss C. U Bailly, Woodcote^ Sheepscom

The Challeager->We ore pleased to announce that nine contributions of jSlO each 
cd in answer to the challenge issued last month by an old friend; the 

.Mission therefore benefits by dllOO.

sent to Kwa Mkono, Kidcleko, Motope,were We have received a copy of llie conclusions arrived at with regard 
to the responsibilities of the Church in England to the Church 
Overseas. The statement is too long for insertion in Central 
Africa, but there are certain generar conclusions to which reference 
can be made. The Church is in the midst of the gravest difficulties. 
There is the unparalleled financial crisis which has compelled the 
Missionary Societies to reduce their grants. In 1932, U.M.C.A. 
reduced its grants by ro per cent. There are grave and imminent 
dangers owing to the wave of materialism sweeping round the 
world. The doubt as to how much money they may expect to 
receive in 1933 makes it difficult for the Bishops to make plans for 
the year’s work. Will there be further cuts? Future developments 
have been described as “ rather wistful hopes.” As the Bishop of 
Pretoria says: ” Those who ore hanging by tlicir eyelids over 
precipices are apt to be lacking in plans.”

Yet there are grounds for hope. The Church is witnessing 
abroad under its own leaders. The native churches We moving 
for%vard in self-support and shouldering their own burdens in incrca^ 
ing‘ measure, But it must never be.forgotten that the measure of 
self-support possible to native churches yWies in different countries. 
We know that it will be some time before the African Church wil| 
be able to balance its own Budget, and the loss on exchange has hit 
Africa very hard. There arc opportunities of expansion in every 
Diocese which cannot be ” bought up” where the word Retrench- 
ment is the order of the day. Read Henry Mang'enp’s simple 
account of what that means to the work at Mi^zwe. The situation 

only be met if we take to heart the summing up of the ooh-

not be sent, and contributions may still be 
ibe. nr. Stroud.

r
hove been

THE MISSION STAFF
Name Diocese Date

Arrivals in- England 
■ MUs Brace
Departures from England 

Miss Apthorp 
Miss Simpkin 
Mr. A. Sargent 
Canon Winmar 
Miss Field 
Bishop of Zanzibar 
Rev. R. M. Gibbons 
Rev. E. V. Leon 
Min Harrison 
Miss Reeves 
Miss Playne

Nyasalond Dec. 6

Nyasniand 
Nyaioland 
Nyasalond 
Nyasalaod 
N. Rhodesia 
Zanzibar 
Zanzibar 
Nyasalond 
Masosi 

. Zonubor 
Zanribar

Dec. 8 
an. 6 
an. 6 
an. 0 
an. 20 
on. 21 
on. 21 
on. 20 
an. 26 
an. 20

; 126

Appointmeat.—The Bishop of N. Rhodesia has appointed the Rev. A. Harry Smith 
to be Archdeacon of Mioro. •

* * i *
New Membert,—Dioceze of Zansibar: Ktlss Elizabeth Playne (Teaclier) holds the 

Board of Education Certificate. Diocese 0/. Nyasalond; The Rev. Ernest Vickery Lean, 
assistant priest at St. Peter’s, London Do^.

r
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THE UNIFIED STATEMENT Diocese of Masasi

elusions which we print below, 
only be balanced if eveiy individual supporter gives as much in 
1933 as in previous years, and we must bear i‘n mind what Retrench- j 
menl means.
Rcstomtion, a return to the old state of things before Retrenchment 
became necessary. Only if subscribers are multiplied and subscriptions 
increased will it be possible to draw up for 1934 a Budget of Advance.
In our prayers we sometimes ask God to do for us what He wants 
us to do for Him. We pray Hasten Thy Kingdom,” but that 
is what He wants us to do and never more than at the present time.
It is in our power to show that we mean what we say, and we all 
know that the Kingdom of God Is grounded and rooted in personal 
sacrifice. That is the meaning of the words, Follow ME.

G. D.

A Budget of Retrenchment can LULINDI AND THE MOSLEMS
Lulindi itself, that is, apart from its out-stations, is a very difficult 
though intensely interesting place owing to the fact that the greater 
part of its population is made up entirely of Moslems. I say. 
interesting, in so far as we are able to convince these very difficult 
Moslems that the Christian faith is superior to that which they r: : 
suppos(^ to follow, being as a matter of fact in most coses a series 
of prohibitions, of which the best known one is that they must upon 
no account eat pork. We try hard to persuade the chiefs and tlie 
elders of particular villages (a village consists, gerierally, of about 
a dozen to twenty houses, under a “ little ” chief) to send their 
children to school, pointing out to them that a child who is unable 
to read or write will be of little or no use in the future generations, 
and to this they readily agree, but more often than not they will 
finish up a long period of talking by saying " Yes, but if we send 
our children to school the teacher will give them pig to eat.*’; If it 
were not so sad it would be very laughable, but the fact that these poor 
dears are simply scared into believing that some evil will surely 
visit them if they should agree to any of these prohibited things 
means that one’s arguments and patient persuasions just fall flat, 
and one seems to get no further. In some villages the Moslem 
” faith ” is merely nominal, but not so here at Lulindi, where most 
of the followers are being urged on by teachers sent from the coast 
towns to be really militant, and in not a few cases very markedly 
antagonistic these days. All this' I am afraid sounds very gloomy, 
but it isn’t the only side to the question by any means,. Even the 
great efforts which our friends the Moslems are making arc not 
without their lighter side. We often think that they are very 
distressed here at the marvellous effort which our Christians have 
made in building a most handsome chur6h, and that they try to 
show their disapproval whenever possible. At a certain period 
either before or after tlie fast of Ramathan, a collection of their men
folk form a procession and off they go to greet their Sheik, or 
Sultan, chanting os they process in most weird dirge-like tones and 
interspersing the chant with sounds as of wild dogs barking I One 
night they passed close by our church as we were saying Compline 
and caused no little diversion amongst the congregation (and the 
ministers 1); on another occasion they passed by in the morning 
time appearing, so we thought, to raise their cry and wave their 
flags with great zeal as they passed the church. But this time they 
returned veiy soon and their chant was very half-hearted, and on 
being questioned by the prlesl-in-charge here where they had been, 
one man replied; Oh, we went to greet our * bishop ’ and to bring 
him along to the mosque, but we found that he ,was too stiff in his 
joints to leave his bed, as he hod had Christian needle ' dawa * 
(medicine) the day previous.” This is a peep at the Moslem side, 
now let us look at the Christian.

An increase of 10 per cent, means a Budget of

are

1

The following are the concluding passages taken from a proof copy 
of the Unified Statement which is shortly .to be published under the 
title ” With One Accord/*

i

'* The first call on the Church of England, therefore, is to raise 
the sum of ;^^i,047j588 in 1933; that means that every individual 
supporter of overseas work must maintain his subscription at least 
at the level of previous years. This would mean a balanced Budget, 
but in view of the reductions which have been made in the estimates 
of almost all the Societies, the Budget so balanced would be a Budget 
of Retrenchment.

” An increase of 10 per cent, all round would, In most of the 
areas, make possible the restoration of the position so seriously 
weakened by the reductions of the past few years. This would be a 
Budget of Restoration.

” Only if both the number of givers and the amount given can 
be considerably increased, is there any hope of enabling the Societies 
and the Church Overseas to frame for 1934 a Budget of Advance.”

I

i
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LULINDI AND THE MOSLEMS LULINDI AND THE MOSLEMS

When one, realizes how very difficult it is for a ^oslem to break 
with his post, defy many of his relatives,' and sbmctiih^ risk bdng 
almost entirely cut off trom the family, one can see how brave he 
must be to embrace the Christian faith. = I can’t say off-hand hOw 
many actually of our Christians are-converts from Islam, but ^me 
there are, and in most cases little difficulties are'ofteh cropping up 
through the opposition offered by their Moslem relatives, and so, 
of course, these converts heed our very special care and patience, 
also the constant intercession of all our good friends at home. Here 
I must say that it is sometimes most surprising in the cose where a 
school-child has been allowed to-attend the teaching for baptism; 
when it appears to the parent or guardians that we are delaying 
the baptism itself; they will come aiid plead most earnestly that 
their child may not be kept back any longer and are most willing 
to sign the baptism' form, which has to be inspected, and given 
conMnt to, by the Lord Bishop before we can proceed with the actual 
baptism. All these, apparently contradictory facts, are very diffi
cult to undeistand, but 1 suppose there is some explanation. Truly 
the African is difficult to undeistand and how very stupidly some of 
us, in our first term out here, imagine that we know a thing or two, 
but then, perhaps wisely, at the end of the next three years begin 
to realize that we know nothing at all.'

Without.appearing to be personal I should like to say a word 
or two in praise of our Christians here. In 1927 they made a great 
effort to build a huge church, but very unfortunately were, too 
ambitious and built on far too big a ^le with the result that the 
grass needed to make the place rain-proof 
This meant that the poles supporting the weight of the large roof 
were daily being soaked with rain and getting less and less able to 
do their work, so that in the end the whole church took leanings 
towards the “ north end." Obviously such an attitude could not be 
tolerated 1 so we persuaded them to cut off a portion of the building 
at the east end to relieve the pressure, but still it went on leaning, 
so that the only possible thing to do then was to pull the whole place 
down and rebuild oh a smaller and more secure plan. The business 
of pulling down was not so difficult, but the rebuilding was not 
taken up with the same zest. However, after much talking and 
many months of p^uosion they all s^ to work and built a most 
magnificent church of reasonable proportions, which church was 
blessed and the first Moss celebrated therein bn the Friday before 
Passion Sunday 1931, since which time they have gone on little 
by little adding to its beauty, and this week (the Octave of All 
Saints’) saw their latest effort completed and blessed—the Lady 
Chapel built on to the ^t end; It is truly a delightful little 
sanctuary beautifully furnished with an altar made by our own 
African empenter, credit to him indeed, and sbe ebony candlesticks 
carved by hand by an old Moslem living In an out^tation. All 
this is r^Iy most encouraging and gives one the greatest jov, as it 
is an obvious sign that the Christians do really core a good d^ for

Luunoi CnuRai

was not forthcoming.

make the church a worthy offering to their Heavenly Father. Again 
the church is not merely built and admired, but it is used, and they 
learn daily, so we venture to hope, to love tho place of, God, and 
Sunday by Sunday to fulfil their obligation by gathering together 

■ 'y happy family for Holy Moss; in many cases walking 
four miles to do so.

1

os a ver
three to : _______

I will not write here anything about the hospital work as I - 
quite sure one of the nurses will wish to do that herself later.

In conclusion I would like to add that we received a very joyful 
letter from the teacher at the leper camp the other day telling us- 
that two Moslems had accepted teaching, and were making great 
efforts to attend the classes each week. With words like tliese we 
take courage knowing that all things are possible. .

am

E.G.E.
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MANDA DOINGSDiocfsg of Nyasahnd

had noticed that the ground had been cleared near the huts, but I 
called out to the men to have a look round and see that the ground 
was clear. I got up once and had a glance at the spectacle of the 
roaring fire apparently bearing down upon us. We were well 
lighted up that night and did hot lack for warmth, and in the ihorn- 
ing I saw how close, in fact, the fire had come—it had surrounded

MANBA DtJINGS
TkElocustsaredn US, a reddish variety which does not eat up every- « 
thing green, but selects. I have noticed that th^ are fond of the 1 
leaves of thc reeds which grow by the lake shore; and they have 
stripped all the banana plants. They eat grass also, and apparently 

• any leaf which resembles that of grass, such as that of mealies and 
millcti; But they have left-the cassava plant alone and also the 
leaves of beans and sweet potatoes. On this last safari of mine I 
exhorted all the people not to put their faith in millet in this coming 
season, lest starvation stalk throughout tlie land. I have told 
them to concentrate bn those plants which'this particular kind of 
locust seems to leave alone, especially cassava. When 1 noticed, 
some few years ago, that the people depended almost solely on the 
success of their millet crop, I warned them that it was a silly thing 
to do, and that they ought to have a standby, like cassava. Quite 
a number of pTOple have done this, and goc^ fields of cassava are 
to be scon now in some parts. In some parts: only, because in others 
there is not a stick of it to be seen, or any sign of food, and they ' 
ore likely to; suffer very heavily this coming season, as cassava takes 
at least two seasons to mature. And so to our other difficulties 
of obtaining a good food supply, this one is added. Nor arc these 
l(^usts confined to the lake shore; I met them throughout the hill 
district behind. What can be done to destroy a plague of locusts? 
Very little, apparently. On my way from one village to another I \ 
slew ten locusts with my stick. When I arrived and began to talk \
about this subject to the local chief and other men, I told them ,1 
that I had killed ten locusts with my little cane, and then I worked 
out the arithmetic for them. If one man can kill ten locusts in an 'i 
hour, then ten men could kill one hundred in an hour, and twenty 
could slay a thousand a day. They laughed uproariously: it 
appeared to them to be a good joke. No doubt the practice would 
not bo so easy as the theory, but we cannot clear the African from 
a too easy acceptance of “ fate,” and a lack of determination in the 
face of obstacles of this sort. I exhorted them to kill the “hoppers” 
when they appeared, as otherwise they might have the locusts with 
them for many years.

We appeared at one village—a very out-of-the-way place and 
difficult to get at over mountains—only to find most of the people 
absent. It appeared that while I was visiting them they were also . 
visiting me, and so we had missed one another. The two mission 
huts.were not complete, having four walls to each but no roofs. I ; 
slept between one set of four walls beneath an open sky, and the j 
carriers between the other four. During the night somebody started • 
a laush fire on the hillside above us (we were in a valley), and a fierce \ 
wind sent it roaring down towards us. At the dry season every
thing bums very easily. I wasn’t greaUy disturbed,,-however, for IQ

us.
Talking about fire reminds me of another incident on this same 

safari. I came to a village and saw a girl sitting almost covered up, 
and when I approached her I found that she had fallen into the fire in 
an epileptic fit and was a terrible sight to see. How she had sur
vived the accident was a marvel. I could do nothing for the poor 
thing as we have neither nurse nor hospital here.

That same day we had met a man and his wife, whom I knew, on 
their way to the Sultan’s Court, What were they going there for? 
An accident had happened in their village and two children had 
been burnt to death in a fire, and the father of one of tlie children 
wos said to be going about with a knife looking for the woman 
whom he held responsible for the fire. As a matter of fact the fire 
was another instance of the risks that Africans will take witli fires: 
as we all know. These two children were sleeping in a very; tiny 
hut bn a kind of raft with a fire burning hcncat/i them. The wind 
probably got up in the night and fanned a smoulder into a blaze and 
the two children met their terrible deaths. The father had some 
reason for his rage because another son of his had been killed by 
a lion. So ray Christian children register reads as follows:—

1 Selwin, son of Jameson and Martha. Burnt to death.
2 Nikolas, son of Jameson and Martha. Killed by a lion.
Poor things I What a tragedy for them 1

School noT3 at Manoa
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MANDA DOINGS i

RECOLLECTIONS OF CANON 
WOODWARD-ni

We come to a biggish river—the Rukuku-^nd must get acro^ 
somehow with our loads. There is no viiioge here^ but a tiny canoe 
has been ieft: it is about she feet long. There are lio paddles, and 
the only method of propulsion available is one bamboo pole. 
Luckily for us that this is the dry season and the river is low and 
not too swift. While'we are discussing ways and means a hippo
potamus pokes his ugly head out of the wafer in the middle of the 
river, and snorts at us. The men pelt him with stones, and this per
formance happens every other minute or so. Eventually my 
assistant cook takes us across one at a time and one load at a time, 
and we all get across successfuly—not, indeed, without frights, as 
when I should see mjr tin box, balanced precariously on the sides 
of the canoe, sway this way and that. I was wondering what we 
should have done if the canoe had been on the other side, as the river 
is a bad one for crocodiles. I asked the Reader who was with me. 
He replied that a man would have swum across and brought it 
back. But the crocodiles? He dismissed the matter as a light one; 
the man would have said “ the Lord knows '* and dived into the 
water.

( Bx Canon Sehoza

Father Woodward was a gi^t lover of peace, and ,ini times of di^ 
turbance did his best to allay the spirit of unrest. ^ When the German 
Government was set up in Bonde, it was a new experience for the 
inhabitants to see Europeans of a different nation to the missionaries 
of the U.M.C.A., with different customs and methods of employ
ment. They thought that they were like the Eurb^ns to whom 
they were accustomed and who had been living among them, who 
were gentle folk, ready to make allowance for their ignorance and 
to be forbearing. They thought that oil Europeans. wcre alike, but 
it was not long before they discovered their mistake.

These new Europeans had not come to^ teach religion, they had 
come to rule, to punish the wrongdoers and those who oppr^ed 
the poor and weak, and because the Wabondei had not been governed 
in this manner for many years, they could not understand; why, 
wrongdoers were punished; they began to be very discontented 
and went to Father Woodward to tell hini of their troubles and ask 
him to help them. He tried to do this as far os possible, but because 
he understood governmental methods, he did his best to explain to 
them tliai it was a duty to submit to the ” powers tbat be *’ and 
that just os the iMission was trying to help them Jn spiritual matters, 
so the government was concerned with ^eir material interests.

When the Government began to tax the people they became 
still more discontented, because they did not understand that a 
King must have ministers and officials to do the work of govern
ment, and cannot guard the land and punish criminals without an 
armed force, and soldiers and police want food and maintenance, 
and so the subjects of the King must help the King to provide this 
maintenance. Father Woodward explained all these things tojhe 
people. , . , ^

Sometimes he wrote to the German Governors to explain the- 
ignorance of the people, saying that many of their mistakes were, not 
due to a rebellious spirit, but merely to misunderstanding, and that. 
they found it difficult to abandon their old freedom. ' The Govern
ment were often ready to listen to him, because they knew he had lived 
many years among the people and understood their point of view. 
The Government kept on making laws and compelling the people 
to work^ especially to work as porters, and this kind of work was 
very vexatious to them. There were no motor-cars in those days, 
so when Europeans went on a journey, they used porters for their 
loads and they themselves were carried in litters.. Sometimes there 
was a great demand for porters and thcrpeople ran. 
villages and slept in the forest in order to.cscRpe being-mploy^ 
in this way.

(
I

We played “ African cricket “ various evenings on the journey, 
and have had some good games the last few evenings here at St. 
Thomas’s, Manda, although this is about the hottest time of the 
year. It is a local invention. You see, footballs are expensive and 
hard to come by and soon wear out. A cheap substitute has to be 
found for football, and I have tried to provide it in this way. Of 
course, it doesn’t come up to football in African thoughts, which 
is the game of games for them. We play it with an old tennis 
ball, a home-made bat, and something for a wicket—preferably my 
tin bath, which makes a loud “ bang ’’ when the ball hits it, leaving 
ing no doubt that the batsman is “ out.’’ There can be as many 
players bn a side as you wish, and only one player bats at a time. 
There are no frills like “ leg-before” or “ extras,” and no boun
daries. There are three wavs in which a batsman can be “ out." 
He can be bowled out, caught out, or hit out; there is no stumping. 
A batsman is “ hit out ” if he is hit by a returned ball while he is 
running between the wickets. The game has not been patented, 
so r willingly; pass on the rules to others.- Some of the local boys 

getting very clever at it. At first they are terribly “ butter- 
fingered” and cannot hold the ball. Moreover, a fielder, seeing the 
^)all coming towards him^ will first politely let it pass him-and then 
proceed to run after it. But they get over these crudenesses. How 
jdo we bowl? Anyhow you like-K>verarm, underarm, roundarm, 
^googly, swift, yorker—we tiry them oll'in turn;

;
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RECOLLECTIONS OF CANON WOODWARD Diocese of Zansibar

And at this time the unrest increased. People who found favour 
in the eyes of the Government vyere rtade District Chiefs, and these 
foik caused still greater bittern^ by oppressing people and robbing 
them of their property, without the knowledge of the Government, 
and the people were afraid to accuse them to the Government, because 
these Chiefs gave false witness;in the courts and the Government 
believed their statement. ; Many of these oppressed people went to 
Father Woodward and told him about their troubles and he helped 
them by giving them a letter to the Governor at Tanga, and in this 
way often secured justice for them. One result of this was that 
these Chiefs hated the Christians. They realized that they had a 
father who took note of their suffering, and because they were 
afraid of Father Woodward they hated the Christians.

We have heard that the sayihg,:“My lie is not your truth ” 
became a proverb in the^ days, because if anyone knew that he was 
being treated unjustly and complained, the Chief told him, “ go to 
the government court and accuse me; whatever you say before the 
court will not be believed, but I shall be believed whatever I like to 
say, because I am a Chirf.”

Many people do not know why Father Woodward changed the 
name Magila to Msalabani. I will tty to explain.

It was during the time of all this local Unrest. The people found 
that their troubles increased, they had no rest or peace and began 
to hold meetings in order to go to Tanga, and ask for redress before 
the Government. These meetings were very distasteful to the' 
Native Chiefs appointed by the Government. They were taking 
place over the whole country. False representations from the 
chiefs reached the Government, so that when the people arrived at 
the Government Residence and spoke of their troubles, not much 
attention was paid to them. They were roughly spoken to and 
began to go away one by one.

• These people managed to get a leader, a Christian who lived 
Magila to act as their spokesman; then the people who joined 

iii these deputations were asked " Where do yoU come from " they 
replied, we come from Magila. Then the Government began to 
think that the Mission was fomenting the unrest, and the people 
who had no use for religion, nor the Mission, nor the Christians, 
kept on saying that it was the Christians and'the Mission who were 
causing all this unrest.

THE WORK OF AN AFRICAN 
PRIESTi

In a long letter, Padre Henry Mang’enya, the native priest in 
charge of Mtsozwe, has written an account of the work in his district. 
This includes periodical visits to out*stations. Sometimes this 
involves an absence of three days from the Central Station. In 
some cases a single day is sufficient. On these visits people are 
given their communion, confessions are heard, cases of various 
kinds are considered, i _ ‘ ' * ''
times a Mass is arranged for peop^ 
and 6o to lOo Christians make their 

Magula is one of these centres, 
because it has :
John’s,. Wilton Road. --------------------------------------
new church has been built under Mr. Beal’s supervision and was

wishes his friends at St. 
grateful he is for their help.y A 
i rendered bv (he Christians of the

arrangements made for marriages. Some- 
ged for people of three or four out-statiohs 

r communion.
It is an interesting centre 

received generous support from their friend at St. 
Road. The old church had fallen down and now a

opened in November, and Padre Henry 
John’s to know this a'nd how grateful 
great deal of unpaid service was rendered by (he Christians of the 
district. The money sent was used for paying the masons and 
carpenters and their employees and for purchasing thecorrugated iron 
for the roof. The church has been built as a memorial of Clement 
Mnguu, who did splendid work In this district. His grave is close 
to the new building. He took a great interest in the building of 
the first church which fell down before the roof was added to it. 
By the building of the new church the desire of his heart has been 
fulfilled, thanks to the help of their friends at St. John's, Wilton 
Road. Henry is much concerned about the necessary retrenchment 
which the present hard times have entailed. Padre Francis Mzimba 
gave him valuable help, help that was much needed,^ but circum
stances have compelled the Bishop to transfer Francis to another 
district owing to the scarcity of priests. Sometimes one of the 
priests at Msalabani come to help him when possible and that 
enables Henry to go to one of his out-stations.

Before the present scarcity, when the catechumens came for 
special instruction in preparation for baptism, they were provided 
with food, but now they have to bring their own food with them. 
And this is also the case before confirmation or when they come from 
a distance for their communions. Nevertheless the work progresses.

A school at Muzi.has been closed for lack/of funds and;he 
does not know when or if it will be reopened^ The school , at 
Misozwe, which was superintended by Miss Bates, is now under the 
care of the Community of the'Sacred Passion,’but they are; only 
visitors and come to inspect the school in order to send a report to 
Chancellor Broomfield. This school suffers somewhat fronr the 
prevalence of apes and monkeys, who come to feed on the crops, and 
the children arc wanted to drive them away, and arc also

old

."inear

i.)

I
■ tSo Father Woodward thought that the name of our station 

must be changed, it must no longer be called Magila, but Msalabani. 
Magila is the name of the whole country near the River Mkulumuzi, 
lying beneath the mountain called Manga, and the land which lies, 
on the top of the mountain Manga to this day is called “ Upper 
Magila.” Father Woodward introduced this new name, Msalabani, 
iii order to keep the peace between the Government and the Mission, 
and so escape the results of the enmity of the people who did not 
like the Christian religion. !
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THE WORK OF AN AFRICAN PRIEST
Diocese cf Zatutibar

wanted at the time of the lesser and greater rains to help in the 
Their absence is not due toiwant df interest in their Mhool. 

There ate not many girls. He attributes tlint'to the absence of 
a woman teacher. The presence of such attracts them. They have 
now no rraident teacher of this kind. The reason for this is the 

. Th^Bishop him not the necessary funds., ; Henry asks the 
radera of Cenlrel Afnca to bear, this in mind, the great need of 
European woman teacher. ,■
_ Mepical Work. This is supervieed by the nurse at Kiwanda. 

1 ■ attend to the lepers in the neighbourhood and other
sh:k folk, but owing to rain and mud and urgent cases at Kiwanda 
She cannot always come, and cannot always send timely notice of 
absence. The sick foik come and then hear that the nurse is pre
vented from coming and the sick folk have to go home, and miny 
^ n long way from Misozwe, perhaps a three hoursh journey. 
When they are told there will be medicine on such and such a 
day, they think that perhaps the nurse will, not be able to come, 
so when she comes.onlv a few patients arrive. But on some occasions 
there are as many as eighty patients, not counting the lepers. What

miit [hrrmX'ible.“'‘'"‘
' at Mtindilo—there are forty-nine. The Government

treds them. The. leper station is a mile from Misozwe. The 
Mission IS TOponsible for medicine and medical treatment. The 

at Kiwanda looks after them, but is sometimes prevented 
’'“T There are ten Christians

^ong them; two of these are Roman Catholics. The Bishop has 
built a church there at his own expense. It is dedicated to St. 
Antony. Other members of the Mission have made gifts. When 
there were two priests they went-tivice a month to give the 
Christians their communion from the Reserved Sacrament. Now

i" the church. The Bishop
rec^ly baptized and confirmed Hve of the lepers. ,

of on African
rn^'fi*" "toy remember how

‘oved^'ooawc. He started the work there, and 
a vistt to Misozwe was always a joy to hini.

CONVERSATION BY THE WAY
I—WITH A TEACHER■!

1same

iiV(y.i;'iiU read the last ' '* News
of Tkxlay- f'Did you 

'■ > ,<' 0' see that article about 
.rii/iyi.-i).the King of the

ft,". , "

VrPW-r^-'f'v

,-11,

a

Locusts?
J;No. What was 

it about?
He; It was an

• account of a man iip-
• country who went) to 

^ the Sultan and said,
- “ I nm' the King of, 

the Locusts—if youi 
[ ‘ wish me to do so I can 

take them away. If 
you want me to do so, 
you must give me an 
ox and a: goat.” The 

' ■ Sultan consulted with 
his advisers, but they 
did not believe the 
man. The locusts 

■^got worse. So the 
Sultan went to the 

I District Officer and 
accused the man as

being the bringer of the locusts, and he got six months’ imprisonment. 
/ think the District Officer made a mistake. He should have said to 
the man, ” Well, prove your claim to be the King of the Locusts. 
Let us see if yoU can really take them away.” But Instead of that, 
the man was put in prison.

I: I suppose the Magistrate thought he was an imposter. Or do 
you think he was mad?

He: I think there may be something in his claim; because our 
old riien all tell us that there are men who bring locusts. A man 
kills a cow or a goat somewhere in the heart of the forest, and puts 
his medicine in the carcase and leaves it to rot. Then out of the 
carcase comes a swarm of locusts which spreads all over the countiy.

/; We Europeans are very slow to believe these tales of mogic. 
Do you believe it?

He; I don’t know. There are very wonderful medicines. Our 
old men say that in the time of the African rising against the

33
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V
CONVERSATION BY THE WAY

Diocese of Zansibar
Germans there was a medicine man who gave men a medicine that 
made all the bullets shot at them turn to water. .

I: Yes, I have heard of that man. ' But history says that many 
men died that day through believing him, because the bullets did 
not turn to water.

He: I can hardly imagine a medicine that would bewitch Euro
pean rifles j with African ones it might be possible.

/; I cannot believe that anything can be changed by medicine
into a different substance; I do not see hpw a rotting goat can pro- f 
ducc locusts or lead turn to watw.

He: But don’t you bdieve that a man can turn into a lion or a 
leopard?

/;No.
He; I know you Europeans are strangely unbelieving, but that 

is absolutely true.
I: Do you know anyone who has ever seen a man in the act of 

becoming a lion?
He: No, they are never seen—but, all the same, it often happens; 

if .you look at their tracks, you will sec sometimes the print of a man 
and sometimes that of a lion. The Wafipa arc celebrated for this ^ 
faculty. This is what accounts for there being sometimes packs h 
of lions about and sometimes none.

I: How do you know whether it is a true lion or really a man ?
He: People who understand these medicines know. A lion can 

come up quite dose, and one of these men could say to him, Now 
then, don’t ^r here, go away over there,” and the lion would turn 
round and obey at once. Look how a man with the proper medicines t 
can go into the river at Marenda, you know how full of crocodiles 1 
It is there, and when they come near him, he just tells them to tro 
away, and they turn round and swim off.

i; Do men turn into anything else except lions and leopards?
He: In Pemba a man will become a dog. You may hit 

a dog one night and the next morning a man will come to you and 
^y, ‘ I was the dog you hit last night; see the bruise you made.”
It IS strange you don’t believe these things.

l: It is the tyay I was brought up. Not very long ago in 
England people did believe such things, but not now.

He; No; do you remember lire day I asked you to advance me 
twenty-five shillings, so that I could get an African doctor to treat 
my brother who was out of his mind? You said, •' You will only 
waste your money; the European doctors say your brother is insane; 
the roots of a tree won’t be able to cure a diseased mind.” But that 
African doctor did heal my brother, and he has been perfectly well

LEAVES FROM A LAYMAN’S DIARY
IV—KIZARA IN THE RAINS

All members of our mission at times visit put-stations arid spend 
hours or days trekking through the forest or tramping along open 
sun-baked roads. The Mission nurses are. often called put at night 
and have to walk miles in the dark, with wild animals lurking in the 
bushes.

I shall always remember the journey when Mr. Beal and 1 paid 
a visit to our most isolated station, Kizara, which is up about 4,000 
feet in the mountains, thirty miles from Kiwanda. We set out at , 
dawn with ten porters and their loads in the lorry and travelled along 
a terribly bad and dangerous road leading to a Greek's plantation;: 
It was quite exciting taking the lorry up and down steep hills and 

old hazardous bridges. At about half-past eight we came to 
the edge of a river where we alighted, and continued our journey on 
foot. We crossed the river and immediately plunged into a dense i 
forest. On and on we walked crossing streams, climbing over fallen; 
trees and breasting our way through tall prickly grass, which was iii 
parts six or eight feet high. At the end of two hours we came to a; 
river and rugged rocks and a lovely sparkling,waterfall. ■ As our 
porters wanted to bathe, we sat down and smoked cigarettes and 
watched them. ‘ .

After this we began to climb up and up through wild uninhabited , 
try, with the hot sun scorching down on our backs, till wc reached' 

at mid-day a village where the U.M.C.A, teacher gave us some 
refreshing coconut milk to drink. We started off again still climb-

'■1a
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LEAVES FROM A LAYMAN’S DIARY

MEMORIAL TO
FATHER WOODWARD IN AFRIGA

ing higher and 
i higher and got into , 

a forest more dense 
and picturesque 
than the previous j 
one. Our. advent 
startied the mon. 
keys, and they fol- , 
lowed us, crashing ?
through the trees i
and making loud i
and weird noises. I

Early in the 
afternoon we halted 
by the side of a 
lovely clear 
mountain stream; 
the boys made some 
tea and we sat 
down and rested.
By this time we 
were 4,000 feet up

fresh and exhilarat
ing. Near Kizara 
Je grouiid slopes ?
down rapidly, , and 
late in the afternoon 
we reached our 
destination and 

-received a hea^ 
welcome from the 
two mission 
workers—one is a

oiher a nurse. Theirs is indeed a difficuit and lonel^ife^th^seldom i 
linvc visitors, and the nearest Europeans are six hours’: Walk away; '
also, the natives of these parts are very primitive and difficult tb deal 
with.' . 'v
, , Sunday at Kizara was veiy peaceful, the churii was fiill and the 
^rican pdre preached a good sermon. On Monday we did build- 
ffig repairs and'chose the site for a new hospital and dispensary.
Emiy next morning we set out for home by a different road. The 
ram cme down in sheets, the steep moiintaih paths became rushing 
tomnts and we straggled bn for hours and hours, drenched to the ,
^in and numb^ with the intense cold. ■ For a long stretch we waded i
through water taee deep, but at last we reached the house of a friend 
11^ a got iihot bath, a-change of clothes and, .best of .

all, a hot drink, which we sipped as we sat by a lovely big log fire. ?
H. A. J.

In the church at Msalabani, where Father Woodward spent the largest 
part of his life in Africa, there is no permanent.font, and thc Afri 
Christians of this Diocese are at the moment contributing to provide 
one made of stone as a memorial to the priest to whom many of tnemi 
owe so much. This is excellent, and they could not have chosen a 
better memorial, but the church itself has hot really sufficient space 
in which to place a permanent font, on account of the large congre
gations which it has to provide for, and Father Woodward always 
had in his mind the desire that a baptistry should be added 
west end of the church. It seems, therefore, that now is the oppor
tunity of carying out his wishes, and I feel sure that his many friends 
in England would be very glad to contribute to the building of the 
baptistry as their memorial to him in Africa. The cost will be 
roughly about £^Q atid could easily be raised, even in these difficult 
limes, by small donations from his many friends. Will, therefore, 
all who wish to contribute to this memorial please send their donations 
to the Secretary at Central Africa House, and if they could be paid 
fairly quickly, we could start the work without delay, as we approach [ 
the first anniversapr of his death. It is not the custom to make' 
appeals for money in Central Africa; but I should like it to be known, 
that as this particular appeal is for such a small sum, it has the 
sanction and approval of the Treasurers of the iMission.

^•T.Z.
N.B.—If more than the requisite amount should be received the 

balance will be credited to the Zanzibar Diocesan: Auxiliary Fund.

can

at the

THE U.M.C.A. SUMMER SCHOOL
ST. HILDA’S PRIORY, WHITBY 

July 29th—August I2th, 1933

Cliffs and a roaring sea—^Yorkshire moors and abbeys—the famous 
ruined towers of St. Hilda’s Abbey standing lone on the cliff, against' 
the sky—the warm welcome of the Sisters of the Order of the Holy 
Paraclete and the beautiful services in their Chapel, with happy even
ings and instructive lectures; all these and many other joyful 
memories rush to mind when reading the above bedding.

By the kind invitation of the Mother Prioress and the Sisters we 
are arranging for the eighth annual U.M.C.A. Summer^School to 
take place in the school buildings at St. Hilda’s Priory. As In the past 
the School will be arranged so that each-week will be complete in

h
y
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H. W. WOODWARD, S.S.M.
HOME JOTTINGS J

itself, but students who can stay for the \vhole fortnight will be very 
welcome.

Wo would ask the Ruridecanal Secretary and other home 
workers for the Mission to book the above dates and if possible to A
make an effort to come to one week of the School. Applications i
should be sent to the.Rev. L. C, Watson, c/o Centrtd Africa House, 
Wood Street, Westminster, London, S.W.I, and marked on the' 
envelope " Summer School.” ••

The names of Chaplains and lecturers will be announced later.

, Monday to Friday, May 22.20; Padre D. Paraona from Maaasl will conduct a Retreat. 
Apply with stamped addressed envelope lor reply to-.Miss H. Spanton, St. Michnri'd 
House. Church Street Rond, Tnnkerton, WiltBtnblc, Kent.

Dr. Adklat (Zanzibar) would be very 
Royal Surgical Aid Society. They should

graiclul for more subscribers letters to the 
be sent to the Secretary at the OiTice.'

^liss Nixon Smith would be glad of any old copies of Miss Woodward's Nyanja 
l-lxercise book now out of print.

»
** Prayer lor Alrlca."—This small book of Intercessions hus been published to supply 

a demand for a more permanent and less detailed form of Intercession than can,be 
supplied in the monthly Intercession leallet. The two may well be used together. It 
is hoped liiat all who pray for the Church in Africa will find it helpful and that possibly 
It may be used at times of public intercession for the Mission in church. It Is difficult 
for those who have not been to Africa to know for what one may best Intcrcede>-this 
little book will liclp some to pray with a fuller understanding. Tiie notice of secretaries 
of C.S.C. branches is specially drawn to this publication. Obtainable from the Office, 
price 3d., by post 3Jd.

HOME JOTTINGS
The Mtssioo's Iscoaie.—The following Is a comparison of the omounU contributed 

principal W'orklng funds of the Mlulonto the

1032 1031

Received dur* 
Ing Dec.

Total to 
December 81

Total to 
December 31

Received dur* 
log Dec.Fund Community of the Sacred Passion.~Tliere will be a Meeting of those associated with 

Che Community on Saturday, February 25, 1033, at 3 p.m. at St. Fridcswide's House, 
Lodore Street, Poplar. The Sisters will be gl<id to see nil who are able to attend It. 
Tea will be at 4 p.m.

Please reply to the

£ £ £ £
37,867Sr r 34,010

3.444
6.680

11.20410,440
c;

2,037
411 2,040COO Sister Superior, C.S.P., Sc. Cross, Duxhurst, Keigute.0,0118,000

«46,817Grand Totals 14.078 43,040 14,621

Retreats for Associates and other friends of the Community will be held at St. Cross, 
Duxhurst, Rcigaie, Surrey, from July 3rd to 7lh, Conductor, Kr. Seddhig, S.S.J.E., ond 
Irom August 4th to Btli. Conductor, the Rev. Dudley Clark, Fee 21a. Application 
made to the Sister Superior, C.S.P., St. Cross, Duxhurst, Reignte.

Oar lacaoe In 1932.—As ns go to press ns lesro tbst (be canUlbnllooi to tbe 
priadpaj nsAlag (oatU ol tbs Mission dimog tbe put year ore approximately £3,060 
leaa tlian in 1831.

to be

*
Indexes (or Central AfHea and African Tidings may be had from the Oflice on 

payment of postage. Mr. Clande Stert, of Chosen House, Charlton Kings, 
of his jig-saw puzzles has already contributed a profit of over a ihous.md pounds to the 
funds of tlie .Mission, Is anxious lor a few copies uf Itie picture by Fred .Morgan, " Over 
the Garden Wall," which was published some years ago as a supplement in Pciirs' Annual. 
He would also be grateful for other brightly coloured pictures suitable for Jig-saw puzzle 
work. Readers of " Central Africa " must have hundreds of such pictures lying Idle 
in their houses, and they will welcome the suggestion that they should be put to a profit
able use which will be of substantial help to the Mission in these hard times.

ClK’ltenham, who by the sale

' ■* . * *

Leaf Savlnga Boxu in cardboard wUl gladly be supplied on application to tbe 
Office. Collapsible punes con also be had, but as they cost 2d. each. It would be a 
kindness if, when many are required, a wntribuUon Is made towards the cost.

* * *
To R. D. and Parocblat Secretaries.—A magazine order form (No. 166) has Just been 

printed for tbe use of magazine distributors. It should be a help to them in collecting 
subscriptions to the magazines. Copies will be tent on application to the Office.

- • *
The MeaUily Reqnlea In February will be at &30 o.m.' In the Chapel of All Souls 

in Central Africa House. AVhen these Requiems were started it was suggested to me 
' people living In London would welcome this opportunity of coming to 

pray together for their departed friends; but lately attendance ot these Requiems has 
been practically confined to members of the Office stafT, E. F. 5.

A Retrut wilt be held In our Home Mission Station, Tankerton during the Low 
Sunday week-end, April 31-25 (31/-). Conductor, The Rev. H. Thomas, Vice-Principal 
of Ely Theological College (formerly :of Zanzibar). Also in-Rogation week from

Retreats for Members ol Ibe C.S.C,—-Twu Retreats fur wunicra members of (he 
Cumpainunahlp ore being arranged for 1S33. (1) At Oakliurst Retreat liouse, Erilh, 
Kent, fer the Whitsun Week-end from June 2nd—Olh. Conductor:—Dom Uemard 
Clcinenu, O.S.IL Fee: 26/-. (2) At WotcriniHock Retreat House, Uolion, Lancs,
from May 6th—€(h. Fee: 16/0. The name of the Cnnduclor will'be announced later.

that a number of

Very Imporlapt.—In view of the need for economising on the cost of freight ond 
customs, the Bishop of Zanzibar has given directions that the only gifts to bo dispatched 
from the Office for Scbools, In (be Diocese of Zaniibar until further iiutlcc will be:— 
visibau, jumpers and kanzus. On these the Mission is prepared to pay freight ond 
cuitocns.

«-
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CENTRAL AFRICAHOME JOTTINGS n A MONTHLY RECORD OF THE WORK OF THE 
UNIVERSITIES' MISSION TO CENTRAL AFRICA

Otlicr Rifla for cchooia {which we arc very glod to have) can for the present only 
be sent If the donors defray the cost of freight and customs. This does not affect gifts 
for hof{4ta1s and dispensaries, or church linen and vestments.

possible to send out old tennis balls, and quiln will still be needed for 
hospitals.

It will still be 
schools as well os

No. 603. LI. MARCH, 1933 Price ad.
Estalbltlon of Work for Africa.—^The Exhibition of Work for Africa will be held in 

the Large Hall of the Church House, Westminster, on the afternoon of Saturday, 
April 1st. This will be open at 2 p.m., and the spe^ and distribution of certificates 
will take place at 2.S0 p.m.
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A VENTURE OF FAITH
The past year was a very difficult one for all missionary societies: 
their supporters found themselves, for the most part, very hard hit 
as a result of the financial crisis, and many whose* income was 
largely derived from railway investments, found it a very difficult 
matter to pay their bills, and an impossible one to maintain their 
subscriptions. 'Many parishes, too, have found it almost impossible 
to make ends meet, and, though for the most part they have done 
their best, their missionary contributions have shown a falling*ofT 
which in the aggregate has been very consid^ablc.

All things considered, it may be regarded os a matter for con* 
gratulation that our General Funds last year did not show a larger^ 
mlling-off than the ;i^3,oqo odd by which, when the accounts were 
made up, they were found to have come short of the 1931 total. We 
had feared worse things; but, all the same, a decrease of over ;^3.ooo 
in our General Funds is a very serious matter in view of the fact 
that we have practically no available reserves, and we seemed to be 
faced by the sad prospect that we should be compelled to reduce still 
further the already r^uced incomes of our four lAfrican dioceses.

The Treasurers and the Executive Committee were extremely 
anxious that this further reduction should not take place if it should 
be in any way possible to avoid it; and when they came to draw up 
their budget for the present year they*resolved, greatly daring, to 
promise the Bishops the same Income for 1933 that they had received 
in 1932 (to be precise, they have promised the Bishop of Masasi an 
actual increase—though it is only to the comparatively small extent 
of ;^zoo—in view of his peculiarly difficult position and his piteous 
appeal for " Just a little more ” if it were in any. way possible to let 
him have it). : Ti

I

!THE MISSION STAFF
Nsme Diocese Dxte

.Irrirats in fnglonif 
Miss V. Powell 
Mr. W. Hoghei 
Miss J. Ferguson 
Archdeacon A. Smith 
.Mr. T. D. Beal 

Departures from England 
Mr. C. Done 
Miu Paddlaon 
Ml» Phillips 
Rev. A. E. Dudley 
Mrs. Dudley

Masasi 
Zanzibar 
Nyasaland 
N. Rhodesia 
Zanzibar

Dec. 12 
Dec. 12 
Dec. 22 
Jan. 0 
Jon. 17

Zanzibar 
Masasi 
Zanzibar 
N. Rhodesia 
N. Rhodesia

Feb. 23 
Feb. 33 
Feb. 23 
Feb. 24 
Feb. 24

Heir Member.—Diocese of Zanzibar, Miss Gladys Phillips (nurse) trained at London 
Hospital and holding the C.M.B. Certificate.

IN MEMORIAM—R.I.P.
Dec. 17.—Mary Anna Boyd.

A member of the Mlssioo 1890*1900, and always a keen supporter.
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A VENTURE OF FAITH Diocese of Nyasaland

To make such a promise at all Avas veiy disUnctly a venture of 
faith, and it would probably not have been justified but for two facts: 
—the receipt of a number of small legacies, which brought the total 
for 193a a little above the average; and the resolution of the Churcli 
Assembly to commend the Unified Statement of the Missionary 
Council to the earnest consideration of the Church throughout the 
country, with an appeal that a veiy determined effort shall be made ; 
this year, in spite of all the financial difficulties of the time, to raise 
parochial contributions to all the Anglican Missionary Societies by 
at least ten per cent.

Now that the promise has been given, we at home have to set 
ourselves to the extremely difficult task of raising the money neces
sary, for it must be verjr distinctly understood that the Treasurers 
have promised money which, as yet, they have not got—money which 
can only be raised by the persistent efforts of our Secretaries through
out the country and by the self-sacrificing generosity of our many | 
friends. To fulfil the promise given, we shall actually need a total 
income this year of between ;^3.ooo and ;^4,ooo 
ceived in 1932. I arn sure that all readers of Central Africa will 
agree that in making the promise, the Treasurers and the Executive 
Committee have shown themselves extremely brave men, and will 
do anything and ^erything that lies in their power to justify the 
Treasurers’ faith in the hard work and self-sacrifice of our supporters f 
and in the response which the Home Church will make to the appeal 
of the Church Assembly. I

Two facts stand out very vividly in my own mind, and I would 
commend them both to the careful thought and appropriate action of 
all my readers. First: we must during 1933 not only maintain our 
income at the 1932 level, but actually increase it by nearly ;^4,ooo, i 
in order that we may discharge the liabilities that we have assumed 
in Africa; if we fail to do this, disaster lies ahead—and not very 
far ahead either. Secondly; the bulk of our supporters strained 
every nerve last year to give us the income we then received; most 
of them cannot possibly do more than they did then. The only hope, 
therefore, of keeping ourselves afloat this year is to broaden the 
basis of missionary support. This should be possible os a result of 
the action of the Church Assembly if—but only if—those who really 
love U.M.C.A. will set themselves to work to bring to our aid those 
others of their friends who have hitherto held themselves aloof.

MORE JOTTINGS 
ON PASTORAL WORK

By Canon Frank Winspeau

In some previous joltings on pastoral work iii Nyasaland it 
stated that native customs are ofteh'helpful to the priest in his work. 
Of course this is not by any means always the case. 
made on marriage, although quite often a safeg 
permanence of the union, are sometimes a great difficulty.

It only too frequently happens that guardians are tempted to ask 
excessive payments on the marriage of their wards, and this some
times results in the young people taking rnatters into their own hands 
and forming clandestine unions without the consent of their elders 
or the blessing of the Church. While it is comparatively easy to 
deal with the young people by means of Church discipline, it is far 
harder to convince the older members of the family that they are 
to a great extent responsible for the younger ones’ wrong-doing. It 
has often been suggested that there should be limitations on the pay
ments exacted, and at Likoma it has actually been arranged that 
only a certain sum is recoverable in the local courts, but even this 
does not prevent the young men from agreeing to pay much larger 
sums. All this is just one of the many instances in which we have
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Ernest F. Spanton.

A Chall^gb I—Since this article was written an offer has been 
received from a‘ generous supporter of the Mission to give an extra 
jCtoo towards the additional sum needed this year, if nine others can 
be found to do the same. ':. llllu Dtynsdtii

A Lkoua ViLuwE Grout.
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MORE JOTTINGS ON PASTORAL WORK MORE JOTTINGS ON ..PASTORAL WORK

to go on patiently working for a higher standard of family life among 
our Christians.

In days gone by there were often great diflicuUies owing to the 
laws of inheritance, but happily one may say that at Likoma cer
tainly this difEculty occurs infrequently now. In native law, owing 
to the matrilincal customs, when a man dies* his widow may be V 
inherited by one ofiiis kinsfolk. In olden days the widow’s wishes 
were but little considered, but of course she now has a free choice.
If she does not wish to be inherited, her family must pay back the '( 
deposit paid by the deceased man, and then she is free 
her own people. Obviously a Christian widow ought to refuse to 
be inherited if it means, as it usually does, becoming the wife of a 
man who is already married, or whose relationship is within “ the 
prohibited degrees.’’ At Likoma lliis difficulty has been overcome 
to a great extent by an agreement that the deceased man’s family 
cannot claim the payments until the widow marries again, 
marries again the relations of the deceased husband have a 
the payments made on the new marriage.

Occasionally, however, there is a case of a bachelor or widower 
wishing to inherit the widow of a deceased relation, and it is not at 
all easy to find out whether the proposed marriage is one which 
Church may sanction.

There are no words in Chinyanja which correspond exactly to 
brother, sister, uncle, aunt and cousin, so that the only safe way is 
to construct a genealogical table of the parties concerned and so find 
out llieir exact relationship. Then one can consult the ” Table of 
Kindred and Affinity ” and sec whether the proposed marriage is 
one sanctioned by the Church. All this is often rather a tedious 
business as the people concerned sometimes know little about their ■ i 
gnindpafcnls' marriages and have to go back to the village to find ' 
TOme relation who can come in and retail the family history. But 
it is most necessa^ work, os if ooe isn’t very careful it is possible 1 
to make serious mistakes. At the same time one cannot quite see an 
English vicar making but genealogical tables for his parishio 
\vho wish to marry. .

Difficulties about marriage seem to take up much of one’s time 
and thought, and it is not only the difficulties .which come before 
one officially, but muchy too, that depends upon a healthy public 
oplnfon in the Church. A case in point is the ostentation displayed i 
at weddings. It is quite deplorable the amount of money and food \ 
squandered at many weddings, biit one can do but little to discourage i
it. Only by long.and patient teaching will it be possible to inculcate ‘ 
right ideas as to the right use of material possessions. This desire
for making a great feast at a wedding is once more often____
for clandestine unions, os the young people ^t tired of waiting until 
their elders can provide the necessary food and drink, and there is a 
moral disaster.

Another great difficulty.dne has to contend with is occasioned by 
the African’s belief in charms. It is fairly easy to take a line about

the more elaborate amulets sewn up in a piece of cloth, and one 
very rarely comes across a Christian wearing them openly, but one 
docs find Christians wearing little bits of twig threaded in among 
their necklace or wristlet beads. These are always described as 
“medicine," and an African has challenged me to dfficrentiate 
between the native medicines so called and the remedies he is given 
to swallow in the dispensary. His contention apparently was that 
both were a matter of faith healing. As a rule, though, Africans 
pretend to laugh at their own little charms and to have nowadays • 
very much the same attitude towards them that people in England 
have to their mascots. The priest’s difficulty is to know how far 
he should vigorously attack such minor superstitions or leave them 
to disappear as education spreads and faith becomes deepened.

These jottings arc mainly about the difficulties one meets with in 
pastoral work, but as one looks back over a period of somo years one 
cannot but be thankful for the progress made in Christian practice. 
It is now quite a rare thing to find Christians makirig offerings at 
the graves of the departed, and although the mourning for the dead 
is still far too protracted and heathenish, we do know that requiem 
masses arc well attended and appreciated, so that we hope that a 
better public opinion Is being formed. And then in family life; 
altogether we can rejoice that the old matrilincal customs 'by which 
children looked for guidance and help to their mother's brothers 
[see p. 3 January “ C. A.’’J arc gradually weakening and a right 
attitude about the Christian family taking their place. But all this 
is tlie work of years, and wc need the steady work of priests, teachers, 
nurses, and especially the help given in this way by our Mothers 
Union worker to go on for many .years yet. As we have to face the 
insistent demand for retrenchment we pray that our pastoraV work 
may not be curtailed and that we may go on building up the ideal 
of the Christian family within the Christian ghurch and so help the 
African Church to meet adequately the many changes in the social 
life of the people which must come from the impact of European 
civilization on a primitive people. F. W.
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CONVERSATION BY THE WAY
n—WITH A PORTER

RECOLLECTIONS OF CANON 
WOODWARD—Conclusion

tWe had been talking about lions.
He: It was a lion that nearly lost Mark his job.
I: How?
He: You know, he is a stationmoster at a small station up the 

line. Well, one day there was-no train till midnight, and Mark 
had nothing to do. By chance, that evening, some young men 
had to go with a lorry to a place some miles away. They said to 
Mark, ‘*Como with us; we are going straight there and back, and you 
will have plenty of time.” So Mark went. He said nothing to any
one, not even to his wife, but just climbed on the lorry and went 
off. They got there all right, but, as they were coming back, the 
lorry broke down. Mark waited and waited, and at last he started 
to walk back to the station. Before he bad gone far, he came upon 
a lion standing in the middle of the road. The lion did not move, 
and he was afraid to go past. He didn’t know what to do. But he- 
thought, well, if I must choose between losing my job and losing 
my life, I prefer to lose my job. So he went back to his friends 
and slept in the village there.

I: What happened to the train? Did they notice the station- 
master wasn't there?

He: Of course ihey did. The stationmoster gets the Line Clear 
signal. The train waited and waited; and, in the end, the guard 
telegraphed to Moshl, ” Shall we stay here all night, or shall we come 
on?” Mark got into great trouble.

I: It is a wonder he didn’t lose his work, I suppose they 
thought he had a good reason for his absence.

He: A good reason 1 And he knows that lorries are always 
breaking down. No, I think he must have had some very strong 
medicine to make the railway officials forgive him.

1: But your medicines would have no effect on Europeans; they 
have only strength with people who believe in them. Besides, how 
could he have put medicine in their food, or in their path?

He: Oh I He wouldn’t give the medicine to them; he would be 
vaccinated with it himself. He must have used some sort of charm, 
or however could he have kept his job ? P.

By Canon Sehoza

There is another word of praise which those who knew him well 
can bestow upon him. There are many good folk who do not possess 
the gift of forbearance with children. Eatlier Woodward pt^essed 
this gift in a superlative degree. We well remember how his room 
at Msalabani was the playroom of the boys. When they were at 
school, that was his quiet time, but as soon as they came out of school 
there was a continual knocking at his door. Every one of them 
had his special want; one asked for ** snap ”; another for an illus* 
trated newspaper, or book; anotlier for some writing paper; another 
for thread or a needle. They all got \yhat they wanted, some were 
playing snap, others were looking at pictures, but the noise never 
prevented him from going on with his work; he went on working os 
if there was no one in his room.

?•W

A stranger who was not used to this and did not possess his gift 
of affection for or forbearance with the young, could not endure, 
this when having a long conversation with Padre Woodward in his 

. He had to shut his door and if they knocked,, refrain from 
answering. I remember how a distinguished guest 
Msalabani and was received in the room called the Bishop’s room. 
This room was near to Padre Woodward’s room, the doors of the two 
rooms faced each other. The stranger found the continual knock
ing too much for him, so he went out for a time saying, ” This per
petual knocking wearies me.” But it never worried Padre Woodward.
If there was no knocking he would ask, ‘‘. What has happened ! 
Where are the boys?” But to those of us whp,do not possess his gift 
it would have been a cause for thankfulness to have a little quiet 
time to ourselves. ^ ...

Again we recall his attention to and care for little things which 
to other people would seem to be of no account. He never threw 
away a pin, every piece of string was carefully stored up, ready for 
any boy who wanted a pin for his fishhook or a piece of string for 
his fishing line or his bow. His room was a store house of the things 
the boys required. When he went away from Msalabani the per.son 
who succeeded to his room had much work to do to clear away the 
accumulation of little things which meant nothing to him, but 
much to Padre Woodward and his boys. He was a man to men , 
and a boy to the boys, and this is a certain sign of a good heart.

There Is another reason why many people in the Bonde country 
remember Padre-Woodward with very thankful firarts. ^ Jn i8sp 
there began a great famine in the Bonde country, (Canon Sehoza s 
date is wrong, it began much earlier than that, 1895 is nearer the 
mark.—Ed.). Many people died anyhow in their .wanderings in 
search of food. Strong folk did porter’s work and so secured money 
with which to buy food, but many separated from their wives because 
they were no longer able to support them. When they went away as
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RECOLLECTIONS OF CANON WOODWARD Diocese of Nyasalandn

porters they did not return home, in order to escape the cries of their !j
children. Mothers lost their love and pity for the cliildren they n
were suckling and left their children to their husbands and ran away, ^
never to return. These were days when everyone was concerned t
only with his own welfare.

Padre Woodward and others decided to ask for help from England, 
they saw that the land was face to face with destruction. The 
Christian folk in England responded to their appeal and sent money.
This money was us^ for buying rice from India. Many people 
flocked to Msalabani to seek relief, a great catnp was made on the 
other side of the Mkulumuzi river, near the village of Kiumba, but 
owing to the numbers there were not sufficient huts, and at Msala- ;
bani itself wood for building purposes cannot be obtained. So many j
people slept out in the open or rested under trees or any place where |
there was shade; when it rained hard they were in sore distress. At 
last the camp contained 2,000 people; many did work and received 
pay in the form of rice, but many were so weak that they were unable 
to work. These received rice gratis, but some were so weak that ^ 
they had no strength for cooking, so they soaked the rice in water 
and ate it raw. Some had not sufiicient strength even to draw water 
and these ate the rice hard and dry. They soon began to suffer 
from dysentery and the mortality increased. Then smallpox appeared, h 
and many died from that, so it became necessary to set apart people J 
for the work of burying the dead. One day I saw seventeen corpses ^ 
being carried out for burial. They had all died in one night.

All this time Padre Woodward had no rest even at night. He 
was wanted everywhere. He had to send help to Mkuzi, Misozwe, 
and every Mission station. Then there were orphans, both parents 
having died, and the care of them fell upon him. The boys were " 
t^en in at the Mission, and a house was built for the girls where 
thq^ could be looked after and taught. When the famine was over 
th*T k^^nk"*** thty were married, but some were taken away by

Padre Woodward performed all these deeds of mercy in his com- 
poMion for the people in iheir day of trouble. And in this time of 
distress he did not only attend to the bodily wants of the people, 
he remembered their spiritual needs. He ministered to the dying.
He went to the smallpox camp to shrive the sick and to bury the 

In the smallpox camp .faith and courage were required in 
shepherding the souls of the sick. People who went there have told 
us that just before ^ching the comp the grass was covered with 
flie^ and the stench was enough to break the heart even of a brave sii 
mail, , But the Good Shepherd gave.his life for the sheep, it is only 
the hireling who leaves the sheep and runs away.
_ All these good deeds he accomplished without thought of reward.
We can never repay him for his labours and the life which he gave 
up for our sakes. We can only raise oiir eyes to heaven and pray 
that he may be granted a place of rest and peace with all other good 
people who passed to their rest before him.—R.I.P.

GROWTH OF LEPER WORK 
AT LIULI

The beginning of work amongst lepers at Liuli was after the war, 
when the Government asked us to take over Lundu Island, where the 
Germans had segregated a number of lepers before the war. We 
were unable to do much, but undertook to help them medically as 
far as possible. Now the island is about 12 miles south of Liuli and 
a weekly visit was as much as coiild be managed; it meant a four or 
five hours' journey by canoe. The people were collected together 
and listened to a short address or talk, then injections were given 
and dressings, etc., done. Sometimes the lake was too rough for a 
canoe and that meant a walk overland the night before, and cross
ing over very early the next morning; sometim(» wc were held up 

the island and unable to gel away for several hours. One nurse 
was upset and nearly drowned.

The general condition of these island people was not good, and 
injections seemed of little avail, for most of them were old cases, too 
far gone already for us to help them. '

In 1924 a new colony was started at Kuyuj this was about one 
mile from Liuli and easily accessible, it was to be for early cases with 
hopes of a cure. Huts were built, a blanket and a mat and a plot 
of land were given to each patient and food allowed until their crops 
were ready; all was made as attractive as possible. We explained 
that there was no compulsion and that if they were not happy they 
could return to their own villages. A few came and stayed, but others 
could not believe that we did not wisli to keep them against their
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GROWTH OF LEPER WORK AT LIULl Diocese of Nyasaiand

willb. They would come for a few months and then go away again, 
but when after six months or so they found that we did not go after 
them, they began to come back again, often bringing with them a 
friend or relation suffering from leprosy.

In 1926 there were between thirty and forty lepers in the colony. 
In 1927«i928 they began to stream in, but unfortunately, many were 
not early cases; however, we could not drive them away. When 
there were 100 patients the doctor said we must stop admitting them, 
M there was neither room nor money for more. My heart was sad 
indeed at having to turn them away, for many.had come from afar; 
It ww too heartbreaking. At last it was arranged that if they could 
build their own houses outside the colony and supply their own food 
we wouid give the treatment. It was surprising how weii they 
turned up; some had a two hours’ walk each way and yet they came 
just for a push of the needle.

Later a dispensary was opened at Manda with a native dispensary 
boy in charge. Here too many asked for treatment. Others again 
came from further north and wished to settle there in order to get 
treatment, but this had to be stopped.

In 1930 the lepers were moved from Lundu Island to a place, 
igehe, about four miles beyond Kuyu. It was a good move, for 
island was worn out, food was dilHcult, and also treatment and 

supervision only once a week was unsatisfactory. Mngehe has good 
of lake shore and a river behind and is not loo 

difficult of acccM. Again we tried to separate the early cases from 
the others, but it was very difficult as the old cases arc usually rela
tions of the early cases and naturally they prefer to be together.

Last year many put-patients came from a village, Mbawa, but 
they found the two hours' walk so trying, as some were cripples and 
some were old, that it was suggested that if they liked to build a hut 
for Uiemselvcs where treatment could be given, someone would go 
twice a week to give injections. They rejoiced greatly and in a 
very short time built a nice wattle and daub hut. Now there 
ninety patients attending there already,
^ Kwarabe, further south, also has a dispensary for lepers with an 
Mrican in charge, but leprosy is not so rife amongst the Nyasas as 
It IS among the Wampoto, so orily a few attend there.

Altogether at the present moment we have nearly four hundred 
lepers under treatment in this district with only one European nurse 
in charge. She is assisted by a number of Africans, seven of whom 
arc themselves lepers.

Though there is very much to cheer us in our wbrk for lepers it is 
saddening to feel that the disea^ is so common that they do 
seem to mjnd it very much, especially if several members of one 
family are affiicted. There are such numbers of children in the 
schools too who are in the early stages, and yet they cannot be pre
vailed upon to come for treatment. The parents seem unable to 
help; they,shrug their shoulders and say, ** He refuses.” and that 
in Africa is final. E A H

FURTHER LEAVES FROM AN 
AFRICAN’S DIARY

{From the Report Book of Padre B. S. Mbisa)

The Bishop came 
to Manda in boat 
Chikulupi. He had 
agoodconfirmation 
here, and spent 
Sunday here. On 
Sept. 26th 1 was 
ordered to accom
pany him to Milo.
We left at 6.30 
a.m., and walked 
as follows:—

Kisaula, one of 
the Manda stations, 
where Reader Her
bert is working. At 
Nomtlola brook two 
weeks ago Herbert 
met the lioness 
with its young lion.
So with us it was 
to-day, 
monitor
with his school 
children.
receiving the 
Bishop’s blessing 
tliey could sing 
their school songs 
into the station. We had a rest of an hour, then we could, walk to 
Idusi for our camp. Idusi is desolate this year, many people arc 
scattered, you cannot sec many houses near. In the morn of Sept. 
27th at 6.30 a’.m, we left Idusi for Ludewa. We rest in two places 
and after lunch we came to Ludewa at i p.m; We met Reader 

• Alexander with a letter from Padre Dickson. Ludewa is the bound
ary of Manda and Milo districts. Monitor Josef with Sultan Kiduhle 
all met us dt the station. , . u •

The next day wc came to Lwdna. I knew the mission here since 
102a when Dr. Johnson sent me to pay the wages: but now it has 
been changing to a third place. Wc slept here and the Bishop sang 
the Mass of St. Michael’s Day in Kipangwa. . - '

Then we left Lwana for Mujombe where’ Padre Dickson 
and Deacon Crispd waited for us, both Wakisi and Wapangwa.
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FURTHER LEAVES FROM AN AFRICAN’S DIARY Diocese of N, Rhodesia

The Bishop confirmed there 77 Wakisi and 50 Wapangwa.
Sept. 30th we left Mujombc and had climbs till we came to Milo. I 
wmj so very glad to reach Milo again, since I accompanied the first 
missionaries permanent, Padre Lawrence and Mr, Ferguson—it was 
in January 1925. The Milo Christians came in good order to see the 
native Padre, with their supply of food: thanks very much for them.
It was their first time to see a native Padre. On Sunday we had 
High Moss and many received. I celebrated, the Rev. Crispo was 
D^con, and Reader Samuel was Sub-Deacon, we all are Africans. 
Kipang\va langpiagc is hard for us who know Kimanda: we can hear 
many words than to speak.

October 5th I left Milo to go in front and make ready for the 
confirmation candidates, and slept at Mene. After making ready _ 
had Evensong and then preparation for Mass. The confirmation 
at Ludewa for 34 candidates, 18 were ours, while the rest were of 
Mdo. Oct, 8th we left: we walked the Milo highlands and came to 
Uhanji via Luyenje old way. Here also the Bishop confirmed three 
men who were prevented by sickness. In the morning, after the v
service, we could walk as far as Lifua. People were coming from \
all parts of hilly villages—veiw hard Job to do them all, but I could, J 
because other people were confessed by Padre Hicks. After finishing | 
my work there I baptized four cJiildren and three adults. Then the 
confirmation took place at 3.30 p.m., and 144 confirmed. Then even
song took place, then talking. Oct. loth there were 160 communicants 
for Lifua itself and the villages round it. ‘ [

The Bishop called the Christians from Helo to come and say the 
Mass for memorial for our late Archdeacon Johnson. The ulendo j 
finished: Gloo^ be to God. I give thanks for Milo Christians for 1
their helping me as to my food. Everything at Milo is going alright: 1
good school and school mistress, good hospital and nurse. I have 
never visited, Milo since 1925, when I accompanied the first 
missionaries. Now. the church is very nice and small too, to catch 
the communicants. For this reason I can compare with Manda * 
district, it is the foundation-stone of Dr. Johnson where he finished 
his work.

THE GREAT EAST ROAD
In the December number of Central Africa were printed some remarks 
of the late Sir James Maxwell in regard to the proposed transfer of 
the capital of Northern Rhodesia from Livlngkone to Lusaka.. It 
may be well to note that the transfer has not yet taken place. Living
stone is still the capital, and if the financial stress continues, may still 
be for a number of years yet. There is no doubt, however, that the 
transfer will eventudly take place, and, as the editor remarl«, it may 
have considerable effect on Mission activities. That effect will largely 
depend on the efficient upkeep of the Great East Road, which 
from Lusaka to Fort Jameson. : If this road can be made into, and 
maintained as, an all-weather road, it may have the greatest influence 
on our Diocesan organisation, for it will effectively link up Fort 
Jameson and Msoro to the rest of the diocese. .. Up to now, a visit, 
or transfer from any other station to Msoro has involved trekking, 
and trekking through a dangerous *' fly " area, or else a very long 
and expensive journey by rail and car through Southern Rhodesia 
and Nyasaland.

It is Uue that the Great East Road has been in taistence 
for three years or more, and is to a certain extent in use^ 
The Bishop attempted to use it lost year for his visit to Msoro, but 
his car, which is not a new one, broke down so badly under the 
excessive strain and jolting, that it had to be’ abandoned, and he 
“ jumped ” a lorry to get to Fort Jameson. His car was stranded 
there from June to October, and then he had to go himself to get it in.

runs
we

Ahiimo. Pob™. on tub Road '
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HARUN NCHEWERETHE GREAT EAST ROAD

The trouble at the moment is that a big bridge is being built over 
the LwangAva River, on a deviation from the road originally planned 
and made. The old road goes farther north and crosses both the 
Lunsenfwa and the Lwangwa, by pontoons, and since the bridge 
delation was started, this part of the road has not been kept in order. 
niQ bridge was to have been completed last year, but is not likely to 
be in use before 1934. When it is finished, however, it will bring 
Fort Jameson and Msoro within two days* reach of Lusaka, and so 
remove the greatest obstacle to the centralising of Diocesan organisa- 
uon. Hitherto, all stores for Fort Jameson and Msoro, have come via 
Beira and Blantyre, and missionaries going on furlough travel by

With the Great East Road in efficient order, our stores 
will take the same route as those for the rest of the diocese, via Cape 
Town and the South African and Rhodesia Railways, and mission
aries will do tlie same. We could then, if it were found advisable, 
have a distributing centre at Lusaka, similar to that at Mponda’s for 
Nyasainnd. It is doubtful, however, whether even then, Living, 
stone would not be a belter centre for us than Lusaka. Livingstone 
is on the border, the port of entry as it were, and the Customs centre. 
Every mi^ionary and all stores must then pass through Livingstone, 
whereas, Lusaka being farther north than Mapanza, a Lusaka centre 
would involve Mapanza goods and people going up to Lusaka and 
back again to Chorha, their railway township. So our eyes turn 
rather to the progress of the Great East Road than to the transfer 
of capital. At Msoro, it will bring the Bishop twelve days nearer 
to us in case of need; it will bring our mails a week earlier to the rest 
of the di^occsc, and (not to be despised) will add a fortnight to the 
length of our furloughs in England.

sterial work which urged the Bishop on, and was the main factor in 
causing him to consider the possibility of the Theological College at 
Fiwila. It is no slur on those whom we welcome to-day as deacons, 
and hope soon to ^^relcome as priests, to say that Harun was the out
standing personality amongst those chosen for training—they would 
be the first to acknowledge it. It is doubtful if any single person, 
not excluding even Padre Leonard, has had a p^realer influence for 
good at Msoro than Harun, and his memoiy will long be cherished 
by all Msoro Christians. He began his work as a lecher in 1914. 
He was amongst those who in 1919, when evangelistic work was 
stopped for a time in order to improve the status of the teachers, 
willingly entered on a further course of two years’ training. When 
I arrived at Msoro in 1922, he was again at work, and I remember 
well liow impressed I was with my first visit to Pendwe, where he was 
then stationed. That first impression was only deepened and 
strengthened during all the years I knew him; the more I had to do 
with him, the more I leatned to trust his judgment, and to realize 
the depth of his love for his God and his work. Pendwe i^elf is an 
apt illustration of the stability of the foundations he laid, for put of 
the 100 and more Christians there, not more than five have been under 
discipline, although the average for the whole district is more than

°"'^From 1926 onwards, until he went to Fiwila, he was entrusted 
with the oversight of the work in the new Ukunda district, and 
although even as yet we see but little fruit of his labours there, 
have the memory of his indefatigability to inspire us, and ms con
stant optimism to cheer us. I can think of him now with his long 
legs astride that old sorbo-tyred bicycle, with a broken fork in wooden 
splints tied round with bark-string, carrying on to get his Jpb done* 

He was a prolific letter writer, most of them written in an English 
all his own, which, I am afraid, often irritated as well as amused, 
for it was liard to decipher. “ Dear Father priesMn-chnrge Smith, 
1 go down on my knees to write to you,” w^ his most frequent 
beginning—but the letters were well worth reading, and told perhaps 
more than he realized of liis zeal and devotion to his work.

He was also a writer of songs, although his own singing 
was not a joy to the listener. “ Perhaps I sliall return, P=tl>“Ps 
shall not return, God knows,” were words in the ref™'" ^

ng he taught to his Ukunda people before he left for Fiwiln. 
He died on July 16, 1931. May he rest in peace, and may his

prayers long be with us in our work at Msoro. A H S

■

1

i

we

A.H.S. i*

HARUN NCHEWERE
Thke were many he^ raisea in thanksgiving when the news came

were prt^nt at that ceremony it was a great moment, in one sense 
the culminating point of years of effort, in nnother sense the beginning 
of a new era, and vividly present in the minds of most of us was the 
recollection of the one who, all unconsciously, had, under God, most 
to do in bringing it to;p^. Harun Nchewere was one of those 
chosen for training at Fiwila, but he died, very suddenly, after about 
tvro months'residence there. His death came as a greit blow to all 
who knew him, and especially to the Christiahs.and the staff at 
Msoro,_ where he had worked so long. It was without any doubt 
Haran s life and work, his keenness and energy, his single-hearted 
devotion, his great pastoral ability, his evident suitability for mini-

V i
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I
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way that on pressing them on the earth a mark was left bearing a 
close resemblance to a lion’s footmark. They were thus able for 
their own evil purposes to impose upon the credulity of their fellow 
countrymen. The explanation is not entirely satisfactory, but sug
gests natural causes.

But the power of influencing animals is possessed by some in 
degrees not shared by tlie majority of people. Alexander the Great 
has been credited, as a small boy, with remarkable skill in taming 
an intractable colt, which aftenvards became his favourite charger. 
In the middle of last century, Rareg, the horse tamer, roused the 
wonder of England by his exploits in similar cases, and the influence 
of human personality over dogs must familiar to many, even In 
dealing with such savage and quarrelsome creatures as “ Kerry 
Blues.”

The shark men of Melanesia, as described in a recent number of 
the Soulkem Cross Log, seem to have an extraordinary power of 
dealing with their particular sharks, and one has read of similar 
exploits with crocodiles.

Recent examples of influence on animals and insects arc given,, 
by J. H. Driberg In the chapter on the clan in “ At Home with the 
Savage,” in which he writes of the results of totemism in Equatorial 
Africa. One sentence is worth quoting. ” I have seen a member 
of the scorpion clan among the Boganda pick up a scorpion without
fear, and even allow several scorpions to run over his body.”

It is well to remember that natural causes may be found for 
apparently inexplicable events, but remember,also in such an uncanny 
subject as witchcraft the opinion expressed by one of the most cap
able of writers on Africa, whose knowledge was gained by many 
years of work in different parts of Africa. He writes on witchcraft 
that 99 cases out of too are mere humbug, bflt the looth case cannot
be explained by such knowledge as we possess at present. K. W. -

THE LALA HYMN BOOK
S. Mark’s Collep,;Mapan^, ^

Choma^ N. Rhodesia.
November 4, 1932.

Dear Mr. Editor,
In the April number of Central Africa, an article appeared 

written by Fr. Hicks, in which he reviewed with sympathy the Lola 
Hymn Book recently published hy the S.P.C.K., for which I was 
responsible.

He docs, however, make certain suggestions, which taken together 
contradict diametrically nearly every one of the main principles on 
which the; book was, compiled. ' It was a definite and ^stematic 
attempt to deal with the problems of choosing tunes and of getting 
the number of syllables right when writing hymns in the vernacular. jj 

1 had intended writing at length in reply to his criticisms, but I 
have no time at present. At the same time I am sorry that the staff ] 
of the Mission should have before their eyes a justification of the 
retention of the ” old tunes” and the “old ways ” for which on 
common sense and scientific grounds there can be no justification 
whatever, while they have no opportunity of studying the methods 
and principles adopted in the Lala Book.

May I therefore beg leave to say that if anyone is interested in 
hymn-making for the African, and also in our experiments in that • 
direction, he may obtain a reprint of a paper read at our last General 
Missionary Conference called ” Hymns for the African,” dealing 
at length with the subject, price 6d. from me. The Lala Hymn 
Book, ” Nylmbo sya Waklistu Awakatoliko,” which should be \ 
obtained in order to follow the argument in the paper, can be had 
direct from the S.P.C.K., or from me, price is. 6d.

Perhaps you will be kind enough to publish this letter.
I remain, ;

some

H. W. WOODWARD, S.S.M.Yours sincerely,
A. M. Jones : Canon Woodward whs one of the pioneers in the study of Bantu 

languages. He came to Zanzibar in 1875, and'received lessons in 
Swahili from Bishop Steere himself before the publication of the 
famous Exercise Book. During his fifty-seven years in Africa he 
learned ten Bantu languages, some of which were by him reduced 
to writing for the first time. He gained his knowledge of thent by 
living among the people who spoke them, and througliout his life 
he was continually checking and testing his knowledge by question
ing natives and listening to their speech. He was a pioneer of whose
work no later study can be independent.

The following were his publications: -
Handbook of the Bondei Language, 1882;
Handbook of the Zigula Language, igoz;
Handbook of the Shambain Language, 1905;

i-METAMORPHOSIS
The interesting account given by P. in the February number of 
Central Africa touches on subjects which require more investigation 
by Kientific observers, and not by untrained investigators. The 
belief in the power of a man to transform himself into a beast does 
not seem to have wholly died out amongst Europeans. I have met 
an educated Englishman who had done most valuable work in Africa 
professing his belief in fills poweir, and I have been told of Europeans ; | 
in: India who seemed to be similarly convinced. In the former case j;
the apparent change of footprints had greatly impressed my infer- :
raant. A prosaic and matter-of-fact priest in the U.M.C.A.; now no 
longer in the Mission, plained this strange feature by stating that 
some ill-conditioned natives were able to clench :their fists in such a

57.56
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H. W. WOODWARD, S.S.M.

HOME JOTTINGSOutline of Taiia (Kashignu) Grammar, 1913;
Handbook of the Mokua Language, 1927;
Gondci Folktales, 1925;
^lakua Tales (rep. from Bantu Studies), 1932.

He also left extensive literary work in manuscript form, much of 
which is of great value and interest. One seems to be justified in 
classing liim with Stecre and Krapf and Madan.

He died at Zanzibar on June ‘17, 1932, three days before the meet
ing of the Inter-Territorial Language (Swahili) Committee, and it ■ 
was fitting that many members of the Committee should be present ; 
at his funeral. Our work is made po^iblc by the early linguistic 
studies of such as Canon Wood\yard.—R.I.P.

From the Bitliclin of the Inter-TerTitorial Language Committee,
June, 1932.

of the omounti contributedTlie Mlulon’t laceme.—The following It a comprit 
to the principal working funds of the Mlulon

1033 1032

Received during Jon.Received during Jnn.Fund

££
2,0872,308

118130
239SC3

3.044Grand Totals 2,B01

/ Moolhly Reqnletd.—A Mass of Requiem for dcpartrtl member* and friends of the 
Mission will be said in the Chapel of All Souls, Central Africa House, on Thursday. 
March lOih, at 8.30 a.m. O« * •

“ With One Accord." is the title of the Unified nnd Auihoril.itlve Slniemcnt of the 
needs of the Church Overseas which is just published. Tliis Kenernl survey . ' : . 
Oversena Dioceses should be read by all misiionary-hearied people, which should mean 
every adult member of the Church. The book costs one shilling, and copIca will be 
sent direct from (he office by |X)St for Is. 3d,

I

THE HOME MISSION STATION :1 of the
i;

To our great regret the agreement under which we occupy St. 
Michael's, Tankerton, for some ten months in the year, comes to an 
end in June and cannot be renewed. We are therefore faced with the 
difficulty of finding another house suitable as the *' home mission 
station ” which could be run independently of the genera! funds of : 
the iMission.

The house has been wholly maintained through the fees paid by 
Retreatants and visitors and by gifts made to the house. ~ 
house has provided a place of refreshment and rest for our 
missionaries, secretaries and other iielpers: a place of inquiry and 
of preliminary trying put of vocations for the mission field; a place 
for the holding of Retreats and for making private Retreats, and u 
centre of missionary infiucnce in the district; each and all ii.s 
activities being imbued with the spirit and ideals of U.M.C.A. * Are 
these activities which mean much to our missionaries and other 
workers and to the effectualness of the Mission, to come to an end ?

No capital is available wherewith to buy, renovate and furnish 
a house, and in the ordinary way house in sufficient repair is not 
to be had at a nominal rentals And yet, on seeing this appeal, some 
friend or friends of ihe.Mission may be moved to provide wliat is 
required, either by gift to the Mission, by lease at a nominal rental, 
or in some other manner. Houses do exist which cannot be sold 
or let and which are a drain on the owner’s diminished resources; 
it is hot inconceivable that among such owners there may be a 
benefactor. J

The chief desiderata in such a house to be used as the home { 
mission station would be a room suitable for the chapel and a distance 
from London not exceeding a 17s. 6d. return fare. Communications M 
on the subject should be addressed to the Secretary of the Mission.

F. H. Ruxton,
Junr. Treasurer, U.M.C.A.

«
Lent Satlnfit Boie* in conlboard will glavlly *uppll«! on oppl cniion to the 

Offic*. Colinpsible pursrg cniv nlun be bad, but a* tliey cost 2d. encli. It would be a 
kindness If, when many are required, a coniributlon Is made towards the cost.

A netreit will be held in our Home Mission Station. Tankerton. during the l^vv 
Sund.iv week-end. April 21-26 (21/-). Conduemr. Ihc Rev. H. Thimtas, Vi:e-I rmcipnl 
of Ely Theological College (formerly ol Zanribar). Also in
Monday to Friday. May 22-20; Padre D Parsons from MasasI will conduc « ««"«}• 
Apply with stamped addressed envelope for reply to—Miss H. Spanion. St. Michaels 
Ho^e, Church Street Road, Tankerton, WhUst.iblc. Kcn^

The

♦

RelreaU lor Member* of the C.S.C—Two Retreats for women members of the 
Comoanlomhlp are being arranged for 1033. <1J At Oakhurst Retreat House. Enth, 
Kent for the Whitsun Week-end from June 2nd—Oih, Conductor: Dmn Urrnnrd 
aemcnis, O.S.B. Fee: 25/- (2) At Wmerrnmock Retrc.-it Mouse, Holton. Una, 
from May 6th-8ih. Fee: 18/0. Conductor:-The Rev. F. L. Sheppard (of MnsisI 
Diocese and St. Andrew's College. Minaki}.

S;™3u“.r|!^Sr sSdlnB, s;s.J.E. Co.l= 18/0. l-.r.icul.r. lo.cr.

Thanks.—Tha Rev. Heofv Munby Is very grateful to the kind friends who send
II .Ky will P“' llSr nddr... lr.ld. .h. «r.pycr .Im. 

he would like to write and thank them himself.* -*
Th. Snninier Scbool.—The U.M.C.A. Summer Schuul will be held ot St. Hildu'. 

WhiTb. Irom lulv 20lh-AuBU.t 12tb, 1033. The rulltiwinB have kljdly eon-WMrnmmBm
leeiurers nod programme will be announced Inter.

•5
him

]
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HOME JOTTINGS CENTRAL AFRICA
The Exhibition wUl be open from 2 p-tn. to 5.30 p.m., and will be formally opened 

at 2.46 p.m. The opening tpeech will be followed by the distribulioo of certificates.
Tea will be provided at S.80 p.m., but tickets ([mce Od.) should be obtained from 

Miss Nogec, c/o the Office, beforo March 28th,
We hope very much that all those Interested in the Mission and within reach of 

London on that day will come and visit the Exhibition in order to encourage those 
who have mode the exhibits, and also to get suggestions for any work they may 
hope to do for the Mission during the year.

The Gift Secretary will be at the meeting In the Church House with the usual box, 
and will gratefully receive any cotton pieces for patchwork or sewing materials, which 
are badly needed for teaching sewing in the schools In Africa.

All Exhlfaiu should reach Mlu Nugee at Central Africa House by March 20th. 
Parcels must be addreased to^-Central Africa House. Wood Street, S.W.l and should 
be marked " Exhibition *' on the outside. Inside, please send a list of exhibits, stating 
clearly the age of the competitors and also the name and address of the sender and the 
parish from which they are sent.

A MONTHLY RECORD OF THE WORK OF THE 
UNIVERSITIES' MISSION TO CENTRAL AFRICA

Price 2d.No. 604. LI. APRIL, 1933
' ■;
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indicatedTHE MISSION. STAFF

1
Name Diocese Date

SPECTACLESdrnvals in England
Rev. J. W. H, Bullock 
Miss Rutter 
Sister Ethel Mary 
Sister Pauline 
Novice Ursula 
Rev. H. Denniss 
Rev. H. Nicholson 
Miss H. .Medd

De^rfures from England 
Miss Voules 
Miss Hawkes

Zanzibar
Zanzibar
Zanzibar
Masasi
Zand bar
Masasi
Nyasalond
Nyasaland

Feb. 4 
Feb. 4 
Feb. 4 
Feb. 4 
Feb. 4 
Feb. 18 
Feb. 10 
Feb. 10

How true it is that it-depends entirely upon the person who looks 
at a thing as to what that person will see—and this is most true in 
regard to pictures—" They are your judges ” T

So it is with this year’s U.M.C.A. Christmas card. Its exquisite 
beauty has moved some to tears. It may represent the utter 
simplicity of Faith, Hope and Love.

Feb. 14 
March 24

Zanzibar 
N. Rhodesia

IN MEMORIAM—R.I.P.
Feb. 6.—Ernest Albert Craft.

Mr. CnUt Kiml th. Mlsitoa veil u Tnuurer ol NruiUand DIocoe 1001-1012

Feb. 9.—Margaret E. Woodward.
Stner ol Canon WoodnanL Member nl the MMon 1600-1800. Formerl, 

Secretary of the '* Chlldreh’a Fund ” and Local Secretary for Sldcup since 1916.

OUR FIRST AFRICAN PRIEST
Till following letter, sent by Air Mail to Canon Sponton, was received just before going 
to press;

Zanzibar, Jan. 81, 1938
My dear Canon,

Padre Cedi Majaliwa was taken with a third stroke on January 28th and passed >. 
away after a few hours of unconsciousness. Two days before lie had seemed worse and 
1 gave him Holy Unction. Tlw funeral was on the 29tb, taken by Canon 
family private burial ground, the Chan^or and myself and a large number of people 
being pretent.--R.I.P.

Llmo at the

,5
Yours ever, Gilbirt Eluott. 

[We hope to print some notes on Padre CecU’a Jlfe in our nest number.]
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Diocese of ZansibarSPECTACLES

HEGONGO
COLLEGE OF OUR LADY AND ST. ATHANASIUS

" Beneath Him in His crib of tree
Let Hope the little mattress be
His pillow Faith full fair to see
With coverlet of Charity,’* (Cowley Carol 21.)

With utmost content and luxurious abandonment the Little King 
of great simplicity rests among His African children in His crib 
made from the leaves of the coconut palm.

Our La’dy Mary could not have taken more care of her Precious 
Treasure than does this little maid in the centre back, whose face 
radiates joyful hope as she holds her African umbrella—a banana 
leaf—over the sleeping babe to shield Him from the scorching sun.

At His Head squats the intent inquirer—chin on hand, absorbed 
in the Fact of Love in the midst. And at His Feet sits Love—in 
the attitude of prayerful self-giving.

We fixed this picture, with many others which had been sent us ; 
by kind friends on to a blackboard,- and placed them in the church 
porch—but this particular one of such beauty (to us) was not received “ 
with the appreciation we had expected. Some hardly noticed it, j 
others looked half ashamed, while some sniggered in a’ not appreci- j 
ative manner. What was wrong? Why—the children had no
proper clothes on I and African children nowadays always wear 
proper clothes. ** But don't you see—they have given their clothes 
to the Lord Christ and this fact was immediately printed on the 
bottom of the picture—" Wamempa Kristo nguo zao.” Interest 
was written on every face, the whole outlook was completely changed, 
and from mouth to mouth the sentence was repeated “ They have n 
given their clothes to the Lord Christ.” '

It is now sixteen years since Bishop Weston made Hegongo-the 
home of his theological students. The Bishop took over the house 
in which Miss Dunford and Miss Gibbons had lived for some years 
before the War and he had class-rooms for the students on the 
ground floor and converted what had been the girls’ schoolroom 
into a chapel. Houses were built for the students and their families 
at some little distance from this house and chapel. This was in 
1917, and in June 1918, tho first students of Hegongo were ordained 
to the priesthood.

After this there is a 
which was closed for a 
house for a time before they went to Masasi. Fr. Douglas (now 
Bishop of Nyosaland) was put in charge of the college which wos 
reK)pened early in 1921. Fr. Holloway lived with him and assisted 
in the lectures to the students. Bishop Weston, when in residence 
here, lived in his own house near the students* village, and he gave 
lectures to students on Moral Theology. The boys of the j 
Central School then at Hemvump, near Msalabani, attended Mass 
on Sundays and Feast Days at Hegongo chapel. Canon Palmer 
took Fr. Holloway’s place in later years. After Bishop Weston’s 
death in 1924, Fr. Douglas left in *25 to take the place of the present 
Bishop at Korogwe, and Archdeacon Mackay took charge of the 
college assisted by Canon Palmer who helped in the work here till 
his death in 1931.

gap in the history of the Theological College

One father said ” Well, they must love Him very much if they 
have given their clothes to cover Him.” Another saintly character 
who was converted to our Lord by a vision, and who has been the 
means of converting many others, repeated over ond over again 
” I was naked and ye clothed me—a stranger, and yet took me in,” 
and he said that although he was overcrowded during the Christmas 
Festival by people who had walked from afar and who wished to 
sleep the night, he could not turn anyone away because of that 
picture and those words I

Another said ** They have done falth.’^ Could she have said 
more appropriate words? They have not only believed, but they • 
have acted on their belief.

It is abundantly clear that the African mind in union with all 
mankind can appreciate the fact that:—

Love turns shame into gainl For these little naked children 
who had given their clothes to Christ are now no longer regarded.. 
with shame, but with admiration and appreciation. C; S. P. ■ \{

"i

Ic.i/i'rtuMl
ARaiDUCON MaCKATi Mr. Towkird ako Sxudxhti
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HEGONGO HEGONGO

Arclideacon Mackay is now assisted by Mr. E. R., Townend. ; 
The Bishop has his house near the College. BisIfQp Weston’s 
house is used ns a guest house for African clergy andMeachers at 
times of Retreat at Hegongo. ’

Now with regard to the students during this period of sixteen 
years, eight in the episcopate of Bishop Westoa.and eight in the 
time of tlie present.Bishop. I reckon the number^^^f students who 
have been at the college to be fifty-four i seven are. priests in the 
diocese of Masasi, and nineteen in the diocese of Zflhzibar; six are 
deacons in the diocese of Zanzibar, These thirty«two appear in 
the list of the staff of U.M.G.A. in Central Afnh^. To these I 
hope may be added shortly the five students now iii residence who 
will be ordained deacons in March of this year. Three priests and 
two deacons have died in the service of the iMission and three students 
have died at Hegongo, R.I.P. One prieS'
left us—the priest is suspended from hls\work and the deacon 
resigned. Of the remaining seven, six b’ecamb Readers and did not 
proceed to Holy Orders, and one student returned to his work as 
a teacher. Of these Readers one died at Wrk in U.M.C.A. and 
one has left us.

The students’ houses have of recent years been built closer to 
the chapel and classrooms than they were in Bishop Weston’s days.
The Central Boarding School of Hemvumo migrated to Kiwanda 
after Bishop We^oh'S death and the present schoolboys of St. 
Martin’s school, Hemvumo, attend their parish church and do not 
come to Hegongo chapel. On Sundays the students attend Mass 
at <Msalabanu Their usual time-table is as follows: 6 a.m., Private , 
Prayer and Meditation; 7 a.m., Mass; 8.45—12, Lectures and Study; ; 
12 noon, Sext and Intercession; 2—3 p.m., Lecture; 3.30 p.m., Short 
Prayers for the wives and children of the students followed by Even- 
^ngjSp.m., CpmplineandMattinsi i
, - The ^udents take their turn to r^ite the Offices and to read the 
Lessons.. They are now preaching in turn a sermon after Evensong 
on Mondays. The students grow their own crops on the Mission 

; ground at Hegongo. The wives come to Moss and the short prayers 
in the afternoon., One of the Sisters of C.S.P. teaches the women 

: arid lobks after their general interest. So far the lectures at Hegongo i
have been entirely in Swahili as we have had very few students with 
any , knowledge of English. j
. I remember in 1900 preaching in English to the Theological / 

.^udents at Mazizini. 1 wonder now how many of the students 
'undentood what I said, although I remember Weston used to talk ' 
English to them a good deal. I do not think of the present students 
at Hegongo, I could count on triore than one following an English 
sermon. No doubt iri.future years Hegongo will have students who li 
understand English, arid it will be a great help to them in their 
lecture and reading, as well as a relief to the lecturer I i t

With regard to the near future I hope three deacons may come 
to the Collie to prepare for the priesthood, and there are offers 
for the ministry from some of our teachers.

“ Why do you want to be a minister In the Church ’’T asked a 
candidate some years ago, and he said “ If it be granted me by God 
I wish to help others as I myself hdve been helped,” and: f said 
you have given me a better answer than I gave to a deaf old priest 
with an ear-trumpet who asked me “ Why do you want to go to 
Central Africa,” and I said, “ tdon’t know.” The priest said “That 
IS just what Mark Trollope said when I asked him why he wanted 
to go to Corea.” , Malcolm Mackay

LEAVES FROM A LAYMAN’S ^ 
DIARY

V—ZANZIBARt and one deacon have

THKobject of my j'ourney to Zanzibar was to re-roof the stone church 
of St. John’s, Mbweni, about four miles from tlie town. I cycled 
there every morning and returned in the evening, dead tiredr Just \ 
try to imagine what it is like working on a corrugated iron roof dur
ing the hottest time of the year. The sheets of iron get frightfully 
hot so that even the tough-skinned natives cannot bear to touch them, 
and the glare of tlie sun on the shining metal is very, trying to the 
eyes. I was fortunate enough to get the help of a remarkable; old 
African craftsman who is a splendid carpenter and mason. I paid 
him three rupees a day (four shillings and sixpence), which is th4 
average wage of a craftsman in Zanzibar. He was very 
soldering, and possessed a car which he could drive and 
to pieces himself.

One day at Mbweni I was waiting for someone and stood out of 
the sun under a peculiar cactus tree. A native who was standing 
near shouted out excitedly ” If you stand under that tree you will 
die instantly.” Realising that 1 was in a strange country I decided 
to move, and afterwards found that the sap of this particular tree is 
very deadly poison, which causes partial or total blindness.'

Having finished the work at Mbweni I went to Kiungani to do 
some work at the chapel and school. Kiungani is about a mile 
from the town, beyond Zanzibar's big playing field called Mnazi* 
moja. Every day people of all nations play cricket, football or 
hockey on this field. Kiungani now is a U.M.C.A. High School, 
where about sixty boys received a good Christian education. The 
headmaster, Canon Broomfield, is also chancellor^of our diocese, 
The sea is quite close to the school and the glistening blue water 
seen through the waving palms and scarlet acacia trees loolcs simply 
lovely.

h
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I spent Christmas in Zanzibar. I shnll never forget the Mid
night Mass and the High Mass on Christmas morhing^; the'Cnthe; 
dral was packed botli times, and in the morning many people had 
to stay outside. The worship and singing were-veiy reverent'andI
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LEAVES FROM A LAYMAN’S DIARY Diocese of Masasi

AMONG THE MAKUAS
Selections from a letter by Padre Obed Kasembe about Njaxoara

“ Oh the depths of the wisdom and knowledge of God.” I write 
this article because since 1 left Chidya 1 have never written d word;
I am a Makua of the Mokuas. Yet since 1 became a teacher 1 haye 
never been granted an opportunity of working among my fellow 
tribesmen. I have only worked amongst the Yaos; When L was 
ordained priest I begged Bishop Weston to send me to the Makuas, 
but he wanted me to undertake the Central School at Chidya with 
the district of Chiwata thrown in. I tried to do what I coiild there, 
but the saying is true, “ One geiieration departs and another comes 
in its place.” I found the work'at Chidya too much for me, so I 
explained to tlie Bishop that the desire of my heart was to work 
among the Makuas. He did not ans^ver me at once, but after a 
year had passed, I renewed my request and at last he said he 
thought of sending me to Njawara and although I had far othcri 
thoughts in my mind, yet because the people there are Makuas, I 
gave thanks to God for putting this thought in the Bishop's heart.
I was glad that I was going to be a Makua again. ' I was sorry to 
leave Chidya for some reasons, but on account of the difBculty of 
the work and the loss by death of my daughter, I was thankful for 
the change. I arrived at Njawara on August i, 1929, and said my 
first Mass on August a, and prayed for the help of the Holy Spirit 
in my new charge.

r

iUKZiUAK CMIIKUHAL

whoIe*hcarted. The people of Zanzibar are milch better dressed 
and more civilized than the people up-country. Many of the men 
of the congregation wear smart European drill suits with collars, 
tics and shoes, whilst some of the women wear brightly coloureo ' 
European dresses.

Civilization has begun in Africa, and the rate al which it is being 
effected is amazing and bewildering. On Boxing Night the African 
Christians held a dance in the mission grounds. Whilst we were 
having dinner I was surprised to hear the band strike up for a fox- 
trot, and imagine our surprise on going outside to find over 'two . i 
hundred dancers, most of the men wearing dress clothes and the : ! 
women in smart evening frocks, silk stockings and high-heeled shoes. | 
They danced together'quite gracefully; this, of course, is quite un- . / 
heard of in African dances; and they seemed to be enjoying themselves 
thoroughly, though I noticed that many of the girls discarded their 
shoes quite early ;in the'evening. Everything was quite decorous 
and orderly and when the dance was over the people dispersed quickly 
and quietly.

Zanzibar is'one of the most diSicuit places in the world for 
missionaiy work; There is strong Muhammadan opposition, the ! 
African Christians are persecuted and the temptations of witchcraft, ! 
drink and immorality are very great. H. A. ]. Paorb Obbo Kaskubb and fauilt-
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AAIONG THE MAKUAS Diocese of Nyasaland

The district is called after St. Joseph and has many schools, , 
large and small, but the children arc all MakuaS. Njawara is the 
central station and the priest-in-charge lives there.

TJicre is a district of Utimbe whicti might truly be called the > 
mother of Njawara; . It possess out-stations, and the church of St. 
Clement’s at Utimbe is carrying on a great work, The headmen 
are Christians and help the work of the Church according to their 
capacity. The Bishop, I think, was very pleased with Utimbe when 
he came in May 1931 for Confirmations.. Since his visit tlie 
Christians are making a great clTort to live worthy of their calling.
For instance, before his visit the Christians numbered 80, but since ) 
then at Easter I have communicated 120, and baptized 15 adults.
I used to think that Utimbe would never become the home of 
Christians, but now 1 see that 1 was wrong and there is a good i 
promise of out-stations. But where is the money to come from for 'i 
theM out-stations and the teachers houses and the schools and their | 
equipment? It is not forthcoming. Shall we give up in despair? i 
God forbid I We, the priests of Masasi', and the teachers and the I 
Christians will ncver consent to the break up of our African Church. j 

, I read an article in Central Africa in which it was said that the 
African Church had received great support for many years from 
their friends in Great Britain, perhaps the time had come for the 
African Church to turn its attention to the question of self-support.

There is sound sense in that, but “the more haste the less speed’’ 
and “ Hurry brings no blessing.” (All he means is give us time.)
We know that formerly the Mission did everything for us and we 
became accustomed to such a state of things, but we are beginning to ' 
do \yhat we can. We are now responsible for the furniture of the 
church. We should like to know exactly what is the size of the 
load which we ought to carry. ,I do earnestly,beg the friends, of 
the church of St. Clement’s at Utimbe, who have remembered us 
in their pra,>'crs in the past to offer, their intercessions for us that the 
.work may continue to progress and not fall back.

. Padre Obed also tells; us that the Christians of the district have 
to face, many kinds of temptation. :From Portuguese East Africa 
on the other bank of the Ruvuma evil influences are entering, the | 
Diocese of Mosasi. He docs not say, what kind of evil influences. '
Then there are attempts by the Moslems and the heathen, to entice I
Christians from their Christian faith and conduct, and the “ weaker I 
brethren” are in danger of being carried away^ /

He expresses his gratitude to the' Community-of the Sacred 
Passion who are working; in the district of Njawara. .The people of 
Njawara can never forget all that has been done for them by the 
Community.

CHRISTMAS AT MANDA
There was no sign of snow: in fact it had been very hot indeed for 
two months or so previously. True, we were in daily expectation 
of the coming of the early rains, and in fact a little rain had already 
fallen, which had the good effect of cooling the atmosphere. But it 
is warm nevertheless; no European dreams of having a fire in the 
house, and only the lightest of clothes are worn.

There are no outward visible signs of the coming of Christmas: 
no shops overloaded with toys and good things in the eating line. 
No bon-bons, no Christmas trees, no holly or mistletoe: no busy 
postmen working at high*speed to deliver the cards of greeting. 
But perhaps, after all, ours is nearer to the true Christmas, because 
the Shepherds would hardly have been put in the fields with their 
sheep in the depth of winter. So we comfort ourselves, by some 
such thought, for the absence of all these outward signs of the 
festival.

We have a new church here—of St. Thomas the Apostle—of a 
quite respectable length too: but even so I know beforehand that it 
will be impossible to accommodate all tlie Lake-shore Christians who' 
will wish to come to worship on Christmas Day morning. So Padre 
Bcnaiah Mbiza and myself divide forces: he goes south to the other 
side of a big river to minister to the people there, andT remain licre 
at Manda Parish Church.

The people have all been prepared beforehand and all have been 
told what to do on the great day itself. On the Saturday evening 
we have the first Evensong of Christmas and retire early to rest a 
little before the Midnight Mass begins. At 11.45 the church 
bell is rung a few times to call the local Christians to the Midnight 
Moss. The congregation is a small one because only the previous 
night five oxen had been killed by lions almost on our doorstep. 
So you see the saying “ a lion is on the path ” is not with us a 
mere excuse for laziness, but a reality it would be folly to ignore. 
After the Mass we bless the Crib and make some devptions before 
it, and then retire again quietly for a fe\v more houi^’ rest.

We are up again at 5 a.m., but already the people have begun to 
pour in from all quarters, and when the second Mass of Christmas 
is begun the church is quite full of people. As all these people 
have come with the intention of making their communion, this sen- 
vice takes a long time before it is brought to a conclusion. There 
are more than 800 people to communicate and but one priest to do 
it all. Not even a Deacon is available to assist. So the service 
lasts for 2} hours of so, until all the people have received the Bread 
of Life.

It is now about 8.15 a.m., and the people begin to be formed 
up into a procession. Then the priest comes out with acolytes, cross, 
banners and incense, and we all parade round the ground singing 
various hymns. It is not a very orderly procession, as the African 
idea of a procession is to crowd nii together inn lump t these people

•i
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CHRISTMAS AT MANDACHRISTMAS AT MANDA

do not take cosily to walking two by two. And then children lun 
all over the place in the excitement of the moment. And the splendid 
colours of the people’s clothes! Vivid greens, reds, yellows, all 
arc to be seen in their variegated patterns. But your African wears 
these things so gracefully that nothing seems out of place, nothing 
gaudy or tawdry. If there is any incongruity of dress it will be seen 
amongst the men, who are more opt to ape European dress than the 
women. So you may 
pyjamas, of which their

So we arrive back at the church for the Sung Mass. It is a rare 
squeeze, and many have to be accommodated on the altar steps. 
There goes up a great roat, " Bambo, upwelekelc lipyana *' (Lord, 
have mercy) etc., which is followed by “ Akwisike Mulungu 
kunani ” (Glory be to God on high). So the Mass proceeds to its

)
•isec a frock-coat or two and spats, or even 

r owners will be immensely proud.

end, and the people go out once more.
The early morning was thick with cloud, but the rain was kind 
enough to hold off until we had completed oUr procession. So the 
people disperse quickly to their homes, instead of remaining a while 
to dance, which they often do. I suggest that it might not be un
seemly for English churchmen and churchwomen to show to all and 
sundry their sense of joy and thanksgiving in some such way, when 
they come out from High Moss on such a day as Christmas.

Being now slightly exhausted, we rest until the afternoon, 
the meantime Padre Benaiah returns in the canoe to report over 500 
communicants where he has come from.

At 3.30 p.m. we sing Evensong and make our devotion at the 
Crib. Then we have Adoration of our Lord in His Blessed Sacra, 
ment.

But it is raining now.

train lilekti'kaiol
Manoa Church

myself for a spurt at the last,” but every ounce of energy in every 
step, the sole idea in every little head being to get in front and slop 
there until the rope is reached. Running races are followed by two- 
legged and wheelbarrow races, and the prizes having then come to an 
end (each prize being worth the fabulous sum of one penny), we 
depart for home covered either with glory or shame, but at least 
tired and hungry. And so, the end of a perfect day, and the priest- 
in^:haree sits up with a hurricane lamp to write this article.

T. H. Hicks

In

Now comes the " grand finale,” a set of Christmas Tableaux per
formed by the local people. In a sense they are more than Tableaux 
as the performers say the words from the New Testament in the local 
tongue, c.g., the Archangel Gabriel says the words In S. Luke I, 28 ff. 
to our Lady St. Mary, and she makes her reply. We have only 
been able to have two practices, so it can hardly be expected that 
everything will be absolutely correct. But it all goes off very well, 
and one hopes that thus the people are taught the Gospel story by 
the eye as well as by the car. 1 am sure we could do a very great 
deal of teaching in this kind of way if only the normal work was 
not so pressing that one cannot start anything new. So the great 
day closes.

But I want to add on the sequel, which is the sports held the 
following day. It rained early, but soon cleared up, and the children 
and young men began to gather together. We go down to the 
Lake shore where a piece of ground has been prepared, and begin 
with a cricket match which causes great excitement. Then we essay 
a football match, but before a goal has been scored our one and only 
football goes pop,” and the game has to be abandoned. We turn 
our attention to running races and these arc run off by boys and 
girls in the usual way. And how they run 1 None of your ” save

THE UNIFIED STATEMENT
A Movemknt of Co-operation.—A number of Diocesan Missionary 
Councils have already held special meetings to determine the action 
they will take to bring the message of the Unified Statement home 
to every parish and to every member of the Church. With the 
fullest recognition that the need presented in the Unified Statement 
can only be met as the income of the Societies, the recognized ag 
of the Church for Its work overseas, is substantially'increased. 
Diocesan Missionary Councils are seeking co-operation with the 
Diocesan organisations of the Societies in concerted plans of action 
suited to the circumstances of each diocese. The Societies on their 
side are doing everything possible through their organising secre
taries and other agents to secure the^ success of this co-operative 
effort.

ents
the
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WITH ONE ACCORD

WITH ONE ACCORD 3. It is clearly desirable that the home workers for the Societies, 
both in parishes and in wider areas,, should consult together as to the 
best method of attaining their object. This with a view to reaching 
the highest possible measure of co-operation.

4. Representatives of the Societies should make it their business, to 
explain to incumbents and parishes :—

(a) The vital necessity that the support of cither Society be kept
up to the level of 1931 if the work for which that Society is 
responsible is to be maintained.

(b) Danger to existing missionary work if the support to one 
Society is increased at the expense of the other.

(c) The essential value and importance of increased support, 
divided between the funds of both Societies.

dy been accepted by the S.P.C.K;, the Jerusalem and 
the East Mission, and the British Columbia and Yukon Church Aid 
Society, and we hope that in tlic course of a' comparatively short time 
other Societies will be able to join with us on the same terms; the 
fact that they have not done so already docs not mean an.y lack of 
willingness on their part to co-operate, but rather that they see diffi- p 
culties in the way of precipitate action.

All through our negotiations there has been evident a great 
of goodwill and fellowship, and, if I may borrow Mr. 

Walton’s words in this connection, we have found on all hands “an 
Intense desire that the recognized missionary agencies of our Church 
should advance ‘with one accord* in the endeavour to fulfil the task 
which the Church herself has given them.”

For the moment, it is not perhaps necessary to add anyiliing 
further to what has been said above, except to record our thankful
ness for the advance that has been made ip, the direction of 
co-operation, and our hope that our friends in the country will set 
themselves to lift togetlier, so that we may all find ourselves belter 
able to carry the burden which, in these difficult days, is almost 
heavy for us.

In connection with the presentation of the Unified Statement, on 
which so mucli work has been done In recent months and which bus 
just been publislicd by the Missionary Council and received by the 
Church Assembly, negotiations have been going on between the 
leading Missionary Societies with a'vicw to a greater measure of 
co-operation in their wprk of inspiring the Church throughout the 
country with the missionary message.

It has been realized that isolated detion on the partpfthe Societies 
has often caused a good deal of waste of lime and energy owing to 
unnecessary overlapping, and—worse still—that the ordinary church
man has had a certain measure of excuse for his failure to realize 
his missionary duty from tlie fact that the work of thfc Church 
seas must have frequently presented itself to him in a series of com
peting claims, the Importance of which he has neither time nor 
inclination to wei^h, rather than os a single task, the effective doing 
of which is essential to the spiritual health of the Church at horiic.

Possibly an uneasy feeling to this effect lias been In large 
responsible for the agitation which breaks out from time to time for 
the merging of all missionary organizations into a central authority, 
which shall be responsible for collecting and administering one 
central missionary fund.

However mistaken the ardent souls may be who indulge in such 
dreams—tlie fulfilment of which would, in all human prob
ability have precisely the opposite effect to that which they desire, 
os Ihc result of a damping down of cntliusiasm and extinguishing 
of personal interest and a general incapacity to sec the trees for tlic
forest—most of us are disposed to believe tliat a considerable_______
of miMionary co-ordination and co-operation should be possible, and 
that, if we can attain it, we shall be helping one another and the 
Church at large to do better and more effectively the work to which 
we arc called.

TIic possibilities were discussed by the Home Base Committee of 
die Missionary Council, and Mr. Walton, the Home Secretary of 
S.P.G., who hod been responsible for bringing the matter forward, 
" - definitely commissioned to carry the matter further. He and I 
discussed—as a small self-constituted subcommittee—the next step, 
and as a result of our discussions a provisional memorandum was 
drawn up, ^pressing our joint mind, and was sent round to the 
principal Missionary Societies in the hope that some of them would 
agree to adopt it with us. The memorandum was os follows:—

_ object to the attainment of which all home workers of the
S.P.G. and U.M.C.A. have to direct themselves during 1933, is the ful- 
filment of those requirements of the Church Overseas for which the 
Soactics have made themselves responsible and which are set forth in 
the Unified Statement.

2. ^ The work of Organizing Secretaries and all workers on behalf 
of cither Soaety shall be directed towards the atuinment of this object.

I It has alreaover-

measure

measure

measure

tooI
E; F. S.

was
The Missionary Council has issued:

1. “ With One Accord/*—The Unified and Authoritative Stale-
ment of the needs of the Church overseas.^ Price is.; by post from 
U.M.C.A. Office, IS. 2d. /
2. ‘•Wilh One Accord: Notes for Speakers.y—This mM be 
supplied free to speakers, on application to the Missionary Council.
3. “ The Unified Statement: Whal is it? What does it mean?"— 
This is the first of a series of leaflets issued by the Missionary Council 
in connection with “ With One Accord.” It is issued for free

!

(

distribution. Apply to the Missionary Council.
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WITCHCRAFT
WITCHCRAFT
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The Melanesian Mission Southern Cross Log for May 1930, g 
quotations from or summaries of an article in the New Zeal 
Herald on Sacred Sharks:

“ There is no doubt tliat the sharks were very tame, and each 
one, by some marvellous faculty, was able to recognize its own 
master.”

On one occasion Dr. Fox’s canoe men killed a sacred shark. 
Its human master sickened and died, and the natives regarded Dr. 
Fox as the man’s murderer.

In recent years Governments in Central Africa have become 
conscious of the harm done by witchcraft, and have adopted repressive 
measures which might seem draistic in Western Europe. But in 
Africa they have not yet had the desired effect; in fact they appear 
in some places to add a new terror to the victims of witchcraft, and 
only act as a temporary palliative. Years of education might bring 

relief, but in spite of Professor Julian Huxley’s enthusiastic 
estimate of its value, one doubts whether education by itself could be 
a real cure. To be useful it must be Christian education, and the 
true remedy lies in Christianity, the practice of a Christian life and 
the influence of Christian character.

Doubts of the value of education as an effective remedy against 
the belief in witchcraft, would seem to be justified by recent events, 
occurring in spite of long continued compulsory education.

In 1927 a c^ was heard at Assizes in Bodmin, in which it was 
stated that a “ 'white witch ” had received for her practices as much 
as ;^5oo* from one victim. Even more recently or about the same date, 
in a busy manufacturing Yorkshire town, a woman was summoned 
by a neighbour for “ overlooking ” her. In dismissing the case 
the chairman of the Bench gave some wise comments on forbear
ance and charity.

Such instances would have added weight to the advice given by 
the late Bishop Westcolt when he preached on the subject “"Are we 
Christians?” the title of an article in a popular magazine.

Continued from page 57, March “ Central Africa ”
1 HAVE seen at close quarters a performance of witch-doctor’s skill— 
white witchcraft, not black magic—which gave the impression that the 
chief performer was a man of more than ordinary intelligence who 
was using a method useful in itself or even beneficial to the patient, 
but that he accompanied It with a' ceremonial of action and noise 
in order to impress the bystanders with the idea that the witch doctor 
had influence with the evil spirit supposed, to be the cause of the 
complaint.

Some years later in an unexpected way 1 became the possessor of 
a witch doctor's kit. It contained various gourds or bowls or other 
receptacles of “ medicine ” for medical or allied purposes. Samples 
of these “ medicines ” were given to an eminent scientist for 
examination and analysis. He received them with the elation of 
expectancy, doubtless hoping to find some useful drug hitherto un
known. In a few weeks time he reported with an air of dejection 
and disappointment that the ingredients of the 
all identical, though these “ medicines ” were used for such widely 
distinct purposes as a cure for consumption or as a means to keep 
fields safe from thieves. The ingredients were wood ashes and the
shells of cockroaches eggs I Subsequently further samples ___
given for analysis to a student in chemistry whose interest had been 
excited by hearing of the kit. I forget whether these samples 
returned in disappointment, or whether the results of analysis 
os negative as in the former case.

But there is always the possibility of finding useful drugs from 
materials used by Africans. Strophanthus, a most valuable item in 
the British Pharmacopoeia was thus discovered and made known 
to England by a British resident in Nyasaland.

The particular kit described above had other contents besides 
the “ medicines,” at least one of which was so eerie that the kit bag 
and the articles in it were presented to the Wellcome Historical 
Medical Museum, and I was relieved to feel that it had found a place 
far more suitable for such exhibits than a private house.

A description of the kit was given before the Folk Lore Society 
in January, 1904, probably long before the chemical analysis 
made. An illustrated summary of the paper appeared in “ Folk 
Lore “ for March, 1904.

A more recent opinion has been given in the Johannesburg Star, 
quoted in tlie Intemalional .Review of Missions, July, 1930:
“ I suggest that all this material about spiritualism, mediums, 

spaces, etc., is nothing out of the common, for it has been practised 
throughout the breadth and length of Africa for centuries, and it 
is being practised in this day; ..... Sceptics may smile, but once 
they have come into intimate contact with real witch doctors, they 

- will have other opinions about the ability, sincerity and purpose
fulness of these uncanny gentlemen.”

some

“ medicines ” were

were

were
were

R. W. •

• ThJi turn soundi incredible, but these fifnare* were given in the public press.
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MEMORIAL WINDOW TO CANON TRAVERS
MEMORIAL WINDOW TO CANON 

TRAVERS
AIanv readers of Central Africa will welcome this reproduction of 
the small memorial window to Canon Travers, for which Messrs. 
James Powell and Sons are responsible, and which is now in place 
in the Board Room at Central Africa House.

The cost of the window was provided by contributions from mem
bers of the Committee and of the Office staff, who wanted to make 
some suitable commemoration of -all Canon Travers’ work for 
U.M.C.A. and of their love and respect for him.

The window is quite a beautiful thing of its kind; it is singularly 
unobtrusive, and, as a window should, it gives plenty of light. One 
can scarcely look at it without realizing how thoroughly it accords 
with the character of our old friend and how completely appropriate 
it is as a memorial to him.

'i;
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MARGARET WOODWARD
i"O.M February 9th there passed from amongst us one who for 48 y 

had given all her love and faculties to the service of our Lord 
His work in Central Africa. Margaret Woodward was one of those 
quiet unassuming workers to whom the Mission owes so much. When 
her brother (Canon Woodward) joined the Mission in 1875 she would 
very gladly have followed him to Africa, but an invalid mother 
needed her care. Ten years later, in 1885, Miss Mills needed a 
helper in the home for little boys in ^nzibnr, and as Mrs. Woodward 
had passed to her rest, Fr. Woodward propo^ that his sister should 
be asked to come. No sooner said than done, and at a few weeks 
notice Aliss Woodward packed and left for Zanzibar. Her quiet 
gentle ways found great favour with the Africans, who greatly appreci
ate anyone whom they describe as “polepole,” i.e., one who goes 
gently. She was determined to learn Swahili and liad lessons from 
an African teather.

Those of us who only knew her in this century as a small and 
rather frail figure, wondered what would have happened in these 
days of Medical Boards—would she have been allowed to give eleven 
ycare of labour to Africa, some of it under pioneer conditions? For 
when the first women workers were needed for Nyasaland, Miss 
Woodward volunteered to go and undertook that (in those days) 
long and difficult journey to Likoma, where she worked under Arch
deacon Maples and Archdeacon Johnson.

Once again she was determined to learn the language of the 
people and became a sufficiently good Chinyanja scholar to be able 
to help Archdeacon Johnson with some of his translation work.

In 1896 her health failed and she was obliged to come home, but 
this meant no slackening of effort for the Mission. Miss Randolph,
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MARGARET WOODWARD
HOME JOTTINGS-

Che Honorary Secretary of the Children’s Fund, retired about this 
lime, and Miss Woodward was appointed as her successor. With 
singleness of aim and entire devotion she set herself to interest 
others and to raise funds for the Mission. In such work her orderly 
habits came into full play and the Fund flourished under her care, 
until she resigned in 1912.

From that date until her death she worked as Local Secretary for 
the Mission at Sidcup. Naturally her brother’s work was first in 
her thoughts, but when he left U.M.C.A. for a few years to work at 
Modderpoort in Soul h Africa, she neyer allowed her interest in his 
new work to detract from anything she did for U.M.C.A.

Always cheerful and smiling, she seemed of late years to live 
much in past memories of the Mission and of her work in Africa’; 
all her letters were full of reminiscences. She appeared on first 
acquaintance to be diffident, but had all the quiet strength of purpose 
which is given to those who faithfully fulfil a vocation given by God 
In youth and carried out through all the changes and chances of life 
until the end. May she rest In peace os most surely she has her 
reward.

The Minion’* Income.—The following Is n comparison of the 
to the principal working funds of the Mission:

nmounis contributed

1D33 1932

Received 
during Feb.

Fund Total to 
Feb. 28

Received 
during Feb.

£ £ £ £
General ... 
Auxiliary 
Schools ...

1,432 3,740 1,415 4,103
81 101 204 383

249 613 188 438

Grand Totals 1,712 4.614 1,877 4,024

THE CHALLENGE.—In response to the challenge ot a generons supporter ot the 
HUiion to gire an extra ;^100 towards the additional anm needed this year, U nine 
others conld be lonnd to do the same, we have received two snmt ot £100 each. SeTcn 
othera are needed! A number ot friends have sent smaller donations to help In this 
dltacnlt time. • * «

Monthly Requiem.—A Mass of Requiem for departed members and friends of (he 
Mission will be sold tn the Chapel of Alt Souls ot Central Africa House on Friday, 
April 7th, at 8.30 o.m.

Retreats for Members of the C.S.C.—Two Retreats for women members of the 
Companionship are being arranged for 1833. (1) At Oakhurst Retreat House, Erlth,
Kent, for the Whitsun Week-end from June 2nd—0th. Conductor: Dom Bernard 
Clements, O.S.B. Fee: 26/.. (2) At Watermillock Retreat House, Bolton. Lancs,
from May 6th—8lh. Fee: 18/6. Conductort—The Rev. F. L. Sheppard (of Masasi 
Diocese and St. Andrew’s College, Mlnoki). Intending retreatants should apply to the 
Secretary, C.S.C., c/o the Office as soon as possible.

N. -1:

CECIL MAJALIWA »
When spring comes one likes to go away—but the failure of dividends and lack of

have done. This is a great pity for themselves and is also bound to affect the work they 
do for the Mission. But how can it be helped?

We propose to do this. Although the charges .nt our home Mission station have 
been high, we are now reducing them from April Isi ont^rds, at least till the end 

of June next, that the use of St. Michael's for retreat, rest, study and prayer tnny ngalri 
be within the reach of more people. It is much hoped that friends of the itfiMfon ttri/l 
make lue of this offer. . , ,

Charges from April 1st will be as follows:—30/- a week, or for a visit of less than 
a week, 6/- a day. A retreat of three days, c.g., Monday—bridoy or I-rlday— 
Tuesday, 18/0. Missionaries on furlough, 25/- a week. ^

Next retreats: April 21st-26th, The Revd. H. Thomas, Elv Theological College and 
formerly of Zanzibar. May 22nd—26th, Padre D. Parsons, Masasi. (18/0).

Apply with stamped and addressed envelope for reply to;—Miss H. Sp 
Michael’s House, Church Street Rood, Tankerton, Whitstable, Kent,

The death of Padre Cecil brings back many memories of the past 
to those who knew him. He was the first to be ordained Priest in 
2^zibar Cathedral. What a day of rej'oicing that wosl At last 
we had reached'the goal on which the eyes of the Mission had been 
fixed, since the foundation. Archdeacon Jones-Dateman preached 
and his text was, “ This is the day which the Lord hath made. We 
will rejoice and be glad in it.” Bishop Smythies sent Padre Cecil 
to Ncwala. He was a Yao and it seemed fitting that he should begin 
his work among his fellow tribesmen. He started very well and 
Bishop Smythies used to speak to us about the excellence of his 
work. But there was trouble and Bishop Richardson gave Cecil 
permission to settle In the neighbourhood of Mbweni, at a spot 
called Michungwani. There he has lived ever since and there he 
passed away. He used to help at Mbweni, but again there was 
trouble, and Bishop Hine decided that he must cease to officiate. 
Cecil felt this very strongly and kept aloof for some time, but at 
last be became more reconciled and Father Woodward wrote saying 
that he often went to see him at Michungwani. His was a sad and 
chequered career, but it is a consolation to know that two of his 
old^t friends. Father Woodward and Canon Limo were with him 
at his latter end, and that Archdeacon Elliott ministered to him .when 
he passed into the valley of the shadow of death.

never

!|

«
A Book of Beanltfiil PUtarei.—For some years we have had It in mind to product, 

at a popular price, a successor to East Africa in Fkture, published thirly-lhree years 
ago. At last we have been successful and our friends will find Central Africa m Ptelure 
a splendid production. There are eight coloured plates induding last years popular 
Christmas Card mentioned In the article " Spectacles In this magazine

Among the twenty-seven photographs reproduced are n number by that wince ot 
photographers. Padre Ranger, to whom we are great y indebted. Miss Abdy has 
wrlttM tin u^to-datc account of the Miaiion and Its objects and the whole Is In a very
atlra^Uve^Pjcturt covw^^ readers will introduce Central Africa in Picture to their friends

onS and i. ».n b. ..n. from dm Offico by po..,
crefully packed, for 1.. 2d. See advertlrement on cover.

J

. .
Tt. BrilU nod Croi. Socloly will hold a coum of 

Ilona on Tropical Hyelone. on Monday.. Wednewiay. and Friday., commencing on
G. D.
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CENTRAL AFRICAHOME JOTTINGS

Friday, April 31ft, at 9 Chefham Strett, BelRravc Square, S.W.l, 
course will cover such questioni as food, clothing, and medical and 
necesiary for health in hot countries.

The examination for the DrltUh Red Cross Society's certilicate in Tropical Hygiene

Fees for the course are 6y. for members of the Red Cross Society, and 7/6 for

at 6.30 p.m. The 
sanitary precautions A MONTHLV RECORD OF THE WORK OF THE 

UNIVERSITIES' MISSION TO CENTRAL AFRICA

MAY, 1933 Price 2d.No. 605. LI.
We learo with much pleasure that Mr. Martin Kayamba (who spoke at 

versary in 1931) has received a fioveramen^ appointment at Dar^-Salaom.

Sabscribert* letlcn to the Royal Surgical Aid Society are still urgently warned by 
Dr. Adkins, Zaniibar. They would be gratefully received by the Secretary nt the 
U.M.C.A. Oflice, Central Africa House.

• ft *
Week of Work for Medical MUdona,—The Third Annual Week of Work was held

from Feb. 6lh to Feb. 11th, 1933, at Lewes, for the six following mis-sionary societies_
S.P.G., C.M.S., C.E.Z.M.S., U.M.C.A., C.M.J. and the Melanesian Mission. In spite 
of sickness^ weather and financial dlflicultles, it proved a very successful week, over 
6,000 bandages, surgical requisites, and general hospital needs being the result.

From 10 a.m. to 0 p.m. and on three days with an evening session, the work was 
continuous, opened each day with prayer by the Rural Dean or one of the clergy. 
Nearly all the churches In the Rural Dennery were represented, ns well as others.

On Saturday the Bishop of Lewes dedicated the work and thanked the workers, 
nficr which the whole was divided amongst the six Societies according to their needs, and 
sent up to the General Secretaries for distribution overseas.
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OUR VENTURE OF FAITHTHE MISSION STAFF
All our readers will be very glad indeed to know that the challenge 
published in the March number of Central Africa is in process of 
being well taken up; four sums of ;^ioo each towards the nine asked 
for have already been received, two of them having come to the 
Office anonymously.

Besides these very generous gifts, quite a number of people who 
could not afford to give a whole .^^loo at once have sent smaller 
sums, varying from a guinea to ;^ioj and to each and all of them 
we should like to express our sinceresl gratitudcv 

. It will be by no mean.s an easy matter to make up the extra 
^'4,000 needed ihi.s year lo enable the Treasurers to keep their 
promises to the Bishops and so to j'uslify their venture of faith, of 
which I wrote in March. The (ask Is the more difficult in that some 
of our friends and subscribers have been compelled to write and say 
(hat, in view of the terrible falling off in their own incomes, they 
arc unable to pay their cu.stomary subscriptions, much as they would 
desire to do so; only the other day I had a letter from one covenanted 
subscriber of ;^5o a year, telling me that her affairs are in so 
serious a state that she would not be able to give us anything at all 
in 1933; and there are others in the same boat. Their generosity 
has not grown less than it used to be; but .their power to give effect 
to it has, «n some cases, diminished very nearly to vanishing point.

Meanwhile, I wonder what the parishes are doing. Individuals 
seem to be striving their hardest, but we do not hear much of 
parochial action; probably it is hardly to be expected that we should 
so early in the ivear, but we hope that not a few of our supporting 
parishes are already taking steps to sec that their contributions dur
ing 1933 .shall be larger than they were in 19.32.

Name Dlocete Datft

/Irriralj in England 
Rev. A. R. Godfrey 
Miw Corey 
Mr. Warran 
^llss J. Young 

PeParturtx from England 
Miai Egan 
Mi»s Finch 
Miss Scorficid 
Sister Miriam 
Novice Thomasinc 

Gwendoline 
Gertrude

N. Rhodesia 
Zanzibar 
Mosasi 
Nyasniand

Feb. 25 
March 6 
March 6 
March 11

Nyasatand
Nynsnt.ind
Zanzibar
Zanzibar
Zanzibar
Zanzibar
Zanzibar

April 20 
April 20 
April 20 
April 20 
April 20 
April 20 
April 20

New Members.—Diocese of Zantitar: Miss Grace Scorfield (nurse), trained nt the 
Royal Victoria Infirmary. Newcastle-on-Tyne. with district nursing mperience at the 
Mi»lon of the Good Shepherd, Hoxton. Diocese of Nyasatand; Mist Olive Finch 
(nurse), trained at Dudley Road Hospital, Birmingham, followed by a year’s district 
nursing in Hnxion and latterly on Ihe staff of S. Barnabas’ Hospital, Lloyd Square.

JIN MEMORIAM—R.I.P.
Keb. 24.—Jessie Hodgson.

By the death of Mri, Hodgson we lose another link with Bishop Steere. She 
Joined the Mitrion with her husband, the late Rev, F. R. Hodgson, in 1877 and 
worked at Mbwenl until the wax invalided In 1888.

Mrs. Hodgson was always an Indefatigable worker for the Mission; during 
the t^ty>five years her husband was Organizing Secretary she gave the Mission 
over «3,000, which she had made by dresring and selling African dolls.

Feb. 25.—James Grindrod, Priest.
A member of the Mission 1893—J890.

March g.—^Marion Jones-Bateman.
A sUter of the late Arebdeaeon Joneft-Bateman and Rural Deanery Secretary
for Solihun for th!rty.«eTen years.
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OUR VENTURE OF FAITH

SOME NOTES ON THE TRIBES OF 
NORTHERN RHODESIA

I have been much encouraged by a letter from the vicar of a very 
poor ptirish in a Northern industrial town, who, after reading his 
March Central Africa, wrote as follows:—

** I promise that this parish will send the Mission j^io more 
this year than it sent last year. I am hopeful that many other 
parishes will also increase their contributions and so stop the 
decline in receipts which is having such laipcntable conse
quences."

It is worthy of note that In the case of this parish an extra ;^io 
repre^nte roughly an increase of fifteen per cent, on the parochial 
contribution for 1932, and the 1932 contribution actually showed 
an increase of nearly twenty per cent, on the money given in 1931.

Surely, if this sort of thing Is possible for a congregation of poor 
folk, in a district of England more hard-hit than most by the bad
ness of the times, something of the same kind ought to be equally 
possible elsewhere if a similar effort were made. I believe that there 
are many, many parishes which love the Mission, and the cause for 
which it stands, as much as the parish to which I have referred; 
may many of them be stimulated by its example to do as it has done.

Ernest F. Spanton.

{This article has been based on notes of a lecture given by the Rev, 
A. M. Jones at the Whitby Surttinor School in 1931)

Very little is known of the history of the tribes of Northern 
Rhodesia. We are told, however, that about two hundred years 
ago there was a great migration from the North down into Northern 
Rhodesia. Here the immigrants found tribes like the Bushmen and 
drove them further South, but they also intermarried with them. 
Consequently there are two types of Africans in Northern Rhodesia 
—those with very coarse features, thick lips and very dark colour
ing, and those with finer features, slender hands, lighter colouring 
and thinner lips. Experience of the boys at St. Mark’s Training 
College would suggest that the people with the finer features are 
above the others in Intellect.

There are many tribes and many dialects. Until recently, the 
people did not travel much and consequently knew ver^ little about 
the customs of other tribes; they lived quite isolated lives In their 
little tribes. When the first batch of boys were chosen from Cliiplli 
for St. Mark's College, they were afraid to go because they had 
heard that there were also boys of the Wnlenga tribe there, and 
rumour had it that the Walenga were a fierce and warlike people. 
Eventually they went and found there was nothing to fear.

There are many languages which denote the different tribes: 
boys speaking four different languages go to St. Mark’s College, 
where one of the four has to be adopted as the spoken language.

A ZANZIBAR FUNERAL
On the Feast of the Holy Innocents eight men gave up the morning 
of one of their Christmas holidays to carry a brother to his grave.
Not one of them had known him as a brother; in fact, none of them 
had known anything at all about him except what was bad. They 
knew, however, that since the morning before he had become a 
brother, that is, that he had been baptized; and that was enough. 
And so the men, a teacher in a boys’ school, a plantation overseer, 
one or two labourers, etc., had gone to the place where the man, 
unknown to them had died (not a private house) and had carried ' 
the body half a mile to the burial ground; there they washed and 
clothed it and reverently performed the last rites. Perhaps Euro
peans would have thought of themselves as doing a rather unusually 
noble act, but I do not think these men did. The grave was ready, 
for, though the man had been quite well up to that morning, it was 
known that it would be needed.

The prayers were said and they came away, and another 
a carpenter, also acting " for love," made a simple wooden cross 
and painted " Yohana " on it, the new name of the new brother, 
baptized the day before, on the Feast of St. John. The cause of 
death on the ccrtifiwte held by the padre was " Judicial Execution."

G. E.

J
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SOME NOTES ON THE TRIBES OF N. RHODESIA SOME NOTES ON THE TRIBES.OF N. RHODESIA

This language problem makes it very difficult to co-ordinate the 
natives into any sort of a race in this.part of the world.

Running across the whole tribal system are what are called the 
" makoko»” the clans belonging to various totems. There are 
people belonging to the elephant totem or the rpushroom totem 
and so on, and a man can always expect to be treated well bv 
another of his own totem. If he is on a journey and stops at a village 
for the night, he will be given food and shelter free by a villager 
of his own totem, irrespective, of whether they are of the same tribe 
or not. . < , ,

Agriculture looms very large in the lives of the Africans of 
Northern; Rhodesia ,an4 in. the. lives of everyone else who has , to 
dral with them. There two kinds of agriculture in the country 
—farming and cattle raring, but those people who keep cattle still 
have enough shamba (garden) to grmv sufficient food for themselves 
and their families. > In ^me parts of the country cattle cannot 
be kept because of the tset^ ily, but.at Mapanza, whic|i is fairly Rat 
countr}', there is an abundance of cattle. The. people love their 
cattle.’..In the .Mapanza arpa, every'Cow has. its name—usually an 
English name such .as Hairy.,or .George I 

-TTic domestic lifq of the/people'centres round , either crops or 
cattle. They may also hunt for food and Rsh. if there is a river, 
but these arc only side lines.

It is the custom of the .African tribes that certain work should 
fall.to the men and certain \york to the women—this work is not just 
n duly, but a, privilege. The p.roduction of food crops is, by 
immemorial tradition, the work of women; the care of the cattle 
is the work of men.

•: .jIIii

jiii
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The woman, therefore, hoes the land, sows the seed, keeps the 
weeds down, harvests the crop and stores it. She also, sweeps the 
hut, fetches the firewood and water and prepares the meal. This 
last occupation takes much of her time, as it involves pounding and 
sifting the com before it can be put in the cooking pot and made
into porridge. ' ' ^ ■ c i.Although the woman is responsible for the production of the 
grain from which the staple diet—porridgo-^s made, it is the man s 
work to provide the housetiold with luxuries. He therefore hunts 
to provide meat, or fishes, or grows beans, peas and ground nuts. 
He is also entirely responsible for the tobacco crop. ;

Until recently, there was no economic pressure in N. Knodesia. me 
family was self-supporting and all a ipan needed to have in cash 
was I2S. 6d. a year to pay his tax and perhaps another. 4s. or so 
to buy his wife some clothes. If he wanted a little money near tax 
lime, he went off with his blanket rolled up, taking enough flour for 
four days, and made for the nearest white man. He was usually 
sure of getUng work. For one month the standard wage was 
12s. 6d., so that if he worked for two months he earned more than 
he woulcl want in a year. The ordinary African did not want to be 
a rich main and was perfectly happy as he was and did not worry
about anything. ' . u u «

Into this condition of affairs there came a bombshell, 
bombshell was- situated at Ndola, where deposits of, copper were
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SOME NOTES ON THE TRIBES OF N. RHODESIA SOME NOTES ON THE TRIBES OF N. RHODESIA

Three big companies spent over ;^i2,o(X) in cutting 
down trees, putting in dectric light and so on. Seven towns sprang 
up with street lighting, proper roads and other amenities of civiliza^ 
(ion—things that had never been known in this part of the world 
before. And who built all this—the white man? Certainly not. 
When the white man in African says ** I have built a house" 
he means I have supervised a black man'building it." Conse* 
quently hundreds of thousands, of Africans were needed for this 
building and mining work. There were agents collecting labour bn 
all the roads'and everything was done to. attract the Africans. 
There were courses of lectures for thcip, shops where they could 
buy the kind of things they wanted, a gyihnasium, and houses for 
them to live in.

What ^vas the effect of all this? The African was tempted out 
of his village to go to the mjhe. When he got there he 
astounded. He saw the white man in white man’s clothes: he saw 
white women (possibly for the first time) and white children, 
certainly for the first lime. He saw all the things that come 
froin^ the wisdom of the white man, which he called " mano 
that is the word that has been on every African’s lips.

Now what was the result. The African saw these things and 
he thought: * If I were like the white man, 1 should have the 
wisdom that he has.’*^ The African is a born imitator and he 
wanted to wear the white man’s clothes. Therefore the white
Mt up stores and sold shoddy things to the African. He was ___
ing perhaps as ipuch as ^^4 a month and he only needed 12s. 6d. a 
year I The first thing that happened was that he developed a desire 
for property. It ^vas the first time it had occurred to the African 
that he wanted to possess things, and that by possessing things he 
could live more comfortably.

The second thing was: " I want to learn the wisdom of the 
white man." He learned certain things—how to drill a hole, how 
to mix concrete, how to work a machine. This gave him the desire 
to learn more. *^6 more he had to do, the more he found the 
African could do, and he discovered that part of the white man’s 
power lay in the fact that he could read and write. He determined, 
therefore, to get some kind of education. The young African not 
only developed a desire for property, but also for education, and 
that was the result of living with the white man. The amount of 
self*<ducation that is going on amongst these young Africans is 
aipozing. 'Hiey will teach each other to count by means of a petrol 
pump or will bu^ a book in English, though they cannot under
stand a word of it, and will study and study at it until they con 
read it. ^

When a man finishes his contract he buys a tin trunk, and 
perhaps a walking stick. In the trunk he puts a vest and shirt and 
pants, a pair of shoes, and perhaps cotton frocks for his wife and 
children and sets off home. He gets to his village and finds life 
going on in the same old way—the old men clothed in a loincloth,

discovered. no roads, no light, and so on. And what happens? He just snaps 
his fingers at the headmen and the old customs of the tribe.

In this way the tribal life and tribal authority and the village 
system are being broken down.

Perhaps the greatest tragedy of all is that, having thrown this 
bombshell into African life and awakened in the African a desire 
for property and education, at the present time the European is, to 
a large extent, failing to employ him. Owing to the financial crisis 
and the accompanying slump in the copper market, there Is no 
available capital for the development of the work on the copper 
mines, and thousands of Africans have been turned out of their 
employment and sent back to their villages, unfitted any more—as 
we have seen—for the old village life.

Now we, as a Mission, are iipposing ourselves upon these com
plicated conditions in Northern Rhodesia. We see oh the one hand 
the old village as it is, and on the other hand the young African, 
with all kinds of economic pressure bearing on him _ and forcing 
him into a desire to own property and money and alienating him 
from the tribal life. It is our job to help in moulding his life aright 
in the midst of these forces.

' This fact is always in the mind of the staff of the Mission who 
are doing everything they can to guide the life of the young African 
:: the right lines. At St. Mark’s College, for instance, they are 
building up a wholesale business in simple tools, and the boys ore 
given tools as prizes. A hammer or a hand-saw will be really use
ful to an African in his village life. The African method of obtain
ing a plank is to cut down a tree and hack at it until he has a 
plank the right size—one tree, one plank. A liand-saw is going to 
make a real difference, and it will be a great achievement if the 
student can learn to choose a tool rather than a sailor hot or walk
ing stick. In this kind of way we arc trying-^to restore to the 
African the sense of proportion which has—very naturally—been 
lost by the overwhelming impact of Western civilization. /

One of the probleips to be attacked is that of clothes. As far 
as the young African is concerned, European clothes have come to 
stay as long as he has any money. The need, therefore, is to help 
them to understand the things that arc superfluous and to dis
criminate between the shoddy thing and the useful thin^— 
for Instance, a decent pair of shoes instead of ones which will be 
through in a week or so. .. . , .u

We want to take the .African as we find him and apply , the 
principUs of Western civilizatlon-not Western civillimtion as it 
stands—to their lives and teach them to take the principle whi^ 
have guided it into their lives and to reject all that is unworthy in it.

was
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man

earn-
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African priest whom the Milo Christians had ^er sew. He, cdfr 
^ted at the High Mass on .the Sunday, thexhurch, hang packedExtracted from " The Nyasaland Diocesan Chronicle,'’ Jan., [933

THE BISHOP ON HIS VISIT TO NYASA 
ARCHDEACONRY

' On the way down to Manda we made a cons.4erable,ridtour, to 
enable me to conHrm at the villages of, Uhnnji and ^L.fua m Manda 
parish. Padre Hicks was to have met us at the otter place, but 
SSfortunately he had been obliged to go back to LiuU to get ,treat, 
ment for a very bad leg, and only returned by the C.M. However, 
Padre Benaiah managed to do what was required, and all was well. 
Altogether an interesting and enjoyable ulendo.

THE BISHOP’S NOTES

When I wrote last I was looking forward to a month’s visit to the 
Archdeaconry of Nyasa. This was successfully accomplished. 
The first week was spent at Liulii" where I took part in the parish 
feast on Holy Cross day, conducted a Retreat for Europeans, and 
held two confirmations, one at LiuU itself, the other for lepers at 
Kuyu. The “ Chikulupi " sailed up from Likoma in time to take 
ipc on to Manda. Padre Benson came most of the way in the boat, 
with Padre Hicks, who had been at LiuU for the Retreat, in front 
in his canoe, and the “St. Mary Stafford “ following 
respectful distance behind. There were two confirmations on the 
way, at Mkili and Mbaha in LiuU parish, and at Ilungila in Manda 
parish, followed by a large confirmation at M^nda itself.

After the week-end at Manda I started off to Milo, accompanied 
by Padre Benaiah, and very large swarms of locusts. These latter 
are in evidence almost the whole way from Manda to Milo. They 
did not seem to be doing much damage at the time, but the people 
are naturally very anxious about this next year’s crops. Instead of 
reaching Milo by the usual route direct from Luwana, we went on 
another two npd a half hours up the Luwana valley, and met Padre 
Dickson at the village of Majombe, at the foot of the Livin^tone 
mountains. Here I found some eighty confirmation candidates 
arrived from the Ukisi country the other side of the mountains, 
Padre Hick’s northernmost district on the lake, and fifty local candi* 
dates of Padre Dickson’s os well. I held two confirmations that 
afternoon, one in Kfrptmda for Padre Hick's people, and immedi
ately aftenvards another in Ktpangwa for the local candidates.

The next day we climbed up to Milo, on the whole an easier 
route than that from Luwana. We started before dawn, break
fasted at a glorious spot near the top of the mountain, and reached 
Milo about 9 o’clock. My visit was short, only six days, as I Had 
to get back to Manda to catch the C.M, on her downward trip. 
There was a large confirmation at Milo Itself, and I confirmed at 
three other villages in Milo parish on the way down, the number of 
tandidates altogether being over three hundred. I also held a 
Retreat at Milo for the staff.

The work at Milo is encouraging, and when Padre Dickson gets 
an African priest to help him, which I hope wll be possible in 
year’s time, It should go ahead. At present, as in all our work 
in Tanganyika Territory, the numbers are larger than can be ade
quately dealt with by the present staff. And the distances are very 

There were some thirty confirmation candidates from 
fifty miles away. Additional interest was given to my 

ulendo this time, by the fact that Padre Benaiah was the first

St. Andrew’s College was reopened after Christmas. There will 
be six deacons reading for the priesthood during i%3. ?“•
Goodwin Chilombe, Bamaba Hamisi, Tomaso Polela, Cnspo 
Machili, and Jameson Mwenda. If all. goes well, I shall ordmn 
these six to the priesthood in Advent 1933. -They claim a regular 
place in our pravers during the next twelve months.• • • . .

I have received the report of an important meeting, which, was 
held at Dar-es-Salaam at the beginning of November, to discuss the 
advisability of forming a Missionary Council, to insist of repre^n- 
tatives of all Missions working in Tanganyika Ternto^.. At this 
preliminary MeeUng the Bishop of Masasi prided, and Heads of 
certain other Missions were present. A tentative draft for the conslilu- 
tion of a Missionary Council of Tanganyika Temtory wM drawn 
up, and the objects of the proposed Counal were specified to.^e- 
(!) to further consperation between the MiKions m (a) 
y icy and practice, (b) the study and protection of African 
Vnd iultura, (c) the provision of literature m th,^ 
to promote harmonious relations and “"d^^^mnding betw^ the 
Missions. (3) to represent the common interests of the Missmns m 
questions involving relations with Government. 4) Xp 
such other matters affecting Mission work and Native welfare as 
are of common interest to the participating Mirons. .

Questions of doctrine and ecclest^ical polity {"e 0“*®^ 
sphere. The proposal to form such a Council
to’bel' mVs'l'SemVroJoifX a dio^^‘^nT'Ld'l ‘

Council would be only advisory to the Missions represented 
and would have no independent authority,

, M

at a

a
in it,

great.
Yakobi,

This will enable me to
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of African priests at Likoina in Advent 1933. 
priests is so urgent that I think it is right for me to go home and 
see what I can do about it. 1 ought to arrive in Engiand about 
May 20; and I aip appointing Sunday, May 21, Rogation Sunday, 
to be observed throughout the diocese as a day of prayer and inter
cession, that priests may be ied to offer for work in the diocese, 
and that the stations which have no priest may be once more 
supplied. Our African congregations are very much alive to the 
serious condition in which we find ourselves j they know that they 
cannot receive the sacraments regularly, and that their sick cannot 
be visited. Therefore I feel sure that most of them will readily and 
heartily co-operate in such a day of prayer, 
opportunity of writing again about it later on.

Also our need of

I shall have an

•' ndi pa vikoko, Ambuye wabwino atipulurauche.
■ • ‘ ‘ nnftTrom evil beasts. Good Lord deliver us. ■

vellous and unconscious heroism. „ „
It is now two or three years 5";“ ‘he l^t big Hon ^re^^^0^

‘“Arthur village, a few miles

-ara ■
t,a; b.’iaJiaS.Si. b, ihf 11.. —1«

STATION NOTES
St. Michael's College.—The last year has been the best we have 

had so far, that is with our present staff, both from a communal and 
academic point of view. The great majority of the students had known 
no other chief than their present one, and there were no unfavourable 
comparisons with an older and of course better regime. The number 
in residence was sixty-six, but tli^ were allowed to return to work at 
the end of the first term, 
teachers, and of these all but one have a Government certificate.

VVe were fortunate in the Nyasoland examinations, gaining 
thirteen English Certificates out of an entry of twenty-one, and 
fifteen Vernacular Certificates out of an entry of sixteen. In Tangan
yika Territory only two students succeeded in gaining Vernacular 
Certificates, though a teacher gained the First Grade Certificate seven 
months after leaving College. As, however, Nyasaland certificates 
hold good for grant earning purposes in Songca district 
as bad os it sounds.

Forty-one have left us to become

this is not

Likwenu-—Here, throughout most of the* Archdeaconry, we have 
heard of many who had religious faith in “ Mchapi,” and it is very 
interesting to find a parallel in the Diocese of Zanzibar, written 
under the heading of ‘'Removing a Ban “ in the November 
number of Central Africa, Padre has been forced to place a very 
great number of folk behind the barrier, but the experiment has 
failed. The many hawkers of the medicine " Mchapi *’ are being 
severely dealt with. But they must have made an enormous 
number of pennies, enough to pay their hut taxes several times 

By taking but one dose we are sure to be immune from the 
witch-doctor and his practices and also immune from death. This 
proved a very great draw and fortunately for their sakes they 
soon disillusioned. coiiM get neav

•''=Zrs;iion.henier....ebabywi.ow^d^da„^
b,-,dly mauled, and went off with US mate carrying

over.

were

w.ns
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■' VIKOICO " A RAINY DAY IN A MISSIONARY’S 
•LIFEbetween them. As s<»n as the news was heard in the district the 

men came together with spears and axes, and by the light of rush 
torches tried to hunt the lions, but they only succeeded in finding 
some few remains of Alford Wyclif, which they brought back and 
reverently buried. God rest his soul, and reward him for the brave 
effort which cost him his life.

The woman was brought over to the hospital here, as soon as 
possible, but the wounds in her chest were too deep and had pcnc* 
trated the lungs. She was quite conscious, and clearly most grate
ful for the efforts made to save her, but passed away after being 
baptized on the following day, Mary Edith.—R.I.P.

I a.m Splosh 1 1 awake with rain on my face* Bother 1 the roof
is leaking in yet another place. .1 get up and spread my mackintosh 

the top of my mosquito net and move some books which are 
another leaking spot. The storm continues and Iover

perilously near
m^^'^Lou'd'^acSons outside from my houseboy, who has 

anived and is preparing to sweep the verandah. Later Inquiries 
elicit the fact that his remarks were caused on finding his broom 
half eaten by white ants and another lump of my mud verandah

arireand'make my way over to church, still raining and ev^-

KrneT^--"——
“ . . . ndi pa vikifico, Ambuye wabwino atipulumuche."
Again two days later the need for such a petition is brought home 
to us. Yesterday Cuthbert Msumba was busy here as a station 
workman, and later in the evening he decided to go fishing in the 
beautiful bay which lies below his hut at Mbungo.

True, there are always crocodiles and rumours of crocodiles on 
some part or other of the Lake shore, but daily food must be pro
vided for one’s family, so Cuthbert, with his brother and his young 
son started operations with n small seine net from the beach.

Night had fallen and the village generally was asleep, as they 
work, Cuthbert himself wading out with the net, stick in hand 

to keep the fish from jumping over the top, while the boy, Alford 
Cuthbert and his uncle, stood a little apart from each other on the 
shore drawing the net gently in, and then without a second’s warning 
the t^ragedy happened. A crocodile knocked Cuthbert over, bear
ing him silently down in the water, which, as he was standing, had 
reached to his armpits. Alford, realising what had happened as he 
saw the dim outline of the beast in the water where his father had 
been the previous second, threw himself into the Lake, and swimming 
toward the crocodile, he pummelled it with all his might, calling 
out to his uncle, who seemed petrified by the appalling tragedy.

The poor lad’s effort was In vain, the crocodile making out to 
deep water with Cuthbert in its clutches; his body has not been 
recovered.

May God give rest to his soul, and to his widow and children, 
the youngest of whom was only baptized last month, may He 
consolation and help in their great bereavement.

............... _ that the vestry root has leaked in a new place and
’“^The siL'aislerfn church me^undcrwater

After Mass comes breakfast, the ram having gotdamp and musty.
into the toast en route from the kitchen. nnd the

8.30 a.m. To hospital, to find the gutter ^blocked and the 
verandah (on which we do most treatments)
in-patients me dealt with and a few out-patients roll up from 'ho “•'wl, 
_ pound and neighbouring villagescoughs, colds, 
malaria; two very ill babies arrive, one Xrt
be much better at home by the fire instead of dripping on molher s 
Lk. I nsk about two pmients who are having 
and have not turned up. but arc told that the river has come dow

set to
com

y :
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A RAINY DAY IN A MISSIONARY'S LIFE
iiinrese of Zanzibar

in !iie nighi and ihey cannot possibly get 
pattents who should have come for treatment are prevented bv th 
saute caUM, but two stalwart fathers swim tlie river and come to h ' 
medicine for thctr restive infants; one has a very largesorera,^ 
by a snake bite and has been attending for some time abeaX!

ntinlllf T'f" “"<* ■"=>" arrives - his wife t

•l.e time to comein w™h her r" “’u
more convincing hut I know “"d look after her, this excuse is 
•n.e real trutli. c^iiL ^hm"’"’"T 
if she is going to recover sL “P "’'"‘‘s that
they would pifer her to do it at '1
but I suppo« none of us are rtLllyTgic^ '

cupboard to gedout a dre"'^*’’ 
respectable frock—keot for happen to glance at rav onecovered aU ovr;^°PLf"t°‘'!^dys ->"<1 special occasions,' it is 
[ife is too short ^d p^U
Further searcll revrak two '’°P“ f“r the best.

another thunderstorm^ uneventfully except for
pati™ts frt,m gX"trh«;iJ.“‘"^ which prevents^man/out.

mackiatiSes, Ihar*Jf dinner and eat in
not actuallv fain^ the ‘^"P® ^’’P"’ ‘he soaking thatch will

Put it July rains for five’months in the year I

Several otherover. SCHOOL SPORTS AT KOROGWE
all received invitations to attendihrsp“i^ ?ndra’’par‘ty, given by Miss Bliss' girls' school, here, to 

lake place the following day, December 14—so Wednesday morning 
TO turned up in force, abmt 9 a.m., to find, however, that we were

The"'schoolgirls were there already, having attended a special 
Mai at St. Michael's at 8 a.m.—the air was full of suggestions of 
good things to come. The girls had chosen shady spo^, to sit 
while waiting, and under the grass eves of the school itself the 
mothers had^ taken up their positions, along with their smaller

£s IS Kfis -
SnSlBly'"''ijS nV% td,fe hiul b^i,■'“a;rj„"“=cir"TiS5' *.1, *...
by the African clergy-Padre Benjamm and Padre Samuel, both of 
whom were deputed to say a fmv words in season.

Everybody having arrived, the sports began W'*'' ,

|iS£S
aUd blowing and splalhfng.^ The

Then tlfe smaller children

%“a:;i“’fo..owed, and .0 - ‘b-oloured 
cloths working their way through the intn P
was to remini one of rainbows and wtll-o - he-w,^^^^

aSb".! -
were beads to thread aftenvards, and Ha » . * ^ gj,Q at

and

a dance given

out
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SCHOOL SPORTS AT KOROGWE HOUSE OF BIRTH, MSALABANI

Then came leal,, , Jugs and jugs of it, with plenty of sugar—
nere were 72 schoolgirls to provide for, and about as many mothers. 

Mandazi, a kind of sticky dough-nut accompanied the tea—what a 
ime It was 1 and how hot we did get dishing out tea, tea and more 

tea; marvellous where it all went to I
We finished the remnants in a scramble for the girls, which was 

erf""l h everybody went home full of tea, and
The girls- school is run by Miss Bliss, with the help of four 

Atrican women leachers-the pupils now number 72-which is very 
good inde^ when you consider that the African woman is so very 
S The girls are taught reading, writing,
^lendfdly culture, etc., and are getting m

building for the bigger

-s -ra Jisvt-a-” ?r.
F ™ T IT"”;;' '•a''’'® ‘‘“y 'h® presenlation of a

may be remembered in the prayers of our friends at home.

There have been four cases of twins, of whom three sets are alive 
and well. Since the end of September an ante-natal clinic is held 
weekly in the new house built behind St. Elizabeth’s, and the ante
natal women are attended by the midwives as are also the babies 
under six months. From October to December there were 352 attend
ances at the baby clinic, and 329 at the ante-natal clinic.

On November ii the midwives were examined; six obtained a 
certificate Grade I, and seven, Grade II, These.certificates were pre
sented publicly by the Archdeacon of Magila on December 26 at a 
gathering of the friends of the House of Birth, and the successful 
candidates received a distinguishing uniform, a black overall and blue 
head-dress.

Two pupil midwives are preparing to be examined next.year; 
four women from Misozwe have offered for the work; they come in 
for a week at a time to Msalabani for training; and an ante-natal 
clinic has been opened at IVlisozwe, at which the midwives take duty 
in turn.

This report may well astonish readers of Central Africa, as it 
astonishes the Africans, who are only too accustomed to deaths from 
childbirth. The fame of the guild is spreading far and wide, and Its 
good work is transforming the lives of many whom it serves.!

C. S. P.

GIFTS FOR AFRICA
A NOTICE TO WORK PARTIES

As stated at the Exhibition of Work in London, it is absolutely 
necessary for the Mission to make drastic economies in the payments 
for freight and customs, and until further notice we would ask that 
only those things which are really necessary ^should be sent for 
Africa. It is not only the cost of freight, but the high customs duty 
which must be paid in Africa that necessitates a curtailment of all 
but essential gifts.

Under the heading of necessaries which we shall still be glad to 
send are the following:—

Vestments and Church Linen.
Garments, i.e., kanzus, kisibaus, jumpers and a few sheeties.
Quilts, both patchwork and knitted.
Hospital goods, such as bandages, overalls and old linen.
For schools; old tennis balls, snapeards and footballs. 

Fuller details may be had on application to the Office.
May we suggest that all work parties from now till Christmas 

should concentrate on making things whicli may be sojd in England 
to raise more funds for the Mission. Unless we can increase the 
Mission’s income this year, there will be fewer schools and hospitals 
in 1934 which gifts can be sent.

Diocese of Zanaibar

HOUSE OF BIRTH, MSALABANI
‘he geild of

‘he House of .Birth^ ve?y

own
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“ WITH ONE ACCORD ”
“WITH ONE ACCORD

reference.
and gel a general view in a few minutes, and this, in our busy days 
with so many calls upon our time, is a great recommendation. And 
so we say get “ With One Accord ” at once and read it.

You can look up any part of the Mission Field
This is a Unified Statement of the need of the Church overseas in the 

'933i ond is issued for the Missionary Council of the 
Church Asserpbly by the Press and Publications Board, Church 
House, Westminster, S.W.i, price one shilling.

This statement is based upon information supplied by the Over
seas Bishops and the recognized Missionary Societies and Agencies 
of the Church of England, together with an account of what the 
Church is asked to do in 1933.

The statement consists of eight Area Surveys, each containing 
statistical table showing the position in 1931 and another showing 
the amounts to be contributed in 1933. One of these areas especi
ally concerns us, that of Tropical Africa.

Each Area Survey contains a map, which gives a clear view of 
the area covered by the Survey and the Dioceses which exist in 
that particular area. The explanations of the work that is going 
on in that area and of the character of that work are both clear and 
brief, so that anyone interested in a particular area, or anyone wisli- 
ing to speak about it, will find subject matter for study or for 
communication in addresses ready for use,.

On the other hand, anyone who is deeply interested in the over
seas activities of the Church of England by studying the whole b 
will be able to gain a general view of all the missionary work 
of the Churcli of England presented in a clear, brief and definite 
manner, and he will be able to secure such a comprehensive view 
with no excessive expenditure of time or labour.

And anyone who possesses the book and attends a meeting in 
which a particular area is being dealt with, by reading what is 
said in “ With One Accord ’* about that particular area will bo 
able to know beforehand what are the general features of the work- 
in that particular area and will find the speeches specially interest
ing on that account. It is much to be hoped that all who ar. 
interested In Tropical Africa will buy this book and so see for 
themselves what the present state of affairs is in that area and how 
urgent is the call for renewed effort if there is to be restoration of 
work weakened by retrenchment; to say nothing of advance in 
order to seize golden opportunities and enter in through open doors 
while there is lime to do so. This can only be done by an increase 
of the numbers of givers and the aipount subscribed in the Church. 
An encouraging feature is the growth of self-support, and a stimulat
ing feature the statements that many of the workers abroad, Euro- 
p^n and Native, have willingly accepted the cuts in their stipends 
which the financial situation have made imperative.

But the reason why this book can be so gladly welcomed is this, 
that It IS a handy book, of no great size, containing the essential 
facts about the present situation. It should certainly find a place in 
every clergyman’s library and be on the stalls in Church and In 
parochial libraries. It

year

OUR 74TH anniversary
The usual arrangements have been made for our Anniversary on 
Tuesday, May 30 next. There will be Holy Communion at St. 
Matthew’s, Westminster, at 8.30, and High Mass at St, John’s, Red 
Lion Square, at 11, the preacher will be our President, Bishop Shaw.

We are glad to be able to have the Church House (instead of 
Hall as last year) for the Annual Meeting at 3 o’clock; 

the Rev. Dr. Archer-Houblon, the Chairman of the General Council 
will be in the Chair.

There Is no doubt that our friends find the Queen's Hall an 
ideal place for the Evening Meeting as is testified by the way in 
which the Hall has been filled each year.

We are to have our President in the Chair for the first time since 
he was appointed, and no doubt Bishop Shaw will gel a warm 
welcome.

The Bishop of Nyasaland will be the principal speaker, and it is 
hoped that Archdeacon Cox, of Nyasaland, the Rev. F. L. 
Sheppard, of Masasi, and others will speak.

Arrangements for reserved scats are the satpc as last year, viz:— 
Numbered and reserved seats in the Stalls and front rpws of the 
Grand Circle are one shilling each. It is hoped that many of our 
friends wll take these tickets as the proceeds are a considerable 
help towards paying for the heavy cost of the Hall, 
tickets for the Balcony (back rows). Arena and Orcliestra, may be 
obtained free of cost on applying to'fhe Secretary, and enclosing 
a stamped addressed envelope.

Omnibus parties will be catered for as usual, at a cost of is. fid. 
per person, including reserved seat and return fare; the minimum 
number required for an omnibus is 4fi persons.

a

the Caxton

00k,

Reserved

art*
i

HOME JOTTINGS
Tbe Miulon't Income.—The followinf; {* n comparlaon of the emounie contributed 

lt> the principal worklnf; fund* of the Miuion:

193.1 1032
r ■, Received 

durinf; Mar.
Fund I Received Total to

jduring Mar. March 81
Total to 
March SI

2.£ ££
1.315 6.818I.7f^ 6,«40I 193 7* 45732always be used as a book ofcan 1 389 577148 751

Grand TotnU 1.889 5,403 1,638 5,46398
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MOM I- lOTTINGS CENTRAL AFRICATte llUhop ot 2«ntlb«r wriits that in aiWitiim to those things allowed for tcboob 
in lus d!«ese mentioned in the February number of Central Africa, shcelies are needed 
lor ihcliirls' Boarding School at Kideleko. In future, therefore, the only gifts which 
may be sent at the Mission’s expense to icboolt In that diocese are klsibaus, knnius. 
jumpers, sheelies, quilts and old tennis balls.

A MONTHLY RECORD OF THE WORK OF THE 
UNIVERSITIES' MISSION TO CENTRAL AFRICA

ttmral AMu In Plclnre " hn. been welcomed 
the Mission; it is doubtful which nre most admir^—i 
or tlie splendid

ns one of the best productions of 
.he beautiful water-colour sketches 

photographs. It is an excellent example of the art of the modern 
nter.

Price ad.JUNE, 1933No. 606. LI.engraver and prin
.Many on buying a copy of “ Central Africa in Picture ” 

for their friends; this it good propaganda for the Mission.
• • *

A UardcB .Meetloi} of Companions, Associates, and Friends of the Community of the 
.Sncr«l Passion, will be held on Saturday, June 10. nt St. Cross. Duxhurst, from 3 to fl p.m

ITicre will be a small Sale. Tea will be provided.—R.S.V.P.
LonJon to Reigafe.-Frcquent trains from Victoria and London Bridge St.itions. 

w u half-hourly from Oxfonl Circus. HdgaU to Duxhurst.—Tunhndne
Wells bus (No. 24) from Reigate station at 16 minutes p.ist every hour.
^ a' 3-7. 1833. Conductor: Fr. Seiiding.
b.S.J.n, August 4^, 1033. Conductor; Rev. Dudlev Cl.nrk. Fee 21b. Apply to the 
Sister Superior. C.S.P.; St. Cross, Duxhurst. Rclgat.-: PPy ^ tn• • •

Monthly Requiem—There will be no monthly Requiem in May; but. ail being well,
we hope to have one on June 20. Wll friends of the Mission who llv; within reach 1' 
•nake a note of the day and time—Tuesday. June 20. at 8.30 n.m. It seems rather n 
Onl' stair. " practlc.MIy confine,! to memhers of the

have bought extra copies
CONTENTS
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ANNUAL REVIEW
Secretary, C.S.C., c/o the OfTico as soon as possible.

OF THE WORK OF THE UNIVERSITIES' 
MISSION TO CENTRAL AFRICA IN 1932

In such hard limes all the world over we could scarcely expect 
the Episcopal Reports lo be entirely free from expressions of 
anxiety as to the future. At the same time no one can read them 
without feeling that there are several grounds for hope and 

gement. There is the friendly attitude of Qpvernnicnt officials 
10, the Mission. Tiicre is the success of the candidates in the Govern-
___ e.xaminations for certificates as teaclicr.s. There is the growth of
the African ministry in some Dioceses and the ordination

There is the
development of work among the women and girls» a most 
encouraging feature. There is Bishop Lucas’ announcement of 
the abandonment of cliild marriages in part of his diocese and the 
application made by a chief who had been responsible for such 
marriages to receive Christian instruction for himself and his 
people, in response to the Bishop’s representations. There is the 
.sympathy expressed by African Chri.stians with their Bishop.s 

account of the financial stress and strain and their willing 
acceptance of *' cuts ” in their salaries. In one Report we read 
of leper patients cured and able to return to (heir hoipes. These 

some of the encouraging features in the Reports, and our 
readers will no doubt discover other signs of the “ hand of our

THE MISSION STAFF
Name D!oce«« Dxt^

encouraIrriroJj in fngianJ 
Rfv. C. H. I.rrke 
.Miss Irvine 
.Mi»» Briinwlen 
M!«« llanlcattle 
Rev. F. I.. Sheppnril 
N en. ArchiKicon Co.v 

Departures from England 
Mr. J. Franklin 
.Mi»s V. Fowell 
Ven. Archdeacon Smiili 
Rev. n. Higgin*
Mlu Ferguson 
Miss Rutter 
Miss Richardson

X. Khod^ias= Mnrch 20 
.'torch 29 
March 29 
March 29 
April 7 
April 10

ment

of the African Deacons In N. Rhodesia.
Mnsasi
.Nyas.i|.in(l

Nynsaland
Masasi
N. Rhodesia
N. Rhodesia
Nyasniand
Zanzibar
Masasi

April 20 
May 24 
May 25 
May 25 
May 25 
May 25 
May 25 on

Nw Membrn—Di9c«z« of Masasi. MUs Mary E. Richardson (nurse) trained at 
of'*DIsSi Nursing ^r^ngTiI'^dlstl iratninfr under Ihe Quern’s Institute

which gained her a^'posf at the R.AfF?"Deporas*Nur5ng”sil!er^S 
the f Welfare C«tre. Diocese of Nyasaland. Mr. John R. D. Franklin is to be 
assistant to the Diocesan Treasurer. Oiozfie of N. Rhodesia. We have pleasure in 
lW4*t"Toy^' Higgins, who served in the diocese from
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God resting a blessing 
. on the work of the Mission, 
so after reading the Reports 
we arc not depressed, far 
from it. We sec abundant 
reasons for thanksgiving 
and hope. But no one can 
read the Reports without 
realizing that they make n 

•y urgent appeal. They 
ke us feel that we must 

bestir ourselves and see if 
we cannot succeed in bring
ing about that ten per cent, 
increase in our subscrip
tions to the General Fund- 
We do not like to read 
about open doors being 
closed and golden oppor
tunities being lost for lack 
of funds and staff. Though 
most parishes at Home 
already have their com
mitments and generously 
subscribe to work Overseas, 
there are still some which 

irutt R»nt*r do little or nothing; and 
there are still

By the Bishoy of Zanzibar

The past year has been in many ways a very difficult one and there 
signs that the present one will be any easier.

European Staff.—^The European priests now number only twelve, 
as against eighteen which we had two years ago and ought to have 
to-day, in order to maintain the present work of the diocese and 
give efficient oversight to the African clergy on whoip we now so 
much depend. For over a year there hOs been no European jiriest 
in the whole of the Korogwe Archdeaconry, with its five parishes- 
all run by African clergy. The coast towns have been miserably 
understaffed while the Theological College at Hegongo has been 
calling for the help of a priest since 1926 in order to relieve Arch
deacon Mackay that he may attend to his Archdeaconry, and the 
call is all the more urgent at the moment as, 1 am sorry to say, the 
Archdeacon’s health has lately been none too good.

Fr. Woodward’s death has been a great loss, and coming only 
a year after that of Dr. Palmer, we are faced with gaps which it 
will be difficult to fill. Priests of their age and African axperience, 
count for more in Africa than can be put into words, and it is a 
great disappointment to me, that up to t|ii.s moment,' no priests of 
experience have been moved to offer themselves to take their places. 1 
It is, however, a happiness to think that Fr. Woodward was allowed 
to die in the country which he loved, and for which he gave his 
life, and that he was able to work almost up to the end. The last 
years of his life, shepherding the people of Mbweni, were very happy 
ones both to himself and to the parish, and he was just the man 
for this particular bit of work, which is by no means easy. He will, 
of course, be reipembercd with even greater gratitude at Msalabani 

the mainland, where he spent the greater part of his life in Africa, 
and it is there that we hope to make our special memorial of him. 
Msalabani has no permanent font, and ihi^ the Africans have 
decided to provide ns their offering in his memory, but owing to 
lack of space in the church, and the large congregations which more 
than fill it (there were nearly 800 communicants last Chrisltpas), it 
will necessitate the adding of a baptistry at the west end, and some 
plan of this sort was in Fr. Woodward’s mind while he was alive. 
This addition, as already announced In Central Africa, wiW, we 
hope, be provided by his European friends both.at home and in 
Africa, and, as the amount needed will only be about £7o> 1 have 

doubt that It will be forthcoming quite quickly, and I hope wc * 
mav be able to take the work in hand during the present year.

Canon Travers’ death has taken from us another, wliosc 
mcipory will be treasured both at home .and in Africa by the whole 
of the Mission for which he laboured so long and abundantly, and 
Z.anzibnr will certainly have a special devolion to his memory, 
inasmuch as he was a’ member of the Cathedral Chapter, and one 
of mv own Commissaries for whom I had a great affection.

are no! .
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(A Crtino Child) very many 
individuals who might be 

persuaded to become subscribers, by the inffucnce of their'personal 
friends. It is much to be hoped that the steps being taken in connexion 
with the "Unified Statement" will result in a large increase 
of Interest in the work of our Church Overseas and a fuller 
recognition by the members of the Church of the duty and obliga
tion resting on every citizen of the Kingdom of our Blessed Lord 
to do what they can to extend His Kingdom. He asks for 
\y0rkcr5 in His vineyard, 
enable old and new workers to carrv

on

He asks for the funds required to 
■ on the work in His vineyard.

Godfrev Dale. 
Editor
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It has been a great sorrow to us to say good-bye to Miss Abdy. 
Her record of service in Africa has been a very long one and her 
last work at Kiwanda Central School will. be remembered with 
spedal gratitude. All who know her cannot imagine any abate
ment of zeal and love for Africa, and she is sure to be a great 
asset and help to the work at home.

Miss McCarogher has been obliged to leave us after her first 
term, owing to ill-health. This has been a great disappointment, 
but we hope the doctors may be able to make her fit for the tropics.

As against all these losses we arc glad to welcome Dr. Nightin
gale, together with a teacher and two nurses, who will fill up the 
present gaps in the women’s staff’

Retrenchment has been the order of the day for the last twelve 
iponihs, owing to the reduction of the Diocesan income from home 
and the diminution of Education Grants from the Tanganyika 
Government. These latter were reduced lo per cent, last year, and 
we have to face a still further reduction at the same rate during the 
present year. All this reduction of income has necessitated a 
drastic curtailment of expenses, which has been sad and distressing. 
All wages of African clergy, teachers and servants have been cut 
.10 per cent.: some teachers have been dismissed, others have had 
to be pensioned off earlier than is customary, while several schools 
have been closed and the number of boys sent to Minaki to be 
trained as teachers has been considerably reduced, in view of the 
salaries required when certificated. All European stations have 
been required to reduce their running expenses, and travelling 
expenses for furlough have been reduced to the lowest possible 
point. This is a sad record, and it will, I know, be sad reading 
to our supporters at home, but they must know that a falling off 
in the General Fund in England is bound lo have sad and disastrous 
results in Africa. I know that some people at home are 
Mying tht^ now is the opportunity for the Church in Africa 
itself to greater self-support, and with this I entirely agree, but it 
must be remembered that the country has been visited by swarms 
of locusts, and that wages in Tanganyika have for many ceased to 
exist, owing to the bad times and in particular to the present state 
of the sisal iparket, which has necessitated the closing down of so 
many plantations, but %vith all this the Africans are doing whai 
they can and real sacrifices are being made. No one has a more 
difficult task in the Diocese at the moment than the Treasurers, who 
are responsible to me for its finances and the task of making both 
ends meet. For their labours and anxieties they have my profound 
gratitude.

Education was never more important in Africa than it is to-day, 
for it must of necessity largely influence the new civilization which 
is being built up, and however much Governments take on them
selves re.sponslbility in this matter, as they are doing to-day, the 
chief burden must rest on Missions, in order that it may be as

f *
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A PHOCESSJOM AT KtWANDA
fn bachSTOUtul)(nea cl

Christ-centred as posable, and the African may be enabled to reach 
the fullest development for which God has made him. In this 
matter 1 can sav that our institutions at Minaki, Kiungani, Ivawanda 
with its dependencies at Msalabani and Kideleko, and St, Annes 
Boarding School for girls in Zigualand are steadily advancing and 
doing excellent work, which has received good and encouraging 
reports from Government Inspectors, while the Christian atmosphere 
which means so much, together with respect for the best African 
traditions are producing the kind of character which .s bound to 
influence the future not only of the boys and girlsdhemselvcs, but 
the country in which they are going to liv^ At Minaki the htoll 
has been 'completed by advent of Mr. Durrant, and tlie new 
department for training African dispensers is going forward

Kiungani, the High School for boys in Zanzibar has produced 
for the Diocese its flrst two teachers, who gained their certificates 
at Minaki last year, while six more of its boys arc taking the 
College course. This should, in the future, prove^a great asSet 
towards helping on the work of Zanzibar Island, where it is diffi
cult for teachers from mainland liomcs to work. Kiwanda Cen ral 
School has trained some excellent second-grade teachers, and has 
lately been improved bv the building of some new classrooms,

to exert
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whidi will increase the accommodation of the school, so lone needed 
A point of special interest at Kiwanda is the development of a 
planlauon of Hydnocarptis shrubs, the nuts of which produce the 
oil used for deahne with leprosy. These will, we hope!^ soon hem

r‘i work, butshould also find a market outside. While speaking of leprosy
which our doctors and nurses are coming into contact with'^more 
and more every year, we have in mind a possible scheme for pro
viding a school for leper children, which might, we are told Im^ 

disease in the country. Sir Leonard 
Rogers has rapres^ his approval of the scheme and promised such 
help m thc_Brmsh Empire Leprosy Relief Association might be able 
to aflord, but in these difficult times it is impossible to think of
wZi'h'"® ° however much it may L
wanted, as we have no funds, but it is well to have it in view^ 
let It he known, so that it may win the interest of the many who have
^yuTsehTl -n'- M“'obani and the
Zigua School are .still continuing to send good material to Minaki
and arc ^ing the fruits of their labours in their boys returning

of MirBHdgS Le’e. "“'P
Ihe'^SS^irf This bit of the diocese is
wVDar-es-Salaam. in which Minaki College stands and which finollv connects with the Rnfm’ ana

Ssi but foi'ihZ ,^^ divides the two dioceses of Zanzibar and 
we^n only rlr ^ “"’"’S shortness of staff and funds

f: itKAtcX. s
teachers Some shnrf'l-^^ staffed with missionary-hearted

“ Mtu wa Din! ” me '’’sded the place was an

- --
for starting a Mission I™

lo him the very tree under which the interview took place between 
the Bishop and the village chief. This interesting Ut of post 
history surely calls us to-day to be up and doing, but in addition 
to this, there is at the moment a quite keen interest, both in the College 
and among some of the past students that the work in the country 
should be developed, and we have already a waiting list of students 
and teachers who are asking to be allowed to work amongst the 
Zaramo and neighbouring tribes as soon as there is an oppor
tunity to place them. Tliis is remarkable, and a real sign of grace, 
because Africans, and especially their womenfolk, do not like to live 
or work far away from tlieir own people, but here we have deliber
ate offers to do so for the sake of extending the Kingdom of God.
All this is encouraging, and deserving of many prayers that this new 
beginning of expansion may be prospered and meet with the 
response of many conversions, for all tlie people of the country are 
nominally Moslems.

Medical Work of African Women.—It is always cheering to be 
able to report anything concerning the advance of African women, 
because tliey are so much more backward than the men, and have

more evil traditions and customs to break with. Infant ^

J
and : »

SO many
mortality in Africa is very serious, and much of it is due to ignor
ance and evil custorps, with which the whole country is saturated. 
At Msalahani the Sisters have for some considerable time been 
training suitable Christian women In midwifery and maternity work,

I r
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and last year, after a due and searching medical examination, thirteen 
of these gained Ceniiicates for proficiency, being graded in two 
cla^s. These women are being sent out in pairs under the super
vision of tlie Sisters to deal witli maternity cases and it is good 
news to hear that they have proved themselves not only efficient 
but, wliai is also important, acceptable to the people and their house
holds where they have been sent. This new bit of work contributed 
by women must prove to be an asset, not only to the cause of 
Christianity, but also the country at large.

Dar-cs-SaUam ChorcH and Clergy House.—We are under agree
ment to relinquish our present buildings and restore them to their 
rightful owners not later than the end of the current year. The 
sum required for the clergy house and as much of the church, as 
must of necessity be built to meet present requirements, is ;^io,ooo, 
and up to the moipent of writing, after paying a considerable sum 
for the site, we have raised over ;^7,ooo, which has been contri
buted by Africans and Europeans both in Africa and at home, 
without touching the diocesan income, which of course cannot con
tribute any help. The African and European congregations 
throughout the whole diocese have contributed liberally, the 
Africans themselves having given already considerably over ^^200. 
I am most grateful to all at home who have tnade donations, above 
and beyond their anuual support to the Mission, especially during 
•my recent furlough. Wc still, however, have to face the task of 
raising the last ;^3,ooo, and if possible before the end of the year, 
and lam sure all will do what they can. I am told that the house 
will be finished before this report gets into print and I hope the 
Governor of Tanganyika will lay the foundation stone of the 
church as s^n as it is possible. It Is most unfortunate that this 
great task should have coincided with the present financial crisis, 
but as things have turned out it could not be othenvise, and I feel 
wc must be thankful for what has so far been accomplished and the 
sacrifices which have made it possible.

The African Staff.—Early in Lent of this year I am hoping to 
ordain five Africans to the Diaconale. They have had a longer 
time of preparation than usual owing to my absence from the 

■ diocese. When this is an accomplished fact, there nre nftinrc

By the Bishop of Masasi

Staff.—This Report shall begin by welcoming 
—iwo priests and two ladies. The priests are 1* 
has returned to the diocese after a period of work in England, and 
Fr. Macbeth who comes to us from Swindon’s famous parish. 
The Indies are Miss Pearson, whose arrival we prophesied confi
dently in last year’s report, and Mrs. French who responded to 
appeal that someone should come and carry on Miss Harrison’s 
strenuous work in the Office during her furlough. Alas! w.e have 
to part with Fr, Hose, whose going is a great loss to us. We 
thank him most heartily for his five years of valuable and heavy, 
work. Mr. Warran also leaves us, not to return; he drove the lorry 
well, and we shall miss him not for this only.

On the ladies’ side we have lost Dr. Clatworthy, Miss CUfte 
and Miss Sharp. Health has been the trouble in each case. 
Were it at all possible, Dr. Clatworthy would certainly be still 
with us to our immense advantage, but the best medical advice left 
no loophole at all. Miss Sharp joined us as a nurse in 1928 and 
we looked forward to her reqiaining for many years, but after her 
return from furlough, it quickly became evident that licr health 
would make it almost impossible for her to continue her work. 
Miss Cllfte came as a teacher, but had to return to England for 
health reasons before she had completed one whole year.

In the year 1932, as a whole, twenty-four members of the staff 
did the journey to or from England, and in the case of seven of 
ihem both to and from England. But furloughs are necessary to 
health, living as we live, and working as wc try to work. Possibly 
if a time came when the staff was better proportioned to the work.

might manage to remain longer without furlough, at any 
rate on the more healthy stations.

Finance.—The daughter of the horse-leech cried " More, More, 
and it is not without considerable apprehension that I mention the 

become convicted of npgging. Rather than

our new workers 
I'r. Rawnsley wlio

Jour

i
: I

r

I
some

word finance, lest
that please omit this section altogether.

By mobilizing every available penny and selling our 
remaining ewe-lamb investment, relic of the more spacious days 
of yore, we balanced our budget, despite the fact that expenditure 
exceeded income most alarmingly.

But nothing whatever remains now to fall back upon-expcndi- 
lure, continued even on llie reduced scale in force all iMt 
brine us to bankruptcy before the end of ig33; Tlie voluntary 
offerings of the whole staff, European and African, clergy and . 
leachcrs. assisted us considerably, but when we studied our 
bnlance-sheet for 193= 've had no alternative but to d«ree a com- 
Dulsorv cut of to per cent, in all African wages, as well as in 
fhose -few remaining cases of European expenditure, _^no. dready

onelal owing to my absence from the 
. . . “ecomplished fact, there are others
desirous of trying their vocations. All this is a ipatter of deep 
thankfulness and a real step in building up the African Church. 
It_docs not, however, lessen, but rather accentuates what I have 
said previously as to the urgent need for more priests from England, 
o. =— .0 to take up posts which at present the Africans

not ready for, and to help in the oversight which a young 
African ministry must necessarily have. We must hope and pray 
that one of the results of the Centenary Celebrations of the Oxford 
Movement mil be the enlarging of the Vision of the Church at 
home and the creating of a listening heart " in those whom God 
wouid call to His Service in Africa.

as soon as
arc

^OThomas Zanzibar voluntarily reduced by lo per cent. or more
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This cut has been taken really magnificently. 1 cannot be too 
grateful for the spirit of the whole staff. In one district the church
wardens came to their padre and said, ** We come on behalf of the 
Christians in this parish to ask you to cut lo per cent, off every 
payment you make here for purchase of food or porterage or anv- 
thing else, that we too may try to help.”

Work in the Districts.—A steady healthy 
fully recorded of almost every part of the di 
work *s still an uphill toil on account of Mosleip opposition, pro
gress is nevertheless being made and one day we shall reach the 
top of the upward slope and receive the reward of our climbing.

Down on the Ruvuma in the Tunduru country 1 had to 
plain to the Makua chief, on ipy 'visit there in November, that 
child marriage was smashing the school and that he had given 
husbands to his own daughter, grandchildren and nieces, while thev 
were still far too young. We are great friends, he it is who in 
1939 wished to give me a steak from a dead animal he had found 
in a field some three weeks previously. I asked him whether this 
outbreak of child-marriage meant that he would really prefer us 
to close our work and withdraw from his village, though I told 
him that I should be most sad to do this. Finally I begged him 
to think it over for a month and then let ipe know, 
answer was given to Canon Kolumba in the Octave of Christmas. 
” I have thought over what the Bishop said and I know that he is 
right, and these child marriages should not go on, so my assistant 
chief and I have decided that the certain way of stopping it all 
will be to become Christians ourselves, so we are now being 
taught as hearers, so that all our ways may be Christian.” Deo 
gmtias.

The number of our villap churches has doubled in a period 
of six years—all of them built by the Christians themselves with
out any payment. This is a ground for definite thanksgiving. 
And turning back to the reports of ten years ago I was astounded 
to find that the number of our Christians has since 1922 trebled 
itself. 1 am inclined to think that after the difficult years of 
initiating new work, when a certain point of progress has been 
reached, the momentum of progress increases year by year, that 
Is if my dimmed recollections of algebra serve me, the progression 
becoipes geometrical instead of arithmetical. Pondering on this 
I wonder what another ten years of work may not accomplish, 
granted the good hand of our God upon us, our work, our alms, 
and our prayers.

The TheoWl^ College.—The great events of the yea....... ...........
the making of seven deacons on October ii. and the choice of four 
teachers to read for the diaconate, ready for Ordination in 1934, 
if God so will. We admit our candidates to the minor orders of 
reader and sub-deacon, while in residence at the Theological 
College (unle^ they should happen to have been made readers

previously), and in June 1932 Canon Kolumba took a one-day 
Retreat for the seven candidates, and on the following morning
I made them sub-deacons.

Their ordination to the diaconate took place in the cathedra! 
and was proceeded by a three-day Retreat there. All through the 
night before the Ordination a watch of prayer for the candidates 

kept by those already in Holy Orders. The deacon Emilius 
Mchauru is the first of the Makonde tribe to be admitted to the 
Sacrament of Holy Order.

Padre Thorne and I ask your prayers for these new deacons, 
as well as for those now trying their vocation at St. Cyprian’s 
College. We hope after the making of deacons in 1934 to begin, 
the preparation for Ordination of priests.

Educational Work.—The Bishop of Zanzibar begged our help 
for the College at Minaki that someone from this diocese would 
take charge and enable Padre Gibbons to go home on an already 
overdue furlough. To give up Father Sheppard was plainly the 
only way of making a perfect response to the Bishop of Zanabar’s 
appeal, and 50 with a great sense of the ipagnitude of our bfier- 
Ing, Chidya sacrificed him to Minald, and Fr. George Tibbatts, 
O.G.S., moved from Namagono to Chidya to reign in his stead. 
Educationally at Chidya the return of Miss V, Taylor in May, 
renewed in health and vigour, was the great event of the year and 
the last hour of her journey to the school assumed the proportions ( 
of a royal progress.

’ growth can be thank- 
iocese. And where the Jwas
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Fr. George has separated tlie Upper School and Training 
College from the Lower School and each is now a separate entity. 
Also the boys have begun to do thdr own cooking, an innovation 
which has incidentally reduced expense, A new Lower School dining 
hall and kitchen had to be built as a necessary part of this separa
tion of the Upper and Lower Schools and* two most attractive 
buildings in sun-dried brick have been put up at a very moderate 
cost. If raiding from a jealous Upper school could remove these 
two buildings to their own side, the security of their tenure would 
not be worth one day’s purchase. But I am also sure that a notice 
would then be put up “ Dining-hall and kitchen to be returned 
undamaged by .sunset to-day,” signed G. K. T., and sunset would 
without question see them safely back.

The Government Grant-in-Aid for our educational work was 
reduced last year to per cent., and this year is to be reduced a 
further lo per cent., making 19 per cent, in all. We have had to 
reduce our numbers at Chidyn, and what is perhaps more serious 
for the future welfare of the diocese we are unable to raise the 
numbers at our Girls’ boarding school at Kwitonji. And yet I 
arp convinced that hardly anything is so important at this stage ns 
the training of really Christian wives and mothers and leaders for 
the village women. The dangerous condition of the girls’ 
dormitory made it necessary to build anew and now instead of 
one large dormitory for the 30 girls, we have put up 4 small 
houses to hold 8 girls each, that the care of them may be a better 
training for the care of their future homes.

Another grave loss to the diocese comes from the reduction of 
our lady teachers from eight to six. Financially it cannot be 
helped, but it means that numbers of the village schools cannot 
now be visited and their value is therefore appreciably lower. A 
village school visited regularly by a skilled teacher to* advise and 
encourage and keep things up to their right level raises the value 
of the school 50 per cent.

The converse of this is also true, as we cannot but experience 
increasingly. ‘ Miss East, on her return from furlough in November 
was sent to strengthen the staff at Chidya. Besides all her work 
in the Training College she is also visiting village schools wdthin 
reach, and indeed out of reach, with untiring energy, and giving 
them all the help she can, but six cannot do the work of eight, 
try as they

Medico]

lU/lt reJihenrh4,to]
Ti'jciikk John Mitamib as-i> family

have warned us that they will have to reduce their grants for the 
feeding of the lepers in'our leper camps. What exactly this will 
mean we have not yet heard, but it will be very sad if our leper 1 
camps at Lulindi and Saldi Maiimbo have to be given up, and 
the lepers returned to their villages. The Sisters would not wish 
me to write all 1 think about them. I cannot imagine what would 
happen if we had not ihclr help, not merely because of their 
medical work and their educational work, but because of what, they 
are. But I th.^nk God with all my heart for therp.

We have liad one visitor this year. Miss Ferguson from the 
diocese of Nyasaland. She works at Liuli, and wc hope that she 
will travel back to her work there at the end of her furlough, via 
.Masasi, putting in as long a stay as possibhPwIth us on her way.

Wc are hoping to improve the breed of fowls for the table, 
and the size of their eggs, by importing two Rhode Island Reds 
and carrying out advice 1 received most gratefully at the Scott 
Agricultural Laboratory and Small Holdings experimental station 
outside Nairobi. , ,

The year 1933 in which I write is the centenary year of the 
Oxford Movement, this will be celebrated in high festival that wdl 
long be remembered tlirough the length and breadth of England.

This year, 1933, is most probably the nineteenth centenary of 
the Passion and Death of our Lord Jesus Christ.

I wonder by what the African Church in Ea.st Central Africa 
will remember the year 1933.

win.
Work.—I have referred to the loss of Dr. Joan Clat- 

worthy. Dr. Taylor now has the whole diocese depending on her 
again as our only' doctor. Her car enables her to cover distances 
with a minimum loss of tirpe, and happily she enjoys driving It. 
But it is a very heavy task for one doctor by herself. She has at 
the moment just come back from furlough (January 1933), but I 
would ask for your prayers that her renewed health may be main
tained in .spile of the weight of her burden. The Go

^'Vincent Masasi
vernment
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tiring themselves out, and not to be able to relieve them. , (2) The 
European staffs of ladies and laymen at several of our stations 
have had to remain for considerable periods without the reB:ular 
ministrations of a priest. The work is sufHciently difficult for 
them even when they can have the sacraments regularly; to be with
out the chance of receiving Holy Communion except at spasmodic 
intervals is not good for themselves or for their work. And I 
would add that it is not all good for a priest to have few opportuni
ties of seeing a brother priest.

Then with regard to our African congregations, not only have 
they been without regular pastoral care in many districts, but in 
sorpe parts of the diocese, at any rate, they have begun to give voice 
to their consciousness of neglect. “ Why are we not being looked 
after as well as we were formerly ?” “ Why are our sick not being 
visited?” Such questions have been put to me as Bishop, and 
they are in a sense quite justified. But these questions hurl, when 
one knows that the clergy are doing all that under the drcum* 
stances it is possible for them to do. I can only assure our 
Christians that this is so, and that until we have more priests in 
the dioce.se they must be patient and faithful.

Writing at the New Year I think the clouds are beginning to 
lift. I am most thankful that one new priest has offered to come out 
in the immediate future, and that another hopes to come in the 
latter part of the year. But taking into account the number of 
Christians for which this diocese is responsible, let alone the 
opportunities for extension, we need at least four more new Euro
pean priests in 1933, if the work is to be put on anything like a 
sound footing. By the lime this Report is published I hope to be 
on my way to England, to do what I can to find more helpers.

n. The Staff.—We have been delighted to welcome back to the 
diocese, if only for twelve months, the Reverend E. P. Walker. It 
was generous of him to oiTer to come and help us. He settled down 
to work at once, as if he had never left Africa, rpttnaging to visit 
all the out-stations in Mponda’s parish during the three weeks in 
which he was waiting for the steamer. Now ,hc is at Likoma, but 
I am asking him to go up to Uuli at the beginning of Fcbruwy 
to help Archdeacon George, as both Padre Benson and Padre 
Nicholson will be leaving on furlough. Archdeacon Cox is also 
due for leave in March. This involves taking Padre Davies from 
Ukoma to act as priesl-inK^harge of Msumba and of that Arch
deaconry. I hope that Canon Winspear will be back in February, 
and that the new priest, Mr. Lean, will also be at Likoma before 

It has been a disappointment that Canon Winspear s 
return has been delayed for medical reasons. He will have a great . 
welcome when he does reach Likoma.

On the Lav StafT^the diocese is sustaining ^
. retirement of Miss Mcdd, after thirty ywrs’ service in the Mission.

By the Bishop of Nyasaland

I WISH to preface this report by saying how delighted we have 
been, as a diocese, to welcome our new Governor, Sir Hubert 
Winthrop Young, in Nyasaland. In the short time that has elapsed 
since their arrival in the Protectorate, both the Governor and Lady 
Young have already shown how keen they are to take an active 
Interwt in what is being done for religion both in the Townships, 
and in the work of the Missions in the country. We wish them 
every happiness in their life in Nyasaland.

1. The Shoatioo.—^The situation in the diocese during the 
greater pan of 1932 may be summed up in the expression “ hang
ing on." Our already diminished staff of clergy has been still 
further decreas^. In the early part of the year it was finally 
decided that Canon Wilson must not return. That was followed 
by the resignation of Padre Taggart;
Harvey also resigned. Moreover from E 
without three of the Archdeacons and Canon Winspear. Conse
quently a very heavy burden of work and responsibility has rested 
on the clergy who were left in Africa. That we have managed 
10 " hang on " is due to the courage and loyalty with which they 
have shouldered the burden.

But such a state of things must not occur again if it can 
l^^ibly be avoided. I do not want to harp too long on the theme 
" shortness of staff." All who are interested in the diocese know 
by this time that the situation is serious, and they are, I feel sure, 
doing all they can both by prayer and in other ways to help us.

But it is right to emphasize the effect of the present difficulties 
both on the European staff and on the African Christians.

With regard to the European staff (i) some of the clergv have 
certainly been overworked. I am writing this at Likwenu,'where 
the priest-ln-charge has been responsible since Easter for both 
Ukwenu and Mponda’s parishes, and for the past two months for 
Matope parish also. Mponda’s is sixty miles from Ukwenu, and 
Matope twenty miles in the opposite direction. There has been 
no other priest or deacon in these parishes to help him. I was 
able to be at Matope myself for Christmas, where there were four 
hundred communicants on Christmas Dav. and these only from 
the nearer villages. The rest have had tci wait a month for their 
t.hnstmas Cornmunion. This gave me a taste of the work which 
a single priest has to do in this diocese with no deacon to help him. 
and With such a parish added to two others no wonder the priest 
has felt the strain. These parishes are among the smallest in the 
diocese and the wear and tear is felt equally in other places. 
At l.iuh, in the absence of the Archdeacon, two comparatively 
voung priests have had to deal with seven thousand communicant's 
brides Mtwhumens. Both of them are about at the end of their 
tether. It is a very real anxletv for

and in November Padre 
aster till Advent we were

Easter.

a serious loss in the
to see the clergy obviouslyme
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For cogent family reasons she feels that it would not be right to 
return to Africa, but I know that she is almost as sorry to leave the 
diocrae as we are to lose her. For many years she has been do
ing tnvaluable work for the education of our women and girls and 
'he high standard which has been reached by many of our African 
r U '““'hers, and which has deservedly won the commendation 

of the Government Education Department, is the fruit of her wise 
methock and unsparing work. But it is not only for her education 
work that she will be missed. The women and girls on Likoma 
island and on the mainland opposite in Portuguese East Africa are 
losing one whom they regard as a real mother to them, wise and 
sympathetic, and possessing an intimate knowledge of African 
Village life, ,y

In addition to Miss Medd the diocese has lost other valuable 
workers. Besides the priests whom I have already mentioned. Miss 
G, Young, Miss Wilkes, Miss Daniell, and Mr. Fisher have all 
resigned. Mr. Fisher is hoping to be prepared for ordination 
and to come out again Inter. To set over against these losses, our 
staff of laymen has been considerably increased during 1032 We 
have secured a builder in Mr. Neave, and a carpenter in Mr. Chittv 
I hey are working respectively at Msumba and Milo. Mr. Coulson 

IS .n charge of the Printing Office at Likoma in place of Mr. 
bharp, who has relumed to his work on the " C. M." Mr 
AtKins hM ollercd for two years to teach at St. Michael's College, 
?n nw coming out to help in the Office at Mpondt's

5. S - Si- ri;r%sw ,r.;srp.K.
thc°DrosD£^^f"‘ Ferguson’s furlough at Liuli. With
uursfnTS.®^ 'o the teaching and
rem „rt'ou^fhod^Vetrprir.’''
and’I-il«>ma.-Witli Arclldeacon Glossop 
venr “'"“y greater part of the
if^nn P i ■}“ been carried on with some difficulty.
Sir.^har..e“'';“T-^® 'he responsibility of acting as

® t. Chizumulu Islands, and als5 as
addhiorto ihi P'"™ ">« Archdeacon. In

Augusiine P"“' ^nee Canonmmmrnrn
enabling onS m ithw of ti," 'h" Cathedral services,

k;t.

European staffs of the Archdeaconries of Likoma and Msumba in 
July, and by another for all the African priests and deacons of the . 
diocese at St. Andrew’s College in August, 
pleasure of a visit from Mr, Lacey, the Director of Education in 
Nyasaland, and Mrs. Lacey, in August,

The work in Kota Kota district has gone steadily forward, 
(hough both the educational and the ipedical departments have liad 
to be carried on with insufBcient staff. Miss Egan went on furlough 
in the autumn, and 1 have been unable to provide a second nurse 
in her place. And Miss Read has had no one to help her in the 
schools. There should certainly be two nurses and two teachers 
there, but at present I see little chance of supplying the need, 
especially as Miss Read is herself due for furlough in the summer.

With some difficulty I persuaded Padre Munby to lake a short 
holiday in November, the first he had had for some years. But 1 
fancy it was not much of a holiday, as he got no further than Salis
bury and Buluwayo, and spent a good deal of it in looking up Nyasa 
boys who arc working down south, and giving them services, 
Very valuable work, but not what most of us would .term a rest. 
During hts absence Padre Hill kindly spent part of the College 
holidays at Kota Kola helping Padre Lawrence Chisui.

Tv. The Archdeaconry of ^umba.—The new station at Msumba 
was completed by the end of 1931, and I was able to bless the new

We also had the

women

I'llK NKW (lllItHai AT Msuura
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church in January, 1932. It is dedicated to St. Bartholomew. It 
was fortunate that the building of the new station was not delayed. 
Owing to the continuous rising of the lake some of the old build
ings are now washed by the water, and in a quite uninhabitable 
condition. The new site is on rising ground a mile and a half from 
the iake, and one gets a good view of it as one comes on the 

A decent road has been made from the shore to the 
station, and now that Archdeacon Cox has a box-body Ford there 
is no difficulty in the transport of stores froip the steamer. Some 
doubt was felt as to the effect which the removal of the station 
inland might have on church attendance. As it has turned out 
the effect has been good. The average congregation has grown, 
and the church, large though it is, is none loo big. Tbe Euro
pean staff at Msumba has been increased by the addition of an 
expert builder, Mr. Neave. This is a very, real advantage, as it 
not only enables a development of the industrial side at the central 
school, but also makes it much easier for the Archdeacon to leave 
the station.

I spent a month in P.E.A., in the early part of the year, and 
managed to do a circular tour with the Archdeacon to Un'angu and 
Mionya. At Unangu Padre Gilbert Mpalila, now getting an old 
man, carries on under considerable difficulties. In his district many 
of the villages have been moved, and consequently pastoral work h.n's 
been unsettled, and the number of Christians and catechumens is 
small. With the help of his car the Archdeacon will now be able 
to pay more frequent visits there, and I am in hopes that the 
work will develop. Unangu is one of the oldest stations in the 
dioc^. and was the scene of Bishop Mine’s earliest work. The 
conditions there are probably more difficult now than in the old 
days and Unangu needs the prayers of our friends.

Mionya as it is now is a pathetic place from the Mission point 
of view. Since the death of Archdeacon Eyre in 1928 it has been 
irapoffiible to place a resident priest there, and it is now worked 
from Msuipba. Chving to its close proximity to the seat of Govern
ment in the district, I do not think it would do to put in an African 
{Wdre, even if there was one available. But I should very much 
like to find n European padre of some standing, who would be 

«> go there and build up again the work to which Arch-
bS ?t P'o"’
Ihe ^ bondings unoccupied;
ffie^ple ^ttered without a shepherd. " When are we going

'O' of the few
m Miln^n ^r.“" Archdeacon will be able to gel
r^idem 'b“‘ be has means of transport, buf a
m“l^ fmm If “ '■“‘’Uired. It is nearly a hundred

‘0,‘be wet season the road is bad. At 
d S T •“ ‘be Govemador of thedistrict. He was most land, and provided free motor transport for

US and our loads back to Msumba, thus saving us a five days' 
tramp home. He also took us to see the site of the new capital of 
the district which is being built some sixteen miles from Mtonya.

Archdeacon Cox is due for furlough this year, and Padre 
Davies will have to be in charge at Msuipba. This will involve 
the necessity of once again trying to work Padre Davies' 
district of Coboe from Likoma. This district comprises Ngoo and 
all the villages north from there to the Tanganyika border. The 
diocese urgently needs another priest in addition to Padre Davies, 
who would be willing to learn Portuguese and come out definitely 
for work in P.E.A. Padre Davies’ knowledge of the language has 
proved invaluable, but if our work in the Territory is to prosper ' 
another priest sufficiently at home in Portuguese is required, who 
would be available for work either in the Msumba or the CoBoe 
district, and who could take Padre Davies’ work when the latter 
goes on furlough.

It is a great satisfaction that we have now three lady teachers 
properly qualified in Portuguese, Miss Healing, Miss Seddon, and 
Miss Thomas. To these will soon be added a fourth, Miss R. 
Shaw, who has also passed the two examinations al Coimbra, and 
who should be out in a few months. This marks a definite advance 
in the work of the diocese in P.E.A. I am also glad to report 
that an African teacher, James Likwambe, who went to Lorenzo 
Marques in 1931 has passed the first Portuguese Examination. He 
is now back at Msumba, and sliould be able to give valuable help.

V. The Archdeaconry of Nyasa.—In the absence of Archdeacon 
George on furlough Padre Hicks has been temporarily responsible 
for the Archdeaconry. The staff of clergy during the year has con
sisted of Padres Benson and Nicholson at Liuli, assisted by two 
deacons, John Bai and Jameson Mwenda; Padres Hicks and 
Bcnaiali Mbiza at Manda; and Padre Dickson, assisted by the 
deacon Crispo Machili at Milo. The three deacons have now 
returned to St. Andrew's College to be prepared for the priest
hood. This will add to the difficulties of the Archdeaconry during 
1933. but if all goes well, and they return as priests next Christmas, 
this icniporary withdrawal of their help will be;wcll worth while.

I was only able to pay one short visit of a month to this part 
of the diocese in 1932, spending a few days in each of the three 
parishes, and conducting Retreats at Liuli and Milo. I also held 
sixteen confirmations in the Archdeaconry.

In Liuli district a large percentage of the people are now 
Christians, and the important work will be one of consolidation. 
There are thirty-eight churches in this parish, each of them with 
a considerable number of communicants. It is clear that two 
priests cannot deal adequately with such a work. What is needed, 
and what I hope we may look forward to, is the formation of a 
number of parishes, each consisting of three or four villages, and 
c.'icJi with an African prie.st in charge, leaving the Archdeaa)n free

own
steamer.

and
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to supervise the whole. But we must not hurry: and for several 
years to come the work in this very extensive district will have to 
depend chiefly on European priests. We ought to have at least 
two more in Liuli parish alone. At present many of the Christians 
cannot make their - Christmas or Easter Communions till the 
Festival is long past.

What is true of Liuli is also true in almost equal degree of 
Manda and Milo. In the whole of the Archdeaconry there is 
scarcely any Muhamipadanism to contend with, and the people are 
earger to accept Christianity. Witness the very large number of 
hearers and catechumens at Milo, i,8oo hearers, and 1,300 cate- i 
chumens. The work is full of encouragement in this respect, and 
one longs all the more to be able to provide adequate staffs in 
each parish.

At Manda I was glad to find that the new church of St. Thomas 
had been completed. This church is the gift of an individual, and 
the diocise is most grateful. I have not yet been able to place a 
nurse and teacher here. I had hoped that it would be possible to 
do so ly now, but the exigencies of furlough always come in the 

. At present the medical work depends on an African dis- 
penMr, and occasional and very welcome visits from the nurse at 
Liuh, while the educational work has no real chance of develonintr 
without a resident teacher. With an additional nurse and teacher 
in the diocrae a European staff at Manda could and would be ! 
arranged. The special need is for a teacher.

On my ^k from Manda to Milo I was accompanied by Padre 
Milo was a great day. There 

was a big confirmation on the Saturday, and the church was packed 
o overflowmg on the Sunday. It was the first time that Milo had

""as the celebrant, with 
^ 'he Reader Samuel Likivambe act-

Mdo we mTh On our way down from
star„„?ef m'u" of the out-ennr™ ^ Mando [Urish, taking six davs on the journey. We met
jouTey "'‘■'y “P’ “"el "■« eelurn

ihn??h„ ""i' ^‘•“conry of the Shite.-It is in this Archdeaconry 
five ^ • I, ” P"?'® "’“t acutely. Of the

Tif™ T Mponda-s, Malindi, and Malope.
Tht^ are all one-priest stations with European staffs. Padre

a, a m T'fi“^'^a 'h' “iocese after an interval of sol
ch^Se of M^all- ■ “"‘"y “ P"“‘-‘"-
heirirntnJ f’",''""*' Taggart, who resigned at the
opSirtinhiK fn® het* ''eev few
fe^rohnned^o eli, "'."''v Xfifortunate that I
on “f " P^-rish directly he cameout. .md one involving much “ ulendo " work right up to the

A Manua Outsciiool (Lokic.vauiu) ,
way

boundary between Nyasaland and P.E.A., but there was no altern
ative, unless Malindi as well as Mponda’s was to be left without a 
padre. But it is obvious that I cannot ask him to continue in 
charge indefinitely. He must have more time for his medical 
practice. I am hoping to be able to arrange for this when the 
1933 furloughs arc over, though it will mean taking a priest from 
another district.

Mponda’s has been without a priest for nine months. 
European staff has carried on valiantly, and 1 would add a word of 
praise for the Reader Ernest Lundu, on whom a good deal of 
responsibility has fallen. He has done extremely well. ■ Padre 
Luxford has come from Likwenu every now and then to give com
munion, and Padres Trefusis, Harvey and Hand, have also paid 
occasional visits. Now I am glad to say that Archdeacon Victor 
has returned and will make Mponda's his headquarters. Mr. 
Sargent has also been on furlough, and Miss Daniell left in 
September, and I am sorry to say is not returning. Since her 
departure Miss Gathcrcolc has been acting as Treasurer, and Mr. 
Griffiths has been in charge of the stores. ..I am delighted to hear 
that an assistant to Mr. Sargent has been secured in the person of 
Mr. Franklin, who is expected at Easter. He will take Miss Daniell’s 
place in the office. Padre Luxford will move from Likwenu to 
Matope to take charge of the latter station in place of Padre 
Harvey, and the Archdeacon will be responsible for Likwenu as 
well as Mponda’s, until another priest is available.

It is uphill work in this Archdeaconry; Islam is strong at 
Mponda’s. Malindi and Likwenu; there have been frequent changes 
in the clerical staff, especially at Malindi; and the difficulties are

The
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increased by the antermixture of tribes. But if we could have a 
priest settled pemianently in each district, I have great hopes that 
the work would progress. There is no real cause for discourage
ment. The reipaining station in the Archdeaconry, Mkope Hill, 
has been for some time in charge of Padre Petro Kilekwa. 1 spent 
a week-end there lately, and confirmed 140 people. There is plenty 
of work going on there. ^

Vn. Education.—(t) St. Andrew's College. The Theological 
College was closed when Archdeacon Glossop went home at Easter, 
Previous to that the Archdeacon had been preparing teachers for 
the Readership, and 1 admitted eleven to be readers in April. 
Now the Collegers reopened, with six deacons in residence, whom 
I am hoping to ordain to the priesthood at Advent of this year. I 
would ask our friends to remember these very especially in their 
prayers: John Bai, Goodwin Chilombe, Barnaba Hamisi, Crispo 
Machili, Tomaso Polela, and Jameson Mwenda. If they are all 
found to have a vocation we shall have twelve African priests in the 
diocese in a year’s time instead of six. This should make it possible 
to place at least one more African in charge of a parish. There is 
no lack of men in the diocese who are anxious to go on to ordina
tion. The difficulty will lie in making a right choice, when the 
rime coipes, of those to be prepared for the diaconate. Anyhow 

regards the African Ministry is bright.
(a) St. Michael’s College. It is a great thing to have secured 

a second European for the teaching staff of the College. It is 
what the diMcse has needed for many years, and the need was 
emphasized by the Director of Education in Nyasaland when he 
rnspected the College in August. So I am very grateful to Mr. 
Atkins for coming to help us for two years. His advent is the 
more opportune, owing to the departure of Miss Medd. She has 
bren most generous in giving her services to the College, and St. 
Michael s owes much to her. Deacon Goodwin Chilombe, who has 
SrMichael’l Collegi, will also be missed at

'i?” !!* Nyasaland Government Examine- 
tion, gaming thirteen English Certificates out of an entry of twenty- 
one and fifteen Vernacular Certificates out of an entry of sixteen, 
staff advance on previous years, and Padre Hill and his
staff arc to be congratulated on the result.

The Central School, or “ Escola

proved Its value. There are forty boys at the school 
a'auons in P.E.A. In the absence of Hiss 

(Charge, with a
Afrimns. The instruction is all in Portuguese, 

Vara^hoDl^^Z , ‘!l? l‘‘"e>'age without great difficulty.
have the nnn£f**^L teachers maythe opportunity of being examined by the Government

Inspector. At present only a sipall percentage of our village 
schools are functioning, and until we have more teachers who hove 
satisfied the requirements in Portuguese we are unable to rectify 
this.

The Central School at Likwenu also continues to flourish under 
Miss How. Of our teachers in Nyasaland a fair proportion passed 
the Government Examination, apart from those who entered direct 
from the College.

In Tanganyika Territory we did not do so well. But the
examinations in T.T. are more difficult, and our boys on the lake 
are handicapped through Swahili not being their accustomed tongue.

I am glad to report that some of our women teachers hove gained 
the Nyasaland Government Certificate during the year. The train- 
ing of women teachers has been for many years a feature of our 
work, and on his visit to Likoma the Director of Education reported 
very favourably on the girls’ school on the island, and particularly 
on the standard reached by the women teachers. Miss Klam- 
borowski has taken Miss Medd’s place as Registrar of women 
teachers in the diocese.

Vm. Finance.—Owing to the cut in the diocesan Grant at the 
beginning of the year it was found necessary to decrease the Grants 
for each station. This has enabled us to carry on; but if a further

the outlook os
i

lUtij i/«»Pk«(«] Ckktral School tk>T5. Likwenu
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IV-THE DIOCESE OF N. RHODESIAreduction takes place this year we sliall find it very difficult, unless 
we arc to decrease the number of our schools and teachers’. This 
would mean a real set back in our work. .As I do not yet know 
what our Grant is to be for 1933, the less said the better But 1 
do earnestly pray that there may not be added to our anxiety arising 
from lad: of priests the burden of further reduction in our funds.

DC. The Steamers.—Mr. Fisher went home in September, and 
his place as engineer has been filled by Mr. Thomas. 
Haywood will also leave on furlough in April, and dur...^ .. 
absence Mr. Sharp will be in command of the “ Chauncy Maples 
The "Charles Janson has not been recommissioned. i;L. 
boiler was found to be defective, and to require a good deal of 
attention. The work of repair can only, be done while the " C. M." 
is also at the South end of the lake, so that it must take some time 
In any ctise 1 do not think that, in the present state pf our 
finances, we should be justified in m^ing regular use of the “C.J." 
though I hope that when the necessary refitting has been done we 
shall be able to run her again on emergency trips, and at such 
times as the diocesan conference.

X. European Work.—-In last year’s report I gave some account 
of the work which is being done in the townships and other Euro
pean centres under the auspices of the English Chaplaincy Fund. So 
far as I have been able to judge from my visits to Zomba, Blantyrc 
and Limbe during 1932, the work which the Chaplain, Padre Hand] 
IS doing, IS increasingly appreciated. He has the support of a 
nucleus.of keen people, and the congregations have increased. At 
Limbe, where up to now the Town Hall has been used for services, 
the English Church folk have decided to build a church for them- 
selvra. Through the generosity of an individual a suitable site 
has bMn given, and a building fund has been started. At Blantyrc 
on Chnstmne Day there were sixty Communicants at St. Paul’s 
church (the Bishop Mackenzie Memorial church): and at Zomba 
where I spent New Year’s Day there were good congregations 
morning and evening. The following Sunday I confirmed eight 
people at Blantyre.. Really a second chaplain is required. The 
rIS)t‘°.^i?i.“"i"'‘' I should like to see a

u S®’’a" “ "'ell as at Blantyre. Whether the
English Church people in the European centres will raise enough 
wl?,, -!. ^ chaplain I do not know; but that is
hi Ibe more outlying parts are to
on “y “> the Highlands,OT the rare occasions when I can go there. Of the European

“ “-y

Bv THE Bishop of N. Rhodesia

SiK James Maxwell, our late Governor, who died within a few 
weeks of his resignation, will be rcnicmbered as a true friend of 
the African, who always showed a sympathetic and practical 
interest in the work of the Mission, especially on its educational 
side. Sir Ronald Storrs, who succeeds him, is a son of the late 
Dean of Rochester, and both he and Lady Storrs are taking an 
active interest in the Church life of Livingstone. Sir Ronald ^ 
comes to Northern Rhodesia at a peculiarly difficult lime when the 
very serious condition of the tinances of the country necessitates 
drastic economies, ruthless retrenchment, and additional taxation . 
in the hopeless attempt to balance.the budget. Amongst the 
taxes is a “ Non-Native Personal Tax ” of £\ a head, from 
which not even the members of the Mission are exempt. In all 
the circumstances we have every reason to be thankful that up to 
the present our educational and medical grants have not been 
reduced. As regards the future we can only hope for the best 
and be prepared for the worst. With a general shrinkage of 
revenue, and in particular a great falling-olT fn the proceeds of 
native taxation owing to lack of employment, it is almost more 
than one can expect that the Government will not be compelled to 
withdraw some of its support. It is unfortunate that the economic 
depression should coincide with an invasion of vast swarms of 
locusts which have been devouring both European and African 
crops in almost every part of the country. I write this in the 
middle of a fortnight’s journey from Fiwila to Msoro, during which 
I have passed village after village whose whole grain crop for the 
year has been destroyed. It seeips obvious that during the com
ing months famine relief on a large scale will he required, whicli 
will add to the financial embarrassment of the Government.

Our Finances.—As regards the finances of the diocese, I am 
-glad to say that we finished the year with a small balance on the 
right side, and unless our estimates are at fault we shall just make 
.ends meet in 1933. This, however, will only be achieved at the 
cost of regrettable retrenchments to which I will refer later.

The new Capita!.—This heading is misleading. There Is no 
new Capital at present, and there is not likely to be one as long 
as the financial depression lasts. In fact the position Is'strangely 
anomalous. For a variety of rea^ns it was decided to ipove the 
Government headquarters from Livingstone to Lusaka, 300 miles 
up the line; the new Lusaka was planned on a somewhat arnbitious 
scale; large sums of money were spent in roads and buildings; • 
and several of the Government departments were moved up from 
Livingstone. And then our finances crashed; no more money 
could be spent, and we were left sitting on two stools. In the 
circumstances it is useless to speculate as to what the ” New

Mr.

Her

I new

^'Gerald Nvasaland
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Capital ’■ involves for the Church and tlie Mission; and I will 
only say that, while I have little doubt that the new Lusaka will 
ultimately be the seat of government, 1 question whether it will 
become the cathedral city of the present Diocese of Northern 
Rhodesia. Situated as it is, in the middle of the area of European 
occupation, it will be accessible only to those Africans who happen 
to be in European employment on the spot; and on that account it 

never, as it seems to me, be the proper place for the mother 
church of a diocese in which the great majority of the Christians 
will always be Africans. On the other hand, a great increase in 
the number of British settlers on the “ railway strip ’’ might well 
result in the formation of a new diocese with a population, mainlv 
European and Lusaka as its cathedral city.

Retrenchment, change and a new development—Though this is 
a report of the work of the diocese during 1932, it seems night 
that 1 should refer to some important changes which will take place 
tn 1933. It is one of our misfortunes in Northern Rhodesia that 
we have never been able to afford the luxury of women workers 
on more than three out of our four stations. For a time Msoro, 
Mapanza and Chipili were the favoured stations, but in 1928 the 
establishment of a Central Training College for Teachers at Fiwila 
made it necessary to have a nurse there, and therefore two 
other Indirai and the women's work at Mapanza was abandoned 
to meet this need. As I mentioned in my last report, the removal 
ol the College to Mapanza compels us to go back upon this arrange
ment. It IS now Mapanza that must have a nurse and two other

gffawst thankfulness
that the Community of the Resurrection, Grahamstown, have under
taken to supply the need. Three Sisters, one of whom is a nurse 
trained m the Middlesex Hospital, hope to arrive at Mapanza in 
June and to start work at once. Their new quarters will not be 
q^te readv for them, though Padre Ruck and Mr. Stone have 
hren working at feverish speed on the building of them; but the 
bisters have expressed their willingness to make the best of whal 
venle“" 'hey will not sulfer any great incon-
nf ih^ D We shall greatly value this close link with the Church of the Province of South Africa

Mi
'msmmsXxm

can

VhBto] tl/r. G. lUttUf
Locusts flyiko over the uissios' house at Chipili

honoured tradition of the Mission. But necessity knows no law: 
Mrs. Munday is a trained nurse, and 1 see no other way of saving 
the leper work at Fiwila. As Msoro is sixty miles from Fort 
Jameson, and the Fort Jameson work, European and African, 
covers a wide held, we shall have to incur the initial expense of 
providing Msoro with a car; but in the long run, the saving should 
be considerable. . ^

European Staff.—After twelve years’ service in the Mission, of 
which all but the first few months were given to Livingstone, Padre 
Cooke went home at Whitsuntide, leaving a gap in our ranks 
that will not easily be filled. He had made his influence felt, not 
only in his own parish of Livingstone—and especially amongst 
the children—but far and wide in the diocese. The Church in this 
country owes him a lasting debt for his brave defence of Christian 
standards, for which with hts sensitive nature he suffered much 
in misunderstanding and bitterness. None will miss him more 
than his brother clergy. To myself, personally, he has been not 
only a wise counsellor, but a very dear friend, and I rptss him 
doilv more than I can say. For six months after he left, the work 
at Livingstone was undertaken by Father Bernard Woodard, an 
old Rhodesian, to whom we are greatly indebted for his help; but 
during the last three months of the year Livingstone was without 
a resident priest; and indeed would have been without spiritual

°JiTch I the leper work there-a disaster
s^ioVs^slMr, European population at Fort Jameson

state of our finances we are no 
M = '“Want priest there; and as soon
tran^ P^H, a » ®'’e ordained I propose to

ralri J 1 ‘hot in placing a
married man on an African station I shall be violating a time-
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ministrations, had it not been for the timely aid of Padre Faull 
the Railway Mission Chaplain, who paid a monthly visit at no 
little inconvenience to himself. Padre May who came out in the 
first insuance in 1929 to relieve Padre Cooke during his furlough 
and stayed on to help us, first at Mapanza and then at Fiwila’ 
returned to England at Easier. Miss Wisdom, who had been in 
charge of the Boys’ School at Chipili and had greatly improved it, 
resigned in the early part of the year. Padre Geoffrey Fiennes 
came out from St. Albans Abbey in September and has settled 
down, very happily I think, at Fiwila. The number of furloughs 
that fell due during the year was unusually small. Padre Ellis 
and Mr. Slone went hotpe and returned; Archdeacon Smith, 
■Miss Field and Miss Hawkes went home; and Miss Haddrell 
returned. Padre Ellis' place was very kindly taken by Bishop 
Embling who will not soon be forgotten on the Copper Belt. We 
were further indebted to hiip for sending us Mr. and Mrs. Shaw, 
who rendered valuable service during a time of high pressure at 
.Mapanza from January to November. Another temporary member 
of the stair has been Miss M. B. Woodard, who came out on a 
visit to her brother at Livingstone and when he left, generously 
offered her services to the Mission till the completion of a year’s 
stay in the country. I only wish she could remain permanently.

Just before he went on furlough I apoinled Padre Smith, Arch- 
dcacon of Msoro, with a view to the discharge of his new responsi
bilities m regard to the training and supervision of the three African 
priests who, as we hope, will soon be working in his district.

The health of the staff has been good on the whole; but there 
have been more exceptions than I like to see. Padre Cooke was 
■wriously ill for some time and there is little doubt that he had 
had enough of the Livingstone climate; Padre Hewitt at Fiwila 
"'?? P”.' off ihroughout the year by a malady

supposed to be connected with malaria; Padre Gibbs at 
Chipih suffered from tropical ulcers and more than once has been 
generally run down, though 1 hope that he is now getting 
acclimatized; while Padre Rogers and Miss Lock had both to be 
sent into F^ Jameson from Msoro to receive the doctor’s attention.

Atri^ Clergy.—Our first four African deacons, Isaac Mungwa, 
IMva Mamin, Patrick Muyawala and Andrea Mulinda, were 
ordained at Fiwila on Trinity Sunday—truly a red-letter day in the 

Bishop Embling preached a sermon and 
on if’^n represented. After the ordina-

lon. lhe deacons returned to their homes for a holiday partly spent 
Beplember they returned to Fiwila' where, under 

for 11?,. nr™ ‘"sreiiclion they have been preparing
l^ind ri ‘'SS unfortunately been seriously
I H 1 “P'P^ of "''S he has got through

wth them. He reports very favourably of their 
dtliRencc and zeal and of the progress they haVe made. They are

neither scholars nor theologians; but Padre Hewitt speaks with 
confidence of their fitness, and I look forward to ordaining them In 
their respective districts in July or August.

Fiwila ** Conversations/'—Following on the ordination at Fiwila 
we took advantage of the presence of clergy and other members 
of the Mission Staff to hold an informal conference, extending over 
two days. Much useful work was done in connexion chiefly with 
matters liturgical and educational.

St. Mark's College.—The year has been one of change and 
reorganization. At the end of the College year in June the boys 
went off for their three months’ holiday, to return in September, 
not to Fiwila, but to their new quarters at Mapanza. Many doubts 
had been expressed as to the possibility of having these ready in 
time; but thanks to the untiring labours of Padre Ruck, Mr, Man, 
and the added help of Padre Jones during the last few weeks, 
there was not indeed a complete College, but enough to go 
on with when the boys arrived at the beginning of September. 
I cannot withhold my tribute of praise and gratitude to all con* 
cerned in this really reiparkablc achievement, more particularly 
Peter Man who was responsible for the building operations. Though 
much further progress has been made with the buildings since 
September, much still remains to be done; and of this much must 
remain undone till more funds are forthcoming. (For instance, we 
cannot afford a chapel. At present the boys arc using the station 
church. Rut as this is an inconvenient nrrailgcment both for the

Hfhl llilthmtnrt.6io]
Oisiioi’ Ma» and tub first four African Dkacons in N. Rhodkma
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station and for the College, the big hall will be used for services 
05 soon as it ts ready; and it is already nearing completion.) 
However, the boys are adequately housed, and are immensely proud 
of their new home, os well they may be. It is a tine block of build* 
ings, and we arc greatly indebted to the Government, without whose 
generous help—they contributed half the cost—we could have 
done nothing.

For Father Jones and the staff the period from September 
onwards has been one of great strain. To quote froip Fr. Jones’ 
report; " The number of boys has swollen from 38 to 60. The 
whole organization of the College has had to be overhauled and 
replanned to suit the new conditions of life. We have existed on 
the very minimum of equipment, as there has not yet been time 
to make the necessary furniture, etd. We have had to accom
modate ourselves to the exigencies of a partly completed building 
scheme. More serious than this has been the difficulty of staffing 
the College. There being no supply of trained African teachers 
in the country on which to draw, we had to make shift with two 
of our own boys whose standard of training is not really sufficient.”

" A.feature of the College,** Fr. Jones writes, "is the housing of 
the boys. A native village of superior construction has been built, 
so that the boys, instead of being herded together in large dormi
tories, can now learn under supervision to apply what they learn 
to the conditions 6f a native village. We are just about to appoint 
a village council consisting of headman and elders. Meanwhile 
the conduct of the village has been very largely in the hands of the 
captain and senior boys, whose community responsibility is now 
very considerable. This responsibility is increased by the fact 
that the boys in College represent at least six tribes, 
happens on the mines when different tribes live together, we cannot 
say ; but anyhow, here the novelty resulted at first in frequent and 
acrimonious fightings. This feature of our village has now happily 
abated. In fact, the spirit of the boys and their coipradeship does 
not cease to amaze us."

When I visited Mapanza in October, I blessed the College 
buildings, and at the same time appointed James Mwela, the 
African assistant master. Assistant Warden, thus formally admitting 
an, African into a share in the direction and discipline of the 
College. No one could better have deserved such a position than 
James, whose loyalty and efficiency have been invaluable. In the 
Government Examination for Elementary Teachers in June our 
twdve candidates all passed, one being second and another fifth in 
the Territory.

staff are now decently housed. The building of the permanent 
church has yet to be taken in hand. When it is built, its chapel 
is to be a memorial to Padre Hurpfrey Kenyon. In the meantime 
the Sacrament chapel in the existing church has been dedicated to 
his memory.

The attendance in the village schools has not been altogether 
satisfactory, probably because shortage of staff has made it -wfN, 
impossible to give adequate supervision and stimulus to the 
teachers. On the other hand, that there is quality and keenness 
amongst the pupils is evidenced by the fact that there were over 
fifty applicants—all of good standard—for places in the Boys’ 
Boarding School, which has been temporarily under the charge of 
Miss Sutton. We are hoping for great tlungs when qiir three 
African priests get to work in the district. Of these, according to 
present intentions, two will be placed at central points in the " old 
Msoro " and the Ukunda districts respectively, while the third will 
work in the more immediate neighbourhood of Msoro itself, where 
the need of closer pastoral attention has long been felt.

Mapanra.—Throughout the year a large part of the energies_of 
the staff has been absorbed in the building of the College, which 
involved a concentrated effort at high pressure. The making of the 
bricks alone, of which a quarter of a million were required, was a task 
of no small magnitude, successfully carried out by Mr. Stone. As 
was only to be expected, the normal progress and development of 
ihe station work has suffered from this upheaval. It has been 
imposable to give adequate time and attention to the supervision 
of classes or to pastoral work in the neighbouring villages. Sunday 

igregatlons have been fairly good, though there is a marked 
falling-off on the women’s side, due no doubt to the temporary 
suspension of all women’s work. The Boys’ Boarding School, 
under the charge of Padre Adams, has made sound progress and 
received an excellent report from the Inspector of Native Education 
who paid a surprise visit. There is an increasing demand for 
education amongst the older boys in the neighbourhood, many of 
whom left school when ihev were youngsters qftcr a short trial.
Thev would be willing to pay the cost of their schooling, but 
had’to be refused for lack of accommodation and teaching staff.
All the outschools have been visited monthly during the year, and 
with one or two exceptions there is a record of steady progress.
There are two features of the outschool work which are perhaps 
worih special notice. The first is what might almost be called the 
" mass movement " in the villnges along the Makonlm Riv^er, 
where the two teachers have their hands more than full. The 
second is the attendance of girls at school and classK at Kabula- 
mwanda t they now outnumber the boys. This .s absolutely revolu
tionary and is largely due to the great regard the people have for 
their teacher. It is disappointing that owing to Ihe withdrawn 
of the annual grant from the Native Education Department, most

conWhat

THE DISTRICTS
Msoro.—Good progress has been made with the erection of the 

permanent buildings on the station, rendered posable by the 
generosity of an anonymous friend, and all the members of the
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of the activities of the farm have had to be suspended. The school, 
boys, however, carry on their fanning as usual, though with a 
view to growing theif own food rather than for any educational 
value it may have. They had a most successful season, the crop 
produced by their six acres of mealies being well above the 
for the Territory.

Chipili.—From May to October work was handicapped by the )
absence of women workers. During the last three months, how- '
ever, Miss Woodard and Miss Haddrcll have been busy, with good ' 
results. In addition to keeping house and taking charge of the 
hospital Miss Woodard has given valuable help in a variety of 
ways. Miss Haddrcll has reorganized the village school and 
started a successful girls’ school with thirty-six pupils, who attend 
with quite exemplary regularity. The gift of the Wycombe 
Deaneiy is being spent on the building of a permanent boys’ 
school. Part of the foundations was laid this year and it is hoped 
that this section of tlie school, accommodating three classes, will 
be coqipleted in 1933. The work of the teachers in the district 
has been somc%vhnt disorganized by the movement of an unusually 
large number of our villages. The' teachers had to be redistributed 
m consequence, and in addition to covering all the old ground, wc 
were able to take up a long-standing invitation of Cliief Mutipula to 
start work in his territory. In going round the district I was 
struck by the number of people who have been catechumens for 
Mveral years and appear to be content to remain so. In 
Padre Godfrey s opinion this is at least partly due to the fact that 
the standard of knowledge required for Baptism has been rather 
beyond their powers. It Is hoped that the new svllabus which has 
been put into use will secure the adequate instruction of candidates 
tor Baptism wthout making too great demands on their purely 
intellectual capacity. The first in-patients were taken into the new 
hospital in January- and for some months there was seldom an 
empty bed. Some of the patients even thought it would be nice 
to live there permanently.

Flwlla.—^The people in this district have been slow to “ get a 
move on,** but there are hopeful signs of real progress. I visited 
the station three times during the year, and during a tour of the 
district in August was much irriprcssed bv the zeal of the verv 
elementary teachers and the success of their work. Several of the 
villages were just moving to new sites and in every case a good 
^hool was being built and—a thing unique in my experience— 
me school wn.s neanng completion when the houses were hardiv 

rule-and not unnaturally—it is not till they are well 
Klablished in a new village that the people begin to think of 
building a school. Miss Blnckburnc’s Girls’ Boarding School, 
which now contains twenty-four girls, is most promising: some of 
the girls have acttially persevered for more than two years I Of ihe 
leper village T speak elsewhere. ^

average
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Livingstone.—.^s I have mentioned elscwliere, Padre Cooke left
taken for six monthsat the beginning of April and his place

by Padre Woodard. Since the beginning of October there has 
been no resident priest. Padre and Mrs. Dudley, both formerly 
members of the Mission in Nyasaland, are due to arrive in March, 
and a ready welcome awaits them. An effort is being made by the 
Livingstone people to relieve the Mission by increasing their 
contribution towards the maintenance of their priest.

Broken Hill.—The cliurch has been enlarged by exteasion wMt- 
wards at a cost of ;^;245, of wliich only remains to be raiscd- 
a good acliievement in these hard tiipes. Tile result is most satis
factory as regards both accommodation and architectural effect.

Fort Jameson continues to suffer acutely from die depression m 
the tobacco market, and several additional families left during tlie 
year, including some of our communicants. In the circuraslancK 
it is greatly to the credit of the churclipeople in ilte district that the) 
raised ;^ioo towards the maintenance of their If
the grStest reluctance that I have-decided to withdraw Padre 
Munday; but neither the pre-sem sire of the European population 
nor the present scope of the African work warrants the “n'lnued 
mainten.ince of a resident priest, lliough tlierc is little 
that the African work could be not only 
but also almo.st indefinitely extended if only wc ''“‘I 
the money to establish a fully-equipped centre m Ihe-Fort Jameson

was

area,
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solidation rather than a yrar of retrenchment and con-
Januar)- to September during which time BishomSg 
able to impress his forceful personality on the district ^ Tb. 
numbers and regularity of the European communicants hjve bwt

'■“Pons'bilities of church memberehip has been created. The closing down of three mtnK

but those who remain .in work

The New President.—At our 1933 Anniversary we shall meet 
for the first time under the presidency of Bishop Shaw, who kindly 
consented to accept the office held for so long by Bishop Gore. Our 
new President has always been keen about the work of the Church

was

on its missionary side, and has, in more ways than one, shown 
his desire to help forward the cause of U.M.C.A. We are 
that he will receive a great welcome when he takes the Chair at his 

. first U.M.C.A. Queen’s Hall Meeting,
* The Unified Statement—As a result of suggestions made by 

overseas Bishops who were horpe for the Lambeth Conference in 
1930, the Missionary Council of the Church of England spent a 
great deal of time and energy last year on collecting information 
from overseas Bishops and from Missionary Societies, which should 
enable it to publish to the Church at home, in a single statement, 
the needs, and particularly the financial needs, of our rhissionary 
Dioceses throughout the world. This much-talked-of Unified 
Statement was presented to the Church Assembly at its February 
.Meeting, commended by the Assembly to the most earnest con
sideration of Diocesan Conferences, Ruri-decanal Conferences, and 
Parochial Church Councils, and then published under the title 
" With One Accord.” It has had a very large sale; a third 
edition has been called for; and it is much hoped that it will be 
read by the average non-missionary-minded church official, as well 
as by those who are already keen about missionary affairs. The 
picture that it gives of the life and needs of the Church in various 
parts of the world is certainly calculated to stimulate generosity 
and to ipake people see something of the missionary duty which 
devolves upon all loval Church folk.

The Mission Hou« at Tankerton.—It was a great blow to many 
friends of the Mission, both in Africa and at home, to hear that 
... tenancy of St. Michael’s House at Tankerton was nece.ssarily 
coming to an end. as the Sisters of the Ascension, from whom we 
have rented it, wished to have it in their own hands, llini they 
might use it themselves. For a time it seemed likely that the 
” Home Mission Station ” would be without a home, and readers 
of Central Africa will remember that Major Ruicton, who is a great 
admirer of the work of the house, as well as a Treasurer^ of 
U.M.C.A., wrote an appeal In the March number of the magazine, 
asking for another house to be provided. Several friends of the 
Mission, among them some who have theipselves used the house 
at Tankerton, kindly wrote in reply to Major Ruxton s article, 
offering houses which they thought might possibly be suitable for 
the purpose, and making various other suggestions which were 
intended to obviate the unpleasant necessity of bringing the work _ 
hitherto done at the Tankerton house to a premature end. 1 am 
sure that they, as well as all those who have been worried at the 
thought that they might be no longer able to avail themselves

sure
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of the advantages which St. Michael's has been offering them of 
late years, will rejoice to hear that, unless some unforeseen diffi
culty sliould arise at the last moment, we hope to transfer the 
activities of St. Michael’s to the somewhat larger rest house of 
St. Barnabas, about half a mile away. The Clewer Sisters have 
offered to let us have the use of this liouse and chapel for a 
whole year, beginning on September tst, with the right of renewal 
when the year comes to an end; so that, ail being well, friends of 
the .'tlission in future may be able to arrange a visit to the Home 
.Mission Station even during the iponths of July and .August, 
which have hitherto been barred.

Finance—After the reduction of grams to the four Dioceses 
in Africa, which was necessary in tgja, the Treasurers were 
naturally tremendously anxious not to have to make any further 
cuts in t933. By the exercise of the .most rigid economy, it had 
been possible to carry on all the most' important pieces of work in 
AfriM, even on the reduced allowances which were all that were 
possible last year; but any further reduction would have meant a 
certain amount of closing down; it would have been, as the Bishop 

•7 1 j_. persistently when he was home on

The Exhibition of Work in the Great Hall of the Church 
House in April attracted a very large number of entries, and the 
Exhibition itself was very full and successful.

The Summer School was held at St. Helen's School, Abingdon, 
and for the first time in the history of the Sumnier School we did 
our own catering, or, rather, Mrs. Watson did it for us, with amaz
ing skill and with a success for which we can scarcely be suffi- 

! ciently grateful.
, The Annual Children’s Day seemed to be as popular and as
I successful as ever. The facIliUes given this year for children to

bring their own lunch were much appreciated and widely used, 
and the series of tableaux with which the proceedings concluded 
were admirably rendered.

The most notable effort of the Exhibitions Department during 
the year was the U.M.C.A. Exhibition at Durliam in the spring,

' in which members of the University took a considerable part, and 
which seems to have resulted in a very real foiAvard movement in 
the interests of the Mission. We have also taken part in a number 
of Exhibitions in various parts of the country in co-operation with 
C.M.S., S.P.G., and other Missionary Societies.

Thanks.—On behalf of the Bishops and their staffs we offer our 
most hearty thanks to all our voluntary workers in the country, 
without whose help it would be impossible for us to carry on at 
ali: local secretaries, who have been busy finding new subscribers; 
promoters of working-parties, who have provided with all sorts 
of things for the work in Africa and for sale in England, for the 
benefit of the Mission funds; organizers of entertainments of 
various kinds; and, last but not least, all who have given money 
which they could ill afford to spare in order that the Mission’s 
work should not suffer, have earned and have received our most 
sincere gratitude. , , r o -4

We are again Indebted to the very generous help of the booiciy 
for Promoting Christian Knowledge, especially in conntaion with 
the Mission Bookshop in Dar-es-Salaam, The S.P.C.K. has 
allowed the Manager of its East African Department, Mr. Hoyle, 
to spend some months in Dar-es-Salaam, Targely on the Mission s 
business, and it would be difficult to find words adequately to 
express our debt to them in this connexion.

The British and Foreign Bible Society has also been very good 
in printing translations of parts of thq Scriptures and m 

ig us grants of their publications on missionary terms. 
Publications.—During the vear we have published two new 

books: a beauUfully illustrated volume “Central Africa in 
Picture," which is likely to prove immensely popular, and which 
has already commanded a considerable sale; and a little three
penny manual, “ Prayer for Africa," which was drawn up to satisfy . 
a desire expressed by our friends at the Summer School and^ else
where, for a little book of prayer helps which might be useful to

of Zanzibar reminded us so 
furlough, “ simply disastrous.

As has been already explained in the columns of " C. A.", 
the income rMeived during 1932 did not, properly speaking, 
justify the maintenance of grants for 1933 at the 1932 level; but, 

of the fact that this year is the year 6f the Unified State- 
and of the appeal made by the Church Assembly to Dioceses 

and parishes to increase their missionary contributions and c.. 
the ipissionary ^use from disaster, the Treasurers resolved to take 
their courage into their hands and accordingly promised the 
Bishops that their diocesan incomes for this year should be at 
Icc^t as large as they were last year. This promise means practic-
~ ............ Executive is pledged to find nearly ;^‘5,ooo more
during 1933 than it received in 1932—0 daring and, some people 
would say, a desperate undertaking.

Up to the time of writing, the funds available for general pur
poses do show a slight increase; but the increase will have to 

«ale between now and the end of the 
to float successfully into harT>our

«n view 
ment

so save

ally that our 
durln“

I
be on a very much larger scale 
year if the ship of the Mission is 
by the year’s end.

Various Home Aetlvlties.—The Anniversary services and _:
ings were attended by the usual crowds of enthusiastic friends of 
the Mission. We were unable to secure the Great Hall of the 
Church House for the Afternoon Meeting, and had to do our best 
to squeeze into the Caxton Hall, which is a good deal smaller. 
This was by no means an easy task, and the result was that a 
considerable number of people had to stand throughout the 
afierntwn; that they did so with some show of willingness 
certainly a tribute to their enthusiasm.

meet- to us 
makin

was
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HOME AFFAIRS
Diocese of Masasi

individuals and to those responsible for conducting missionary 
intercession services.

The book on Northern Rhodesia, " Beyond the Waters that 
Thunder,” has been reprinted, and a new and enlarged edition of 
** Juniper Jinks ” has been produced.

The long-looked-for " Life ”
Barnes, C.R.,

“SADAKA”
I .

in his dictionary of the Swahili language, gi 
as a translation of the word written at tiu 

article. He defines it as—a religious offering, sacrifice, alqis, 
i' of charity, and anything done from a religious motive.
' In these days of world-wide financial stress our outlook on life
I tends to get blurred, and it seems difficult to presei^-e an optimistic '
I spirit with regard to the ultimate issue; the gigantic effort required 

to provide even the barest necessiti^ of life is such a strain to 
many that they find it almost impossible to make the effort, which, 
in brighter days was easy, to keep the front line trenches of the 
Kingdom of God well staffed, and well stocked with ammunition.

, The difficulty of preserving this optimistic spirit is further enhanced 
by the knowledge that thousands to-day are trying to exist in dire 
poverty.

However, too much thought about these troubles which oppress 
so heavily at this time is not good for us, and it is a delightful 

I thing to find an oasis in the desert whereat we may rest our troubled 
spirits. Whilst perplexed secretaries of the various missions at 

’ home are exercising their minds ns to how they are going to make 
ends rpeet, we in the Mission field are striving to do what we can

Madan, 
of terms

ives a category 
1C head of thisof Archdeacon Johnson by Fr. 

is in the press and should be ready for publication 
on May 24th. under the title “Johnson of Nyasaland.”

R.I.P.—Death has been rather more than usually busy among 
workers during the past year. Canon Travers, who stood for 

so long for U.M.C.A. in the minds of thousands of people in 
Africa and in England, was called to his rest in July; and the 
following old (;nembers of the Mission in Africa have also been 
called home during the year: Miss Nelson, Miss Boyd, Miss 
Margaret Woodward, Mrs. Hodgson, Mr. Craft, and the Rev. J. 
Grindrod. Among many valued home helpers, the following 
should be mentioned in this Report: Mrs. Weston, the mother of 
the Bishop, whose interest in the Mission was as keen as ever right 
up to the last; Miss Balls, who was for so many years our secretary 
at Ealing; Mrs. Sanctuary, the sister of Archdeacon Glossop: and 
Miss Jones Bateman.

The Future.—The anxieties which have oppressed us during 
the Inst year or two have by no means been dispelled as yet; the 
need for more priests is as acute as it was a year ago—in fact, in 
Zanzibar Diocese it is worse than ever; the task of finding the 
necessary funds for just carrying on is immensely difficult, and the 
new opportunities of development which are showing themselves 
in ipany directions can scarcely be regarded, still less used. Thai 
IS one side of the picture; but we must not forget the other. 
Despite nil the difficulties of the time, and they are much too 
pressing to be Ignored, we are emboldened by the assurance that 
the Lord is King and He shall reign; all that we need worry aboui, 
therefore, is whether we are yielding ourselves as ready instru
ments to His hand, for the fulfilment of His purpose which

act

our

I
cannotfail. fEknest F. Spanton- 

Secretary.

I

• [PsJu, JttHJgtfI’JUU]
ClIUHCil AUlS AT MsORO, N. R|I0DS3M
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SADAKA " "SADAKA ”
f

to lighten that burden, even although our efforts be but a drop 
in the mighty ocean. Whenever there is a hue and cry about the 
scarcity of cash, invariably that blessed word “ self-support ” 
looms largely on the horizon. Of course, it is only right that 
church grows it should shoulder its

say, was a carpenter and in receipt of regular wages, so that he 
was able to make a generous offering, but even so his monthly 
wage was swallowed up nearly twice in making the offering.

_ “s a 4, Thanksgiving after childbirth—this ceremony usually takes

r .. . U 7“ ""y ' occasions that children were born to him, gave an offering of 4s.,
corner of the globe, I see every reason to thank Almighty God for and that out of a monthly wage of £\. An African priest onci
he cv has already been made, and also for ,old me of a man in his parish, whose children all died

hut tf tt .'E"s hat tilts progreM will not only be maintained, jarly age, making a vow that he would give a substantial offering
but will cont.nue to rtse to a still higher level. . It will be well to , jf only God would grant him a child m live. His request was
set down some of the ways in which the African gives " sadaka.” I ultimately granted and faithful to his promise he gave a goat as a

I. There ts, of course, the obvious giving of alms on the first thank-offering.
J*/ o ■no, week at Mass, but this giving does not necessarily 5, Sometimes one goes into church and finds money placed on
S ““nong us I mure ,he altar or at one of the shrines. On one occasion 1 received a
alm« Set h i'" P“‘ I 'cHer Containing zs., to be offered on the altar of the Blessed Sacra-
nrriele. U,t-I , ^ S'?”’ Wangles, and other similar „ent for many blessings received, more especially for children
SdfSSS"ui- ''° '""i ‘ granted in answer to prayer.
PrSiiC-e hens, ducte, and pigeons-a real g. Offerings for the extension of the Gospel. Each parish
Tranciscan setting. Quite frequently the church has the familiar prigst is supposed to send one shilling per head per annum for
ihuSes'TnTnMaAd''?" t ‘ communicant on the role, and in n*^ country where so little

Hitu SLctV pumpkins only minus the hiero- money is obtainable we find it very difficult indeed to send up our
tomat^’ ” of the various bean foods, potatoes und quota; however, gallant efforts are made. This last year all our

porters volunteered to carry local loads at half rate so ns to swell 
the coffers of the diocese.

Under these various headings, in the year 1932 we managed to 
collect in my own little parish something like 700 shillings from 
a total number of adherents, numbering 1,700, a fair proportion of 
which are children. The amount would have been much more if 
we had been able to dispose of food at a pood price.

7. In addition to the foregoing ways of gathering ' sadaka 
there is the building and repair of our churches and schools 
Both these tasks arc purely voluntary ones an4 involve a great 

on the part of our converts^ Before a 
? building can be put up the men have to clear the groUrni first and 

then they go out into the forest to look for old dry trees, suit
able for building purposes, bamboo poles and bark roTO. Some- 
limes, more espedally in the older-csiablishcd stations. Ibis involves 
a walk for a distance of four or five miles and even more m some 
r-r::; before reaching Ihc place where suitable trees are. Some of 
the trees are so heavy that anything from ten to twei't)’ 
required to carrv the load to the building sue. When all me 
material has been brought in it has to be cirefully prepared before 
it can be used. After the men have finished putting up the skeleton

and mud up the walls, tor

I

at a very

)
j

2. In addition to the normal Sunday offerings there are 
numerous other kinds of offerings: there is the offering of the 
firetTruits; until this has been made few of our Christians would 
think of using food from the crop for their own consumption;

r ainhM'o^ri-:^^^
brought, some of the men set to and build small granaries in which 
to store the food, and when the food is sold some of the women 
come along to winnow the corn. This work is done os a labour 
of love.

3- The Vow offering—licre wc seem to be living in O.T. times 
once more. If a person falls ill, or desires special divine assistance 

“Pon some work, the person in question 
® offering of thanks-

diw oW^^ ^'r ™ '=/ranted. When granted, the vow is 
rhink^ff ‘ho "’hole congregation at Mass the

J made With the whole congregation joining in the 
raremony. I remember one man who had had rather a bad

was not so bad as anticipated. This man, I ought to

I
deal of labour and time

cases

the accident
of the building the women turn to
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OUR 74TH ANNIVERSARY
which they require enormous quantities of earth and water: the 
floor, too, has to be beaten well in order to make a hard surface 
(how the babies, human nature being the same the world over, in 
spite of different coloured skins, love these days of mud piesi) 
The women, too, have to go out into the forest to get grass: 
when they have cut the grass it needs to be laid carefully in the 
sun to dry, after which it is done tip into neat bundles and carried 
on the head to the building. As soon as the grass is sufficient 
the men then thatch the roof: the actual thatching is the work 
of specialists who, alas, are none too plentiful. Thus the building 
IS completed, but each.year some kind of repair is necessitated 
cither by the rain or the ravages of the white ant. The chiffiren 
also do their share in the work by fetching water or carrying earth 
and then when the building is completed it falls to their lot to 
keep It clean inside and outside. When we built our new church 
even little toddlers of three and five were to be seen carrying little 
vessels of earth so ns to do their share.

8. There is still another forip of self-support e.xisting in the 
put-stations which the priest is only able to visit at regular 
tntervals. He ts provided with firewood and water, the latter com- 
modity somclimra IS very scarce, for we cannot just turn on the 
tap. Africa makes one realize the value of water. Quite fre
quently, too, he is given food, such as chickens, rice and vegetables 
At one of my out-sintions an old lady used to send me, each time 
I visited the place, a bowl of the most beautiful flake rice: at an
other an old man always sends ipc a pigeon for one evening meal: 
almost always there may be expected presents of eggs. The good 
people realize that the less e.xpense the Mission has in regard to 
the prtKts food the more money will be available for other works

I have attempted to give you an idea, inadequate though it be, 
of how our Christians are doing their very best to help forward 
the work of the Church among themselves, and what I have said 
Ik; "PP’y '0 every parish throughout the Mission. If
hannv P" ennum, liow
f I •’"PP-'’ >>e our Christians

iLk of funtbT “'•'“iPeg of work here and there for

reallld je"erosity, and if only Catholicsrcnlizcd that fact how difTercnt things would be!

' Full particulars of our Anniversary on May 30th are advertised in 
,i the Cover of this number.
' Those of our friends who wish to attend the Queen’s Hall 

Meeting should apply for tickets without delay. Seats can be had 
; in the Stalls and Grand Circle at one shilling each, and in other

' parts of the Hall without payment. A stamped addressed envelope
should be enclosed.

HOME JOTTINGS
The MUiton’s Income.—The follow] 

to the principnl working funds of the ]
'ing Is a comparison of the amounts contributed 
Mission:

1033 1032

Fund Received dur
ing April

Received dur- 
I tng April

Total to 
April 30

Apri/'30

7^30
1A50

£ 0^03
General ... 
Auxiliarv 
Schools ..

1,980 ’l58316 685121
840239 l.COO 1G8

8,300Grand Totals 2,340 8,745 1,846

X4 in Treasury notes have liccn received from CItertsey for work in N. Rhodesia.

Parcels for Africa.—We have been asked by the Treasurer’s OlTicc at Mponda's 
Nyasaiand, to give publicity to the following notice. It would assist greatly in the 
postal work of this diocese if friends in England would declare, on the OUTSIDE 
of the parcel, the contents of any parcels sent to members of the staff. If'tills is not 

• done the parcels have to be opened here {l.c., at Mponda’s), which means, not only 
considerable expenditure of time, but the undoing of parcels cn route. At the moment 
about 10 per cent, only of the parcels sent ore so declared, and the time consequently 
spent at tlie Post Ollicc with p.nrccls at Christmas was very considerable.

I
A Challenge from one C. S. C. Branch to tbC'Others.—After he.uing that equijv 

mem for Africa must be curtailed to some oitent, owing to tjte cost of freight and 
customs, and that the vital need was for money and yet more money, our branch ql tlie 
Companionslilp of Simon the Cyrenian decided to hold a Sale of Work In the coming 
Winter, nnJ enthusiasm is running high. n .i - c r* •.

We arc. therefore, bold enough in our own conceit to challenge all other C. b. Us 
to do likewise. Think what It would mean to the Mission if every "J®

w„.U fc very chrrrrj if ; ”

H. Denniss.

MR. WII.LIAM HUGHES.—R.I.P.
oVM? 29th,
Diocese nf 7nnTih^* P’ Hughes, who, after good service in the

(N.B.—There are 170 branches of the C. S. C.-Editor.)

Relreat for Assoclales.-fMcn and Women). ScptemlKr 23-26. Abbey House,
Glastonbury. Conductor: The Rev. E. Sedding. S.SJ.F„ Cost 18$. JJ',, J"?/
be sent at%ny time to the Secretary of Associates. Clme, Wehs. Somerieb

A Missionary Exhibition will be in progress at Sinrct. If any Rctreatnnts wish
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CENTRAL AFRICAHOME JOTTINGS

A MONTHLY RECORD OF THE WORK OF TOE 
UNIVERSITIES' MISSION TO CENTRAL AFRICA

to proknc their itay, to attend it, they should apply to the Lady Warden at the At>he\ 
House. *

U.M.C.A. Leodlag Librto'.—The new book “Liturgy and Worship" hns been 
added to the library and can be borrowed on the usual terms. We can also lend books 

Dr. Parry, Father Benson, and Father Congreve of Cowley, Conon LIddon, etc. 
Pussies can still be borrowed from the library.it No. 607. LI. JULY, 1933 Price 2d.

The Aitouol Sale on behalf of U.M.C.A. will take place in S. Alban's Hall, 
Baldwin's (iardens, Grays Inn Road, W.C.1 on Wednesday, June 28 from 2—8. Contri
bution* Rrstefully received by ^llss W. Buckley, c/o Miss K. Alexander, 35 Brooke 
Street, llotbom, E.C.I. • • *

•* Jobnsea of Njrauland " is the title of the long-looked-for " Life " of Arclidcncoii 
Johnson, hy Father Barnes, C.R. It will be published on May 24ih, price 4s.; by post 
from the dtTice 4s. Gd.
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Home Jottings

NOTE.—Neither 
for any opinionTHE MISSION STAFF

Hame Diocese Date OUR SEVENTY-FOURTH 
ANNIVERSARYArrivati m England 

Rev. G. 11. Hewitt 
Rev. H. G. Denson 
.Mr. H. Griggs

N. Rhodesia
Nyasaland
Nyasaland

April 24 
May 6 
May 6 .\s usual, U.M.C.A. liad a beautiful day for its Anniversary. 

The day began with the usual corporate Communion at St. 
Matthew's, Westminster, at which Father Cornibecr celebrated. 
All the friends of the Mission came from afar to St. John’s, Red 
Uon Square, to give thanks to God for another year of wonderful 
cheer and progress in all the four dioceses, in spite of all the diffi
culties of shortage of staff and funds. Bishop Douglas was .with 
us after his first two and a half years’ work in his new diocese, 
and Bishop Shaw, our new President, preached a stirring sermon on 
the text “ Go near and join thyself to the chariot," Acts viii, 29. 
He showed how the Acts tells of the Light which overcame the 
darkness of the world at a time when the old Greek and Roman 
religions had failed, and when even in the new Christian Church 
there were disputes as to the admission of the Gentiles. 1 he 
baptism of the Ethiopian was a definite assertionoof the Catholicism 
of the Church, and the Church has kept this character for twenty 
centuries. What then is the aim and purpose of the Church in 
the world-wide events of to-day? Surely the U.M.C.A, docs 
try to put before England the claims of a Christian solution 
of the problems which arise when a continent like Africa comc.s 
into the stream of civilization and awakes to the possibility of a 
national life. The British Empire is a dominant factor m Uiu 
world, but the Catholic Church is stronger still. It is a unifying 
force. For three quarters of a century the U.M.C.A. has done 
part in solving these problems, and it has increased from a small 
band to four dioceses, but this year we have to face a check--thc 
work everywhere is hindered by a lack of European priests. Nyasa
land. a diocese as big as England, has only twenty-one priests,

Departures fn 
Sifter Thereia 
Novice Ursula 
Novice Ceclli#
Novice Josephine 
Rev. A. S. Chandler 
Mrs. Chandler

England
Zanzibar 
Zanzibar 
ZLanzibar 
Zanzibar 
N. Rhodesia 
N. Rhodesia

15 iune 16 
une 16 
une 16 
une ,30' 
une so

'I
.iAppelolmcnt—^Tlie Bishop of Mnsost hat app 

a Canon of the Calhedral Church of Matasl.• • *
OrdlaaUea by the DUhop of Zanzibar in the Church of the Holy Crou, Maglla, 

on .March 21, Feast of St. Benedict, 1033. To the Diaconaie, Albano Semdoe. Dunkano 
Lugendo, James Mgaya, Paolo Kihatnpa and Gerard Magllt.• » *

The Rev. A. S. Chandler succeeds the Rev. C. H. Leeke tu Chaplin of Broken 
Hill, N. Rhodesia.

ftted the Rev. Donold Parsons to be
I

IN MEMORIAM—R.I.P.
April 4. Etheldreda Hodgson.

Miss Hodgson has been an indefatigable Secreta 
Fund, and then for the Coral League, for
Joj-ous enthusiasm has kept up the Interest .......... .......... ............... . .
great, growing town like Horsham, fresh Interesu are always springing up and new 
ways for spending the children's scanty ponies.

April 24.—Ethel Wright.
For fortyTive years n Rural Deanery Secretary In Lincoln Diocese.

first for the Children's 
y years, and by her own 
In U.M.C.A.. where In a

tSkmore than 
of the children
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OUR SEVENTY-FOURTH ANNIVERSARY

whereas the Oxford diocese has one thousand. A great call comes 
to us this year. We send soldiers, explorers and engineers to take 
the riches of Africa. Does not the Spirit of God teach us "to 
join the chariot ’’ and give the riches of the Kingdom of God 
to the Africans.

At the Church House
At the afternoon meeUng in the Church House, Dr. Archer 

Houblon took the chair and introduced the new president. Bishop 
Shaw, and spoke feelingly of the work of the late president, Bishop 
Gore, and the loss the Mission had sustained by the deaths of Canon 
Duncan Travers and Canon Woodward.

Lieutenant-Colonel Sir Stewart Symes, the Governor of Tanganyika 
I erritory, was the next speaker, and he won all our iiearts by his 
smeere and well-weighed appreciation of the work of the U.M.C.A. 
Mere are a few sentences from a speech which you will have read 
elsewhere. I value this opportunity to testify to my keen interest

'he value of the work of 
U.M.C.A. m Tanganyika Territory. In its inception its work was to 

T*i ■ “'"r^.:. in freeing the Africans
blind superstition and crass ignorance. The 

Unirersities Mission carries out this great task with zeal and 
dCTOtion and in co-operation with Government and other missions. 
da^r?nkr« ‘be torches of healthy living and knowledge into many 

earrying on with reduced staff and 
budgets-the members of the Mission denying them- 

1 '^bich Others consider necessities, in order to go 
fonrard. 1 do commend this Mission to all in these hard times, 
firs^nrlnl^a’ •' bad a great welcome, for this is his
52rs aEr®HeW B!sbop Fisher two and a half
Sf. bow after his Hrst tour of the diocese three
hinp struck him; That the Archdeaconries must bn^rrang™ 

“i""* 'i"®"'®"" boundaries. That the African 
‘bat there must be a poUcy of 

decentralization, which depended on an adequate supply of priests
oTi mT'- his death Kstop fS
twHve^fril!'^ deacons and next Advent the Bishop hopeT to have
oTdinationr "’“"5' “'='‘‘"5 f'”'

Mr* Coggan, a hale old man of seventy-Hve who joined U.M.C.A. 
in x885> told us of his admiration for Chauncy Maples and Bishop

Padre Sheppard* of Masasi, gave us two word pictures—the first 
of the humble reverence of the Africans when he carried the 
Blessed Sacrament to a dying woman along a narrow winding 
path, and the second of a procession at Chidya Central School and 
Training College when they faced the heathen country . 
by five Sultans, and he realized how our Lord longed to dwell there.

Archdeacon Cox* of Nyasaland, told us how he found the schools 
and even churches closed in the Msumba Archdeaconry, when 
Portuguese East Africa passed from the rule of a Company to a 
Central Government, because a new law ordered that Portuguese 
must be taught in all the schools. Two European teachers went 
to Portugal and learnt Portuguese and then came back and gave 
twenty-five teachers intensive teaching for six months, with the 
result that twelve of the teachers were put on the provisional list 
and are now speaking and writing Portuguese in their schools.

Canon Spanton was not able to give his usual inspiring and 
incisive speech at the end, for his time “ had been eaten iip,” 
as the Africans say, but he read a cable from the Bishop of 
Zanzibar begging, for five priests and another from the Bishop of 
Masasi to say that seven Moslem chiefs on the Makonde plateau 
wanted teachers and that a priest was needed to supervize this 
new venture.

ruled over

At the Queen’s Hall
The Queen’s Hall was packed for the Evening meeting and 

the audience gave a great welcome to our new President, Bishop 
Shaw, who prophesied that we should soon need the Albert Hall.

Bishop Douglas reminded us that the spirit of Bishop Gore 
with us that night, and that he would be very glad to have Bishop 
Shaw as his successor; those in Africa would get fresh encourage
ment from the meeting, wliich had come to help our Lord Jesus 
Christ to perfect His mystical Body, the Holy Catholic Church, 
and not to listen to funny stories. After showing hoiv the 
educational and medical work In Nyasaland was going on well and 
the African ministry increasing, Bishop Douglas spoke of the 
serious side of the picture and told of Canon Victor in his huge 
archdeaconry with three far-flung parishes to tend and not a single 
priest to help him. He pleaded for security, the security of a 
waiting list of priests, and the security that those who came out 
would stick, and really sacrifice themselves. ” Bind the sacrifice 
with cords even to the horns of the altar " should be the watch
word of all who came to serve Jesus in Africa.

Canon Spanton first gave the heartfelt thanks of the whole 
mission for the late Secretary, Duncan Travers, for his self sacrific
ing love and all that he was, and all that he is.

Then he told tis simply the financial state of the U.M.C.A.

i

was

®“‘ be pleaded for four European 
prteste, but no one came. Then Canon Augustine Ambali died 
Archdeacon Wilson was invalided home, and three of the younger

five, S fhe
result that Europran workers and African congregations were left 
without the help of the Sacraments. In order to put right this sad 
^ate of things we were urged to use our Baptismal gifts of faith, 
Sui"^ *“ “=‘o hope,
=S^rand°'?heASnT
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Diocese of Nyasaland

reserve fund which came to an end a couple of years ago As a 
rrault we were compelled to cut down our expenditure to the level

But the Treasurers, knowing that the Bishops had alreadv cut

Monll yea/ Some
^ople Mould call this acuon a venture of folly; I have ventured to

are'?' and hlr^^e aS^l "T if 
r.ches to help the work of Christ ovem^ *''''' '’'‘™
.he.^a°Jo°n‘’?h“itfe°n' feT^'fritff'
had been going on wers^nce^,.. ‘raining
teachers, for tlm teacher cnntintl!.^i^ Central School boys and
encourage him. Even if the ip-irh^ ° fi’!,'*®' ''i®i‘ i"™ and
Rct up agai^ and Xf fLnbf '‘'n. and they
Bishop Steere said “ U M C A Is™' ” excellent work,
at home and nbfoad " ntissionaries boththe glory of God af d th?Xa«oVof'’ri/r''' ‘'“'™

Bkhop Shaw summed up and then gave us his blessing

*'■ *“= .'5“ z
D. C. A.

MEDICAL OFFICER'S REPORT
1932

We have a good many causes for thankfulness during the past 
year. First I would mention the arrival of new nurses to fill the 
gaps in our staff at a time when we were much afraid that there 
would be a serious shortage, and we must not forget our debt of 
gratitude to those who have given of their best here and have now 
left us.

Another matter which has been a great relief to me is that we 
have finished the financial year with a working balance, and 1 
very grateful, not only to our subscribers and collectors, but also 
to our nurses who by their careful economy have made this possible. 
Careful supervision of the hospital food and of the usage by the 
boys of drugs and dressings adds a good deal to a nurse's work, 
but is worth while, as it makes a considerable difference in the 
year’s expenditure of her hospital and of the amount we can do 
with the funds at our disposal.

Ltkoma.—We have made a new departure here this year 4n the 
form of an open air ward; the idea was initiated by Miss Simpkin 
who also provided most of the money necessary for building it. 
Likoina is our only hospital where suclt a building would be 
entirely free from the danger of unwelcome visitors siicli as hyenas 
or lions, and usually in the hot weather \vc have a number of 
patients sleeping on the verandah of the men’s hospital; 
dation there was not sufficient and on the women’s verandah there 
was hardly any room for sleeping. The new building consists of 
two wards back to back, the women’s ward facing their kuscli and 
the men’s ward facing the store below their hospital.

am

accommo-

■V;'l '..-vlI::''-- •

i:
K

■

I Lskoua DisrsKSARV
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We do not usually take in cases of pulmonary tuberculosis, 
though occasionally a case gets in before it is diagnosed; now, 
although I don’t think it will be wise to take lliem in as a rule, it 
will be fairly safe to have in one or two cases for short periods 
if Uiey need treatment for other diseases such as hookworm, which 
IS frequently the case. Many other cases will benefit by the open 
air treatment, including the less infective forms of tuberculosis. 
Another addition, for which too Miss Simpkin was responsble is 
an annex to the operation room. This has been built mainly Vor 
injwtions, nearly all of which, with the exception of those for'va 
and leprosy, were done in the operation room until this new 
was opened a year ago.

Kota Kota.--\Ve have again to thank Dr. Fitzmaurice, the 
Oovemment medical officer, for constant help at our hospital.

Mim Egan, who has been nurse in charge for some years, has 
gme home on furlough, and we are very anxious as to whether 
the state of her health will allow of her return to us

‘I”® “ "“‘ive hospital
T M 1°“ K “'’fortoto'c that the best site available

"“fi remains to be seen how far this will 
affect the numbers of those who come to us, but I think that most
nnrl. u "■ *“ 'here is a European
go M befbrV^' maternity work will certainly

Forty cases of labour were attended last' year, a large increase 
previous years, and there were 94 new cases attending the baby

,ws
room

PiMU] Whi lUtt
iNjtCTfOSS AT LIOI.I

hole in the roof and had lo remain there for several monllis until 
I was building at Mngche and could si)are two masons to rebuild 
the chimney; I think this time it has been cemented.

.Miss Hall has this year had a good detil of the verandah floor 
{>ointed in cement, which is a great improvement.

Milo has had a more satisfactory year, with twice last year’s 
numbers of both in-patients and out-patients.

The hospital floors arc being cemented, thanks to a kind gift 
from Mrs. Dickson and a special grant from the Btshoj): I hope 
we shall now get rid of ilie ticks whicli have for years been so 
troublesome, giving relapsing fever to so many of our- patients. 
We have also put in one or two extra windows and widened two 
of tile doors which previously would not allow of a patient lieing 
carried oul on his bed. I hope that some lime we may be able to 
afford to build some chimneys; the patients don’t seem to mind 
the smoke of their fires, but we mind it very much when we have 
to do dressings in the hospital! 1 am not surc^vhat the original
purpose of the buildings may have been, but they were not built 
as liospitals.

Msumba.—This station at present seems lo be the paradise of 
mosquitoes, which during iheir rather lengthy season make it any
thing but a paradise for man. Sanitation is a difficult problem 
here: the station stands on a hill which is almost entirely rock 
of varying degrees of hardne.ss, and in which the digging of pits 
is very laborious and slow even where it is possible. On one side 
is an open valley near the head of whicli is the central school with 
about forty boarders; from that point downwards the valley is a 
swamp after much rain ; I have every hope that this can be very 
much improved by drainage, and the mosquito breeding there

on
clinic.
of 3hnm ^ s'reping sickness, some
of whoin were in our hospitnl. Dr. Filzmaurice and Miss Egan 
arc lo be congratulated on one case, a young boy wbo was
“rve^'whh"'' “ -“"de'ful
^ re be n a The cattle at present

Ll, ?! “ a condition and free from trypanosomes.
need™ Jit T con-
IcMre who^? r “ considerable number of
ofdilsTwerriTthe"^ Liuli; some

W-th“K"'’ ffThetl^nlel trLtmem th"ere
by r?StSTrom7iuIi and‘“wb?'’d T “““'“"""y

and neariy ao,ooo out-patient attendances, 
in d«rint“fhe ’’“"P'"*'- ‘he chimney falling

233 in-patients
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greatly reduced. On the other side is a stream bed which only in 
some years is a stream wiili an outflow into the Lunyo half a 
mile away : in other years it becomes a s\vamp with its deepest part 
near the foot of our hill. To drain this into the Lunyo is too big 
a job for us to undertake, but there may be a diancc of draining 
it into an underlying stratum of sand. While digging out clay 
for bricks, they discovered this sand underneath, and I hope we 
may be able to make use of the information, and so reduce the 
mosquitoes on this side also.

We have had very few in-patients, and for this I am not 
altogether sorry because we ntay not accept even the small pay
ments which we get in our own territory, and cost is correspond
ingly higher; recently too owing to damage done to crops by the 
locusts, we have had to import food, paying an import duty of 
25 per cent.

We have been grateful on various occasions to Dr. Rodrigues 
for kind help in the hospital.

Molindi has had the benefit of Dr. Trefusis being priest-in- 
chargej this has at least meant that Miss Hcald has been able to 
refer any difficult cases to him when he has been on the station : 
we look forward to a time when he will no longer have charge of 
the station and will be able to devote a fair amount of his time 
to medical work. His X-ray apparatus has been a help both 
locally and also for cases whom 1 have sent him from up the lake.

There has been a considerable development of village work, 
chiefly done by the hospital boys visiting the various villages to 
treat the sick and at the same time to do some evangelistic work; 
a boy usually accompanies Dr. Trefusis on his parochial rounds, 
and thus provision is made for medical treatment in the 
distant villages.

Mponda's,—We are exceedingly thankful to get Miss Lucas 
back after a very severe attack of tick fever, probably due 
infection while attending a maternity case in the village; Miss 
Young had a stiff time carrying on alone during Miss Lucas' stay 
in hospital.

Mponda’s has now a flourishing infant welfare clinic, and the 
nurses have had the great advantage of the kind lielp of Dr. Aitken 
who has recently come to Fort Johnston as medical officer; she has
had a considerable experience of .African children before she ..... .
to this protectorate. During the year a special building has been 
put up to house the clinic, the monev for it being raised bv the 
nurses.

Likwenu has had to do with one nurse for a good deal of the 
year, so Miss Jones had her hands full with the station hospital 
as well as her lepers in ihe colony at the foot of the hill, and we 
were \try glad to welcome back Miss Hardman and also the new 
box-body Ford she has brought with her; this enables her to visit 
patients othei^vise beyond our range, and also to bring in 
to hospital. ^

1 am glad to note a decided improvement in the patients’ pay
ments this year; Likwenu have several times competed with 
anotlier hospital for lowest place in the list of payments per head; 
this year the other hospital, in spite of a slight increase, has no' 
close competitor.

Matope has only one brick hospital building, the dispensary and 
operating room; the accommodation for in-patients being limited 
to two small mud huts which will scarcely last through the rains 
and must then be rebuilt.

There are not many in-patients; those who come in generally 
bring ihdr own food, hence we expect very little from them in 
cash and the hospital expenditure is small.

We have here no leper colony, but there is a village near the 
station which seems to be inhabited mainly by lepers; few how
ever come for treatment.

THE LEPER COLONIES
I must first again express our gratitude to the British Empire 

Leprosy Relief Association for all their help both direct and 
indirect, also to both Nyasaland and Tanganyika governments for 
the grants which enable us to maintain so many lepers in the 
colonies.

At the end of last year we had ;^2i6 balance in hand of build
ing grants from the B. E. L. R. A. We have built a stone dis
pensary for the lepers at Mngehe (one of the Liuli colonies), with 
a large verandah on which most of the treatments are done; while 
building this I took the opportunity to put in foundations on which 
to build a food store. I hope to build this during the corning year, 
and perhaps also a shelter for the patients while they arc waiting 
for their injections. I think the money will suffice for both.

At Likwenu colony, some repairs and improvements were done 
to the waiting shelter with a special grant from the B. E. L. R. A.

At the end of the hospital year, the total number of lepers under 
treatment was 580, of whom 291 were in colonies and the rest were 
attending os out-patients (we count only those^who are attending 
more or less regularly). On the whole our results have been better 
this year than during the past two years when so many nodular 
cases got worse on alepol treatment; many of these have got better 
again on hydncM:reol. Alepol certainly has its uses, especially I 
think in chronic cases not subject to reactions, and it has the 
advantages that it is easy to give, is liked by the patients and is 
inexpensive, but its effects need very careful watcliing as there js a 
considerable number of cases whom it does not suit.

As I believe this is Dr. Whitehead's last ywr as Director of 
Medical and Sanitary Services at Zomba, I should like to close 
my report with an expression of our gratitude to him for all his 
sympathy and help to our work during his tenure of Office.

Wm. C, Wigan.
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THE VILLAGE OF MERCY, FIWILA who began to give systematic injections. By February 1929 there 
was a small leper settlement, composed of a dispensary and three 
huts in which lived four men two women and a boy. News of this 
settlement was spread about and before long other lepers came in. 
The situation was becoming serious for there was no money set 
apart fof the work, and the Bishop was many weeks out of reach. 
It was decided therefore that on no account must the gospel number 
of ten be exceeded, but by the time of the Bishop’s arrival there 
were twelve lepers not only receiving medical treatment, but also 
regular religious instruction, while Miss Harcourt held a school 
for theip several limes a week.

Faced with this situation, the Bishop's decision was charac
teristic. He said in effect “ Here we have a curable disease: we 
must treat it.”

By the end of 1929 there were sixteen patients under treatment, 
and a leper chapel had been built off the church, 
original leper di^ towards the close of the year, and eight days 
after four lepers received the cross.

In 1931, when Miss Mumford arrived in place of Miss Lock, 
there were nineteen lepers, and it became desirable to move the 
settlement to its present situation further from the station. This 
project was made possible by the liberal help received from the 
British Empire Leprosy Relief Association. Later that same year 
two boys were discharged as cures, but the population of the 
village rose to twenty-four, and this has remained its high-water 
mark.

In a church with open sides and a 
high-pitched roof, the Bishop sat, 
a resplendent figure in cope and 
mitre. Behind him, their surplices 
gleaming white against the mudded 
east wall, stood his first four 
African deacons: to one side were 
two English priests, one complet
ing seventeen years in North 
Rhodesia, the other in his first 
year. The eyes of all were turned 
upon
whose ages ranged from a young 
mother with a child-in-arms to a 
grey-haired old granny with arii- 
fidally protruding lips. Two things 
in particular these women had in 
common : each of them was kneel- 
there to receive the Holy Spirit in 
confirmation, and each of them 
was a leper. Indeed all the con- 
gregation in.that church with the 

exception of three English women, were lepers, for this building 
was the new churcli of St. Francis of Assisi in the leper village, 
or as wc prefer to call it, the Village of Mercy just outside Fiwila.

There w.is about the scene something not merely impressive 
and rather pathetic, but something almost Pentecostal as it seerped 
to those who knew the story which lay behind it.

The story begins seven years ago, when Padre Hewitt used to 
visit a leper named Ndebwc who lived in a village four miles from 
Flwiln. When the village moved, as African villages do periodic
ally, the villagers refused to make any provision for the old man, 
so Padre Hewitt, with the help of a few Christians and Catechu- 
rnens, himself built a hut for Ndebwe, and mudded the walls. By 
this time Ndebwe had begun to be a hearer, and was cllnicallv 
baptized m May 1926. When the next harvest came round, Paul'u 
Ndebwe, who had recovered, found himself deserted because all 
the people had gone out to live in the gardens, and in his loneli
ness and misery he determined to end himself and his troubles.
.. 3%"’ myself,” he told the padre; and the padre said

On the contrary you are going to come and live in the Mission.” 
^d so in 1928 Paulu Ndebwe the leper took up his abode at Fiwila. 
There wt« no nu^ on the station at this tirpe, so it was Padre 
Hetvitt who gave him the best medical treatment available, besides 
peeping his hut and drawing his water. By the end of the year 
two more lepers had arnved, and also the first nurse, Miss Lock,

kneeling women,seven
Paulu the

FuvttA LktCK' CtIURCII !

The present village comprises in the main sixteen round huts 
forty feet apart, a dispensary, where in addition mass has been said 
once a week for the past year, and at the beginning of .this year 
the Church described above was built by Mr. Lakln. The position

Pimu LErsBB
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of the village allows plenty of room for the inmates to malte 
gardens and to hunt on the adjacent datpho.

The lepers are all fed and clothed by the Mission, and those 
who are able work on the station for a small wage. In all other 
resp^ts they live a normal village life, and are happy and con-

The fact that a very large proportion of the known lepers of this 
large distnet have found their way to the Village of Merev suit 
gests that many more such small clinics would probably be the biat 
way to tackle the problem, for not only do they look weU and 
happy, but they are'also removed as a source of further infection

Towar^ the end of last year a doctor from another part of 
Africa who was our guest examined the twenty-two lepers In 
residence and their case notes, and classified them as follows 

I Contact,
4 Non-active and mutilated,

13 Active of whom 4 were mutilated,
4 Clinical cures aged 12, 13, 20 and 40.

ST. MARK'S COLLEGE MAPANZA
Essays on; The most interesting 
event which has happened in my
life.
N.B.—I have left them exactly as 
they were given to me. They are ' 
done by the St. 4 class, which is 
due to take the Government St. 4 
Exam, in six weeks lime.
1. Bernard Singombe. Position 

in class about 10th out of 20. 
Age 21.

In the year 1915, when 1 .was 
a quite small boy, there is a great 
hungry in my village. My grand

father used to hunt some animals. One day my great grandmother 
told me about the lifehood of my grandfather, she said, *' You 
must go with your grandfather in the forest to eat some honey, so 
one day my grandfather took me to the forest to eat some honey, 
before we got there, we found a great number of the Elands in the 
vally playing about. My father told me that will you wall here, 
until you hear the gun goes, then you can run. My grandfullicr 
went there little by little until he reached near them. When he 
readied near,” He shot to one of them, and sec him falling down 
So my grandfather ran and start to prepare his spear, but he found 
that ilie animal was died. After that my grandfather calls me 
very much, but I was very near to be, so I rcpled that. Father I 

He told me that I have killed it, let us go and pray to our 
God’s, that they will give us all the time (sc. succ^s—Ed.). As 
soon as we start to pray, and my grandfatlicr put his gun on the 
horns of the dead animal and his bag of the buHeles, the animal 
waike up and ran away right through the forest. I was very very 
excited to see that the dead animal started to run away and took 
with my grandfather’s bag to his horns. T'liat time my grand
father started to refuse about God's, he said, ” God does not see 
the miserable people.

Its.,.

'i A feature of the settlement is the contenl- 
mSl “'® ‘"'"e'ea- The value of the efforts

vnt, m appreciated, and contacts and early cases
come ■voluntarily for cxarpinatton and treatment.” For thoM who
almost “ae
nuTteronhe cS-kr^” ■ “"lirmation which brought thi 

, u f-a^aanns in the village to seventeen, the remainder 
being catechumens. The Bishop si^ke tenderly 
own sorrow and the sorrow of ' * - ^
this sickness. **

I

, to them of their
........ . *hat they should have

clad also that thrn?/c^K ^ sometimes to be
live in^is v ll™ brought to
have “'hertvise you might never

inio'"he'’nvjTfIt^“„4‘7t“ erace, a new joy has come
Ihe happte?faci in pirn
.hcjoy'’Sf,ife,r,ob^z'“dl:;^h'r^i,,?le^ft^;:;^

!

Marks 5/10.

.0 Ausv., 12.1,
IrsHIm.ldy rail ilinvielvn ■' “• The School Is tor those who can
gportunli. tor yooog people loS . ration. “ “"T,""'' f»r U.M.C.A., and la an
hame et 16. latter a^i’Sla to My thT Slf fi?' “f 11"S'”">‘'

^eaariet which would JS. '“r tlanaltona
Tile Blihop of NyaaaIon?srin I’™''! ty the ndvanlages ihe School

-III be Rev. G. Heeley lind Fathraieddir I ft,"" "'etc and the Chaplalni 
Olher oSuSi a a'l- ^ C. tVat.on'^ will

Ven»lcL.'c.S.P..’andSItTGrbl!^’ A«[ira°' ”r "'"'a”™"""'”liaS!tt,'’'s°S
h.1 Rev. L. C. Wairan, c,o The Omce.Trc. XorJ^tuX^S^rry tlSIaScS'!"

2. Simeon Kaluluia. Position in class about bottom. Age 23.
In .April 1928th, I was working in farmer. 1 work for three 

months, after finished three months, I went to school to Msoro. I 
arrive there with Nichals. Padre allowed us in school. At that 
lime we were was ill nearest died. .working very hard. In 1929th, 1 
Mv friends went away for holidav remainder me a lone. Padre 
said, ” Wait here until you will get better.” I was suffer very 
much during one month. Then next month Padre sent me to my 
home. After a few days I get sick again. At that time people
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in our village use to died on April. i6 people were died at that 
lime. I though myself I am going to die. One day I was slept 
about 8 clok a.m. I was dreamt a curious dream in front of 
dreamt to me sinse I was born. I was dreaipt in front of 
there were white birds. In front of the white birds there were 
black birds with large mouths. One black bird came to me as near 
to kill me a white bird came to save me. A black bird run away 
from me a white was bright to me a bout half an hour. I turn 
my face to see its face, 1 could not see it at all, only feathers cover 
it and above its head. It went away from me by being smaller 
and smaller till finished. When 1 looked eastward I saw the doss 
(sc. cros^Ed.) of Jesus Christ made of gold. Many white birds 
round picture of Jesus Christ. There was very beautiful flowers 
which 1 hod nevery seen.

1 woke and thought Jesus Christ will bring me back as a 
xnant again. The trouble of my sick was leg, very very painful. 
Then my leg stop to pain, God said, “ You must go to high 
school (M. Station school .at Msoro-Ed.). 1 will show vou the 
work which is wanted to me.” I went to school and work, there 
^ 1 ww before. In 1930 we were took a test from Fiwila (College 
bnt. &am—Ed.). 1 did not know that I will come down here 
iNow I am very pleased by a vocation of God to do this work 1 
was re^member your word which spoke to us bv called with God in 
Church (sc. about being called—Ed.). Marks 3/10

4. Alfred Kalaba. Position in class about 8th out of 20 Ace 17 
Here IS some news which 1 want to Explain weir wfen 'i 

was a boy m the year 1925. There came a man named tL
™HeTolH n"'"'issionary- Ed.). He told ail the people to believe his religion, many people 

went there to believe his religion, and my brothefwent also ’Tlfey 
used to say to their friends you follow me in this way, and gS

night they went away to their prayers, and my brother went. When
mm aTeo“"H'"®TU°'" <>>'= "’■‘'‘He of the way they

“'O'™ front of the Leopard and 
said, God save us froip this salan’s creation.” The Leopard 
went away. After that they said God has heard our words. When 
they reached [0 the house, they found me there. 1 was sleeping. 
We used to sleep in the same hut. But I did not know that they 
liave come. 1 was not one of their brothers in Christ. They 
said to me get up 1 answered why? Then they said we want to 
tell you some news. They said you will Enjoy if you will hear 
that news. But I did not get up. Then they said will you belieye 
our religion then you will be saved by God. 1 then said If you 
were created by God and I too, I was created by God. They 
spoke many useless words. Those words makcd me very angry 
indeed. I was near to cry. Then I took an ax and threw it to 
them, and they said, do you want to kill us? “ 1 said yes,” the 
bakulu (elders—Ed.) in the village heard that nose. ITie bakulu 
gave me a right and said to them If that small boy will kill y 
you will not found an mulandu (sc. low suit) from him. Then 
they were afraid of me. From that time no one could spoke to me 
because of that thing I did to them. Marks 6/to

me
me

t

3. Samuel Chinene. Position in class, and out of 20. Age 18.

falher s entile. I left my father at home. After a time my father 
man froip home, and said, ” Go back to voiir home 

father wants you now.” I
'Vhy yoar fatlier wants vou.”

'rome. When I
o^Kk Shikusubila, I rested there until twelve
bulIMo’rnminS r ’ distance I saw one
I am alnnT what shall I do.
anS the h.?IT t ■ ‘ ‘'Of- While 1 was thinkingI suited to erv “ rof
Lfd^wn tLr?; f co’fng and the bufl.alo stood.

hrrSaZ^rnW u “roing to me. When
incTerf” I™?’ “ What is that stand-
mfether with ‘ ‘ Then we went
.S Md hat mef fr' V “’P tfid "O' ro"
feTLwn ZZai Z spear and hurt it. So the buffalo
spiar. TOei; the buJ2’ I roy

My father was very ^a'p^v in^dU.'"'

'OU

sent a ____ vour
I asked that man about four times’, he

5. Philip Hnmwama.
Age 18.

Once upon a time, when

Position in class about 13th out of 20.

. T V. . - - a young boy, I went to hunt,
because I liked to hunt very much, and I was not alone, but I 
^yas with two friends. Paul and Alfavo. We woke in morning 
urne about it was 4 or 5 o’clock a.m.. and wo^oolc with our dog, 
and we went on and on, until we arrived at Nachiyaya, a well for 
Tfr .After resting and drinking water, I ^id to Paul and
•Alfavo, ” Let us go Northward,” Alfayo and Paul did not refuse, 
they agreed with me and walked on, and after a short distance 
Paul said, ” Here is a spoor of Elands,” and I ran to sec it, when 
I saw It, I said, ” We shall go with it until we see them with our 
eves, if we shall not see them, we shall sleep in the forest to-day." 
After that we go on following the spoor, Alfayo raised his eyes 
and said, “ There they are riming because they have seen us,” ' 
and w’c started to run after them, and we late (sc. let) our dogs 
to run, then the dogs lated them to stand in one group, when they 
i?aw us they started to run again. Some of them parted to (sc.

was
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THE ZANZIBAR POLICEfrom) the big group, then we followed the small group, in that 
group there were calves of them, and the dogs caught one of them, 
and we killed it. After killing it, I said to Alphaus, “ You wait 
here to let the dogs go where we are going.” Then we started to 
run again and we found only one calf, and the dogs started to bite 
at it, and it came near to me, and I speared it with my spear, 
then Paul came and killed it, it was in one place where we killed 
the first one.

After killing all these calves Paul said, ” We can not take all 
these meat, Philip.” What shall we do, do you think? I swered, 
” Let one of us go to call some men to help us to take these meat, 
and they all refused, .because they were afraid of lions, and i: 
was very far from our home, then I went to call them. When we 
arrived there I left my friends I (sc. it) was about 9 o’clock p.m., 
and it was about 12 or 13 miles where we (sc. found) those calves 
of the elands, and we brought the meat to our home.

It is always a pleasure to spend an hour in the police lines of
Th‘'^ r slightly liigher

ground. The pohce are of a semi-military nature as, unlike the 
mainland which possesses detachments of the liing’s African Rifles 
as well as the police proper, they are the only armed force
them‘''and^rL'ni Christians among

f policeman can be very good indeed,
the discip ined life being exactly what he needs for the building up of a strong character. uunaing

And it is a happy thing to be able to s-ay that lit their Com- 
miMioner and officers they have men who rcallv do care for their 
welfare, and who are very much more than me;e officials carrying 
out their stated duties and administering discipline. ^ ®

They encourage them, for instance, to fill up their spare time 
m hralthy recreation, and they play football, nel-ball and boxing, 
and have an annual sports competition. They are also encouraged 
to take a pride m making a small garden outside their house.s, and 
the Lines have been quite transformed in appearance since this 
was started. To anyone who knows the dangers of ” spare lime ” 
in a c^st town like this, it is obvious that these recreations are 
of the first importance. A fair amount of ” off ” time is also spent 
in washing and ironing clothes, which most seem to do extremely 
well, always much amused at the idea of this being considered 

women’s work ” in England!
riiere is a quite excellent band, under a European bandmaster, 

which plays on ceremonial occasions and several times a week in 
various places.

The Christian members of the force have huts for Prayer and 
Instruction (both C. of E. and R. C.) and a lady worker teaches 
me wives. For Sunday worship thev are able to come to the 
Cathedral, unless duty forbids.

There is a small hospital attached to the lines, mostly used for 
minor ailments as. with men living healthy active lives, there is 
not a great deal of serious illness. A visiting padre gels a warm 
welcome from many besides the actual ChristiariS. Having hardly 
anything in the way of newspapers they like to hear what ts going 
on in the world, and it is good that they should.

For instance, when economy had to be talked about, here as 
everywhere else, they were greatly interested to hear of ‘‘ cuts ” 
even^ in England (generally thought of as quite above any such 
considerations), and much admiration was expressed at the King 
himself voluntarily giving up a part of his ” wages.” It would 
be easy to go on gossiping in talking about these people, as it Is 
easy to go on gossiping when talking to them, but perhaps enough 
has been .said to give the reader some idea of one of the most 
interesting ” side-lines ” of work in Zanzibar town.

on the

/
Marks 9/10

6. Denys Chikubi. Position in class about 5th out of 20. Age 15.
In the year 1925 there was a very bad lion which used to catch 

iiic people. One day when I was a boy I went into the forest to 
play. Then my father started to ask my friends, the reason why 
he asked my friends because all people heard about this lion which 
was very cruel. When the sun set I started to go back to mv 
home. Then my father asked my, *' Where have you been 
to^ay?” I answered I have been in the bush. Then my father 
told about the lion, I was afraid of it. At half past two a man 

village. We saw him running very fast going . 
to Chipili.^ Then the people asked him, ” Where are you going?”

‘ I am going to Chipili to ask the europeans to come and help us 
from this dangerous thing. Then the padre went to that village, 
he found one man who was caught bv a lion, he took that man 

bicycle. When that priest was near 
w'fu T was^dead so they brought that man in mv home.

At that day the head man did some medicen for his people I was 
vinni"® "Slf" * T®'" medicen. I just heard a noise in the

^ went to see what happened, then my ground- 
*2 because I was not there to wash that

nff preventing lion. (Witchcraft to staveOff Iions-Ed.)

i

G. E.
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A WONDERFUL MAN
A WONDERFUL MAN

outside, just keeping off the shore. Coining a little nearer she irot 
close and they suddenly thought the other! on board were gohig

the wllar ot my coat with one hand, putting the knife to mv 
throat with the other and yelled that if anyone landed from Z 
steamer he would cut my throat. No one did land, and by and by 
he let go again, and again we all sat down. Onie I go? un and 
stretched my arms and yawned, whereupon they all gm un^so^

as they all got cold, one by one wrapt themselves in their blankets 
and sailed off into the village. By and by I noticed tlL eU ,1. 
blbodthirsty looking ones with weapons had gone, and again I got
L^noe^d°";a’dted“^y“Jr:;ff“o'te°“-‘a“i!.
*^'h '’?I ^d'^h'^ tpissihg and went back and Sd

d‘*A ® d‘ r° “"“"f ’ “ ‘‘™y- We found aftenvard!
they had drowned him m the river. That's all I can rememb™ of 
these two adventures. I know of at least two more occasions when 
he has been within an inch of his life from natives. One was in the 
very place where a I am writing now, Mtoryula. A man threw an 
arrow up to the head at him. cv man tnrew an

He is a strange, strange man, and a wonderful one. He is ns 
imolm. f as some people are for themselves. The
when r ! ®I'® CTcry day is extraordinary, andwhen for five minutes he has nothing else to do he is on his knees 
in the chapel. Sometimes at celebration he really seems to be in 
another world and to have forgotten this one entirely. On Trinity 
Sunday, for instance, when Marsh was reading the epistle he

I HAVE just had the privilege of seeing the private journal of an old 
Nyasa missionary, from which I am allowed to give the following 
extract concerning Archdeacon Johnson.

A full account of both the ncidents mentioned will be found 
in the long looked for *' Life ” of Archdeacon Johnson, written by 
I'r. Barnes, just published under the title of “ Johnson of 
Nyasaland.** K. H. N. S.

I led on the Archdeacon to talk about his adventures last night 
and determined to write down what I could remember.

We began by talking of the Makanjtla's row when he landed 
with Buchanan. He said “ After a little parley we suddenly found 
ourselves thrown down and surrounded by howling crowds. I got 
on my feet again and saw Buchanan being sat on by about half-a> 
dozen men, Buchanan struggling to get at his revolver. I shouted 
to him for heaven’s sake not to fire and he gave in, and 
hustled off in different directions, and I was put in a hut by myself, 
while the people howled outside. By and by I was told Makanjila 
would see me to deddc our fate, and on my way I met poor 
Buchanan, also being taken to the chief. We were taken together 
to Makanjila, and a lot of talking was done, and we were hustled 

there and finally to the shore, where we saw one of 
Buchanan’s men lying drowned in the water with his arms tied. 
There I was put in charge of a villainous-looking young fellow with 
a knife, and all the rest went off. They had left me a shirt and 
trousers, taking my cassock and other things, 
oihcrs had gone my guard began playing with his knife and 
demanded my shirt butlons: while I remonstrated, the rest all
back, and then they all wanted the buttons, but since there ___
some seventy of (hem and about four buttons, they came to the con
clusion that the buttons wouldn’t go round and soon forgot about 
It. Aftenivards, Buchanan and I were put into a tent together and 
left for the night, being told our fate would be derided in the 
morning.

Next morning wc were again interviewed, and I pointed out that 
11 would get Mnkanj'ila into serious trouble if we were killed. He 
very badly wanmd paint for his " dhows," and unfortunately we had 
some on thtr C. J.” (which had been standing off and on all night), 
M finally for about five drums of paint and soipe cloth and other 
thinmi we were 1.1 ™ Then thc Archdeacon said " That was not

1 There I went 
get wood, and although I knew the 

soon as I

I

Iwe were

!

As soon as the
1came

were

eye.

HOME JOTTINGS
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things we were let go. ........................ .......
nearly such a near squeak as I had at Chiiowelo
one day in the boat to t,. —. .. ............„'b.. .
people were restless I didn’t expect a disturbance. As

afe;; “;v.r .tf *
d!wn^' waited, the natives also sitting
down. The C. J. meanwhile was standing off and on close by
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When you come to 
July, PLEASE visit the 
by the stain or in the lift. A MONTHLY RECORD OF THE WORK OF THE

UNIVERSITIES' MISSION TO CENTRAL AFRICA
Assodatu* CbrtstmM present to Workers.—Gifts of money from Sd. udwaH. 
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be w»U to book without delay for this Retreat. ^

The second Retreat this autumn will be conducted by Fr. Seddin^. S.S.T E fr«, 
3rd-«th fihort week-end),: 12s. 6d. ^ S, s.o.j.b.,

Visitors wishing to come for rest or study are asked to book their rooms as soon

m'l^cr'K«sS'^cS,n^rers1vT'’°^
Fw the new house, we need several .new or secondhand single bedsteads 
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Diocese of Nyasaland.' # * *
Nolka to members of our SUO la Africa.—Miss Warde, through whose 

efforts our Afncan staff are kepi supplied with newspapers and mogaiines 
to themselves, makes the following most reasonable requests.

1. Thai when the name and oddresa of a sender is known, the recipient In Africa 
should send an «casional note of thanks, so that the sender may be sure that ^e /
iTaddreised 't* destination and is appreciated by thc^rson to whom tt I

constant 
at no cost AN ULENDO IN THE HILLS

is;.'”
Station (Lilawatonde) at 4.30 p.m., having only done about twenty- ‘ 
five miles We crossed rivers, swamps and bogs without number,
1 dont think I had dry feet for more than half-an hour. On 
arriving I heard the confessions—there are only nine Christians, 
si.K of whom are school children, and the poor dears haven’t been 
confessed nor had a Mass for eight months. The next morning 
after I had celebrated nnd bad breakfast we started off at 8.15. 
boon we began to climb and climb and climb. The day before 
was child s play to it. We climbed above the tree belt, into the 
bracken belt, then up through the elephant grass ten to twelve feet 
•bgn, just pushing our way through, then intone short grass on 
the top of the world. I have never seen such a view, even the 
stolid tenga-tenga gasped. We rested on the rocks at the fop for 
about twenty minutes, ju.st drinking it in.- For miles and miles 
and miles stretched the lower hills and valleys, right away to 
Masasi and the coast. Of course, we couldn’t see that. Then to 
the north were the nearer hills of Songca, while to the far north were 
the gr^t Livingstone Mountains and Milo. Between the hills in 
the middle distance we saw silver streaks at intervals. It was the 
»^“^uma of Livingstone and early U.M.C.A. fame. Having rested 
and had a pipe we started the descent. Down, down, we camc. down 
through shon grass, bracken, and elephant grass,* pushing oUr Way 
through until we got down to the real forest level. Here we started

in AWca Icavcs tlie Mission he should Infonn hU 
correspondent that the magasine he has been receiving will be no longer needed.
S. missionaries lead, and how difficult it often

THE MISSION STAFF
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Mr. B. Haywood 
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a pair of anielope, or kudu, which were resting in the grass just by 
the track. Once they had got up they were soon off, just showing 
their great horns for a few seconds and then disappearing altogellicr. 
And still down, down, down wc went, the vegetation getting 
thicker and more rank. At 1.30 we saw a hut and met a man, 
the first since we left Lilawatonde. Then we came to the Linyele 
River, which we crossed on a most precarious bridge made out of 
rotten tree trunks. Not now knowing quite where wc were we 
decided to rest and have lunch—bully beef, pickles, four cups of 
tea, marmalade tart and bread—finished off with a pipe—then at 
3 p.m. off wc went again hoping for the best. At 4.30 we struck 
another river and one of my boys nearly e.xtinguished himself by 
falling in with my church box. On the other side we struck a hill
top village, a few scattered huts in the middle of maize fields. 
Here we decided to pitch camp. My bed and mosquito net were set 
up underneath a native food-store, with a cattle enclosure about 
two yards away, the native huts about four yards away, but I think 
I could have slept on the open ground that night I The rats were 
a bit noisy overhead. The natives were heathen, but were very 
nice and friendly, and charged 6d. for our night's lodging. The 
village was called Manda-pa-Mapili and was about five hours from 
the next mission station Nakamu. We reached Nakamu the next 
morning about 11 o’clock, being soaked to the skin with the dew 
half an hour after leaving .Mandn. It was a lovely spot on the top 
of a hill absolutely surrounded by higher hills. The bush was very 
thick, and though wc did not sec any bufTnlo or elephant we were 
told there were a lot about. The tiny mud church witli no doors 
became my house after Evensong, and in the morning turned back 
again into a church. By 7 o’clock some of the Christians h.'id 
come in, while in every direction we could Iiear them shouting as 
they came over the hills. By 7.30 all had arrived and first came 
the cross-giving, ten hearers receiving the cross and coming in for 
the first part of Mass, at which there were twenty-nine comimini- 
cnnis. We were off again early the morning after with the Reader 
and his tengo-tenga, a goodly company of hvelvc, a cheery crowd 
on the march. The first part of our journey was a stlfiish climb 
above the clouds, then a descent into the clouds, then as the sun 
broke through we descended into the plain through the midst of 
which runs the Ruviima. This is the game country par excel
lence, but I am afraid wc were too big and noisy a party to see 
anything of the buffaloes, elephants or smaller game, though wc did 
see fresh tracks, signs that they had been there earlier in the 
morning.

We arrived tt Chipinji at noon. My heart sank within 
me at the sight of a collection of very, very poor huts scattered 
about the maize gardens, just shelters with food stores above—no 
church, no school, and of course no house, the teacher himself has 
only been hefe rhonths. I managed to. find a shelter under a 
food store, thr^ sides of which were loo^Iy filled in with reeds, while

A NvASAUs'b Hiix

the fourth was open to all the Avbrld and his wife. Just after X hud 
settled in a terrific storm burst over us and flooded the wliole place. 
Fortunately my bed had not been unpacked and my h ' 
sheets were safely tucked away^ in my tin box. Whe 
was over and our things wereidry, we converted the place into a 
ciiurch and had Evensong.' ; There were five communicant 
Christians, including the teacher and his wife and childj three 
unconfirmed Christians, and about eight catechumens. The nexi job 
after Evensong was to mend my lamp glass—“ cookie " slipped on 
the path and bumped it against a tree. However, some flour and 
water paste and a piece of paper soon put things right.

We left Chipinji at 8.30 thbjncxt morning, after Mass in my 1 
shelter, and set out for Milomoni.: We went through wonderful game 
country, there were plenty of teh signs of elepliant and buffalo, 
and we did see two zebras. Wej arrived at Mitomoni about 12.30.
My first impressions were not'pleasant, nor did they change on 
further acquaintance. It is a large village, about 400 people, but 
most cosmopolitan, the meeting; place of Angoni, Yao, Nyasa and 
Mpoto, and, I should think, a ,fairly bad selection of them nil.
It reminded me very much of Mponda’s—as you walk through the 
vilkagc you can’t tell whether ydu are on the patli or in somebody’s 
back yard. Islam is very muchi ln evidence. sorry for the
little band of Christians, ten alFtoId, including the teacher and his 
w’ife; though there are about sixty children in the school. They 
started begging at once, and all came round to stare while 1 
unpacked my things. The one bright spot was when I got two small 
boys to show me the way to^^e river, the historic and famous 
Ruvuma. I stood on the batiks and watched it flow past, and 
thought of those who had triedUo reach the lake up the Ruvuma 
in the early days of the Mi^ioti. The people danced until it 
o'clock, but I turned in to bed! hoping for the best; but imagine 
a building that hadn't been mudded for vears and into which day 
by day came about sixty dirty little urchins. My worst fears were 
soon realized. I slept a little between the bites..........
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Twice we climbed above the rain, and saw and felt the sun for a 
few minutes. The most difficult part was going down hill. 1 had 
on my canvas shoes, and they grip a bit, but again and again 1 
slipped to a sitting posture. We went on for five solid hours up 
hill and down dale without a single, rest. When at last we got 

of the rain the boys were feeling tired. I don’t wonder at it.
1 don’t know what I was feeling like. My “ baccy ” and matches 
were sopping wet, my keys had gone rusty in my pocket. We 
decided to stop for lunch at a small wayside village. Here I had 
to wait in my wet clothes while my lunch was prepared—cold 
chicken and corn cobs, and tea without milk. What a .life I And 
then the sun began to shine and we started out agaiiir 'find after 
about an hour I began to get a bit dry. Soon after four o'clock 

reached another wayside village and decided to camp here for 
the night. I interviewed the Jumbe and asked for a hut. He 
thought for a moment, then went olT and turned a family out of a 
nice comfy house and told us it was ours for the night. Poor 
family, I felt so very sorry for them, for the chief gets the 
shilling rent, not the family; however, they didn't seem to mind 
they just shifted in with their next-door neighbours! . When I had 
changed into dry clothes, I felt I could face the world again. It 
was very chilly and damp, almost like an English November.

We left our camp, not at day-break as anticipated, the boys 
seemed too cold and miserable to shift away from the fire until 
after the sun was well up. Even I fell the cold. However, once 
we got on the move at 7.30, they soon livened up, and by 9.30, 
when we topped the last rise and got our vision of the Lake one i
could hardly restrain them. Even I was thrilled. It was a 
magnificent sight. Far, far below was the Lake. Away to the 
south we could see quite plainly both Chizumulu and Likoma, 
and the whole long sweep of Likoma Bay, from Mbamba Bay to 
Mala Point, a stretch of some seventy or eighty miles. What must 
I,ivingstonc hove thought when he got his first vision ! And Arch
deacon Johnson tool It was all rather thrilling to work over the 
ground which he worked so many years ago on his way to the. Lake.
Of course the people are different and the villages are different, 
but the old paths, the great “ high roads ” of tlffi slave traffic, up 
from Uchesi and Kwambi, through Milomont, Songea and to the 
coast, arc still the same—just the track so well worn, by both man 
and beast, slaves, freemen, missionaries, traders, elephants and 
buffalo. What stories those old paths could tell 1

It was just after our first glimpse of the Lake that I killed a 
snake, about 3 ft. long and so fat. I was leading the ulendo, 
and fortunately for me he was asleep in the middle of the path.

We got down to Kwambi, oh with what joy, at ii n.m., none 
of us anv the worse for our soakings. I then heard ninety-.seven 
confessions, and prepared the people of Kwambi for their Easter 
Communion which they had the next day, and so back to Liuli by 
the Chauncy Maples? to prepare for the next ulendo.

Atrrr Th/» next M hoping co get
:o by evening. Afrer a ^hfurt rest ar we went on
rill one oVforir when we ranvr fo a few and haired for lunch.
I had resigned myjielf fo a rtborf lune.h on bread and jam and tea 
rwiihonr milk, X had had no milk f/vr a week), buc within five 
mirtufiw of sfoppingv enr/fed thkfcen with g/avf and roast mane 
fobs weT" prbdured front somewhere, to be followed by jam tart 
and res. When the boy* had resred and fed we set ctf again, 
but ataa, the going bei^me very ftenvy, we had reached the 
beginning of the hill* agam, and instead ^ the open forest with its 
eli^rfy defTned path we tato a veritable jungle and had to posh 
onr way rhrotigh, feefmg for the path with our feet, because 
ir wa.«t impossible fo .see anything of it through the undergrowth. 
We had to cross two largish river.* and seweral swamps. The boys 
were perfecr marvefs. fn spite of foil loads they kept up the pace 
and came on nobfy. At 5,15 we reached a kind of dearing with a 
few huts and nob^y seemed to know quite where we had got to. 
After X cerrain amount of inquiry we found we were at Timbuka’s 
villagR with finyefe two and half hotms in front of us. We had 
been orr the go for nine hours. I tfeetded at once, to the great 
relief of the hoys, ro make camp here for the night and push on to 
Litilf in the moming. The next thing was to find a place to sleep 
in, and calling the Jumbe to oar aid, I bought a hut for the night 
and lodging for the hoys for is. ily hut was a real native hill 
bur, a small, few, obCong aftarr, but with a very good thatch. I 
had ro bend dhuhfe to get m the door, and of course there are no 
windows, fr was .a go^ thing we spent the night at Tirabuka’s, 
because the new* of our airfraJ spread and early the next morning 
four communicants turned op from the blue. They left M^mba in 
r<>30 and have nor seen a priest since. They had just been wander
ing about in the hiffa, and seem now to have settled down at 
Timhtika'jf,

r^civing Timhiilci's at 9 o'clock, after passing the big central 
Mission .Station of the Roman Catholics at Lipaiumbe, we arrived 
af a Uftic place known as Mojf wa Saul. There are seven Christians 
living within an hour's walk of it. The hut I had was not big 
enough for services, so \ told the Reader to prepare a nice place 
in the open, bur, oh dear, they seem to lack a sense of fitness very 
miichf or are we over-^sitfve? He put my kneeling-mat on the 
edge of the rubbish pit, and the mats for the congregation just 
behind, f said nothing. We all faced the rubbish dump, where the 
dogs were scrounging for scraps. No one turned a hair except the 
s^sitivc Europe r However, I arranged a more fitting and 
d«f.ent place for Mass the next morning.

As we fefr Saul’s Village it began to rain, not a storm which is 
over m an hour, but a real tain that would last, and it did last 
untJ^I we walked out of it. We were wet through to the skin 

minutes. How the managed the path with their 
loads r don t know. It wasn’t so bad climbing, and we did climb.

out

we
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1 HAVE lived in South Africa for many years and in my leisure 
hours 1 have made a study of insects, and especially of the locust.
My interest in this little insect compels me to write this article.

One of the plagues of Egypt was a swarm of locusts, and only 
those who have seen with their own eyes what damage can be done 
by these insects are able to estimate what a terrible plague that was. 
Even those who have seen them find it difficult to realize the 
enormous numbers of insects that are sometimes congregated 
together. One swarm that passed over the Red Sea in 1889 was 
estimated to cover an area of 2,000 square miles and to weigh over 
forty-iwo thousands of miilions of ions I Fortunately swarms of 
this size are rare; perhaps it was one of these particularly large 
swarms that is recorded in Exodus.

It is a good thing for man that the locust is not found all over 
the world; if they were it would Hardly be possible for man or |
beast to exist, and indeed, much of the vegetation would be 
destroyed for good. The locust is found in parts of Asia and in 
Northern and Southern Africa. It inhabits areas of small rainfall 
and the vast semi-deserts, but unfortunately it travels far from these 
regions and does immense damage in more fertile parts. It seems 
to be extraordinarily unfortunate that it should so often hatch out 
within reach of crops which are grown under great difficulties. 
Those people who live within reach of the locust enjoy but a 
scanty rainfall. Year after year they plough and sow their crops, 
but they never know whether they wll have enough rain to give 
them a harvest. If they can reap a crop once in three years they 
consider themselves lucky, .and perhaps just when at last all seems 
well and the harvest is assured there comes a report from far away 
that the locusts are comingl Then nothing can be done; the 
unfortunate farmers, natives and whites, can only hope that some
how their crops may be spared. Perhaps a wind will turn the 
swarm away from them; perhaps, if it comes the swarm will not be 
hungry, for it docs happen sometimes that every plant can be 
covered with locusts and yet the swarm will pass on next day and 
leave the plants uneaten. Where this happens people may think 
themselves particularly lucky; it does not happen often.

From what I have said you will see that the locust is the 
particular enemy of those who live on the edge of civilization; they 
arc the poorest of the farmers, or natives, who have at any time only 
a precarious existence, but the locust is a great traveller and every 

and again huge s^^’a^ns pass over the land until they reach 
the most fertile parts. Then the damage they do is enormous. I 
Imve^ seen huge areas of beautiful crops, chiefly what we call 
mealies—maize in England—standing seven and eight feet high and 
promising a h^vy return to the hard-working farmer, A week j 
later nothing was left but bare stalks, not a particle of green 
anywhere to be seen.

You may imagine the anxiety of the farmer when he hears that

....(trvrtttoat

....

fTsthftnl,rh. — h«ocl
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Locust — sVfuCta'c-

the locusts are coming. All sorts of preparations are made. 
Huge heaps of rubbish and grass are collected, and these arc set 
alight as the locusts approach. Sometimes the smoke will cover 
the crops, or will prevent the locusts from settling, but more often 
all efforts are in vain. When once the swarm has decided to settle 
nothing will stop it. Crowds of natives beat the air with branches 
in vain attempts to drive the locusts away, it is like trying to 
sweep back the on-coming tide with brooms. The whole sky is 
filled with the flying insects, even the sun is darkened. There is 
nothing to be done but to sit and see the fruits of a season’s effort 
disappear. , ,

Now prevention is always better than cure, and of late years 
Governments have been busy studying the life and habits of the 
locust with a view to fighting the pest. Locust officers have been 
appointed whose business it is'to find out where the locust lays it.s 
egffs. At a certain time of Its life the locust picks on spot, 
generally a dry sandy place, and there the eggs are laid in the 
ground. The female locust is provided with four hard, horny 
points on the end of the abdomen. When she is ready to lay her 
eggs, she bores a hole in the ground by means of these points, 
penetrating as deeply as the length of her abdomen permits. ^ She 
then lays a batch of 25-100 eggs in the hole, enclosed in a glutinous 
substance which hardens and covers the top so^hat the eggs 
concealed. Four or five such batches arc laid by each female, so 
that perhaps as many as 500 young locusts may come from each 
female. Fortunately there are certain birds which feed on these 
eggs; the guinea-fowl is especially useful in digging up the sacks 
of eggs and eating them. Every farmer is supposed to watch care
fully to sec whether the locusts are laying eggs on his farm, and 
he Is bound bv law to notify the locust officer of his district if this 
should happen. The spot is then noted and the young locusts 
destroved when thev arc hatched out. Unfortunately, farms in the 
dry districts chosen as breeding grounds by the locust are very 
big indeed, so big that it is impossible for a farmer to visit every
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sting, is a serious menace, and an army of ants on the march is a 
formidable force, and even large animals retire before It, but in the 
case of locusts one can see no obvious advantage in the swarming 
habit. The instinct to come together exists from the time of the 
hatching of the eggs. The tiny black locusts form compact bodies 
as soon as they emerge from the eggs. At once they gather 
together and move together. One may see a black mass of them 
together on the ground perfectly motionless, suddenly they all move 
together as though a well-drilled company liad received an order to 
move. Again they become motionless, not one limb of all the 
thousands moves, and again the impulse to move, perhaps half an 
inch, passes through the mass. As one watches this queer 
behaviour one is forced to the conclusion that tliere must be some 
way of communicating the intention to move.

Sometimes a bush is covered with these small black locusts, 
and if one approaches within a yard or two they disappear as if by 
magic, each one creeps behind a twig or leaf and remains motion
less. It is extraordinary how quickly this disappearing trick - - 
be accomplished.

pan of if exccpl at rare intervals. Then again, the locust often 
goes into the desert to lay and there no eye can see tt. ^ 's q“‘>“ 
hopeless to try to exterminate an insect wtth such habits, but still 
somethiug can be done to fight the pest, and aeroplanes and motor- 
cars are very useful weapons in the fight. When the young 
hoppers arc hatched they cannot fiy, and that is the ume when they 
mav be destroyed. Thev move about in thick masses, eating every- 
thing in their way. They change their skin five times before they 
arc full grown, and they fly when they are three to four weeks 
old. If these swarms of hoppers arc discovered notice is given, 
and an armv of motor-cars, laden with sprays and poisons, is 
rushed to the spot. In the evenings, the little creatures creep on 
lo low-growing bushes, • and cluster together in dense masses 
and it is at that time that they may be sprayed with arsenite of 
soda, and millions and millions may be destroyed. If once they 
reach the flying stage they are safe, though some people hope 
that a method of spraying them from aeroplanes may be found

Several species of birds feed upon locusts. In South Africa 
there are three different sorts of locust birds, and they help con- 
stderably to keep down the numbers of the insects. Sometimes a 
swarm will be attended by flocks of these birds and one can see 
them flying backwards and forwards through the swarm, while a 
perfect shower of locust wings falls glittering in the sun, showing 
that the birds are enabled to cut off the wings and swallow the 
bodies in the air. Sometimes it happens that a sudden change it) 
tlic direction of the wind will catch a swarm unaware and carry it 
out to sea. They do not fly far over the sea, but soon drop into the 
water and drown. Then for days afterwards the shore will be 
covered with a putrefying mass of bodies.

There is some sort of order and discipline among the locusts.
They will all alight together, and they will all take flight together; 
evidently there must be some signal given which no human has 
discovered. Sometimes they will fly over the most tempting crops 
without alighting, and one can scarcely believe the hungry ones 

them would do this unless impelled by some force wc do 
not understand.

I have known train.s to be stopped by locusts, 
crushed on the rails which become so .slippery that the train wheels
.... gel no grip of the metals. It is impossible to sweep them
off the line—as fast as some arc removed others take their place.

One wonders why certain species of locusts mass themselves 
together in such incredible numbers. So far as one can see they i 
do not derive any advantage in their struggle for existence by 
moving about in vast numbers. As a matter of fact, life would 
be far easier if they lived singly, for they would then attract little 
notice to thcm.sclves. It is often said that there is safety in 
numbers, but this is not true in the case of locusts. They 
offer no resistance to their enemies, no matter how many millions 
of them form the swarm. A swarm of bees, each armed with a
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LOCUSTS Diocese of Zartsibar

When w e 
consider t h e 
enormous rate 
at which locusts 
increase we may 
ask oursc Weshow 
it is that they 
do not overrun 
the earth where 
food exists for 
them to live on, 
and so make 
life impossible 
for us In those 
regions. Fortun
ately, Na^urclins 
provided that 
certain c o n-. 
d i t i o n s arc 
necessary for the 
hatcliing of the 
eggs. There 
must be a cer
tain amount of 
heat and mois
ture together, 
and these con
ditions may not 
occur some- 
times for long
periods. In the regions where the eggs are chiefly laid it may 
happen that a year, or even two will pass without the necessary 
conditions for hatching, and millions of eggs in that case arc never 
hatched. Then again, after the hatching a spell of cold weather 
will kill tho young insects.

On the whole, the balance of Nature acts well, and though there 
are times when man thinks the scales are unfairly loaded against 
him, yet. there are other times when the locust, If it could speak, 
would complain that he was being \ery unfairly treated.

Edgar Napier Rankin

KWA MKONO
At Sindeni, a halt on the main motor-road from Korogwe, past 
Handeni to the Central Railway, one may be said to enter the 
parish of Kwa Mkono. There is a group of huts round the chief s 
dwelling and little shop, a village school and church belonging 
to Kwa Mkono, and a ginnery where the cotton grown by the 
Africans for many miles round is cleaned of seeds by machinery 
and pressed and trodden by African feet and then packed into 
bales ready for export under the supervision of a European.

From Sindeni the branch road which can be used by motors runs 
for about eight miles through the undulating, park-like Zigua 
country to the group of round, brown earth, grass-thatched huts 
surrounding the church, which forms Kwa Mkono. A few minutes 
walk before you reach the church, the- road forks and forms a 
triangle, all planted with maize, millet and potatoes, and at one 
corner of the broad base of this triangle is the little group of huts, 
enclosed by a hedge where the three Sisters live. The church, 
which IS just across the road, is a long, mud and stick building, 
dedicated to St. Francis of Assisi. It has lately been enlarged and 
has a chapel at tlic west end. Behind it is the ever^pen, hospitable 
house of the native priest, and on one side is the Christian village, 
where the teachers, hospital assistants and others, live. Before 
reaching the church you have passed various huts dedicated to 
medical work, the dispensar>’, the hospital huts for men, for women, 
for maternity work, for a married couple. ^ These huts seem to be 
always occupied, and as relations come with the patients there is 
generally a family group outside, cooking or preparing food, with 
babies playing about. , t j

The Sisters live in typical Zigua liuts—round, grass-tliatchcd, 
witli n '* cap ” on the lop of the roof. Facli hut consists of a 
narrow, outer circle, whicli can be used as a room, or indeed two 
rooms, and a large rather dark centre room. There is, generaUy, 
a little verandah where one can sit. The huts are set in a garden 
full of flowers. One of the huts is square and that is the chapel. 
Within the enclosure all is peace and quiet. Btit there arc^evcral 
openings, typifying the Sisters’ varied activities, whence they go 
out, to church, to hospital, to the girls’ school, and where also t^he 
visitors, African men and women and children, (he Indian trader 

in and receive kindly welcome and

(i/r/. HfUUr
A CAStAKA PLANTATIOM WIKK TltS LOCUSTS HAD COK*

and the English planter, come
^^*Thc girls’ school, dedicated to the Good Sliepherd, has its little 
playground where, every morning, may be seen between thirty and 
forty little girls playing happily. These children, many of whom 
are heathen, and most of whom have never seen anything beyond 
their own villages, arc learning, not only to read and write and 
do sums, but the beginnings of hygiene, geography, nature study, 
drawing, all from the Africa centre, and in a thoroughly practical
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way. It is deliglttful to watch these graceful little figures drill 
and tiave learn and ball games and races, singing and doing action 
songs, all with such zest and so unselfconscious. In this school, as 
in so many in the Mission, the girls practise, not only their native 
crafts of plaiting, bosket making and pottery, but also learn to sew 
and knit, the knitting needles being made by the boys* school! 
Two bigger girls, are acting as pupil teachers and, having already 
passed one examination, arc preparing for another.

The boys’ school, beyond the Christian village, is larger, as 
at present more boys than girls, are being taught. It is managed 
by two African men teachers under the Sisters’ supervision. The 
school has a garden where, not only maize for food, but also 
cotton for sale, are grown, and there is a large playground where 
the boys play and drill to the accompaniment of two native drums 
and a piece of iron, beaten by solemn small boys with true African 
instinct for rhythm.

The Sisters go out visiting, not only in the villages near by, but 
throughout the parish. The nurse Sister has a dispensary three 
hours’ walk'away where she goes every fortnight, and she is expect, 
ing to start medical work at Mandera, three hours’ walk away in 
another direction when a dispensary is built. There are ten village 
schools in Kwa Mkono parish and nine in the parish of Mandera, 
whfeh has a native padre, but no resident European workers. All 
these nineteen schools are regularly visited by the Sisters, going 
on foot, though some schools are more than twenty miles away. 
The Sisters and the padre also are constantly touring these districts, 
sleeping in native huts and getting into close touch with the people. 
There are not many more than 200 Christians yet in Kwa Mkono 
parish, but these form a real nucleus and the church is well filled 
on Sundays, and an African congregation is never lacking on 
week-days.

At 5 a.m., during the busy time in the fields, while it is still 
night, the drum beats at Kwa Mkono church, and at 5.30 when the 
first faint streaks of dawn are just showing in the sky, the Sisters 
come with their lamps to church and the African from the village 
for the daily celebration. When they leave the church at 6 
the sun is up, the day has begun, the people are going forth to 
their fields until the evening. So in the long dark night of Africa 
the dawn of n heavenly day is beginning, wherever people, with 
their little lamps, go forth to meet Christ at His altar and strong 
in His strength face the work and problems of the day.

SOME NOTES ON MSORO DISTRICT

immkkm''A
f'I
i'

Msoro.—Work has gone on quietly and steadily during .>1'® '“S* 
two and a half years, and I think that in spite of difnculties con- 
.siderable progress has been made.

Station Buildings.—The station is in tlie process of being buiU.
As you know, the whole station was built in wattle and daub, until the 
Reserve question was settled four years ago. As the centre of so large a 
district the buildings were numerous, and some of them large, and me 
constant labour of repairing and renewing them was a very consider
able strain on tlie European staff, and took a great deal of time which 
we all felt might be more profitably employed. Eight years was a long 
life for any building, and eacli building needed re-thalching every 
second year, and at that time tlierc were about fifty-six buildings in 
all on tile station, so that it is easy to sec that the time, labour and 
expense involved each year in keeping them in order was a serious 
item. So we pleaded for more permanent buildings, and owing 
lo the genero.sity of an anonymous friend of the M.ss.on, monp 
was forthcoming and we began four years ago. We have now the 
dispensary, hospital ward, bo'arding-scliool and ns dormitory, day- 
school, carpenters' shop, the men's '■"’"'6-™°™ 
priest's house, and two ladies' Itouses completed m ^
semi-permanent fashion, and we hope to get the full bu.Idmg 
sclieme, apart from tlie cliurch, finished liy the end of I9,14. The 
citurch is a difficult problem. Tlie pr^ent building 
old, and in urgent need of renewal. It is much loo small, but the 
only feasible method of enlarging it, is to widen it, which would 
mean entire rebuilding. Under the new planning o ' =
it is in tlie wrong position; so obviously the soundest thing to do 
would be to build the new permanent church at once, in the place 
set apart for it, and save the money we must otherwise spend on 
renorating the old building. But for that the money is not 
available.^ Another building problem is that of the new s'u'ions . 
it is hoped to eslabli.sh this year, if as we liopc, tlie African 
deacons nre ordained priests. They will have to manage with 
such buildings as they find in llie new centres for this year, but

I

a.m.

A Visitor
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SOME NOTES ON MSORO DISTRICT Diocese of Nyasaland

after that a certain amount of new building will be essential, at 
any rate in the Chiwale centre. LI KWEN U

African aergy.—The African deacons have gone back to 
Fiwila, to prepare for the priesthood, and, it is hoped that they 
wiil be ordained nt-Trinity this year. The three Msoro candidates 

• will be ordained at Msoro, and Andrea as Chipili.* Our three men, 
Isaya, Isaac, and Patrick have all seen Msoro develop from its 
beginning unUl now. They were teachers when in 1915 Padre 
Ranger took over the work; they were amongst the faithful few 
who in igtg agreed to go back into College for further training, 
and have been raain.«tays of the work i ever since they restarted 
work in 1921. They are. therefore men in whom we feel we ran 
have confidence. It may seem to some that their training is being 
unduly ruslicd—but it is good to remember that they have really 
been doing pastoral work for a number of years—that they 
longer young, and that if they are to do good work as priests in 
our large district it must be done while they are still active, with 
sufficient energy for plenty of travelling. It would be good if 
those who are praying for these three, would also remember in 
their prayers Harun Nchewere, who died early in the period of 
training at Fiwila. He was the candidate of whom we had the 
greatest hopes. I think it is true to say that without him, and his 
record of work at Msoro, and what seemed to be his so obvious 
suitability for ministerial work, the project of training candidates 
for orders in N. Rhodesia would not yet have been started. He 
had exercised for some years a roving commission in the Ukunda 
district, supervising the work there, and had amply proved his 
capabilities, and the largeness of his pastoral heart. It was a 
great blow to us all when we heard that he had been called to his 
rest, a rest which however he thoroughly deserved.

Schools.—The Boarding School (Central School) consists: of 
three native teachers, forty boys and five girls, with Miss How in 
charge. There would be an increase to double this number if we 
had the necessary funds available, for many who were eligible 
to enter the school had to be denied the opportunity. About a 
third of the present students are sons, daughters, or hear relatives 
of African clergy or teachers.

The boys live in dormitories near the school, about twelve in 
each house, constructed of brick pillars, poles, bamboos and grass. 
The girls live in a similar dormitory near the Mission hospital, 
and all sleep on native made beds, with patchwork quilts or 
blankets and mats. There is great need for two new class-rooms, 
as the present class-rooms (in on adapted plantation house) are dark 
and unsuitable, and they are now needed to turn into a lecture hall
and place for drill and games on wet days. ^

Several of the boys aije reading for the diocesan teachers' train
ing college examination, and others are being trained for Minion 
hospital assistants. All do handwork, agriculture and games, folk
dancing and football being tbe most popular.

Owing to the present policy of cutting down expenditure^ m 
the Government service, and the depression of trade, only a few 
boys on leaving school can get into permanent employment, others 
are just living and working at home In their villages until the
opportunity comes of a responsible job. ,

The new school chapel built last year is being completed with; 
proper doonvavs and windows, in place of reed mats, and brick 
tiles on the fiobr in place of beaten earth. A new permanent store 
for school food is being built, which will simplify the task of pro
tecting the food from thieves and rats. .

The Lilnvenu station school is very small, but the scho^ in 
the out-stations are improving in, numbers and knowledge. There 
are three young men teachers who have passed a government 
exnmin.ation now teaching in the di.strict, and raising the standard 
of education and character in their respective schools. Hygiene, 
agriculture, handwork and games are regularly taught, small prizes 
being given for the best garden, drill and game group, 
majority of the children in the out-station schools are heathen, but 
many are «n classes for the Catechumenate or Baptism.^ Chiyao is 
the dialect used at Lilnvenu, though two of the out-stntions mainly 
use Chinyanja. One of our schools, Manyal near the Shir4 riven 
was started by Archdeacon Johnson many years ago, when the old 
steamer " Charles Janson ” was delayed on her voyage to the Lake 
by a sand bar in the river.

The Hospital.—There have been . , , .
formerly, especially maternity cases, and the village people around

are no

,5 New Statloni.—With as we hope, three African priests on the 
staff towards the end of the year, we shall be able to open new 
centres in the district. As 1 wrote in G. A." some time back, 
we hope to put one priest at the Chiwali-Myanda centre and one 
in Ukunda at Pali Katemo;: but it is quite uncertain where the 
other one >viU be placed, it will depend largely on the circumstances 
at the time. Both of the priests at the new centres will have a 
difHcult task, more especially ^e one in the Ukunda district, 
where the work has not processed nearly so well as it ought to 
do. The Akunda tribe are very difficult to work amongst, and 
so far we have made very little head-way there. We hope that 
with a priest permanently settled amongst them things will improve.

r , A. Harry Smith

I

The

• Seo notice of ordlneilon on page 164.
serious cases treated thanmore
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LIKWENU
DRAMA AS A MEANS OF 

EDUCATIONare trusting more in the skill and attention of the Mi^ssion 
and assistants. There have been cases of

dU“g ™“mmlh'Sf to Jcar."“During n ^nllpox epidemc 
a lot of the people and all the children Itvtng round were vaccinated.

A better system of sanitation has been made, with fly-proof 
latrines, and these can be copied and made in the villages.

The small motor lorry is constantly 4n use by the nurse to visit 
the sick in distant villages, and to fetch serious cases

nurses

All down the ages the Catholic Church has been taught by the 
Holy Spirit the necessity of providing wholesome recreation for its 
members, as a substitute for the souh destroying or crueh sports 
of the heathen.

From time immemorial in Africa the chief form of entertain
ment has been dancing to the sound of drums. On moonlight 
nights the drums begin—men spring as if by magic into a circle of 
stamping twitching figures, who clap their hands and change the 
time in response to the shouts of the leader of the dance and the 
demoniac energy of the drummers. Dancing seems born in them. 
From babyhood they have a sense of rhythm, and quite tiny 
children will beat on old biscuit tins while their companions clap 
their hands and dance. As the heathen children grow up the 
devil sees to it that the dances should be used to enhance the attrac
tion of the immoral initiation rites and that from that time onward 
dancing should be an incitement to drunkenness and lust.

In the early days of U.M.C.A. rounders, football and picnics 
were all tried as counter attractions, but football alone caught 
and it now seems likely to be as much a national game <n Africa 
as it is in England.

With the spread of Christianity and education, drama is gradually 
becoming popular, and that too has probably come to stay, for it 
is a form of expression for the African’s wonderful gifts of oratory 
and mimicry.

It is interesting to look back and see how gradually the dramatic 
instinct has awakened in the Magila Archdeaconry. The Kiwanda 
fifth standard boys were reading aloud in English the short play of 
Hansel and Gretel in their Michael West Readers, each boy 
taking a part and changing his voice to suit the part. They got 
so enthusiastic over this that they inquired if it would be possible to 

a play in Swahili. Past experience at Kiungant had proved 
that if they were asked to learn their parts by heart they would get 
bored and lose all spontaneity, so they were given an pytliqe sketch 
in English of four scenes !n the life of St. Cyprian arid were told 
to improvise their parts in Swahili. The result was amazingly 
good. The argument between the Pro-consul and St. Cyprian, 
when he was told to offer incense to the gods, was exactly like a 
dialogue in the primitive Acts of the Martyrs, though needless to 
say the boys had never read them, .

The actors were so encouraged by the applause of the school at 
this first attempt that they got up among themselves a little sketch, 
"The Conversion of a Rain-doctor," as a welcome to one of the 
staff who was coming back after furlough. This was full of really 
clever topical allusions, and It roused the enthusiasm of the ^hool 
to such a pitch that when the Headmaster’s Christmas party drew 
near the boys asked if each class might get up a short play so as to 
give him an entertainment, instead of being entertained themselves.

and treat
'"^Vhe^ leper hospital and colony has not increased in numbers dur
ing the last year or two, owing to the reduction m Government 
aid In grants, but more out-patients are being treated than formerly. 
The treatment has been improved and experiments.are always being 
tried. On the whole the lepers have become more self-supporting, 
by growing their own food and making beds, mats and baskets. 
About ten coses were discharged os cured about two years ago, but 
two of these have been rc-admitted with fresh sores. The numbers 
are now about sixty men and twenty, women, all in separate huts 
and each with a patch of ground for cultivation for those who are 
able.

The Pariih.—The church attendance has been fairly good, though, 
owing to there being no re^lar priest-in-charge, the instruction of 
the Christians has been unsatisfactory. A new district church at 
Chamba’s village, eight miles away, has been dedicated by the 

’Bishop, and forms a centre for the Christians in that part, though 
expected to go to the Central Station on two or three 

Sundays in the month and on big festivals for the sung Mass. 
A church council meets together every month to settle minor cases 

' discipline in Church matters, and bring anything necessary 
before the priest-in-charge. It consists, of six church elders, two 
being women, and a senior teacher or lay-reader.

on

they are
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DRAMA AS A MEANS OF EDUCATION
REVIEW .

The African teachers threw themselves into the scheme and 
appointed one teacher to be master of the ceremonies to sec that 
no play tools up too much time. The result was excell^t-the 
elder boys did an Arab slave raid, and scenes from their Mi^chael 
West Readers. Another standard did the life of Joseph, and two 
other classes did the English and the German method of tax- 
gathering. This was a wonderful study of race psychology as 
seen by Uindly and humorous Africans.

Most wonderful of all, one play held up to ridicule a wdeh 
doctor’s efforts to cure a man possessed with an evil spiru. I he 
whole school rocked with laughter and old fears and terrors 
vanished. Drama is nmv at Kiwanda a recognized form of school 
education and entertainment. People will ^y at once. Drama in 
a school is easy, for you arc sure of an educated and appreciative 
audience, but drama as a means .of Christian educaUon and 
recreation in African viilage life is quite another matter. But the 
very fact that the desire for drama came from the boys them- 
selves, and that they were allow^ i to develop their dramatic 
instincts in an African way, has resulted in their getting up plays 
in their own villages. , , .

The Church at Bwembwera is dedicated to St. Paul, so for tlieir 
patronal festival a Kiwanda student got up a play on the Conversion 
of St. Paul. In the 6rst scene Saul, in a teacher’s white kanzu 
with a red belt and flourishing a big stick, pursued the Christians 
of jeru^em. This brought in the comic element which an African 
audience demands. Then Saul went to the High priest, a tall boy 
in a kanzu and biretta, and got his letter for Damascus, for every 
African knows the value of cheli ” on a long journey. As he 
walked along the Damascus road the light from heaven was pro
duced by a boy up in a mango; tree striking matches and 
throwing them on the ground* and the voice from heaven came 
from the mango tree also. Poor Saul, staggering about in his blind
ness, again; made the audience laugh. Finally, Ananias took Saul’s 
hand and 1^ him to tlircc Apostles in kahzus and white cardboard 
mitres, who welcomed him, and this last scene closed with a hymn. 
Before each of the scenes an African-deacon read from the Acts of 
ilic Apostles the pasMge which explained what was coming.

Primitive and simple though’it was, it was drama done by 
Africans for Africans without European help, andithere is no doubt 
that rnany . of the audience'Understood for the first time in their 
lives something of the wonder of the conversion of the great apostle 
of the Gentiles.

Here in England we recognize , In this genesis of drama in a 
corner of Africa exactly the sarnie characteristics and the same deep 
religious feeling as in our owii Miracle andiMystery plays, which 
did so rhuch to enlighten theJIIilerateVand make known the Gospel 
story to the poor and ignorant. We may well give thanics and hope 
that the Holy ,Spirit may use the aetbris skill for the furtherance 
of Chris’s kingdom. D. C. A.

Johnson of Nyasaland. By Bertram Herbert Barnes, C.R.' UiM.C.A.
4S. net). .
This book, as Bishop Hine writes m the Preface, is not a paneg7ric, 

but a life, and the Author begins his preface with the quomtion ** There 
were giants in those days," And as we read this wonderful story we 
understand more and more fully the truth of those two remarks.

Wc follow the young Oxford undergraduate who had chosen Africa 
and poverty, not India and worldly success; through the early days 
in Zanzibar and then to Masasl; through his lonely years at Mwembe; his 
first journey to Lake Nyasa, and the death of his only white companion, 
Charles Janson—his two years of lonely wandering up and down the Lake 
shore—his return to England to appeal for a steamer; how he was stricken 
down by blindness; and so on, and so on. The whole narrative is one of 
thrilling interest and charm. As we read we perceive more and more 
plainly Johnson’s singleness of purpose and the iron will which enabled 
him to overcome all difflculties, and to disregard alt discomforts or 
hindrances, persisting in spite of illnesses which would certainly have 
sapped the strength of lesser men in carrying out the work which he felt 
it was his vocation to do. And this not for a few years only, but for no 
less than half a century. It is true that for the latter half of that time 
there were no desperate dangers to be faced, but there were still dis
appointments of all kinds, and Increasing bodily weakness, but these things 
did not cause him to falter in the ceaseless energy with which he pursued 
his end, the bringing of the knowledge of Christ to his beloved Africans.

Father Barnes has with infinite trouble and skill collected information 
from a multitude of sources, and has put before us a picture of '* The Arch
deacon," as wc who knew him personally, loved to call him, which strikes 
some of us at any rate as lifelike. This is a book which should be rend 
and studied by all who think of Missions and wish to help the work. It 
may be said that Archdeacon Johnson was a man whose ideal is impossible 
of attainment for most people, but (hose of us who had the privilege of 
nursing him, and seeing him in his times of weakness, were made aware 
that it is not so much attainment as effort that counts.

KaTHLBBN HoWAItD

HOME JOTTINGS
comparluon ot llic amotmls conlriljulnlThe Million’* Income.—The following U a 

lo die principal working fund* of tho Misdon.:
10321033

ToUl to 
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ing June

Tout to 
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ing JuneFund
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70 76265288
876 1.4001,741478

15,852 II 2.B40 14,2203.293Grand Total*
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HOME JOTTINGS
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Masasi 
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Zanzibar FACING BITTER FACTS

I'oREwoEtn.—This is not an epic of Christian triumphs to stir 
our friends at home fo joyful enthusiasm. It is a facing of facts> 
bitter facts to read with penitence, and follow up with prayer— 
and fasting loo—not a story of the Transfiguration, but of the 
demon below who could not otherwise be cast out.

Departures from England 
Rev. A. R. Godfrey July 15 .N. Rhodesia

' N. Rbedetla.—The Sisters ol the Community of the Kesurrecilon of Our {..ord, 
rirnhdmstown, have commenced work In .the diocew at Mnpanza. Tltelf namw arc 
Sister UHon (In charge), SUter Perpelua and Sister Evelyn.

If you look at the map at the end of the ipagazinc, yi 
that some fifty miles up the Eastern const of Lake N, 
spot marked Lungw'cna, the general sweep of the coast is upset 
by a broad headland running some twenty miles out into the Lake. 
This headland is the Lungwena district of which I now write.

Except for a rocky ridge on the west, and ontmr two immense 
treercovered sand-dunes on the south, very little of it rises many 
feet above Lake-level. The mountains, which follow right up the 
eastern coast-line of the Lake, very sensibly ignore this excres
cence, and sweep on as though it did not exist. But then I am 
not a mountain, and, like it or not, am at the moment in spiritual 
charge of it all.

On the map the whole thing can be covered by the end of a 
pendl, and you will then be concealing (he head of the g 
Muhammadan octopus which stretches its limbs eastwards to 
Mtonya and Unangu, northwards and westwards to Kola Kota 
and beyond, and southwards to Mponda's, Malindi, Namwera's, 
Likwenu and even to the Zambezi. In these places our friends 
arc busily trying to scotch the tentacles of the beast. Here, how-

ou will sec*
yasa, at a

OrAlnatlon at Mear*.—On July I6«h The Bishop of Northern Rhodesia nrd.Tlncd 
the following to the Priesthood: Isaya Muara, Isaac Mungwa, Patrick Muyawara.

IN MEMORIAM—R.I.P.
July 8.—Charles Matthew Baker.

A member of the Mission 101&-1921; he resigned on his marriage and took up 
a Government, appointment in Tanganyika Territory. He never lost his keen 
interest in the mission. ’ ■ • r real

i
;
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FACING BITTER FACTSFACING BITTER FACTS

^.•-V , .viv.'•-. it? '■u.c-,. i

ever, we are up against the very head. This is the headquarters 
of Moslem influence over an area larger than ^England. I may be i 
mistaken, mine may be “ parish-pump politics,” but someho\y 
I fed that here we should concentrate our very best brains and 

most steadfast workers. Anyhow, we have not done so.
Behind the rocky eastern ridge lies a moderately fertile forest- i 
ired plain, and people from up the Lake shore, many of them 
Christians from Coboe, Ngoo and Msumba, who prefer British 

rule, come and settle. Instead of strengthening our hands, as 
wc might expect, they have, many, of them, become quickly cn- 
gulfed in the maws of the great Muhammadan octopus. The 
mission knows them no more except, to odd in the register the dire 
words ” verted to Islam.”

Then comes the question : whose is the rcsonsibility for this 
stale of affairs? So I had belter sketch what our mission activities 
in these parts actually have been.'

Archdeacon Johnson with his steamers used to visit the villages 
of Lungn’ena in the south, Fort Maguire at the extreme point, and j 
Msinjft in the north—all on the coast. Schools were started and : 
mission work begun.

The work in the three villages showed promise. To-day Msinje 
is a mixed village with the Nyanjas nearly all Christians, and the 
Yaos entirely Muhammadan. Fort Maguire is a conglomeration 
of villages and has never been a successful centre. What 
Christians there are, emigrated a few miles inland. At Lung^vena 
things went well for a time. Now it numbers its registered 
Christians by hundreds, its ’verfs to Islam by tens, and its regular 
communicants almost by units.

Whoever it is'that comes to help, it is always more or less 
the same story. Teachers arrive with certificates and enthusiasm. 
Soon they find themselves up against sheer rock. Lacking the ' 
persistency of sea-waves, they lose first their enthusiasm, then 
their interest, then care, and finally adopt other interests which 
do not help on the work and are certainly not mentioned on their 
certificates. There is also the further stage of apostasy. Even 
an African priest, who came to take charge many years ago went 
slowly ihrough all these stages except the last. The Muham
madans then left him alone. He wa.s relieved by another African 
prKst, who tried to stir things. Thev .soon made life impossible 
mr him by spreading tales and scandals, which came to be belie^’ed 
locallv—and he moved out of the picture.

After that, Lungwena district became tacked on to Malindi 
sixty milM away and already overburdened by verv similar prob
lems at Namwera’s. To reach his oullving charge, the priest-in- : 
charge of Malindi can get a lift in the ” C.M. ” one way. His 
return journey is a nightmare of an endless succession of leach- i 
infested nvers and swamps, all to be waded. I used once to think j 
.Matope was the diocesan Ginderella. ’Now I know Ltmg^vena is. I 
And tt IS the local headquarters of Islam

J

our

cove
our

Os Tiie Kastkun Siiorkb <»p IjkKR Nvasa.,

So Lungwena came temporarily under my care, togetlicr with 
Malindi. As far as 1 know my sole contribution to the work has 
been to break away from the coast tradition and open an out- 
station inland among our emigrants. Here we now have a teacher 
installed and a small rest-hut for European members of the staff. 
This year we hope to get a small school built, and possibly even 
a church.

But work for the teacher here is no sinecure with all these 
ex-Christians. He is vigorously opposed by one of our ex- 
teachers, a shc-dcvtl of a woman, who.sc .chief aim in'life; seems 
lo be to ” destroy ” Christians, and especially the children, and 
lead them to Islam. She is, be it admitted, highly successful. 
One boy from up the coast, a most attractive and likeable youth, 
had got very slack in his religion, and then ceased to come at all. 
It was hardly his fault. He had been brought to Lisafa and was 
miles from any Christian station. I spoke to him when we had 
opened work there, about the need of keeping things up in the 
face of so much opposition. He listened well, and when I asked 
him what he proposed to do about it, he answered: ” I like the 
religion of Islam.” My Chinyanja at its best is a very halting 
and broken effort, but on this occasion my tongue was loosed and 
words flowed fast and freely. I spoke of Christ and Muhammad, 
of Judas, the devil and hell, for half an hour and more. He be
came thoroughly subdued. I told him how I would pray for him. 
He went away saying: ” Ini, I don’t want to become a Muham
madan.” But he still came under the influence of our local she- 
devil. Miss Sommerfeld persuaded him to come away to Malindi 
to be taught to read and write. Now he is with us at Malindi, 
and I hope he may soon be confirmed. He is just one example 
of the mission's neglect of this Cinderella district—not that 1 
blame anyone.
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I have referred to one ex-Christlon teacher. At least dght of 
our cx-tcachers are actively or passively working against us for 
Islam in the district, while only four Christian teachers and a 
reader arc trying to stem the tide, directed by the ever-changing 
pnest-in-charge of Malindi away ^ere beyond the rivers, and the 
swamps. I think in every case these ex-teachers came a cropper 
over the Christian marriage laws, and then turned into our most 
bitter enemies. ' : . .

Wellt there is nothing new in all this. But what ^re we to 
do about it? As I said above I want to to see only our best at 
work here. I want to see an African padre, big enough to live 
dowh: malicious scandals', supported by the pick of the. teachers' 
register. Remember this is the head of the octopus. Their first 
task would be to recover pur own. Failing that, 1 want an 
European priest, or better—bum. me for here^I—a married priest, 
to show this pigsty what a pure Christian home can be like. 1 
want medical work started in earnest. Our dispensaries can do 
more to break down hostility and suspicion than anything else 1 
know of. It is true that at Namwera's our' spasmodic medical 
efforts are largely “stymied” by Moslem misrepresentation. 
There they give out that we pretend to save their souls, but what 
we really want is to destroy their bodies! So I want medical work 
well enough established to give the He to Muhammadan jugglery.

Yet how can we do all this? Retrenchment is in the air, and 
(worse still) in our monthly cash bag—and the Bishop cannot 
spare us another bean—and our Christians are turning to Islam,

An English priest with 150 a year or so could settle here 
with little or no drain on mission funds. The district is hot, but 
not unhealthy, once you arc away from the coastal mosquitoes. 
Lisafa, where I write these notes, is delightfully free from pests. 
It is h land where every prospect pleases, and man is not always 
vile, by any manner of means.

There is Florric. She is the wife of one of our teachers who 
took two extra wives and turned to Islam, 
baptised children turned into bigoted Muhammadans before her 
eyes. She is in the thick of the Islam world and far away from 
home and mission station. Ske has never once fallered, Thackeray 
is a Christian of some standing who followed the crowd and took 
a second wife. He “ came to himself *’ and wished to be restored.

A RIVER STATION

■ i

Photo] llflu Uatguten
Matope Station

So much of our work is situated on the shores of Lake Nyasa, 
that one is sometimes apt to forget that there arc other stations 
not actually on the Lake shore. About roo miles south of the 
l.ake, as the crow flies, on a vast plain which stretches from the 
Kirk Range to Zomba Mountain, where the Shir<5 River winds 
slowly in and out, lies Matope. The word Matope means mud; 
and on arriving on the station during the dry season one would 
pause to wonder how it got its name, for the station is well laid 
out with four lawns, which arc sometimes green and at other times 
brown; flower beds well slocked and shady trees. But. when on 
“ ulendo ” during the rains one experiences too fully the meaning 
of that name, because for every step one takes one slips back 
half a step again, and one's shoes become clodded with that slip
pery mud, the like of which one never sees in England; thereby 
the slaiton has well earned its name. In the dry. season the river 
winds sluggishly along, overgrown with weeds in many parts, 
sometimes shallow and at others deep; but when the rains begin 
one witnesses a torrent swirling down with unknown force, rushing 
over the rocks with the sound of many waters^ for at Matope 
begin the Murchison Rapids, which have always rendered the 
river unnavigable for many miles. Nowadays it is only possible 
to go short distances by punt or canoe, anywhere in the Matope 

‘ district, for the river is so blocked with weeds, and in parts so 
shallow, that if is impossible for a larger vessel. During the 
rains hippopotami have been known to ravage the maize fields 
bordering the river; if a European manages to shoot one, great 
is the people’s delight, for does it not mean good meat which will 
last the family days or even weelts as a relish, and to use the 
politest language, will cause cooking pots to smell for many n 
day! Also It means the precious maize is saved from further 
destruction.

-■ !

i

1
She saw all her

The way was poimed out to him, and he went and sold all that 

communion. And there are others.
. If oply Mmeone could come and line, here, what a difference 

it.would make! Is it too much to hope for?
^ Anyhow, please pray for poor Lungwena, and once in a while, 
f^i “Si far " this sort edmeth not out but by prayer and

F.M. T.
Eastertide, 1933.
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A RIVER STATION A RIVER STATION- »
yor.v IT; ^ to get new hearers to come for instruction and Ands out details 

about Christians living in sin, so as to be able to inform.the padre 
when he comes round. Then he teaches in the ^hool, y/ith the 
help of a monitor or perhaps his wife, and endeavours to keep 
the attendance up by looking up absentees front time to' time. 
The teacher's evangelistic and pastoral work is supervised by the 
padre, who travels round the district from time to time, adminis
tering the sacraments, hearing church coses and teaching and 
examining the candidates for the cross, baptism’and confirmation. 
The European teacher is in charge of his educational work: she 
visits each station os often as possible—about once in six weekr 
draws up the syllabi, alters the time-tables, improves the equip
ment, examines and moves up the children, coaches the teachers, 
deals with slackers and endeavours to remedy bad attendance. 
The teachers need a great deal of help in the planning out of 
work, they can do good work if carefully and tactfully supervized, 
but if left alone in school matters are apt to become careless and 
lacking in originality and initiative. Sometimes two out-stations 
can be visited in one day, but at other times it is necessary to be 
away for a week visiting a group of the more distant ones. The 
nurse, too, goes round the district on " uicndo," taking with her 
a dispensary box, treating mild ailments, giving injections, extract
ing teeth, and persuading more serious cases to come into hospital, 
while at any time she may be called upon to visit maternity cases.

On the station there is a brick church dedicated to the Holy 
Spirit; it is a beautiful church, thoroughly African, with two 
lovely little chapels. On festivals, when the nearer out-stations 
come in, it is filled from end to end, and an outdoor congregational 
procession is a well-known feature. The ordinary Sunday congre
gation leaves much to be desired, as the Matope people are very 
casual; and that they may become more responsive might well

(Jlii* ilatgtumPKoU]
A Hipto Shot on'tiir River

The evangelistic and pastoral work is amoiigst the oldest in 
the dioctic. Many years ago, when the work was new, Matope, 
Likwenu andMponda’s were run together by a single padre; 
within the bst nine months history has repeated itself so far as 
this side of the work is concern^, owing to the shortage of priests, 
but there have been European women carrying on the educational 
and medical work. This side of the work was only developed 
in 1929, with the advent of European women, although there 
schools of sorts, from the earliest days, and a dispensary run by ' 
a native boy. :*

Within the last ten years or so, the work has extended much, 
and there are now eighteen out-stations. These are situated close 
together as compared with other districts, the furthest out-station 
only being 16 miles from Matope itself. It is possible to get to ;
most of these on a bicycle, sometimes along what in England >1
would be called a lane, at others merely a narrow path, or along I
ihe Blantyrc Road. itself, which in parts is sandy and full of ;
cori^^tlons. But during the rains. it is bwt to walk, as the 
paths and so-called lanes become overgrown with grass, which _ 
reaches far above one's head, and there are holes which, when 
undiscovered, have led to falls from a bicycle. In each of these out- 
statlons there is a church, built either of mud or sun-dried brick, / - 
and in some cases a mud school; but quite often the church serves : 
as a school and a rest-house for the European, when he or she goes 
round the district. This is not ideal, and we hope before long to 
have, new schools and rest-houses, but building, like everything 
else, costs money. Here, in these villages, the teacher acts as a : 
lay-reader and schoolmaster. He takes matins and evensong daily; 
instructs hearers for the cross and catechumens for baptism, tries j

•190
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rw.f [Ua« iltrgtiion
Matope Church
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There are also t\vo brick schoolsbe a subject for your prayers.
for boys and girls. The European teacher supcrvizes and teaches 
in both, working out the syllabi in larger detail than in the out- 
schools, and adding such things as doctrine, country dancing, net- 
ball, and English to the time-table. The monitors and women 
teachers need help with the preparation of their lessons, and it 
takes two whole afternoons a week to read the scripture and wnte 
lesson notes for geography, nature study and hygiene. The women 
teachers have also to be coached for their examinations, as they 
cannot go away to college; while sometime during the holidays 
a course is arranged for teachers who have not yet taken the 
Government examination; or monitors who are “ old “ boys unable 
to go to college and become teachers, and need help with their 
school method. These people have a very small background and 
write painfully slowly, but they are keenly interested in thdr work,
and some of them ask most intelligent questions. They are
usually in charge of the smaller out-stadons instead of a teacher, 
or help a teacher in a larger village where the work is too much 
for one, while others teach the lower classes in the station schools; 
a large number of them make admirable evangelists.

The people of Matope have not yet realized the value of educa
tion. The children think nothing of coming to school one day and 
stopping away two, and the parents are most casual when one 
remonstrates with them in the village. They, reply: “ He refuses 
to go to school.” The parents seem to have less hold on their 
children jn this district than any other in the diocese known to 
the writer. As for punctuality, the children stare aghast when you 
scold or punish them for being late; at one time they thought *
nothing of strolling in half an hour late, when the scripture lesson i
was nearly over. How to teach them about re^larity and punc
tuality becomes n puzzle, and is something which might well be 
commended to your prayers. The district is thickly populated, and 
the number of children on the books good, but the average attend- I
ance leaves mucli to be desired, certainly everything is done to .
make school attractive. When they come to school they behave j
well: there is seldom any trouble over discipline.

The district Is thickly populated with Angoni and Manyanja 
tribes; they speak Chimanyanja, a southern form of Chinyanja, 
and different from that spoken on the Lake shore. The people are 

•nnlurally casual and independent, but very honest; the Angoni 
certainly do not know how to steal, as a woman teacher from the 
Lake shore once* informed me. At first one might think the people 
were unfriendly, but they are not yet quite used to European 
women, but become increasingly accustomed to us as time goes 
on. The women sit most orderly and quietly while the Sunday 
Christian registers are being called.

During the week before a baptism, which usually occurs once a 
year, all the candidates are called in ; they bring their coolpng-^ots 
and their food with them, sleep in the schools and cook outside.

|U(l,rh4»i«]
Matopb Girls’ School at Work

The school children have a holiday and classes for the candidates 
arc held at intervals throughout each day. At times the candidates 
arc divided into villages, and at other times instructed all together 
in church. Their keenness is marvellous, and great is their dis
tress if they are not able to repeat the creed, the Lord's Prayer, 
and n summary of the commandments correctly. Each day begins 
with a Low Mass, when the candidates go out before the creed, and 

' ends with Evensong. On the day of the baptism the church is 
parked from end to end, the candidates, wearing their old gar
ments, arc baptised in the big immersion font at the -west end 
of the church, then, led by their sponsors, they change into white 
shceties, wait outside the church, and arc ; admitted by 
the doors on either side; each in his turn being given a 
lighted taper. The baptism day is a great day and each candi
date glories in his Christian name.

The district is easy to evangelize, as the people, not being 
Vaos, are not Muhammadans. But there is a great danger in 
counting too much store by numbers, baptising too quickly, and 
thus gaining Christians who may become slack because the way 
was made too easy for them. The people’s greatest temptation 
is beer, for does not a beer drink bring money to the perwn who 
has brewed it, and breaks the monotony of village life by. provid
ing a pastime for all who take part in "it, just ns a fair might do 
at home? We are thankful to say that the station will be provided 
with a priest-fn-charge before Advent; and your prayers are asked 
that the people may be responsive and may realize the true 
meaning of their baptismal vows.

M. P. Margesson.
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teachers and head gardener. We have also a ploughed maize field, 
and rice fields. ' . f i • i

The evenings are devoted to games and dancing, of which 
English country-dancing to the gramophone is by far the, chief 
favourite. Morning and evening prayers are conducted by the 
head teacher in the school chapel, but for Mass on Sundays and 
some week-davs they usually have to go to the station chureh 
across the river. This year we have instituted an intercession 
service on Wednesdays, at which special intercessions may be 
offered by any who wish. They are put into a box the day before, 
so that they may be sorted Into groups. The service itself con
sists of a hymn, an address and a litany, at which everyone «s 
expected to be present; then there is a pause for those who wish 
to go out, then the special intercessions are offered very slowly 
with silence between them, the various groups of petitions being 
preceded by a very short meditation, and ended with a collect, or 
verse of a hymn, or a short extempore prayer. It was an mtperi- 
ment, aimed at making prayer more real and more of an individual 
effort; and, though the success of such things is very difficult 
to judge, it has seemed to be achieving its purpo^.

The scholars are divided into “ houses,” each named after 
a great African leader, such as Khama. This year St. Swithin s, 
Winchester, has sent us beautiful banners for each house, designed 
and worked at the school; each has the groundwork of the house 
colour, and the emblem and name of the house embroidered on 
it. On Lady Day, the school festival, the houses paraded first on 
the drill-ground with their banners, which were carried by the 
girl belonging to the house, and then marched to the chapel,

MALOSA SCHOOL
It seems to be rather a long time since there was any account of 
the Central Boarding School for British Nyasaland of the Mission 
at Malosa, Likwenu. So it is time something was printed to let 
our many friends know what is being done.

It had a very modest beginning in 1928 at Likwenu itself, with 
• nine boys and three girls. Since that time the number of boys has 

rism to the present number, thirty-eight, while that of the girls 1 
has varied from three to six. For two or three years now the 
school has been settled at Malosa, the old European estate across 
the.Likwenu River from the mission station; and about two 
hundred acres is rented from the Government for .it. The old

05 class-rooms, 
terre by 

a gift of

European house stilt serves rather inadequately 
but last year a new chapel was built, partly of pis^ de 
the boys .themselves, and it is now,being finished with 
;^2o f/om the girls of St. Swithin’s School, Winchester, who have 
taken a keen interest in the school since its beginning.

The scholars range from eleven years old to twenty-two or 
more, and their attainments from a sub-standard to Standard V. 
The majority leave after completing the course in Standard IV, 
as that standard is the one required for the. Civil Service, and 
has therefore come to be regarded as the highest necessary for 
general education. But it is to be hoped that gradually the age 
of the scholars completing Standard IV will be sufficiently low 
to make further residence at school an obvious advantage, so that 
more remain at school to pass through Standards V and VI.

Besides ordinary bookwork, each scholar has a vegetable plot 
and. a part of a flower garden to look after. As far as possible 
their vegetables are sold, and each one has the proceeds 
his, or her, own garden. This serves both as an encouragement 
and also as an education in keeping accounts. Most afternoons 
are devoted to handwork (one being reserved for singing). Every
one learns drawing, but for actual crafts they are divided into 
sets. Some make string, some mats, some sew by hand or 
machine, as all the school uniforms ore made in school, and, of 
course,- all the, mending has to be done as well. Wc have a 
carpenter’s shop, and a smithy where all kinds of useful work is 
turned out. AIm school bools are always needing mending, and 
various magazines, for instanceMy Magazine,” are bound and 
indexed and catalogued to form a reference library. This is a 
great necessity, as the method used in the school has always been 
an individual one, based on the Dalton Plan, for which reference 
books, picture, maps and diagrams are an indispensable part of 
the equipment.

Besides these crafts, all the odd jobs, such as roof-repairing, 
clearing, re-miidding the walls, care of the food and food-store 
are done by the scholars themselves, under the direction of the

from

1

(UlM i/«r»PM*] Malosa Soiool
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NEWS FROM N. RHODESIAwhere they were met by Uie Archdeacon and his servers, and all 
proceeded to their places. The banners are normally fixed on 
the chapel walls, above the place where the members of the house 
sit. After chapel tliat day there was a grand tea-party, run entirely 
by the scholars, with about fifty guests, followed by entertainments 
given by members of the various houses—these include games 
dnncing. and conjuring. ’

Near ihe end of last term we tried a new venture—competitions 
between the houses in singing, drill, dancing, and the two games 
deck-tennis and corner-ball. The winning house in each 
received a shield to hang outside their dormitory for the next 
term, and a picture to keep. Another, shield and picture was given 
to the house which had been tidiest and cleanest all through the 
term. The numbers do not allow of house-football teams, but we 
have two teams, the Greens and the Whites, so named because the 
school s own colours are green and white.

By the time the boys get into Standard III, they have nearly 
all made up their minds as to their future work. A good many 
come expressly to be prepared for some career. The majority wish 
to be tochers or dispensary assistants- some hope to be moior- 
mechamra, or drivers, some clerks or kapitaos. Two former scholars 
ot the school are draughtsmen in the Government Lands Office and 
one has gone to be trained at the Mission Printing Office at 
L'koma. A few take up carpentry. It is rather difficult advising 
hem what work to lake up, as the trade depression has reduced 

the numbers of t^ucated workmen required, especially in Govern
ment and plantation jobs. But we do what we can from Standard 
III onwards to give them special help in whatever line they incline
wJr^oSIe:^1ng“;'h“^•'™■ settled

'o ‘hem inSv and^rn"'£V Ms vMsiaararijs, 

layxt: la am
knowledge which will make them useful membere of the mm
theiTmoraTcharSt" self-respect, so that
whind^^v Lv.T i- ® Strong enough to stand the strain
with murt tet tiri”"? ''"a Muhammadans
munhT to MZrd I' is to this end that they
fS mm ^' a^ ss service primarily of their
™r!Sls^avs ole‘^r.1 ‘o_^estnblish the Kingdom of God in

I—Chipili

We were about 
to begin the day’s 
work when distant 
singing heralded 
tlie arrival of a 
visitor, and on in
vestigation we dis
covered it to be 
Paramount Chief 
Mushota who had 
travelled several 
miles in a' bush pa„«j 
cart, accompanied 
by a dozen or more attendants. Needless to say great 
interest was shown by his fellow countrymen on his 
airival at Chipili, but the European staff was more discreet 
in its interest as chiefs as well as other natives are known to have 
somewhat abnormal requests. However, in this case it was only that 
a troublesome tooth might be removed, in return for which our 
friend had brought four fowls (market price 6d. per head). There 
might have been an alarming epidemic, judging from the abnormal 
number of patients who attended hospital that morning I After 
the usual opening prayers had been said the chief settled-himself
___fortably in the dental chair; he stall wore his crown, but —
sented to its removal on being assured that it would bo safely 
guarded, and returned in due course—and what a crown it was, 
decorated with tufts of coloured wool, silver beads, and on one side 
in large lettering " Trade Mark ”I After the extraction he was 
regaled with tea and dry bread (at his request) and was offered one 
“ fog,” but annexed the packet and then he kindly consented to 
pose for this photograph. Eventually he tore himself away from 
the Mission station, assuring us that he looked foiAvard to the 
time when it would be necessary to have another tooth removed.

M. B. W.

case

|«f. G.

concern

them

oII—Four Jameson

{Extract from a letter from Padre Munday)
This is not exactly a happy neighbourhood just now. 

European planters have been one by one leaving derelict farms— 
and no work for their late employees. Government servants are 
being dismissed almost every month, and very soon a considerable 
number of European houses in the town will be derelict too. The 
feeling that one is living in n dying neighbourhood is not too 
good for anyone.

Theare

i!
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NEWS FROM N. RHODESIA NEWS FROM N. RHODESIA

In the circumstances (added to the Mission’s falling income) 
the Bishop is removing the resident priest from Ft. Jameson. A 
priest will have to try to get over from Msoro from time to time, 
but it is 6o miles over a road which only exists for about eight 
mon^s in the year. As there will be three native priests, after 
Trinity, in the Msoro district (which is as big as a couple of 
English’counties), one of them will probably be able to give almost 
os tnucli attention to the native villages here as they have ever 
received.

Although we shall be extremely sorry to leave this place where 
the natives are particularly pleasant people and the Europeans 
number amongst them some of the nicest people I have ever met, 
we shall, at the same time, be entering into work which in many 
ways is far more interesting—for we are, going to Fiwila.

Owing, to hard times'the staff will probably be decreased to 
four—my wife and I, a layman and a woman teacher. I shall be 
the only priest, and ray wfe will have the leper settlement as well 
as the hospital.

••T?® greatest change will be the scarcity of Europeans—there 
will be two Government officers; about thirty miles away, and a 
raining town (Broken Hill) lao miles away. It will be a change, 
for Fort Jameson, like all tropical towns, is rather more thon 
on occasions.

• The neighbourhood is being devoured by locusts—of course, the 
native love them for a little relish with their porridge-but however 
fast they eat the locusts, there are always miUlons left to eat the 
crops. It looks as though the district would have to face some
thing very like starvation before the year is out.

London the Community has orphanages and schools of all grades 
both for white and coloured children. Rescue work is done at 
St. Monica’s, Queenstown, while the Diocesan Training College 
of the Community at Graliamstown is possibly the greatest educa- 
lional asset of the Church in South Africa. We therefore’ look 
upon it as no small privilege to have a branch house of the 
Community opened in Northern Rhodesia, and thus to be linked 
with the South African Church.

In view of our present financial difficulties and decreased grants 
it may be wondered how we are able to embark on a new venture 
of such rhagnitude. Actually the building of St.: Anne’s House 
has made no demands at all on mission funds. The generosity of 
two anonymous benefactors has made it possible to put up more 
than adequate buildings for present, needs ond to.provide some 
of the furniture. Each Sister has a separate thatched brick hul. 
There is a refectory and common room, an, oratory and a block 
containing kitchen, store, dairy, etc. Tlie Sisters themselves have 
been able to collect together a good deal of their equipment from 
friends in South Africa. So really, under the good hand of God, 
the expense of starling such a big undertaking has been 
negligible

Our chief anxiety financially will be the reopening of dispensary 
and hospital work, as one of the Sisters is a qualified nurse. The 
field is so vast and it is extremely difficult to curtail activities 
once they are begun. But here again the mission medical fund has 
made a generous grant for drugs to help us to ,make a start, and 
we are not without hope that some support will be forthcoming 
locally. Ever since the hospital had to be closed down four years 
ago w’e have been trying to show the local chiefs and headmen 
how easily they could help the hospital by giving us their cattle, 
and at last there seems every possibility that some of (hem will 
give the scheme a trial. At any rate the paramount chief realises 
the value of setting a good example and has promised to set the 
ball rolling when the time comes, .and that is half the battle. 
The idea is that if the chief gives us an ox then his people wll 
receive free medical treatment for four years. In normal times, 
owing to the great number of villages in the district, this scheme 
would make the hospital self-supporting. But, unfortunately, 
times are not normal, and it is extremely difficult to convert cattle 
into cash, owing to the state of the markets, ttut at any rate the 
principle of voluntary offerings of this description is a great step 
fonvard, and there may be better times coming.

But to return to St. Anne’s House. Many who ore particularly 
interested in Mapanza will know of the two previous unsua:essful 
attempts to start women’s work here and will pray that this third 
attempt will be permanent, and that at last, after twenty-one years, 
the women and girls of the district will no longer be the victims 
of our haphazard and largely ineffective ministrations. They will 
.also want to knmv more of the work of the Grahamstown Sisters

I

gay

III—St. Anne’s House, Mapanza

is “ branch house of the Community 
% .u® headquarters are at Grahamstown in

j'u As we write, final preparations are being made,
words .are in print St. Anne’s House will 

(U.V.) be open, with three Sisters at work. This is a very great
w^Tmfnf “(^d“orT

.nwT*’' Community of the Resurrection was founded at Grahams- 
Mother Cmle, so that next year will be the 

jubilee of the foundation, Those who have had the happiness of 
'■“"^'"her the window in tlic 

“r figure of Mother Cecile stands as the
representative of the religious life for women. The last fifty years
hf sm^l “ of the work of the Community from
Sniuw ®re"oh houses have been established in
not^X “Ofi the Northern Transvaal, where the Sisters
Pnmn^in "““On Work but tUso have fiist-class schools for 
Luropcan children. In Grahamstown, Port Elizabeth and East
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NEWS FROM N. RHODESIA ENLIGHTENMENTS

and will be interested to know that there is an English House at 
Lupton Street, Kentish Town, and that there is an " English 
Helpers’ Union.” The last report of the Union contains an 
account of the visit to Mapanza lasryear of the Reverend Mother 
Superior of the Community and other Mapanza

medicines. Then said Mikael, “I took the baby’s medicine!" 
” But,” we said, ” but Mikael, you are a manj and a little 
child's medicine is no good for you.” Mikael twinkled and said, 
'* Are we not all children before God. My child was ill and he 
had medicine, I was ill and I had nonei so os we were botli 111 
we both took the same medicine, we are all little children in God’s 
eyes.” True as this is, the nurse quietly moaned, *‘ That bottle 
was meant to last the baby a fortnight, and now it is gone and 
was no good at all for an adult.” An older daughter laughed at 
the situation, and then said with serious gentleness 
in faith it would be able to cure him ”!

news.

Diocese of Zansibar

“ if he took it 
C. S. P.ENLIGHTENMENTS

1 Diocese of ZansibarI WANT to have a good character ’’—well, and don’t we all just 
want that—especially in these days? But Gerard had received his 
monthly wage a few hours previously, and there had been no sug
gestion of putting anyone in his placepbut he came back, patting 
himself in an assuring kind of way, and said in as coaxing a kind 
of \ray ns he could manage, as though he would be obliged if I 
would proclaim it from the housetops, " I want to be known as a 
hcautiful man, good at my work (pointing to the pile of spotlessly 

■ clean clothes, etc.), and good in my character—so I have 
back to tell you, because I thought perhaps you did 
that the SIsler-in-Chnrge Inst month gave me a shilling of this 
month s wages, betause I needed it-now I think perhap? you did 
not know Ais. It was true I had not noticed the note referring 
Lnb nT’"/ “'’d .had paid him full wages that morning, so 1 

tliankcd himTor telling nie and was prepared to receive back the 
" patn’ng of himself

it LnW O". " I have come to tell you becauseit would not be^nice not to do so, and I want to be kn
Iwu,'- ^'‘“'’“^'“aaddenly changed its tone to one of

of nLl^omh 1^®

A BRAVE ADVENTURE
The Padre had gone for his monthly visit to our furthest but- 
station, five hours’ walk away.

On the night of his arrival a man came for a talk with the 
Padre. He was a Cliristian of that district who suffered from 
lapses of drunkenness, which he hated, and he had come to ask his 
Padre to let him make a solemn vow ” on the Gospel ’’ before the 
whole congregation at Mass on the following morning that he 
would never touch a drop of wine any more. Padre being a wise 
man said he thought that it might be better if his visitor dropped 
drinking little by little until he had got complete mastery over this 
weakness, but he despairingly replied that he had tried that plan 
and had failed and now he wanted* to vow once and for all to leave 
it alone for ever. Padre said ” very well,” and tlic man.then made 
his confession in preparation for Holy Communion the next 
ing. The Moss began, continued and ended and the Christians 
were leaving the Church and no word had been said about our 
friend who wished to " take the vow "—but he was not going to 
have it so; he went up to the Padre and said, *' What about our 
arrangement of last night, am I not going to take a vow?” and the 
Padre replied, " Do you really want to take a vow on the Gospel— 
you know if you do it is a promise to Our Lord Himself” ? and the 
man said, " I am ready—I want to.” ” Very well,A’ was the reply, 
and very quickly the Christians were gathered together again and 
told how “ our brother ” felt. They all knelt in prayer, and their 
brother knelt on the altar step and holding the Holy Gospel in 
both hands made his solemn vow to leave drink alone.for ever.

When the ceremony was over the Padre quietly said, ” Well he 
asked for it and now he has got it.”

But, dear readers, to make a vow is one thing and to keep it 
among the temptations of a lifetime is another; and out here there 
are no Temperance Societies to support a teetotaller, so do try to 
pray regularly for this our brother, who felt moved to make this 
brave adventure.

come 
not know—

morn-own as a

■■ ■■■ ■■ II ■■

understood me? What are you going to do with

IT.1 slE’lS
in

c. s. P.
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I
NEWS FROM ZANZIBAR DIOCESE EDITOR’S NOTE

The Theological College, Hegongo 
A NEW session of ihe College commenced during 
the following were admitted as students, the teachers having passed 
the necessary entrance examination. Deacons Petro Kwetukia, 
Athanasio Kivumbi and William Sudi to prepare for the priesthood. 
Teachers Rafael Feti, Petro Kimicha, Rafael Mfundo and Ernest 
Bornbarn to prepare for the diaconate.

Would our kind friends who send articles to the magazine sign 
their names or attach their initials. This is not always done. 
.And can they send their articles direct to the Editor at his address 
in Central Africa ; 
to acknowledge them personally.

Eastertide, when

as this saves time and expense and enables him

HOME JOTTINGS
CONFERENCES FOR RURI-DECANAL AND OTHER 

LI.M.C.A. SECRETARIES IN THE MIDLANDS

Two Conferences are being held in the Midlands this ‘Autumn— 
one at Birmingham on October 30th and the other at Worcester on 
October 31SI. Each conference will begin at 11.30 and end at 
4.15 p.m.; there will be an interval for a light lunch from i to 2 
p.m. The speakers will include: Rev. Canon Spanton, Mr. J. F. 
Howard, Miss Nugee, Miss Lc Bailly! and others.

Would all secretaries working for U.M.C.A. in this 
(whether amongst children or adults) who would care to attend 
either conference apply for further details to: The Rev. the Hon. 
S. G. W. Maitland, Ingestre Rectory, Stafford.

The Miuioa*B lacome.—^The following: Is a companion of the 
to the principal working funds of the Mission:

amounts contributed

1933 1032

Received dur. 
log July

Totol to 
July 81

Received dur
ing July

Total to 
July 31Fund

£ £ £ £ .
General ... 
Auxiliary 
Schools ...

S.liS 16,003
007

2,350

4,030 10,058
354 324 1,070
608 609 1,970

Grand Totals 0,105 2i,eeo 4,8C9 19,099area

Change of Address.—The Rev, F. J. Evans, Organising Secretary for the South 
nf England, is moving from his present address at Famhnm to 183 Ashbumham Road, 
Hastings, Sussex, during the w( 
correspondence just at Innt time.

Monthly Reqniem.—A Mass of Requiem for dep 
Mission will be said In the Chnpcl of All Souls at (
October 10th, at 8.30 a.m.

September 16-28; he would be glad to be spared

arted members and friends of the 
Africa House on Tuesday,CentralIN MEMORIAM-R.I.R t

A Generous Gift has been made to the Mission of a beautiful Honllon lace half-
veil or dress. It 

nvc cost £i0, but 
h its value

July 13 (1932).—Edward Seymour Leveson Randolph, Priest.
t^y *nnounc«nent of the death of a former member of the 

18^* IWO^*^’ Orgtnlxlng Secretary for the Northern Province

Jjjne 12.—Katherine Saxon.
for the Coral League in St. Margaret's, Altrincham, for many

♦.hawl of early Victorian date, such as might be used for n wedding 
has been valued by an expert who states that originally !t would ha 
that in these hard times probably jC^ or £7 would bo a fair cliorge, llioug 
should return to the former amount. It Is in perfect preservation and has not been 
spoilt by cleaning. Will anyone interested ple.ise write to the Secretnrj-, U.M.C.A., 
c/o the Office.

" Johnson of Nyaialand."—Already more than 000 copies of the " Life ” of Arch
deacon Johnson have been sold. This is not surprising a.s “ Lalcus Ignotus ” In Thr 
Church Times s.'tys, " I consider this one of the most interesting biographies of Its kind 
I have ever read."

For yean 
hfisslon neld, 
knoa.’n about

July II.—Thomas William Squires.

July . Jq.—William James Foxell, Piiest.
Chtlraun o( London Unlvmlt, U.M.C.a. Commute. 

August 12.—Waller Lock, Priest.

rs we have known that " the Archdeacon " was one of the heroes of the 
. but he was such n sclf-cffncing person that nothing very definite was 
him. Fr. Dames has now been able to reveal son)»fhing of (he real

the Mission has lost an old
man.*

‘ Children's Day, 1033.—Tliis is being held on Saturday, October 21st, Invltatloni 
are being posted to those parishes which have prevlousty sent children, but anyone 
who would like to bring children to the Day and who has not received an invitation 
by September 30lh should kindly write for one to the Office. Full details will be sent 
with the invitation. Archdeacon Swninson, of the Masas! diocese, has promised lo 
speak to the children on that day.

expense.

The Hone Station, Tankerton,—The 
the coming few months:'-^eptember 4-8, Canon Parsons, U.M.C.A. 18s. 6d: 
November 8-6, Fr. Seddlng, S.S.J.E. (formerly Zanribar), 12$. Cd.: January 8-12, 1084, 
Fr. Hewitt (formerly N. Rhodesia). 18s. Od. ^ .... ...

Our new house is larger than the former one and we shall hope to keep It well filled 
for Retreats and in between times for rest and study.

Retreats have been arranged for

.ub.SbeJlte S?v°!!J.™ “PI”"'” "I 'll. Mluion, h.-i.R bte, .
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CENTRAL AFRICAHOME JOTTINGS

Tht chnrgt, remain Iow:_30/. „ or 6/- a day lor a vl.lt ol Ira. than a week.

St. aTScte.; "•

at 6.30 p,m. The eouree will cover «uch queitions as food, clothing, and medical ami 
sanity precautions necessary for health In hot countries. **

lectures are open to noomemben of the BritUh Red Cross Society. Tlie 
fees for the course are 6/- for Member* of the Red Cross Society, and 7/8 for non! 
Miembers.

A MONTHLY RECORD OF THE WORK OF THE 
UNIVERSITIES’ MISSION TO CENTRAL AFRICA

N0.610. LI. OCTOBER. 1933 Price 2d.

CONTENTS

GuIs’ Vacation Course at Likwenu 213 Home Jottings ... 
Precious In the Sight of the Lord ... 217 The Mission Staff ...
Dar-«s-Salaam ... - - .THE MISSION STAFF

... 310 In M ... 234
NOTB.—NHlhtr the Bithope 0/ the Uistion nor the General Council are reipomible 

Jot any op,u,on or statement in CSNTHAL AFRICA unleu it is clearly so indieuled
Name Diocese Date

Atrivols in England 
Misf Sutton 
Miss White 
Mr. F. Munnings 
Miss Read 
Mr. J. Lakin

Diocese of MasasiN. Rhodesia 
Zanzibar 
Masasi 
Nyasaland 
N. Rhtxlesia

July 24 
July 34 
July 34 
July 25 
August 14 NAMAKASI

Departures from England 
Mr. T. D. Deal 
Rev. II. Denniss 
Rev, J.
Miss Hi

Namakasi is the most recently established of the many putstations 
of the parish of Namagono. It is within an hour’s walk of 
Ngomano, where the Ruvuma River is joined by its chief tributary, 
the Lugenda, and is itself within a very few minutes walk of the 
river. On my first visit to Namakasi last October, the only 
m^ion building in the village was a newly built priest’s house, 
which had yet to be thatched. This omission was rectified before 
nightfall, in order to make the house habitable; and next morning 
Ot was St. Luke’s day) I had the privilege of offering the Holy 
Sacrifice for the first time in the village.

months later, I arrived to find the Christian teacher, 
William, happily installed in^a house of his own. There was also 
a small^ school building which was already full to overflowing, 
and which has since been enlarged. On that visit, there were the 
firet twenty people in the village (mostly children) ready to receive 
the cross as catechumens; and it was with real joy that the first 
seeds of the Christian religion were sown at NamalTasi.

My visit in June was for a special purpose, as the village head
man had written saying that this year, for the first time, they'wanted 
the mission to hold a Christian “ jando ” or '‘initiation rites” for 
n few of the boys. Now, the Church in her wisdom has seen fit 
to retain much that was good in the old heathen rites, expunging 

which was evil and superstitious, and adding definitely 
Christian teaching. Thus, for heathen chiefs, in whose village 
we have only been working some eight or nine months, to ask for 
a Christian jando is no small assurance of their confidence: this 
IS a great mercy for which we thank Almighty God. It

. Zanzibar 
Maiati
Masasi
Masasi
N/asaland
Zanzibar
Zanzibar
Zanzibar
Njrasaland
Nyasaland
Nyasaland

August 10 
September 7 
September 7 
September 7 
September 7 
September 7 
September 7 
September 7 
September 13 
September 13 
September 16

W. Cornwall 
ardcasUe 

J. Young 
Rev. H. St. J. P. Warren 
Sister Veronica 
Sister Pauline 
Rev. H. Benson 
Mr. H. Griggs 
Ven. Arthdeacon Cos

Mist

Resig-___ , -Muth to the regret of the BUh
pelled to remain In England for the present for ' 
nffer of a curacy nt Christ Church, Froirte. ' 
him to return to his work in Africa.

“ wS.¥ls|Bra“ Sii:£i£5
AWc »d 1„ Engtad .dll Mo, bL lo^ r™

lop of Masasi, Padre Sheppard is corn
er family reasons, and has accepted the 
We hope It may be possible some day for

means
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NAMAKASI NAMAKASI

that our younff catechumens will hear all the good, and none of the 
evil, traditions of the tribe. Moreover, during the six weeks or so 
that the Jando lasts, the boys live alone, right apart from the 
village and village influences: thus, there is a unique opportunity 
of instilling Christian morality into the minds of boys at their 
most impressionable age.

For the place, away from the village, at which the boys were 
to live during the jando, we chose a large island in the midst of 
the wide Ruvuma River, which is entirely deserted. On the 
morning before the opening ceremonies, we had an early Mass, 
and then the qien of the village began to assemble near my 
'* baraza,” while 1 hurriedly had ray breakfast (and all the quicker 
because, alas, one of the eggs was bad 1). Then, leaving the 
and children behind, we all made our way down to the spot on the 
river bank opposite to the island. We then had to wait some time 
while some of the men went off to find canoes, and we amused 
ourselves by watclting the antics of two hippos further down the 
river. Eventually the canoes arrived'and I got in first with the 
teacher. It is always a great adventure to ride in one of these I
canoes—they are simply hollowed-out tree-trunks and most uncom- , 
fortable as far as the passenger is concerned, as it is rather difficult 
to keep a good balance in the swift current of the water. We ) 
began with an “ upset,” but as we had only just left the bank, we 
were only in about a couple of feet of water, so our return to it 
was not so undignified os it might have bcenl

When we had at last reached the island, the day’s work began 
seriously, as there was a clearing to be made in a thicket of reeds, 
and a small hut to be built where the boys were to sleep and a 
small hut for a chapel. The teacher and I returned to the main- 
l^d in the midst of these operations, and went back to the village.
The same afternoon, after prayers, we went in procession to bless 
the buildings. As the teacher is the only adult Christian man in 
the village, we got a few Christians from elsewhere to carry the 
cross and candlesticks (both improv:ised for the occasion, being 
made of ^l bamboo)—and on the way we sang a Litany of the 
Saints. Thus once again we arrived at the river bank, but by this 
time 1 had learnt better and took off my cassock, cotta and stole, 
and also my shoes and stockings before embarking 1 On the island, 
we again formed a procession to the actual buildings which had 
bwn constructed that morning, and blessed them, finishing up 
with a htany. On the return, journey to the mainland, the village 

propelled thc^ canoe and twice grounded it on submerged 
rocks, during the short crossing ! ®

The next busine^ to be settled when we returned to the village 
was the i^yraent of the expenses necessarily involved in holding a 
j^do. They were partly paid in hard cash and partly in food, one
^icAcn, some eggs and two rolls of native tobacco. When this 

towards sunset, and an almost 
continuous stream of people were now arriving from neighbouring

women

villages to take part in the all-night dance which always precedes 
a jando. A couple of hours later, I went into the school building 
in which the chosen boys were to spend the night, and the whole 
crowd of people outside the building kept perfectly quiet during a 
short address, and some night prayers. After this, the drums 
began to sound, and the noise increased in volume as the people 
began to sing and clap their hands, and many instruments were 
(o be heard, whislles, rpoulli organs, rattles, and so on. The dance 
continued until the bell went for Moss next morning, but even 
those who had not taken part in it were glad to abandon the one
sided struggle between the desire for sleep and the tremendous 
noise outside.

There is no church at Namakasi yet, so Maas was said in the 
school, which was packed to its utmost capacity; but as most of 
the people here are as yet only catechumens, there were not many 
Itft in the building after the Gospel had been read. After the 
Mass was over, everybody had some food, and then the men and 
the chosen boys left the village to go to the plactTwhere the initial 
ceremonies of the jando were carried out. Then, leaving the newly 
iniiated behind in the charge of one or two men, everyone 
relumed with much shouting and joy to continue the dance for a 
short time, ^tly, after an address from the village chief, the 
people gradually began to disperse to their homes to obtain a little 
overdue sleep t 

Meanwhile the pri^t, after a parting visit to the boys in the 
jando, makes preparations to set out on safari again, and to eive 
the sacraments to the Christians at the next outstatlon.

K. R. M.
3Q6 207



MANDA JOrriNGSDiocese of Masasi

when everything got completely soaked with the water, which also 
completely filled and sunk the canoe—but we have had several 
escapes. I well remember one occasion, when there was another 
European in the'canoe with me who couldn't swim, we were caught 
between two harbours (aj hours’ row apart) by a heavy south wind, 
and had a painful time. The other man was wearing heavy boots, 
which is a mistake, as it is best to wear light canvas shoes on these 
occasions: they don’t weigh you down so much jn the water. 
.Archdeacon George’s theory is that, when you have one of these 
south winds behind you—with its great rollers—^you must go 
“ just a little quicker ” than the waves. So now you know. But 
the Liuli boat has rails fixed to the bottom which you are meant 
to hold on to when tipped out: our canoe has nothing to hold on 
to at all. **

Besides the villages on the Lake shore in this area there are 
four villages in the hills behind which have to be visited at the 
same time. This sounds

MANDA JOTTINGS
Padke Benaiah has written qiore than once about pur journey north 
to the Ukisl country, but as, being a native of the country, he looks 
at things with diffe’rcnt eyes to mine, it will not come amiss for me 
to say something also. For instance, 1 noticed that the small 
children were very pretty, but I am fairly certain that such a 
thought would hot enter the native padre’s mind. When I 
there a little while back, and as • we were about to leave in our 
canoe at break of day, I saw a very pretty maid of about two 
summers ready to go off with her papa in a canoe. 1 asked her 
her name, but os it was about a yard long 1 forgot it instantly. 
Where was she going? She told me, without shyness, that she 
— going to Nsisi. She was certainly a very pretty little girl, 
and I would have photographed her and given readers of Central 
Africa the benefit If there had been more light. Father sat her
-----big stone in the front of the canoe; she placed a tiny hand on
each side, and in n most matter-of-fact way went, with papa 
paddling at the back, on an early morning’s journey of five miles 
on the Lake. The “ Wakisi ” (os these people are called) have 
their drawbacks, but affection for their children is one of their 
good features. Here you see, I think, the difference made by 
opposite customs. It would probably be true to say (you note 
how cautious I am), that in the southern parts of the Lake, where 
the custoip is matrilineal, the children are mostly looked after by 
the mother and her relaUons. But this end of the Lake, where 
the custom is patrilineal, the children seem much more attached to 
the father. You see (as in this case at Ukisi) the children going 
about more with papa, and the men see no shame in carrying their 
children.

This Ukisi area of ours is not easy to visit. The farthermost 
yillnge is forty miles north, and you must go by canoe as the 
Uvingstone rangtf of mountains comes down here straight into 
the Lake. If you want to go by road you must first go nearly to 
Miio, and then drop down sheer at a very steep angle to the Lake. 
Once you have left the shelter of Man^ in your ednoe you will 
only find hnrbounige from the fierce south wind, at long distances 
.npan. These consist of a little sand-bank " round n corner " of 
the rocky^^ipountnin sides, and it is mostiv on these little patches 
of sand that the people build their huts. 'The exception is a pro
montory in the north, very much exposed to the south wind gales, 
but providing ground for a goodish number of huts. So the 
journeyTs seldom void of excitement. Generally one starts out at 
^ybreak lo get as far as possible before the Lake gets rough.

leaving one shelfer,
whether or not you can reach the next before it gfts too rough 
for our small canoe. We have only had lo beach ih^ canoe ond-
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1 was walking ahead very early in. the morning, not quite 
alone but with a certain Reader Mattan for company. He was 
walking in file behind me and we were talking of this and that 
when quite suddenly and une.xpecledly an elephant stepped out of 
the bush on to the path right in front of us, .waving his trunk 
among the upper branches of the bush trees. I said “ rijovu ’’ 
(elephant) and the bold Reader turned tall and fled: and I myself, 
no less boldly, fled after him—but he proved a belter runner than 
me and soon we sat down to get our breath back and: listened for 
the thud of the oncoming hoofs. But there was no thud: maybe 
the elephant had not “ spotted ” us, or maybe he was as startled 
as we. So we awaited the arrival of our safari, and a nice scolding 
I got from the lately departed cook Eric for going on ahead of 
them. This time I saw nothing more fearsoipe than a. wild; boar.
I was by myself and came across him quite suddenly: he looked 
at me and I looked at him and was considerably relieved when he. 
trotted off into the bush. I didn’t at all like the look of those 
tusks.

climb the hill, qiore or less on your hands and knees, three separate 
times in order to accomplish the work. It is impossible to climb 
the hill, do all the four villages, and then come down again. You 
can do two and two only like this : between these‘two and each of 
the other hvo there is no hill connexion without going a very long 
way out of your way. It is easier and quicker-to come down In 
one place and go up in another. But, oh dear I how your heart 
sinks when YOU look up from below and contemplate‘the climb 
each time! 'And then some people have the temerity to Suggest 
mountaineering as a suitable holiday sport I No thanks, not for me.

Another journey which I do occasionally, and which I have just 
done once again, is’the journey from here following the Ruhuhu 
river back to the Milo^ongea road, then on to Songea itself, and 
then down to Liuli. It is a wajk of about 230 miles. For ^e first 
part of the wav 1 am visiting my o\yn villages and doing the usual 

‘round of worlc in them. Th®*'. we come to an area aipong'the 
Angoni tribe where the Roman Catholic Benedictine Mission is 
working and where we have hardly any work. So for the last 
three days before we get to Songea we are able to get off early in 

■ ig and make a good day’s march (i.c., we do not have 
il after the people’s mass).- One of these days is a long 

and trying one: we start^ fairty early arid did not get into camp 
until after sundown. We were late beoiuse part of our safari hod 
taken a wrong turning, and l had to send out a search-party to 
rediscover itj this lost us an hour or so. At. this particular 
comp we always put up for the night at the headman’s place, and* 
his chief wife has always been vcry.,kind to us. As I had been 
home on furlough it was well over a year since my lakt’.visit to the 
village, and when we got there, very tired, I didn’t recognize the 
headman’s hut as the same that I knew before. So ,we went round 
it to try to get pur bearing and then I heard a cheerful voice 
from the other side of the fenc^ Is that my friend?” and I 
knew that we tyerc all right ^ and, indeed, we were soon made com
fortable and had the best things of the village* brought to us.

At this time of the year (month of May) it is no joke travelling 
in the hills. For one thing the soKalled road Is nothing but a 
path overgrown With long grass, through which one tpust push 
one’s way for miles. And even the path often degenerates into a 
mere rut, so that the effort of walking on. two sides of a rut, or of 
pbcing one foot exactly in front of the other at the bottom of fhe 
rut, is not veiy pleasant. Then ag^in, in the early morning, and 
for about two hours, the long grass Is heavy with dew—and cold 
dew at that—which quickly reduces one to a dripping mass. And 
the grnte.swds! .Ask any African traveller what he thinks (or she 
thmks)iOf the grass seeds sticking in every vulnerable part of the 
body! . Nor is sword-grass a pleasant thing to come across with 
bare not call it exactly a joy-walk. My
frequent hiiblt (when I am sure of the path) is to walk on ahead
and alone, for the sake of peace. On a previous occasion in this

area

So we got to Songra. You know, of course, that we have a 
church there (St. Nicholas) and old Reader .Simon Miltah has been 
looking after the congregation for some years now. The congre
gation consists of a few resident people, a number of people on 
work there, and a larger number who come and go. 1 was able to 
give them a very short week-end and we had about eighty communi
cants on the Sunday. Songea itself is the headquarters of the 
District Officer in charge of the area, and there are a few other 
Europeans there. After the Mass on the Sunday there was a 
deputation from some of the leaders of the congregation, and their 
words were to this effect: “ We do not want you to come only 
occasion.ally like this, we want a priest to visit us every month 
or at least every other month.” I smiled to myself “ What a 
hope!” I explained that as we were staffed at present rye could 
not do more than we were already doing, and that their hope must 
lie in the increase of the native ministry. I also discovered that 
there are some groups of our Christians and catechumens^ scattered 
about the area for whom at present nothing whatever is being done; 
they are entirelv neglected. Please do not jump on us and say 
"Why do you neglect them ?” We have no desire to neglect them : 
far from it. Archdeacon George and we at Mnnda do all we can, 
and most probably far more than we have any pght to attempt to 
do, living and hoping on for brighter days to come. But we are 
human j the feet do not get less sqrc; the years creep on us, and 

things do not get done that are crying out to be done.
Speaking of the native ipinisliy reminds me; We arc hoping 

(if it be God’s will), to see the six Deacons, now at Sf- Andrew’s, 
Nkwazi, ordained to the priesthood next Advent. But what are they 
among so many? We do not need six but «*ly; Liuli'could 
easilv absorb the whole six arid yoii would hardly notice the differ- ■ 
ence! So there is no cause for blowing of trumpets because, after
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more than fifty years' work in Nyasaland, we have actually got one 
locally-trained native priest in action and are hoping for six more. 
Surely a snail could not complain of the pace.

At Songca I had tea with a Greek of the Orthodox Church. He had 
no English and my Greek has got rustier and rustier (my instructor 
always reads Central Africa and will throw a fit when he reads 
that) so we had to converse in Swahili with the aid of many gesticu
lations. And so, you see, we help on the union. I also met a man 
from Saxony who was collecting skins of animals and birds for a 
museum. When he appeared Avith his gun I thought that perhaps 
he wanted my thick skin for the museum, but at dinner he turned 
out to be (in Swahili and broken English) a very voluble and enter
taining companion. How, gentle reader, would you like to be 
tossed by a wounded buffalo out alone in the bush? He was, and 
miraculously lived to teU the.tale. Yes, we do see life in Africa.

. And so we catpe down to Liuli and caught the “ C.M.” back to 
Manda again.

We have recently had an Archidiaconal Visitation. I took the 
Vcn. G, F. C^rge first to bless the new village church at Mbengo. 
In the meantime the churchwardens had been coming in from the 
out-statlons and turned up to the number of fifty or so. After 
Evensong, the Archdeacon clothed with the badge of office the new 
churchwardens and addressed them on their duties. They then 
gathered together outside my house for an informal gathering, 
where they could “ let off steam “ and generally complain of my 
shortcomings, which they did not fail to do. The following 
morning being Sunday we had High Mass with the churchwardens 
present, after which both the Archdeacon and the churchwardens 
took themsdves off and at that we can leave these jottings for the 
pi^ent. My attempts at photography have turned out complete 
a^tief” are no new photographs to accompany this

GIRLS' VACATION COURSE, 
LIKWENU

At LiitWBXu

it has been the custom here to call the schoolFor some years now------------ -
girls from the neighbouring villages to a three or four weete 
boarding school 5n the Christmas holidays. The reason for this is 

very few Yao girls go to school at all, and those who do go 
have to read with the boys and there is only the one teacher for boys 
and girls. Being Africa and the girls of a retiring nature, they 
are on the whole neglected by the teacher. This is not always 
because he does not try to teach them, but rather because they arc 
too shy to respond as they would if it were a school for girls only 
and the teacher a female. So to encourage the girls we say that all 
those who go fairly regularly to the village school during the year 
will have the privilege of being called up to Likwenu. Many of 
them look fonvard to it all the year round, and when the dona goes 
round the villages during the year and finds them getting slack she 
has only to say, “ Well ^ou won't be able to go to Likwenu I 
and they start coming again with renewed vigour.

After Christmas, the girls who have been 'coming regularly 
during the year are called and they usually arrive before Evensong 
on Sunday evening. They come up in groups from the various 
villages with little pots of tuck on their heads and bits of firewood 
they have gathered on the way in their hands. They put these 
down in the dormitory and then go and greet the dona and the 
padre if there is one on the station. After that they sit in silence 
on the dormitory verandah HU the “ ice is broken.'? Then, they 
come running along to borrow snap cards, dolls, books 
play with. Then the bell goes for Evensong and they troop up to

that

T. H. Hicks
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church in single file. More than half were heathen this year, so 
they retpaincd behind.

After Evensong^they prepare: the.evening meal, while others 
the ends of their be^ chatting. When they have eaten and 

talked or played games they say ” Complini,” as they call it. It 
It really night prayers with the Compline hymn.

Their games arc very much like English childrens’ games. 
One had alw.ays heard It said that this was so. but had not ieen it 
unm thi?_ year. This yrar they; were playing their version of 
" Hunt the Slipper." They aU stood in a ring and one took a 
sroaU square piece of clotE which served as a slipper and gave it to 
another to keep. Tlien she went some way off. The other child 
gave it to another diild to^hide in her cloth and then the first child 
was caHed ba*.. She asked the girl for the cloth she had left with 
her. She said she had pissed it on to so and so. and so the game 
w-ent on iiil the owner found her cloth. Another one was like 
" How green you are,” the children clapping and singing loudly 
as the hunter got near the thing and softly when she was a long 
way off.

But work began in earnest the next morning. The Angelas 
went at six o’clock and many of them were still asleep. Havingas s-K" ."Affis;
half-past seven .when the dona went to inspect. If all wai in order 
then two of them went to the store to receive the food for the 
day, and a b^ka of mangoes was divided among them all and they 
were left to deal with them during breakfast.
0 After bnmkfast, remains of mango were seen all round the dorrai-
tory, so an impromptu hygiene lesson had to be given on flies and 
how we ericourage them by jeaving such like things about. We 
collKtcd all the remains and then proceeded to school.

_^Hcrc the work is much; the same each day. After the hymn

IS followed by learning by heart such things as the corarSand- 
^ “ ’'“7 hardao hold theh

^J"do ;„&??^um “n tliO board''.?”br>J b^gin"? colTec; 
the slate and they say’ ” Let me finish this.’’ They fomparr^iS
each other how inany sums they get right and rub%ut alf they do

wrongl If there are none on the slate at the end they say, “ I 
shall succeed tb-iporrow.’V If they are all right they say with great 
satisfaction, “ I have succeeded to-day.” -

They have games half way through the morning. This year 
only two refused, so they were told that if they refused they couldtgo 
home as people who refused were not wanted here. So they all 
played. The firet week they learnt rounders. Stones showed the 

'i safe places to stand, and If you were hit between you died and 
went to the graveyard. Their fielding was very feeble at first. 
They just stood and watched the ball go by and made no attempt 
to fetch it. But afterwards they entered into the spirit of it and 
were very thralled, especially when they caught : the ball and the 
whole side was out. The next week we wanted to teach theni 
corner ball, but most of them were afraid of the football and we had 

^ relay races instead.
<1 The haridwork this year was making pots, and the first week
I we took paraffin tins and went to look for an ant-heap. The Yaos 

j prefer to make their pots of ant-hill earth. They hoed it out and
i carried it up the hill to the dormitory, where they tipped it all out

and pound^ it up.
The next week we poured water on and continued to pound it 

and take out the stones. Each child took a lump and started to 
make a pot. Many pots cracked when drying so that they Mid,
” That*s because we lingered at the graves,” the'ant-hill being 
near a native burial ground. They got much teased when we took 
quite large stones from their pots. They worked at them every 
day scraping and smoothing them.

! The last week we fired the pots. We were very unfortunate
because the day before when they had meant to get firewood it 

^ began to rain just as they were coming-out of school. However, 
they took off a top layer of clothes and put them away to change 
into when they got back. Of course, the firewood Was wet and the 
gr^ too. We rpanaged to secure some straw which had been 
round-the church wine bottles, and with a layer of those on the 
bottom arid soihe dry firewood placed underneath and above the ^ 
pots, we managed to get the fire going and fed it with the damper 
stuff afterwards. Some of the pots cracked and had to be t^en 
out and there was great speculation as to the owners of them. One 

: little girl was very anxious to have all the fire round her pot and
got hold of a stick and collected it. None of th^'others uttered 
any protest. All, were fired in the end. Then they brought pots 
of water and sprigs from a special tree which they soak in water, 
and they lifted the pots out of the ashes and took the twigs and 
splashed the water all over the pots'to make them water tight. 
Then they were left to cool. The girls wanted to receive the prize 
for the best pot at once and offered all sorts of reasons why it 
would be best to judge them at once rather than wait till the next 
day. But the dona was firm and said, ” To-morrow you fill them 
all with water, take them to school and put them in a row on _th6

sit on
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edge of the platform. They will stay like that during school and 
at the end we will see which ones do not leak and their owners 
shall have a small prhie.”. Several of them were tested at once 
and some thrown away. Quite a number of children got prizes 
and they took the pots home to use.

After school the dawa (dispensary) was visited. The children 
had to be escorted at first because the first day one of theip ran 
away and hid when she saw the thermometer. She thought the 
nurse was going to give her an injection, but when it was explained 
that the nurse was only going to measure her heat she submitted 
and sat down. Another ran away when she saw a basin 1 They 
were veiy funny at first, but before the end they were used to going 
by themselves. ®

They then have their mid-day meal and afterwards some pound, 
some go and gather firewood and some go to pick mulberries, many 
of which they eat. Some they make into a drink and some they 

, use to dye their clothes. This year for the first time they thought 
they would rather grind their maize in the machine at the Store. 
Ustmlly they pound it themselves and despise the machine-ground 
maize. However, they were very firm and would not be dissuaded, 
so off to the store we went and two turned the handle while four 
more helped at the wheel and one knelt down with a basket to 
receive the ground maize as it came through. They had to grind it 
mo_or. three times to get it really fine and the last grinding was 

■ hard work. They took turns.
After Evensong the gramophone is taken into school and they 

are taught country dancing. This year some of them remembered 
some of the dances and they took those who did not know any for 
partners and they were soon all dancing quite freely. After that 
they all learnt some new ones.

After the dancing they prepare the evening meal, chat and 
hnie tor evening prayers and bed. 

nils is more or less what we do every year after Christmas. We 
going to try and have them in October this year because in 

January the rains have begun and they really ought to be helping 
coir t 'd^ “ number of them to

PRECIOUS IN THE SIGHT OF 
THE LORD

Eric has “ passed over.’" His full name was Eric Maulidi. 
He first attached himself to me about fourteen years ago when 

' I was looking after what was then known as '* Monkey Bay,” but 
is now called ” Mkope Hill ” district. He was but a boy then 
and became '* house-boy,” and thencefot^vard wherever I went he 
went too; and that ipeans that we liave travelled oyer most of the 
Diocese together.

It must be about four years ago that he got married to Mary 
Ills wife, and she also was from the same district of Mkope, and 1 
knew her well as a school-girl in those days. So altogether we were 
well acquainted with one another. In due course there was born 

j to them a daughter—Lois—who will (I think) be three years old 
this coming July. I welt remember Eric’s suppre^ed excitement 
when he asked leave to go down from here to the south end of the 
Lake (their home), and bring his wife back with the precious 
burden. Lois is still alive.

A little while back a son was also born and I christened him here 
by the name of Anselm, and everything seemed to be merry and 
bright in the best of all possible worlds. Then Eric became ill, and, 
although he had numerous injections here, be became no better, 
but got worse in fact, and I sent him home to recuperate. He was 
away three months and then came back to his work and Mid he was 
quite well again, but had had to leave his wife and child (i.e., 
.\nselm) at Liuli on the way up because the child was very sick.

He and I started off for a round of the hill stations. I noticed 
that at the very first hill he was very much behind all the others, 
and when he came up with us I suggested that he should go Back 
again. He refused, however, and said he could do the journey 
all right if he took things slowly. So we went on and finished 
the round, Eric always coming in half an hour or an hour later 
than we. On the way down again to the Lake a messenger from 
Manda met me with a note to say that the child Anselm had died 
in hospital at Liuli, and I had the unpleasant duty of telling Eric 
the sad ne^vs. He was very upset, but I comforted him as well 
as I could.

We got back next day to the station here, and ^lary his wife 
up from Liuli in a canoe, and I did what I could to comfort 

her also. But Eric once more became ill and took to his bed, so 
that when the steamer came on its monthly round I asked Miss 

i Hall from Liuli to examine him. She said that his heart had 
broken down and that he was probably a hopeless case. However, 
eventually got . him down to Liuli hospital where everything that 
could be done was done to try to patch him up, but his case w^ 
indeed a hopeless one. Eventually he was got home and died in his

are
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PRECIOUS IN THE SIGHT OF THE LORD

DAR-ES-SALAAMown hut on Good Friday morning, about a week or so after his 
arrival. I have just had a heart-broken letter from his wife nnh 
a nice letter from the teacher of the village. j ana

A common story? Yes, indeed, it could be paralleled in manv 
a home. A wife loses both child and husband within a few months 
of each other. It is not so much the one who is gone who draw* 
out pur sympathy, but the one left behind. But does not this feUovr' 
ship of sullcnng bring out in more and vivid relief our fellowshln 
one with another in other things—in faith, hope and love? Yea 
indeed, in face of tragedies such as these, life would be but ^ 
maimed thing were it not that 
of an eternal hope.

“ house-boy. Long ago he became 
cook. Not a good cook perhaps, and many a lecture he has 

had from housekeepers as to his responsibility for any sickness on 
^ hini as more than a cook - he

had become a person to call to one’s help in time of difficulty— 
especially on safan. I always felt confident to go anywhere or to

difficulties of language or understanding or ideas. We had many a 
J^ilf, and many me the times that I have rebuked him for what 

7' dereliction of _duty (for I am a martinet at times), 
^metiraes I would forbid him the house, but soon after I would 

P"d“''= of misery looking in at the window, and 
f “ eeeat white-teethed smile

h„ i!. ’a i.'^ir * "eain. Although I do not dare use
to w^ the fimt
OV.I ‘‘ *he‘ he has really ■■ passed
round ahnnr'’ °'Ji‘’’-"^i"^ “e him somewhereround about, or at least hear from him. May he rest in peace.

I
. a poor

we can see them on the background

litrt. o. i/jnnFhetel
Dar>b»^alaau Clbrot House

The new clergy house is a very splendid building, and is greatly 
admired by passers-by. It is reckoned os one of the most up-to-date 
houses in the town, if not the most up-to-date. There is nothing 
to surpass it as yet, in the matter of electric lighting, that being 
(luite the latest. We moved into the house on May loth, without 
any damage or loss, and most of the furniture through a' careful 
system of labelling by the padre, arrived not only safely from the 
old house, but was put in the right rooms. This house I should 
add is, I believe, the envy of tlie diocese owing to the advant^es 
of the hot water being laid on. It is certainly most convenient 
and enjoyable, and we hope will attract our friends to Dar-^ 
Salaam. The house is situated at the corner of Mapanza Road 
and Versailles Street, and will be rpuch exposed to the public gaze 
until the hedge grows up to a requisite height. The padre Ss 
very busy laying out a garden, and has been given several differ
ent kinds of plants. We hope that all those kind friends who so 
generously contributed to the cost of the new house, will on seeing 
this photograph appreciate it, and believe that their contributions 
have been well and wisely, spent. Before the house was occupied, 
the Bishop with the padre, blessed it, in the pres,<^ce of several 
members of the African congregation. The posirion of the house 

been criticised, on the ground that it does not face the pre
vailing ^yinds, but so far. we have .had.no reason to complain of 
lack of air; and the house is always cool. The new church, of which 
we hope to lay the foundation stone this September, will be 
situated near the house, between the house and the main road. 
It will be a great day when it is completed.

T. H. Hicks
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EDITOR’S NOTE
the missionary obligation of the parochial 

CHURCH COUNCIL

THE COVENANTED SUBSCRIP
TION SCHEME

It is more than a year since any mention of this Scheme has 
appeared in Central Africa, but it has been quietly progressing 
during this time and now numbers 352 supporters.

Tlie amounts received as refunds of Income Tax has been as 
follows:—

We have received from the Church Assembly Missionary Council 
a request that during the Autuipn attempts should be made to bring 
ilie Unified Statement, “ With One Accord," before the Parochial 
Church Councils which support U.M.C.A. This is part of a cam
paign to present the Unified Statement to everj’ Parochial Church 
Council In England. We have been asked to inform our readerT^ 
of this.

jC s. d. 
.. 208 4 4
“ 4^16'°

\ 6^ “ o

1928 ...
At a Conference of the Secretaries of the Diocesan Missionary 

Councils held at High Leigh on July 6th stress was laid on the 
missionary obligation of the Parochial Church Council. It was 
felt that the Unified Statement should be presented to every Parochial 
Church Council in some way or other and that the Clergy them
selves should make themselves acquainted with the statement. It 
is generally agreed that, apart from the financial figures in 
One Accord," the little book does enable any one who will take 
the trouble to read it through and study the maps to have a good 
general idea of all the work of the Church of England overseas, 

r and if a particular parish is specially interested in a particular 
f Mission or a particular Diocese, then the maps and the information 

as to the nature of the work in that area are just what is required.
Opinions may differ as to the best method of interesting a 

Parish Church Council. Town parishes and country parishes 
often need different treatment. The principal suggestion is that a 
Parochial Missionary School should be started in every parish and 
the Parochial Church Council will probably furnish the nucleus of 
such a school. At a recent meeting of clergy in our Archdeaconry, 
when this question was discussed, it was thought that the Parish 
Priest should himself select this nucleus from those whom he knew 
to be interested in Missions and then work through them to create 
new interest and gather in new subscribers. It was al^ suggested 
that the Parochial Church Council might be reminded that though 
the support of the work of the Church overseas is the primary 
work of the Church, it is not the only work. It is not intended 
that such support should cramp other parochial interests and 
obligations. As a matter of general experience it has been found 
that when a parish is generous In its support of Missions, other 
interests do not suffer, but benefit, often quite considerably.

It might be added here that Parochial Church Councils do not 
/ contain children, and therefore it is of first importance that the
' children of the Church should be constantly instructed that the

work of extending the Kingdom of Christ is part of every Christian’s 
duty because he is a Christian and a task in which every Christian 
should have a share and do his bit according to his ability and 
opportunities. It Is not the special task of special people. It is 
one of universal obligation.

. 4929
1930 ...
1931 ...
1932

Total ;^2,i95 19 10
" With

while our claim for the year ending 5th April last amounts to 
£703 5S. 3d.

When the Scheme was started it was seriously questioned 
whether it would be worth while in view of the time and labour 
involved in carrying it out; but surely the above figures afford 
sufficient proof of its value to the Mission.

The only question now is how the Scheme can be made a still 
greater success, to which the obvious answer is that more and 
more of our subscribers should convert their annual contributions 
into Covenanted Subscription, the effect of which with Income 
Tax at its present rate would be to increase automatically the 
amount coming to the Mission by no less than 33J per cent.

Stated in plain figures this means that in respect of a net 
subscription of is. od. the Mission receives in ;C s. d.

virtue of the Scheme I 8 o i£s SS. od, 
lOS. od. 

;^25 os. od.

700 
14 o 0
33 6 8

Ir may also be of interest to point out that the present list of 
35a Covenanted Subscriptions represents net subscriptions amount- 

*0 .^2,109 >53. pd.f the tax recoverable thereon being the 
*703 5S. 3d. mentioned above, from which It will be seen that the 
covenanting: of these subscriptions has the effect of giving the 

this very substantial addition to its income without anv 
^dltional cost to the subscribers concerned: moreover a simple 
ablation will show that it only needs the transference of another 
^^ 4s. 3d., from the independent to the Covenanted Subscriptions 
*54*° .^703 .55- 3d. of our present list to ;^i,ooo in
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EDITOR’S NOTE HOME JOTTINGS
1We have also received copies'of Special Thanksgivings and 

Petitions for use at St. Andrew's Tide, » arranged that the leader 
of the Intercessions can make use of his copy without supplying 
other copies to the congregation; other copies at is. gd. per loo net 

be procured from S.P.C.K., or the Church Assembly, Church

i‘It I. a Scroic lilo wonh readlng^aWufLd Fato'BSrK “ wh

i

can
Lantern SUdee.—The Mission will be glad to lend sets of Lantern Slides illustrat

ing the work in our four dioceses. There ore twelve dlfTcrcnt sets available each con- 
^ sUang of forty-su slides and two hymns. A full set of lecture notes is supplied with 

each scL For a meeting for the U.M.C.A. the only charge made is Is. Od., the cost 
of packing and outward postage. Fuller particulars will be sent on application to 
The Secretary at the Office.

House.

HOME JOTTINGS
Notice to Work Portlei.—Vestments are urgenUy needed for all diocestss. Miss

E. C.. Douglas (43 Gator Road, Sydenham, S.E.28), Secretary for Nyasaland: and 
Miss R. Smith (66 Bassett Road. N. Kensington, W.IO), Secretary for Zaniibar, Masosl 

i; and Northern Rhodesia, would be very glad to give particulars to work parties and 
j ■ others who would undertake to make them. Cost of materials from 30s. to

;
Tho Ultsloa'i locome.—Hie following is a comparison of the amounts contributed 

to the principal working funds of the Mission:
1033 1032

Total to 
Aug. 81

Received dur- 
ins Aug.

Received dur. 
Ing Aug.

Total to 
Aug. 31Fund Retreats at St. Barnabas, Tnnkerton, will be held from Nov. Srd-Oth: Conductor, 

Fr. Seddlng, S.S.J.E. (formerly Zaruibar), 12$. Od. Jan. 8th-12th. 1034: Conductor, 
Ff. Hewitt (formerly N. Rhodesia), IBs. 6d. Apply, Miss H. Spanton, St. Bamaba- 
Queen’s Road, Tankerton, Whiutable, Kent, and please remember a stamped i. .. 
addressed envelope for reply.

Secondhand articles of all kinds (particularly men's and children's clothes) will be 
gratefully received for a sale to be held about the middle of October, and periodical 
tales will be held later.

£ £ £ bai,
and20,437 2,807 18,450

025 274 1,850
223ICO 2,610 2,103

Grand Totals 2.011 23.872 2,804 21,003
r

Children's Day.—^This will be held on Saturday, October 21st. The programme will 
be as follows:—We had high hopes of a eonlinuous increase each month In contributions to the 

working funds but, unfortunately, sve have to record a decrease of vB8S3 in the August 
eontribuUoni. • ' * • • *

Ten per cent. lncrea»-Aa Example.—U- is with gratitude that we have received 
from Paget, Bermuda, a second contribution this year, with the explanation, "We 
have read in varioiu magazines that we are asked to give 10 per cent, over and above 
our last year’a contribution to missions. Last year we sent U.M.C.A. ^61, this year we 
have sent X06, so I ^ enclosing 22s. which makes up our 10 per cent. Increase."

• The diocese of Bermuda U Itself d Missionary Diocese with many financial worries, 
but It has evidently a lesion In generosity to teach us In England.

■ ■' • ' ♦ * •

Menlhly Requiem.—A Mass of Reauiem for .departed members and friends of the 
Mission will be said In the Chapel of All Souls at Centrol Africa House on Tuesday. 
October. 10th, at 8.30 a.m, • • • *

Wanti.^rthdeicon Cox would be grateful for the gift of a typewriter for use at 
Msumba. Canon Parsons would welcome gifts of lantern elides of the Life of Our Lord 
and Bible Storte*.

Chaage el Address.—The Rev. F.'J. Evans* new address is 182 Ashbumham Road, 
flattings, Sussex. *....* ,*

The Orgaolslag Seottary Icr ihe Bkt ol England.—The Rev. W. G. Lewin has 
work In the Pretoria Diocese and so severs his long connectlofi with U.M.C.A: 

Padre Lewln.Jolncd the Zanzibar Diocese In 1010 and worked In the Ruviunn-district. 
He was made Archdeacon of Ruvuma In 10^ and afterwards became Archdeacon of 
Luatsla. ; He resigned on his marriage In 1031} since then he has been Organizing 
Secretary for the East of Englsni. .We wish.him every happiness In hls<new sphere ol 
wi^ In South AWet.. ...
^ As Padre Lewin Is leaving England Tin December, future engagements for the 
Eastern Counties should be mode through the Office. ’ ' '

11.46 a.m. Sung Eucharist at St. Matthew’s Westminster. Arr 
made for the children to eat the food which they 
with them; lemonade will be provided.

1.46 p.m. Meeting in the Largo Hall, Church House, Westminster. The 
Venerable Archdeacon Swalnson, of the Masasi diocese, will be the 
speaker. The meeting will be followed by the performance of a set 
of tableaux.

If on receiving this magazine anyone who is working for the Mission nmongst 
children has not received an invitation, would they please write to the Office for one.

We hope very much that as many parishes as possible will send some of their 
children to take part In the service and meeting and that where the distance is too far 
for this, the children may be given an opportunity of sharing In the Day by a local 
service or meeting. • * • *

Cbnrch Work at Home and Abroad.—The Annual Sale in aid of the above will be, 
held at the Royal Horticultural Hall, Vincent Square, Westminster, on Wednesdajs 
November 8th and Thursday, November 0th, from 12 noon till 6 p.m. ENTRANCE 
BOTH DAYS; Is.

U.M.C.A. Stall Is No. 4 this year. Please support It in every way possible. We 
ipeciiUy need

(1) A large namber ol enilomer.. (Ploo.o loll oil your frlen^ about Iho .toll 
ood write to the Oflice for postero and itnnll notIcM to odvertiic it.)

(3) A great many tutltd oitd pretty thing, to put on the etnllt Hondkerchlele, 
woolliee for babiee, end hou« lltieti (euch ne dusteie, tea clothi, end towel.) alwty. 
•ell welli niio pretty end UKtuI little thing, that ore rititnblo for Chrutotti. praente. 
The work, etc., ha. to be reoUy good. a. we have .0 little room on the .|»ll ani< h«Ve 
compete with The etell. of .ixty-three other eocietle.. We want to ninko the moil ol 
this opportunity of raising money for the U.M.C.A. Fundfc

MI J’LShUyl'°U?M.cTI' c!lit'r*a''M?a°HoS^'' Woo^ Street. Wretmin.ter. S.W.l. 
Pleore write plainly on parcel. " Sale ol Work, November 8th end Sth.

emenli will be 
: have brought

angi
will

I
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CENTRAL AFRICAHOME JOTTINGS

FOUND alter the Sommer School al Whitby, n bunch of keys on a ring, suspended 
Ip. These keys are now at the Ofilce. Will anyone to whom 
to the Secretary, U.M.C.A. for them.

A MONTHLY RECORD OF THE WORK OF THE 
UNIVERSITIES' MISSION TO CENTRAL AFRICA

from a black leather stra; 
they belong please write i

THE MISSION STAFF
No. fin. LI-. NOVEMBER, 1933 Price 2d.

DateDioceseName

CONTENTSArrivals in Engkitwl 
Rev. A. O. Rogers 
Mr. E. Guthrie 
Miss Horvood 
Miss Mo 
Rev. T.
Mr. A. J. Harris 
The Miise* Harvey

Departures /rom England 
Rev. C. E. Sergeant 
Mr. B. Haywood 
Mr. J. Oldrldge 
MUs K. Ormcrod 
MUs M. Hook 
MUs E. Foxley 
Bishop of Nyasaland 
Rev. H. W. Cockett 
Rev. R. J. Dyball 

C. Alderson 
Margesson 

Miss E. Douglas
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N. Rhodesia
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Aug. 31 
Aug. 31 
Sept. 3 
Sept. IS 
Sept, la 
Sept, la

::: ::: i :::
Infant welfare...................................... 233 In Memoriam .............
Masasi in August .......................... 238 Home Jottings.............
NOTJE.—Ne/ther the Bishops of the MUHon nor the General CouneU are responsible 

for any opinion or statement in CENTRAL AFRICA unless if is clearly so indicated

::: ^
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Oct. 11 
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Nyasaland
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Nyasaland
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Nyasaland
Nyasaland
Nyasaland

Diocesfe of Nyasaland

MCHAPE
Rev.
MUs Reprinted from the " Nyasaland Diocesan Chronicle ” July igjs

The following note gives an account of the witch-doctors known as 
Mchape who have been touring Nyasaland lately. It refers 
prifparily to events at Likoma, but it is true for other parts of the 
diocese as regards the modus operandi of the witch-dodtors and of 
the attitude of the Church towards them and those who have par
taken of their medicine.

Africans have a •

the sailing In October of eightNew Members.—We are glad to _ _
n-.imbers, including four priests for the diocese of Nyasaland.

Dioeese of Nyasaland.—The Rev. Claud Edmund Sergeant, assUtant priest. St. 
Aldhclm, Branksome; Rev. Herbert William Cockett, assistant priest, Great Crosby, 
Liverpool; Rev. Reginald Janies Dyball, B.A.Camb., assistant priest, Christ Church, 
St. Leonards; Rev. Cecil William Alderson, M.A.Ox., assistant priest, Ascension, 
Lavender Hill, and formerly Vlce-Prlnclpal of Ely Theological College; MUs Kathleen 
Urmerod (nurse), trained at St. Thomas’s Hospital, with experience at the Ducks and 
Berks Sanatorium; Miss Ethel Douglas, with secretarial and social training; MUs Muriel 
Hook, ironed at St. Christopher’s College. Blackheath, S.E., with experience as Sunday 
School Organizer.

Oloeeir oj Zanobar,—Miss Evelyn Foxley (nurse), trained at the Radclille 
inrirmary, Oxford.

The Misses Ormerod, Douglas and Foxley have had missionary training at the 
College of the Ascension, Selly Oak.

mem

1very deep-seated belief in magic of oil kinds, 
and it has always been difficult to eradicate their superstitions, and 
to induce a right belief in God’s care for everyone. It Ss not 
easy to get them to realise that they.cannot have a right faith in 
God if, at the same time, they believe in magic; they want to 
believe in both. Lately there has been a widespread revival of 
belief in what might be called white magic. Some travelling witch
doctors have been working through Nyasaland, and have paid 
Likoma a prolonged visit. Their arguments are very specious and 
just such ns would appeal to our people. They profess to be sent 
by God and to have a medicine which will not only cure all 
diseases, but will induce the owners of evil charms to give them 
up and not use them again. Nearly every Afrlmn believes that 
anything evil is produced by some sort of witchcr^ and they 
have an especial fear of what they call “ aliti.' The afiti are 
supposed to have control of the spirit of a dead person, and it is 
even believed that they exhume bodies for the purpose of getting 
hold of the spirit of the dead person. I have never come across

Ublliury.—We regret to announce the death of the Rev. Probua Band 
an June 19th lest at Malindi. He wa« baptised in the early days 
Bishop Maples and had been a faithful teacher for many years. Pi 
deacon on St. Thomas’ Day, 1831.

la, deacon. 
Mission by 

ordained
of the 

robus

IN MEMORIAM-R.I.P.
September II.—^Joseph Bull Ferry, Priest.

Lincoln U.M.C.A. Diocesan Secretary 1004.1813, and Secretary for Wraggoe 
R.D. from 1914.
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MCHAPE MCHAPE

anything \^hich could be rightly called evidence of such practices, 
but I should think that ninety-nine per cent, of the Africans here 
believe in their existence. Now the Slchapc, as this particular son 
of witch-doctor is called, clairps that he can make such people give 
up their instruments of evil, and they have certainly had 

produdng various things which are said 
ments of magic. Wherever they have been they have induced 
people to produce all sons of horns and little gourds filled with 
some son of stuff called medicine, which is believed to be harmful, 
but they have failed to do more than this.

Of course the resort to such wilchnioctors is forbidden to 
Christians, as to believe in a man possessing such supernatural 
powers is to put a man in the place of God. Our Christians at 
Likoma were warned about this and told that to patronize the 
Mfhape would result in expulsion from church, but alas! about 
half of them have given way.

The thing spread like wildfire. At first we refused permission 
to the men to land on the island, ns it is the property of the 
Mission, and we have a right to refuse admission if we think fit. 
However, the feeling was so strong that the District Commissioner 
from Kota Kota strongly advised us to allow the men to come, and 
simply deal w’llh the rpatter from the point of view of Christian 
discipline. In these circum.stances it was impossible to refuse 
permission, os probably the men would have managed to get on 
the island, and we should have had to ask the Government for 
police. So they came and the result has been that a large number 
of Christians at Likoma and Chizumulu have preferred to be put 
out of church rather than forego the forbidden medicine.

Rather to one’s surprise in many cases it was the younger men 
who were in favour of the Mchape, but this was no doubt because 
they feared that many of the older men possessed evil medicanes 
and they wanted to clear the villages of such things. So that it 
may not always have been a whole-hearted belief in the power of 
the Mchape, so much ns a determination to get rid of evil medicines 
that caused some of the younger people to lapse. They failed to 
see that it was wrong to use forbidden means to rid their villages 
of evil, and no doubt some of them were puzzled at the Church’s 
prohibition of what appeared to them as something which was 
reported to have produced good results in the 
(^’il things in other places; it was very difficult for them to realize 
that belief in Mchape involved disbelief In God. The Europeans 
who have been in the country many years tell us that when the 
Mission first came here there were no worse places for witchcraft 
in the country than Likoma and Chizumulu, so that it is not sur- 
prismg that the younger generation suspect the older one.

The witch-doctors, ns is always the case, manage to get a 
little inside information as to who is suspected of evil doing and 
to frights suspected persons by a semblance of supernatural 
powers. Their usual procedure is to turn their backs on the

crowd around and 
to pick out certain 

• people by looking at 
their reflections in a 
small looking-glass 
which they hold up. 
They then accuse 
someone, and if he 
denies, they persist 
and induce him to 
take their medicine 
to prove that he has 
no charms, and they 
assert that if he 
denies the possess
ion of evil charms 
and drinks their 
medicine he will die 
quickly. One man 
who persisted in his 
denial and then 
drank the medicine 
astonished everyone 
by being found alive 
next day.

The whole busi
ness is a money
making affair. They 

educated men who 
The number of those 
Also in most places

great 
to be instru-succcss in

I

lifU$ Apih«,(>
" InSTKUUKNTS op MaOIC ” DELIVERED UP AT KoTA KoTA

are not true witch-doctors, but clever, 
know how to play on the fears of the people, 
who have taken up the business proves this, 
where they have been, they have been discredited after a lapse of 
three or four months. They charge a penny for a simple drink, 
and threepence for a bottleful of the medicine. These are compara
tively high prices for this country and the two men who were here 
must have taken several pounds from the credulous folk.

e and we have the business of getting our 
do not accept a bare statement of

I
Now they have gon 

Christians back. Of course we 
penitence, but we are making each one swear that he has none 
of the medicine in his possession, and will not resort to it again. 
A good many have come in and they will sit in church^mong the peni
tents and be dismissed after the sermon at Mass. Those who come in 
quickly will be given a penance of three iponths, but those who are 
obstinate, and go on keeping the bottles of medicine, will be given 
a much longer penance when they do repent.

way of destruction of

;i F. W.
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THE TObX'H OF CHRIST
/>i'HCf^f of Zansibar

pariicularly ncai; one wiih a dovecote under the baraza was pointed 
out us belonging to a man particularly fond of animals; another 
had an enormous python j)ainted on the wall betokening the 
dwelling of an artist.

As soon as the nurse arrived a bell was rung, summoning all 
the lepers to the dispensiiry. There are fifty-three lepers, includ
ing one married couple, both of whorp are advanced cases. The 
rest are all men of vtirying ages and difTerent tribes, men whose 
homes are near and others whose homes are far away. At first 
sight some look strong, robust young men, others terribly disfigured, 
dragging themselves painfully along; many were greyhaired vener
able old men, some of e.xceptionally tall and powerful build, includ
ing an e.x-soldier.

While the crowd Nvere collecting, the nurse and her assistant 
lost no time changing into special overalls and setting everything 
ready for work. The dispensary consists of a small consulting 
room and a Ittrge square baraza. There is also a tiny room at the 
side for the private use of the nurse. Furniture is of the scantiest, 
and it is only within ilie last few weeks that the nurse lias enjoyed 
the luxury of a table in her consulting room. Her drugs and 
dressings she prepares at Kiwanda and lakes with her each lime.

I was greatly struck by the good humour of the patients and 
the cheery and business-like methods of the nurse. Work begins

THE TOUCH OF CHRIST
On the Feast of the 
Holy Name 1 accom
panied the ICiwanda 
ntirse on her weekly 
visit to the Leper 
sctilemem at Mtin- 
diro, nearly two 
hours’ walk round 
the Mountain on the 
way to Misozwe.

After crossing the 
football-field the path 
winds up and down 
through forest and 
field with a very 
sharp hill, just 
before tlie Riwanda 
path joins the main 
Tongwe - Misozwe 
road, which is only 
the width of a bridle
path.
roads soon get over
grown in Africa, and /wj 
in many places the 
road was scarcely 
visible, so one of the porters had orders to go armed witli a long knile 
to cut back the long grass on his return journey, when he had 
deported his load of blankets at the camp. .A peep back at 
Kiwanda, and here and there a glimpse of the awe-inspiring rocky 
face of Mlinga towering above relieved . _ .
A large clump of shining coconut palms half way up the rnountain 
side betokened the presence of a village, just beyond and below, 
which is the Leper Settlement.

As we neared the village we met a few people along the road 
with whom wc exchanged friendly greeting.s, or who had a hasty 
consultation with the nurse, and an admonition to appear at the 
dispensary at Misozwe the next day. bottle in hand. Immediately 
on reaching the higher ground the somewhat shut-in path opened 
on to cultivated fields with small groups of houses dotted about on 
both sides of the road. with, also, a beautiful view of distant hills 

all hut the mountain side, which from there appears as a wall 
of bare rock sloping up to the great overhanging bluff. We were 
in the middle of the Leper Settlement, and one and another came 
out to greet us ns we passed along. Some of the houses were

Paths and

|W»». »<•/!. r
TlIK NT'ilSE AKRIVINr. AT THE l.El'KR SETTLEMENT

the monotonv of the wav.

on

|•hato\ lUtt. lunur
The Church at the I.eper Settlement, .MTisotKO
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THE TOUCH OF CHRIST LAKE NYASA
with a roll-call, during which the nurse makes a note of the various 
treatments required by each individual, tor there are many diseases 
to be treated besides leprosy. The patients are then called up in 
turn according to the treatment required. Then come the treat
ments; at first various medicines were dispensed from the baraza, 
then patients for injections were called to the consulting room one 
by one. Meanwhile the clerk of the camp and the nurse’s assistant 
were busy distributing dressings and ointments, and not least a 
cigarette or two to make the patients happy I After the roilcmll 
there was a distribution of old police blankets, which were given 
to those who had not received one on a previous occasion.

Many of the patients had by now gone off to their homes, but 
Christians and Catechumens had been asked to remain for a photo- 
graph by the church. Strange to soy tho lepers were not at all 

from having their photographs taken 1 Several others still 
lingered with special requests, for leave of absence, for a shirt 
(when there were any to be given away), for a reader, etc. Here 
indeed one felt one could give without pauperising, here indeed 
was an opportunity of making friends by means of the mammon 
of unrighteousness.

The Settlement belongs to the Government and is in charge of 
a native clerk, Matayo. The Mission is, however, responsible for 
the medical care of the lepers. A small church has been built 
and the priest-inKtharge of Misorwe says Mass there once a month. 
Also a Catechist from Misozwe visits the Settlement once a week to 
teach Hearers and Catechumens. When the eleven Christians 
and twelve catechumens are all inside it the little church is full.

After taking me to the church, the nurse visited some of the 
lepers who had been too ill to come to the dispensary. She then 
attended to one or two more special requests while the lock
ing-up took place, sent the " leper-box ” back to Kiwanda, and 
then went on an hour's walk further to Misozwe, which she visits 
regularly once a fortnight, sleeping the night there and opening 
the dispensary next morning.

May this simple statement of facts stir the imaginations of those 
who read to think what these visits in the Name of Christ must 
mean to those who are so afflicted and cut off from the common 
pleasures of life, and to be moved with compassion to stretch out 
thdr hands to help to stamp out this horrible disease, which Is 
so prevalent in this part of the world that most of our Mission 
dispensaries have a long stream of leper out-patients, besides those 
who live in the Settlements such as this one.

'* And Jesus, being moved with compassion, stretched forth His 
hand, and touched him.”

averse

0/ Sjtiatoni
I.AKE NSaS.\ at LIKOUA

The lake Nyasa is beautiful with a beauty that is unique. This 
great expanse of water, extending for three hundred miles along 
the African rift, is so deep that in places it has not yet been 
sounded, and it rellecls the blue of the sky with a blue that is 
like no other blue on earth, and transcends the Mediterranean in its 
glory. Forty miles away, to the east and far beyond the horizon 
rise the mountains of West Nynsaland, and to the north-east the 
faint outlines of the Livingstone range reach towards the sky. 
Above me, as 1 write, on the east coast towers another range of 
mountains, climbing, up above gentle foothills, with great 
crags and ravines tumbling over one another, where the foot of 
white man has not yet trod, uninhabited even by the brown people 
of this country, the’home of monkeys and wild beasts of all kinds. 
Eternally changing in appearance, showing varying phases of their 
beauty from hour to hour and from day to day, these hills become 
supremely beautiful in the brief twilight that closes the African 
day. Thus indeed do they present a picture of the handicraft of 
God that is something to marvel at, even beyond jijte maivels of 
the dav.

The’ soft light is lost in velvety shadows, and caught by crag 
and peak which reflect it in a rosy glow until the breath is taken 
awav by the sheer beauty of it all. Words, especially from such 
a pen, cannot describe such a scene in a way that may truly Con
vey it to the reader. .And then comes the African night, when the 
velvet of the hills merges into the velvet of the skies and the stars 
shine out with a brilliance that vou, who live in England and do

K.
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LAKE NYASA
Dioccsc ol Syasalaiid

not know the tropics, can scarcely imagine, and ilie peace of God, 
which passes all understanding, settles over the African countryside.

In this glorious setting lives a race of people who are coming 
to realize sorpcihing of the meaning of it all, and of the God who 
made it. Less than a hundred years ago, and alas still yet, in 
some places, all the glory of nature held terror for them. In every 
hill, and in the great lake itself, there lurked the evil spirits of 
their imagination, a constant source of fear and horror. Yet now 
the peace of God is coming to them, and the terror is fading 
away. The people are worthy to whom the message is brought. 
Gentle and peace loving, they dwell in their little villages by the 
lake side, fishermen and farmers, tilling their fields and mending 
their nets, its, long ago, when Christ walked the shores of Gahlee, 
the first Christians tilled their fields and mended their nets. Now, 
verv .surely, docs Christ walk the shores of the lake of Nyasa, and 
calls his people to follow Him. Very surely do they hear that 
call, and follow, and become his wanafunzi, which is the Chinyanja 
name for catechumen, and also for our Lord’s disciples. Eagerly 
they come to his call, here in I.iuli by hundreds, until the two 
priests who love to work in this vast area are in despair as to how 
to do the work, and yet go on admitting more. How can they do 
othenvise, when people want Christ?

Primitive these people are and simple, poor and lowly in heart, 
the verv tilth that produces one hundred-fold, and in Christ they 
.. . hnppv, perhaps far happier than their Christian brothers and 
sisters in' far-oll England, and yet needing their help. It is your 
privilege, voit who even in poverty are much wealthier than these 
people, to help forward the word of God in this country, and nobly 
.as you fttlfil and have fulfilled that duly, there is still greater and 
greater need for you to deny yourselves further, that the people 
of Africa mnv have teachers, nurses, doctors, and above all, prie.sis 
to show them the reality of the communion of the saints on earth 
and the glory of the Kingdom of Heaven. E. V. L.

Liuli, July, 1933.

INFANT WELFARE
I SLMM'OSK lhat of the many 
subjects in the Medical World 
which have attracted the public 
eye within the last five or ten 
years, Maternity and Child 
Welfare has claimed a con
siderable concern and interest.

Please do not imagine that 
this is to be a professional 
article or a summary of 
statistics—nothing of the kind.
You must, however, forgive 
me for drawing attention to 
the realization of the great 
necessity for the care of Infants 
at home, in our own Christian 
and educated land, before I go 
on to say something of that 
same necessity out here.

Some may contend that it 
is the so-calii'd advantages of 
education and civilization that 
make baby clinics a necessity, 
and that peoples living In 
proxiipity with Nature and 
“ bringing up ” their children ri<oin\ 
in accordance with it, do not 
need these helps.

This is an old argument, but it is not a proven one, I think. 
In fact I feel that if one had the time or the means of Investigation 
it could be proved to the contrary. Civilization and education do 

make the necessity, they only change the rea.sons for the

i

are

Meriit

not
necessity.

Infant mortalitv is greatest during the first year, and the loss 
of a baby is a very serious thing to tliese people where still there
...... much superstition and fear of evil mixed up in their lives.
It is here, that we, by means of our Infant Welfare Centres, 
can step in and endeavour to do a verv necessary piece of work. 
Bv caring for the babies and watching their progress week by week; 
bv arresting sickness in the early stages and by preventative 
measures; bv simple talks to the mothers on the care of their 
babies and themselves; by getting to know them and winning

IS soly
,'1

.i
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INFANT >VELFAREINFANT WELFARE

dare to look for results at all—but 1 think that perhaps the children 
brought for treatment with greater speed than in the past. We 

can but go on very slowly and teach the mothers the beauty, of 
health and their responsibility 4n the nurturing of their babies.

We know that illness and death have been due very often to 
ignorance and neglect, and we must just do what we can by simple 
teaching and by practice to abolish both these evils.

their confidence, surely these are some of the ^^*ays by which we 
—very small ways perhaps—help to dispel some of the fear and 

superstition which still prevails among them.
The Clinic, 1 think, will eventually make a difference. Ihey 

will learn to value. God’s wonderful gifts—to r^ize their existence 
—and to use therp in the right way.

Now for the Milo Clinic—it is not large—we have twenty babies 
at the present time, but I think I may safely say that it is keen.

The attendance has been very good indeed, especially so during 
the rains, when a little, slackness might be e.xcused.

The ages vary from two weeks to two years, and I want them 
to come until they go to school.

How I wish you could see our Wednesday morning gathering! 
We meet in a room leading from the Dispensary (which isn’t really 
large enough now that we are on the increase). Grass mats are 
spread out on the floor for the mothers to sit on and for the babies 
to crawl on—not that the latter mind at all where they crawl, as 
long as they crawl.

First we weigh the babies, and oh dear I what a noise 1 The 
day is coming, and is not far distant, when we shall have some 
beautiful new baby scales, real ones, the gift of a very generous 
and devoted *' home worker.” At present we weigh them in a 
flat basket suspended by rope from the food scales.

Honifacc simply loves to be weighed. He would lie in the 
basket for hours with that impish smile on his face. He is such a 

* little pickle, and into everything. Often he will go off Into the 
Dispensary whilst I arp weighing the others and do his best to 
hinder Petro the ‘VDawa ” Boy by presenting him with all kinds 
of things, from a saucepan lid to a maize cob.

Tukelage is a baby girl of one year and eight months, 
most amiable until she is taken to "be weighed. Her smiles, alas, 
quickly diktppear, and are replaced by a look of fierce deter
mination—she will not be weighed. The struggles and kicks and 
general gymnastic display of this young lady have quite conquered 
me. 1 struggle with her no longer, but hope that the new scales 
may prove a more worthy attraction.

When nil the babies have been weighed and inspected and 
remarked upon we have a simple talk for . the mothers. One week 
we have a ” health ” talk and the next week we have a talk on 
the responsibilities and privileges of Christian motherhood. These

arecan

I

E. a. //allrAoia] Ikpast Welkahk at Liui-i
She is

Of the Maternity work 1 must not write now, but it is very 
important, and both it and the Infant Welfare work need extending. 
The latter I am hoping to extend to one out-statton very soon.

Perhaps those who read this article will remember our Milo 
babies (and their mothers) sometimes, especially those who have , 
to do with the little ones at home, wltere their lot is cast, 1 will not 
say in so goodly a heritage, but at least in a heritage devoid ot 
darkness and superstition and tlie fear of evil.

R. A. Nobbs.inlks are very short and very simple. They have to be. The 
mothers will listen for a short time, but not for long.

crowing and gurgling and even shouting, that is continuous, 
pleasant—unless one wants to say a " fc

The crowing and gurgling and even shouting, that is continuous, 
is very pleasant—unless one wants to say a " few words.” I have 
provided pictures and boxes for the more lusty ones to play with, 
which have been fairly successful, although often enough there is 
a scrap-up in the middle about a box lid.

However, rye carry on slowly and hope that soipething of what 
is said sinks in. It is too soon to look for results—if one ever
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nlnccsc oi MasasiMASASI IN AUGUST
The tweniy-founh anniversary of the Dedication of the Cathedral 
of B. V. M. and St. Bartholomew- on August 3 was a happy 
(juiet festival—the kind that lias the deeper blessing. August here 
is in one way not unlike August at Bournemouth—the place is full 
of visitors on holiday—naturally and quite nicely out for a good 
lime—sometimes at the CNpcnse' of the eardrums of the residents. 
This year tlicre was no noisy ngoma at all—the people just took 
it for

TWO JOURNEYS
Extract Irom Idler from .Miss F. 5. Cormcall Noted July <. >93J) 
from Mususi, describing two journeys oj tUe Mother Superior of 
‘ Community of the Sacred Pasrsion.

reserve.
Pcrsonellt.—Uoctor Taylor driving ''er cf—“

Thf Rev. Mother, C.S.P.; Doctor’s boy, ]ohn ! hts wife,_ Edna.
“ We started away from the Cathedral (Masasi) at , a.m., a 

fresh breeze blowing in our faces and the forest in its 
dr^ looking lovely in the morning sun We should reach the

then the jack refused to work; we tried to lift the car but
they’worked until three o’clock in ""Va^id

^iSo walk on and see if any help could be 
and waited, but he did not return. Night came on 
in an animal-infested forest with no J"'?

Mndi to Songea, and were almost as pleased of our company for 
the night as we were of theirs. They did everythmg for us, kind
ness i^elf though just raw heather, and kept a big fire i;°"’B " 
niSt It was not till the afternoon of the following day that John 
nrfL'd back on the mail lorry, looking "^^^Ud ' '
h-iH w-ilked ten miles the dav before, met two lions in llic ro.id nnu 
had To cl'^b a t"; and had had no food at all. However he »on 
perked up after a meal, and the good African driver of the 
feed up our spring and by about three o’clock we were “We'“ 6° 
on ° AH went well until we turned off the mam 
for the remaining nine miles to the Mission ^'“.Tck"
Then our troublel began again; it was by™J'j’?"' ^n o ebek

arcotp::r-lS o^^frem^alning half her to the Sisters to

granted quite quietly that there should not be one owing to 
the long illness of Padre Dnudi Machina. His illness started on 
July i6 when he was alone here with the usual 100-150 communt- 
Citnts every Sunday (there are about i,too Easter comipunicants). 
He had bad throat trouble, but bravely insisted on singing the 
Mass and struggled through to the end, when he was promptly 
.sei^ted by the nurses who have looked after hiip splendidly ever 
since, and though he developed pneumonia and gave us anxiety 
at limes he is quietly going on—an old priest whose years for 
.Africa’s Church arc history. Task for your prayers for my old 
brother-priest—for his restoration to such health that he may be 
happy with that quiet and unselfish nobility so characteristic of 
him. Father George kindly came down and was celebrant at 
High Mass on .August 3. Bwana Cypriani Chitenji was one of 
the ministers and Bwana Yuda Knsoyaga—one of last year's 
Deacons—of an old Masasi family, came and preached to us In 
fluent Yno.

The almsgivings were 75 shillings on the festival, rather better 
than usual. Great bins kept overflowing, to the joy of the red
breasted birds in the Cathedral, In spite of only a so-so harvest.

The second thing we want your prayers to help in began after 
Mn.ss on August 3 this year.' Don’t be siliv about it—its verv 
.scriniis and wonderful, a Council of Women Churchwardens 
(“ Baraza yn .Akina.Mnma ”) the first that has ever been formed 
here. I knew how keen the Bishop was about it—how Bishop 
Weston would have rejoiced over it. For over two years we have 
hesitated and fumbled n bit over it, but at last nine were cho.sen 
(.Aida, Ksta, Esta, Emily, Hawn, Kate, Martha, i^Iona, Rizpa)— 
their first meeting at the ladles’ houses after Mass. As I left the 
men churchwardens and went down to welcome them, I feared 
silence, embarrassment perhaps. • I need not have worried—a perfect 
buzz was going on—the sound of a swarm of locusts getting down 
to it—arranging the world. 1 .slipped nwav quickly, thankful that 
hundreds of girls and women, boys and men, will be blessed bv 
this plan.

“ I cannot beat vou, for this is my wedding-day.” said an old 
grandfather of a bride recently married here, when some voung 
sparks had stolen and finished half his brew for the wedding feast 
while he slept. Thoiigli we can have no Mass here for some while 
owing to sickness—both Mn5a.si priests are down now and vet we 
can t grumble—it is our wedding-day. Masasi in August. ‘

J. C. N.
•i.16 i 237



CHIDYA TRAINING COLLEGETWO JOURNEYS £1
bdy teapher who supervises and inspects all the parish schools. 
When the boys are sick, they are admitted to special sick huts 

the dispensary. The nurse is in charge of ail health matters 
of scliool and parisli.

The dispensary work is very mueh the same in ail stations, 
dealing with out-patients, 60-100 per day, suffering from all Afriean 
diseases such as yaws, leprosy, hook-worm disease, biliiarzia, eyes, 
ulcers of every kind and many burns (especially among small 
children and epileptics), owing to the custom of having wood fires 
in the centre of their smali chimneyiess, grass-roofed mud huts,
and carelessness. ..............

We trv and train boys as assistants, but at present it is still 
difficult to train them to do more than cleaning and actual routine 
work, as dispensary work is stili looked upon as inferior sort of 
work for which brains and education are not necessary, though 1 
think by degrees we are altering that idea, but the African hoy’s 
ambition (if he has any I) is to be a teacher, which gives him status 
and is remunerative. However, it is wonderful how well these 
uneducated boys do. They are very good at routine work, but on 
the slightest deviation they lose their heads entirely, which is .not 
surprising, so every singie thing must be closely supervised.

We do a great deal of injection treatment, as the people are 
much too ignorant and primitive to be safe to give medicine to carry 
away, and of course they cannot understand the necessity of com
ing regularlv for anything. . . .v

Mv own parish is Namagono, three days from Masasi in the 
wilds£jur hottest, roost isolated and primitive station. A huge 
parish with Christians very scattered all over it, witli one priest, 
one lady teacher and one nurse, and it means a great deal of tramp
ing round, as the people are so primitive and witchcrafl-ridden 
and timid that they will not come in to dispensary or hospital, and 
the only way is’ to go with dispensary outfit and camp in the 
remotest corners, ten to thirteen hours away, and try and win their

“"l aTafraid I like my work among mv unwashed and undressed 
Africans much better than this comparatively civilised life here, though 

' it is a great rest and relief to get away for atyhile to this compara- . 
tively cool and beautiful spot with lovely views and sunsets and 
sunrises, instead of forest and shut-in-ness of the plains-Chidja 
is in the hills, only three hours from Masasi, so '‘.>s not nMrlt 
such a responsible life either. I shall be returning, in September 
in time for the beginning of the hot season and rams, with 
its attendant disadvantages, after three months here.

Well, I hope all this will interest you. 
for holidays and it is a slack

tell them we were all corping. And finally the doctor and car 
arrived. You can . imagine how exhausted she was.

“ I was not much more fortunate on my return journey on the 
mail lorry a fortnight later; I was accompanied by another Sister. 
A spring broke, hours delay in mending it, which meant that 
instead of arriving at Masasi Boma at 5 p.m. we arrived at 1 a.m., 
three miles from the Mission. A kind shopman let us sleep in his 
chairs. As soon as signs of dawn appeared we set ofi^ on foot and 
arrived at the Cathedral in time for the 6.30 celebration.

*' But, remember, a lorry—none of your “ de luxe ” sealing or 
springing I”

near

Diocese of Masasi

CHIDYA TRAINING ■ COLLEGE
From a letter of thanks for a farcet of otd tinen sent to Chidya

The raison d’etre of this station is a boys’ boarding school for 
about seventy boys from all over the diocese, after they have been 
accepted on the recommendation of their own parish priest and 
teacher and after they have passed a very elementary exam, and been 
interviewed (usually) by the Bishop. The object is to train suitable 
boys for future teachers, and thev work their way up through the 
school in the usual way until they reach Training College standard 
whicli prepares them for Government exams. We have now a Training 
College class here to avoid expense of having to send the bovs all 
llie way to the Zanzibar Diocesan Training College at Dar-es- 
Salnnin.

The boys live in dormitories called “Houses,” in charge of 
African married masters, who have qualified, and prefects. Thev 
keep their tribal laws, cook their own African food, wear African 
dress and carry their own water and firewood and keep their own 
domains clean; otherwise they have ordinary school routine, 
play football (with bare feet and getting plenty of stubbed toes do
ing so!!) drill, learn handwork, among which is sun-baked mud 
brick-making (the school is built of the bricks). In their spare 
time they may cultivate school plantations for pocket monev, where- 
with to buy food, their clothes, and learn the duty of giving!! 
rherc IS a very nice school chapel and the principal of the training 
college IS also chaplain. The parish is In charge of an African 
priest and deacon who live about twenty minutes away near the 
parish church.

^ The teaching is largely done by African trained teachers under 
the supemsion of the principal and a head mistress, with another

As the school is shut

Mi i™ b-;-iiit'hTO
tunity of writing to the kind people who help us so much by thetr 
thought of our needs as well as by their actual gilts. H. 1. IV.
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A VISIT TO A\ OUT-SCHOOL
Diocese of Masasi

Mwalimu Mariamu has only four liule girls to-day, of wiium one 
is her younger sister. They do their lessons on tlie verandah of 
the little house where padre sleeps when he visits the station. I-et 
us ask her about them,

“ Mkachilambila’s father is very good to us. He allows her to 
come to school quite often. She used to live with us, but now she 
is qtarried, though she cannot be more than twelve years old. She 
is a bright girl and still comes to school. Most of the parents 
are ntu so willing to let their girls come to us. They say, “ If 
our girls learn to read, they will marry teachers and go off and leave 
us, as this teacher’s wife has left her mother.” They are afraid 
that if ail their girls become Christian.s. there will be no one left 
to make the beer which is offered to the spirits when they die.”

We ask Mwalimu of the women. There is one Christian woman 
who is putting up a brave fight to keep to her religion, in spite 
of pressure from her family and the desertion of her husband. Of 
the hentlum and Muhammadan women Mwalimu tells us, *' They 
have no love.”

It is a lonely life for a young woman, and Mariamu is only i6, 
but the loneliness is mitigated by the real fellowship between 
husband and wife, a real sharing of everything not often met with 
in Africa.

A VISIT TO AN OUT-SCHOOL
The path to M----- is hardly vi.sible through the long tangled grass.
we stumble over the many* pitfalls, sometimes a fallen tree blocks 
the way, and we have to lake a circuitous route. Tlirough grass, 
bush, forest and villages, at last we arrive at the school.

Mwalimu John has taught here for a year now since he left 
.\linaki. walking daily to and frorp his home an hour away. Now 
he has brought a wife to .share his toils and joys, and a nice house 
is being erected close to the school. Mwalimu Mariamu has her 
teacher’s certificate, having spent some years at the Masasi Girls’ 
Hoarding School, and her hope is to draw the rough little girls 
of these outlying Muhammadan districts to learn .something of the 
love of God.

We ask Mwalimu the news of the school. *‘ It is good,” he 
replies. ” but the children do not come as, well as formerly. The 
iwople are asking why it is so long between the padre’s visits, and 
when the Hibi Mwalimu (visiting lady teacher) will come again. 
They think the Mission will no longer have anything to do with us. 
.Also the.se people do not understand at all tlie needs of their 
children. When I take them out for drill or play or gardening 
they think I nm shirking my work in school.”

f

It is 6 a.m. and there is silence in the little household. Mariamu, 
with her New Testament in her hand, whispers to us that it is lime 
for morning prayers. We make our way to the scliool and kneel 
in silence for some time. Then Mwalimu John starts the Short 
Prayers in daily use in the otit-.stalions. Wc say a psalm, the 
Bcnediclus, Collects, Intercessions, ending with petitions that by 
tlie prayers of Our Blessed Lady our homes may be kept in peace.

Let us leave them there in the quiet of the early morning, and 
let us remember litem, and all others like tliem, as wc jtlead before 
the Altar the All-Sufficient Sacrifice, that they may he granted 
wisdom and strength according to their need, and that the cars of 
many, both priests and teachers, may be opened to hear and 
respond to God’s call, lest these sei^’nnts of the Lord keeping the 
outposts of the Catholic Faith should fail, because the help and 
encouragement they might have had was not forthcoming.

C. S. P.
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HOME JOTTINGS

IN MEMORIAM Day ol Intercession tor Foreign Missions.—Copies of this month's cnlorgcd Inter- 
cession paper can be had on application to the Ofllce, price 2s. per 100. As it contnlns 
a list of iiie stair, tins copy should be kept, and ii.imes may be .added in the space 
provided.SISTER ELIZABETH, C.S.P. *

SlSTEU Elizabeth (Flora Elizabeth Rogers) was trained as a nurse at 
University College Hospital, London, and went out to the diocese 
of 2^nzibar in 1902, where she worked first, nt Msalabani, and 
later, in Pemba.

In i9oc> she went to the Convent, Malvern Link, to test her 
vocation to the Religious Life, and in 1911 she returned to Zanzibar 
to join the first Sisters of the Community of the Sacred Passion, 
which had been recently founded by Bishop Weston.

When the war broke out she was in German East Africa with 
two of the Sisters who were working nl Mkuzi, and was interned 
with therp.

After the war, when new mission stations were being opened 
and fresh work undertaken, Sister Elizabeth was sent to Chiwata 
to work under Canon Kolumbn, and later, when he went to open 
up new work in the Tunduru district, she was sent to undertake 
the medical work and be in charge of the Sisters’ house at Said! 
Maumbo. There she did a great work amongst the sick and suffer
ing Africans. She started the leper camp, which is now a very 
large and well-managed one.

Her work was characterized by great thoroughness, self-efface
ment and self-sacrifice, and she was untiring in her service for 
others.

The Mootbly Itequlem in November will be at 8.30 a.m. on All Snuls’ Day, 
November 2, in the Chapel of All SouU at Central Africa House.

The Day 0! Inlerceulon for Missions will be kept In the Chapel of All Souls ni 
Central Africa House on Friday, December 1, from 8 a.m. until B.30 p.m. There will 
he a Mass at 8 a.m., and we shall be glad If those able to spend half an hour in 
Intercession during the day will send their names to Miss Nugee nt the Omce, slating 
the lime they will come. Evensong at 6 p.m. will close the day.

« • *
Secretaries’ Conference.—It is not proposed to hold a Secretaries' Conference In 

London as the usual Autumn Conference has been held this year at two of the Midland 
cenvres, Birmingham and Worcester.

* * •
Aotographl.-The Mission has been given a collection of autographs to se^l for 

U.M.C.aT fu^nds. Would any collector care to see them and make an olTer? Please 
communicate with the Secretary, U.M.C.A.. Central Africa House.

W« are gralalal to m.ny friends who have sen, o, f °S!

Ceminimlly of the Setted Passion,—There wiil he n inectin/; of Associnles end 
other friends it Ihe Commmity ot St Fr,d«w.de . Mi.s.on Honse “t.
Poplar, E.14. on Saturday, November 11, at 3 p m. All Interested in the Commimiiy 
and its

She became ill in June this year, and by the doctor’s wish was 
taken to Tanga Hospital for further advice.' After a short time she 
was moved to the Convent at Msalabani, where she passed 
on August 20th.

!
work are invited. »aw’av

t me «omc oiauun ,. ...rv..os follows:-Nj>vcmbcr W. 
ng, S.S.J.E.. 12s. 6d. January 8.12. Fr. Hewitt formerly N. Rhodesia. 
For Retreats Inter In 1934. please apply for particulars. , ^ .

On Si. Michael’s Day the Bishop of Nyasoinnd bicsscrl the new house to U.M.C.A.

ember and

Retreats at the Home Station (Tankerton) will be held
Fr. Seddin ' ' - .............
IPs. Od. :

use.
We have hod mnnv visitors since reojKuniK ./vs........,, - —r—• ......

RMrrnt or Mhrrwi.r, Piease remember n .romped nnd oddrei.cd enTClnpc for reply. 
.\adr«8—Miss H. sp-anlon. St. narn.ab.as. Queen’s Road. Tankerton. Whitstoble, Kent.HOME JOTTINGS

The Mi^on’f locome.—The following Is a comparison of the amounts contributed 
to the principal working funds of the Mission: Last Notice of U.M.C.A. Stall.—Please come to tlie S.ale in aid of Church Work

pretty and useful Christmas Present-.. Parcels should he sent not lal«r than October^ 
The/should be addressed to: Miss Lightly. U.M.C.A.. Ccn'ral Africa House, W^ 
Street. Westminster. S.W.l. Ple.nse write plainly on parcel S.n1c of Work. 
November 8 and 9.”

1933 1932

Received dur*! Total to 
Ing Sept. ! Sept. 30

Received dur*- Total to 
Ing Sept. I Sept. 30.Fund i

jC c £General ... 
Auxiliary 
Schools ...

1.G&8 22,095
1,167

19,842
233 47 1,397
178 2,688 233 2.420

shall be glad to send back numbers of the 
make use of them.

Grand Totals We are anxiotu to : 
is far below pre-war levc.. 
introduce it to Sunday Schools. Cor 
organlrations. With this end in , „„„
mazarine In any quantity, post free, to those who can

1,672 { 23,6652,068 26,040
ral Lea 
lew werh. “-l”':! “a Ud StcrtlKia would grtotly bdpI (0 rellere 

enrard the
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HOME JOTTINGS

CENTRAL AFRICAAq etceUent w«t of helrine the MUiIon If to use U.M.C.A. Chriftmaa Cards to 
your fricndi and to buy U.M.C.A. booki to give of Christmas presents. 

Johnton of Nyataland would make a handsome present; (£«» Aftica says It is up to 
the half guinea standard!) and no doubt many Wends of the Mission and others who 
are not yet supporters, would be glad to know something of the heroic life which it

^'^cSfol Africa in Picture (Is.) with its beautiful pictures, both coldurM and photo- 
graphic, would give delight to everyone and possibly create In the recipient a desire 
to help the Mission.

send to
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!
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Diocese of Zansibar

FAMINE IN ZIGUALAND
Bishop Birley has written in terms of high appreciation of the work 
lit Zigtialand. This letter explains to us how great are the diffU 
cullies they are facing there owing to a locust famine. We must 
keep them in mind.

I THINK our friends at home, and in Africa, think of Kidcleko and 
the Zigua countr)’ as one of the brighter parts of our work here; 
with its recently opened Girls’ Boarding School, the Boys’ Central 
School, and all the outlying large parishes, each with iis own net
work of schools, and the two centres of Kwa Mkono and here for 
medical and welfare work. It is so.

But perhaps our friends ought to know (in order that they 
help us by prayer) what wc are up again.st how. The whole of 
Zigualand is in the shadow and grip of one of the worst famines 
within living memory.

Last year’s crops were devoured by locusts, and this year the 
monsoon rains failed, and this meant a second year's complete 
failure of crops. The large plantations of Indian edi-n and millet 
withered without fruiting.

Reserves from the 1931 harvest .saw most people through until early 
this year. The people can generally stand the loss of one year’s 
crops fairly well, storing their food reserves well and carefully 
among the rafters over their living room where the srpoke from the 
daily fires keeps the grain dry and free from weevil, and where the

1.

Reginald S^enham. B.A.Ox., 
Airistant pricfl St. Andrew’#, Slockwell Green, and Mr. Ralph Rice, a carpenter. 
N, Rhodesia.—m%i Sarah Evan* (nurse), Awlstant Matron of the Hertford County 
Hofi^tal, with very valuable and varied ezperience at nursing sister.

New Jllembert.-^ansibdr Diocese: The Rev. Herbert

can

IN MEMORIAM-R.I.P.
September 12.—Frederick Thomas Marsh, priest.

A keen worker for U.M.C.A. for nearly forty years; formerly secretary for 
Evesham R.D.
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for work on the plantations, and be delayed there indefinitely, and 
they will not see them again.

The rate of pay on the plantations for unskilled labour is 12s. 
and for skilled labour 15s, a thirty-day rponth. This really means 
thirty full day tasks, measured according to a strong labourer’s 
ability. Many of the men being weakened by prolonged hunger 
before they decided to leave their land, are not up to this standard 
of hard physical labour, and if sick they draw no pay. 'jrhey have 
to sub 2s. a week for food, and so at the end of the month, which 
is generally five weeks, they draw only 2s. 1 Out of this they must 
try to pay their poll tax (10s. a year, and due last July), though 
the Government is allowing this to be paid by instalments this 
year; and also to refund the Goverment for the grain supplied to 
their families during their absence, at famine price. Many fear 
that their return will be delayed beyond the next rains, and so 
their own plantations will go unplanted and next year’s supply 
of food endangered.

On the otlier hand one hears of whole fnipilies and villages 
migrating to the mountain districts, and settling there.

The land itself here is baked hard and bare, and the tree trunks 
are bleached white and leafless. White ants are rampant, seek
ing the sap for moisture, and so bring many trees crashing down.

The people do not beg or complain; only bring anything they 
can to sell, and ask for work and to be paid in grain.

Tile Archdeacon and his overseer are working early and late, 
day in and day out, to relieve the distress. The Mission lorry g 
into Korog\ve (48 miles and our nearest railway station) to fe 
what food can be procured there, chiefly Indian corn and dried 
cassava root, and this is sold to people as cheaply as possible, and 
most necessitous cases (otherwise helpless) are helped free.

Our boarding schools, providing for eighty-five boys and girls, 
are a real and most obvious boon. But their feeding in time of 
famine makes an unusual drain on Mission funds, for crops of 
the children’s own planting, together with the people’s tithe offer
ings in usual years, provide the food for the schools. These are 
the only well-fed children In the land now.

The other day the father of two little day scholars of St. Anne’s 
school came to say that they could not come to school that day. 
(They arc supposed to ask leave of absence.) When asked why, 
he said very shamefacedly, that as they had ’had no food the day 
before, they were too tired to come. Miss Adamson sent for them 
(they live qtilte near), and when she asked them if they were 
hungry they remained silent. She then asked them when they 
had last had sorpe food, and they said Monday.^ And it was 
Thursday. She told them some food should be cooked for them 
at once and they just sobbed. They were very little girls.

We heard the other day of a man found dead beside his load of 
grain on his way back from the Nguu Mountains. “ 
and undue haste to get back to a starving family probably accounted

onslaughts of rats can be detected. But even had they had the 
reserves It is practically impossible to guard the grain in an eat
able condition more titan eighteen months or two years. However, 
the rcsen’es gave out early this year, and in February and March 
one heard of the hunger being acute in several areas, and that many 
in those places were searching for and digging and eating the 
root of a forest tree called “ mdudu.”

Now it is the staple food of the majority, if and where and 
when it mn be found and dug. The edible part of this root is 
generally about 3-5 ft., but sorpetimes as much as 12 or more feet 
deep, arid the ground is very hard and the people weak from pro
longed hunger, and this food presents a problem even when found. 
The finding is becoming a matter of long and careful search, now 
that it has been the food of so many for months. When dug, this 
root has to be carcfullj' boiled and skimmed and strained, and the 
resultant is a s^vect drink, of no great nutritive value, but which 
can be mixed with chaff for bulk. But the chaff has given out 
long ago. Hastily prepared “ mdudu " drink is violently alcoholic 
and a poison. There are always n certain number of deaths from 
this poisoning in time of famine. Unadulterated mdudu diet 
produces not only great emaciation and weakness, but real sick
ness, and eventually death.

Tills and sheer starvation, is the general prospect until the 
next harvest can be garnered, and the crops are not even planted 
yet, for the September planting rains have not come this year, and 
even the usual October rains that should mature the seed planted 
in September, for a possible early harvest in February, appear to 
have passed us by.

Water holes have to be continually re-dug, to a prodigious 
depth, but water still collects in them when dug.

Fathers of families having wages (and these are few) or goats 
to sell, tramp forty to sixty miles Into the Nguu Mountains or the 
U.sambara Mountains to buy food, carrying liome their loads on 
their backs. Naturally, the price of grain there and elsewhere 
has leapt to twice the usual price. And the price of goats has 
dropped from 6s. or 8s. each, to is. fid. or 2s. each. Even at 
these prices all want to sell and none to buy. 'I'he goats and 
cattle are themselves In a sorry plight, there being no grass. Cows 
have dropped in price from 70s. and more to less than 20s. Whole 
herds are dying of some infectious cattle disease in this area, and 
vultures swarm where this disease is rife. Goats and'cattle are 
the people’s bank, and so they are bankrupt now.

'iThc Government is trying to cope with the situation, and has 
already expended ;^i,ooo on famine relief, importing many tons 
of grain, and giving work to the aged men on the roads and pay
ing in rations^ There is an order that no one is to be allowed to 
die of stnrvati^, and the Jumbes and chief men get into trouble 
if cases come to the notice of the Government. But the people 
hide their dl5tre.ss in case their menfolk will be drafted to the coast

•oes
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AFRICAN CHARACTERISTICSfor it. It was a lonely track, and so lie was not found for 
days. We heard of another who stole some food, and then was 
so horrified by what he had done (for stealing is anathema to this 
tribe) that he hung himself.

A week or two ago, a woman (a stranger) came to find me in 
the day school at 4 p.m., and said fiercely “ Give me some food.” 
She had a baby in arms and a little girl with her. This, her 
attitude, seemed very unusual. I said we had no food there, but 
if she went to the store (the motor house, converted into a store, 
these days) I was sure she could get some. She said she had been 
there since morning waiting, as the Archdeacon was away and the 
overseer said he could not lend her any. The Archdeacon was in 
Korogwe for the day, for since October, 1931, he has been acting 
Archdeacon for Korog^ve Archdeaconry as well as for Zigualand, 
and the overseer cannot well give or lend on his own responsibility, 
as the cases are so many. She said her husband had gone to the 
ipounliuns to get food, the children were very hungry and she 
had nothing. I told her to go to my house, and we would sec 
what could be done. At 4.30 I found them all sitting in the path 
outside my house, the woman trying in Vain to comfort and feed 
the baby from empty breasts, and the baby grabbing up the 
earth to eat.

She was given some food enough to last several days, but has 
not been bat^ to ask for more. She was just one young Moslem 
mother, among many, in like plight.

But it is not all black by any manner of means. Nearly all our 
Christians earning wages, however small, are keeping their own 
and perhaps their wife's parents, and in every house you will meet 
strangers, chiefly children of relatives adopted' for this time of 
stress.

two
licing notes of a talk by Canon Donald Parsons al the ll'/tifby 

U.M.C.A. Summer School

1 WAS asked to talk 
about African charac
ter and outlook, but 
this seems to me to be 
impossible. No two 
Africans are alike, so 
one should not talk of 
African character as 
if Africans were 
essentially diEerent 
from other human be
ings. Tliey look 
different certainly, but 
they are just as 
liuman as we are.
They differ from us 

ways
because of their 
environment and their 
heathen tradition of 
superstition and fear, 
due to their animistic 
religion and to their 
liistoricol background 
of inter-tribal warfare 
and their relationship 
in various ways to 
the slave trade and the slave status. Don't talk of them 

or even natives ” (as if they were oysters)
’ Think of them as being different frorp 

us, not in essential character, but as to various characteristics 
due to certain accidental causes. Think, too, of the Africans of the 
future. There is no permanent African character and Uiere will 
probably be no permanent characteristics. The African will 
change—every African is changing daily—and it is largely true to 
say that the African of the future will be what we Europeans of 
the present make him. ^

We will begin by thinking of the present African outlook on 
life—that will help us to understand some of his characteristics.

at its best is tribal (or '

»
in various

The people's cheerfulness and integrity remain unimpaired 
and their courage is immense. At the Harvest Thanksgiving over 
20s. was offered, and more than 5s. was in offerings of grain. An 
heroic effort. The bunches of corn were instantly bid for and 
bought.

We pray daily for rain. The attendance at Mass on Sundays 
, and week-days has not diminished, though those that come from 
far must be very tired in the coming. But the attendance at the 
outschools has dropped tremendously, the children, sleeping hungry, 
cannot always accomplish the distance, but more often have no 
heart to ” read.”

K4netr

as ” niggers ” 
but as ” Africans.”

!

Grace Bridges Lee.

First his outlook, traditionally and 
corporate), not individual. He tills the ground, plants and weeds 
and reaps, not just as an individual, but as a member of a tribal 
or village community. Among the Ynos and Mnkuas we have an 
institution which we call ” mkumi.” A certain man wishes to
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young teaclier. We must not expect old fears and prejudices to 
die out with one generation of Christians.

The African outlook then (as far as it differs from ours) may 
be said to centre round those two points. It is communal and 
animistic. Being communal, it is to a great extent unselfish. 
The great sins are considered to be those against the community 
and the great virtues are those which advance the tribe, e.g., 
bravery and diploipacy. Being animistic, it combines with its 
unselfishness, fear of what may happen in the future and suspicion 
of others. (Is so-and-so bewitching me? Why is my son ill? 
Why did my brother die? An answer is required, a diviner must 
settle the matter. Thus begin feuds and troubles. Someone is 
disturbing the peace and must be punished.)

What do Africans think of us, the Missionaries of the U.M.C.A ?
First, they think that we are very wealthy. We have lots of 

books and a box of European clothes to wear in Europe and some 
blankets. Some of us have a gramophone. They not realize 
that such things could not be sold for any appreciable sum. Then 
there is probably a Mission motor-lorry in the dloct^e by means 
of which we save pounds and pounds every year, but which looks 
to them like a display of wealth. We cannot explain these things 
satisfactorily. The idea of our being wealthy is a great hindrance 
In our work, but it is there and it seems impossible to get rid of it.

Secondly, they think that we are noripally (at any rate largely) 
outside of the influence of witchcraft and African “ medicines.”

Thirdly, they feel (usually quite rightly) that we tend to ” lord 
it over them.” We do it (usually I hope) quite unconsciously,
— ----- ------ ■■ — we do it. We ought to be far more

careful about it and to fight it all 
the time. Nothing does more harm 
when we are trying 
our Blessed Lord, ‘‘ Who came not 
to be ministered unto, but to 
minister.”

Having considered very briefly 
their outlook on life and their . 
opinion of us, we may glance at a 
few of the present characteristics of 
our Africans.

First, a wonderful combination 
of loyalty and outs^kenness. An 
African teacher or personal servant 
will not hear a word spoken against 
his priest or employer by an out
sider, but he is not afraid to tell the 
said priest or employer exactly what 
he personally thinks of his foolish
ness, etc. He will do it himself, 
but will let no one else do it.

clean his field. He announces his ” mkumi ” for a certain day. 
His neighbours and friends turn up on that day armed with hoes 
and they all assist him on his field from 8 a.m. until noon. He 
then gives each one a mug of local beer as a small way of thanking 
them for their assistance. Next day, someone else will have his 
” mkumi day after that someone else; and so on.

They all help one another. They are a community. So with 
eating. Usually several households eat together. Five or wx 
men sit round one dish of rice or millet or maize, the women round 
another, the children round another or perhaps with their mothers. 
They don't have separate plates. There is one dish for all and 
they eat with carefully washed right hands, not with spoons or 
forks. Eating is a communal act. Even with smoking, we see 
the same thing. Distribute cigarettes to six men and you will 
find that onljr one will light his cigarette and after a puff or two 
he .will pass it on to his neighbour, who in his turn will pass it 
on to the next man and so on until it returns to the owner again. 
All this is very friendly and affectionate and unselfish. Such a 

individualism I 
outlook is animistic.

contrast to our European
Secondly, the African 

there is an Almighty God who ipade him, 
far away and rarely interests Himself in such small and insignificant 
beings as men. The spirit world controls human life and sends 
good fortune or trouble to men. The spirits of departed relations 
and friends, If neglected by the living or annoyed in some way. 
can prevent rain or cause illness or even death. (It is not 
clear whether the departed spirits do this themselves or allow or 
persuade other spirits to do it.) Then there are witch doctors and 
others who by means of various charms and medicines can influence 
the spirit world to do harm to those living on the earth. The dead 
have to be propitiated and the living who have dangerous powers 
have either to be propitiated or outwitted by someone or some
thing with stronger power.

This idea of illness being caused by witchcraft does not di.s- 
appear when a man becomes a Christian. He cannot throw off 
his belief with all the fear which follows from it. He tries to do 
so but over and over again it returns. A Mission teacher who was 
taken ill told me that no ” European ” medicine could cure his 
particular complaint. He felt sure it was caused by “ heathen ” 
ipedicine and only heathen medicine could cure it.

A certain elderly teacher was sent to a place noted for its witch
craft. He was very frightened, but remembered that his pre
decessor, a very young man, had lived there safely and happily 
for (I think) eight years. So he went to this young man and 
asked him^ what charms or medicine he had used while there to 
prevent his being bewitched by the noted witch doctors of that 
place; It made me very sad that an old, experienced teacher of 
the Christian religion should have asked that, but it made me very 
happy and hopeful to see the genuine disgust and surprise of the

He knows that 
but he feels that God is

ver\-
but

to show them

tPtJn Birth
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Secondly, a wonderful combination of generosity and—the 
opposite. If lie sees a real need (and understands it to be so, him
self) he will give to the utmost of his power, but he will not give 
a cent merely to please the European who tells him that he ought 
to do so. I have known a man walk 200 miles in order to raise 
five shillings to pay off a debt on a church expenses fund and others 
walk long distances (or provide money) to send a teacher to start 
Mission work in a netv area, but one may ask for other help week 
after week and get practically no response because the need does 
not seem absolutely real and urgent.

Titirdly, slow going. Africa is hot. Those who work too hard 
or go too fast, soon kill themselves. The African knows this and 
acts accordingly. Thus he gets the reputation of laziness. It is 
not laziness but common-sense.

Fourthly, a love for borrowing, often when there is no need. 
The African, for some reason, finds a great joy in borrowing. Then 
he borrows from someone else to pay back the first person; then 
from a third person to pay the second; and so on ad infinitum. It 
is a system of wonderful possibilities, but is it not the root of the 
present financial troubles in Europe and America?

Fifthly, a capacity for dissimulation., I don’t think that the 
average African feels that it is morally wrong to say something 
quite untrue in order to please you. For example, if you were 
foolish enough to ask a man whether he was drunk last night, he 
would always definitely deny it. Why should he make you 
unhappy by saying that he was? If, however, you were to ask 
him whether he or his fellow liad been drunk, he would feel it 
wrong to blame his fellow for the fault which he himself had 
committed. “ Thou shalt not bear false witness against thy neigh
bour,” rather than ” the truth, the whole truth and nothing but 
the truth.”

How can we Missionaries help to build up .African character 
that it may be noble and pleasing to our Lord? 
r. Learn the language of the people as well as ever we can. We 

cannot really help them if we don't really understand them.
2. Remember that we arc doing Christ's work, not our own—His 

priest, His nurse, His teacher.
Having remembered this, forget as far as possible your colour 
and race. Be a scr\’ant. All things to all men.

4. Be natural.
5. Own up when you have made a mistake and apologise, 

word is usually enough (Swahili—” pole ”).
6. Don't try to drive people, at any time, in any way.

In short, though you may have a white face try (as the .Africans
say) to have a very black heart.

ORDINATION AT MSORO
OF THE FIRST THREE AFRICAN PRIESTS IN N. RHODESIA

There is one 
thing that 
one never 
need worry 
about in July 
in this part of 
Africa, and 
that is the 
possibility of 
rain I We 
thought of 
this grate- 
full'Ly as we

preparations 
for the big 
open air 
Ordination 
service a t 
Msoro.

Only two days beforehand it was decided that the congregation 
would probably be Lar too big to be ^ueezed into the church, and 
so the Bishop suggested that something in the way of a ” Cathe
dral ” must be put up for such a great event. ITie only large 
enough flat space was found to be the tennis court, and a temporary 
structure with reed walls and a grass roof was hastily put up for 
the sanctuary, steps were built up for the altar, a wonderful throne 
erected for the Bishop and a little thatched shelter for the European 
guests. The whole effect was spacious and impressive and left 
ample room in the open for the .African congregation. The altar 
and most of the church furniture was taken over from the churcli 
and everything else prepared in a temporary vestrj' in a neighbour
ing house.

The many preparations included a two daj's’ retreat for tlie 
ordinands, the building of a terpporary little village of reed huts 
for the African visitors, and several of the European staff turning 
out of their houses and preparing them for the Edropenn guests.

A- number of people arrived on the Saturday; many supplies 
had previously been got in and prepared, and the Bishop had an 
ox (dead) brought out from Fort Jameson (a journey of 60 mile.s) 
on a lorry for a feast for teachers, elders of the church and. their 
families. No cattle arc obtainable nearer than tliat, because of the 
tsetse fly.

ma our

Bishop Mav and tiif. new priests

One
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The great day dawned, and we started with a quiet English 
Mass in the Kenyon Memorial Chapel, to which our ten European 
visitors came. At 7.30 a.m; there was a Chinsenga Low Mass in 
tlic *' Cathedral ’* with 380 communicants. At 9 a.m. the Ordina
tion service began with a very large congregation of men, women 
and children, and many babies tied on their mothers’ backs.

There had been much preparaUon and many rehearsals to get 
the ritual perfect, but this seemed only to have deepened in those 
partaking their sense of the solemnity of the occasion, and 
quickened their spirit of reverence and devotion, so that the service 
was all the ipore impressive. The stillness in the sanctuary was 
emphasized rather than spoilt by the occasional cry of a baby 
or the talking of a small child. The three ordinands—kneeling in 
front of the Bishop with their spotless new albs and their bare 
black feet—seemed symbols of the wonderful growth of Christianity 
in this land, a growth which continues in spite of the rpany dis
appointments and many setbacks to the work. All three were 
obviously tremendously in earnest and completely absorbed in the 
service and the Bishop's words. It was a ^ene that alt who were 
present will never forget—with the imposing figure of the Bishop 
in the centre in cope and mitre, and also the following Eucharist 
at which he was celebrant.

The sermon was preached by the Archdeacon of Msoro, who 
also presented the candidates to the Bishop. After they had made 
their promises they were vested in white Eucharistic vestments and 

'given biblcs, chalices and patens. We prayed that they might 
indeed be filled with the Holy Spirit in their great office of 
priests and go out to the help and strengthening of their own 
people in the Faith.

The fact that the service was held in the

A LETTER FROM MILO
We have been permitted to print the following Idler froni^Miss 
Grace Nobbs.
I FIND Milo is a truly delightful place, and I should be very sad 
to leave it. The people are most lovable and friendly, especially 
as one gels to know them well. Tlic children and babies are just 
as adorable as they are all the world oyer.

The scenery is without comparison for beauty. To see the sun 
rising and setting over these majestic hills more than compensatc.s 
for tlie loss of the glorious lake and a more sunny clime. Every 
morning on coming from church, the words of the Psalmist come 
10 my mind, “ I will lift up mine eyes unto the hills,” and it is' 
indeed an inspiration.

The medical work is certainly on the increase, although it is by 
no means easy yet. We know people stay in the villages when 
they are sick rather than come in, and often when they do come, 
they run away I However, I am sure we expect too much of them. 
Perhaps we should do the same if it meant going to strangers and 
being treated in a way quite unfamiliar to us.

The Baby Clinic is my hope. It is a kind of Mothers’ Union 
Baby Clinic combined. There the mothers come week by week. 

The babies are looked at and weighed and remarked upon and 
the mothers are taught about their responsibilities as mothers and

i

and

}
t
i

open air made it 
impossible to exclude heathen onlookers. Realising that it was 
indeed a very great occasion large numbers of them turned up, 
including several chiefs, and watched froip a distant bank. Many 
had never seen a Christian service before and were deeply 
impressed; but what impressed them as much as anything was 
the fact that so many important white people had taken the trouble 
to come. The Provincial Commissioner and his wife were there, 
the District Officer and several other keen church people from Fort 
Jameson, thus showing their sympathy with the development of 
the African Church in this country.

And so we have our first three Africans ordained to the priest
hood, and we give humble thanks and ask that all friends of the 
Mission will pray that Padre Isaac, Padre Isaya and Padre Patrick 
may be given courage, strength and perseverance in their work.

C. M. L.

I*fr. ir. Chill,PMtJ
Motkkhs and Uadibs at MildH
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how lo use them, 
would love them.

I go to Kiyombo, an out>staiion, once a week. Later I want 
to begin a clinic there on the same lines as the one here. It is 
about an hour and a half from where Deacon Crispo will be when 
lie comes to us as a priest, so he will help to gather the people 
together, I know. His own delightful twins are two years old now, 
I am so much looking forward to seeing them again.

My journey to ^ngea with a sick child was a never to be 
forgotten one. There was no real road for a very long distance, 
and the distance between inhabited places was vast. The rains 
had been going on for ^me time, so you may imagine the condition 
of the roads .md the rivers. I used to arrive somewhere at night 
soaked to the sWn, and all my clothes had to be smoke^ried over 
the fire made for cooking. Sometimes they were hung too close 
and burnt!

I remember one morning feeling pretty desperate. All the men 
refused to go on because it was raining. I confess it was anything 
but pleasant, and it also meant that we had to walk about ten 
hours or more before getting to a place where we could sleep. 
These great big men beneath the eaves of a house and said it 

V/3S impossible. I tried to reason with them (my Pang^va not 
being then what it is now), but of no avail, they continued to sit. 
So I said I would go on without them and prepared to do so. 
That seemed to wake them up at last, and eventually, in spite of 
much grousing, we all got off. It was a terrible day. The sick 
child was entirely enveloped in a mackintosh over the machlla 
and did not get wet, but everyone and everything else did. The 
scenery and the flowers were delightful all the way. If I had 
not been worried about the child and so anxious to push on, it 
would have been most enjoyable. I shall never forget the first 
view of the rocks, below which ran the Ruhuhu, the river for which 
we were making. The ipen who knew, told those who did not, 
and soon the whole procession had burst forth into song. Alas! 
how often, and at how many different angles we were to vie^v 
those rocks before reaching the river, I did not anticipate.

One night we slept at an R. C. Mission station. The women, I 
think, had not seen a white woman before, and they all came to 
look at me; the children fled and the babies screamed (

Another well remembered night was spent with very little 
beyond what I actually carried. The party got separated somehow. 
It rained tremendously and we all lost the road. The road was 
not obvious in any case. We came to an R. C. station and were 
wrongly directed, and I found myself presently alone with two 
men and the others nowhere in sight, and the sun getting low. 
•At last the cook*boy and my, personal boy and another caught us 
up, haWng taken the same road, but all the loads except the basket 
conuilning the pots and pans were nowhere to be seen or heard. We 
came to a few houses and asked the way to the Sultan’s village.

I do wish you could see these babies, for you The people gasped and told us we were miles off the track. We 
concluded that the rest of the party were already there and wailing 
for us, so determined to go on. Indeed, there was nothing else to 
be done. Luckily the two hurricane laipps were with us, so 
although it was soon pitch dark and no ipoon, we had some guide. 
The men sang to keep off the wild beasts and I really did not feel 
at all nervous then. Oh 1 the joy when we crossed a wide road and 
found motor tracks. It must be the Songea road at lost, all,our 
troubles are over. But not they I We walked it for two hours 
and more before hearing signs of life I However, all unpleasant 
experiences end, and we did eventually at 9 p.in, get into the 
Sultan’s village. There we expected to find our parly, who would 
have the laugh of us, but not at all. They had neither arrived 
nor been heard of. The people were very kind, gave me a house 
to sleep in and a bed, and quantities of mangoes to eat, which was 
ns well, for there was nothing of any use in the basket except a 
kettle. I had hot water to drink, and I lay down wondering how 
many creatures would bite me, but thankful to be able to do so. 
One of the Sultan’s wives gave me a blanket, for which I thanked 
her, I accepted it, but was afraid to use -it. A hen was sitting on 
some eggs in one corner of the house, and gave me one or two 
frights during the night.

Morning came eventually, and with that came tlie rest of the 
party. I was then able to attend to tlic child, give dawa to all and 
sundry who wanted it, and last, but not least I can assure you, 
have some breakfast. It was an experience, but I have laughed 
about it since many times.

The liomeward journey would have been a joy but for the rains, 
for the operation had been done and was apparently successful. 
I was able to go with a light heart and not push the men on as 
when we were on the way to Songea. We saw ipuch game, and 
slept more than once to the roaring of lions. The people en route 
were very glad to h.'ive dawa as they were much too far away from 
any station to be able to get it often.

I love safari work and wish more could be done, but I have dis
covered that if one wants the people to come Into hospital and stay 
there, one must be there to look after them.
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OUR CHILDRENTHE DAR-ES-SALAAM BOOKSHOP
As the Dar-es-Salaam Bookshop is conducted under the auspices 
of the U.M.C.A., we think it right that the supporters of the 
Mission should know how it is being conducted, and if it is pro- 
greying, and if appreciated by the people in Dar-es-Salaam and 
in the Territor>’.

Since last March, when the Bookshop came under the control 
«f Mr. Montgomery Jones, the silver lining appeared following the 
dark clouds of a long period of difHculties, and the Bookshop 
and Its business has iipproved in every way. The receipts have 
considerably increased, and the clients arc full of praise for the 
quick and ready attention given to them, and for the attractive 
display of g^s in the shop. It is pleasing to note the increased 
number of Africans wsiling the shop, and how they appreciate 
the cordial welcome given to them. The Bookshop has a con
siderable area of distribution of education and religious literature 
to all parts of Tanganyika, and even beyond, as for example, as 
far afield as the Belgian Congo, Nyasaland and Northern Rhodesia.

The Bookslwp serves a very useful purpose indeed, as it is the 
Educational source of supply to missions, and schools, of every 
denomination throughout the Territory, and is also a distributing 
centre for the Government Native Administration of Tanganyika. 
Incidentally the Bookshop is appreciated greatly by others far 
and wide, constituting as it does, a link with “ Home.” O. D.

It was the time of the annual 
Government inspection of Govern
ment-assisted schools at Mkuzi.

The Inspector, Mr. Baker, 
brought with him an assistant— 
Abdulla—a clever Muhammadan 
teacher, to help him with the work 
of inspection. Abdulla was told 
off to inspect the little boys’ school, 
which is entirely apart from either 
the boys or girls schools, and has 
a young married African woman 
teacher in charge of it.

Everything wfis in order when 
we arrived, the scripture lesson or 
religious instruction had just given 
place to arithmetic and the inspec
tor took over. The boys, forty 
alert little things between the ages 
of five and seven years, were not 

at all abashed as they would have been with Mr. Baker inspecting.
The inspector started questioning them on mathematical signs 

He made the plus sign on the blackboard and asked what it 
represented.

Forty little hands flew up—yes, they all knew that, of course it 
was a cross! Every Christian and catechumen knew the sign 
of their redemption.

Yes, said the amused Muhammadan teacher, but what else is it 
used for?

Again many hands shot up, and the answer, 
chest,” made the inspector give up questioning and explain the 
sign mathematically I

The morning had passed quickly, and the inspector was walk
ing round examining the slate work of the boys when the Angelus 
rang out.

Immediately every little figure stood upright and, led by Emily 
the teacher, recited the Angelus in full together.

Again the Inspector was non-plussed, and turning to me said, 
” I think this is where we dismiss, is it not?” ScTforty little boys 
walked in silence to the school door, but once outside ran wildly 
with the joy of freedom well earned.

I, myself was more than satisfied that the little souls had quite 
unconsciously borne true witness to their religion.

Later, we heard from Mr. Baker that the children had deeply 
impressed the coast-bred Abdulla, who had never really ipei 
Christian children en masse before.

•.••Tvr f'i:
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Mr. ILiker himself inspected the girls’ school. Tlie anwers 
were not very satisfactory and far below the usual standard. The 
lister in charge of the girls' school almost wept: but Mr. Baker

More a strange European-^nd hc^co'uld rely“la'r|efy“ifX‘iriS^! 
wntten work as a guide to ability. ^
any^M^“"work‘''"' '"’Passed him far more than

MORNING JOY

'r s;%3s
to the men s side imd handed him her books with the places 
fully found, removing his for her own use. ^

u '**- *>“' ‘“W fof Africans andMav'heSTp^^j!’'’
c. S. P.

across 
i care-

U.M.C.A. AND GOVERNMENT 
EXAMINATIONS

ssS-Y'n
thf a^ve^S, Mltufl\“"v5em Ch"^^

In the Second Grade Examination for Swahili speaking tcacliers, 
seventy.onc suaessful candidates were trained by U.M c!a ! 
nthZ Fathers; ten by the C.Mfs.; fifteen by
other Missions, and twenty-two by the Governpient. Out of thl 
^ With ‘ teachers only six are not Christians.

'’“y® a Central School Leavine
Certificate the Government Schools took the lead with twentv-two
R^^^P Christians. ^Thc
sev?i and o'^^h? sucepiful candidates, U.M.C.A. had
c3caTcs,?f^^ wira Chars.*"”'
irali?riv*^'?i^ ‘̂.K’ ?"tl the students and boys have done

bfSSlS-HiCVEIz

Here is a cheery group of hill folks just come out from Mass; 
they live on a lovely wind swept ridge in KIgongoi parish and 
the morning sun is still casting long shadows.

Once a month the padre goes over to say Mass in their tiny 
church of Zimbili; the old people cannot get as far as the stone 
church, and that day is a day of great rejoicing, for they are 
people of faith. C. S. P.

NEWS FROM MISS SHELLEY

In a letter received from Miss Shelley she asks us to let her many 
friends in England know that she is now so busy with her work 
amongst lepers that she has little tirpe for reading, and that she has 
a sufiicient supply of literature for all her needs. She is also so 
very busy that she has little time to spare for any but the most 
necessary correspondence. She would like this known because of 
the heavy expense incurred on porterage of parcels.-from the const, 
and in postage for acknowledgement.

Her real need is for white cotton rag and old linen, which should 
l)e sent to the Office, to be forwarded in cases going to Lulindi.

She writes most happily of the progress of her work:—“ The 
out-patient leper work increases and grows. I have now seven

o won
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NEWS FROM MISS SHELLEY PRIESTS FOR THE MISSION IN ENGLAND!
tiny dispensary huts at diflcrent places and give one visit a week 
to each; 150 patients having treatment in turn. The great joy is 
that they are nearly all young folk and treatable cases, many 
keen and regular. Of the 150, fifty are under the age of 20 years 
and of these 38 are school children. Also they are beginning to 
come and show me the earliest signs before it is possible to find 
baccilli in the slides: therein lies much promise for the future. 
I feel rather that the ball has started rolling and one does not know 
where it is going or when it will stop 1 Anyway, it is the most 
delightful existence and increases in interest each safari (journey).“

ham; Padre Lewin sails, probably before Christmas, to take over 
the charge of Lydenburg in South Africa, and so the eastern 
district will once again be without an Organising Secretary; the 
north-east district has never had one since Padre McGee went to 
be chaplain at Horbury, and I do not see how the work of the 
Mission in Africa is to be supplied with workers or with funds to 
maintain them unless the necessary interest is kept going at home, 

do I see how that home Interest can be maintained without a 
sufficient number of Organising Secretaries to cover the country. 

Their job Is a hard, and very often a thankless one; it demands, 
i-' uoi only a great deal of keenness and real hard work, but also 

both-business capacity and some power of expression In the pulpit, 
and on the platform. But the right man finds real happiness in 
doing it, and especially if he realizes that in his work, humdrum 
though it may often seem, he Is fulfilling a true vocation.

I wish very much that any priest who reads this and who feels 
that God m.iy he calling him to help us, would communicate with 
me without delay.

most

nor

)PRIESTS FOR THE MISSION 
IN ENGLAND

Ernest F. Spanton.It is frequently my duty, as representing our Bishops in Africa, 
to appeal for priests who will go out to serve the Mission overseas. 
The need is great almost always, for as soon as one diocese has 
supplied its more urgent need, another finds itself in almost greater 
straits than ever.

The Bishop of Nyosaland was happy in being able to go back 
to his diocese with four new priests, and so for the moment, though 
it would be an exaggeration to say that Nyasaland is sufficiently 
supplied, it is certainly belter off than it has been for some time 
past. But Zanzibar still needs sorely those six men with such 
parochial experience at home as shall enable them to help and 
supervise the newly ordained African clergy, for whom the Bishop 
appealed when he was last home. One of them has already sailed, 
and perhaps two more may be able to go next year, but three is 
not enough. And Masasi is in even worse case; its position is 
very similiar to that which obtained in Nyasaland before the 
Bishop secured his most recent recruits—there are not enough priests 
to go round and minister the Sacraments. I expect when the 
Bishop comes hoipc in the spring, he will have a good deal to say 
on tilts point, and I hope that he will find some priests ready to gi> 
back with him, as did his brother of Nyasaland.

But there must be not a few priests who feel that they have a 
missionary vocation and who certainly have a desire to help the 
aiurch Jn Central Africa, and yet, either for reasons of health or of 
family responsibility, they are not able to serve abroad. I would 
suggest that perhaps it is the true vocation of some of these to 
Mrve the Church in Africa at home, and just now the Mission i.s 
in re.illy urgent need of two or three such priests.

Padre Malachi, our Organising Secretary for the north, comes 
to London after Christmas, to take charge of a liospital at Lewi.s-

A FINAL APPEAL
The financial year is rapidly drawing to a close, and we arc feel
ing hopeful because in the first nine months ;^2,ooo of the ;^4,ooo 
additional income has come in thanks to the efforis of the friends, 
and supporters of tlie Mission. We know how the Treasurers 
made an Act of Faith in promising no reduction in tlicir Diocc.san 
.allowances to the Bishops for 1933. The Act of Faith con.sistcd 
in the conviction that the extra ;^4,ooo would be forthcoming. The 
extra ;^2,ooo already subscribed is a proof that their Act of Faith 
was justified.

And we know that another appeal has been issued to the Church 
at Home to increase their subscriptions by ten per cent., at (he 
rate of elevenpence instead of tenpencc. It is really not an 
extravagant appeal, and if we realize what .suclt an increase means 
to the Bishops with their many undertakings and opportunities of 
extending mi.ssion work, and how it will remove from their minds 
apprehensions of being compelled to refuse these opporliinllies or 
even to close down some work already in hand, then perhaps we 
shall see to it that before the year is out the ^2,000 has become 
^4,000, our Treasurers will be happy and llte Bishops strong and 
of a good courage.
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HOME JOTTINGS
The MlnJoa’e loceme^The following is a 

king funds of the Mission:
ipnrii of the amounts contributedr;

to the principal
loss 1933

Total to llReceived dur- 
Oct. 31 Ing Oct.

Received dur
ing Oct.

Total to 
Oct. 31Fund

£ £ £ £
1,051 24,047

1,335
3,004

2,065 21,898
1,479
2,829

General .••
B1177

403316

28.380 2,639 20.2062,443Hrand Totals

before December iWm Secretarin klnilj eend la CoUectlooe for (be 1933 Aec 
15? A Sopplemeafary payment can, if neceuary, be made before January 15, 1934, j 
Ibe last day for receivlag money oo acconn^ot lJi3S-

paid in thtir contri* 
Inter then Dec. 16,3 .Will those who have notTo SnbKrlbere and Boz'H

builons for the current year very kindly send their money not 
cllher direct to the OfUce or through the usual receiver? ;

Madtilnee.—it would be a great kindness to the Olllce if those of our friends 
whose magailnc ■ subscriptions expire this month, wotdd please renew .ns early as ; 
possible.

two ) 
rom ,

R.IrMll ot the Home Station (Tankenon) will probably be held about every 
month. durioB 1034. Fr, Hewitt (lately N. Rhodeata) li eonductins the firjt (

■'""“For Ser* p«t “iL please apply, enclos^g a elamprf and nddressrf envelop 
(or reply, to Mbs H. Spanton, St. Barnaba., Queen's Road. Tankerton, Whltstable, 
Kenb

Buckley, c/o Mis. K. Alexander, 33 Brooke StrCTt, Holborn, E.C.l.

The JlonUtly Reqnleiii In December will be at 8.30 a.m. on Tuesday, December 10th ; 
in the Chapel o( All Souls nl Central Alrto House.

AtitoSl«pb>.-Tbe Mission has been given a collection ol autographs In 
U.M.C.A: fundx Would any collector care to see 'll'” ""i* 
coommunicate with the Secretary. U.M.C.A., Ce^ntral Africa House.

Jld Saw Ptmlca.—Mr. Claude Stert tells us that if he gels some more orders for jig ;

Cover sod H |

Tbe

tell for 
PlcBide

possible send him on order;

THE MISSION STAFF
DateDioceseName

ptrriTdh in Englant 
Rev. E. O. Easton 

Deparlurti /rent England 
Sister Freda 

Isabelle 
Guthrie

Nov. 14.Masaai

Nuv. 30 
Dec. 7 
Dec. 7

Zanribar
Zanzibar
NyasalandSister ; 

Mr. E.
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Antcnga Porters on the Road

In former days, Canon Travers sometimes wrote ilic New Year’s 
Message himself, and sent his greetings to all our readers at home 
and abroad, wishing them a Happy New Year. I cannot hope 
to rival his kindly and genial style, but I can try to follow his 
example for once in a way and wish all our readers, subscribers 
and sympathizers a Happy New Year, in the same spirit.

It requires a certain amount of optimism to face the New Year 
with faith and hope and courage, but it is our Christian privilege 
and duty to do that. Hopefulness acts like a tonic when jt 
sure foundations, and we feel that ours does so rest, as we remember 
the words spoken by our Lord in the Upper Chamber, '* In the 
world ye shall have tribulation. Be of good cheer, I have 
come the world.” He knew what sore trouble awaited Him, but 
nothing daunted, He faced the future with something more than 
hopefulness, with the certainly that whatever happened the victory 
His and we know how His apostles caught something of His spirit. 
In all these things we are more than conquerors, through Him that 
loved us. It is the timid and desponden^who do not enter in 
becau.se of unbelief. So though the present state of the world 

_ does not seem to justify hopefulness and optimism, we have our 
I Lord’s own words of encouragement to justify us in being hopeful 

when we look forward to the coming year as friends of the Mission. 
We know we are on the winning side if we are faithful to Him.
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FOREWORD Diocese of N, Rhodesia

The waves of the sea are mighty and rage horribly, but yet the 
Lord who dwelleth on high is mightier. The Lord sitteth above 
the water floods. The Lord remaincth a King for ever.

When we look back on the past history of the Mission, we can 
see that there has been tribulation. The break up of the little band 
of pioneers, the Mag^vang^vara raid at Masasi, political troubles in 
Nyasaland, a high death-rate from mWria,
Great War, with the internment of so i^pny of our staff, and the 
suffering of our teachers and African Christians, yes, there have 
been tribulations. The wind has often been contrary and the 
peril of shipwreck imminent, but as we look back we can see how all 
these things rather helped than hindered. We can see how He 
has brought the Mission safe through all, and learn how in 
patience we can win our souls. And as we look back, and some of 
us ore old enough to look back for half a century almost, we must 
be blind indeed if we do not see how the amazing growth 
of the Mission brings us a message of encouragement. One 
instance will suflficej take N. Rhodesia. 1933 has seen the 
ordination of the first African priests, and the opening of St. 
Mark’s College at.Mapanza by the Bishop and in the presence of 
the authorities. The other three dioceses have seen their younger 
brother attain his majority and all this as we know has only been 
achieved by passing through tribulation. We send them our best 
wishes for the New Year with great hopefulness. They have 
helped us to be optimistic. The quiet steadfast building up of the 
Church in Africa is a sure sign of the blessing of Almighty God 
on our work, and the fact that these results have been achieved 
in the face of troubles and difficulties brings home to our 
hearts our Saviour’s words of encouragement: “ In the world ye
shall have tribulation. Be of good cheer, I have overcome the 
world.”

VILLAGE LIFE AT MSORO

locust famines, the
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IPadtt KanitrAs Msoro Village

AM writing, not os a student of ethnoiogy, but of what 1 have 
noticed after having pitched my tent in or near African villanes 
some hundreds of times.

If the Englisliman’s home is his castle, more so the African’s 
house, which explains his objection to chimneys and windows. His 
house is a stronglioid during the night hours. There is the mfwiti 
(a wizard) which rides round on the back of a hyama who mav call 
at any time while he is sieeping, leaving a bad pain in the' neck 
or legs. When a Christian boy (ells this story you. may remark 
that lie does not really believe in the mfwiti. To this he promptly 
replies, ” Well, a leopard or a hyama would jump into a window 
if we made one." Nowadays a few wiser people are making a 
swond (back) door opening on to the verandah, wliich is errcloscd 
with reeds. But the fact is that the African prefers a fug at night 
and perhaps we should, loo, if our bedding on cold nights was only 
a thin cloth or a cotton blanket.

A shilling, which I feel now was quite \yasted, was one I spent 
some years ago to see the African village at Wembley. It was 
altogether too spick and span and the houses were arranged in too 
orderly a fa.shion. Generally there is a good deal of rubbish in 
the real African village and in the Msoro villages no attempt is 
made at arrangement by rows—no streets. The huts vary in size

Godfrey Dale.
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Whether living .n village or gardens, a good part of ihe 
woman s day is taken up with preparations for the evening meal- 
tor most of our people the only meal of the day. First, beating 
the grain on a mat and then winnowing by a skilful " throwing 
and catching ” process in a shallow basket. This is the lighter 
work of the morning.. Then begins the beautiful chant of the 
Ansenga women as they stamp the grain in a large wooden 
mortar with a pestle (also of wood) some six or seven feet long. 
I hope bather Jones will come along some day and write down 
the niusic of these pounding songs. After pounding, there is the 
pinding between two stones on a platform under the eaves of the 
hut. In the evening the porridge is made in a pot over tlie fire, 
the flour being gradually added to the boiling water until k is 
sufliciently thick for the stirring stick to stand upright in the 
steaming mass.

In connection with fires and cooking, we must not forget the 
job which granny does—fetching the firewood. As J cycled along 
a path one day, I was just beginning to “ cu.ss ” the idler who had 
left an enormous pile of sticks in the way, when suddenly it liegan 
to move. The skinniest and most shrivelled old lady underneath 
was struggling to get it on her lu^ad. Having balanced It there, 
she actually began to trot.

Something now must be said about relish—ndiwo—of which 
there are two main kinds, that which the man gains by hunling 
and itint which the woman provides from her relish gardens (allot-

and character; some are 
merely hovels, other spacious 
and perhaps surrounded wth 
a stockade with little “bays” 
for receiving visitors. Nearer 
the bigger houses are the 
grain-bins—rather like huge 
basket-s raised on a kind of 
platform. This—the pantry 
—is the woman’s preserve. 
No mere man is ever 
allowed to go and help him
self. To do so would be a 
serious breach of African 
custom. Then there are 
small houses—dormitories— 
for the unmarried boys 
and girls, who at quite an 
early age are bound to leave 
the parental roof to go and 
live with their fellows.

Villages vary consider
ably (in size. One of the 
great hindrances to our 

work in the Msoro district is the frequent splitting up of villages. 
Now there are twenty-five villages in Msoro’s country (under 
his own rule), whereas they all lived together in two ver>' 
large ones in the days of the Angoni raids. Most of Msoro's 
villages are of fair size—fifteen to twenty houses or more; in 
some parts of the Mission district absurdly small villages are being 
made.

i
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jThe work of building is, of course, shared by men and women. 
The men cut poles and reeds, the wonlen cut grass and dig 
the earth for plastering. Marking out the house and tying the 
pol^ (the African iics his bouse—kumanga) is the man’s job and 
so is the thatching. In building a small house or a grain store, 
the roof may be made complete on the ground and then hoisted 
into position. The men slap on the first mud over the reeds, but 
it is only the women who can do the final plastering. The work of 
school building is done under the same division of labour. Often 
we have to sit down and urge the negligent men or women who 
have slacked in doing their part. Many a “ grass ” sermon have I 
preached when visiting in the district.

What you see in a village largely depends upon the season 
of the year. From March until June, most of the people are 
living in their gardens making war on the birds, wild pigs, 
monkeys, elephant and the hundred-and-one creatures which arc 
just waiting to devour the precious crops. In this year of locust 
invasion, the attack is against millions I The garden houses 
built at the top of high poles.
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VILLAGE LIFE AT MSORO

Diocese of N, Rhodesia
ments) near the village. Hunting does not necessarily mean the ! 
killing of great beasts, although a few men do possess a blunder- ; | 
buss and do good work against eland and even buffalo. Native ■ 
traps may provide big meat, too. Once 1 came across a haitebeest ^ 
caught in a leg-trap and by killing it did the most successful bit t
of shooting on the ulwendo. But hunting generally means the •:
search for tasty morsels with dogs and spears. I met one of our V' 
teachers (on his holiday) with his son returning from a morning’s j:
wanderings with their spoils. They had secured a very fine ■:
tortoise, two or three birds, a small animal (a kane rat, I think) 
and, best of all, a large quantity of wild honey. The wife was 
as pleased to see them as one at home would be when hubby had 
called at Smithfield before catching his train home. Other ; 
“shacks” come from the children when the field mice are fat ; 
after the harvest, and for some reason it is always the women ; 
themselves who go and collect the bull frogs in season—to say i 
nothing of the caterpillars. The relish gardens provide ground 
nuts (pea-nuts), beans, sweet potatoes and various herbs. Pump
kins and marrows are grown amongst the Kaffir corn and maize 
in the big gardens.

I think I have said enough to show that the African as a rule 
is no idler in his village. Certainly the women are not—although jj 
they may sit down for a pipe now and again. As well a stranger M 
to visit our village inn one evening and say that all our country ' j 
people arc “lazy yokels.” Besides building and hunting, the ; 
men sew all the mats, not for ornament, but for sleeping on. The , 
women make pots and draw all the water that is wanted. Prepara- ; 
tions for garden work are quite strenuous, too; men cut great trees J 
with the smallest of axes. At harvest time the women carry all the ^ 
grain home to the village. Then in these days men and 
go out to work—where there is a planter or a Mission Station 
nearby (although we soon closed our female labour department at f 
Msoro when It was tried some years ago). |

Let me try and dispel one more misconception of native life I 
fostered by the films. One sees a “ poor African woman ” loaded j 
with all the family belongings «n a large bundle on her head and 
a child (or two) on her back. In front walks her “lord and ; 
master,” apparently carrying nothing at all. Now if the film were 
made in Africa, not in Hollywood, he would be carrying some- ; 
thing—a spear! He travels thus free-handed and in front ready ? 
for any emergency on the path. Quite often, now roads are safer, ; 
Daddy Is to be seen carrying the eldest toddler slung behind his 
back.

ST. MARK’S COLLEGE, MAPANZA
DEDICATION AND OFFICIAL OPENING ■

The present term will long be remembered in the history of St. 
Mark’s College at Mapanza, for its opening has been marked by 
two very great occasions. The first was the solemn blessing of the 
completed buildings by the bishop of the diocese, the second, the 
visit of Sir Ronald Storrs, the Governor of the territory, to perf 
the formal opening ceremony of tlie college.

The bishop arrived here towards the end of September, and 
told us that His Exccilency had promised to open the college, and 
was coming in ten days’ lime. There was, therefore, but little time 
for preparation, and the following week was a busy time for all. 
.Although the building programme has been nearly completed, 
little has yet been done in the way of iaying out the approaches, 
or clearing up the rubbish, which is an inevitable attendant on 
building operations. September, too, is the great month for whirl
winds, and gales of wind and columns of dust passing across and 
through the college, made the task of s^vcep^ng a particularly thank
less one. But we did our best, and the college students worked 
with a will. A circular drive was marked out in whitened bricks, 
and a flagstaff erected in the centre. This was constructed out of 
four sections of inch piping, lashed together and painted with 
lime, and proved very efficient, and, with the St. George’s flag 
flying from it, provided a pleasant break in the stretch of cleared 
ground in front of the college.

The west wing of the college had been blessed by the bishop 
the previous year; the eastern half, together with a teacher’s house, 
the baths, and about half the huts in the boys’ village was blessed 
on Michaelmas Day. In order that this hallowing of the college 
should not be dwarfed In the boys’ minds by the state opening, 
the service was performed with all the ceremony at our command.

procession passed from room to room and building to building, 
the thurifer, crucifer, acolytes and bishop’s attendants being pro
vided by students of the college, while Padre Ruck, priest-in-charge 
of Mapanza, and Padres Jones and Adams^wnrden and sub- 
warden of the college preceded the bishop In copes; the Sisters 
of the Community of the Resurrection were also in the procession. 
The college chapel has not yet been built, the assembly hall being 
used as the chapel for this year, and at the close of the hallowing, 
Mass was solemnly sung here by the bishop of the diocese, the 
warden and sub-warden being deacon and^ub-dcacon, and Padre 
Ruck assistant priest.

The Governor arrived on the morning of October and. The 
provincial and district commissioners were present; the Director 
of Native Education was unfortunately prevented by illness from
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ST. MARK’S COLLEGE, MAPANZA ST. MARK’S COLLEGE, MAPANZA

■

attending:, but sent the head of the Jeanes’ school as his representa
tive, and members of tlie stall and friends of the Mission from 
Fiwila, Choma and Livingstone had come to be with us on the 
great occasion. James .Mwcia, the assistant warden of the college, 
was on furlough in S. Rhodesia, but was recalled by telegram 
and arrived on the previous day. The collegians, looking very 
smart in their uniforms with the college badge of the lion of St. 
Mark, were drawn up in two lines on each side of the entrance, 
and the Governor on his arrival was received with the National 
Anthem, sung by the college to the accompaniment of a roll of 
four native drums.

The boys then illustrated different phases of the college 
life and work, and the Governor went round all the buildings, 
seeing on the way a class doing a lesson in civics, a drill display 
with native games, the class being taken by one of the students, 
and all the commands given in the vernacular, and another section 
doing handwork. Tliis last is a feature of the college work, the 
boys being taught to make articles useful in the village, with a 
minimum of tools and using local materials. Thus some boys 
were making the framework of chairs from poles cut in the bush, 
while others were making string for the seats out of the husks of 
mealies—the sweepings of the villages. Two boys were making 
handball.s, out of two circular baskets made from a local root, the 
covering being made of skins of antelopes. The tour concluded at 
the normal school, where the embryo teachers were learning black- 
bonrd writing and making teaching apparatus.

A move was then made to the hall for the opening ceremony 
proper. The bishop and the warden welcomed the governor; Padre 
Ruck thanked him for his kindness on behalf of the station and 
staff, and James Mwela on behalf of the Africans, 
made

1
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Tile Governor had been very interested in the manufacture of 
the handballs and asked If he could see one in action; so after 
luncheon a game was arranged between two sides of the senior 
boys who, stripped to the waist, played for about fifteen minutes 
in a blazing sun. The Governor then went to the river to sec 
the' pumping plant installed there for the water-.supply of the 
college. On his return he visited St. Bartholomew’s Church, the 
new buildings of St. Anne’s House, where the sisters live, arid the 
dispensary. He then returned to the college, and congratulating 
all concerned on all he had seen, and promising the Government’s 
heartiest support in all the mission work, he left, the college again 

ging the National Anthem and the drums giving a final roll.
So ended a great day in the history of Mapanza. The hoys 

were greatly excited and delighted, and the descriptions some have 
since given in compositions of all that took place, show that they 
had followed closely all that was said and done.

On the work of St. Mark’s College the future of the Mission’s 
work in N. Rhodesia largely depends. Will friends of the Mission 
please remember the college, its students and staff In their prayers 
that the work thus happily inaugurated may be abundantly blessed 
by God.

1
_ , . - Th'e latter

n fine speeclt in excellent English, pointing out the dangers 
that arose from an uneducated people, and the type of education 
that the Africans really needed. His Excellency then declared 
tiu* college open in a most happy speech, in which he expressed 
hts great pleasure at all he had seen at St. Mark’s, and emphasised 
the true end of education as enabling a man to live happily and 
usefully in .society. The bishop then introduced to the Governor 
the bundin^'^f’tlT*'” England to superintend

There followed an exhibition of native music. Four hymns 
were sung, one in each of the four African languages in use at the 
college. The words were composed by the boys, and the tunes in 

also. In the others they were those of native village 
sonf^. One, accompanied by a hand piano, partlcularlv pleased 
the Governor, who asked for it to be repeated. Next came a song 
written and composed by an old student for use in teaching A. B, C. 
tn a village school. Then came the National Anthem, after which 
the captain of the college called for three cheers for the Go 
which were given with great enthusiasm.
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several enquiries of a chance passing acquaintance, as it would 
be more rude to omit these than it may be to break his conversation 
with yourself. Sometimes, in fact, one wishes that visitors would 
not be so polite in tlieir preliminary remarks and enquiries and 
that the person who has come, say to borrow a shilling, would 
not think it necessary to ask all about one’s health since we last 
met, the news of the family, the news of the house, the news from 
Dar-es-Salaam, etc. etc., before coming to the point. But there 
it is; an elaboration of the politeness of not shooting out news or 
requests with disconcerting suddenness.

Arabs usually have an easy first place in polite words and 
actions. .A charming bow, with the hand on the heart, and some 
well-chosen expression of pleasure at the meeting is constantly to 
be had from them, and though the feeling may not always go very 
deep, it helps towards pleasant social relations.

As regards our present-day Christians (I am speaking only of 
the Coast Towns) I must admit certain apprehensions. Some of 
them have excellent manners, and those, for instance, of the boys 
at Minnki Training College, are markedly good. Those of soldiers 
and policemen also are usually very good. But with many there 
is room for improvement.

It has often struck me that it would be a useful thing if people 
coming to Africa, in whatever capacity, could have some preliminary 
instruction as to the code, or codes, of manners which they may 
ttpwt to find in vogue, and that this applies rather especially to 
British immigrants, who, more than most nations, often seem to 
expect the British code to be universal. It is not an easy subject 
about which to write, as manners are an outward expression of what 
lies very deeply in the thought and history of a people, and years 
of close study are needed to leam their significance.

Perhaps the most constantly heard criticism in this part is as to 
the lack of naturally expected expressions of gratitude. You may 
give a small or even quite a considerable gift to a person and not 
get a single word of thanks. A few days ago I found the kindly 
head of a department rather hurt because a man who had worked 
for him through many years had come on the last day for his 
final payment and had drawn as bonus a larger sum than he had 
probably ever had, or was likely to have, and had then turned and 
walked away without a word. I have myself more than once been 
awaken^ from sleep, got up and done some business for a person 
for perhaps a quarter of an hour and then liad the visitor leave 
again without a word.

Whether this means a lack of the

i:
i;

■f j U has been 
possible to see a 
crowd of men sit
ting on the steps 
of a church wait- 
ing to go in and 
leaving European 
ladies to pick their 
way among them 
without anyone 
thinking of gelling 
up. I have seen 
school-boys silting 
with their backs to 
the Governor as 
he passes a few 
yards away, turn
ing their heads to 
look at him with
out taking the 
trouble to stand, 
much less salute.
I am told of others 
who walk pa.st the 
native licadman of 
their localit}’ with • 
their hands in 
their pockets and

sense of gratitude it is very 
difficult to say, and as I have just asked the question of a European 
who has more than anyone I know here studied the local character 
for many years and got the answer " I really do not know.” 1 
hesitate to say more.

As suggesting that it does not arise from this I would mention 
that they do outwardly express gratitude when the occasion is 
much more trilling, e.g., I have very many times been warmly 
thanked for a few words spoken in passing to a hospital patient, 
and fairly often after teaching a Catechumen. The question is 
one on which one would value the opinion of those who have been 
many years in close contact with the people.

Another point of manners in which the local code differs from 
the European is that it allows questions which the latter would con
sider slightly impertinent, but which is really an example of good 
rather than bad manners. I confess that at first one was rather 
surprised when stopped by an errand boy to ask where one was 
going or whom one was going to see, or, for instance, when stopped
!ng\nd where"*'"

But this, I am sure, is really good manners. It is just an 
extension of the interest which Europeans show in asking after 
their friends' health, etc., to other subjects which interest the 
inquirer just because he wishes to be friendly.

Salutations and enquiries after health are regarded as of great 
importance. A person engaged in conversation with you mil 
break off without a word of excuse in order to greet and make

J
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Diocese of Nyasaland

no salutation; and other such-like things, 
to hear doubts expressed os to whether the “

It is also possible 
house-manners ” of 

children towards their fathers and mothers arc os good in Christian < 
families as they have traditionally been in the past, but of that 
one can say very little from personal experience and only hope • 
that it is not so.

Increased courtesy towards women certainly seems, on tin* 
surface, to be one of the basic needs. I might mention that onir ■ 
of the Chiefs who attended the Parliamentary Commission in 
England a few years ago said that kind of courtesy was what had 
struck him more than anything else. He had been told that 
European men actually got up when a woman came into the room 
and now he had actually seen it done I

But if Christian chivalry is to be thus expressed it must first 
be felt, and must come from both sides, the woman’s as well as 
the man’s. Hence the urgent need for more Girls’ Schools, without 
which it can hardly be expected, and hence also as the meal is 
the central occasion in the family circle for the exercise of manners, 
the growth of the habit of men and women eating together.

One school of good manners the African Christian already has, 
in common with other Christian people, namely the ceremonial of 
the church service. Church ceremonial is the etiquette of the 
earthly court of the Heavenly King and is, and can be, a living 
example of grace and dignity in'manner and movement, but it is 
probably only through the school that the lesson it teaches can be 
fully applied. Happily the great importance of Girls’ Schools is 
now being generally realized.

I am, in conclusion, conscious of having only touched the fringe 
of a great subject, but, even so, some may think one has assigned 
too great an importance to what may seem a matter of 
” polish ” or exterior action only. l' do not think so, and in 
any case one’s object will have been achieved if some of those 
who, though entitled to speak from a larger and more wde experi
ence are often reluctant to do so just because that very experience I 
shows them how much they have yet to learn, would tell us their 
thoughts and fears and hopes. There is, as every Wykhamist knows, 
a profounder truth in the saying ^fanncrs Makyth Man than first 
meets the eye.

RECOLLECTIONS AND 
IMPRESSIONS

At a U.M.C.A. meeting last year I heard the Organizing Secretary 
for the diocese state that he never appealed for money. In face 
of the serious shortage of funds this sounded rather surprising. 
But he went on to say that what he did always appeal for was 
" the prayers of all church people for the Mission,” and to 
children and young people to ask themselves whether, when they 
were older, they could serve God in the Mission Field. Perhaps 
the speaker knew that if he could get people sufficiently interested 
in the Mission to {Dray regularly for it, it was more likely than not 
they would give, which would be far better tlian giving with no 
further interest in the need.

It also seems a wise policy to be preparing for a supply of 
candidates for the future by appealing to young people, at an age 
when they have a great love of the heroic and adventurous. Many 
years ago the writer was a member of a Sunday school at a small 
village in Lincolnshire, a county which has always been closely 
associated with the U.M.C.A. The former Assistant Bishop'of 
Lincoln, Bishop Wine, was for twenty-five years in Central Africa 
and was successively Bishop of Likomn, Zanzibar and N. Rhodesia, 
a splendid record. Lincolnshire also gave to the Mission two of 
its early bishops, Bishops Tozer and Steerc.

Our vicar, and also the lady Sunday school teacher, were keen 
mission supporters. Once a month we would have extracts from 
Central Africa rend to us; that was in the days of ** C. A’s ” blue 

I am sure we always behaved well whilst listening to 
African stories of Zanzibar, Masasi, Likoma, the Lake and 
Steamers. Later the same copy of Central Africa, together with 
another church paper, would be passed round the vilhige from 
house to house. i

I remember a very strong appeal by the Rev. W. G. Harrison 
at that time which led to purchasing a copy of the thrilling History 
of the Mission, and can claim since then to have ‘taken Central 
Africa regularly.

It is on account of many years’ admiration for tlic work of the 
U.M.C..A. that I venture to write this, and not for my few months 
of irregular service.

It Is all very interesting and fascinating to visit scenes, of 
which you have read and formed mental pictures for many years.

In Nyasaland, the outstanding geographical feature is the Lake, 
which always sceips to add such a charm to the diocese. It is a 
beautiful sight to watch from one of the stations on the hills the 
” S.S. Chauncy Maple.s,” in its clean white paint, coming tip the 
Lake. The " C. M.” is particularly welcome If it has four weeks’

mere
cover.
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mail for you on board. It can be very rough upon the Lake, and 
travelling more uncomfortable than upon the wider waters of the 
ocean. The captain and engineer must have many anxieties on 
their continual trips up the Lake, in the attempt to keep to the 

steamer’s time table.”
Kota Kota on the west, andMsumba on the east, are two large 

interesting mission stations} the one in British, and the other in 
Portuguese territory. At Msuipba the old churdi was only a 
few yards from the water, the Lake having risen so much during 
the past few years, and in consequence the station had to be moved. 
The new ” Msumba ” is about a mile and a half away on a hill 
veiy pleasantly situated, with a fine commanding view', but distin
guished also for its iposquitoes.

A few hours further north on the steamer, leaving Chia and 
Ngoo on the right brings us to Likoma and we get a first glimpse 
of the magnificent cathedral. It is a still more wonderful sight 
to see the interior, and also Its large congregations each Sunday 
morning. '

The Island itself appears very rocky and bare, but the good 
buildings of the Mission, together with the fine avenues of trees 
and gpirden beds, show what can be done in time with the least 
promising of sites.

There are many things which are very impressive to a new
comer—the friendliness of the people, their content and care-free 
pleasant faces, not troubling, not looking too far into the future. 
I love to hear them laugh, where so many would frown, and to see 
the patience \wth which they will sit waiting to be heard, sometimes 
for hours together.

Very fine is the record of many members of the Mission. 
Archdeacon Glossop has done forty years of service and is still very 
active. At present the Archdeacon is a fellow-patient in the Euro
pean hospital at Likoma, having had a very nasty accident a few 
days ago, being thrown over the front of his cycle. Dr. Wigan 
and Miss Simpkln have had great difficulty in persuading him to 
remain quiet and keep his room.

It has been a pleasure, too, to meet Fr. Barnes, C.R. of South 
Africa, an honoured old member, who has paid a recent visit to 
the diocese. Fr. Barnes is the author of the splendid new Mission 
book ” Johnson of Nyasaland.”

Owing to the severe shortage of priests, the Bishop, Arch
deacons and padres have had a very trying time, each doing as 
much as possible of the work of two and sometimes of three priests. 
A padre will go ofi on a visit to the outstations, and not meet 
another European for ten days, or longer. He will walk many 
miles each day and be very busy the whole time at each station. 
He will have to sleep in a small tent, often in the neighbourhood 
of lions and other wild beasts, which can frequently be heard. 
All the lime the padre is cheerfully accepting the unavoidable dis
comforts of excessive heat or wet season.

It is possible there are few people at home, apart from the 
supporters of the Mission, who realize what a great work is being 
done in the hospitals and dispensaries. How well this work was 
developed, is being kept up, and even extended by the busy self- 
sacrificing lives of the doctors and nurses, and the efficiency of 
the African assistants. Every day there are great numbers of out
patients at each hospital waiting for treatment. In such a large 
diocese the doctor may be a few days' journey away, a bad accident 
case is brought in, and the nurse must operate, and somelirpes 
even amputate, if the patient’s life is to be saved. Or the nurse 
may suddenly be called to see a patient several miles away, and 
will usually either cycle or walk, and possibly be away some hours.

It is pitiful to see the poor people in the leper colonies, many 
of whom are very cheerful; these also, and the lepers who come 
to the hospitals each week for treatment, are cared for.

Usually the teachers are overworked and .shorlhandcd, and in 
many cases will be doing all kinds of work upon the station out 
of school hours. Quite recently with padre on ulendo two teachers 
started out at midnight and walked to the brick-kilns some distance 
away, to see that the fires were being properly attended to, and 
this* in a district where wild beasts roam at night.

'>

J. W. N.

I.tKOUA Catiirdrai.
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Diocese of Masasi ST. PETER’S CENTRAL SCHOOL, SAIDI MAUMBO

ST. PETER'S CENTRAL SCHOOL, 
SAIDI MAUMBO

of merriment which .come from the boys’ quarters, and by smiling 
faces, etc., they are very happy here. George Kasembe is an 
excellent master, at one lime he was only assistant, but for the 
past fifteen months has been in charge. Our boys have a reputa
tion, which we are very jealous to retain, of being the best mannered 
boys at Chidya; they arc nahirally well mannered, on the whole 
and^ John Mitande was, and now George Kasembe is, very 
particular to train tliem in the ways of respect for those set over 
them, and also to learn self-respect which is of great Importance.

Tlierc is one thing which if any one felt able to send them 
would give great joy to boys and teachers, i.e., some tin. flutes (or 
whistles) for the fife and drum band—the drums arc there, but they 
have no flutes—apparently they are difficult to get in this country; 
we have trietl bamboo flutes, but thev seem not to antswer verv 
well. ■ - . - /

Tuts school began in January 1929—when thirteen boys were 
entered. They were in the chtirge of Canon Kolumba, and with 
a Sister to superintend the work, etc. Teacher John Mitande was 
the .schoolmaster—and the day .school teacher, an unmarried man, 
just beginning to teach, was installed as House-master to look 

boys at night and other times. In September of the 
, being the beginning of the new school-year, three more 

boy.s were received. They all came from village schools in the 
district, being boys who had finished Standard I and

after the
same year,

were ready
to go on to Standard II work. To many of these children, life 
on this station presented many new items in their life, some even 
when given a piece of soap had no idea what it was, or what they 
were to^ do with it I In August of 1931, eight of the boys passed 
the Tliird Standard Examination, and were passed on to Chidya 
for further training—others have since been accepted for Chidva— 
at the moment there arc fifteen boys from St. Peter’s who are now 
at St. Joseph's, Chidya, and we hope they will go on to be teachers.

The work of the Mission in this part of the Masasi diocese has 
only been a matter of a few years. In May 1924, Canon Kolumba 
came to cut a clearing in the forest and build the station of Saidi 
Maumbo; It is a land of promise, but the false teaching of Islam 
has taken a firm root with the Yaos, therefore it is useless yet to 
expect to sec many conversions, and only patient perseverance with 
much prayer will be able to root out the false and plant the 
religion of Christ in its place. Probably these boys will be the 
Instruments of greatest use, because when they come back and 
talk to their own people, they will listen—one has seen a little of 
this already, after the boys came back for holidays from Chidya, 
(they only do so once a year because of the-distonce and expense of 
travelling); improved attendance in the village school followed the 
first of these holidays.

The Central School here now has two teachers, and at present 
there are only twenty-one boys, working in Standards ■'
They .sleep in two dormitories and have two class-rooms—they 
follow a regular daily life—lessons, work, play-time, games, drill. 
Ihey are supplied with necessary garments and a piece of soap 
when they first come in, aftenvards they are expected to pay for 
their personal needs by working in the fields or whatever there

"ot work shows
w^k a teacher, or any such responsible

he 'o go. The boys are fed 
eharB<^-lhere is no possibility of a school fee yet in these

ho!?han'?r°rif and !t is^ wonderful
how happily they seem to get on. Judging by the frequent sounds

C. .S. P.

SISTER ELIZABETH
Extracts from Letters

From Padre Thorne. Tunduru
“ As often as I think of Sister Elizabeth I can only rejoice and 

be very glad and thankful for God's great mercy to her, so loving 
and devoted and rich a service, so short an illness. . . I love to 
think of her as she is now, waiting in great peace till the time of 
cleansing is over—and I think it will not be long—secure for ever 
in ihe adorable Will of God. We shall sing a Requiem for Iicr 
here with hearts full of thankfulness for all that she has been to, 
and done for, us here.

“ How mucii we shall miss her in the flesh, we shall learn more
.... 1 more as time goes on, and the whole countryside is mourning
her loss. Padre Kolumba treated it as a personal sorrow and .sat 
in his house all the next day, while all the wazec and wntu (ciders 
and people) of the district came to sympathize and grieve with • 
him, 1 think Sister Elizabeth had no idea at all how much the ' 
people loved her and how much they Iiad come to tru.st her, not 
only as a nurse, but as a friend. ' Yeye ndiye aliyetulca 
(‘ Truly it is she who has taken great care of us’) is what they 
are all saying of her.

" To you and all the Community 1 would olTer my sympathy in 
your loss. Yet I can only end this letter as I began it, with Deo 
Gralias.*'

true

and

II and in.

To Sister Frances.
“ May I offer to you and all the Sisters my sincere sympathy 

in the msiba of (mourning for) Sister Elizabeth ? It is a very great 
loss to you and to us here, and at Namasakata an even greater one.
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SISTER ELIZABETH
IN MEMORIAMi

" Ndiye aliyetulea *’ is wliat Canon Kolumba and the people all say 
as they mourn her, and I remember as I think of her unnumbered 
kindnesses and the example of an utterly devoted and self-effacing 
life, and I know that I owe and shall owe in the future more to the 
help of her prayers than 1 can ever realize in this life.

" Yet, grieve as we must on our own behalf, grief is not the 
chief feeling in my heart as I think of Sister Elizabeth, but joy 
that she has reached the haven where she would be and is rejoic
ing in the cleansing of perpetual light.”

THOMAS HENRY ARCHER HOUBLON {November 23rd), Priest. 
Of all the many friends of U.M.C.A, in England, few can have 
loved it better and served it longer or more wholeheartedly than 
its late Chairman. Dr. Houblon was a familiar and ever-wclcome 
figure at our Anniversary, when he was wont to preside at the 
afternoon meeting, at which his short speech from the Chair was 
always a popular feature; he was a regular attendant at meetings 
of the Council and of the Executive Committee, and he was ever 
ready to plead the cause of U.M.C.A. from the pulpit, even though 
the acceptance of an invitation to do so often involved a long and 
tiring journey. To myself he was a very dear friend, who from 
the time I was brought home from Africa to succeed Canon Travers 
showed me a kindness and willingness to help that never failed.
BEATRICE MARY DEANE (November i6th)
After many years’ zealous and successful work as U.M.C.A. 
Ruridecanal Secretary for Cheltenham, Miss Deane conceived the 
notion of going to Africa to see the Mission at work there, in 
order that she might qualify herself the better to serve it at home. 
In 1931 ■ 
and then
seen and the work she proposed to do. This enthusiasm, which 
moved herself, she conveyed to those who heard her speak at meet
ing after meeting; but before very long she became ill and was 
forced to lay down the active work she loved so much and did so 
successfully. The pencilled notes that she wrote from her sick bed 
showed how gallantly and indeed how gaily severe and constant 
pain may be borne by one whose happiness is not so much to 
carry out her own plans as to fulfil the purpose of God.

May these two dear souls both rest in peace. E. F. S.

From Padre le Fleming. Lumesule, September i, 1933
” I have always had the greatest admiration for her, for her 

very real humility, which made her quite sure that she had done 
little or nothing that was of any value, and for the work she has 
done, in this parish and in Saidi Maumbo parish, towards spreading 
the Gospel. Mw. James Akiba, who is here to-day on his way 
back to his parish, was quite upset at the news, not having heard 
of her illness, and says that the Ynos of Kutukuru’s village and the 
neighbourhood will all be sorry, having grateful memories of her 
visits to them. 1 ana saying a Requiem for her here to-morrow 
and will say another at Namakambale, and her name will be put 
on the Parish list ns well as on,my own. She has been a very 
good friend to me personally and has always given me a warm 
welcome, so that I shall miss her greatly.”

she spent six very happy months in Nyasaland and Masasi, 
a came home filled with enthusiasm for the work she had

THE MISSION STAFFTHE MSALABANI MEMORIAL TO FATHER 
WOODWARD Diocese DoteName !.i

In tlic February number of Central Africa the Bishop of Zanzibar 
told us of the proposal to build a baptistery at the west end of the 
church at Msalabani as a memorial to Father Woodward, who 
spent the greater part of his life in Africa there. The Bishop asked 
that any friends of Father Woodward In England who might wish 
to contribute towards the cost of this memorial should send their 
donations to me. I have now received about j^25, mostly in small 
sums, for this purpose, and I propose to close the Fund at the end 
of January and then to send such money as I have in hand to 
Canon Hellier, who is in charge of the arrangements at the 
African end. If therefore there are any other friends of Father 
Woodward who have not yet contributed, but who wsh to do so, 
I shall be glad if they will kindly send their donations to me some 
time this month. Ernest F. Spanton.

ArWrab in England 
Canon Norrhh 
Miss AntclifTe 
Mr. J. L. Davis 
Rev. E. T. Dickson

Dtparlurtt from England 
Miss Read 
Mr. A. J. Harris 
Rev, A. C, Rogers 
Mr. J. Ukin 
Miss ^ Harvey 
Miss I. Harvey 
Mils M. Browne, ,

Masasi
Masnsi
Zanzibar
Nyasaland

Nov. 10 
Nov. 10 
Dec. 1 
Dec. 7

Nyasaland 
N. Rhodesia 
N. Rhodesia 
N. Rhodesia 
Masasi 
Mntasi 
Zanzibar

Jan. 4 
Jan. 4 

an. 5
C t

Jon. 25 
Jan. 25 
Jan. 25

New Member.—Zanzlbor,Miss Marg, 
science with tome general leaching experience. She took her missionary training at St. 
Christopher’s, Blockhcath, followed by a term at the Josephine Butler Memorial House.

oret Browne trained in domestic
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HOME JOTTINGS CENTRAL AFRICATbB Mluioa’s locome.—^The following is a cc 
to the principal working funds of the Mission:

of the amounts contributed

1033 ■ }1032 A MONTHLY RECORD OF THE WORK OF THE 
UNIVERSITIES’ MISSION TO CENTRAL AFRICAReceived dur

ing Nov.
Total to 
Nov. 30

[Received dur. 
ingNov.

Total to 
Nov. 30Fund

; f
■f

£ £ £_ £General ... 
Auxiliary 
.Schools ...

3,6733,021 37,008 31.472 No. 614. LH. I^BRUARY, 1934 Price 2d.110 1,423 273 1,7S3
3,609 619601 3,640

Grand Totals 3.795 32,160 3,665 29,874 CONTENTS
Impressions of Masasl Diocese ... 31 Sister Elisabeth, C.S.P.
How Can 1? ..................................... 25 In Memorlam ...
African Characteristics .............. 28 Home Jottings ...
The C.R, Sisters at Mapania ... 82 The Mission Staff, .......................... 39

To Secretaries and CoUectors.-^Please note (bat remltlances to i 
IW3 Acconot sfaonld reach ns not later tbao Jaonary IS. We would 
that it freqaently takes (wo days lor a letter (0 reach ns and that it would be well 
to post carijr.

be lucludcd in the 
1 warn our friends ... 37

38
39

Publlcatloas Department.—As it is desirable to clear up all outstanding debts before 
clotbg our account for the past year, we shall be greatly obliged if those of our 
friends who have not sent in their rcmitlances will do so before January 13.

t • t
The Monthly Requietn in January will be at 8.30 a.m. on January 17, in the Chapel

of All Souls at Central Africa House. • * •
Ttie income of the Father Russell Memorial Fund In 1933, which amounted to 

.£107 19s. 7d., has been allotted by the Executive Committee of the Mission to tho 
equipment of a central drug store for the Diocese of Zaniibar, which Dr. Gibbons pro- 
poses to to establish at Minaki, and It is hoped that this central store will not only 
prove n considerable economy to the diocese In future, but will also be a great help 
in the training of the Minaki medical students, by familiarising them with (he pack
ing and handling of (he drugs they will have to use.* * *

St. Oamabai llonsa, Tankerlon.—The Archbisl 
his formal licence under seal to Canon S 
approved by him, to minister in the chapel <
Executive Committee of U.M.C.A. has recorded its latlifnction with the newly con
cluded arrangement, thereby taking the Ho

IMPRESSIONS OF MASASI 
DIOCESE

A FAIRLY frequent complaint of late from a certain section of 
Central Africa readers has been that there is so seldom any 
news of the Masasl Diocese. An attempt to satisfy that complaint 
is now being made in this number by one who has been fortunate 
enough to spend j'ust nineteen days within the bounds of the 
Diocese. It may be said that a visit of two weelts gives j'ustiflcation 
for writing a book about a country ; three weeks is too long a timel 
Yet perhaps a nineteen days* visit can be considered to give suffi
cient justification for writing a brief article containing a few snap- 
-"^-it impressions.

My first impression of

lop of Canterbury 
:p.inton, allowing him, and other priests 
of the new House at Tankerton; and tha

has now granted

under its olTidal wing.* *
Rctrealt at the Home Station (Tankerton) are being arranged for every two months 

during 1034.
Fr. Hewitt (lately N. Rhodesia) is conducting a Retreat from January 8th-12th. 

(16s. Od.}. In March there will be a short week-end Retreat (Friday-Mondny) •, details 
are not yet futed. May llth-14th: Conductor, Fr. Hannny, C-R- (formerly U.M.C.A.). 
13s. 6d. the Diocese was not a very comfortable i 

one—lorry transport; perhaps it is better than walking, certainly it 
is a little quicker if less comfortable. The rcal marvel is that any 
part of the lorry remains intact after the first fifteen minutes. 
After the first hour or two one begins to get /‘ acclimatised,*’ or 
numbed, though It takes longer to restore nerves to normal when 
passing with a fully loaded lorry over the bridges made of tree- 
trunks and bamboos.

I choose as my second impression the first early morning, for 
we had arrived at Masasi in the dark, the night before. T was 
sleeping In an empty house at Kwitonji os alhthe available space 
on the Cathedral side was occupied by the Clergy in retreat. At 
5«45 I looked out of my house; behind me rose the great 
Mtande—the Hill of the Living Bread; before me, spread out at 
my feet, was mile upon mile of grey bush jungle (grey, because

Visitors wishing to rest or study will be w’elcome at on 
charge, 80s. a week or 6s. a day. (Members

y time between Reirc.its 
25s. a week.)of the Mission,

Laalcrn Slides.—Newly arranged sets of slides for lectures on U.M.C.A. can now be
up to date and contain much 

of audience. If booked early sets can be 
talks on the history of the Mission ond Its

booked for use in Lent. These sets have been brought 
that will interest and appeal lo every type 
supplied to illustrate a consecutive series of 
work in different parts of Central Africa.

Lent Savings Dozes in cardboard will gladly be supplied on application to the 
Office. Collapsible purses can also be had, but at they cost 2d. each, It would be a 
kindness if, when many are required, a contribution is made towards the cost.«

The Mlsrionary Poflen, which have been Issued periodically lor the last sixteen 
months, will, in response to the wishes expressed by a large number of those who are 
now taking them In, be Issued again In 1934 nMhe^iam^aie os at^prtsenL vU.. W for 45^.

DraySt Place, LondonrS.W.3r**
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all the trees and bush and grass were dry and leafless, parched, 
wafting longingly for the life-giving rains) with here and there a 
patch of green mango trees, stretching away to the hills of the 
Namagono area and the Makonde Plateau; on my left were the

other houses of the Kwi- 
tonji Girls' School looking 
beautiful in their simplicity 
—mud walls and grass 
thatch roofs—with here and 
there a girl in a 'pretty 
shcetie sweeping the com* 
pound j on my right, across 
the ravine (a cleft in the 
side of the hill), the great 
stone Cathedral Church of 
St. Mary and St. Bartholo
mew, standing forth strong 
and rugged on the side of 
the hill, ns if it were keep
ing watch'over her Diocese.

(There was another 
visitor at Masasi that night I 
A leopard had learnt that 
the housekeeper had laid in 
a good store of chickens in 
the fowl house with which 
to feed the relreatants. The 
result was the discovery of sixty corpses on the ground in the 
morning I)

My third impression is undoubtedly the water! The Cathedral 
tanks chose that moment to run dry, so that all the water for the 
whole mission station had to be carried (in old petrol lins) from 
a place half an hour’s walk away. And when you got it I—It was 
a serious question whether to bath in it wouldn’t have the reverse 
effect to that intended 1 •

Fourthly, the village churches. They reminded me of my idea 
of the stable at Bethlehem; so rich in their simplicity—mud walls, 
grass thatch roof, bare mud floor—and prominent, ns being of 
the first Importance, the altar. Around the walls hang the Stations 
of the Cross (in one church, only pieces of old cardboard with the 
appropriate numbers chalked on them), and on one side or other ; 
the little mud confessional. I should like to worship in those 
churches; they seem to be so in keeping with the Incarnation; I 
should like to apply to them the phrase “ the grandeur of humility.”

Fifthly, 8 a.m. on Sunday morning in the Cathedral. The 
Cathedral is already full, with women and girls on the North side 
(and not a few babies slung on their mothers’ baclcs) and mcn.and 
boys on the South. They have all come, many of them long 
distances, knowing exactly what to expect—no distracting thoughts 
as to what is going to happen next, whoever the celebrant may be; 
for there is only one Rite, one ” Use,” throughout the whole 
Diocese. Oh, England, when will you be able^o rejoice in so great 
a blessing? No organ or choir .is allowed to hinder the people

iI

lUltl CwnwalJ
SCIIOOLOIRLS SWHWINO

j

lUiti
OirrsioE Masasi Cathedral
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Diocese of Zanzibar

}
from takin^T 
ihcir full part 
in the Mass; a 
Cantor leads the 
singing and all 
join in singing 
the “ Missa de 
Angelis,” and 
all t h c ,s e t 
Introits etc., 
and the hymns, 
kccpingspicndid 
pilch and time. 
'I'owards the 

Dioed west end of the
nave come the f 
two barrier

the penitents* barrier and the catechumens* barrier—reminding one 
of the splendid Catholic discipline which does so much to deepen ^ 
and strengthen the foundations on which the Church is being built 
up. To join in the worship is to make one realize that one is in 
the midst of a glorious Family.

My final impression is of a full moon and tropical stars, deck ; 
chairs in the quadrangle with hurricane lamps turned low on the j 
baraza behind. Our conversation is of Africa and her response to 
Christianity ;•! am told of doors all ready to open into new villages 
and souls; of more appeals for Christian leaching; of such huge 
expanses as yet untouched; of such crying need for closer spiritual 
care of those who are Christians—and yet there is not a single 
priest in the Diocese who is not already doing much more than he 
can properly tackle! The Bishop catuiot go on his rounds from 
district to district, confirming and guiding and encouraging, for j 
he has also to serve as priest in charge of Ma.sasl—in itself I I 
should think a full time job for two priests. If any one of the Euro- 1 
pean priests breaks down through sickness or old age, or if one has ^ 
to go on furlough (beyond those already there) there is no priest i 
at all to send to take charge of that piece of work. When the J 
Bishop goes on furlough next year (1934) will he have to spend all ; 
his time on that heart-breaking task of tryung to find more priests? ; 
Cannot England save him from this? The Bishop of Zanzibar’s . 
great appeal of 1932 has not yet been answered. Cannot England 
spare two or three, or even ten or tAventy, more of her best priests, 
to assist in building up the Church of God in Africa ? Lovers of : i 
U.M.C.A.—yes, lovers of Christ and His Church—pray with 
sacrificial prayer that labourers may hastily offer themselves at 
whatever apparent sacrifice for this most glorious harvest.

" HOW CAN I ? EXCEPT SOME 
MAN GUIDE ME?"

One result of the impact of western civilization on the young 
has been the development of an “ inferiority complex.” W

African 
e would

almost change our colour if we could. As it is we must change 
its much as possible in a western direction. One 06 the things 
which must go is our usual form of amusement. We must dress 
like the European, and we must dance like the European, otherwise 
we are stamped ns being ” backward.”

In the district where the writer lives, all the native dances were 
thrown overboard in the sptice of a few weeks and fox-trotting took 
their place. To the older people, this form of dancing was indecent 
in (he extreme. It shocked them. But they had no power to stop 
it. Their fears and liorror, however, were not ungrounded.

To begin with, it is against all rules of African ciitjucile for 
men and women to dance logclher in this fashion. We had better 
face facts, and admit that they know themselves better than we do,

1 in experience and reason.

Fhclel
A ViLLACB Church

race lacis, ana aamit mat tncy Know tncmseives oetter than we do, 
and native etiquette is grounded in experience and reason.

This is what happened. Tragedy after tragedy. The priest- 
in-charge and those working with him were dismayed at the sudden 
outbreak of what can only be termed unbridled license. Monies 
were broken, fierce quarrels and fighting took place. Dancing was 
taking place ail night, and even lorries full of young girls were com.

N.

Ak African Dancf
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HOW CAN I? EXCEPT SOME MAN GUIDE ME?"HOW CAN I? EXCEPT SOME MAN GUIDE ME?”

dissentient said that if Jesus were present, He would naturally SEE ' 
nothing wrong. He was asked could any harm be planned during 
the dance. He replied, ” Yes. For we cannot dance it without 
igniting bad desires.” The answer was, ” Cannot Jesus read the 
hearts of men?” They were again given time to think. The 
result was that they voted unanimously that a public declaration be 
made on their behalf, that the dance was bad, and that no Christian 
could take part in it without grievous harm to his soul.

1 his same pronouncement was made independently by the girl 
teachers. It is to be noted (hat the pronouncement came primarily 
from YOUNG teachers. The older ones said that they had not 
even looked at (he dance much less danced it themselves, so that 
it was a foregone conclusion with them.

The writer was interested to read that in some parts of West 
Africa, the same decision has been made by Africans re European 
dancing.

Here is one case out of the many which have come to the 
writer’s knowledge.

The wife of a European planter wrote to say (hat her cook who 
was a Christian was quarrelling badly with his wife who had left 
him. She was always away from her home and the child was In 
such a bad slate of neglect that they had had to have him doctored 
at their own expense. The man and his wife were called. It 
appears that she had become a ” dancing partner,” of this same 
dance. It was her custom to go about from place to place (b 
dances, and she was definitely an " attraction.” It transpired that 
she had been involved in a disgraceful quarrel in one of these 
dances, when two other married men quarrelled over hei', knives 
were drawn and she bears the scars of that quarrel, still. She 
refused to return to her husband saying that she preferred the life 
she was living, to cooking and Ioo*king after a house. Even the 
child held no place in her affections.

These teachers have done a brave tiling. They will need 
courage when their decision becomes public.

We were given a word from a quotation of D. M, Tliornton 
in that wonderful book of Amy Carmichael, ” The Gold Chord,” 
a book which is both an inspiration and rebuke to missionaries, it 
is this:

” I pray God to keep alive a band of Puritans, for they arc the 
ones that make the best missionaries all the world over.”’ Let us 
pray God that the fire may have been kindled and that others may 
burn with desire to protect souls from themselves.

ing here at midnight for the ” Dance.” The elders watched the 
debacle dismayed, but powerless. The sudden overthrowing of a 
very powerful ” taboo ” had the usual results.

There was much difference of opinion about it amongst those 
who were working in the parish. Most, said that it could not be 
stopped, and that it would right itself in time. Others, that if 
controlled no harm could come of it.

1 write after nearly four years. The harm has not diminished. 
The African himself has no two opinions about it really. Even 
those who dance admit that it has bad results. I have a letter by 
me now from a young African, who made a bad 
writes, ” It is the ‘ D

:-E

mess of things, he
ance ’ which has destroyed our country.”

The writer, after seeing and knowing the facts, could 
countenance it. Young people classed it as a bad dance, together 
with other bad dances long ago forbidden to Christians. But they 
admitted that they simply could not keep away.

What about the plan to control it ? The teachers were asked 
to talk it over and evolve a plan, .Some of the teachers, two in 
panlcular, were leaders of the dancing at the time.

.After many discussions they said, ” It cannot be controlled. 
If you countenance it, it will be danced without control in every 
village and the evil will increase.”

.Apart from the experience of open scandals there were hints 
of darker things connecte<^with the dance. Individuals were asked 
to speak about them, 
printing.

.At another meeting of teachers, they were again asked whether 
it was not possible to control it. The two leaders were asked to 
give their opinion. They said quite franklv, " It is never danced 
without harm resulting.”

The next step was to ask, whether they, the teachers, as a body 
would be willing for a public declaration to be made that the 
dance was not fitting for Chri.stians. They were quite agreed 
that it was not fitting. The objections to a public declaration 
against it were as follows.

It is danced in other places, and is countenanced, sometimes 
approved of. The answer was that we are not responsible for souls 
committed to the charge of others.

It had gained such a hold that it could not be stopped. The 
answer was that other evils could not be stopped. Drunkenness 
for instance. No one would seriously think of allowing it as law
ful for that reason.

To refuse it wa.s to risk a great deal of unpopularity, 
answer was. are we here to become popular or to build up the 
Kingdom of Heaven ?

The teachers were left with the following problem to think over 
for a month. Could Jesus be present at the dance and approve?

.After a month thev met again. All but one were unanimous in 
saying that Je.sus could not be present and approve. The

not
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They did, and their words do not bear
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he is in no sense regarded as Chief, and will not be consulted by 
the tribe in their internal affairs.

May I qtiote again from Father Callaway?
“ I was listening one day at Evensong to a preacher who 

reading in Sixosa the sixty-first chapter of the prophet Isaiali . . . 
in the English version we read ' I the Lord love judgment ' but 
the Xosa equivalent is ‘ I, the Lord, love that which is according- 
to custom.' Every single Chief would gladly make the words of 
the prophet his own; he rules, but he rules according to custom, 
and that is one great reason why he commands respect for his 
authority.”

I think there is no need for me to labour this point. It is suffi
cient to say that when the Afriatn becomes a member of the 
Church he finds in the historic episcopate and in the doctrine 
of apostolic succession something that he can readily understand 
and appreciate.

'Fo my mind one of the most amazing characteristics of our very 
young African Church is the obedience. The regularity of attend-, 
ance at church on Sundays, the keeping of the days of abstinence, 
the days of fasting in Lent and so on.

*' Desturi ” (custom or tradition) may have, 1 know, its 
dangerous side, but may I tell a story to illustrate its vttlueV All 
our Africans have been taught that it is the cu.stom and tradition 
of the Church to receive Holy Communion fasting. Some years 
ago an old Masasi Christian, Tito by name, was seriously ill. An 
African priest was called to minister to him. Me heard his 
fession and anointed him and told him that next morning he 
would bring him the Blessed Sacrament. During the night Tito 
was very ill indeed, his son-in-law tried to persuade him to take 
some water or his medicine, but the old man replied, ” My .son, 
it has never been my custom to break my fast before commiinion, 
and I'm not going to begin on the day of my death.”

Bx THE, VEN. a. D. SWAINSON (ArCHDEACON OF MaSASI)

In the December number of Central Africa there was an article on 
the above subject written by Canon Parsons. Perhaps, because 
the article was based on notes of a talk given at the Summer 
School, it seems on the surface to do less than justice to the African.

Nothing to my mind Is so striking in all speeches and books 
dealing with Afri^ and the African as the insistence on our Lord’s 
words, ” I came not to destroy but to fulfil.” His text might well 
be taken as the motto of that most interesting and fascinating 
book, Essays, Catholic and Missionary.

Further I have always thought that each nation and tribe has 
some contribution to bring towards the perfecting of the Church. 
” .All they from Sheba shall come, they shall bring gold and 
incense”; “The Kings of Tharsis and of the Isles shall give 
presents, the Kings of Arabia and Saba shall bring gifts.” 
it difficult to believe that “there is no permanent African character" 
and that “ there will probably be no permanent characteristics.” 
Has the African alone of all the peoples on earth no gift to bring 
to the Christ?

In the book to which I have already referred, Father Callaway 
points out: “ Three outstanding qualities developed in the primitive 
order which are to find fulfilment in the order of the Catholic 
Church

{.5 was

I find
■.'5

]

(a) Respect for authority.
(b) Reverence.
(c) Fellowship.”

Now I maintain that these three qualities, or characteristics, are 
most certainly to be found in the Africans amongst whom we live, 
and that it ts our bounden duty, as missionaries, so to work that 
they may be permanent and find their fulfilment in the Catholic 
Church.

con-'j

(b) Reverence.
.All Africans are born ladies and gentlemen. They have the 

most beautiful manners. Surely such a characteristic* should be 
captured for the Catholic Church, the home of courtesv. 
perhaps a minor indication of this, I would point to the reverence 
and ability displayed by our sen-ers at the altar. A big ceremony 
such as an ordination is a revelation of what these servers are, 
and what they can do.

“ The African is wholly removed from the ninteriallstj" says 
Father Callaway. So true is this, that the Church has had either 
to provide new services and ceremonies, or to emphasize others, 
so as to fulfil their needs.

In the old heathen days the African's belief in the supernatural 
found its outlet in his use of charms and “ medicine.” This 
capacity, developed, instructed, and justified, finds its real and com
plete fulfilment in the Church’s sacramental system.

(a) Respect for Authority.
Father Callaway says “ Disrespect was one of the most serious 

offences of the moral code.” We know that obedience to the chief 
and to elders is taught from the very first and most strongly 
emphasized in the teaching given to both bovs and girls in the 
initiation ceremonies. The worst that can be’ said of anyone in 
our part of the world, is that he or she has “ kibiiri ” (pri'de) and 
no “ heshima ” (respect) for elders and betters. Then together 
with the idea df authority goes the stress laid on " desturi ” 
(custom or tradition). The chief must be elected according to 
custom and the ceremonies of his election must also follow the 
trndltion.al rites and ceremonies.

.As ^

'1
In the few cases where the 

Government has, for one reason or another, taken upon itself to 
appoint a chief, such a man is recognized as a Government official, 
who must be obeyed In ail matters touching the Government, but
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(c) Fellowship.
This characteristic Canon Parsons does emphasize, but seems 

to suggest that European individualism tends to destroy it. Now 
in a sense this is true, for we are not accustomed to eating out of 
the same plate with several others, nor to sharing a cigarette with 
four or five people. But I maintain that this is only a super
ficial view of fellowship. To some extent religion breaks (his 
fellowship? for Muhammadans will not eat with Christians nor 
with heathens unless they can be certain that the animal or chicken 
has been killed according to their custom, and that no cooking 
utensils have been used in which the flesh of the pig or other 
animals forbidden to Muhammadans have been cooked. Further, 
as the laws of health spread and are better understood, probably 
Africans themselves will change to some extent their customs, for 
no one can deny that when leprosy and other contagious and 
infectious diseases are so common, this practice of eating out of 
one plate, and sliaring a cigarette or pipe, has its verj- dangerous 
side. But, after all, this is surely a minor point of little importance 
—" for the Kingdom of God is not meat and drink.”

True fellowship is found and realized when we all meet at 
God's altar and cat of the same bread and drink of the same cup. 
Picture n mission station under an African priest-in-charge. Euro- 

and Africans all work quite happily together under his 
leadership. They both go to their Confessions to him, and both 
meet round the Holy Table. That I maintain is a true picture of 
Christian fellowship.

Then, too, because of this sense of fellowship, .Africans so well 
understand our Lord’s teaching on charity. Probably in nine cases 
out of ten, if an African has absented himself from Communion for 
any length of time, it will be because he has had a quarrel with 
some one and has not yet made it up. Again, any priest who has 
spent many weary hours in listening to matrimonial 
be amazed and immensely encouraged by the willingness to for
give and to start again. I rather fancy the first case the Bisliop 
heard after his consecration and on his return to Africa was that 
of an African and his wife who had quarrelled and parted twenty 
ycitrs previously. Each had taken another partner. The case 
dragged on for many hours, but before the Bishop got up to go 
away they had forgiven one another and agreed to try again.

Before I leave this subject of ** Fellowship,” I should like to 
say how much we owe to the Tanganyika Government for setting 
up indirect rule, for endeavouring to discover who the right Chiefs 
arc and for giving them a very real measure of authority and 
power. The scheme has, I believe, worked amazingly well, and 
once more the African is realizing that he is a member of a tribe 
and has duties which he owes to his chief and other members. In 
conclusion I would like to mention very briefly other African 
characteristics.

(1) Every African is a child at heart. Surely a great advantage 
in preparing for the Kingdom of Heaven.

(2) The patient endurance of suffering.
(3) The gentleness and unselfishness of the African mother,
(4) To be a mother is the great desire of every African woman. 

Motherhood is held In great respect.
(5) Africans love children. There is no need in our part of 

the world for a Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Children. 
Without any doubt the best known and most popular of all hymns 
used in the diocese is a little hymn in honour of the Holy Mother 
and her most sacred Babe.
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THE C.R. SISTERS AT MAPANZADioccsc of Rhodesia

\Vc have a young maiden named Subje as domestic. She is 
half-Indlan, a catechumen, and engaged to a Coloured boy who 
wishes her to learn to cooic and keep a house clean. Between the 
cleaning and the cooking she is lo learn to read and write. I was 
showing her how to do the sleeping-huts, and I handed her an 
extremely lioley and ragged cotton vest to use as a drying cloth. 
She immediately and unashamedly removed her bits of clothing 
and put it on 1 I beat a hasty retreat to avoid wounding her 
feelings.

I can foresee some fun over language. Yesterday 1 wanted to 
bake bread and told Subje to have a hot oven. 1 used CiTonga 
nouns and ChlManyika verbs and much dumb show. The poor

THE C.R. SISTERS AT MAPANZA
The readers of Central /l/r»ca will be interested in reading the first 
impressions of the three Sisters of the Community of the Resurrec
tion, who htive recently begun work at Mapanza, as contained in 
the following diary notes, which we are allowed to reproduce from 
the recently published quarterly letter of the English Helpers’ 
Union.—Editor.

“ 25th June. What a glorious stretch of country there is all 
round! We can see for miles and miles from our huts. One misses 
the hills bit, but the palms and trees make up for this a little. 
There is a big expanse of water due north, far enough away not to 
be unpleasant, hut near enough to keep us cool. The stars at night 
arc wonderful, it docs seem strange to see the Southern Cross and 
the Great Bear at the same lime. The Milky Way is almost a semi
circle; never Itnve 1 scon such an expanse of sky. . . . The Chapel 
is finished. It is beautiful—a little bigger than the one at Rusape 
—and it has an ante-chnper where cupboards can go. We are 
going to be wonderfully happy here—already we feel at home. 
Who wouldn’t, when n dear nosegay of flowers stuck into a 
tumbler w.ns there to greet us? Fr. Ruck and Mr. Stone took us 

for a walk this afternoon to see 
the river, and we gathered maiden
hair fern and some soft red pods 
in huge bunches for the Altar. 
There will be some red flowers, 
wild, for St. Peter’s Day, too.

.Mass to-day (Sunday) was at 
8.30. The singing was really 
good—no loud shouting—Plain- 
song and the hymns to E.H. 
tunes. .After Mass wc greeted 
the women, or rather they greeted 

think everyone aime, 
*' young men and maidens, old 
men and children,” and it took 
a long time. Some had come 
over fifty miles. Various teachers 
interpreted for us and we tried to 
explain that we had come to help 
them. They seemed pleased and 
said, ” We are very glad and we 
will learn.” The men-folk seemed 
advanced far beyond the women- 
kind; never in all my life have 
I seen such really dirty people, 
and the majority have very little 
in the way of clothing.

dear never having seen an oven did not know that it could gel iiot 
from the fire, and whilst I was in the pantry she piled all llie wood 
inside the oven and had a glorious lire there when I returned.

Philippo, a teacher w-ho is at our disposal for three months for 
language and classes, is an old St. .Augustine’s (Penhalonga) boy, 
so with him, and Maud, wc will have a link. His wife, Maria, and 
another woman came to-day asking ” Please will you teach us to 
cook?” . . . The women and girls seem very friendly. Wlmt nice 
faces they have I There have been many appliciitions for work, but 
we can't take them all on.

Yesterday I went to the hospital with Fr. R. to discuss arrange
ments. There were more patients (out-patients) than there had been 
for months, the report of our arrival having spread. One old 
woman came holding her head on one side and covering it with her

I
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hand. Fr. R. thought she had toothache, and asked if 1 was pre
pared to extract the tooth. Of course I was, and we prepared instru
ments, etc., and then I tried to discover which of her half-dozen 
bad teeth she wished to lose. There were shrieks of laughter from 
the other patients, and the hospital boy seemed in convulsions. 
Fr. R. came back to see what was wrong, and we discovered that 
she had a sore head and not a sore tooth at all!

As the days go by one feels more and more the great need of 
these dear dirty folk, and one longs to give them our dear Lord.

• to be difficult—verj* difficult—but it is utterly worth 
ra pro nobis.

July 7th. Out-patients increase daily. The first day there were 
seven, the second, fourteen or fifteen. Pve not yet counted to-day’s, 
but it must be nearly fifty, with a good sprinkling of babes, the 
darlingest wee mites. One about a year old is covered with sores, 
but he never cries while his dressings are being done and so he 
gets a liny spoonful of treacle afterwards. I have one in-patient. 
She is very ill; the result of a spear wound. The big fishing 
festival began on Tuesday, and Father R. came down to hospital ns 
soon as 1 had opened it and told the few women already waiting 
that there would be no hospital till the next day. “ Basisiter 
bnlimumba ” (the Sisters are going fishing), at which there was 
great glee. We all went'down to the pool, and as we arrived there 
the men pushed olT amid a great din. It was an unforgettable 
sight. The men were packed so close that it seemed impossible 
but that some injui^ should be done, but Father R. assured us that 
nothing really serious ever happened. Huge fish were caught, 
hundreds of them, some of them five feet long, and the women on 
the edge were catching fish with their hands. Then one woman 
got right under and got.a spear in her left shoulder. All the spears 
are barbed, so you can imagine what the business of getting it out 
meant. Wc saw the men pull it out, fairly deftly, and then the 
poor Svoman was carried to me, bleeding profusely. It is a good 
walk from the pool to the hospital, so after doing what I could with 
a handkerchief 1 left her friends to bring her up and went on to 
get ready. Of course she had to stay—my first in-patient. On 
Thursday she was very ill and 1 was afraid she would develop 
septic pneumonia, for I knew the wound had gone well into the 
lung. However, she is outside in the sun to-day, much better.

July 14th. Great preparations are going forAvard for the Baptism 
class that is to come up on Saturday. About twenty women and 
girls arc expected. Their hut is nearly finished, and this year they 
will stay at St. Anne’s Compound, and the mcn-folk will do their 
own cooking In their compound.

We have started a new venture—it seems the leading of God— 
to begin little sdiool for one hour a day for girls. Notice 
given out in Church on Sunday. On Monday twenty-four came, 
TuesdayTiftv-two, and yesterday seventy-two!* We sorted out the 
little scraps between six and ten yciirs old, and Philippo’s wife 
takes them in a separate room, and I hope to leach her to plav

games with them. Pliilippo lakes llie older girls, some of wl^om 
are married women. The Padre says it isn’t a fifth part of the 
girls, but some sorting out will have to be done if the numbers 
continue. Not admitting those who are not washed will thin out 
their ranks. If they are keen they will soon wash 1 Some days 
we might do " domestic work ” like Rusape, but at present we 
are following the day by day lead given to us.

Last Sunday I went to a village six miles away t 
some catechumens and talk to the Christian women. Th 
had got very slack; notone had made her Comihunion since Easter. 
They gave me a very warm welcome, and said that at last the 
Bishipo had heard their voice and sent white women to help them. 
I suggested that the white women could, and would, do nothing 
till they “finished sitting" and came when their Great Chief 
called. On Tuesday, seven came in; to make thdr confession and 
they are to receive on Sunday, so the visit did good. I love these 
long walks in the early morning, when everything is so fresh and 
clear and God seems around and above one. It is 6 thrilling 
thought that the Community is walking in the footsteps of that 
great soul, Livingstone. He must have passed just by here on his 
last journey up north to Chitambo.

St. Anne*s Day, 26lh July. We’ve had such a lovely festival 
to-day, our first Patronnl Festival. The Padres and the Bwanas 
(laymen) came to tea this afternoon, and this .evening we had

to examine 
ese womenIt’s going
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SISTER ELIZABETH, C.S.P.
Os June 20tjl, 1933, Sister Elizabeth said good-bye to us at the 
Convent at Saidi Maumbo and set olT early the next morning with 
the Reverend Mother for I.indi, Dar-es-Salaam, Tanga anti the 
Mother House of the Community at Magila. Doctor Taylor advised 
that this should be done and further medical opinion sought 
the way.

On August 21st the telegram came: Sister Iilizabuth at rest 
- She had lived and worked in this Masasi country since
1921, and nearly all the time with Canon Kolumba, fir.st at Chiwaia
and then at Saidi Maumbo. But licr service to .Africa ... ........ ..
first in tlie Mission and then in the Community, doted in all from 
1902.

on

20th.

as a ntirse
I

In stature " small " and in her own eyes “ of no reptitation,” 
it was .Sister Elizabeth’s wont to regard herself and her work ns 
“ of no good." The surprise of knowing the truth of all that in 
fact God Iiad done through her work must have brought to Iter jov 
and relief immeasurable by any earthly standard,

.After half a month’s journeying with Canon Kolumba through 
Tunduru district, visiting the Yao Sultans and many other villages, 
I could not but be immenselv impressed in that everywhere that 
we went Sister Elizabeth’s rnedical work at Saidi Maumbo had 

way so that we were never .strangers needing to 
explfitn our presence, for wasn’t Saidi Maumbo the place where so 
and so had gone and been healed of liis or her disease?

A little later when the dispensary was built in the new leper 
camp there, I was invited to ble.ss it* and greatly daring as Sister 
herself was away on furlough, I gave the name to the dispensary 
of Saint Elizabeth; for Saint Elizabeth was the mother of St. John 
Baptist who was the forerunner preparing (he way for our Lord.

When, at the Community house In Augtist last year, .Sister 
knew that not many days more remained, site was licnrd to stiy 
" Now I shall he able to help those whom I never could help 
before."

prepared our

Daton’oa Girls at .Matanza

I" Sisters’ Evensong " witli address, a meditation on Si. Anne 
and the fruit she bore in our Lady, leading on to home life in 
general and the home life of these folk here.

The Baptism class is up titis week, twenty-nine women and girls 
and I believe twenty-four men. I’m helping Padre R. with the 
women and girls and learning how to handle them. He says I’m 
to do the nc.xt lot alone. Thai will be at Christmas. I only hope 
my tongue will be loosened by then. I’ve been sitting with them 
round the fire each evening, trying to get to know them. It’s 
interesting to watch their mccs. The Balia women sit together 
and the Ba Tonga together. Every woman and girl of the B;i 
Tonga has four front top teeth missing. I asked them wliy they 
knocked them out and they said, ‘ To be smart.’ We tell stories 
and sing songs round the fire. They have been singing me some 
of their lullaby songs. The little school goes on happily. Having 
no .slates or pencils we write in the dust after making pot-hooks 
In the air,**

I sent on the news of her death to Canon Kolumhn ai once and 
as it became known in the Tunduru country, pagans and Moslems 
joined (heir mourning with the little Christian flock coming in 
from their homes round and about to Canon Kolumba at Saidi 
Maumbo in grief for their great loss of " mama yetu alivctulen " 
'* our mother who brought us up."

You thought you were no good, dear SLstcr, but to few has it 
been given to do such a work os ybti have done in most dtfiicult 
pioneer conditions. May God grant you rest eternal and the 
bright shining of everlasting light.

" When T aw’nke up after Thy likeness I .shall be satisfied
with It.’* /~i

* V. M.
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IN MEMORIAM-R.l.P. THE MISSION STAFF
■ IIULEN PRISCILLA RABAGLIATI, M.B.E.

It would be almost impossible in the sbort space at my disposal to give 
even a list of the many forms of social, philanthropic and religious 
activitv in which Mrs. Rabagliati look a prominent part in Bradford 
or in Wharfedale. Her gracious personality, and her power of 
public speaking which she seemed to have inherited from her 
uncle, the late John Bright, made her presence very useful on a 
public platform, but it was in her actions that she will be best 
remembered. With an almost passionate devotion to Scotland, her 
native land, it seemed as if the name of David Livingstone was the 
magnet which drew her powers to aid U.M.C.A. at a time when 
such aid was needed in Bradford.

Those of us whose memories can go back for some thirty-five 
years will always recall with gratitude the help given by Mrs. 
Rabagliati to the U.MiC.A. Exhibition during the Church Congress 
at Bradford. The success gained was largely due to her skill, her 
forethought and her wisdom. For some years she acted as local 
secretary for U.M.C.A. in Bradford, and when Dr. Rabagliati 
and she moved to the beautiful house near Ilkley which she had 
de-signed, U.M.C.A. still held a place in her interest; but the war 
and political events made other causes too prominent to be neglected 
in favour of U.M.C.A.' The memory of her work for U.M.C.A. 
still remains, and she has left an abiding recollection in the hearts 
of those who had the privilege of her friendship.

R. Webb.

Name i Diocese Date1.
} { /Irm'at m 

Miss Lock
Depatture from England 

Miss Hons'ood

I. N, Rhodesia Dec. 11
f

Znniibar Feb. 23

ObItuary—Wc very much regret to have to record the death of the Rev. K. R. 
Macbeth from heart failure following an alt.nck of dvsentcry. Mr. Macbeth, after 
serving a curacy at St. Mark’s, New Swindon, joined the biocese of Mnsasl in September 
IflM. When Archdeacon Swainson enme home on furlough, he took charge of the 
parish of Namagono, which he served for sometime single-handed. He has won 
golden opinions during the short time he was privileged to work in Africa, and his 
death means a very heavy loss to the Diocese of Masas!, and to the Mission at large.

R.I.P.

John Mdimu, priest-in-charge of Mandera in Zigualand, Zanzibar diocese, died 
October 31, 1933. He was ordained deacon and priest in 1923 in Zanzibar.—R.I.P.

I
HOME JOTTINGS

The MlMion’i Income.—The following is a comparison of the amounts conlrihutctl 
principal working funds of the Mission.lo ihe

1933 1032

ileceived dur- Total to 
Ing Dec. December 31

Received dur* 
ing Dec.

Total lo 
December 31FundNovember lo.—Kate Parsons.

Miss Parsons was a keen supporter and Local Secretary for many years for 
the Crewkeme district and afterwards for Dunster district.—R.I.P.

P - £ £ £ £I; S::; ::: 9,484 33,553 10,446 34,010
2,444404 1,828 090u 2,000

12.548

0,329 2,937 0,680
Grand Totals 44,710 14,073 43,049

Our Income In 1933.—As we go to press we learn that the contributions to the 
principal workjng^funds of the Mission during the past year are approximately £2,300

i, :
Received from Anon: Hereford diocese, we h.-ivc to acknowledge with grateful 

th.mks a " Christm.is gift " of £5.

A WARNING.—Canon Spanton wishes to warn friends of the Mission, .and cspeci- 
ally those who live in the South of England, against a man who gives the name of 
‘■orhes nr Kosselcr or Forbes-Rosseter, and who claims to be well known at Central 
Afric.n House. His method seems to be to approach Kuridecannl Secretaries and others, 
telling them that he has lived In Nyasalond or In Northern Rhodesia, and talk! 
nmiliarly of members of the stall in Africa and at home. He sometimes professes to li 
letters of recornmendaiion from Bishop May, to whom he is unknown. He generally 
asks for money to enable him to rejoin an invalid wife, who is sometimes stated lo live 
at Bournemouth .-vnd somclimci at Torquay; and during January he has been particu
larly active in Sussex.

The Mont 
Ch.Tpe| nf All

hiy Requiem in February will be at 8.30 a.m., on Oih February in ihe 
^uls at Centf.'il Africa House.

ing
nve Community of (he Sacred Passion.—Retreats for those associated with tlie Com

munity and for other ladies will be held at St. Cross, Duxhurst, Reigate, Surrey, from 
June 18th to 22nd, conducted by one of the Nashdom Fathers. O.S.B., and 
August 3rd to 7th, conducted by the Rev. Fr. Panton, S.RCC. Fee 21s. Application 
to be made lo the Sister Superior, C.S.P., at St. Cross, Duxhurst.
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HOME JOTTINGS

CENTRAL AFRICAThe U«M.C.A. StiU ot the Horticultural Hall Sale of Work last November was 
well supported. Many friends sent gifts and others came and bought from us. 
stallholders had hardly a free moment. We have made well over JllOO and send 

eful thanks to all our helpers.
Tito
grot A MONTHLY RECORD OF THE WORK OF THE 

UNIVERSITIES' MISSION TO CENTRAL AFRICA

No. 615. LII. MARCH, 1934Chrlstmu Present to U.M.C.A. Workers^—Parcc 
following stations: Fiwila, Llkwenu, Lulindi, Maps 
Pemba. Miss G. Le Bailly desires to thank alt the Ai 
present, all of whom could not receive acknowledgements.

els of books were sent to the 
iRza. Milo, Mkuzi, Namagono, 
Bsociates who contributed to the

Price 2d. .
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Or. B. Stanley ioncs, the welbknown missionary evangelist and author, Is paying 
a brief visit to England !n March. He will be known to many as the author of *' The 
Christ of the Indian Road." It has been arranged that he will address a united pu' 
meeting in the Central Hall, Westminster, on Friday evening, hfarch 9, at 7 p 
Tickets price Ss. and Is. may be obtained from Edinburgh House, 2 Eaton Gate, S.' 
other seals free.
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•• The Cbnrch and fh« Jews: a Call to Penlleoce and Prayer."—This consists, first, 
of an introduction, by the new chairman of the Church Missions to the Jews, the 
Bishop of Worcester, setting forth the spedal present day reasons for penitence and 
prayer In rrlation to the Jewish people; and secondly of 0 brief series of Intercessions 
suitable for use in either publlc.worihip or private prayer. It may be obtained free from 
the Press and Publications Board, Church House, Westminster, S.W.l.

ANOTHER VENTURE OF FAITH
In Central Africa for March 1933, I wrote of the venture of faith 
which had been mode by our Treasurers and Executive Committee 
in promising the Bishops of our four African dioceses that they 
should receive, during tlie year, grants for their work which should 
be not smaller—and indeed in the case of Masasi, even a little 
larger—than in the previous year. As I explained a year ago, 
such a promise might fairly be described as a venture of faith in 
that it assumed that, notwithstanding the difiiculties of the limes, 
we should secure contributions for our work in Africa larger by 
between ;^3,ooo and ;{r4>ooo llian in 1932.

I know that many of our readers have been following with very 
great interest the monthly statements about our funds, published 
under the heading of Home Jottings, and have been much encour
aged, as the year advanced, by noticing the fairly steady increase 
in receipts which those statements appeared to show. Up to the 
end of November, the aggregate increase in tlie funds available 
for general purposes amounted to about .^2,300, and it then seemed 
05 if there might be a reasonable hope that by the time the financial 
year closed on January 15th, the extra ;^r3.8oo necessary to justify 
the Treasurers’ action might be forthcoming.

December, however, was a very bad month for us financially, 
and by the last day of the year 1933, very nearly half of the ground 
gained during the previous ten months had been lost, and we began 
to fear that the financial position, when the books were closed in 
the middle of January, would be so serious as to involve of 
necessity considerable cuts tn expenditure duriiTg 1934. In fact, 
those fears proved unjustified, for during the last few days before 
the making up of the year’s accounts, money flowed 'in so freely

The Secretary oi the Women's Missionary Training Fund writes: 
“ May 1 say a word about this Fund. We have gathered some 
good friends'round us who give regularly and faithfully. Others 
who would have liked to give again this last year have been unable 
to do so, while yet others have thought that when the plan was 
first formulated in 1931 only donations were required. Donations 
are welcome of course, but it should be understood that no fund 
can exist on occasional donations, it seemed a small thing to ask 
that every parish supporting U.M.C.A. should put aside one half- 
crown for the missionary training of the women candidates; but 
there are still many Deaneries who have not yet taken up the 
“ Half-Crown ” per parish cry and, while recognizing that some 
give more than their share, it would give a greater feeling of 
security were the rest to think seriously about that half-crown 
durinp^ 1934. Please do not take from the General Fund, the 
Hospital Fund, or any other fund, but give one extra half-crown 
per parish to the Women’s Missionary Training Fund, that our 
women may go out to the Mission Field better equipped than they 
would be without the training which this fund enables them to 
have. The ordinary Candidates’ Fund can only help men to train.”
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ANOTHER VENTURE OF FAITH
NORTHERN RHODESIA

that, though we were not nlilc to show tlie increase of nearly 
^4,000 on which we had budgeted at the beginning of the year, 
yet the actual increase in contributions was nearly ;^2,4oo, and 
the amount received in legacies during the year was sufficiently 
above the average to save us from any undue immediate anxiety.

So much for the past; what about the year which has so recently 
begun? In making their grants for 1934, the Treasurers and the 
Executive found themselves in something of the same difficulty 
which the^ hod to face a year e^irlier. It was obvious that any 
reduction in their diocesan incomes would create a serious situation

wkh thP n “fa i" connection
rnnrfitinn ■- f”'* °f '"formaUon about therondition of things in N. Rhodesia and the problems which

ng of these difficulties will enable us to take a very symnalhetic
’^•’Odesia, and t^o reS whm

an important part N. Rhodesia may be called upon to play 
oSCfll fill ® African character. A lack of copy has com- 
pelled me to fill a gap at the last moment and it has occurred to
rob Jms°“H *0 read of some of ffieseproblems and difficulties. What I am writing is based 
ihe information which the book contains

He had been working for fifteen years at Katanga before the first 
mineral development of the Tanganyilta Concessions in igo? ^ 
dm Nnw^^^ ^ ‘he beginning of Belgian administra-

P'r^rehing a lonely furrow near Lake 
Bangweolo, and had a very hard time of it. To-day there are 
nineteen Missionary Societies at work in-N. Rhodesia!^ Let me 
quote a passage from the book on page 293.

“ Of the nineteen Missionary Societies at work in N Rhodesia 
fnm",h"r -885 and ,900. Ry^ mme S
sriec ‘ 7 “i?' ‘9=3 and 1932. There are 282 Mission-

“7 Catholics with thirty-three stations,
and there are 129 other Missionaries (a number'which includes 
some of the staff of U.M.C.A.) Three-fifths of the Minion 
IS being carried on in the Copper Belt, 
one become a thousand.* "

®f ‘“'s gathering of the 
^^ti.'""“i!‘ °f "‘'f'™ adherents belonging to the various Societies. They have flocked to the mines. Were they to be left

rnd‘uLtriaM-fe9‘^N'^“®°i,°^if'‘t'''® influences^of modern '
AH^in- , i^®" 7® “ 9uite clear that the CivilAdministrators Imve taken a great interest in the welfare of the

"'am''®’, P‘a“naa of so many denominations has
r‘*'®7‘7’ for churches required, to say

v» e “"f diapensaries. In Elirabeth-ville one Baptist missionary is regarded by some of the denomina- 
nrowi^ <hc>r spiritual h^d. and has co-operated with them in the 
growth of a Union Native Church. The book stresses the need 

^“'“"60 as it is a Roman Catholic 
nf ?h7' •, 7® fa®' ‘h'-O'vs a strong lighPon the difficulties 
of the situation which the Administration and the Missionary 
Societies have to face. One cannot help asking what is the effei^

in the

for any or all of our Bishops, who had only been able to carry 
on their existing work by the exercise of a really rigid economy. 
On the other hand, should we be justified in assuming that, hav
ing increased our income by /“2,3oo odd during 1933, we might 
count on an additional increase of ;d^i,5oo during 1934?

We knew that very many of our friends and supporters, up 
and down the country, had honestly done all they possibly could 
to help us in 1933. Might we hope for even greater help in 1934? 
For we have continually to remind ourselves that in determining, 
at the beginning of each year, the incomes of our African dioceses 
during the year’s course, we are not in the Iiappy position of 
some societies, which simply have to allocate money they know 
to be available because it was raised during the year just closed. 
Our task is the very much more difficult one of' estimating how 
much money will come to us during the year just beginning, and 
backing our estimate by an undertaking to send to Africa 
money every month; an undertaking which can only be honoured 
so far ns a considerable part of the year Is concerned,' by borrowing 
money from our bankers in the hope that sufficient funds will 
along in the course of the year to enable us to pay them back 
what they have lent us. If, therefore, our estimate were unduly 
optimistic; if, in other words, we should over-estimate the generosity 
or the capacity of the Mission’s supporters, something very much 
like financial disaster would be bound to overtake us before long.

.^fte^ a careful survey of nil the circumstances of the case, the 
Treasurers adopted the view, and the Executive Committee followed 
their Iwd, that they must run the risk involved by once again 
promising the Bishops undiminished incomes for 1934; and indeed 
they went further, for in view of the very special need of the 
diwcM of Northern Rhodesia, they promised Bishop May an 
additional ^150. to help him Nvith his Teachers’ Training College 
and Secondary School.

It now remains for us to find the money, roughly /^i.soo more 
than we were able to find last year. We know that this is asking 
a good deal of our friends and workers, hut we feel sure that, 
difficult as may be the task which we lay upon them, they would
.he woirCem^l'ZS is ®'

Ernest F. Spanton.

on some of

. I
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How has ' the little
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NORTHERN RHODESIA

WHAT DO AFRICANS THINK OF US, 
THE MISSIONARIES OF U.M.C.A. ?

on the African mind of the presence of different conceptions of the 
Christian Church and of the responsibilities of Church membership? 
How confusing it must seem to them. What wll happen when 
they begin to inter-marry or when Christians of one Church go 
to work in an area in ’ which their own denomination has no 
resident minister? As things are at present there is no possibility 
of a United African' Church, however friendly the relations are 
between the various European missionaries in the same field. We 
cannot sacrifice our cherished convictions to the play of emotions. 
Baptist, Congregational, Wesleyan, Dutch Reformed Church, 
Seventh Day Adventists, Anglican and Roman Catholic have 
each of them their definite principles, and it is not easy to see how 
general agreement is possible without the abandonment of the 
principles for which they stand. It is sad to think how the con
fusion of tongues at home is being perpetuated in the Mission Field 
abroad; Friendly co-operation in many directions is possible, but 
principles are principles and cannot be thrown overboard to save 
the ship.

There is a great danger ahead. In South Africa there is a 
strong tendency in the African Christian mind to organise the 
Church on what I call the Kraal basis. At the end of this book

.Apparently, Canon Parsons thinks they have only thoughts of 
criticism (i) We are wealthy j (2) We are outside the influence of 
witchcraft and African medicines; (3) That we tend to lord it over 
them, I cannot deny that there is some truth in these criticisms, 
but I maintain it is doing less than justice to the African to suggest 
that lie has only such thoughts and considerably less than justice 
to the members, past and present, of the Mission.

Many of the readers of this magazine heard Mr. Martin Kayamba 
when he spoke at the Anniversary. You heard then an African 
himself say what he thought of the Mission and how much he 
owed to it.

I myself have never asked, and I hope f never shall ask, an 
African what he thought of us. But some idea may be obtained 
by listening to the greeting he gives when he meets a European. If 
he does not know the European, he will usually say “ Jambo 
Bwana Mkubwa ” which can roughly be translated “ Good morn
ing, my lord!” If however, lie greets a member of the Mission 
he says, ” Shtkamoo Baba,” which, whatever its origin may have 
been is now the regular greeting given by a child to his father 
and may be roughly translated " Good morning daddy, is there 
anything I can do for you?” When a member of the Mission is 
so greeted the phrase contains all the affection in the cliild's greet
ing together with a note of respect and reverence. Again, I would 
have you picture a priest silting on tlic veranda of his house. All 
day long there will be a stream of African callers, Christian, 
Mu^hammadan, and heathen. They come to him with all kinds of 
dilficulties, problems and requests. They will place all their .sav
ings in his keeping, and so complete is their trust that they will 
not wait for a receipt. The same holds true of the ladies of the 
Mission. They are always called ” Mama ” (Mother) by Africans 
of both sexes who go to them for help in every conceivable circum- 
stance. Perhaps no better proof of what the African thinks of 
ladies can be found than the fact that they can, and do, walk all over 
the diocese without any fear of their handbag being snatched or 
of any other assault.

I think it is perfectly true that Africans do think us rich, but I 
doubt whether that is really very much of a hindrance. One 
not underestimate the intelligence of the African. It ‘is a very 
dangerous thing to say that ” we cannot e.xplaln these things satis
factorily. ' There are few things which cannot be explained if one 
takes the time and trouble. I mav have a box of European clothes 
the African does not need them and though he sometimes buys 
them, he is probably better without them. On Uje other hand, he 
has a wife and children, a home and a plantation of his own. I 
may have .n fountain pen, but he probably possesses a gun, which I

there is a long list of native Separatist Churches registered by the 
Government of South Africa, nearly 300 in all. There is a tendency 
in the African towards what is bizarre and grotesque. No one
who knows the African, will I think, dispute that. There is also 
a strong group instinct. Combine the two instincts and keep in 
mind the fact that to-day all over Africa there are groups of 
Christian Societies doing what they can as separate groups to 
Christianize Africa, and can you wonder if one result has been, In 
South Africa, the emergence of these 300 separated groups, each 
with their own distinctive features. We cannot help wondering 
whether the same phenomenon will not appear In N. ~
Can it possibly be avoided? And if you blame the African for 
this separatist tendency will he not reply, ” Well, you set us the 
example,” and imitation, a strong feature in African mentality, is (he 
sincercst flattery. It is far easier to explain the problem than to 
solve it. Is it capable of solution, or is the growth of Christianity 
like the growth of a tree, which, in its final stage of growth 
branches off into innumerable twigs? Can it be that the forma
tion of the Christ-like character in members of the various groups 
is creating a real unity of spirit underlying the separatist tendency 
and that wlien the husk has gone the kernel will remain and the 
vision of our Lord will be realized of One Flock under One 
Shepherd. Our principles may, and do, differ; we must be true to tliem 
and adhere to that organization which we believe to be according to 
the mind of the Lord of the Church, but in one thing we all agree, 
in our love and adoration of our Blessed Lord, and in our desire 
to see the Christ-Ilkeness in those to whom wc believe He has 
sent us.

Rhodesia!

our

must

G. D.
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WHAT DO AFRICANS THINK OF US? WHAT DO AFRICANS THINK OF US?.

do not. I have never been the owner of a gramophone, but 1 doubt 
whether those of us who own them find them a hindrance. Our 
people are firmly under the impression, generally a perfectly 
one, that the gramophone is entirely for their benefit and they 
will come in great numbers to listen to it. The gramophone may 
well be one of the means by which we can make friends wth 
heathen and Muhammadans and one of the first steps in the path 
that leads ultimately to our Blessed Lord. As regards the Mipion 
motor-lorry, Africans can, and do, understand. I know two Africans 
in the Lindi province who possc.ss lorries, whilst very many of them 
use these lorries to travel in or to send their produce to the coast. 
They realize the saving of time and labour. They also see the 
saving of expenditure in porterage when they find the price of 
things in the shop has fallen owing to the fact that dt costs ver}- 
little to bring goods up from the coast in a lorry, compared with 
the expense of head-porterage. Further, 1 have found Africans 
could quite understand when I told them 1 liked to use the motor- 
lorry when possible as I was not content that Africans should for 
ever remain in the position, as it were, of the Gideonites “ hewers 
of wood and drawers of water.”

But when all is said and done we have many things that 
Africans have not. Here again, we must be careful not to put the 
emphasis in the wrong place. I think it is absolutely true to 
say thot if our Lord had a carpenter's shop, and bench and tools, 
and ” garments,” and *'a coat without seam,” to many Africans 
He would have appeared rich. I think that at the present moment 
no lesson is more important than that ” a man's life consisteth not 
in the abundance of things that he possesseth.” It Is surely not 
the having or not having that matters, but the spirit of detachment, 
the essence of nil true poverty.

These days many Africans have travelled, they know how 
Government officials and other Europeans live. They see a 
Government official set off on safari with a number of men to carry 
him in a hammock, they see that he has twenty or thirty loads, 
then they see the simple way in which we live and travel. A padre 
will set out on foot with perhaps three loads, one of which is full 
of church things, and they do in some measure at least, realize the 
spirit of detachment and In their generosity and appreciation bring 
us gifts of eggs, fruit and vegetables.

I do think it is true to say that Africans think the Mission 
wealthy and this is due to (he wonderful self-denial of our supporters 
at home, I remember Canon Spanton telling a story how when he . - . 
principal of Kiungani, he had to cut down expenses. He called his 
cook and told him thot they could no longer use certain articles of 
food. The cook expressed surprise and asked the reason and 
told economy. Then said the cook “ send to Ulnya (England) at 
once for more money!”

It is partly due to this that we find it so difficult to teach our 
Africans almsgiving. In some ways they are wonderful. All our

'-7\rv
correct
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I
village churches and schools have been built by the people them
selves, they have not been paid'a penny. The congregations as a 
rule manage to pay all ordinary church expenses, but contribu
tions towards payment of African priests and teachers, or towards 
the expense of sending teachers to parts where Christ as still 
unknown, are lamentably small. We have all failed in teaching 
almsgiving and none of us, whether African or European has had 
much success so far. It really isn’t a case of ” pleasing the 
European.” The Mission seems so rich. Originally when con
verts were few and far between and mostly of slave origin the 
Mission had to do everything, almsgiving was not taught and it 
has not yet become ” desturi ” (custom).

Again Africans have not yet really grasped that when they 
are admitted members of the Body of Christ, they become members 
of a body which has no bounds of tribe or race. Africans find it 
fairly easy to help members of their own tribe, but difficult to help 
those who belong to another. Lastly, it is such a new thing for 
an African to have any money. When he does get any, his 
desire is to go to a shop and spend it immediately. I thoroughly 
sympathi^ with him for I know the feeling when I return to 
England and get my first month's allowance I

ijconfess that I have very rarely heard an African say that he 
thinks we are normally (at any rate largely) outside of the infiuence 
of witchcraft and African ** medicines.” I have heard of attempts 
made to try it on Europeans, but If it is true/that he thinks so, 
ought not we to go on and show him that we are only outside the

I

was

was
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WHAT DO AFRICANS THINK OF US?
Diocese of N. Rhodesia

influence of evil in so far as we remember that “ the Eternal God 
is thy refuge and underneath are the everlasting arms 
our Lord is faithful. “ They shall take up serpents; and if they 
drink any deadly thing it shall not hurt them?" The same God 
is wailing with outstretched arms to welcome and protect the 
African, our I-ord’s promise is to the African as well as to us. 
Some months ago I was away on safari, when I returned I was 
told that the nurse had been called to a village close to the Mission 
station. A medicine man from Portuguese East Africa was going 
through his performance and the heathen and Muhammadans who 
were all there, were frightened. She went and did what she could, 
but she noticed that though the heathen parents and relations were 
there and taking their full share in the proceedings, the daughter 
and her husband, both Christians, were sound asleep in the yard 
of their house; having said their prayers they knew they were safe.

I cannot help confessing that sometimes I have tended to lord 
it over Africans, sometimes I am afraid even over the Europeans 
who were working with me. But Africa is not an easy country 
to live in, and I cannot believe that Africans feel this about us 
very strongly. Any “overlording” that we may attempt is 
generally the outcome of overkeenness and Africans, who I must 
say are subject to the same temptation themselves when in positions 
of authority, are quick to realize those who have their interest 
and good at heart and not slow to make allowances and to forgive. 
You will sometimes hear So-and-sd is ‘‘ kali sana ” (very severe, 
very strict), “ lakini ni mtu mwema anatufaa " (but he or she is a 
good person who is good for us). I think of our nurses spending 
long hours often in evil smelling dispensaries, and all through 
the heart of the day, dressing the most appalling sores. I think of 
our teachers accustomed in England to all the latest educational 
supplies and materials, beautiful school buildings, interesting 
stibjects to teach, then I think of them in Africa slogging away 
mile after mile to visit our schools, to help and encourage African 
teachers, content to teach the simplest of subjects with the scantiest 
material wth which to work; and I think of the ladies at the 
diocesan offlee whose work it is “ to abide by the stuff," a most 
necessary task, but never a very thrilling or exciting one. If we, 
or they, sometimes lose our tempers or show a little overkeenness 
or impatience, will Africans count it os one of our characteristics? 
If they did so I should count them the most miserable and ungrate
ful of all peoples. That they certainly are not.

" and that THE CHURCH OF THE NATIVITY 
NDOLA

For twenty years the diocese of Northern Rhodesia has had no 
cathedral, and, apart from an uncomfortable chair 
Livingstone, Bishop May has had no throne, 
last been remedied.

in the chancel at 
This has at long 

A very superb chair, desk and canopy, the 
gift to the Diocese of many friends of the Bishop in Leeds and 
elsewhere, have been designed by Padres Hewitt and Fiennes.

The wood is African teak and the work was executed bv Mr. 
Bamforth, an Ndola craftsman and the carving was done b}' an 
African in his own style with a pen knife blade. The carving and 
knops are brightly painted in red, and gold, and black. Tlie canopy 
roof IS blue with golden stars. The canopy chains were made on 
a native forge with goat-skin bellows at Fiwila from six-inch 
nails. The whole effect is admirable, every detail is African, it 
miglit well be the ceremonial seat of an enlightened Paramount 
C hicf. There only now remain to be added the arms of the diocese 
enamelled on copper, about the details of whicli there appears to be 
some heraldic uncertainty.

The chair is at present in the Church of the Nativity, which 
was built three years ago at Ndola, and the Bishop has expres.sed 
his intention of making it his " cathedra " on his return from 
England.

i

I

i

A. D. SWAINSON

The CituRoi op tub Nativity, Ndou
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THE CHURCH OF THE NATIVITY, NDOLA Diocese of Zanzibar

IN PERILS OFT
(Written by an African Teacher)

I WRITE to you my fellow readers and my brothers in Christ 
because I hope every one of you, when he has finished reading 
this news, will let his heart dwell on one word only and that is 
Intercession.

On the 24th of September we were overtaken by a great 
danger. It was a Sunday, the feast of the dedication of our 
church, St. Aldan's at Maramba, one of the district churches of 
Kigongoi. Joy came first; that is the Mass was sung and it 
rejoiced all who were there, and the communicants received the 
Holy Mysteries as you know, and the Mass came to an end. Now 
sorrow came to interrupt the joy.

The big chief of Daruni sent a policeman and two smaller chiefs 
to catch a madman called Katoto and when they came near to 
him they greeted him and shook hands with him. 
madman knew it was only craft and that they meant to catch 
him, therefore he fled into his house and seized a bill-hook and 
came out and chased after people and slashed one chief in the face 
so that everyone there knew there was danger and they ran away 
faster than ever.

.^t this moment our father, Padre Petro Bwambwara came out 
of church and the madman chased him. As the padre ran his 
foot caught in a cassava stalk and he fell, and the madman

Behold the

came

iifiWlii®':.::.-i'n-:
Tn« Chair. Dmk and Cakopv

‘.-rp,

We are enabled to print pictures of the church and the i._.. 
choir, desk and canopy through the kindness of Padre Ellis, who 
has sent us excellent photographs.

•■....A’new IIW
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IN PERILS OFT IN A MYSTERIOUS WAY

up and took his bilUhook and cut him about the head and our 
father was in great danger for there was no one near except one 
man, who, when he saw what was being done, turned back to 
lielp him and the madman ran away.

Truly brethren our father was near the gates of Hades because 
the blood streamed from his wounds as if an ox had been killed, 
and lie fainted and was brought to life again by pouring 
over him and afterwards the dispensary Sister from Kigongoi 
and helped him with medicine and bandaging him.

The second danger happened to all of us. We carried the sick 
man in a hnmrnock to go to Tanga hospital and we left Maramba 
at six o'clock in the evening and we entered Mhindulo forest at 
seven o’clock when it was dark. Then we met elephants and they 
were very near to us but there was such thick darkness we could 
not sec them, but we heard their trumpeting, which frightened 
everyone so much that the porters were ready to throw down the 
hammock, but we cheered them up and went back and slept at 
Mnrnmba and so escaped this danger.

On Monday early in the morning we started forth again and 
passed by the Mhindulo road and we got to Lanzoni about 

three o’clock, and there we got a motor-car and put the sick man 
in with a few people to help him and they went on to Tnntra 
hospital. *=*

Therefore you my-fellow readers and Christian companions 
if Jt IS possible give your hearts to our Lord Christ to pray for 
our sick comrade. Lord Jesus if Thou seest that Thv servant has 
finished the work which Thou gavest him to do here on earth, 
so be It, but if it is not yet done then cleanse him with the blood 
which flowed from Thy wounds.

He is a Christian who 
has been under censure 
for three years and has 
made no attempt to 
return to the fold. 
When he said good
bye just before going 
back to his village, with 
his head still swathed 
in bandages his last 
remark was “ You 
won’t forget to tell the 
teacher about the pen
ance you gave me, will 
you?” Let us hope 
the desire will not go' 
with the bandages!

A comment may be 
The incident

water
came

made.
illustrates the immense 
value of the medical 
work, not only for its 
own sake, but in assist
ing the accomplish
ment of the main 
objects of the Mission.
Many instances of this 
might be given. Yester
day, there was carried into this same hospital on a strctclicr from a 
village about fifteen miles away, a very sick man : he has a broken 
collar-bone and is badly cut about the head. A tree liad fallen on 
him and he had been unconscious for some lime. He is a cate
chumen who has been anointed, i.e., chosen for Baptism, but there 
he has stuck on account of some matrimonial difficulty. Wc hope 
he will be cured, and then make the necessary concession to over
come his difficulty and be baptized.

When God moves by means of wild beasts and falling trees 
and in such mysterious ways. He asks for our co-operation, and 
we gladly give it by our medical work. And not only the nurse 
and the medical orderlies who treated that lapsed Christian, but 
also those who took upon themselves the labour and inconvenience 
of carrying him twenty miles (no light task), those who tended him 
on the way, and those who supplied him with food while he was 
in hospital, may surely all feel that they have assisted in causing 
joy in heaven,‘

wc

TAelo) IPadft nUelni
The Pathuit with Dakuaobp IIbau

Diacese of N. Rhodesia

“IN A MYSTERIOUS WAY ”
He was working in his garden of cassava at about 8 o’ciock ...

“P"" it is ui,

cmdd native " u '' ‘h™, nor
wastiJricH nn ^ FI”™' ■ ^ soi together, and he
h^snfTa? to the Station (Chipili)
wav In -t,® 4 p.m. and siept one night on the

n 5° ''' ood skilfuiiy treated, and themcdicai orderly is a very sincere Christian. In about three days

of the pricst-tn^tharge to tisk about being restored to Communion.

in the

r

B, H.
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MORE ABOUT MUSIC
MORE ABOUT MUSIC

On the supposition that songs emanate from the souls of men, the 
following specimens may not be out of place in a Missionary 
magazine.

(i) *' JoIliBcating ’* by moonlight in a village on Lake Nyasa. 
Singcre, dancers and drummers seem to have untiring energy when 
indulging in a really congenial occupation :—

i btJ f- LT

Lr iiJ-t) A.
UitL

4 4- rt -r±

l or

Many people are desirious of singing as much African music 
as possible in church. If it is to be given a place, may one plead 
for care and skill in its adaptation. The following remarks of 
Dr. Vaughan Williams, bear directly on the subject. He kindly 
allows me to quote them.

“The specimens .... of African folk-song are interesting 
and sometimes beautiful. They show the existence of a native 
culture which is capable of development. My opinion, for what 
it is worth, is that it is the duty of the conquering nations to tend 
these cultural activities carefully, and at all events to do nothing 
to destroy them, so that one day a real indigenous art may grow 
up from small beginnings, just as it has done in Europe. It Is, 
to my mind, fatal to superimpose the fag end of an alien culture 
on minds so radically different. This applies, to my mind, not
only to the arts.............

feel that your choir is quite rig 
melodies to their own needs, but I fe 
the hymns could be translated into a metre to which the native 
tunes, as they stand, could be sung. Or, could you not find some 
specially gifted members, who could invent or adapt native 
melodies to the words you wish them to sing?—which words, 
however, must both in metre and in sentiment be suitable to the 
native mode of singing. In this way, you might inaugurate a 
development of native art, whose results would be far-reaching, 
and might later on extend itself by contact with European art, 
without losing its own individuality."

Those of us who care about music, even though we are only 
amateurs, may allow ourselves to think that it will not be an 
unimportant part of “ the glory and honour of the nations " which 
are to be brought into the City of God, and'^or that to happen, 
why need we all w'ait till “ the former things are passed away?"

A. B. M.

d
(2) Tour or six apparently care-free men, scantily attired, 

paddling six or eight miles in a dug-out canoe. One hour and a 
half nonstop journey, one hour and a half non-stop song (the 
same song). Obviously, one can have no excuse for writing it 
down incorrectly, after hearing it at least 150 times.

2.

^ ‘ P ^ \
1

\ T
The Cantus Firmus, if one may call it so, may be sung to “ Ah. 

yeh, ych or “ Eh, yoh, yoh," while the second voice Is a kind 
rather”rnm^*'ludd expressive of something
ihc^maj*^nmr" “ different song

“ I jht in ada 
'eel it wou

pting the Eu 
lid be better

ropcan 
still if

or—

7rr
n -fTi

U
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CHRISTMAS IN ZANZIBARCHRISTMAS IN ZANZIBAR
homes are only just appearing in any numbers. But the thrill 
of the feast here, I would not have missed for a great deal I

To anyone from home, the experience of a first Christmas in the 
tropics must be a strange one—the unaccustomed surroundings, 
the unusual occupations, and the strange weather conditions. 
Christmas here in Zanzibar was not only a strange, but also a 
wonderful experience. The Muhammadans were keeping 
Ramadhan, so that the rejoicings of the Christians were all the 
more noticeable.

During the week before Christmas, one, at least of the padres 
was generally to be found in the Cathedral hearing confessions. 
Then, on the Saturday the Christians began to come in from the 
out-stations, the furthest about fifteen miles away. This is 
civilized island, so many of the Christians ride bicycles, 
wmc in by lorries, but a few are forced by poverty to walk. 
Christmas on a Monday was a great joy, as it meant that most 
of the Christians came in for the week-end, so that we also had 
large congregations on the Sunday.

\Vc started the Feast with Solemn Evensong, 
singing, entirely unaccompanied (as at all Swahili services), was 
very wonderful; when you have heard Africans singing plainsong 
unaccompanied, you will never want to hear any other kind of 
music. The Cathedral was packed for the High Mass at midnight, 
before which, the very beautiful Crib in the west gallery, wai 
ble^d. The figures in the Crib, in colouring much more true 
to life- than those generally found in England, are the gift of 
Iriends in Jersey. The zeal, the reverence, the devotion of the
mm^Kerish^' “rrir

.After the Mom, the station presents an e.xtraordinary sight, for 
1 Christians spend the night where they can, some
sleeping in the buildings, some sleeping in the open, on the 
tennis court (a ccnient one I). Fortunately it was a beautiful night, 
a bnlliant moon shining m a cloudless sitv. ^
6 nn'd’n '>>= corning, a Low Mass at
Afi.™ “ 7, and over 300 communions were made.

Christians returned home at 
rTl.° “ on over Boxing Day. In the

evening of Christmas Day, we had Evensong and Solemn Bene- 
dictmn—a very wonderful finish to a most inspiring day.Us,',t;s'-;-;;

•"""" ■»' 
the°Crib''if UD''Zd'''nfle?“p 'V'’i's‘

H. R. S.

REVIEW
“ MODERN INDUSTRY AND THE AFRICAN ”

This book has been sent for Review. It contains an Enquiry 
into the effect of the Copper Mines upon African society in 
Central Africa, and the work of Christian Missions, and the 
Editor is J. Merle Davis, Chairman of the Commission of Enquiry. 
It is published by MacMillan & Co., Ltd., St. Martin's, Street, 
London. The price is 12s. 6d. It is a large book, over 400 pages 
closely written, and demands close study.

Anyone who wishes to have a clear understanding of what is 
going on now in N. Rhodesia cannot do better than borrow or 
buy the book and. read it. It is full of most interesting information 
carefully compiled. It tells us of the influences drawing Africans 
to the mines, of the conditions In industrial centres, of the social 
problems which tlic situation has created. It gives full account 
of the copper mines, and speaks hopefully of the prospect in days 
to come. It tells us how the mine workers are organized and how 
much is being done on their behalf. Two of the principal effects 
of industrialisation arc the detriballsation of the African and the 
appearance of a “ New African.” It docs not slur over the moral 
difficulties which have to be faced. It speaks about tlie impact of 
mines on Missions, of which there are nineteen Societies holding 
various views, at work! It describes the work of Missions in the 
copper bell, and what they are doing; gives advice as to what 
developments are required in the direction of spiritual, educational 
and medical work among the African mining population. There 
are references to the work of our own Mission, rather scanty; and 
the presence of a considerable number of Europeans in the mining 
area suggests that this is a challenge to the Missions to act as 
a judge between the Black and While communities, by explain
ing the Black to the White and the White to the Black, with the 
object of creating mutual understanding.

The impression which the book leaves on the mind of a 
supporter of U.M.C.A. seems to be this, th.nt a great.future is 
in store for N. Rhodesia, especially if, as is thought probable, 
N. Rhodesia becomes the chief copper producing country in the 
world, and this will mean that of all the four Dioceses of'U.M.C.A. 
N. Riiodesia will become

a very 
some

at which the

the principal one, and for that reason 
will require all the assistance and sympathy of ilic friends of the 
Mission at.home. Let us be alive to ‘‘the signs of the times ” 
and buy up the opportunity. The work of the missionaries will 
be very exacting and there arc many danger^ to be recognized 
and difficulties to be overcome. We must be .strong and of a good 
courage.
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Diocese of Nyasaland

HOME JOTTINGS
SIX NEW AFRICAN PRIESTS

for103-1

use of St. nnrnntiiis.

..cc=|«„bir"' "" C'”'’'" <•' vtsolnblf.) would b. very

Cenirnl

of the compcii 
-j they are sent.

° Secretapr will be at the Exhibition with the t.sunl box and will pratcfullv

from

Suninier School.—By hind pcrmitslon of ihc Sislcr Superior, CSMV we ore 
iroir AligSs'rdTlsli,' A^S’lSerl.")!

OODAINZD nr LtnoUd-OK Si. Tiiou«’ D.v

icde. wiii-rsis Torii;: r7„M" to^T^rt'hr;:;"lKselt=re^of„s 
:e,c'.'”o"„v:jh“'"s ii“te.t!er'n."..:;”'Lit"iIr - --""o';

as we found

^'^FSiiFhVr ' c.Z;or‘Vo t oLEii"i,F"Lf ?1':HOME JOTTINGS
(2)

to comparison of the amounts contributed

1034 1933

THE MISSION STAFFFund Received during Jan. Received during Jan.

£ I£S-; ; Name Diocese Date2.124 2.308116 130 Attivals in England 
I Miss J, niackburne
j Miss M. Morris

, De^arfurer from England 
I .Miss E. M. Qrunsden 

Miss I-:. .IInr%ey 
Miss I. Harvey 

I Miss Pryce-Jones
j Miss Palmer

Miu C. Monro

278 303 N. Rhodesia 
Nyasaland

22Grand Totals 2,620 cb. 52.B01

of All Souls at (SnSSrica'lh^i?

of .h^LulW^^ri" n?”S,o^|fho7c„‘.Tto".? "

Ny.isnl.an(l
Nyasaland
Nyasaland
Nyasaland
Nyasaland
Zanzibar

March 16 
March 16 
March 16 
March 16 
March 1.6 
March 22

Grammar
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THE MISSION STAFF CENTRAL AFRICAQIrti* Secotutary Scboali sod Women*! Colleges.—MSss Ruth Shaw has lately been 
WJnied on the Home Sia/T of U.M.C.A. at Secretary for Girls’ Schools and Collepes. 
She will be very f;lad to be put In touch with any lecondary school or college which 
would welcome Information In lecture form or literature about Central Africa and the 
work of the Mission.

A MONTHLY RECORD OF' THE WORK OF 
UNIVERSITIES' MISSION TO CENTRAL

THE
AFRICA

Dy the Bishop of Nyasaland In the Cathedral Church of St. Peter, 
LIkomn, on St. 'Thomas* Day. To the Priesthood—Goodwin Chllombe, Barnabas 
Hamlsl, Tomato Polela, John Bat, Rrlspo Machlil and Jameson Mwenda.

O
No. 6i6. LII. APRIL, 1934 Price 2d. .

Knr Mcmbtr,.—Dtoc. 0/ Kyaialandi HIn Hylda I-rjcJonCT 
the Derby Royal Infirmary and has since had 
branches of nursing Including radiography, 
at St. Gabriel's, Camberwell and holding the

• *
Rcslgnitlon.—To the Blshop’a great regret, but with his full approval, the Rev. 

T. R. Gibbs, who has been working at ChlplII since 1931, has left the Mission and Is 
taking up work In England again In the belief that this Is hli vocation.

CONTENTS(nurse) trained at 
cepilonally good experience In all 

Miu Agaljia Palmer (teacher) trained The Church and the Copper Belt ... 
A Heathen Man and a Publican ... 
Res Scholasticm

I-Of the Building..............
Escapes .....................................
More about Mchajw ..............

01 Noils (rom the “ N,«.nl,ni„l D
05 , P™"'''". ,. ..................

: .......

occsnii
Board Education certificate. 72

73
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78
78
60

.VOTE—Ntjthtr the Wi/io/is of the Mtuion i,or the General Council are retbonsible 
/oronyoftoioo or .tote,or,„ l„ CENTRAL AFRICA ool,„ i, i, cljl, ,o ioSj,

IN MEMORIAM-R.I.P. THE CHURCH AND THE 
COPPER BELT(nn. ig.—Charles, Viscount Halifax.

Lord Halifax has been a Vice-President for a great many 
his many other Interests he was not seen In our Council d-

Jan. 23.—Percy John Spalding.
Mr. Spaldii^ was Town Clerk of York was our Hon. Secretary for the

|an. 24.—Anne Mary Castle Pearse.
Mra. Pearse was a vety old supporter of the Mission and mother of Padre 
Pearse, formerly of Zonilbar Diocese.

, years, but owing to 
damber.

Once again owing to lack of copy I an, compelled to fill in a 
gap of five p.agcs at the last moment. Hence this article, based 
on wh.it IS written in the chapter on the Church .and the Copper 
Belt ,n the Report called “ Modern Industry and the African."

file condition of things when the mining industry springs into 
being IS such, that " the spiritual task of Missions must continue 
to be the central task." So runs the Report and no one who rends 
the Report wdl question the truth of this statement. It has been 
said “gam and again to tile missionary, wliy not leave the African 
alone? Well, we have many answers to this with whicli we are not 
concerned here. Tlie Report gives us another. Why don’t you 
practise what you preacli ? Have you left the African alone in tlie 
Copper Belt ? The copper mines are in his territory and, thougli 
very inadequately, he used to work them for his own purpoS&. 
But you, recognizing the value of these mines, if worked scientific
ally, have come m your thousands into the mining area relying 
on the large supply of cheap labour you will be able to secure, 
.and your coming has led to the detribalization of the African and 
the disintegration of his social system. You have transferred him 
at a bound from a very primitive sort of existence, into the com
plexity of modern civilization. You have practicallv Introduced 
him into a new world and so revolutionized his old' standard of 
values. Physician heal thyself I The one thing you yourself have 
not done is to leave the African to live his life in^iis own way. And 
if you think you arc justified in giving him a new standard of

Jan. 30.—Edward Stuart Talbot, Bishop.
deaih of Btihop Talbot mu« ha\-e revived many memories of Ihe past in 

llte bMrt* of fnendi of the U.M.C.A. As we all know he wo* the President 
of the Million for several yeara and Ihe Missipn-ii greatly in his debt for his 
leauerthlp and wise counsel, before he retired and was succeeded by Bishop 
Gore. The_ Mission has reason for thankfulness to Almighty God for giving us 
two such distinguished men to whom to turn when wise counsel was urgently 
needed. Missions are called upon to solve problem* of a wider issue than 
those connected with the details of missionary work, and It is cspccinll 
occasions like these that It is to valuable to be able to consult men of wide 
T rS^'rT'^ outlook. We thank God for the life and work of Bishop

ly on

Feb. 10. Alexander Henry Hnllam Murray.
The Mlulon has lost a good friend In Mr. A. H. Hallam Murray, who died

Duncan Traver* and Walter Wgram, the latter for 
Tre.nfurer of the Mission. A life-long friendship
at Cambridge, bright about hfr. Murray's connection with U.M.C.A. 'He 
^aine «e of the TreMuren h 1^. and held the office until his health forced 
him to leave Undon in 1918. His friendship was highly valued bv all who

*hich Ure con-
slderable, were always at the service of the Mission.

r many yean Senior 
Canon Travers, be,with
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THE CHURCH AND THE COPPER BELT THE CHURCH AND THE COPPER BELT
material values, are not we equally justified in giving him a new 
standard of spiritual values?

The Report says quite truly, “ In this new society the African 
must be assisted to fit his part, find hts present and plan his future. 
A new scheme of living must be substituted for the old, and you 
must help him to conserve his respect for himself and for others, 
based on a personal relationship to God as Father.” You take away 
so rnuch, what are you going to give him In exchange? Do you, 
wming from a country nominally Christian, possess so little 
. I?* belief on which much that is good in your

avilization is due, that you do not think Christianity has anything 
to give the African, nothing to take the place of that which, by 
contact with him, you are taking away. •

The Report says: “The Copper Belts of Central Africa illustrate 
the moral and social confusion which attends the sudden meeting of 
widely contrasted cultures. A moral ” no man’s land ” develops 
m which the controls and sanctions of both cultures are weakened 
and the vices and licence of both reinforce one another. New com
munities of Africans are forming outside the Bantu social structure 
and within the European framework, and are affecting the whole 
of African society. Is it surprising if he breaks the moral codes of 
both orders of society? This Is not pleasant reading, but facts 
are stubborn things and surely such a situation makes it abundantlv

r-i*

iV'-V = X
.,:v:

Mine CoMrouNu, Urokks Hill

clear that there, ‘=5 0‘^ple scope for the task of the Christian
Church, VIZ., to sprinkle a little Christian salt on such moral 
corruption.■i

A point winch is urged again and again in the Report is that 
the call of the mines is having a bad effect on African family life. 
.Missionaries in Africa know only too well that this is true. In some 
cas^ the African. Christian or heathen, takes his wife and children 
to the mines, and there is good reason to believe that considerable 
interest is taken in their welfare, but a great many Africans who 
go to the mines leave their wives at home for considerable periods 
and form temporary alliances with other \\’omen while living at the 
mines, and meanwhile his wife in the village at home is subjected 
to the same kind of temptations in the absence of her husband. 
Surely the only influences to counter such undesirable results afe 
“stronger religious convictions and moral controls” and these 
kind of influences Christianity furnishes. Wlint the condition of 
things at the mines would be if the Missionary Societies did not 
follow those of their adherents who go to the mines, wc can leave 
the reader to imagine, but the Report tells us that there 
are nineteen different socieiics at work there, and of them U.M.C.A. 
is one. Their task is not an easy one. For to help an African 
Christian to lead a Christian life in his own village is an easier ta.sk 
than to help him to lead a Christian life at the mines.

The Commission ” strongly endorses the. principle of the uniting 
of the interests of the various churches in this region under the 
protection of one Society.” That raises a ven’ thorny question. 
It is easy to see at a glance the financial advantages of such a 
propo^I and how, were it feasible, the appeal of-Christlanity to 
the African would be simplified. Islam has often been thought

' ?
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the church and the copper belt

A HEATHEN MAN AND A 
PUBLICAN

to possess such a unity in the face of the iieothen world and favour
ably contrasted with Christianity on that ground. But it is a 
mistake. There are many different Muhammadan sects in Zanzibar 
whose'feelings to one another are by no means so friendly as 
those existing between the various Christian denominations! 
However, the Report realises that the pooljng of Mission work on 
the Copper Belt in N. Rhodesia is ^'limited in the possible applica
tion by the presence of three Church Communions—the 
Catholic, the Anglican and the Protestant Free Churches. C'o- 
operation with the Roman Catholic Church is manifestly out of the 
question. The Univer»tics’ Mission to Central Africa consider 
that their Church discipline, liturgy, services and catechumen 
training differ so widely from those of the Free Churches as to 
make it out of the que.stion for their adherents to be served other 
than by a reprc^ntallvc of the Anglican Church. So the only 
possible area of United .Mission effort is reduced to the Protestant 
Free Church Mission Societies."

Does the Report realize that the U.M.C.A, in Africa is a /rce 
Church? And would it not be fairer to recognize that the barrier 
to Reunion exists on both sides, and that as long as existing con
victions and principles are adhered to, such united action is impractic
able. And the Report states that the U.M.C.A. said that the 
inadequacy of a six months* contract at the mines for preparation 
for Confirmation was not a significant Evangelistic opportunity.” 
There seems to be some confusion or misunderstanding here. As 

we all know the Mission does consider a long and careful prepara
tion for Hoiy Baptism essential. Six months in nearly all cases 
would be nothing like long enough, but once adult'candidates 
are baptized. Confirmation follows in a very short time. The 
Mission certainly docs believe that very grave dangers are incurred 
by hast^ baptisms conferred on Africans who have been touched 
by emotional appeals during a short stay at the mines. Whether 
such hasty ^baptisms occur at the mines, we are not told and do 
not know, but if they do there can be no doubt about the wisdom
SnitedaS^n" «">■

G. D.

I WAS considering the other day (while wailing for a cup of lea 
on Ihe bank of a river), how die Bible is oflen heller understood 
and better understandable in tliis country than in England. This 
Word of our Lord in reference to excommunication came into my 
mind, from St Math, xviii, 17. The A. V. reads “heathen man,” 
but the R. softens the expression somewhat by translating

Gcniilc. 1 recollected also having read in more than one book 
and mag^me that these words are impossible on the lips of our 
Lord as being too harsh,” and so, not only are the words them-
S'dTscX'=^utl,orUy."''’“’“

If, however, we translated (as we very well might) “ pagan and 
lax^iollector, the words might be less objectionable to English 
rars. Nowadays people are not ashamed to say " we arc pagans,” 
but glory in the claim ns sliowing themselves somewhat superior 
to superstitious Christians. And the tmocolleclor, disliked ns 
he may be, IS a nece^iy and useful member of the community.

In this Word of the Gospel we may take (I think) " publican " 
as equivalent to “ heathen man," for-the publican no less than • 
the Gentile was outside the pale.”^ As an agent of the Gentile 
oppressor he wM, like them, ” a sinner.” To treat^ a Jewish 
fellow-man as a Gentile would be to refuse him the right of pub'i...

rship with his co-religionists, nnd to look upon him (while 
impenitent) as an enemy of God.

Now with us here Ihe translation presents no difiicul/y.
" nw"". '■ mpogani," and annkimja is a well-known gentleman. He Is the man who has 
remnined outside the mission, though he may have got as far as 
coming to the public preaching. He holds to the old customs:' 
still makes offerings to the spirits of the dead, and occasionally 
OTusults the local wizard if there is sickness in the fomily. Of 
God he will have the vaguest of notions, though he will be well- 
aware of the existence of spirits both good or bad. Generally 
speaking he will be a law-abiding person, but Iinble (especially 
If drunk) to outburst of rage, when he mav hit his wife on the 
chest with n chunk of wood, or hold his child’s hand in the fire for 
stealing a fish. So for a Christian In be treated as a “heathen 
man is to excommunicate him, i.e., to exclude him from the 
Christian community with its fellowship and worship. He has 
wilfully broken the law.s of the community, and has refused to 
islen to the word of exhortation Therefore, and until he repents, 

he has forfeited the joys and privileges of membership.
Nobody in this country would see anything "harsh” or 

unnatural in this disaplinary use of the Church’s authority in 
the Mse of n backslider. They would say ”he has got what is 
his due. Let me give a couple of instances. A man receives

Roman

i

wo still
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A HEATHEN MAN AND A PUBLICAN Diocese of Zanzibar

Christian baptism after proper instruction, marries another 
Christjan, and for some years settles down to a Christian familv 
Iife, Then his fancy turns to a second woman and lie adds her 
to his household. He has now deliberately become a polygamist, 
and has returned to paganism. If he persists in living with tliis 
second woman there Is only one thing to do, and that is to treat 
him as a pagan and to exclude him from the fellowship of the 
faithful. It would never, never do for us to allow Christians 
to plav fast and loose with their most solemn vows, and vet retain 
the privileges of membership.

Recently there has been an outbreak again of the Mchape " 
of which readers of Central Africa have read. Now this is simply 
paganism and nothing else. It Is the claim of a man to be 
^sses.^d of magical powers by the use of which he is able to 
bring harm to a village. By means of this magical power he is 
able, by the use of '• medicine,” to tell from a crowd of people 
who among them have connexion with charms and witchcraft 
Nothing further from the spirit of Christianity could be imagined 
than this coquetting with the powers of darkness. Our Christians 
are solemnly warned beforehand that parUcipation will involve 
excommunication. If they choose the ways of paganism then as 
pagans they will be treated. And so it happens. But it is iustice 
not harshness which governs the rule. ^

There is still something more to be said. To excommunicate 
op^nl.v the horror of the Christian 

r *-e-. '■n'il herepents. Kepentmg he is once again received into fellowship, 
though he must do his penance before reg,lining all the privilegel 
rhcrc IS ,oy here over the one sinner thal repents. ®

I hen, again, to treat a man as a pagan is to treat him
nrudrP'^Th him as pastpraying for. There is, therefore, not only the negative aspect of
br Ch?isr“"Tl'’ “if 'a' r^winning himlor Christ, This we all understand quite- well here. Reuular
prayers are olfcred both at Mass and at other times for "impemtent 
sinners and e.xcommunicate ” that thev may trulv repent an^bi 
received back into the fold. And any padre who knm^^s fs lob 
mpresses upon his people the con.stam need of seeking the strayed

hnJ''"’“ning of our Lord’s words to us
dm li tle-loA f the puritv ofrlL 1 ” hy e.xcommunicating the unworthy but also

RES SCHOLASTICS^
l-OF THE BUILDING

m
imm

An OlTT'SCIIOOL

It may be as well to start with the authentic history of one of our 
best village schools. It is representative of the history of many; 
nay most, of our outschools.

On March 13th, 1929, the Sister wlio inspects the school writes 
in the Inspection book: \\'^hen I came in November 1928 the school 
had fallen down. The boys had prepared another site for a new 
school. To-day this school has begun to be built. 'I’he children 

working in the leaching hut (a tiny hut where religious instruc
tion may be given to two or three people),

June 26th. Only twelve boys! They are reading in ilie old 
teacher’s house. .Another scliool is being built, but in lliese days 
it does not progress.

Sept. 17th. The new school is not yet finished. To-day ._ 
had ji meeting with the chief and the ciders of the church about 
this business of building.

Feb. 19th, 1930. Atiendance is better, but the school not yet 
built. The poles have been cut, but they have done nothing 
more. Everything pleases except only the building.

March 26lh. The school is finished—now there remains only 
the miidding. It was the boys themselves \^o built with their 
teacher, but afterwards the fathers helped to provide the thalcli.

May 14th. Two desks and two forms have been made (out of 
rough hewn logs) by the teacher himself.

as a

are

we

T. H. Hicks
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Sept. 24ih. 'The boys are going to build on a second room.
They did, but the school had been built quickly and by children. 

The thatch the fathers provided was insufficient. The roof was 
always leaking and the walls weak. The second room was never 
more than an open shed. Yet the attendance grew and increased, 
more room was needed, in fact a new school.

By the end of 1931 matters were very bad again. Meetings 
of chiefs, ciders and parents were convened. Beautiful speeches were 
mode, and .noble promises, some poles were cut and a site chosen. 
That was all I The work did not progress. Then one night dur
ing the heavy rains the old school sat down. Henceforth education 
took place under a tree and days and months went by. As a 
last resource the Inspector decided to go and stay in the village 
for a few days. The effect was amazing, all hands were mobilized, 
in three days the site was cleared, holes dug, poles set up and 
the roof poles put on. Squads were organized to go to the for^t 
T more poles, and the aged and inhrm sat around and plaited 

Im thatch. Then the Inspector returned whence she came forth, 
dy work ceased and although they spoke of continuing 
date mmtere looket^pretty^ hopeIc.ss. At last in 1933 the 

.... . . appened upon the place, saw
^ ------ ' and gave commands to which the elders did

listen. So the school was finished and we hope it will stand, but 
one cannot expect much of daub, wattle and thatch.

This hision,* rests oh the assumption that if the elders want 
a ^hool for their children, they will build it. That has been our 
Mis.sion policy. But sec how mailers standi There is constant 
friction between the village and the Inspector. She, poor soul, 
is driven nearly crazy for, rhark you, nowadays, there are Govern- 
ment grants and a Government standard. Moreover the size, shape 
and quality of the school depends upon the ideas of the builders 
who know precious little of modern educational needs.

The alternative would be for the Mission itself to build a decent 
permanent building of sun-dried bricks or pis^ de terre with a 
corrugmed Iron roof. Such a school would be large, light and 
airy. ^There would be a good floor, and consequently one might 
have better d«ks, a cupboard, a table and chair, and even a wall 
blackboard. It would cost money, but not much. Probably ;^30 
won d cover the entire cost. But the important thing is that it 
would save much time, and, above all, the terrible strain which Is 
put upon teacher and taught, and chieflv 
inspector.

I.s It best to suffer as now, to continue in goat huts and tribula- 
tion, to save------^ ___ n
themselvM. or is it best to spend money, ancTso'^to have peace and 
a possibility of good school work? There is something to sav on 
^ the Sier we who suffer know which would

ESCAPES
One sometimes hears complaints that life in the Masasi diocese is 
inclined to be lacldng in Incident, Perhaps It normally is (and 
maybe none the worse for that), but not always, as the following 
account of a recent safari of Canon Kolumba will show.

. A few days ago he was going round a part of his parish of 
Saidi Maumbo, and one evening, at the end of a long day’s safari, 
he was still on the road at dusk. In the twillght—for there is 
twilight in these parts and the black curtain of the tropic night 
does not fall with the sudden crash that some novelists seem to 
suggest that it does—he was pushing his bicycle along,the path 
wlu-n he felt some resistance to the turning of the front wheel. 
Pushing a bit harder he found the obstruction gave way, and a 
slight hissing noise and then a grip on his thigh revealed the 
presence of a large and deadly snake, a “ nakaungo,” which he 
now reckons to have been some seven or eight feet long and able 
to raise itself three feet or so from the ground, and about three or 
four inches in diameter. Fortunately he was wearing a coat, so ,
that the teeth could not penetrate through to inject .any poison 
beneath the skin. Meeting thus again with resistance the snake 
had a third bite, this time gripping the Canon’s leg a little above * 
the knee.

Meanwhile the Canon’s porters had come up, .but he warned 
them to keep clear. However, the first man, dropping his load 
on the ground, caused enough commotion to make the snake leave 
its hold and go off Into the forest. They then went on again, but, 
before they could reach Mchesi, whither they were bound, a small 
■itream had to be crossed, and the porters warned him that it was 
dangerous in the extreme for anyone who had been bitten by 
a snake to cross over running water;
But as he did not want to spend the 
night in the forest, he decided to risk 
xhai, knowing that their warning 
was founded more on superstition 
than on fact.

for more
palm tlintcl 
Immedratel
at a Inter date matters looked pretty fiopele-ss 
chief European Political Officer happened 
the state of affairs

Arrived at Mchesi, 
and a lamp being brought he was 
able to examine the place where lie 
had been bitten and found a small 
spot of blood which showed that one 
tooth at any rale had penetrated. 
The only disability he felt was n 
slight numbness in the leg, but he 
slept soundly and felt no ill-effecLs 
during the next day’s journey.

AH agreed that it was a wonder
ful escape from death, and supposed 
that the first two bites on the tyre

upon the poor woman

money and to throw responsibility on the Africans

way.
C. S. P.
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and clothing must have largely exhausted the poison, so that there 
to^he sk’attempt, which alone penetrated

The following day going on from Mchesi to Msimbo, Canon 
Kolumba, hoping to encourage his porters to push on a bit faster, 
mounted his bicyle to go on a little way ahead. He had onh 
gone some forty or fifty yards when he heard a shout behind him 

Baba, njati, Baba, njati ” (Father, buffaloes). Looking ahead 
he saw a number of buffaloes crossing the path in front of him. 
Thinking to retrace his steps he got off his bicycle to turn back 
and found more buffaloes behind him. He had ridden into the 
middie of a herd of about forty of what are probably the most 
^ngerous animals in Africa. But there is safety in numbers, and 
he himself said he would probably have been in much greater 
danger had he met one alone: as it was they were more interested 
hini”'^*' ''P without molesting

But it is not only the traveller who meets with adventure. On 
dlls Mme Mfari while at Marapi on the Ruvuma, Canon Kolumba 
found a schcralboy about twelve years of age with a broken arm 
and a biggish hole in his thigh. The boy was playing near the 
river one_ day with a few of his companions when a crocodile 
emerged from behind a rock and seized him b'y the arm. Remain
ing quite still, the boy called to one of his companions to bring 
a knife and to another to go and hold on to the crocodile’s tail; 
lor a ngid^tail takes the mischief out of a crocodile, it seems. 
Jnis ttiev did, and the boy whose arm was in the crocodile's mouth 
took the knife and jabbed at its snout until it let go. But unfortun
ately the boy hanging on to its tail let go too, and the crocodile 
being able to swish its tail again broke the boy’s arm as it let go 
and tMk a bite out of his leg. But the lad was free, and while the 
crocodile ate they all ran away. Even the one with a hole in his 
leg and a broken arm ran the quarter of a mile or so to the village, 
calling out ngon^doo, ngondoo " (war, warl) as he went. In 
hm ‘hem to send the boy up to hospital,
or ,t. 1, T have taken two
rnrl of ""y'^y »he Europeans did not know how to

1 “ 'he,v doctored him up as best thev could
The Can'r^w? heginning of November and when
-tl^TorkTr a'Trifof’KCwf.'’"

In Namagono parish, where 1 have been sent to work for n 
few weeks, there seem to have been several nairs of 1

il“a a Government licence to practise, they 
hoH hi li^a’ ‘ha cliief of their craft

tel ‘“"S •■‘"'•''y’ '™s described asImyng one leg, one hand, one hair, one ear, and one side of his

eeri'lll f‘°'" "'a medicinc
were (1) that it prevented illness| (2) t|,at it prevented death,- 
(3) that people should not kill each other; (4) that if anyone fainted 
away and was given the medicine he would get better; (5) ilint
cldldrln -ll h ‘h^y should bearChildren, u hen asked if there were any other benefits, they said
that that was all.

Salimii, who sounds to be rather a truculent fellow, more or less 
challenged our teacher to report them to Masasi where he had heard 
that the padre had gone, saying that it would be a useless pro. 
ceedtng as they could not be taken by anybody, but would flv 

like eagles.” He also said it was no use being angry with them— 
If he was it would do them no harm and would recoil on himself: 
and if he tried to beat them it would only be himself that would 
suffer.

When the teacher went to find out what they were doing he 
found Salimu just inside the entrance to the enclosure where they 
were working. He held a mirror in each hand and with these 

‘ he looked at him, first holding the right hand up
down and then the left hand up and the right hand down. Next 
he twirled the mirrors round each other in front of him, and then 
Iwked at him again with them twice as before. .Salimu then passed 
him on to Mayanga to be given the medicine. Mayangn was in the 
middle of the courtyard with one or two local people us assistants. 
They had two large water pots, a bottle and two gourds, and ladled 
out the medicine in cups for the people to drink. They were also 
g'lven a little powder of some sort to swallow. The teacher refused 
to have the medicine, but was allowed to remain and.talk to the 
'* fundi ” and even to write down the information he was given. 
He saw food that the people had brought in payment—and that at a 
time when ” njna ” (hunger) is everywhere in the district—but no 
money, but that is easily pul in a bag and k^t oul of sight. 
Large numbers of liens have been brought in here for sale, but

and the left hand

Ei'seiuus
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we have refused to buy them as they come from the district where 
I suspect the “ fundls ” have their headquarters and also they are 
far too many at once to be beyond suspicion.

Two other men who were working here before the arrival of 
.Salimu and Mayanga heard a rumour (untrue) that a policeman 
had come to look for them and fled hastily in the direction of 
Funduru—so hastily that they left hens cooking in the kitchen I 

It is reported that the “ fundis say that King Georf^c has 
drunk the medicine and that the only District Officers who have 
not yet done so are those at Songea, Masasi and Tunduru but 
that they are quite ready to do so, as also am I! ’

LET US PUSH ON!"
,1 Sermon preached at All Saints' Church, Lualala, 

“ Let us proceed

i/n/32

IN PEACE ”
After the sacred ministers 
had come into church this 
morning the celebrant went 
straight up to the altar, and 
blessed the incense for our 
procession to the High 
Mass of our Patronal 
Eestivai. Then the first 
words of our festival were 
spoken to us, " Let us pro
ceed in peace."

I have chosen them as 
the text of the sermon 
because they were also the 
favourite words of him, 
whom we may call your 
first parish priest—the'first 
minister of Christ to whom 

iiundreds of 
Christians in this church 
to-day owe their religion—
Bishop Chauncy Maples.

Next year is, in a sense, 
your jubilee for it was in 
1883 when Chauncy Maples 
came to live with his close 
friend—the late Mwenye
Matola, and it was in 1883 that Christianity was practirally wiped 
in this country, save at Matola’s stronghold of Newnla. There, it 
found safety and began to recover strength, to return later on to 
re-occupy Masasi and to spread all over the wide spaces of our 
Africa.

A (i) " Let us proceed," or " Let’s push on."Consider the text 
in the history of the past.

It was Maples’ commonest c.xprassion. So Bishop Hine wrote 
in a letter shortly after the Bishop’s death in Lake Nyasa. Many 
times he must have said it on that dreadful journey when hie left the 
Mission station at Masasi on Wednesday, September 13, 1882. As 
they hurried along to try to intercept the terrible enemy, resting 
for brief intervals to recover from their Aveariness. " Well, we 
must push on now, Patriki," his bright encouraging voice came 
to the four Africans with him. Over the Bangala, on to the 
LukAvikn, finishing their last scrap of food on Thursday, after

A. G. B.

NOTES FROM THE “NYASALAND DIOCESAN 
CHRONICLE” JANUARY

The Airicm MinUtry. The Bishop writes; " The great event 
of the month hiu been the ordination to the priesthood of six

African
Klhhv SIX, an important and, I hope, a
rnhl™ ‘‘f® of ••'0 diocese. When the Theological
donTrThTdTneo"nite"'"'’ '

really pcn.tent and see the worse than folly of their toys " He

■"szi'"' frS "priitss»•'
.i”i;srfdS

-1; 1! 'irs: • “..-nr.
riiss” ""

1934

all the
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He Is
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■' LET US PUSH ON!"" LET US PUSH ON!"

were to try to unite together “ in peace "-less cliatter, we have 
had endiess mashaur. (taik) ever since the war-iike guinea-
tZo'e'^vii'rJS-'’" -'■>■■" •>’»

If we decided

reaching Majeje, eighty miles away, only to find they had missed 
the enemy. Tlien the race back on Friday morning—to see the* 
smoke rising from the destroyed villages—the sign, they thought, 
that Porter and all the others were dead, their own capture, and the 
coming end of it all. “Let’s push on I" And so they escaped 
again and walked all Saturday, Maples to fall and injure his leg 
badly, with no food at all from Thursday to Saturday. “ I prayed 
to God that Maioln might not have fled from his house . . . that he 
might wait for us, . “ Let's push on!” So Sunday came and
the two met. God had answered his prayer.

(a) How often he must have used the words “ Let’s push on ’’ 
in gther safaris—in the great historical journey to Meto—in every 
journey he took. It's the natural word to say after von sit down 
in the road after three or four hours solid walking.

(5) How often he must have said It to his friend Matola—your 
chief—when the latter translated the sermons Into Yao, for it is 
said Matola considered that Mwalimu Eustace did not trans
late correctly and insisted on doing it himself.

(4) At the end of his life, when he hod been consecrated Bishop. 
Bishop Hine wrote “ That awful night. . . . Why, oh, why did he 
push on, that fatal night.” “ Let’s push on,” the familiar expres- 
smn. The storm came and Chauncy Maples pushed on into the 
Kingdom of all the Saints, into the great wide spaces of the greater 
knowledge and love of God and behind him followed Matola. 
baptized a Christian, and we may rightly see them together now in 
full Christian communion, Maples and Matola to-day, on All Saints’ 
day. As we look at the past, we can, like St. Paul. ” look back 
and give thanks,” for Christinnitv has bv God’s grace pushed on 
indeed In our country,

B. But it is a good motto for the present also. I have come 
to-day to bring you the “ salaams “ of the Christians of Masasi, 
you must remember at Mass to-day that at every altar in the whole 
Diocese to-day Mass is offered for your intention. .Ml the force 
and the grace of each Mass is sent to this church. Think of the 
mighty flood rushing on us. How manv altars have been erected 
in the past ten years? I remember ten years ago when there 
were only three .schools in this parish and fewer than 100 com- 
municants; there were no Christians at all beyond rrimbe, 
none at all at Njawara, Lukwika. Tunduru. “ Lei’s push on ” 
with the might of t.ooo good communions to-dnv I

C. And the future? “ Let’s push on ” not forgetting tin* 
second part “ in peace.** There is a certain danger to-dav of

Our motto is not “ I am pushing oii bv mv- 
Mlf but “Let us proceed in peace togeifier”—together with all the 
.S'unts-~fifiy of them at least in the Church Triumphant to each one 
of us here. We cannot push on alone anvwhere—onlv to Hell, 
tlell IS. I think, being alone.” “ being utterly selfish.’’ So with 
all the grace given to you to-day, don’t be selfish over It, It is 
gjven you to pass on. If all the Christians of Luatala and Masasi

. . , great advance together “ In peace
rhrU?lnr Of such an army ofChnstmns w.th our Lord as their centre. Think of the might of 
unity, you can see tt in the unity of the wild dogs of the forest 
» that every lion and other beast runs awav to hide. See it in a

B IT"' 'u' 'I’cy Pl-iy together andnot selfishl). Hear it in a congregation singing with one 
voice in church and picture it in the march of the army of the

wSr the Saintsand the faithful departed. As we go out of church to-day let us 
decide not to throw away this grace, but to use It, to bring it. to 
build up a great Church of God in these next ten vears-nn entirely 
Christian Africa. When forty-nine years ago Maples said, “ I

on a

prayed God that you might wait for lis," Matola's answer was the 
— - ; have considered to-day: " Let us go together in peace.” 

It IS our motto for the .Africa of '
one we

to-morrow.
j. C. N.

V .
•i r;.'-rT.:-, '/■

fe.--.......saving
[Mils lUtJfilh

LL'.tTAU CiitrucK
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“ OVER THE HILLS AND FAR AWAY ”‘OVER THE HILLS AND 
FAR AWAY" Macbeth left Masast with Archdeacon Swainson after his arrival 

in October 1932. No easy motor-lorrv for (hem 1 They left the 
road to do a long five days’ round along the Ruviima, so 
that he did not even dump his London loads, but started 
on a parochial round before reaching the clergv-house I God 
keep us healthy tramps I “Over the hills and far away 1” 
The missionary hunting for souls in that spirit is nearly 
always a cheerful fellow. Soon after Easter 1933, the Archdeacon 

• went home for a welWeserved leave. Kenneth was left alone to do 
the work of two men-we had no staff to spare anywhere. But 
the Bishop insisted on my going up in July 1933 for the Festival 
of the African Martyrs—the annual parocliial festival. I reached 
Namagono and found Kenneth hard at work preparing to receive 
the hundreds of Christians in that parish; tliere had been 
none at all when I started work there eight years before.

He himself conducted a Quiet Day for the whole parisli two 
days before the great day and his Swahili had become so perfect 
after eight months in Africa that he needed no'interpreter. The 
Africans all came and told me how much they loved him—how 
quickly he understood them. It was just what Archdeacon Swain- 
son had said in passing through Masasi on his wav home "Macbeth 
IS simply wonderful. The wav he’s got hold of Africa. I’ve 
never known anyone else do it so quickly."

" Over the hills and far away." To the young priests who have 
died soon after starling work in Africa, men like Francis Zachary 
and Kennetli Macbeth, perhaps we owe more than to any for they 
lift US “over the hills” above meanness and littleness. Those 
two possessed the same solidness, conscientiousness iluu made them 
teachers of souls. This is what his mother writes: “ ThoiiFh 
heartbroken we rejoice in our son Kenneth.” " '

KE-NNETH ROWLAND MACBETH, PRIR.ST—R.I.P. 
5 Januarj', I934

visiting St. Mark’s, Swindbn, three years ago I remember 
Canon Ross being rather anxious about Kenneth Macbeth’s keen
ness, very early in his diaconate, to gel out to work in Africa 
quickly, for the reason that it usually takes a man at least two years 
after his prie.sthood, to become a fully experienced teacher of 
candidates for the sacraments. Kenneth was to prove an example 
of how valuable it is to spend one’s first two years in Orders with 
a really good parish priest.

I have no right to speak of him as we were not old acquaint
ances. May I just say this—he seemed to me to possess those 
four characteristics which it has been said St. Boniface (a patron 
of one of the churches in Kenneth’s parish of Namagono) impresses 
us wiUi as being of typically English greatness. ” He combined 
the love of travel and adventure of an Elizabethan with a genius 
for statesmanship and administration.”

J. C. N.

KENNETH ROWLAND MACBETH
I 1.AST snw Kenneth Macbeth at the end of November, when he came 
to spend a fortnight at Chidya to learn the ropes before taking over 
m January—and even now it is n little hard sometimes to realize that lie 
has passed within the veil. He was looking forward with great 
eagerness to the change, and it was obvious to the least observant 
person that he was wonderfully suited for the job. One looked upon 
him ns one who combined zeal for the Kingdom of fJotl with common- 
scn.se—a valuable combination in Africa.

And so he has gone on. Wc who arc left arc glad that for that 
brief fifteen months of his African ministry wc were allowed to live 
side by side with such an example of courageous steadfastness of 
pose and self-discipline, 
giving among those;
“ Who shall grow not ok! as wc that arc left grow^ld;
Atrc shall not weary them, nor the years condemn.
At- the going down of the sun and in the morning we will remember

O. G. S.

pur-
Lei us remember him with proud thanks-

SKKTtii .Map op Namagono Parish them.
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HOME JOTTINGSDAR - ES - SALAAM
Monthly neqnlem—A hloss of Requiem for deponed membero nnd frieujj of the 

AM°r7th' 0t*eM'’n m^' ""

Our Seeeolyillth Annivomty will bo held on Tuesdoy. Mny IE. Service, end 
Mraling. will he held o. uiunl, paniculora will bo found ndvenlied on the cover ol 
(his magazine.

The preacher at St. John'., Red Lion Square will be Doth llcrnard CIrmenli.
We are not able to announce the 

they will probably include. Padres U 
and Padre Adams of N. Rhodesia.

Tickets for reserved seals will be ready on April Pth} 
apply for tickets In good time ns there were very few 
Anniversary last year.

name of nil the speakers at the meetings,' but 
Hemlng and Tlbbaits of the Diocese of Masasi,

friends who want scats should 
seats left a week before the

Home AppoIntmenU.—The Rev. E. P. Walker has been appointed Organizing 
Sccretaiy for the Eoist of England In place of the Rev. W. G. Lewln who Is now work- 

Africa. Mr, Walker was a member of the siafl of Nyasaland Diocese 
I923-6. and has recently given the Bishop of Nya8.iland valued help when it wni badly 
needed_ by taking temporary duty at Likomn and elsewhere.

His address will be 20 Quiltcr Rond, Felixstowe.
Tlie Rev, W, Stewart Malton succeeds the Rev. H. D. P. Mnlnchl ns Organlzinc 

Secretary for the Northern Province nnd N. Wales. Mr. Malton workeil in the Diocese 
of Lebombo and has lately been Director of Native Missions in the Diocese of Kimberley.

We wish both Secretaries every happiness nnd success in their new work which 
they begin after Easter.(4. C. Gcmil «n4 Soni

hel^i^ftelf^TMte
C.b|^M.V. from August 3rd-16th. The charge for board and lodging Is 37b. Cd. perOn February and, an historic event took place in Dar-e^alaam, 

namely, the laying of the foundation-stone of the new Church in 
Dnr-c^Salaam. The Church will be dedicated to St. Alban. The 
Bishop of Zanzibar blessed the site, the foundation-stone, and 
the foundations. The foundation-stone was laid bv His Excellency 
the Acting-Governor, D. J. Jtirdine, Esq., C.M'.G., O.B.E., in 
the prc.scnce of a large European and African congregation. It 
is hoped that the Church will be dedicated in October or November 
next.

Applications (which should Include the hooking fee of 2s, 6d.) should be sent lo:~ 
S\V I®''’ Street, Westminster, London.

Retreats for Members ol (be C.S.C.—Two Retreats for women members of the 
ipanlonshlp are being arranged for 1034. (1) At St. Ursula’s Retreat House, 
wick, from May llih to 14th. Conductor: Rev. W. Stewart Malton. formerly In

... P'^« Lebombo. nnd lately Director of Native Missions in the Diocese of
Mmbcrlev; newly appointed Organizing Secretary for U.M.C.A. Fee: 16i.
(2/ At Watermlllock Retreat House, Bolton, Lancs, from June 1st to 4ib. Cor
The Bishop of Masosl. Fee: 18s. Cd. Intending Retrentnnis should apply 
Secretary, C.S.C.. c/o the Office ns soon as possible.

Com
Chia
the

O. Dyson

SI. Barnabas, Tankerton.—By Easter many people will be thinking about holidays 
and how to use them to the best ndvnnt,ig&-whni about a re,il rest nt (he Home 
Station? We have a hut by the sea, which Is only a few minutes away, and there Is 
good bathing there. In the opposite direction, one gets away Into the country In some 
ten minutes. There are frequent ’buses to Canterbury (0 miles) and elsewhere. (Only 
80s. a week.);

Rcirealt at St. Bnmnbas have been arranged as follows:—Mny llth-14lli, Fr. 
Hannny, C.R. 12s. Cd, July Olh-lOlh, Fr. Sedding, S.S.J.E. 18s. Cd. "
•3rd-7th, Canon Spanton. IBs. Cd, November (All Saints.)

Apply with stamped and addressed envelope for reply to: Miss H. Spanton, Si. 
nfimabas. Queen’s Road, Tankerton, Whltstable, Kent.

The ExhIblllOD ol Work at the Church House, Westminster, on March 17ih 
crowded with adults and children who hod come to see the beautiful work sent in by the 
Comp.intonship nnd Coral League and others for Mission stations in Africa nnd to bear 
the Bishop of Northern Rhodesia speak. His account of the ordination of (he first 
African priests In Northern Rhodesia and of the building of a htrge temporary chancel 
at Msoro in two days, ns the church was t«» small to oecommMnte the hundreds of 
African Christians who wanted to be present at the service, thrilled his audience.

Eighty certificates hod been awarded for the best work sent to the Exhibition nnd 
representatives had come from many parts of England to receive them from the Bishop.

HOME JOTTINGS
Ths Ml^en'a Ineoms.—The following Is a comparison of the amounts contributed 

to the pnnclpal working funds of the Mission: Septeml>»'r

1034 1&33

j Received 
'during Feb.

Tot.ll to 
Feb. 28

I Received , Total to 
1 during Feb.i Feb. 28Fund

f.. £ £
3.M0Hf:: 1.473

-I 633

1.431
38 31 IGl

315 249 G13i-Grand Totals 1.840 4.307 j| 1.711 4.S14I
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HOME JOITINGS

CENTRAL AFRICATwo iiMfBl iddllloBS have recently been made to our series of Little Books 
No. 7—•• Glimpses of .Masasi Diocese ” bv Padre Lamburn and Miss Roe, meets a Iohr. 
felt need. No. " The Conversion of the African »’ by Canon Parsons, gives on 
account of the methods of evangelisation in Africa which will be of interest to many 
of oor friends. Each '■ Little book " costs the small sum of 2d., by post 2id. from 
the OfHce. * • •

Lewes Rani Dcaaexy.—We congratulate the organisers on the success of the fourth 
.nnnual Week of Work for Medical Missions held in Lewes lost February. No fewer 
than 6,438 articles were made nod subsequently distributed to six missionary societies, 
including U.M.C.A.

A MONTHLY RECORD OF THE WORK OF THE 
UNIVERSITIES- MISSION TO CENTRAL AFRICA

No. 617. LII. MAY, 1934 Price id.
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ANNUAL REVIEW
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Once tigain we print (he .Annual Ueporls of (lie Bishops of the 
four dioceses of our Mission. Wc should be very gratchii to (lie 
Bishops for finding time to write them. We all know how busy 
tlicy are and how hard pressed owing to shortage of staff. When 
(he lime conics to remind them that the Anniversary is on a certain 
date and that the Reports must be received before sucli and such a 
day one pictures the arrival of these reminders and (lie effect of them 
on the recipients.

Yet these Reports are very valuable. They are of the nature 
of history and it is not unlikely (hat when the history of tho 
Mission is brought up to date, the compiler of the history^ will turn 
to the.se Reports, a most valuable source of information as to 
the growth and progress of the work of U.M.C.A. And we here 
at home should not take (hem as read, but take them and read 
them carefully.

Tliey contain information which gives us cause for thankfiilnc^ 
and makes also a call on our sympathy and prayers. First and 
foremost they all tell us of the growth of llie African ministry; 
what better news could they give us and what a call to 
us here at home to keep the.se African clergy ever in our 
thoughts and intercessions. '1‘hcre is tlic sfbady . increase in 
the number of Christians added to the Kingdom of ChrLst. Mis 
Ivingdom grows in Africa, but that is not only a cau.se for thanks
giving but is also a reason for earnc.st prayers that the staff may

Mnuri 
Zanzibar 
Zanzibar 
Zanzibar 
Zanzibar 
Zanzibar 
Zanzibar 
Zanzibar 
N. Rhcxlmia

s

NfW D»Of«« of itasasi: The Rev. Laurence Henry Lamprell, B.A.,
Camb., aiiiitant priett, of nillingham-on>Tee<.

IN MEMORIAM—R.I.P.
Feb. 14.—Sister Mary Dorothea.

Worked at Magila 180(M1 with the fim party of SUters.

Feb. 18.—Ella Chenevix Trench.
A devoted friertd and generoui aupporter for over forty year#
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ANNUAL REVIEW

be sufficiently reinforced as to provide pastoral care for those 
large numbers of ChrisUanSi living in countries in which they 
exposed to many temptations to which we at home are 
to a certain extent not exposed. Then again we can glean from 
these reports the development of education and rejoice to find how 
successfully the Mission is corresponding to its opportunities.. And 
surely the medical reports should fill our hearts with joy, at the 
thought of the immense amount of suffering which is daily being 
relieved. Even with regard to the ciye of leprosy there seems 
solid ground for hope that it may at long last be exterminated. 
Then wc read with great appreciation the news of the friendly 
attitude of the authorities to the work of the Mission and the 
substantial aid which they give to some of our activities. Another 
cause for thankfulness is the arrival in N. Rhodesia of the Sisters 
of the Community of the Resurrection. We build great hopes as 
to the results of their presence there. And here we must rejoice 
to heai how the work amongst the women of Africa is progressing 
and the liope that it arouses that the terrible toll of infant mortalitv 
may cetise to be the menace it has been in the past. Such are 

but by no means all the reasons we have for thankfulness 
as we read the Bishops’ reports. Their labour has not been in vain.

Then calls on our sympathy. There is the locust plague in 
Zigualand. Those who have had experience of locusts in Africa 
know only too well what a setback that can be to the work of the 
Mission. The staff in Zigualand has our sympathies and prayers 
and support. But good comes out of evil as was found in Bonde 
after the locust famine there. The people realized as never 
before who were their true friends. Such trials are opportunities.

Then that curious phenomenon called “ Mchape.” A battle 
of wizardry with wizardry, but if a kingdom be divided against 
itself how can that kingdom stand. Nyasaland bore the brunt of 
it and wc must congratulate them on the firm stand they made 
against it. There too, good came out of evil, because tlie test it 
afforded to the character of the Christian population called attention 
to the necessity^ of still more careful preparation of the candidates 
for Holy Baptism. Mchape is now threatening the Diocese of 
Mosasi, but we may rest assured that it will be dealt with as 
effectually as in Nyasaland.

One last word. We have all heard with deep sorrow that 
BisHo^ Hine is no longer with us. May he rest in peace. How 
great i.s the debt the Mission owes to him in all its four dioceses 
and here at home. But as Bishop Smythles used to say, ... 
have one more friend in Paradise and that a friend who beyond 
all others had a comprehensive knowledge of all the work of the 
Mission and whose interest in the Mission, so far from ceasing 
will be deepened by a dearer vision of Him whose we are and 
Whom we serve.

I—THE DIOCESE OF ZANZIBARare
By the Bishop of Zanzibar

All our supporters in England who had the good fortune of seeing 
and hearing Sir Stewart Symes at the last Anniversary will under
stand what a loss his departure to the Sudan means to Tanganyika 
and to the Mission working in the Territory. The period of his 
Governorship was all too short, but, short though It was, he has 
left his mark and will always be remembered for his charming and 
sympathetic personality which won the hearts of all the races over 
whom he ruled. The country has also been called to face 
another loss in the Chief Secretary, Mr. Jardine, who has been 
appointed to the Governorship of North Borneo: both he and his 
wife will be greatly missed, and we of U.M.C.A. will long 
remember them for their help and many kindnesses. In Zanzibar 
too we have lately parted with friends of long standing in the 
Administration and in particular we shall mucli miss its Chief 
Secretary, Mr. Crofton, who was loved by till the races in the island. 
His place I am glad to say has been filled by Mr. McElderry from 
Tanganyika, who has already proved himself sympathetic with the 
aims and work of the Mission. At the moment of writing we are 
welcoming Sir Harold MocMichael os the new Governor of 
Tanganyika, and we wish him every happiness in his Governorship. 
Co-operation of the right kind between Government and Mission 
must be of the greatest importance for the best development of a 
country, and in this respect the Diocese, In its relationships with 
Governments both in Zanzibar and Tanganyika, has much to be 
thankful for in the past and much to hope for in the future, and 
I feel it is right that what I have recorded should stand first and 
foremost in this year’s report.

)

f-

some

Drought, Famine and Locusts.
This is, alas, an apt description of the country at the time of 

writing, and can help our readers to understand the difficulties which 
must naturally result therefrom. I never remember having seen 
such a dry and scorched Africa as we behold to-day. The ordinary 
rains of last year failed us almost everywhere, with the result that 
there is now a shortage of food in most parts.

Zigualand, at most times rather a waterless country, has been, 
and still is, in the worst straits of famine. I was out there for the 
month of September when the trouble was beginning, and even 
then Archdeacon Maddocks was spending most of his time in try
ing 10 obtain food at the cheapest rate possible for his hungry 
people, but since then matters have naturally grown worse; whole 
villages have been deserted by their people, who have moved to 

favourable localities, where work and wages, smalL though

we

Godfrey Dale, Editor. rnore
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DIOCI'SB OF ZANZIBAR DIOCESB OF ZANZIBAR

they are, can be obtained. Meanwliile the Government has spent 
n considerable sum of money, and we arc doing all that we can, 
thanks to friends in England, to feed those who are unable to help 
themselves, and especially tlie children attending our schools. To 
add to all the trotible, the whole country has been visited by 
swarms of the worst kind of locust, who have eaten up what little 
was left of native crops tind in addition have destroyed coconut 
palms, bananas and orange trees in more fertile districts.

The swarms for the moment have moved elsewhere, but they 
have left their eggs, buried in holes some four inches deep, each 
locust laying sonte sixty to a hundred in number. Hatching is 
taking place and by order of the Government, schools are employed 
in hunting for and destroying eggs still unhatched, in the hope of, 
at any rate, lessening the damage to future crops, which 
look forward to when the sowing rains come. The future cannot 
be looked upon with any bright prospects, even by those who are 
most optimistic and the picture, sad as it is, at the moment is not 

ggerated.
Staff.—Shortage of European priests has been a great difficulty 

for the last two years, but the clouds in this respect arc, 1 hope, 
lifting. We have'lately had the pleasure of welcoming Fr. Syden
ham, given to us by llic.parish of St. Andrew's, Stockwcll Green, 
and in the near future we are hoping for the arrival of others. Euro
pean pricst.s in the diocese at the moment number thirteen, but we 
cannot adequately tackle the existing work until we reach eighteen, 
the number we had two years ago. So the call for priests of 
experience still sounds—and may it speedily be answered. Although 
wo cannot venture on new openings whicli present themselves, 
c.\isting work must grow and develop of itself, new converts are 
always coming forward, communicants must increase, and so the 
task of teaching and .shepherding must make greater demands on 
tho.se whose hands arc already full.

During the past year the Theological College at Hegongo has 
1 six African students in residence, and of these I am hoping 

to ordain three to the priesthood on Trinity Sunday, and the 
remaining three to the dinconatc a month later; for these we ask 
your prayers. When the ordinations are over, Arclideacon Mackay, 
who I am glad to say has had belter health lately, and Mr. Townend 
must go home for furlough, during which the college will be 
closed, . but as soon as they return, some seven more students 
will be awaiting admission, five of them having already served a 
good two years’ diaconatc in their various parishes.

.Ml this is a matter for great thankfulness, but, as I always say, 
it means an increasing need of good European priests of experience, 
to-help and supervize their .African brothers in the early days of 
their ministry. Canon Felro Ltmo, so well known to our supporters 
in England, has been causing us no little anxiety lately, owing to 
the weak state of his heart. He is receiving the best of medical 
care and skill, and although we cannot now count on much help

we must

exa
tCnmr, diiJ Son
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from him in the services of the Cathedral, he can never fail to be 
of help in many otlier ways, his experience and advice being 
always of the greatest value.

During the year we have had to say good-bye to .Miss Swan, 
.Miss Corey, who has fulfilled a long and faithful .service in Fembti. 
and to our two most valuable workers on the Leper l.sland of Funzi, 
.Miss Middleton and Miss Powell, and 1 don’t see at the moment 
how we are going to get on wiilioul lliem. Mr. Dufrant, too, will 
soon be going home to read for Holy Orders, which means a gap 
to be filled at Minaki. To all these wc are most grateful for their 
services in the diocese and they take away with them not only our 
gratitude, but our best wishe.s for whatever future awaits them.

As against these losses, it has been a pleasure to welcome as 
members of the .staff, in addition to Fr. Sydenham, Mr.

no. Miss Brown and the ilircc nurses—

had

new
Ralph Rice, Miss Play 
Miss Scorfield, Miss Phillips and .Miss Foxlcy. While speaking 
of the stair 1 cannot forget to remind our readers how much we 

the Community of the .Sacred Pa.ssion, which, thank God, 
is still growing. Quite lately the Rev. Mother has kindly allowed 
two Sisters to begin work in Dar-cs-Salaam, where they are vert 
much needed, and we have been fortunate in securing for them 
a suitable house near the new church.

Dar-es-Salaam has of late naturally been the chief focus of 
interest in the diocese and must still be so during the present year 
owing to the new Clergy House and the Church of St. Alban, now 
in the building. People in iCnglnnd can have little idea of the 
Importance of nar*cs-Salnam in the diocese: before the War it

owe to
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counted little in the work of U.M.C.A., but now all is changed, 
and the responsibility, both for it and its people, must of necessity, 
be one of my greatest cares.

It is the capital of Tanganyika, the seat of the Government; its 
European community numbers over a thousand, and it teems with 
Africans of many tribes including many from Masasi and Nyasa. 
land, and other races. And first of all a little. explanation is 
needed from me as to the Clergy House, a picture of whicli 
appeared lately in Central Africa. Whisperings have reached 
that some of our supporters, after reading the account of it, think 
we have launched out into unncccssa 
of house wc have built. It is true, I 
article in Central Africa wrote in rather an enthusiastic tone and 
po^bly painted his picture in colours too bright, owing to the 
satisfaction of having a suitable dwelling place, after the discomforts 
and inconveniences we have endured for several years past, but 
I assure our readers that there has been no extravagance in the 
building and there is certainly no luxury in our manner of living. 
When )ou go to Dar-cs-Salaam you must live as Dar-es>SaIaam 
lives. Missionaries, however much they may wish to do so, cannot 
live in mud houses in the European pan of Dar-cs-Salaam. All 
European houses have to be built according to tlic requirements ol 
a modern township authority which demand all the amenities suit
able for life in the tropics. The house appears to be rather large, 
but all our Mission houses at the coast towns are somewhat of the 
nature of hotels, owing to the many friends (remember many of 
them of other U.M.C.A. dioceses) who ore constantly on the boats 
calling at Dar-es-Salaam and naturally pay us visits, and we are 
delighted that they should do so. We live in bed-sitting rooms, 
which IS not very luxurious, and when I am staying in the house 
I have the same kind of room on the ground floor with the 
scantiest of furniture. Well, we thank God and our friends that 
we have a suitable modern Clergy House, and I hope those who 
have never been to Dar-es-Salaam or Africa will not begrudge us 
the ordinary amenities which contribute to healthy living in the 
tropics.

As to the church, the foundation-stone was duly laid by the 
Acting-Governor on February and, and the function was attended 
by a large company of Europeans, Africans and other 
Amongst the Europeans it was gratifying to sec most of the 
Heads of fhc Administrative Departments pr^ent in their official 
capacity bpth to support His Excellency In what proved to be 
one of his last public engagements in the country, as well as to 
show their sympathy with the building of the first English ' 
in Dar-cs^laam. Tlic service consisted of three distinct parts, 
fhe blessing of the site, the blessing and laying of the foundation- 
stone, and finally, the blessing of the foundations of the whole 
building. • The Bishop was supported by the members of the 
English Church Council, together with the African Elders, while

the singing was led by some thirty of the students from Minaki 
College.

The builders hope to finish the church in eight months; mean
while, let us pray that all may be accomplished to God’s Honour 
and the spiritual welfare of His people of every race. Immediately 
after the laying of the foundation-stone, I wrote an' appeal to the 
Europeans in Dar-es-Salaam beg^ng them to make all possible 
sacrifices, even in these difficult times, so that the building fund 
may reach the sum required for the completion of the church.

The Africans in all parts of the diocese have already contributed 
;^300 to the fund, and not one penny of the diocesan income has 
been used for either the church or Clergy House.
Matters of general interest in the diocese.

(t) There has lately been a very remarkable return of cxcom- 
inunicaic Christians to their religion in several of the parishes, 
Mkuzi being chiefly conspicuous in this matter; for these we must 
thank God.

(2) Education is still going forward, U.M.C.A. having come 
out in the forefront in its number of teachers who have gained 
(jovernment certificates.

Minaki, the training College, and Kiwanda, the diocesan Central 
.School both give satisfaction to the Government, and so does the 
Girls’ Boarding School at Kideleko. The Kiwanda buildings 
have been enriched with a very attractive central hall, which will be 
of great ser\'ice. Three boys from the diocese are now at Biido

me

ry extravagance in the type 
^ink, that the writer of the
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II—THE DIOCESE OF MASASISchool, in Uganda, preparing to go on to Makerere which provides 
the most advanced education in East Africa.

There is also a very noticeable improvement in girls’ education, 
many more than formerly now attending both Government and 
Mission schools. Their ambitions are being awakened not to be 
left behind in the forward movement going on in Africa to-day.

(3) At Chaki Chaki, on Pemba Island, a small native church 
of St. Mark has been built, which being in the centre of the island 
helps Us to keep in touch with our converts who move about very 
much during the clove-picking season.

(4) A building has also been acquired at Pangani, one of the 
old Muhammadan coast towns, where we can minister to the 
spiritual needs of Christians and catechumens working on European 
plantations in the vicinity. This falls under the pastoral care of 
Tanga.

(5) A new parish is being cut off from Koro^ve, at Vugiri in 
the Shnmbnla Hills, and its church, now in building, is the gift of 
the people of Christ Church, Carlisle, to whom we are most 
grateful. This will be the fourth parish cut off from Korogwe 
during the last ten years.

(fi) Developments are- still going fonvard In the Uzaramo 
country with Minaki as their centre. A fourth school has lately 
been opened, and is being taught by two teachers from Zigualand, 
who offered themselves for the work. • Other openings are await-

By the Bishop of Masasi

1933 has been a very heavy year, but, on the other hand, the work 
has never grown before in any one year as it has in 1933*

I write that it has been a very heavy year, the justifica
tion of saying this may well be heeded.

Staff.—1 will begin with our need of priests. In June I had 
with very great sorrow to suspend Edward Abdallah from the 
exercise of his priesthood. In July Padre Daudi fell ill and Masasi 
lost his great help from July to December. Padre Lamburn was 
ill from Pentecost onwards for about sixteen weeks. In August 
Canon Norrish fell ill, and when partially convalescent in October, 
it seemed wisest that he should leave for England on furlough. 
In June I heard from Eaiher Sheppard that it appeared to be his 
duty to work in England now. This is beyond question a very 
great loss to us, and Father Cornwall’s welcome arrival in October 
has not for this reason added to otir numbers. Three priests having 
gone home on furlough, when three more became ill at the same 
lime, inevitably the situation became serious. Canon Stokes has 
had to be left alone with what is now an immense work oh the 
Makonde. Hut to be the only priest in a district, three days’ 
journey across, when you are over seventy should not be asked of 
anyone, I cabled to England appealing for help, but no help lias yet 

. The parishes of Lualala and Lulindi had for a long lime 
lo share the services of two priests only instead of fotir.

Namagono’s large area had to be served by Father Macbeth 
single-handed with a visit from Canon Norrish in July and Father 
I.c Fleming a little later.

At Masasi I am doing what 1 can myself and was single-handed 
from mid-August until Father Cornwall came in October, But it 
is impossible for a staff to be ovenvorked to this extent without 
suffering the effects of overstrain. Father Macbeth seemed well in 
October when he came in to the Priests’ Retreat and Conference. 
In November he showed signs of over fatigue, and I sent him to 
the hill-station of Cliidya for a fortnight’s complete rest, where he 
picked up for Advent wonderfully, and before he went back to 
Namagono I forbade him to do more journeying in December than 
one visit to a particular out-stotion which he begged to be allowed 
to go to once more. He developed dysentery shortly before Christ
mas and, despite all that the skill and devotion of the doctor and 
nurses could do, died of heart failure on January 5, 1934. His death 
seems to us to be an immeasurable loss, he was so exactly what we 
long that a priest should be, and the Africans were devoted to him. 
R.l.P. Archdeacon Swainson returned from furlough at the end 
of January 1934 and is now alone in the Namagdho district.

The total number of our priests is twenty-two, nine Africans 
and thirteen Europeans. We used to regard, twenty-four, i.c., ten 
plus fourteen, as the minimum. Padre Daudi is wonderfully better,

When

ing us when we can respond to them.
(7) The training of medical students at Minaki is giving good 

promise of incrc.'ised help to our medical work in the not distant 
future. Every time I visit Minaki I am much impressed with its 
development, and it is gratifying to know that at a Medical Confer
ence lately held in Dar-es-Salaam 
to meet with approval.

(8) The work of the African midwives is continuing to prove 
of real ^•aluc. It is much on the increase at its centre at Magila, 
and we are hoping in the near future to open a new centre at 
Misozwc ^yhcrc Jts help is very much needed.

(9) An African branch of the Mothers’ Union has been started 
by the Sisters in Tanga, and promises to be of real value especially 
in a coast town where African mothers need every assistance they 
can receive.

come

methods of training seemedour

All these may perhaps seem to be small matters when looked 
at singly, but they arc not without (heir Interest, and they help, 
I hope, to cheer us up in these sad and difficult times, while thev 
should not fail to arouse our thanksgivings which are often too few.

*i«THOMAS Zanzibar
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To sum up tlic total of our European staff, whicli was in 1931 
and 1932 thirty-five, has now dropped to thirty-two. Of the danger 
of continuing to struggle on with an insufficient staff I wrote as 
solemnly as I could in my report for 1930 and 1931, referring 
again to it in 1932. The tale of sickness told above is in great 
measure due to this overwork and overstrain. The Masasi country 
is not in itself unhealthy. There was an interval of nearly twenty- 
five years between the last death of a European priest here and 
that of Father Macbeth. But unless reinforcements arrive in time, 
they are. too late to strengthen the line, and instead they have to 
fill the gaps caused by the withdrawal of those whose health has 
been sacrificed.

Finance.—We have balanced our budget with the help of ^^500 
derived from the 10 per cent, cut on all wages. It is very sad 
that the African alms contributed for diocesan needs only totalled 
;^85 in 1933, instead of nearly ;^i25 in 1928. We have sold our 
Mission lorry, and have no Mission motor transport now at all, ^ 
nor any prospect of being able to afford any.

The Work.—I said at the beginning of this Report that the work 
has never grown before in any one year as it has in 1933.

Twenty-six new schools were opened in the course of the year. 
Seven Moslem chiefs on the Makonde, in tlie Newala district, asked 
us for schools in May; four more asked and were given them 
before the end of the year. News came the other day of a.further 
four chiefs who arc applying, so that the original seven Iiave now 
become increased to fifteen. Our port of Lindi, a thoroughly

but he naturally gets quickly tired these days and must not be left 
to carry a heavj' burden alone. Newala needs urgently another 
priest, and'Namagono also. The work in the Tunduru district, and 
the work at the coast cannot be carried on properly without the 
help of a priest, i.e., two more priests would be most heartily 
welcomed if they would only come. But the urgency is for Newala 
and Namagono.

I turn to the medical staff. We owe more than we can say 
to Doctor Taylor, but the work is far beyond the powers of one 
doctor, and I plead earnestly that another doctor will come. Thanks 
to the arrival of Miss Richardson we have now a total of six 
nurses—the minimum should be eight. When all six are here ai 
work, as is the case at this moment, six can manage, but within 
ihc next two months two will have gone on furlough, and were it 
not that .Miss Kemsiey, who was on our Masasi staff from 1912- 
1915, has most generously volunteered to come and take up her old 
work for the period of one nurse's furlough we should shortly be 
two nurses short; as it is we shall be one nurse short for the next 
six months, at any rate, unless someone will come.

Of teachers we have six. Towards the end of the year the 
doctor became anxious about Miss Antcliffe's health, and she went 
home before her time for this reason. But the reports of her that 
came out arc most reassuring, and we have good hope that she 
w’lll return to us at the end of her six months in England.

Miss Cornwall will be due to take her furlough about 
September and home duties will make it right for her not to return 
to us when her furlough ends. Someone must be found to replace 
her here. Our eight teachers became reduced to six, and we could 
not afford to replace our loss. Our outschools

next

. . are suffering from
this reduction, but to reduce the six to five does not bear thinking 
about at all.

For general work amongst women in the diocese we depend on 
Miss Powell and Miss Stokes. Wc could not depend on better 
workers, but the diocese being of the size it is, it just means that 
except where Miss Powell and Miss Stokes are', as far as U.M.C A 
is concerned, work amongst women in the technical sense is not 
being done. Happily wc have the help of C.S.P. and where the 
Sisters have a house, if their numbers permit, wc can be sure tlini 
besides their educational and medical work they are doing all 
tliey can for their African sisters. The death of Sister Elizabeth 
was a great loss to this diocese, humanly speaking, though for her 
It was a gam. Wc thank God for the many years she 
to work for Him here.—R.I.P.

The Government voted a grant for Mr. Mannings towards the 
end of 1933, and this enabled us to afford his return to carry 
his agnculuiral instruction at Chidya and in our outschools.

If a lavman could be found wlio would act as our bursar and 
give me help also in secretarial work it would be an immense gain 
to the diocese as a whole.

was allowed

on
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Moslem coast town, asked us for a school in August, and ninety 
children are now attending our new school there.

At Mikindani, another port in the dioCese, the leading Moslems 
took a great interest last November in choosing a beautiful site for 
a church for us. Sudi, a large Moslem coast town, is also feeling 
its way towards a school. The Muhammadan Yao Sultan, Kandulu, 
has asked for a second school in his district and has closed all the 
Koran schools and ordered the teachers to limit their teaching 
activities to the instruction in the mosques of those who wish to be 
taught the religion of Islam. Nine new churches have been built 
in the year, including a church at Tunduru itself, dedicated to St. 
Paul, and standing where the first Boma there stood.

The Mehape trouble from Nyasaland came eastwards and 
invaded the Tunduru country and, later, the Namagono district. 
Here and there, Christians drank the “ medicine,” but on the whole 
I am most thankful that the damage done has been relatively so 
small. We owe a great debt of thankfulness to Archdeacon Glossop 
who very kindly wrote to me a warning that the Mehape people 
w’cre probably on their way to us. This enabled us to tell our 
people about it, and to have been forewarned proved truly to 

forearmed. The zeal of the Mehape men to sell their 
medicine ’* was such .that they declared that King George had 

drunk the Mehape dawn, and also the Bishop of Masasi.
I pass naturally from Mehape to locusts. Locusts have overrun 

this whole diocese from West to East. They laid their eggs, and the 
hoppers are now about in myriads. The people go out and kill them, 
but there are so many that even when you have tired yourself out hunt
ing them, the difference it has made seems hardly noticeable at all.

But the most extraordinary thing is that round about here the 
c.\lent of the real damage done to the crops so far is very slight 
indeed. Probably the gravest danger lies ahead when the hoppers 
get their wings.

Cathedral.—Father Parsons, in March, accepted a Canon’s stall 
in the Cathedral to the great satisfaction and joy of the Cathedral 
Ch^ter.

Theological

N. Corntratlmean CiOINC IIOMK FROM MaSASI CATIIEDIUI.

have prevented anything being done up to the present. We should 
have failed in our own attempt, I feel sure, had it not been for 
the help dven by Miss Cornwall's brothers. As it is, (he well is a 

and I blessed it and dedicated it to St. Agnes on St.great success,
^A most ^generous offer has been made by C.S.P. to provide 

us with a second girls’ boarding school built and staffed by the 
Community. Wc have accepted this offer most thankfully. I 
believe that the greatest help we can give to our people here pow, 
is to increase as quickly as po.ssihlc the number of African women 
who are qualified to act as teachers and leaders of women and girls

In June,^I was able to buy from Colonel Case, in Dar-es-Salaam, 
two pure-bred Rhode Island Red cockerels. Remembering Mr. 
Julian Huxley’s advice that the education of Africans should be 
given a biological bias, I have put one at Cbidya and one at 
Kwitonji, and wc are putting into practice at both places wlint 
Doctor Paterson taught me at Nairobi about t!ic improvement ot 
the breeding of hens. The interest in the experiment lias extended 
far beyond the boundaries of the school premises.

Medical.—Miss Shelley’s work for the lepers in the country has 
grown most wonderfully. She travels over a large district, several 
davs in each week, giving injections in diffe/ent centres to lepers 
who would not be reached in any other way. The results of this 
cannot yet be tabulated, but I believe that they will become 
manifest as time goes on, and the benefit will prove to be immense.

College.—The four students at the Theological 
College were made Readers on June 25 and Subdeacons on 
December 10: they spent a day in Retreat before being made 
Readers and two days before receiving the Subdiaconatc.

Educational.—At Chidya, the year has been marked by the build, 
ing of a fine brick dormitory, a brick laboratory with sinks, etc., 
and fittings for microscopical work, and also a swimming bath. The 
Government allow the expenditure of part of their grant-in-aid to 
be used for building purposes for the benefit of the school. At 
Kwitonji, our girls’ boarding school, the year was marked by the 
digging and bricicing-in of a well, the first well of its kind I 
believe, up-rountry in this diocese. In 1930, 1 begged for Govern
ment help in the digging of wells to better the people’s genera! 
health by improving the water supply, but the financial troubles

9392
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III-THE DIOCESE OF NYASALAND
By tjie Bishop of Nyasaland

In reporting on the work of this diocese during 1933 there are a 
few preliminary words which must be said. In the first place I 
wish to express my gratitude to my Vicar-General, Archdeacon 
Glossop, for once more shouldering the burden of the diocese in 
addition to his own work, while I was absent on furlough. The 
year 1933 saw the completion of the Archdeacon’s fortieth year 
of service in the Mission. May he be spared to celebrate his 
Jubilee at Likoma. Secondly, during the year we had the great 
pleasure of a visit from Fr, Barnes, C.R. Unfortunately, I ,was 
away from the diocese at the time, and could not welcome him in 
person. He stayed five weeks at Likoma, and found a number of 
old friends among the Africans. His .visit came at an opportune 
moment. Archdeacon Glossop was laid up as the result of a 
bicycle accident, and Fr. Barnes ve^ kindly gave lectures to the 
Theological Students in his stead. Then on behalf of the diocese 
I want to express our sense of the great loss-sustained by the whole 
Mission in the death of Dr. Archcr-Houblon. The Mission has 
never had a more loyal or enthusiastic supporter. When I was in 
Fngland last year Dr. Houblon seemed to be as vigorous as ever. 
Particularly I recollect the force with which he drove home the 
appeal of the dioceses for more workers in his speech at the 
Brighton Reunion in September.—R.I.P.

I. The Past Year.—Looking back over the past twelve months 
the picture, as always, reveals light and shade; but perhaps in a 
more accentuated form than usual.

I. On the one hand, there have been special causes for anxiety. 
For some months the diocese was troubled by the presence of 
certain itinerant medicine mongers, calling themselves Mchape. I 
myself was in England at the time, and as a full account of 
these “ Mchape ” appeared some months ago in the Nyasaland 
Diocesan Chronicle, and also in Central Africa there is no need 
to repeat what has been said by those who were on the spot, and 
had to deal with the matter. It was a tricky money-making 
business, and most of the Christians who fell victims to the 
specious orguments and fear-inspiring practices of these modern 
medicine men have recognized how foolish they were, and have 
now been restored to Communion after undergoing penance. But 
for a time it was a cause for real anxiety. It shows how deeply 
rooted still is the African fear of witchcraft and belief in magic. 
It also shows how enormously necessary it is to teach, and go on 
teaching, the fundamental truths of our religion; the Fatherhood of 
God, and the power of the Christian life as incorporated into 
Christ. I believe that this sad affair will have been overruled for good, 

most of those who gave way will become better, 
say wiser, Christians. And aBer all when one considers the super
stitions which still exist in some parts of England after centuries

t«l»* Jctk$CHrk*l«]
OuniDI TIIS TrXASURBk'K Omcc,

The Religious life.—Five young 
seriously considering the possibility 1 
to the Religious Life. I ask for your, prayers that they may be 
given a right judgment in this matter, and that we may be guided 
to give that help which God wills we should give to them.

The Diocesan Ollice.—The Office continues its invaluable work 
and we cannot be too grateful. In many ways it is truly the heart 
of the diocese. Its regular pulsing means healthy energy for work 
everywhere; were it to begin to miss beats, the effect would be 
felt in every district. But I have no fears at all of this.

1933 brought us the joy of a visit from Father Nigel Cornwall, 
who is Chaplain to the Bishop of Colombo. Having his brother 
and sister both here, wc have good ground for hope that his visits 
will become regular and frequent—the more frequent the better.

I end this Report with an act of confidence that our sorrows 
and difficulties, heavily ns they press upon us, can and should, all 
of them, bring us near to God. " Quis ergo nos separabit a 
charitatc Christi? tribulatio? an angustia? Certus sum enim quia 
neque mors neque vita poterit nos separare a charitatc Dei quae est 
in Christo Jesu Domino nostro.”

If English would be better than Latin, then: ” Who shall 
separate us from the love of Christ? Shall tribulation or distress. . ? 
I am persuaded that neither death nor life shall be able to separate 
us from the love of God which is in Christ Jesus our Lord.”

men and two girls are now 
that God may be calling them

and that not to
♦Vincent Masasi
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soon as possible; but, os 1 urged in England, the most Important 
thing is that we should be able to rely, so to speak, on a "waiting 
list " of clergy who will be prepared to come out as need requires. 
In view, however, of the financial situation, it is to the Africans 
chictly that we must look for a steady increase in the number of 
priests. And I do not think we shall look in vain. At the present 
time there are seven readers at the Theological College beginning 
their preparation for the diaconatc, all of whom I hope will prove 
flt to go on to the priesthood. And there is no lack of men wishing 
to test their vocation. There is therefore good promise for the 
future.

of Christianity, it is not so surprising to 6nd some of our African 
Christians still a prey to their old beliefs.

Another special cause for anxiety has been the unusually 
large amount of serious illness among the European staff. When 
I left for England last Easter, one of our new nurses, Miss M. 
Young, was slowlv recovering from a prolonged attack of dysentery. 
When I returned'in November, 1 found, to my great sorrow, that 
she was again laid low witli a combination of fevers. I am thank
ful to say that she is now getting better, but it is clear that she 
will have to go home to convalesce. Then Mr. Neave at 
Msumba was very ill for some time with a poisoned leg. Thanks 
to the care of the nurse, Miss R. Heald, and to the unsparing 
attention of the Portuguese doctor, who proved a real and skilled 
friend in need, Mr. Neave made » complete recovery. Then on 
the top of that came Archdeacon George’s illness seven months ago, 
from which, at the new year, he Is slowly recovering. He too 
will liave to go home as soon as he is fit to travel, and Miss Hall, 
who has been nursing him nil the lime, will accompany him before 
her furlough is due, as she needs a complete rest. In this case 
also I have to record not only the constant attention of Dr. Wigan,

. who made several forced trips up the lake to Liuli, but also the kind
ness of Dr. Bell, the Government doctor at Songea, and of Dr. Nye 
of the Livingstonia Mission, both of whom visited the Archdeacon. 
We must hope that a period of rest, in England will set him up 
again, and that we shall see him once more in Africa.

2. To set over against these anxieties we can record the ordina
tion of six Africans to the priesthood, and the arrival in the 
diocese of five new European priests, besides other fresh workers. 
Padre Lean’s appearance at Likoma in February 1933 was a direct 
response to an S.O.S. appeal that I sent for a priest. To judge by 
the way that he has shouldered unexpected responsibilities during 
these twelve months, there is no doubt that he has found his 
>’ocation, but I am grateful to him for coming so promptly. The 
four priests who came out with me in the autumn are also a most 
welcome addition to the staff. Not that they do more than fill gaps 
left empty, but their arrival has considerably eased the situation.

Since my return the great event has been the ordination of the 
African priests, Goodwin Chilombe, Barnabas Hamisi, Tomaso 
Polelo, John Bat, Krispo Machili, and Jameson Mwenda. I 
.able to take their ordination retreat, and they were ordained in the 
Cathedral on St. Thomas’ day. We now have twelve, African 
priests in the diocese instead of six. That constitutes a definite 
advance, and has enabled me to provide pastoral help where it wa.s 
must needed. TTic situation, therefore, with regard to the clerical 
staff is brighter than it has been for some years. Not that J^he 
diocese, at any rate in some districts, is at all adequately 
in proportion to the numbers with which we have to deal, 
we have considerably more pric.sis the work cannot be satisfactorily 
tackled. Two or tliree more European priests we must have as

To turn from the clergy to the other members of the staff, 
we have had our ups and downs. At the beginning of the year 
Miss Mcdd decided that for family reasons she must go home, 
at any rale for an indefinite period. This has been a very severe 
loss to the diocese. Miss Mcdd had completed thirty years’ work 
in Africa; she was our senior teacher, but much more than that, 
she had an intimate knowledge of African life which made her 
advjce and counsel of the greatest value to myself and to all the 
members of the staff. I still hope that Miss Medd may find it 
possible to return to her work, but meanwhile she has left a big 
gap.
She was doing a great work at Mponda’s, especially among the 
girls in that difficult locality. On the nursing side also we have 
had our losses by the resignation of Miss Hardman, now Mrs. 
Luxford, and of Miss G. Young. The latter, however, I hope, 
may find It possible to return later. On the other hand, we have 
been glad to welcome two new nurses, Miss Finch and Miss 
Ormerod; one teaclier, Miss Hook; Miss Douglas, who is engaged

i

Then we have lost another valuable teacher in Miss Bruce.

"'i
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in work among women and girls at Kota Kota; and Mr. Franklin, 
who is helping Mr, Sargent in the office at Mponda’s. Further 
I am awaiting the arrival of three other nurses and one teacher 
in the early part of this year.

II. The Archdeaconry of Likoma.—There is little to report 
in this part of the diocese. Owing to Padre Davies having to 
take Archdeacon Cox’s furlough, Coboe had once more to be worked 
from Likoma during the greater part of the year. Padre Leonard 
Kangati therefore had to be away on the Portuguese mainland a 
good deal. With no deacon at the Cathedral and no other priest, 
Canon Winspear must have had a pretty stiff time, especially as 
Mr. Oldridge was on furlough, and much of the layman’s side of 
the work on the island devolved also on the priesl-in-charge. 
Things are easier now. Padre Davies and Padre Yohana Tawe 
are dividing the work in P.E.A. North and South of Likoma, 
as will be explained Inter; and Padre Alderson makes a valuable 
third on the Cathedral staff. I hope that it may now be possible 
to give more regular pastoral care to the Christians on Chizumulu 
island. The Chizumulu folk have the reputation of being a some
what wild and quarrelsome crowd, but they always welcome the 
visits not only of a priest but also' of our nurses and teachers, 
who go there when they can.

Kota Kota has at long last secured a third priest in Goodwin 
Chilombe. Padre Munby must have a proper furlough this year, 
the first he will have had, I think, since 1927; but I shall have 
somehow to put a European priest at Kota Kota while he is away. 
When the mins arc over I intend to sec something of the outstations 
in this district, nnd after Padre Munby's return it will perhaps 
possible to form a sub-station at Kiyoyo in the hills, with 
African priest resident

ni. Ttc Archdeaconry of Msumba.—^Two of the sbe new African 
priests have been allocated to this Archdeaconry, Barnabas HamisI 
and Tomaso Polcln. This has enabled me, with the Archdeacon’s 
approval, to make certain changes in the distribution of parishes. 
The big district which goes by the name of Coboe, extending 
from the Tanganyika border at the village of -Wikihi 
neighbourhood of Ngoo along the Portuguese littoral, and inland 
from the lake into the hills, as now divided into two parishes. 
The part lying north of Likoma has been assigned to Padre Yohana 
Tawe. He has his headquarters at the village of Chigoma, a place 
which has figured in the annals of the Mission from the first days 
of Archdeacon Johnson’s work. This will be called the
Chigoma. Padre Yohana has done excellent work ____ ___
deacon Cox at Msumba, and It is time that he should be given 
a more independent sphere. Padre Davies retains the southern 
part of Coboe district, and makes his headquarters at the village 
of Mandn Mbuzi in the hills about three hours’ walk away from 
the lake. Kango, where the local Portuguese official lives opposite 
to Likoma will be in this parish, so tW in all matters relating

rki'iflj
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10 the Government, Padre Davies will be able to act. His parish 
is called Mbuzi, to distinguish at from Manda in T.T.; Ngoo will 
will be a sub-station under him, with Padre Tomaso Polela resident 
there. It is a matter for thankfulness that at last it is possible to 
place a priest once more at Ngoo. Since Canon Augustine Ambali’s 
death in 1931, the Christians of Ngoo have had to depend on 
intermittent visits either from Msumba or from Coboe. At Msumba 
itself the Archdeacon will have Padre Barnabas Homisi In place 
of Padre Yohana. The primary need in this Archdeaconry now 
is for another European priest with a knowledge of Portuguese.

I have already alluded to the great kindness of Dr. Rodrigues, 
the Portuguese medical officer, at the time of Mr. Ncave's illness. 
He paid several visits to Msumba at considerable inconvenience to 
himself, and at the end would accept no remuneration from the 
Mission. Further, I am sure that the Archdeacon and Padre Davies 
would both testify to the friendly spirit shown to us during the 
past year by the Governador at Vila Cabral, and by the local 
Administrador. The whole situation in P.E.A. is, at the present 
time easier that it was a few years ago.

IV. The Archdeaconry of Nyasa.—This Archdeaconry has been 
going through a difficult period- Especially is this true of LiuU 
district. Padre Benson was on furlough during the greater part 
of the year, and the two African deacons, John Bai and Jameson 
Mwenda, were at the Theological College reading for the priesthood. 
Padre Walker did excellent work in helping the ATchdeacon, whilst 
he was in the country, and 1 am most grateful to him for coming to
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During the latter pan of the year 
but neither of them naturally could

our assistance for a year.
Padre Lean was at Luili,
tackle the language, Chimpoto, in the short time they were there; 
consequently a very heavy burden fell on the Archdeacon. I have 
little doubt that his serious illness was largely due to overstrain. 
His departure for England, so soon after his last furlough, is a 

However, he has the satisfaction of leaving Liuli at 
the New Year with a staff of four priests instead of two. Padre 
Benson is in charge of the parish, and he has with him Padre 
Sergeant at Liuli, and two African priests, Benaiah Mbi2a and 
Jameson Mwenda, stationed respectively at Kwambi and Mbaha, in 
the South and the North of the parish. The need for a resident 
priest at Kwambi has long been urgent. It is a very thickly popu> 
fated district, the number of Christians having been swelled by an 
influx some years ago of Nyasas from over the P.E.A. border. 
I confirmed over four hundred persons at Kwambi alone when I 
went up the lake the other day. So Padre Benaiah has a big job. 
Neither Kwambi nor Mbaha will be separate parishes at present; 
they will still be under Liuli, but the fact of having resident 
priests there will make the whole work of the parish more possible.

Manda and Milo have been in a more normal condition. But 
a safari in these districts from which I have just returned has 
proved to me once more the importance of our work in the North, 
and the difficulty of tackling it properly with our present staff. 
It is true that each of these two parishes has now two priests, but 
in proportion to the size of the districts it is quite inadequate. 
Each of these parishes has over forty schools, many of them three 
or four days" journey from the head station. And, owing to the 
financial straitness, in the majority of these schools there is only 
a monitor in charge, receiving a very small wage. The priests 
get round as often os they can, but it on these boys that the 
bulk of the instruction devolves, it is astonishing to me how well 
they do their work on the whole. But it is not a satisfactory state 
of thin^. There is no Muhammadanism to contend with, and 
the work has grown rapidly. In Milo parish there are i,6oo cate
chumens^ under regular instruction, and I have just confirmed 360 
persons in this parish at four different centres. With regard to 
Manda the time is more than ripe for placing a nurse and teacher 
there, and I hope that by about June this year it will be effected. 
I fear it may mean denuding other stations at any rate for a time, 
and where the money is to come from I do not quite see; but it 
must be done. Padre Hicks has been very patient, but he has 
hvM long enough alone, and out of easy communication with 
other Europeans. Moreover the medical and educational work in 
Manda district cry out for development.

V, The Archdeaconry of Shire«—So far as the clerical staff is 
concerned this Archdeaconry is in a happier condition than for 
some,tune past. At least each of its five parishes has its own 
priest. Had it been possible to arrange otherwise I should not

serious loss.
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have chosen to place two new priests in charge of |jarlshes at once. 
But Padre Cockelt and Padre Dybnll have accepted tlie siiunllon, 
and I think Malopc and Likwenu are fortunate. Before their 
arrival at the end of the year, the care of the three parishes of 
Mponda’s, Likwenu, and ’Malope devolved on the Archdeacon 
alone. Fortunately, road transport is comparatively easy in this 
part of the diocese, and with the help of his car Archdeacon Victor 
was able to pay frequent visits to Likwenu and Malopc; but it put 
a considerable strain even upon his ever youthful energies, and I 
:..-i profoundly thankful that now he will not be obliged to rush 
about so much. Unfortunately, on the lay side, the Archdeaconry 
has had a good deal of trouble. I have mentioned the serious 
illness of Miss M, Young. Then Miss Lucas has been advised to 
lake her furlough rather early, and is leaving in April. I wo 
other members of the staff, Miss Ramsay and Miss Karn, also have 
been obliged through Illness to leave their work, and I am afraid 
that the former may not be allowed to return to the dioct^e. At 
the present time Matope is again without a nurse or teacher. It 
is disappointing, as on paper the diocese appears to be fairly well 
staffed in the nursing and educational departments.

At Malindl, Padre Nicholson, on his return from furlough 
took over from Padre Trefusis. The latter has still been making 
Malindi his headquarters, and after his own furlough which is 
due now he will continue to be there. This will leave Padre 
Nicholson free to do more work among the Yaos in the district, a 
work which he has very much at heart, anc^ which .should be 
extremely valuable. , ' , . , - .

VI. The Steamers.—Mr. Haywood was on furlough for six 
months, and during his absence Mr. Sharp acted as captain of the
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“ Chauncy Maples.'* It so happened that during this time the 
steamer was called upon to make several forced trips with the 
Doctor to Liuli owing to Archdeacon George’s illness, and I 
understand that these extra quick trips were carried out without 
hitch. Mr. Sharp, and Mr. Thomas the engineer, are to be con
gratulated. When I was in England we received somewhat dis
turbing reports about the condition of the boiler on the " C. M.” 
The trouble appears to have been dealt with for the time, but Mr. 
Haywood considers that we should get expert opinion from South 
Africa as soon as we can do so without going to the expense of 
engaging an engineer to come up simply for that purpose.

yn. Education.—{!) St. Andrew’s College. After the priests* 
ordination tn Advent the College nM}pened again in January with 
seven readers preparing for the dioconate. Their names arc— 
(^dfrey Mapanjc, Alexander Yoel, Alexander Ntumbili, Alfred 
Kangunga, Ernest Lundu, Habil Chipembele, and William Steere 
I ask for prayers for these men during this year.

(2) St. Michael’s College. The Principal, Padre Hill, has had 
the assistance of Mr. Paul Atkins during the year. The addition 
of a second European on the staff has rendered the work easier 
in every way, and I very much hope that when Mr. Atkins goes 
home to prepare for ordination at the end of this year we shall 
be able to secure another lay schoolmaster for the College. One 
change has been made in the curriculum, whereby after 
at the College the students are divided into two groups 
are considered fit to read for the Nyasaland English 
and those who will only take the Vernacular. Se 
arc arranged accordingly.

MEDICAL OFFICER’S REPORT

European Staff.—The year has not been a good one for the 
staff, several members having been seriously all, and we may well 
be thankful that all have recovered or are on their way to recovery. 
Malaria, dysentery, enteric and relapsing fever have been bur chief 
enemies.

We owe a big debt of gratitude to the doctors who have kindly 
helped us, for in most cases neither Dr. Trefusis nor I were avail
able: in Nyasaland Dr. Shelley, Dr. Fitzmaurice and Dr. Aitken 
have given us much help with both European and Native patients; 
at Msumba Dr. Rodrigues came several times from a considerable 
distance to look after Mr. Neave, and at Liuli Dr. Bell came twice 
the 140 miles from Songca and Dr. Nye came across the lake 
from Livingstonia with considerable discomfort in a sailing boat 
when the lake was in a bad mood; we are most grateful to all for 
their Idndncss.

The general hospital work shows the usual slight increase in
most branches. The increase in the number of midwifery -----
attended by our nurses has been very marked during the last few 
years; doubtless this is mainly due to the maternity and infant 
welfare clinics. Twenty years ago, a midwifery case was a rare 
tiling for us; then a few began to ask our help at Mponda's, and 
Mpondn’s still has the highest number of forty-seven cases, but 
Kota Kota had forty-four during the year. At last at Likoma,

cases

' one year 
those who 
Certificate, 

iparate courses

(3) In general. In Tanganyika Territory our boys did decidedly 
belter in the Government Examination in 1933, a fair proportion 
ol those entering gaming certificates. It is some source of satis
faction that this diocese is beginning to contribute, even if only

'IT a .«P““'i°n gained by the U.M.C.A.
lor the standard of its cducaUonal work in Tanganyika Territory 

At Likoma, the Superintendent of Education in the northern 
district of the Protectorate, Mr. Stott, paid us a visit and reported 
very favourably on the schools at Chipycla.

yin. European Vmfc.-Owing to my furlough I have been 
unable to s« much of the work in the townships during 1933.
ten e Y"u^ held two Confirmations at Blantyrat
ten Mndidates ih all. The church which the English congregation 
at Limbe are hobmg to build has not been begun yet: but they are 
mepecting to bShye to start upon it in the latter part of the year. 
1 adre Hand goes on furlough after Easter, and during his absence 
vve shall do what we can to provide help from Matope and the other 
stations in the south. I know that scattered flock will 
glad to sec Padre Hand back again.

j

be very

♦Gerald Nyasaland rkoi», lUlu £. A. Hall
Llin-t ItoSI'lTAL
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where the people have been very slow to welcome our aid in spite 
of many deaths in childbirth, there have been twenty cases during 
tile year. This, 1 feel sure, is due to the Mothers’ Union work 
and the baby clinic run in connection with Jt: fourteen antenatal 
cases were seen also.

The numbers attending these clinics are too small for the figures 
to give us much certain information, but they at least show the 
need for us to push the antenatal work, with a view espeoially 
to treating hookworm and syphilis, which seem to be the most 
common causes of miscarriage and of difficulties in labour. (At 
Mponda’s, where suitable fish are obtained more easily than at most 
stations, Miss Lucas has had considerable success in treating the 
bad hookworm cases with fish livers.)

I think that these clinics are by far the most important and 
interesting development of our work tn recent years: when they 
were first suggested, I had no conception of their possibilities;

only may they do much to improve the well being of mother 
and child during the confinement and puerperium, but it 4s also 
a most cxcsllent opportunity to teach the mothers many home 
truths. In some places the nurses have got into touch with the 
village midwives, and are leaching them something of our methods 

' and asking them to bring their cases for antenatal examination; 1 
hope that we may learn from them some native ways of which we 
are Ignorant.

We are grateful to generous friends for gifts of very nice baby 
scales and also for the provision of a special clinic room at one 
or two stations where this was necessary.

We have had a small outbreak of smallpox at Likoma and the 
neighbouring island of Chtzumulu; 
and it was fortunate that a large part of the population had been 
vaccinated : over two thousand vaccinations were done as a result 
of the epidemic.

The leper colonies.—^Thc number of lepers under ..............
remains about the same as last year. Dr. Bell recently came down 
to inspect the two Liuli colonies, Kuyu and Mngehc; I hear he 
lias recommended that a number, showing now no active signs 
of the disease, should stop having specific treatment, hoping that 
they will prove to be “ burntKiut ” cases and that there will be 
no more signs of activity; unfortunately many cases wth no active 

• leprosy continue to have perforating ulcers, etc., due to past des
truction of nerves.

We have built this year at Mngehe a stone food store with 
iron roof with two less permanent structures, opposite the dis
pensary. as \yaiting shelters to protect the patients from sun, wind 
and rain whilst waiting for treatment. These are further boons 
from the Bntish Empire Leprosy Relief Association, the money 
for building having come from what remains of previous grants 
from this soaety to xvhom we owe so much. I am glad to say 
that there is still a balance in hand for further building as need and

opportunity occur. Our old temporary food store had been attacked 
by white ants, and they had begun to devour the food.

■ Considering the number of bad. cases of leprosy at Mngehe it 
is wonderful that they are able to grow so much food for them
selves, and we are hoping that the locusts will hot damage their 
crops; so far I have heard of little damage to cassava crops although 
the locusts we have now do cat their leaves, being a difTercnt kind 
to the locusts we had in 1932.

We must again record our gratitude for generous grants from 
both the Nyasaland and Tanganyika Governments; without them 
we could not possibly feed these large families, for there are about 
200 in-patients in the Liuli colonies and oyer 150 in our three 
Nyasaland colonies.

* Hospital buildings.—I hope we have at last got over the difficulty 
we had at Milo with ticks; at one time almost every patient who 
came into hospital got tick fever. I said, in my Inst Report that 
the floors were being cemented; this work has been completed and 
the walls have been remudded, and I believe we have entirely got 
rid of the ticks. Fortunately the Job has cost less than the estimate, 
and we are allowed to spend the ;^I5 which remains over in build
ing chimneys. We took on for hospitals buildings which were 
originally cow-sheds, and there w.is very little money with which 
to convert them into hospitals. Some better doors and windows 
have been put in, rotting timbers in the roofs have been replaced with 
new ones, and now the floors have been cemented; still we have 
the native custom of fires on the floors with no exit for the smoke; 
the patients seem not to mind it, but it Is blinding to us when we 
want to do dressing or other work for them, I hope that the 
;^i5 will provide us with at least one chimney for bolli the men’s 
and women’s hospitals; the other two rooms will have to wait 
until there is some more money.

At Manda, near the new station built by Padre Hicks on the 
hill, we have now a good dispensary and operating room, almost 
ready for use as soon as we can get some furniture made. We 
have been short of seasoned timber (a chronic ailment here) and of 
European supervision for carpenters (likewise a common complaint), /' 
but I hope that both difficulties will be overcome in 1934 and that 
this dispensary will be worthy to stand as another memorial^ to 
Father Russell, a year’s interest on his mcmorinl fund liaving 
provided the building.

For Matope, at the other end of the diocese, we have been 
given ;^‘i5o for building a hospital in memory of Mrs. Frances 
Bartlet, for which we are most grateful. At present the foundations 
have been dug and partly filled in with stone; ! hope the founda
tions will soon be ready for building on, and that we may be able 

. to start on it soon after the rains are over. Vj
Wm. C. Wigan

not

some of the coses were severe

treatment
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IV-THE DIOCESE OF N. RHODESIA
By the Bishop of N. Rhodesia

Three African Priests.—In the annals of the Diocese, 1933 will 
be memorable as the year of the ordination of our first three African 
priests, Isaac Mun^va, Isaya Mazara and Patrick Muyawara. 
Previous Annual Reports have contained some record of their train, 
tng at Fiwila by Padre Hewitt and of their ordination to the diacon- 
ate, also at Piwila, on Trinity Sunday, 1932. It is enough here 
to recall some of the facts. I had not hoped to see the beginnings 
of an African Ministry in my time. But, owing to the shortage 
of European priests, the spiritual destitution, in the Msoro district 
in particular, became so acute that 1 was driven to consider the 
possibility of ordaining Africans to meet the pressing need. After 
consultation with the priests of the diocese and the bishops 
of the other dioceses of the Mission, I decided to make a venture 
of faith; and not without difficulty we persuaded eight of our 
most trusted and experienced teachers, some from each district, 
to come to Fiwila with their wives and children, and place them* 
selves under Padre Hewitt’s guidance and training, with a view 
to testing their vocation. So, in June 1931, there came into being 
the happiest, most delightful and most unconventional of Theo
logical Colleges. As time went by, the numbers were reduced to 
four, Harun of Msoro, who seemed to us the best fitted of them 
all died, to our great grief, within a few weeks of the opening of 
the College, his place being taken by a younger man from Msoro. 
A second decided, quite rightly 1 think, that for the present lie was 
called to go on with his work on the staff of the Teachers’ Training 
College. A third failed to reach the requisite intellectual standard. 
The two Mapanza candidates came to the conclusion, after 
much searching of heart, that they were not called to the Ministry : 
the remaining four—three from Msoro and one from Chipili— 
were made deacons on Trinity Sunday, 1932, returning after a 
short holiday in tlicir villages to continue their training for 
priesthood. This was carried on under considerable difficu

{Pairi AiamtPkelal
Tub Sistbrs at Matanza Dispbnsarv

limit the size of the congregation, it became evident, as the time 
drew near, that it was going to be far in excess of the capacity 
of the church, though it is a large building. At the eleventh 
hour Mr. Harris was called upon to erect a temporary church of 
poles and grass—or rather a chancel, to protect our delicate Euro
pean heads from the sun. A separate shelter accommodated the 
European visitors, who came in goodly numbers from Fort Jameson. 
The Africans, Christians and catechumens, worshipped in the open; 
and a large number of African visitors looked on reverently from 
a sloping bank on the north side of the enclosure. It was a 
wonderful service, and the inspiring scene will live long in the 
memories of us all, Europeans and Africans. The tliree priests 
have now settled down to work in their several districts, and I have 
every confidence that by the Grace of God they will prove them
selves worthy of their high calling. They had already, during 
twenty years’ faithful science as teachers, given full proof of 
character and capacity.

The Sisters.—A second notable event of the year has been the 
coming of three Sisters of tlie Community of the Resurrection 
of our Lord. In last year’s Report I mentioned that, in response 
to my urgent request, the Community who, with their Mother 
House at Grahamstown, had not previously worked outside tlic 
Province of the Church of South Africa, had consented to cross 
the Zambezi and establish a branch house at Mapanza. It is with 
the greatest thankfulness that I have now to report that three Sisters

^ their training for the
This was carried on under considerable difficulties 

. . , , , was never really well during
the .whole of the time. But he struggled on manfully with the 
^\x)rk; the diligence and keenness of the deacons were beyond all 
praise; and though the period of their training was hardly com
pleted when Padre Hewitt was invalided home, I had no misgiving 
as to their readiness for ordination. We had arranged for two 
ordinations—at Msoro and Chipili—so that the candidates might
be orn.'iinpn in fhmp pncnAj.*a..n .4:.n... .l. >1.

owing to the fact that Padre Hewitt ____
the.whole of the time. But he struggled

r j . . , ***f'«w utiu v.uipiii—so mat inc candidates might
be ordained in their respective districts. But the Chipili ordinadon 
was not to be, for Andrea of Chipili was taken seriously ill on 
Easter Day and it is doubtful whether he will recover. The Msoro 
ordination t^k place on July 16th, in the open air. 1 was most 
anxious to hold it in the church; but in spite of all our efforts to
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arrived in July, and are now happily established in St. Anne’s 
House, a group of buildings, mainly the work of Mr. Stone, in 
which they will not, 1 think, be too uncomfortable. Already they 

winning the confidence of the women and girls and making 
their infiuence felt in the district, and we look for\vard with high

in different ways Padre Ruck, Padre Hewitt, Padre Gibbs and 
Miss Haddrell * have all givejt the nurses cause for anxiety.

We are in urgent need of a Sub-warden for the Teachers' Train
ing College; a second priest for the Copper Belt; and two teachers, 
for Msoro and Chiplli,

St. Mark's CoUege.—^Thc Warden, Padre Jones, writes as 
follows: “ In the Report for 1932 it was said that the year had 
been one of change and re-organization. The past year has been 
one of consolidation. The main block of the College buildings 
was completed before the boys returned from their annual holiday. 
The most important building still remaining to be built is the 
C«>llege Chapel. There is a fine large assembly hall, which has 
been used for services this year, but the arrangement has not 
proved satisfactory. The hall cannot be put to the purposes for 
which it was constructed, and it is difficult to feel in it the atmos
phere of worship. Tentative plans for the chapel have been drawn, 
but it appears that there is not at present sufficient money to 
build it. The outstanding events of the year have been the hallow
ing of the College by the Bishop of the Diocese, and its official 
opening by His Excellency the Governor on October 4th. The 
results of the Government Examinations held in June were dis
appointing. Of the twenty candidates submitted, eleven passed. 
Our percentage of passes was about that of the general average 
for the territory, and a Committee has been investigating the 
character of the examination, which will probably- be changed in 
1934. The experiment of having the College village run by its 
own chief and council of elders has been a great success. The 
village has been given the name of “ Mbelc,” (i.e. Forward); and 
the discipline and tidiness, which have been entirely in the hands 
of the elders, have been good. The boys of the various tribes 

living together in complete amity. Inter-tribal fights seem to 
be a thing of the past. At the same time the boys are probably 
at the most difficult age of their life; they arc extremely sensitive, 
and it has required great tact and careful handling to prevent 
manv of them at one lime or another from sacrificing their careers 
in a' moment of pique. With the arrival of the Sisters, the 
College has had the advantage of the presence of a trained nurse. 
Tlie health in general has been excellent, and Mapanza seems to 
agree with the boys from all our Stations. The teaching stafT is 
not yet adequate. Owing to the illness of the priest who wo.s hoi>- 
ing to come out here as Sub-warden, the Bishop appointed Fr. 
Adams to fill that office temporarily, and the Warden has been 

grateful for all his help. Unfortunately, it now seems 
impossible, at any rate for the time, to look for an extra priest 
from home, and probably the College will have to carry on with 
only one European member of the Staff. James Mwela, the 
Assistant Warden, went on a well-earned vacation at the end 
of last term, and was greatly missed during hj$ absence.”______

• MIm Haddrell was Invalided home after ihe New Year.

are

hopes to the future. I commend them, and the work that lies before 
them, to the prayers of the friends of the Mission.

The Stall.—The most serious loss that has befallen us during 
the year has been that of-Padre Hewitt, who joined the Mission in 
19x6, and has given us of his best—a good best—for seventeen 
years at Mapanza, Msoro and Fiwila in turn. Amongst his other 
achievements, he built the Station and built up the work at Fiwila; 
started the Teachers’ Training College; and was responsible for the 
training of the African priests. During his last term he worked 
under the handicap of frequently recurring sickness and pain, 
and 05 a result he was invalided home. Since then he has taken 
a step which makes it unlikely that he will return. God bless them 
both I After two years’ good and strenuous work at Chiplli, with 
more than his fair share of ill-health, Padre Gibbs has returned to 
work in the North of England, where he feels that his special 
vocation lies. He will be very much missed at Chipili. Msoro 
hos had the misfortune to lose both Miss Sutton and Miss Lock, 
both of whom will be hard to replace. Miss Sutton, one of the 
best of teachers, had the misfortune to be so very capable in other 
ways that both at Chipili and at Msoro we yielded too readily to 
the temptation to take her off her own proper work and get her to 
do something else which we knew she would do elfictcntly-—a most 
pernicious practice, and yet how hard it is to avoid it on a Mission 
Station I She has now taken up teaching again in England. Miss 
Lock has como home to take care of her mother. .By her skill and 
patience she won the confidence of the people in a remarkable degree 
both at Fiwila and at Msoro. Miss Woodard, who came out to 
Africa on a visit, went home in May after seven months’ valuable 
work at Chipili, for which we are very grateful. Mr. Peter Man 
left us in October, having successfully completed the work of 
building the College at Mapanza, for which he came out.

Wc are very glad to have Padre Higgins back again. He is 
now in charge at Chipili. The Reverend A. E. and Mrs. Dudley 
have come to Livingstone, and the Reverend A. S. and Mrs. 
Chandler to Broken Hill.
Evans, who has succeeded Miss Lock as nurse at Msoro. Of the 
coming of the Sisters I have spoken elsewhere.

Padre Godfrey went home on furlough from Chipili during the 
year, and went to Msoro on his return. Miss Field returned to 
Msoro after her furlough in Februarj*, and Archdeacon Smith in 

Padre Rogers and Mr. Harris went on furlough from 
dsoro, and Mr. Laktn from Fiwila. I myself went on furlough 

In November.
The health of the Staff has been good on the whole, (hough

are

We welcome also Miss Sarah Ann

most

une.
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occupation in July, and it was not till towards the end of the year 
that the buildings were finished. They consist of an Oratory j 
a Community room and refectory under one roofj a kitchen block, 
including store rooms and facilities for washing and ironing; 
thatched brick single-roomed huts for each Sister; quarters for 
the domestic staff; a piest house, and a dormitory capable of 
accommodating forty girls, intended for those who come in from 
out-schools for classes for confirmation, baptism and so on. 
Although the Sisters had some difiiculties at first in getting girls 
to come and work for them, they were not so great as we expected, 
and by the end of the year, kitchen staff and house girls had made 
good progress and were well established. In spite of some set
backs, the work in the district has made good head-way, and some 
fresh ground has been broken. In October, I paid an interesting 
visit with Padre Ruck to the cattle posts on the Kafue Flats, and 
was able to confirm several of our lads down there. One or two 
of the local schools have been used by the College students as 
practising schools, and feverish enthusiasm for education has 
resulted in the privileged villages. Long may it lastl

Chipilt.—Padre Godfrey left in January, and Padre Gibbs 
remained as the only priest till the end of June, when Padre 
Higgins arrived. Padre Fiennes joined the staff in July when Padre 
Gibbs went home. Miss Hitchman came at the end of May and 
took over the Boys’ Boarding School. She was also an charge 
of the hospital till the arrival of Miss Hawkes, in August. Miss 
Haddrcll broke down in health in November, and her very success
ful Girls' Day School has come to an untimely end in consequence,

In the Districts
Msoro.—Re-organisation of work. With the addition of the 

three African priests to the staff, it has become possible to make 
some division of this unwieldy district, and two new centres 
have been established, one about thirty miles to the West of Msoro 
at Myanda, the other about thirty miles to the North 
In the Myanda area Padre Patrick has charge of all the villages 
within a day’s walk of his Station, and has a roll of about i,ioo 
Christians, of whom some 300 are away at work. Padre Isaac, 
at Katemo, is in charge of the Ukunda district, where the work 
is still in the pioneer stage and presents many difficulties. The 
presence of a resident priest should do much to strengthen the 
hands of the teachers and to direct the work into the most hopeful 
channels. Padre Isaya is stationed at Msoro itself, which 
becomes the centre of a third workable parish, comprising the 
villages in its own immediate neighbourhood, together with a small 
additional area to the South. If these three parishes covered the 
whole Msoro district, we should now be able to congratulate 
selves on being at last in a position, not only to teach the Catholic 
Faith to all our people, but also to train them in sound Catholic 
practice—cspedally in regard to frequent Communion and the use 
of the last sacraments of the Church. There ore, however, in 
addition two large isolated areas for which Msoro is responsible. 
One is near to Mpetaukc, the Government centre for the southern 

■part of the Province, about seventy miles S.W. from Msoro. Here 
we have six villages, separated from Padre Patrick’s district by an 
uninhabited strip of country twenty miles wide. The other is the 
I^rt Jameson district, which, since the withdrawal of the resident 
chaplain has come under the care of the Msoro staff. The work 
involves ministrations to the European community in Fort Jameson 
and the neighbourhood, and the charge of six or seven villages,

^ with a roll of about 400 Christians, about sixteen miles from Fort 
Jameson and fifty miles S.E. of Msoro. These two areas constitute 
a serious charge on the Msoro central staff, and are so far removed 
from the Station that it will be impossible for them to be adequately 
served. They can both be reached by car in the dry season, and 
we have invested in a Ford vnnnette for the purpose. Durintr the 
rams lon^ treks will be necessary.

Buildings. BuildinB work has continued on the main Station 
at Msoro, and al the necessary buildings, except the nesv churcli, 
should be erected by the end of next year. A certain amount of 
building IS also required at Myanda, it funds are forthcoming, 
c, ^ Adams has been acU'ng as Sub-warden of
St. Mark s College, and both Padre Ruck and the work of the 
district have suffered in

at Katemo.

now

our-

< ■■

the coming of the Sisters'^Srsphal^V teef r^ene^ anS

J^g7esXt=,y-b^y^?n?M^S^^^^
Mr. Stone succeeded in getting St. Anne’s House ready for Chief and cbeei’hr-covkrkd iiur
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which is a p;ricvous pity. More, and more elhcient teachers are 
sorely needed in the district, where the misguided Watch Tower 
preachers are still very active and have had some success, even 
capturing some of our*catechumens by the offer of while-you-wait 
baptism. In January, a lire broke out in the dturch, which happily 
did no serious damage beyond the destruction of the Epiphany 
Crib figures. The Lady Chapel, of which the foundations had 
shown alarming signs of weakness was rebuilt during the year 
under the supervision of Mr. Heritage. It was consecrated 
on the Feast ot St. Bartholomew, and all the daily offices are now 
said in it. Tlie white ants Iiave been very active in the nave of the 
church, and the work of repairing the damage done to the pillars 
and outside walls has been very considerable. And I fear that 
the need of it ts likely to recur.

At Fiwiltt Padre Munday is holding the fort with a skeleton 
staff consisting of himself, Mrs. Munday and Miss Dlackburne. 
There are five teachers in charge of out-schools in the district; and 
though the schools arc small and of no great efficiency, the teachers, 
with one exception, are doing very good work. They are steady 
and weir trained, and their converts are large in number consider
ing the sire of the villages, and of very good quality. The first 
four Walala who have reedved their entire instruction In a village 
were baptized during the year, and Padre Munday speaks ver 
highly of them. Miss Blackburne’s Girls* Boarding School, wit 
thirty-one girls, continues to flourish. The discipline is excellent, 
and hard work, patience and sheer doggedness on Miss Black- 
burne*s part have made the school very near to the ideal which 
she has before her. The buildings on the other hand arc bad, 
and must be replaced by something better as soon os funds pe 
The work In the district is rendered increasingly difficult by 
growing tendency of the villages, already small, to split up into 
yet smaller ones, consisting often of not more than a dozen houses. 
The tendency is natural in a country where, as in this district, the 
soil Is so incredibly poor that a vast area has to be cultivated for 
the support of a very few people, and the gardens have to be 
shifted every year. But there Is moderation in all things, and some 
check must be put upon it if missionary and educational work are 
not to become imposabic. As the distances between these small 
hdmicts are very considerable, the problem of establishing 
corporate church life amongst these people and affording opportuni
ties for sacramental worship is almost insoluble. And it is not 
confined to the Fiwila district.

Medical Work.—I am thankful to say that for the first time in 
the history of the diocese we have now a nurse on each of our four 
Stations; a fairly good dispensary on three of them—the Mapanza 
dispensary is distinctly a bad one; and provision, not always of 
the best, for a small number of in-patients. The fact that the 
hospital huts are nearly always full, and that day after day the 
outpatients are thick on the ground round the dispensary, sitting,

t«f. /. F. CteptTrfc.toi Women huskino copfbb beans, Ciiipili uistrict

lying and crawling, is sufficient indication that the nurses’ services 
are both needed and appreciated. The patients have not always 
been particularly anxious to show their appreciation of servic^ 
rendered in any material way; but they arc improving in this 
respect. Hospital *' gifts ” in money or kind, amount to a con
siderable sum in the course of the year: Chipili, for insinnee, 
reports that on the Feast of St. Stephen “ a Cliristmas party was 
held at Kaseka, at which someone suggested a ‘ whip round ’ 
for the hospital, with the result that 7s. iid. was handed in a few 
days later. Nearly every patient," adds the report " gives some 
htipe (gift).” And Msoro could give similar testimony.

The systematic treatment of leprosy is still confined to Fiwila, 
where Mrs. Munday has eighteen patients in the leper village. 
Elsewhere the nurses are anxious to start similar work, and as to 
the need for it there can be no dispute. The experience gained 
at Fiwila should be of great value in the event of any fresh venture 
being made. It is important that the lepers should be encouraged 
from the outset to do as much as possible for themselves.

Locusts were disastrously active in every part of the Territory 
during the year. On the whole, however, the damage done 
to have been much less than one might have expected. Arch
deacon Smith, for instance, reports that " in spite, of a bad 
invasion of locusts, the harvest in the Msoro district was a good 
one. Two or three villages lost the whole of their crop; but in 

places energetic measures kept the locusts from doing much 
harm, and crops generally were larger than usual." Padre Ruck 
reports from Mapanza that "a good many villages have been 
rather harassed bv locusis and drought, thoughahere were no signs

rmit. 
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earlier in the year of any abatement in the manufacture of beer.” 
Recent information is to the effect that a kindly parasitic fungus, 
the Empusa grylU, is attacking the swarms in different parts of 
the countr)'. As ” parasitism of this fungus is fatal and the disease 
spreads with great rapidity under favourable conditions,” wc 
wclrome the news of its arrival and hope that the conditions may 
continue to be favourable for the accomplishment of its beneficent 
work.

district four years ago. The new townships are now as respect
able as the garden cities of England. Ndoln reflects the prosperity 
of the mines. It is laid out on generous lines with good public 
buildings and all the essential services; it is a pleasant place to 
live in. The Africans have shared in the industrial recovery. 
They have proved themselves apt learners in all branches of mining 
activity. Many of them receive high wages which a few years ago 
would have been thought impossible. Voluntary labour is 
abundant on all the mines and there has been no recruiting of 
labour for two years. The higher paid African is becoming 
miserably civilized; he buys tickets in the Irish Sweep, and most of 
his clothes from Manchester. He becomes more detribalised each 
year and tends less and less to revisit his village. The work of 
the priest-in-charge goes on much the same. Roads 
than they used to be and he tours the district each month in a 
Sports-tan coup6-de-luxc provided by the Sustentation Fund. 
Money is now in hand for three more churches which will be 
started in April, when the rains are over. An African teacher 
tours with the priest-in-charge doing valuable work in the Com
pounds and holding preparation classes for baptism, confirmation 
and communion. A second priest, African or European, is really 
needed and there is no doubt that funds for his maintenance would 
be forthcoming. The Copper Belt has always been financially 
independent of the Mission,” I propose to raise the Church of 
the Nativity to Cathedral status when I return from my furlough. 
A very beautiful episcopal throne has already been set up.

♦Alston NRhodesia

Modern Industry and the African.—Under the auspices of the 
Department of Social and Industrial Research of the International 
Missionary Council, a representative Commission of experts under 
the chairmanship of Mr, Merle Davies, travelled through Northern 
Rhodesia in 1932, and made an exhaustive study of the effects 
of the Copper Mines on Native society and the work of Christian 
Missions; and their Report, published by Macmillan and Co., has 

. now been issued under the above title. The Report is a rich mine 
of carefully sifted information on every aspect of its subject- 
social, economic, administrative and missionary; and contains 
constructive proposals of great value. No one who is called upon 
to face the perplexing and momentous problems arising out of the 
industrialisation of Africa can be other than profoundly grateful 
for this notable contribution towards their understanding and 
solution.

are better

now

European Centres
Livingstone.—Padre Dudley arrived at Livingstone in the early 

part of the year after a somewhat lengthy interregnum.
The work is not made easier—sdll le^ the maintenance of it_
by the fact that, one after the other, the Government Departments 
.yc being removed to Lusaka. Livingstone, however, has no 
intention of subsiding into obscurity.

Broken Hill was also for some months without a padre after 
Padre Leeke’s departure. Padre Chandler took charge at the end of July.

Lusaka.—^Thc church of All Saints, a first instalment of a 
larger building, was consecrated on the Sunday, in the Octave of 
All Saints. The work is still carried on by Padre Faull of the 
Railway Mission, to whom we are greatly indebted for holding 
scrv'iccs at Livingstone and Broken Hill during the time when 
they were without a resident priest.

Of the Copper Bell and Ndola,

V-HOME AFFAIRS
The Home Staff.—The past year, which has been the first under 

Bishop Shaw’s Presidency, has seen a number of changes in our 
home staff. Two of our Organising Secretaries have left us for 
other work; The Reverend W. G. Lewin, formerly Archdeacon of 
Luatala, resigned the Secretaryship of the Eastern Aren in order 
to undertake work in the diocese of Pretoria, and The Reverend 
H. D. P. Malachi, who had succeeded Mr. Watson in the North 
of England, resigned at the end of last year for parochial work 
in London. These two areas, after having been unshepherded 
for about three months, are now again provided for, the new 
Secretary for the North being the Reverend W. Stewart Malton, 
who for four years was a missionary in the diocese of Lebombo, 
and more recently Director of Native Missions in the diocese 
of Kimberley; while the Reverend E. P. Walker has undertaken 
the charge of the East of England. Mr. Walker, before his

i

.. . Padre Ellis writesIt has been
a year of recovery, slow but sure, from the depression that has 
dominated the district for two years. The mines have weathered 
the storm and are once more producing copper on a large scale 
at a very low cost. Mufulira mine has reopened after being 
closed down for eighteen months. But the lavish days of mining 
construction, when there was work and well-paid work for all, 
are over. Producing mines need a more skilled and settled type 
of workman than the “hard cases” which flocked into the
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marriage did some admirable work for the Mission in Nyasaland, 
and more recently went back for a year to help »he diocese tem
porarily through what was a very difficult time, owing to the 
shortage of priests from which it was suffering. Miss Ruth Shaw, 
who had trained for educational work in Nyasaland, but is for 
the time being prevented by the doctors from starting for Africa, 
lias also joined our home staff, as Travelling Secretary for Girls’ 
Schools and Women’s Colleges. 1 am sure that these three new 
Secretaries will receive a very warm welcome from the friends of 

Mission wherever they go.
The Mission House at Tonkerton,—For several months now we 

have been in possession of our new home at Tankerton, the large 
and convenient Rest House of St. Barnabas, which is the property 
of the Community of St, John Baptist, Clewer. We owe a very 
real debt of gratitude to the Sisters for their exceeding generosity, 
which has led them, not only to allow us to become their tenants 
at an extremely moderate rent, but also to spend a great deal of 
money and care on making the house more suitable for our purposes, 
and more comfortable for all who use it. We are extreme! 
fortunate in our Home Mission Station, and duly grateful to a 
those many friends whose gifts have helped to make It what it is. 
It is to be noted that for the future the house will be available 
all the year round, as we shall no longer be required to give up 
possession wlien the summer season is at its height.

Finance.—Once again, as readers of Central Africa have already 
learned, the Treasurers have dared to promise the Bishops in 
Africa that the grants made to them in 1933 shall be maintained 
throughout 1934; but we must continually remind the friends of 
the Mission that the money needed for this purpose has yet to be 
raised In the course of the year. And although the omens, when 
wc made up our accounts for 1933, seemed on the whole to be 

/ favourable, it is a matter of some little anxiety that the contributions 
actually received during the first three months of 1934 have shown 
a slight falling off, instead of the relatively small increase whicli 
Is needed to keep the Mission finances solvent. We are enormously 
grateful to all those who helped us so nobly during 1933, especi
ally to the parishes and individuals which pledged themselves to 
the to per cent, increase, which the Church Assembly had called 
for from the home Church, on behalf of the missionary cause. 
But in fact, though wc were helped so generously by many people, 
the total increase in contributions during 1933 was nearly ;^’r,5oo 
short of what was needed. We must see to it that somehow or 
other this shortage shall be made up in 1934.

Home Activities.—The Anniversary services and meet
ings were os happy and as enthuriastic as ever. We were able to 
go back for the Afternoon Meeting to the Great Hall of the 
Church House, and

Mission as he had seen it at work. There was a greater demand 
for seats at the Queen’s Hall meeting than ever before, and every 
ticket had been disposed of well in advance of the Anniversary 
Dnyi It was unfortunate that a number of late applications for 
tickets could not be dealt with, as we are always sorry to disappoint 
our friends, but the fact that more people wanted to come to the 
meeting than the Queen’s Hall would hold was certainly a matter 
for some satisfaction.

The Exhibition of Work at the Church House In March attracted, 
a.s always, a very large number of entries; and the Exhibition itself 
was attended by a considerable crowd. We were fortunate this 
year in having the Bishop of Northern Rhodesia, with us at the 
Exhibition, and he delighted his large audience by his, very 
interesting and humorous speech.

The Children’s Day, always so popular, seems rather to gain 
in popularity as the years pass. This year we had to limit the 
number of children who could be admitted to the Sting Mass at 
St. Matthew’s, for the church was not large enough to hold all 
who would have liked to come.

The Summer School went back once again to St. Hilda’s Priory, 
.Sneaton Castle, Whitby, where the weather was more Idndly than 
we have ever known it before in the North of England. The fact 
that the Bishop of Nyasaland spent a whole week at' the School 
conduced not a little to its outstanding success.

The Exhibitions Department has undertaken no large U.M.C.A. 
Exhibition during the year just past, but we have co-operated in 
a number of exhibitions in various parfs of the country with the 
C.M.S., the S.P.G., and other missionary societies.

Thanks.—The many helpers of U.hl.C.A., up and down the 
country, do their unselfish work without any thought of thanks, 
but it is only seemly that in our annual r6sum<^ of home work we 
should express our gratitude to them, one and all. Without their 
self-sacrificing efforts the Mission could certainly not have weathered 
the storm of financial depression through which we have been 
passing, and which has even yet not passed.

We are again indebted to the very generous help of the 
Society for Promoting Clirlstian Knowledge, wliich has shown 
itself, as it always does, a true liandmald of the Church in her 
missionary task.

The British and Foreign Bible Society has again helped us by 
printing translations of parts of the New Testament into Yao, 
and by making us grants on missionary terms.

Publications.—^The most important book which we have pub
lished during the year has been the long-awaited “Life” of Arch
deacon Johnson, by Father Barnes, C.R., published under the 
title '* Johnson of Nyasaland.” There seems to be a pretty 
general agreement that the author did his work in a way thoroughly 
worthy of his subject, and the book, of which a large edition had 
to be printed in order to enable us to keep the pride low, has already

■
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specially fortunate in having with us 
Sir Stewart Symes, the Go%*crnor of Tanganyika Territory, who 
spoke in the happiest way very high words of praise for the

were
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had a very considerable sale. A revised edition of " Prayers for 
Common Use " has also been printed.

R.I.P.—^Just as we go to press comes the news of the death of 
Bishop Mine, after a very trying illness which lasted for over a year. 
All readers of Central Africa know that the late Bishop had charge 
of no less than three of the Mission dioceses, and after his retire
ment from Northern Rhodesia, he was always one of the Mission’s 
best friends at home.

We also suffered the loss, by death, of our well-beloved Chair
man, Dr. Archer-Houblon; of Bishop Talbot, for some years 
President of U.M.C.A.j and of the Reverend Dr. Foxell, Chairman 
of the London University Branch. Other former members of the 
Committee who were called home during the past year were: 
Dr. Walter I^k, long Chairman of the Oxford University Com
mittee, and Mr. A. H. Hallam Murray, a former Treasurer.

The many valued home helpers who died in the course of the 
year included Miss Beatrice Deane, who, at her own charges, 
undertook only a few years ago a visit to Nyasaland and Masasi, 
in order to be able to serve the Mission better at home; Mr. T. W. 
Squires, of Oxford, one of Bishop Birley’s oldest friends, who had 
made himself responsible for the publishing and circulating of the 
special intercession leaflets for the dioceses of Zanzibar and Masasi; 
the Reverend F. T. Marsh, and Mrs. Chevenix Trench, one 
of our very’ oldest and most generous subscribers.

Former members of tlic Mission departed in the year’s course 
included The Reverend E. S. L. Randolph, The Reverend Caradoc 
Davies; Sister Mary Dorothea; Miss F. M. Plant; and Mr. C. M. 
Baker, for n short time one of my colleagues at Kiungani.

The Outlook.—I am writing this Report on a typical April day 
of alternate sunshine and showers, and the state of the weather 
^ms to afford a true parable of the state of our work for the 
Mission, both in Africa and In England. There is a good deal of 
cloud, but the clouds p^ and the sun shines through; so, with 
all our anxieties, there is much reason for rejoicing, and though 
the needs of Africa seem to tax our resources to the utmost, so 
that we often wonder how we shall be able to supply them, we 
must not allow ourselves to forget that He Whose work we are 
setting ourselves to do will use what we can give Him, however 
little it be, and make it sufflee for the needs of His Church. The 
only anxiety we need to feel is as to our own faithfulness.

Ernest F. Spanton, 
Secretary.

Our readers will have seen in the papers that on April 9th, Bishop 
Hine, after a long and painful illness passed to his well-earned rest, 

of years and rich in good works, having finished the work 
which God gave him to do here on earili. So we Imve another 
well-tried friend in Paradise.

Bishop Hine joined the Universities’ Mission in 1889. He then 
went first to Zanzibar but did not stay there very long; leaving 
for Nyasaland, where he remained working at Unangu. He was 
consecrated Bishop of Likoma on St. Peter’s Day, 1896. He was 
translated to Zanzibar in 1901, and remained there until ill-health 
compelled him to resign in 1908, and Bishop Weston succeeded

full
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him. When ihe new diocese of N. Rhodesia was started it was 
thought that no one was so fitted to lay the foundations of that 
Diocese as Bishop Hine, and so he had the unique experience 
of being successively Bishop of all the then three Dioceses of 

No one possessed a more comprehensive knowledge 
of the Mission In Africa. It must be reser\’ed for workers in 
Nyasiiland and N. Rhodesia to tell of his work in those Dioceses. 
I can only speak from experience of his work as Bishop of 
Zanzibar. I saw something of him before he left Zanzibar in 
1889 for Nyasalnnd. We found we had been ordained by the 
same Bishop at successive ordinations and he told me the follow
ing tale: Bishop Thorold of Rochester liked to write his own letters 

were brief and laconic. He.wrote as follows; 
ave you a’degreeV Yours ftiithfully, A. W. 

reply was equally brief. '* My Lord, I have .seven 
degrees. Yours faithfully, J. E. Hine.” That was a simple state- 
tnent of fact, not an idle boast. Was it always realized what a 
fund of knowledge he possessed and what a wide experience of 
men and matters? He had an amazing and accurate memory. 
His manner was sometimes abrupt, but those who knew him well 
realized what a kind heart that abrupt manner concealed. Some
times he was very silent and would sit through a meal with 
hardly a word, and at other times he would keep; our attention 
fixed as he described something he had seen in his'travels. When 
he resigned, In 1908, he looked like an old man of nearly eighty 
years. His face was just like the face of Bishop Smythies before 
he died at sea In 1894. He told me that he had lost his sense of 
initiative and that in the interests of the Mission he oug 
resign. But what he really needed was a good holiday, and 
I saw him some time aftenvards in England I said to myself, he 
need never have resigned. That was sufficiently proved by those 
long and lonely walks of his when Bishop of N. Rhodesia. When 
will the Church at home learn to give African Bishops a thorough 
rest when they come Iiome, instead of sending them back to Africa 
tired out?

Canons on June nth, 1903. Other impormnt events in his episcopate 
were the consecration of the fine church at Korogwe in Zigualand 
and the first ordination in the Masasi district, then part of the 
Diocese of Zanzibar, but now as our readers know the fourth 
diocese of the Mission.

The Bishop took a keen interest in tltc work among Muham
madans and definite steps were taken in this direction. It is a 
task which bristles with difficuhtes, and the Muhammadan 
atmosphere makes even pastoral duties among Christians uphill 
work. Yet surely, if very slowly the work progresses.

It \\x>uld be an imperfect account of the Bishop’s activities if no 
mention were made of his medical work. As all know, he was 
a skilful surgeon as well as a Bishop and the Hospital at Mkunazini 
gave him ample opportunities of putting his skill to account, and 
many an -African has good reason for remembering him with 
gratitude.

No one loved the Mission more, and perhaps the greatest 
proof of this love was the self-elTaccmcnt, which prompted him 
10 open the way to the appointment of Bishop Westonj when he 
himself at the time felt that his state of health was becoming a 
hindrance to the diocese, but finally the Mission gained by his self- 
sacrifice when he became Bishop of N. Rhodesia and brought 
nil ills experience both as bishop and doctor into play in laying 
the foundations of the new Diocese, •

Of the time in Nyasaland Dr. Howard writes:—” T first met 
the Bishop in .April ’99 at what was, I think, the first conference 
of the whole diocese of Nyasaland. It was held wlicn the building 
(jf the Chauucy Maples had been decided on and a great developr 
inent in the .steamer work was contemplated.

” In practice Bi.shop Hine was the first Bishop of the 
new diocese wlio really exercised any episcopal supcr\’ision, for 
Bishop Hornby was invalided before he had obtained any real 
grasp of the work, and Bishop Maples was drowned, on his 
way to his work. While he was Bishop he laid down 
very sound principles and this made it much easier for 
Bishop Trower to build on these and develop the work, 
not think
possessed of setting other people to work, but he had an intimate 
knowledge of the work of a mission priest and of its diflicultie.s--—^ 
and trials. He liked ritual in church, but haled all swagger and ; 
pomp outside, and could not bear being * My Lord’ed ' in conversa- 

I believe that during his fir.st term in Zanzibar, Dr. Hine 
did a good deal of medical work in addition to his priest’s work, 
but that was before 2^nzibar Hospital was built.

'* On his .second term of service, he was sent to Nyasalnnd. He 
was a short while at Likoma, but .Maples was in charge and per
manent there, as was Johnson on (lie Charles Janson, also Dr. 
Robinson had just come out and taken charge of the medical work 
at Likoma. (He was invalided in le.ss than one year.) For a long

U.M.C.A.

and con.sequently they 
•* Dear Mr. Hine, Hr 
RofTen.” The

ht to 
when

One of the most important events during his cpiscopat 
the consecration of the Cathedral, and the creation of the Chapter. 
The consecration had been delayed until the tenure of property 
was secure. Bishop Hine consecrated the Cathedral, preaching 
the sermon, and celebrating with his face to the West. The altar 
stands in the middle of the apse, and the Bishop was standing 
near Bishop Stecre’s grave between the throne and the altar.

Hitherto there had been no Chapter, only a solitary Archdeacon. 
The Chapter was formed of thirteen stalls, four of the stalls being 
n^r>'ed for African clergy of the future. Above the stalls arc 
Mieen beautiful panels representing Old Testament types of 
Christ, thus completing the memorial to Bishop Smythies. Above 
th^, all round, are thirty figures of angels forming a rainbow of 
colour. The Blsliop, as Dean of the Cathedral, installed the first

I do
that Bishop Hine had the gift that Bishop Trower
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time Maples had ^vanted to start work among the Yaos in the hills, 
to the east of the lake, and for this bit of new pioneer work the 
choice naturally fell on Dr. Hine. He settled at Unangu and 
lived there for’rather over two years with Yohana Abdallah just 
ordained deacon, and laid the foundations of the Yao work of 
the diocese, then on Bishop Maples' death he was called home 
and was consecrated Btsliop of Likoma on St. Peter’s Day, 1896. 

“ He was no good at small talk, and was frankly bored by it, 
When interested, he was a 

companion; his knowledge 
was very extensive, and his interests wide. He was an extra
ordinarily good letter writer, and to his friends he let himself go 
in his letters with great frankness, relying on their discretion to 
see that these private remarks did not go further. In this matter I 
am afraid that his friends sometimes failed, possibly quite uninten
tionally, and repeated some of these frank criticisms and this did 
harm, but it was not Bishop Hinc’s fault.

As n doctor he had a brilliant career at University College 
and took his M.D.(Lohdon) very young; but when I knew him he 
was conscious that his medical knowledge was getting rusty, and 
It was obviously impossible for him to keep up-to-date wth all the 
new discoveries in tropical medicine that were being made. (1899 
is the date of the discovery of the-mosquito transmission of malaria 
which was the starting point for most of the recent discoveries that 
have been made In troiMcaP medicine.)

“ With Bishop Hine his vocation as priest obviously came first. 
In the Mission field a doctor has to take responsibility that he 
would ne\*cr dream of taking at home and for this he must feel 
that he can conscientiously say he has done his best. Bishop 
Hine felt that as regards keeping his medical knowledge up to date 
he could not say this. The result was that he haled being left with 

. responsibility as doctor in charge. He was intensely interested in 
medical work, and thoroughly enjoyed acting as a consultant, 
and discussing any case, but to be left in charge of the health, 
especially of the European staff of a station was what he avoided 
as far as possible. At this time there were two other doctors of 
medicine who were also Bishops in Africa, Hicks of Bloemfontein 
and Smyth of Lebombo, and I think that both of them found 
the vocation of priest and bishop far too all-absorUng to allow 
of much medical work.
u r ^ should say that Bishop Hine had the critical faculty very 
highly developed, and he also had a well marked sense of humour, 
but his outlook on life was rather a grim one. He had rather poor 
health with a good deal of malaria. This was largely due to the 
fact that he would not take really adequate precautions, especially 
when camping and he would try and go on with his work in spite 
of an attack of malaria. In justice to him, however, one must 
admit that he joined the Mission at a time when malaria was 
regarded as an unpleasant hardship to be patiently borne rather

than, as it came to be regarded after the mosquito transmission 
discovery in 1899, as a preventable disease to be conscientiously 
and carefully avoided. Also he had not the knack of making 
himself os comfortable as possible in adverse circumstances, especi
ally on a journey. A bad blister on the foot, was a hardship to 
be endured rather than an accident to be guarded against and 
avoided in the future.".

and cared nothing for popularity, 
delightful conversationalist and OUR 75TH ANNIVERSARY

Particulars of arrangements for our Anniversary on May 15th 
will be found on the cover of this magazine. Dom . Bernard 
Clements will preach Uie Anniversary sermon, but we arc not yet able 
to announce definitely the names of all the speakers at the incetings.

Tickets for reserved seats for the Queen’s Hall meeting should 
be obtained without delay. At the time of writing (April 16) all 
the best free seals have been applied for; there arc sUll seats 
available in the .Stalls and Grand Circle at one shilling each.

HOME JOTTINGS
Th» Million’s lacornc.—The follow] 

to tile principal working funda of the L
Ing la a comparison of the 
Miitlon:

amoimis contributed

1034 1033

•Received [ Total to 
during Marchl March 31

! Received 
during March

Total to 
March 811 Fund

i£ £ £
1,709

103
General ... 
Auallinrv 
Schools ...

1,630 6,130 6.440
179 350 32
107 701 146 701

Grand Totals 1.826 0,193 1,689 0.403

Onr (banka arc tine to the imonymoui donor who lent three 4110 notci for building 
an MUschool, the result of reading the C.S.P. Sister’s article on the aubjeel In our 
April number. We also thank the anonymous friend for the gift of a sewintr mnehino 
to the Million House at Tankerton.

Monthly RetjoUm.—A Man of Requiem for departed membera and fi 
Mluion will be said in the Chapel of All Souls at Central Africa House 
May 29th, at 8.30 n.m.

Intercciilon Leaflel.—In rciponse to requests for spechtl Imcreesiloni for the work 
of the Mission at Home, it has been decided to publish an enlarged Inlerceuion leaflet 
containing a Home work leciion. This will be sent with (he Annual Review number 
and in November. It is Jjoped that it may be kept and used with the inlrrcenlons for 
Africa in the intervening months.

The Home Sltdon, St. Damabai, Tankerton, Is going to be a popular spot during 
the next few months, Judging by the number of applications which have been received 
lately, both for Retreats and In between Relre.nls. Anyone hoping for a visit during 
the spring or summer will do well to book a room without delay. ,

Boyi and girls are specially Invited to come between Auguit I8th and September Isi— 
either with older relatives or by themsclvee.

riends of the 
on Tuesday, r
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HOME JOTTINGS CENTRAL AFRICA
Retrcall nt Si. Harnaba* have been arranged as follows*May 

ilannay, C.R. 12s. (kj. July Ctli>10lh, Fr, S^din^r, S.S.J.E, 16s.
3rd.7ih, Canon Sp.nnlon. IBs. W. November (All Saints.)

Apply wiih stamped and addressed envelope for reply to: Miss H. Sp.inlon, 
.St. Harnabas, Queen’s Road, Tankerton, Wliltstable, Kent.

lliti-Uth, Fr. 
Cd. September A MONTHLY RECORD OF THE WORK OF THE 

UNIVERSITIES' MISSION TO CENTRAL AFRICA

U.Al.C.A. Summer Sc1imI,>-Ai previously announced, the Summer School will be 
held at St. Helen's School, AblnRdon, Uerlts, by kind pcnttUslon of the Sister Superior, 
C.S.M.V. Irom Aui'ust 3rd-18th. The char{;e for board and lodging Is 378. (W. per 
week. Applications (which should include Ihe booking fee of 2s. (id.) should be sent to:— 
The Rev. C. Watson, c/o Central Africa House, Wood Street, Westminster, S.W.l.

N0. 618. LU. JUNE, 1934 Price 2d.
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NOTB.—Ncithtr th* Bishops of tht Miuion nor Iho Central Coundl art rrtpontihU 
for any opinion or eiatemml iri CSNTRAL AFRICA unltu it is cUarly indUated

Relrsits lor Member* ol ibe C.S.C,—Two Retreats for women members of the 
Companionship are being arranged for 1034. (1) At St. Ursula’s Retreat Houve, 
Chiswick, from May llih to 11th. Conductor: Rev. W. Stewart Malton, formerly in 
(he Diocese of Lebombo, and lately Director of Native Missions In the Diocese of 
Klml*erley; newly appointed Organizing Secretary for U.M.C.A. Fee: 16s. 
(2) At Wj.termlllxk Retreat House, Bolton, Lancs, from June 1st to 4th. Conductor: 
The Bishop of Mosasi. Fee: 16s. Od. Intending Retreatanis should apply to the 
Secretary, C.S.C., c/o the Office os soon oi possible.

Cemmueity of tbe Sacred Paision.—A Garden Meeting and small Sale will be held 
at St. Cross. Duxhunt, Reigate, on Saturday, June 2nd, between 3 p.m. and G p.m. 
Tea will be at 4 p.m. Tbe Sisters will l>e glad to see all who arc associated with the 
Community, n.nd nny who are internted in its work. Information as how to reach 
Duxhurst will be sent to any one ^0 desires it. Please reply to the Sister Superior. 
C.S.P. at Si. Cross, Duxhurst, Reigate.

Rcireats Tor Associates and other friends of the Community will be held at St. Cross. 
Duxhurst, Reig.iie, Surrey, from June 16lh to 22nd. Conductor: The Rev. Dom Martin 
(Collett, O.S.B., and from August 3rd tn 7lh, Conductor: The Rev. Fr. Panton, S.R.C. 
Fee 31s. Application to be made to the Sister Superior, C.S.P., St. Cross, Duxhurst. 
Reigate, Surrej.

OUR 75TH ANNIVERSARY
Once again \ye were blessed with fine weather, though there 
a nip in the air. After all, these sudden changes in the temperature 
have something to do with the national characteristic of making 
the best of things in trying circumstances.

There was a very large attendance at St. John’s, Red Lion 
Square, and the service was as beautiful as ever. Our new Chair
man was there in mitre and cope, pronounced the Absolution and 
gave the Blessing. The Preacher, the Rev. Dom Bernard Clements 
took ns his text—*' Our conversation is in Heaven." He reminded 
us of our fellow citizens, the angels, the saints at rest, the Blessed 
Mother and our Holy Redeemer, thus raising our thoughts from 
earth to heaven and then pleading with us all, abroad and at home, 
to do our part in bringing heaven to earth, however trying out
ward circumstances may be and however diiTicull the task which 
has been committed to us.

was

THE MISSION STAFF
Name Dioc«.*se Date

.’Irn'ralj m EnRland 
MUs Reevn 
Mhs Perrott

Deparlutet from England 
Mr. H. H. Fisher 
Miss AntclifTe 
Rev. A. J. M, Sharpe

Zanzibar
Zanzibar

April G 
April G

Nvusaland
bfatasi
Z.mr!b8r

May 10 
May 17 
Mav 17

At the Church House
At the Church House there was a very large attendance, though 

perhaps there were fewer people than usual in the galleries. The 
President in his short address paid a very warm tribute to the 
late Dr. Archer-Houblon. We, too, were thinking of that kindly 
face and genial manner which endeared our former chairman to us 
all. He also referred to the great loss sustained bv the Mission 
through the death of Bishop Hlne.

The first speaker was Archdeacon Elliott, just home from 
Zanzibar. He began by appealing to the readers of the magazine 
not to forget the large number of our fellow countrymen now living 
in Central Africa, and over i,ooo in Dar-es-Salanm alone. They 
cannot be left out of account. Thev must be provided with the

New Member.—ZaaziJflf Diocese: The Rev. Aubrey John Morton Sharpe, M.A.Ox.. 
astUtnnt priest at St. Clement's. Boumemouth.*

Obltnarj'.—A cable has been received announcinR the death at Msalabnnl on E.ister 
Day of Sister Irene, C.S.P. She had lieen a member of the Community lor three years 
and had only r«tmly been professed.—R.I.P.

IN MEMORIAM-R.I.R
March 23.—Frances Mary Plant'.

A nurse In Zanzibar Diocese 100G-1D17 and latterly matron of the Government 
Hospital, Dar*e»‘SaIanm.

.‘\pril I.—Sister Irene, C.S.P.
April 9.—John Edward Hine, Bishop.
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ministrations of the Church. He paid a warm tribute to tlieir 
friendliness and told os in how. many, different ways they gave 
practical proof of it. Our readers should keep them in mind as 
a very Important element in the world of Africa as it is to-day; and 
he told us how men in important olBcial positions had the 
interests of the African at heart, aimed at helping the African 
to be a useful member of the social body that is in the making. 
Their co-operation with the Mission in the matter of education 
and the help given to the Mission in this respect was a convincing 
proof of that; he was very glad to hear that this friendliness 
also a noticeable feature with regard to the Muhammadan population. 

He told us that the Cathedral in Zanzibar requires enlarging. 
It can no longer find room for all who wish to attend the 
MiA’iccs—that is encouraging news. He told us how the Hospital 
in Zanzibar was inspiring confidence. No doubt the friendliness 
of the African population was due to the work in the Hospital 
and to the fact that the staff there was of a permanent nature and 
not affected as the otlier work of the Mission has to be affected 
by constant changes. (For how many years had Miss Gunn 
laboured there!) They are well-known and make many, very 
many friends. Again the literary and educational \\x)rk in East 
Africa has brought Canon Broomfield into touch with many 
people. He, too^, has many valuable friends. As to Pemba, he 
mentioned the high esteem in which the work among the lepers 
on Funzi Island was held by the Government.

Then he mentioned the ne^v church in Dar-es-Salaam to be 
ronsccratcd in November, and how eagerly the Bishop was look
ing fonvnrd to the day when the Mission would have its own 

looked fonvard hopefully to the result of the Sisters 
of the C^.P. being in Dar-es-Salaam. He reminded us of the sad 
state of Zigualand owing to drought and locusts and concluded by 
an ^enl appeal for priests with some practical parochial experience. 

Then followed Archdeacon George. We were very glad to 
; see him after his very serious illness. He mav have to remain 

in England for a year in order to recover completely from tlte 
effects of hts breakdown. We should make up our minds to see 
that he does go back to Africa, rested and fit for his very arduous 
duties in Nyasaland. The question is " will'he rest?” Does he 
lhe°chancer^ At any rate we must, in justice to Africa, give him

He told us of the difficulti^ of the work owing to the size of 
he archdeaconry and the varieties of dialect. There are 4,000.000 

heathen m Tanganyika Territory. At Liuli there are fifty parishes and 
a very small staff, and 3.000 confessions to hear at a great Festival, 
uic greatest trial to him was not the work he could do. but the 
work that wanted to be done and which he could not do. He told 

of'he Church in his district and how, say i.ooo 
^ These 12,OM needpastoral care, for Western materialism is coming in and paganism

is dying out, and if nothing were to be done materialism would 
fill the vacancy. He touched on the financial help given by the 
Government, and the permanent relief given to the lepers by the 
work that is being done among, them.

Perhaps the most effective part of his speech was his exposure 
of the pessimistic statements oftea made about the advance of 
Islam. So far was the advance of Islam from being a salient fact 
in the present conditions of things in Africa, that what must strike 
everyone who knows the real facts is the amazing progress of 
Christianity. The praise be to Him Who is King of Kings and 
Lord of Lords and on Whose Head are many crowns. G. D.

was

At Queen’s Hall *
Bishop Shaw again presided at the Evening Meeting at the 

Hall which was crowded with an enthusiastic audience.Queen's
The Chairman drew attention to the increased opportunities in 
Africa and then referred to the lamentable shortage of European 
workers.

Archdeacon Elliott of Zanzibar was inspiring in his account 
of the work in Zanzibar Island. He said it was cheering to know 
that things are moving in the Muhammadan world and that there 
are clear signs of the old opposition breaking down. While Islam 
is static, its young men are enquiring, and in them the Church 
has a great hope for the future. Amongst the pagan—non-lsinmic, 
non-Christian—people, witchcraft is as strong as ever. It is_ a 
real force, but intangible and most difficult to deal with. We must 
just go on in steady perseverance. The work is unlimited, but 
where are the workers? There is the very greatest need for priests 
of cxperince in the Diocese of Zanzibar.

Padre Tibbatts spoke of much recent development in the coast 
towns in the Diocese of Masasi, just where it has hitherto been 
so hard to secure an opening. In Lindi a school had been started 
at the invitation of the Government which also provided the build
ing and much of the material. ” I want,” he said, " to pay public 
testimony to the very great help we get from H.M. Government 
in the Diocese of Masasi.” He ended with an urgent appeal to 
young priests to offer themselves for Africa. The shortage in 
Masasi is acute—only four European priests under forty. He 
appealed to his brethren of the Clergy in their io's and 30’s that 
they may give themselves whole-heartedly to serve God in His 
Church Overseas.

Padre Keith Adams of Northern Rhodesia reminded his 
audience that the Diocese dates from the jubilee of the Mission 
and is therefore fifty years behind the other parts. With regard 
to the Native Ministry, for example, this year has seen the 
ordination of the first three African priests—a great event in itself 
and one for profound thankfulness. Then he turned to the 
tremendous importance of work amongst women and girls. 
Specialized work among them had been carried on in earlier days.
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but lack of funds had meant a temporary closure. Now happily 
it has been posable to start it again with the coming of three 
Sisters of the Community of the Resurrection from Grahamstown 
who are now working in Mapanza. One is a trained nurse who 
has already done much work amongst lepers in addition to the 
many-sided medical work which gathers round a Mission Station. 
The others are entirely concerned with teaching and training 
women and girls. This is so important because so long as you 
confine your teaching to men your work is lop-sided. “ A bird 
cannot fly with only one wing.” He talked on the position of 
the wife of the African teacher—the work that she can do and the 
enormous influence she can wield amongst the younger girls. 
Hut if the women are utterly uneducated, they cannot fill this 
position nor are they able to be the helpmates they ought to be 
to their husbands. It has already been proved that girls in the 
village schools are able to hold their own with the boys, and it 
is not too much to say that in the training of African girlhood lies 
in a very great measure the future of the country. To this great 
work the Sisters of C.R. have come and their work needs our 
most earnest prayers.

Canon Spanton, in conclusion, welcomed the guests of the 
Mission amongst whom was the Bishop of Central Tanganyika.

greetings from the Bishops of the ’ 
to the recent serious illness of Archdeacon Maddocks who was 
living in a famine-stricken area. He said all four Dioceses had 
been represented that day by the speakers. Little had been said 
about money; but the position was that in order to honour its 
promises to the Bishops the Mission needs this year an income 
;^i,500 more than last year. But actually they had gone back 
nearly ;^5oo. He hoped there would be a recovery so that the 
grants might not have to be reduced. Much had been said of the 
need of workers. Priests, nurses, teachers, all were needed, and 
they must be well equipped physically 
There are the dragons of the Medicd

THE WELL
The treasures of Punch are inexhaustible and a continued joy to 
those who live in isolated places. In December last year I picked 
up a Punch, probably of September, and my eye fell on a poem 
entitled ” The Well,” and of how old Thurtle, the well-digger 
had benefited the country-side by the good work he did in 1834. 
I might not have noticed the had we not been looking for
just such a man as ” old Thurtle,” for we were sinking a well in 
Yakobo’s plantation near Kwitonji. And when you come to 
think of it, how were wells made?

In this land there are water-holes wherever there is water (and 
often where there is not I), but they cannot be called wells.

There is a water-hole in Yakobo’s plantation near-by, which 
was the source of supply for the girls’ boarding school. At the 
moment, being the rainy season, it is hard to find as it 45 hidden 
In a tangle of tall reeds, a mud hole six feet across and a few feet 
deep with shelving sides; the odoriferous haunt of frogs and 
mosquito larvaj, covered with a slimy scum.

In the dry season, i.e., June to November, there is no water 
showing at all unless you dig, and as soon as you dig people rush 
at it from all sides and every drop is finished before sunrise, and 
when the Kwitonji maidens arrive, water-pots on head, all they 
can do is to return downcast to Bibi and wail hopelessly ‘‘ There is 
no water.” A case of Old Mother Hubbard again, only this time 
the trouble's water 1

The only thing to do was to dig a real well. Yakobo and 
Yuda, both Church councillors and the former the owner of the 
field, chose the spot not far from the old hole.

Digging began early in October, the driest time of the year. 
We planned a seven foot square, but as the African can see little 
point in working to size and measurement, it became an oblong.

It didn’t take long to get down six feet, the soil was not too 
hard, yet firm enough to stop shelving 
began, we had already reached water and after digging 
foot or two the sub-soil on all sides began to cave in and h 
held back in a frame-work of corrugated iron. It was soon apparent 
that this was caused by streams of water oozing in from three sides. 
From now onwards it was a case of water, water everywhere, com
plicating and hindering the work no end. It meant that digging 
hod to be alternated with baling, and the time spent on baling 
steadily increased. It was time to think of starting the lining.

Again, I repeat, how arc wells made? Have you ever sunk 
a well, or considered what you would do if you had to ? Authoriti^ 
to hand we consulted; advice was freely given, too; tentative dia
grams were drawn. The object was to gel down to some suitable 
foundation (the book said, rock) and to exclude all surface water. 
Old Thurtle of Punch was not content until he’d gone down fifty 
feel; but we, being less ambitious, were aiming at fifteen.

■'■r

i

He read Mission and referred

as well as in other ways. 
Board to face, who often 

turn down people the Secretary wants them to pass. Then there 
arc the Commissaries who are still more terrible people. They are 
looking for men and women who will take the initiative and face 
responsibilities under unexpected conditions^ They do not look 
for super-men and women, but ordinary people with humour and 
common sense and an Jntense desire to do what God wants them 
to do and

in. But now our troubles 
another 

ad to be

go where God sends them. He asked for continued 
prayers, and that in all things God’s will may be done. We all 
have a share in the purpose of God the Mission is fulfilling, and 
we tannot take a belter part in that than when we plead Christ’s 
"^^2? in Chnst’s Name for the coming of Christ’s Kingdom. 

The Blessing given by Bishop Shaw closed a very happy day.
T. M.
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Now if you are going to sink a circular brick tower, which is 
what it amounted to, you must facilitate the sinking by giving its 
lower end a cutting-edge. Also your tower—or lining must have 
a big enough diameter to allow a man or two to wield a spade 
inside to dig out the earth and so allow the well to sink.

A ring of concrete was decided on for the foundation; a V 
shaped insection to give the cutting-edge below, a “ form ” for 
this ring, was dug in a place where the soil was particularly hard. 
The concrete ring was formed in this, but had to be divided into 
four segments, as the whole ring would have been too heavy to 
carry a lower into the hole. By means of rope over pulleys (a 
lucky find dating from the time of enlarging the Cathedral) on a 
cross pole, the concrete segments were lowered into position on to 
the floor of the excavation some nine feet below ground level. There 
was a lot of excitement and chatter, passers-by came and gave a 
pull and a bit of advice. Old Yakobo himself happened to be hoe
ing his crops that morning, and had to come and give us a hand 
on a rope. I think it was that day that the two pulleys were 
called Rhodas (rollers?) by which name they continued to be 
called to the endl The way in which the Rhodas helped the 
work of lowering the concrete and hoisting the baling-tins was a 
source of astonishment to the men. Once the segments were in 
position the two masons, up to their knees in mud and water, 
cemented them into a ring. By the lime work finished that day 
a wall of brick a feet high had been built on the ring, and we all 
heaved sighs of relief. Then followed two or three weete of baling, 
shovelling and building. The water and mud were difficult to cope 
with.

This all had to be baled out before further digging could be 
done, though the actual foundations were now in good gravel. 
At last when the bottom was 14^ feet down it was decided that 
further excavation might cause subsidence of the ground round the 
well owing to the underground streams. Every morning now there 
was 5 feet of water in the well in spite of the fact that the men left 
it quite empty every day at 3 p.m.; and this when there had been 
no rain for six months and other people were walking miles 
and waiting hours to get spoonfuls of muddy water from water 
holes.

So the inside was now left and the lining was built to rise 4 feet 
or so above ground level and well coated with a thick layer of clay 
aktd the ground sloped up to it of beaten out earth in order to 
discourage the inflow of surface water. Then, the pump arrived; 
a semi-rotary, it was fitted, and emitted a stream of crystal clear 
water, A shed was built over it all, of poles, bamboos and gross 
roof, and a gate with a padlock so that it could be reserved for 
Kwitonji only. The actual'top of the well was finished octagonally 
in order to moke the construction of the wooden lid easier.

On St. Agnes' Day, a Sunday, Kwitonji's thirty-two boarders 
had just returned. What day could be more suitable for the bless
ing of the well, St. Agnes being already the patron 
of the families. So as the sun was shedding forth his parting 
glories to the land he loves, giving added richness to the deep

saint of one

The progress of the well was now the daily topic. You didn’t 
say "do you think it will rain," but "do you think the well 
has sunk." It was often hard to say. Still, slowly but surely the 
lining grew and the bottom of the well receded into the bowels 
of the earth; daily the water level rose until eventually baling 
operations took from 6 a.m. to 12 noon before excavations could
continue. " But what—no pump?" Yes, no pump, __
we couldn't walk into the town and buy one, or ring up the 
Ironmonger to send one up, because there is neither town, telephone 
nor ironmonger I We orderd one by air (yes, by air) from 
Dar-es-Saloam, the nearest town with an ironmonger, 200 miles 

flies. But, unfortunately, our channel of communication 
has a valve at its further end—things can get out—but little can 
get in, anyhow the pump didn’t.

One day, when the lining was about 10 feet, a crack appeared 
from top to bottom. The men working inside were scared and 
demanded to be hauled out at once, and earth was quickly 
shovelled and rammed in all round the outside to give the necessary 
support. ^ The water flowing in all the time from under the 
concrete ring took in quite a lot of mud with it, which sometimes 
would ooze in like lanolin.

os a crow

[PeJr, RangtrFhattX
“ A LONO DRAUGHT ’* (Page 13a) ^
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green mango trees growing near the houses in the middle distance, 
a soft blueness to the Makonde Plateau far away, and a luscious 
brilliance to the young millet in Yakobo’s field, children’s voices 
could be heard snging

TWINS
I SUPPOSE many will say at once, 
" Oh yes, we know that in Africa 
they never allowed twins to live." 
That would be the mistake, which 
so many make, about anything 
which t^tey have heard or read in 
some traveller’s book about Africa. 
The customs of the innumerable 
tribes in Africa are of infinite 
variety, and the custom of putting 
an end to twins was by no means 

.universal. Still, they are a very 
great burden to a poor mother who 
has all the household work to do, 
as well os her fields to hoe for foo'd : 
and so one at least often died, 
perhaps sometimes ** accidentally on 
purpose."

Christianity and its care for 
children has made a great difiercnce 
in our little corner of Africa, if you 
can call an island in the middle of 
three hundred miles of Lake a 
" corner." The Government also 

helped paternally by giving an 
exemption for a tax to a house 

that can show twins. The District Commissioner can only visit 
us once a year, and I have to do much of the Boma work. So 
when twins are born the parents rush up to me at once to be 
registered for an exemption from tax. 1 have to smile blandly 
and say that if they will come up again at the end of the year, 
and the twins are still alive, they will get the exemption, which I 
have noted in the census book. We have many grown-up twins 
on the island now. They like to take the names of Esau and 
Yakobo. I am wondering whether what 1 read somewhere in a 
book is true universally or not, i.e., that if the twins are not 
exactly alike, one is like the father and the other like the mother. 
Looking at my two sets of Esau Yakobo, it is true in these cases. 
I attach a photo of one of the sets, where they are exactly alike, 
and only those who know them intimately can tell them apart. 
Yakobo, one of them is one of my personal staff, and a personal 
job for a European is considered a good thing. I was amused the 
other day in church, when the Old Testament lesson was being 
read, to notice that James, Yakobo’s companion in the village, 
who was sitting in front of him and near me, turned round and 
grinned at Yakobo, when the words were read " Jacob have I

" Angels in the height, adore Him;
Ye behold Him face to face; 

Saints triumphant, bow before Him, 
Gathered in from every race; 

Alleluia 1 . .
The procession was coming through the millet, Bishop, Padre 
and server, followed by the maidens two and two—a brilliant 
splash of colour—reds, yellows, blues and greens.

After the Blessing and prayers of dedication, the children, who 
had formed a circle round the well, leant over the wall to gaze in 
wonder at the water, and were greeted by a circle of neat, close 
cropped heads and shining eyes laughing back at them from the 
darkness below.

Now the water must be tasted, so the Bishop drew water from the 
pump for Che Rahel, the wife of Yakobo, who had come to be 
present at the ceremony complete with waterpot. 
delay to plant a part of this field because of this well?" said 
Rahel of her husband, as she balanced the overflowing vessel on 
her head, and wiped the drips from her face with her sheetie. 
Then Churchwarden Yuda must taste the water, not because he is 
thirsty, no, but out of respect and In thank^iving to God—a 
child hands him a gourd dipper, and the old man kneels in his 
white kanzu and takes a long deep draught. "Tamu kabisa" (very 
sweet) he says as he rises to his feet.

The sun goes down behind the towering rocks of Mtandi, the 
shadows lengthen over the valley, the children hasten back to bring 
their water-pots to fill, blue smoke rises from the kitchen where 
the " Little Mothers " have begun to cook the evening meal.

There are ii feet of water In the well and clever people say this 
means i,6oo gallons of water, enough to supply 78 people per dav, 
with all their needs.

" Didn’t he

hasI Arciiducon Gixjssop and twins

I; " O ye wells, bless ye the Lord."
God grant that St. Agnes’ Well in Jacob’s field, may prove as 

great blessing to all as has our Patriarch’s well of ^e same name. 
Pray that the Kwitonji maidens may learn new ideas of purity as 
did the woman who found Our Lord resting by Jacob’s well when 
she came to draw water one day.

Jesus said to the woman of Samaria " Whosoever drinketh of 
this water shall thirst again, but whosoever drinketh of the water 
that I shall give him shall never thirst."

Hear the cry of Africa’s women
" Sir, give me this water, that I thirst not."

J. F. C.
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loved and Esau have I hated **! However, I got Esau a job in 
the carpenters’ shop under Mr. Neave, so it was only boys’ fun, 
though perhaps out of place at the timel He (Yakobo) suffered 
from their likeness the other day, when I went in to sleep at the 
Cathedral station. The boys are fed just before our dinner. 
Yakobo did not get any food, because the other boys said they 
had seen him go off home to Nkwazi, and so they did not wait for ' 
him, but he turned up when the food was finished. It was Esau 
going home, after his work at the carpenters’shop.

There is another delightful set of twins quite close to us here 
at Nkwazi. At their baptism, Francis, my capitao, was god> 
father to one, and 1 to the other: I cannot tell which is mine, * 
and often I call out to Francis “ Is that yours or mine?’’, and he 
made a mistake the other day, though they are constantly looWng 
in here on their way back from school. I tried to take a photo 
of them standing like Tweedledee and Tweedledum, but I expect 

• the printer will condemn it. We could not allow the names of 
Esau and Yakobo to them: they arc too near the other set in 
the village.

On the steamer, sometime ago, there was a discussion on a pair 
of twins there. One priest told Captain Shannon that he knew them 
apart quite well. Mr. Shannon sent them off round the corner 
and said he would bring in one, for the sure one to name. They 
were up to the joke themselves, as the difficulty is always arising.
They popped” some little bit of distinctive clothing they had 
on, a kisibau, I think. Mr. Shannon brought one in, and to the 
delight ^of everyone, the sure one was wrong.

I said Christianity was responsible for more twins on the island, 
which is doubly to the Christian mother’s credit. If it was a 
polygamous father, the mother could easily be relieved of house
hold duties, and not be pressed to hoe the fields and cook her i 
husbands food, until the twins could crawl or walk. To strap 
two on your back is a burden. i

One day I was taking the service of thanksgiving, which is ! 
strangely called Churching by you at home. When the time came 
to present the :pennics, the mother handed up one penny in one 
hand and one In the other. I looked puzzled and hesitated. She 
gravely looked round first over one shoulderi and then over the 
other, and I saw two little brown baby heads peeping out right 
and left. Again, I must apologise for a sense of amusement in 
church I I think that if you have not a sense of humour when 
working in Africa, your nerves would soon go. Anyhow, I 
sure It has helped me to last forty years here.

I have registered three sets of twins this year, for exemption 
of tax for those huts. There are many twins on our island now, 
when unfortunately wc need reducUon of population.
^ I think twins are always popular, they excite a special interest.
Do they ever quarrel? I have never seen it.

EUROPEAN DANCES
Dear Mr. Editor,

Some of us think that the pages of Central Africa are not the 
best place for a discussion of the effect upon Africans of European 
dances, but as you saw fit to publish the article, “ How can 1, 
except some man guide me?’’, in the February number, it seems 
necessary that something more should be said. I would suggest 
the following points for consideration.

(1) The desire to dance is ingrained in Africans, and it is 
quite impossible to suppress it. Probably “ A ’’ (the writer of 
the February article) would admit this.

(2) “ A ’’ seems to imply that the native dances are, or were 
unobjectionable. That is far from being the case.

(3) Foreign influences, Arab, Indian and European, have led 
down of tribal discipline and of the moral restraints

which, in certain respects, it did involve. Even if it were true 
that native dances were originally unobjectionable, it would not 
follow that they would be so now. Far from it. In the oircum- 
starices of the time, any uncontrolled dance in the places where 
*' coast influence ’’ is strong, would be likely to have disastrous 
results. It is not merely, or even chiefly,'^ a question of the type 
of dance which is danced.

(4) At the same time I am far from denying that there are 
special dangers in connection with European dances, particularly 
when they are first introduced. African men and women have not 
been accustomed to dancing together, and, incidentally, they 
wear so few clothes. I shall return to this point later.

(5) The question then is what attitude the Church arid Mission 
should take with regard to European dances. “ A ’’ is of the 
opinion that they should be prohibited altogether. But, as I have 
suggested above, I think he would soon find it necessary to 
prohibit all dances. In either case, it is quite certain that the 
prohibition would be entirely ineffective. The Europeans in all 
the towns dance these dances, and the Africans are going to copy 
them whether we like it or not. “ A ’’ says that we do not 
tolerate drunkenness on the ground that people will get drunk^ in 
any case. The parallel is unfortunate, because few of us think 
that general prohibition of alcohol is the best cure for drunken-

In both cases prohibition seems to make things worse. In 
the case of the dances the alternative is to help the Africans to 
dance in such a way, and in such conditions, that there are no 
disastrous results. This, of course will take time, but I am quite 
convinced that it is the only way that offers the slightest hope' of 
success.

(6) I am now in my fourteenth year in Zanzibar, and bur 
experience here during that lime Is, 1 think, interesting. Up to 
1923 it was the custom for the Africans to hold their dances on

open ground at Mkunazini Mission Station itself, and the

to the break

ness.
am

A. G. B. Glossop some
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European priest-in-cliarge was always there. It was, of course 
recognized that there were dangers, but to those responsible it 
seemed wiser to guide than to attempt to suppress. In 1023 
however, there was a change of policy. It was decided that the 
Mission ought not to countenance the dances, and permission 
to hold them at the Mission was refused. Subsequent events 
proved beyond all question that this was a great mistake. The 
danc^ continued to be lield, but now they were held away from 
the Mission} unruly elements were no longer restrained by the 
presence of Europeans of the Mission, and, most serious of all, our 
people had no protection against undesirable ** gate-crashers." 
All sorts of vagabonds used to come, including a number of voune 
Arabs who came with the deliberate intention of getting hold of 
our p:irls. The result was appalling. Five or six years later the 
Mission policy was reversed. Our people begged us to let them 
have the dances at the Mission again, where they could be con
ducted in an orderly manner. The Mission authorities agreed, 
it was not all plain-sailing for a long time. One of the first 
dances, after the change of policy, was held here at Kiungani by 
my permiMion, and from nine o’clock until nearly midnight I 
myself patrolling up .and down outside helping our young men 
to turn away undesirables of all kinds, some of whom came in 
motor-cars. After this we appealed to the police, 
police protection has always been available. It is not necessary 
now becauM the position is understood. Moreover, the whole 
conduct of the dances has improved beyond all recognition.

(7) The dances are .managed entirely by a committee of 
Africans, who are very ready to accept suggestions tactfully 
made, arid who are most anxious that nothing objectionable 
should take place cither at the dances or afterwards. They make 
the ralte for the dances, and see that they are observed. The dances 
are held in an enclosed space at Mkunazini Mission. Nobody 
IS admitted except by written invitation. This excludes both non- 
Christians and unruly Christians. There is, of course, no 
drinking at the dance. If anyone comes drunk, he is not admitted, 
whoever he may be, even though he has an invitation. If any
one who has been admitted makes himself objectionable, he is 
turned out. The dances end promptly at eleven o'clock. All 
the dancers, both men and women, mxisl wear complete European 
dr^. It IS no longer a novelty to dance with a person of the 
other sex, but m^ of the married couples seem to dance only 
with each other. This is an interesting development. It is quite 
spontaneous, and it is becoming almost a rule. It is clearly the 
Africa s own way of avoiding the dangers to which " A " refers.

a man did make himself objectioaable to a girl by pressing her 
to dance with him whci) she did not want to. Afterwards he had 

the committee (all Africans) and answer for his 
conduct. The committee directed that (a) he should write a letter

of apology to the girl’s family, the letter being first submitted to 
the committee for its approval, (b) he should pay a fine of five 

and (c) that he should not be allowed to dance again for a 
year. I found my young men at Kiungani interested in the old 
English custom by which women and girls never attended dances 
without proper escort, and I should not be surprised if before 
long a rule were made, i.e., by the Africans themselves, that no 
woman or girl be admitted unless accompanied by her husband, 
father, or brother. The older African Christians, including . 
senior teachers, are present as onlookers. The Europeans of the 
Mission are always invited, and some of them are always there. 
In such circumstances it has been possible to give hints with 
regard to the dancing itself, e.g., the right way to hold a partner, 
and some of our people dance very gracefully. The Bishop 
always attends these dances when he is in Zanzibar. He has 
expressed himself as delighted with them, and nobody knows 
Africans better than he does.

(8) 1 must not be thought to suggest that the whole problem 
is solved as far as we are concerned—dances in Africa will prob
ably always be a cause of anxiety-^-but I do most cmplialically 
assert that it is being tackled here on the right linM. I can s^y 
this the more easily because I am “ extra-parochial,” and the 
improvement in the Mkunazini dances has not been due to me.

(9) Some dances are still held away from tlie Mission. These
.ire usually in connection with weddings. They are not always 
everything that they should be, though they are generally belter 
than they used to be. The fact tiiat they are sometimes objection
able shows how important it is that those African Chrislians 
who desire clean and orderly dances, and they arc a considerable 
majority, should be allowed to have them under the shadow of 
the Mission. - u a ti

(10) My view of the matter is different from that of^ A, 
but it must not be thought that I do not understand his difn- 
cuUies or sympathize with him in his passionate desire to protwt 
his people from evil at all costs. He is heartbroken by what he 
has seen in his parish, as any good parish priest would be. But I 
do not think he is likely to solve the problem on the lines he 
suECCSts. He writes anonymously, but I can guess at his 
identity. If my guess is right, I heard a good deal of what was 
going on in his parish when I stayed there for a week a year or 
so ago. I understood it to be tlic case that the Moslems started the 
dances, that thev were open to everybody, and that they were 
attended by all the most undesirable people in the district. Very 
humbly, as a brother priest, I would suggest that the title which 
he gave to his article fits what 1 have wrmen, rather than what he 
wrote. He wants to pohibit. My view is, in fact, that we should

puide What 1 have written of the Zanzibar dances 
seems to me to indicate the only lines upon which a real solution 
of the problem may be found. In his parish it may not be

rupees,

was

and since then

attempt to
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poMible at present to have dances attended only by those who 
behave themselves, and presided over by the Christian eldere—I 
do not know. In any case, the first years after the introduction of 
European dances are hound to be full of anxiety with regard to 
them. But in the long run prohihitlon is not, I think, the wisest 
method of attempting to deal with the matter.

HfiM .ISG. W. Broomfield.

‘

Sgr' ■■
■I

THE U.M.C.A. PRESS, ZANZIBAR :«m. 5^
It is a generally recognized fact that education and industry in all 
their manifold pha^ owe their development in no small measure 
to the art of the printer. We are not surprised, therefore, to learn 
that a printing press took its place In the activities of our Mission 
almost from the beginning, being set up by Bishop Steere in 1864.

One can only guess at the difficulties which had to be overcome 
m the Mrly days of the Mission Press, and at the perseverance 
and patience which Bishop Steere must have exercised in the 
training of those first African printers; it suffices us to know that 

instructing his people-be it to pray, print, build, 
UM a needle and thread, or make roads—was to work with them, 
his own handiwork becoming their model and example. Thus, we 
rrad in the Hutory of the Universitie!!' MUsion-" Every day he 
OniM‘’wh ^'? used, soon after breakfast, to repair to the^Prindng

proof sheets of his various Swahili translations, setting up the type
n he would bring

® newly-printed matter into the general sitting-room 
and handing round a few needles and thread, would soon begin 
St tching togetlier the tracts and books with a rapidhy we vain v 
ried to equal In the afternoon he would again take hil pHr ^-“'f'

u'es first set up in Zanzibar town, being moved a few ■

sjs'tfkS'ss"«■
but the neatness and accuracy of their work be it tt 
machining or bookbinding, would ’ '

Thb Frintiko Offics,' Zanzibar

England to look to their laurels, even though the Africans are 
_rklng with materials which are well-worn and, in many ways, 

quite out of date. The printing executed ranges from a visiting 
card to a Swahili Altar Missal, and includes a demy octavo edition 
of a Swahili translation of Arancini’s meditations on the Life 
of our Lord, a school song book (words and tonic-solfa music), 
a hymn tune book, prayer books of various kinds, books of teach
ing notes for padres and teachers, school text books and numerous 
pamphlets, etc., besides two sixteen page magazines (one being 
a Mission publication and the other for the Zanzibar Government) 
which are issued every month.

Men trained in the U.M.C.A. Press, Zanzibar, can now be 
found working in Government and other Presses in Zanzibar and 
Tanganyika and letters are sometimes received from other print
ing firms asking for help in the finding of native compositors. 
One of our ideals is to be able, in time, to send out a constant 
supply of well-trained workmen to posts which are waiting to be 
filled all over East Africa, but this will only be possible when 
we can afford to replace some of our old-fasliioned type and 
machinery with modern materials thus enabling the Press to cope 
with the large amount of work necessary for providing training 
for additional apprentices.

wo

C. H. B.

are slow, 
typesetting, 

cause many jobbing printers in
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RE V l E WS u-ork of Missions in newly opened lands. It is humiliating to recall tlic 
fact that the pioneer of Missionary work -in N. Rhodesia was a 
Presbyterian, and that two of the earliest Christian workers who followed 
him were Nonconformists. And one learns from the recently published 
Modern Industry and the African that of the 283 Missionaries in 
that vast territory more than half are Roman Catholics.

Like other modern students of early forms of religion the author 
seems to incline to the view that in primitive races there are signs that 
religion in its most early stages was of a monotheistic rather than of a 
polytheistic type. This seems to be implied in the statement made by a 
most intelligent pythoness whom he had congratulated on an extra
ordinary cure effected by her; she replied that it was not due to her 
skill, but that “ Mkulu Mkulu, the greatest of all gods, has healed 
him.”

Hidden Ajrica. By AtliUo Gatti. . (Hutchinson & Co., Ltd., 1933).
Nine years spent in the most primitive and outK>t-the-way regions 

of Mnca, and n share in smen expeditions, presumably'scientific, give 
to Commander Attilio Gatti a claim to be regarded as a writer of 
unusual auUiority on Uic various subjects to which he alludes in 
Hidden Africa, one of his most recent books.

It _ is well arranged, and beautifully illustrated with photographic 
reproductions, the various chapters dealing clearly and concisely with 
their spcaal subjects. If the ordinary reader finds himself considerably 
astonished at the strangeness of some of the accounts, particularly those 
rclaung to witchcraft and native medicine in Zululand, it might be 
wcirto compare the results with the records of cures at Epidaurus in 
clautcm times. Just as there was a sort of guild amongst the priests 
of Asclepios, m Cos, so there seemi to be similar bodies amongst the witch- 
doctore and pythonesses of Africa. In both cases ” a real knowledge 
of mediane and.cmpiric skill gained by generations of general practice ” 
had much to do with the successes which were secured, combined though 
they were with a great deal of humbug and chicanery.

An mstance of treatment by a witchdoctor in what was then a rather 
remote part of Tanganyika Territory gave me the impression that the 
pracUUoncr^ was a man of more than ordinary intelligence who com- 
bined practical and commonsensc methods with a display of useless and 
noisy a^mpamments apparently intended to persuade the onlookers 
that he had supernatural powers.

But the author takes a more kindly view than would be shared by 
others. The pretentious claims and the cruelty, associated with witch- 

. craft are too obvious, and the late Sir H. Johnston, from his intimate 
knowledge of Nyasaland, summed up the position by stating that 09 cases 
out of 100 were mere humbug but that .in our present state of know
ledge we cannot explain the hundredth.

The author’s power of sympathy enabled the natives with whom he 
came in contact to feel that he was a friend who had no intention to 
ridicule or patronize, and thus gave him the chance of witnessing 
unusual events, most of ca.ses were those of white witchcraft, but 

; the example of black magic seen by another member of the party, when 
‘^ware of his presence, gives a striking instance 

of the depth of degradation and malicious hatred into which heathenism 
can depress its members. Nor can one feel surprised at such results 
whM bearing in mind the warning of the High Commissioner of Swazi- 
land, quot^ m the Quarterly Intercession Paper for the second quarter 
of *934, unfortunately, standing in the wav of all advancement, is 

witchcraft. The first step therefore must 
malevolent supernatural

fr ''y *= miseryof mostunt distrust into the happy contentment of Christianity."
" r“ gradually checking such evils, and both 

S. f^im^ Professor Johan Huxley can write hopefully of
the future. 'pie fomer sums up his ohscrvnlions by stating that

rosult in the increased progr4 and 
welfare of th^e natives and therefore of the nation as a whole;" It is 
however rather disconcerting to a member of the Church of England to 
realire how backward that Church has been in the past in the early

zBs.

A journey to the swamps near the source of the Zambesi gave an 
experience which seems to point to a tradition of a primitive form 
of monotheistic worship, now limited to a particular district, and 
involving a type of i^latry completely unexpected in that part of 
Africa. But the author does not say whether any attempt has yet 
been made to bring the light of Christianity to bear on this strange 
form of belief. Possibly the place is so remote and unapproachable 
as to be at present almost out of reach of the inducncc of Christian 
work.

Although the greater part of the book is occupied with archteology, 
anthropology, natural history and other secular subjects, there arc 
Indications which show clearly that a scientific investigator in the 
midst of engrossing pursuits can see the great benefits which Christianity 
can bring to ” Hidden Africa." R. W.

*
Reminiscences of Livingstoma. By Robert Laws. (Oliver and Boyd, Ltd.

6s. net.)
We are grateful for the receipt of these Reminiscences wliich we have 

read with interest and append a short notice by one who spent many 
years in Nyasaland— . , •

The Editor of Central Africa has asked me to write a few lines m 
connection with the appearance of Dr. Laws’ book, Ecminwccncs of 
Livingstonia, and though I never had the privilege of seeing Dr. Laws,
I am very happy to comply. The two Missions have many many links • 
of which the closest is the friendship of Dr. Laws and our Archdeacon

Johnson, i„ honour with us of U.M.C.A.
almost as much as it is held in honour in his own Mission. He said 
of Archdeacon Johnson {Johnson of Nyasaland, p. 199), 
his friendship highly and during all the years we knew each other wc 
were always glad ahd ready to help one another m any way we could 
and I miss him still." That is a great tribute from a great man to one

Tig^herSh^’J^os TASn'lson’s ho™c.gclng 1,
!the pathos of Dr. Laws' homc-conuag, ill anti worn after all the 
wonderful years. U.M.C.A. is rightly proud of the conneetion of the 
Missions.
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SISTER IRENE, C.S.P. HOME JOTTINGS
R.LP. EASTER DAY 1934 Tbe Miuloo’s locome.—The following Is a comparison of the 

to the princlpol working funds of the Mission:
amounts contributed

It was just an addition to our Easter Joy that Sister Irene entered 
into rest early that morning. She rece ved her last Communion on 
Maundy Thursday. In-the evening of Easter Day the burial 
in the churchyard at Msalabani following the first prayers in the 
Convent Chapel and early on Monday morning the Requiem Mass 
was said in the chapel before the Easter Monday Mass in the Parish 
Church. Sister Irene was with us but a short time, but brought 
to C.S.P. and to Africa her contribution which ds held in dear 
remembrance. Lent and Possiontide the Sister passed in increas
ing weakness with a gentle patience and surrender to our Lord 
and after sufTcring entered into joy on Easter Day.

A graduate of Birmingham University, an experienced and 
capable teacher, Sister Irene left congenial and responsible work 
among the natives in South Africa where the call came to her in 
1931 to test her vocation in C.S.P. After a year spent in the 
Noviciate House in England she came out to the convent at 
Msalabani in July 1932. Here she began work in St. Mary's 
School for Girls, where even in the short time she spent there her 
quiet influence made itself felt. Moreover she loved Africa and 
the Africans. Only a few months elapsed before sigi 
disease showed themselves and in November there h 

. immediate return to England Tor a grave operation. Up to the 
time of her departure Sister Irene went about as usual, outwardly 
quite calm and happy and never mentioning herself or her illness.

An apparently successful operation in a London Hospital, 
another year in the Noviciate House in England and then the 
welcome permission of the Doctor for return to Africa in November 
*933* Again work taken up, this time in the Boys’ Central School, 
only to be laid down after a few weeks, when to the great grief of 
the Community the illness recurred, this time with no hope of 
recovery. As before it was accepted in the same selfless quiet 
w'ay and from now on Sister Irene became gradually more and 
more of an invaUd. There was no fretting at being debarred 
from n share in the offering of active work—and always the 
radiant smile greeted everyone who went to see her. On February 
aand she was professed in the Convent Chapel after receiving 
Holy Unction on the previous afternoon.

As the weeks passed the weakness and weariness increased, but 
she was spared much acute suffering. She became 
on Good Friday and then “ verv early in the morning, the first 
^y of the week •* she passed into the fulness of the Resurrection 
joy.

toss
Received 

durin}^ April
Total to 
April 30

Received 
during April

Total to 
April 30Fundwas

£ £ £ £
1.673 l.OSOS: ::: 0,810 7,430

210 &G7 121 313
213 239 1,000014

Grand Totals 2.090 8.291 2,340 8,746
1

We are committed to provide £1,500 more this jcAr than last year It the grants to 
the Diocese are not to be reduced.

Onr readers will note that on April 30lh the General Funds were £454 less Chan 
a year ago I

Monthly Requiem.—A Mok of Requiem for departed membem and friends of the 
Mission will be said in the Chapel of All Souls at Central Africa House on Tuesday, 
June 12ch, at 8.30 n.m.

ns of serious 
lad to be an years sent their contri- 

V kindly send direct to
Hospital tund.—Would those friends who have for nuiny 

butions twice yearly to Miss Gambler Parry fa Receiver), 
Mrs. Philpotti, 0 lledford Avenue, BexhlUon-Sca.

now

Summer School.—Tins will be held at St. Helen’s School, Abingdon (by kind 
permission of the Sister Superior, C.S.M.V.) from August 3rd to IStli. Tlie inclusive 
charge for board and lodging is 37s. Od. per week. Applications should be addressed 
to the Rev. L. C. Watson, c/o The Office.

We arc very glad indeed to know that Archdeacon Elliott (of Zanzibar) and 
ilie Rev. L. C. Watson ore to be Chaplains and that Canon Sp.inton, Canon Wilson 
and the Rev. G. H. Hewitt will be amongst those who will be giving the lectures.

The number of single rooms is limited and therefore e.arly application by tliosc 
who would need them Is advisable.

same
The Home Station, Tankerlon.—On June 20ih we shall be holding our Annual 

Carden Party at St. Barnabas and sliall be very glad to sec any friends of the 
Mission who can be present.

Anything for sale—especially provisions—will be most gratefully received.
Boys and girls 

September 1st.Xt
specially invited to come to stay between August 18tli anduncon QUS

Retreats at St. Barnabas have been arranged as follows:—July Oth-lOth: 
S.S.J.E. 18s. Od. September 3rd.7lb. Canon Spanton. I8s. Cd. N( 

nts’).

; Father 
ovemberSeddinM. M. ------ ng,

(All Sai
Apply, with stamped and addressed envelope for reply to:—Miss H. Spanton, St. 
inbas, Queen’s Road, Tankerton, \Vhilstable, Kent.Barn
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HOME JOTTINGS

Om Uinll Sill on bdiiilf of U.M.C.A. will be held on St Alban'. Day. J""e glnd 
Irom 12.30 10 7 Km.. In St Alban'. Hall, Baldwin. Garden., Gray'. Inn Road, E.C.

(•ralelollj received and Jionld be Knt to Mh. W. Buckley, c/o Mis. K. Aleaander,
CENTRAL AFRICA
A MONTHLY RECORD OF THE WORK OF THE 
XJNIVERSmES’ MISSION TO CENTRAL AFRICA

Slrctt. Holboro, E.C.l.

We lute becD offered for tale for the benefit of the Miwion on Innovation 
Wardrobe -Trunk, and hatbox to match, of the bc« make. The cost of th^ two 
article*, which are a* good ai new. wa« £6*. and they Wongcd to an old friend 
of the Mlulon who ha# died, and whOK lister wUhe# to ^1 th^ In order that the 
Mlfsion may have the proceed#. The *ue of the trunk Is 3 ft. 3| in#, by 1 ft- 6 ins. 
by 1 ft. 10| Ins. Can any of our reader# make, or obtain us, a reasonable offer 
for such thin

No. 619. LII. JULY, 193.^ Price ad.

CONTENTS
A Modem Journey to LIkoma .. 145 On Safari with the Bishop .. ,. 157 
The Journey to Milo .. .. 149 A Village Lion Hunt .. .. 160
I>cdication of Manda Memorial The U.M.aA. Summer School .. tGa

Church..................................... 155 Covenanted Subscription Scheme .. 163
God’s Champion and Man's Com'' Homejottingi

fortcr ..................................... J56 The Mission Staff

SOTB.^Neith€r the BUhops of the Mission nor the General Countil are tesponsiblt 
for any opinion or staiement in CENTRAL AFRICA «nl«js ii is clearly indleated

The Secretary Is aniioui to obtain for the Likoma Library a secondhand 
of Schleler and Henser'i "Theory and Practice In the Confessional. Up to
present the secondhand bookseller# have seemed unable to supply one. Ha# any of 
our reader# a copy of this work which he would be willing to sell?
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THE MISSION STAFF
DateDioceseName A MODERN JOURNEY TO LIKOMA

WITH A GLIMPSE OF THE "GOOD OLD DAYS”

The sea voyage is familiar to everyone in these da^, but thijrc were 
two unusual interludes. One was a very interesting twenty hours 
spent in E^pt.

The drive from Port Said to Cairo is 185 miles, through Ismailia, 
After some thirty miles, you leave tlic road that runs parallel with 
the Suez Canal, at which point you arc as near to Jerusalem as to 
Cairo. From here the scenery, towns and villages arc Egypt un
adulterated ; you see no signs of Western influence, except a battalion 
of British troops; in one village a Yo-Yo was being spun, but that has 
its home in Asia. On the banks of the Nile and of the sweet water 
canal, diverted from the river to irrigate the country, interspersed 
among the camels, you frequently saw a woman with a babe in front 
of her, mounted on a donkey; sometimes a man was plodding along 
beside her. Our Lady and the Holy Child seemed very near, but 
no signs of the Coptic Church arc visible in the villages, though 
every village has its moscjuc. It was market-day in several towns, 
Egyptians, Arabs, Bedouins, camels and donkeys jostled against 
each other. There was a great hubbub and much food exchanged 
hands. The cucumber vines on lengthy pergolas loaded with fruit 
were very striking in the fields.

On arriving in Cairo we were taken at once to the famous museum: 
the wonders of Tutenkhamen and all the preparations made for his 
million years of happiness surpass the description of the books. I 
stood in awe before the huge stone in which is cut tlie account of the

Arrivals in England 
Miss rcarwn 
Archdeacen Georg« 

E. A. H#n 
M. Young 

Miss Ch«fsman 
Miss Luce 
Miss Lucss 
Archdeacon Elliott

April 23 
April 80 
April 30 
April 30

MftSflsl
Nyasaland
Nyataland
Nyasaland
Nyasaland
Zanxibar
Nyasaland
Zanxibar

i
Miss
Miss ;

Apri 
May a 
May 0 
May 11

I 30

i
Departures from England 

Mil# J. DIackbume 
^Vnton

N. Rhodesia 
Zanxibar

[une 8 rune 21Miss

Archdeicoo Oeerge has gone to Switxerland for three months to recuperate and 
he ha# more fully recovered from hi#win not be able to accept any engag 

recent aevere Illness.

IN MEMORIAM-R.I.P.
April 15.—Robert Stanley Coupland, Priest.

A member of the Mission 1884-88 and 1690-1699.
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A MODERN JOURNEY TO LIKOMA
A MODERN JOURNEY TO LIKOMA

Afncan offidal in charge of 
the latter has on his cap in 
bright pink letters T,i.R. 
E^^RESS. The letters stand 
for Trans-Zambezia R^- 
way. The whole journey 
irom Beira to Blantyrc is 349 
miles—it took twenty-nine 
hours. The African loads arc 
much the same as of old- 
food, which consists of flour, 
maize cobs, pumpkins and 
bananas, cooking-pots and a 
cloth or two all mixed up in 
open caskets; added to these 
a kettle and a hurricanelamp 
tied to'the load, marks the 
advance of civilization. The 
two women have babies tied 
to their backs and toddlers 

on to tlicir cloths, 
these little brown 

heads wore a blue satin 
bespangled bonnet edged 

with swansdown, tlic African expression of ^c Bpstick wliich one of 
the European ladies hastened to apply before the boat moved. The 
scene was extensive, the Zambezi valley very wide, and Morambala 
mountain, shrouded in mist as of old (see the early history of the Mis
sion) was seen in the distance, now in one direction, now in another, 
as tlie river winds along. Village and maize fields arc in the water, 
of which there is too mu^ for hippos and crocodile to be seen, they have 
all trekked to the shallows. As in the good old days, the water is a rich 
mud colour. One was grateful not to have to takconc*s bath initand 
to spend the night in a cabin the temperature of wliich varied froni 
103 to 105 degrees.

The mothers on the barges fill their kettles from the river, bathe 
their children, also their own legs and feet, on the corrugated iron. 
Then they give their cliildrcn drinks from the kettle spout, all so

sojourn of the Children of Israel in Egyp 
tlic evening light from the back of a camel, 
from which the outer casing ^s'as removed in the thirteenth century 
to build a mosque outside the walls of the ancient city of Cairo, are 
marvellous. Each of the stones removed weighed two and a half 

The modem dty, wlh its beautiful bridges across the Nile, 
is very fine. Some City of London police help to control the traffic.
At 1.30 a;m. a car came to the hotd where ^vc rested for two hours 
(>vc ^vcrc a party of four), and we drove across a comer of the desert 
to rejoin tlie Llandovery Castle when she emerged from tlic Canal at 
G.30. a.m.

The second interlude again took one into the past. Some sixteen 
hours out of Aden on a glassy sea, two large dhows ahead of us were 
waring frantic siraab of distress. The sun ^vas shining upon them, 
and they looked like golden ships becalmed, and might well belong 
to the king who built the famous ^vatc^ tanks at Aden. By the way, 
it had not rained in Aden for eighteen months. The ship circled 
round. and she ho\'c to, the dho\%'s were then in the shade; they 
looked picturesque, but anything but gold; each had about forty 

I board, very thin, and all \vaving some cloth or other. 
Their water supply was exliaustcd, and one of the dho^vs had no food ; 
probably the)* nad come from Persia or India. Our captain filled up 
the tank of one and gave tins of \NOtcr to the other, also large bags of ; 
rice. The men gesticulated and tvaved tlicir thanks, and we passed on.

January gotli the ship anchored to buoys in Bcira harbour at 
5.15 p.m. The trains were due to Ica\’e for J^odesia and Nyasaland 
at 0 p.m. It >N’as afrer 6 o'clock when the lu^age came ashore, but 
Africa, with her innate courtesy, kept the trains, even though there 
was o^y one passenger for N>’a^and. At 745 tlie train staked (its 
schcdulol time was 5 p.m.). Tlicrc ivas no doubt about being in 
Africa and the rainy season. The frogs made themselves heard Nvell | 
abo\'c the snorts of the cnMc and the noise of the train. The mos
quitoes made their cheerful noise, and 1 was glad that mosquito boots 
were handy. Presently Uic train conductor came along and con
firmed the rumour heard on Bcira quay that the Zambezi floods were 
cxtcnsi\'e, so wc must take to a boat in the early morning instead 
of crosring the ri\’er and getting into a train .at ^ a.m. In the years 
before 1935 wx used to tranship at Beira and travxl in a coasting boat 
to Chindc and then spend from three to fi\x days going up the Zambezi. 
Punctually at 4.30 a.m. a boy came along, soon tlic train stopped and 
a lar^ sheet of water lay ahead. Some ten Europeans, English and 
a sjmnkling of Portuguese, boarded the boat named the Princess.
She is a (bt-bottomed stem-wheel paddle-boat; tiro barges, co\xrcd 
in with corrugaitd iron, one along each side, carry tlic African 
pasengeis with their loact and the fuel, which is wood, outside. The 
xoish and luggage are inridc the barges. The noise and steam of the 
engine, togethk with the expanse of water, keep up the illusion that 
one is still rockix^ at sea. It tookfriUytw'o hours to tranter the t>\xnty 
pas.scgigcrs all toW and lhar luggage from the train to the boat. The

t. The ^liinx, seen in 
and the Great Pyramid,

tons.

Africans on hanging 
One ofrF.Af.r.PhcM]

Moramsala Mountain

»:

Uicir children, also their own legs and icct, on the corrugated 
Then they give their cliildrcn drinks from the kettle spout, a 
simple—and why not ? One child has a big abset^s on his neck, ^d 
at times cries pitifully: the kettle agmn comes in useful, theat times cries pitifully; the kettle agi^ comes in useful, the river 
water is poured over his head, he is given a large mango to cat, is 
comforted for the time, and sleeps on liis father's arms.

Occasionally the boat takes a short cut, she leaves the river bed 
and goes across tlic floods. The triangular island of C^ndeo, formed 
by the Zambezi, the Shir6 and the Ziwi-Ziwi rivers is under water. 
The train in normal times crosses this isl^d. There is a bridge over 
the Ziwi-Ziwi river, and until llic floods go down the boats take the 
passengers up as frir as Donna Anna, named after a famous woman, 
a Portuguese half-caste chieftaincss, one of the last great slave
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traffickers. At Donna Anna the great Zambea bridge is being built.
It is to be two and a half miles long, from hill to hiu. One span is 
complete on that side in the river, and two on land on the other side.
This bridge \vill be a marvellous engineering feat. The firm building 
it is the Cleveland Co. of Darlington. Here, one learns in this topsy
turvy world, that firm foundations can be built in sand, by means of 
compressed air steel tubes that have been sunk in the sand lao feet 
below the level of the river bed. These arc filled with concrete, and 
some of the tubes arc in solid rock. What is this bridge going to mean 
for Nyasaland? You try to peer into the futurej you visualize the 
increased trade, Avith its benefits to the Hoinelahd, and to tlic land of 
the Lake, and full of hope the vision gro;vs, and you see a long pro
cession, priests, teachers and doctors and nurses, crosring this bridge 
sent by me Home Church to carry the Gospel, our Lord Himself and 
all tliat His sendee means to the people of Nyas^and, and to strengthen ' 
the liatids of the fciv ali^dy there.

At two o^clock we boarded the train on the Shird HQghlands Rail- 
y for Blantyrc, which we reached at midiught. Half an hour out 

from Donna Anna there was a long stop, no station in sight, 
to tliink that someone ivas milking some cows that were browsing sonie 
distance away, to provide that cup of tea for >vhich one had been 
longing for some weeks. Be that as it may, a cup of tea and fresh milk i 
appeared soon after we started on again.

At Blantyrc there was a wait of two and a half days in a comfort
able hotel, then the Misrion lorry came. It is driven by one of ftie 
Mission laymen. He took me to likwcnu, the first U.M.G.A. station 
on the way to the Lake. The Chauiuy Maples, the Mission steamer, 
went lip the Lake three weeks later. . The Government chaplain, a 
member of the Misoon, whose parish includes the hvo townships and 
half of Nyasaland, came to, Blantyrc February ist. So Candlemas i 
was celebrated in his little thatched white-washed house, overlooking ] 
the mountains and the Shir£ valley. Some Nyasa boys and one I 
African woman were present.

The voyage in the good Chaungf Maples is a leisurely ending to a |
long journey. If the Imcc is calm it is very enjoyable. You see old j
friend at the different ports of call, and the welcome at Likoma, 
majees the worst traveller think it is Ml wortli while. A. S.

THE JOURNEY TO MILO
I HAVE been intending for some time to give you some account of Milo, 
imd the journey there from Manda.

I reached Manda on Tuesday, January gotli, and there met the 
Bishop, who had come down from Milo on the previous day. We 
spent the day of Wednesday at Manda, and then the Bishop went off 
to the south on the steamer, and I north on my feet. As I had had 
a bad toe, the Milo people had sent a machilai that is, a haminockj 
slung on a pole, and carried by a team of then, to meet me. Also, 
there were some twenty-five to thirty carriers come dotvn to carry the
Milo goods and my lug^ge up, so that when we started off at 7 ......
on the Tliutsday morning we were quite an impressive company. 
We walked steadily for some hours, up a long valley, which teas rather 
dull, fairly thickly populated, but tvith few big villages. The path 
passed through maize and cassava fields, and the going was vety easy. 
At to a.m. we reached our first resting place, a village with tlic usual 
little village church and school. There the cook, Yohana by name; 
rapidly provided a cup of tea. We stopped for about half an hour, 
and started off again to climb a long gentle slope, cut by various 
streams through wliich I was carried in the machila. So far, I had 
found that my toe was not troublesome, and so had walked. We 
stopped by one of the little streams for lunch, taken picnic fasliion, 
and thcri after an hour we went off again, and I tried tlic machila. I 
did not like it at ail, and thought that I was rather heavy to be carried 
by two men, even when they took it in turns, and there were sue 
altogether. I walked as much as possible, and, in fact, after the leading 
man had once slipped and the whole lot of us had fallen, I thought tliat 
walking was much more pleasant, and during tlic whole of the joiirncy 
of three days, I spent about two bouts in the hammock, when I fblt 
that the toe might get troublesome. These machilas used to be used

a.m.
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EDITOR’S NOTE
We regret that in the report of the speeches at the Anniversary 
Meetings, no allusion was made to the announcement that three African 
boys at Chidya were considering the powibility of the Religious 
vocation ibr themselves, and we fr^ that this is a matter which must 
appeal to the sympathy of our readers and earnestly commend it to 
their prayers and thoughtful consideration, holding out, as it does,
-----hopes of a further deepening of the. spiritual HJfe in the African
Church.
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a CTcat deal, but nowadays we find that our feet will us 
well, and even the ladies scorn to use a niachila unless they alr^ unwell.
We reached our first sleeping place about 2.30 p.m., and had to stop 
there as it was a six hours’journey to the next and much too to be 

The sleeping place was a house, the usual 
Hicks, in whose area of Manda we still were, 

bad built as a half-way house to h^ out-stations, and a conveni^t rest 
camp for the Milo travellers. There was no village tlierc, just this 
bouse put down in the wilds. ^ far we had only mounted a little way, 
and since 1 knew that there would be 7,000 odd feet to climb before 
the journeyAvas finished, I had two strenuous days to look forward to. ^ 
Afier a rest I went out with a rifle in the hope of finding bush pig, \ 
but saw no game of any sort. The boys, after dinner, came to ask me 
at what time we should start. They suggested 4 a.m., to which I 
agreed.; With the prospect of a bug w^ before me I turned in early, 
and /was aroused at 2 a.m. I However, as there was a good moon, I 
decided to start at once,,and soon the whole safari was under way 
again.^ With so many people there ^vas nothing to be feared from wild 
b^tfi, and unfortunatdy, no chance of sedng them, since the shouts 
and singing of the porters as we Avalked would scare anything away. 
They have a habit ca chanting to each other a sort of extempore running 
commentary on the journey, on the padre, and anything else that they 
think of, the words being repeated by first one and then the other, 
after a chorus, whicli they all sing. The noise of the party, as it passes 
the isolated houses on ^ the road, awakens the inmates, who shout 
out greetings which arc returned. So, singing and shouting, we climbed 
for over four hours, and dawn found us high up in the hills, surrounded 
by toverin^ mountmns. The cotmtry was ^^d and rugged, and 
very beautiful, as all the country in this part of-Afnea seems to 
The path ^vas rough, and continually interrupted by mountain torrents, 
which are cither spanned by odd little bamboo bridges, or have to be 
waded., The descents to them were invariably very steep, 1 
slippery, and the chances of a tumble into them not at all 
On one occasion I had to cross a stream about 10 feet wide, on a narrow 
ledge of very slippery rock, wth a steep torrent one side, and a water
fall on the other. The boys carried thdr loads oyer this ford with the 
utmmt sangfroi^ each balancing a box waghing fifty pounds on their 
heads and walldng steadily on without even looking for a best place.
But I, being a feeble mzungu,” crept across it inch by inch, expecting 
a ducking at any moment.

The long climb had given me a healthy appetite for brci^riast, so 
I called a halt, the tint stop we had made, and breakfasted there. 
Breakfast is not a meal that usually appeals to me, but that meal | 
was ver^ welcome indeed. Fortunately, although I was doing the 
journey in the nudst of the rainy sc^on, the r^ had so far kept off. 
After a rest of an hour or so, we went on, going up and down hills 
were very steep, and very slippery, so that it was very d^cult to keep 
my feet The boys, who were barefooted did not mind the mud in the 
leasts blit I was slipping and sliding about on my leather soles. It

was not hot now, as it had been on the first day, and walking vyas much 
more pleasant. The height at which we were made the air invigorat
ing, and, as is the case in Siritzerland, and other mountmnous areas,: 
the effort of walking .and climbing , seemed much l&s tiring than at 
lower altitudes. At 10 a.m. we reached the village*ofLudewa, which 
is the end of the second day’s march, but as I was anxious to reach 
Milo in three days, instead of the more usual four, I did not sleep 
there, but pushed on in the afternoon to Mcne, about two hours’ walk 
away. Ludewa was the first of the rillagra in my new district of Milo.
Mene was a nice little village tucked among the foothills of the Living- 
stonia range, and although we had been climbing all day, we were 
still overshadowed by mountains that reached up far above us. .The 
boys showed me, in the distance, a huge plateau, covered in clouds, 
on which stood I^o. We Were off again early the next morning, and 
for some time dropped doivnhill towards, the River Luana, <which 
flowed through a most beautiful valley, flanked on either side by 
high mountains, and rich in trees and fields. The mountains at 
places reached a bright of 10,000 feet, and were covered in the most 
luxuriant grass, but with comparatively few trees. They were crowned 
with rocky crags that renunded me of Rough Tor, the great pile of. 
rock that rises out of Bodmin Moor in Cornwall, but instead of one 
rocky fortress, there were right or ten of them, each of them ten times 
as big as any tor on Dartmoor , or Bodmin Moor. The Luana itself, 
a turbulent river, narrow, but very swift-flowing, had made for itself 
a shallow gorge, over wlurix we crossed by means of a swinging bamboo 
suspension bridge. The chains were long lengths of liana, to whirii 
were tied loops of the same material. In these loops were fastened 
bamboo poles over which we walked.

Then began the climb. Almost on our hands and knees we went 
straight up a CTadieht that seemed draost p^cndicular. I was 
reduced to haulmg myself up with the aid of a stick and roots of trees,; 
but the boys, still balancing their heavy loads, went up at . 
pace that left me breathless. For half an hour we climbed without 
a pause, and then, on a little plateau I had to have a rest. On again, 
stul climbing almost vertically, until we reached a little waterfall, 
and Acre stopped for an hour, while tlic boys ate Acir porridge, and 
Ac cook made me a cup of tea. After Aat anoAer houris steady climb
ing up a long and steep grassy slope, until we emerged dh top of Ac 
plateau. There I rested again to try and get my brcaA, and to take 
m Ac marv^ous panorama Aat stretched out bcneaA me. Far / 
below was Ac Luana valley, running norA and souA, wA Ae river 
winding its way between Ac steep sides of its flanking mountdns. To 
Ac west, Ac main range of Ac Livingstone Mountains readied Iiigh 
above us, high as wc were, and cut us off from all sight of Lake Nyasa; 
Between its gaps wc could see glimpses of Ac hiDs Aat border Ac 
oAer side of the lake forty or fifW rnilcs away^ To Ac nortli, as far 
as Ac eye could sec, rose hill after .hill, set m ranges," and looking 
like Ac tumbled billows of a mighty sea. All was grep and pliant 
in A!< time of rains and Ac slopes of many of Ac hills were dotted
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with stately woods. Everywhere could be seen .the tliatched roofs 
of the houses, not grouped together, as on the lake shore, but scattered 
about, each cro^vnlng some small hill. Now and then I could see the 
long roofi of the village churches, and as m^ boy pointed th 
one by one, I felt like one who enters into nb inheritance, but alas, 
it is only a temporary one, since I am only doing furlough duty for 
Padre Dickson, ^vho is pricstdn-charge up here.

From the top of the hill to the station was about one and a half 
hours* walk, and the path went along the top of the plateau, with the 
Luana valley in sight all the time. Sometimes we wilked across 
grasslands, and tlicn tvould plunge into a thick wood with magnificent 
trees, such as I have not seen before in Africa. The ^ tvas delight
fully cool, and when I stopped for a drink of water from a stream, 
I found it cold, the fust cold >vatcr I have had since I left tlie liner 
that brought me here. Emerging from one wood, the boys 
shout, and there, on a Iiill about two miles away, we could s 
The red roofs and little steeple of tlie church stood out well against 
the green of the trees. We pressed on and reached the Station just 
before noon, where we were welcomed by Mr. Chitty and the ladies. 
The whole >valk had been delightful, and, except for two hours, when 
it nuned, without any trouble at all. Altogether we walked for 
riventy hours and covered, I should say, about sixty-five miles.

LrviNO IN THE Clouds.
The Station of Milo consists, as most of you know, of a church, a 

mcsaiu or dining-room, and two quadrangles. The one is bounded 
by tlie houses of tlic staff, and the school buildings, and the other by 
the hospital buildings. AIL these, with the exception of the house of 
the pricst-in-charge, were built by the German Lutherans, who came 
out here witli the Berlin Mission many years ago. When the British 
troops invaded German East Africa, as it was then called, the German 
missionaries had to leave, and asked us to take over their work up

cm out

gave a 
see Milo

Milo

develop the property, but at present ^vc cannot attempt anything of 
the sort, and have to leave it to the herds of buffalo that arc often to 
be seen grazing on the slopes.

All around us are tlie villages which house our people. Tliesc 
are at present fifty-one in all and arc spread over an area of approxi
mately 5,000 square miles. To visit them all takes about three months, 
and the whole journey must be made on foot. It involves considerable 
mountaineering, some of the ascents and descents being very steep, and 
I should say at a guess, that tlicrc were about ten thousand people in 
the district, that is to say, there are about the same number of people 
in this area as there were in St. Peter’s, London Docks Parish, whim I 
was there, and they are scattered over a district the size of Yorkshire.
At the last reckoning, there were 1,536 Christians, 1,606 catechumens,
2,500 hearers, a total of 5,642 adherents, in addition to some gooschopl 
children wlio arc not yet Christians. So you will see tliat Padre \ 
Dii^on and his predecessors have been doing a wonderful work, and, \ 
despite the fact that there has only been one priest on tlie station until 'y 
tl^ year (1934) all this vast area has been worked and developed, and 
the work maintained. The only handicap, and that a very serious 
one, has been the lack of funds. Money is necessary to build schools, 
and to pay teachers, and with more money we could do ever so much 
“:ri. But that is the difficulty everywhere, and will always hinder 
tlie work. I think the people at home do wonderfully well, but I 
hope that they iviU do even more, that the work here may be carried 
on in common with all the other stations of the Mission.

The people themselves are very primitive, much more so tlian any 
others that I have yet seen, and a large number of them arc entirely 
unclothed except for the usual minute scrap of cloth. They arc very

i

here. Archdeacon Johnson spent the last few years of his life here, 
starting the work, and now there is a staff of a priest-in-charge, and 
assistant African priest, a nurse, a lady teacher, and a layman. The 
building^ in wluch they arc accommodated are those which I have 
mentioned above, and they arc tiled, which, is very unusual in tlus 

of tlic world. The Germans have been very successful with tiles, 
but ivc, as a rule, have preferred thatching. This station of ours is 
perked right on top of a hill, and on tlic cast side the slope drops 
right away from the houses to a depth of a thousand feet. We are 
surround^ by valleys, Avith lulls on the other side of them, and have 
a very fiiie view, although we arc not as high as some of the hills that 
surround us. On the west side there arc a number of small hills, 
riring a few feet above the general level of the plateau, and these arc 
covered, cithq: wth vc^ &e g^, or woods of stately trees. The 
Mission propoty is vc^ extensive, but quite uncultivated outside our 
own gard^, ^d those of the Africans who live on the property. 
Perhaps one day, when funds and time permit, ^vc shall be able to

more.
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very little hunting, living mostly on a mixture of maize and beans. Thar 
principal weakness is a fondness for ulanjc, a ve^ intmd^ting drink 
made from the fermented juice of certain bamboos. I^c most of 
the Bantu people, thdr religion is a sort of ancestor worship coupled 
with Anim&m, but it is very debased and mostly resolves into a fear 
of evil spirits that they seek to avert Arith ritual acts. They take very 
kiniy to Christianity, imd have as you may see from the above figures, 
been baptised in large numbers. Three languages are spoken^in the 
area, none of wWch have yet been reduced to a grammar, and of which 
no vocabularies are yet in existence. This, of course, adds considerably 
to Ac difficulties of the work, and makes it almost impossible for m^ 
as a lociim tenens to do much except just to keep thmgs going until 
Padre Dickson returns. The Tanganyika Territory Government 
have made the teaching of Swahili compulsory in all Adr schools, 
and c\*cntually Swahili will be Ac common language of the whole 
territory. This, I think, to be voy desirable since it is obvious Aat 
Ae old tribal life is broiking down sloivly but surdy, and Ac in
ception of Ac colony as a moAer country will t^e its place. Since 
we Wazungu have been responsible for Ac upsetting of Ac old order, 
it is esscnual Akt we Aall put something in its place. The general 
adoption of Swahili will do much towards establishing a concept of 
Ac territory as one State, and will fadlitate education to a very 
considerable extent. It is Ae considered policy of Ac T.T. government 
to frirAcr Ac interests of Ac native, as bound up in Ae prosperity 
of Ac State, and certainly we nussionarics must co-operate as far as 
possible aviA Aem, much as avc may regret the loss of triba

The eSmate here is delightful, and very much like Aat in England. 
It is endrdy different irom the heat of Ac coast and cold enough to 
make a fire wdcomc. English fruit of all kinds grow readily, and Ac 
mr at Ais hdght is irah and exhilarating. We can cultivate our own 
whait and cattle flourish. Game is plentiful in Ac valleys, and indeed, 
life here is so delightful Aat I wonder Aerc arc not many Europeans 
liAing on these Central African plateaus. If I were a private individual 
AviA a small income and qmet tastes, I can imagine ho more delightful 
life Aan to live at a hdght of 5,000 feet or more dAcr in Kenya or 
Ae Tanganyika Territory, where it may be done cheaply and wdl. 
It seems to me to be such a pity that Acre is such a vast area unde
veloped here, when Acre is so much difficulty to live in England. But 
that is by Ac Avay. I Avas talldng of Ac chmate, and in cloring this 
letter, I must expl^ why I called this part of it “ Living in Ae clouds.” 
I intended to ta^ only of Ae Station, and to tell you what it Avas like 
to live at a hdght of 7,500 fcc^ literally among Ac clouds, which are 
ofren all round us and tomctimes envelop us, but I have allowed 
myself to run bn to such an extent Aat I am afrnid you must all be 
bored, and so I Avill stop. E. V. L.

DEDICATION OF MANDA MEMORIAL 
CHURCH

We have waited for some time and have been duly rewarded for 
our patience by Ac dedication of our Church of Sh Thomas Ae 
Apostle on Ac first Sunday after Epiphany, 1934. The Bishop of 
N^aland was staying AviA us for a few days preparatory to his journey 
to hCIo and oAer places, and took Ac opportunity of dcdicatmg and
blessing Ac church as mentioned above. ,

Of counc, Ac church has been in regular use for some Umc, but 
we can look upon it as properly set aside.

ad majorem 
Dd gloriam.

After Mattins the Bkhop, accompanied by two young men acting 
as chaplains, and preceded by cross, Hghts and inceme, went round 
the outside of the church sprinkling holy water ; the congregation 
remained standing inside the building. Arriving at fte west door 
the BUhop said: “Peace be on this church, and the people 
responded : “And on all who worship therein. The Bishop then 
entoed the church and stood at the font and dedicated the building 
to the glory of God and in honour of St. Thomas the Apostle and

now

^'*H^thcn went on to bless and dedicate the font, the vmtry, and die

a blessing on all those who should minister thereat and on the com- . 
municants. The final prayer was for the benefactors of the church.

1 customs

./

\PadHHUki

Ciiintat OF St. Tiiouas, Manda
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m
ON SAFARI WITH THE BISHOP

m The safari was one from Manda to Milo, then from there to the sub
station of Milo where Padre Crispo Macjiili is to have his residence, 
viz., I^angali. Then back again from Milo, traversing some of 
Manda hill villages, and back again to tlie lake in time for the end’of 
January steamer. The main purpose of the safari was to administer 
the rite of confirmation.

After a confirmation of 212 candidates at Manda, we started off 
for I^Io in a pouring rain. After about three hours* walk we came 
to our first out-station along the Milo road, and here the children 
and otlicrs met the Bishop and accompanied him as far as the next out- 
station, as is thdr custom. For an hour they sing songs continually, 
some pious and other not. One goes something like this

Let us sing to our loving friend,
Let us sing to the Lord Bishop,

Allcluya.

Another is more pious, and runs
Who is holy like Christ?
Who so holy as the Lord?

Holy, Holy, Holy.
This is bearable, but what is more disconcerting—at least, to a new
comers the custom of the ladies who throw themselves on the ground 
at your feet and roll over and over as a sign of joy.

If I h■‘Ot-

''■tJS-'- -m
■

[Pedr,Htiks

and a commendation of the souls of William Pcrdval Johnson, and 
Thomas George Milner.

Mass followed, tlic celebrant being the pricst-in-charge, with the 
Bishop pontificating. There was a very large congregation, and more 
than 200 people made their communion. The Bishop preached a 
sermon in Swahili on the significance of the occasion.

T. H. Hicks.

‘ GOD*S CHAMPION AND MAN’S COMFORTER
Disconsolately and ^vith heavy heart I walked along—depressed 
by the havoc made by billions of locusts in this land of need. The 
countryside was stripped of its green apparel—clothed in the sack
cloth of brown bare stalks, which once gave promise of feeding hungry 
folk. “ It is very hard to undentand,^? I said to the porter a few steps 
behind. He replied, >vith no forced r^gnation, •• We thank God.’* 
^d (shame upon me) T said, almost surprisingly, “For what?” 
He made no reply, ro I repeated to this most probably hungry man, 

For what do we thank God ? ” He now-replied promptly and with
out hesitation, “ For faith—for faith to believe that even now He can 
help us.” I pondered in silehce for some time, then said : ” What is 
yournamc?*’ He said,Mikael’’—truly God’s champion.

“ If you are not quick, mama, we shall lose the train,he said, and 
when I puffingly lamented that I wm not an expert walker, he quietly 
accepted the tact, but smd ‘VYou >vill become an expert—all things 
come gradually”—truly man’s comforter, and he was quite uhcon- 
saous that his philosophy was parallel to that of his great namesake.

Gladys, C.S.P. A Skebp given as a Present bv a Qiibp to Duiiop Fwier
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The second day was a long and tiring one, and wc both felt the effect
of having to walk for four houn and twenty minutes almost__
tinually uphill, before wc came to water. At Ludewa, our destination 
for the day, the Bishop confirmed a further 45 can^dates, and 
given a sheep by old Sultan Noah, at which there was much rejoicing 
among the porters, who would receive the benefit of the The 
Bishop was somewhat perturbed at sedng a fine fat rat running along 
the roof pole of his hut at night, and was optimistic enough to think 
he could chase it away.

Further on, up the Lwana valley, wc were met by another host 
of candidates—172 in all—from that area, and from the lake area 
north of Manda, and they were duly confirmed that day in two 
languages. The dress of the local people consisted mainly of beads, 
ten strings or so round tlic neck of one person; but they looked very 
nice, for all that In the evening some of the men Christians asked 
if they could have a Mass the following morning, as they had had none 
for four months. In the preparation for that I had to get the teacher 
to explain to some women that, although I could shrive them in any 
one of six tongues, the seventh (Kipangwa) was beyond me. The 
following day wc got to Milo through much rain and more mud. 
I heard that the Bishop had to have two men to pull him up the hills, 
as otherwise he would have slipped back again.

Approaciung the Mission station at Milo, and just before entering 
the forest which leads tlierc, wc heard what I took to be a trumpeting. 
Remembering our experience of some year ago I said to the men 
wlh me that there were buffalo ahead, another suggested elephant; 
a more brilliant su^cstion was that it was the braying of a donkey. 
Sure raough Miw Nobbs’ donkey had been braying us a welcome.

Milo is a glorious place and one could easily become poetic in trying 
to decribc its beauties, but I will refr^n. I was surprised to find 
^^lish potatoes growing wild all over the place. It was even said 
jokingly that if you plaiit a cabbage up comes a potato, or that plants 
%viU CTcn spring up from thdr own pcd. It seems to me to be a great 
blcuing.that such a food >viU grow %vithout effort and apparently is 
efr^ed by the locusts, which have been rampant here as elsewhere 
this year. I saw some children once eating native sweet potatoes 
and marvelled at the stren^ of thdr digestion ; but I should think 
even they would find raw English potatoes a hard proposition.

After the confirmation at hfilo wc went to Mlang^—about five 
hoiu? from hCIo—where Padre Crispo Machili has his house, and 
which is to be the cento of his activities. The Bishop also hdd a 
confirmation there, which brought the ]^o number of confirmed 
up to 360.
^ Eventually wc had to say good-bye to the Milo staff, and started 

the journey down to the lake agmn. Nothing happened of importance 
until wc were on the way to Mhambalasi village in the Manda hiU 

^^4 crossed that morning the Katewaka river by means 
of a bndge that was fearfully and wonderfully made, and after L— 
we met a herd of buffalo—r^ buffalo this time, not donkeys. Wc

..............
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At Milo

could espy some animals in front of us and about too yards off, and I 
went forward a little to see what they were. All of a sudden I saw 
a long line of horns coming in our direction, and I stamd to run. 
The porters also saw and some of tliem threw down their loads and 
climbed trees. Then I beard a shout: “ They have gone back,” and 
another : “ Where’s the Bishop ? ” and I started rather anxiously 
to look for him. He had been ahead of us in a machlla, and he after
wards said that his machila men had run and climbed trees and that he 
had not quite known what to do, not being active enough to climb a 
tree. But all was well, and wc watched the herd move off across the 
path in front of us.

At Mhambalasi, the Bishop held anotlicr confirmaUon for hill 
people, and further on yet another at Lifua. The people fiom Lifua 
came out a long way to meet him witlt two flags, one of wliich I 
noticed was somebod/s loin cloth, and tlie otlicr the altar cover. Tl^ 
confirmation brought our Manda number up to 452, and then wc made 
haste to get back to Ivlanda. ^ ^ Hicks

raw

•* The World-Wide Church ” is tiie Utle of the second Unified Sutwncnl of the work

that
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of the lake and beat towards the open space, the guns taking up 
positions near the houses at cither end.

It was interesting to note who were tlie bravest spirits of the large 
company, and quite thrilling the readiness ^vith which they were 
prepared to go into even the most dense parts of the reeds. Very 
striking, too, was the keenness of the dogs to accompany them, the 
brave little animals must have known the nature of their task, for they 
were careering round quivering and yapping \rith excitement.

Varied were the weapons the men* carried, the most popular, a 
small axe, some Nvith spears, a few tvith bows and arrows, a few with 
stout sticlu, but all with a stout heart. They began tlicir task beating 
the reeds and, with the help of the dogs, making as much noise as 
possible.

A quarter of an hour passed and nothing had happened, the beaters 
were nearly through the reeds, and everyone else silently waiting and 
^vatching, when two deep growls caused a general murmur of satis
faction, and we knew we were not waiting in vain. A moment later, 
men who had posted themselves on the roof of one of the houses, were 
excitedly pointing to the edge of the reeds, and out bounded a large 
male lion.

Unfortunately, he was the opposite end to which the Archdeacon 
and Padre were stationed. The two Africans who were nearer did 
not get a shot in, but they immediately gave chase. At once tlicre 
was a rush and a dash over the maize and cassava crops, to cut him 
off from the hills, something like following hounds on foot through 
ploughed fields at home. It is surprising how athletic and active 
archdeacons in Africa arc, for the Archdeacon kept up with the 
leaders. I wish some of hU family and friends at home could have 
seen him racing across those fields.

A VILLAGE LION HUNT
A FEW days ago we had a thrilling lion hunt here at Msumba, quite 
near to the Mission. A day or two previously two lions had suddenly 
appeared at Mbweka, whicli is a few miles north of Msumba, and in 
the middle of the day attacked a herd of goats.

A party of men attempted to drive them off, but the lions turned upon 
the men, one man being chased into the lake and badly mauled.

A youth bravely went to his assistance, but after dealing the lion 
one or two severe blotvs abbiit the head, he also was attacked and 
knocked dotvn in the water,

The man 6rst attacked, although so badly hurt, struggled to his 
rescuer’s assistance—he had lost Ins only weapon, but he. gallantly 
tsvisted tlie animal’s tail in an attempt to make it let go. 'The other 
lion, having ^ne into the buslij more men came to their aidj and 
succeeded m driving ^e aniinal away. Tsto or three days later It 
svas discovered, a short distance' away; hating died. fioih its Wounds.

One of the brave meh> tlie ohe attadted litst, died oh the. way to 
hospital, blit his ^aht companion is fortunately fecoverihg. It 
is s^posed the Msumba lion was the survivor of the Mbweka pair.

■The night it arrived it killed two oxen and wiped out a whole pen 
of goats, hut it was believed to have gone back into the hills before 
daybreak. There was great consternation when, during the morning, 
it was discovered in a large bed of reeds in the village. Boys driving 
a herd of cattle by heard it growl, and at once gave tlie alarm. The 
neivs was carried to the chief and he immediately came up to the 
Mission to solicit the help of the Archdeacon. Archdeacon Cox has 
a reputation as a good shot. A few years ago he killed a lion that 
ivas causing terror to the village.

It was arranged that the men should be called in from their 
srattered fields, and also any local hunting men ftom the neighbouring 
villages. We svere leaving Sext, when a runner came in to say the men 
had returned and were waiting. Expecting we might be away a 
few hours we had a hurried lunch and made our way down to the lake 
as miickly as possible.

Padre Davies luckily was with us at Msumba, and he took the 
Archdeacon’s second rifle (which was quite fitting, as the lion was 
fiom the Coboe district). On our way we heard a couple of shots. 
Two rUricans, with muzzle-loaders had seen it and fired, but ivithout 
wounding. Msumba is a large village, and there must have been 
four or five hundred men assembled.

The bed of reeds lies along the edge of the lake, there is a line of 
houses a short distance away, and a fairly open space between the 
houses and the reeds.

A hurried plan of action rvas settled between the Archdeacon and 
the chicTs second-in-command. The people living near were warned 
to leave thdr houses, but, in most cases, this already had been done, 
and the doon barricaded. Volunteers were to assemble on the edge

WM,
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A VILLAGE LION HUNT

COVENANTED SUBSCRIPTION SCHEME
Mt arc frequently asked why more of our subscribOT do not join thii Sdicme, and we arc 
joongly ur^ by those who have done so to give it wider publicity, in the hope that more 
regular iub»criben may be induced to adopt this comparatively simple method of increasing 
the value of their subsmption to the Mission without addidonm cost to themselves.

with the standard rate of Income Tax'at 4s. 6d. in the £, every subscription of Xi 
a Coveriant is wortli to the Mission 5s. ; the difference Ixlng accounted 1& by the
return of Income Tax paid at the standard rate which the Inland Revenue Authorities make 
to the charity to which the subscription is made.

The progress of the Covenanted Subscription Scheme, and its value to the Mission, is 
perhaps best shown by the following figures. It was started in the year igay-aO, when 107 
Covenanu were made, and produced a return of Income Tax of £308 4s. ad. 'What has 
happened since, can be set out in the form of a table :—

For a time we could not see our qumiy, and were guided by the 
shouts and directions of jieople at a distance. It was an agreeable 
suiprise to find we had prevented him reaching the hills, for he 
suddenly stopped in a little cover of brushwood near a baobab tree, 
and wc got up to within forty yards. The two Afiicans, with their 
muzzle-loaders, advanced even nearer, but they were called to by 
thdr fcllowmen not to fiire, and obeyed.

At first, prowling about in the cover, he did not ofler a very good 
target,. and the first shots only wounded him in the hindquarters. 
ThS appeared to enrage him, lor he came to the edge of the covtt and 
sprang up, just for one tense moment he seemed to be preparing to 
charge, casting a proud haughty look at his puisuers.

&fore he could advance, another shot Irom each of the rifles of

i under

Jear J^o. qf CovaumU Rttum of Jnconu Tax 
£ d.

308 4 3

P .0 '7
607 IS I 
639 5 0 
703 5 3 
703 n 9

1927*38
igs&*s9
1929-30

107
184the Archdeacon and padre were right on the mark, and, with scarcely 

a moan, the noble beast fell over, never to move a^n.
Such a roar of excited relief went up irom all the followers, the 

whole countryside knew the lion was kUlcd. What a pity we had no 
camera with us, for he gave a splendid opportunity for a snap the 
moment before his death. The men were to carry the lion back to 
the; village to show to the chief, and then bring it up to the Mission. 
But thdr jubilations were rather prolonged, thc^ got a little tired, and 
the Mission is one and a half miles from the \^gc, so they arrived 
rather late with only the skin. This was very dbappointing to our 
Donas, who had not seen the lion. They would have gone with us 
had they been allowed to. The skin, ten feet to the tip of its tail,

object of interest for

230
3781930-3*

I93**3a
1932- 33
1933- 34

328

V.335
352

;£Si6o3 16 8

Mr. Guat, our Lay-Assistant Secretary, will be only too delighted to give any furtlier 
Information about the Scheme, and how to join It, Enquiries should be addressed to him 
at Central Africa House.

pegged out to dry bn the station yard, was an 
many days. HOME JOTTINGS

J. W. Neavz.
The Mission’s Income.—The following is a comparison of tlie amounu contributed to 

the principal working funds of the Mission:

THE U.M.G.A. SUMMER SCHOOL >933>934
Total to 
May 31

Received 
during May

Total to 
May 31

Received 
during May

Some of the latter ate unable to pay the full fee. We should be 
grateful for donations tosvards bursaries which would enable them to 
profit by the advantages the School afibrds.

The Chaplains will be the Vcn. G. G. Elliott, Archdeacon of Zanzibar 
and the I^. L. a Wauon. Other speakers wiU include: Canon

Mm E^A. Hall, Suter Anne, GS.P. and Miss Nugee.
The Rev. L. C. Watson will again be the Oi^aniser of the School 

ani giglications for enrolment should be sent at once to him, c/o

Fund
The

:o,03£ £& 34“
1,107 1,36a«93

>2.55811.336 3.8 >2Grand Totals 3.044
oI£i^t If the granu to theThe above disappointing figures show a 

Bishops are CO be maintained at their present lev^ an Inetcaic of £1^ h wanted I

A Parochial Secretary writes: *'I notice that £1,500 more « netted Urn year. 
ThU parish is pre^ued to guarantee £t more this year than last year. WU other panihei 
do the same ? ” This means an increase of more than 10 per cent.• • •

Imercesslons.—\Ve have been asked for a form of service of Inte^ion for U.M.C.A.
This want has now been supplied by the publication of U.M.Cj\. Intercesiions 

(Leaflet No. 91) which can be had from the Office, price si. per 100.
* * *

Monthly Requiem.—A Mass of Requiem for deputed n^bers ^ of the
Mission will be said in the Chapel of All Souls at Central Africa House on Tiieiday, July 24th 
at 6.30 a.m.

ifiz
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HOME JOTTINGS CENTRAL AFRICA
teach or London make a note of the date., Further detail* will be pubUthed later. A MONTHLY RECORD OF THE WORK CF THE 

UNIVERSITIES’ MISSION TO CENTRAL AFRICA
•

Retreats at St Bamaba*, Tankerton, are bdiw held u follow* September erd-'jih 
eductor CanmSpanlon. i0».6d. Nev’cmbcrsth-Qth { Conductor, The Rev. vC Watoh 
{brother of the bie Bahop of Zanzibar). j0i.6(j.

The Home Station i* open Wtrqrr, J.e., during Retreats and at other time*, to visitor* of

:

No. 620. LII. AUGUST. 1934 Price2d.

bwwledgment. Note new permanent addrea : Rest>bartow, Cranhain Comer, near 
Gloucester.
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EDITOR’S NOTEZanzibar June at
1. aa 

July la55!^ We have read with profound regret the notice of the death of Arcli- 
dcacon Maddocks svhen on liis way home after a dangerous illness. 

He passed away at Durban on June 29U1, St. Peter’s Day. R.I.P,

H 13
>• >3

prSrof^^S^JJ" The Rev. Edward Kcble, B.A,Ox. Assiitont
^ Th. R.r. A. Codon Blood^Oor sympad.,. ond ofaincnd. of*. ' grieve for the Dioeese of Zanzibar. He did invaluable work in
Mi^on,gDa out to Padrt Blood, who has been icrioialy ill for loroc time at Ma*a*i with Zigualand, and there can bc little doubt that the strain imposed upon
a poUoned leg. We undenland he was taken by aeroplane from Masasi to hospital at . , t. • . , ri.. .11 ^A —w----------..... P him by the recent famine there was the pnnapal cause of his illness.

Our heartfelt sympathy goes out to Bishop Birlcy and his fellow 
workers and African Christians in Zigualand who will sorely miss him.

We hope to receive a full account of his work and of his last illness 
from some one in the Zanzibar Diocese who can speak of it from 
personal knowledge.

Wc have also heard of the death of Canon White of S.S.M. 
at Modderpoort. For many years he was stationed at Mkuzi when tlic' 
S.S.M. were in charge.

He did much useful educational work in the Diocese of Zanzibar.

The Rev. A. Gordon Blood.—

^hSy^'oS’* on June 5th, joying that hU leg wai amputated

Padre Blood hai our praym for hu recovery to health.

IN MEMORIAM-R.I.P.
jimc 5.—Walter Buebanan Riddell. : " ^

& WJKT Buchiaui Ridddl, Ban, ™ a Vic^Preddml of *. Mloioii; h. 
was ireasurer 1930*1.

June to.—Lizzie Morra Dunford.

vy
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KUWIA NA KUWIWA
LUNGWENA AND PEMBA

A GOOD many years ago, Mr. A. G. Madan translated some of Lamb’s 
Tales, together with some Fairy Stories, into Swahili, amongst the 
collection, being Lamb’s Tale of “The Merchant of Venice.” A few 
Christian men, living at Mbweni, a small village of great historical 
interest in the annals of our Mission, about four miles from Zanzibar 
Town, recently read this story and, all ignorant of Shakespeare’s 
enbrts, decided that it had great possibilities of dramatization. They 
chose as the title of the pla^ the words at the head of this article, which 
mean “ To save and to be saved,” and tlicy recently produced it, to 
the evident amusement and delight cf a large audience of Africans,’ 
Europeans, Arabs and Indians.

The Africans have a natural

A COMPARISON

There is a certain uncomfortable famiiiarity for anyone worldnE in 
Pemba about the article published in Crntral Africa for September, iSm. 
and called “ Facing Bitter Facts.” It is true that Pemba is in ni sense 
a key-position, as Lungwena seems to be but simply a litUe back
water, yet much of what F. M. T. tells might with equal truth be said 
of oureclvcs here. And our very small numbers make every lapse a 
tcmblc and stythng landmark, and, at the same time, give us very 
few of the faithful on whom we can rely, and to whom we can turn for 
encouragement. We, too, can sadly say svith F. M. T. : “ Whoever 
It is who comes to help, it is always more or less the same story,” so 
much so that we find we really get on better with no certificated 
teachers, but using only ordinary Christians who can barely do more 
than read, and ourselves supplying, as far as may be, their deficiencies, 
or couisc, this would be impossible in a country witli schools every 
few miles, and hundreds of inquirers and converts ; but in Pemba 
there is only one small school for girls and infants ; the boys all go, as 
soon as they arc old enough, to Kiungani High School in Zanzibar : 
and the inquirers after Christianity arc few in number. One other 
dishemcmng feature here is tliat so many people who start, and seem 
promising enough, after a month or two of teaching suddenly resolve 
to go home—back to the mainland, whence most of our converts have 
come, with distressing results for all our classes for instruction. One 
week, e.g., we lost at one blow eleven Hearers and four or five 
Catechumens, as well as a few Christians. Of course, we hope tliat 
they will go on learning at their own homes, but it is hard for their 
teachers here.

Pemba Christians arc numbered by tens only, some zoo all told, 
but besides these more or less faithful ones, there is a considerable 
number of Christians who have fallen back to Islam, usually at first 
on account of matrimonial troubles, but sometimes from taking offence 
at something, and often with the desire to escape fipni the discipline 
and supemsion of the Church. ’ In Pemba wc distih^ish between 
marrying “ki-SwahiU,” i.e., marrying a Moslem partner in the usual 
Moslem way and declaring oneself a Moslem in order to’obtain* this 
partner in a more or less orthodox manner, and the far more definite 
act called “ kusilimu,” by which a Christian publicly and deliberately 
denies Christ in tlic mosque, and utterly repudiates tlie Christianifaith.

This is real-apostasy, and I confess tliat I find it quite impoisiblc 
to agree wth those who say that people who do this do it Without 
knowing that Aey are thereby denying Christ, v Tlicy deliberately 
go to the^mosque for the purpose of doing so, and T^ba people dre 
not so unintelligent as not to understand much, if not all, of what their

aptitude for acting 
likely to break do^vn in dialo^ie ! Their protracted greetings form 
an excellent, and often amusing, opening for any scene, especially 
when the business of the court is delayed whilst the judge, suitors and 
>vitncsscs all shake hands, and each asks after the others’ health and 
ne^VJ^ There were five characters in this African presentation— 
Portia (the ugliest man in the village played this part!), Shylock, 
Antonio, Bassanio, and the Judge. Naturally, as till this day, the 
actors tliink the play has never been performed before, the action 
and dialogue were not hampered by considerations of breach of copy
right, and a student of Shakespeare would have found the play some
what different to his preconceived notions, but he would have been 
dull, indeed, had he not been amused and entertained. The Old Vic 
would soon be full if Shakespeare were produced there as the Mbweni 
Pla^ra did it!

and are'never

play was performed out of doors, at ni^ht, in front of the 
Mission Scliool, and the “ lighting effects ” consisted of one strong ; 
petrol lamp ! The scenery was as in Shakespeare’s own day—cards on 
wliich were printed “ Nyumba ya Portia,” " Nyumba ya Antonio ” 
(Nyumba, a house), “ Korti ya Kathi ” (Kathi, a judge), etc., and the 
“ properties” consisted of a table, a chair, and the baraza of the 
school. One of the European laymen on the Mission Staff helped 
witli the dressing, and acted as stage manager, but otherwise the 
Africans w^ themselves solely responsible for the production, which 
>vju, both in dress and characterization, thoroughly African, Shylock 
being, drawn from thdr local experience of Indian moneylenders, 
rather tlian from a medieval European idea of a Jew. Indeed, as 
one of the European spectators said, it was as Shakespeare would have i 
written and presented it, had he been an African. No higher praise 
than this could be given, but it was well deserved. H. R. S.
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LUNGWENA AND PEMBA LUNGWENA AND PEMBA
action implies. There is a specially offensive custom here, of parading 
a new ** vert ” to Islam on a donkey through the streets of the town, 
and especially outside the church and the Mission, which they 
goierally manage to pass twice in the course of the procession. Some 
Cimsdans who secede have the grace to refuse to be paraded, but 
the majority agree to it. We have some very bad and hardened cases 
among those who have thus definitely abandoned their Faith, and 
these arc the people who persist in their apostasy, and do all they can 
to prevent their friends and kmsfolk from bang Christians. One 
very attractive little girl is longing to be baptized, but, owing to an 
apostate mother and grandfather, it is not possible to allow this until 
she is old enough to be married and to choose for herself which religion 
she will follow. As soon as she is satisfactorily betrothed to a Christian 
man, her baptism can'tak^ place. The danger is lest the ^[r^dfather 
who is very bitter and will not even be addressed by his Christian name 
should talw her off and marry her to a Muhammadan, as he did in the 
case of the child’s mother.

A Christian woman rave up her religion owing to an unhappy 
maniage and agreed to ^ marry.” a Moslem. As the Christian hus
band was still ^ye the Moslems safeguarded themselves, as is usual, 
by making her declare that she was no longer a Christian, but a 
Moslem ; thus, in their eyes, breaking the marriage tie with the 
Christian., This woman has now come back to her relirion, and she 
says of henclf, ” I never wanted to be a Moslem, and I never really 
*silimu’-ed ; I said what they wanted me to say because I wanted | 
to get a husband, and 1‘agreed to marry ' ki-Swahili ’ for this reason, 
but I really believed in our Lord, and knew that He was greater than 
Muhammad all the time.”

Benveen this Hnd of tlung and the actual repudiation of Christ, 
there is a real distinction, even clearer to the Afiican mind than to ours, 
since they are, at all times, ready to say the polite or convenient thing, 
i-ather than the literally true one. The la-Swahili marriage is not. 
wholly bad, as it is a safeguard against a more promiscuous way of 
living, which is always the great danger for women who leave their : 
husbands.

Drink, and thither lusts of the flesh, rank about equally with . 
Islam as the cncmi« of our religion ; they arc, in fact, more frequent, 
though perhaps less lasting causes of bad failures. It is very hard 
inde^ to come back again from Islam after seceding to it; the way 
people will laugh is sometimes enough to prevent a return. But to 
repent of drunkenness is compaxativdy simjile, and even a life of sin 
can be and sometimes is abandoned. At this moment Pemba is giving 
the angels some little cause for rejoidng, in spite of much on the other 
side; Tor we have a woman who has been kept back for years owing 
to her lif^ and was even dismissed altogether from all classes for instruc
tion, as she was ddibcrately leading yoimg girls astray, and yet she is 
now preparing for baptism, and as far as we can see is really penitent 
She now bean a good character in the village, some of our best parents 
allow their girls to go about with her, and our excellent school-mistress

has promised to be her godmother. And another woman, restored 
after public penance at this Feast of Pentecost, an cx-tcachcr who 
lias been for many years astray, is now earning her living by th 
field ^vork, in her determination to abandon her life of sin. Her name 
is Magdalena, and wc trust that her name-saint’s prayers will help 
her to persevere.

Close to the Mission, there is a most evil part of the town called 
Kilutia, and, alas for the honour of the Christian Faith I our nominally 
Christian village is know to the police and to the Government officials 
as ” Ac little Kitutia,” and among the men and women who frequent 
the big Kitutia for drinking or other purposes, not a few of our people 
must be counted. Drink in Pemba has increased enormously of late 
ycare, owing to the discovery of ” kangara,”,an abominable decoction 
made of the husks of Indian corn, sugar and methylated spirit, and 
consequently very cheap to buy, and practically obtainable by all. 
This is made secretly and stored in holes in the ground by very many 
people ; Christians by no means excepted, and as a little of it goes a 
very long way in results, it is a fruitful source of trouble and crime. 
The stuff is maddeningly intoxicating, and quite decent people, wlio 
arc foolish enough to taste it, become violently quarrelsome and ready 
for any wickedness after even a small drink.

Happily, the Protectorate Government is now very much down upon

e hardest
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^nk of any kind ; fines xiscd to be allowed, but now everyone found 
in possession of any intoxicating liquor goes to prison, and this has been 
a considerable help to us in trying to check the evil. But justice at 
its lower end is administered by Afneans to Afneans in Pemba, and 
the temptation of kanpra is very great even for the representative 
of the law ! X, a Christian Asikm (policeman), met a young Cate
chumen s^ool-girl in the road, and tried to seize hold of her, and 
actually did grasp her hand ; the girl wrenched herself free, and told 
him that she wished to have nothing to do with him, and added, 
no doubt, a few unpleasant remarks. X ^vas very angry and took a 
stick, and the pirl and her younger sister hurried home to their mother, ;• 
X accompanying them to complain of their rude remarks to him. He 
then came to the Mission and accused the girl of abusing him. The | 
girl says she has been bothered by him sevc^ times before this ; she 
IS already engaged to be married and wishes to have nothing to do 
with this man. The very day ^at he was warned to let these girls 
alone, he was seen dragging another young girl—a Moslem this time 
—along the road, but on this occasion the bystanders interfered and 
set Uic girl free. Then X was found 40 miles away, at the end of the 
island, very drunk while in uniform and on duty. He is practically 
certain to be dismissed from the police force, and may very probably 
be imprisoned as well; and, but for Uic vile “ kangara,” he might still 
be a respectable supporter of law and order. At this moment, there 
arc several Cliristians in prison for drinking.

In yet another ^vay, our Christians hinder rather than help the 
cause. Men here at Ac present dme, and ever since the war, greatly 
outnumber the women, the reason being that work-people fiock to \
Pemba and to Zanzibar in search of wealth. They bnng _____
folk witli th^ as a i^c, but very many of them^f all sorts of diffiirent 
tribes—seek for Christian teaching. This has in the past been a great 

r Murce of supply of Catechumens,*'but most of these men find it 
impossible to live os celibates. A man like this does not at all wish !
to many a ^vt)man of the Coast, but he very" badly wants a cook, and !
\vill not be too particular as to how he obtains her. Sometimes she 
is a Catechumen, or even a Christian, more often what we call here 
a Swahili, i.e., a person of slave origin on at least one side, who 
practises no reUgion, but if pressed would call herself a Muhammadan.
The Cl^liiui or catechumen man. hides what he is doing as long as 
possible, but his conscience is not easy, and he often bemns to teach 
his companion something of the Faith. Her probably wU not allow 
htt to come to Ac Mission to be taught, for fear of his sin being 
discovered. Sometimes a bad beginning like this has quite a good 
ending. Perhaps Ac ^voman gets to know something of Christianity, 
and demimds to Ijc properly taught, or Ac man gets really fond of her, 
imd dwdes to many her, in which ease he wiU himself bring her to 
Ac Mission^ or send her to ask for teaching. When he does Ais, he 
IS near to repentance, for he knows his maimer of life will now become ^ 
known to Ac Ch^, and will have to be put right. Of courec all ; 
nis naghbours, often even including Ac teacher, have known about ;

it all the time. In a few eases known to us, Ae woman has become 
a really keen Christian, Ac man marries her, and in spite of some 
ups and downs in their life together, Aey do stick to one anoAcr^ 
the wife sometimes becoming the leader in matters of religion. 
Mkendiyc liad lived for two years iviA a Christian man, of slave-stock 
like herself. She was much attracted to Christianity, and he had 
taughfher a good deal, though he would never allow her to come for 
regular teaching. At last, owing to her insistence, he consented, and 
she came eagerly for teaching and was eventually baptized. She was 
young and intelligent enough to learn to read also, and can read 
her Testament and hymn-book wiA the best, as well as her little book 
of prayers. Through many domestic storms she has always been 
faithful, and it is now six or seven years since their marriage. Agnes, 
as she is now called, used her dowry money to buy a shamba of dove- 
trees, and she now wishes her mother to come and live on her land, 
and hopes that she also may become a Christian, Agnes has made a 
will, leaving her land to her husband for his lifetime, and afterwards 
to the Mission for the benefit of tlie Church.

Unfortunatdy, all stories do not turn out so well as Ais one. A 
man from the mainland, who had become a Christian here, a Kikuyu 
by tribe, had lived for many years in Pemba witliout going back to 
his own country, and had been strongly influenced by the Coast 
atmosphere. He persuaded a free-born Mpemba girl to live with 
him, and she became devoted to him.

After a few weeks the man’s conscience awoke, and he sent the girl 
away, to live wiA a Moslem sister, but she, of her own accord, came 
to ask for teaching. He had made no promise to marry her, but she 
hoped tliat he would do so, if she became a Catechumen, and in time 
she was given the Cross. In Ae fasting monA of Ramadhan, she 
refused to fast, and was turned out as a renegade. Her own parents 
disowned her, and tiicir neighbours threatened to bum down their 
house, if they received their daughter again. We were happy in 
getting her a good Christian home, with people who became much 
attached to her for her gentle quiet ways. But, alas, the man disgraced 
himself and his religion by refusing after all this to marry her. He 
had by this time made many promises to do so, but aft^ fulfilling Iiis 
time of public penance, he suddenly announced Aat he was going * 
back to the mainland, and simply scoffed at the idea of marrying tlie 
girl, and taking her with him. Is it any wonder that after such 
treatment by a Christian man, Ac poor girl, despised and disgraced, 
utterly refuses Ac Christian religion ? He was shamed into offering 
her some money as damages, but she refused to touch tliis, and said,
“ Since he docs not want me any more, neither do I want his religion.” 
She had given up so much, only to be scorned and cast-off.

^ We have now several more eases of Christian men who began by 
living badly, but have put things right, married Ac woman and 
encouraged her to be taught. Two of tlicsc women arc very near 
tlicir Baptism, a Aird is a very unusual ease of a Baluchi woman 
wishing to be married to an African. We feel somewhat anxious about

{
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this union, but the woman seems thoroughly in earnest, and fond of 
the man. She is still a long way from her Baptism, but is to be 
married next week.

Arabs, we in Pemba have never been able to touch ; the- other 
day a young woman made a gallant attempt to come and Icam, but 
she has entirely vaiushed from our ken. Asha had been married as 
a child to a man much older than herself, who probably had his eye 
on the large shambas of her father. She never cared for him, and at 
last left him and ran a^vay to her home. Her father offered to repay 
the dowry money to the injured husband, but he would not agree even 
to a much larger sum than the one he had originally paid, so Asha 
is still tied to him; though he can have another w^e whenever he 
likes, she can never marry. Asha was staying with a married sister 
not far from the Mission, and was disturbed many times at night by 
a dream, in which she saw the cliurch, the west door and the steps, 
with people going up the steps and into the church who beckoned to 
her to follow them. At last she felt that she must begin to follow, so 
she >v*cnt to the teacher here, and asked his advice. He brought her 
to tis, and she eagerly began to learn. Her sbter and brother-in-law, 
though .Moslems, made no difficulty about her coming here, and she 
came almost daUy ibr a few weeks, and then suddenly disappeared. 
Some months later she'came to the dispensary with a small brother 
for mt^idne, but always seemed afimd to stop and talk, but at last 
we got hold of her again, and heard that she had been called back 
to Tumbe where her father lives, by a report that her mother was 
very ilL On arriving, she found her mother quite wdl, but was . 
beaten by her father and shut up, apparently until he got tired of j 
these measures, for she said he finally threw her off, and told her she 
could do os she pleas^. Now, for weeks again, we have heard nothing 
of her, but I do not despair, for I believe hers was a tine call, and 
that some day she ^vill have to answer it again, in spite of all the 
difficulties in ncr path. She was a graceful, attractive girl, and very 
amdous to learn. The father is a very well-known Arab, one of three 
brothers, with whom Bishop Weston was always very friendly, and 
this man, Scfu, is still most pleasant to the Mission people socially, 
but to allow his daughter to become a Christian is a very different 

* matter. Asha bind Seffi -would be very glad of Chiislian prayers.
We do sometimes get a ray or two ofbrightness in our dim twilight; 

we give thania that, small as is our stream of converts, it has never 
ceased to flow, and we believe that, by the Power of the Spirit, it 
will one day become a mighty river, sweeping all the Gentiles of 
Pemba into itsdf, to the salvation of their soius and the Glory of God. !

Pentecost, 1934.

RES SGHOLASTIGiE
II-OF AGRICULTURE

" In the normal school, the majority of the pupils ^vill work on the land 
in after life. It follows from this that the great importance of the 
school garden should be recognized.”

The above is quoted from a Government document One may add 
to it that the wealth of Tanganyika Territory lies in the soil. For 
the soil is rich, the rainfall plentiful. There is very little desert land, 
and even in the dry Zigua country there is an abundant harvest each 
—. In Bonde and on the Shambala Hills, with a minimum of effort 

wc get food in great plenty all the year round.
The products of East AiHca include tea, coffee, cocoa, tobacco, 

rubber, fibrous plants, such as sisal and cotton, oil seeds in> great 
variety, coconut, monkey-nut, castor oil, palm oil, semsem, spices and 
medidnes such as cloves, cinnamon and quinine. We have quantities 
of fruit, bananas, mangoes, oranges, limes, lemons, tangerines, quasas, 
pine-apples, pawpaws and, besides all this, our food crops of maize, 
millet, rice, cassava, sweet potatoes, yams, beans, peas, pumpkins, 
tomatoes, and so on.

In teaching agriculture in school wc have two problems before us, 
firstly, to teach the children to improve such crops as wc grow already, 
and, secondly, to introduce new crops and new methods. The two 
overlap and intertwine.

In the old village life only three agricultural implements were 
known, the short-handled hoc, a long curved knife, and a small axe. 
With these the forest and brush were cut down, tlic land cleared and

I

year.

dug over. But the work was very superficial, roots, stumps and stones 
were left untouched, and the digging was generally a mere surface- 
scratching. There was plenty of land to be had, and a fresh patcli 
could be prepared each year. There was no idea of rotation of

were obtained, but they were harvest of inferior quality produce.
Wc try nowadays to teach better mctliods and we arc driven thereto 

by the fact that many people have to use the same bit of land a^n 
and agrin—the result of denser areas of population and of the holding 
of large tracts of land by European planters. The shamba has to be 
well cleared, tree stumps and stones removed, the digging thorough. 
The seeds arc planted in straight rows, well spaced, and few at a time. 
After harvesting, the stalks and leaves of tlic old plants arc left to rot 
on the ground, thus providing humus and surface moisture. A bean 
crop follows a maize one, and so on. The children learn tiiis practi
cally as they dig and delve, they learn the why and wherefore in their 
cla^rooms, and they learn the value thereof when wc gather in our 
harvest.

at a time, 
ul harvests

E. M. V.
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There is, too, the care of fruit trees, and this especially in the 
Msalabani district, where we earn much money by the sale of oranges, 
tangerines and mangoes. There are so many superstitions to live 
down. We were told that if a branch were cut off an orange tree die 
tree would bleed to death. In spite of this sve tried, and the school 
trees were well pruned. There followed an awful season when no 
fruit name, and we quaked inwardly, but, after that, the crop was 
such as had never been seen before. We had to prop up the branches 
so that they might not break under the weight of the fruit. Our 
oningc trees were pl<xntcd by Arclideacon Farler and other great men 
of old. One’s admiration of these, our fore-runners, grows yearly. 
But trees get old and diseased, so nowadays we are trying to teach the 
TOung to bud and graft so that we may be able to replace the old trees 
by even better ones.

Almost everyone has a special liking for tomatoes and onions, but 
our tomatoes, until recently, were not much bigger than cherries, 
and practically all onions had to be bought at Indian shops. We 
inUoduced some good tomato seed, showed how the plants need trans
planting and manuring, with the result that nowadays the average 
tomato is several sizes larger. We never throw away a rotten one 
someone is always at hand craving seed. Onions we never could grow, 
we tned .ill sorts of seeds with no success. Then we were told to get 
seed through Kew Gardens. We had never before realized that the 
Royal Botanical Gardens might be interested in our affairs. They 
got us seed from India, and ^‘ust now rows of onions scent the air of 
the school garden. Better sull, one sort splits itself up and produces 
new roots and tlic other is nmning to blossom and seed. We look for
ward to the day when we shall sell onions by the sack to Indian shops !

One could go on giving example after example. Once started a 
school garden gets very absorbing, and year by year one adds new 
trees,, new vegetables, new experiments, new tools. We arc quite 
accustomed nowadays to the use of spade, fork, trowel, pickaxe, long- 
handled hoc, seed boxes, manure, watering cans, pruning saws, and 

. Ofeourse, the children cannot use aU this knowledge in their 
own prdens and shambas. But new ideas spread, and for miles 
around one secs each year more people planting straight rows of maize 
and spacing out their seed, and thus getting better harvests.

Naturally, the sort of work and its quantity and quality depends 
very tnuch upon the locality and the size and kind of school. A board- 
ingrschool can generally give some time daily, and they can call 
a great number of boys. At Kiwanda, for example, one can sec as 
many as two or three hundred boys hoeing at the same time, but a 
bo^mg-school has to feed its pupik, and the greater part of die 
gardcm^tirae has perforce to be given up to growing the main food 
(TOps. The ordinary viBage school has a short three-hour morning 
session only, and besides contending ever with adverse circumstances 
in toe shape of the village goats, cattle and poultry (not to mention 
thar Mm and betters I) mey find it extremely difficult to squeeze 
out suffiaent bme to produce results. However, one out-school has

"7'':

!

Wr.HtOitr
Ki>vanda Bovs oatiierino Plants for tiieir SaiooL Garden

recently purchased a football with the proceeds of its last harvest. 
A noble achievement that! The day Central School possibly has the 
advantage; there are many boys, time can be made in the ademoom, 
and with a huge crowd of bo>^ one soon gets jobs finished. The 
Magila Central School, St. Martin’s, has acres under cultivation, there 
is wonderful soil, and water at hand. All sorts of English vegetables 
have been grown, and N'arious new trees and foodstuffs introduced.

One hopes for great things in the future. Until now the 
“ educated ” boy has looked down on the tiller of tlic soil. He 
honours a man who cams money in an office or at a machine^ btit 
says of his father “ Oh, he hasn’t any work, he only hoes hisshamba.” 
But the school, hand-in-hand with the Agricultural Department, is 
slowly changing this, and one day wc arc all going to realize tliat the 
backbone of the countp^, and the man who really matters, is the man 
who tills the soil intelligently and well.

so on

upon

C.S.P.
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BIBI MWALIMU 4.30 a.m., pack our loads^ cat a hasty breakfast, and take to the road. 
Perhaps the first school which we intend to visit is about t^vo hours 
a\vay, i.e., six or seven miles. If we arc lucky, it is not so far. We 
walk and walk, thinking we shall never get to the end of our journey, 
when " Kumbe,” as ^vc say in Swahili, there is the school peeping at 
us, out of the bushes. If our going has been good, we shall have 
arrived at about 7.30 a.m., ready for 8 a.m. school. So tlicre is time 
for a cup of tea, and a bit of a wash, before we actually start work. 
Then begins the “ Inspecting a word we all dislike and try to 
avoid, as it savours of “ picking to pieces ** and “ fault finding ” and 
we much prefer a fnenmy atmosphere between Bibi Mwalimu and 
the native teacher. I need not enlarge on all ^ve say, or all we do.

WiiAT does it mean, this title of Bibi Mwalimu ? In English, simply 
“ Lady Teacher,” but in reality far more than this. Let me try to 
explain it fully.

H»c, in the diocese of Masasi, as I think most of you know, we have 
three distinct branches of our work. Firstly, the priest, with his fatherly 
love and protection for the souls of his people. Old men, and young, 
women, c^dren and babies alike. Then, the doctor mid nurses, who 
attend to the welfare of their bodies, healing their sicknesses, and 
thereby drawing them to Christ, and thirdly, the teachers, who do 
the work of training native teachers in school matters, trying to show 
them what a wonacrful vocation they have. It is about this work 
that I want your prayers and help, and how can you help, unless you 
properly understand ? So may I try to help ?

We have, here, in our diocese, something like 250 native teadiers, 
mostly men, and just a fmv women. These men are of different grades 
of ability, some having been trained at St. Andrew's Training College, 
Minaki, in the diocese of Zanzibar, and having passed out with a 
Grade 1 Certificate.; Others wth less ability have succeeded in getting 
a Grade 2 Certificate, perhaps at Minaki, or perhaps 
Training College at Chidya. Both of these certificates arc recognised 
by the Government as Qualified Teachers’ Certificates. Then there 
are other men who have been chosen by co-operation of the parish 
priest and the Bibi Mwalimu to be “ Helpers,” but they have not had 
the good fortune to be tnuned. Thdr work is definitely teaching, 
but they arc only considered to be ** Helpers.” Now when a teacher 
leaves the Training College, he is sent out to teach in a bush or village 
school. Usually, at fint, he works under another teacher, more

during the inspection; you will understand and recall the days of your 
childliood, or when perhaps you were an inexperienced teacher 
yourself and dreaded the Inspector. But there is one aspect of our 
work upon which I want to dwell, and which is the whole point of 
my writing this article to Central Africa. It is this: Eve^where we 
go and every time we go, we are bound to be told “ The children arc 
lazy, they don’t come to school. I’ve talked to tlicm. I’ve visited 
their parents, but I’m absolutely conquered by them, I simply can’t 
get them to come.” But when Bibi Mwalimu visits, the school is full 
to overflowing, and one is apt to think that this is a very flourishing 
school, that is before the inspection !! !

Now what can be the reason of this very sad condition which exists 
in almost all our schools ? (It is sad because our schools are rnission 
schools and if the children do not attend regularly tlicy arc growing 
up “ baptized heathen,” or not getting the sacrament of baptism at

at our own

CTOcricnced than himself, but when he is married he is allowed a 
school of his owni. (Most of our schools have only two teachers, and 
many have only one.) Will you please try and picture these village 
schools, dotted all over the country? The buildings arc usually very 
primitive little places, and ^uite empty, except for a few bamboo 
seats, and the school Irax, which is brought into school every morning, 
and which is kept locked (or not!) in the teacher’s hoxisc when 
in use. The bell rings, or an old tin can is beaten, and the children 
come, or don't come, as they feel inclined. If it is a dark morning, they 
will scarcely have crept out of doors. If it is the season of ripe mangoes, 
it be much more interesting to climb up the trees and chew a few

njiani ** (on the way). The teacher waits a bit, sometimes a very 
long time—it will make the morning go quicker—and then begins 
school with a mere handful of childr^. They continue to arrive at 
intervals, in ones and twos, and finally the usual school curriculum 
is bcgim. At about 11.30 a.m. they dismiss, and that is the end, so 
far as school is concerned.

But the Bibi Mwahmu ? What is our share of the work, we Euro
pean wonacn teachers (for we have no men teachers, unfortunately) 
m the diocese of Masasi? We rise at cock-crow, somewhere about

not
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all.) It IS simply this : wc do not get round our village schools often 
enough. The teachers arc left too long at a time without the help of 

Mwalimu, and they eanU manage without us. How can wc go round 
more often? The distances arc enormous, and it means tramping 
from place to place. There is fierce sun to contend wUi, tropical 
ra^, long grass, and in many places swift-flowing rivers to cross, all 
of whlcluare enemies of the European. But the saddest part of all is 

Tierc arc only/oar Bibi Mwalimu to do this work ! Think of 
out of these four, three have their own school and own school 

work to do in term time. Wc arc obliged to close our schools early, 
say, before Christmas, Easter, and the longer holiday in August, to 
^ablc us to get round at all. Is it any wonder then, that wc hear 
“the chUdren are lazy?”

^ I am, at this moment of ^vriting, on one of these journeys. I have 
vuited schools every day for a week. Even on Saturday, at one 
viUage, I was obliged to call the children to school (promising them 
a holiday on Monday !) so as to enable me to get through my work 
before wc re-open the Girls’ Boarding School at Kwitonji. T.... 
Sunday, i^er saying ” Short Prayers ” at a tiny village with about 
four Chrjsuans and thirty Catechumens, I came on here, to tlie ncigh- 
bounng ullage to see tlic school. It is Sunday, as I have said, and I 
Avonder ifyou arc shocked, when I tell you that I have seen the school 
stock, chewed and signed the register, and dealt wth other school 
matters. Everything, in fact, except calling th 
and allowing the teacher to teach them. Now, 
come on to the next village to meet
schools togcUier, and make them one, so that I can give the necessary 
help, and gel through-my work by the end of the week. But it is 
really most distressing to rush through the work like this. Parents 
come to greet me, and lo and behold I-T have gone to the next village 
dmost before the news of my arrival has been spread. Who knows 
how many souls wc lose through being in such a hurry ? ” Haraka, 
haraka, haina baraka ” (there is no blessing in being in a hurry) is 
a very true African proverb.

It IS Sunday! I am sitting in my Httic empty rest house, on a 
tMrrowed chair, waiUng for the sun to go do«m a bit, before 
hnumg my journey. My loads have gone ahead. I have nothing to 
do for an hour or two. My thoughts turn homewards, to those I love 
and to thmc who love U.M.CA. “ Is there noboify (I think), no teacher, 
male or foiiale (perhaps some of you have not yet realised the tre-

vtSSrn.'TdSrthfmo”^'"’ 0‘hers the
doM^a^Ut it all to our Blissed Ixird, and see what

Dorothy L. F. Hardcastle.

Bibi SHIPS THAT PASS IN 
THE NIGHT

If this should ever reach Central Africa^ which I doubt very much, it 
is merely an effort to kill time in the third-class lounge of.a Union- 
CasUc liner. The word that seems to fix itself in my mind is character 
—humanity thrown together in a small space for a period of weeks. 
One’s mind wanders back to Africa and then there is a comparison I 
The truth is revealed! Colour, nationality, age, dress and custom • 
are as nothing, character is one of the hidden tlrags of life. So often 
it happens as a great surprise, as one would round a monotonous 
comer and come on a glorious and wondrous vicAV, so it happens.

Perhaps sometimes, in Africa, our little failures arc due to the fact 
that wc expect a mass movement of character formation, when in 
reality, perhaps, it is just the individual personal touch that is needed 
in charactq* training. Material things, without doubt, in skilled hands 

be turned out with great success, but not so with the things of that 
part of man that really matters. On board ship, where criticism is 
greater, and given freely and emphatically by those who have hurried 
round the coast of Africa, the African is “ weighed in the balance and 
found indeed wanting.” Sometimes I sits and thinks, and some
times I only sits! ” This happens to be a day when I think back over 
my ten years in Africa, and as I remember the delightful surprises 
I have had into African character through personal touch, I am bound 
to thank God and take courage. Perhaps I might relate one or two 
without boring the public. In hospital, late at night, a boy is dying 
after weeks of illness. I had given up all hope and rctir^ to Ijcd. 
My dispenser boy stayed on %vith the heart-broken mother, his hope 
was still bright. Later I heard his voice at my door, he merely said : 
” Dona, you have not prayed ! ” I was vc^ tired, he waited in silence.
I felt compelled to return to the hospital with the lad; he prayed witli 
faith and love. The boy lived and still lives.

Another scene. Sunday morning, outside the dispensary. . Wc had 
finished the morning’s work and closed the door. 1 was called,to see 
a patient, a young woman from an unknown village in the.-hills, 
absolutely destitute, with a hopeless ulcer, too late, I.tliouglit, to do 
anything. - I knew that if we once took her in we should have to keep 
her and be responsible for her. Mission funds would not run to-this, 
so I derided that she must return to her village and people. . Again 
an African youth stood by me, he looked, at her and then at me, his 
face was full of compassion, he.spoke,;such a few words, but they 
changed .a life. His words might be translated thus : “ Would 
Chrtst fravc sent her away?” I admitted the woman,:she is now 
healed.in body, self-respecting.and well on. the way to baptism, in 
spite.of protest from all her vBlagc., .. .......... •• . . ... .
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A^, a letter, jujt half a page, from a man, teUing me that he is 
out of church for marrying a second wife. The Christian world would 
perhaps randemn him with othera. I happen to have been behind the 
scenes with him for the last four years, such a revelation of character 
pauence, forgiveness, kindness, humaity and high moral standard’ 

mite of aU the worst that a wife could possibly show forth, finishing 
up by trying to poison him. He asked me what he could do, when I 
arautrf him of choosing a woman in place of the privileges of the 
Chnshan faith. I had no ansiver. What could I say ? A young 

problems and a woman who had utterly and
entirely failed him, m spite ofhis real goodness to her. Yet his attitude '
toivards region svas not one of hate. That letter of his, only a few 
hncs, but It meant so much : “ StiU I will try and keep close to Christ 
in my life. "

Once a^n, we hear so much of the AlKcan being such a 
beggar, which is perfectly true, yet so often the very beginning of it 
IS the European. Many times I have met with real gratitude, the 
desire to give and not to get. Many times now my housework, in
cluding washing and ironing, has been done out of kindness. At the 
end of the month svhen wages were paid out, the money was returned 
and in one case M on my table. I asked for an explanation, this 
was the anssver : We help each other, I do not svant money for it I ”
I knew a^uth who svanted to show gratitude, not for material things 
rccavrf, but for teaching svith regard to the problems young men 
meet in hfe; he used two months’ ivagcs to buy his gift. When ■ 
remomtrated svith he said : “ Even sbt months’! ’’

All readOT of Cmlral Africa nosv know what a busy time the African 
has rvith his crops before tlic harvest. I heard of a friend of mine 
ail old n^, who was very very sad and lonely, watching his fields 
miles imd miles away. When 1 went out to see liim, I found that 
none ofhis family would rehevc lum, because he wanted to go to his 
class to be taught for baptism. They were all Islam. I was at once 
angry and rmroved them for this treatment of the old man. He

iri*' “ because I amgetung old, and shdl have such a short time to be a Christian.” An 
umelfish to is one we aU admire. On several occasions I have 
bcCT short of fish svhen doing the housekeeping. A boy went a great 
^i^c and then only managed to get tsvo small fishes and ^e 
them to me for our dinner. Uto I found the same boy had not had 
his meal, because hu svifc had no relish for the porridge. Again, I 
w« dt^t an^ and i^ed vrby he had been so foSSsh ! ® He r^U^ :

not svant fish? Were you not svorried about food for

go on multiplying otarnples. Personally, I am fully con- 
.e of developing the highest character.r£.=. te s

' “"I sdf-revcrencc.
■ There is and can be only one

.sion-field, that is to follosv them s
Master. Did our Lord turn out 
so many St, Johns, so many 
St. Peters and so many St. 
Jameses during His short three 
years ? Surely it was tlic 
response which these three 
characters made to the Master*s 
personal touch, Hb teaching 
and intimate love and com
panionship. Because these 
tlirce were chosen from the 

I crowd ibr special character 
r training, dare anyone say that

‘bey were "spoilt”, by 
Lord ? Yet their gratitude 
not seen at the time. On the 
first Good Friday, \vhen their 
beloved Master was spent and 
done, why did they not carry 
the cross for Him ? They must 
have known I The world would 
say “ Look ! Ghastly I No 
gratitude ! Utterly and en
tirely spoilt! ”

i mhC-e
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A Dispensary “ Bov ’’ H.J. H.

REVIEW
La Priin Aposlolt^, par Pierre Charles, S.J. Xaveriaoa No. 6o. iL lo. Maison 

Cutemum, 66, Rue Bonaparte, Paris Vie, or Mcors. Parker, Tlie Broad, Oiford. gd,

thirty-two para is a challenge to the heart of every Christian who will 
read it It is on interpretation of the cry of the world for God : it u a disclosure of our 
tiovmess, our duUnea, our deafness. If this little book will not mke us up, set us to work 
and make us ui^intaod our task, nothing ever will. In a little prayer at the end it says

ithen, I will not pity them, but I vnll say to Thee, 
* Those whom Goa hath joined together, let no

This little book of
I

" I will not look down on the bca 
and 1 am sure of Thy response: 
man put asuiuler.’ *'

Many will have read La Pnirt it Tmtia la JJtmi, by the same writer. It is a book 
possess and to read and re-read. * K.M.N.S.

I will not 
vincedthati

can and
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Diocese of
THE MISSION STAFF

A JOYFUL DAY FOR THE SCHOOL 
INSPECTOR Name Diocoe Date

Anioait tn EngUmd 
Rev. a G. Ruck 
Rev. S. W. Davies 
Rw. P. H. HiU 
Mi» Hitchman

Departures from England 
Miss Morris 
Miss Pcrrotl 
Miss Reeves

A MONTH or two ago in Central Africa an article appeared on the 
trials of a school inspector with regtwd to school buildings. Fortu
nately there arc occasional compensating joys. To-day, in Tongwe, a 
new boys’ school has been blessed, and the joy is, that it has been 
built entirely by the Africans. The old school, which consisted of 
two mud-and-stick huts, was in danger of collapse ; the rains were 
almost upon us; the locusts were making havoc of the crops; the 
number of pupik was increasing ; the school inspector felt hopeless 
about getting a new building. Then a wonderful thing happened. 
The jumbe (headman) and the parents of the boys met together and 
decided to build a substantial school of pise de terre, quite superior to 
the usual run of out-schools. It was necessary to act quickly before 
the rains came. They called for Mr. Beal’s expert advice, and agreed 
to pay an equal amount for each child in money or in kind ; others 
worked on the building. Within three weeks an edifying buildi 
erected—light and airy, and guaranteed to satisfy the hygiene critic. 
Now St. Joseph’s school lifts up its head once more. After Mass to-day 
there was a procession to the new building, which was gmly decorated 
with flowers and branches of trees. The congregation felt justly 
proud of the school which they had built entirely themselves. May 
other districts follow their example.

N. Rh’odcsia

June S25 
35

July ?6

Nyasaland
Zanzibar

Aug, 16
«7
>7

Ordinations.—By the Bishop pf Zanzibar in the Church of the Holy Cross. Magila, 
Tanganyilm Territory.

OnTrini 
Athanasio !

Sun^y, May^a^, 1^5^ the^foHowing were ordained priests : PetroKwetukia,

On agth June, 1934, the Feast of St. Peter and St. Paul, the following were ordained to 
the diaconate : RaJacl Mfundo, Rafael Fell and Ernest Barabara.

ng was

HOME JOTTINGS
The Mlitlon'a Income.—The following is a comparison of the amounts contributed to 

the principal working funds of the Mission
1933

M. B. Received 
duringJune

Total to 
June 30

Received Total to 
June 30Fund

£ £ £

&;;
3.364 la, “’’52 •3.559

831105
518

553
1.635 478 •.74>

Grand Totals 3.987 •5.853•5.3^4 3.393

The above figures show a deo^SS £6291 If (he grants to the Bishops are to be 
maintained at their present level, an increase of £1,500 is necessary.• • •

nthly Requiem.—A Mass of Requiem for departed memben and friends of the Mission 
will be said in the Chapd of All Souls at Central Africa House on Tuesday, August stit. 
at Q.30 a.m.

Gifu.—In March last, two large cardboard cases of useful Hospital gifts were received. 
As no name or addres were enclosed we were unable to thank the donors. We kept the 
gifts hoping that enquiries would be made, but as we have received none we are tending out 
me vonous things anonymously. If the senders sec this, will they please Ukc it as thanks.

Mo

Sewing Machines.—Two of our Missior^tations arc in needmachines. IT^y

Mission it would be put to very good usc^in Africa, and the gift would save us expense. IJic 
must be lock stit^, as chain stit^ will not be w use. Further detaus from the

Secretary, c/o The OIHce.

Lantern Slidcs.-A request has been received for Untem slides for one of our slaUons in 
Africa. Old slides that are no longer used in a paruh would give muA delight to African 
school diBdren and others. They need not necessarily be religious, although these arc use-IPadrtLemhim

Pni*OE-TEiUlE BUILDINO
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HOME JOTTINGS

CENTRAL AFRICAAfrica Home, where they will be sorted and packed for transport.

A MONTHLY RECORD OF THE WORK OF Tlffi 
UNIVERSITIES’ AUSSION TO CENTRAL AFRICA

G. le ^iUy will bc^^^trful to^r^ve in money from 3d. upwards towards 
permanent address: Rcst'harraw, Branham Com  ̂nearNote

Gloucester.

No. 621. LII. SEPTEMBER, 1934 Price 2d.
IN MEMORIAM—R.I.P.
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1O5 Easter at Kiwanda 
j08 Reviews 
iQt In Memoruim
193 Home Jottings 
195 TJie Mission Stair

June 18—JOHN LESLIE MADDOCKS.
A Month in Kota Kota Parish 
Vfaiting the Villages 
At the Dispensary ..
An African Ballet (Pas Scul} 
European Dancing ..

>99It has been a severe blow to the Mission, and to the Zanzibar diocese 
in particular, to lose one whom all had hoped would be with them for 
many years yet to come, for the Archdeacon was only in his fifty- 
fifth year.

Kcbic College has indeed sent forth many of its sons to do signal 
work for the Church both at home and abroad, and, while many have 
been better known to fame, there can be few who have given more 
generously of their very best in Uic service of Christ’s poorer brethren 
on cartli than John Leslie Maddocks.

It was to the poor that he first gave himself, for after his ordination 
by the Bishop of St. Alban’s, in 1906, he spent twelve years first at 
East Ham and then at St. Andrew’s, Plaistow. After two years in 
Scotland he sailed for Africa in October, 1920, becoming Archdeacon 
of Zigualand seven yea

It would be hard to

301

302
204

.. ^ 304

JfOTE.—JieiUur the Bishops of the Mission nor the General Council are responsible 
for any optmon or statement in CENTRAL AFRICA unless it is elearlj tndieaUj

Diocese of ffyasaland

A MONTH IN KOTA KOTA PARISH
,rs later.

.. - ....... to imagine anyone happier in his work, and to
say that is to say that he loved the people committed to him. It is, 
indeed, to be hoped that some of those, whetlicr Africans or Europeans, 
who knew him in his beloved Zigualand, will write and tell us more 
than the present writer can claim to know of what his life and example 
meant to them.

In Zanribar we saw him from time to time, generally when recruiting 
after a specially hard spell. We little thought when he came to us a 
few montlis ago that it was for the last time. A severe drought, and 
then the planic of locusts had made severe demands upon him, and 
there were deaths from starvation. He thought lumsclf however fit 
to return, and he went back chccifully to give his best, and eventually 
to give his life, for his illness, the details of which we have yet to learn, 
compelled his being brought ashore at Durban in the wursc of his 
home, and there he passed away. May he rest in peace.

Bishop Douglas writes :—
At long last I have been able to gain some first-hand knowledge of 

the work in Kota Kota district, and it may not be amiss to imparl 
some of this acquired knowledge to readers of Cenlral Africa.

Tlicre arc two ways by which Kota Kota can be approached. Tiic 
ordinary way, of course, is by the lake, and everyone going up or down 
by the “ C.M.” has the opportunity of seeing Kota Kota itself, and 
occasionally spending a night on the station. But there is anotlicr ‘ 
way by road from the south, and by the kindness of Padre Munby 
thb was tlic route whicli I was able to take at the end of May. The 
padre sent his motor lorry to fetch me up from Mponda*s, and thi.s 
somewhat ancient but still reliable conveyance brouglU me up through 
wondcrfiJly beautiful country, and landed me safely in the western 
or Wll district of Kota Kota parish. Before actually arriving in the 
parish I spent a night at Lilongwe (a good day’s run of 180 miles from 
Mponda’s) with Mr. Hodgson, tlic Provincial Commissioner of the 
Northern Province of the Protectorate. Padre Munby had ebrae up 
as far as there to meet me, and the next morning, after giving Holy 
Communion to the Europeans in the club house, and consecrating a 
new cemetery ground, the padre and I went on in the lorry, z 
sixty miles to the westernmost Kota Kota village of Mayala.

met Miss Egan and Miss Apthorp, who had also come up from Kota 
Kola on their several businesses of giving out medicine and inspecting

G.r
June 2^—Josqih Campbell White, S.S.M., Priest.

Canon ^Vnite worked in the Diocese of Zanzibar from igot until the Society of 
the Sacred Mbslon withdrew in 1920.

June 29.—Norman Donald Macleod, Priest.
A very old (nend and subscriber.

June 29.—Ernest Brownlow Layard, Priest.
A generous subscriber and benefactor for many yean.

another
Here

7 we
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A MONTH IN KOTA KOTA PARISH A MONTH IN KOTA KOTA PARISH

schools. The lorry took the t>vo ladies down to Kota Kota that same 
afternoon, and Padre Munby and I started on a w'alking tour of five 
days round some of his hill villages. When I say “ walking tour ” I 
ought to confess tliat I myself was provided ^vitli a Gcrcta or mono
wheel, wluch saved my legs whenever the path was reasonably fiat. 
We spent Trinity Sunday at Kayoyo, which is the chief station in that 
part of the parish. I am hoping to place Padre Lawrence Chbui as 
resident priest there next year, to form a definite sub-station to Kota 
Kota in the hilk. There is a good deal of country which can be well 
worked from such a centre. Besides Kayoyo we spent a night at 
each of the villages of Bango, Mkanilc and Mtana on tliis first “ ulendo.” 
At tlircc of these villages there were small confirmations. At Mtania 
we found ourselves again near the high road, and the lorry came to 
meet us there on W^nesday, May 30, and took us down tlie forty 
miles to Kota Kota in time fbr Corpus Christ!. It was a great joy 
to spend the feast tlicre, and I was much impressed by the devotion of 
the congregation of a thousand Christians, who were present at the 
High Mass:

Tw’o days later the padre and I started off again in the lorry back 
to the hilk, and spent another five days in that district, sleeping on 
successive nights at the villages of Mayala, Chiunjizi, Mpclele, 
Charungu and Mbobo. We did a good deal of very cross-country 
walkiug, and by the end of this “ ulendo ” I felt that at any rate I 
knew somctliing of the work in tlic inland part of Kota Kota parish. 
At each of die nine villages where we slept on the two journeys, there 

an average of some forty communicants, and at most of the 
ages there were a few candidates for confirmation.
The followng ten days were spent at Kota Kota, after which I had 

another week’s “ ulendo " with Padre Munby in his northern district 
up the lake. We slept on successive nights at seven of his villages : 
Bua, which lies just across a biggish river of that name, Mpikapika, 
Mlala (these two inland from the lake), Nkono, Ukasi, and on the 
bomew^ journey, Katimbila and Lozi. Tlie ^adre usually docs 
some of this ** ulendo ” in his small boat, thereby saving time and a good 
deal of rough walking. But at this time of year, when the south wind 
is apt to chum up the lake, the dry land suits me much better. In 
the wet season, however, the journey on foot must be very difficult. 
We traversed many wide stretches—three or four miles at a time— 
of** dambo ” or low-lying ground, all of which becomes a swamp in 
the rains. But I understand that all these villages receive, without 
{an, a monthly visit from one or other of the padres, and it is usually 
the priest-in-^arge himself who undertakes it. I had originally 
intended to go ^ far nortli as Nkata Bay, a hundred miles from Kota 
Kota. That is in the Scotch Mission (Livingstonia) area, but we have 
some Christians in the dktrict, and Padre Munby makes periodic 
risits there. However, as I was bound to catch the Chaunty Mapla 
at Kota Kota on her way up to Likoma, it could not be managed.

It has been a most interesting and illuminating month for me. 
Kota Kota has great traditioiu going right back to the days when the

pifllisai
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Kavoyo
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Mission was first planted here by Padre Sim in the ’nineties. And 
for the past twenty-two years the parish has had the good fortune to 
be conunuously under the charge of Padre Munby. It is due to hk 
imtinng efforts that the work has been so widely extended, and he has 
been v^ ably asskted for some years by Padre Lawrence Chisui. 
Now I have been able to give him a second African priest, Goodwin 
Ghilombe. This should make it possible, as I mentioned before, to 
place Padre Lawrence Ghisui in charge of the hill district, after Padre 
Munby returns from furlough.

On the educational and medical side Kota Kota is now equipped 
with two teachers and two nurses, none too many, however, for tlie 
work that has to be done. There are 1,400 children in tlic schook, 
and last year the number of out-patients’ attendances in tlic dis
pensaries numbered 68,000.

AltogeUier there is much to encourage one in this part of the 
; but Islam is still a force to be reckoned with at Kota Kota 

itscU; and in the outlying dktricts, which I have been visiting thk 
month there are a certain number of Christians out of church. So I 
would .ask our friends at home to remember the work here in tlidr 
prayers.

^•illa

* G. N.
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VISITING,THE VILLAGESDiocese of Myasatand

I was off early tlic next morning in a thick mist that made everytliing 
very wet. Soon the path plunged into elephant grass and bracken 
ten feet high. This was a veritable bath, for the water clung to the 
leaves and fell in a shower as I forced my way through. We crossed 
two very pretty valleys, and reached Mfwala, where Crispo had spent 
the night, in time for lunclt. I was wet through, but could not 
change, as tlic carriers were far behind. After lunch it began to rain 
in earnest, but we pushed on, again plunging into the elephant grass 
(so called because it hides even an elephant), and continued to drop 
down to rivers, cross on single pieces of bamboo, and tlien up again 
to the top of the next hill, for three hours. Then we emerged on the 
open hill side, and the sun came out, for which I was very thankful, 
and 1 dried very quickly. As soon as I was thoroughly dry, down came 
the rain again, and once more we were all soaking, ^odicr hour 
brought us to a house belonging to an R.G. padre, which I promptly 
borrowed for tlic night. (It was a rest house similar to those that I 
have described to you), and all such houses are common property for 
Europeans in Africa. It leaked horribly, and had not been used 
for a long time, but it was a case of any port in a storm. It rained 
most of the night, but I managed to so place my bed as to avoid 
most of the drops, and in any case I was too tired to care about it. 
As I had no church in which to say Mass I was off very early in the 
morning, and for four hours we walked in the rain through a forest, 
very beautiful, with great tall trees and many gaily coloured birds. 
Eventually we climbed again, out into tlic open country, and the rain

VISITING THE VILLAGES
1 HAVE been up at Milo for only a month or so, and have had no oppor
tunity to acquire the languages, of which there arc three, spoken in 
this part of Africa. When Easter came the problem arose of giving 
these people their Easter Communion when they all had toibc shriven 
first. Padre Crispo, who speaks all the languages fluently,' could not 
get to all the stations in Eastertide, and so wc hit on the plan of going 
together. He would reach a village in the morning, hear the confes
sions, and go on to another village in the afternoon, staying there the 
night and saying Mass in the morning. In the meantime I reached the 
village tliat he had visited in tlic morning, and said Mass (which I 
can manage to dp in'thc vernacular) on the following morning. By 
this mcansSve were able lo cover double the ground that he could have 
done by himself, but it meant long journeys, and very hard work for 
Padre Crispo. Howevxr, he proved quite equal to the effort, and it 
worked very well. You notice that we took for granted the willingness 
of the African to come to his confession at a time that suited us, even 
if it wa.s inconvenient to him. Wc know here, that the people want to 
make their confessions and will go to considerable inconvenience to 
do so. It is taken for granted.

Wc started off on Easter Tuesday, and I had only a journey of 
four houn, dropping down from the heights of Milo to the valley below. 
Padre got there at g a.m. and was away by the time that I reached the 
village (called Lugalawa) at 12. I found the Christians all prepared, 
and gave them their communion the following morning at 7 a.m. 
The valley wh hot after the hills, and for the first time for some months,
I had to use a mosquito net, as there arc many. ” skcctcrs ” in tlic 
valley. On Wednesday I started off about nine and climbed from the 
VTiUey, which is 4,000 feet above sea level, to the top of a mountain,
11,000 feet up, in three hours. It was a tremendous hill, and at times 
wc were almost on our, hands and knees. The porters were amazing 
in Ac way that Acy went steadily upwards carrying their fifty-pound 
loads. The climb was indeed a stiff one, but, as usual, Ac view from ■ 
Ac top was ample compensation for the trouble of getting there. 
Away in Ac distance to Ac cast was the plateau of NJombe, 
of rolling hills. To Ac west was spread out Ac country which I had 
just travened, and the liilU of Milo, which I had descended the day 
btfore. Til w were covered wi A rich green grass, and clumps of trees, 
whose p^har flat tops make Acm look like huge umbrellas. The 
tops of Ac hills vvcrc crowned wiA taller trees, and on Ac higher 
of tlicm a mantle of cloud came and went. The paA below me went 
steeply dovmward, and far bcneaA I could see my carrier climbing 
manfully with Acir loads. From Ac top of Ac mountain to my next 
village, Madilu, was quite a short distance,- and there I met Padre, 
who was going on to Ac next village just as I arrived. He had 
rovwcd boA these journeys in one day, and heard fifty confessions

'.'I

■

a mass

-i

WiuRtad

The Hills at Milo
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VISITING THE VILLAGES
Dioctse of Masasi

stopped just as we reached, at 11 a,m., our station of Kinolclo. I

agtun in the sunshine, crossing rolling downs, very like those on 
Salisbury Plain, or the South Downs. After another four hours I 
rpcbed Yakobi, where I was to spend the night, having walked for 
eight and a half hours with only a few minutes’ break. The carriers 
arrived an hour and a half later, and I had lunch at 4 p.m.!

Padre Crisjm was at Yakobi, and we both stayed there for Mass 
the next morning, and I stayed all the next day so that I might see to 
some business there. Like Milo, Yakobi was an old German station, 
and now they have returned there as a result of an arrangement by 
which we surrendered Yakobi and kept Milo, but we still look after 
our oivn Christians Acre. On the Sunday morning I walked over 
to Idimda, sbt miles away, before Mass, and married two couples there, 
and Padre Ciispo celebrated. Afttr breakfast came a long walk ’ 
over the dowru to Mpechi, a village near the Government station of 
Njombe, and Padre joined me later. Here I was met by the District 
Officer mth his car, the first that I had seen for six months. My boy had 
never seen one at all, and you can imagine his excitement when the 
D.O. drove us in to Njombe. At first he was frightened at the speed, 
as he Imd never been faster than his feet would take him, but he soon
got used to it and thought it was a splendid way of travelling. The
D.O. and his wife were very hospitable, and they have a charmi 
daughter. I did some business and then they entertained me unUl 
late evening and drove me back to Mpechi. The boy found a new 
marvel m the powerfiil headlights of the car! After Mass on the 
foUowmg mornmg I was off again, and had a walk of eight hours to 

■the fot slraing place, where I met an R.G. father, and we dined 
togethtt. We are fiiendly with the.R.C.’s privately, but they are a 
s^ todirmce to our work, as they insist on interfering with our 
l^Uam mstead of concentrating on the heathen. A further vralk 
of three hours took me the next morning to one of our stations 
starred there to say Mass, whUe Padre Crispo, having heard the con
fessions, went on to the next village. On the Wednesday I had a 

steep valley. The path ran along the side 
)p of two hundred feet to the river below.

AT THE DISPENSARY
The teacher at “ break time ” announces

** Those who need to go to the dispensary come and have your 
names put on the slate.” This done, they gleefully rush out with the 
slate and up the hill, perhaps with the exception of one dr two whom 
the nunc has told the teacher* to be sure and send possibly for a 
needle. They sometimes need to be pushed or to be brought along 
by some one with a firm hand. They may arrive just when we ate 
busy, but soon m^e it known they are waiting on the baraza by 
vanous attempts at coughs, etc., especially if several have planned 
it will be a good thing to sample the cough mixture. It is necessary 
to publish a cough “ You may not be befieved.” Incidentally it is a 
great help in diagnosing a real cough. One boy to another wanting to 
sample for the first time, “If you say you have a cough; Bibi will 
tell you to show your tongue and then she will say Salts! for you. 
She always gives you that for the fint time and perhaps if you sniff 
it will be Kwinim.”

The numbers who think they would like a little “ Dawa ” will 
somedmes vaiy. Sometimes none may be needed at all, should some 
other attraction come along just at that time.

During one holiday not a boy had had any need to visit the dis
pensary at allj but on the first school day a goodly proportion of the 
school had some need.

Well and what is the matter with you? Oh, a cough, and you? 
Oh, tummy ache. Oh, I have grazed my leg and so on. Well, how 
did you all get on during the holidays, did none of you need any 
Dawa at all for I did not see any of you ? Oh, “ tulipumzika ” (we 
rested). It was holiday time. Well, that’s a pity you did not tell me 
you were going to rest from " Dawa ” I might perhaps have had a 
rest also. I must take my rest now so that means there is nothing 
for you and I shall have to rest just as long as you did. “ Goodbye.” 
The only ones that came were Aose sent with a special note from the 
teacher when they really did need something. I was very surprised 
at the end of a fortnight to get a note from the teacher, “Please, Bibi, 
will you let me know when your holiday finishes so t^t I may know 
when to send the children again.” Would that one might get a holiday 
so easily!

One day a number came along and they were There is some 
excuse for this sometimes in the dry season, but dirty children arc told 
there is no Dawa for them until they ’ 
of the worst, so called a boy and told 
at the back of the dispensary and to take buckets of water and soap 
and give them a ^d scrub. Presently there were shouts of glee 
coming from that direction, and later the band emerged dripping wet. 
but brimming over with fun and excitement, having thoroughly 
enjoyed the scrubbing. I had said, “ I am very asham^ of you all ”

and I

through a L
of a hiU, with a sheer drop of two______ _____ _______ ______
A- •'-ypath was only a fMt wide, it meant very careful ^ing. The nottAs the 
three u. 
Mass in

ministered to the Chmt^ of no less than twenty-two stations. They 

Chnsbans were to come. ^

wash. I tho 
him to take

L.
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. AN AFRICAN MLLET (PAS SEUL)and expected to see them come back very subdued. I could oiJy turn 
my back (I dare not let them sec my face) and attempt a severe voice 
and say, “ Now you go back to school.” It is necessary sometimes to 
punish. We had a number of boys once, coming for Bilharzia treatment, 
needing an injection every other day. One day there was a great 
nobe, one boy shouting and saying he ^vould not have his. However, 
we fought otherwise, and so did his companions. He was noted for 
a bad temper. He fought and kicked and finally attempted to bite 
us, a thing he commonly did, so when he would not respond to 
coaxing we slapped him. l am afraid our hands came off worse than 
tliat part of his anatomy we tried to slap, but he had his injection. 
In the evening we called to sec his mother. He was very sorry for 
himself. Mama apologised for his trying to bite us, but was very 
glad we slapped him. Mama tlien had a little homily on the good of 
corporal punishment occasionally. However, a very devout little boy 
appeared in church quite regularly for a time after that, bearing no 
malice towards us. Remarks from other workers, “ How devout little 
Filipo is these days 1 ” He htu not tried to bite us once since that day. 
He is bigger now, so we hope he has given it up altogether.

It is much easier to give injections when there are several having 
them at tlie same time, the braver ones encourage the others; also there 
can be a great competition as to who can get up the bi^est vein and 
into whom the needle goes easiest and so on. Also who gets better 
the quickest because he has not missed coming when he should. 
Then at the end of it all there may be a ball or a few pictures to give 
to those who have behaved very well and never missed coming. It*s 
not a pleasant treatment a " needle every other day for three weeks,” 
so It needs a little encouragement to make it worth while. Of courec, 
Acre are only small boys in the outschools. Central School boys would 
be ^ bg for this sort of thing. Again', only the children who five near 
a dispensary and get to know the nurse will come Ukc this, the outside 
children arc much more afraid. How much prevention of very bad 
sores and illness tliere would be if the children far away could get the 
same advantage as these do 1 In the future one sees so many nurses 
h^ and so much money coming in that more outside work will be 
able to be done. Schools will be able to get regular medical inspection, 
imd our children well eared for. It is necessary at home, certainly 
badly needed out here. How much better is prevention than cure 1 

I must TO to b^, for perhaps I am tired and only dreaming that 
one day this is all coming to pass. Well, dreams can sometimes be 
very pleasant, sometimes come true, and at the least when dreams arc 
pleasant it docs help life along more easily and can help one to be at 
least hopeful they will come true.

F. S.

It was in brilliant moonlight that we tlircadcd 
our way down the narre^v path to the big open 
space where the Ching^vcnyeng’wcnye 
to dance for us, moonliglit which almost 
dimmed the ruddier glow of the hurricane 
lamps which we carried, but which we put 
out as soon as we reached the little group of 
people who were sitting and standing round 
m a circle awaiting the advent of the dancer j 
a clump of mango trees in the distance making 
a silvcry»^ey background to the stage.

The Chmg’wenycng’wcnyc was a finely-built 
man, with beautiful, rippling muscles, and his 
costume seemed singularly appropriate to the 
moonlit setting and the sharp black shadows. 
As he danced, his feet were lost in a swifUy 
moving pool of blackness, which was his 
own shadow.

On his head was an enormous head-dress 
of feathers, worn like some barbaric halo, 

then a short ballet skirt of grass, and a scarf, of some material tied 
round his chest and knotted at the back, so that one long end streamed 
out behind him as he danced, looking like a feathery tail. His costume 
was completed hy leggings made of hollow wooden balls filled witli 
seeds, which provided a rattling accompaniment to the music of the 
native violin, or ching’wen- 
yeng’wenye (from ^vhich the 
dancer takes his name) which 
he played as he danced.

He began slowly, strutting 
round, and chanting a topical, 
impromptu song (which al
most amounted to “back - 
chat ” with the audience) and ' 
then, gradually, his move
ments became faster arid 
faster, until he seemed to be 
^ swshin^ skirt and flying 
biil, bobbing feathers and 
twinkling legs, while tlic 
people clapped their hands, 
rhythmically, in time to his 
dancing.

From time to time Uic dance 
slovycd down, and he strutted 
round agmn in order to get an 
intcr\'al for breath before the

was

[AfiM Hairistm
The Dancer

iMiuHahiiM
Another Picture or the Da.ncf.r
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AN AFRICAN BALLET
Ducat of

next whirlmnd. This was the time when we felt tempted to enter the 
arena, timidly, to proffer a five-cent piece, which found its home in a 
slot cut in the violin, but this was the one time when it is not etiquette 
to do so. One may only offer one’s contribution when the dance is 
at its height (and it is not always easy to find the slot!) which en
courages the dancer to greater efforts as a means of showing his 
appreciation. The coppers in the violin did not seem to impede his 
playing of it, but we discovered afterwards, that under the straw skirt, 
he wore a serviceable pair of drill shorts, which contained equally 
serviceable pockets, into which the cents, from time to time, found 
their way.

We thought the dance had ended. The Ching’wenyeng’wenye 
stalked, like some prince, from the arena, the human wall of the circle 
making a lane for him to pass through ; but we did not move, as the 
people still seemed to wait ejmectantly, and sure enough our dancer 
returned down the lane. This time he came lying on his back and 
propdiing hinuelf along with his legs, like some prehistoric reptile, 
his wohn held high and still being played to some weird tune. Having 
reached the centre of the circle, still on his back, he began revolving 
like a totum, faster and faster, and then slower again, and finall^ 
wiAout any apparent effort or change in the dance, he rose to his feet, 
twirling round and round : skirt swishing, pennant flying, and legs 
tivinkhng, in a great whirhng finale.

EUROPEAN DANCING
Dear Mr. Editor,—
I trust that you will allow me the opportunity of replying to some 

of Canon Broomfield’s criticisms on my article dealing with the above 
subject. He seems to have misunderstood much of which I intended 
to convey, and certainly attributes opinions to me which I 
expressed.

I worked where I am at present for eighteen montlis, after which 
I spent a year at Zanzibar, returning here just over a year ago. While 
I was at Zanzibar I was present at the dances which Canon Broomfield 
mentions. I would like to state that I saw nothing objectionable in 
them. It was as a result of this that I tried, on my return here, to see 
if it was at all possible to regulate this kind of dancing in the same way. 
•nic matter was put to the Teachers. With this foreword, I should 
like to reply to Canon Broomfield’s article point by point.

1. 1 admit that the love of dancing is ingrained in the African. I 
do not admit, however, that this particular form of dancing is appeal
ing to anything but a small minority of Africans, comparatively 
speaking.

2. I did not mention native dances, for the simple reason that the 
authorities of the Mission have already pronounced judgment on them. 
Certain dances which arc known to be objectionab c arc forbidden to 
Christians. Every priest should have a list of such dances. I doubt, 
however, whether any such dance has worked such havoc as the dance 
under discussion.

4. The dangers may be more fundamental tlian we suppose. I 
mentioned in my article that in some parts of West Africa, tlic Africans 
themselves have discarded this kind of dancing because of the harm 
which it has caused. To come nearer home it is interesdng to. note 
tliat the Godless Soviet State has prohibited it on the groimds that

* it is an incentive to immorality. 1 have since received a pansb magazine 
from a parish in one of our industrial towns in which my arncle is 
quoted in conjunction with the apparent dangers accornpanying it 
even in our sophisticated England.

5. Docs Canon Broomfield mean that everyone who denounces 
drunkenness necessarily advocates prohibition ? Because we are not 
in favour of prohibidon, we do not generally open “ Palm-wine shops ” 
and show the African how to drink without getdn^ drunk. Most of 
us would advocate trying to get him to drink something else less harm
ful. May I say that he seems to have read prohibidon into my ardcle 
without warrant. 1 never mendon it. My own personal opinion is 
that subsdtudon is the remedy and not prohibidon.

I find that recently the Government itself has forbidden this dancing 
in this district, after discussing it with the local chiefs. The Govern
ment does not, as a rule, take such acdon without good cause.

never

E. M. H.

IPaJn DM
TIir Dakcs
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6. The condilions in coast towns arc so entirely different, that the 
policy adopted at Zanzibar is next to impossible on the mtunland. To 
begin with we have no police to appeal to. The only control is that 
of the elders, who refuse to have anything to do with tliis dancing on 
the grounds of its indecency. Secondly we have no enclosed spaces, 
and we have no proper means of illumination. If we had, the journey 
home would be fraught with dangers, as has been proved. Thb 
danger exists of coune in any dance, but it is greater here with regard 
to this dance because the clden and parents refuse to come to it. It , 
has been tried even on the mainland to regulate it, but very often the 
young people have dispersed at eleven o’clock to go elsewhere to dance 
it as they pleased.

7. The Tochers were referred to here as the committee to control 
the dandng, if possible. Some of them had been leaders of the dance 
itself, one of them had already suffered from its influence. They dis-

ed every possiblility of controlling it under conditions prevailing 
here for the space of three months, and caiiie to the conclusion that it 
could not be done. Canon Broomfield seems to overlook the fact 
that my article deals chiefly with the unakimoos decision of the 
Afri^ Teachers themselves. Their pronouncement docs not state 
prohibition, but that no Christian could take part in this dance 
wthout grievous harm to his soul. The limitations imposed also raise 
another problem. When I witnessed the dance at Zanzibar, I was struck 
by the comparative few who actually danced. We want our enjoy
ments to be familv affairs and not “ cliques.” Again, the question of 
the expense ^ clothes excludes a very large number of quite respectable 
people. There is at least one dance which has been forbidden on no 
other grounds but that it was necessary to wear fine clothes, and people 
were getting hopelessly into debt as .a result. Christian weddings, 
unfortunately, have become associated with this custom, and I am 
not exaggerating when I say that there arc actually people living in 
opm sm because they cannot afford tlic expenses of a Christian 
wedding. Tlicrc arc also certain customs prevailing up-country-with 
regard to married women going to dances which make the whole 
question of married couples dancing together more complicated. This 
was one of the points discussed by our Teachers.

8. I tWnk It only needs emphasizing that Canon Broomfield is 
deahng wth an entirely different problem. I have already stated that 
I saw nothing objectionable in the dances at Mkunazini.

9. I do not ^k that anything like the majority of people desire 
this particular kind of dance on the mainland. It is bound to be rather 
exclusive. Certainly only a minority take part in it here.

10. The whole point of my article was intended not only to express 
my sorrow at the havoc which has been worked by this kind of 
^emg, but that Tiffi atmgans themselves were deeply troubled, 
by It. It might be said of the coast town in the past that conditions 
were so bad Aat nothing was needed to make them worse. But 
that on the mainland there ^vas a definite control by the chiefs. They . 
arc now bothered by the fact that we encourage ^vhat they so whole

heartedly condemn. If Canon Broomfield was told that the dancing 
was started in this district by Moslems, he was misinformed. I know 
the originators personally. At the time I put them in charge of the 
dance to try and control it. They soon after resigned this charge on 
the grounds tliat it was impossible to control it. When Canon Brooin- 
field visited here it was being run in this particular district by Moslem 
youtlis togetlier with Christians. It always has been and still mainly 
is a Christian dance. The best Moslems have nothing to do with it, 
and make no uncertain pronouncement on it. I would humbly suggest 
that a week’s stay is hardly sufficient in order to know the conditions of 
a particular district.

th vcry^ully discussed by the Africans

to be any doubt as to the tmth of the evil tilings connected wUmT 
The question of control in districts like this is another matter.

I would conclude by emphasizing that my article dealt chiefly 
not with my personal opinions but ivith the opinion of the Africans 
themselves, in conference. Their method of approach seems to me 
the only possible one for Christians, which is tlic question of conscience, 
guided by reference to Our Lord’s approval or disapproval.

cuss

IMUt spauaPheto}

At ak African Weddino Dance
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Diocese of

The following u a tramlation of the letter sent by the Teachera 
a body, to the monthly magazine for Teachers. This was written 
and despatched nv the teaohem themselves without any consultation 
with a EuropeaiL There was not one single dissentient amongst the 
Teachers who number about forty, men and women.

^t we Teachers and our Padres have been 
‘Dance ’ which is being danced by our young 

We saw that there is a danra in it Our Padre asked us 
‘ My sons, do you see any harm in it ? ’ We replied, ‘ But this dance 
comes from you Eiiropcans, therefore what harm can there be in it? ’ 
He told us, ■ We Europeans dance according to rules, i. We dance 
until eleven or twelve o’clock at night, then we go home. a. Everyone 
who goes has an invitation'or a ticket 3. There must be illumination. 
4. Europeans have begun to know how to control themselves.’

“ Then we asked orrr fellow teachers who have danced thts 
‘ Very well, when this dance is danced, is there evil in it or 
Our Lord Jesus Christ is able to look on at it and to rejoice as 

He rejoiced at the wedding at Cana?’ They answered, ‘Evil is 
present, and Our Lord Jesus Christ could not look on at it as it is being 
danced at present’ They even explained to us how our young ^ 
and boys are dancing it Then we asked the girl Teachers. They 
answered as follows : ‘ This dance is danced, hut it is not good.’ Then 
we asked several other people, and they also said, ‘ This is not a good 
dance.’ Even our elders do not like this dance.

“ After this we dedded to make a final decision. For the evil in 
this dance is that our'oym Christians tempt themselves to commit 
lomicaUon, therefore let us try and put an end to it in our parish 
For It IS the rvork of every good Teacher and Christian to put an end 
to every iMd of evrl. We agreed that our decision should be made 
known m Church on Sunday., Padre announced that it is forbidden to 
dance^ dMce in this parish, and he explained why it is forbidden. 
So we thought it best to make it known to our brothers in other parishes. 
For we are ^ brothm, childt;en of the One Jesu Christ. So brothers, 
let us my thatthis deosion may be accepted by all our Christians to 
plcme God. Put on the whole armour of God, that ye may be able 
to sta^ aga^ the wiles of the devU.’ It is not that God does not 
want His ctoldren to enjoy themselves, certainly not! But that we 
enjoy ourselvra with Him, then He, too, will be bappy. So brothers, 
let us njoice m this decision which is not for 
for the sake of pleasing the Lord Cluist.”

The capitals arc mine.
nnlLw'* ?!!! foi-bidden. but that it was the
E toldr soiS'*'" “““ “ Sri
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Kiwanda Play, “Joseph and his Brethren.” Judah pleading for Benjamin’i release.

On April ist, we celebrated the festival of Easter. Everyone went to 
Ac river to bathe and returned sooUi so that he may be ready for M; 
in good time. While all the boys tvcrc busy brushing their hair and 
some putting on their school uniform, the drum beat, and after twenty- 
five minutes the bell rang for us to go into church and attend the 
sung Mass.

Wc were very happy while wc were in church, and sang 
^ " Halcluya ” after nearly every hymn, for the happiness of Easter.

All communicants went to receive the Holy Communion. After the 
final prayers wc all sat down and sang hymns.

Aft(^ church all the boys gatliercd together and thought of 
interesting game. They dedd^ to dance “ Shime.” They started 
in thdrown play-ground, then went to Canon Schoza’s house, and on 
to our Headmaster’s, thence to the Teachers’ village and on to 
Mashewa. The surprised hosts gave their guests as large presents as 
possible. Some gave mon^, some cakes, and some bananas. After
wards the dancers sold thdr presents. The total sum of money col
lected amounted to five shilhngs, fifty-four cents. Wc all agreed to 
offer it as alms.

ass

OUR OWN SAKES, bUt

an

evous

A.R.J.
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time we stood m twos and the Tanga team and our team went in front 
wi^ the band while we followed marcliing. Both teams played very 
well, but neither scored a goal. The match tvas a draw. We tlten 
congratulated the players and clapped our hand with joy. We pro
mised that later on we would go to tlicir Central School to nlav a 
return match. We then bade them farewell. ■

On Wednesday we had a holiday instead of Monday. • Some of the 
boys went for a walk, some played football and some watched. We 
enjoyed all that happened, and we hope for more happy Easters in years

REVIEWS

This IS a booklet stressing the importance of supplying African Christians 
Avith literature suited to their present stage of development. It is interesUng 
to ^d that wme Africans read Edgar Wallace ancfsomc*African girls like 
A Tale of Two Cities and Little Women. Nothing, however is said 
about the work of A. C. Madan. What a pioneer he was, what a prophetic 
insight into the future, and how many little booklets on all sorts of sulijects 
did he not wntc for Afncan Christians? But these were in Swahili, and die 
pre^t lice^ is for books in fairly simple English, as SwahiU docs not lend 
Itself to scienufic nomenclature. Those interested in this subject should 
get this httlc pamphlet by Miss Wrong.
Tanganyika and Its Future. By Dr. Julius Richter. World Dominion 

Press, Founders Lodge, MUdmay Park, N.i. Price 3/6 (paper 2/6).
Qpite rccendy we reviewed Modem Industry and the African, a hook 

full of knowledge about N. Rhodesia, which contained much valuable in- 
formation about the work of Missions and the impact of the copper mines 
upon Missions. After reading it you felt you really did know something 
about what was happening in N. Rhodesia. You feel just the same about 
Dr. Richter’s book — Tanganyika and Its Future. It is more largely 
concerned with Christian Missions than the book by Mr. Merle Davis. 
It gives the reader a very comprehensive survey of the work of all Missions 
in Tanganyika Territory, The book contains excellent maps with valuable 
appendices about the population in various districts and statistics as to the 
number of Christian adherents in the various districts. It has a chapter 
on the growtii of Islam. On page 36, is not Archdeacon Janson a raisprinf 
for Johnson? After reading with great interest these two books on 
N. Rhodesia and Tanganyika Territory, books which every Organizing 
Secretary of the U.M.C.A. should possess, or at any rate read, wc hope that 
Nyasaland may be written up in the same competent and comprehensive 
manner,* and then wc should feel that wc arc fully informed about all 
those parts of Africa in which the Mission is at work. Dr. Julius Richter 
^vrites in a very sympathetic way of our own Mission and the work wluch 
It IS doing. "

• Since writirw, wc ha%e seen a notice in East Afrita of a book ‘'N>^aland without 
ftejudice ” by Mr. L. S. Norman, published by East Africa, price 5/4 post free. It leenu 
to be atacUy what u required.

IMn. HOlin
Kiuranda Play, " Oberon and ntania.” The Awakening of "ntania.

In the afternoon we went to church for Benediction. After church 
all the people attended our plays. There were only two, but they 
pleased the onlookers.

The first play was a serious one. The boys ofStandards V and VI 
acted the story of Joseph and his brothers. This play made all the 
onlmkcrs very thoughtful. The boys acted Joseph telling his dreams 
to his father and Ins brothers, then how he was sold by Ids brotlicrs, 
how he put in prison, how he became a great man ih Egypt, then 
how hu brothers came and bowed before him and how he revealed 
himself to them.

The second play was the story of Oberon and Titania, the King
J FaWa- The boys of Standard IV acted Oberon

Md Titaraa qranclling over a servant, an Indian boy ; then how 
Oberon made Titania foolish so that she loved Bottom, a man ivith 
^ au s ; and how she was restored to her senses again, and they 
loved each other again and were happy. This play increased the 
enjoyment of the people. Aftenvards songs were sung, and the band 
played, and a httle speech was made by Canon Schoza.

In the evemng tic boys danced “ Bari," and an EngUsh dance, 
and Een^ too. On Monday we ought to have had a holiday, but 
SVC had to fall locust hoppers instead. On Tuesday afternoon we had 

were very glad to sec tliem, because they 
promised to come and play a football match against us. At the set
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or of other liabUities which would be entailed rendered impracticable.

■ This is not intended to be a memoir, but only a faint appreciation 
of one who served Africa so well and faithfully as did Joseph Campbell 
White. But it may not be unfitUng that I should add a word or two 
on the charaeteristira which we particularly noticed in his work with 
iis in U.M.C.A. His complete loyalty to authority has already been 
referred to ; it was perhaps one of tlie most outstanding ofhis qualities. 
It was no mere mechanical loyalty, producing a sort of automatic 
obedience, but it was enthusiastic and even passionate at times, and it 
was a comprehensive loyalty. He was quite intensely loyal to his 
Bishop, his priest-in-charge, to the Mission of which he was a member, 
to the S.S.M. and the claims of the religious life as he understood tlicm 
to his Motlicr Church of England, and to CathoUc faith and practice! 
and possibly most of all to tlie African—his true interests and his future 
welfare.

His unfailing hopefulness was a tremendous asset; he refused ever 
to be downcast or despondent. When cvcrytliing went ^v^ong, as 
tilings sometimes do in Africa, he was sure that a way woiild be found 
(he generally had one ready to suggest) for turning failure into success 
and making even serious sin in one whom he had trusted, tlic starting 
point for saintliness. °

His fondness for mechanical things was very marked, and at times 
extremely useful, tliough it must be confessed that at otlier times we 
found it trying, when as, for instance, in the case of his scheme for 
lighting Msalabani by electricity, it involved considerable expenditure 
which was not justified by results. He was, I think, during the time 
when I knew him best, quite indifferent to money and money values, 
and this indifference, praiseworthy though it was in a sense, was apt 
to plunge us into difficulties unless we could succeed in curbing before 
it was too late the enthusiasm witli which he planned to spend money 
wliich was not available for his purpose.

I can very well believe that with the passing of the years and tlie 
. Jght of tlic responsibilities he was called on to bear, such foibles as 

this of which I have spoken became considerably modified, but I 
cannot believe that anything would ever modify ms greater qualities 
—his wonderful loyalty, his real humility, his abounding hope, his 
unquenchable enthusiasm, and his unqualified devotion to Christ 
the King, in Whose name his every day was lived and for Whose greater 
glory hb every piece of work was done. These things 
ripened as the years went by.
. fCorrcction-T-Canon Joseph Campbell While, S.S.M., worked in the Diocese of Zaiuibar 

<697 until 1920, when he was appointed Director of S.S.M. The Society ceased its 
in Zanaibar Diocese in igag. In our notice last month two wrong data were given.]

JOSEPH CAMPBELL WHITE, PRIEST.
When I first went out to Afiica in 1907, it was my good fortune to 
have Father Joseph as my travelling compamon. Wc were the only 
two members of the Mission on the old Zl/rmmzA from Ivlarsdlles to 
Zanzibar, and the ^d Father devoted a fair proportion of every 

: lasted to teaching me what he thought I ought to Icam 
ed. Much time was ^ven to Swahili; we read through 

the services, translated passages from the Gospeb, worked through 
exqrcbes, made conversation at odd moments, and in many different 
ways all was done that could be done to ensure that 1 should attain 
a mpdictun of efficiency in the language with as little delay as possible.

But Father Joseph by no means confined himself to language 
instructions in ^ endeavours to turn me into a useful missionary. 
Many were the rules he laid down for my future behaviour, and many 
the warnings he gave as to the dangers to be avoided and the things 
needful to be remembered if I wishw to keep reasonably well and to 
cstablbh useful and friendly contact with the Africans among whom 
I should live. He was as definite and dogmatic as I suppose a good 

ught to show himself in such circumstances, and I often had 
r^on to be grateful in the years that followed, for the help he had 
given so freely, and withal so masterfully, during the three weeks of

day the voyage 
before I landed

tcache* o

• journey.
Although we did not expect to find ourselves stationed together 

(for he was returning to Msalabani to help Archdeacon Woodward, 
and I was supposed to be going first to Kiungani, and later to Korogwe), 
as events tuincd out, we werc both sent up to Msalabani and stayed 

— together for several years—indeed, until Bbhop Weston decided 
to smd Father josenh to take charge of Mkuzi, and to cstablbh there 
a Priory of ■&e S.S.M. So in the months that followed our arrival in 
Africa, I enjoyed the great advantage of having at hand so useful a 
tutor and mentor as my voyage companion had proved himself to be. 
Nolongcr itould he devote to meamajorportionofhb time ; ahundred 
and one thinp were waiting to be done, which apparently only Father 
Joseph could undertake to do. He tvas frequently away from the 
StaUon for two or three weeks at a time, looking after the “ outer 
dutnet” wluch was hb special charge, but he was at all times ready, 
when Mtiy present, to devote himself to satisfy the needs and solving 
the difficulties of a newcomer like myself. ■

When in the course of rather less than a year Bbhop Weston asked 
me to take over the chiirgc of Msalabajii,^d the dStrict round it, 
ray former, tutor and advbcr found hinbelf my senior assbtant, our 
new rebtionship might have become awkward and even strained had 
rather Joseph been other than he was, but his entire loyalty to authority 
and his very real humiUty ensured that our work together should go 
on m an atmosphere of ever-growing friendly undemanding, and I
cannotrcmcmbcr-any occasion of senoiis difference, even though not
^e but many times I had to dbapprove various schemes which 
rather Joseph s enthusiasm devbcd but which considerations of finance

our

there

wc
f

grew and 
E. F. S.

from
work

ROBERT LAWS OF LIVINGSTONIA
Again and again and again wc were in hb debt for services rendered, 
to Archdeacon Johnson, often at great inconvenience to the giver. 
Always there was the same tact and sympathy and understanding
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IN MEMORIAM

eENTRAL AFRICA
A monthly record of the work of the
UNI^SITIES’ MISSION TO CENTRAL AFRICA

between the t\vo men. And Johnson was “ never shy ” when they 
got together. Each recognized in the other the real presence of the 
Lord Whom both loved so wholeheartedly. Wlien “ Laws of Livine- 
stonia ” was published, Johnson commented “ I feel very humWc 
after reading parts ... it does seem an ideal realized as it went sUonc ” 
And again, " Hospitality is one of the things Dr. Laws has prac& 
and recognized.” There were scars on the Archdeacon’s hands 
rra^to of old ulcers which Dr. Laws had cured forty-three yeai^

iir August, the day wc keep the Ti^amfiguration
We of U.M.C.A. share m the sorrotv and thankfulness, in the love and 
admiration, ivhich all who knew him feel for him.
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JOHN LESLIE MADDOGKS
neceaaaty. The last quarter has been a very 

sad one for the diocese, for on 
June 2gth Archdeacon Maddocks 
one of its senior and most ex
perience priests, was taken from 
m and. passe to his rest. An 

hie loss to us, but a gain 
He had been unwe 

MCc the beginning of the year, 
and the anxiety and extra work 
of ; ministering to his faminqr 
stricken 
must wi 
on his health.

Soon after Easter, news 
reache me that he was so ' 
dangerously ill, that I left my 
coast tour unfinishe and hurrie 
back to Tanga, where I found 
blm in the European hospital 
and quite thought ftiere was no 
Hope of his recovery, but after
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JOHN LESLIE HADDOCKS
BiKtseof Masasi

^ or weeks there was a very marked change for the better, and

s=i?rsr sst^js” - 
a iisss'«ii.3Js.iriioS k ssssto myseE ^

He came to us with the rich eaperienoc of a good English parish

rae gap in the Staff now left by this sad happening emphasizes the 
crymg n<^ fpr more pnests who are able by their expenence to fiU 
TOMimble pmtions. We are shordy expecting some additions to the 
St^. fOT wtich Lam truly thankful; but these are young men, and 
alAough they will be most welcome, what we want most of aU are 
pnots of some age^and ripe^mmence in priesthood to whom

for the pressing need of the momenL

; MEDICAL WORK AT LULINDI
toiinedirf work at Lulindi is carried on among Christians and

her province are the pwng^of aiuesthetics and teeth extractions, 
” y .M.G. A. IS r^iurcd to be a miniature doctor,
amesthensh dentet and dispeiuer. This may all sound very alanhing 
.to a would-be “mish,” but is not ready so bad as it sounds^ for a 
turner IS always sent to a stadon to work with the nuise-in-ehaige. 
When ehe has gamed sufficient expenence, she may or may not be sent 
to anothw place to work on her own. Dispensing is comparatively 
easy,-M there IS always a book to refer to which contains all the stock 
presci^dons of medicmes and lohons, giving the exact quantities 
reqmrcd. i mcn a nurse is unable to make a diagnosis, she sends 
pardcute of the disease and slides for microscopic examination to , tlie 
doctor % a porter, and he brings back the r<%ilt It takes some timeSib's,sssis's
a^pensanr.made of black mud^s and floors wiA a thatched roof, 
wjuch js divided into three compartments, (i) the sorting out room, 
wte ad neiv patients are seen, cyes and cars attended to,'and 
m^^es given; (a) the room for ante-natal examinations, and 
(3) the room where dressings are done and teeth are extracted. The 
in-pabcnts arc nursed in mud houses, of which there are nine, and they 
rach contain two beds made of wooden frames and roped across the 
<^trc. One house is kept especially for midwifery cases; On admis- 
non those who arc id are ^ven cither two knitted rugs or two patch- 
work qu^, one-to Ke on and the other to act as a covering, and a ■

, pidow. They are then provided with two earthenware vessels, one for 
stonng their water, and the other for cooking puiposcs. The patifnts 
tadect wood and make a fire in the centre of the floor, on which to do 
ffior.cooking. Sometimes they prefer to cook on the “ baraza " ' 
(balcony) which ready is preferable, for when the fire is inside, the 
moke is sometimes overpowering and none too good for the patient. 
They are responsible for keeping their houses swept inside and out

207 ..

our

move some to offer themselva

>I<Thouas Zanzibar.

The Bishop of Zanzibar has also sent us the following
HandeniMy Dear-Bishop,,

to learn of the drath of Archdeacon

nu^onano, Ihavnnever met his equal in the itoon field.
. : ; Voum vcrysincc^

Stanley B. Jones.
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dMiy, and if they fail they arc called to order. Relatives always stay 
ivith the patient and do tlie cooking, and the women fetch fresh 
suppHcs of water from the well daily.

There is a theatre which has bamboo walls and a thatched roof, and 
inside is an operating table, three cupboards, one of which contains 
all the instruments, ttvo lotion bowl stands, and a sterilizer imported 
from England for sterilizing the dressings, so you sec we are quite 
up-to^datc in some tvays. The nearest relations altvays sit in the theatre 
during the operation. I have known chickens lay their eggs there '

We have a new microscope hut built this year, made of mild 
and the windows, with shutters, were made by our carpenter, named 
Coraelio, who lives on the premises. One shutter has two legs attached 
to it and so, when it lets down, it acts as a tabic as well. All that 
remains now in the building line is a bamboo hut for patients sulfcrine 
with yaws, where they have their tvounds dressed, and are given 
injections of bismuth every four days, that is, if they turn up for them 
There arc about ten similar huts for the yaws in-patients. There ii 
also a separate hut for tlic treatment of patients suffering from venereal 
disosa. mere are two huts for storing beds, and last, but not least 
IS the hospital food store wluch contains grain, which is given out to 
the necessitous hospital inmates daily, except on Friday. The food is 
only meant for the patient, but sometimes ttvo relatives turn up to get 
food for the one patient, thereby hoping to get a double supply! 
ynfortunatelyTor_them, we are a little too cute. The nurse is rmMn- 
siblc fOT bringing m the food and also, which I have forgotten to men
tion, she hairto sec that houses are rc-mudded and thatched when 
necessary, old buildings pulled down and new ones installed when' 
TOiured. All tlic grass which grows up round the buildings to a great 
height dunng the nuny season, has tp be kept cut down, and actually
IhtifsVTiTt^L"

Now let me turn your attention to the staff in the dispensary which

“ ffUad Yustacc, the second is named 
I^rlo, and the tlunl Domimc. Yustacc and Dominic work in the dis- 

chi^y Ac formw does Ae eye treatment and gives out 
fressings, all under supervision of couise. 

lOtrlo trorks m Ac yaw department, and dresses Ac wounds and 
pvcSimtramuscular mjcctions of bismuA to the men when required.

® S't everything ready for Ac

fnsT'’oM?'?‘f ““ *= in-patients are attended to i
oT ““-patients. The latter may arrive on foot,
or Acy may amve in a ‘machila” (hammock) having been

tinted in from long dritanca. The African when he arrives, is 
o,«cied to have brought wiA him some payment, eiAcr in kind 
or money, for the medicine which he hopes to receive. If he has

medicine. If he happens to be really ill, he is given medicine for once 
only, unless he is knoivn to be rcaUy poor. One muse sits at a table 
and take the name and address of every patient and asks what is the 
matter. The Mrican, being a bom actor, says what is wrong and 
proceeds to point to, the various parts of the body \vhich arc af&tcd 
and if it is possi^ble tb act what any particular oi^n does, he does so' 
For instance, if his heart thumps, he will thump his chest with lus 
hand and say that is what his heart does. If he hears noises in his can 
he imitates those with his mouth, and so on. All this is a great help 
to a newcomer who is not familar with the language. When one InS 
diagnosed what is wrong, they are treated accordingly. Wc get peoble 
d% commg up with eye trouble, discharging can, cuts, wounds of 
all soi^ and sizes, burm, those needing teeth to be cjrtracted, those 
sufioing from bilhartzia, safura (hookworm), yaws, malaria and 
occasionaUy leprosy. Babies suffer with much the same minor ailments 
as they do in England. Mothers who arc prcgnant come up for ante
natal examination: last year wc had no less than ninety-six women to 
examine. Occasionally, we have adults in with crocodile bites and 
children in with fractures and people with snake bites. Wc arc r. 
dull t It is the work of the nurse to set fractures if the.doctor does 
happen to be on the premises. One nurse gives the anasthctic and die 
other endeavoure to set the frachire without the aid of an X-ray 
apparatus. Wc just hope for the best and although it may seem strange

never
not

PATIEIfrS AT Luundi
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to you the results are good on the whole. Now I must say a ^Yord 
about teeth extractions. I should advise you all to come to A&ica 
to have your teeth extracted ; all you have to do is to sit on a little 
stool, hold on to itwith bodi hands, while the nurse extracts the tooth 
>vithout any local anasthctic. When she has finished you jiist wash 
your mouth out and have your gum painted with iodine, and then 
you go home. If you happen to bleed a lot the nurse will gladly put 
a stitch in your gum to arrest the hemorrhage ! An Afiican who 
has had one tooth out will often say he would like one or two more 
out then and there!

There are no night nurses on duty in the hospital, but if anyone 
requires attention a relative comes and calls us and we promptly rise 
and shine. We arc liable to be called out at any time to a midwifery 
cas^ but gencxall^ they only send for us when they arc in difficulty. 
Sometimes there is ordinary sick visiting, to do as well. I must say 
that, on the whole, the AfHcans are vay good about carrying on with 
the trcatmmt until-they arc cured. They quite often t^ dieir otvn 
native medlcihe first and alas ! sometimes babies are blinded for l^e 
by incorrect peatment It is a custom in Afiica to throw cold water 
over the babies when they have fever, to cool them down—you can 
imamne theresult ; .
^ We find knitted bandages most useful, and also old linen which 
IS us^ for dressings, bandages and swabs. Nothing is wasted in thc 
Mission, even old patch-work quilts arc cut up for bandages and swabs. 
^Thcrc is a leper camp at Mkaseka, in connection . with Lulindi, 

wluch is twenty minutes away on a bicycle, for which we are respon- 
' able. There am about fifty-four lepers, and they each have a separate 

bamboo house in which to liv^ mid thosemen who.are strong enough 
md whole chough, cultivate their own plantations in thcvcamp, so 
they arc ableio support themselves for a short time every year.'^" Some 
mmem, poor dears, have no fingers and toes, and their faces are vcry“ 
^figured. They arc visited by us as a routine twice a week; on 
Tucstoy morning their food is given out for the week and on Thunday 
morning they all Imve injections. They arc also visited at other times, 
and pccaaonaUywc play a gi^ophonc to them, and their feces are 
a ^^dy, thor wes ncarfy pop out of thdr heads and thdr mouths ait 
wde open I Th« M a boy in the camp, called Isaac who dresses all 

;tn(^ wounds. The flics pester the poor ddin dreadfully as they have 
rather an unpleasant odour about them. 1 Every year, sad to relate, 
Icpcn are refused admission to the camp): through lack of funi. If 
cases arc taken early enough they arc curable.

BIRDS AT KIWANDA
Do birds smg in Africa? To hear some occupaiits of that continent 
Ult, you might suppose that birds in AlKea Sre prindpally p£^“ 
unless they are vultures, that they are inadequate, iredatorv nr 
negligible, emit squalls and are dull-colouredi^or clse*^cannofsine

There arc pt^ts round about iUwanda, and they squawk, but :the 
squawk, hkc the parrot, IS smalf and inconspicuous. There are 

but lew ; you get those at T^ga where they can find carrion. 
At Kiwrmda there are quanUties of KombUls, and the hombiU has a 
dcwutatmg voice, whether rn sohlOquy or in convenation, but then 
die homb^'s glorious uglmess explains and excuses everything. He 
fibres in Alhcan folklore, and no wonder, because he is ari Epsteinish 
bi'd of fte pnmeval-god type. And you catmot get on Incnc^ terms 
tvith Ktwanda hombills as you can at the Zoo-if you give them 
sultmas and praise their eyelashes-because they five in trees and . 
won t _come down: The hombill’s habits are peculiar; he walls 
to tvife up m a tree while she is incubating, and feds her through a 
hole, and he can bray, grunt, mew like a cat and Howl like a dog j 
but he docs not smg. Neither does the bird who makes a noise'said 
‘o ramible water being poured out of a bottle-only it doon’t-and 
he IS a coucal, a sort of regenerate cuckoo, who makes his owu ncst, 
but his morak leave off there Neither does the bird whd says :

Mjr-mammy’s-dcad-my-daddy’s-dead-and-I’m-Ieft-all-alone,” but he 
says It in Swahili. Nor the cuckoo who intones a lituigical cliaht of 
tluee notes till you want to go out and extermmate cuckoos. Nor 
“5™* who hark like monkeys; these are lourics, or touracos, 

■~._'^ho hve near the river; lovely creatures as big as partridges, with 
Eng green tails, green plumage shimmering with purple, red-tipped 
crets, perialled eyebrows, and red feathers in thrir wings which they 
sddom use except to fly over the river, when they appear black and 
scarlet against the sky. But they don’t fly ifthey can help it, preferring 
to clamber along briiches.on their shini barking. An^ the dye of a 
touraco s featlier comes out in the wash ; so tliough you may be told 
.tot no birdBas colouring pigment in hii feathem'exiept the quetzal, 
who live m South America, remember a lour/s fearer can stam water

“.5«i. ^
^ to watcli Afiican birds because many skulk in the dense under- 
^wth or else live in the forest-canopy and don’t come down, so 
mat uidess you are of arboreal habit yourself they cannot be studied. 
But thweisno canopyatKiwanda ; ifyouwant thatyou gotoAnlani, 
3.000feet up, where trees rise more-than a hundred feet beforespreading 

crowns to thesun. Butin Kiwanda, thcforcsf-fleecei3ra*erlikc ' 
woodland, birds can’t get too high up. And they smg I 

Weaver-birds sing. Weavers in forest country, though greganous as

not
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a mothers’don’t build the community-nests they build in 
plain country. They hang their nests on trees or reeds or bushes—one 
bird one nest—and make an incredible fuss and litter about it A 
weaver-bird weaving three strips into a plait is an cncliantinir sieht 
swinging m the first ring of the hollow ball that is to house his faniilv’ 
??d s'bging then, as always, a pretty twittering chatter that matcha 
jus gay coat. There is a parasiUc weaver, black and white, with a 
long tad in si^on. The goigeous bishop-bird sings ; he wears a 
enmson or a gold cope and is aaveaver, too ; and weavers cdri do nidi, 
mimtary serving, if they arc tlic kind that builds on bananS-lcava 
lashing the woven not round the mid-rib with fibre. There is astuff 
that looks like horsti-hair, popular with noting folk in African woods • ■
It IS part of a fungus, though birds find it just as useful. But the bird
who ran setv, and is cousin to thc.lndian tailor-bird, is a warbler and 
hvo higher up the hills.

live. Such kinrfshers I There is the wee malachite one, gorgeous 
Very like our own with r^u^h the

to Md arc cunously secretive. There is a small ^
holih h«_wmgs up to dry, but he is very silent.
Fnelhl. „ English, but behave

dsr““C

who^’s5^"l'Kiwanda has none of the palm-srvifis

Phfo] . IMr». Htffi'tr\ The River at Kiwanda

Swallows and martins build on houses and the cliurch rafters ; 
building their pretty nests is a slow, fussy business ; the mentality of 
these birds is said to be low, but they listen carefully to the church 
services, twittering and criticising. African thrushes sing; one 
in pardcular has a most lovely song, though short, and they don’t 
look like English thrushes either. One of them is rather like a 
miniature pheasant; he wears a long bushy chestnut tail, unlike the 
rest of-himself, and is always in a hurry. Warblers sing ; so do the 
lovely little sun-birds, who arc not humming-birds though sometimes 
called SO; And the cossypha, who is a robin-chat, has a glorious song 
not unlike a nightingale’s, shorter, but even more passionate, and a 
nicator sings ; and flycatchers sing. The little pwadise flycatcher, 
whose local name is dwidwi because he says “ dwidwi,” sings like a 
fmry laughing. He makes a fairy-like nest, too, and sib on it with his 
bird-of-paradisc tail hanging over the edge and his little blue mask 
glaring at you in the gloom like a fairy dragon.^ His nest, tliough 
tiny, is big enough for his babies because they arc tinier still. But the 
gecigat adopts Malthusian practices and will never build his nest big 
enough, so that his infants inevitably squeeze each o^cr over the edge 
and get eaten by neighbours, which, ^f you consider it, is a simple way 
of disporing of the surplus geelgat population and may be one reason 
why gcclgats go about Amani saying without pauses, “ Wcll-Gcorgc-

want
cormorant, too, who

like
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Rhodesia

hoj^-tlic-'vifc?" But there are other 
bulbuls who sing and build better, too

j A distinctive song at Kiwanda is 
the green-headed oriole’s. Not that 
It is unlike the black-headed oriole’s 
but there are no black-headed ones at 
Kiwanda, only green, though these 
arc said to be rare. And why these 
birds mutually avoid each other’s 
territory is a problem, like the problem 
of the vulturine fish-eagle and the 
oil-palm trees which occur, andalv 
together, in one or rivo places only of
East Africa, but arc common, together 
in West Africa. Have vulturines views 
on vitamins ? They always breed by 

. palm-oil trees, and these were planted 
not very long ago near Msalabani 
where the eagles come. And why, m 
East Africa, is the olive ibis reported 

ADABY ChvL only at Kiwanda and the forests of
T* • !.• j . . MountKcnya? And which is the bird

-It It 13 a bird-that sits on a tree late at night and emits squails Uke 
a creaking gate, cxating to onuthologists ? If you want answers to 
tlicsc questions you must ask at Amani.

RavOT sail over Kiwanda, and great buzzards-the lizard and the 
“"vtl® *l>e Splendid batcleur

SiiaSES?-®-"'
Helen Hay Wilson.

JUNE IN NORTHERN RHODESIA
Most ofus who live in Northern Rhodesia connect June witli bWutifuI 
clear, dry weatlicr, cooler days with chiU mornings j days when it is 
good to>c ahve and it seems almost impossible that in a few mdntlis 
time ^e sun-baked air will be fiUed with the smoke of the burning 
vddt ; yet quite soon the fires will begin and until the rains there *” 
^ways be a fire in sight, by night the duU glow on the horizon, by dav 
a lowcnng pall of smoke in the middle distance.
. June at FiwiJa is something very different, typical English weather, 

thick nust.m all these mountain valleys in the mornings, mist which 
for mmy days hides the hill tops until evening. Tlicrc is a soft driving 
rain and a cold bleak wind. A small boy has just told me that I look 
cold and-when I said I was, he guffawed and said : " What about me 
in tfus. picce of string ? ” This part of Central Africa has several 
features which make it rather different from the rest; it lies on the 
high hUIy ground which divides the sources of the rivers which run to 
the Atlantic and the Indian Ocean, it is the roof of the world, and one’s 
biwth comes short and quick when one runs. The soil is mostly very 
poor, the-white sand of weathered rock, and it is only in the little 
mountain valleys, each with its perennial stream gurgling over the 
rocks, that crops will grow. The villages are very small and scattered, 
for the pockets of good soil arc small and widely separated.

In,a little village of twelve huts hidden between towering masses 
ofrock and jqined to its neighbour by five miles of faint path through* 
the sercb, s^ost anything might happen in tlic long mghts and be 
mddm.; It is barely half a dozen years since witches were drowned at 
the village of the chief of all this district, three miles from the Mission. 

;^wojider that in the quiet of the veldt strange creatures still walk 
'awut m the night time, things like men and women, but\vith only half 
a body each, sliced down the middle with one eye, one arm, and one

ri:Acre arc old men who tell on these cold winter nights, as the 
^ily sit in the smoky dark of the hut over the glowing embers of the 
fitoi;hpw they have heard these things crying to each other as they 

across, the country in the moonless nights, and the audience 
glances uneasily at the reed-door fixed tight with its cross-stake as the 
hyena howls outside.

putadc on the outskirts of the village is a little group of graves— 
the bodies of grandparents lie there ; before they died they became 
^ fittie odd and shi^ voiced. Their spirits arc round the houses of 
the living ^l the time. On the edge of every village arc tiny huto and 
welters bmit to please the spirits ; under each is the little offering of 
flour, amtinually renewed, for no one can tell what further change for . 
toc^worsc may have happened to those who were once so well known, 
besides such natural things there arc demons always and everywhere, 
u you want to know about the Walala read The Lamba of Northern 
Rhodesia, by G. M. Dokc, for the two peoples arc very much the

will

-vays

m•IS

i--

^ IN MEMORIAM-JIJ.P.
August i6tH.-Ethd Kate WdsH
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JUNE IN NORTHERN RHODESIA
A MISSIONARY’S MEANDERINGS 

L-ilONS
same and m^ of the tiling they do even to-day cannot be mentioned 

Into tins (at the moment) cold, and altvays hostile atmosphere

Stas £
They arc coming back full of enthusiasm from close contact with youne 
men from other and more advanced tribes, proud of their learning 
keen on their rcli^on, feeling sure that there must be a ready wciconw 
for the riches which they have gathered. They are to go to villages 
where life has hardly changed since the Europeans came to Northan 
Rhodesia, where many still wear cloth made from beaten bark, where 
the all-pervading petrol tin has not yet ousted the home-made not 
and, very strange to those who know other parts of the coun^’ 
where iron is still mined and smelted, and the hundred and onedomesbe 
tMls are still fashioned by the village blacksmith. But in these 
villages the learning of the European is valued less than almost anv- 

go-ahead Africa of to-day, which is athirst for knowledge.

die years go by we hope that there will be an ever-increasing 
numb« of th«e teachers, coming, perhaps monthly, to Fiwila from 
the tallages where they teach, for the sacraments, chalk and slate 
penab, pay, encouragement, and anything else they can get. With 
the two boarding-schools, one for girls and one for boys, there ivill 
divays be four or five teachers living at Fiwila, besides the visitois 
All are ravenous for knowledge and voracious readers, all want to learn 
more about thar jobs, and yet in their own language there is only a 
rather jqune book of praye^ and in a kindred language little more 
than *c New Testament. They would do anything for books, steal 
thra if there wm My to steal. All our new teachers read English, 
but soon forget if there is no English to read. If any of you have 
My modern books of Elementary Science (like the Shown to tht 
OMdroi senes), modm books of geography or history' (like the 
ftucMclU books) or lives of the Saints and other benefactors of society

Northern Rhodesia, they will be read until they fall to pieces. The 
arc gro'ra men, but with the vocabulary of young people as 

w they want to read are the
no?“n!n’™“ JT ™th, but do not like parting with,
AfkTv ''T “P P" “’ay are to be reid by Young
^nra which IS really at grips with the old. Young Africa is vci?

In deputation work one is usually asked, “ Have you ever seen a 
lion? ”' One’s praUgc^ a missionary, especially with the front rows 
of Scouts and Wolf Cubs, usually depends upon the answer If you 
can say " yes " and rdate a t^Uing experience, you can almost cer
tainly count upon a branch of the Coral League being started, and 
what is more to the speaker, undivided attention for the rest of the 
cv-cning. If you cannot say “ yes,” the next best thing is to relate the 
experience of a friend who has seen one, and pretend that you have 
never ceased to regret that it was not your own. But what if you have 
heard one ? To hear and not see can be made very thrilling. We 
connect butchery and murder with lions, but not mystery. In these 
days of the sway of the detective novel, the “ mystery ” lion is 
bad alternative.

Lions are not so bad as they arc painted. That is perhaps a mistake. 
Only the best lions arc painted. They have usually been bred in a zoo. 
.. T met a man one day ^vho looking very doleful. Oh enquiring 
the cause of his grief, I was surprised to be told, " We haven’t a lion 
in our district! ” I have heard of people crying for the moon ; but 
it never occurred to me that anyone would ever cry for a lion. The 
sipet of his peculiar passion lies in the fact that lions cat pigs ; and 
pigs cat cassava, and cassava provides food for man,
' A litde wliile ago on returning from Compline, I was startled by a 

blood>;CuMling noise coming from the pineapple plantation. It sounded 
like feeding-time at Regent’s Park together with killing time at a 
slaughterhouse, relayctl and amplified on a fifteen-valve wireless set. 
I was sorry for the pig, although he had been in the act of raidi—
oiir cassava. Next day we inspected the carcase. It was a L___
sight, and I ordered decent burid. My mind was full oflaws of sanita
tion,' and my English drain-loving soul was full of horror at the tlwught 
of a disembowelled pig lying in the full glare of a tropic sun. A little 

. while later a deputation waited upon me. It was a furtive deputation, 
for it had often experienced the strange obsession of an Englishman 
for cleanlines. It said, the pig must stop where it was. Leo would 
return at night for his meal. If he found nothing but a ropcctablc 
mound of earth, he would be the colonel he was, and there would be 
ructions. "

same not a

aiding
horrid

Where’s my pig ! ” he would roar ; and after that would 
p in search of the thief. “ If I can’t have my pig, I’ll have the next 
best thing, which is man.” He would lift his voice, swish his tail, and 
thcn litcndly someone woijd be deputizing in no time for the vanished 
pig. So the king of beasts held sway. Two nights he feas ted, and left 
die head, which was buried midst the pineapples.

Man-eaters are rare, but I remember one who carried off a child. 
I remember an even more tragic event connected with tj^. On the 
verandah of a " boma ” was a bright young tiling dressed in pyjamas ; 
wearing a floppy hat, and a permanent smile, which gave her the 
appearance of a letter-box. She asked about the lion in pur district.

J. T. M.
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;^ad it eaten anyone ? What! A child, oh, my dear, how lovely i '• 
There was a dead silence ; but not being a human being, she possii^ 
no shame. How she would like to have her photo taken with one foot 
on the beast 1 I replied tvith alacrity that I should like to be there to 
take the photo. I was proud of that remark. She saw the mcaninir in 
my eyes ; but it could only be interpreted as gallantry. Poor thihe i 
she certanly will put her foot in it, if not on it, more tlian once in her 
stupid little life. " What would you do if you met a lion face to face ’ " 
I have been asked over and over again. I don’t know, but I remember 
as a boy, when in danger of being late for choir practice, imagininir that 
I was being puraued by a lion. I always arrived in time.

“But haven’t you ever seen one?” Yes, I have. In a dream It
was a homd dream after going to the Zoo. I was walking along a oath 
tlirough taU pampas grasses. Suddenly I heard the dull plop plon 
of heavy patvs behind me. I gave one look round and saw a huge 
Regent’s Park lion, his mouth dropping saliva, and a three-nm 
cmresston m his eye, follotving close behind. My heart stood sdll •' 
what could I do but run ? I ran ; so did Leo ; I panting for breath 
and he taking a leisurely jog-trot, just getting up his appeUte, as it were. 
Cold dmpair. gnppcd me, when suddenly in the midst of a pampas 
appear^ a taU iron spiral staircase, the sort one sees in offices, leading 
up to tlie, ram where letters are filed. It was wrought in strang? 
patterns and tvas narrow and steep. I climbed, so did Leo. I reachrf

Md TOkH “ >«>p into spacl-

ladies^with lor^ettes in restaurants, but I don’t know 
almut a bon. An iVncim who was asked whether this was true said
^tackyffikt^. *•" “'■= '>'■ V<>“
was^wJ^!!^ mission station, while Compline
After“S^S-^’ '■““.was seen reclining on the church-door step.

p"' i f™™ Matins to Seat,
I‘is related that they had no need tos^f any 

^ 'S; is a cousin,to1lS
^ J. \

JOHN EDWARD HINE-BISHOP. R.i.p.
So many Christians in Nyasaland have 
- - to be grateful to Bishop Hinc for his
work in this diocese, both spiritual and 
medical. I remember him first at Unangu 
in 1894, when he was starting the Mission 

. there in dangerous days. Archdeacon 
Maples was keen on the development of ’ 
the Mission in Yao Territory, and arranged 
with Chief Kalenje that we should start there.

I quote from “ Bishop Maples* Journals ”
(page 245).

Kalcnje*s ivory caravans (with, of 
course, slaves) arc among the most im

portant of those tliat pass from the Lake districts to the coast .... 
Wc have considered it sufficient to tcU Iiim that it is no part of 

; our duty, as missionaries, to report upon his doings to authorities, 
English or Portuguese ; while at the same time, we have warned 

; hini^ that if his dhows are caught by H.M.S. “ Advenhire ” or 
“ Pioneer ’* transporting slaves from west to east of the lake, 

probably the cargo will be confiscated, and the dhows wiU be 
destroyed ; though we will give him no occasion to charge us with 

•; showing him up. That in the everit of summary measures being 
- taken with his dhows by the gunboats, the lives of our missionaries 

: at Unangu would be exposed to considerable .dai^er, is a fact to 
: which they and all of us are fully alive; but risB like that wc cannot 
■ shrink from running . . . Said Kalenje to us: ‘ Since all the ivory 

is gctdng finished up, pray tell us what wc arc to do if wc do not 
sell slaves in order to get cloth and other necessaries from the coast.’ ”

. • Dr< Hine and a layman started the workj and when the crisis foretold 
occurred, Kalenje played the game, although he was pressed by many 
to take revenge on the Mission. But he became very objectionable 
in many ways.

Soon afterwards'Bishop Maples was drowned, and after Bishop 
Hornby’s short episcopate Dr. Hine was called to be our Bishop here. 
His wonderful walking powers and his visits on foot to all the sub
stations, was a well-known feature of lus work.

Bishop Hine may have appeared to some who did not know liim 
well, to lack sympathetic interest in those around him. That was not 
so. He jMssessed keen powers of observation and could be very 
critical, where perhaps you least expected it. It was good for us. 
His mind was a store of Imowledge, and he had a marvellous memory.
It was in his letters that he was most expansive, rather than in con
versation. He seemed to love letter writing, however bad the corre
spondent to whom he wrote regularly, myself among ^cm, may have 
been. It was when you really knew him that you reiliscd how very 
Apathetic he was in aU the details of your work.

cause

^ :
i

Icalifa circuhted Imn

i
2I8
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JOHN EDWARD HINE-BISHOP^ R.I.P. nxtsiofWasalmd

alTcction for them and were grateful for hui pastoral'care. B THE DAYS OF OLDth^ irara^atay realised hu
I* nte t T%uuci,uuu lui uicui *uiu were ^laui lor ms pastoral care, rersonallv 

I have to thank him as when I resigned Uie Mission for a year he tnlH 
me plainly that I \vas to go back. “

The inspiring point in Bishop Hine’s life is thSt he aitvays sacrificed 
everything to respond to a caU from Above/ whether to accent a

^uraual I»5iUom to start a crusade for the highest ideals in the 
Bnhsh Empure. With Bishop Hme, we see the spirit of sdf-sacrifiee 
from tlie vey fct. 'Die call came to be ordained, and he let go the 
prospMts_-which his intellectual powers promised. As we read in 
CentTd Afma, the curt enquiry came from the Palace : “ Kave von

. treated by the (^ef, except m the point mentioned above. He later 
accepted the^1 to be our Bishop. Then he consented to be tra”

me m a letter, that he should like to end his days within hearing of the 
(uy of our great fish^glc, Next he resigned Zanzibar, when he 
thought It was so indicated. Later, he accepted the difficult task of 
shmmg pur new Diocese of Northern Rhodaia. Again he ' 
this posiuon when he thought that his particular work

waiting for the end. _Now that the last call has come, may hl^nd a 
well-deserved rest and peace in Him Whom he served so well

[Rtad^ John Rnshidi is an old 
JHado/mini. At my rtquosl ho wrote 
til following and.asked me to make a 

table stool"
^i«(.-F.M,T.]
I DAVE something to tell you of 
the days of old.

None of us can doubt that this 
land we five in was tlicn a dark 
land, full of adventures, outbreaks 
of .war and riot—they were in ' 
utter confiision. The restoration 
b^n with the late venerable 
Archdeacon Johnson, our Christ- 
lan Champion in Central Africa,

~ U.M.C.A,
One day he appeared among us 

people of a different colour. In 
those days I was an unreasonable 
boy, when he came to my home,
Mtcngda, with his steamboat, 
the “ G.J.” He landed on the shore side.

As for us, we were marvelling at this steamboat voyaging and floating 
on the deep water, without sail or oars. This circumstance very 

! greatly astonished the people to see the vessel moving itself I In those
i days we were superstitious peoplf and we thought he was a spirit.

None dared to go to meet him. We all were afraid. He himself 
came ashore and by his calling made the chief hear him. He did 
nothing to anger the people, but they gazed at him with furious hearts, 
tvishing to assail him. Not one of us knew that he was a peace man.

When he began to preach the Gospel of the Prince of Peace, tlic 
“Vage people drove him away, and assailed him violently and struck 
hnn, and tore off his clothes from him, and yelled at him. Some of 
them flung at liim the sand and the dust, down to the shore of the lake. 
A hero man, he went bravely without cursing, but he gave the blessing.

He found his boat pulled up on dry land, but by chance tlierc 
a ^oe on the shore side, so he escaped in it without morediarm, 
in^’' ITof fear, hid myself behind
in the reeds timidly. Why? I was an unreasonable boy in 1893. 
^nicn he weighed anchor and went to a neighbouring village.
A litfle while later he came again, and die savage people did the 

tame again. When the brin|cr of new life he came again a second

K SersAfl:.mocked him, priding themselves that they had overcome and killed

' I have done my

[F.M.T.
Reader John Rashidi

igned
done

resi
was

/

A. G. B. G.

was
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THE DAYS OF OLD REVIEW

Ito. Several hours p^ed and we saw him begin to wriggle himsdr

mio you." This book should find a place on the study table of any p?*h
pHot.;;-; ■,

Then ^e tm old man called Nchungo. He svas a sick man with 
sores on Irn "ght foot. He invited him to his house and he^d re™ 
w^ to torn. Ill Ndmngo’s house he began to preacli " I bring yo? 

of peace.” Whm the people heard this ihey gave him Lre“ 
So the hero man he did not look back. He came ve^ oftTwhhon;•nuch'^ereeveren^e-l''

‘*’= Catechumen ofSSS-A SmT.; rc’rr.ssr.x?
strechon Md to prosper in this piiidl^e. In those dare tois worid’ 
whreh we hve rn was as a burning fire. *Now we are rh E^rtliy

(Reader) John Rashidi Chitau

t
HOME JOTTINGS

-ft''—aconnibusid n.

1934 ■933
Received 

during Aug.
Total to 
Aug. 31 d^^s. Ireks'?Fund

£Paradise. £ £
JS!y :: ST ..

18,176
i,a«9
2,333

*,523 20,437
31 .6? ’ 925 

a,5to235
^ Grand Totals 21,718>,779 23.6732,011

OctocCT iStbi at 8.30 a.m.

•ptototSKLiunicadon, from Ae MdSlrt““o^ “rS. t?e oSreview
KuS “‘'•h' wo^lt of

saiiS£F€S‘r‘r“^increase for •'‘' “PP't'l for a .0 per cent.
^nse, though £are^K,^c^S^So^^.-^ ““

guarter, "ftho Mtssion'Fldd there JS” ““
■ “““chmorethanwearedS;^

^ M23 .

aS“Ss5Slr''“““^™“
Community of the Sacred Passion.—A meeting of Assocbles and Hel^ of the 

Canmunity will be held at St. Frideswide's on November 3rd (Saturday), 3*0 pjn. All 
"lends of the Community are invited. Will those who ore able to come, Idodly tend word 
to the Sater-m-Charge at St Fridcawde’s Mission House, Lodore Street, Pop4r, £.14,10 
that she may" know liow many to expect for tea.

one.

Day will be held on Saturday, October aoth. The be
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HOME JOTTINGS CENTRAL AFRICAFoond niter the Summer Schod at Abingdon, tbe following articles: “ Jackdaw " founhi;
»PP>y for l£

tea-dothi and towcli sell twi/), also pretty and useful little Cairistmas proents. All ^ 
things have to be really good, as the stalls arc not large and we want to help U M C a 
as much as possible. ^

A MONTHI.Y RECORD OF THE WORK OF THE 
uirivERSITIES^ MISSION TO CENfRAL ) AFRICA

1
- ■■■ ^

— Price 2d.No. fias-: LIl. NOVEMBER, 1934
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Name Diocese Date
ArriniUinEnilatJ

MiaLowndci 
Min Ctitsell Mr.ILSubon 
Mr.Il.P,Dunnnt

D-<tote,y™nE«lW

Rcv.oTl^Tibbaf 
Rev.P. RLTWuiii''

242Zanzibar

Nyasaland
ynnTiTkgr
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Zanzibar

Aug. 20 24320
“4421

21

28
.. 28
.. 28
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FHNZI; THE LEPER ISLANDOct. 4
4
4
4
5
5
5Its,

O.G3. >2
Nyasaland 12

? P~»‘ ^ Epaom and J^iss Agnes R TVien,

’V"-S-v™'. «•>» "“trd “ 0“
at

• '■■■

• Prooably all the rcadcra of Cenlrd Africa have heard of Fuim and 
know that it is a “ Leper Island.” It is one of a group of smaU islands 
lying to the west of Pemba. On it the Zanzibar Government has 
tatablished a settlement for about a hundred lepers, collected Imm 
Zanzibar and Pemba and supported by the Government and visited 
by a Government doctor and other officials. There arc Mo wpmm 
workers belonging to the Zanzibar diocese living on tile island with

SssS“a^SS£~r‘“ be theI, aad
»934*
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FUNZI
. FUNZI

Funzi is a beautiful island amidst beautiful surroundincs Tt,. 
shaliow sea aU round offers the most lovely variety of colour—orr,.n! 
and^o from detest jade to purple. The sky here also show 
wonderful colour effects cspeaally at sunset. The island is easifr 
i^^b c from a distance by its broken Unes of borassus palnS 
standmg hke guarftam ™th the ivind rusding their branches. ^ 
whole island is fringed with mangroves and the shore is very rock 
and strewn with mases of shells of many colours. Coconuts anH 
mangoes, orange and lemon trees have been planted here and thcr. 
There IS a good sumly of freh ivater in wells. The island is wed^: 
shaped, aiwut a mile long, but the width varies from about thr^ 
quarters of a nule to only about aoo yards. There arc many litfc
pKrTbi^Wr“'

i iWnk jhat the leper approaching this island of his
enforad t^e secs ^y brauty in it. Some of these lepeis arc from tk 
naghtoj^g islands_of Zanzibar and Pemba, and tie not qSem 
off as^thejr ran receive and send letters and their relaUons can m 
Irave to visit ftem, sometimes for two or three hours. But many of

“-S
smte OT even give an adequate address to which letters could be sent

:l^7h^e"a^i‘
possessions over from

I'm,.!!?* “ Saturday and from that they are fransferred into

Wnfutta he hanm^Le^’S’efr M “S
mSe ^dshe tw f on Funzi is a

Superintendent and takes chaige of the

w.m ‘o ‘he settlement. It passes a

S for more than ninety lepen, as
cd couples living together and sometimes two ■

KpEi|'.ffsiSESEj'&
To return to our newcomer. Some of them makh friends at once 

and seem to setUe down contentedly. Others, especially the older ones 
fomdthe^mamland who, perhaps, speak very litUc Swahili, seem 
dazed at fiist and it takes some time and patience to make them feel 
at home. Others bitterly resent being there at all and refuse all 

^Pls, whether of the other lepers or the Europeans to make friends 
:hein._ Yet a good deal is done to help them. The Government 

supply of food isUiberal and they also get a money allowance every 
forUiight'to buy fish and tea and,tobacco and other things The 
Mision ladies run a shop, buying thc very varied supplies in Pemba 
at the week ends and selling them to the lepers at cost price, ofien in ' 
pice or farthingswortlis. The Icpeis can also order special things 
which the missionaries fry to get for them. The shop is open every 
W«k-day anffis quite a meeting-place-for talks and amusement, 
forthosfcAvho do not wish to buy.

The lepers 
who likes

attem
witht

even

encouraged to'work as much as they can. Anyone 
have a garden and grow cassava, maizc and vegetables. 

M^y keep fowls and some go fishing. A few arc carpenters and there 
u a carpenter’s bench and tools. Some of the men sew and also 
embroider, caps. Of course, all their products arc only sold in the 
settlement. Some of the more able-bodied cut wood, carry water, 
wash clothe and cook for those who cannot do it for themselves and 
they receive pay for this. The Government supplies a sum of money 
monthly to be expended as wages and the Lady Superintendent 
apportions and inspects the work. The cleanliness of the camp means

as are
can

/{-

Lx ’.'UiriislriiiiwiSI
V--

The Lepeju’ Housa
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FUNZI
nloaa<if}{fasaland

a lot of work and tlicrc is always weeding to be done, fresh 
be made and old ones kept in repair.

All the lepers receive constant medical attention from the nurse 
who doa all she,can to build up their general health as well as treating 
their ailments. ;Some of the lepers are practically helpless, othen 
show scarcely any sign of the complaint. -Some are covered wijh so.e7 
others with nodules. Several have no fingers and many have !«; 
some of thar toes. One man, with no fingers on either hand vet 
manages to set traps and is the official rat-catcher. Another ’aio 
with no fingers at all, manages hot only to cultivate a rarden but 
cook for ^d tend to mfe, who is blind. Some have iSt their vo cS

‘“'ly mainlS

^ island v/hm ffie non-lepers have their homes. In this church
' S&iTiinrt^T"’' evening, and the few leprcUh^!^ aiffi catc^umens come very reg^arly and behave vm

be alfeS^hm 'j “X "> «»hae what it means to*

of Jesus. Who healed so many.
■ help them to bear their h^vy1‘o"d'’Lffig« .hto

C.C.M.

paths to
AN ELEVEN DAYS’ SAFARI

nt»y tPcJrtP0x
Porters Martino on Safari

It with a feeling of great adventure time I set out with the priest- 
in-charge of Manda, and Miss Taylor, on an- eleven days’journey 
through the hill district here. We left; Manda at 7 a.ml, leaving 

I Wt. Fisher in sole charge of the station.
It w^ a pleasing sight to see the single file of carriers, with thei^ 

loa^ on their heads, walking along wj& such straight back. They 
varied very much in appearance ; some wore black shcedes, others 
coloured ; some wore shirtf(^(somewhat tattered) and shorts, othera 
loin cloths only ; some wore ^oes of a kind, but most went barefooted. 
Anyhow they were a goodly line of men to look upon.

It had been impressed on me that wc must be economical, so 
Miss Taylor and I shared a bath which contained all our blankets 

. Md clothes for the journey.
/ . The day was lovely, the bright sun showing up all the colours of
/ the country as we passed through. We had a.sdffish climb oyer 
1 ^t hill, and then we were able to look down on the valley bclo>v, with

ijs river winding in and out like a blue shining snake. We had not 
gone far when we heard the excited cry of “ nyama,” and, peering 
through the trees, we could see several bush buclnWth-thMr young 
dotting after them. They made a pretty pictiire, but arc not liked 
by the imdves (except as food) owing to their dcs^ctivc habits among . 
the growing crops. /

After ttvo hours walking wc had our first hmt and called for a cup 
oftfti, and then it was that the tragedy of a missing teapot was dis-
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AN ELEVEN DAYS' SAFARI
AN ELEVEN DAYS’ SAFARI

covered ; 
rescue it. the cook had left it bcliind, and we sent a man back tn

aistants have first to be trained. But the great need is there 
ntttrthclcss. ’

Some viUages arc having to move away owing to the destructive-
ntss of elephants. In others, there are no cattle and no milk and so
He people have no stamina. The consequence is that they are unable 

i to stand up to the annual epidemic of “ flu ” which invddes these 
parts with the coming of the cold tvinds.
This we tramped our way up hill and down dale, through elephant, 

leopard and bon country. We, however, saw nothing more dreadful 
than a snake or two and some monkeys. A lion walked round about ■ ■ 
our grass shelter one night,, but we did not hear it. Better luck next 

■ time I Our path lay along river beds, over sandy patches, through 
tall tangled grass, over rocks, through woods, and rivers. On the 

■ banks, of waterfalls and rivers we would come across lovely maiden
hair fern, which looked so cool in tlie midst of a hot day. And often, 
after a stiff climb, we were rewarded By a glorious view of hill and 
mountain, the tall ones in the distance appearing to be snow-clad in 
die play oflight and shade.

And so we came to our journey’s end of 134. miles in eleven days 
ivalking; we had also come to an end of our food and clean clotha.
It was a lovely change from the cares of the station, and it also opened 
our eyes to what was needed. Meanwhile we did what we could to 
meet that need.

stanons,40 of coumc we caused a considerable amounr“ement 
to'w' ''' our arrival at our daily destination u,..

t? ''wptng abode; these varied. Spmetimra we S’fn

ail the sick and disposed ^
tusit the sick in Som^tSby’ ^ went to

were mS'e7b;rpre‘‘ Sd^r we

wear taib (made of clothl • this ol,. , • T ? ’ ’“''0
their sole article of clothing. It
creatures walking demurelv or Sfcinnhf *““"5008, to see these little
flosving behind them. ^ stopping and dancing with their tails

in “O'* d--
than; way unchecked for Sonc
for sick people to undertake in oi^rTo t easy journey
especially, in its worst stages svas ve7 ti”^'^l‘ 
was pitiful to see the smalfb-ilT^ prevalent among them, and it 

. Iessn« of it a" whaf b on7 I <■<=“ 'he hope-
and that is the best We.ronht !|-'“. °"vS°'"S.‘° ^o at such a stage? 
wounds and. ut^ng them to JtMn with the dressing of their 
the problem seems cither In m R'ho® clean. The only solution of 
®atfer),svWch7duId^,‘“ P:y*'il«,™“‘ino ^i^i? (“" expensive 
or else to have dispeiSui^in vs2„ '""^on a great deal,
nahve in charge o/each The ‘ho district, with a
not rosy at pilsent nn ? P'^^POcts of being able to do this are

P , partly on economic grounds and.partly that the

■-V.-

H.P-J.

■ ^

r\

\FM.T.
A Nyasalani) Oirr-SciiooL230
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Diocese o f Zanzibar

A VISIT TO MALINDIMEDICAL WORK IN THE ZARAMO 
COUNTRY

(The following was writlen bj an African and published in the “ Teachfr.^ 
Magazine ” for March,The translation is slightly abridged.)

«iwa

■■:A'i : ,

medical

iv

MaLINDI CltURCIl

A FEW wceks^ago I had the pleasure of a visit to Malindi, and spent a 
Sunday there. It was nice to be near the big lake again after living on 
the hills, seventy miles away ; to-hear the lap of thC’water on the 
shore, the cry of the fish-eagles, and to see a fine sunset across tlic water 
and blue hills beyond. The journey along the road in the Mission 
motor lorry is very interesting, though slow going for motor travd, m 
we averaged only fifteen miles an hour owing to the bad state of the 

j road. You pass varied sorts of landscapes; trees and tall gr^s, 
i , at this time of the year very green, rocks and red earth, before rcaclimg 

the Shir^ level ; then the river, with its reeds and winding str^k ot 
moving water, palms and baobabs, banana groves, witli a view of Lake 
Malombe through the banana leaves, and dwellings of the people, 
with goats, sheep and chickens. The people on the road arc of vanous 
sorts and tribes, a few Indian or half-castc storekeepers, but mMUy 
African, in native dress or parts of European pattern garm^ts. run 
carriers walking along with long loads of dried fish enclosed in recds, 
or on bicycles with fresh fish taking them to Zomba, where they 
sold at a penny eacli. The fish arc caught at night or very early m 
the morning in the Shire river, in Lake Malombe, or Lake ,
i Often small children run out from the villages lUong the road and 

yell a-greeting, occasionally being rewarded by a .picc^-ol sugar cane,

tie’LV of Ac Urd Chri*J ! so that, little by little, .

in His matrellous worJts.’^™ honoured

that the doctor 
at the students

arc
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A VISIT TO MALINDI

which liad l>ccn bought 
road.

Wc pass quite a number ofMission schools near the rn-,rl m • 
to Likwenu or Mponda's districts, and when tlic

« the Mission, ’and ,oes u’nd" l‘t^

whilh fv'^ did^f» tJrteKtr^VL^STrl^T'-'^

the boat had to be punted tiirough re^ and rn^r^ ^ as

srjr ?'

wMc cominE ™i

with the Mah-ndi%plc7a^mm froS^th^M®"^ 
which was at ancL'^earby
cJ;eranTcr?::T;i.rsrea'l*'K ','><= -P-". 

atM^ti'di'!""^ SP'P^-'ronndlrrahfaroTd'd^

Diocese of Nyasalandpenny a long stick elsewhere along theat a

lipanga
The following has been sen! to us by Padre Benalah MUr„ i •* >.

is another name for " Mehape," the itinerant medicitZgtswhohimfeen 
causmg trouble ,n vartous parts of the Dioceses of Nyasaland and uTdi

IJPANOA is a Swahili word, means a.big knife, the word comes from 
r Upanga, a sword. And the man who conducts it is called Linanea 

It was on July 1st, myself and two readers left for a hill dendo 
after saytng two Masses on the way. At a third we me Upanga 
three Clinstians and a catechumen drank it, and when weSed’ 
dtd they beheve? and I told them that they can’t communicate wifh 
the others, unless they take their penance for some weeks Th-rc 
were four adults for baptism, I refused to baptise unless they stand
mah^Tan f ^ not to drink Lipanga

Atatengwa " you will be excommuniLtci ■ 
From Ndambasi we came to Nhambalesi, the whole village (except 

ten Christtam and ten catechumens) drank. Wirasked them S

Lipanga to reveal the gun. He called baraaa, and asked if they can 
dnnk before revealing the gun, people tried to refuse, but jimbe 
and L panga forced them to drink. So they did. Then the people 
^ked Lipanga if lie can reveal the gun ; he tried to find it through 
he long grass and failed until tired. After it. Lipanga said there were 

three Wachawi, who handed the gun to fail him to have it. It was 
nearly qumrclhng, and Jumbe stood before him. When he saw that 
lie laded, he left for other village, with his shame. So it^as In every 
w lage we came that many drank Lipanga to prevent'Wachawi to 

.^T’- "“0 sun was found after tl|e fire cleared the grass.
1 IMS IS the way Lipanga conducts.
He has two servers. One has a spoon, and a pot full of gruel mixed 

With medicine. The otlicr has a knife (Lipanga) which he often puts 
at the fire, and brings to Lipanga every time when he asks. Himself 
h^ a cup, full of black medicine, and the white medicine.

^ black medicine is plastered on tlic tongue, then beating the 
liot knife on the tongue twice or thrice, and is given a spoonful of gruel 
to dnnk, then cuttings, and smear on the cuttings. And tell tltc 
person that “ You will not get sick for several ycare, and Wachawi 
can do no harm when tlicy come to your house at niglit. And if any 
Uachawi bewitching you, himself will die instead.”
^^But all these arc falsehoods, many people died last year who drank

What can we say now ? If Lipanga was a true man the gun would 
be revealed, and the people who drank it, would be saved from illness

fairlyVy I ^Uo^f^nda’s in°Sn?f*"b as it was fine and the road 
lony leaving at half-^t eight for Lik°w fo'' llte motor
a few native passengm and a rLt a ?'“* We had

• '^'""""“rfj'-theaflerr.oon. So ™tdTh?viriM^M.l^'’“‘

H. E. G.

IN MEMORIAM-R.I.P.
JuJy 31* Kathleen Mkwalasho

.Swmor Teacher at Likoma from the very earhesidap

^I.= Rcvj "'“'•on. Priest.
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/ lipanga

THE MEANDERINGS OF A MISSIONARY 
II—MOONSHINE '

love

it WM not Wacham who killed your Ta*^r^“fI^o?^od ’ 

THANKS OF THE LEPERS
the ntonUdy paper

'fh p “'““ted matsiveness. I ncirly sent n«H™or 
1*. Heath RobuKon. Once in Jcnisalcm, during the War I was ' 
stationed m *e huge Russian hospice, which wi5 being used Jn

■ sTa«e.^ eli^s m the windo4 had been
shattaed by a bombardment on the Mount of Olives. The tall

monung, and idways miss it. Hence the sigh. They might as wcU 
buy a season b^ct and do the journey leisurely; for they always 
settle down m the first ordinary train and pay full fare. It is thim
jrS4riJ’i‘‘S;:!51i ^;H^^ Uupugh life always 
It
night Luna particularly playful. She waned after that and then 
appeared again; just her broad grin showing, she was still'thinking 
ot that prank she had played on us in the Holy City. “ Miich too 
^lemn a place this,” she had thought. “ We must have a brighter 
jeras^em. Perhaps she is right. At midnight, the voice of the 
orderly on duty was raised in altercation. He was commanding 
someone in the corridor to get back to bed at once, and stop his 
nonsense. And wouldn’t he speak, and wouldn’t'he move? arid, 
very well, he would see all about that, eu. He came for assistance. 
One of the shell-shock patients-was.n^hg trouble ,* had got out of 
T r 'vas wandering ab^ut the c^dors and refused to go back.
I followed him into the epriidor. There, sure enough was a crouching 
figure in the comer ofiihc corridor. ‘‘He hasn’t moved,” said.the, 
exasperated orderly. “You might' think he was a statue.” Wc 
coaxed him, cajoled him, threatened him, but all in vain. He remained 
motionlew and silent. At last, wc took the law into our own hands, 
rushed him ^d found ourselves clinging stupidly to a large cartlicn 
waterpot, which, in the moonlight, had assumed the figure of a man.

There is a bright star which hangs just below the moon, as tliough 
she had dropped a silver piece out of her handbag. The Africans 
call it the "Moon’s wife,” probably poor thing, because it occupies 
such* an inferior position. Which reminds me that although many ' 
people have seen the man in the moon, very few have seen the woman 
in the moon. She is there all right, rather old-fash'ioned now, like 
one of the once fashionable Dana Gibson girls, wtll the hair waving 
back and coiled on the nape of a willowy neck. o

' the spread^ofthf”^eTO:.^'*EvOT ™°‘*'tful than

IxpcXt".S- “ ““I- <='
'life .places are. ^ anyOTc X '‘“"’ lar apart all

.^JicTakeofothOT.“AkaR7S pra”r'^?
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THE MEANDERINGS OF A MSSIONAllY
»>.ad^v,tcr„!agSl.rrn“;S i;f‘=t"^ ■'
are seen to the best advantage • and the fairiS^^h ™ ••'“Pics

pSSHSi^Hp*S 

^SSk-sPIsSS
"’“a" ®‘“?T sui*cc. sparkling where the
of emjity od'dm" ■n^Mmlem’havc ‘''“‘'"S

docs she n'ht°rS"e tte’udra '^From natural than the sun ■ for 
nearly thirty miles awaJ^^gliuSEke Tnillf""'^'*:.’^’.! '^'>*ah «

•SteS ■“lii.^“i^?S‘'ySdtr ,* ™r,? ■».

asst Ss' .
had come on foot fifteen miles to see me more Uian'thc visit of one 

V who merely took me in his stride -

exercise.

us can be saved by his own efforts. Even prayer without mortification 
can hardly be called prayer at all.. That is why very oficn people 
who say their prayers seem so lacking in grace. Reparation is one 
ol love s sweetest expressions. Its juitification and urge arc found on 
Lialvary ; or we have not loved.

I once heard of a missionary who gave himself to be eaten by mos- 
days before the cause of malaria was known. 

- .-'7 People J‘avc calculated the loss which hb work sustained 
K.^.j foolhardiness ; how much he might have achieved had he

_ now in 
of having“tricd to 

' I meant to

^Dicm, for what b best inith^n^v^ ^ ‘^^^cent for its
^ghteousness. There are certain m^om A
lucky and no one will be matried riilrin .1,^''* are considered un-, vfrr* “•ss uitocs

e died.

®‘ '*>' full, tl,at is wh)l this artiSe SSs heT““°" “

/ — —.-...w., , .»w.» 11^ jiavc, iiciucvca
iwcd. No one has tried to calculate what he might be doing 
Heaven. At any rate, he can never be accused of having 

save his life.” I do not mean by thb that a mbsionary is meant to 
disregard the ordinary safeguards. The individual call is different, 
^ew have yet been able to accept the discipline of the ordinary hard
ships. The universal call is to share in the Sacred Passion, which is 
nothing Ic^ than mortification and reparation.

There b a long waiting list of people wJio are prepared to give their 
blood where transfusion is needed to save another’s life: In, fact, 
the amount of real sacrifice which is poured out for the public welfare 
IS enormous and deserving of admiration. Captain Oates ^ing out 
into the snow to die for tlic sake of hb comrades b rightly hailed as a 

v<^ gallant gentleman.” Often anyone who docs as much or even 
jess for souls is called a madman. Judging from the lives of the Saints 
m our c^^dar, Heaven must be a sort of divine lunatic asylum.

A mbsionary, not a saint, was once stung by a scorpion. He was 
tt^cn off hb guard. Then it flashed into liis mind. ” But why damn, 
why not save ? Please accept this little pain on behalf of so and so.” 
That could fairly be described as taking tlie sting away !

ThCTc arc opportunities, of reparation all day long. We don't • 
recognize them as such. If we did, there would be so much less talk

ni—REPARATION

you have a car? »
profit ^

'here is something to be

men. To
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TOE MEANDEMNGS

U.]\i.C.A. SUMMER SCHOOL 1934
It vm thought tho^ m auftority that such a succe^l afihir as 
the Sunmer School at St. Helen’s, Abinf^on, this summer should 
not be allowed to pass ynthout some account of it being given to^U^e 
readcR of Cenlra/ Africa, and accordingly these same'nronleT

. Everything that one could pdssibly wish for in the way of accommo-

sii3ss.r»’sfss.‘s3“tes.^moms to, themselves. Bu in suc£ a'^happy Imily one pW^ U.e 
rathir than envied them. The large school 

assembly hall seryed exccUe^y as a common-room for enterminments 
Md sing-songs, and here, the Friday in each wcek, students pcr-
fomed withgrcat success, A^rimng new U.M.G.A. play, “PossessSi.”

I^ge idaymg-fidds adW the school, with cricket pitch, tennk ■ 
coum,^and open-air swimSig bath, and here each day after dinner 
until Evensong cnergetid students-^and they mostly fell into that 
cateoiy—were able to ,let off steam, diat is, when they were,not 

: sighbccing at Oxford, Dorchester, Wantage, or elsewhere, or boaUng ' 
on the nver.

But we had come to the Summer School to recreate our minds and 
missionary enthusiasm as weU as our bodies, and what an opportunity 
we were given by the folk home on furlough from Central Africa, 
who told us so willingly news from the “ front,” both in lectures and 
whenever we rared to ask them during that whole wonderful fortnight 1' 
They spoke with humour and courage of their difficulties and seemingly 
nnpossible tasks, and how we wished we could transport our parishes 
at home «i Woe into the Summer School 1 The indifferent and anta- 
gonistic could not have helped but become missionary-hearted and 
through their glad response the crippling deficit in our funds which - . 
uprcssing so heavily at present would vanish at once. To take only. ;

wits end to know what to do, until she was able to obtain she precious 
beer bottles, without wanting to do and give all 
that such a state of affaire should no longer be?

Members of the home staff, too, were on the spot all the time to 
give ready advice and help to home workcre.

If any who read should be inclined to think this paan of praise mere

for U.M.Cj\. home workers and those who wish to become workers

J. e

CROSSES OF STRAW

iiHWi
-»- H..,.

one could to ensure
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_____________U-M.C.A. SUMMER SCHOOL

animated and coloured all our aedvdL F^i, ‘'“= which 
Qpiet Day, from Compline on Satmdiy to Evem'^ began ,vith a 
when under the guidance of thf rhir»K;^ vensong on Sunday,
ror our coming. Every day in thfbSjt&'l.' ““f
Mas, Intercessions. Evensong, Compline and Addrif
week we thought particularfy how^we might
and please God in. newness of life td tKn hereafter serve
Name,” and thanks to every membm--th^sT
students, the end of the weelTtvithom douh^fn, 'htff and
to chrry out that ideal. better equipped

■934
HOME JOTTINGS

III! Jtoston’. Income—Tile fotlmvms u a companion of the 
tbcpnnapal working funds of-the Mission amounu contribuicd lo

»934 ■ »933
Received 

during Sept. Sifao*30-.
Received 

during Sept.
Total to 
Sept. 30Fund

£ £ 1,^8 £• SSiy *9.558 32,095
'.»57*.283

184 a.507
Grand Touls J,640 23,358 a,068 35:940

j.p. to relieve 
fwaidthe

Day of Intercession for Missions—Copies of thu. month’s enlarsed Intercession

review • ^ “ November will be at 8.30 a-m. on All Souls’ Day, Kovember aT
in the Chapel of All Soub at Central Africa House.« • •

of Intercession for Missions will be kept in the Chapel of All Souls 
• Mnca House, on Wednesday, December 581, from 8 a.m. until 5 p.m. There wUl te n 

AIa» at 8 a.m., and we shall be glad if Uiosc able to spend half an hour in Intercession 
di^ the day wUl send their names to Miss Nugee at the Ofiice, stating the time they 
will come. Evensong at 5 p.m. will dose the day.

oue would do for
and Mr. Meric Davia for Northern RhodesuT Territory

91 Great Titchfidd Sti«qLo„dorv? f ’ '1,“:!!?"* r 

Protectorate should read." a vetdim wl,^ b b tdl connected with the

A*” of the community.” • ” highcr/atccm by every
■ 'P“‘*'^°ofJ^ion^mfort moS “re exuVagam . . . those

tho valuable work of MissioL baw given their opinion about

at Central

*
“A Plain Statement ” is the title of a leaflet just issued by the U.M.CJ\. 

various statements coneeming the Mission which are frequently made vdiich bear little or 
no relation to the facts and sets forth the present critical rinanoal situation. Copies of this 
leaflet (No. no) will be sent free on application to the Office,

It deals with

IMV1,C.A. Christmas Cards.—Our friends will be pleased with our new Chrlstm.is 
(No. 43) by Mary Chance. It promises to be as popular as her last card.

We have already met the difficulty of getting enkriopcs to fit our cards by providing them 
free, and we are now also providing a cardboard for protecting each card without extra charge.

Last Notice of UAl.CA. StalL—Please come to the Sale in Aid of Church Work at 
H^ and Abroad at die Royal Horticultural Hall, \TnccDl Square, Watminstcr, on 
J^Wncsday and Thursday November 7th and 8ih. The Sale will be open from 13 to 6 p.m. 
I 5^!®" **• The Lady Maud Hoare will open the Sale at 8.30 on Wednesday, and the 
L^ Bishop of London will give a short addr^ at 3.30 on Thunday.

I Our stall is No. t thb year. Please come and buy and ask your friends to do the same.
Prato and small notices of the Sale can be obtained from the Office.

' We shall be grateful for gifts of dusters, tea-dotlis and other useful things to sell, and abo
for pretty inexpemive Chi^tmas presents,

Parceb should be sent not /aler than October sgth. Tlicy sliould be addressed to ; Mbi 
IJgbtly, U.M.Cj\., Central Afiica House, Wood Street, \VatniIni(er, S.W.r. Please write 
plainly on parcel: “ Sale of Work," November 7th and 8th.«

The Secretary has liad a letter from a friend of the Mission, who smcc August 1932 
has putting aside 6d. every week for U.M.CA. funds. She finds it now impossible to 
continue doing ihb, at present at any rate, and wonders whether anyone, who U not already 
a regular subscriber to the Mission funds, can be found to lake her place, 10 tliat the cause 
need not lufTer.

/
Barnabas, Queen’s Road, Tahkerton, Whiutable, Kent.

24a
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•^' «““■ s- G- w-^ss<r

■lido retura them m C&'Arri<a1S..e "''° *“ “>’ G-ilcS.
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Nyasaland

Curtly Hy
“A MEANDERING MISSIONARY” 

MAKES A MARK,.
Oct. 25 
N^v/f

1
I

N. Rhodesia 
Masasi • 
Nyasaland

Zanzibar

n;.v. '2 The following article, which is the joint production of a group of young 
praplc, was brought to me by one of them with the request that it 
might be published in the December number of Cenlral Africa. It 
came to me too late for submission to the Editor, and is therefore now 
published on my sole responsibility.

In the circumstances it seemed to me that so telling an appeal from 
Youth to Youth ought to be given all possible publicity at the earliest 
possible moment.

The authors have been greatly moved by the difliculties which the 
Mission is experiencing in finding the necessary funds, and the equally 
necessary man-power to enable it to do its work, and tlie result pf tJicir 
corporate thinking has been to lead tlicm first to do somctliing tlicm- 
selves and then to ask other young people to join witli them in finding 
a way to serve the Church in Central Afiica more effectively. Their 
apped is to those who, like themselves, care already, and through 
them to their friends who appreciate Catliolic privileges for Uicm- 
selves but have not yet learned the duty of extending them to 
others.

9
9

;;
, ThMdoreJomrW

who hav. done md.

n, B.A., Camb.,

E. F. Spamton.
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 “A meandering missionar7»^es a

WcT/£'??“‘ “ W.*63 of this's
£5 acriTSsa-'"'^--'>■ ■«
SlsS^SHcSHl

- - . . OUR PLAN
who ^for your'^ntfef-P'“" '^■= »PP“' «> fou

■ tto Kiog a, fcairlS » “ff" => Pr<=^en[ to
WE«mPraj«.. .

nM>^a*^haoiinn'^w^t^-“" ‘'‘“ “ wOTkiniiic
•hopping. Bui ir even ihoi is inpjSih^ " ^ ™’' “ “™i

rs«^‘gLat.'"SS-“*“"'"S‘= 

^asS-siSi^^glzars
■ not weigh us

"A MEANDERING MISSIONARY”
makes A MARK

■“lisagtSiSHstiSr"''
apSsHSSlIffi
FlfSSlgl
when we are out, and give that, or curtail our readS fedT °
(c) Gourage.' '

“'“O'™, but what about our fiiendr ? VVe 

“'■amod to say that we care for our Lord’s work in

SJS'iSii^Ji!^ •i2.'°SZ?.^tZ''Sn“£T.
If you. will join us in this effort, which will‘ continue throurii 

to^iTaW send a postcard to that effect

.||?ip^S”S£S■ s^pppISSSrOT
P'“P'® “i P"' '“"“i'ssasy strain pa■ .,^5SZsfp.Shr.irhe.?,=s.irh.:s

better and more worthy offering? ff r

our-t

our

'A
down like His. Here u comfort for l* wcign usoanying or “sing .their“e^^r^.^“:oS“.>-= /

The Undee-Thirty-Foues. < o
•i-

*46 ; *47
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■ Diocese of X Rhodain
A TOUR OF THE CATTLE-POSTS (

A TOUR OF THE CATTLE-POSTS
An extract from a letter written by Bishop May, dated October

tang top, but one of U.e most interesting I havfewr cS r “uMss-

|s-H"hss:»hs

other long distance over^a *" P'““ I “nd for
-very ti^g t^S: on ^ vo.^ w T/ “f recumbent grass

pmgress becomo rSdMcI One"-*'’.” I””'’'
one’s feet on what looks ^anrfTrnkSli® plunges about, planting

-Which intersect th^pK fS P° T'*'
waited for some of the'Wrier. ‘“‘"vals. We generally
That is to say, if they went in'un t ” rtf ^Prdingiy-
took off shoes. stodSgThnd shoL^ m?"
moj^ svith shoes and «oeldnp sSd'al? *'“
rough road, tStt'iit.iiSf strebSi’^^T rooming; at first along a

'933

• »»

/

o

inri'nrf ■'“r thorn-bush :

;£,:4?."A= Si:*. IS3.; »»“rS; Ja
post arriving in the afternoon, having started about 7 a.m.
forte. 'UW. But before I speak of it. I must not
ipiget to menbon game. As you look across the plain, the 
monotonous flatness is broken by two features : there are dtwk clurnns
o^a n^ta r^l- T ‘r ” >''= Pf®. but arc really clumps
dumS^on ^t, c" r i"’‘!“?pps water) ; and tlicrc arc oUi^

of'-*' t®, ®® nothing, but arerealty herds of game. They arc not all massed together : sometimes
th^ '^ ® t®'^' “P ngninst the sky, sometimes a row of
thOT,_ which might be trees, till they begin to move. But for tlic most 
5^nr .i."r ’ a herd^hundreds of them together. In the 
tatance the herd is hardly distinguishable and one docs not realise 
wnat It IS till all of a sudden the whole horizon begins to'sway and move 
unce or twice we got more or less in the midst of them—beasts scattered 
about all round us, and here and there a herd closely packed. Near 
the nycr they are all Icchwc (which live largely in the water) j on 
the drier ground wildcbceste or zebra, with some roan. The numbers 
are incredible : I have never seen, or imagined, anytliin^Jikc it.
• 1° *' “ttlc-post. It is just three or four (oA 'perhaps

sue) rough huts,’ with no proper roof to them; put up each year and
swept away when the flood comes up. In them arc ^t night) jso or

one can. 
stretches 
or more

That was above the 
we reached the flood
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A TOUR OF the CATTLE-PnST>:

Diocese of Masasi

almost as wonderful to behold as the Eamc -

SrSsSSffiftj^EwSB ■
aRTjritE scs.rt5“^f^’*'.-'

, .weryone in a partitilar area go« “uran&&d^“rFr"?‘^7“)'

"'Ss:
Asr.'iT.ffis'3a*frx?rj.sfi“’^^^for one or two nights at three posts • went rmfnrf " “

prepared in^eir villages, an^wer^do^afr ^T '"''d. had been 
regular Confinnation was held. '’'™

TUUKE KU’LUHUMA
(LET US GO TO THE RUVUMA)

i.

iiiliWilione

kiUs can
mrnsm

view m
Phut]

WbiPajiJuenThe Ruvuma

There can be few sights in the world that convey a greater impression

g. MifeSsgl
-..W

frees that shed a welcome shade in the vilbges, and occasionally a 
broad nbbon of green that marks a river. The river itself may "be 
ary, but the moisture of the watercourse wiiLkeep a few trees ereen 
along Its b^ks. Very occasionally you will sdc a real river that has 

sull flowing in it in the November drought. Such a'river is 
the Ruvuma.

The Ruvuma is the political boundary between Tanganyika 
IciTitory imd Portuguese East Africa, and in the rains, when the 
nver IS swollen to a great flood a mile or more across, it makes a very 
ctlcctive boundary; for bridges tlierc arc none, and there arc only a 
lew people who have the skiU and courage to ferry across the swift- 
UOMng <^ent and to take the risks of collision with tlic fallen trees 
and suchlike debris that the flood brings down in plenty. But there 
are people who are skilful and brave enough to do it; they are 

Wamatambwe, the river people, and some of them even in the 
middle of the rains, run regular ferries at a shilling per passenger.

: '-..-yi
I,’-;

or A Mapahza Oima IPaanAJamlooi.
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.______________TUUKE KU’LUHUMA

£~steS5i!riiri=FiS-K
were not a Uttle surprised at tlus LtoS w*?.: Passengers
tved far from the river and did hot toow ib ““ '^*>0
How could the blessing of God r^ i^on fs^ri S?’ ““ “P- '
,a man who would presume upon othe?ne„nl?7- ^® ™n,sss5a‘si.i='r.d^iS's,"is
^odile seiaed’him and iS, mo h-mself out of the wato a

t-.T-.^s'r^/saisiS^HX.iss S-.T£;:5.3;xssLT="*ssis
bit. (Was It six passengers 1 wjw told “'^<*5 a '“tic

Th'diocese of Maslr?has ;“stal "^ Better make it six.)
for pracUcal purposes the Ruvuma ii East Africa, so _
diocese. The present writer h^^nm boundary of ther
a pMtoral visitation. It cime ^om LTh™ “™“ ‘he river on I 
*e furthest out-station of EuataL nS ^ ^ ““ ^hihako, ^ 
hunter, who had his camp on the’^P^rm,^^™ f ‘‘’=“ “ German

f atss“x

n_,

TUUKE KU’LUHUMA

Sffi Jitefexiss lito S
« a.«,. h, M,«.' prtS.“ S 7“ 3S “ «;■■ “ “
£';iS''S.'3^tXTd3K£rX”"« - ,1=. .t te-, rx f^sX;A%“Ss„a
of canoes up aiiri down the stream ; and the river is mo"t SiUo m
^v'llirt'^t^v 'ZT^ the riverade out-stations. I have hearf pwplc 
say that they find travelhng in a canoe very uncomfortable. That is

^ 1®"' ^ from side to*.;3S”;ciBj.sr;te‘■"

man

But

moment.

P/Me) IPaJrt Lemturn
A Canoe on tiie Ruvuua252
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s “f SjK/s.'.: r;".' "y»i«

inS&tSiiaS^-'-ssraK.sa: 

"KKFi;S*“^ils«'A'£y";»:
I *° die ^ttom. But every now and “™= “pfix)m their dives

^^““''ven.yearnuhtoiiS;^

Sometimes as we
^d a ■• plop . as a ^

tod «inserted under the rim of the basket and the iSiSht S 
the gills, IS brought to the suifaee. In deeper water ikSe nets S 
sinkers at the bottom and floats at the top, are dragged thiOu ah the 
water_aft» the m^er of a trawl. There arc som?men so exp^t
2Si1tTnte£'’Cl." “““■ y ^ ^ ^ O'™ ^

; I,; Snd Ti'^*'° “P '”0*"‘=y >>y d>e rivenide get
^“5, “ “ of a man who was

^ted during the War by two German soldiers. They were eseorting
mSine^'elf “ '’“a* ‘1’“'“"ongside the Rhvuma, and the piMoner asked Irave to dnnk. His captois agreed—how eould the 
mm escape with a soldier on cither side, each with a loaded rifle? 
drinv’S°T m"0 ™PP'=0 1* hands for a drink, but he did not

heihved. One strong kick off from tlie bank and before the 
soldiers could raise their nfles he was into the deep water and far
below the surfacMnd tliey saw him no more. Once on the furtlier 
bank he was on Portuguese territory and safe in Allied hands, 
nf ,n T ‘he sea in ships see the wondets
of the Lord ; but when one has seen the beauties of Africa’s riven, 
tte glore of the birds that fly above them, the grace of the animals 
that dnnk of them, and, above aU, the patience, the skill and the 
courage of the men who live by them, may we not add " They that 

rivers in canoes, these men also see the wondc

to '

ers of

R.G.P.L.

m
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THE MAN WHO BIT THE CROCODILE MAMA AMWALIMU KATHLEEN

bcIrS''“t<= ftc night 

wcanonI«5, rammed his arnu dow. the “d

rsi “"S
Lncldly, a clawa boy " taSd n^r Sfe 
attacked-hc admiStered firsT^d aS“ hSrini““t,
Ihcm on to me in a canoe in the e-iX m ^ "'“> P“ted

‘-S -IrAt
they had 4 something they Sy ''“*'““6'’
tvasn’t a girl, like the hero in tS iL k . ? “t™- which
stomy la|e, we started^ Cult' a horrid

go^ condition anflle boA do^g '
It WM While I was in the men\ Wnir f ®SO.

Jatcr. that the elder broUmr reS^rked^ °''' '''““"E three days 
da^ng white teeth “ H«s" S h pomting to one of a set if
It hurts,” I said, ■• It S “ hurts- ■ I wonder why

Broken, please take it out ” Because it s loose,” he said.
■‘ how,did you come to break it ’ ”

S“me"wast te S^i

ifai.'Sis.TT'SiS'jsxf
remember much about it. She proflted
TWk^'' “ Mbweni, aid Mis
Thackeray once brought her on a visit to 
England. Her memories of that time were

After returning to Zanzibar, she was married

Nicholas going to print some of the books 
needed by the Mision there. Tlic journey 
must have been a great and trying experience, 
iar longer and more fatiguing than it would 

TExaiEit Katuixeu be now. First the sea passage, tlien the long 
journey up the Zambesij hours and days on a 

meal nn eke k 1 . •‘‘''6'=. >,■? dic sun by day, a hurriedly-cooked
thc^n?H«*L^?k ^ “'Ehi-hdl; later came long tramps to avoid 
the rapids, another river journey on the .Upper Shird, and after tliat 
ftc journey on the lake itself, probably in the little Oiarles Janson. 
^tw, narivc passengers would have the welcome and help of a
Zrie '.‘PPP'^S P'“c“. but I expect on their finit
journey Nicholas and Kathleen found no help of tliat kind. Likoma, 
wen when reached, was to them a foreign country full of people 

-k® “ '“Suage, though there were friends, a few other
ianzibar-traincd teachers among the strangers there. We think 
01 ourselvra ^ missionaries, obeying a cali to go far off in our Lord’s 
s^cc. I think we are too apt to forget what very real missionaries 
m HUS seme many Africans nave been and are, too. How much 
owe to their help, how mu^h we ought to remember them in

mmMmuch
shade
were

pi

..
'ils

“i

1

(centre)

we
ourprayers.

Amved at Likoma, Katlilccn was soon tcacliing the girls. She was 
reported m doing well at a time when there were no European women 
missionancs. She and her husband revisited Zanzibar once, but on 
mat jouriiey they lost a dear little son, called Thackeray after her old 

' overboard off Chindc.
When I first knew Kathleen in 1902, she was the head native woman 

teacher, and the others had all been her pupils. When we wanted 
to add to tlieir number she always knew who would be likely to do

at this persistent 
dile, I bitcroco

X.
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£"4Sf5ir'“' «s 'te 
■ii?5S^TSfe‘iS ;'SKSS*“'"' “"

<£f *“<*0,. and of huSy of comaenlioiis work

=«ft«ooon, when the

^■ttrAss.
«OB wanted to huny home. ItWK»fh£i^ ^“>“8

^■^OKwonwn <='d=r^«jr or do than mort AfKcan^o!^,f^“M''‘“‘,“*“' P“P>'

^r^'33£t,s*'a,'S™st""'SS; 
fe£S','ssi5i‘£a5«S'£S"Css
:f.SSStefS?¥.?S£“”'"
Kathto), I can hear the tone of^iSn V * niothcr,-thc teacher

F!™?a':S7.rS“Sf'T^~"

■1

well.
PROGRESS OF NURSINQ IN 

NYASALAND DIOCESE

• Mission to know how the work is proRr^inB in otf”

leged, and m JivcUousfy btesTd. ^ Swnt Dn Wgan'milhSbre^^^

?•■• Howard Men who have not onl/ca?;d irCboit of ^ 
. _ nek. but who^have planned, built anLupervised^

-ho^itals; really good permanent buildings under 
and salary conditions, light, airy and lofty.

'

s‘or^"rgo^'’®‘“''’ but toa.prescription Dr. Wigan SeSmt
hvo^l?-- have one nurse only, very seldom do we have

“S' r"®* ““ tbe other hand, weTircranted by a staff of qmte cfficrent medical students, also new giris 
; ^ women who me being trained as nurses_of course, I m«n 

^cans. I can only speak from personal experience. Many of the 
n strrdente are qurtc expert with the microscope. Having 

Nyasaiand buddmgs, dispensaries and hmpitals with 
hght and space;'! feel that I c™ld never 

agam woA m mud huts. Perhaps Dr. Wigan has spoUt his nurses I 
n.,‘if patient who arrives is given a blanket or patchwork
quilt, buy find that bed-clothes vary according to the disease and the 
senousness of the case. I have nuned typhoid fever, pneumonia and 
gen^ sepucamua on one of our stations, almost under the same 
wndibons that I have done in St. Thomas’s Hospital. I think I am 
nght in saying that on each station we have a hospital-cook, who 
genemy hves in. She receives the food daily and is responsible for 

; It and the cooking thereof, not the patient’s relations. Most of our 
“^pitals have fireplaces, but we generally find the sun warmer than 
tbe fire, except the nights of the cold season. The cooking is not done 
m the hospi^, but in a separate building—the kitchen. The cook is 
also responsible for the water. This is quite an easy matter with us 

) as we arc on the shores of Lake Nyasa. Patients who are able to do 
so, 1^0 any relations present, help with the work, just as they do in 
nosmtals in England, and we are very grateful to them. ,

Inc hospital staff is responsible for the cleanliness of the hospital, 
not toe patients or their relations. Neither arc the patients responsible 
lor the firewood generally, it is brought in regularly by a paid servant.

dispensaries and 
modem hygienic

H.M.
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PROGRESS OF NURSING IN NYASALAND Dinnpgp

7 ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE ^
IN east Africa

' *° of so vast a territory is rather to' 'W.gsr;gg'gtg:as^^
to methSi *” ®°‘ decry ■' professional " justice and

: .
h ’ *'°"'a™''* the system is. on the whole, recognized as

cminenay sound and equitable.

7Srfr.51 ^sii.s^trrpss'ss itz.
: S&"S”?rtS,5“ “■'■"■■,«

>«>Uy nccessaiy safeguards of s'oitif truth.: V , . . ,
_ Space docs not allow even of a mention of most of the Commission’s

;S«laS5B£“Ef?Sfr= SpSr£Ss^S5!Ss
phoose touveen trusting us or taking tlieiV rthtorf T °P®^tion, they •
be no ha^-mcasures in these thin J ■ne T . ^^rc can
from the first. Do they Want his “ square deal
and he ojperates and a hen isTound in ‘hey do,

tliat the Afnean shoufd be taught to hdp'hl^!toP'!“‘‘?.°'? thts point,

say this as I have been told on dentitotS^. h^ ^ '"'‘he bold to

and

Hata!N J. Heald. experience I

I ■ ■-£

ihe recommendation that confessions of arrested persons should

'!:260
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ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE IN EAST AFRICA IN MEMORIAM

be admissible as evidence in court if made to European police ofEccra 
\vas not accepted by one member, Mr. C. E, Law (now Chie^ Justice 
of Zanzibar) and is also objected to by Sir J, Sheridan (now Chief 
Justice of Kenya). The present writer whole-heartedly rejoices that 
this alteration will not be made in the territory.

As regards corporal punishment the native chiefs consulted were 
not all at one in their advice, and l^c Commission recommended tlmt 
it should not be extended beyond present limits. ^

The recommendation of a “ Public Defender ” for poor persons 
( involved in serious charges is excellent.

The recommendation that when a death penalty is not carried out 
a claim for “blood-money** might be entertmned before the native 
courts is an interesting innovation, though it may give rise to con
troversy as to its wisdom.

There is much else in the Report which invites comment, but 
perhaps enough has been said to show that it is full of interest to all who 
have at heart the nature of the influence of European ways of thought 
as regards public jusUce upon the peoples of East Africa. G. £.

LIZZIE DUNFORD
Some of Miss Dunford’s friends have expressed a desire that a short 
account of her work should appear in Central Africa.^

Uzrie Morris Dunford joined the Mission in 1895. Her great work 
in the Girls’ School at Magila, afterwards moved to Hegongo. 

Under her care it grew from a group of about 20 children into a 
flourishing school of 170 to 200 girls, witli a staff of teachers all, except 
one, trained by herself—several of whom held Third Grade Teachers* 
Certificates, and two or three Second Grade. The girls were devoted 
to her, and the school was a place of joy. As the girls married, thdr 
children came on to take tlidr place; and we found on looldng 
through old registers in later years that there was no single girl who 
had come to the school in childhood for as long as five.br she montfis, 
who had not ultimately become a Christian.

After the War the school passed into other hands, and for three-and-a- 
half years Miss Dunford worked at Mkuzi. * As no nurie was available 
she did the dispensary work during those years, and gained quite a 
reputation locally. But she also condnued her work of training teachers, 
and out of a most unpromising little band of girls^ produced four or 
so who were able to gain Third Grade Certificates. And she always 
helped in school in any spare time, and the Mkuzi girls’ school grew 
and flourished.

Then came a‘fcw years in England, after,, which she was allowed to 
return to Africa for a last three years—the latter part of wluch was
---- 1 with Miss Bartlett on Fimzi Island, Where she started the classes

Icpers-r-reading and writing for the men, and sewing for the 
women—works which have been carried on by otlicrs ever since with 
great success. But already her powers were failing and on her return 

*‘to England, it was evident her work was done. ^ The 
years were spent quietly,"though her interest in and love for-the . 
Mission were .strong to the end.—R.I.P, *- •

was

IN MEMORIAM—R.LP.
October 20.—Maigaret Frances Browne.

A* Nunc CalRn the vru one of the fint two nuna of the Guild of St. Samabas to respond 
to Father RuncU’a call to icrvice in Africa. She joined the Mluion with Enuly Campbell 
in 1690. I spent V 

for the
November 7.—Janet Dutton.

Mm Janet Dutton joined the Mission in 1909, was stationed at Masasi and worked there 
for twenty yean. . /

Bishop Waton entnated to her the iiartin« of a girb’ boarding school at KwitonjI, which 
with the Urge day^cbool for girli nod an inlut school for boys and girls together, remained 
her work all thn^h her score of yean with ua. She was a wonrtofiiUy able teacher and 

■vt herself wbdeheartedly to her trarhing and when she rcsigr^ it was only because 
r felt well and strong enough to maintain her work at the high level which 

alone could satisfy her.
We all called her •' the Dame.”

\
few remaining

gave b 
uie DO

. She used to tell me, laughingly, that her ideal for her
gim was that they should be able to do longnlivision with accura^ and neatness.

She wrote beautifully herself and bad a special gift for tearjiing writing. She was a 
■' Didons with delightful wit a^aptness. London she

.' loved with all hw heart. A gong, which was fastened to a pole on my verandah and could 
M by pulling a itrii^ gave her great pleasure because it recalled the noise of a 
London ttamcarii clang. The long period of internment during the war told on her 

■ a* It did on so many others, but the end of 1919 saw her back at her work

^ - HOME JOTTINGS
The Mission'* Income—The following is, a comparison of die amounu contributed m 

the principal working funds of the Mission :— . .I
j

‘93* 1933 -I
'Total to 
'Oct. 31

Total to 
Oct. 31

Received 
during OctatKwi Fund\^en 1 Bsl^ her to nm an infantt’ school for boys and girls under seven, in addition 

to the rat of to work someone asked bow she would judge wim the b^ were old enough 
to go to the bsg uiool—*' by tber teeth," was her instant reply. Kwtoiyi will, I 
beJ^ for a vw long tune, remember what it owa to "Bibi Dunton,” as the Africans 

MUtton has lost a most faithful worker and many of us a most true and 
entertaining friend. '

The end came while she was still uneonidous from a stroke, and we pray that God wOI 
l^t to to xtit eternal and the light which is the light of the City of G^ in which walk 
w jubons of them which are saved, and among tnem many we hope who, as African
maidens, owed so much to "Bibi Dunton.” i tr- >

■'£
241047

££:: ’fe ».95*r General
Auxiliary
Schoob

22.375
1.335■.lit, «77 3,0043'5303

38,306Grand Totab' • 26,68^ 2rl433.324

. .TTse above figure* show a deenkse of £1.7021 If the gtanu to the Bishop* are w 
be maintained at thar present level, an increase of £1.500 i» nece»*ary.I^ViNCOfT Masasi
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last •

£^;rpS£
M&“
December iiih, at ^30 lun.

• •' '.•

and buy C2iriitmai cards and presents. Contribuuoni may be sent to and wUl be gratefuUy 
received by Mm \V. Buckley, c/o Miss K. Alexander, 35 Brooke Street, Holbom, E.ai.
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15a FOREWORD

BY THE BISHOP OF MASASI
tSSct with Wife and Child, a'. 
Thorn?%e Sy. Frank Oawald 
Village School A (Lugo) . 
Waggon Drawn by Oxen, The

Klwanda Central School Saturday 
Morning Inspection .,

35r

As wc enter the New Year, whether our work lies in England or in 
>33 ' Africa, wc shall alike wish to kneel and pray for grace to pcnevcrc, 

so that in our offering to God in 1935 there may be no falling back 
through our own failure in love and service. As tlic yean go by, to main- ( 

, tain this perseverance demands a real effort of endurance, especially 
i when our work for the Mission is in England and therefore wc do not 

sec the fruit of what wc do. This-effort made, however, brings in truth 
added value year by year to all our prayer and work.

But if God wills, wc seek to be ready for more than this effort main
tained. We desire, if God will grant it to us, a renewed vision of the 
grcatncs.s and sacred urgency of the work which we arc seeking to 
help. So shall 1935 be remembered later as tlic year when wc began 

, to devote ourselves more than ever before to win for our l^ord tlic 
sovereignty which should be His ; and this, first in bur own hearts 

i and then in those of His African children.
On the last occasion when Archdeacon Johnson came back to 

England, more than ten years ago, he was officially welcomed by the ,

->y'

I
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Diocest of K RhodesiaFOREWORD

full Mission Committee. In his reply, he contrasted the prompitude 
with which the British Government had covered with a network of 
adnunistrativc officials the thousands and thousands of miles of newly- 
acquired mandated territory entrusted to her after the War, with the 
difficulty of getting men for the Missionary -ivork of the church in 
Central Africa, and tlic very slow progress made in any real extension 
of our worje. The places served now, more intensively, no doubt, arc 
very much the same places whose names have long been familiar to 
us in Central Africa and the History of the Mission.

More than seven yean ago, one of our bishops, in conversation with 
the Governor, was asked whether he couldn’t start ^vork at a certain 
place in his diocese : about three years ago, an administrative officer 
came to call on the same bishop and asked him whether he couldn’t 
open a station in his district, in which no missionary work was at 
present bang done ; as things arc, shortage of money and staff makes 
it impossible to begin work in cither of these areas. In fact, the present 
big reduction in Mission income nteans that even the existing work in 
Africa is no longer adequately staffed, and therefore is now in real 
danger of going back. Yet every year’s delay brings its loss. Bishop 
Weston, speaking at the Pan-Anglican Congress in 1908, warned us 
that there is a race between Muhammadanism and Christianity to 
win Central Africa. There arc now thousands of Africans who could 
then have been easily dra^ from paganism, but who are now the 
captives of Islam and therefore they hardly dare to turn to Christianity. 
A chief in the western part of my diocese said recently : “ Why didn’t

THE CHURCH OF THjE AFRICAN 
martyrs, NDOLA ^

The ‘author is not 
usually <^mpcllcd to 
rexicw his boob, 
the architect to ap
praise his own work, 
at least not in public.
However, the Editor 
has demanded from 
its designer some ac
count of the church 
recently built for the 
Christian community 
living in tlie com
pound at Ndola, 
which is the central 
town of the copper
mining area.

Church building 
may perhaps be re
garded as a minor 
missionary operation 
and one which ought 
not to occupy unduly 
the attention of a missionary priest; but the fact remains that where 
a large building is needed, as on a station, the planning and supervkion 
must come at present from tlie white man, and he who can dcsitrn 
best must do it, whether he be priest or layman.

Church building in Africa is a delightful occupation, but it is 
its problems. What is the most suitable type of church to 

build ? Is it to be an enlarged and glorified village church with mud 
floor and walls and a thatched roof, a place where tlie people will 
feel comfortable and at home, and where the little children can make 
mud castles on tlie floor during Mass as they did at Fiwila? Or arc 
we, with an eye to the future, to build a fine edifice of stone and brick 
with iron roof, as at Chipili; a place of beauty and grandeur^ but 
which has doors which many people still find difficult to oden and 
shut? And, if so, where arc we to look for inspiration for its form?

And there arc other factors to be considered, such as the funds 
available) and the comparative cost of upkeep of various types of 
building ; also the ability of the, architect and the local brick-laying 
and wood-working talent available.

As to method—well, there are those who draw' a rough sketch and 
get on .wth the job, homing for the best and turning mistakes to 
their advantage as the building grows. Others there arc tvho make

nor

IPaduFitfwtThe West End

you come before ? We honour Christianity and think it tlie best religion,
. but we arc Moslems now. You arc too late.” So our Lord still waits 

to see of the the travail of His soul .and be satisfied—His hands are 
outstretched in appeal, His feet long to follow those otlicr sheep not 
yet of His fold, His heart yearns with a great desire.

With the truly >visc men of Epiphany let us bring gold and prayer 
and the glad pain of wiling sacrifice, that at this long last, apathy and 
stagnadon ended, the Christ’s full triumph may move swiftly and surely 
to its perfect consummation when He Nvill be known of all men and the 
adored of all His redeemed.

God help each one of us in 1935 to see His ivill aright and do it to /| 
the uttermost. / i

not

'■ i
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drawings to scale and 
cover sheets of paper 
with laborious calcu
lations and estimates 
of quantity and cost 
before committing 
themselves.

The Church of the 
African Martyrs is of 
necessity a product 
of plans and calcu
lations, for the money 
available %vas limited 
and no building can 
be put up in the 
Ndola compound 
until plans have been 
presented in tripli
cate and 
the Town 

The form of the 
church was Uicrcforc 
in part predeter
mined by the re
quirements of the 
Council with regard 
to walls, windows, 
foundations, air space 
and otlicr things. It 
was also necessary to 
take into account the

standards of the Christians who were to use the church ; for dwellers 
in the town compound, growing accustomed to European ways and 
standards of workmanship, would never be satisfied with the rustic 
simplicity of the ordinary village church, even had they been allowed 
by the authorities to put up such a building in the compound.

The position at the beginning of this year was that while the 
Christians were asking for a chun^ and had made some contribution 
towards the cost, and Padre Ellis had, as he considered, sufficient 
funds in hand to build, nothing cotild be done because no contractor 
would put up a building of reasonable size for the money, not even a 
modified edition of the plans prepared by an architect. Ihe only line 
of advance tvas for Pa^e Elhs to play me contractor himself, and to 
get someone to draw up the necessary plans. Ihc writer, being 
marooned at Ndola for several weeks during the rains, was able to 
supply the dcfidw(^. Not that he knew the first thing about build
ing! But by dint of studying professional pl^ and specifications 
and elucidating technical terms with the aid of a dictionary, he was j 
able to draw up the necessary plans and inaugurate the work, the ‘

two berame thoroughly interested, and did magni6cent work. Church 
House became a hive of manual activity. A small room at the back 
was mmpped mth a bench, and here Towelo pursued his labouts.

Work on ^e site was supervised by an unemployed English brick
layer under the general direction of Padre EUis, who in Ms capacity 
ql contractor spent some very busy weeks, scrounging sand, wood, 
conent, stones and rountless other materials in the intervals between 
visiUng the mines. The labour of the contractor, if fully described, 
would, in fact, form an epic, but it may be more to tlic point to describe 
the result of that labour, as the writer saw it, a few months later on 
ms way home.
• church is built of burnt brick on a concrete foundation, and 
IS buff-coloured above the string-course. The nave is oblong in shape, 
wth a senu^ctagonal apse at the cast end. The sacristy juts out at 
the west end, and its iron lean-to roof is extended to cover porches 
out^dc the two entrances, as shown in the photograph.

The roof-trusses, windows, and door Games, and other timber used 
m the construction came from local saw-pits, but it was found very 
much cheaper to buy three standard doors made of imported wood

passed by 
^undl.
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The roof is of coirugalcd iron. The exterior is thus very simple, but 
not unplcasing to look at.

For interior decoration we depended upon wood and ornamental 
brick-work. .The most striking feature is the massive truss at the cast 
end which is built in witli bricks in herring-bone formation. The 
ends of the tie-beam, which is 9 by 9 .inches, rest upon die ^valIs, but it 
is supported also by two twisted columns, the bases of which form the 
entrance to the sanctuary and arc flanked by low brick screens extend
ing to the Avails. Dixon had never before seen bricks laid hernng-bone 
wise. It was amusing to see the light of comprehension spreading over 
his intelligent face as I built up a specimen bit of wall for him. Finally, 
as the pattern gretv clear before his eyes, Iw clapped his hands each 
lime a brick went into posidon arid repeated in emphatic crescendo 

Thank you, Bwana ! ” And.from that moment Dixon never looked 
back but showered brickdust and mortar on to our heads and down our 
necks as he negotiated the diflicult angles in the big truss aloft

As for Towcio, his eleven-foot Urislcd columns were a masterpiece.
Alone and unaided, except for the preliminary marking out, he moulded 
iiis timber into luscious curves, and carved their capiu^ and bases.
In fact, the only tiling he ^d-not do was to carve the fiv'c-inch letters of 
the inscription along thf face of the tie-beam^ which reads :—

MARTYRUM 
ECCLESIAE 

SEMEN.”
(The blood of the 
Martyrs is the seed 
of the Church.)

It should be ,cx- 
plmncd that we 
\vrotc this inscription 

/ in Latin . as the 
church is liable to be 
used by Christians 
speaking at least Bve 
languages, no one of 
which^is accepted as 
predominant.

Tlic altar’is built 
of untrimmed local 
stones, and proved 
the most diflicult job 
we had to do. The 

' stones used arc bog- 
iron, found near 
where the church 
stands. This is brown , 
in colour. Glisten- | 
ing wWte quartzite |'

Pluio] IMKHtriiatt'Fiie Dorsal

loaded into the back of Padre Ellis’s car came from a place where 
a new road had been made in Ndola ; and green malachite from 
Bwana Mkubwa, the earliest of the copper-mines. The top is 
cemented level, and here Dixon excelled liimself in a dilTtcult job.

Behind and to cither side of the altar stand two stout posts, eight 
inches square, carved and painted black and red. These support the 
dorsal which is made of bark-cloth and was sent as a gift from the 
Christians at Chipili to their brethren at Ndola.

There is a story attached to thk bark-cloth.
Bark-cloth was at one time used extensively to make blankets and 

clothing, until the advent of native stores and their stocks of cheap and 
bright-coloured woven materials killed the demand for it. In many 
parts it is now unobtainable, but there arc still a number of old men in 
the Chipili District who arc making it, and we have been able to pur
chase quite a big store. Bark-cloth is not woven, but consists of a 
number of strips of bark pressed together by frequent knocking tvitli 
a mallet while in a damp condition. In the Chipili DisUict the pro
cesses arc hedged round with a certain amount of secrecy, arid the' 
work is not generally done openly in the middle of the village. (The 
photograph show’s one process, the knocking, being done at 
Msoro.)

The cloth produced is extremely beautiful, due to its rough surface 
and blending of shades which range from golden brow;i to dove grey.

.1

■:
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°bric?"TteVo*Ti'tendcnc^^ 
stretch, and it is for this reason hard to get straight lines and edges.

It is no small tribute to the dexterity of the bark*cloth makers
to make a large piece

neatly 
m*fibrc

BONES \
Last Cliristmas there■V

had four drain, and six stools. The most important people had th^v 
chain; tho« nint m importance, the stools ; while tlic rest sat on \ 
the floor. The food was vaned, and included tea, with plenty of \ 
su^r in It, bread made by the host with European floilr, native bed-. \
and seven chickens. Imagine the smallest, scraggiest bantam hens '
you have ever seen and you have some idea of Uic adequacy of the 
poultry-course prowded. But everyone seems 'to have been very 
impre^cd, and though I can only think that many of the forty imests 
must have got a mere smdl of the chicken, there were no grumbles, 
but only pnusc for the catenng arrangements.

After the refreshments there were speeches by the chief quests, and 
It was suggested that more should be done for die hospital. There 
were no Europe^ present, and the suggestion came qiutc spontane
ously from the African Christians themselves. They agreed that the 
nurse was very ^ood to tlicm, and that it was very difficult for her to 
get all the supphes she needed because the Mission was short of money 
and the Afneans none too generous with their presents. A long list 
w names was drawn up, with tlic amount given against each name.
The amount was not large, but it showed a real appreciation of the 
work of the hospital; and it was a rather wonderful happening 
mtogcihcr, coming from a tribe whose generosity in almsmving cannot 
be said to be their strong point.

The money and the list of donors was duly taken down to hospital 
by the cook, who is a pillar of the churcli and a leader in cvcryUiing; 
and solcn^y presented to Uic nurse. It was then that die party 
was desenbed, with much pnusc for Luka’s hospitality.

I* And what about the women ?” asked die
“ Oh,” car^c the complacent reply, ” they had the bones.”

or course, we thoroughly enjoyed this story, andlauglicd over it.
But later, it came back to my mind in a more serious, haunting form.
Isn t It, after all, rather what we ourselves arc doing ? As I look back 
over the past six years of work in Africa I see again and again die 
men getting the best of our attention, while the women have had to 
pick up the scraps as best they can.

Tliis has been due to all sorts of circumstances which have forced 
on us an education for the boys in advance of die girls. Of that I 
tvill speak more fully later; but I want to make it quite clear diat . 
in my opinion our failure with the women (and I think diat we may 

that we have to some degree failed them) is not because we have 
not cared, or because we have thought that the

was
ourdiat they arc able to sew to^thw small squan 

so that the joints arc almost invisible.
Noticing that a rent in a piece of bark-cloth had bc^ very 

darned with some kind of cross-stitch, and that the white pidi..- 
used for the purpose, which is not imlike raffia, looked pleasing on the 
dark back^und, it ocemred to the writer that dus stitch might be 
made the basis ‘ of embroidery: He therefore tried the experiment 
of making a design, and persuaded the maker of bark-cloth to work 
at it under his direction. The result of three weeks* work was the 
bark-clodi donal wWch now hangs in the Martyr’s Church, and you 
may sec in the photograph Mwanapungwe at work on the writer’s 
verandah. The expcrimdit succeeded. Many of the Chipili teachers 
when dicy came to the station finih their villages refused at fipt to 
believe that such an objet d^art could have been made at Chipili and 
thought that it had been sent out from England 1

It might be possible and very well worth while to encourage 
development of this type of embroidery through our schools, for if the 
younger generation forget how to make bark-cloth, somedung beautiful 
will be lost to the world.

However, to return to our church. By the kindness of Padre 
Higgins it has been further enriched by pfts from Chipili of carved 
stools for the nave, and a beautiful pot which rests on a twisted column 
and serves as a font.

It may be added that the church stands in an excellent position 
just off the road from Broken Hill, and is now the first bmlding of . 
importance to catch the eye of the traveller coming up from the south. 

The foundations were begun on March igth of dm year, the altar

a

-j

built bn July 4di, and the first Mass said on July
The idea underlying its design was to try to build a church which 

/ in its construction would not fall below the fast developing standards 
' of the towii-dwclling African, but which for its decoration should draw 

upon the best expression of African culture as we see it round us.
It is, of course, impossible for an English mind to design an African 

church ; that must one day be done by the African himself.''Our 
hope is that by inviting African co-operation in the dctml wc have 
hcqjcd and not hindered this consummation. ^

8th.
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important ; again, I do see an effort being made to tackle this 
question of tl^ women and prls, and a new hope for the future. We 
have now one Girls’ Boarding School firmly established. That is a 
man cllous piece ofworkj going unobtrusively on in spite of difficulties 
that no one would dream of who had not come up against them. Its 
story could fill a book, but the headmistress, who runs it is far too busy 
to write about it, so I am afraid the book will ncvcr.be \vrittcn. Again, 
when the theological students came to St. Augiutinc’s College at 
Fiwila tlic problem of some training for the tvives was considered so 
important that one European lady teacher was given the work* of 
teaching them and looking after them during the time tltat tlieir 
husbands were in college.

Tlicrc is no doubt that we are all keen to get dotvn to the education 
of the girls and women—and I use tlic word “ education ” here in 
its widest application. Now, this bang so, why is it that 
done more?

First, men’s work had been going on for years in N. Rhodesia before 
ladies went out at all. Men went out first, and then came the long 
War years wluch prevented tlic sending of ladies ; so that historically 
we arc only just ceasing to be a bit of an innovation. When you are 
making a cake, if your mixture is too moist you cannot just drop in a 
lump of flour and expect a good cake to result: you must mix in your 
flour till the whole mbeture is the right consistency. Ladies cannot 
arrive on a mission-station that has been efficiently run by men for 
ten years or so, and jiist throw in a girls’ school and a motlier’s 
meeting.

' Unfortunately, boys’ education has practically everywhere gone 
right ahead of girls* education in N. Rhodesia, with the result that as 
the standard for boys has risen they have needed expert teaching.
Now the padres and the laymen arc not necessarily educationalists.
The pricst-in-charge has to keep his boys* school up to a standard 
required by the Government in these days of Government grants if 
arc riot to drop right behind in our educational work. The temptation 
must be to put the trained lady teacher to teach the boys. In theory 

/ a second lady teacher takes the rirls ; but in practice it has been my 
'''' experience that she is either on leave or does not at the moment exist 

—we seem always to be short-handed. Up to now our native teachers 
have not been of a high enough standard to tackle the boys’ school 
without the closest supervision, and English they’simply have not 
been (Qualified to teach. In the old days the padres made a wonderfully 
good job of tackling the education of the teachers, but now that 
education is more advanced it is becoming a matter for e^qjcrts. We 
really do expect a tremendous lot from our padres. The advertise
ments one reads for a curate who must be “preacher, cyclist, good 
Nvith men and boys ’’ and so on is not anywhere in it with our require
ments. We expect our priests to be educationalists, builders, car- ^ 
pentcre, Solomons in their judgments, visitors, directors, able to house- / 
keep if necessary, be good hosts, carve chickens experdy, be musical, / 
able to do hospital Work, extract teeth, and to do innumerable other '' 1

n'rih “m- ^ been described as “ the®backbone '
01 the Mission : die demand even now exceeds our supply : without 
him there will be education in the villages for neither boys nor cirls.

We arc just beginning to get boys back from college who arc able 
to tackle die work of the boys’ school on the stadon. This means that 
die lady tcachem should now be able to get down to the job of be 
supervision of the vernacular schools and Uic definite organisation of 
education for girls and women. This is why the future is more 
hopeful. It looks as if we may get free of this pressure of other 
impormnt interests only to be hampered by a lack of funds that forbids 
the beginning of any new work. Arc we to be forccd oncc more to

tier

we have not

We have reached the stage, dicn, when we may hope to tackle more 
adequately work among die women and girls. And the matter is 
already a very pricing one, as our college boys arc asking in vain for 
educated wives. It is hard svhen much of their new enthusiasm is 

out trying to instil a litdc hygiene into their wives’ heads, and 
when all the litdc home-improvements arc made by the husband svith 
no encouragement from the wife. The teacher at present builds a 

house with windows, which his wife immediately stuifs up with 
any old bits of rag and grass that she can find, and the house looks 
worse than ever.

I am convinced tliat we must do* more for women and girls indi
vidually than is necessary when teaching men and boys. I liavc often 
been struck by Uic way in which men listen and answer while tlic 
women seem to pay little attenUon in mixed classes of religious jn- 
stniction. The AlHcan teacher tends to teach the men and boys and ’ 
Ignore the women. Time and again I have seen the teacher actually 
with his back turned to the women tliroughbut his discourse. The 
men and boys arc quicker, and often can read and so tend to get 
ifficad in their classes, so that it is definitely a great temptation to leave 
the women and concentrate bn the men—the temptation of all teachers 
to teach for tlic brightest pupils and leave the rest^o get on as well 
as they can. l^crc arc two main reasons why the women arc difficult 
to teach : one is that their attention is constantly being distracted by 
thdr babies j the other, that tlicy have never been trained to any 
habit of concentration. I really believe that many of tlicm believe 
tliat if tlicy attend a class, that is what is required; but that they 
^ould follow carefully a teacher’s argument hardly occurs to. them. 
They require a different approach from tlic men, a different type of 
teaching ; and very much patience ! Yet they can learn perfectly ' 
well and take a keen interest and show just as much intelligence as 
the men. They arc infinitely worth while, but cannot be properly

worn
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taught with the men, yet in the village tl: 
take them separately. However, I believe
lady teacher visiting, and also when they come on to the Station before 
being made catechumens or before baptism. A habit of concentration 
should be formed in school, so that a nc^v generation should be easier 
to teach.

With regard to the village schools, the teacher has not the incentive 
to teach the ^rls which he has with the boys. There is at present 
(except at Fiwila) no Girls' Station School to which his more promising 
pupils may go: but there is the Boys* School, with its entrance 
examination for the boys to work for. So he tends to concentrate on 
the boys. Also I must admit that in teaching girls he has much to 
discourage lum. Mothers will send their daughters with the baby 
to mind, and If the teacher expostulates, the daughter is kept away 
from school. No one who has not experienced it knows quite what . 
it means to try to teach with a number of crawling babies, c^ng or 
getting into mischief. Again, girls tend to be spasmodic in ^cir 
attpdances because their mothers tvant them for work in the house 
or in the garden. Then, when a girl can read and write she wants a 
different ^ucation from that which the village teacher can give her. 
Girls want to learn to sew and develop a more domestic side of 
education. ^Vhc^c they have been able to get it they have proved 
very keen ; but otherwise it is difficult to keep up their interest.

I think that our most pressing need is a good girls’ school on each 
.station. It would seem that a boarding school is required, simply 
because otherwise girls away in the village schools would not be 
affected. But even a day school has a tremendous influence. If the 
girls arc interested they will co;nc. At present they are too often 
offered the scraps that fall from the rich man’s table; and then we 
complain that they arc irregular in their attendance, inattentive ..
They arc often naughty, charming, difficult, one’s joy 
despair : but not dull—no.

1 will tell you one bad story to illustrate this. Some girls were being 
taught to knit, and when the teacher’s back tvas turned they broke 
off small ^cces of wool, which they stuffed down the tops of their 
shades, ihey then skilfully joined the wool again and went on 
knitting. The odd ends, thus collected, they hid-at home under the 
thatch, No piece was more than about twelve inches long, but they 
lalwriously joineft them toother and were discovered in the village 
knitting them up on old bicycle spokes! It was tldeving and bad, 
of course : they were shamed before the class. But would you 
like a share in teaching these gay, undisciplined and most ingenious 
little girls ?

the teacher has no time to 
: a lot could be done by a

PROGRESS
Everywhere around us here in England are to bo observed many 
signs of progp^ ; new buildings arc replacing old ; modem housm 
mth every kind of convenience arc to be seen in all districts.

Qjutc ; but what about progress in the heart of Africa ? Arc 
liousing condtbons ever considered by the Africans, and, do they 
anything better than the old round mud-hut?

Ym! Just take a tnp through N. Rhodesia to-day, and in many 
of the wUages you wiU pass through can be seen rectangular brick 
houses that are fast replacing the old round mud-huts of a very few 
years ago. ^

Near- one of our own

>vant

, . . - , ■ Mission Stations to^ay,'is to be seen the
bc^nnmg of a modtd modem viUage. This village lies near the 
mam road and paraUel to this road can be seen a row of four modern 
houses. The first of these to be completed is a house with a 15-foot 
frontage, surrounded 6y a fine verandah 4 feet wide, the pillars of 
which are bnek. This house contains two fair-sized rooms (sitting- 
room and bedroom) and is furnished with chairs and tables and 
bedstead made by the villagers.

Th^e largest and latest model house has a frontage of 25 feet and a 
width of 15 feet, which is surrounded by a fine verandah 5 feet wide • 
the supports of this verandah are beautifuUy formed brick arclics; tlic 
centre arch leads into a large “ reception room ” open to the front, 
and from this arc arches leading to a sitting-room, three bedrooms

i
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RES SCHOLASTICiE 
III—OF PHYSICAL EXERCISES

Possibly there is nothing upon which an Englishman prides himself 
so much as upon tlie sporting spirit. It is not a quality confined to 
the playing fields of Eton (where the Battle of Waterloo was won). 
You may find it also in the back streets of Poplar, where the football

It dustbin and the cricketis a bundle of old 
stumps someone’s

The sporting spirit is dilficult to define. It contains bur ideals of 
fair play, team spirit, being able to take a “ licking," never hitting a 
fellow when he’s down, hitting one your own size, never questioning 
the umpire’s verdict, obeying your captain and obeying him promptly 
and without questioning, and a dozen other things. One ofour
highest terms of praise is to say of a man “ He’s a sport.”

So early in life dit| we begin to make an acquaintance with this 
sporting spirit that we seem to have been bom with it and it comes 
as something of a shock to us that there can be peoples with little 
or no knowledge of what it means. Yet that is wliat many of diose 
of us who work in Central Africa do find. We have to teach laboriously 
many things which we seem to have taken always for granted. A few 
anecdotes will best illustrate this.

§oon after we started our new school at Msalabani we organised 
some wonderful school sports—just the usual sort of sports—flat races, 
jumping (high and long), sack races, obsuclcs, poutocs (which were 
in rcalitj' oranges) and so on. It was when we came to the high 
jump that we suddenly realised that their ideas were not the same as 
ours. Each time a boy failed or knocked tlic rope down the spectators 
>0111x1 with derision. We were amazed; we waited, we tliought that 
they would give over in a few moments. But no, the.derision went 
on, although the boys who were sdll jumping were making valiant 
efforts. So we did a funny tiling, the kind of thing we have to do 
out here. We stopped the jumping and gave a harangue 
proper attitude of mind at sports, that when a man tries liard and 
fails we should all say and think, “ Poor cliap, well tried; you’ll do 
better next time,” etc., etc. Then we condnued with the jumping, 
they had learned their lesson, wc liave never had to teach it again. 
Nowadays wc Cry to appreciate other people’s efforts and wc groan 
in sympathy when they fail.

Yet again—when first wc played football matches and were beaten, 
we glowered at our opponents and refused to cheer. Once wc asked 
a neighbouring school to come over for a match. They came and for 
once wc’Hvon, and wc not only won but wc got a terrible number of 
goals. Result—that school would never play with us again 1 Another 
time when the opposing team was beaten they were so overcome that
they did not even attempt to partake of a sumptuous feast wc had'

"ler out of the nearest 
coat.'fd^c

(Afr. Hnilai*
Tub Ikteshor of an African’s New Hocse

and a “ kitdicn.” Two of the bedrooms are quite small, as they are 
“ for the little ones only.”

As these houses all face the main road it seemed “ necessary ” to 
mark them, so, on large boards fastened to the trees that line the 
road can be seen opposite each house the name, thus : “ This is 
Cyrifs Cottage”; “This is Silas’s Cottage”; “This is Henry’s 
Cottage " ; and so, oh to all the new houses about to be built, one 
will see a “ name-plate sign-post.”

The cost of these houses to the owner is fairly considerable. To 
make the necessary number of bricks he cannot rely entirely on help 
from his fnends, therefore labourers must be paid for brick-making. 
Again, the roof is so much larger than the roof on the old round hut, 
therefore labourcra arc required to bring in the poles and grass.

Most of the actual building and thatching and final plastering and 
decorations are done by the owner and his friends.

Beautifully made doors are fitted to each room} and glass windows 
are much sought after; if no glass is available, wire windo\\'s arc used 
as a tcmporaiy measure.

. This desire for the “European house” is spreading rapidly and, 
naturally, makes more Avork for the Mission Station staff, who arc 
aUvays bang askcd( for advice and help.

Fortunately, the African realises that a brick house is permanent, 1 
and as a result he is ever ready to receive advice regarding tlie general ^ 
lay out of the village, and no longtf laughs at our ideas of good sani- /1 
tation^d hygiene, but knows from experience that these things arc 
necessary if he is to have a permanent village.

on the

5

G. J. A. H.
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here and therIeprepared for them and such feasts mean more to the African boy than 
they do to his white brother. At another match our Young Men s 
dub was badly beaten and they were all of the opinion that the : 
referee had made a grave mistic. Probably they were right, for , 
even our referees are new at the job. The team in quesUon.was for 
telling the referee what they thought of liim. The captain, however,

not done in the best football circles, so they desisted and they cheered - 
the winning team with the best cheers they could muster. The story 
came down to us handed on from one team to another so that we ; 
have grotvn used to the idea.

Once I was painting a blackboard. InddentaUy, did you know that 
blackboards have to be painted at regular intervals ? I believe that - 
such paintings are done in England by school-dceofatora in the 
holidays. But here the school inspector often paints the blackboards 
herself, one of the chief reasons being that paint costs money and ; 
consequently has to be used carefully. It was so on this occasion, : 
for all tlie paint left was a little drop in the bottom of the un, , 
only enough for the work in hand and no more to be got for sue months 
or more. The blackboard was perched somewhat precariously against 
a box and I was working with great care when an African teacher 
came to speak to me. I apologised for not taking too much notice 
of him, explaining the great importance of the task owing to the : 
scarcity of the piunt^nd then the inevitable happened, 1 moved 
and the board overbalanced and the precious paint got upset. For

.00, „d«», I M„. Eioh'SpttffiSsrs ■
the same. But the African teacher looked and looked again, then 
he hastened out to where he had an appreciative audience and started 
to tell the story, Uie moral of it being, " Then she laughed, that you 
know is the motto of the boy scouts. Grin always ! ” The last two 
words were in English !

' Now perhaps you undentand a little why those of us who arc trying

s5ssi“wi5rs:.'s‘5w“’?sr.7'.s!s
healthy bodies and our African boys need that no less than English 

. ones. They serve, too, to give Acm r^ enthusiasm about sometUng 
clean and pure, for there is stiU much that is filthy in the average 
village life. But greater than aU is the chance of inculcating the 
sportmg spirit.

And the moral of that, as the Duchea wo^uld have smd, is : Could 
you spare a feiv old tennis baUs and a few footballs, preferably new?

C. S. P.

U.M.C.A. TEACHERS

Tan^^ '»« of the oight. in th^vholc of
langimyika Temtory who won this much desired certificate. The
a*d the amofLTtli^r "le Holy Ghost Father

‘““"’“'/S “fb'fioates were gained by seventeen 
thi^-five Roman Gadiolic tcaehers trained 

by four Afferent missions. Fifteen certificates were gained bXcen 
^ Lutheran Soaehra and the C.M.S. had one suecS^ul candidate 
Md the Seventh Day Adventists tivo. The two Government Colleges 
^ Thf^r«.Tr.h V ttw were Christians. ®
be Jorli^gt “t.'cT"

^vas a

« *
“ ONLY MAN IS VILE"

A^elvra with that verbal eiactitude dear to the Iiearts of bmlogic^y,

i: 3S
UM, that that part of man which is capable of doing evil was quite

A weU-taown member of the S.S.J.E. has inspired at least one

*1® the riches^that are

inadequate, for om work is often merely spade-work, and we may 
nera have^anything to show or to bring. But that is of little im-
eSy b™^‘e ti^’'en”’o1‘S:e‘‘S,^f
1 ■"Of® gardeners, male and female, clerical and
lay? ■raereseems to be a shortage. And what about a few more 
prayers ? -niere is no shortage whatever of “ righteous men ” in 
Engird, whose effectual fervent prayers could avail much if they 
apphed themselves to the business. For we are no pessimists.

... w
“ THE WORLD WHIE CHURCH ” : SOME REFLECTIONS.

At the Diocesan Missionary Council’s Conference at High Lciirh last ' 
July, plans for the pushingpf Vie Worldwide Church were enthusiasti
cally disctissed. The Diocesan rcprcscntotivcs pledged themselves to

' a moment I stood and stared at the

i6 J7



HERE AND THERE ;1

t HOME Jottingsdo all in their power to see that The World Wide Church found its ^vay | 
into the deaneries and parishes. We came away (at least I did, but I am 
comparatively young) hopeful of the da^vn of a new era in the intelligent 
study of the Missionary problem. Here is a summary of visits to thirty 
parishes in sixteen deaneries in a well-known part of England :—

A few had not heard of The World Wide Church.
Many had not got a copy.
Some had got a copy (somewhere ?).
Very few had read it.
One only had presented it to the P.G.C. and had copies available 

in the tract case.
Only one deanery had had it mentioned (in other business) at the 

Chapter and Ruri-dccanal Conferences.
Almost without exception the question cropped up of the difficulty 

of meeting the claims of the many societies, and the need of 
centralization.

We have not got centralization and probably will not havc.complete f 
centralization fora long time, but in Uicsc annual reports The Unified 
Statement and The World Wide Churchy all the material necessary for an 
intelligent grasp of the whole problem is to be found at the price of 
“two packets of cigarettes.”

There is no moral to this paragraph. It is just reflection. Perhaps 
when 1 have got a little older and had a litle more experience, I shall 
cease to be amazed, and my sense of wonder will become chilled, but 
I hope not. E.P.W.*•

MISSIONARIES ON FURLOUGH.
May we call the attention of our readers to a slight change in connec
tion with the list of missionaries home on furlough.

We fear that the list, which appears each month, tends sometimes 
to be misleading in one respect, in that it encourages the idea that all 
the priests mentioned in it arc available for deputation work, whereas, 
on occasions, this may be far from the ease.

Sometimes we have very gi^t difficulty in suppling priests from 
^rica to preach and speak for the Mission, as, although there may be 
sevchil pnests home on furlough^ yet for one reason or another, they 
are not available for deputation work.

We propose in the future to indicate by means of an asterisk what 
the position is. ’

We might just mention here that the Bishop of Masasi, whose name 
appears thu month, is already fully booked up for the short time which 
he is spending in England. W.B.S.

the principal work^^Sidr?5iI°i!SJn !—** amounts contributed to
1934 1933

Received 
during Nov.

Total to 
Nov. 30

'• Fund Received 
during Nov.

£General
Auxiliary
SchooU % t,77o

3.593 654
Grand Totals 3.909 30.395 3.773

ncccasary before
• •

Ptibllcatlona Department.->As it is daimble 
closing our account for the past 
friends wlio have not sent in their 1

* • •

'“5 «■“! WUI b.
/

• .•
5
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HOME JOTTINGS

CENTRAL AFRICA•mngcdforljoj^.ndgirk nie other Reirau ape optn to all older fricndi of Ihe Minion,
whether men or women. Please apply as early as possible, enclosing a stamped and 
addressed enwlope for reply, to Miss H. Spanton, St. Barnabas House, Queens Road, 
Tankerton, \Vhitsublc, Kent. . . , , <

A lady, an ex-member of the Mission If possible, is needed to take a share in the work 
of St. Barnabas’ House ; especially in doing the cooking and looking afierthe domestic side ’ , ; 
of the work, bellen about this.should be sent to the abos’e address, please.* • •

The Income of the l^er RuMell Memorial Fund in 1934 amounted to £110 id. 
and has been allotted by the Executive Committee to the Bishop of Northern l^odesia for 
the crying needs of the dbpensary at Mapanza which has fallen into sad disrepair and 
urgently requires rc<building.

A MONTHLY RECORD OF THE WORK OF THE 
UNIVERSITIES’ MISSION TO CENTRAL AFRICA

No. 626. LIII. FEBRUARY, 1935 Price ad.

CONTENTS
.. ai Some Recollcctioiu, 1900.1935
• . 25 Chtgoma
.. aG Epiphanytidc..........................
• . 30 Homejotlings
.. 3a The Mission StalT ,, ,,

.Chdstmaa Fmeota to U.M.C.A. Workers.—Parceb of books were sent to the folliming 
station : Ndola, Broken Hill, “ Chauncy Maples,” Mponda's, Kota Kota, Manda, Liloya, 
Chkl)‘a. Luat^ Mlnaki, Korogwe and a nurse on her way out. Miss C. Lc Bailly desires 
to ih^ the Asodates who contributed to the presenu, all of whom could not receive 
acknowlet^ments.
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38
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JiOTR—}rtU^ ifu Bitheps Uu Afixim nor ifu Gtnerel CotmeU art rnbonsihU 
for aijy opinion or itaUffimt m CEPfTRAL AFRICA tai/tu U is cUar^y \n£cattdName Diocese Date

vlmndr M 
Mr. P. AiHni 
Mr. J. W. Neaw 
Mm How 
Rev. A. M. Jones 
Mbs Bibs 
Mr. W. Chitty 
Mbs H.C. Taylor 
Mbs Cathercole 
hU» Mosley 
Mbs Thomas

Nyasaland Nov. 19 
Dec. 3

GERALD WYBERGH DOUGLAS
.N. Rhodesia
7.anzibar
Nysaiand Bishop of Nyasaland. Died soth December, 1934.4 R.I.P.4

to
All friends of the Mission in England 
received an uncxpcclcd shock on the 
Eve of Christinas, when a cable from 
Nyasaland announced the death of the 
Bishop. A month carb'er, news had 
come through that he was seriously 
ill with pneumonia, but a later tele
gram announcing tliat he was much 
better made his mends coniident tliat 
the crisis of tlic illness tvas over and 
that he was on the road to convales
cence. An air mail letter from the 
doctor, written on December izoth, 
the day of his death, says that this was 
indeed the case. By December 13th 
he was so much better that there 
seemed every liopc that in anotlicr 
day or two he would be able to attend 
to business, but unexpectedly he dc- 
vclopcd some temperature, wliich was 
at fust thought to be an attack of 
malaria, but^would not yield to treat-

n
>7
»7

Dtpestxrtsfnn Etiflaitd 
Rev. P. H. HUI 
MbsWllIb 
Mbs F. Smith 
MmHaicU 
Mbs Adamson 
Mn. French

Nyasaland
Mosasi

Zanzibar

Masiui

Dec. 6 
J9

Jan. 3
3

24
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The Bishop of Nyasaland.—.\ cable was reeei\Td from Nyasaland on December 4th 
suiing that the Bbbop was seriously ill with pneumonia at Milo. A later cable announced 
tint he was much better so wre ha\-e ccxry hope of Uie Bbhop’s complete recoN-ery.

Phatt} IPaJnLttui 
Bbhop Douglas at I.ixoua
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GERALD WYBERGH DOUGLAS
GERALD WYBERGH DOUGLAS

ment by quinine. The doctor then suspected empyema and did his 
best to treat it, but though so lately as the morning orDcccmber 19th 
the Bishop said he felt better and lus voice was stronger, he "j 
quietly down,” retaining^ some degree of consciousness until 
came at 3 a.m. on December 20th. His Requiem was said at 8 o’clock 
on the morning of the 21st, and he was buried at Milo, where he died. {

Before the ciill to AiHca came to him, Gerald Douglas had done 1 
conspicuous work for the Church in Engird. Probably every reader 
of Central Africa knotvs that he ^vas captain of the school at Eton and a - 
Scholar of King’s College, Cambridge, where he took a First Class in 1 
the classical tripos. Then he went to Ely for his theology, and there 
began a series of life-long friendships which meant a very great deal to, ; 
him. After a yciy short curacy at Gainsborough he went back to 1 
Ely as Vicc-Prinapal, and stayed there eight years before plunging ] 
again into parish work. During the four years he spent as Assistant i 
Priest at the Church of the Ascension, Lavender Hill, he was a colleague 
of one who, like himself, became later on an African Bishop—Walter 
Carey. Next came a very busy eight years as Rector of Christ Church,
St. Lwinards, and it was while he was there that Bishop Weston asked 
him to go out to Zanzibar and become the Principal of the theological 
college which he had founded at Hegongo, and of which he had him- ■ 
self acted as fint Prindpal. The call was one which could not be dis- ^ 
regarded, though in many ways, it meant great sacrifice. Gerald 1 
felt that God was calling him to take the place of his elder brother, '
Arthur, who had served Africa so whole heartedly until his tragic death. !

Hraongo presented in most ways a strange contrast to Ely, but the. ( 
work done there was in large meastu’e the same, and many Africans 
thank God to-day for the training they received at Gerald Douglas’s
Imds for the Sacred hCnistry to which they in their turn were caUed. ; .
When Archdeacon Bnlcy was summoned to fill the vacancy in the dio- 1 
we of Zanzibar caused by Bishop Weston’s death, he asked the :
P^apal of Hegongo to go to Korogwe in his place, partly because 
Douglas himself was anxious to have some definitely pastoral experience. ' 
under Afiican conditions, and partly because he felt that there was no 

else in the whom he could so weU trust to carry on the
irork that he had domg for so long. A year later he made him 

' Archdeacon, and men in 1930, when Bishop Fisher died, he was

repro^ted the y&x of the C.M.S.. and the three U.M.C.A. and women to live. Hu, goodness showS Xt Stholic cSa^.^
^ a, and Northern Rhodesia were there as ; °“ght always to show, though in actual experienra it someS S

Iustwent 
the end !

j

I
f

one
(ir. Of O. DmmyGekald Douola*. 1931
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GERALD \VYBERGH DOUGLAS GERALD WYBERGH DOUGLAS

and the personal touch which he was able to make with the African 
clergy already ordained, and (a) the adoption by the Synod of the 
complete Diocesan Liturgy. It is comparatively easy for an out
sider to specify some of the works wluch the late Bishop did for 
Nyasaland, but no outsider could presume to describe what he lumsclf 
was to Nyasaland. On this point let one of Ws Nyasaland clergy speak.

Archdeacon Cox sent a little note to the office, before he knew of 
die Bishop’s illness but it did not arrive until we had heard the news of 
the Bishop’s death. In die course of it he referred to the recent ^dsit 
he had been paying to the Msumba district in these words : “ The 
Bishop was p^cedy delightful. He is so holy and yet so human, he 
enters into the whole life of the station, so that every one of us feds a 
real miss when he moves on.”

All of us who knew and loved the Bishop have a terrible sense of 
loss when we think, as Bishop Carey put it m his address at die Solemn 
Requiem, that we shall see his face on earth no more ; we cannot but 
grieve for Nyasaland, bereaved again so soon of its Father-in-God, but 
we know that in his short dmc he has, as Was said of another, accom
plished a long time, and the work which by the Grace of God he 
enabled to do in and for Africa will endure. “

Tire Bbiiop oowo oirr TO TiiE GiawKT

of good fellowship which we esteem so highly as part of the Summer

ftinkthat lhc Aliiran

wm not naturally a good walker, as good u^ers go, he inadc a point

lonely teacher and bring Urn the comfort that a Bishop s visit !

was
E. F. S.

was at all

IN MEMORIAM—R.I.P.there

Dee. 20—Mary Elizabeth Briscoe
Miss Briscoe was local sccretasy Tor Seaton and Beer and an enthusiastic supporter of the 

Mission for many yean.
! ■;

Jan. 7—Cyril Charsicy Frewer, Priest
_ \Ve have just recd%Td news of the death of the Rev. C. C. Frewer after an operation in 
Su Thomas s Hospital. He joined the Mbiion in January 1903, He started at Mbweni, 
but hb main work was done on the Island of Pemba, In succession to Sir John Key. His 
knowledge of agricult^ was a great help to him on the utands of clove and copra. Hu 
cheerfulness and optimutic temperament was just what was wanted in a diOinilt place 
like Pemba. Witchcraft was rife and Islam very strong. He took a keen interol in the 
dov^piekps from the mainland and succeeded in persuading many of tlicm to come for 
Christian instruction. After several years of strenuous work in Pemba he married, and on 
leaving the Mission after a short period at Blackhcaih, Surrey, was appointed Rector of 
Bredc, near Hastings, a ddighlful country parish with a beautiful and well-appointed church. 
He took a voy keen interest in the work (^spiritual healing and Drede became a well-known 
centre of thb particular activity. He never lost hb interest in U.M.C.A., and only last 
summer oigamscd a Missionary Exhibition in hb parish on tu behalf. He will be sorely 
mused at Brede and to hb wife, formerly Miss Eva Jacob, a nurec in the Mission, we ofTcr 
our deepest sympathy in her great loss.

: !
some
“^tog at his w^ in Nyasalmd more or lea

'■ to do'ta&e'rom^flu *ort foi^yca^episcopate were = (0^^ i 
Steady yet comparatively rapid development of the Afnean Ministry
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DAR-ES-SALAAMDiocui of

excellently chosen, and is being tastefully laid out witli 
flower beds and coconut palms on cither side of the church which 
break Ac straight lines of Ac building and enhance Ac local colour.

WiAin, the visitor is at once struck by Ac gracefulness of Ac arches, 
and Ac spaciousness of the sanctuary. The high altar is, as it should 
be, Ae most conspicuous feature of Ac interior. WiA Ae pulpit, 
handsomely carved in wood, to Ac design of Mr. Charlcwood of 
Newcastle, Ac high altar is the gift of Ac members of Ac Government, 
to commemorate the work of Sir Donald Cameron, a former 
Governor-General.

There arc in all four chapels. The Blessed Sacrament Chapel alone 
IS large enough to hold a congregation. The Lady Chapel, Ae gift 
of Mr. A. A. M. Isherwood, and Ac Chapel of Ac African Martyrs, 
are recesses in Ac norA and sou A walls. The altar of Ac Holy Souls 
IS placed against Ac west wall. The Chapel of Ac Alncan Martyrs 
commemorates Aosc of all ages and of all races, from St. Cyprian, 
and before, to Bishop Hannington and Ac Martyrs of Uganda, who 
have suffered for Christ in Africa.

The pulpit, and Ae reredos of Ae lady altar, were carved iocally 
by Africans in Ac Government School, and axe a fine example of true

craftsmanship. Much 
of Ae necessary lace 
and needlework was 
tionc by women of 
all. races in Dar-cs- 
Salaam. The bell, 
Sri A a beautiful tone, 
is the gift of Ac 

p*s family. The * 
s in Ae Blessed 

Sacrament Chapel 
were made by a 

‘ Chinaman, who, as 
a result of his labours, 
has asked for teach
ing, and is now a 
hearer, waiting to re
ceive the cross.

And all tliis for Ac 
comparatively small 
sum of £Q,ooo ! A 
similar building in 
England would pro
bably cost twice as 
much, but here, by 
Ac careful avoidance 
of unnecessary orna
mentation, a build-

Thc site wasDAR-ES-SALAAM
The Blessino of the Church of St. Alban

.,1

IPkM] St. Alban’s, Da»-e*-Salaam

BbhoOn St. acment’s Day. November 23rd, 1934, a new chapter was 
started in the history of the Church in Dar-es-Salaam. For on that ; 
day, in the presence of His Excellency the Govcraor-General of ;

' Tmiganrika and Lady MacMichael, Ac Bishop of Zanzibar opened :md ,
' blessed the new Church of St. Alban, and so were crowned Ae noble 

efforts of four years’ work. Africans from all over Ac aioccsjt ' 
Europeans in Dar-es-Salaam and elsewhere in the territory, and friends . 
in England had all co-operated in generous and unselfish giving, so • 
that the capital city of Tangan^ka is now equipped wiA a truly ^ 
beautiful and dignified church.

In Ae short space of nine months, Messrs. W. H. Lewis & Sons ol _ 
Dar-es-Salaam have built, to Ae design of Mr. S. D. Lavellc and ol . 
Mr. W. S. Corlctt, a church of which any town might well be proud. ; 
A good idea of its graceful proportions and spacious dignified mtenor 
can be obtained from Ac accompanying photographs. An enurcly > 
up-to-date system of windows improves the ventilation, nectary l 
for Ae tropics, and Ac modem system of panel lighting affords a ft 
pleasantly diffused, calm light. The campanile is m almost exact^ j 
replica of Ac one at Mbweni, on Ac Island of Zanzibar, and is sut- ; 
mounted by a copper dome, crowned by a masavc copper cross which, 
gleaming in Ac simlight, can be seen by travellers arriving by boat. :

chairs

I

piM»] ]P^rt Sy
St. Alban’i Diuboj
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So,

m
-./Vhim and

PhMc) 0m*$Tim BuasiNO of the Cininai

Those of us who had been privileged to assist at all the services came 
away with our hearts full of gratitude, and bearing with us the memory 
ofan inspiring week-end. The real work lies ahead, and foritweask 
the prayers and self-sacrifice of our friends in Engiand. There b a 
magnificent opportunity open to us in Dar-es-Saiaam, if we can find 
the men and the money necessary to seize it. A.M.D.G.

H. R S.

lama
phttti ^ THE SUMMER SCHOOL

Kess^, and this very movmgseryxK clo^ simh ® „ ;„ > is bang enabled to go on a vist to Centrai Africa in the Summer of this
7i Bmm and ; 1 year, which will en^ his being away from May to September.
Enghsh_and p^ m Swal^. the actu^ i To run a Summer School sScccssfully without liim would be very
^ted m both langua^. Afe.the service, tea was provided for the ^ cspeeiaUy is the same generous friend wishes to senS
Ei^pt^ tmd a feast for the Africans. held and i Miss NuU on ^rimiL visit in 1935), and it has tiicrcfore been

_ On the Mowing Sunday, 5“™“ of thanksgiving j derided Uiat the Summer School at Whitby must be postponed for athe congregations, European and African, were again v<^ l^e. , i f
— paa^ sanctuary lent itselfreadily for the needs of the Pontifii^^ 5^------ ^ _
High Mass in Swahili, and the flaming red of the vestmente ^ve me , 
building an inspiring splash of colour. The Bishop preached at Ins 
Mass, and again in the evening, to the Europeans.

iSiE Dlesd<o Of Tint Cmisa!

The s The Mother Prioress and Sisters at St. Hilda’s Priory have most 
kindly promised that, as far as they can see, they will welcome the 
students of the U.M.C.A. Summer School in August 1936. E. F. S./

29328
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A FIRST IMPRESSION—TANGADiocese of Zanzibar

A FIRST IMPRESSION—TANGA the oars and the steady thudding of the rowlocks, and drawing each 
moment nearer to the shore.

His outward form may change—we may not sec Him with our out
ward eyes—nor may we find a fire of coab prepared for us, nor yet a 
meal of fishes laid thereon. But joy wells up in our hearts—a joy not 
far removed from pain ; for do we not remember that it is the feast of 
all the Smnts, and do we not know that wc shall indeed find Him await
ing iis, i)oth in the person of His ambassador at the quay-side; and also, 
so sooii now, upon the altar of the Mission Church where the Holy 
Sacrifice is to be offered. “ One Lord, one Faith, one Baptism. . . . 
Lo, He goeth before you into Galilee; there shall yc find Him. . . .
I will go unto the altar of God : even unto the God of my joy and 
gladness. . . .’—Peace, joy, expectancy. ...

Wc draw up at the landing-stage, and tlicrc to meet us comes, not 
bearing a pitcher of water, but the padre in charge of the 

NBssion Station, together with a somewhat time-worn and antiquated 
car, into which he padcs six of us and himself, the dghtli—the writer- 
perched rather precariously on the tool box on the riinning-board !

However, it is all the same ..." He shall show you a Ipgc upper 
room furnished ” ..." In our labour, rest most sweet it has, per
haps, been rather a trying voyage at timra—" Grateful coolne^ in the 
heat”—the morning sun is already gaining strength-"Solace in 
the midst.. . .’’—but at that moment, with a swerve and a lurch, and 
a fearful bump, wc arrive—and so one’s thouglits draw up also, with 
perhaps rather a bump, too—but one is glad : that last line somehow 
wodd not have seemed to fit in.

Still twenty minutes till tlic beginning of Mass, but our arrival is 
heralded by the clanging of a brge bell in a rather low open turret— 
no chance of oversleeping if one lives anywhere near tlic church 1 

Outside, the brilliant morning sun lighting up the whiteness of the 
walls, and heightening the colours of tlic yellow sandy path, tlic big 
leaves of the coconut palms, and the dark skins and muld-colourcd 
shceties of a group of our Lord’s children who have come to greet 
Him and receive Him in their hearts.

On entering, wc sec near the door the white light which is the sign 
of the Presence of God, and wc kneel and adore ; and take our place 
among the little low rough wooden benches. Our eyes wander for a 
brief moment to the whitewashed walls, relieved only by the stations 
of the cross and one or two pictures—and a banner of royal blue in 
honour of His Mother. Then to the thatched roof, the mud floor, 
with its covering of coconut matting ; to the window, devoid of glass ; 
and finally to the altar iuclf, with its reredos adorned witli flowers by 
the hands of those who have, even now, been called to be partakers
of the inheritance of the Saints in Light.

And so wc kneel in a silence broken only by the faint shuffling of 
bare feet, the low murmur of conversation outside, the little cry of a 
wee babe, whose mother must bring him with her if she herself is to 
be there to greet our Lord.

All Saints’ Day, 1934.
"But when day was now breaking, Jaus stood on the 

beach: howbeit the disciples knew not that it Jesus.
—St John XXI, 4.

On that occasion there were seven disdplcs in the boat. It seems 
curious that there should have been exactly seven of us also, as wc set
oiit from the liner in a rowing boat towt^ Ae shore.

The morning sun shining out of a cloudless sky; and yet the air
still nleasantly cool with the freshness of the early mormng; _the sea 
sapphire-blue ; the Z/aagiSi^ Cort/r lying anchored about a nulc ^m 
the landing stage, the shore closing in upon us on both sides with its • : 
vesture of emerald-green grass, fringed'with palms, baobab frees, and 
undergrowth, and broken here and there by the red-fried houses of 
the European settlement. And in the distance, the mountains towermg 
up into the Western sky far away beyond—capped by the two pey 
p^ of the Mlinga Mountain—faint in the mist—the dwclhng place 
of the spirits of men departed—the home of mystery which the native 

, wll not climb. ^ .
Down in the harbour, two other boats, both German ; one flying the 

Blue Peter as a sign of its impending departure ; the other, shelled by 
the British in the Great War, and now a battered and deserted hulk, 
Mng on iu side half out of the water, a grim reminder of the follies and 
the sins of Man—the only sign of the one-time shattering of the peace 
which now descends upon one’s soul. „ ;

" And when they drew near to land . . hfeny thoughts flood 
into our minds as wc sit in our ferry-boat, listening to the plashing of

a man

• i
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A FIRST IMPRESSION—TANGA NDOLA
(/

all up to date. And as for these big copper mines, there was just 
nothing in ’25 except bush and^perluips a few prospectors scraping 
about. Now th^ arc tremendously go-ahead ; places. Awes of 
ground arc occupied by the actual mine in each case, huge cpmigatcd 
iron erections, great Avorkshops, smelters for the ore, big) chimney 
stacks, lofty head-gears, and the constant whirr of machincry/night arid 
day. This mine employs some 900 white men, and my other place 
about doo, and of course there are many thousand natives employed. 
What could industry in Africa do without the native ? Absolutely 
notlring. It couldn’t be done. All the wealth of the soil would lie 
fallow it it were not for the black hands that dig it out But one is 
thankful to know lhat these thousands of the sons of Africa are well- 
cared for. They have miles and miles of their ovro little white-washed 
houses in the native compound, the mine authorides favouring married 
men, as of course, they are more abiding, plenty of good food, welfare 
work amongst the children, their own hospital and first-class medical 
care.

The men are on one side ofthe church, ^twomen on the other. , 
In the front benches, two UtUe groups of children ; one, *e boys, 
quiet, wide-eyed, and attentive, clustered round the, padre who h^ 
come all the way from Ei^land to tell them what he hunself haslearned 
of the love of the Father; the other group, the girls, demure, imd , 
wonderfully reverent—their faces half-hidden by their gailyjoloured . 
sheeties wliich are worn shawl-wise over their heads. These are i 
watchrfandtendrfbyaSisteroftheCommunityoftheSacredPa^on, i 
whose hfe also IS dedicated to die care and numre of God’s ^dren.

1 “ I will go unto the altar of God ...We look up, and there is 
a great miracle. We see the priest at the altar, clothed in the white 
offestal vestments-his soul, we know, is wUtc also. with the beauty 
of baptismal grace. His skin only is not white—he is an African.-. . .

“ Glory be to God on high, and on earth peace.
Somehow one remembers little else, except, perhaps, that one joins ;

with all one’s soul imd voiccj m the hymns, regardless of the fact that 
the words are in a strange tongue, and therefore mean little or nothing , 
asyeL But one must sing; it eases the pain of the joy in one’s heart 

. And so He comes, in that ^t momimt-“Lo, I am vrith you 
always " .. . “ There am I in tie midst of them ” . . . “ The Master : 
ishere...”

We breakfast with the padre, who then drives us for a short trip ■ 
round the town, and so back to the quay where we re-join the boat, 
and are rowed back to the ship which, on the morrow, will reach the ; 
journey’s end.

Unforgettable 1 Inexpressible ! O God, who hast prepared for 
them that love Thee such go^ things as pass man’s understanding.

The Call of God goes forth to England. Arc His people m- 
■ different? Arc they afhdd? Of sacrifice? Of loncliricss? Of : 

suffering?
Wc arc scarcely there yet, it is true ; but already we have seen that 

He is there—waiting. “ Lo, He is gone fadbre you into Galilee.”
Arid so—why need we be afrmd ?

But it is the white population that I have to tell you about chiefly, 
as my work Hes amongst them, and indeed theyure more than enough. 
Besides, any amount of Christian work amongst the natives can’t have 
the desired effect, if wc let our wlute people drift into worldlincM and 
paganism. Man for man, of course, white and black arc identical in 
value in the sight of God ; but if you asked me which I would rather 
be instrument^ in converdng, one white man or one black one, I 
think I would say a white one. For his influence must be enormous, 
and his power of advertisement for the Christian reli^on imtold.

Well, these white workers up here, most from South ACricaj but 
many, too, from home, are wdl worth working for from the nriest’s 
point of view. Understand right away that they mc not great church
goers. The whole conditions of their life, and in many cases their 
whole upbringing, militate against the ordered and ^ciplined life of 
religion and worship. There the faithful few, God dways seems 
to secure those, and wonderfully fine they arc, thdr uplifting influence 
in the community going further than wc can tdl. About twenty at 
Mass on Sunday, about thirty at evening church, and wc arc, I can’t 
say happy, but thankfid. Luanshya has got a nice little church, this 

lace nothing. So on Sunday wc repair to the mine-club for Holy 
-acrament, me authorities Idndly lending us the cardroom. To thb 
place wc cart over hassocks and altar furniture, three card-tables on 
end ic altar. Then wc go to the bioscope for the children’s
service or Sunday school after breakfast. Evening service is hdd in a 
dilapidated hall, which, in fact, is used as a dmry in the mornings. 
So wc carry on in a rough sort of way. ‘

All the people arc nice and very friendly. I visit round and round, 
up and down the long avenues of bungalows on a push-bike, getting 
everywhere a kindly wdcome. They have never had this visiting 
before, and that’s what I chiefly fed you have kindly spared me for, 
letting me get amongst these folks and show them that the Church is 
living and active and caring for them.

B.

Diocese pfXModma/ I;NDOLA

JV. RhoiUsia.

people. NowifsqviiteathriviiigHttletowmlaidoutwithbroadstreets / 
and avenues and quite nice shops, several doctors and a hospital and/
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SOME- RECOLLECTIONS, 1900-1935

Diocue of Zonzibar . The Sisters of the Community of the Sacred Passion began their 
life and work in the 21anzibar diocese in 1910, when the first novices 
arrived in Zanribar. The Community has steadily grown thcsc-twenty- 
fivc years, and has three mission houses in tlic diocese of Masasi, 
and in the diocese of Zanzibar in addition to the mother house at 
Msalabani, they have houses in five other parishes.

The diocese of Zanzibar owes much to this Community spiritually, 
educationally and medically.

As tve read the list of names of the members of the Mission Staff 
in Central Africa, we arc struck by the number of African clergy. There 
has been since the War a great increase in the number of African clergy. 
Since Bishop Weston restarted the Tlicolo^cal College in its new 
home at Hegongo, there have been fifty-seven students in residence in 
little groups from time to time. Some of them arc working as priests 
in the diocese of Masasi, twenty arc priests in the Zanribar diocese, and 
eleven arc deacons. Of those who have been ordmned to tlic ministry 
four priests and two deacons have died in the service of the Mission.

The African teachers far outnumber those on our staff before tlic 
War and many of them arc now far better, qualified intellectually than 
the teachers were then. The standard of education has risen con
siderably in our schools.

In medical matters there has been a great advance, and tlic Africans 
are beginning to take their share in this work. A noticeable advance 
has been made in the training of African ^vomcn for midwifery work, 
and at Minaki, boys arc being trained to assist in our hospitals and 
dispensaries. I suppose, of recent years, Avitli the exception of the 
mining area in Nor^cm Rhodesia, the diocese of Zanzibar has been 
more affected by Western dvilization than any part of the districts 
where U.M.G.A. works. We arc largely “ coast ” people with our 
work in Zanribar, Dar-es-Salaam and Tanga. Even In Pemba I am 
told there is a “ dnema.” Readers of Central Africa will have seen 
contributions referring to tlic question of European dances for Africans, 
and there arc conflicting views on this matter both among English 
and African residents. European dress for Africans is much in use now 
at the coast and motor cars and motor buses are in constant use by 
Africans. Gramophones are familiar to ve^ many, and to a few, the 
wirdess. Aeroplanes pass from time to time overhead, and many 
have seen an aeroplane who have never seen a railway or a ship. I 
mention such matters only to show the great changes ^e African has 
seen and changes which come in a way so suddenly to him.

Someone said to me recently it was more interesting to live in tlie 
parts of A^ca that were more primitive and unspoiled by dvHization. 
I said there is a-^c<^ interest in the part much changed by modem 
dvilization and European influence.

I read that Western dvilization and devdopment tends to make 
me more interested in “ things ” than “ persons.” There is no doubt 
that material progress has the danger of increasing an acquisitive 
spirit

It is always the poor who arc the best givers.

\ SOME RECOLLECTIONS—1900-193-i

1 WAS talldng to a little group of women recently on the work of . 
U.M.C.A., and I thought it would be interesting to review some of the 
changes I had seen in Africa in the last thirty-five years. However, 
when one lady present said she was a friend of Bishop Tozer and Bishop 
Stccrc, I fdt rather a newcomer. Still, as I am oiic of the few worken 
in the Mission now in Africa who dat« back to the end of the last 
century and the rdgn of Qpcen Victoria, I daim to have seen great 
changes. Obviously, aglancc at a map of U,M.C.A. of tt^day comp^ed 
with a map of 1900, or a comparison of the list of English and Afiican 
workers on the staff of U.M.C.A. wth the list of 1900 shows a very 
great cxtdision of the mission work. There are now four dioceses in 
place of two, and the complete staff of the Mission thirty-five yc^ ago 
would appear, to-day, inadequate to serve one of the present dioceses. 
When I joined the diocese of Zanzibar under Bishop Richardson, the 
Masasi district had its one European centre at Masasi, and was without 
any Afirican priest. There were but three African priests in the Zanzi
bar diocese, one on Zanzibar Island, one at Mkuzi, and one at Misozwc.
In the northern part of the diocese there were two European stations, 
at Ma^ and Korogwe. Magila was the only mainland station of Ae 
diocese where; English women were at work. Isay Magila, which 
indudes the two houses of Msalabani and Hegongo.

Work on Pemba Island had only recently been started by Sir Jo^ 
and Lady Key. In ^nribar, Miss Thackeray and her staff of la^es 

. lived at toweni and there was then a large boarding school for girls 
there, l^ss Mills lived at Kilimani with her school of small boys. In 
Zanzibar Town there was an industrial home for boys in charge of Mr. 
Sanderson. At IGungani, then under Dr. Palmer, we still had a few 
boys from Nyasaland, and Fr. Weston was at Mazizini witli his 
theological students.

Kichwde and Mtoni, in the ndghbourhood of Dar-es-Salaam, vm 
in charge of an African deacon and visited by a priestfrom Zanzibw.

In mese fc^v words, I have mentioned the eWef centres of work in
the diocese if I add the cathedral and the work of the-hospital and 
printing office at Mkunazini, and:a house of English ladies worldrig 
in the town of Zanzibar. Bishop Hine came to us from Nyasaland at ; 
the end of tgoi to be our Bishop. During his episcopate two more 
mainland stations were staffed with English women, Masasi and ^ 
Korogivc, and there were some Africans ordained to the saCTed 
ministry. Work was extended to the Shambala hills and stations 
opened at Kigongoi and Kizara, but the staff of the diocese was not | 

■ increased very much. ‘ 1
Thcgrcatadvanccandcxtcnsion of work came from 190B onwards, 4

duringthecpiscophteofBishopWcston,andthisinspiteofthccessation
of work on Ac mmnland during Ac years of Ac War.

’
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CHIGOMASOME RECOLLECTIONS, 1900-1935

’ from the boat, Canon Yoh^a Tawe, our priest-in-charge, went for- 
1 ward to meet him and we all knelt to receive his blessing, and accom- 
' panied him to his house.

We are not very well off m Mbuzi and Chigoma parishes and as yet 
j we have only a very few baptismal sheeties ofouroivn, so Likoma very

genoously came to our aid and lent us shecdcs. The church is much 
' too small even for the ordinary Sunday congregations, and on this 

occasion it was packed. Even so, only a very few of the Christians 
from Chigoma could find room inside. Near me was tlie mother of 
one of the candidates. She is a teacher and she was very, very happy, 
for together with her own little daughter, there were five other girls 
froaiLer school, come to be confirmed that afternoon. Her husband 

■was thctc too, and so was baby Joao, on mother’s back. ■
Then there came for each one the wonderful mom.^ when he 

received the Holy Chost by the laymg on of hands. The Bishop, 
moving between the rows of the kneeling candidates, pronounced each 
one’s name, laid his hand on his head and anointed him, signing him 

■ with the holy crOss as a witness of his confirmation. The
almost setting before the last one was confirmed and across the alur 
I could sec some flaming sun-brams, a visible reminder of ffim who 
had come to be with these soldiers of Our Lord, who were that day 
pledgmg themselves to His service until their lives end.
. Kneeling before the altar, the Bishop prayed for these children of 
his and then he gave us his blessing and we left the newly-confinned 
in churoh with padre, to give thanks to God for His great goodness 

Qjiite soon the station was quiet again, as the sun had set and all 
wanted to get back to the viBage to prepare the evening meal. All 
stayed in the villages near by as they were coming to Mass next morn
ing, there to woiship our Lord and to ask for His grace, ere they 
returned to their homes.

■ These soldiers of Christ, who are just beginning their ChnsUan 
.warfare, who are they ? Some, boys and girlj the Chnstian
parents, baptised in infancy. Others, who have not had the blessing 
of Christian homes, but have of their own accord come to be taught 
arid have now been baptised and confirmed. Besides these, there '" 
goodly number of old men and women, who m their last yem Imvc 
found thdr way to our Lord. For all, their confirmation day n a 
great beginning, and we who rejoiced with them must pray that they 

persevere
, Our church at Chigoma is dedicated to St An^ew. Will not you
inEngland, who worship in churches which have St, Andrew as Acir 
patron, remember us by the side of our Lake? Si

The African CUiristians as a whole hardly do their duty in alms
giving, and do not shoulder thdr responsibility to pay for the great 
increase of staff we have noted above.

A line of a chorus I heard broadcasted lately is m my heart 
text for my African friends as well as my English

“ Wc have learnt to take 
We must learn to give, 
live and let live.”

,wnas a
ones

M. M.

Diocese of J^jasaland

CHIGOMA
ST. BARTHOLOMEW’S-TIDE 1934 Sim was

The station had seemed 
rather quiet for an hour or so 
in the early afternoon after 
the movement and exdte* 
ment of the morning. Sud
denly, however, there was a 
shout of “boati” and the 

' children took up the cry and 
once more excitement was in 
the air. Out on the lake, 
the Ckihdupi coiild be seen, 
maldng her way to Chigoma. 
She was sailing well so the 
teachers lost no time in mus- 

, tcring the school-children 
down by the shore, the boys 
on. one dde and the mrls on 
other, while the people from 
the villages came in, too, and 
joined in the song of welcome. 
Wc had looked forward to 
this vxat of our Bishop 

, many weeks, and

IS a

/'for
nowmany.

at long last the day had come 
and the Bishop was going to 
administer the sacrament of 
confirmation.

As the Bishop came ashore Tub “ CiuKuicPi ”
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AS WE GO TO PRESS.
We rejoice to be able to announce that there was ah increase in the 

contributions last year to the principal working fiinds of the Mission 
of approximately £2,700.

EPIPHANYTIDE — AND AFTER
Many of the readers of Cenlrd Africa svill no doubt remember an article 
in the December number, signed by the “Under Thirty-Fours,” 
appealing to the younger fHcnds of the Mission to help in a special 
cflort of Prayer and Reparation for Africa. This ends with Epiphany- 
tide ; it was for a definite period, and no new organization has been 
formed, for the “ Under Thirty-Fours ” has been a useful name for a 
short time—no more. .

The response to the appeal has been most generous and encouraging, 
not only from >* under thirty-fours ” but from many friends of the 
Mission of all ages. We should like to thank all those who have helped 
the appeal in so many ways.

As a result of the appeal, the orgaiuzation of Young Cathohes, 
founded in 1933 andcallcdthcScvcn Ycars’Association, is going to do 
something each year for thesupport of the imssionary work of the Church,-

The result of the appeal proves how much more we can do in 
England. It is so easy to do a little for the Mission, to give a small 
subscription, for instance, and feel we have done all that we can. It 
is not until wc try to do tlie impossible that we find how much more we 
can accomplish. .c .

This past year our Lord has asked for tremendous saennees in 
Africa—they have been made gladly. Caii wc in England rest content 
without in some small measure joining in with that sacrifice? So 
although Epiphanytide is nearly over, our individual effort ermnot 
stop. At Christmas and Epiphany wc started out to bring the King a 
present The present He longs for is Africa. Wc have done a tiny bit 
towa^ obtmning it, but wc cannot stop until the whole present is His.

" Wliat shall we do next ? ” Some of us have found new inspiration 
to work for Africa, renewed zeal in our old ways of helping, or new 
kinds of work wc can do.- For some of our friends it is definitely a 
be^nning, and tlicy may be glad of some help. Perhaps they 
find out what thdr parishes arc doing and join in with them ; if there 
they find nothing, it is an opportunity to begin ; some may consider 
joining the Companionship of Simon the Gyrcnian.-

Wc arc sending out a letter with some suggestions for those who 
need them. In any case, although the ** Under Thirty Fours ” have 
come to an end, necessary correspondence is being continued by Miss 
Titmuss, c/o. Central Africa House, who will answer any questions 
about ways in wliich those who arc young and busy can help.

Our Gift is given, but our work is only just beginning. Let us 
remember the warning our Lord gave to people like ourselves who have 
been granted great opportunities : “ No man having put his hand to 
the plough and looking back b fit for the Kingdom of God.” 
begun ; now let us sec to it that there b no end.

The Under Thirty-Fours.

*
The Mission doctor has forbidden the Bbhop of Masasi to do any 

work during hb furlough in England; in consequence the whole of 
hb engagements have had to be cancelled.

HOME JOTTINGS

«934 >933
Received 
during Dec.

Total to 
Dec. 31.

Total to 
Dec.3idFund

£ 38,^7 2.^ 34,General
Auxiliary

- Pfhfwi*

>3.374
I9,310

6.445

Grand Totals 47,9(rt ia.548 ,16,666 44.7*0

He TVeaiuren acknowledge with thanks the receipt of ;Ci from E. S, and ;C5 fr<wn Anon, 
Hcjcfonl Dioccsc. t

at O.30 a.ni.

Retreatt at St. 
as foIEowi: March

can

..... .....
I,U«lSrJ Dorn BcimSi Qaiicnu, O.SJ),, lOs. 6d. i Au^t

SpamOT^ Sl.'S^bu Qiiccn'i Road. Tanteton,
WUOabla, KcM.

the Rev. Dom Dunitan Bailey, O.S.B. For particular! apply to the Suter Superior OS.?. 
Sl Gro^ Dtuhunt, Rdgate, Surrey.

House.

Wc have
j'

Samt ptopU may be inUrested to know that the cost of this appeal has been 
borne by an anonymous friend^ under 34*

Ofclostyled copies of the Mean£ring Missionarfs article on Reparation y 
be obtained from the Office. /

\
!
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HOME JOTTINGS

CENTRAL AFRICAExhibitioa of Wo^^FuU details of the exhibition appeared in last month's Ctntral 
Afiica. This u just to remind sectetariea that all cxhibiu must reach Central Aprita House 
by Monday, Kbrch i8th, and to aik everybody to keep the day of the exhibiuon free. 
Saturday March soth from 9 pjn. to 5.30 p-m. A MONTHLY RECORD OF THE WORK OF THE 

UNIVERSmES’ MISSION TO CENTRAL AFRICA• •
Coral League Film.—Before Padre Trefusis left on his return to Nyaaaland, he gave 
I* Fbvt ftf iR mm. Atm which he has named the Coral Leazue Flint. It IS mostthe 800 fL 16 mm. film which he has named the Coral League Film. 

Interesting and very good for propaganda.
Any parish which f----------'------ --------- '

on b^aifof the Ml
has a projector for a 16 mm. film may have this film on loan to show 

of the Mission provided that:
I. Very great care b taken of it. ....
9. A sum of money b rabed for the Mbsion funds by showing the film, alher W 

selling of tickets or a collection. Owing to the wear and tear on these films, the Mission 
b obURed to ask that not less than £t shaU be guaranteed from such an exhibiuon of 
the Aim-
Will those who wbb to have the film to show during the next few months, please book 

It in plenty of time ?

MARCH, 1935LIII. Price ad.No. day.
'A.
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payment of postage. • •
We have been asked by the Student Cbnstian Movement of Great Britain and Ireland to 

call the attention of our readen to the Universal Day of Prayer for Siudcntt in Central 
Africa. The Students Federation has now 300,000 members in 45 countries. Our prayers 
are asked for them in these difficult times.. BISHOP DOUGLAS

THE MISSION STAFF We have received bj Air Mai! an advance copy of the “ Pfyasaland Diocesan 
Chronicle ” for Janua^, the publication of which has been delayed owing to 

■ t difficulties caused by the breakdown of the bailer of the “ Chautuytransfont
Mafies*'Diocese DateName

We reprint the following extracts:—

I.—The Bishop’s Last Weeks.
The Bishop arrived at Ludewa on October 23rd, accompanied by 

Dr. Wigan. He seemed very wcU, but said that he was rather ured 
with so much travelling and expressed a hope that he wopld be ab c to 
have a bit of a rest here at Milo before starting on the safan to Yakobi 
and Njombe. There was a small confirmation at Ludewa, and anoUier 
on the next day at Luwana, and on Thursday, October 28th, wc 
arrived at Milo. In order to give him a rest I had arranged tliat the 
Confirmation of local candidates, and those from , tlic villages 
wc would not visit, should be aftcr^our return from Yakobi. 
ten days he had a complete rest except Uiat lie preached on Sunday and 
sang High Mass on All Saints’ Day. Wc started for Yakobi on 
Saturday, November 3rd, and slept at Lugalawa. There was a ^n- 
firmadon on Sunday morning, and in the afternoon wc walked over to 
the Benedicrine Mission. On the Monday, wc made an early start 
so as to climb the hill to Madilu before the hot midday sun. There

■Dry
Jao. iB 

» 24
Fcb.^ 
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Mr. G. Heritage
MiaWbdom
MbiWanl
Archdeacon
Mr.£.R.T(

service in Nyaaaland.
In the couTM of a ihort note it b not posaible to deal at all adequately with the work be 

did while a member of the Mbaloa; but be baa left behind him many memoriab of hb 
labouia-^hurcbea, which, of course, cathedral at lakoma b the chief, hospitals, and
many other bufidingi all over the diocese. Not less imposing and one may well hope not 
leapennanent b the spiritual building of the Church in the LiiiU dbtrict amce the war. ^ 

Toe Archdeacon’s reslgnadon b a very real less to Nyasaland, but after hb recent serious 
illness it was only to be eapected.

Ardideacoa

which 
So for

New Membera—Diocese of Masari.^Mbs Hazel Ward, trained at the Buekiogham Palace 
Road School ofCoobsy, goes to bousekeep on Masasi Sudon; Mm Muriel Wisdom, with 
fire yean'experience of tcaebing in N. Rnoderia, goes to KwitonjU
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was a Confinnation in tiic evening, and the next day’s safari was quite 
short, to the 6rst of tlie Ubena villages—Mfwala’s. The next two days 
to Yakobi were long and tiring, but we had a very enthusiastic welcome' 
there. He had hoped to meet the Berlin Mission pastor there, but in 
the evening there was a heavy thunderstorm which prevented us’ 
walking over to the Mission, and in the morning when we sent a note 
asking him to come and see us, he replied that he was busy instructing 
teachers'and could not come. There was only a short walk to the next
village—Idunda, where a very large number of people met us. There 
was, usual, a Confirmation in the evening, and the next day, 
Saturday, November loth, we went on to Mpcchi. Wc had the 
Confinnation on Sunday morning and about 11.30 Mr. Warner, the 
District Officer, came for us in his car and took us to Njombe, about 
four miles; we had a very pleasant stay there ; the Bishop seemed very 
pleased to be sleeping even for one night in a house instead of a tent 
or hut. •

Ott Monday afternoon Mr. Warner drove us along the new road to 
for night. A heavy tliundcrstorm broke just before wc 

arrived, and it was damp and cold during the night; in fact, it was the 
only place where the Bishop complained of the cold. The next two 
days were fairly easy, and wc arrived at Matevele, which is about an 
hour away from Padre Crispo’s headquarters at Mlangali, and where 
wc were expecting to meet him ; but he was not there as he was ill. \ 
So the following day wc made an early start as 1 thought I should find i 
all the candidates waiting to make their confession at the next village. | 
However, when we arrived soon after nine we found that Padre was |

our camp

CAfr. r. Ch-ttyfheit]
Tiik High Altar, .Milo Churui

complained of weakness, but on this day his temperature went up, and 
he was obviously not so well; On Wednesday afternoon the doctor 
tried to find an empyema, but failed to do so, though he considers tliat 
that was probably the cause of death. Later he went rapidly down 
hill, and the end came peacefully at 3 a.m. on Thursday morning. 
His body was then vested in Mass Vestments, and during the morning 
the people were able to sec him before being shrouded. The funeral 
was the same evening, after evensong. We have buried liim in the 
church in front of the High Altar. The following morning wc had a 
requiem for the repose of lus soul, which was vciy well attended, 
among the congregation being one of the Benedictine Fathers from 
Lug^awa, and a number of their Christians. To others will fall the 
task of writing of liis work for the diocese during his all too brief 
episcopate. I can only record here the sense of privilege of being able 
to minister to him at the end, and of the personal loss of an inspiring 
example of Christlikcncss in patience, self-sacrifice, prayer and holiness 
of life, of an inspiring retreat conductor and confessor, in a word of a 
true Father in God. May he rest in peace. E. T. D.

II.—The Bkhop and his People.
After attending the Lambeth Conference of 1930, tlic Bishop arrived 

in the diocese early in December and was enthroned in tlic Cathedral 
on December 23rd, immediately after a reception by the whole popula
tion of the island of Likoma, which was unique in its enthusiasm, and

better, and that all the candidates were prepared. So wc held the 
Confimation at ii, and .as tlic Bishop was quite ready to do so, we 
came on here to Milo, thus getting back a day earlier than wc expected. 

The Bishop was certainly tired after this safari, on which he had not 
himself as far as Confirmations and Confirmation addresses 

•were concerned, but he was quite well. On the. following Sunday 
afternoon he went to bed tvith a temperature and was in bed for two 
or three days with what seemed to be a gastric chill. He was quite 
well again by Sunday, and conducted our Retreat from Sunday evening 
to W^nesday morning. Padres Crispo and John Bai joined us, as 
they had been unable to get to Likoma. On Wednesday evening 
(November 28tliJ the Bishop again had a temperature and went to bed, 
but it was not till Friday that Miss Nobbs thought he was going to have 
pneumonia ; we at once sent for the doctor, and on Saturday for Miss> 
Piyce-Jones from Manda. On Sunday evening his condition was 
critical, but he had a criris during the night and on Monday seemed 
much better. I must mention here tliat I received liis confession on 
Satui-day evening, and I anointed him and gave him Conununion 
just after midnight and several times during his later illness he received 
Communion just after midnight He seemed anxious to observe 
the ewtoroary fast before Communion, but would have been quite^ 
unable to do so until the morning, as his mouth got so dry. until 
Monday, D«:cmbcr 17th, he seemed to be making progress, though he

spared
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in the presence of tHe largest congregation ever known before or since 
in that big church. So it was just about four years from his first arrival 
in the diocese that he passed from iis.

The sentence from the book Wisdom—“ He being made perfect 
in a short time fulfilled a long tiitie ’’—comes to one’s mind as one thlnfa 
of the work of the late Bishop. He acquired a knowledge of Chinyanja 
in an exceptiohally short time, and preached at the High Mass in the 
Catiirfral on Christmas Day, ttyp dajjs after his arrival at Likoma. This 
was one reason for the sp^y way in which he won the affection "of 
Africans, but it was hot only his gift of language, but the r^_ holing 
of his character which, won their hearts, ^e holiness Ofhis inner life 
came out in his addrMes at our diocesan rctixats, in his sermons, and 
in a remarkable way seemed to mark everything that he did in church. 
Those of us who yverc at Likoma last Lent will not easily forget the 
Holy Week ceremonies in the Cathedral, and their effect on the 
AfHcans. ■

The Bishop of this diocese has an, arduous task : there is the 
difficulty of working under three different Governments, and the 
distances to be covered in the visitation are very great The means 
of communication arc none tqo good, and much has to depend upon 
the Mission’s own transport organization in the way of steamers and 
motor lorries. This means that the Bishop is not only the spiritual 
head of a diocese, but is responsible for much business arrangement, 
which is a tax on time and strength. We fear that it was the endeavour 
to deal adequately with the spiritual and temporal needs ofhis huge 
diocese whidi proved too much for the Bishop's physical powers. He 
had done an exceptional amount of travelling this year. He began 
the year by a long tour in the northern archdeaconry, later on spendmg 
two months in the Shird archdeacon^, and a month at Kota Kota, 
then a long tour in the Msumba district, and finally the three months 

. in northern parts again, .So that he spent but-little time in his own 
house, and such time as he had was fully occupied by preparation for 
retnats both for the European staff and the African dergy. The 
retreats for the African clergy, which he conducted Umself, were a 
work which he especially loved, and we know how much they valued 

’ them. His hcart was in the building up of an African ministpi, and 
he spared no pains in the training of ordinands. His ordinations, in 
which he introduced the delivery of the chalice and the anointings, 
were models of what such functions should be, and he himself spent 
many hours teaching the new priests to say Maw.
' . It was not, however, the Afncan clergy alone who interested him, 
but oil his workers and his flock, and the many long joUmcys which he 
undertook this year were made with the purpose of getting to know his 
people in thdr own villages. Noteworthy, too, were tiie pastoral letters 
to his people which he wrote in Chintanja, the last one on almsgiving, 
which he produced just before he left Likoma for the last time had a 
marked effect on the African layfolk.

During his episcopate he only; held one Synod, but at that muc^' 
important work was accomplished, and the Liturgy received its presmt

form. He was very modest about his capacity as a chairman of such 
gatherings, but not oniy at the Synod but at the Diocesan Conference, 
which was held at the same time, he proved a worthy successor to 
Bishop Fisher, and one can give no higher praise than to say that,

- Naturally we write mostly about his love for and work among ; 
Africans, but the European membeis of liis flock were very miich in 
his heart and had a generous share of hb time. Each year that he was 
in the efuntry he stayed in the townships and undertook long journeys 
to visit the many planters and olfiaals scattered over a la^ area; 
we know how much they appreciatedmcse visits and his mmistrations.

May we in eonclusion offer our heartfelt sympathy to his famUy ; 
at home? Some of us know how dear he was to them, and aU know 
how much this diocese owes to the two brothers who have given their 
lives for their Master in AfKca. : ; V >

As we say our “ reqincscat ” we moito for the toss of one who, was ; 
hoth a great leader in things spintual and a true father in God to us all.

■F.-W.' '

THE CROCODILE AT THE ORIB
CmusTOAS, 1934. Overheard in a London church. Very Small 
Person in an «cited whisper. “ Mummie, there’s a crocodife at the 
Crib.” "Hush, darUng, there can’t be a crocodile there.” Short 
pause. “ Mummie, there if a crocodile there.” “ Hush dear, don’t 
talk in church.” Pause. " But, Mummie----- ” And so on.

“ Out of the mouth of babes ” : perhaps he saw 
Beyond the state we term the naturd _law;
No question why it came from far-off Ni e,^
No dubious how ; “ There if a crocodile !
Peacocks and apes were borne to lesser I^gs, _
Should not a Greater Welcome stranger things ?
No shrinking fear but, with ecatcd smle,
“Oh, Mummie, look, thm if a crocodile!
Abhorred of all it is Goffs creature sttlL 
Unreasoning channel'of His soy’rcign wA 
Nosing its way it joins that curious band.
Dumb ox, duU ass and siUy shcep^ tot stand 
Around the manger for a httle while ;
And I take heart again, for though my_
Has marred my soul yet He let me in 
Who, at His Crib, suffered His crocodile.

sin

Amon.
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THE JOYS OF ULWENDO
Diocese of N. Rhodtsia

to ride slowly in order that he may be able to keep up at a steady jog
trot. Our carriers, with all the ordinary camp equipment, were well 
on ahead ; they had about twenty miles to go the first day, and no 
villages on the way. Other days .were easier for them, but they always 
like to get away fairly early so as to avoid travelling in the heat of the 
day.

Early rising is a feature of camp life. As soon as it begins to get 
light the boys begin creeping about outside, rake up the fire, rattle tiie 
pots and pans, etc.; and so no more sleep for the European 
but who wants to sleep after the sun is up in the African bush !

One morning I had a very rude awakening ! Wc ^vcrc sleeping in 
the hills, near a spring, far from any village. It had been difficult to 
find a ledge, not too far from >vater, to pitch our tents. When wc 
arrived at tlie spot wc found tliat they had only been able to erect two 
tents, so the ladies had to share one. The tents were pitched on sloping 
ground, even so, and our beds were placed with the heads uplull. 
The tendency was to slip down to the foot, -and during the night I 
awoke several times to crawl up to my pillow again. But that isn't 
the worst 1 Just before the first grey strchk of da^vn, when it was 
beginning to feel a bit chilly, I reached down to get my eiderdown;

it had slipped to the 
ground. Then I settled 
down comfortably to 
await early tea. But no 
more comfort for me ! 
Something was pricking 
me all over like red hot 
needles. Having lived in 
Central Africa many 
years, I knetv at once 
what it was. I had 
pulled up my eiderdown 
from the ground and it 

covered with red

THE JOYS OF ULWENDO

cither;

\PadTt RmttrPkeie\
Caraiem in N. RllOOUtA

“ Ulwxndo ** or “ ulcndo,” or some other form from the same root, 
is very frequently heard in this part of die world. It comes from a word 
which means “ to walk.” It may be translated ” travelling,” or 
“going on a journey”; but to those who live here the word 
“ ulwcndo ” has almost been taken into the English language.

By way of a change, and with the excuse that there was work to 
be done in the more distant villages, wc set off on ulwendo early in 
July. Thb is an ideal month for hiking (may one “ hike ” with a 
bicycle ?) at Msoro; it is mid-winter, and there is just that feeling 
in me air that reminds one of a summer morning at home.

Wc were a party of three—two ladies and a visiting padre, the 
Warden of the Training College at Mapanza. He had come to see 
some of the teachers at work in the village schook. The young 
“ bloods ” in college had often told him what old fogeys the ^lage 
teachers ^ve^c ; and now, he says, he will be able to refute that state
ment, and tell youth that there is sdU a great deal that they can Icam 
from these “ old fogeys.” Wc set off on bicycles, each with a bicycle 
boy. The latter is a very important person when cycling on inter- 
village paths, for when the track becomes quite impossible he is always 
at hand to receive the bicycle. This means, of course, that one has

I

was
ants (the fierce biting 
kind). I was soon out of 
bed and dressed as quick
ly as possible, hopping 
from one leg to the other 
like a cat on hot bricks, 
to avoid the ants, which 
were swarming all over 
the floor. First, I woke 
my companion to tell her 
that tlic tent was dive 
with ants, but she didn’t 

mind. Then 1 
threw all my bcd-clothcs 
outside on to a mat,

i

seem to
[Miu Evans

Old Man Weaving at pRiiimvE Loom
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my boy did his best to rid them of ants. After Aat I sat by the 
camp fire, which bums all night, pretending that i liked to be up in 
the chilly dawn of a July morning, and served my companions with 
very early morning tea. I may say that they were not in the least 
grateful for hong roused at that hour; evidendy thdr bedclothes had 
not been on the mund ! Perhaps this episode can hardly be called 
one.of the “joys of ulwehdo, but it helps to liven things up;

The Warden is very keen on Afiacan music, and so we were ve^ 
much like the old lady of Banbury Cross, accompanied by music 
wherever we tvent. The African needs very little imcoutagement to 
sing, and he certainly got that litde on this. trek. _

It is the custom here for all the youth of the village to come out and 
“ sing ” the trav^cr in. The same thing happens when he leaves, 
he is accompanied by sin^g and clapping for ^uite a distance towiuds 
the next village. But this journey ivas a continuous procession, from 
village to village, of singing youths and maidens. Aincan singing is 
not at its best when running behind a bicycle, and*^we, rather less 
musica] ones, somedmes felt that we had had quite enough of it. How
ever, they can sing very softly and sweedy, especially the women and 
girls in their pounding songs. They sing as they pound the com in their 
big tvooden mortars, and mark the time ivith each stroke of the pesde.

The camera is iways to the fore on these village journeys. At 
one place we, got a very good photo of an old man weaving cotton 
doth, on a very primidve hand-made loom, made with wooden pegs 
knocked into the ground. It was fixed up under a tree, so that the 
worker was in the shade. Now that Manchester cotton goods can be 
bought so cheaply at the stores, one very rardy sees these'weavers 
at work.

Lest you should think that this ulwendo was endrdy ajoy ride, let 
me tdl you a litde of the work we did. We educationalists spent a 
good deal oftime in school most days, watching the teacher at work and 
making notes for future reference. I took a teachers* refresher course 
as soon as I rcturacd. Our nurse alsp spent a good part of her time 
with the sick, giving temporary idief in some cases and advisingdthers 
to come into hospital for a course of treatment, She said that it made 
her heart sore to see what a lot there was to be done, and how litde she 
could do in so short a stay—a drop in the ocean.
. Would that, we could make these visits more frequendy and stay 
longer in one place, both for educational and medical work! But at 
present, with the shortage of staff, this is not possible; with only two 
ladies, it is all we can do to look ^er the work on the station. Here, 
we have been one lady short for eighteen months now, and other 
stations have been worse off still. Let us pray that more may realize 
their vocation for this work. ■

and MANDA AND MILO y
I WAS very fortunate in being able to join the Mahda staff on’p visit 
to Milo towards the end of last month and, as I liappencd to arrive on 
the station the day before the Feast of St. Bartholomew, I was in time 
to enjoy the festivities arranged for diat day. There was to be a 
performance of the “ Pied Piper “ by the school-children, specially 
arranged by Miss Taylor. We saw the dress rehearsal the evening 
before,) when a very big crowd gathered after evensong, and in the 
spcdaliy tnilcd-off piece of ground on the station the childreh all did 
thdr parts very well. The rate had wonderful tails made of ugwambala 
(native rope) which stuck up in the air and waved about as they kept 
crawling in on ^ fours and disturbing first the children in one corner, 
who were sifting and pounding for the evening meal, and then another 
litde group who were seated down eating thdr meal. At each invasion 
by the rats the children got up and with great vigour drove off the 
squealing rats, to the great amusement of the audience. Then padre 
appeared on the scene dressed as the Pied Piper, and after a long 
discussion with the village chieis, led die rats after hini with dandng 
and piping, over the hill-top and down into the valley bdow. The 
audience could not be restrained from rushing to see where he had 
taken them to, and there far away in the distance sve saW liim at the 
head leading a long trail after him until they were right out of sight 
round the side of the hill. The whole performance was so much 
appreciated that mauy of the women asked if they might sec it again 
the following morning, as diey would not he able to come in the 
evening. The next day, St. Bartholomesv’s, there were .sports after 
Mass, supervised by padre and Mr. Fisher, and in die afternoon the 
men of the Mganda danced in the enclosure on the station.

The following day we set off on safari to Milo.; we three ladies in a 
large canoe with all our loads, and padre going on a little way ahead 
of us in a small canoe. The lake svas rough that afternoon'and we 
arrived very wet at our first village. However, it didn t matter, as we
soon got our things dry in the sun and had tra.

IVe were now going on up north beyond Manda to Uldsi, a journey 
of four days-by canoe. These villages along die lake shore are most 
attractive, with die lake on one side, and at the back shut m by high 
mountains and wooded lulls. All the way along die coast there are 
these beautiful mountains rising abrupdy out of the lake to a £(mtaris-s™. s; s Siysi'ps
slept before beginning the cUmb to Milo, was Here in

i
1
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further off under another large tree the “ dawa ” was spread out and 
wc were kept vc^ busy giving injections for yaws and pulling out tcctli.

Many people just came and watched and later on, sat and watched 
from a rcrpcctful distance as we had our tea out under the tree.

That evening, after the dawa work was all finished, the church was 
very full for evening prayers, as a good many people had come in from • 
a lon^ distance and tlierc were also a large number at Mass the following 1
mormng. Wc set off as soon as possible after breakfast and began 
climbing almost at once, numbers of the village people accompanying ;
us for quite a long way. They seemed to go up so easily and quickly, I
so accustomed arc they to these steep hills. Up and up wc went, 
clirnbing for newly five hours that day, and as wc stopped now and 
again for brcatliing space wc looked back and got lovely views of lake 
and vall^ far down below us. That night wc slept at quite a small 
village high up in the hills; here there were large bamboo plantations 
all around, ^own for the purpose of making bamboo wine. After a 
meal and a bttlc rest wc were again busy with oUr various jobs, though 
here, there was not very much to do in the way of medidne: tlicse mil 
people seem to keep very healthy. At the early service in the morning, 
here as in most places, the little church was full almost to overflowing, 
and it was hard to find even a square foot of mud floor on wlUch to 
kneel. Then we started agwn wth as little delay as possible, so that 
wc might do some of our climbing before the sun got too hot. Now 
as wc went on up wc b^an to look down on to mountain peaks that ^" 
the day before wc had seen towering above us, and so, as wc ^vcnt

on, the mounuuns that had looked so high began to look quite smiill 
beneath us, and still wc could see higher mountains ahead to climb. 
Sometimes we had to come down again; once wc found ourselves 
in a very beautiful valley and here it was Ukc going through tropical 
jungle, widi enormous trees and wonderful plants, covered with long 
trailing creepera. There were high rocks Ukc great walb forming the 
sides of the mountain torrent that ran through the gorge up which wc
were making our way. ' , ,. , .

At the end of the second day wc came at last to tlic highest point 
which wc should be cUmbing, and from here we looked down into the•SSSSSSSErlll
brfore coming in sight of Milo. It was very cold sleeping in the vall^, 

glad to be up and walking as soon as possible the next 
morning. After a pretty long and steep climb “
and wc were
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MANDA AND MILO
the cathedral church of the 

nativity, NDOLA, N. RHODESIA
5bjr a less sleep and precipitous way and stopping to visit a good many 

villages on the way.
The country here %vas almost equally attractive %vith its wonderful 

views as we ^vallccd sometimes along high ridges, and looked out across 
a county of endless hills and yalfcys to the mountain ranges away 
in the distance, that we were gradually leaving further behind as we 
approached Manda and the lake.

A very happy ulendo had a most unlooked for ending,, for I got 
on the steamer on Monday morning, thinking to get down to Iduli on 
the same day; however, we had a very bad tos^g all that day and 
were delayed mving to the roughness of the lake. The following 
morning, when we had already come in sight of Liuli, it was discovered 
that the boiler had begun to leak. The fires had to be very quickly 
\vithdrawn for fc^ of an explosion, and the men told to get out into 
the boats immediately and begin rowing as h^ as they could, in 
order to tow the C.M, Xo a place of safety before the ^vind should get 
up. We drifted with a slight ‘mnd for about five hours right past 
Njambe, but although the men were rowing their hardest all the time, 
th^wcrc not able to get us in to the port there.

Then, as we were going past a ro^ point, the monitor of that 
village, seeing that we were drifting helplessly, came quickly out in

' I 4.'m
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lie
•ast a rocky point, the monitor of that 

,. > . ^ : drifting helplessly, came quickly out in
his canoe to the steamer for a long rope with which to help to pull 
us in. With all the people of the >^age helping to pull too, we were 
at last brought in to a place of safety and firmly tied with strong ropes 
to a tree on the shore ; and none too soon either, for within half an 

sti-ong wind got up which would almost certainly have dashed 
he rocks. One of the native padres on board ftien conducted 

a service of thanksgiving, arid it was with all our hearts as well as 
voiew that we joined in singing “ Praise to the Holiest.” Now that 

lup for an indefinite

Ui
.c

hour a: 
us on the rocks V-V

I-'-!3 aour

the CM. is laid up for an indefinite period for repairs, we are learning 
more and more how much we depended on her for everything, and 
hope t^t it will not be long before she is able once more to carry 
our mails and our stores to us on her monthly trips round the lake.

A. K.
m

'.S a rte
The Bbhop’i Throne

0« the Feast of the Epiphany, .935. ®“‘;‘’Pr°L^‘’4StrNdda
dedicated the Bishop’s Throne in the Chureh <>f 
thereby distinguishing it as his Cathedral Church. After the dedica

tSeTthfs^L^J^* adimtted the Rev. W. F. P. 
Ellis to the office of Provost of the Cathedral.
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5^NEITHER A BORROWER NOR A LENDER BEDiocae of J/. Rhodesia

NEITHER A BORROWER NOR A 
LENDER BE

The weather was cold, one teacher had now two winter coats, while 
----- !*-----none ; so she bought one coat from the;

1 nC WCauici waa vwiu,
the owner of tlie suitcase had none ; so sne do 
teacher, who bought a watch with the money. ^

The two teachers camped out together in the cold weather, aiid 
each wore a winter coat; and the original coat had come back into 
fashion again ; and the padre had his own suitcase back (rather 
scratched and knocked about) ; and the teacher had her suitcase
aaiw , *•**“ _______ had been glad ofthe coat and the case on her
iwrn^ f and the staff at B had had a cake ; and a suitcase and a 

in fravpllinff. and arrived home safelv. H.

There were once two teachers, one of whom lent her suitcase, and 
the other her wnter coat to a nurse who was going to England.

The nurse in due counc gave the suitcase and the coat to a lay
man who^was reluming from leave to the place A, where the teachers 
were stationed. In the suitcase was also a cake from the mother of 
one of the teachers.

Unfortunately, when he arrived in Africa Uie layman was sent to 
another station, B, many miles away, and not on the route to A. 
There the cake was eventually eaten by a grateful staff, and as soon 
as opportunity occurred the case and the coat were sent off to A.

Meanwhile the ^chers had been moved north from A to another 
mission station, C, and since one of them had now no suitcase for 
travelling the pricst-in-charge Idndly lent her his.

When the suitcase arriv^ at A the padre sent it back as soon as 
possible to the railway-line, and a letter was sent to a bishop who was 
travelling up to G asking him to bring the suitcase with him. But 
he left before he received the letter, so the case remained behind.

Meanwhile, the teacher who owned the coat went home on leave 
without it It Avas about fifteen months after she had first lent her 
coat, and as it was winter in England, she had to buy a new one.

This teacher had not left long ^vhcn a passer-by brought up the 
suitcMC wih the coat in it

^ Six months later the owner of the suitcase vycnt home on leave 
with it She took the padre’s suitcase with her to leave it at the rail
way nearest to A. On the road she had a breakdown, and had to 
abandon everything except her own .suitcase and a hold-all, while 
she got a lift in a passing car. She stayed for a few days at a township 
bn the journey south, but could get no news of her heavy luggage 
having been picked up and sent on. However, she left instmetions 
that the padre’s suitcase Avas to be put off the train at the railway 
nearest to A, and went down to Capetown on the piml train. At 
Capetown she was lucky, for she found a Cook’s man'who said that 
her luggage had come down on a goods’ train the day before.

• On the quay was her luggage, and under her heaviest boxes the 
padre’s empty suitcase 1

Since it would cost more to send the case back than to buy 
one she took the Padre’s case to England \rith her.

In England, she gave the case to another padre, who returned to A 
just in Umc for the priest-in-charge to get lus suitcase to pack ready 
for his leave in England.

Two-and-a-half years after the beginning of this adventure of the 
coat and suitcase the two teachers met a^ri at yet another mission 
stauon, D. At the same time another teacher came down from G and /' 
brought the coat with her.

• safely y and the nurse

coat had had experience in travelling, and arrived home safely.

FOR TEACHERS ONLY _
“My need for a teacher is becoming very pressing, etc.”—(Extract 
from the Bishop of Zanzibar’s letter). The Bishop needs two mis
sionary teachers immediately, oUier parts of the Mission Me crying out 
for the same help, and yet there is no one to send, mracin hes the

Sionary ” a stumbling block ? , It would seem that this ten-lettoed 
word conjures up in the minds of a good many people, and partic^arly 
amongst those who are thinking of offering their service to ^nca, a 
Z^eAing which does not exist, and which had^better be dispelled once

then. What if needed ? i,..i.-f?
■ (1) QuallHed Teachers. What do we mean by that f

' W Graduates holding one of the teaching diplomas or

(4) ThMi’holding the Higher Froebel Certificate, provided this 
is taken at a recognized centre. ,

(e) Elementary teachers holding the recognised Teachers 
Certificate.

(2) Experienced Teachers. Why?

(.1 ».I, .h. »• w-d.
'' or h,r .odiio! oo™. -W'r

to give.

-r.

1'

concerned with the

a new
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-H.
FOR TEACHERS ONLY

THE SILVER LINING.it-ma/ be well to explain here that a very large amount of the 
education of Central Africa a given in village schools, where trained 
African men and women teachers arc most suited for thb work. It is 
the part of the European teacher to train, supervise, help and encourage 
these Africans ill work, which has often to be done with inadequate ,, 
apparatus and in difficult surroundings.

In the central schools and colleges, where a higher standard of 
education is riven, there will still be trmned Africans on the staff, but 
Europeans also take a direct part in the teaching and in drawing 
up the curriculum, etc.

(3) Missionary Teachers.—^The African Church needs missionary 
teachers. Here comes that word ** nussionary’* again. Why?

^ Does it mean bring good enough? If we arc honest, we know that 
will never be our state in lilc, so it cannot mean that.

The qualities that m^e a missionary arc many and varied, and not 
all would agree as to which were the most important. Probably a real 
sense of humour would come very high bn everyone’s list j but they 
may be summarized thus :—

The best missionaries arc people
(а) Who love our Lord Jesus Christ, and try to put Him and

His service first in their lives ; and who, because of their 
great love, desire to bring others to Him.

(б) Who feci^that God has specially called them to serve Him
b)f serririg His African children, because as yet they kn 
Him not.

. (f) Who, because of this love and call, arc resolved to pvc them
selves with humility, patience and faithful perseverance 
to lice (not merriy profess) ffic Chi^t-lifc amongst the 
Africans and their f^ow missionaries.

(rf) Who will leave no stone unturned to fit themselves for so 
meat a work, i.c. willingness really to .learn an African
languagcjn order to be able to understand and make 
friends with the Africans; readme^ to use all their ex
perience and training in whatever kind of teaching post 
th^ arc needed; humbly and gladly to give time to 
training themselves in the spiritual life before embarking 

• on the difficult job of living the Christian life in a heathen 
land.

Towards the end of 1934, our^ financial outlooks was very heavily 
clouded. In order to enable us to pay our way and discha^c the 
liabilities we had assumed to the Bishops in Africa we needed an income 
for the year of £1,500 in excess of that received for 1933, but when 
November closed, the General Fund instead of yielding an increase 
showed an actual falling off of more than £1,800 compared with the 
previous year. Tliere was certainly some excuse for pessimism, for 
It appeared in the higest degree unlikely that the Treasurers would be 
able to find any alternative to reduction in 1935.

Our friends in Africa, following month by ihonth the figures 
published in the magazine, were setting to work to consider, what might 
be done in the way of further economics, and they were sorely puzzled 
to discover what they might do in order to avoid the desperate expedient 
of shutting down work. Canon Broomfield wrote from Zanzibar to 
say that he vm looking forward gloomily to what he regarded as the 
certain prospect of a reduced grant. The Bishop of Northern 
Rhodesia began to wonder whether it would be possible for the 
European members of his staff to stay out in Africa four years instead
of three, and so to save the expense offrequent furloughs. Mr. Sargent
from Nyasaland urged that he might know the worst at the e^hest 
possible date, and the Bishop of Masasi,. who was at home, haitoted 
long before daring to accept new workers, sorely needed to fiU the 
gaps in his depleted staff, lest the necessary money to provide for them
should not be forthcoming in the new year. ^ ,

Then just when tiungs looked at their blackest. Youth c^c to the 
r«cuc. The article of the Under TWrty-Fours in the December 
number of Ceniral Africa, and the action in which it resulted, produced 
effect in two very striking directions. A large number of young 
people only half of whom had shown any particular interest in the 
Mikon already, set to work to get something done, and the result was 
a fairly considerable offering Tn money and a perhaps much more 
considCTablc offering in prayer. Meanwhile, a number of older people 
were moved to think whether it might not be that they, too, were 
called to grapple with the situation as best they might. ,

And s5fc? the last six weeks of the year money began ^ m^n 
an unexpected volume oflargc sums and ofsma 1, ’>"‘>1 
came to*^clo5e the hooks for 1934 we fomd tot more than to asked 
for ,£1,500 increase had been given, and to Tretumers we jmofied

Si“iS
who helped to bring it about.

ow

commit you in any way.

E. /■
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THE SILVER LINING

HOME JOTTINGSNow wc can look fonvard with renewed courage and hope to the 
work of another year, but wc must not allow ourselves to forget that the 
inerted incomc'gaincd during 1934 will still be needed this year. 
In view of the fact that so many new friends have come forward, and 
so many old friends have set to >vork to find more new ones, we surely 
have every justification for belief that better days arc in store and Aat 
before long some of the big opportunities for extension which are pre
senting themselves in Africa may no longer cause the Bishops to txuu 
sorrowfully away for lack of the necessary funds and the necessary staff 
with which to seize tliem.

0

‘ >935 J934

Received during Jan. |Fund Received during Jan.j

c c
2.5>8•SSly 03

E. F. S. ..78333

3,034(^rand Totals 9,S*0

Monthly Requiem.—AMassofRequiem fordeparted memben and friends of the Mission 
will be said in the Chapel of All Souh at Central Africa House on Tuesday, March tgth, 
at O.30 B.m.

A New Poster (No. iiio) in black and white, of bold and arresting design, has just been 
issued and can be had “ blank ” or printed to announce sermon or meeting. They can be 
had in reasonable numbers without chai^ on application to the OfTtce.

REVIEWS
EajUm4fria end ro-memtr, published by the East Africa Ontce,gi Great Titchficld 

Street, London, W.i. Price 71. 6d,
Wc hiavx received from the " East Africa " Office a book with the title £asUm Afrua 

To^ oni Tthwomw. It consists of various articles, by men qualified to deal with the 
subj«t of wora and development in East Africa. The book is wcU iUustrated. We have 
beard much of late of the rapidity of the progress which has resulted liwa the entrance of 
Western dviliiation into what was called the Dark Continent fifW yean ago. The progress 
is amasing to those of us who knew Africa half a century ago. The illustrations are a proof 
of thu anming progress. All who want to have a well-informed knowledge of East Africa 
ai itistoKlayshoulcrreadthtsbook. It well repays study. Naturally it de^ almost entirely 
with material progress, and the training of the African with a view to fitting him into his 

......_.„icnt. It Is ind^ * be glatf to think that
by the spiritual work of Foreign Missions he has a new heaven as weU as a new earth, and that 
the spttitual ikIc of African nature is being dc%Tloped pai pasiv with his material prepress.

• Community of the Sacred Passion.—Retreau for those associated with the Community 
and for other ladies will be held at St. Cross, Diuhunt, from May aolli to 34th, 1935. 
Conductor, the Rev. Father Richard Barnes, C.R., and from August and to 6th, Conductor, 
the Rev. Dom Dunstan Bailey, O.S.B. For particulars apply to the Sister Superior C.S.P., 
St. Cross, Duxhurst, Reigatc, Suney.

St. Barnabas, Tankerton—/frtrMtt. March itt-4th, Canon Spanton, 121. 6d.; May 
ayth-jiit, the Rev. E. V. Lean, U.M.C.A.. i8s.6d.; July toth-aard, Horn Bernard acmenu, 
05.B., tSs. 6d. 5 Oct. asth-aglh, Fr. Bertram Lester, O.5.B., iQs. 6d. Fhcrc will also Ik

B^t and Cirii are spccially'invitcd to the Heralds' week end, April aSth-aQtli. For Uic 
Boys’ and Girls’ fortnight, August lyth-ant- The Retreat for boys and girb, August 31st. 
September and, conductor, Fr. George Moore. , .. ‘ ............ .....

Please apply, with stamped and addressed envelope for reply, to Miss H. Spanton 
St. Barnabas' House, Queen’s Road, Tankerton, Whitstablc, Kent.

J

!;

Thi Modtm Afiutonoor.—Thu little book sent to us for a review is a study of the human factor 
in the mmitmary raterpriic In the fight of present day conditions. It is published by 
the Student Chnsuan Mm-cment Press at 58 Bloomsbury Street, London, W.C.i, price 
11.6d. net, in a paper cover. It is edited byj. H. Oldham, and that is itself a recommenda- 
uon. He has written an Introduction. Thchook conUins eight articles by dilTerent writers. 
It is a useful handbook for missionaries, and as such we cordially recommend it.

The ancles to which wc specially call attention are (1) the one on Africa : (2) on the 
use of ftirlwghs and (3) on Corporate Living in relation to the Missionary Witness. In the 
arude on furloughs a suggation is made for the appointment of a " director of furloughs ” 
togire adrice to n^oaaria on furlough, apecii^y on their fint furlough as to the kind of 
use to of their fur ough. In the third arode to which wc hare called attention there 
IS much wd about the “ team spint," and thb is illustrated in a striking fashion by instances 
of tlie exiitchce of such a team spirit among famous p^cs of exploren who atuibuted their 

to the existence of this team spirit. The little book amply repays study.

_ _ _ previously announced, this vrill take place on Satt^ay,
March 30th. The Exhibition will be held in the Large Hali of the Chmdi House, West- 
nunster, and will be open from a p.m. to 5 p.m. At 2.45 p.m. tbm wiB be a »pe^ by 
the Rev. R. M. Gibbons of St. Andrew’s College, .Minaki, followed by the dulnbution of

Exhibition of Work.-As

ffttificata.
All exhibits must reach the office

Ca3s.III.-l?ndcrl3^ye3n.

'nwrewfll be some artists’sketcha from Central Africa on sale . . v! . . .
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HOME JOTTINGS

CENTRAL AFRICAnpaniomhip have been arranged 
May a4th-27th. Conducior, the Rev.

Fk, ais. Name

Retreat*.—Two Reireau for members of the Com 
(i) At the Retreat House, Chester,

T. Hatitiay, CR. Fee, iBi. 6d.
(a) At Oakhunt Retreat House, Erith, Kent, from July a6th-30th. 

of Conductor to be announced later.
Names of intending Rctrcaiants should be sent to the Secretary, C.S.C., c/o Central 

Africa House.

from

A MONTHLY RECORD OF THE WORK OF THE 
UNIYmSITIES’ MISSION TO CENTER AFRICA

THE MISSION STAFF Price ad.APRIL. .935No.6aB. LIII.
1

DateName Diocese
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•• Manorial and the Alabaster Bo* .. 78

Aniccls in Eniland 
Rev. O. Dyson 
Rev. E. V. Lean 
Rev. R. M. Gibbon* 
Or. M. Gibbons 
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,v::K"ee'”'^:: ;;

Zanzibar
Nyasaland
Zanzibar
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Feb. 5
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80Dtpartmi/nm Engtand 
Rev. R. S. Taylor 
Mr. A. F. Nebon

N. Rhodesia 
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Marcli I
at

/NewMcmber.-Dwf«r of X RAeirria.—The Rev. Robert Selby Taylor. M.A.. Camb. 
and Cuddesdon, Assbtant Priest of St. Olave w. St. Giles, York. i

Postponed OfdlnaUoix-—Bishop Douglas intended to ordain seven Readers to the 
diaconate on St. Paul’* Dav ; h b now hoped the Bbhop of N. Rhodesia may be able to 
vbit Nyasaland and hold the postponed ordination.

AN AFRICAN’S APPEAL
If thb article is allowed to be printed in Central Africa I should be 

^tcful that I will have time to speak to my fatliers and motlicrs, 
love our Lord Jesus Christ and His Church, and I ask all those 

^ho read this magazine to hear me with patience.
I wonder if you have ever heard about St. Nicholas’ Chapel at 

Songca, which 1 am going to try to tell you about.
Songea is a district in Tanganyika Territory which stretches inland 

to Lake Nyasa, so the Nyasa people who arc in the lake borders arc 
under this district from Ghiwini at the south to Manda at the north 
side. Songca itself is situated at the distance of one hundred and 
twenty miles from Lake Nyasa, and about one hundred and sixty miles 
from Tunduru in the diocese of Masasi. The people here arc 
Ahgoni and Ndcndcule, and some of them arc Yao; but the chief 
language is Swaliili according to the order of the government Language 
Committee. ‘ .

Muluunmadanism is tremendous here, but wc thank God Almighty 
^Vho has called some of them into His Church; and Roman 
Catholicism is progressing all over tlie district. ' / _

Many people come to work here or to buy some goods in Indian 
stores, I mean our U.M.C.A. Christians all over the eastern side of 
the lake in Portuguese area, LiuH, Manda, and Milo panAes spend 
Sundays here to pray. The staff at Liuli and government oftiaals saw 
it would be nice to build a chapel here for these poor Christians. . And 
also one can say, there arc groups of our flocks scattered about in Uus

who
IN MEMORIAM—R.I.P.

!
IDec. 15—Adeline Marguerite Snell

Secretary of the Companionship of Simon the Cyrenian, St. Leonard's.on*Sca, I92i*t934.
I

. I bad been the Oflic® Secretary of C.S.C. for »ome time and corresponded often with 
Ntiss Snell before ! met her. Then one day at a U.M.CA. meeting a tall figure with a 
beautiful sntile and lairc brown e)*es came forward to speak to me. it was only then i 

. realized she was blind, lor a friend was guiding her. No one had ever told me, fbr no one 
thought of her a* unable to see. She had lost her sight in youth, and when t^t and her 
home were gone, she b^an her life’s work for U.hi.(lA. ns parochial 'secretary for the 
G.S.C. Thr^h all the yean of her secretaryship until ten days before her death, when, 
although obviously dying, she told roe that the cheque for the Mission from the Companion- 
ihlp was comity the nest day, she never failed m her thought and work for U.hLCLA. 
One knew ustinetively that her calm and rather reserved bctcrior hid great depth of 
character and was based on prayer and devotion to our Lord, for Whom alone all the work 

. was done.
The Co hip of Simon the Cyrenian has been blessed with several wonderful 

branch secretaries, but no branch has a more beautiful ctample to follow than has that of 
Christ Church, Sl Leonard’»^sn>Sea. Although it u not for us to know in this life how 
much the and other* like her have done for the Church in Central Africa, yet m addition to 
the hundreds of pounds she inspired other* to help her to raise for the Mission, there must 
be many Africans and European missionarie* who were unknowingly help^ by her prayers 
and ungle-heartcd devotion to the work for His Afriaui Church which our Lord had given 
her to do. . E.C.N.

/
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yAN AFRICAN'S APPEAL nincat of Nyasaland

ST. MICHAEL’S COLLEGE, LIKOMAdistrict especially from Portuguese territory and nobody to feed them 
in spirit. What tliey arc doing I can say is to join the Roman Catholic 
Church, and perhaps to be baptized again by them ! It is a great 
pity to see them wandering about in the widemess \vitIiout a shepherd !

This chapel here was built by Ringwood and Dymchurch, in 
Kent, for tliis sake, and a reader was offered from Liuli to stay here ; 
and as Liuli is under the diocese of Nyasaland we have to look to the 
Lord Bishop of Nyasaland. Tlic visit is done by a priest from Liuli 
when Uicrc is a convenient time, and by tliose who come from tJic 
Nyasaland and Masasi dioceses. The Lord Bishop of Nyasaland came 
also himself for a visit in October this year. It was a joyful welcome.
He confirmed some of our Christians and baptized the children of 
K. A. R, church members of Scotland Mission, those who also need 
our help. Our church>elders begged the Lord Bishop to offer them a ! 
priest. He kindly consented to but as he is going to see all over 
the diocese, he said : We arc short of staff.** He is also thinking 
very much of us on tlie whole. Tlie Lord Bisliop Iiimself su^ested 
tliat it would be suitable to grant us a European priest to settle here, ’
but tlicy arc very few in the diocese. So we at St. Nicholas’ have to '
look to Heaven “from whence comes

--------- -- . --'.i

' -m:r ^
m.

Z'G.

rJ 'S0
my help.” Where would die i 

help in this world come from ? In England and other parts of Europe ;
>vhcrc the Europeans come from. TOcrc those who love our Lord I
Jesus CImst, His Church and Holy Gospel first came to teach us dark- 
skinned people of Africa the Trutlis of God our Fadicr in Heaven by ‘ 
the ^idance of the Holy Spirit. I

The work at Songca and neighbourhood places would be ! 
flourished if it was done by a priest. An unordained person like a 
reader has not much to do by himself alone. He is not able to minister . 
any sacrament. He can go any^vherc to preach and instruct people, , 
he can’t do more than that; and as there is not a chance of a priest 
coming frequently all arc in N-ain.

One day, a Clirisdan who was for a long dmc out of church by 
marrying a second wife Avas dying in government hospital here and j 
called the reader for his repentance. The reader could not do any- 1 
thing except to pray at liis bedside, and tried to make the dying person < 
to follow Jiftcr liim to say our I^ord’s prayer ; in few hours time came

{Mr. P, AOdmPioti) St. Mioiabl'i Couxob

If you take the wide path which goes off to i^^rth piut the rath^d^
CTOT^li'eld^ou' praeuUy come to a part where Acre are even more 
rocks than usual and the fields give place to cactm and low bush with 
an occasional stunted tree. Here, you may occasionally see a troop of 
little grey monkeys, coveys of stone blue guinea-fowl ^d, werhead, 
great hawks seem to hang motionless in the brazm sky. The pam 
leads up hill till suddenly it turns a comer under the shadow of a pile 
of rocks and the ground seems to fall away from your very feet. Bdow, 
between two hills and almost surrounded by the blue waters of tlie lake, 
lies St. Michael’s Ckillcgc. - . . -j .u. a—o

Immediately below is a little group of rools showing imid the darh 
green of the mango trees. These arc die houses of the Principal and 
his English assistant. Tlie Principal's house lias a very large^wlutc 
asbesto roof, the others are all tfiatched. These houses stimd on a 
terrace on the hillside, and you must descend from the veranto of to 
large house by a very steep flight of steps and a long steep path to Uic 
big court of the college. To tlie right arc the class rooms, a long row 
of stone buildings lying along to whole Icngtli of to court. OPP“i“- 
on to left and behind an even row of mangoes, is a row of tliatcl cd 
houses whose ends face the court. These are to domutones ol to 
fifty or sixty boys who arc normally in training at the college. At the 
far end is the chapel and beyond that again arc two more groups of

i

the end.
On December 6th ^vc kept the festival day of our patron saint and ' 

bishop. We lonwd to have Holy Communion, but no priest to cele
brate for us. We thank government officials and other Europeans 
who hcl]^ us wth their offerings.

We give thanks and praise to God who gives us a way of salvation, 
that a Muhammadan, by name Muhammad has left Islam to follow 

Faith, and he is now at hearers* class, trusting when a priest comes 
up he will be admitted* by him in church as a catechumen.

We cry to you to remember us in any tvay you can especially in 
praying for us in yotu* private prayers and at Mass, and we arc looking 
forward to tlie day ^vhen a pnest would be offered for us.

i

our

Mattiva Alexander Mseka (Reader).
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ST. MICHAEL’S COLLEGE. LIKOMAST. MICHAEL’S COLLEGE, LIKOMA

served in the dining-rooms. These rooms are really shelters against 
and rain ; on a fine day the boys always sit about in the court 

Sdc in litUc groups. At nine we all go into school and, «ccpt for a 
«hort break, stay tlxerc till the Angelas is rung at just after txvelvc.

There arc short mid-day intercessions in the chapel cvci^ day, 
except Friday, when tlic whole college says one of the Litanies in^r 
Prayer Book. Aaerxvards follows the first meal of the day.
“ nia " is not thought of as a meal so much as a snack, though ite

school begins. This free time is used for all sorts of gamu, for reading 
up notes when the examination shadow is over us. and for seeing the 
^ncipal. or else changing library books. Favourite books arc Engl^h 
Sctiorarics ! But books with plenty of pictures in *cm are alwa^ 
popular, and as a work of reference the Children s Encyclopiedia is 
always in demand.

buildings. To 
the left arc the 
boys* kitchens 
and dining - 
rooms, to the 
right is a group 
of houses built 
of sun - dried 
brick in which 
the African 
teachers 
thdr families 
live. Stillfurthcr 
on the patli 
brings xis to a 
natural amphi
theatre, cleared 
and levelled, 
where the boys 
play football, 
rounders and 
other g^cs. 
Beyond ^s we 
come to a part 
called Chita- 
loka (literally, 
put aside), 
where there are 
very few fields, 
and here in the 
weeks before 
the annual ex
aminations the

boys like to come with their note-books to read quietly by themselves.
Tlxe day begins at 5.30, when a whbtle is blown and the boy on 

duty gets up with his blanket wrapped rotmd him and runs to chapel 
to nng the Angclus. In a few moments most of the boys arc running 
thi^gh the fid^ to bathe at one of the two clean sandy beaches near 
the college. At six wc have Matins, followed by a short conducted 
meditation, and Mass Is immediately after in the Lady Chapel for any 
who wish to go. The chajpel is a very plain building of stone and brick, 
but in the high sanctuary is a very b^utiful soap-stone altar decorated 
with blue and gold mosaic. The boys sit on mats spread out on the 
floor, their books arc kept on a long rack which extend right down the 
length of the chapel. The two whose duty it is to read the lessons sit 
on stools in front, and the staff sit in plain wooden stalls at the back.

By 7.30 all the dormitories have been swept and tidied, and some 
boys have been to the lake to draw drinking water and taken it to the 
kitchen to be boiled as a precaution against typhoid. The inspection

and

\Mr. P. AtUM
St. MiaiARL’l Couxon Chape:.

(Mr. Pi AtUns
Plm*l St. Mmhasl’s Colibob Stvoehti
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ST. MICHAEL’S COLLEGE, LIKOMA rHKise of Xyascland

AS OTHERS SEE USAftcanoon school is laj^y given over to handwork. Unfortu
nately, likoma is not a smtablc place for the agriculture that should 
play a large part in the life of the African school if it is to be of value 
to the community it serves, but we do a little gardening and grow a 
small amount of the food and of the other supplies we need. Last 
year we grew for the first time a little cotton and, also for the first time, 
some of the string we need for our filshing nets. These nets out 
three times a wede in order to supply us wth the large quantities of 
fish needed to feed so many boys, so net repmring is a constant 
form of handwork. Besides these things, we have our swdon of the 
road to maintain and sometimes the boys help a poor widow in the 
neighbouring village to build a new house. Evensong is sung 
immediately after afternoon school, and at sunset the boys have their 
second meal of porridge and relish ; they also have their third bathe, 
either just before or immediately after sunset.

Lighting, other than the siddy yellow of the hurricane lamp, 
have none. So the next two hours arc for the most part given over to 
the joys of conversation and singing. Sometimes all the boys come up 
to one of bur verandas and listen to the gramophone for a while. 
Occasionally, if there is a moon, the boys dance down in the court 
with hand-dapping and song in place of drums. At eight there is 
Compline for those who wish it, and at half-past there arc dormitory 
prayers in cachl dormitory taken by the senior boy. Usually — 
go down to one or other of the dormitories and sit for half an hour 
or so on the end of a bed and join in the conversation or,
more often, answer interminable and extraordinarily ^^cd questions. 
Conversation is quite informal and free. Witlun limits we say what 
we please : an admirable; safety vdvc for the boy, a splendid way 
of learning many t^gs for. the teacher and not the least deterrent of 

, healthy mscipline. ^e long dark dormtory with the strange 
shadows among the roof poles, the yellow light of the lamp, the long 
blanket-covered forms of slccpy boys on thdr hanging beds, asking 
endess questions or engaged in eager discussion, make an unforgettable 
pictxu^. Then the last evening prayers for d^vcrancc from the perils 
and dangers of the night, which arc so v^ real to cycry Amcan 
famifiar with the darJtoess of wtchcraft, cw spirits and heathen 
superstitions ; and outside, the peaceful silence of the three sleeping 

( dormitories broken only by the throb of a distant drum and the 
^ wldrring of countless insect

myriad stars, and the silent guardian ^hills around. . I .
“Behold, as the liills stand about Jerusalem so standeth the Lord

about His people.” V.A.

all 1^5
native. We would remind the former of the words of an totonau- 

“tlie denunciations of the ‘luxury, pnde, and sloth’ of the 
English wage-earneia of tlic seventerath and eighteenth ccutuncs 

: are, indeed, aimost identical wi& those directed agaimt Mican
natives to-day. It is complamed that.. . they are s^-mduigent 
and idle; that they want no more than a bare subsistence, and 

, iviU cease work the moment they obtam it; that, the lugher 
their ivagcs, the more—' so Ucentious are they —they spendnpon

; drink; that high prices, therefore, are not a misfortune but a
blcssin? . .

To the iatter we would say that we do the African native a d^ervice 
by putting him upon a pedestal, and makmg him out to be the saint 
tot he is not. It is an obvious retort to say that in such a case we 
should not, then, dare to evangelize him. - ,
- To my mind the-African race is typical of manfand as a who e; 
lire are aU “ of one blood.” The African has his good and bad quahtics 
like any other section of mankind, but they difto from 
(for instance) as to emphasis on this side and that b^use of the 
manner of their upbrin^ng, tlic circumstances in which hvc, 
Sdriack ofcducatfon (in a idde sense) and the consequent dilferencc

LroS^ber'd^ old Archdeacon Eyre saying once, when he «me 
back from furlough, “ they were a grand lot of chapi on board the 
boat,” and then, m the next breath, " but a lot of stealing went on. 
There was the good and the bad in them.
i : " There’s so much good in the worst of us.

And so much bad in the best of us . . .” . . ^

re-making.

we

we

of what 
not beCIS; the deep purple of the night, the

a thing as “ -ipmat truth,” or that jusuce is one of the fundam^t^ 
law of the universe, is a very difficult tiling for them ro 
And yet it is an ext^mely important matter that they should learn to

'■
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.................. ----’'r-‘il A short while back some
I teachers were given an

" -• • - •- ^ay to,write on “What
^ I would do wiUi £too a 

-i; ,.,,4’ year.” The amount was
....... excessive and quite,be-r^rsTiCni

regard to £10 a year 
would have been more 
TOthin their compass. And 
what was the burden of 
Uieir reply? They said 
that they would buy. a 
store and go on buying 
more stores undlth^werc 
tlioroughly nch. Yet our

M Lord, while not condeusn-
s=J mg the possession of nches
{p.M.r. as such, nevertheless em

phasized . the danger of 
them for the soul. It. IS 

rather » blessed are the poor in spirit/’ and^-wc certainly need to twch 
in season and out of season the very deHmtc doctnne of the New 
Testament on this subject. We need, more and more, the spirit of

Ulink, their id^ ofli^aH^^y 
in giving (or, rather, not giving) of alTO, and support of their Church 
gcMrauV I am aware that places differ in this 
heard of other stations where the people give much more liberty 
than they do here. But if you ^e the 
see that wc have much ground for satisfaction. I comidw i 
that the native seems ratlicr to think “it is morc.btesed

S^e meef th^ do no’t see why they ^l^uld «ert th=TOHv«J_^“

tsn " f rsSK:
any real need to. Fortitude, in tlie sense ‘P^hioh
obstaeles, seems to me to be one of those cardinal virtues on wh.cn .

comparative importance ofthings is shown

' grasp the fundamental and eternal moral laws which are the expression 
bf the mind of God Himself, and the keeping of which is a matter of 
obligation on our part. I wll try to illustrate’ this.^

Wc have just been put to very considerable mconvemcncc and 
expense and labour because a man gave us a message which 
un^c. He undcratands, of course, that he did a vciy w^cd thing 
in lying to us, but the wckedness—in his mind—is that he ^ got 
into hot Avatcr over it. He does not fed shame at havmg offended 
against God’s law of truth ; the matter, with himj is a concrete and 
practical one. I ought to say that he is not a Chmtian, but I am not 
here trying to dificrentiate but speaking of the African character gener
ally. They need to love truth “for its own sake,” and because God
is a God of truth, and the Devil the father of lies.

Again, to steal is a sin against justice; but the African normally looks 
upon stealing as a very minor oflenM; he docs not sec why he should 
not hdp himself to some of your seeming abundance. What wc have 
to show him is that it is fundamentally wrong, and that unless justice 
exists beuveen man and man there can be no mutual tnm. ^

It is the same thing in connection witli the idea of ‘ Divine law. 
There arc fundamental principles of the Christian faith, wbeh have 
been revealed to us or which spring from natural law. ChnsUan 
marriage is of Dirinc law; those whom God hath joined together 
man may not put asunder. ButIhavcfoundmanyanAfricantoassumc 
that this is a wWte man’s “fad,” and that a priest or even a Bi^op 
is quite free to do just as he likes in the matter of Christian mamage. 
If he docs not agree to what they want of him, it is supposed to be not 
because he himself is “ under authority” but because (perhaps) he is 
not in a very good temper.

I would name “ lack of the idea of obligation ” as another defect 
of the African character. Of course, they have their “customs,” and 
few answers arc so cflcctivc as to say “wc have no such custom, 
neither the Gliurchcs of God.” What I am speaking of here, however, 
is the idea of moral obligation, the categorical imperative. Probably 
any layman in the Mission would a^c that he is often annoyed 
by the casualncss of workmen ; they come or do not come as tlicy feel 
inclined, even when important work is afoot. A man will solemnly 
promise to come the following day to sec you; you put yoursdf at 
some inconvenience to wbt for him, but he comes not. For Catholic 

, Christians it is a matter of obligation to worship together on the Lord’s
Day, and most certainly our Simday services arc well attended. But
I cannot say that the people, as yet, sec it as a matter of moral 
obligation to come.

An African reader said a little while ago “Wc Africans have a lust for 
the ^ngs of this world,” and there is some truth in it. Greed is not 
confined to our people here, for it is conspicuous the world over, but 
it is nevertheless a defect. The people of any nation, whose main 
concern is " bread and dreus ” is as much on do\m grade as was 
the Roman Empire. But wc vrish to build a Christian dvilisation, 
and cannot be content to sec our people commcrdaliscd and secularised.

am
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great storm at magilaby them when tlicy much prefer office work, or work of tlmt kind, to 
agricultural. Some,* in fact, consider that they lose ^gmty if they 
carry even their own sleeping mat. I have known Afneans to pay a 
boy to carry this for them ratlicr than do it themselves. Manual 
labour is undignified,*’ and only for tliose *‘ who know not the Law.**
I am sure the fault is largely due to employers of labour, who pay much 
larger salaries to clerks, house-boys and cooks tlian tlicy do to those 
working in thdr fields. The late Archdeacon Johnson was v^ much 
alive to this danger, and one of the questions he used to ask his people, 
as he went round the district, was “ how many fields have you ^t ?
If they had only one they got into trouble with him ; for he would not 
be satisfied unless they were hodng at least three. In tlus respect, too,
I must say that the African padres (for instance) ^vc a very good cjmmple 
and arc mostly ready to put thdr hand to any job. We can pmnt out 
to the most intdligent of our people not only that our Lord Himself 

a manual labourer but also that the progress of thdr own country
and of themsdvea depends on the cultivation of the soil.

Quite a number of intdligent Africans read Central Africa, and if 
they fed inclined to be angry with me for this article I would ask them 
to remember that it is sometimes good for us to see oursdves as othen 
see us. If I am aware of weaknesses in tlic African character and out
look, I am no less aware of weakness in tliat of our own race.

Yet one more point; the African is far too ready to beg. It b dis
appointing to a newromer from England to find him—or herself— 
boUiered by children and grown-ups too, who beg for thb, that and ' 
the other. It b one of tlic difficulties of our work out here that we 
appear to the African to be ridi beyond the dreams of avarice, and to 
live in a luxury ffiat they have only dreamed of. But it b bad for the 
African and for our work that a European should be looked upon 
milch-cow. Tlicrc b a real danger of the same idea being carried 
over into rcUgion, and a race of “ rice Christians ** bdng produced. I 
am constantly having to fight the idea that Chrbtianity means getting 
«juicthing for nothing, or that a man’s soul can be bought by a 
“ present.” That a man must be prepared to lose even hb soul for 
Cnrbt and the Gospd’s sake, b a vital truth that we must press upon 
our people.

We arc here to show the African of these parts the true Pattern of
Life. It will be only in so far as they more and more conform them-
sdyes to Hb likeness, and have the ** mind of Christ ” on the matters 
discussed above, that they will be answering thdr (and our) true calling t
to be the children of thdr Father in Heaven.

>y »!
.'V

mI
Tke CoKVEHT, Msalabani (Maoila)was

The Rev. Mother. C. S. P., writes from the Convent, Magila

X'i" "* Sirs

library, drenched bedding, and muddy jj-j, Hown the
than ankle deep on the concrete floors, and ^ ® y u„dc|.
shurs and flooding the lower rooms, so ^^'^^‘'““f^^rinrthe night the dreumstance?. By 5 p.m. all seemed quiet, >>ut dunng ^ gn^ 
thde was another wind storm and more corrugated

■^^Kearts are full of th^ulne. for God's 
one was hurt. And it was so kind of it to be in y
would, have been so much more J 50 at the end of
^age could have been so much worse than it was,
it all we say Uro Groliar."

was
thiasa

T. H. Hicks.
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meanderings of a missionary

MEANDERINGS OF A MISSIONARY
incnds of missionaries abroad.

IV.-PEN FRIENDS
V.-DISTANGE

Beware of those who advertise ! Seeing an advertisement once that 
a young man in London wished to correspond wth friends in any 
part of the world, I grav curious. Why mould anyone living in a 
crowded dty seek friendship elsewhere ? My curiosity led me to reply 
to his advertisement. He turned out to be an agent for a well-known 
hnn of motor car manufacturers and was seeldng to build up a worid- 
\vide connecdon. Nevertheless, we are friends. He saw the humour 
of the situadon, in receiving only one reply finm a penniless missionary, 
and we correspond r^ularly as a result.

I like those letters recaved in ofHdal envelopes which conclude 
with *'Your obedient servant.** It makes one feel so dreadfully 
superior ; but should one be tempted as a result to imagine that such 

reply is instantaneous and crushing—and still concludes 
ement servant I **

» Distance lends enchantment,” said the dying lion who went too 
thp strange creature who held a fire-sdek in his hands. This is 

true of our experiences. Missionaries on leave look back on some of 
those difficult times when it seemed ccrtdn that vocadon had been mis
taken with a sense of wonderment that now they seem so remote and 
so different. Distance takes away detdls, hard lines and blemishes, 
and oidy leaves a softened general effect which has nothing harsh 
about it.

near

I am looking out on 
an exquisite vieiv of a 
broad valley, bounded 
on both sides by 
sweeping hills and 
fading away into indi
go indefimteness. God 
has spread a huge
green tarpaulin, which
the wind has caught 
and bellied into grace
ful curves or sweeps. 
Or, perhaps, itis a rub- 

• ber Buttermcrc blown 
up into huge propor
tions by a foot-pump.

At any rate, I was 
toiling up Uiose lulls 
yesterday, wondering 
why on earth people 
went up to the mils for 

: a holiday 1 The steep
1; inclined; tlie boul-
I ders in die way, the
' ’ pitfalls and tlic pro

jecting roots of age- 
• such harsh details are mcrcifuUy lost-

\X J'.'.V'- • -• . -is the case; the 
with “ Your ob

I am often tempted to -wonder how St. Paul’s letters were received. 
We know that he had some replies ; and gather that hb letters were 
not always as welcome as they might have been, even though he did 
so courteously ^Id the pill. Every missionary Imows of letters which 
begin >ritli the most superb flatted and end with a request for some 
favour to be granted. I remember a schoolmaster who called a small 
boy and complimented him on his work in school, and then added, 
fingering a cane ipringly, "But I have this against you, that you 
behaved abominably in prayers this morning ; now bend over i ” 

The post in Africa is a flourishing concern. Every day shoals of 
letters arrive^ addressed in quaint and endearing ways. “ To my 
best-beloved Angdinc," or "to my dear friend So and So.” "To 
the reverend father of my soul,** and so on. Many romances in Africa 
be^ through the post, and not a few tragedies.

During the War, disappointed at having no friends, a Tommy 
would ask his pal to read him his letter. Once in a generous moment, 
one penon wrote anonymously to an illiterate and friendless soldier 
in his own company, and had the cmbairassment of having 
his. own letters to him, and having to take down the replies addressed 
to lumsclf. These letters invariably ended with " And put a bit of 
trcllis-^vork at the bottom ( ”

However, British soldiers arc seldom without pen-fnends. We 
used to find amorous epistles ^vrapped up in our shim returning from 
the local laundry ; and sometimes texts slipped in by the more pious. 
It is rather a disconcerting experience to find a note addressed to " My 
hero ” wrapped in one’s vest; while, perhaps, another slip in the shirt 
exhom one to be " sober and vigilant.”

In SwaliUi there is a proverb that a letter is " half of seeing one 
another.” We know how true that is when the European mail 
arrives. How fat and bulky it is during one’s first tour ! Yet how it

}.

mm

ato read

TIIE SiiAUBALA Hills

less trees arc no longer seen
Dktflrtends to idealise the part. That is look

back wistfully to the time “ when I was . „:ii j-omc to
who contemptuously review their too-ncar ^Hmour of the
say the samc^ thing later. Gatholte who ““f ‘d c l.riH 
Aics of faith, have been replaced by tl.ose who remember 
of the Tractarian revival.
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. NOW-A-DAYS11 ij true of our spiritual life. The early days of conversion seem the 
fairest; and later experiences arc beginning to soften and become 
toned down in the middle dbtancc ; only the present shotvs the crude Mamto Leo, (Now-a^lays), is the name of die government newspaper 

wliich circulates through Tanganyika TenRory and brinp to^rcMtc
^ ^?milating such wmtera knowledge S^ay be of real use

in East Afiica. It is published monthly and is often distributed by 
the lotal chiefi. The priee is only ten cents a copy, which is less than 
the cost,of production, but it is such a valuable aid to the educational 
and linguistic work of tiie government that profit is a minor 
consideration. , .

As might be expected, each number has short paragraphs about news 
of the world and local news and articles by government oCBcials on 
agriculture, cattle rearing, forestry, hygiene, tribal history; but to 
the student of African psychology it is tiie last page entitled Mad-bag , 
which is the most interesting, for it shows how tiie mind of the educated 
y&can is reacting to the stimulus of western civilisation. No lettm 
about religion arc allowed, but on all other matters the Afric^ ™tc 
to the European editor with the utmost confidence and freedom, 
though they often begin with a polite apology “To ask a quration is 
not foolishness,” or “ my words are as long as a telegraph wire, or

moSf die editor is snowed under with letters, and again and 
agiun he has to say “ Your letter was iUegible,” “T have destroyed 
your letter it was fuU of abuse,” “ Better ask your relations about your 
love aflairs,” “Your letter was unstamped,” The news_in your 
letter about your quarrels has nothing to do with me,” and so on; 
but the letters he accepts arc significant. They show *c thoughts 
of young Africa. Sometimes there is a long cotrcspondcnce about 
such quistions as “ Which is tiie greater bitterness to be bereav^ of 
husbimd or child ? ” “ What is the most important work on wto t 
“Which is best, a child or riches?” “Whicli is most profitable a

Sometimes a correspondent, braver than his fellow, will 
the futile doings of a medicine man and mock at Ins charms costing 
a hundred shiUings, which are supposrf to save the wOTcr from 
getting into trouble with government official. 
will even laugh at those who fear witchcraft; but it is easy to be
'’^c“su§ccrwhich is never exhausted, and which is mol^ in its 
forms, b how the African b to respond to wmtem 
might be expected, little outside matters are often “ 8^““..“
An African *11 write indignantly “ What is this about a
who will change frizzly liair into smooth hair ? Lis^tcn ! J''C‘y MnMn
oighf to be content *tii the hair God has given 
seek thb medicine,” or “Why do we wear spectacles that cost twen^ 

^cents? If our sight is bad let us go to a doctor and get proper 
Jpcctaclcs.”

detail.
It is good to look back from a distance, for it reminds us that this 

present \vi\\ one day be in the distance ; its crudities harmonized into 
tlie general landscape of a lifetime ; when Ave come to review it.

On tlie otlicr hand, one can look out into the dbtancc, remembering 
that it u what lies b^ore. Like our ideab in the dreaming stage, it 
is a fair prospect; for it b indefinite. It has yet to be traversed and 
seen in detail, idealbts are apt to be impatient of detail; then they 
remain dreamers. Detmb are the dbdpline of realized ideab. Happy 
b he who can keep the ^lsion of tvhat he saw at a dbtance and become 
absorbed into it as he approaches near to it by the rough patli of detail. 
Wc arc conscious that some priests say Mass better than others. Both 
may have the same vision of the Mass; as it b actually; but one has 
mastered the rubrics and tlie other has not

Our Lord learned thb at Nazareth. He had often carried tlie 
heavy planks from the forest where they had been felled, to the work
shop where they were to be planed. He was used to carrying rough 
beams before He trod the way of the Gross. He had accustomed 
Himself to be silent, when the sha^ splinter drove itself under Hb 
finger-nail; or the saw slipped and japed arm. He had had un
pleasant experiences with naib in those early days of ^prentice- 
ship, before Hb fingers embraced them in agony on the Caoss. Hb 
Low Mass was said on Maiinday Thunday; but Hb IBgh Mass on 
Good Friday. Before He came to cither, He had thoroughly mastered 
the rubrics. Hb Fatheris business had been Hb meat and drink; 
a fair prospect; but He had had no delusions about it He had often 
kneeled before that Cross, as we do; but He had no idea of doing less 

' than stretching Himself upon it The detail of that consecration made 
Him sweat blood in the garden.

Finally He ascended, and Hb dbdples saw Him fiom a dbtance. 
They long to come to Him ; but scdng'Him at a dbtance, they are 
apt to^Iori^ Him too much. Dbtance hides from them the Sacred 
Wouneb which are only visible to those who arc near. The devotion 
of the Sacred Heart shocks many by its crudity; but it b true never
theless ; and was needed to show us our Lord as He b at near view, 
^t us take our backtvard glances in retreat; and our forward 

' - ghmees tooT My blo\vn-up Buttcrmcrc b before me, very pleasing 
and satbfpng; but after a week I shall be bored stiff with it and 
longing to be down th(»e gentle slopes; tripping and sweating into 
the hot plain; into the middle-dbtance of to-day on toward the 
far dbtance of to-:morrow.

J. /
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NOW-A-DAYS memorial to bishop DOUGLAS
At the February meeting of tlic General Council I was autlioriscd to 
gather round me a small committee which should consider the question 
of a memorial to Bishop Douglas and take appropriate action. This 
committee was duly constituted arid met on the ?th March ; it tlien 
decided that the most appropriate memorial to the Bishop, wh
begun his ministry in Africa by training candidates for tlie :____
ministry at Hegongo and who in Nyasaland had done so much to help 
the extension of Ac African ministry there, would be to help further 
fonvard jlic work which had been so dear to his heart.

It was Acrcforc resolved to take steps to raise a fund to promote tlic 
development of Ac native minist^ in Nyasaland ; providing firstly 
for Ac necessary extension of Ac simple premises which are at present 
quite ihadequatc to Ac grovring needs of Ac Aeological colU_ 
Likoiria, and secondly for Ac inauguration of an endowment fund for 

: its maintenance.
I hear Aat Ae Bishop’s old parishioners at St. Leonards arc hoping 

to have a Gift Week in June for Ac purpose of Ae Memorial, and the 
Principal of Ely Tlieological College proposes to invite gifts from old 
Ely men in memory of Acir former Vice-Principal j I am sure tiiat 
Acre are many oAers up and down Ae country, some of whom perhaps 
only came to know Ac Bishop after he had joined Ac Mission, who 
would like to take a share in helping Ae memorial fund. We arc not 

rUrOfnuiney, we are most anxious not to divert 
•dinary mission funds; but we desire to afford 
i^toiAose of the Bishop’s friends who would 

memory green in connection wiA the

Almost all tlic letters sliow a desire for real prog^. Even Ac 
women arc emboldened to write to Ac editor on this Acme. One 
woman aslu why girls are not urged to go to school in Ac same way 
as boys and says nnnly ” we want to go forward wiA our broAcrs.” 
AnoAer girl pleads ‘‘ Let Ac parents send tlicir girls to learn to r^d 
so Aat Acy may enter into Ught.” A Muhammadan Aercupon writes 
an angry letter to say Aat Ac correspondence page is being spoilt by 
Ac noisy diattcr of women and he asks Ac cAtor to prevent \vomcn 
from sending letters to Ac gazette.

Here is a typical letter from a young African student showing his 
keen desire for real progress.

“ Behold inhabitanb of Tanganyika Territory why 
asleep, Ac world^movcs on and you do not wake up. 
is because hundreds of our boys go to school but Acy go no further 
and this brings us darkness and blindness. Knowledge has no limits, 
why do not our boys go on? The Europeans have brought us 
wonderful things, moton, steamers, machines, aeroplanes, etc., and 
sometimes we Africans make Aem move, but which of us could make 
one of Aese things ? If all Ae Europeans were to go away how would 
our country fare ? Our last state would be worse than Ae first.”

The only ronedy that he can propose is Aat all Ae Africans of 
Tanganyika Territory should collect a big fund to send four boys to 
England to be educated, one as an engineer, anoAer as a teacher and 
Ac two others as lawyer and doctor, and that Ae four should return 
and teach Acir fellows. “ Union is strengA,” he concludes, but union 
such as tliis is beyond Ae reach of Ac many tribes of Tanganyika.

AnoAer ^^^ritc^ with a gi^p of Ac real Afficulties says “ The reason 
we Africans do not progress is because pride and boastfulness hinder 
us. An African who gets good government work cuts his brethren and 

< despises Aem.” AnoAer still more truthful says “jealousy and evil- 
speaking arc Ae obstacles for if a man gets on Aose who envy him 

d Act kiU him or else slander him so that he loses his work.”
A very Aoughtful African-writes “ The past is Ac foundation on 

which Ae ladder of progress rests, but Acre is no slpthfulncss like that 
ofresting on Ae past wiAout preparing for Ae future. You must be 
Ae ruler of to-morrow not a stranger to it If you raise yourself on 
Ac steps bcncaA you you will have a good inheritance and a fair 
name. Honour Ac past and love Ac future.”

^ough expressed in simple language this is Ac great problem for 
Mambo Leo and every missionaiy and government ofEdal. How is 
Ae new teaclung to be condated wiA ali that is good in Ae past and 
how is Ae young African to be hdpol in this transition time ? Only 

. Ae Holy Spirit of love and unity can teach us for He is Ae Lord 
of past and future, and by His guidance true continuity wll be found.

10 had 
native

arc you all 
The reason ege at

anxious to raise a vast s 
contributions from Ae < 
an appropriate opportu 
\rish to join us in keeping
Avork to which he gave mmself so gladly. , .r*

Contributions largc/or small may be sent to me at Central Africa 
House and will be acknowledged on behalf of Ac Committee, whose

Ernest F. Spantonnames arc given below.

the late Bbhop’s Commissaries ; Canon Hallctt, The Reverend H. C.T. 
Hose, and Dr. Robert Howard. '

IN MEMORIAM—R.I.P.
Feb. 28—Janet Bailey.

It was a very great shock to hear that, on February aStli, Miss Janet 
Bailey had Aed quite suddenly at LulinA, of ccrcbim malaria.

Miss Bailey came to us in 1930, and has worked all Ac time at 
LulinA. After a few months wiA Miss SmiA, Miss Smith’s furlough 
became due, and Miss BAlcy took charge of ^ Ac medical work at 
LulinA, which includes a large hospital and out-patient department 

-and, half an hour away, a leper hospital, where there arc sixty to 
seventy leper in-patients.

D. C.A.
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memorials AND THE ALABASTER BOXIN MEMORIAM

tic Sacraments. Try to picture the churches in South and Central 
A&ica tvith their mud and stick walls built with such zeal by the 
native Christians and then because £50 is lacking for a corrugated 
iron roof, the churches disintegrate'into heaps of mud.

Someone is sure to break in here and say “ It cannot be wrong to 
brautfy our churcli, remember the alabaster boxand hoivit wasjudas 
who stud ‘ To what purpose is this waste?

Hovf dare we. appeal to the alabaster box ? Was not the essence of 
Mary*s act the adoring and uncalculating love which made her break ■ 
the alabaster cnise and pour out the whole of tlte precious spikenard ?
It was entire self-abandonment inspired by her loving sympathy with 
our Lord’s approaching Passion and Death. The utter self-sacrifice 
of the Cross, for the sake of us sinners called out this loving imitation 
of Christ and therefore our Lord accepted it and said “Wherever this ; 
Gospel shall be preached, in the whole world there also shall this be 
told as a memorial of her.” But alas the Gospel is not preached, and 
the memorial of Mary is not made, and others are not enfiamed by 
her self-sacrifice to Jesus because we prefer our own way and our own

Ah Old Missionary;

Wc soon found,that besides being an cxceUent nune, she had ex
ceptional gifts of organization. Considerable quantities of food have 
to be purchased each year for the feeding of poor patients in the 
hospital, and lepers who arc unable to raise a full year’s food supply by 
their own efforts. The food should be bought at the time of harvcit, 
and stored. At Lulindi, boys arc in training as assistants in tlie hospital 
and out-patient departments.

Miss Smith had won the confidence of the women, and they came to 
her for ante-natal ciue, and relied on her help atranfinements. hfe 

■ Smitli herself, on her return from furlough, took charge of the medical 
work at Masasi, but under Miss Bailey, the high level of efficiency at 
Lulindi was fully maintained in every department of the work ; and 
African women do not easily give their confidence ,to newcomcis.

Wc have lost a most gifted nurse, and it will be extremely difficult 
to fill her place. May she rest in peace. iJiVinoent Masasi

Feb. 20—Alexander George De la Pryme, Priest.
Padrc DE i-A Fryue was a member of the Mission for twenty years— 
1899-1919—first of all in Nyasaland and later in Northern Rhodesia.

He was Organizing Secretary in the north, 1921-1523, and since 
then has done much voluntary work for the Mi^on in the way of 
preaching and speaking.

“ An tinsclfish life,” 
of the Mission on hearing of Ids death. This well describes him. He 
was very kind-hearted, mil of zeal and energy, and always ready to 
spend himself on behalf of others, especially in the cause of the Mission 
which he loved and served for so many years. W. B. S.

memorials.

HOME JOTTINGSwas the comment made by an old member
Tbe MlMloa’t income.—The following is a comparison of tlic amounU contributed to 

the principal working funds of the Mission.
>934>935

Received 
during Feb.

Total to 
Feb. 28

Received 
during Feb.

Total to 
Feb. 28r Fund

££££ 3.597

3>5S’ 3.770 
124 •>.25> >77MEMORIALS AND THE ALABASTER BOX

Not only Westminster Abbey, but our parish churches too, are crammed 
^vith memorials. It is pa^y our English love of our own district and 
partly our desire to have something tangible to show for the money 
wc have olTcred to God. These memorials arc sometimes inappro- 
priate or inartistic because the donors have insisted on their own 
wish, and the next generation docs its best to obliterate or hide the 
memorials of its predecessors. If this is imposablc, the memorials 
go on multiplying till it is a case of “ gilding refined gold and painting 
the lily,” and yet ..the congregation gets ever smaller.

Do wc ever first put tlie memorial money into our Lord’s Hands and 
ask Him which He would like best os a ^ank-offering, that our own.. 
church should be beautified^or that we should do something to help 
the spiritual destitution of those who have no church at all, and perhaps 
not even a priest to shepherd them.

Think of the new housing districts without even a hall for Sunday 
worship, and the towns in Canada and Australia with no priest to ^ve

4>
593 .3«7 540j:

4.3G71.846Grand Totals .M34„

8.36 a-m.

this venture. t • a
Tic ohibWon will Ik open each day fram a.30 to 3.30 p.m. Further mTormanon ana 

Ikiett can be obtained from Rev. 5. C. Bullcy, Churcli House, Newark.

f

. SuBaniabai Home, TankettonWO.-rieam book room, ai early as ponible. The
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central AFRICAHOME JOTTINGS
A MONTHLY RECORD OF THE WORK OF THE
uni^sities’ aussion to central AFMCARecrtau for Atlulu: May syth-sitt, the Rev-. E. V. Lean, i8s. 6d.; July

Dom Bonard’acmcnti, O.SJ)., iQ*. 6d.; October asih.agth, Fr. D. Lcslcr, 
6d. There wll also be a Retreat in September.

Please write, cndorii^ a stamped and addresKd envelope for reply, to Miss K. Spahton, 
St. Barnabas House, Queen’s Road, Tankerton, Whitsuiole, Kent.

inted Organizing 
; Dioceses

ioth'agrd, E 
S.S.M., iSs.

MAY, 1935 Price ad.No. dag. UII.
Organizing Secretaries.—The Rev. Nonxian McGee has been appomted 

Secretary for the North \Vesl Area. He will be responsible for the following 
Blackburn, Carlule, Chester, Liverpool, Manchester, SodorandMon, Bangor, and St. Asaph. 
Tlie Rev. \V. Stewart Malton will now act as Organizing Secretary for the North East Area 
only, which includes the following Dioceses : Durham, Newcastle, Ripon, Sheilield, Wake* 
field, York, and Southwell. The Bradfonl Diocese will be divided ja follows: Rev. N 
McGee will uke the Archdeaconry of Craven. Rev. W. Stewart Malton will take the Arch
deaconry of Bradford, As from April 1st Mr. McGee’s address wiU be : 23 Buenill Avenue, 
Rochdale, Lancs., and Mr. Mahon’s address ; The Grange, Garforth, Leeds.• • •

For Sale, part of a recent bequest. An Engibh Bracket Clock (by Pren, Gloucester), 
a four-fold screen, antique tea caddy. Invalid wheel chair, a number of boob including 
zo voluma ofThc Monthly Packet," 1874:1894, and a quantity of miscellaneous oddmenu. 
Now on view at the Olfice. . * ' * *

Boolcstalla for Missionary Week-ends and Parochial Missionary Schoob.—We have 
been app^ched on behalf of a number of country parishes where missionary week-ends 
or parochial missionary schoob are to be held with regard to thedifTicuIty they find in securing 
a suitable supply of boob for their boobtalb. if they apply, as the Missionary Coun^ 
direeu, to the Press and PubUcaiions Board, parishes interested in U.M.CLA. find little 
or nothing—generally nothing—to interest them in the stock of boob supplied. If ilicy 
spcrifically demand a lullicicnt selection of U.M.C.A. publications they are told that their 
remedy is to apply to the Mission direct; in the case of a small parish this complicates things 
unnecessarily.

We have now been able to make arrangemenu with the Publications Department of S.P.G. 
that if any parish proposing to hold a parochial missionary school or a missionary week-end 
likes to apply to them for a supply of general missionary boob instead of to the Press and 
Publications say^ at the same time that they want li.M.C.A. publications to be
iocludcd, their vrishes will be given due weight when their parcel u sent them.
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IN ONE DISTRICT
(0) DARKNESS.

We had brought a fallen tree from the Government not far from the 
Mission, and two young men presented themselves as expert cutters, 
so they were given the work and told to make haste as boards were 
urgently needed. We received a first supply of boar^ and then 
came a-stoppage—no word had been sent from the pit where the 
boards were being cut to say that more were ready and a further 
supply was needed. After about a week the. cutters came to beg tliat 
they might be given time to go and look for medicine, as someone

had been worldng witch
craft on them^ The 
had become j'ust like a 
Stone, and would not 

. cut even though they 
had been at it for hours, 
and with the same saw 
that cut the first boards. 
They wanted to ^o and 
look for medicine to 
undo the harm that 
someone had done 
them, and when they 
werb sure that the .
sion would hot help to
pay for the medicine,

THE MISSION STAFF
Name Dioceve Date

Airitob in EntUad 
Rev. Cason Hellier 
Mn. HeUier 
Mia W. Obom

Dipartumfrm Englatd 
Dr. L. Stirling 
Mia .M. Deans 
Mia N. Brown 

. Mr. W. Chltty 
•Mr.J.W. Ncave 
Sister Edith hlary 
Sbterjoyce 
Novice Madeline 
Novice Hilaiy

Zanzibar Feb. 2^ 
• a? 

March 14 tree

Maaasi March 2i 
April 21' 21

Nyoulaod

Zanzibar
:: li
„ 26 
» a6 
,. 26 

aS !

^tanl seerciary to the Dioceaan office; and htr. Leader Stirling, M.R.C.S.. L-R-CP. 
Of the utter the Bishop of Masau writes, I wish to record my tfaankfulnca that a second 
doctor has,volunteered for work in the Mausi diocese. Dr. Leader Stirling for Uiree years 

appombnenu at the London Hmpital, and be has btely been aatsOng a doctor in IPcdn DulUKk
Sawino up a Tree
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IN ONE DISTRICTIN ONE DISTRICT

off they went to see about the matter. Somewhat incredulous I 
asked another expert to go and try the tree, but he said that he had 
already done so svith the other men and, after hours of effort, not^g 
luippened. However, he went again and came back in a'“ poolush ” 
kind of way shaking his head and saying what a iot of bad people 
there were about. After waiting and waiting, and hearing no further 
news, die chief of that district, Jumbe Miugu, was calioi, and was 
told that if the tree did not get cut within a week a letter would 
be sent to the Government asking for our monty back. Now 
Jumbe Miugu has many witchdoctors in his district, and strange 
though it may sound, they arc afraid of the Government, so he called 
all ms people together and told them that if the said tree did not get 
cut widiin a week they would all have to bum their bags of medicines. 
Tlic two young men went three times to the diviners to be told who it 

who had bewitched their work, and each time were told that it 
was in their own hands. It appears that.the Fundi who taught them 
this particular work had demanded of them a price for his lessons, they 
had not paid the price, neither had they gone to see him when he had

called them, so he had cursed 
the work of thdr hands I 
They then tried wdtchcraft 
medicine to counteract this 
evil, but it was of little use. 
They then went off a day's 
. oumey to the Fundi, begged 
lis pardon, showed him 

great respect, and paid him 
some money, whereupon he 
told them to go back to thdr 
work, and when they came 
back the tree cut just as wood 
should cut I

two goats so that his crops I*® anddo pip come near.
^tdh^at night but slMp in his house, so with a care-Iree heart, oS 
he tvent home, and off went the medicine man with Ids eight shilUnp 
and tivp goats, and that rught the owner of the crops slept the sleep of 
the secure. Next morning he went to have a look at his crops, just to 
make sure, and, lo, everything had been destroyed, and by pigs. He 
dashed off to find the doctor and got back his eight shilllnp and two 
goats, and would have fought him m Ids rage. Instead of proclaiming 
what an dxpert medicine man he had found (which he would have done 
luid the pip by chance eaten other people’s crops for a night or two 
and left his alone !) he proclaimed medidne men to be frauds.

(c) LIGHT.
i Oiir Padre (an Afiican) had been detained on his way down to 
Maramba'for hfiiss by a very heavy rainstorm, and he had accompany
ing him ahoy of about ten years old. At about 6 p.m. they came upon 
an old; old woman sitting in the forest aboutone and a half hours’ from 
Manunba (and you will remember that it gets dark just after 6 p.m. 
out here). She was drenched to the skin and shaking all over wdth 

and could only talk in a very husky voice. A huge burden was 
by her ride, made more heavy by having got soaked through vdth the 
tain,:and she was alone. Padre looked at her and said pityingly. 

Mama, why are you sitting here, it will soon be dark, where are you 
gmng to? ” She said, “ I have no strength to go any further.” She

to explain that her daughter had been with her and was
carrring.as heavy a load as she herself, but that after the rain she had 
got left behind, and all she knew was that she could not manage her 
0^01, so she was sitting by it. She had intended to sleep at hmr^ba 
for the night and go on next morning to her home. Padre hftim the 
burden and found it very heavy, too heavy, indwd, for Ire boy 
to cany (and Afiicans of any standing usually go about wtth a boy_ ^ 
to carry for them), so he ^d what an educated African without laght 
would most probably scorn to do, just because of his educatipnl 
Bitwhat to an educated African with Light was the only obvious tlung 
to do—he carried it himself, and deposited it and the old lady study 
at Maramba. He said that he had intended to follow another road to 
Ibramba fium MweriH, but had changed his mind at the Iret moment 
and, “ Behold God had some work waiting for me m the fora* 1C,.o.r.

iras

^d.

went on

(4). DAWN.
pigs had been de

vastating the crops and night 
after night men slept on their 
plantations ready to wake at 
the ominous sound and 
drive off the greedy pip. 
Along came a medidne man 
and said, “ I have some very 

' good medidne here to keep 
.. away pip,” and a . weary 

night wattjin was at onre 
: rady no b^eve with the 

faith of a chdd, and pay the 
pnee of aght shillings and

The

A SifSLTXIt W Tioi FlEtDS
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meanderings of a missionary

Mass; the unbloody Sacrifice was once bloody; and we caused it 
to be so. God’s quest for us is an “ — ' ‘ •
nrniedv. He bolds out tbe Cross tc

MEANDERINGS OF A MISSIONARY 
VI.-FIRST IMPRESSIONS other terms. Our first impressions of Him are often those of Nazareth

of Galilee. We are slaves to “ numbers,” and want the crowds about 
to stiU. We hesitate to demand too much for fear of '‘putting 
people o£r.” and r^ucing ptm “ records of conjmuiucants." We;^ 
tempted to lower the sUmdard, ^ oum rmd others m cas^e we should 
wult alone. We would go, not fiom “strength to strength " but fiom 
"success to success.” What shall we priests say of our fetjrap^pns 
of what op^priesthood to be ? Md .what it vi™? Oh, SatM ; 
thy name is Compromise I “ All this will I give thee if-—" and when 
^i, bdiind, the Cross is before. This work I am doing at home 
which is so blessed; if I should leave it and go to ^ca, who w^sx:
SSS.tSr'i.T,S5:SS&-S"S
at the first step which we took in response to His “ Come 1 ” we feared 
for our security and began to sink.

GEnznAUZAiiONS arc nearly alwan unsafe, because they arc seldom 
true. The statement that ‘‘ First impressions are usually the best is 
a glaring instance of this. It was brought to my mind when walking 
through a forest oh the edge of a river. Fwanted to see a crocodile. 
The guide said that there were plenty about This stateincnt gave 
me a few uneasy thoughts about my supcrfiuous iat which might prove 
succulent to an himgy croc. (Alas I I am owr thirty-four.) There 
was a sudden crash; 1 saw a swiftly-moving body slide off a rock into 
the muddy waters; the guide said “That was one; they 
cowards 1 ” Now that had not been my fint impression of t 
when I saw one at the Zoo. I remianber wondering how he ate his 
prey, whether he took it lengthways or sideways. Biit you see, after 
all, he is a coward I I had noted his smile, I thought that it was very 
disarming—so it can be ifhe takes a broad man lengthways.

lUnk of the first iinpressions we had at school and college. The 
fiieni we chose in the first term and avoided for all we were worth 
in the second. What imssionary does not know the experience on the 
voyage out; of striking up a Iriendship at Tilbury on the strength of 
fint impressions and, doing one’s best to avoid the same person firom 
Maneiiles onwards. Steangely enough, this seems to be the e^crience 
Of every traveller..' The unsolved problem is as to whether it is not the 
same oroerience of the other, and how far
avoided* 111. Fint impressions of Afidca are always wrong. Some 
would wish that they might keep them. Fortunately, the second im
pressions are always wrong, too; and some would wish that they had 
never had them. Some never get beyond them. Disillusionment 

' isnotabadthingifthefintimpressionwasanillusion ; but to exchange 
illusion for another is no remedy. Affica, like Samson, hides its 

secret and d^beratdy deedves. We need to be like Delilah and catch 
it unawares. ■ '

Few of us woidd care to believe in our first impressions of each other. 
The new misrionary who lands is often a little chilled at first by our 
apparent preoccupation and rather listless cordiality; and we a little 
suspidous as to where his or her superabundant ener^ is going to try 
and reform us. I think most of us would probably like to destroy our 
first letters home fiom Afiica.

Perhaps of all things, the first impressions of our vocation are the 
be regretted. There is only one vision, which, if seen and, 

like St. Paul’s, not disobeyed, can bring no legtet; and that is of the 
Cross. The real gate of Heaven is not golden, but wooden ; 
pearls but of rubies. We sometimes see that a romantic comedy has 
been produced at such and such a theatre. Unfortunatdy there are 
more romantic tragedies than comedies in real fife, especially in the 
spiritual life. Some people gush over a Sung Mari and say “how 
lovdy it was I ’’ Yet there is something particmarly urdovdy in every

are awful 
a crocodile

we avoided them or they

VII.-MORNING GLORY
ThzUE is a small purple variety of this flower. They are like nuniature

and evening. In Afiica a morning lost is a day Imt By a morning I 
mean a morning and not a forenoon. The time of hMtaUon to ie 
quiet Mass ra^d the soul and fill it with glory. Ato that, alas, the 
pory fades a little. Being human we shrivel m the forenoon Md 
evening, but expand again next morning. Some rare soub, whose 
fives are a contmto attendance at Mass, never losmg the Presence,

. Maty is the Morning Glory of Heaven, entwined as she is about 
the Gates of New Jerusalem. , tt, .i

one

most to
not of
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MEANDERINGS OF A MISSIONARY I)!sasi of Jfyasaland

t;: AN AFRICAN PADRE’S SAFARIfor thdr coble hcadi. bfists rise like icceme in tbe roseate valleys, 
and as though to make a parable, as the gloiring disc u elevated above 
the hills now royal blue, a thousand bells peal and clang, proclaiming 
the joy of the Incamadon. One dunks of a more solemn moment when 
the Greater Sun is lifted up at Mass. Jerusalem is truly golden at that 
moment The sun has given a glory to its towers and minarets and 
domes.

But Jerusalem in the forenoon and evening has lost her glory. Even 
now her Lord weeps on the slopes of Olivet, a stohe^s throw from where 
He sweated blood and prayed for unity. He sees the unity of those who 
follow the prophet, and His Sacred Heart is riven when He s^ that 
His rival possesses what He prayed for and prayed for in vmn. At 
least so it im'ght seem. Calvary is bedecked with silver and * 
stones; and the Holy Sraulchre worn smooth with the 
coundess thousands of pilgrims. Only a few yards away a ruined and 
crumbling archway marks where He wept over Jerusalem. His 
Ruyer is bang answered, forTruth must prevail. TTic Church, His 
B^y, rent as It is, is the proof. Would not Satan aim at division above 
all things ? Would he not attack with all his power that against which 
his power shall not be able to prevail? He is as blind now in his 
pride as cycr he was. The Rent Body on Calvary defeated him. The 
same Body, obedient to the Truth, is defeating him now. The way 
of reunion can only be one way, devotion to the Truth in love. Most 
^risibns were the fruit of impatience; and the healing must be done 
in padcncc. Reunion which is not a reunion in the truth is like tying 
a branch to a tree and saying that it is part of the tree. But reumon 
in truth is regrafting, whiw is a very different matter. There are many 
dred of division,, and righdy so, who would have a reunion of expedi
ency. Forgetting that expediency is not of the Kingdom of Heaven. 
It was £}^£DI£NT thatune die for the people. Ihe glory will not 
return to Jerusalem by the way of expediency.

’ Devotion to the Truth in love is the morning glory of the Church. 
When she is united in such a quest then the dawn rise, and the 
Lamb, which is in the midst of her, shall be lifted up. Then the 
Muezzin shall sing, “ Behold the Lamb of God,” and those who, like 
Pilate, have not stayed for the answer to what is Truth, shall b^old 
It. Jerusalem then shall remain in her morning glory of the endless 
dawn. ' ^ J.

I tETT Mlangali on the ngth of December for Yakobi safari. Tlus 
night I spent at Mking*ino^cn the nt^mon^g I got to Malagan^
oh tfi^ journey the work was to examine the hearers for reedving the 
cross, and the catechumens for baptism, the new Chrisdans for thdr 
fint Communion, with the old Ghnstians for Christmas Communion 
together; By the bye, I accepted of one village only, of Mfwala’s, 
whosoever reedved thdr teachmg so wdl and enough for first Com
munion; and the others undl they finish all instrueddns as much as 
well. Dcccmbcrsisttojanuaryandinthewaylvisitedthreestadonsj 
it rained heavily for three days; I was the first one to arrive at the 
station, then my three porters came after an hour. Wc looked at one 
another, and wc were very shivery with cold and wet On Thursday, 
which was the third day of January, I got to Idunda and spent two 
nights there. First I held the Rcqwem Mass for the repose of the soul 
of our late Bishop Gerald Douglas ; catechumens and Chrisdans came 
well; the communicants were 57. My vital need of doing so WM^t 
when the Bishop came there on Ws journey to Njombc the Chrisdans 
asked him to remember them for a resident priest to hdp them. I 
think he agree with them to send one when he got more in future time. 
So I told them to hope in God, because all good things come from God 
into the Church ; and I asked them to pray for our loved late Bishop 
that God may give lum rest in peace : and pra>[ ag^ and again that 
God may give us another Bishop of this kmd in lus place. On the 
5th the 6hristmas Mass held there, again the motive of my heart now 
was to (betinguish the weeping and cover up thesorrow,'by thejoyof the 
Child at Bethlehem bom to us. And I a^cd them to look beyond for 
His second coming agmn with our absent friends. So the Christmas 
Mass consoled them. But our eyes still looking here and there, up and

down, with our 
chins on the knees.

On Saturday I 
started off about 
10, after: saying 

; goodbye, for_Ky- 
engo station^ 
where I said fare- 
wdl in the morn
ing after 

• for Yakobi
where I got by 
noon, and found 
the Christians all 
ready for thdr con
fessions; then,after
two cups of tea, I

preaous 
l^es of

Mass,
itself,ST. NiCHCJLAS, SONGEA.

Our reader* vrSl be aorty to bear ofthe death ofRaiderMikacI of Soa^ Hebecame 
01 In July lait, about the lime that Reader Mattm Alexander Mieka arrived at Sonra in 
order that Reader Mikael might have a holiday. He had not bad one for eight year*. How* 
ever, the nines proved fatal and be paned away on August toth.
. Cknoa George had sugges^ that Reader Matdya Alexander should relieve Reader 
Mikael, and now the fonner is in charge at Songea. Canon George sa^: ** He was a 
faithful sort and mudi respected at Sofwea, both by Europeans and nativea.” Tbecburdior 
Su Nicholas wasbuOt in memory ofhituy Cuming, and the Reader^* salary has been paid 
every.yearbybcrWend*. . ■ KMJttS.

Cold arm Wetnm]
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AN AFRICAN PADRE’S SAFARI ii&ase of Ztmzil’ar

went into chuteh to hear their confesnons. In the evening I held an 
Infants* baptism. And in the morning there was the Mass, and 52 
Christians communicated. Here I comess that I was cast down, for 
some of the altar cloths ^vcrc very bad as rotten in the box for the heavy 
rain; I thought to take them away from the box and throwaway; but 
I said to myself, 1 must try and all off, and iron them; so I did.

all looked wcU.^ After visiting two stations I arrived at Mfw^a’s, 
where I am ready to say we are yery glad nowadays that our Christians* 

■ teaclung-is going on under two monitors. On the October visit 
tation was above all stations for the Confirmation instructions. 

Again on this safari Mfw^a*8 is the first one of all for class of fint Com
munion, and I accepted them. Aftenvards I visit Ilawa, Litundu and 
Madilu. On Sunday the 13th January, Lugalawa was on my hand, 
where Mwalimu Martin Marnot is teaching; nowadays we have 
advantage from this teachet^s coming there. This is Archdeacon 
W. P. Johnson’s open ground since January, 1923, when Mwalimy 
Yonathan Mahinja was there as thdr first teacher, and then the 
foUotving teachers, but we not get many boys, only girls. But now we 
are very glad because the school is full of boys and girls. But he is 
alone, no other, hand to help him.

When I finished Mass I said goodbye to M\valimu, and I went on 
to five other villages, and on the igth arrived again at my rest house, 
and lie on the back on my bed to rest.

I think I must write some few lines again about our teachers and 
monitors in this district; every one is working; in the morning he 
takes morning prayen mth his catechumens and Christians in church; 
then at 9 o’clou he goes into school with the boys and girls who want 
to come, and the prayor time comes again in the evening day by day. 
Some of the ^vcdc-da>^ he has the class of hearers only, then the 

' hearers who are preparing’to receive the cross; then the catechumens 
only, or those who arc preparing for baptism; then the Christians 
for confirmation and first Communion. All these works are on him. 
B^de these works at the station, soni'e of them have classes in the 
villages which are called synagogue. Some of th^ have three or 
four synagogues to teach the hearers. Here at Mlangali we have five 
village 8>magogucs on weekdaw. A dream comes true. When Arch
deacon Johnson sent mc_hcrc January, 1923, it was as a dream, because

; was ;
and start to visit____
stations, so I said, the

RES SGHOLASTIGJi 
IV.-HOUSECRAFT
Remove. Cookery.

What picture does it call up in your'^^^s^ruiis the Time-Tahlc. 
minds ? The “ Domestic Science ’’ room, shining pots and pans, weU

'jDOtless white aprons, and an equaUy immaculate instructrras ? All
tBs is iniles and miles away.

We arc only beginning in East Africa, and anyhow, our girls would 
never have any of tlie above acccssoncs,_ so we tiach under home 
condidons. The kitchen is a mud and stick hut, about 9 by 6 fwt, 
the daa sit on a form while they listen, and on *c Boor while they 
work. There is as yet no table. The teacher, with a blue apron over 
her habit, sits on an upturned pefrohtm, and the air is redolrat of 
wood smoke from the two fires kmdlcd on thefioor. Joni I^da 
are keeping the fires aHght by blowing them. Katannaand Emily have 
fetched p^ of water, and Elizabed and Lucy are peehng pawpaw 
and gradng coconuts. They are to cook a ^er, nee boiled wi& 
coconut, the staple dUh, and stewed pawpaw the accompanying relish. 
They have never prepared the latter before, and bave^to be taught 
to wash it before and after it is peeled, the washing being done in a 
bucket, and completed with sluicings from a mug, then in it goes into 
the boiling water. The class is rather hot, and_wth smarUng eyes 
emerges into the open to await developments. They gendy ro-

10-12.

And

this s

SelCapCokTeLup^SgoT^

facers and brothem approro
gready. One of the former said, “ This is a great tong that you do 
SToii ehildren, for when they leave school thw wfil be truly skilfiU. 

i It is good that a woman should read, but let her firat know how^o cooL
Ahdlthis very solemnly) Mama, teach your girls, our dulto, to 
make gravy, for the gravy of many of our women is as wato from the

toy^tonrAb'rSX^^up^tKt^fd^^ 
egg for the first time; even the raw egg with its YoUc unbroken wm a 
novelty to them—they have only met them hm^oiled, if at 
removal of the said egg when Ughdy poached

1

widi the darkness. But since I came in 1934 '
Chrisdans, and see many, Chrisdans on the 
dream comes true.

to be catechumens.

Struggling 
isit the

Grispo Machiu.

you
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RES SCHOLASTICiE
&CSC cf

V.-MOTHERGRATT A NEW VENTURE AT TONGWEf
. -iV:;

How to'makc the Africans realize the great truths of Christinas 1 We 
fdt that they needed to see the story acted before them—so that was 
how tve decided to do our first Nativity Play.

Most of the playeis were quite g'own up-some were quite old- 
but one and all acted reverendy. They might have bem actually at 
Bethlehem, instead of in the ctoccl of our Aurch at Ton^e. _ 
; For a month beforehand the War*obe Mistress ordered the staff 
to ransack their boxes for costumes We began to think that none of 
our elothes were safe from her duties ! Eventudly, *e only tog we 
had to buy was a litUe cheap mushn for the angels’ tvmgs, and this we 
Sught at an Indian shop in Tanga. She did marvels with the tiniest 
pieces of material and brown paper, and the dr^es were most cffecUvc.

. The words of the Gospel were used throughout the scenes wh^ver 
possible, inteipolated with wdl-known carols and Chnstmas hymns
‘“iSr^raycS’and'fAort explanation *e curtaim were toed, 
ihowing Our Lady weaving, and she received tlie Angel Gabncl s 
salutation

As M^ went to visit St. Elizabeth a small African child rairied 
httbadictT-a woman never travels alone in Africa, leastwise an African 
^vbnian.

A solemn procession ap> 
proaches the school; tint 
Mariamu, with a basin on 
her head, containing various 

■ packages. It is 
letch these from

utensils and 
her turn to
the hospital and act as es* 
cort; then follows Fundi 
Rose, in her guild uniform, 
the veil vividly blue against 
her dark skin, and finally a 
matron, complete with um
brella, a wee bimdlc imdcr 
her shcetie, which proves, 
on arrival at “ S. Monica’s ” 
—our model house—to be a 
thrcc-days*-old infant.

The class is waiting ex
pectant, and hot and cold 
^vatcr have been prepared in 
advance. It is not their first 
lesson, and they know that 
some of them be called 
upon to demonstrate “ how 
to >vash a baby.” The un- 

_ , . Fundi Rctt suspecting babe lies placidly
on Fundi Rose’s knee, while the necessanes are put ready. The 

, children choren for to-day wash their hands vigorously with soap and 
a nail brush. Dorothea acquits herself satisfactorily; the babe, its 
eyes, cars and nose having been dealt with, is transferred to Tereza. 
Sheisurgednottobeafimd : as she has six younger brothers and sisters 
t^ seems almost unnecessary I But the baby intimates that the 
ch^ge of nurse is unpopular. Wails ensue. It is Lusi’s turn now, 
and wc wonder; but Lusi has the magic touch. She soothes the mite, 
washes and dries it, and hands it over to Yusufinc to dress. And then 

, the procession reforms to go back to the Maternity Hospital. Come 
anoAcr week and you ^viU find them washing tiny garments, or leam- 
mg hmv to prepare a bottle.

From the villages round about comes the news that when there is a 
new baby our girls arc eager and competent to help wash it, even the 
dim ones are becoming familiar with the procedure by watching it 
imd by taking some sliare at school under expert supervision. In 
thrworfour years man)rofthcm will be married. May their children- 
profit by these lessons in practical mothcrcraft 1 ‘ —C. S. P. IMut Rttvtt

go



A NEW VENTURE AT TONGWE
FEAR

OFTEKare we bidden to pray, and where missionary work is concerned 
bur prayers are sometimes directed, lest errors should arise. Those 
who pray have a certain right to know what they are asked to pray 
about; no apology, therefore, is needed for sehdrng a litde relevant 
information with regard to the less reputable of Afiican customs.
. “ Afiican " is a well-worn adjective ; when we missionaries use it, 
we mean those we know, for they may be as different one from 
another as Italians from Icelanders. Common, however, to tlicm all 
is the belief in witchcraft, and the fear of it.

And what is witchcraft ? I offer herewith some slight information 
on the subject, which in my work as a nurse I have personally acquired 
fiom Afiicans themselves, who, as well as myself, have come into contact 
mth its activities. There are other Europeans who know much more 
about it and in far greater detail. First may one say that the name is 
misleading, for “ witchcraft ” suggests the occult; one tliinks at once 
of blackmagic. Europeans are at heart sceptical, and having had no 
oroerience of it, find it easy to be fearless and trusting. Afneans are 
at heart superstitious, and having heard about it all their lives, believe 
every wont and find it easy to tremble and sUver.

What is svitchcraft? One may perhaps tabulate in trying to

r«Torinn. The true artist must have die right atmosphere in 
which to work, and what better one could be found for the witch than 
that of general fear ? No one knows exacUy of whom they should be 
afrmd, but that there is cause for fear everyone is convinced, and suiw 
with some excuse ? Here we Europeans are on unfamiliar ground,

The Three Kmos

In the third scene the two older shepherds were discovered asleep, 
whilst the shepherd boy was left to guard the sheep—this is so African ! 
Six big angels appear^ wth Gabriel, sin^g “ Glory to God in the 
Highest*’ The older shepherds decided to go to Bethlehem and to 
leave the boy behind to mind the sheep, but the boy would not agree 
to that I They all went with haste to greet the new-born Babe. At the 
Crib the four tiny angels entered into the spirit of the play very well.

Herod and his counsellors discussed the arrival of the kings into 
Jcrusal^, and Herod was obviously worried when the kings came in 
to inouire the way. However, he sent them to seek the Babe and then 
brandished lus large sword threatening to kill the Baby King, 
most Gcrcc 1 He looked very regal in a brightly-coloured bath 
a brown paper crown sparing with Woolworth’s jewels !

The procession of the kings and their attendants was beautiful and 
rcveiwt. The kings looked resplendent in copes and paper crowns, 
likewise studded with emeralds, rubies and diamonds I!
^ A word mwt be said about the congregations at both performances. 
They were quiet, reverent, and evidendy much impressed, and at thdr 
^uet we hope to do a Passion Play during Holy Week. The Afiican 
15 a bom actor, so in the future we hope he wU use this hitherto 
dormant gift for the glory of God and His Holy Churcli. M. B.

Heivas 
robe and

!■

V.
V? ;
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FEAR
nuast nf ■Kfosalimd

and some of us sniff contemptuously, and with what must seem to our 
Afiican friends, cscasperating superiority, we bid them abandon their 
fears and trust in G<^. Ought we to them to trust presumptu> 
ously by denying the existence of danger at all ? Perhaps we should 
find it easier to understand how intimate is the relation of human 
emotions and wills to health, if we read something of what redly 
hypnotists can do in our scientific and critical AVest.

2. Murder, This is oilen carried out by means of poisons, adminis
tered in a rather haphazard way. If the victim gets a large dose, 
he may die quickly, if a small one, he may take some time to die, or 
even recover. Remedies are perforce also rather haphazard, and, 
when found empiried.

This is where the victims and their friends are apt (quite naturally I) 
to be unreasonable in outlook, and believe that magic is at the bottom 
of it all. This is not to assert that people cannot die of fear ; everyone 
knows they can, but they can, and do, also die of poison. Unfortun
ately, murder by poison is hard to prove, as we understand proof in 
dviUsed countria, let alone in districts where the nearest officer of 
law and order is about loo miles away.

3. Cannibalism. This noay be leR to the imagination. It involves 
nocturnal visits to graveyards, 
commit murder, at seasons when supply and demand are unequal.

Such food is said to cause a craving, which must be satisfied, and to 
break with old habits is said to be both difficult and dangerous. It 
would be interesting to know whether cannibalism is illegal everywhere; 
one is inclined to doubt it I

^COLLECTIONS OF PADRE SIM
Kota Kota,

■ Nyasaland.
yihSecember.igsi-

I BEO to to statement of the 
hfe of the late Rev. A. F. Sun, the 
tofpriMt who came and open^ 
the mission here at Kota Kota. In 
1894 he came here from LUcoma 
Island accompanied by his native 

. teacher named William Edwmrd 
Wasiwasi; the same time came 
also the Government Officer, 
called Mr. Nichols. Both ^ were 

sg at Kaniangc Village where 
Government Offices have been

expert

Uvin
Suit, and alto three montoMr. 
Nichols, the Government Office, 
went and visited lakoma Island, 
leawhg Mr. Sim and his teacher, 
WiUii*, here. The new native 
chief, named Jumhc, lulled two 
men from Kachuru, ^d when 
Mr. Nichols re^ed from lako- 
ma and heard of *e death of ffiese 

two men, then Mr. Nichols bound the chief and ffis_counciUor, 
Mwenye Hemcdi, and they were sent to Zanzibar; both were sen-

and it is for this that the ** witches ”

its
JoiibitCoM aioiJT) Padre Sw’a Hoim- 
tof, AMD Dens, taught by Padre Soi

People talk of the laughter-loving African, but behind that laughter 
is a great fear, caused by the power that the unknown and most evil 
few can wield over the hearts and lives of the less unworthy many.
It is easy to understand why Mchape was so popular at the time, and 

. those, who, at home, have prayed that the followers of Mchape might 
have penitrat hearts because of thdr craven fear and their faithlessness, 
ma>r well pray too that the same people should be delivered Smm the i 
oripnol and worse evil. If there were no more witchcraft, there would 
be no excuse for fear. The removal, however, of the c^^ is another 
matter altogether, and the way thereto cannot be said to be at 
all obvious.

A.B.M.

He was also
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recollections of padre SIMRECOLLECTIONS OF PADRE SIM

He took the telescope and was walking in verandah, looking at all 
places towards the lake and north and south from 3 p.m. until 6 p.m., 
and we went inside, both he and myself.

Inside he told me that “ Nataka maji baridi na sponge hioshe 
nuguu” (I want cold water to Wash the feet), which I did; he 
slept in bed from that time. '■ I was very heavy on 29th October, 1895. 
We went again in verandah at 5 o’clock p.m., and went in 6.30 p.m. '; 
he was at his bed, and I brought him also water to wash his feet.:

p.m. he knelt do\vn to pray; at 11.30 p.m. 
i, mimi nakufa sasa: Kwa heri” {Son> I ;

to come to school to sec schoolboys every morning and afternoon, 
but his work was at 5 p.m. to teach men and women the Word of God; 
he taught them in Swahili language. Even in school the bo<^ were 
of the Swahili langua^ for there was no printing in Likoma, but 
books were sent from Zanzibar.

The Bishop (then Archdeacon) Ghauncy Maples came from 
likoma to examine the place, and it pleased him to see so many 
^ple, and the bishop told Padre Sim that when he returned from 
England he would shift from Likoma and stay at Kota Kota, where 
he intended to build a cathedral, and at Sani I^ he intended to build 
a college, and Padre Sim was to be sent to open another mission at 
Kastmgu District, about three days* journey from Kota Kota District 

Bishop MmIcs went to England, and a schoolmaster was sent to 
assist Rev. A. F. Sim named Mr. J. G. PHUpps, so Mr. Philipps attended 
the school, but Padre Sim used to speak with big men of the village to 
^ve him more bo)fs and girls and fuU^wn men. He made their 
time to learn at 7 till 8 p.m., but schoolboys commenced from 8 a.m. 
to la noon, and finm 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. from Monday till Friday weekly, 
except the holidays only at Ascension and St Bartholomew; and 
Padre Sim was very gentle, loved by all men and women, both great 
and small. ^
^ In 1895 Bishm Ghauncy Maples returned from Europe ; he sailed 
in a boat from Fort Johnston, and intended to come to Kota Kota. 
Aim I When he came to a place called Mamvuu, near Domira Bay, 
at Kachuru, the boat sank and they were drowned. Another white 
man’s body was not found, but the Bishop’s body was found and was 
^ed^ the Rev. Arthur Fraser Sim. He buried him here at 
Kota Kola m the. place where the church is; it was about 
September, 1895.

Two months

heFrom 10 p.m. to 111 
told me that, “ Mwana 
dying, now. Good-bye).

At 1145 I saw him taking his small book and wearing his crudfix, 
and he put that small book on his chest where the was. He 
looked upwards, seeing the heaven. At la p.m. he fell asleep ; then 
Isawhisface was veiy white. I was astonished, I went and try to speak • 
to him, but he was silent. 7^.. ^

I went and woke up Mr. Swann. Mr. Swann came and saw him ; 
he told me that he is dead. I went also and called teacher William, 
because he was sleeping in different houses. We were only two 
persons, my master and myself. T

So, in the morning, the people heard about this death,'and the 
people wept sore for him, for Sim was very generous to the pwple.

^ros body was carried to the Mission ground, and Mr. Philipps 
attended his burial, and all boxes of his Mr. Swann sent them to 
Blantyre to the Attorney-General, and after that they sent Padre 
Vtobush to assume this work.

am

I beg to remain, Sirs,
Yours fmthfuUy,

Julios H. Abanda.
(Padre Sim’s House-Boy.),. , , , later Mr. Sim was attacked by fever, which caused

■ S* K- ^ ^ at the Mission, and
hu friend, Mr. A. J. Swann used to visit him daily and after that Mr.
Sun was taken to our old place—I mean where the Government Offices 
have been built—so we went there and X was his personal boy working 
for Hm all the time. We spent three days at the place, teacher William 
also accompanying us.

^ Wclcft^. Philipps at the Mission and after the third day Mr. Sim 
told me that '* Mivana mimi nitakufa, nalitaka kukuchukua Ulaya 
Impita_njia ya Masasi lakini Muungu amependa kunichua upcsi.” 
(Son, I am gomg to die, I wished to cany you to England to pass by 
Masasi way, but it has pleased God to take me quickly.)

I went and reported this to teacher William, because I didn’t 
bcheyc t^t he was going to die; I being a sinaU boy about fifteen 
years old, and I was very short But teacher William told me that if 
your master had told you that he was going to die, surely he wiU die, 
because it is imposrible to him to tell you hes, and when I heard that 
^m the teacher I was very heavy, for I loved Mr. Sim without deceit 
Then I went to serve him; the fourth day Mr. Sim told me that “ I 
want to go out about 3 p.m.” (QSth October, 1895), and we went out >

NDOLA—A CORRECTION
In our February number, under the heading of “ Ndola,” iwe 

appeared the following sentence—“ Luanshya has got a mcc little 
chiireh, this place nothing. So on Sunday we rcpmr to the mine-club 
for Holy Sacrament.” ” This place ” referred to Nkana from which 
Padre Hobson’s letter was written, and not to Ndoia as might be

be fresh in the minds of our fnends that'the Cbm* of the 
Nativity is at Ndoia and that the Bishop of Northern Rhodraa, on 
the Feast of the Epiphany this year, solemnly constituted the Church 
of the Nativity the Cathedral Church of his diocese.

9796
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HOME JOTTINGS
MEMORIAL TO BISHOP DOUGLAS

Our readers will be glad to know that man^ con^butions, most of 
them for small sums, have already been reedyed in response to the 
notice which appeared in last month*s issue of Central Africa,

A letter from the late Bishop’s three Commissaries cafling action 
to the proposed memorial has appeared in The Times and in East 
Africa^ so that the Bishop’s friends who do not read our^ Mission 
magazine may have on opportunity of knowing what is being done 
in the matter.

We have also had “ pulb ” made of the article m last month’s 
Central Africa, and shall be pleased to aimish a number of copies to any 
applicants who would wish to distribute them.

Applications for these should be made, and contributions to the 
memorial sent to the Secretary, U.M.CA., 35 Wood Street, S.W.i.

1935 mi
Received Received 

during Marchduring March... Fund
£ £ £

S' 1,420

644
>>539

»79•83
104 107 701

Grand Totali .. 1.607 6.04a 1.825 6.193

*

OUR SEVENTY-SIXTH ANNIVERSARY
Our Anniversary is on Tuesday, June 4th. The usual arrang^ents 
have been made. Holy Communion at St. Matthew’s Westminster, ! 
at8.3o; the Festival Eucharist at St. John’s, Red Lion Square, at 11, 
whdi the preacher will be the Rev. M. Warner, Vicar of St. German’s, 
l^tL The Annual Meeting is at the Chur^ House, at 3 o’clock, 
and the Evening Meeting at ^cen’s Hall, at 8 o’clock.

No tickets arc ^uired for the Church House; tickets for the 
Queen’s Hall Meeting will be ready on ^lil agth.

The speakers >rill probably include the Bishop of Masasi, Br. Wipn 
and Padre Hicks from Nyasoland and Padre Gibbons, Frindpm of 
St Andrew’s College, Minaki.

*
igabookoTshort

Mja Muriel Qiiick has written five stories about Africa which are of cxcqiUonal merit. 
.In reading the stories one can almost feel the African atmosphere, the beat of the tun, 

■nd the weirdness of the night The people seem to live, as indedl they should, for these arc

Masasi

cfgreatmterat to all friends of the Mission. .
Joint Missionary Exhlbltlooa in which U.M.CJt is taking port

May 9-16. Enfield, Stjohn’s Hall, Palmers Green, N.
„ 9-j6. Kiddemunster, Town HalJ.
■> i5-a3- Bridgwater, Town Halt 
„ 22«29. Winchester, The Guild Hall.• • •

Otginlxlnfi Sectctarics.—Last month in describing the division of the Dioases^of the 
Nordtem Province between Mr. McGee and Mr. Malton we announced that the Diocese 
rfSoutbwcU would fonn part ofMr.Malton's district. That announconenum premature. 
It appears probable that that Diocese will, in due course, return to the Province ol xorK, 
but at present it fa itiU in the Province of Canterbury, and so will remain one of the Dioceses 
cf our Midland District, which is under the care of the Rev, V. F. Hambling.• • •
.; Community of the Sacred Passioiu-Thcre wfll be a Garden Meeting and Sde of

Ifabic to attend please send a postcard to the Sister Superior.« • «
St. BMiubu Home, Tiutkenoii^JV.B.—Please book roosm as earljr as poesible. ITie 

Retreat for them from August 3isl-Scpt. and; Conductor, Fr. George Moore, 7**6d.

St. Barnabas Uous^Qim’s Road, T^ierton, Whitstable, Kent.

provei

!
! REVIEWS

We have received a booklet by the Rev. W. H. ’Z\unbun 77i$ Tewigtr Ottniut end 
Mr JfeiiM Atiidrt^. It gives an interatiiu account of the growth of the native ministry 
bB over the Minioihlield with an account of he growth of the African ministry in U.M.CIA. 
and quotations from Bisberps Wamn, Blrlcy and Lucas. A very useful handbook. It fa 
puUished by the AsKient House Press, Ipswich; price4d.

! There b another b<Mk out by the well-known Jesuit Father Pierre Charles. Itfacalled 
lapiin ataunaairt and b pubitsbed by Casterman, Parts. It conusts of 33 meditations 
on mbrionsfY subjects. The published price b to francs, but it can be bad post firee for 
3s. 6d. from Means. Parker, 37 The Broad, Oxford. It b a beaudful book. Here are one 
or two extracts. “Althoc^hihetwowonbrciembleeaeholheir.thcrcbavastgulfbctween 
' servitude' and * service.' In servitude someone takes me; in service I give myself, and 
what God derires of men b service." I know all the cowardly vrbo carry on
theirsareaitiecoaxvertatiaminUiedqithsofmysoul fix., aH the ^orts to dissuade me)." 
“There are some experiences vhlch are not in stages; one may tend oneself a 
thousand times without baring yet given oneselL" *' Our task b to iprmid the Kingdom 
now; it b not a task vAlch our great grandehadren will take up.'* "My one desire 
fa that I may belet alone, tto4-t&te with my virtues, and 1 am pcTuhlng us my imignifirsnre
-like the bmnebea that are fevered from tbe'rine."

K.H.N.S.

• • •

4
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HOME JOTTINGS

CENTRAL AFRICARetteats.—Two Retreau for rocmbcn of the Companinmhip hare b«n arranged
(i) At the Retreat Houie, Chester, from ^iay 24th>a7lh. Conductor, the Rev. 

T. Haim^, C.R. Fee, iBs. 6d.
(a) At Oakhunt Retreat House, Eriih, Kent, from July 26th*30th. Fee, ais. Name 

of Cooductor to be announced later.
Nantes of intendinff Retreatants should be sent to the Secretary, C.S.C., e'o Central 

Africa House.

A mokthly record of the work of the
UNIVERSITIES’ MISSION TO CENTRAL AFRICA

Rcqnests from Africa.—Although the Exhibition has met a great many of the needs of 
the vai^s Mission tUlions, in the lilts that hare come hf rcqulremenU for this year, three 
thinga stand out as most urgently needed, and the number sent to the Exhibition 
supply any more than a very small proportion of the total required. These three things are : 

(a) Kanzus. Literally dozeru more of these are needed.
(f) Fair Linens. Please apply for measurements to the secretaries, whose names 

are given on the front page of Cotlra//Vriffl.
(c) Colton Patchwork QpUts,^for hmpitab,

Miss Nugee left London on April aBth on a vbit to Africa and will be a^-ay from the 
OIBce about six months. • • •

Wotild the Lady living at Stroud, Gloucestenhire, who oITered to tend Punch to Africa, 
kindly communicate with .Nlits Warde, Lakenfaeath, Bnmdon, Suffolk, who has unfortunately 
lost her letter.

No. 630. LIII. JUNE, 1935 Price ad.not
<
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8 1934e
8

We give pur thanks to the Bishops of Zanzibar, Masasi and 
N. Rhodesia, for the Reports, which we print in our annual number 
o£Ceniral Africa, and also to Archdeacon Glossop for giving us a review 

I of Ac Diocese of Nyasaland during the vacancy. Wc know how bupr 
I they all are, mid feel very grateful to them for sparing the time In 

order to tell us how tiungs are shaping in their respective districts. 
There are several salient featura.

Finance.^—Our iriends at home who made such a fine effort to save

Ziuuibar 9
13
*3
>3

Dtpatuntftm Enilcmd 
Rev, A. M. Jones N. Rhodesia 

Nyasaland

Masasi
Nyasaland

A^ril 26
Mbs Thomas 
Mbs R. Shaw 
Rev. G. S. Faussett 
Mbs How

y 9

:: .§
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our. treasures the painful duty of redudng the diocesan allowances 
^ read with pleasure the expressions of r^ef, and note of thankful
ness in the Reports, for this splendid effort, specially that of the “ under 
34®«” But the Bishop of Masasi tells us that the tea per cent, cuts 
on all salaries still remain. This does credit to the staff, but should 
act as a stimulus to us at home not to grow weary in well-doing.

Health.—It has been a year of sickness, and as evidently Arch
deacon Glossop feds, recalls the old conditions in the last century, when 
wc y^ly deaths and withdrawals owng to ill-health were numerous.

to overwork due to

NewMemben.—Dimw^A/matt. The Rev. Geonrey SommervUIe Fauuett, BA. Lon., 
atsbtant priest <rf Holy Trinity, Ilkeston. Dioau if J^jeuiatd. Mia Ruth Shaw (teacher) 
DA. Ozlord with Teaching Certilicaie. Daughter of our President, Bishop Shaw, and v^-dl 
known to many lovers of ILKLCA., particulariy through her recent work as Secretary for 
Schoob and Colleges: many good \nihes will go with her.

of Exeter, but we are not without hope that after a time he may regain normal health and 
return to work in Africa as he himsdf tongs to do.

Although hb name no longer appears on the Ibl of the diocesan statin CWi(ra/4/nM, 
the Bbhop'i express wbh he will retain bb link with the Cathedral Chapter as an Honorary

Mbs Cornwall's name has to be withdrawn from the Ibt as duty keeps her now in 
England. The Bbhop writes: “ Mbs Cornwall seemed to hare been given by God an 

anima naturaliter Arncana.’ Her departure b a great Ion."

SSp u .... ..... .
snortn^ of staff. The climate of Africa docs not treat lightly anyone 

i more Uian one man’s or one woman’s work. Bishop
i ^^glas, Archdeacons George, Swainson, Maddocks, Canon Nornsli, 

father Blood, and Miss Janet Bailey, that is a long list, and three
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By the Bkhop or ZamzibAr

i W/UfT my fimt word to be one of congratulation and tbaiMUness to 
our supporters at home for the way rn whu* they Iwvc nsen to the 

■occasion and saved us from any deduction in otn dipcKan mMmes,
'and in particular I should hie the Group of the “ Ifcder JhiW- 
Fouts V to know how much they have cheered us in i^ca by their 
splendid initiaUve and inspiring call to youth. May it continue to 
meet witji the generous response which it deserves.

■lie-piocesan Staff.
"This is always the first matter of importance to record and I am 

thankful to say that during 1934 five new priests have come put to us.
This is indeed good news, but sdU the diocese is understaffed by 
European priests and therefore^ I beg for more. In addition to these,
■we have had the pleasure of welcoming Mr. Bavey to work on the staff 
atMinaki, and Miss Tyson to help in the medical work.

, The death of Archdeacon Maddocks last June was one of the greatest 
losses the diocese has sustained for a long time. He was a man who,

of this kind cannot be filled up quickly, and at the moment the problem 
of Zigualand and how best to staff it is not_an easy one. It^rcally 
needs two European priests to supervise all its five parishes, four of 
which are under the <Le of African Cleigy, but at the moment it has 
not even one who can be called permanent and the whole Arch
deaconry has to depend on occasional visits from Padre Bullock at 
Korogwe some fifty miles away.

" In addition to more priests, we badly need at the moment two 
women teachers ; in fact we have been in need of them for nimrly 
two yean. One of them is wanted for work in Zanzibar rtsclf, where 
_ Education is much behind the times and Min Memo is very much 

in need of help at Kiwanda, while Canon and Mrs. HeUier are away 
on futlough. The Theological College at Hegongo will, 1 hope, re
open with a new session at Easter. The students’ houses^ Imw been 

. rebiult in more permanent style and will soon be ocmpira by five 
: Airicah Deacons who are coming to prepare for priesthood.

The Coastal Area of the Diocese. ’ ..
Oiir work at the coast tends to become more and more important, 

owing to the'impelling draw of civilization and all that to means, 
and while it is mostintcresting it is certainly very difficult and demimdii 
all the hope and sympathy of which we are capable. ....
:IDar-e^alaam to LturiiUy been the centre of interest dunng to - 
to year owing to the building of to new Church of St ^ban. TOe 
fonndation-stone was laid on February and 1934 by to then Acbng- 

. . -'Governor, who to since been appointed to to Governorship of
'■i

African ministry can relieve to European smff of more of their
rcsimim^m^ Ministry.-It is most encouraging to read of its st^dy 
progress in all four diodes. The Bishop of N. ^odesia ordmned six 
Seacons for Nyasaland at Mponda’s, kindly coming to to md of to 
bereaved diocese. Four African deacons ordamed in the Diocese of 
Masasi: five African deacons to be prepared at Hegoi^o lor the 
priesthood in tlie Diocese of Zanzibar as soon as to Theological 
College reopens. The Bishop of N. Rhodesia tells us of to good start 

dc by to three priests in his diocese. But, nwerthdess, it tnust be 
some time before they can make full proof of their immstry, and unbl 
then the European staff must be maintained m accordance with the
^"^SiamStoin^^r readers should read cmc^y tlic variom 
allusions to to changed attitude of Islam to Chnstiamty made by the 
Bishops of Zanzibar and Masasi. We have seen the breakdown of 
prciudicc and suspidon in to medical department of the Mission, 
and to wholesome effect of that breakdown. May we not hope that 

thing is happening in to spiritual department ? VVe should 
think often in our prayers of those of our staff abroad whose lot is cast 
in districts where Islam is strong. It is wearying to row stubbornly 
against both wind and tide, even when Truth is steenng to boat.

Locustsi—No one who to had any experience of locusts in ^ca 
can read of thdr appearance without anxiety and deep ^pathy lor 
those who have to tackle the plague. In the Diocesra of Masasi and 
Zanzibar to locusts are carrying on thdr work of destnicbon. no 

■ doubt there is better organization to-day than fonncriy, but toy ^ 
sfill do a lot ofdamage. - The answer to prayer menboned by the Bishop ; 
of Masasi—surely a wonderful answer—shows that the prayers of faith ; 
can obtain results when things seem to human eyes pretty desperate. :

Leprosy.—We arc all sorry to hear of the removal of the lepers from 
Funzi Island. The authorities, we may fee sure, have their reasom 
for taking this step, but the lepcra will miss their former helpers, to 
whom they owe so deep a debt of gratitude. The Bishon of Masasi 

, alludes to Miss Shcllcy*s work in Ws diocese. There can be no more 
: Christian task. May the blessing of Almighty God rest upon all who 
take part in this Cluistlikc activity directed towards healing one oi 
the open sores of the world. ., . r irIn conclusion we need only repeat what has bew said btforc. ii
you really want to keep in close touch with the work of me Mission m 
Ainca and to gain an up-to-date knowledge, read the Reports care
fully as a debt you owe to the Bishops for the trouble they have 

. to keep us abreast of the facts.

ma

the same

our

taken

Godfrey Dale,
EdUor.
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lepexs on Funzi Island. 
It has been a work 
demanding much 
love, labour and sacri
fice to which o^ 

and others in

North Borneo and the building was completed ready for its blessing 
and opeiung on November 23rd in the presence of the new Governor of 
Tanganyika, Sir Harold Mac^c^d, who, by the way, always reads 

, thelessons at Sunday Evensong whenheuinrcsidcnce at Dar-es-Salaam. 
ITic attractiveness of the diurch is, I should say, largely due to its 
dignified simplicity, for which the architects are to be congratulated.
It now remains for it to accomplish the work for which it has been 
built, a rn«k by no*|means easy owing to the peculiar circumstances of 
the place and constant coming and going of the pa)plc of many 
different races who live in it. At the moment tlie staff of workers 
consiits of Padre Sharpe, who is in charge, with an African assistant 
piics^ an Ai^can Catec^t and two Sisters of the Community of the 
Sacred Passion, while a school for the native police and their cluldren 
is in the hands of one of our Christian teachers. For all these may 
we have your prayers.

Zanzibar.—Zanzibar has lately come into the limelight of the theo
logical world tlunugh the exceedingly interesting book written by the 
Chancellor, Canon Broomfield, entitled John^ Peter and the Fourth 
Gospel. It has received the' good review it deserves and the author 
has done wonders in findin^me to produce such a book in the midst 
of his multifarious duties, ^e Chancellor has also found time to give 
a course of theological lectures to the Europeans in Zanzibar, whi^ I . 
am told were well patronized and appreciated, while Padre Sydenham 
followed Wm wth another counc by request on the ceremonial of 
the Church.

Some of the staff in Zanzibar arc begging for an enlarged and 
completed cathedral, which in its present state is certainly unable to 
accommodate the Afneon congregation, especially at the great festivals 
when many have to stay outside. To meet the immediate need we arc 
reducing the width of the central and only aisle so as to admit of extra 
seats bang added near the avails. It would, indeed, be a great and 
worthy accomplishment if in the not distant future the cathedral so 
historical in the life of East Africa as well as the Mission could be 
completed according to the ori^nal d^ign of Bishop Steere and many 
of us may wish to cherish the vision. All this means, of course, that the 
many years of Oiristian witness and influence are bearing fruit. Islam 
is not what it was even ten years ago. There arc many secret desires 
and leanings to Christianity as the only way of salvation if only fear 
of severance from the great brotherhood of Islam with all its social 
advantages could be overcome. Many friendly talks arc taking place 
and friendly ^isits being made. Yoimg ambitious Moslems are now 
seddng'advicc from Christian teachers as to the best way of using the 
new opportunities of civilization. In a word it is Christian love, 

'expressmg itself in prayer, sentiment and action that is winning its 
way into the hearts of men.

Pemba and Fund Island.—It is difficult to think of these two apart, 
as ^graphically they arc so close, and Father Wcigall has the , 
spiritual oversight of both. For the past ten years or more wc have 
been responsible to the Govcnimcnl of Zanzibar for the welfare of the

nuncs
turn have responded 
most heroically and I 
am glad you should 
blow how much they 

; have bc^ appreciated 
by the- Government 
and the lepers them
selves. We all tow 
and thank God that 
the treatment of lep
rosy has made great 
advances during the 
last few years and the 
Zanzibar Government 
have now other plans 
in view, which will 
no longer call for our 
hel]} as in the past.
It is proposed that 
during the present 
year Funzi Island 
shall cease to be a 
kper settlement, half 
the lepers being moved to a more 
land of Pemba in close proximity to the 
nunc, while the remaining half ’
ment for the sick and destitute just outside die town of Zanzibar.

Funzi Island has never been an ideal spot in many respects, and tlic 
new plan has much in its favour in view of a freer and more natural 
existence for the lepers, but I venture to think they will miss the constant 
and unremitting care of our nurses and teachers who have ^tlwaw 
been with them on the spot both day and night. Myhow,.wc shall, 
of course, continue to watch over their spiritual interests wherever 
thay may be finally placed, for wc have been allowed to build up a 
«n^ Cluistian Community amongst them, all of them having been 
Moslems when they were first brought to the island. j r

Tanga.—Owing to the more pressing and immediate needs ol 
Dar-es-Salaam at the moment wc have been obliged to rob langa 01 
its African assistant-priest who was doing very good and usclul worK 
there. Tanga, as a coast town, is very important to the dioccsc, bemgso 
near aU the mainland Mission stations and its work is very mu^ aUve, 
both in the town itself and immediate surroundings. I am thcrclorc 

- tony to have to leave Padre Atkins alone with what is always Uic

Wn.uaiitT
Dar.f4-Saijum CuuncH ani> Cleroy Houib

desirable plantation on the main- 
: Government doctor and 

be concentrated in a scttlc-are to
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The best time of the year for taking stock of our parishes in this part 
of Affica is Christmas and not EastM. Each year Communicants tend 
to reach the highest number at Christmas. Quistmas is fast becoming 
a holiday of the world as in Europe, all work stops and African society 
is at its case before the serious work of preparing for the coming y 
harvest, whereas at Easter some membt^of the family must ah 
be left behind to guard the crops.

This last Christmas was marked by a very real advance in almost 
CTcry district. This, of course, is as it should be, but it means increased 
need for pastoral care and a larger staff to meet it. We don’t stand 

Africa ; work must grow. A special mark of growth at die 
momcnf is tltc increasing number of really old men and svomcn who 
are: coming forward for Christian teaching, largely due in many cases 
to the influence of their Chrisdan children.

3. Education and Medical Work.—^Educadon is one of Africa’s 
loudest demands to-day and parents realise that their cliildrcn will 
be left behind in the future without it. In consequence attendances 

' at village schools are increasing and demanding addidonal teachers, 
while new schools arc constandy being asked for. : Standards arc 
being added, but English is being taught to fewer than in the p 
which is really all to the good. Two higher standards have been 
started at MinaM, which will enable diose who wish, and arc successful 
.enough to pass straight to Makcrere in Uganda, which is the highest 
educadon obtainable in this part of Africa today. At the beginning 
of the year three U.M.C.A. boys gained scholarships to Makcrere 
and it will be intcresdng to see how they will turn out.

J"

car’s‘ y,;. ways

stiflin

(}^. H. S. P. Wanm
Msalasant ast,

double work in all coast towns of ministering to the Europeans and 
Africans. He has, however, the great help of two Sisters and the 
Mktxzi stair from time to time give such assistance as is possible, but 
another African priest must be sent there as soon as tlicre is one to spare.

The Mainland Area of the Diocese.
1. Locusts.—Last year was one of the saddest I remember in Africa 

owing to drought, locusts and consequent famine, but thanks to the 
Government, help from African parishes and contributions from home 
we managed to pull through, but not without much suffering and sad 
results. The pr«cnt year is by no means hopeful. Tlic country is in 
parts full of recently hatched locusts—they arc, as I %vrite, hopping in 
myriads round my house and the time of solving is at hand. Tliose 
who are in the know of tlic habits of locusts and past visitations say we 
arc nearing the end of our troubles, but whether this is true or not the 
Government arc busy urging the planting of cassava, a root crop, 
.which cannot he eaten by locusts, in every part of the country and wc 
arc still full of fear as to whether another year of shortage of food may 
be awaiting us. All this tends to general unsctticmcnt and the efforts 
totvards self-support arc suffering in every direction, for money, wWch 

should have givcn\to God has to buy food to keep us alive, 
a.' The GrowApt Christianity.—It is on the mainland of the diocese 

rather thim at Ac coast where work meets wiA Ac best raponsc. 
Islam is wiA us in every part of Ac Aocese and everyone who is not a 
Christian would call himself a Moslcn^—the fashion of to-day demands 
a religion of some Mnd, but Islam has not Ac same strength as at Ac 
coast, except possibly in Zigualand, where converts come in very slowly.

wc

?

lMn.HeBUr
^ ■ Saturday Morning iNSPEcnos AT Kiwanda Central SaiooL
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II._-DI0GESE of masasi
By THE Bbhop op Masasi

In thinking and planning about the development of our work, 
however attractive arc the castles that we build in the air, they dis
solve into nothing because, with tire staff at its present level, we cannot 
ev^ do what we sec to be needed for its proper mmntenancc. This 
Report, therefore, will give a picture of the state of our work that is 
all the truer if the first heading remains, as in previous years, “ Staff.”

Staff^Priests.—I wrote in my Report last year of the very sad 
dtiath of^Fr. Macbeth, on the Eve of the Epiphany, 1934. I also 
repeated what I had written in no less than three previous Reports, my 
conwetion of the danger we are in through having to strug^c oh in a 
state of over-work and over-strain because the staff is insufficient.

In February, 1^34, Fr. Blood began to be very ill with, a septic 
knee. Two operations were done, the second of them by Dr. Thccla 
O.S.B., who most kindly came to our aid fix)m the Swiss Benedictine 
Misson at Ndanda. We renew our gratitude to her. But despite 
the utmost endeavour of doctors and nurses, it became plain that 
there could be no hope of recovery wthout further surgery, and that 
this should not be attempted without the md of an X-iay photograph.: 
J>. Taylor reported the case to the Government medical authohty, 
and arrangements were at once made that an offidal aeroplane, with 
a special stretcher provided in it, should come and carry the patient 
to their hospital in Dar-es-Salaam> where the X-ray photography 
could be done. We are exceedingly grateful to the C^verhment for 
the help they rendered us in our need.

A fortnight after Fr. Bipod reached the hospital Ids leg had to be 
amputated. He is now in England, and though the wound has not 
yet completely healed, there is good hope that, yvith the present rate 
of progress, it will be possible to fit an artifidal limb in the summer 
(1935). He has done immense service to the Diocese; as well as to 
me personally. No one can yet forecast with certainty whether, at 
some time in the future, it. will be possible, and right, for him to come 
back to us at Masasi again.

Archdeacon Swainson returned from :furlough at the end of 
January,'1934. In July he wrote to me fioin Namagono telling;me 
about their Festival on July loth, a day on which we keep a Feast of 
^cah Martyrs. In the dosing paragraph of Ids letter, he r^rded 
his thankfidness to Canon Kolumba, who had come four days* jotOT^ 
from Sddi Maumbo to help him j and mentioned that, without 
a^tance theremight not have been any Festival, as he was troubled 
with “ what seems to be rheumatism.”

I showed Ids letter to Dr. Madcan, a Government doctor who 
happened, to be visiting us, as Dr. Taylor was away doing medical 
work in the Tunduru district. Dr. Maclean at once volunteered to 
go and bring the Archdeacon in. When half way to Namagono he 
®ct a team of Africans who were carrying the patient to Masasi. A 
month later we sent him to Dar-cs-Salaam, in the hope that change of

As regards medical work during the year these matters call for 
record. The Government Medicd Department has accepted our 

. course of training dispensers at Minald and I hope that in consequence 
' ‘ of this we may be able to obtain grants in the future. The maternity 

work which has its chief centre at Msalabani is increasing, and what is 
so important, is gaining the confidence of the Africans. The Govern
ment have made a grant towards the building of a maternity clinic 
at Misozwe, which tvill be under the care of the Sisters.

4. Developments.—Ntalawanda District in Korogwe Archdeacon^ 
is extending up the Tanga Railivay in a part of the diocese hitherto 
untouched.

Kwa Mkono District in Zigualand has started a new school two days 
away finm its centre and in close proximity to the coast. This has been 
a bold venture which possibly under ordinary circumstances 
not have made: but the request from the chief of the country for a 
scliool ^vas so insistent and a missionary-hearted teacher was so keen 
to go and take charge of it, that all has gone fonvard and we have 
alrudy had the good news tliat some eighteen of the children have 

forward for Christian teaching.
Another advance has been made in the Uzaramo Country, fresh 

ground having been occupied by yet another school.
Two new churches of a permanent type arc in the building; at 

Vugiri in Korogwe Archdeaconry and at Amani in Magila ^ch- 
dcaconry.. The Vugiri church \vas started last year but work was 
delayed by the rains and other claims on the builder. When finished 
it will form the centre of a new parish under the care of an African 
priest The Amani church ^vill, I hope, be used by the European 
community as well as African, being served fix)m Tongwe from time 
to time as opportunity affords.

You may be wondermg how can tiiese things be with an insufficient 
. staff and a country devastated by locusts, for ffic last three years, and I 

answer that work cannot stand still in Africa as long as the Love of 
God burns in the hearts of men and women, and ff the call of the 
“.Under Thirty-Fours** is responded to.at home as I pray it may be, 
I feel sure t^t means and continued offers of scnace wUl not f^ to 
moke it pomble to reap vdicre we arc sowing to-day.

we should

come

>|4Thouas Zanzibar.
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air and fresh food might work a cure. He and Fr. Blood were together 

- in the Govcmment'Hospital; and at the end of August, by tlie advice 
' of the doctors, the Archdeacon returned to England.

He has been in St. Luke’s Hostel, Fitzroy Square, for more than 
six months, suifering from rheumatoid arthritis. The improvement 
is very slow and very slight. Had I been asked a year ago to make a 
list of the Diocese in order of strength, I should have put him first, in 

quite by himself. His zeal, and his energy in shepherding his 
people, has been untiring. Shortage of staff has made it almost im
possible for him to do much archituaconal work. His work as parish 
priest more than filled his time. We cannot yet tell whether he be 
able later on to return to us. Wc shall be very poor without him, for 

devoted parish priest and missionary it would be hard to find.
My Report last year told of Canon Norxish’s illness and return to 

England. He is beginning now to do some light work in the Diocese 
of £xeter. We refuse to despair that one day he may be able to come 
back in normal health.

Fr. Lamprell heard of our plight, and came to us soon after Easter. 
At the Amuversary, Fr. Hose nobly offered himself to return to the 
Diocese for a year. I was then in charge of two parishes, Masasi, 
i.e., Canon Nonish’s work, and Liloya, where Fr. Blood had succeeded 
Fr. Hose. When I told the Liloya people that Fr. Hose was coming 
back to them, thc^ wem filled with joy. He arrived at Masasi on 
Au^t snd, and immediately took over.

I^ly in August we closed the Theological College, and Fr. Thome 
came to Masasi to relieve me there; at the end of the month I left the 
Diocese to take m}|r furlough, happy that Fr. Thome would act for me 
in. all mattors during my absence.

Fr. Pearce, from St. John the Divine, Kennington, joined us in 
, October, and Fr. James, &om Pembroke Dock, in November. I 

cannot be too thankful for the help their coming has brought to us. 
Wc hope that, in the counc of 1935, Fr. Faussett, Fr. Skipwith, and at 
the end of the year, Fr. Capper, he added to our staff.

Four priests are due to t^e their furlough this year, Fr. Thome, 
Fr. Comwidl, Fr. Lambum, and Fr. Rawnsley; and Fr. Hose will 
have completed his promised year of service.

Unl^ we arc to continue on a danger-line of over-work and over- 
strain, tvith consequent breakdowns resulting, four more priests are 
needed as a minimum. As things are, it seems certain that, when the 
doctor allows me to return, I shall again be in charge of the Masasi 
parish. 1 have not been able to do my normal work of visiting the 
Diocese since July, 1933. I appeal solemnly, in this Report, to priests 
in England, to consider seriously whether God is not (^ing some of 
tliem to come to our aid.

Mcdical.--Tuniing now to the medical staff, when I wrote last year 
Wc had a total ofsbc niuscs, for a work which needs a minimum of 
six mines. If conditions in Africa did not make regular furloughs a 
ncc^ty for the mmntenance of health of body-and mind, tlus staff 
would have been sufficient.

But one doctor was not sufficient. .Dr. Taylor was alone, and 
struggling to keep pace with medical work over an immense area. 1 
am not sure that she was not perhaps the most over-worked person in

; Of OUT six nurses, two went on wcU-camed fiirlough in the early 
nartofffiey^. Wil^ l>=i“vaUdcd to England,
fife Rich^on, about ffie imdffie ofdhe year, had also to be in- 
valided, suffermg from wbermilosis. Mm Janet Bmly had to be off 
work fotj some time with dysentery. Had it not been that Mss 
Kemsley most generously came to succour us, there would have been 
a time when the total number of our nurses in Africa was two—Mss 
Pugh and Mss BaUcy. •

Of the great loss which the death of Mss BaUey, early this year 
(1935) means to the Diocese, I have already vwitten. h4y she rest

At the end of 1934 we had the happiness of welcoming a new 
nurse. Miss Stiachan. The two nurses who went on leave are now at 
work again, and Mss WiUis who was iuvaUded has also returned.

jlut before Mi^ Kcmslcy was'due to leave Masasi, and most 
chara'cteiistically she at once volunteered to cancel her passage 
and stay on and help us ; but her own health has not been exactly , 
robust, and I am sure that it would not have been right to allow her

a

a more

return to England to be delayed. We are deeply grateful to her for 
the immense help her coming has been to the Diocese. There can be 
few, if any, nurses in Africa with more experience and skill.

I am thankful to record that Miss Richardson is making steady 
progress towards recovery.

A new ntirsc, Miss Deans, will leave England for Masasi shortly 
after Easter, and we hope to welcome another new, nurse at the end of 
the year. Nor am I without hope that yet another nurse may join 
our staff in July. But at the moment there are four nurses in Africa 
for the work of six. The medical work at Ghidya will have to be closed 

: months at any rate.
most joyful thing that has happened medically for a very long 
the coming of Dr. Leader Stirling. He left England on 

Mardi 2ist, 1935, and I cannot be too thankful that Dr. Taylor will 
no longer have to continue the Whole work alone. This seems to me to 
be a case when one and one make something more than two, for there 
is the possibility of conference and consultation, and division of 
responsibility.

^ Miss Sh^ey continues her wonderful work amongst lepers. She 
visits each week four or five village centres, involving a walk of ^ to 

nulcs a week. Leper out-patients meet her at thwe centra, and 
when I went to say “ Good-bye ” to her at the end of Au^t, she Md 
a roll of two hundred to whom she was giving regular treatment. She 

-<aid, as I came away: “ When you come back I shall have three 
hundred.”

for
The 

time is
s.
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The medical work for 1934 ended with tlie arriv^ at Mas^ in 
December, of an immigrant from Portuguese East Amca, suffOTng 

' from smalbpox. A quarantine area, which included the Cathedral,
‘ had to be established, vaccination was undertaken on a large scale, 

and every effort made to preserve the coimtry from an outbreak of tWs 
dread disease. So prompt and so effeedve were the measures taken, 
that I believe I am right in saying only one man got tlic disease thus 
brought in. . ^

Education.—As regards the teaching staff, it was a great gain to be 
able to welcome Miss Antcliffe back after her furlough. Home dudes 
prevent Miss Comivall’s return, and tliis is a very great loss to the 
Diocese. Miss Wisdom has come to us after working for a dme in 
Northern Rhodesia:; and there is hope that another teacher may join 
the staff at the end of the year.

With the number of out-schools growing rapidly, it is essential 
that they should be^n again to rccrivc regular and expert help at tlic 
first possible moment. Hitherto village schools have been confined 
to the Government syllabus for Substandard i, Sub-Standard 2, 
and Standard i work. In September a few schoob extended their 
curriculum to include Standatd 2 work abo. This b a fulfilment in 
practice of what I have desired for at least twenty years ; and later on 
I hope it will be possible that all boys admitted to the Boarding School 

. will be able to begin straight away with Standard 3, instead of 
Standard 2 as they arc doing at present.

‘Chidya welcomes back Fr. Tibbatts after his furlough. While 
he was away 1^. Munmngs made an excellent headmaster. We arc 
most grateful to him. The Girb* School at Kwitonji is now doing 
work up to and including Standard 4. It wzu exceedingly sad to have 
to turn away a large number of most promising girb who did really 
good papers in the entrance examination. Perhaps the greatest need 
of the Diocese at the present time b that more should be done for the 
help of the women and girb ; but alas, we just could not afford it.

I am most conscious of the small amount of help given to African 
women. In tlieold days, when the staff was less pressed, regular visit
ing of the women in their homes formed a normal part of dbtrict 
work. Some day we hope that finances will permit our welcoming 
workers to the diocese \vho \vill do women’s work.

hhss Powell came to iis in 1910, and is now in her twenty-fifth 
year of visiting and instructing Christian women. It has been a great 
happiness to welcome at Masasi a new worker, Mbs Ward ; and we 
hope that when llus b read Mbs Brown will be on her way to take the 
place of Mrs; French, whom we shall greatly miss in the Masasi 
Diocesan Office. Our best wishes go wth Mrs. French, and we arc ; 
very, grateful to her for all she has done for us.

Work in the Dbtricts.—Archdeacon Swainson’s illness made it 
necessary to form new plans for the large Namagono parish. Fr. Eriko i 
has been mo%’ed from the Mchauru dbtrict to become the second 
priest at Namagono, and Fr. Ic Fleming b now in charge of that f 
parish, his own LumcsuIc-cum<Mbaya district being in the hands of

IMiaPcMtcn
Nauakasi PeOP1£

Fr. Easton. Fr. Cornwall has gone to help Canon Stokes at Newalaj 
and Fr. Lamprell b at Luatala. Seven new churches have been built 
since my last Report.

The Mchauru dbtrict has been divided up bettveen Luatala and 
Lulindi, all but one village, which, with its school, is now under 
Ncwala. Shortage of workers closed first Mnyambe as a separate 
dbtrict; this is now under Ghiwata; Ghilimba had to revert to 
Luatala, and Mchauru has now been divided as described above. 
But as soon as the staff increases sufficiently, smaller parbhes must 
again be created for the sake of tlic efficiency of pastoral work.

Twenty-six new schoob were opened in the course of the year, 
including a new school at Mikindani on tlic coast, and two new 
schoob in the Sultan Kandulu’s country. The endeavour to keep pace 
with the most urgent of the demands for new schoob is necessitating 
the enrolment of many not fully qualified teachers. When the work 
b in its early stages they may be able to cope with it; but more expert 
help must be provided as soon as possible.

The demand for schoob on the Makondc, which began witli seven
1933, a number which was increased to eleven in that y^, w^ 

followed by a request for twelve more schoob on the Plateau in 1934. 
Up to the present this year I have had five further applications.

A lad In one of these new schoob opened at the request of the 
Moslem chicb, begged the African worker sent to hb village, to teach 
him Christianity, that he might be baptized. When hb father heard 
of thb he called hb son and said : " Is it true that you arc being 
taught Christianity ? ” The lad having admitted it hb father asked : 
‘‘ Do you not know that I am a Moslem ? I will not allow thb.’-| Tne 
hoy said : “ I hoped, father, that I was now old enough to think for 
mwclf in thb matter of religion.” His father became very an^, and 
wid that he would accuse the boy to the Chief, and Ws reply • 
‘Yes, father ; and as I tlunk you have not the two shillings required

1^3tl2
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joy.” In race they were Indians, Africans and Arabs, as were, perhaps, 
the Epiphany Kings.

Finance.—The ten per cent, cut on all salaries remiuns. Dr. Taylor 
possesses her own private car, which is cxccedinly fortunate for us,

as she could not 
possibly cover the 
distances without 
the help of motor 
transport. A motor 
ambulance has 
been given, but 
a]3art from tlus tlic 
Diocese

for tlic Court fee, I will pay this for you. Nevertheless, I tlunk that 
before long you vrill yourself also wish to become a Christian.”

A young man and Ws wife desired to be prepared for baptism. 
Other young men of his age, Moslems, being furious at tlus, went in 
a state of excitement to find the young man and pay him out. The 
Chief, hearing the tumult, called them all to him, and when he had 
heard the ease he said to the young men : ” If you have to fight this 
man, you will be fighting not one, but two, for I now take my place 
at his side.”

I mentioned in the coune of^my last Report our invasion by 
locusts. Orgmiized efforts were made to combat this peril. Trenches 
to trap them were dug j people gathered together to Idll them by 
trampling on them, or by ban^ng them with a leafy bough. These 
processes were exceedingly fatiguing to the attackers, and the effect 
on the locusts, even when you have worn yourself out, seems barely 
measurable. We arranged that in all the churches and village schools 
a prayer should be added every day that God would deliver us from the 
threatened danger to the food crops, and the famine that \vould 
result. It was realized that the time of greatest peril would be when 
the hoppers developed their wings. Unless the h^cst could be safely 
gather^ in before the young locusts had begun to fly, there seemed 
no hope of safety. But long toore the harvest was ready to be reaped 
flying started ; and then an exceedingly wonderful tiling happened.
A sivarm of locusts would aflght in a fidd of com, and climb up the 
stalks near to where the newly-formed cars were beginning to ripen ; 
just before they reached them they all died. This happened over and 
over again. It was possible to go to a field of com and find the tall 
stems covered with dead locusts clinging to them. The scientific 
explanation was that we had been delivered by a maggot which had 
attacked the insects’ brain. Christians, Moslems and pagans were 
sure that we had been delivered by Almighty God. Both these 
beliefs were right. When the harvest was gathered in, and proved 
to be more tlian ordinarily abundant, considerable offerings were made 
in the churches in thanks^ving to God for His answer to their praycn.

Since I have been Bishop, I have only once been; able to spend 
Christmas at the Cathedral, namely during this time when I became 
again priest-in-charge. My house boy told me, after the last Mass of 
Christmas, that the Moslem shopkeepers had all but one closed their

nd come the two and a half miles which separates the shop } 
centre from the Cathedral in a lorry, and sat on a stone scat which is 
outside the north-west comer of the building. Tlicy had listened to 
the singing of the Mass and the Christmas hymns and carols ; tliey had 
probably heard my sermon, and when it had ended and the people 
had begim to to home, so that there was room to go into the church, 
they made them way in and stood before the crib. I asked my boy : 
'*^Vhy ever did th^ do this? Did they come to mock?” and his 
answer ^vas : ” Oh, Father, you must not think that. They came in 
great reverence, because they know what Christmas means to 
Christians, and they wanted themselves also to try to enter into that

i possesses 
no car at all. Nor 
could I think it 
right to possess 
one, the wliilc we 
are not paying our 
African clcr^ and 
teachers their cov
enanted wages.

The Mission 
Treasurers rccog- 

tlic pUgh 
in, but though 

work in the Dio
cese has increased 
considerably, our 
annual >incomc is 
;^i,i50 less than 
tlic £11,400 with 
which the Diocese 
began its indepen
dent existence in

^ On St. Barth
olomew’s Da;^, 
1934, four Afri
cans were made 
deacons. The Dio
cesan Retreat pre
ceded tlic ordina
tion, and a vigil of 

continuous prayer was kept in the Cathedral through tlic night of 
August a3-24th. Father Thome’s work as Vicar-General nccpitatcd 
tile closing of the Theological CoUege, and I look for^vard to the 
reopening of it some time in 1936, when I hope that some of me 
African deacons may return there for a further year, in preparation 
for priesthood. If we can have an ordination of African priests in 1937,

nizc t we
arc

shops, a:

Gwaja, Prihb Minoter to Sultan Mataka
[Mr. S. A. Weldtn
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III-DIOGESE OF NYASALANDUiis would prove the beginning of a new volume in the history of the 
Diocese. .

The work, medical, educational and pastoral, that is done for us 
by the Sisters of the Community of the Sacred Passion, grows in * 
portance every year. The Reverend Mother looks forward to a time 
when she will be able to do even more than is now being done. We 
give great thanks to God for the existence and work of C.S.P.

Masasi was wited by His Excellency the Governor in October, 
1934. He made time to visit the Cathedral Station and had tea there. 
This is the first occasion on which the Governor has visited our work. 
He walk^ round and saw everything, not excluding the new tvcll.

It is impossible to end this Report without including a word of the 
deep sympathy we feel tvith our sister Dioc«c in Nysaland, bc^ved 
again of their Bishop. We pray that God ^vill grant to them, with the 
least possible delay, another Father in God.

St. Paul has written down some of the ways in which we may ap
prove ourselves as the ministOT of God and workers together with Him. 
Three of his phrases come to me again and again “ as sorrowful, yet 
always rqoiang; as poor, yet making many rich; as dying, and, 
bcholdj we live.”

^VntcENT Masasi

By The Ven. Archdeacon Glossop
i im- Tub time has gone by to speak of the grief felt by the diocese at the 

death of Bishop Douglas. The remarkable thing was the impression 
hemade on the Africans in so short a time. The universal grief shown 
by the Christians took one back to the drovraing of Bishop Maples in 
1895. It was not so much his great intellectual abilities wluch made 
^cm respond to his leadership as his humility and Christ-like afrection 
for the converts. He spent three-quarters of 1934 away from Likoma, 
staying At all the central stations and visiting so many of the little 
villages which- surround at great distances our central stations. In 

of the quarterly letters which he wrote in out Chronicle he 
humorously remarked on their evident interest in him " as an un
known monster in the locality.” The history of the year’s work 
is mostly contained in tliosc four letters to the JDiocesan Chronicle 
1934 j but I do not feel competent at this short notice to make a 
Stable summary. If I am making serious pnussions tliis year, it may 
lead the pricsts-in-charge to sit down at once, and tell us tlic cluef 
events of their districts recently ; I know the Editor be pleased. 
For my own part I have been sitting quietly at the south end of the 
island at the Tlicological College teaching the seven readers who

one
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Were to have been made deacons on St. Paul’s Day, 1935. I know that 
^e Bishop was looking fonvard to the event. They had to be sent 
home, but now they have been directed to go down to Fort Johnston 
as soon as possible. For by the leave of the Archbishop of Canterbury, 
and thanlo to the prompt response by the Bishop of Northern 
Rhodesia to ourS.O.S., they maybe ordained at. the south end of the 
Lake at the end of Marche Owing to the fact that the S.S. Chausuy 
MapUs is not running the Bishop will be unable to get to Likoma ; but 
all the arrangements are bang made by Archdeacon Victor at Mponda’s 
so that the Bishop may well be able to ^et back again to liis diocese 
for Easter. The general story of the diocese seems to be the same 
everywhere, except among the Yaos of Portuguese East Africa, 
namely a large increase in the number of Christians and catechumens. 
In spite of hard itinerary work by the priests'in-charge the increase 
threatens to endanger our standard of sufficient supervision, unless 
we can get more priests. Perhaps the solution lies in the increase of 
the African ministry, but that is a case of Jtsixna lente. The six now 
priests have been doing good work in 1934 in their districts, and giving 
an example of what we hope for in the future of the Church in Africa. 
The total number of our African priests is twelve.

The Yaos in Portuguese East Africa arc a proiid tribe, and in the 
old days, if not still, affiected to despise the Lake shore people. They 
were the medium of the Arabs in the conveyance of slaves from all over 
the Lake to tlic coast, and were impregnated with a poor type of 
Muhammadanism. In thrir tribal organization, very little modified 
by contact with Europeans, it is very ffifficult for individuals to come 
forward for teaching, even if they were left free to do so; and 
the women arc not free. The work needs infinite patience, without 
much hope ofimmediate results. So our sympathy should be with the 
Yaoland priests who cover just as much groimd as their brethren in 
other districts, but can obtain very few candidates for baptism. Perhaps 
some day there will come a sudden turn over.

.There ivas an unusual amount of sickn^ among the staff last year, 
unfortunately resulting in some resignations. But we cannot expect 
every year to show a better record than the last, and we have much to 
be thankful for with two doctors in the diocese, and nuncs and a nice 
little hospital rooni bn every station. I have a group, photographed 

■ in 1896, of fifreen missionaries at a Likoma meeting: seven of them 
died. in the diocese within two years.

Our trouble this year was the breakdown of the S.S. Chauncy Maples, 
which is laid up dll wc get a new boiler put in. It must be impossible 
for you at home to realize how the laying up of our. steamer upsets the 
work at our lakeside stations, not to mention the increased cost under 
our heavy item of ** passages ’*; passages for those going home on 
furlough, or coming back; passages for those changing stations because 
of the above; passages for the teachers and wives and families moving 
baclcNVtUds and forwards for their holidays at tiicir ho 
years* service. Captain Haywood, with his usual devotion to the 
Mission’s interests, is domg all he can with the poor little S.S. C. J.

lAreMtaemOlettop ,
Likoma Cathedral wmi tub new CuairrERs

but she is quite unequal to doin^ the steamer work of the diocese 
to^y. Indeed, no women or cmldren arc allowed on her.

Wc are extremely fateful to our subscribers and the managers of 
our finance at home because the diocesan grant has not been cut for 
1935. But the amount spent on passages in 1934, regretfully for those 
going home invalided, gladly for the increased staff that came out wth 
Bishop Douglas, has caused a local cut to station grants. • But there 
is ahope that in the future the item of freight may be reduced, because 
owing to the opening of the new bridge over the Zambezi, the railway 
will be able to convey goods—and wc hope our new ^pilcMtraight 
from Beifa to the lake side at Chipoka, where they will build a pier, 
alongside of which steamers may come. At present all the boxes lor 
our stores arc manhandled about half a dozen times before they 
reach the S.S. Chauruy Maples. First of all they are^ put into the tram 
at Bcira; then on reaching the banks of tlie Zambwi at Murracao, 
they arc taken out and put into a barge, then femed acroa to me 
railway on the other side, put into a train to Blantyre, and then put 
into the Customs’ Shed. Later on they arc put into our mission lorry, 
and then into a store at Mponda’s, later being taken out and put 
into a barge to be taken over to hfcJindi; agjun put into a store an 
finally taken out and put into the S.S. Chauiuy Maples

men trains run 6ver the new Zambezi Bridge to the lake shore 
by the new raUway extension, all tius intermediate s^ng Jid stonng 
and the various methods of transit can be cut out. I hope that oesiaa 
hsiucing the cost of freight this will also rcUevc our treasurer,

^ Sar^t, at Mponda’s, of much store work; for in recent yea« J"® ^ 
< work, in addition to the financial sccretanal work, has incrcwcd

mes after two
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Italion. It is now used for lepers only, of whom some thirty or forty 
attend thwe for treatment. At first it was opened for, all patients twiee 
a week, but the non-lepers preferred the extra walk to the new dis- 
jinsary • this is more convenient for us, as only a'small range' of drugs 
iredbekept there for the lepers, and the nurse need not do the tiring

. T°^or S^atiente at Manda we have only an old school building in 
which we can house about three women and two mijn, and the latter 
only if they arc not too much afraid of lions jumping in where the wall 

■ is of sveak lattice-work. As we are not likely to get permanent buildings 
for a considerable time, I have put aside £5 for bufiding a better 
tempoiaryone; I hope this mil be done as soon as the ratns abate. •
■' At Milo I found the work still growing, and as a sign of merging 
confidence. Miss Nobbs had about a dozen cases for operation when I
went up for a fortnight. , ’ .

Tho-e seems to be very little to say about mosO of the hospi 
mainly because I have been able to visit them so htdc; the enforced , 

t rest of the Chaunn Maples has seriously interfered with my work; it I 
takes three or four days to travel on foot or in a i^oe a ^tance 
traversed in the steamer in one day, and that day bemg largely spent ,
‘"^teSh^^^cS.incre.eintl^
in-patients; fortunately most of the patients there have Aew ora food

enormously, and is a great strain on one who has given so many years 
of devoted service to the work of supplying all our needs.

' The Cathedral.—You may remember that long ago owing to the 
torrential rains the original plan had to be modified ; the West Towers 
were reduced and the stone parapets obliterated by a projecting corru
gated iron roof. Of course, this did not affect the beauty of the interior 
of the Cathedral, but it did affect the look of the exterior., Now, 
however, the addition of the cloisters, built as a memorial to Bishop 
Fisher, has immensely added to the dignity of the whole buildi 
I hope a recent photograph may show.

ng, as

A. G. B. Glossop, Vicar-General.

MEDICAL OFFICER’S REPORT

We have again had more than an average amount of sickness among 
the European staff, and we arc most grateful for the generous help 
given by Government medical officers, particularly by Dr. Blackaby 
at Zomba and Dr. Howat at Fort Johnston.

We had to close the medical work at Matope for some months early 
in the year owing to our shortage of nurses. Now that a nurse has been 
stationed at Manda, sve need sixteen actually at work in the diocese, 
with at least three extra to allow for furloughs : unfortunately sickness 
also calls for one more, but funds won’t allow for folk being sick !

The nune at Manda was a pressing need, and I was most thankful 
that the Bishop fel t justified in supplying one, even though I knew it 
added to the risk of our being short elsewhere. Padre Hicks sms 
working alone in. that district, three and a half days from both Liuli 

Milo ; Milo tvas isolated, and if the nurse there should need help 
she could not expect it from Liuli in less than a week or two : also the 
dispensary started at Manda in Archdeacon Johnson’s time had a 
patient attendance of about la.ooo a year and badly needed 
supervision than could be given by the visit of a nurse fro ' 
few hours when the “ CM." was paying its monthly call. We were 
all so thankful that Miss Pryce Jones was able to go Com Manda, when 
our Bishop was taken ill at Milo, for Miss Nobbs alone could not have 
continued giving the night and day attention which was wanted. We 

. were glad to feel that the nursing was at least as good as he could have 
had: anywhere in England.

The dispensary built last year at Manda (from the Father RusscU 
Memorial Fund grant) has this year been finished and furnished. 
Afr. Oldndgc kindly made most of the cupboards, tables, etc., in the 
^oma ^enters’ shop ; a kind gift of stoppered bottles from Arch- 
dracon Glossop helped to furnish the shelves. A welcome gift to 
^ma_of an operaUon table (from St. Mary’s Nursing Home at 
Uimvick) eriabled us to send Manda the table which has done duty at 
Lilcoma during and since Dr. Howard’s time; it is still in giiod 
conmuon and looks refreshed by its new coat of enamel applied 
m the steamer \vrorkshop.
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prepared Ae foundattom and burnt sufficient brides for both. A English cathedral dty, I was hospitably_entertaincd at St. Pad's
Icgacyor;CiTOmadeitpossibletogoaheadwithbothhospitals,andby Dwological CoUcgCj where I had the priviiege of speaking to the
the end of the year they were practically finished, though the second itudcnh about the Mission and N. Rhodesia. But the mam purpose
had to i™t ratiiM a long time for window casements. Mr. Sargent of my visit was to make personal contact with the Mother Superior
InniUy did naost of ffie carpentry at Mponda’s ; it must have made a of the Community of the Resurrection of our Lord and discuss with
big hole m his timber stock. her some matters connected with-the work ofthe Sisters at Mapanza.

I must again express our gratitude to both governments for their | The viat was weU worth paying, and inddentaUy I was able to see
^ts to the leper colomcs, without which we could not maintain ? loinetlung of the varied work of the Commumty, and the bmldmgs-
them, to the B.E.L.RA. for a spedai grant of £ao to LUrivenu, and to a vcrifctble town. A wonderful work it is, and an abidmg memonal
all our Mat and Hospitals Fund subscribers for their continued interest to the faith and hope and statesmanlike enterprise of Mother
and support. Wm. C. Wioim. Ccdle.

On the way north I made the acquaintance o^ur new Governor, 
Sir.Hubert Young, whose coach was attached td-the tram m which 
I travelled from Kimberley. The country is fortunate in_having at 

■ its head a man of his wide experience and great dnvmg force. We 
have already had proof of his and Lady Young's sympathetic interest 

. in the affairs of the Church. •

Livingstone, where in the face of a steadily dwmdhng_ population. 
Padre Dudley, with the help of Mrs. Dudley and a stout band of loyd 
workers, still keeps the flag flying bravely, I spent a Sunday^ with 
Padre and Mrs. Oiandler at Broken HiU, wMch has also seen better

of many gills ofthe Beit Trustees to Rhodesia—wluch I saw 
finttime. At Fort Jameson I encountered Padre Jones, returmn^ to 

: Mapanza after a tour in the'^oro clistrict,_rcnewingcx^tudents of St. Mark's and seeing for himself sometog ofthe work
,^0r which he prepares them. Th™ on to Hsoro, where I spent five

if .
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vfrccks on and off, touring with Archdeacon Smith through the Ukunda 
country, recently put in charge of Padre Patrick, and camping for a 
Sunday at Myaiida, where Padre Isaya present^ 82 candidates for 
confirmation. Padre Isaac, after twelve months in the Ukunda, had 
taken: Padre Isaya’s place at Msoro. I was greatly impressed by the 
work of our three African priests and the regard in which they 
deservedly held by their people. Neither Isaac nor Patrick has yet 
made much headway tvith our stiff-necked friends in the Ulnmda ; but
tliat will come. At Msoro I occupied oiie of the new priests* houses_
a modest dwelling, but comfortable and pleasantly cool under a 
thatched roof. The central dining and common room which was in 
process of crccu'on has since been completed and is reported to be a 
complete success. It ^vouId seem that in the earlier days of a missionary 
diocese the gifis of tlie Spirit are for edification in more senses 
one. It altvay^ fills me with wonder to see how our priests and laymen 
dcsira and build houses, scliools and churches as if they were trained 
to the work. Mistakes arc not unknown ; but on the whole the 
results arc amaiingly good : and that, in face of all the problems of 

and rain, of white ants and mosquitoes, that are incidental to a 
tropical country. Miss Field was still in charge of the Boys’ Boarding 
Schwl, assisted by a very competent African teacher with a bent for 
music—in fact, a composer of some merit; and amongst her other 
occupations was the general supervision of the teachers in the villages. 
Miss Evans was well established in the hospital, tackling witlT the help 
of her orderlies large numbers of patients and crying out for more 
accommodation. Mr. Harris was immened in building and other 
operations, chatting in his spare time in Chinsenga, as though it 
his mother tongue. Despite Miss Field’s valiant efforts, the garden 
still refuses to produce in sufiident abundance the green food so 
essential to health at Msoro.

Fort Jameson still has no resident priest; but it is not neglected. 
Padre Godfrey has been paying regular monthly visits, dividing his 
time between the Europeans of town and country and the Africans in 
the villages, where there is room for considerable expanaon if we had 
the men and the means; while on the intervening Sundays the 
Provincial Commissioner, Mr. Russell, who holds my licence as a Lay 
Reader, conducts a service in St. Paul’s Church. The Government 

f has allowed us to retain the " Parsonage ” at a nominal rent and to 
sub-jet it to tenants who take good care of the house, and of the Padre 
when he comes in. 1 toured the villages wth Padre Godfrey in the 
Ford vanette, and gave permission for the building of a new school, 
to serve two fairly large villages.

Early in September I started for Chipili, crossing the border into 
Nyrusaland on the second day. For two days I enjoyed the luxury of 
their fint-rate roads, visiting ett route the well-known Loudon Station 
of the Scotch Presbyterian Church. I had hoped to see two other 
Scotcli Missions in our territory, Mwenzo and Lubwa ; but tlie luck 
of the road was against me. A few days later, however, I had the 
good fortune to call at Chilubula, the headquartcre of the White

are

sun

CinjBCH AND School AT Mayunob, Cmpm Parisii

Fathm in N.E. Rhodesia, on the morrow of the Cdmccration of their

were Padre Higgins and Miss Hawkes. Deacon Andrra, who 
takeh iU last yeM shortly before he was to have been ordained, had 
rccenUy retuined from a visit to his relation, "
1 last saw him and able to hobble to church, but "
and barely able to make himself ““dcistood. WiA the staff so 
deleted, the work was being carried on 
Hfggins Ivas evidently feeUn| the strain. Miss Ifawkes n 
wi^oidng in the recent return of her two orderhes, ^ 
greatly improved after some months’ traimng ®Ujc
ftiend. Dr. Gilkes, in the Ndola hospital. I sP<=»t 
ffistiict and encountered more than , once ^o P. „
who had also been touring the district and had left 
almost every village I visited, judge by
luggage, they had been reaping a considerable , j- f
oar ratcchumens had yielded to their ftaudiUcnt claiim, “d a few o

were
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confinnations at Lusaka and Choma. At Kalomo our one candidate 
Med us. Lusaka, though it has its chtmh, not yet risen to a

i^at be long before it is in a position to maintain a pnesh But.
, idiat we gain on the swings we bid fair to lose on the round-abouts :

■ wto to «odus from Livingstone is aeeompUshed, it is difficult to 
: jee how to unfortunate people there are to condnue to maintain a 

priest Should they fail, the housing of to bishop ™U hecome a 
iroblem : nowhere eUe is there sufficient accommodation for hnnin 
Sddidon to the priest in charge. This was my last tnp with Padre 
Faull.: Aftta: five years' strenuous workon the Ime he left to I^way 
Misdon at the end of the year and is now chaplain at St. John’s School,
■^°S^'’to latter, part of November I was at Livingstone, serving on 
acomnuttec appointed by the Government to “ mvesUgate the working 
of to system of grants in aid of native education and to mto recom
mendations” : in other words, to consider what was to be done m 
riewof a 10 per cent, reduction of grants and otlier untoward finanaal 
developments. As the “Free Churches,” who are responsible for 
two-thirds of the native education of the terntory, wm unrepresented 
m spite of my vigorous protests, we were somewhat hampered m our , 
deliberations, but we tried to make the brat of a bad job. . _

On Advent Sunday I was at Broken Hill, wheip I two
firmations, European and Afirican. By this time the rams had beg^ 
and I had a muddy trip to Fiwila, and some heavy ram dunng a we^ s 

. : tour in the district, in the couise of which I met again two ««
■ doctors whom I had encountered in the Chip.li country.^ Here to

progress is qnite encouraging. The teachers, though not up to to 
fcgto standard, are doiSg good work; the schools^are fairly wdl 
attended; and the people welcome the Mission mueh more w^y
than they did: I coiifirmed fifty of them dunng ny visit. 9‘V“

^ men and'^the means, there is an opportunity for wide expaimonm to
immediate future amongst the Walala and Masvraka ; but “ 
country of small and widely separated viUages. and I doubt whetor 
tcachera stationed at fixed poinB can cope with to needs of to

'rituation. We seem to need in addition a body of peripatetic evang
■such as we have in the ChipiU district. On tlic station, the “achmg 
in the Boys' Boarding Schooi is now given by Alheans under Pato 
Munday's supervision, and the discipUne reflects

'^'rte’^E^pean Staff.—ChipiU had the misfortune to lose ^

the drugs and potions dispensed at the hospital are stiU just the white 
man's magic, possibly more (possibly less) efficacious than their own, 
but in essence the same. ' Many native medicines have quite genuinely 
healing properties, but are none the less magical in the popular mind. 
AU this we have to recognize, and it would be worse than useless to 
attempt to stamp it out in a huny; we must trust to the influence of 
Christian teaching and general education, and meanwhUe bd just a 
little blind. In tiro respects atleast AfacAateis exceptional. Firstly, it 
is a ptirely mercenary fiaud. Its practitioners are probably aU im
postors—educated Aftieans deliberately trading on the ignorance 
and superstition of the people, and gettmg rich on it. And secondly, 
its beneficent claims are almost unlimited, comprising immunity from 

of the ills that flesh or spirit is heir to. Sickness, aeddent, wUd 
beasts, the malice of your neighbour, the infideUty of your wfe, evU, 
spirits, even witchcraft itself—these are only some of the dangers 
against which you can insure jiouiself if you pay for the appropriate 
medicine or. charm. Considering the benefits it offers, the wonder 
is that so many r«ist the temptation at least to give it a trial. The 
widespread activiiia of the Mudape doctors and the publidty of thdr 
proceedings make it impossible to ignore them without appearing to 
countenance magic, or at least not to condemn it But I cannot 
regard the acceptance of Muchape medidne as a grave offence on the 
part of our untutored Christians ; one of the objections to treating it 
as such is that if one does, one cannot chaff the offenders for allowing 
themsdves to be duped and actually paying for the privilege ; and my 
expenence IS that friendly ridicule cffccU more in such cases than 
ecclesiastical censure. The Watch Tower movement is more secretive 
m Its methods, but so far as I could sec, it was not making mudh 
headway m tlic district, though undoubtedly it is still active, espcdally 
m ccilain villages which it has practically captured. Archdeacon 
Smith reports a renewal ofits activities in the Msoro country. During 
my absence from the station Padre Erie Drax arrived fi-om Cape Town. 
ta™g with Padre Hobson been brought out from Ndola by Padre 
Elhs. With such a galaxy of priests we were able to indulge in the 
rare luxury of an episeopal High Mass on Michadmas Day. Since 
my last visit Mr. Heritage had rebuilt the La'dy Chapd at the east end 

“utcli “d put up the first instalment of a permanent station

:From Chipili I drove to Mapanza (another 700 miles) caUing on 
the way at one or two plaecs on the line. There I found a large party, 

/consuting of Padres Adams and RogSrs, John Lakin and the Sisters,
-, on the Station, and at the College Padres jdnes and Kcble. Padre 

Ruck was on Irave. With the Suters and the College, Mapanza is 
now a place of many arjtivitics and covers a considerable area. I 
bleaed five new students' houses at St. Mark's, and made a tour with 
Padre Adanw-inostly in his ear-through a part of the district where 

U'orlt. recently started, is making rapid progress.
^er a Stay of some ^ weeks I left again for the line and spent 

a time with Padre Faull, of the Railway Mission, holding European

most

con-
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&"£K's'S'B|S£aEs2s
wrfy pLi iiy™, ^ Sc°R«S

avt*'
ssft^'se'.irstisspi'at “' tiS's.ssr^ii^=t&':^E;2£S;sJ":r>T.£
!="'.S?.Sif SEpSJSi —' “
of Eduoatioa.-I have spoken elsewhere
mo^eh Pn'if grant. This is serious

*1“* '™”° ■* *“* whereas ever since the
have Iwn to asssst the educational work of the Missions, we

°'‘* *= assurance that the
Sow h^“ 5T' in proportion to the expansion of the work,

KS.n om?f?? be, it is impossible to say until the
But it seems fairly 

Srcat as is our need of teachers, we shaU 
*' ““y students as St. Mark's

iSlZrs^Mfr®"'?“d Ihe money spent on the 
^ With Jec&ced granB

under we shall probably have to reduce the numben

' y of me^^, ^ df it can be avoided-^ome change
evaneclistsS'^t”'"*’'*?''* ®dterto our teachers have been our 
to ni^n “d “ini, imperfectly realized, has been

£sS^SS£,'SSiSS3S4^a“S
icga^^',^. “8=«“d in reHgious work. EducationaUy

concoa of the Mission. First things must come first. Moral: Put
not vour trust in Governments. .

Mwical Work in the Villages.—Half an hour’s visit to the 
Jijpensaty on any of our stations would convince the most sceptical 
jfl^l^ense value of our nurses’ work. But a week’s tour in any ■ 
of OUT districts would convince him that they are but touching the 
IHoee of a vast problem and relieving but a fraction of the suffering 
that exists. It k of the essence of effective medical aid that it should, 
be on the spot. The sick folk in the village a mile off can come in 
to the station, and the)’ do if they are not too bad to walk. But the 
fvat majority of our people live ten miles off, or twenty; or fifty, 
how can they get to the nurse, or the nurse to them ? Left to native 
remedies, dirt, ignorance, neglect and not a little callousncffij the 
marvel is that so many survive; the pity and the shame, that so 
many die who ought to live. To give an example of what happens. 
Tunes without number I have brought to me in a village an appalhng 
tropical ulcer. Given decent sanitary, conditions in the village, it 
would never have started. If the nurse had been within rrach, it 
would have been taken in hand at an early stage and quickly healed. 
As things arc, it is perhaps as large as the palm of your hand pd 
down to the bone ; and the limb is doomed. And one can do nottog. 
Even if one had the necessary drugs and bandage and sidll, a single 
dressing would be sheer waste of valuable materials. And the next

c motmng one is moving on. The Government has barely made a
heriuming in the matter, and that only in a few favoured totnets. 
Our nurse give simple first-aid lessons to teachera and supply them 
with a minimum outfit, if funds permit; sometime with exMllent 

' results. OccasionaUy a hospital orderly wltli a scanty trairang is sent 
out on a tour of the viUage. What we want is a few well-trained 

{ ordolio in each district, stationed at central points and suppbed

we
What the

IBliSep VyvyoH
St. Mark’s CouxoE, Mapahza
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Redone ^ they could be trusted to use .imost always accompanied by a song. All this is- organized and
-nofa g^riT^tt^c^mom^ by <Af«stant-Warden Jamen Mw^^• SiS “sasrus
ife“fA.fe£-«£25;ssSi-

R»‘s?sV^ Sass ^?fe?=."f.s«rsi'S.sst
cyctefr^ sheets' ™ ‘o .““‘“tt ourselves tvith thansome English bo^. after a Uttle education. However, the higher

l^k il S R^e^v®^“d‘ eSmbtadon set b,; *e Government, the less theiar.gaf.'^.'^a»-gsgA^agg: ■
one vrauld rive T °™ P'™*"’ “f "bich thlboys entered weU, showing far more^^t fc acUng

St. MarktailfeeT-pX l„S ;i,^w“I^“'- than boys at home^ would show. Ihey were enurdy ■ dmlled by
NovetribS; andSiy d^Vl bright-coloured ‘ shcedes ■ they were allowed to wear.

;£r4,&';3l«,icar.:“,r35t= i :,.*£rSa;f£S3tan.vsa'aft«J;
' nencc. On the mli^hnnri k ^""Ss it into promi- nation, partly with a view to determining how best to assign theirs3fs .ra oiSi-s^ s k

^ S ' tt,?4'£C^“l3££..SbatS
SrfproriLu ‘S costly to the Mission. operadons have provided work for most of those who wMt >t i b«t tn

/ its dllB^ties It ‘'oobing practice is not without many of the more remote villages it is acute, and makes^thc hrag
- anid this o'" “loses half its value; of the Christian Ufc a very difficult matter for the deserted female

'vhieh, ridd^by Afticaus

gam^s,

diuv increased use of the sacraments resulting from ffie orffination 
of three Afiican priests and the consequent division of ffie ffistact is 
worth noting. The number of Communions m the year has >ncr^“

aSSfcSl’“’i?“3CXa iTfc
^^^tofit;. the outlying villages are visited much more irequenuy.

pomdati
Thei

the
and
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»5,^!n 1933.

Padre Adam waa able to resume his work of supcrvisira triuT^! 
assistance of ^ St. IV certificated teachem, and^ a
pro^mt. But mtil the school has a St. VI teacher, it camSolhe 

“* about far at

Schools lmTO been started in two neighbouriuK viUaecs and nr,

villages. The latter is entirely new ground. ^ 

l^usefToi^f^ / “a““ step fonvard, not only

' SS2S^^s.iS'.rS£K,r__. _
“Ts&'isr - ■Ss?£,-.sr£
scd^Md "™ '■“O'*- “ usual, and had a good

-S's.s^.g!^- »S4:a'-ssrASs;.S5:
^ . and a small boarding school has taken its place, consisting

ofalw senior girls,.betrothed or.likely to be betrothed to teachers 
nr^lldte students. They learn the elements of hygiene and cookmg, 
^'Sd cleanliness, i^th a few hours, of secular and reUgious.in-

g,jg^cn and girls have been baptized dunng the year. : .
^craedicalworkincreases. 2,387 separate cases have been trrated 
and the out-patient attendances numbered 12,986. ;The work vanes 
^r&ig to^the season, as flooded rivem during the r^^mean that
many villages arc quite cut off and Sick folk cannot be brought in.

i; iES
°*^T^i^inc'^ew teachers were added to *0 staff during die

i? ■and there has been a large increase in the number of male scholars.

t.S£arsv.-5S?'i-'S‘.s|i'g
sS'-ssr i;hfs,.«r£stiTi'S=..

dS“ —■»
growing confidence in our medical work. .e - i,. r.,rt nf

The^Watch Tower movement was very acuve in

iss^iSTSsSAz^i^rr^-^adults. The five district schools continued carl
Owing to the small size of villages, the viUagc school in 
ncvcrljc a very large concern. Every effort must “f. ^
future to increase their number. The Walala "“^^rilization,
leem to combine a lack of desire to learn from European civnm . 
with very fair skill in many handicrafts of their own. I P 
one of *e few areas where iron smelting is suil ttoV

as compared with

Boys»
itself.

Simaube

Robert 
He is the

a
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sifiips^ssss
T™ dozen yoMg beasts from the herd 

leopards; hvelvein one night

fexs»'s.S'= »*?is:v.t3s2i;f
which was fonnerly lacking. ■ • ,. -v '

Nfcma.-Here, for yet another y^, Sunday servi^ have been 
conducted in the Bmscope HaU, the Club card room and a mdk shop.

in the coune of 1935- Mr. HobsonVworfc here, too, has bcM qmte 
invaluablCi and the time cannot be far distant when Nkana will demand
and finance a priest of its own.

« Mufiilira.—From a mining point of view Mufulira is the richest

eager to do what they can. But they will have to postpone their chun* 
hfflding unta Nkana has finished. Meanwhile Mufulira mamtains , 
the Sustentation Fund, and there is little doubt that within a fe^e^ 
she will surpass in importance her elder sisteis—Euan^ya and Nkana.

^ Bwana Mkubwa, Nchanga and Chambishi remain derelict with 
only caretakeis in charge. But should the copper market improve 
itis more than likely that the latter two wiU come to hie apiin._ _

Die Africans.—Native work on the nunes is proverbiaUy difficult. 
Our attempts to minister to aU U.M.C.A. Chrntiaiis, who sneak-* 
least four difierent languages, can only be partially successful., /^e 
Nya^ being the intelffgentsia of the congregations tend to rule the 
roast Many -..ho leave their wives at home take temporary waves_at 
the ffihieS, iid are thus excotnmumcate. There is httle ppportumty 
for instruction, but a widespread demand for 
cases, has to be refused for lack of proper preparattqn. 
isthat so many do remain faithful. They are all eager to have churches 
and teachers, but in spite of earning good money e f
so.much in the past that most of them ate reluctant to pay for thq

to sit down and weep.—W. F. P. E.

were killed by lions and

_ , Ndola and the Mures.

of the area”^? ^way, business and governmental centre

ffi.tehSi;i& ^“^^„built and decorated by the AIK^

paid off. ConnrwnKft of just under :iCioo remains to be
*C)»iesttheKahutw'£te|"^^^

at

(JiALsroN NRiiodesia

Ndola,,G6od Friday, 1935.
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V-HOME AFFAIRS

itan past, and aU the tickets for the Queen’s HaU meeting in the

adorable growth compared with any previous year, i The number of 
parishes sending exhibits showed an increase of about 20 per cent, over 
the previous record. The standard of work shown seems steadily to 
improve, year after year. One of the most striking features of this 
afibition,,is the zeal which is shown by compedtors from distant . 
parts of the country who dunk it worth while to come in person to ' 
receive, their certificates.

Once again we had to limit somewhat severely: the number of

scarcely big enough this year for the afternoon audience.
. The Summer School was held again, as in 

School,-Abmgdon, where a very happy and profitable fortmght was 
spoitThe number of applications for the first week of the School 
was so,large that for a time we had a long waiting list; and the pro- 
gtanuhe of the School itself was certainly up to the usual level, which is
;^c &bitions Department has co-operated in a number of joint 

imssibnary exhibitions in various parts of the country, with somewhat ' 
raiyihg success.. It would appear that, speaking generally, the appeal 
ofthis form of missionary propaganda has in no way spent its force..

, Covenanted Subscriptions.—The number of covenanted subscribers 
steadily advances and during tire last year £720 was recovered from 
theUbland Revenue .Authorities on account of our subscribers’ 
cnv^ls., We hope that the day may come when not less than £1,000 
a,)w additional income may be received by this means ; perhaps 
theday need not be far distant if more of our regular supporters could 
,i« thdr-way to making these covenants and so increasing the value 
ofthdr subscriptions without additional cost to themselves.

Btes'ss- s'ss sas sdssas;
bciprf 11s agjun this year by printing further translations of parts of 
tic New Testament into Yao, and has made us a number 
Scriptures and parts of Scripture on missionary terms.. The efforo

■aamtrarincepf the Mission income through what seemed likely to be

The news that the ffloancy Maples would need a new boiler atimatol 
to cost round about ^3,000 stimulated so many and such generous 
TO^Mtl^anonymom, that it was not even necessary to issue an

, Publications.—We have just published a very attractive little 
rfitones Miss Muriel Quick under the title AJnean Nights osid Days.

• The Home Staff.--^cre have been some further changes during 
the year among our Otgamzing Secretaries. Father Maitland wto 
has altvays done aU that he could to help the Mission, found that^ 
claims of his .two parishes made it impossible for him to cany on hh 
organizmg work in the Mdl^d Area in addition to hii ^roaiisl 
irork, and th^ore, much to his sorrow and to ours, ceased to bean 
Oigamzmg Seeietary m the autumn. He has been succeeded by 
The Reviucnd V. F. Hamblirig, who ivas formerly Secretary to the 
OvOTCiu ABOci^on of the A. C Co^css and since, for five yean, an 
atab^ent Chaplmn in India. Tha ]^v. Norman McGee, who
^.onhoSmi “Sr^fron, wlime baiTo m'

has to hw great joy been allowed by the MedicanBoard to go to Nyasa-

_ m Mission House at Tankerton.—The rest house of St Barnabas, 
whi^ we are allowed to rent from the Qewer Sisters, has proved itself 
mui* rnore suitable for the vanous activities housed in it than the 
smallo- St Mchacl s House, with which we made shift previously. A 
numbM of Retreats have been held in the course of the year, for some 
of which the increased accommodation that St Barnabas’ aflbrds 

' ^ suffiaent for the number of Retreatants. A
Hctiilds . Week-^d proved extremely popular, and a Children’s 
Retreatseems hkely to be a Standing engagement each summer. 
Htrough Ae great generority of many friends, the finances of the 

^ “orc flourishing condition than most 01 our U.M.CA

, Finance.^Forthcgrcatcrpartoftheycarconttibutions cameinmore 
slowly than m;i933, and even so lately as the beginning of December 
^ne ^ged in ivatching the financial barSmeter feared that a 
reduction m grants would be an unavoidable necessity in tg35. That 
otn- fears proved fiuitlcss was, as most readers of Central Africa are

SdSlSiT and have, indeed, even been able to make some smaU 
^ihuon to the funds at the disposal of the hard-pressed diocese of 
M^. We can now only hope this year’s income will justily thdr 
acuomand prove that what happened last December was not merely 
SOIM^ of the nature of a spurt wHch could not be maintained.
,, Actmues.—The Anniversary services and mcetmp
WOT fully up to the weU-known U.M.CA. standard. St. John’s 
Kctt Lion Square, was more crowded than it has been for a good many

A

was

I?.

/
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HOME AFFAIRS
AN AFRICAN TRIBUTE TO 

BISHOP DOUGLASThe Dawn of a Diocese^ the book about Masasi which Padre Blood has 
been writing for us during his convalescence, will be ready shortly, and
which^we owe an enormous debt to Canon Wilson, will^bcijr the 
printers’ hands before very long and should be on sale in the autumn 

In response to many requests for a more detailed intercession paper 
than that issued monthly with Central Africa we arc publishing a 
quarterly paper of intercessions which can be supplied to any who 
would like to use it, post free, for sixpence per annmn.

R.IJ*.—Death has claimed a number of old friends during the year: 
Sir Walter Buchanan Riddell Avho formerly acted for a short time as 
one of the Mission’s Treasurers ; Father Layard of Wortiung, a gener
ous subscriber over a very long period of years ; The Rev. N. D. 
Maclcod, of Torquay, one of Canon Travers* old friends and a very 
devoted friend of U.M.CAu ; Miss E. K. Welsh of Shrewsbury, and 
Miss M. E. Biisco^ of Seaton, two of our most faithftd Ruridccanal 
Secretaries; and hCss A. M, Snell of St L 
worked so long and so perseveringly for the 
the Cyrenian.

Among former members of the Mission Staff in Africa departed 
this life since the last Report were Father Joseph WMte, S.S.M. j The 
Revoends C. C. Frewer, A. G. De la IVyme and R. S. Coupland; 
MissDunford; Miss Dutton, and Mrs. Margaret Browne, better Imown 
to many as Nune CaflBn.

The Outlook.^0 far as my experience goes, the U.M.C.A. seems 
to be ill a chronic state of inadequate supplies—short of priests, and 
generally short of teachers, nuncs and doctors, short of the funds 
necesa^ to maintain its work. Those of us at home who are chiefly 
responsible for keeping the bishops provided with money and wiln 
missionaries arc oftai tempted to wish for the comfort of a greater 
security, the bishops themselves must not seldom long for an assured 
and suffrdent income and for more adequate staffr.

' /; jT®* ^®** ^ perhaps the very difSculty which confronts _
• finding the ncccss^ means—both human and material—for carrying 

■ on the lYOrk is in its wav a JlMlthv fTltnff no' it r1<n«>o tn lfM*n IIS

now to say something about his work at the Theological CkiUege at 
Hemngo in our Diocese of Zanzibar.

“Hc anived here in igao, and came to Hegongo early in igai.
He was hot able to start work at once as many.of the Readers wm: far 
airay.’ Those from Masasi had not yet appeared. We of tlic Bonde 
couiry were told we could not enter the Gillege until the arrival of 
tie other students. I entered first as I had to have my work in order 
to make room for my successor at my s^ooll I came to Hegongo m 
Janiiaiy, igaii and found Padre Silward Ngawije, he vra on liave m 
ZaiiBbar,,and came on from there to the College. So he and! were 
the two first to be with Bishop Douglas. He did not have any instnic- . 
tion at first,'but I served him at Mass. He often called me to come

s deacons, 3 readers, and to teachers. He divided us up into two 
dassesi Of these 15, 13 have been ordained priests, and 3 deacons. 
Now I priest and I deacon have died.

“We saw at once that he was an ideal teacher on acgojmt of the
civilization of the work and arrangements of the classes. There was 
nothing haphazard about it. It was the same orderly arranrement 
which ehJeterized his episcopal work in his diocese, as;his staff have 
liiDy testified. Understanding and wisdom were conspiraous and he 
hd the gift of tongues. He was very quick in picking up the language.
I can bear witness to that His instructions and matmers and 
hom made that quite clear. And his reverence in Divme Service was 
ft lesson to us nil'

“‘Ode thing about him attracted my special attention. Mtiioughwe 
were many he never made a favourite ofany one of us. No one could 
clsha to 1m his favourite pupil. Now I had been under other teachen,
fidsometimcs we could not help seeing that some one was Ins tcachcrt
ftvoniitc pupil. But at Hegongo no such distincUon ^
He treated us aU alike. He loved ids neighbours lu l^elf. There
VfM no distinction made between neighbour and neighbour. _ _ _

^*s-on-Sca, who had 
^anionship of Simon

us in

on the >vork is in its way a healthy thing, serving as it does to keep us 
■ ' reminded of the need for faith and for a sense of spiritual

ad^nire in those who would do their part in extending the Kingdom 
orGod.

However this may be we are more grateful than comfortable 
security could ever nuikc us whenever some threatening disaster has 

,1 been av^ed, some essential need met: the
thnnVfi.i™ .......... '•money or otiianKulncss, whether we think of money or of men, and we go fonvard
into another year strong in confidence of God’s unfailing goodness and 
of the unfading generosity and zeal of a host of friends.

Ermest F. Spanton,
Stmlarji.
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AN AFRICAN TRIBUTE TO BISHOP DOUGLAS
> A GLIMPSE OF ZANZIBAR

Irwa my good fortune to embark from Durban on’the British India 
vessel Tama, to touch at vanous porks on the East Coast of AHca, and 
fom thence to make for Bombay. <

The entrance to Dar-es^Salaam is very attractive, a bay dotted with 
iliindi, dangerous to navigation, and a very narrow passage to the 

• groves, avoiding a submerged “ Boating dock ” 
Germans in the War to bar the entrance.

sSisasfi s sssica'-ES &s
be consented X talked mthTiim for half an hour, and that was the The shilling of cargo at the various porte was an illustrated study
last ume I saw him. When he came out to Afiica after his consecra- in commercial geography; gumandnutsatMozambiqueand“Dar” ;
hon I wrote to luma letter of greeting. When he answered my letter doves at Zmizibar, cotton at Mombasa, etc. The varying cries and
he smd, 'I knowyou like rradmg magazmes, so I promise to send yon longs of the Aftican labour, the dhows which brought: the dark
the Jl^ara/mirf Ctoiicfe,’and to this day I receive it finm the prinfing Ubonrers, their beautiful brown bodies m the energy of hauhng and ^
office at lakoma. taiang, contributed to the human interest, and attracted me to stay

“Though his episcopate was a short on^e know how it was on deck, 
blessed. His great aim was to increase theCAftican ministry. He We reached Zanzibar on the evening'of of January 14th, steaming
knew how many Dhrisdans there are to.riay and how vast is the dong the island and smelling good scents of “myrrh, aloes and cassia,"
territory, and how difficult it is to secure-European priests and how in brilliant sunshine and a high wind.
trying the cl^te and the heat is, and so he was convinced that the - The bay was lashed;- into white horsra, but I discerned the
numbers of the Aihcan clergy must be increased. In this respect he UAtCA; boat with Miss Luce sittmg undaunted m the stem. It .
was of one mmd with Bishop Weston who handed over to him 15 wa3:a wonder to me how the oarsmen got alongside our ship at all,
students all at once. During his four years in Nyasaland he ordained and when the time came for me to descend to the boat, the First Officer
four deacons and seven priests and left seven readers preparing for the insbted on holding me fast until I was safely aboard,
diaconate and one priest he made a Canon of the Cathedral. Zanzibar lay before us like a city of the Arabian Nights to which

‘ l.rimiember how iil he was once at Hegongo, with chest trouble. we drew nearer and nearer. On landing we found ounelyes in the
Huvombecame.veryhoarse,indeed,andIwashardly5urprisedwhea midst of a crowded bazaai--long-robbed Moslems predominated or
I heard that his death was due to pneumonia. Perhaps as Bishop Afticans in Moslem dress, hcavily-veilcd ladies emerged towm^ the
Woton’s death was the cause oftheDivisionofthe Diocese ofZanribar, evening; and behind the small high windows in Moorish biuldings I
so BiAop Douglas’ death may cause people to consider whether the imagined the beautiful ladies of tlie harem. Some of the burto

, -1 trae has come to divide the Diocese of Nyasaland. We offer our were of brilliant colours, here and at Mombasa, less drab than those
■ thanksgiymgs to God for the life and work of Bishop Douglas here worn in India. Many languages are to be heard in Zanzibar, but the

and m Nyastdand. 1 have written what I have written as a mark of Moslem arid Arabian element predominates. , .
, sympaffiy vnth his kindred and friends; I have written to express the The Mission has stripped itself of many institutions and consist

gratitude of the students of Hegongo for all that he was to them and mainly of hospital and evangelistic work. It has an attraction oHts
for ^ that he taught them. own i it is rJminiscent of ApostoUc simpUdty in its methods. The

Although he has left us, he has fulfilled our Lord’s words, '1 mainidttack upon paganism has passed to the mainland, and the
send you tot you may go and bring forth fhiit and that your fhnt Mimon in Zanzibar depends upon personal contact and vniting of

the Diocese of Nyasaland as a garden outlying Christians. There can be no street pre^ng or noise.
■svat^ by four rivers. under to Sultan’s rule ;“ He shall not cry, nor Uft up, nor came his_
r-s. south are the graves of Bishop Mackenzie and Bishop voice to be heard in the streets.” But.there is much todhng of
^cr. In to west Bishop Maples is buried. In the north Bishop “ smCldi^ flax ” and binding up of " bruised reeds. A tad pnest
Doudu was laid to rest. But their fhiit remains. lirove us through the rieh, green forest of mangoes, clove and flowering
: f May toy rest in peace.” ' trees to to hStoric site of Kiungani, where Bisho> Weton had ^

theological college, with its spacious chapel and remembrarice of to
great and siuntly Bishop. The College is now on the mamland, m 
y™ W We'^penetrtad through bushe and wild flowers to thm 
“each and watehed white herons fishing in the pools.

:^'<;,^Then we made out way through the brilliant tap”#A®
Mbweni, with its devotionri Church and rich marble altar, and Its/
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ticks should,be obtained for the Q,ueen;s Hall Meeting^ ,^ery seat , 
li Dumbcrcd and reserved. At the time ofvmtingmost ofthcbetscati
have already been taken.

long, unglazcd moorish windows open to the sweet-scented air. Outr 
side lies the grave of Canon Woodward among those of the African 
grillages. Their huts ^w out ;of the dense foliage like mushrooms. 
Coming home we slorted the larger village of Mg*ambo where 
Chrisdans live, and arc visited fixjm the*MissIoh, and back over the 
Kipcn park whicli ^vas once a crcckAip which the slave dhows brought 
their captives to the market, where stands the Cathedral to-day.

We were in time for evening prayers in the growng darkness after 
sunset and found ourselves among a little company of ^rican wor- 
shippera at the west end of the Cathedral, led by an African deacon. 
The high sanctuary, where once the wlupping-post had stood, the 
mosaic altar and the gleaming copper bas-rclicfi around the walls of 
the apse, lit up the semi^arkness where we krtel^ After the prayers 
I ^vas shown the “ treasure** in the sacristy,the memorials to 
Bishop Weston. ’

My swift virit ended with a veritable banqucHn the hospital where 
the Archdeacon and lady missiohers vied with one another in the enter- 
tainment of their guest

I had the privilege of greedng, finally, tl 
Nimo, a visible witness to the power of Ch

/
HOME JOTTINGS
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Total to 
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their revered African Canon 
irist in 2l^anzibar.

The row back to the ship was in calmer water, silvered in 
moonlight
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THE - HOME MISSION STATION
' BuiUNa his sliw for Holy Week and Easter at St. Barnabas' House, 

' • the Bishop bfbttsasi approved the formation'of a guild to be known as 
“ Friends of the Home Station.”, As the chief work of the House is 
that of intercession for the conversion.of the world (especially for 
Muhammadans and Afiicans) the Friends will undertake their share 
of the work, dther at the House Chapel or at definite times and places 
wherwer they may live. They tvill also promise to endeavour to in- 

■ crease the number of intercessors and to help the House. A quarterly 
ncwvshect svill be sent them fixe, and their own needs will be prayed

to the Friends’

latterly Intctce..lon Paper will be published at the end of f unc. Pleans 
po»ibie , the price it etfi year, post free.

...Tm New DooIa^Misi Qpief. bool of African stories. Afiiwi JVTfW mIDajs i> ”»»■

V

lOCCSC,

J for tvcekly at the House at Tankerton.

BISHOP DOUGLAS'MEMORIAL FUND

4»htributors whose contributions have not yet been sent in. E. F. S.
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CENTRAL AFRICAiCs. s SttaiSiS s*JS‘gSS !f iraafK^V. F. Hwnblingi 70 Hothead Road, Covcntiy. . ’
Joint Misiion^ Eahibitionj in whi* ii t^g part: Juno istlMoclt-leo.

nunttcr, Chuich Imntute. June a7th-july 4th—Wrexham, Church House.

A MONTHLY RECORD OF .THE WORK OF THE 
UNlYHRSrriES’ MISSION TO CENTRMa AFRICA

; thoe Area few child cbamcten: it is meaotfor an audience of grown<ups. TbeitorrshoM 
bow the s^Ie life and isentality of the Aincan is ovcnhadOTved by fais belief m wiich* 
cnft, and if well acted wUl enable the audience to realise better what lies behind the tern 
** darirat A&ica.*'. The plav costs 6d., and the Flays’ Secretary vdll gladly send additioaal 
instructions for the producUon, and answer any further enquiries.

Price ad.JULY. 1935N.r63..;Lin.
■. ■ ; i

CONTENTS
Mcam^oraMi^nar,:

mTB—mOxr tu BUheps cf thi MuBci nor Iht Gaircl ComeU m r«foimi(« 
fir atp.t^Mon or rloUmml in CENTRAL AFRICA mUs, it U Mj iniicnUj :

EfScs:
I^DShofaTcaaii'

t Level! 161
Men and ..163

163»55 :
164
164The Aapty Qob where AiHcans can dine and live has recently been fnmvtH In 

- Doughty Stteet, Bloomsbury. It is named after the late Vice-Principal of Achimou Collc*^ 
and reedva fmanclal support from the West Aincan Colonies and commercial firms 
intcroted in Wat African products.

For Sale, part of a recent bequat An English Bracket Qock (by Pren, Gloucater}, 
a fourfold screen, antique tea caddy, invalid wheel chair, a number of boob indudiag 
JO voluma of'The Monthly Packed’' 1874-1894, and a quantity of miscellaneous oddments. THE ANNIVERSARY

who have not the leisure or, in these hard times, the means, to make 

of the juroceedings, and summary of the speeches. But we take it that

u actuaUy Ae first Anniversary that he has attended, and partly because 
a youthful traimng as a journalist and an alleged knowledge of 

ihorthand. But, alas, the African sun has proved fatal to the short- 
nand, andso he cannot give you verbatim reports of the speeches, but 
^ only select such portions as he was able to get down. One of the
clutf trouble was that he found himself so inter«tcd in wh^^
nuraonarics had to say, and so thriUed with the cnthi^iasm of the 
audiences, that he quite foigot his job as a reporter. He ftercfqre 
begs the m'dulgence of the speakers if he has misreported what they said.

Afiei.which somewhat long preamble, may we say at onc^ that it 
*as n wondiafii] day, from the quiet peace of the early Mass at 
St ^tthew’s, Westminster, to the enthusiastio applause with wluoh 
•bedaydosed at the Queen’s Hall. It was a day which made mreato 
^jmorc that the U;M.C.A. owes all its power, under God; to the; 
people who are at home, to their prayers," to their faith, and to their

^ The Unal Sole on behalf of U.M.C.A. will be held on St. Alban’s Day, June sand 
Mdwim Gard^, Gray’s Inn E.C. light

' Contributions In mon  ̂or kind, apedally the former for fumishbg suUs will be gratcfullir 
reemved and should be sent to Mi» W. Buckley, c/o Miss K. Alexander, 35 Drodte Street, 
Holbom, E.Gt. • *

THE MISSION STAFF
Name DIocc« • Date

Nyasaland May 5y 5
.. 5

litpabnsfnmEagtwtMmGither^

a?.S Nyasaland
husasi

June 12
» 14
•. >4

NorMcmlKi-niitaf Mr. Dougliu Emat Pralon.

prorhrd .ho «m<». ^
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i can imagine the average pmon, uninterested ia the Mission, 
or in the Chuteh, bomg somew^t pmzled by^the Qjreen’a HaU 
necting. Not being a m^bcr of the or sharing in its unity 
le would expect such enthusi^m to be stirred by only great oratory

love, to that attitude, in fact, which was summed up by the Pradcat 
when; he , said, that the friends of the Mission were not so much iu
™l?OThc told of hn convmation with Canon WiLn oSe“

preparing the book, and Canon W^on had replied to the effect that 
Uiereivashohccd to thank him, and had added. Isn’t it Just as much 
my Mission as yours.” In that sentence is summed up the whole 

• rclationship bctwecn us all, betiveen the bishops and their stalfi, 
far away in the dioceses and Canon Spanton, his office staff and all 
the otganiring secretaries, volnntary workers and friends down to the 
youngest member of the ,Coral League. It is evc^ bit as much thdt 
hlission as ours, and m consequence we have such a body oHaithful 
friends as those who have enabled the work of the Mission to go oa 
ever since; Bishp Mackenzie went out to Africa until the present day. 
It is because it is onr Mission that we care for it so tremcndouily, 
and it is because it is oiir Mission that we cannot let it down. And 
it is because it is our Mission that these Anniversaries are so wonder- 
ful. There is a family atmosphere about them that is vc^ ramked,

toKthcr all the effo^ of mdividuals into a spiritual force that has, does 
and will result jn the strcngtliemng of the hands of those who go out, 
by its: aid, to the svork overseas. Amid such enthusiasm one felt 
uplifted and strengthened, given a fresh courage and a stronger faith. 
Doubts aiid difficidties became small and unimportant in comparison 

( to it It leas something to take back to Africa so that in the loneliness 
' of ulendo, after a trying day’s march and the worries that result from 

tlic care of the churches, one could remember the people at home and 
. , all that was being done, and gain fresh strength and fresh courage 

from the niemory. It is a corporate expression, concrete and vivitl, of 
the work that is continually going on all over England, in great aucs 
and ih tiny hamlets, that Central Africa may continue to receive the 
Gospel. There was not a man or woman there that evening but who 
had faith and courage, and they are but a few of our friends. I found 
myself wishing that we had television, that it were possible that we 
tmuld let our Africans see for thianselves the love that the people at 
^me have for them, to give them some gliihpse of the reality of the 
Christian family to which they and we belong, and what is even more

the Qpcen’s Hall, and yet one with it, one in its joint raembeislup of

which tlmy had to contend.
Jhey talked to the audience as their friends, and gave no thrilling 

acebunts of-great successes or mass conversions, but a plain hnd un- 
vanusliedstatcmentofworkdoneandyettobedone,notdisgtiisingthcir 
Mures or thdr worries, but throughout reveaUng a high courage and 
deratioh. : In aU their sp^to they empha^ed the rnagnitude of ^ 
problems yet to be solved and made it quite clear that the work in 
Afiira was at a critical stage. The outstandmg feature of the speeches 
was die reference to the gravity of the situation created by the cver- 
inerehsiug contact of African primitive life witli Western civilization. 
Western ideas and desires are occupying more and more of tlie life of 
the Bantu.: and it was abundantly clear from the speeches that the 
eqiaichce of the missionaries showed that a grave danger lest this , 
contact should lead to materialism, was to be appirehended, and that 
the need for a wise and careful teaching of Christianity was as great 
today as at any time. Both at the Queen’s Hall and at the afternoon

iatlEempact of white civilization may lead to the loss of aU that ivas

w,

T

lot the impact of white civilization may lead to the loss of aU that was 
geod in Afecah life and substitute greed and desire in its place.
' Once amin we heard of the shortage of staff. It was a great pity •

ofthe wym whichlichas had to do other men’s work, throughsho^c 
of itaff, as well as his own) for I am sure that some of the younger clergyfefesrSrdfersiSoSsS.w.'ss:
other dioceses.: Masasi especially must have more men and women, 
and Zarmbhr is crippled for lack of white priests. A larger staff means 
norc money, and there was that ominous reference of the Prendent to 

£1.500 we are down on last year’s totals. But money vnll come .

S£"SS;£f :S“o5
-^mortahty lias Iron very high among the Africans and an effort is being

of
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clunged. He learned much that was evil, h^j^sires were wholly 
materialistic, and mutation Europeans were produced. It ivas not, 
ai was sometimes said, the missionaiy that spoiled the naUve, but 
rather the non-Chnstian white man svho desired to exploit him. The 
remedy lies in the expansion of missionary svork so tliat we can teach 
the people those spmtual truths without svhich their contacts svith 
white civilization will prove disastrous.

Padre Gibbon’s afternoon speech was as striking as that of tlio even
ing which syas reported in the Church Times. In the afternoon at the 
Qurch House he spoke of the college at Minaki, and hosy he felt that 
the move from Kiungani had been fully justified by the ten years' , 
otperience of the new site. Again svas sounded the note of warning.
He felt that there was being engendered in the African a new slavery, 
that of the mind, so that the old values of the native were going and a 
new and false value taking their place. This new value made them. - 
seek after things that glittered rather than things of solid worth; and tlie 
educauonjthat the African received sometimes seemed to be making 
him incapable of appreciating things at their true value; Hygiene, 
for example, is taught in the college, and the students were becoming.

I hypochondriacs 1 Padre Gibbons told an amusing story of an experiment ' 
in which the classes learning agriculture tried seed specially chosen by 
white experts side by side tvith ordinary native seed. The special 
seed did not grow at all, while we were left to infer that the native seed 
flourished exceedingly. The white man’s teaching on agriculture 
left the students to doubt that we knew anything about the subject 
at all f i

Bishop Shaw told us in the evening that Miss Cornwall had pluckily 
agrerf to deputize for her Bishop, and she talked to her great audience 
lery simply of life in Masasi and especially of the women and girls who 
lii'M there, She gave us clearly to understand the ^eat need that 
raistni for more workers among them, and how well they responded ; 
to the work. She described the visit of a teacher to an out-school, 
and explained how the best girls came into the boarding school at 
K^tonji. Miss Cornwall went on to emphasize the need for more 
irork among her girls, and as she laid each need before us she concluded 
adly;“but we cannot afford it.” Great opportunitira arc wasted 
[wcause funds svill not permit their development. The work is 
hampered nnd crippled because we cannot afford to do more. ,

: Padre Gibbons followed Miss Cornwall in the evemng, and you will 
have rad the substance of his speech in the Church Times. His was 
“ndmbtcdly the speech of the evening, and he told us very humorously 
of his experiences of work at Minaki and yet avoided making fun of 
die Afiican. He alluded very strongly to the danger of witchcraft, 
“donee more deplored the tendency of the educated Afiiran to use

educauon to ape Europeans. The Padre concluded with a very

'h' expencnced priests, that the infant church there may grow strong.

made to reduce the harm that is done by the ignorance and complete 
lack of Cleanliness atttmding the effoi^ of native midivivcs. Nmr at 
most of the stations of the diocese mothers and babies meet once a week 
arid pre-natal treatment is growing. The babies are carefully ivatchedssssii rsf te
women arc being trained in midivifcry so that as the work grows it 
trill be possible for native midwives to attend all normal pregnancies 
and so free the European nurses to attend to abnormal cases. The 
doctor concluded by pointing out that, as in England, nothing creates 
such a bond of sjunpathy between nurses and yiaricnts as the help that 
is pven at the birth of their children, and the influence thus gained is 
a most valuable asset in the svork of conversion of the heathen.

Canon Spantbn read the notes prepared by the Bishop of Masasi, 
and with great skill conveyed to us much of what was in the Bishop’s 
mind. The Bishop was much concerned svith two grave problems, 
the first of which svas the relating of the education now being given in 
the schools to African village life. The tendency at the present time 
svas to give them an education that breeds discontent svithout a desire 
to reform—a tendency that leads to the depopulation of villages through 
the young people going offtothe coast towns. If this happened thm 

, the Alhcan chiefs wotild denounce an education that bleeds the

accotding'to their osvn ideas. The second great problem, which 
■ . Canon Spanton explained'had nbt been fuUy ffeated by the Bishop, 

concemeS the medfcal work of his diocese. Despite alTthat had been
dorieby white nurses and doctors, there svas still a tendency to view

appeared Im^lriin Crri/fSd^r^ihowdXrs^C^
;Svay of relating our medicine to their medicine. The bishop’./ I’s third 

1 Spanton 
.Perhapsthe diocese.

to svrite of this

contact ofpnmiuve Afncan fife svith white dviUzation, and in ast^ng 
T«ch he to a sivid picture of the native coming from his village, 
svhm he hved as the andent Britons lived before the Romam. W » 
modem and- drilized mining area. The native travdled a hunW 
tmla and.two thousand years; and the result svas a tremendous sli^ 
to the very basis of character. Within a sveek his whole outlook svas ^

\ S'
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more for teachers onlyPadre Hicks of Nyasaland, who succeeded Archdeacon Johnson 
at Mandautiid has worked there ever since, was quite fiank with uj 
about his converts. He expltunrf that he felt there was a great need 
to make the church self-supporting, and that at the present time the 
Afiicans, although they were doing something, were not doing enough 
in this direction- He showed, that svork in Nyasaland had etqtanded 
to such an extent that there was little field for further growth, but 

,,referred to the fact that in the Tanganyika Territory only fipercem. 
of the natives were as yet affected by missionary endeavour. Here, 
he felt, lies our future work, and we must press on if we arc to he 
worthy of die name of a missionary diocese. But this meant more men 
and more money, and we yet have a to per cent, cut to be restored. 
Phdre Hicks referred'to the late Bishop Douglas, arid his work, and to 
Archdeacon George, and the loss 
enfored retirement.-

Canon Spanton spoke shortly, as time was short, but very much to 
the point, and his reference to the late Bishop brought home to us more 
stron^y than ever what a loss we have suffered. He told us how a boy
hood mend of the Bishop’s had said of him, “ Of all the boys that I 
have known grow to maiihood Gerald Douglas was the most stress 
soul.” He spoke of last year’s financial situation, and of the spontaneous 
efibrt of tbe “Under Thirty-Fours,” svhich resulted in the clearing 
off of a deficit of ,^4,000. Th^ showed by their action that it was 
“every bit as much thdr Mission as ours.”

. We have yet to speak of the High Mass at St. John’s, Red Lioo 
Square, and have left it until after a description of tire meetings because 
it was at the High Mass more than anywhere else that we felt the 
strongest evidence of the istrity of the Mission was shosvn. The church 
was quite full, and there we offered tharrks to God for all his goodness 

• to ns in the past) atrd prayed for the fourre. There above all ssre felt 
that the Grace of God was given to us to strengthen all of us, whether 
at home or abroad, in His work, and-therc, too, were the faith and 
courage that removts doubt as to the future of the Mission. Fr. Warner 
was very simple in his sermon, inspiring us with his references to 
Bis^p Douglas, who was his friend and one in whom once more tlie 
Aftican had bra allowed to see the Christ life.

There was one- disappointment. ■ We had hoped to hear the name 
of the hew Bishop of Nyasaland, but as the President said, the Am- 
-bishop has not yet been able to appoint anyone owing to difficiunes 
of communication. E. V. L.

Ii rvould seem that people sometimes wonder as to the difference 
bettveen the work of a school-teacher in England and that of a “ school- 
doha ” in Africa, that is to say, the same person when she has become
a imssion teacher in Central Africa.

In trying to tabulate the resemblances and differences between 
the ttvo, one is immediately confronted with the thought of the out
cry whi A would arise if, say, a class-teacher in a small, country school 
in &gland were to publish an account of her daily routine under the 
heading of ^‘ ITtc work of an educationalist in England.” The stalls 
of all other types of schools and colleges would jprotest -that her 
docription rieeded to be qualified. In Africa, too, local conations 
arc very varied, so that any one “school-dona” tvith" hcrTimitcd 
orperience can only outline school-work in very general terms, and 
o-at then -with only a moderate feeling of security from criticism.

Any teacher at home, however, suddenly transferred from one troc 
of school to another, would be able to do something about it from Ute 
fact of haVdng learnt and practised the technique of teaching. So, 
tod, any school-tcachcr who felt herself turning into a “ school dona,” 
Ihouglt shemight find much of her familiar work dissolring into mist, 
aauld still realize that the thing which really mattered would-be, as 
before, her professional training and class-room devices, provided too 
much dependence was not laid on apparatus. She would, however, 
differ very much from what she was as a “ class-tcacher ” when m

have suffered through hiswe
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England in the application of her stock-in-trade, because the function 
of “ class-tcachcr ” is only one of tlie activities of a school-dona.

A “school dona” may, and as far as I can tell, commonly doa 
combine something of the functions of class teacher,-'licadmistress, 
and parish-worker. The proportions of tlicsc three functions tend to 
\jary according to the person and place, but something of the same 
tliree seem to go to the composition of each school-dona. The reason 
bang that teaching work falls into the following divisions 

I. Secular instruction in :
(а) . Out-schools, taught entirely by African teachers under 

European supervision.
(б) Head-station schools, central schools, colleges, taught by 

European and African teachers under European super\’ision.
^ (c) Classes for women and older girls who are already teaching
in out-schools or head-station schools and at the same time study* 

- mg for their otvn certificates, Government or diocesan. Tliesc arc 
taught by Europ

Rehgious .instruction:—
/ schools mentioned above, taught by African tcachcn
(village schools) or padres (colleges).

(o) Unconncctcfd with schools, ;.g., baptism and confirmation 
' ^ school-dona may be asked to share, teaching on

the lines indicated in tlic handbook^ of religious instruction in 
gOTcral use. Dona docs as she is told in religous instruction, 
tvhi^ is ultimately padre’s responsibility. • She has not, therefore, 
^’j^^^jy.^^pdmibility of finding or planning her own schemes

I divided something like this

■ (a) Part of eaeh day or certain days each week may be given 
■ ‘““ung one or more ordinary school subjects to the more

advanced people in a head-station or central school (the “ more 
advanced arc still at a quite modest level).

Fkml Liuu School

(4) About twice a week, there will probably be a women 
teachers’ class in ordinary subjects (still at a modest level) and 

gious knowledge, all outlined in thi diocesan schemes for 
teachers’ examinations. J

(I have never heard of a European ha^g to act as class-teacher 
to Afiican babies, except occasionally fo\. the purpose of gmng a

rcli

demonstration lesson.)
II. As headmistress:—

On the days, or parts of days when she has no class-teaching, she 
arranges systematic visits to the out-schools of wliich she is virtually 
headmistress. That is to say, she is responsible for schemes of work, 
time-tables, attendances, registers, care and distribution of stationery 
and school property, and for helping the teachers to improve tucir

She may, at tlie same time, be headmistress of the head-station 
school.

■i do imt know exactly what parish-workers do, but I think it is a 
suitable title to indicate the non-school work of mission teachers. It 
is.done after school hours and on Sunday rnomings and consists ol

a) The baptism classes, etc., mentioned abovc.^ •b) Keeping registers ofwomcn and girl communicants accord-
ing to an established system.(0 Visiting absentees in the villages to try to discover the rcMon
for their absence, and whether it is anything which padre, nurse 
or school-dona can remedy. .. , Ji,

' If any school dona-to-be has read as far as this she will hai 
ravered that in certain departments of her work there alrw y 
orguni:^ systems which will help her very much. Where sne win

cans.
11.
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wizards and medicine men

AND FINDERS

and one ^ to stand m &e light of aU these people to viUa^ schSh 
and -teachm to tvhoin ^enmient^officials, although odstent, a« 
remote and unreal, one feels strangely bereft. The school-dona has 
to depend mosUy on her own invention for making effective her 
Mmbmed offices of heatot^, attendance officer, examining-hoard 
extt^on lecturw for t^ traimng department, etc.
_ Aho, she and the Afrii^ teacher^d his school children start by

COTJ-mi™ Itought^wTJlvih?

they are expected in times of drought to find out where the

These thrte titles are used,by travellers almost.as synonyms, and 
in the correspondence colurnns of newspapers caeh writer is perfectly 
certain that he has applied the tttle comedy to the person he has seen. 
Ihere are three distinct Swahili words which give some clue 'to the 
riddlfr-Mrfiirm, or wizard, is a name of reproach ; Mganga^ from a 

meaning to mend, or bind up svhat is broken, should be trans
lated’as medicine man, native doctor or herbalist; Aftiim, from a 
mb meaning to cause to emerge, to bring to light, may be translated 
a3 finder. -

Unfortunately there is only one Swahili word, (foHia, which is used . 
for aU the things used by these three men. and it as applied cquaUy
10 black magic, white magic, poisons, herb medicines and European
dregs, and medicines. This much overworked svord has helped to 
obliterate the distinctions between the three crafts uchawi, uganga 
and uiuza, and the fact that the wizard, the medicine man and the 
finder sometimes dabble in each other’s craft has made cpnfiision 
iroise confounded. ,

It is a maidm in Central Africa that if you want to find out the truth 
you must ask the children. .'Acting on this, thim-eight boys belongmg 
toseveii’or dght tribes were asked to write a Swahili essay explaimng 
die difference between Mchawi (wizard), Mganga (medicine man), 
and Mzuza (finder). The answers were most interraung for the 
boyi at once pierced to tlie root of the matter by explaimng ffiat the 
motivefs the important matter. The wizard has a bad moUve and
11 feared and detested : the medicine man has a good heart and is 
respected; the finder’s motives are muted, he is willing to help his 
clients, but cupidity predominates. Instead of generalizing about 
Ike boys’ essays it will be far more interesting to let them speak for 
theinsclvcs, though it must be remembered that iheir words have been 
ibom of vain repetitions and that the dovetailing of excerpts doia not 
always make for smooth natation.

Now we have doubts about our visitors, the Europeans who ^ve 
crane to Afiica, this laud of ours, for they have not yet bcliCTcd about 
w^craft and perhaps those who have
Wtot it is good to tdl our visitors about wizards, medicine men and

V’These three have each their own work, and can do th^ork . 
If dui other. The wizard is much to be feared, his work is to b^tch 
raii kill people. The work of the medicine man is to try to cure sick

ram

i-erb

concern is to get thp-feel of a state of affairs which 
every Afncan teacher and child takes for granted, but to which she is 
Strang in order that she cm get herself out of the position of pu^, 

that of teacher, and be in a position to do something constructive, 
e -“y jchool-dona-to-be will see that there would be much to help 
r 5, herself in Africa, while the experimental nature

“I,™ '^““lionid work in Africa gives it an added zest and prevenu 
aff possibility of its becoming “ stale.” What she can be very sure of 
IS that, provided she is prepared to adapt it to new. circumstances, her 
profissional knowledge wiU be a definite contribution to the Mission’s 
work of extending Christ’s. Kingdom in Africa. E. H. T.

into
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people who arc ill or have been bewitched. A finder’s work is tom ■ and if he is given much money you will be cured quickly, because 
to deceive people and to persuade them that he is able to see liidden tlic illness. Sometimes tlie medicine man has an enemy and
witdicraft things, so that even tlie hndcr in a small way is tryini? to • poison and if liis enemy dies, what tlien ? This medicine
cure the sick person. The medicine man and tlie finder may know S'in is not a medicine man, he is a tvizard.
something about vntchcrau, but we .say “ He is not a rvizard became “Notvadays many medicine men drink ordeal medicine (Kago la
his will is to tend, and to cure people.” The difference is this: tlir ind nromise not to bewitch anyone, and if he has drunk this
heart and the mil of the svizard is to bewitch and kill his fellow men Ten hcsvitchcs his friend he mil die himself,
he has no loving heart, and no compassion. To search for that whicli “ ;
is lost like the Mzuza and to cure people like tlie Mganga is it good or ' Mzuza : Finder.
bad ? It is good. The difference is great; it is in the heart of a man, nds’ irian we count him as half-friend and half-enemy. He finds

witchcrafi things, but often he has put them there himself. He has 
medidne to see and dien to hold fast witchcraft. He can sometimes 
corauer a wizard. Many people believe in him, and many do not, for 
imtaned, if he takes a thing like a lizard out of d man’s body they do 
not believe. Sometimes tlie mzuza is also a medicine man (mganga) 
for if he docs not know a good medicine for you after he has found , 
the witchcraft, well, he only half knows his work. Soractintes he is a 
liar and sometimes he speaks the truth. He bnngs his mcdicme and i 
dazzlra your eyes, so that it seems as if what he does is true, but he only )

\

Moanoa, the Medicine Man.
The work of a medicine man is to exorcize spirits, to cure snake

bite and to give medicine for our African diseases, such as fcicr, 
yaws, tuberculosis, epilepsy, and others. He makes his medicines from 
leaves and roots, and his medicines arc lawful, peace-giving medicines.
Sometimes he gives his patient tabus, and tells him not to cat this or 
that) and when he is cured the medicine man comes and gives him 
leave to cat the forbidden things. If tlicpatient gets well the medicine
ma^cts hU retvard,:but otiicnvisc he geu nothing. a way to get money.

lac medicmc man is a compassionate man, and is ready to help ^Vhen people come to fetch the Mzuza he says to them :
anyone who IS bewtehed ; his work is not for himself, but God. He on first \vith tliis bag and my medicine, and I will come at once. He
IS much honoured in this country. The medicine man usually prap then makes medicine for shutting the eyes of the people who wll be

. God before helping anyone, saying “ Taiye, taiye ina Mungu,” there. And when he begins his work he must first sit down and
1-1^ Healcr IS God.” He is like St. Luke. There is a nnoke his pipe (kiko cha uganga) or cigarettes to know m which direc-
tH® between a European doctor and a medicine man, but tionto go and also that he may shut their eyes still more. This is all
their is one, only our fathers and mothers in England have ad- csi\ m(^ma-mbe (dazzling the eyes, or juggling). He carries a cow s
vzneed more than we Africans in medical matters. The medicine tril or a stick wth the long hairs of a cow’s tail tied to it (mwengo),

" . man hw not many medidnes that arc useful to sick people, and some- and after putting medicine on it he smells it and searches hither and ^
umes he gi\^ a patient too strong medicines so that his suffering is thither trith it, till he finds the smell of tliat witchcraft thing. Perhaps
incrc^ed. If he is ill himself he runs to a European hospital, why digs up a cup \vith soot in it, or goat’s bones, or an animal s horn,

> docs he not give medicines to himself ? and thus he takes the fear away from people’s hearts. If he is very
bometimcs the medicine man imitates a little the actions of a wizard. clever he tells the people .themselves where to dig. ,

or else people say this medicine man can bewitch otiicnvisc he could TTie mzuza is also called to find a cooking-pot which a woman has
not cure a man who has been bewitched : but surely it is necessary to ; t^ken and hidden in the forest because she has quarrelled wiUi her 
Know ol such and such an illness tliat its beginning is such and such Ijusband* When she breaks it she utters a curse, and tlircc or lour
Vatchcraf^ or he could not cure the disease. Some medicine men, daw after she dies. If the cooking-pot is not found tlie curse will
.Decade they arc ill-treated by their companions, buy medicine and remain, and the whole family may die. The mzuza discovers where
ptm it on to their children to protect tlicm against witchcraft, but Uiij the cooking pot is hidden, and makes medicine so that it docs no more
mcoicincis not witchcraft, noris the medicine man the same as a vrizard , , j • , ij

^ medicine man is a good man who under- Again if a man is ill he goes to a diviner (mpiga bao) and is tola
increase in numbers, and in fnend- « ^ n^g^icine which is hidden by a wizard and it is that which

* Sin ,15 arc cured by him and some if they are loved by is making you iU, and ifit is not taken away you will die. Tlien tl at
^ bewitched Jie lives, if God 'vulics mzuza to look for that mcdicme, and

rcpcnt^ofhis sins. ^ ^ , . tht.irizairi was naked when he hid it, the muza must take off
but not many have two minds, and do also tbe dothes and wear only a very short loin cloth. Then he searches cv ly

. ^ in the ground, in a tree or cave, even in deep ^vatc^ fon tire
Sometimes when you are bcwitchrf wizard sometimes casts his medicine there. Sometimes ^be

the medicine man conics, and by chance it is he who has bcivitchc^ find medicine but jini (spirits) and wzuluXIi^ clay images
\ /
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^ m DEATH OF A TEACHER

like mice), which suck the sick man’s blood. When he has found the ■ -
tvitchcraft he brings it back to the sick man’s house and bums it. k».i,dcacon Cox writes : I expect you will have heard of the tragic
So^times. the sick m^ dim and sometijt^lte gets w,^. The yotmg teacher ™th Hm (Samua) =^ked

Supposing a man has died and has left money, and his relahom r, o,uld write a letter—he was terribly overcome by the shock
do not know where he 1^ put it, they go to the mzuaa and he can find first. Mw. Frazer w^ really an excepbonal young teacher.
It. Some finders are able to discover thieves and things which arc lost different Padres who had come^across him one and all had
or stolen. Sometimes when a Europeim hM had a los of money he S bf him to me (before his death) as one who mght go on to
sends for an mzuza to look for it, but all this work needs a reward, so really been a Wgher ordmabon in his own churcli
youdonotcallhimifyouhaveoidy lostashUiing. SSi he always took such care.

There is sometimes an mzuza who looks for ram. Supposing the olwaicnu ^ j 
sun has been burning for six monthsand no top ofrain appeals the of the death of Mwalimu Frazer Chidya. :

hain at the end ofa cow’s tail, he snifls this and then searches with it. when he is called. j r

arc there in the reed pipe. When the mzuza has taken hold of it he uleep; ' , . „„i , i!„i,

:sfls!r.f=i«sSi^gK

feUman^the wallbn the men’s side feU outwards, 
escaped. It was a wonderfiil escape. There were four of us m toSs^'s'ss.s'

i Ihck into the church. There was just to?fifioins.

You will find tore the

(To be continued.)
. y
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THE DEATH OF A TEACHER

j^tEANDERINGS OF A MISSIONARY 

VIII.-“ SPIRIT LEVELS’*
woimdcd. Then people came in and dug him out, and he \vas still 
alive. When we <amc out with him, the women began to tvail. And 
we stoijpcd them. We said “ Do not ^vail, he is yet alive,” and ^vc 
lifted him up and when we got out, he began to take leave of his wife 
His good-bye >vords were “ Good-bye, wife,” and titcy grasped cadi 
other’s hands. They took him to the house and tried to restore him 
with hot water. And I said “ we had better make a machila at once 
and take Wm into hospital.” And they brought the machila and pu! 

‘ him in it. - When we had gone outside the village for three or four 
minutes, he stopped the machila and asked for water, and they called 
Samuel Kumpdombe, his elder brother, and he said “Idon’t think I 
shall get there,” i.c., die hospital. And he also said “ I implore you 
my brothm to lead a good life here on earth.” Then he sang dice 
verses ofdhymn and whenhe had finished the hymn, he died. The 

• men who were carrying the machila did not know that he was dead; 
but they soon knew, because there was no sound any more in the 
machila, so they felt he was gone.
. They took the machila to the hospital—it was then about lo p.m. 
I h^sent on word to Dona Heald, and she was there waiting for us. 
ShclHt his pulse and found that he was dead, and she asked us not to 
sorrotv IiMcIesly but to remember that we shall sec him again one 
day. And the earners slept in the hospital. In the morning they 
brought die body into the church and when the Mass was over diey 
had the Prayers for the Dead. Then we all took him to CWwanga, 
his own village, and there we buried him with much honour. Padre 
Tomaso Polcla took the service. And an immense throng of people 
came together, more than usually come together at the burial of a chief.

.All this time Archdeacon Cox was away. He got back on Tuesday, 
Febroary 19th, and we had a Requiem and High Mass, and forty 

, ChristiansTlade their Communion.
It a sad mourning, my brothers, but it was also a time of great 

inumph, for we knew that the Heavenly Father’s call had come, sudden 
.ar was the death, but we feel that he Was always ready for the call. 
Crowds assembled round the grave and it seemed to us that angels, too, 
were crowding round and rejoicing over a noble death. He was an 
uccllent teacher, and he loved to worship, and he was kind-hearted. 
He took^carc of me before I ^vas married, and gave me his affection.

/ , ^^VTitc these lines that all may know that he had an honourable
and he is an ^mple to us, he teaches us that we ought to be 

imtwuljmd reliable in our work, we must not only think of getting
paid font, but we must look for the reward in heaven in the sight of
our Lord. •

went hither and thither just as his superiors directed, 
he never quwtioncd their ruling ; he felt that he was called by 

Cod to preach the Gospel cvcry^vhcrc. Let us, too, try to be like that.
Samuel RASHroE.

• the third is ievei ™th the beach.
" Holiday makcre have named these three parades the World, the
^'m^worfdis l^d out like a show garden at a Hordcultural Exhibi-

SSSmpt Eudidto'Sc from his l-ave a J invent fresh^tortura

unconsdoiis of the existence of cither the Flesh or the Devil belo\v.

ipIcaSdly aristocradc, aggressively capitalisUc, has a spcqal band for
iS entertainment, and is always immaculate and perfccdytatlore^ ,

He Flesh is always trying to justify its shadowed cmstencc.. Here .

make convenient screens for cloak rooms and glass sheltera which 
somehow, have as yet failed to inspire architects. The Flesh diCTcforc

ii a place of Shelters, cheap novels and ready-made clothra. It has 
for its chief entertainment a procession of, rather healthy-looking 
invalids in bath-chairs, each gloi^ng in the public display of wc^css 
which'draws forth its mede of Chrisdan sympathy from the bored
novel-readers and the avid scandalmongers.

The Devil is happily contemptuous both of the World and the 
Flesh! If enj'oys itself immensely and quarrels frequently. There is 
a UtteriofpVer everywhere; people everywhbre ; children every
where. : It Is soeialistic and communisde. Hell looks quite full m
the season. Its entertainers boast themselves of neither art nor svit,
nevertheless they keep their audiences m fits of ’““'Shtor, There is a 
large display of naked flesh called Sunbathing ; and a great deal of

S2;S^£^Tl?aXtn:ae city 

Nowmdsf ofus live our lives on levels, and.that above the i“WMt.

Md contemptuous.

It is

-J,

all there is a
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JANET LILIAN BAIEEY
(DIED a8tl> FEBRUARY, 1935).

Some of the few dreamers counteract that

tothcvulgmi^ed. Th^askforitandgetitasamle. Thm4ey

upon It He risked the ranse^ences and conquered from below.
. w-'n‘“ m a tray which must please Him
l^L We stdl have levels m our mmds, even when we think of 
Heaven.. If is taly_^the Eternal Word of God, then Humility is 

■S“ God and riot sometUng assumed for our instme-
don. Fruly ^ Bl(^cd Lord m our Humanity demonstrates to us

^torted. If It is^e that the Greatest in the Kingdom of Heaven is 
the tot: then Who. can be Renter than God Himself, therefore who 
can be so hidden and so httle ? Instead of imagining ourselves attain-

n' knowledge of our unworthiness to be there

givwwaytospmtual pride, is to imitate His maeneis and hiddenness. 
Often when;we liul It is because we have made Holiness our mm 

Sanedty is a gift of Grace, and .grace is given to 
the humble. We shall never attmn to sanctity by our own eflbrts;

' «““>!>«• that.

“ is often not seen
It «n«B«

““t ““

As I have vrorked with Miss Bailey throughout her time in Africa and 
attended her when she was djring, I think I must tvrite a little about her
,wlc ai it affected me specially.......................................

A Mission doctor in this part of Africa has to rely on the nurses not 
only for all die normal nurses’ work when they are together, but also 
for iarrying on of all the medical work when die doctor has gone 
on to some other station. One expects very much from one’s 
in-chirge in one’s absence : diagnosis and treatment of all ordinary 
cases; 'reports bn those in which she needs advice ; and, above al|, 
the judgment to know when it is necessary, and the right moment, 
nolher too soon or too late, to send for the doctor (probably many 
miles airay). Hospital building also comes into her'work when 
necessary. In all these things I knew that I could rely completely 
on Miss Baile/s judgment. Her death has been so sudden that it is 
told to realize it; and the extent of the loss which the diocrae h^ 
niircitd'becomes each day more apparent as .we try to plan for thb 
future of Lulindi. AB the five years of her work in Africa were spent 
at Lulindi and Lulindi owes her verj' much ; firstl^f, in the work she 
loved best, maternity work ; and secondly to her gift of organization 
med to the full both in the Hospital here and at the Leper Settlement.

On February.aSth, as the solemn procession passed out of the church 
to the graveside one realized a little both of the love that the people 
bore to her and of the loss they had suffered. Many women were 
itore, most of them at some time her patients, who had watched by 
the body all day. Lepers from the camp; nearly eyeprChnsUan 
Icper who could walk was there to sec their “ mamas body laidto 
loL But the crowd at the graveside was not of ChnsUans only, 
Muhammadans and heathen with whom alike her work had been done, 
anembied there. At the end of the service a tall man, bnlliantly clad 
in oran^olourcd “ kanzu ” and white coat, pushed through me 
crotvd to look into the grave ; it was the local chief, himself a Moslem 1 

For her it is eternal gain ; and it is surely good to die in the midst 
of one’s work as she did. (Miss Bailey was working as usual on the 
Tuesday and died early on Thursday morning.) But for us A “ 
peat loss, and we ask for your prayers that we, who arc left, may have 
Ibeitrength to go on, and that the medical work at Lulindi m^ prosper 
to the greater glory of God. C. Frances Taylor

nurse-

IN MEMORLAJVt-R-I-P-
JUl® 5-AVILFRID BIRD HORNBY, BISHOP
i«P of NyjnOand (1893-1894) and a Vioo Presldedt of.lho Minion from tegs.' 'TmHiEo
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THE MOSLEMS OF NYASALAND

gcneralisauons. It is domestic m its ouUook, and selfish m its 
. Iphjcct. But S imssio^ becomes both these; he knoWs only a s^ 

area, and is concerned with the conversion of its people. It Is for others 
to (Swirdinate facts and generalize on the particulars we observe. 
Here is the question which I have set myself to answer. What is the 
attraction of Muhammadanism and how is Christianity to be shown 
to supply what is lacking yet necessary to a full life, that is salvation ? 
An obvious fact, which can be seen from a most cursory glance at the 
country, is that elsewhere there has been a welcome of the gospel, 
am^f the Muhammad^ there u not even interest Muh^- 
madanism alone stands indifferent Why? It is too big a quesuon 
to expect a cleai>cut answer, but an incomplete answer may be a step 
towards the truth;
- One fact ought to be put in its place as of primary importaure. It 

wiU colour every other observation. ReUgion.amongst the Afiacans 
is tribal. So the Yao is by tribe Muhatnr^dari. TlS me^ just m 
inuch as to say, no mbre and no less, that England is Chnsti^ ^ If 
ffu'look at the faces of the Yao the reasrais dear. _ The left 
thar feature and their religion behind. The Yao adopted the i^b 
tdipon as they received their wealth. This was in the days of Yao 
pospoity. Tie chiefs were men of power, and it was to .Ae tob 
mttet to support the power which brought their wealth.. Mul^- 
“ajmism became part of Yao life; a custom, the thi^ to doJ whi^ 

J^y means the thing to say you do. Into this world butted m the

asmaU

mS <j ,Kd ETSit w the as!c.fto.£^
aiOUJC mM avOQ AS pOSUDsC.

= Fbt Sale^ friri of a recent bequest An English Bracket Qock (by Pren, Gloucoter), 
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v

missionary. In tlic name of Christ sve ought to be proud of this. But 
it means Uiat wc start at a disadvantage in dealing with the Yao. 
They were beaten by'foree„and that force:was Cauistiau. With the 
suppression of slavery, Yao prosperity passed away. Then came the 
rule of European governments svhich granted religious toleration; - It 
is not surprising ^t the Yao held on to his religion. It is still the 
thing to do, the thing you say you do, to be a Muhammadan. This is 
still tire “ custom ” a word meaning much more in its native equivalent 
than the English “ custom ” dr any other English word.

The feeling towards Chrisdani^ty is not hos^c, but quiedy ih- 
different. In Muhammadaiusm Ithey have a rehgion which satisfies 
them. It satisfies them because it is a great religon. One of the not 
least important reasons why other non-Islam tribes W so gladly

fJiSr' -
Muhammadanism la, too, a convenient religion. It is more &ee in 

its-promises than its commands; Yet it does find ah oudet for the 
aenvides of those who are disposed to reUrious jiracdces. So the 
majonty are admitted, at the- time of puberty, into the faith of 
Muhammad, as a matter of course. If you do not feel inclined to more 
than this, ho one is concetned. To refuse Muhammadanism would 

' lead to unpopularity, but dormant loyalty is jaccepted. That is h great 
recommehdadon in any religion.
; Moral laws tend to be trying. Now Muhammadanism has very 
definite moral laws but they arc not known here; or if known, not 
ropected. They realize, for example, that they cannot take alcohol, 
but only the pious few pay evim lip service to this command.

In the tteatmoit of_womcn Islam rnost clearly fails, but making

old emtoms have been taken over, and polygamy has gamed a r^gioiu 
sancuon. But heathen polygamy was not the free and easy dung it 
is tohlay. Some women are definitely married to one man, but there 
is a large'floating populadon of women who would find it hard to say 
whether they were married or not. These are just temporary marriages 
of convenience. Clnld marriages, many of them not permanent^ are 
Burly common now, and these were unknown in pre-Islamic days. 
MuhaiiTOdanism may not teach these things, but she has to face the 
charge that these thin^ still exist, and some of them were unknown 
before she came. ;Prophcta and teachers with a message, are worthy 
of honour, but no one can respect a teacher without a teaching.
: 'Yet Islam has . worked itself into Yao Ufe. In so doing it has set 
up a trade.. The disposer of the goods is the Muhammadan teacher, 
like other trader, he^emands a payment for his goods. There is a 
charge to be admitted into the faSth; Should you desire to learn to 
"nd lhc ^oran again you must pay. Payment is made according »/

etopters, and long rones cost more 
than‘short ones. If you asked the 
teacher to (sqilain tlic mearung of the 
words he is teaching you to read, 
you are asking somctlung he cannot 
do, The Koran is only known in 
Arabic, and a very large majority of 
the teachers here only know Arabic ‘ 
as a series of pleasant but mcamnglcss 
sounds. If you are III, buy a three
penny prayer and liang it round your 
neck. It is specially^nmde for the 
purpose, and tWs, too, Is oh sale, at 
the teacher’s house. So it 
wc are not fighting a religion only, 
but a trade as well. Most religions 
have those who arc dependent on 
religion for their livelihood, Christian
ity included; so this is not said in 
scorn, but to indicate that wc arc 
fighting somctliing which it is to a 
number of people a vital matter to 
uphold.

: A Yao Mofiuju Chief Qne word in passing about the
reading of Arabic, a language not understood even by the teachers, 
Md again it is a word of defence. It is curious the fascination the 

■ maldhg of meaningless sounds has. More than once as I have passed 
the house of a Muhammadan he has begun chanting from the koran 
for my benefit. If you said “ Understandest what thou readest? ”

. that question would not sound as reasonable to lum as it docs to us.
. There is a desire amongst some of the leading Muhammadans that 
the people shall not understand their.fiuth, but understanding is not 

; rttdconed as of so great a worth with them as with us. Our own African 
Christians arc only too ready to say meaningless prayers ; for prayer 
u to them something which pleases God, and the offering of the heart 
is hot thought of as necessary.

: So wesee Muhammadanism as a religion ofignorance andformalism 
improgressive and amoral, supported by a system of teachers to whom 

. n^gion has become ameans of livelihood. There is another side to 
M noticed, and a more pleasing side. It is shown by an example, 
tjT;acal of What is happening in many of the Moslem villages. Monlli 
hy month I sleep opposite a mosque in a village which is solid Moslem. 
The mosque is a wattle and daub hut in worse repair tlian most of the 
other houses, and not big enough to hold twenty people. Into that 
fflos^uc from time to time during the day men go in one by one as they 
feri inclined. They arc inside for perhaps five minutes, and they come 
out as they went in, unnoticed, for it is what they do from day to day. 
jherc arc not a dozen who do so in a village, but it is a side which must 
M taken into

\

d.:;seems
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Here u anothcr.side. and an iUuminati^dnc. It is again outside 
a mosque on Friday, their day of prayer. Ttew prayeis arc ora, and

They list^with that far-away look they have. At the end of our 
talk we ask them if they have anything to say by way of cnutasm, or 
.enquiry, or eaplanation. There is then a htUe chatttr amongst them
selves, and always the same answer: “ We have notog to say. AU 
you teU us is true. Will you come ogam because our memones are 
short, and we quickly forget.” Afiicam are always pohte and may 
be they are just expressing their thanks for the trouble we have takem 

Now to tty to gather up the threads. Muhammadamsm is the reh- 
gion of the tribe, and therefore the things do. It is popular, because 
wWlst making few demands it gives a divme sanction to much that they 
woul^ Irish God to sanction. It suppUes a ^giom outlet for those 
who Teel inclined that way. In common with other great rehgiom 
there is a number of people to whom religion is a means of hvehhood 
and a source of authority and position. Here is a sufficient reason to 
account for the refusal of Islam. Does this suggest a method of 
approach ? At least it shmvs two things, the fct of wlutffi is valuable, 
if negative. Humanly speakmg, there will he no qmck resulu in 
Muhammadan work as there haye beOT_elscw^ in Alhca. Then, 
because life is tribal, if ever the break from Muhammadanism does 

' come, they- will move as a tribe and come in their hundreds. One

gss-i.
Islam has no answer to This is not so strong as it sounds because 
at present the Africans toe Uttlc consdousnc^ of^. So it is not

ing of the Cross by contact, personal, friendly contact with Christians, 
who Uve under the shadow of the Cross.

. This translated into concrete terms means to me a reUgious com
munity planted in one large Muhammadan viUage, praying, tea^ng, 
getting to know, and getting known, establishing mutual confidence. 
That seems the only way, and thus the Moslems may be drawn to 
embrace the religion of salvation, and their life be turned in; 
direction to fdlloW Christ.'

AMONG THE BAILA ,

Sto theliafue Flats It leayes the common sc^bb7bush behind: 
md passesfet though ten i^es of ppen ^and out of which 
lam gracefid hardwood trees hre growmg and then, when these are 
iTbehind, (their plmteTs tak«
ianumcrable palms, the short ones treading on each other as they spread 
Itenselves out in great, green fans, and the taU ones stretching back 
line upon line to the horizon in every direction.

Iky, which here seeiiis more like a solid dome in winch the sun shoots, 
np and over your head and down in the most fired fashion; ,

I At;Mapanza;the.people are Batonga, but up here they are the

sSf'JS'sst.s
rotteh;with syphUis and similar diseases handed down firqm the ^. 

maVi* '
Quite the most outstanding person of this democradc district is 

William. Generally “ foreigners ” arc abhorred and scorned here.

Wtingpeople to do what he wants, -fie is the Cl&tian teacher among 

.Testament, which she has learnt from start to fimsh. The gwls are

I, dnd

f-

passea a uniia i'jcw
«« _______________ &mh. The girls are

pit in the hmTrngely to be fitteied “P
oamaip. There is no shyness among these vyomen. /i^^ look 
rmi straight in the face, mid continue to gaze undaunted while

a nwv

H. N.

Young.atm old have Uiar hair pracdcaUy shaved oflT. cvea
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the men, who used to wear great top-knots of hair like busbies, now have 
it almost as short as the ^vomcn. For clothes th^ wear a little skirt 
irom their wmst to'thdr knees. Blue limbo is rapidly taking the place 
of skins as the fasWonablc thing, ^vhich is luuortunatc, as neither 
eno^h water nor soap is available to %vash these things.

Tne glory of the place is the unlimited hunting ground to north 
and cast and west And William is even greater as hunter than as 
teacher. He can lead you up closer to the big game than anyone else. 
His English sentences are dehvered with more precision than accuracy, 
but he commands, one to avoid breaking sticks or falling into holes, to 
stand breathless or to crawl and worm through the scrub when an 
animal is in aght, by his actions. He is gifted with the heartiest of 
laughs, like all the Afticans, but himtmg is a deadly serious matter, and 
we ^ in single file accompanied by two spearmen clothed not even in 
a ](^ cloth, but only in a little apron, affording no protection at all 
behind.

On and on, taking care of every footfall lest the.quarry should be 
startled, all silent and all scarclung the bush at Uvo or three hundred 
yards with our eyes imagining and imagining what might be there 1 
And then suddeidy we all stop and crouch. He has seen something. 
Very cautiously we two crawl forward. After a long and breathless 
scramble I dare to look up and there moving behind the tall grass arc 
large grey forms quite heedless of our presence. They arc wildebccstc 
(or gnus), a herd of five of them fcctfing. Now they sec us. Up go 
their nofttrib. They stand staring. T^en in a mad charge, heads 
down, tails lashing the air, they dash off bucking and jumping, 
hammering the tr^ with their hoofs, and arc gone in a huge spurt 
for imles upon miles through the open country, on the edge of which 
they were mcltcring.

To see those five Africans tracking (we had gathered two more by 
nchv) was a revelation of concentration. Every mark in the ground, 
although hidden by grass and bush, they read at once. Every spot of 
blood their eyes poncived at once though it be on one blade of grass 
among ten thousand.

In the heat of the day we all lay down, and they went off to sleep 
quite happUy. No sooner had we finished our rest than a snort came 
through thdbushes, and there was a herd of hartebceste and a single 

debeeste amongst them. But the bush is thick now. They dis
appeared in a moment. We followed, and going under a tree our 
line ^vas suddenly scattered and I felt a sharp sting on the lobe of my 
1<^ car. The man with a spear behind was looldng very sorry for 
himself, too. William roared with laughter and said yes! a 
viper.” In great alarm. I looked back for the venomous beast hanging 
from the branch and wondered into which part of the lobe of the car 
my permanganate of potash crystals must be inserted to counteract the 
poison. Ho^vcver, it turned out to be his name for a hornet.

We had started before the sun rose. We heard zebra' barking 
not far off, and the sound of eland ^dloping through the grass quite 
dose. But it was too high, seven to ten feet high, and we found no

5t"havebecnde1^

After dark we got in to a marvellous fire in front of the tent, and to 
m exceUent meal and an excellent pipe. And as we sat under die 
huge dark, starht dome of heaven the night air smelt good.

In a museum, stuffed birds and animals seem always to take tlicir 
fate patiently and pose perpetually, unmoved by the dusty speara and 
pots all round, designed to slay and boil Ulcm in. But where I would '
go a mile to see a natural history museum I would walk ten to visit 
sZpo. .

But to visit a Mwila’s house is to make museum walls live and brcadie.
Tint go through a stile made by a forked branch in the wooden palisade.
For this you must be quite slim. Now you are inside a huge ring of 
round houses, fifteen feet high at die top of the conical grass-thatched 
tools, which stretch down to within four or five feet of the ground.* ' 
Here they are supported by short poles, behind which their dark owncro' 
lit most of the day, in a litUe circular verandah, leaning back against 
lie round pole-and-mud wails of their huts. All the huts look inwards 
on to a cireular pole-fenced catde kraal, a hundred yards in diameter, 
wiiich is filled each night when their catde are driven in, lor the Baila 
arc gloat catde herders. This is only a stoncs-throw from their “front 
doon,” through which you must squeeze, and bending your head take 
a atop down on to the fioor of the hut. As an enemy enters head dotvn 
ho cari be conveniently liit on the back of the neck. But we got in 
lafdy and blinked.

As one’s eyes became used to die darkness inside, they began to 
KO the whole of the interior wall taking shape. High up all round arc 
hard-baked mud “ wings ’’ stretching out from the mud wall as

vnl
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brackcU to hold the great, round clay rvater-pots which hold two or 
three galloiu apiece. . . , . , '

Lower a procession of flat oxen is painted in three colours round 
the wall, done in just the style of primitive cave drawings. And then 
when one’s eyes are accustomed to the gloom they discover large 
mud shields edged with roots standing out pe a wainscoting three 
feet high, with a little door made in the bottom of each.

These are cupboards, and they say the little door at the bottom u 
to show if there are any snakes hiding there.

The shield themselves are boldly painted in white, red and black, 
like the cows, but in symmetrical designs. The white is ashes, the red 

rich coloured local clay, and the black charcoal. These are all the 
colours they have. , .

On the right is a partition, done in similar designs with httle peep 
holes through it. Behind this'Uie parents and little ehildren sleep. The 
“ go ahead" families on a wood and leather thong bedstead and 
skins, the others on the floor or on a reed mat. The partition is low 

' enough to see and throw over.
Up against the pole which supports the centre of the roof, are piles 

of spears, well polished tvith use. Back-scratchers, also polisned, 
wicker baskets, dried meat, bits of dirty rag and a vast variety of honse- 

' hold treasures; And all round the floor arc babies licking at the beer 
. pots and dirty beer mugs, hens eating things out of the mealie cob, 

calves snifiSng and biting Acir tongues sideways. Up agmnst the wail 
in one place a wood fire between three mnd “fire-bricks,” ivith a 
seething pot on it, and a woman sitting in the dnst watching it and 
pulling at her pipe, and here and there are mnd scats for guests, aho 
polished. ,

The headman and others simply went into these houses, we follow-
■ ing, regar^ess of whether their owner was at home, or in the village

or away. They all can do that.
These houses last five years or so,, then they are left and the 

builds another, and the tvives mud it, and [laint and decorate it. 
smoke going through the roof makes it habitable for about that length 
of time.

HOLY WEEK AT MANDA
My first Easter in AlHca, that of 1934, ivas spent at Likoma Cathedral, , 
where, in a noble building and tvitii the guidance and example in 
devotion and ceremony of Bishop Douglas (God rest his soldi), we 
had every opportunity of entenng into the drama of Holy'Week 
ouisclves, with the added joy ofsecing the uninistakable response which 
it ivas calling out from the souls of our African people.

I was wondering therefore, very much what Easter would be 
at Manda, to which I found myself sent just before Lent, miu 
the newest of our Nyasaland mission stations to be completely'ipencd, 

■the lady teacher and nurse having both been here less than a year.
I had heard a good deal about the simplicity and uncouthness of the 
people. We have as yet little vernacular literature, the four Gospels, 
a handful of psalms, a simple office book, and simpIe\forms of pre
paration and thanksgiving for Commuiuon, daily prayeis, the Way 
of the Cross, Devotions, etc. But Padre Hicks (whose furlough I am 
taking) has been working single-handed for six years at this huge 
“ pansh ” of some 160 miles-drcumference, 100 villages, and no 
roads; and, building on the foundations laid by Archdeacon Johnson, 
has gathered a flock of nearly 5,000 Christians and more tlran 3,000 
communicants ; and it is some of the fruit of their labours which we . 
have been permitted to taste in the joy of our Manda Holy WeA.
. Emboldened by our experience wift Bishop Douglas at Likoma,
I determined that we would observe as much of the traditional Liturgy 
of Holy Week as seemed compatible with our resources and the reverent 

, understanding of the people. It did not appear certain what had 
been done in previous ycais, bu t I gathered that there was no vernacular 
Liturgy, nor had it been possible to keep the night watch. Wild 
animals are a sufficient deterrent in these parts. 
iSowe set to.work to translate the Liturgy, as it had.bccn published 

hy Bishop Douglas in the Nyanja tongue, into Manda. Mercifully 
we had the Gospels, and by chance Padre Hicks sent me for printing 
the MS. of a copy of the Reproaches, and had given me an odd MS; 
he is preparing for the Bible Society of the Epistle to the,(Hebrews, 
which saved us the task of translating the clifncult Epistie'for Good 
Friday. But there remmned quite a iot 

Then there was the rehearsing of the ceremomes, fint of the Liturgy
ofPalm Sunday. Justbefore Padre Hicks left, there being the two of
tu and Deacon Ackworth Kanjema, we thought we woidd try to 
have a High Mass. We rehearsed the serven carefully; when 
the day came, they were conspicuous by their absence | So that it 
was not easy to inspire the confidence which prevents confeion Md 
alone can give dignity and reverence to worship. Oin- Afiic^here 
have, untaught, Uttle sense of the natural fitness of things. They rm

like--
da isa

man
The

E. K.

to do.
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recruit to the band of attendants in the sanctuary noticed 
Deacon, who was sinring the Passion, had no one to hold his book-^ 
a very small copy of the four Gospels. At once he abandoned liis light 
and obligingly stepped into the breach, to be sent packing, I fear, by 
the properly outraged offidant! One never knotvs quite what a 
going to happen in an African, or at least the Manda, sanctuary, and 
there are many pieces of ceremony not to be found in Adrian Fortescuc.

The Palm Sunday service was wonderful. The schooWldren had 
gathered huge bundles of palm branch during the week. They had 
become very dry, but I piled them in the sanctuary, ready for blessing; 
w^n, to my surprise, all the people came in provided with delightfully 
fryh green palms. The sight of them coming from all sides to the 
church brought vividly to the imagination the memory of the fint 
Palm Sunday. These palms they piled gaily and unceremoniously 
upon the top of my neat bundles, and by. the time they had finished 
the temple was indeed “ stratved " wth them.

At wch stage of the service, via., the Blessing, the Procession, and the 
itself, I tried to explmn caiyiilly to the people what we were 

doing, and its meaning ; and they behaved throughout with wonderful 
reverence and order. It was moving to be distributing the palms to 
these himdreds bf God’s Afidcan chil^en, some of them babes on their 
mothers' backs to the full-voiced singing of “ Glory be to Jesus,” 
which n^cr fails in its anpcal, and links one with all the Holy Weeks 
since childhood. The boys managed the procession splendidly; 
there were only about a dozen of us in all (we have no choir) but we 
divided up successfully for the antiphonal singing of “ All glory, laud, 
and honour " at the West door. I was told afrerwards that at the 
three blow^ on the door the old ladies, who sit at the back, were 
thrown into some consternation, and were quite ready to flee the 
church at the slightest sign of danger. Of course, according to African 
custom, I should have said ” Hodi.” However, we made our way 
^ck to the Altar, singing the appointed andphon, without giving them 
further alarm. And so the Mass proceeded, a perfect forest of palm 
leaves bemg raised at the Passion.

During Holy Week we said the Stadons daily, and an instruedon 
was given on the events of die day. There was a stream of Confessions, 
orco^e but there are only 200 or so people in the immediate 
neighborhood; and one’s work in that respect comes in the next 
fcv^vccks, vvhen I hope to minister to the rest of the 3,000.

V^te Mass on Maundy Thursday, with the procession to the 
^tar of Repose, was very happy. Teachers and children had scoured 
the countrynde for flowers and plants, with which nature is not very 
hberal in these parts ; and the Altar of Repose was arranged by the 
European ladies. ^ ♦

What would happen with the watch we did not know, at least with 
the night watch. For one thing, it was new; and Afiicans like 
iimovations no more than Englishmen. For another, few Africans 
care to be about at night, specially in these mainland districts. There
would be, mdeed, the Paschal moon, but only two or three days before

t the

tP^AldtnmSt. Thomas’s CiiirRai, Manda

ctwo lions were reported in the area between us and the largest of the 
villages from which we draw. I knew it was of no use to worry them 
to come, though I did explain carefully the meaning of the 
tried toilink it up with Gcthsemanc ; and inwardly I put it down as 
impossible, save for us on the station, as soon as I heard of the lions ; 
yet I felt some disappointment when I took names after Evensong, and 
only a few were offered. But I had reckoned without my Africans. 
I expect Africans dislike names and signatures as much as Englisluncn. 
^Vhen I went in at the beginning of the watch the Sacrament Chapel 
was just crowded with men and boys, praying, reading hymns, reading 
the Passion from thrir Gospels, or silendy watching; and so it was 
through the night, until daybreak. Many of them solved the problem 
of the lions by sleeping in the big church, and when I went in at about 
two, the church was filled on both sides with sleeping forms huddled 
in blankets ; more really reminiscent, I thought with a smile, of the
first Gethsemane than the watch itself. But all night---------- --
watching and praying in earnest before the Most Holy. We experi
enced again what was revealed last year at Likoma ; the power which 
this part of the drama of the Passion has on the minds and hearts of 
all men. . *
^^ly on Good Friday knots of men and women began to gather 

about the church for die Liturgy at 7 o’clock, which was preceded 
by Mattins. I knew that the ” Three Hours’ ” makes an appeal to 
Africans, but I had expected only a fair sprinkling of folk for the 
earlier serrice. Again I was to learn. The church was packed with 
Vi’Oi^ppers who preserved perfect order and reverence for two hours; 
ehatted or slept outside from 9 to 12, and were all present for the whole
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of the Three Hours’Devotion I The quietness of the people until BISHOP MAYS VISIT TO NYASALAND
^ [raeBishopofNorthpn^otlesin,whohadihtendedtowri^

illSrst,i&a5S.-"4sBal
alsotheHe^nses, the people foUosving phrase by phrase, very qukUy result to the readers of Central Af^e. E.F.S.] 
and tunefully. 't I left here on Friday, 15th March, spent six days on the road j
^;aere followed the Veneration of the.Cioss. Kialng is not a nomul had four full days at Mponda’s ; and came back to Uvingstone again
Afiican method of self-expresston, and after a talk with my Afiican infivedays. I considered the possibihty of going by air the whole or ,
deacon and the European staff I felt that it would be wiser to use some part of the way (Salisbury to Blantyre), but apart from the small
method of veneration more in keeping with Africansentiment. Per- amount of kit one could have taken, the costwould have been consider-

■ - haps .I ivas mistaken m this, and stand to be corrected by more ably greater than that of the train journey, even if I had had to pay
expOTenced_ptii3ts. Instead,^! paaed along the tow of worshippeis the fuU train fare. What settled the question was that the GenetaU.L
holding vertcaBy the unveiled cruafix, and saymg to each in M^da Manager of the Rhodesian Railways gave me n free lirsMiass pass for ■
•■Jesus diedfor thee,-’to which tlmy replied ialdouble journey, Uvingstone to Beirannd back, Added
moment with both hands the foot of the cross. Certainly, the ceremony I found when I took my &et at Bara that, as I was not rcmaimng,
tins most simply and reverently undertaken by the Afilcans; many, more than a month, I could do the retumjoumey for single fare (£9).
bfaU ages, ad^g some httle mark of veneration natural to themselva, So for £9 I tmveUed upwards of a,6oo mUes by train.. Notbad going,
'such as touching the cross with them foreheads, bowing their hodia, ’’The journey was uneventful. I had halfa day at Bulawayo, which
or now and then kissing the cross, as they had probably seen it enabled me to do some shopping and see one or two people; and two
elsewhere. and a half hours at Salisbury, 6-8.30 on Sunday mormng.wluch Bttcd

I am aftaid our resources do not so far include a Paschal Candle, in wcU with a 7 o’clock Mass at the Cathedral. At Bernal had a whole

and ABeluias for the actual mom of the Resurrection. op^y as it was nearly dark. Unfortunately, itwasdarkalso--
^ soon iu day began to dawn the people began t6 gather, chattering B.30 p.m.-when we crossed it on the return journey. The Ge^ral ....

, gaity and m them gladdest clothes, to greet the Risen Lord. The h^er of the Shird Highland R^way had very fandly given im^c-
^ Easter Mass was as joyous as our Lord vouchsafes it always to be to : tions for the train to be held up wWle I made an inspection.^ thinks

those who have tned, however feebly, to foBow the way of Soiroivs there was a moon. But there was not; so I gave that a miss. It is 
and the Cross. It seemed titting that the large chaBce which the 

‘t ““eaary to use should be inscribed " To the memory 
/ pf Wirnam Peraval Johnson: from his Aftican chBdren.” We are 

the inhentors of other men’s labours and, amid many struggles arid 
disappointments, we find bur lot in a fair groSnd.

' C. W.A.

1

a Ott to Blantyre, but was met at Limbe by
oSordoTO tb'Se L^m^^m'hlrM^I *e morning in *e new

caliing at several viBages on the way to insist 
Mponda’s in time, ag5n, for a late lunch. We had what seemed to
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MGHAWI ,

amDir was timt the difference depmded^on the. motive) ^

me a great reception; but I Icamt afterwards that they yvcxn much 
disappointed because we turned up une:i^cc^dly, and fticy could not 
do all that they intended. So they did it more thoroughly when 
I left!

“ The Ordinands’ Retreat began on Tliursday night and lasted 
over Friday and Saturday. The addresses were in English I Victor 
ofTcred to intcrorct for me, but it would havc cramped my style dmad- 
fully, and the Ordinands assured me that they would be able to undcr- 

‘ stand ; and I think they did, for the most part At all events, when
ever I tested them, they seemed to have grasped my meaning. For 
me it Was a most inspiring experience ; they were all such good fellow, 
so dc\'OUt and so simple. The sad thing was that they were only six, 

. the seventh being ill.
** The ordination, on Sunday, the 24th, the third Sunday in Lent, 

beautiful ; everything perfectly ordered, the congregation very 
reverent, the sin^g quite good. Mass and the ordination were in 
Chinyama, hapmy for me, except the Litany, sung by Padre Petro 
in Cju-yao. (lhe ordinands were all Chinyanja spealdng.) Victor 
(who preached the sermon and presented the cand&ates) and Hi^ 
were deacon and sub-deacon; ;the Gdspel being sung by Habil 
Matthew Chipembele. There was just a touch of sadness about it all 
—for me at all events; but none the less it was a most happy service.
. "After breakfast some of us went in a ramsha^e motor boat, 

lent to us by a Goanese trader, across the Lake to Malindi. The steer
ing gear gave out as we were nqaring. Malindi, and though it was 
mpaimd wlule we were on shore,‘it failed us entirely on the return 
journey; so we used the tiller. Tlie petrol also ceased to run into the 
carburettor soon after we started baclq and we might have been there 
still if Trefusis had not been on board.

“ At Malindi wc had again a great reception. We had lunch and 
took me round the station and showed me his 

wonderful X-ray business. Then wc returned to Mponda’s, and in 
^ CTcning started a Qpict Day for the Emopean members of the

“ And on Tuesday morning I started back with Hicks. There had 
been a lot of rmn during Ac week-^d (7 inches at Likwenu), and Ac 
road to me bottom of Ac hill .was largriy under water. But we got 
^ough wi A only one hold-up ; had lunch at Likwenu and reached 
lambe again at about 4.30. The foUowng morning I confirmed, at 
Mass, two European children—or raAcr a little girl and a young 
^voman—presented by Hand; and Acy received Aeir first Com- 
mumon; and nt 11.30 I started, for Beira and. home, arriving four 
hours late on Ac Sunday morning.”

Mchawi ; The Wizard. •

men male a noise shows that th^ are not genuine mzards. ^ There 
may be some compassion in the tvizards who occasionally do the work 
of an mzuza (finder), or an mganga (medicine man), but it seems as ' 
if Uiis compassion is vitiated by a d^e for a largi retvard. From 
the boys’ accounts of what the mainland wizards can do, it appears 
as if their hicks are simpler than those of the Zanzibar; and Pemba 
wizards, but that the envy and hatred which make them the enemies 
ofall'miai are the same.

It is, however, more satisfactory to let the boys , themselves speak 
about the wizards, for they and their forebears are the sufferers, and 
we can best find out how to help them if wc try to realize their conjtant 
fear and insecurity.

The Mchawi can be either a man or a svoman. Wc Africans bdicyc 
in their witchcraft, and if you tell your parents that there arc no wizards 
they laugh at you and you appear to them a simpleton and an idiot:
It is best nbt to offend a wzard or make him angry lest he vvreak 
t^eance on you. Wizards, too, arc very jbalous; for instance, they 

. do not like clever people such as teachers and clerks. Also, if a wizard 
tees that his childrm are weak, and his neighbour’s children are healdiy, 
at once he will think ofsomc medicine that will take away their health. 
Some wizards have become svizards became their children have aU 
died, and he being left alone says “ My children must have been be
witched, now I myself will be a wizard," and he goes and buys 
tritchcraft. ■

There arc many wizards and they are much hated. ' Some wizards 

^wcn Acir relations. The wizard docs not want to live^th his fellow-

>vas

j

• tea there, and Trefusis
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men, he lives by himself. He docs not know that we are all <3uldrcn 
of God. They do not know that it is good to work togcAcr and to 
be at pcace^vith qnc another.

You must be careful not to call a man a wiz^ or he will make 
a great fuss and will take you to the chief to be judged, because the 
reputation of a wiz^ is very bad; no one enters his house,' .

Sometimes a wizard will bewitch a rich man from deare for money, 
for he hopes''that no one ^vill be able to <nirc him, and that he himself 
w^ at last be c^ed to cure him and thus he will gj^ much money,

■ Sometimes when he has got his money he will finish him off by poison* 
ing Wm. Some ^vizards have good mcdidnc.to cure people, but they 
are not used by many for they do not know whether they arc good 
medidnes or witchcraft.

The wizard gets his poisons from trees and plants. He grinds the 
leaves to dust and puts it in a banana stem or into little horns and 
snail-shells. He puts things in peoplc’s bodies which decay, and the 
man becomes a cripple or blind, or gets leprosy or smallpox. He puts 
poison into a man’s food or water, or tobacco. Sometimes he puts 
medidne into a well so that evdyone who drinks the water gets fever 
and dies. He can make a medidne like flour and put it on 
that his wits forsake lum and he becomes mad, so mad, that he throws 
off his dothes and sits naked, or else runs away into the bush. Also 

can HU you by carrying away a piece of your tom garment 
or bits of your hair or nails. JHe then mutters incantations over them 
and hidb them, then you become weaker and weakd* and at length 
you die. There arc wzards who can make snakes obey them, and they 
send their snakes to bite anyone whom they wish to kill.

The wizard can also give people infectious diseases, such as yaws, 
^hilis, tuberculosis, etc., so ^t they die. A man can be cti^ by a 
European doctor if he caught these diseases from germs, but if a man 
has been bewitched the European cannot cure himj he must get a 

• native medicine man who knows an antidote to thq witchcraft. A 
wizard can go into a beautiful field of yoimg Indian comVnd smoke in 
it, and at the time of harvest tlmre arc,no good cobs, only husks; but 

' supposing the owner has protected his field by counter-magic, when 
the wizard comes into the field he falls down then and there, and if 
you see him falling you must not speak Idndly to him.

When he bewitches at night he t^es off his white clothes and cither 
goes naked or wean dark clothes,'or dry banana leaves. If he docs 
not want you to live, he comes at midnight when you arc asleep and 
stands outside your house ancTcrics out to you like a man 
died, and then dances to and fro. He has brought with him the corpse 
of a man who has died, and when he is bewit<^ng you he rolls the 
corpse to and fro and sometimes he throws it down on the ground 
with a great thud, like a tree falling. You will ask “ How docs ^ 
^vizard get a corpse ? ’! If the wizard hears that a man has been buried 
he goes to the grave and calls him by Ws baby name and the dead 
man answers and comes forth. Then ne carries the body home on his

head just as if it were a 
burden, and he puts the 
body in his granary and 
kinmes a fire unde 
every.day until it dries 
up. Then when he goes 
to bewitch anyone he 
carries it with him.

If a wizard tries to 
poisonaman and fails be
cause he is oo wary, then 
he go(u at tught and digs 
and hides medicine n^ 
his house, and if by bad 
luck he steps on it, he 
becomes ill and dies.

a

r it

Aimther man cannot be 
be^tched if he steps on 
it Because when the wiz-
ard smd incantations 
over the piece of bamboo 
with medicine in it, he 
ordered it to be for his 

enemy. Then if he still finds that he docs not snare that enemy of his 
he brmgs spirits {jini) for a wizard can change an image into a spirit, 
^ if it greets you on the way and you reply, you will die ; sometimes 
if you see it, it vamshes away. Sometimes the spirit is sent to your 
house and it sucks your blood every night till at last you arc so weak 
that you lay yourself.down in bed to die.

a man so
t^jver.

Fear Lurks Beneath the Suile

a wizard

It is very easy for us here in England to put down the magazine 
with a smile and say, “ It is quite plain that these Africans die of sheer 
fright,” but fear, m^eyolence and poison arc arc three very powerful 
things, and the wizards belong to a secret society wluch is like a net
work over the whole of Africa. If only we would take it to heart that 
murder and sudden death are not far fro y African, who happens 
to\)ffcnd a single member of this secret society, we should try to dunk 
out ways of rousing public opinion against witchcraft, and those 
who practise it, and we should redouble our efforts to convert tlic 
w-izams and witches. After all, they deserve compassion 3S well as 
condemnation, and our Lord Himself was the friend of publicans and 
Jinners. ' ’

m an

who lias
D. C.A.
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'hthe MEAITO OF A MISSIONARY

THE MEANDERINGS OF A MISSIONARY
IX-SMELLS

lilies of the valley always remind me of funerals, and I hate their
SCC&t* ' - ' '

Harvest festivals have an odour of their own, which is not the 
bdoar of sanctity. It is a pccuhar mixture of the smeU of the local 
floriit and the local greengrocer and the local baker, and the local 
undertaker, (specially if the pews have been oiled.

On the homeward voyage, once the Red Sea has been passed, 
there is a strong smeU of cainphor, anti the East has been put away for ; 
anothersix montte. Some do not hke it. I do, for pme is stiU Home.

After all, I believe that odour of roasted shark reached Heaven, 
in (pite of me white angels.

The postman buys the incense as a rule, at the local town. One 
Saturday he bought some dried shark as well, and by chance a piece 
of it found its Avay into the incense. Later it found its way into the 
thurible I Volumes of thick cvil-sracUing smoke rose from the thurible. 

. The priest stood stup^ed, the M.G. and the thurifer bent over it in 
order better to inhale its appetizing odour. There was a look of sublime 
contentment on thdr faces, such as is seen on the laces of the Uvo 
cluldren in the advertisement for Bisto, The shark spluttered and 
roasted in ihc thurible. The priest slowly blessed it and taking the reck* 
ing thurible in lus hands, hdd it away from himself as far as possible 
and sent its assertive odour to Heaven. The black angels greeted it 
witli the Bisto expression and nearly fell out of Heaven trying to get a 
snifTof it. The white angels said to each other, ** My dear ! Foul!"

. and waved their wings vigorously in order to dispel it.
I sup^se that there are people who really Uke the smell of euca* 

lyptus. people who lise it on their handkerchiefs spread more 
colds by su^esdon than they ever cure one by inhaling it.

I remember that'I once bought a scented earthenware 
big London store. Placed in a room it exhaled a delicate perfume of 
'old rose leaves and spice. I placed it on my.desk, and people who came 
into the room often remarked on die pcHume and asked me for the 
recipe ofnich a delightful potpourri. One day, wanting to remove the 
labw from some bottles, 1 poured a little hot water into the scented 
vase, having nothing else at hand. A few minutes later I seemed to be 
crossing the Bay of Biscay in rough weather. Most realistic it was. 
The vase, noiv filled with hot water was giving out most pungent 

. fumes, and I \vas litcrally.gasscd. The vase was emptied and allowed 
to cool. It was restored to its place on top of the desk where it stood 
sulking and odourless, for it never exhaled perfume ag^.

. ^ There is a; particular scent which ds sometimes used at weddings 
in Africa. It has the effect of making people faint. It is usually 
sprinkled near the bride by rejected suitors as an act of revenge. A 
^cst once picked up a bottle of perfume in a small village shop. 
He joked ivith the shopkeeper and removing the cork took a sniff at 
the contents. Shortly after, on his way home he was seized with 
•faintness and sickness, and immediately thought of the scent which he 

^ had liandicd in the shop, which had been particularly pungent.
I remember a morbid-minded soldier, dtinug the War who made 

a small profit in allowing people as morbid as himself to smell a dead 
German’s pocket-book.

And what boy has not left open the door of the “ stink ” cupboard 
.in tlie lab. ?

^d what boy has not put carbide in the inkpot ? _
VVhat memories do smells revive ! A passing lorry, in Africa, and 

■ a whiff of petrol; and all the homesichness for a Londoa street.

V.'. ■ J--.,.,
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I AM ALONE
It was just one of tliose wooden lorries one sees in England wtli loads 
of gravel or bricks. A padre and two visitors packed themselves into 
the driver’s seat, six strong lads from the College (St. Andrew’s Minaki) 
hath their lunch and ours in two large African baskets, climbed in 
bclund, and off we went—bump-bump*dattcr-bang—down tiic road 
from college. The rains have been very heavy and late tWs year; 
the roads are sand or, ^vorse still, deep red mud wliicli, when wet, 
has a surface as slippery as ice. The cart ruts in places are sue to nine 
inches deep, the pot holes deeper still ,* and this is on the main road !

The lads had come to enjoy themselves and were tlioroughly ha 
but were really there to lift out the lorry should wc get stuck 
into the ditch. They boimced about like dried peas in a pod at tlic 
bade of the lorry as wc rattled and bumped from one hole to tlic 
aczt It was a glorious day of brilliant sunshine and blue sky. 
Luxuriant vegetation as far as one could see, trees, flowc^g shrubs 
and occasionally a clearing witli some crops; large butterflies of m " 
colours flying from flower to flower. The views of hills and yallcys
wade one long to stop at nearly every turn in the road. Padre was a
magnificent driver and brought us quite safely to Kola, a distance
of hventy miles from Minaki. ........

■ We drew up by the side of the road and although no building was 
actually viable because of the height of a good crop of maize on 
*chool shamba (plantation), almost at once a white clad figure ^vllh 

^mulingface rushed through the com to greet us. The radiant pleasure 
those ‘deep brown eyes \vas good to see. .

IN MEMORIAM—R.LP.
OF®

Dr. ALfCE WERNER
/' . AU who knew Dr. Alice Wemer will realise bow gmt a lass her death is: it took place 

June 9th. £brr ri/KoCofJune iSth aayi of her "Few honours of recent yean have bem 
more popular in Afnom ctrda than the award to her of the CLBX. and of the Silver Medal 

o?^«iS*ltiS Reader and Professor of Banm
A Fira StooktU Book, is a mm^kee?^sS?was”a*r^ doa who
uw some Swahili poems wluch the had edited, said what a comfort it was to have anyone 
doM such work with all the accurate references the took the trouble to give. , .

" She was a very gracious personality! and charitable of heart and she was blea^ 
vrtth the gift of tranquillity hi argument.'*. She was always ready to put her knowlrfp 
at the disposal ofotbm and has many a ti™. solved for the present writer, ohe
gave you an impression of great di^ty combined irith great accessibility, an unuiuri 
^dremadTof th^]^ die was unusual, in her gifts and in her opportunities, and in the

any

K. H. Nixon Siotil
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